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THE SECOND

BOOK OF SAMUEL.
INTRODUCTION.

The Second Book

of Samuel is virtually the history of David's reign, while
the First had comprised a twofold narrative, that, namely, of Samuel's reformation of Israel, followed by the accoant of the aprise and fn,li of Saul.
And never had king a more pathetic history than Israel's first monarch.
Full of hope and vigour, yet modest, brave, and generous, he had entered
in a most praiseworthy spirit apon the duties of his high but diflBcult office.
Unhappily, there was a flaw in a character otherwise so noble. Throughout

the history of Israel one great principle

is never forgotten, and that is the
presence of a higher than any human power, ever ruling in the affairs of
And Saul could not brins:
men, and making right and justice prevail.

himself into accord with this power, and again and again crossed the
boundary which lay between the king's authority and that of God. It

might seem a small matter, that at a time
wait

till

of great urgency Saul could not
the expiry of the seven days appointed for Samuel's coming to

kingdom for such hastiness seems to
Nor are excuses wanting for
his leniency towards the Amalekites, and Saul himself could see in it at
first no violation of God's command (I Sam. xv. 20).
But in both cases
there was present the same spirit which made him murder in cruel haste
Gilgal (1

Sam.

xiii.

13)

;

and

many modem commentators

to lose a

a hard measure.

the high priests at Nob, and put even their women and babes at the breast
to death for the supposed violation of his royal authority.
Saul could not
submit to the Power that is higher than man, nor consent to make his owu
will bend to that of God and this wilfulness was rebellion as hateful and
contrary to right as open dealings with unclean spirits, or the actual
abandonment of Jehovah for idols (1 Sam. xv. 23). It is easy to see its
hatefulness in such deeds as the murder of the priests and the repeated
XL SAMUXL.
A
;
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attempts to slay David. The unerring judgment of God condemned it at
its first ontbreak, and before it had ended in crime; and this condemnation
was in mercy. Had Saul repented and humbled himself in heart, his course
would have been one ever brightening into light. But he was stubborn
rebellious, and the gloom deepened round him till all was dark.
and when
Saul was not prepared to do right because it was right
Samuel and those who loved the right for its own sake drew away from
him, his vanity was wounded, and jealousy took possession of his heart.
Undoubtedly he was a man possessed of great mental and bodily gifts, and
his achievement in so rapidly raising the militia of Israel and crushing
Nahash the Ammonite gave him just reason for exultation. It v^ b a deed

and

;

which he gave proof of high courage, strong will, and great military
He must have been himself surprised at the rapidity and comAnd in that hour of gratified self-love he could
pleteness of his success.
be generous and noble-minded (1 Sam. xi. 13). But it was lai'gely vanity
as well as fanaticism which led to the rash vow which nearly cost Jonathan
his life and when he heard the women sing of David having slain his ten
thousands, this wrong done to his self-love filled him with a mean spite
against one who would have been the truest of his friends, and his strong
bulwark against the evils which filled his latter years with distress. And it
was this brooding jealousy which disturbed the balance of Saul's mind, and
made him subject to fits of mania, marked generally by intense depression,
but breaking out occasionally into deeds of fierce violence.
Saul, in the midst of his violent acts, had never ceased to be a religious
man, though there was none of that personal love and loyalty to Jehovah
which so distinguished David. It was the national religion to which he
gave his allegiance and it was as a statesman and patriot that he respected
But there
it, though doubtless he never shook off the influence of Samuel.
was little genuine piety in his heart, and no trust in God, nor any feeling of
union with him. In domestic life he retained his oimple manners, and did
not give way to that voluptuousness which disgraced David, and filled the
But as a ruler he had
last twenty years of his life with shame and sorrow.
It had seemed at first as if the hope of Israel, that under a king
failed.
the nation might dwell safely, would be fulfilled in him. For many years
he was a vigorous and successful chieftain, and a hero in war. And
ProIsrael under him was rapidly advancing in the arts also of peace.
tected by the military successes of the king, Samuel was able in tranquillity
to carry on his schools, and through the sons of the prophets to promote the
Justice was administered (1 Sam. vii. 15),
great work of internal reform.
and the rudiments of learning were being generally acquired. When the
younger son of a farmer, evidently little thought of at home, and in his
brother's estimation fit only to look after a few sheep, could read and write,
education must have been a thing not uncommon. For David thus taught
was but a mere drudge at home. His elegy over Saul and Jonathan tells ua
of women clad in scarlet, and with jewels of gold,
of domestic refinement
in

capacity.

;

;

j
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Saul had done much ; but in his last years he brought all to ruin, and at
death he left his country in abject thraldom, and with all its national
Liberties trampled underfoot.
In his fall Saul involved in equal ruin his son Jonathan, one of the most
generous and beautiful characters that ever the world saw. And his death
at Gilboa was but the ending of a path wrapped in deepening shadow and
leading inevitably to misery and disaster. In I Sam. xiv. we see Saul in
his

almost as bad a light as when he murdered Ahimelech and his brethren. The
youthful Jonathan and his armoar-bearer had wrought one of those feats of
desperate valour which are not uncommon in the history of the Israelites.
And their bravery had stricken the raw levies of the Philistines with panic,
increased by the action of a body of Hebrews drawn from the districts
conquered by the Philistines, and forced to serve in their army. They were
posted in the rear to guard the camp, and their defection placed revengeful
enemies in the very pathway of flight. Saul meanwhile concludes from the
absence of Jonathan and his armour-bearer that it was some brave exploit
of theirs which was causing this confusion in the Philistine host ; but when
the priest asks counsel of God, with just the same absence of self-control as
had made him refuse to wait for Samuel at Gilgal, Saul bids him withdraw
his hand from the ephod and desist. He needs no counsel from above.
He
will act for himself, and vrith extraordinary rashness and absence of good
sense he commands the people under a solemn curse to abstain from food
They must fight the battle and pursue fasting. Had he
until all is over.
given himself time for reflection, he would have felt that the slight loss of
time spent in taking refreshment would be more than compensated by
increased vigour of body and power of endurance. The pursuit, too, had
his men were not prepared
and to have partaken of
the provisions cast aside by the runaways would have kept up their
They must at last stop from sheer exhaustion, and then the
strength.

come suddenly, and

;

whole army would be in a state of ravenous hunger. Worst of all, he was
who had gained the victory. Saul's body-guard
would hear his orders, and obey with grumbling. Jonathan and all who
joined in the pursuit from a distance, rushing from caves and from the
hills of Ephraim, would be in danger unwittingly of bringing upon themselves a curse.
The results were most disastrous.
When they reached Aijalon the
people were so faint with hunger that they began slaying sheep and oxen,
and eating them without observing the command of the Law, that they must
carefully free the flesh from the blood.
And Saul, aghast at this violation
of a solemn ceremonial ordinance, bids his body-guard disperse themselves
among the people, and compel them to bring their oxen to a large stone,
and there slay them in the manner prescribed. There was thus long delay
before the wants of the troops could be supplied, and when at last they had
taken a hurried meal, and Saul was eager to resume the pursuit, they gave
him BO sulky an answer as to be virtually a refusal. And now the priest.
laying a trap for those

INTRODUCTION TO
mediating between king and people, purposes to ask counsel of God, and
Saul consents. But no answer comes. Saul had refused God's counsel in
the morning, and now the oracle is silent.
But Saul sees no fault in himself. Fault he assumes there is, and lie will
He bids the people stand on one side, and
find it out by drawing lots.
himself and Jonathan on the other; and again, with a sulky answer, the
people assent. Again and again the lot falls, till Jonathan is left, and
Saul, nothing doubting that he is guilty, asks for confession whereupon
Jonathan tells him how, unwitting of his command, he had tasted almost by
chance a little honey. Never was man more innocent than Jonathan, and
God by him that day had wrought a great deliverance for Israel. Yet his
guilty father, with dark fanaticism, condemns him to death. The people
indeed rescue him, but all his legal rights were gone. In the eye of the Law
he was a dead man, and henceforward Jonathan ever acts as if there was a
bar between him and the kingdom. He never once speaks as if it were
possible for him to inherit Saul's throne, or as if he were ceding to David
anything to which he had a claim. His father's curse, his father's condemnation, still rested upon him. The people had saved him by force, but
the legal act remained, and the father had destroyed the son.
From first to last Saul was the destroyer of himself, his family, and big
kingdom. Samuel foretold his faU, but the warning was given personally
Repentance would have saved
to the king to move him to repentance.
him, and Samuel allowed him ample time for, during four or five years,
he did absolutely nothing to help on his words to their accomplishment.
Only after this long delay, spent by Samuel in mourning (1 Sam. xv. 35), at
but neither of
God's express command he arose and anointed David
them, either openly or by secret conspiracy, took any steps to compass
All that David did he was driven to do. To the last he was
Saul's ruin.
And when in an evil hour he deserted his country, and
loyal to his king.
entered the service of the Philistine king of Gath, it was almost a renunciation of his anointing.
He seems himself to have given up all idea of ever
becoming king, and, in a fit of desperation, to have thought only of saving
To his countrymen this open alliance with their enemies put him
his life.
;

;

;

and sorely he was punished for it by a seven years'
Yet slowly both predictions were moving on to their fulfilment, and
the purpose was Divine, the human agency was that of the self-willed

entirely in the wrong,
delay.
if

Saul.

There is thus a tragic interest in the First Book of Samuel. Unrepentant, stubborn, wilful even in his deepest depression, the king struggles
against his fate, but each effort only entangles him in fresh difficulties, and
burdens his conscience with darker crimes. The one pathway of safety

which David
not

try.

He

tried,

vain, in his season of terrible sin, Saul will
is driven by it to melancholy, is unhinged in

and not in

sees his

doom

;

but the prophet's words, " rebellion," " stubbornness," indicate the
unyielding elements of his nature, and stubbornly he died in the lost battle-

mind

;
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lake Prometheas, he defied tlie Almighty, in deeds if not in words,
but the heroism was gone, and in that last sad scene, when, in mental
and moral degradation, the despairing monarch songht the witch's oaye,
stnhbomness alone remained. And, meanwhile, the other purpose of Gtod was
growing in strength, and, through strange scenes of heroism and feebleness,
the shepherd-boy becomes the nation's champion, the king's son-in-law, an
outlaw and a deserter, before finally he becomes a king.
In the two Books of Samuel, David's uprising and reign, his sins and his
terrible punishment, are given us in great detail, not merely because of
their intrinsic interest and the clearness with which they teach the great
lesson that sin is ever punished ^not merely this, but even more because
he was a most important factor in the development of Israel as the MesThere is in this respect a parallel between the Book of
sianic nation.
Genesis and the Books of Samuel. The great business of the one is the
selection of the man from whom was to spring the nation predestinated to
be the depository of God's revealed truth. In the Books of Samuel we
have the choice of the man who, next to Moses, was to form that nation
for its high office, and to be the ancestor of Christ. In David the great
purpose of Israel's existence was to advance a great step onwards. Eight
hundred years had passed since the choice of Abraham, and four hundred
since Moses gave laws and political unity to those sprung from him and
it had often seemed as if the folk were too tiny to be of any real service
to mankind, and as if it must be crushed out of existence by the more
powerful kingdoms that surrounded it. It was a territory so small, was
placed in so dangerous a position on the very battle-ground of Egypt and
Assyria, and the constitution of the realm was so little adapted to parposes
of war, that it seemed impossible for it to have more than a short-lived
endurance. But small as was Israel, God had chosen it to light a torch
that should illuminate the whole world, and God's Word, which is the light
of men, received through David a most precious addition to its contents.
field.

—

;

preparation for the selection of David, the work of both Saul and
Saul had given Israel a sense of unity and, at
The wish for a united
least, a taste of the blessings of independence.
Israel was as strong an influence in the uprise of David's empire as it has
proved in modem times in the endowment of Europe with a united Italy.

As a

Samuel was necessary.

This right feeling had begun in Samuel's time, brought about probably by
the tyranny of the Philistines ; and Samuel, who saw in it a tacit reproach
to himself, who had done so much, for not having done more, withstood it
Saul's victory over the Ammonite Nahash, won by united Israel,
in vain.

crown came as an
though long delayed by his relations with the Philistines ; and, when elected, he had not to build up the kingdom from the
foundations Saul had done that, but to retrieve the evil results of one
Bat the moral and mental development wrought by
terrible disaster.
Samuel was a condition even more indispensable to David's kingdom than

made

this feeling so strong, that David's election to the

inevitable necessity,

—
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Saul's restoration of the nation to political life. David's empire was a
matter of vast importance to Israel as the Messianic nation, and Saul prepared the way for it. But it was a matter, after all, of only secondary
importance, and Samuel's reforms had kindled again into brightness the
He purified Israel's morals, fanned its decaying faith
nation's inner life.
in Jehovah, and enriched it with a high civilization.
confidence
into heroic
The learning which had always had a home in the sanctuary, and which
was for a time trampled out when Shiloh was destroyed, found a new
dwelling in the Naioth at Ramah. Beading, writing, music, history, not
merely existed there, but were taught to an ever-increasing number of the
Ramah was the centre of an active propaganda,
choicest spirits of Israel.

and the sons of the prophets went back to their homes as missionaries,
bound to teach and to elevate and to indoctrinate with Samuel's views all
the inhabitants of their villages or towns. And these views had a strong
practical bearing both upon the political and the spiritual life of the nation
The eio-hth psalm, composed by David to be sung to a melody learnt by
him when in the service of Achish, King of Grath, is testimony enough to
the refinement both of thought and of language that followed upon Samuel's
reforms.

For David, the youngest of a large family of sons of a yeoman

at Bethlehem, could have gained only in Samuel's schools that acquaintance
with literary arts, and that knowledge of the history of his country, which

undoubtedly he had acquired somewhere. To suppose that he could have
obtained them elsewhere is to suppose, what probably became true in course
to teach in all
of time, that Samuel's scholars had already set themselves
Among a race of farmers learning would not advance
parts of the country.
but the Israelites were no common people,
with such extreme rapidity
and their progress was sure and steady. It is probable that Gad, David's
wanderfriend throughout his life, joined him at the very beginning of his
;

affection which began when they were
For Gad, who is expressly said to have
been a prophet (1 Sam. xxii. 5), is by the name certified to have been one
He chose a very hard life when he went to be
of Samuel's scholars.
chaplain to a band of men composed of such dangerous elements as David's
freebooters but he loved David, was confident in his power of governing
them, and deep in his heart was the conviction that Samuel's prophecy
would surely be fulfilled.
And this captain of a band of wild outlaws was destined in course of

ings as an outcast,

from a personal

school-friends together at

Ramah.

;

time to remodel the temple service, to teach men to " prophesy," i.e. to
Chron. xxv. 1),
testify to Divine truth, on harp and cymbal and psaltery (1
and to give to the national worship its most spiritual element. Not only did
David write psalms himself, but his temple service gave them a use, made
them the common property of all, and caused others also to give expression
feelings forth.
to their devotion in the same way, as occasion called their
The psalms were not mere lyric compositions, the result of poetic genius
and fervour no doubt many psalms at first were simply so ; but they soon
;
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became the voice of the nation's worship, the expression of its faith and
In this there was a distinct advance, and a
and trust in its God.
most pure and ennobling and spiritual element was added, not merely to
the ritual of the temple, but to the worship of God in the homes of the
people.
The sacrifice was full of teaching, but its details were coarse, and
In the psalms sung to bright melodies in the
to us would be revolting.
temple, we have a form of worship so perfect, that it has lasted from David's
day unto our own time and the similar use of hymns in our services has
enriched our Church with a body of spiritual poetry almost as prenious as
David's psalms. And like hymns in our own days, the psalms would be
learnt by the people, and sung in their homes
and the worship of Israel
would consist not merely of stately seirvices in the temple, but of the voice
of prayer and praise chanted throughout the land to the tunes of Asaph
and his brethren, and in David's words.
love

;

;

In this respect we reap the benefit of David's varied experiences. Had
he been a man of unblemished morality, his psalms would have struck no
deeper note than those of Korah, or Asaph, or Jeduthun. In Jeremiah
alone we should have had a psalmist whose words were the outpouring of
a troubled heart. As it is, the passion-fraught nature of David hurried
him into sins so terrible as to cover his character with disgrace, and bring
upon him twenty years of severe punishment, ever following blow upon
blow, and darkening even his death-bed with the fate of his eldest son of
the nephew who had been the pillar of his safety in every danger, and of
the priest who, having alone escaped from the slaughter of his family at
Nob, had been David's faithful companion all the days of his life. No regal
splendour, no greatness of glory, could compensate for the lurid gloom of
But God overruled all this misery for lasting good for
that death-bed.
David has been for all ages the psalmist of sorrow and of repentance.
Myriads of sinners have found in the fifty-first psalm the best expression
of feelings that were rending their hearts.
Nor does this psalm stand
When we read utterances such as those in Ps. xxxi. 9, 10 xxxviii.
alone.
4; xl. 12, etc., the words would seem overstrained did we not know the
greatness of David's sin, the depth of his penitence, and the stern righteousness which punished him not once only, but with ever-recurring severity.
The words quoted by St. Paul fiom 1 Sam. xiii. 14, that David was a
man after God's heart, often trouble the minds of believers, because thev
take them as the Divine verdict upon his whole character. Really they are
spoken of him such as he was when Samuel anointed him, and when his
youthful piety was still unstained. Yet to the very last he manifests such
tenderness, such spirituality, and so devout and personal a trust in God aa
still to justify, though with large exceptions, this high estimate of him.
And almost all his psalms belong to the days when trouble and anguish had
stirred depths in his soul which otherwise would have remained stagnant.
There are but few which belong to the days of his pure innocence. His
poems then would have celebrated the beauties of nature, the Creator'.-"
;

;

INTRODUCTION TO

TiU

goodness, the brave exploits of his countrymen, and the like. It was after
his terrible fall that the contrite and humbled David poured forth from the
inmost recesses of a struggling breast the words of earnest penitence, of

deep humiliation, and withal of intense trust in the God who was punishing
him BO sternly, and of unwavering faith in the Divine goodness, which was
manifesting itself to him as justice that could by no means clear the guilty.
The Second Book of Samuel is thus the basis and the justification of the
Book of Psalms. The intensity of feeHng manifested there is proved to
be no mere poetry, but the cry of real distress. And because of the reality
of his repentance David was forgiven; but his forgiveness did not save
Never was history more sad than David's from the
h:.m from punishment.
" unto that last death-bed scene,
"
day when Nathan said, Thou art the man
!

troubled by the cry of rebellion, he was forced to condemn old friends
And
in order to prevent civil war and save the throne of his chosen son.
as David's sin was the violation of domestic chastity, so all his sorrows
spranc from the same source, and not only were his own sons the workers
punished.
of his misery, but it was in and by his children that he was

when

Yet amidst

it all,

David was a man after God's heart in

this respect at

that there was neither rebellion nor stubbornness in his character.
His sins were greater than those of Saul, but they were not persisted in.
David humbled himself before God, and bore his chastisement not only
meekly, but with a clinging love to the hand that was scourging him. Let
but God deliver him from blood-guiltiness, and amid the ruin of his earthly

least,

happiness he would sing aloud of Jehovah's righteousness (Ps. li. 14).
But besides the interest inseparable from the study of a character such
as David's, the Second Book of Samuel gives us the history of the founding
of Israel's empire. War is a dreadful thing, and involves a terrible amount
of material loss and injury; but it is at once God's penalty upon national

debasement, and his remedy against national meanness and selfishness.
Nations rise to moral greatness through war, and when they have been
sinking through social corruption and private immorality, it is generally
war which reveals to them the gangrene in their midst, and either forces
them by repeated disaster to humble themselves for it, or* displaces them
in order that a worthier people may fill their room.

So Israel had displaced the Canaanite tribes in Palestine. And with all
their faults, the repeated acts of heroism of which we have the record in
the Book of Judges prove them to have been a race of sterling worth. No
commonplace people could have produced such men as Saul and Jonathan,

and ability as the
to say nothing of Samuel, whose wisdom and goodness
restorer of a crushed nation, and the founder of institutions which enriched
him to an extrait with intellectual and moral and religious life, raise
Yet the extraordinary men of a nation always
hold some relation to its ordinary level, and Samuel did not stand alone.
He was followed by David and the numerous worthies of his court. But
by the mere
Israel could not have maintained its heroism and nobleness
ordinary pre-eminence.
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memorj of tlie feats recorded in the Book of Judges. Eyen then the
nation was sinking downwards. Jephthah and Samson were men of lower
worth than Barak and Gideon. The ruinous defeat at Aphek, followed by
the capture of the ark and the destruction of the national sanctuary at
Shiloh, convinced Israel of its degradation, and made it ready to yield to
Samnel's exhortations. Then followed a period of struggle, and then came
the empire of Darid and the splendour of Solomon's court. It was a shortlived glory. Christ's kingdom was not to have much of earthly magnificence

Bat the Messianic people before his advent had a tremendous
and needed some noble memories to strengthen them as well
grand hopes bidding them ever move onwards. And David's grandeur

abont

work
as

it.

to do,

and the splendour of Solomon, who to this day holds a unique position in
the imagination of Oriental nations, gave them what they needed. Throughout a checkered history they continued to be a firm, strong, and heroic
people, and with powers of endurance which have enabled them to remain
a miracle and a wonder to the present day.
David's wars and conquests had thus a great importance for Israel, and
therefore for mankind. But his empire was also a symbol of the Christian
Church, and David is the representative of sin-stained fallen man finding
through repentance. And there is thus a reason for the
him of the promise that the Messiah should be his Son. It is
never renewed to any of his successors. Solomon was the glory of the
East for his wisdom Hezekiah and Josiah emulated David's piety, and
were unstained by his sins ; but no prophet hails them as the inheritors of
David's promise. The seed of Judah's kings were to serve as " eunuchs in
the palace of the king of Babylon " (Isa. xxxix. 7). It was from Nathan,
a son uncrowned, and scarcely mentioned in the history, lost quickly to
view among the crowd of ordinary citizens, that he was to spring who is
the Church's King, but who nationally was but a sucker from the cut-down
stem of Jesse (Isa. xi. 1). We have given the reason above. David is the
type of fallen man, sternly chastised for his iniquity, but finding forgiveness, rest, peace, strength, in "the God of his salvation " (Ps. li. 14).
We have thus in the Second Book of Samuel a history essential to Holy
Scripture, and of profound and even painful interest.
For never had
hnman soul a more checkered record of sin and sorrow, of discord in its
relations with itself, of intense contrition and earnest pleading for forgiveness, and of genuine faith, than that which is set before us here.
But
without the Psalms, which disclose to us the inner working of David's
heart, wo should lose much of its significance.
For here, chiefly, we have
David's sin and his lifelong punishment while there we have the struggle
of his soul wending its way through darkness and sorrow apwards to
forgiveness, to light, and to joyful communion with God.
The book is composed of three separate parts, of which the first ends
with the list of David's chief officers (ch, i. viii.). This narrative probmh\j included a good deal of the latter part of th* First Book of Samuel,
forgiveness

restriction to

;

;

—

INTRODUCTION TO
It
tl»e division of the histcry into two portions being unauthoritative.
gives the history of David in its noblest aspect, and if we include in it
the victory over the giant, it might be called in Homeric phrase the
'A/owTTeta tow AauiS,

the prowess and brave achievements of a hero.

It traces

from the sheepcote he becomes the sovereign of all
Israel, whereupon immediately he brings the ark to Jerusalem, and is
appointed (ch. viii.) the Messianic king, whose office it is to build the

him

step by step

till

temple, to ordain a spiritual worship for Jehovah, and, as Messiah's repreIt was probably a
sentative, to take the heathen for his inheritance.

—

contemporary document, as was also the nert, which forms ch. ix. xx.
In it we have the record of David's sin and its terrible consequences.
Beginning abruptly with his kindness to Mephibosheth, but of which we
see the reason when we come to the details of the flight from Jerusalem
and sorrowful return, it next gives ns fuller details of David's conquests,

but only to lead up to the history of David's sin, committed when his heart
was turned away from God by the glory of earthly victories. All that
This narrative also
is the painful record of God's just severity.
ends with a catalogue of David's chief officers, but there is now a touching
At the end of ch. viii. we read that David's sons were his
difference.
cohanim, his confidential ministers. His family was then happy and united,
and his children were the chief stay of his throne. At the end of ch. xx.
it is a stranger, Ira the Jairite, who is cohen, David's private counsellor.
His sons have all lost their father's respect, and the numerous children
who had once been his pride are now a terror to him and a cause of
unhappiness. Perhaps in this mention of Ira as David's cohen we may find
an explanation of the fact that all David's elder children were passed by,
and the succession to the throne given to Solomon, who at this time was
but eleven or twelve years old. For if no one was any longer fit to be
Bat we
entrusted with the office of cohen, still less was he fit to be king.
David had set a
also see the fitting punishment of the king's polygamy.
bad example in multiplying unto himself wives, and he reaped from it an
His son and successor was even more sensual, and his many
«vil harvest.
follows

wives wrought also his ruin.
The remaining four chapters

have no internal connection with one
For ch. xxii., which is
virtually identical with Ps. xviii., was written shortly after Toi's embassy
the " last words " in ch. xxiii. belong to the very close of
(eh. viii. 10)

another, nor are they placed in chronological order.

;

David's reign; while the execution of Saul's descendants, the battles with
the Philistines, and the numbering of the people record events which
happened in the earlier years of the kingdom. The " last words " give us
the assurance that David's closing years were tranquil, and spent in an
unbroken walk with God. The storms of his life were over, and so also

enjoyment of the pleasures of victorious war and of royal state and
But his sin had been forgiven him. There was peace in his
own heart and undiminished trust in GtxL Time would never quite heal
was

his

magnificence.
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by his own sin and
had wrought the ruin of his kingdom, David had wrought
the ruin of hia family and home. But the one was stubborn in his
pervorsenoss, the other was humbled and penitent, and his sin was taken
away. And now, calm and thankful, he was approaching the haven of
eternal rest in Jehovah, and the enjoyment of that " everlasting covenant,
ordered in all things and sure, which was all his salvation and all his
desire " (ch. xxiii. 5).
It was the peaceful end of a troubled life
and it
makes us confident that he had been accepted, and that the words of his
penitential psalms came from his heart.
And we, when we recite them
may feel sure that we are using the words of one who, if he bad sinned
much, had also been forgiven much, because he had a large love for Qod,
warai genuine piety, and deep and earnest penitenoew
his Borrow at the death of son after son, caused alike

theirs.

If Saul

;

THE SECOND

BOOK OF SAMUEL.
EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER t

—

Yet. 1. Ifow it came to pass. During
the last few days events had been crowding
fast upon one another.
Living as fugitives
at Ziklag, in the land of the Philistines,

David and his men, unfit for the peaceful
occupations of agriculture, had been driven
to seek their maintenance by raids upon the
wild tribes in the desert. Of these the cliief
Wire the Amalekites, whose home was the
bare region lying between the south of
Judah and Egypt. We have ample proof
that this race waa utterly hostile to all
order and quietness ; it lived by the plunder
of others, and, sheltering itself in the recesses
of the wilderness, broke out thence on every
opportunity to carry ravage and ruin into
all the neighbouring districts.
The Amalekite was thus every man's enemy, and the
object of universal dislike ; and the cruelty
which he habitually practised would justify
to David's mind the barbarity with which
he put to death all whom he found, man
and woman alike. But his object was not
justice.
His cruelty was the result of selfish
motives. For it was necessary for him to
keep tidings of his real doings from the ears
of Achitjh, who naturally would not approve
of David's military activity.
He very probably had put him there upon the borders
to protect Lis realm from incursions; but
David in the Amalekite war was the assftilant, and was, moreover, practising his

men for ulterior objects. Achish most probably received a share of the captured cattle
but his inquiries were met with an equivocation (1

Sam.

ixvii. 10

— 12), which made him

suppose that David, with the usual bitterness
of a renegade, had been harrying his own
tribesmen.
And the falsehood soon entangled David in most painful consequences
for Achish, nothing doubting of his fidelity,
and of his bitter hatred of Saul, determined
n. SAMUBU

to take him with h!m in the grand army of
the Philistines, whioli was slowly moving
northward for the conquest of the land of
Israel.
David had God's promise of ulti-

mate

and he ought not

to have
deserter to the
Philistines, he had to descend to falsehood,
and now treason seemed inevitable. His only
choice lay between betraying his country or
the king who had given him so hospitable
a refuge. The jealousy, or rather the good
sense, of the Philistine lords (1 Sam. xxix. 4)
saved him from this dreadful alternative, and
he was sent back, to his gjeat joy, to Ziklag.
But it was a dreadful sight which there met
his view. ^With strange mismanagement, he
had left no portion of his men to guard hi«
safety,

deserted his country.

little

city,
reprisals.

upon

its

As a

and the Amalekites had made

The news

of the Philistine

army

march upwards would be quickly

carried through the desert, and the wild
tribes would be sure to take the opportunity

gathering plunder far and wide. So undefended was the whole country, that they
met nowhere with resistance. And David
saw, on his return, only the smoking ruins of
the little city where for many months he
for

had dwelt. His wives, Ahinoam and Abigail,
the wives and children of his men, had all
been carried away for the Egyptian slav^
market. So secure were the Amalekites,
thiit they had no fear about encumbering
their march with a vast multitude of children
and cattle. And to add to his distress, hit
men, indignant, and not without reason, at
David's want of precaution, were threatening

him as an alleviation for their disNever had David's fortimes fallen ao
low as at that moment; but quickly they
were to rise again. By energetic action he
not only recovered the spoil and the captives
taken from Zilclag, but also won the immense
wealih gathered by the Amalekites in a
wide raid made at a time when there was

to stone
tress.

;
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His own share of the
one to resist them
was so large that he was able to smd
Valuable presents of sheep, oxen, and camels
to his friends in JuJcea, probably uot witliout

too

ejioil

Bome pre^^cienee that the way to his return
might be opened by the events of the war
The
between the Philistines and Saul.
duugerons issues of that war could not be
hidden from him; but he would find solace
tor his anxieties in the active wurk of
lestoring order at Ziklag, and in providing
hasty shelter for tke women and children
-whom he had brought back to their desolated
But his suspense did not last Lmg.
ihoniea.
¥or when David had abode two days in
Ziklag, news came which confirmed his
worst fears. The battle had been fought;
Israel had been routed; and Saul and
Jonathan, the friend who had been to him
more than a brother, lay among the slain.
Ver. 2. On the third day. This means

—

the third day after David's return with the
ispoil and captives recovered from the AmaieIf we study the data, we find that
Irites.
David had marched with Achish as far as
Aphek in the plain of Jezreel (1 Sam. xxix.
1). opposite to which, on the rising ground
Bear Gilboa, Saul had posted his army.
A march of three days had brought him
back to Ziklag (1 Sam. xxi. 1), and atter
the shortest possible delay he had started
The rapidity
in pursuit of the Amalekites.
of his movements is proved by so large a
proportion of liis hardy men falling out of
the ranks at the brook Besor but nevertheless some time must have been lost at
Ziklag in discovering the greatness of their
disiister, in searching for any who might
;

possibly liave escaped, in getting food, and
in mustering again together for the pursuit.

Near the brook they seem to have found the
Egyptian slave who became their guide, and
wuo had been abandoned three days before
David fouuil him. It followg, therefore, that
the Amalekites were tlien three days' march
in advance, and however rapidly the pursuit was urged on, we cannot allow less
than

five

days

for

it,

and one

for

the battle

The march homeward
\\onld take a longer time, as David was now
en umbered with flocks and herds, women
(vers.

12, 13, 17).

and children. If it took eight days, the
time occupied in it by tlie Amalekites, the
whole period that had elapsed since David
was sent away from Aphek by the Philistine
lords would be eighteen or nineteen d lys
and it is thus evident that the Amalekites
were plundering Zikla^: at the very time
when he was being dismissed, half angry,
h;df rejoicinir, at the sligiil put upon him,
but little thinking of the sad need there
was for his presence elsewhere. Now, the
messenger from Gilboa, if an active runner,
would easily traverse in two days the dis-

[oh.
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tance Which David and bis men had travelled
in three.
And thus it follows that the
battle at Gilboa was fought on the very day
of David's liai'py return from the pursuit,
and about nineteen days after the review at
Aphek. If the word ' to-inorrow" in 1 Sam.
xxviii. 19 seems to imply a more rapid
march of events, we must remember that
the meaning of the word in Hebrew is more
indefinite than with us (comp. Gen. xxx.

33 Kxod. xiii. 14). With Ms clothes rent,
and earth upon his head.
Though the
Amalekite came out of the camp, yet we are
not to suppose that he had been one of the
;

combatants.

Every army

is

followed by

a vast number of vagaijonds, intent upon
gain, purchasing of tiie troops their booty,
plundering wherever they have tiie chance,
and carrying on a lucrative but illicit trade.
He was more probably a sort of gipsy
sutler than, as many suppose, the slave
of some Israelite.
He professes, however, to
be upon Isi-ael's side, and appears with the
usual maras of sorrow. By so doing he
hoiked to commend himself to David, whom
he knew to be teo patriotic to rejoice at the
defeat of his countrymen, though he doubted
not that he would hear with joy of the
death of so inveterate a personal enemy as
Saul.
On this account, and because the
way would now stand open to David's
ambition, he evidently felt sure of receiving
a large guerdon for hid news. There is,
moreover, a further interest in his conduct;
for it demonstrates the existence of a widespread popular feeling that David was
destined to be Israel's king. It was this
conviction which made him give Da\'id
kingly honour for he fell to the earth, and
did obeisance. And all Israel, on the morrow
after the defeat, would probably have done
the same, but fov David's own conduct
Israel was too high-spirited a nation to
take at once for a king a man who had
marched with their enemies to fight against
them, even though they knew that the voice
of prophecy had appointed him to inherit
:

Saul's tijrone.
Ver. 3.
Out of the camp of Israel am I
escaped. Non-combatants would hang about
the army, watchin^r, a-> soon as the battle
had begun, the fortunes of the day, and immediately that they saw the impending
defeat of their own side, would think chiefly
of their personal .-^afety. But for an active
young man the opportunity would then have
come for booty. The Philistines, in pursuit
of the enemy, would soon leave the battlefield in their rear, and multitudes would
quickly prowl about it to plunder the dead.
While so busied, the Amaiekite falsely represents himself as having come by chance
upon the wounded, but still living, Saul.

—

Ver.

6.

—As

I

happened by chance upon

OH.

I.

1—27.]
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Idoant Gilboa. The story of the Amalekite
at varionce with the account of Saul's
death given in the last chapter of the
preceding book. There, sore pressed and
wounded by archers, hopeless of escape, and
is

unable

make any

further resistance, in
sore distress at the death of his sons atid the
loss of the battle, Saul and his armour-bearer
fall upon their own swords.
Here, closely
pursued by chariots and horsemen, the king
is so utterly deserted by all his body-guard
that he calls to a vagabond prowling about
Naturally, Ewald
for booty to slay him.
and his followers, who regard the books of
the Bible as mere patchwork, find here the
marks of different narrators, whose stories
the compiler of the Eook of Samuel pieced
together without having the shrewdness to
observe that they were utterly irreconcilable.
Some modern commentators have, however,
to

harmonize them with little
success.
Really, the story of the Amalekite
is a most improbable fiction, and utterly
untrue. He knew nothing as to the manner
of Saul's death, but found the body, probably
Bome time after the king had fallen and
he was able to strip it because the pursuing
Philistines were hurrying forward to make
their victory complete, without being aware
of what was the crowning glory of their success. As the pursuit advanced it would soon
become safe for the Amalekite and others like
him to try and »ecure some of the booty before
the Philistines returned. Archers shooting
from a distance might easily so distress
Saul as to make him despair of escape and
it appears from the first narrative that they
had not recognized him for Saul is afraid
lest they should do so, and, having taken
attempted

to

;

—

;

him

alive, .•5hould " abuse," or

make

a

mock

of him.
Here chariots and horsemen are in
close pursuit, and the ki\ig faces them
grimly ; nevertheless, they allow a stranger,

who would not have dared to mix himself
up with the battle, to rob them of their

We may feel sure that it was not
until the tide of battle had moved onward
in pursuit that the Amalekite ventured upon
the field to rob the dead. When so occupied he came upon a corpse, now for some
brief space dead, and at once recognizt d the
tall form of the king, whose iilentity was
made more plain by the gold' u circlet upon
his helmet.
At once he saw the chance of
larger gains, and ha.stily tearing ofl" the
royal crown and the bracelet from the fallen
monarch, without a thought of rescuing tiie
remains from the indignities which *he
Philistines were sure to inflict upon them,
he hurried away with his tiilings. Of course,
he knew nothing of David's recent conduct,
nor that for some time he had accompanied
the invading army, nor that Ziklag had
just experienced rough treatment from his
prize.

own countrymen.

Still, if he had told the
he would have fared well; for he
brought news of great importance.
But
truth was not a virtue mucli practised in

truth,

those days, and, fancying that the treatment

he had met with from Saul would

fill

David's heart with bitter rancour against
him, the Amalekite invented this story of
his having blain the king with his own
hands, in the expectation that it would win
for him a double reward.
Ver. 9.
Angtdsh. This word, which
occurs only in this place, comes from a root
signifying to entwine or knot together. On
this account Jewish commentators explain
it of cratnp, which often follows upon loss
of blood; but it is equally possible that it

—

means vertigo, or giddiness, when things
seem to dance or interweave themselves
together before the eyes. The next words
signify. For yet is my life whole within me,
and give the reason why Saul asked the

Amalekite to slay him.

The

story

is

at

the king as
army, even to the last man,
and with the Philistine cavalry and chariots
in close pursuit.
He is not mortally
wounded, but, as giddiness prevents his
escape, there is danger of his falling alive
into the enemy's hand and as they would
probably not have killed him, but carried
him in triumph through their cities, the
way would still haye been blocked against
David's succession. The fear of this indignity would account for Saul's earnest appeal
to the Amalekite to slay him, and, so requested, it seemed right to put him to death,
instead of trying to carry him off to a place
of safety. But all this was merely to keep up
appearances, and in his heart he doubted
not that David would regard it as a signal
service that his enemy was put out of the
least plausible.
der^erted by his

It represents

;

way.
Ver. 10.— After that he was fallen Hebrew, after hi» fall; that is, his defeat; for
Saul was standing and supporting himself
with his spcmr. The crown, probably, was
a narrow band of gold encircling the royal
helmet. Bracelet. We read of " bracelets "
in Numb. xxxi. 50, in the enumeration of
the spoil taken from the Midianites, and
there too apparently they were the ornaments of warriors. In the Assyrian monuments chiefs are generally represented with
;

ornaments upon their wrists and arms (gee
Luyard, Nineveh,' etc., pi. 18).
Ver. 12. They mourned, and wept, and
'

fasted.

—

The

sight of Saul's royal insignia

was clear proof of Israel's disaster and this
sorrow of David and his men shows how
true their hearts were to their country, and
how unliearable would have been their
^•o^^ition had not the prudence of the Philis;

tine lords extricated thorn from the difflcultv
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in which they had been placed by David's
of faith. But David had other reasons
besides patriotism for sorrow. Personally
he bad lost the tniest of friends, and even
For he
Saul had a place in his heart
would contrast with his terrible death the
early glories of his reign, when all Israel
honoured him as its deliverer from the
crushing yoke of foreign bondage, and when
David was himself one of the most trusty
of his captains. Otto von Geilach compares
David thus weeping over the fall of his implacable enemy with David's Son weeping
over Jerusalem, the city whose inhabitants
were his bitter foes, and who not only sought
his death, but delivered him up to the
Romans, to be scourged and spitefully intreated, and slain upon the cross.
Ver. 15. Go near, and fall tipon him.
This was no hasty sentence, for they had
" fatted until even.' And before pronouncing it David a»ks, "Whence art thou?"
that is, he makes more full inquiry into his
condition and previous doings. He knew
that he was an Amalekite, and most probably had seen clearly enough that his
whole story was false but before deciding
upon his fate, he desired fuller information
His question
as to thf man's previous life.
elicits from him that he was a subject of Saul.
For the word "stranger" means a settler,
who had withdrawn from his own country
and joined himself to Israel. Jloreover, it
was the Amal kite's father who had done
this, and probably he was one of m;iuy, who,
finding their old nomad life too dangerous,
had souglit a home in the southern districts
of Judah but when the war broki out, the
old instinct of these Bedaween made them
follow the army for pilfer and trade in spoil.
But as the son of a settler, the Amalekite
owed by birt li allegiance to Saul, and, should
the occasion arise, was bound to render him
loyal aid.
Now, according to his own account, he had found Saul in no immediate
danger of death, " for his life was still whole
within him." Escape was at least possible

want

—

;

;

with the Amalekite's aid, but he is eager to
kill him.
And David's question, " How
wast thou not afraid ... to destroy the
Lord's anointed?" virtually means, "How
wast thou not afraid to kill thy own king ? "

The

Lord, that is, Jehovah, was no name of
to any outside the covenant people,
nor in settling in Judaea did the Amalekites
accept the national religion. But the words
would show even to a stranger that Saul
was Israel's lawful and consecrated king.
CJommentators, with strange perverseness,
have found in these wurds an outbreak of
selfishness on David's pait, and have supposed that he wished to guard his own
person against future treason by making
a wholesome example. But this is both to

power

[CH.
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misunderstand the examination of the cul-

summed up

prit

in vers. 13, 14,

and

also to

put aside all account of the deep and
agonizing sorrow which was rending David's
heart.
What would have been an English-

man's feelings

had
and

if

news had come that we

the battle of Waterloo,
the fugitive who brought the information had said that he had killed the
wounded commander-in-chief? In Davids
case, besides deep distress at the disaster
which had befallen his country, there was
personal grief for the death of Jonathan and
of Saul's other cons. who were David's
brothers-in-law and the words really prove
lost, for instance,

if

;

his loyalty to Saul himself.
He was still
Jehovah's anointed, whatever his conduct
might have been and we have found David
on previous occasions actuated by the same
generous respect for duty when clearly it
;

was contrary to his own interests (see, for
David put the
instance, 1 Sam. xxvi. 9).
wretch justly to death fur meanly murdering
one whom he might possibly have saved.
And the man's very piirpose was to suggest
to David, in a covert way, that escape really
was possible, but that he had made all things
sure, and so deserved a Lirge reward.
As
a matter of fact, he had not killed Saul, but
had invented the story because, judging
David by his own immoral standard, he had

supposed that he would regard the crime as
a valuable service.
Ver. 17. ^David lamented with this lamen"
tation. The Hebrew word for " lamentation
is kinali, a techni&d tt rm for an elegy or poem

—

commemorative of the dead. Thus Jeremiah wrote a kindh in memory of King
Josiah (2 Chron. xxxv. 25); and there is
doubt that the " lamentations " there
spoken of were a collection of dirges, in
which probably this ode written by David
held an honoured place. In ch. iii. 33, 34
we have a short kinah in Abncr's honour,
which possibly formeil part of a longer poem,
of which those two verses only are quoted
little

as sufficing to prove, not only David's innocence, but also his indignation at Joab's
foul deed.
In both these places we have
remains of David's secular poetry, and find
it marked by the same strong emotion and
the same sublimity of thought as distinguish
We observe also the nobleness
his psalms.
of David's nature in his total silence concerning himself, and his generous eulogy,
not of Jonathan only, but also of Saul. The
mean envy and the implacable jealousy of
the latter are no more remembered, and he
sees in him, not the personal foe, but the brave
king who has fallen in his country's c&xme.
Ter. 18.— Also he bade them teach the
children of Judah [the use of] the bow. The
old view is that given by the inserted words,
and is well put by Ephrem Syrus in his

CH.

1.
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He

commentary upon the passage.

says

at Gilboa was the
presage of a long struggle, and as the Philistines had gained the victory then? by tlx'ir
skill in archery, David used his utmost
auth<jrity with his own tribe to get them to
practise this art for their protection in future
that, as Israel's defeat

This explanation would be plausible
not that we have reason for believing
that thu Israelites were already skilful in
the use both of the sling and the bow, in
both of which the Benj ami tea especially excelled (1 Chron xii. 2).
The modern view
is that given in the Kevised Version, where
the inserted words are " the song of " the
bow. "The Bow" is thus the name of the
elegy, taken from the allusion to Jonathnn's
wars.

were

it

weapon (ver. 22
i Sam. xviii. 4
and the
xx. 36)
meaning is that David made his own tribesmen, who were probably ill disposed to Saul
and his family, learn this dirge, not so much
for its preservation, as to make them give
the fallen king due honour. Similarly Exud.
skill in the use of that

comp.

ill. is

;

;

called "

The Bush "

in

Mark

xii. 26.

The book of Jasher. See on this book Josh.
X. 13, where the Syriac Version calls it
" The Book of Canticles," and understands
by it a collection of national- ballads com-

memomtive

of the brave deeds of Israelite
JasLer literally means " upright,"
of Jasher would be equivalent
to " Hero-book," the Hebrews always looking to the moral rather than the pliysical
prowess of their great men.
Ver. 19. The beauty of Israel. The word
tehi mr ans both '* beauty " and also " the
gazelle."
Ewald takes it in the second
sense, and explains it of Jonathan, " everywhere the first in courage, in activity, and
speed slender also and of well-made figure,
and whose personal beauty and swiftness of
foot in attack or retreat gained for him
among the troops the name of 'the g.izelle.'
Ti le Syriac Version also translates 'gazelle,'
but Eplirem says that the whcfle Israelite
nation is meant, the flower of whose manhood lay slaughtered on Mount Gilboa.
"Which signification we take must really
depend upon the meaning we attach to the
words, " thy high place " and these in tlie
Authorized Version have nothing to refer to,
and so become unmeaning. The Revised
Version follows the Vulgate in taking Israel
as a vocative, and renders, " Thy glory, O
Israel, is slain upon thy high places."
The
sense would thus be that given by Eplirem,
Israel's glory being its "mighty" men or
heroes, its warriors slain upon Mount Gilboa
But ver. 25 makes it plain
•with their king.
that the "high places" are Jonathan's, and
not those of the nation and the more correct rendering is "0 beauty [or, 'gazelle']
of Israel, slain upon thy high places how
heroes.

and the Book

—

;

;

;

!

!

are the heroes fallen "

Thus Jonathan

is

meant, and the

heroes are the
3'ouug prince and his father; and as the
hunted antelope is said to return to its lair
in the mountains, and there await its death,
"gazelle" is probablythe right rendering. In
a dirge in honour of Smil an! Jonathan we
may be pretty sure that Jonathan wouM be
referred to in its ojiening words, and the
cam p- name of his friend would bring back
to David's miud many a brave leat wrought
together, and many a pLasaut hour of comcertainly

panionship in [jast years.
Ver. 20.— Gath
Askelon. By thus
localizing the triumph, and bringing before
the mind the thought of multitudes in these
well-known places rejoicing wit'.t dance and
song over the news of their victory, a more
atfecting picture is produced by the contrast with Israel's distress than could have
been eifected by mere generalizations. Probably, too, there was present in David's mmd
the remembrance of scenes which he had
witnessed in these towns. In course of time,
" Tell it not in Gath " became a proverb
."

.

(Micah i. 10). The
custom in the East

.

daugiiters.
for the

It

women

is

the

to cele-

brate the prowess of the nation's warriors
(Exod. XV. 20 ; 1 Sam. xviii. 6 ; Ps. Ixviii.
11 Revised Version). Unciroumcised.
For
some unknown reason, this word is used as
a term of reproach, especially of the Philistines (1 Sam. xiv. 6; xvii. 26).
Ver. 21. Fields of offerings ; Hebrew,
The terumoth were
fields of terumnth.
heave offerings (Lev. rii. 14, 32), and the
Vulgate, regarding these as thank offerings,
translates, " Fields of firctfruits." The sense
would thus be, " Fields of corn such as was
used for heave offerings." Still, this gives na
no suitable meaning for Gilboa was not a
place fit for the growth of corn and Theodoret, in his version, has preserved a different
reading, which is probably right, namely,
" Ye fields and mountains of death." The
shield ... is vilely cast away. This rendering contains a classical idea derived from
the Greeks and Romans, among whom it was
a dis^^race for a soldier to return without
his shield.
But this imputes personal
cowardice to Saul a reproach which is entirely undeserved; for he did not cast away
his shiel I. but remained steadfast unto death.
The right translation is, "For there the
shield of heroes, yea, the shield of Saul, wag
defiled," stained, that is, with blood.
We
have no proof whatsoever that the Israelites
had the same notion as the Greeks, and if
they had, David would certainly not have
put such a stigma upon the fallen king.
[As though he had] not [been] anointed with
oil.
By rejecting the inserted words, we
get the original, with all its simplioity, but

—

;

;

—

with

all its diffloultj.

:
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" There the shieM of the heroes was defiled
The shield of Saul not anointed with oil."

The

interpretation pnt upon these words
in the Authorized Version is taken from the
Vulgate, no mean authority, but it is one
which cannot be reconciled with the Hebruw,
where it is not Saul, but his shield, which is
It was a Jewish custom to
referred to.
anoint the shield with oil before a battle
(Isa. xxi. 5), in order probably to make the
missiles of the enemy glance off from it without injury. And bearing this in mind, David
now contrasts the sad issue of the battle
with the hopes with which the warrior had
in old times gone forth to war. Then his
shield glistened brightly now it was defiled
with blood.
In the llevised Version the
rendering, " vilely cast away," is retained,
the Revisers not having perceivetl that
"defiled," which they have placed in the
margin, is absolutely required for the text
by the contrast with " the shield not
;

anointed with

—

oil."

Ver. 22. From the blood of the slain. In
old time, Saul and Jonathan had been victorious warriors, who had returned from the
battle-field stained with the blood of their
enemies from this battle they return no
more, and their weapons have lost their old
:

renown.

—

Ver. 23.
Lovely and pleasant. The words
of the Authoriaed Version contain a beautiful antithesis, which, however, does not exist
in the Hebrew, which celebrates the close
union of father and son in life as well as in
death.

" Saul and Jonathan, the lovely and pleasant.
Neither in their lives nor in their death
were they divided."

women had
nation

is

[CH.
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When

greatly improved.

a

in the miserable plight de.sciibed

—

in 1 Sam. xiii. 19
22, there is neither
safety nor comfort for the weak but when
the stroni,' arm of Saul had won freedom for
;

women were

the first to reap the
scarlet clothing with
delights," that is, their delightful or delicate
clothing of briglit colours and their golden
Israel, the

benefit,

and "their

ornaments, prove that the nation had made
a great advance in prosperity and culture
during the happier years of Saul's reign.
Ver. 26.— Thy love to me was wonderful.
Never was there a punr friendship than tliat
of Jonathan for David. It began just after
the combat with Goliath, when the young
prince, instead of seeing in David a rival.
who had equalled his own teat of valour,
took him to his heart, put upon him his
own robe and armour, and thus presented
him to the army as his friend and brother.
Nor did his father's hatred of David, nor
the knowledge that David was to inherit
the kingdom, interfere with his luve.
He
remained a dutiful son to his father, and
accepted his inferior position with magnanimiiy, without once seeing in David cause
for blame; and it surpassed the love of

women, because,

to requite their devotion,

they look for protection and homage, the
more delightful because it is paid by the
strong to the weak. But here the lives of
the two friends could not combine in one
happy fusion of mutual union. Their hearts
were bound together, but a hard fate, of
wliicli tliey were fully aware, made the ruin
of the one the certain result of the happiness
Nevertheless, Jonathan, with
ot the other.
everything to lose, and David with everything to gain, remained true and loyal
friends.

—

Notwithstanding Saul's rash vow, Jonathan
had ever been his father's faithful friend
and companion, nor had his affection for
David made him untrue to the ties of natural
affection. And David generously commends

Ver. 27. How are the mighty fallen!
This lament, which occurs three times, is
the central thought of the elegy. Glorious
and noble in their past lives, the heroes had
now fallen, not as Wolfe fell at Quebec, with

his friend for thus acting.

the shout of victory in his ears, but in the
lost battle.
And David seeks relief for his
distress in dwelling upon the sad contrast
between the splendid victoi k.s which Saul
had won for Israel wiien first chosen to be
king, and the terrible defeat by which life

Ver. 24.
time, the

—Ye daughters of Israel.

In old
women of Israel had celebrated
Saul's triumphs (ver. 20), but now it is
their sad office to bewail his death.
And a
touching reason is given for their sorrow.
During Saul's reign the condition of the

and kingdom had now been

lost.

HOMILETICS.

— —

10.
Vers. 1
The facts of this section may be stated thus : 1. David having retired
to Ziklag during the conflict between Israel and the Philistines, a messenger from the
Beat of war comes to |ay him homage.
2. David, being as yet in ignorance of the event
on Gilboa, and being impressed by the signs of mourning on the stranger, is promiited
to ask whence he came.
3. Eager to ascertain further information, he learns from the

Amalekite, not only that Saul and Jonathan were dead, but that, according to the

OH.
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stranger's story, the former had been killed by the hand of the narrator.
evidence of the truth of his story, the man produces Saul's crown and bracelet.

f
4,

In

Waiting on Providence. David's retirement at Ziklag is to be regarded in connection
with his well-established couviction that he was the chosen servant destined ti> occupy
a foremost place in establishing the kingdom of God, and his persistent resohe not to
take a single step of his own devising that would seem to force on the removal of Saut
from the throne, in order to secure thereby his own elevation. Events had f reed hiin
into a quasi-public position as the rival of Saul, much as he disclaimed all rivalry;,
and now, in a foreign land, with a following not of his own seeking, and sensible that »
crisis was at hand, he felt that he could do nothing but maintain a resolute inactivity^
leaving the issue of impending events to Providence. A belief in Providence is very,
common ; in word men express their dependence on it, and there are seasons in humaiw
There is, however, a false^
life when, perhaps, all we can do is to wait on Providence.
even wicked, waiting, which is but another name for idleness or fatalism, or vagu*'
Considering the case of David, we can trace some off
looking for some lucky chance.
the features of a true waiting on Providence. There is
Life is devoted to a.,
I. Deep conviction of being devoted to a holy cause.
This was- pre-eminently characteristic of David:
Divine, not a merely human, purpose.
He was conscious of being personally identified with the working out of'
at this time.
God's holy purpi ise towards mankind. He had passed out of the realm of self-seeking into
Here lies the beginning
the kingdom of God, and in public and private lived for God.
As our Lord's Ufe was a nobler
of our right and privilege to wait on Providence.
instance of consecration to a holy cause than was David's, so now ours may be an
It is possible for
instance less conspicuous than liis, though in our measure as real.
us to be one with Christ and his kingdom absorbed, amidst even private and domestic
life, with the purpose dear to bis heart. Our life gains power and glory only in propor-

—

we are enabled to cherish a well-founded conviction that we are not living for
merely temporal and material considerations, but for God, and in that sense are his
chosen servants for specific purposes, as truly as was David when, in retirement at
Ziklag, he knew he was the chosen King of Israel.
David desired not elevation
II. Freedom from selfish and malevolent desires.
for the sake of pfrsonal gratification; nor did he desire disaster for Saul that a great
Men consecrated to God are open to
obstacle to his own advance might be put aside.
the subtle temptation of desiring events to move on so as to promote their own personal
Under plea of greater usefulness, we may long
ease at the cost of much that is sacred.
for Providence to open a pathway for us, when, if motives are severely scrutinized,
The interlacings of
there is discovered a secret longing for personal gratification.
human life are such that the displacement of one may be a pre-reqnisite to the freer
action and wider usefulness of another; and one whose course is hampered by obsts^rles
may almost unconsciously cherish the wish that some event may happen which, by the
No one truly
trouble and loss it brin-s to another, will promote his own interests.
The man of business who, amidst diflfiwaits on Providence who cherishes this spirit.
culiies, looks out eagerly for the downfiiU of others as a means of his own improved
chance in competition, must not tiatter himself that all alon^c he has been quietly
It often requires very high religious principle to labour on in
waiting on Providence.
obscurity, blessed by ajiparently few results, with a calm trust in God untainted by the
desire that others, possilily less worthy in cliaracter, may be swept away by resistless
events to make more room for ourselves. David's sentiments towards Saul, who stood
in his pathway, are full of insiruction to all.
III. Recognition of God's ceaseless control over obstacleb, and or hi»
steadily unfolding purposes. Most probably David's followers, knowing as they
did that Saul stood between him and the throne, often marvelled at his patient
But by a keener spiritual vision than they possessed, he recognize^i the
inactivity.
perfect control of the God he served, and had amazing faith in the sure though slow
Hence he could wait and be still. This quality has always
unfolding of his purposes.
entered largely into the character of those who have done preat service in the intercsta
Our Saviour, during his earthly life, w.as a conspicuous
of trutli anii righteousness.
instance.
He was despised, rejected, of the people there were none with him, and events
tion as
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22 ; Luke xxiv. 21) to be
to the minds of his disciples (John liv. 1 ; xtL 19
diaastrous to his cause ; and yet all through he never distrusted the Father, and in
fulness of confidence could anticipate the results of a steady unfolding of the Divine
purpose (John x. 16). So likewise we in secular and spiritual affairs may be said to
wait on Providence when, in spite of diflSculties that almost crush out our life, we,
being conscious of oneness with Christ, stagger not in our belief in the all-controlling
wisdom and power, and rest in the certainty of an order of things which is being
directed towards the realization of the Divine purposes with which our entire life is

seemed

identified.

who

"

Have

faith in God."

He

slumbers not

;

he sleeps not

;

he works, and

shall let ?

IV. Readdtess fob action, begxtlated by besolve only to act in habmony
David was ready to act whenever occasion offered but he would
not create occasion, and that because he saw that, in the continuance of Saul's life
and reign, there was involved a great principle. For had he not been chosen by God ?
and was not God now allowing him to work out his own chastisement in harmony with
David could only act in harmony with the Divine law which
liar-reaching moral laws ?
Beemed to be expressed in Saul's sad life namely, the removal of the rmworthy by a
natural process. There was a reserve of power in Christ during his life among men
which could have accomplished startling results had he put it forth just as David
could have precipitated events by putting forth his strength against Said but he
restrained himself.
He was patient, and abstained from any action that would run
counter to the moral and physical laws by which God was then governing mankind.
On the same principle he now carries on his work in the world. Men do not understand him when they look for an extension of Christianity in violation of the laws of
moral and social life which God has ordained. We are entrusted with more [lower than
Especially in
Its exercise is to be regulated by regard to law.
it is fit to put forth.
embarrassed circumstances, when it seems as though, in our business, our domestic
affairs, or Church action, we could make marked advance by a vigorous effort in a given
direction, does it become us to ask whether such action would be in harmony with the
law of righteousness. During the sorrows of the Church (Luke xxi. 9 21), when it
seemed as though active resistance by the sword was essential to self-preservation, the
disciples were to be patient, and not run counter to the law of the gospel by endeavourWe must wait for God, be
ing to maintain a kingdom of peace by carnal weapons.
ready to act when action will harmonize with the holy laws of God's government.
V. Judicious use of time, as justified by the circumstances of oub positioh,
David could not act against Saul he could not benefit Israel by seeking to rid them of
an unworthy ruler ; but he could seek to remedy the evils caused by the Amalekites
at Ziklag (1 Sam. xxx. 1, 26), and also discipline and organize his adherents
(1 Chron. xii.), and so put himself and his men in a position to move towards Palestine
when God opened the way. The disciples of Christ were powerless to act on the world
for some weeks after his death, but they cheri^hed faith in their Lord, and, tUl the time
apjointed by Providence came, they wisely kept together for prayer and mutual
encouragement (Acts i. 14 ; cf. ii. 1 13). The Christian Church may believe itself
called to enter on a great missionary enterprise in an at-present inaccessible country.
It must not violate the laws of God by rushing into disaster under plea of promoting a
good cause, but must gather up materials and become ready to enter in when a higher
power opens the way. The same principle applies to our extension of business, our
entering on new or wider professions, and especially if we are ambitious to consecrate
Those who, after the example of
ourselves to the work of the Christian ministry.
David, wait on Providence, will find in the end that the ways of God, though apparently
slow and often trying to patience, are indicated by the issue.

WITH HIGHEST LAW.

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

A

The Amalekite who came to David may be regarded as an
subtle temptation.
instance of a quick-witted cunning man, observant of facts affecting the interests of
others, and swiftly ingenious to work them up into a plausible form, ostensibly for the
advantage of strangers, but really for his own advancement and material gain. He
knew just enough of the outward development of the kingdom of God to see in events
Like some of the
an opportunity for making them subservient to his own purposes
present day, who are aliens to the spiritual Christian commonwealth, but who scrunle
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make

a profession of some interest in it a means of attaining to social position
prosperity, so did he pay honour to the chosen servant of God for what he
could gain thereby. But the main point in his conduct centres on David. He came
practically in the form of a tempter to one who had long been under the force of strong
temptation to desire and seek the removal from position, if not from life, of one who
had been both an ungrateful enemy and an obstacle to the carrying out of his life'g
mission.
have seen in our comments on the First Book of Samuel how bravely
David had withstood all the influences which urged to action against Saul. He had
triumphed, and was now calmly waiting on Providence at Ziklag, But now the hand
For does not this
of Providence was being mauifested without any action of his own.
stranger declare the great news that the miserable king was fallen
that by an act of
his own he had saved Israel from the shame of his dying directly under Philistine
hands; and that the crown the symbol of authority was now within David's own
camp? Is there not here, then, release from the severe tension of self-restraint which
Now surely David may breathe freely,
for years had been put on thought and deed ?
and even bless God and take courage ! Gratitude to such a newsbearer was surely
due, and a sobered gladness may legitimately be cherished 1
Let us, then, consider the
nature of subtle temptations.
I. They mat bpbino fbom cnlooked-fob soueces, and so take us off oub
GUABD.
would have supposed that an Amalekite a man whose tribe had been
in conflict with David
would have appeared before him as bearer of news most
momentous as affecting his future career? The apparent disinterestedness of one
who could not be a partisan would render David open to the natural effect of the
tidings on an ordinary heart.
So in our life subtle temptations, calling us to no
ostensible act of wrong, spring up we know not how, and take us by surprise.
It may
be an evil thought is suddenly obtruded in a line of ordinary thought ; or a friend
hints at a possibility without suggesting a deed or a feeling ; or a set of facts start
before the observing faculty, conveying, by their convergence on a matter of special
interest to us, an impulse to cherish a definite class of feelings which, when examined
" Watch and pray, lest ye enter
in cool moments, is found to be essentially unholy.
into temptation," was an exhortation based on a profound knowledge of the manifold
avenues along which subtle promptings to evil may enter into and possess the soul.
II. They may not call to any definite action.
In this case David was even
relieved, by the fact of the tidings, from the pressure that had so long been on him to
take action for his own advancement. Whatever appeal there was in the temptation
was simply to the seat of feeling. The constitutional weakness of man is to feel satisfaction when an enemy is removed, and, though conventional custom may lead us to
say that that satisfaction is tempered by sadness, it is to be feared that in this there is
more of form than reality. Many men would not see any temptation in this narratiye.
They cannot see that character Ues in feeling cherished, more than in acts that manifestly violate some law of God or man.
Incitements to deeds of open vice do not form
the most dangerous evils of our lot. Satan ruins more by undermining than by direct
assault.
The weakening of the inner seat of purity and kindliness alone need not
involve any deed or word known to our fellow-creatures.

Dot to

aud material

We

;

—

Who

III.

—

—

—

They may present themselves undeb cover of considebations of expe-

Judging from the standard that governs the lives of most men, the Amalekite ima:j;ineil that his story would gratify David for two reasons
one, that hopes long
cherished of being of service to Israel v\ ere soon to be realized ; the other, that Saul was
set aside by other hands than his own.
There can be no doubt but that, in proportion
to the strength of his hope of some day being the means of raising Israel from the
diency.

—

Borrows which had come by the misrule of Saul, so would be the tendency to rejoice in
its speedy realization
and this he knew would be legitimate. Hence, although, as a
kindly good man, he might well abstain from cherishing any secret satisfaction at the
disaster which had befallen Saul, yet, in view of the beneficial issues about to flow from
the event, would there not be valid ground for so doing ? Was not the welfare of the
Dation of more importance than sentinieut for an individual? And could he not distinguish between malicious joy, and satisfaction in the rising of public good out of
personal disaster ? It is thus easy for one nation to find, by a swift process of thought,
plausible pretext for satisfaction in the calamities of another nation.
Possibly oar
;
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life is not free from the subtle temptation, when we observe, in the decay of
Business
rival parties or denominations, a probable increase to the strength of our own.
men may argue that benefits to society arise from the downfall of houses trading on

Church

an insecure basis, and t^o cover the real character of the personal satisfaction entertained.
We need to be much on our guard when the reasoning powers are stimulated to justify
sentiments which in their simple nakedness would be instinctively abhorred by a very
In moral matters the tirst judgments are safest.
holy and loving nature.
IV. They do not beveal ok suggest the immediate and remote consequences
OF YIELDING. The poini of the temptation, as it fell on David's nature, was simply
to develop a certain feeling oi satisfaction that, as he could not and would not raise a
hand against Saul, some one else, in a natural course of events, had been permitted by
Providence to do so, and thus had secured the opening of the dcr for which he had
2sow, this feeling, so natural to many men, so commonly cherished
been waiting.
under kindred circumstances, even though a human weakness, was simply a private
It
transitory sentiment passing over the inner life, and foiming no feature in conduct.
seemed to begin and end there ami then. Its presence, if ermitted, was a trifle, and
Thus, while other temptations on presentation startle
inflicted no injury on society.
the ordinary mind by bein^: associated at once with damage to social position, or to
family or nation, temptations of this class do nut reveal or suggest at the time their
consequences. Of course, evil is to be resisted as evil apart from effects and a pure
mind will immediately detect the essentially immoral nature of any internal incitement
Bui it is easier to many to detect and resist
to transitory impurity of sentiment.
temptations of the other class. No doubt every deterioration of feeling does issue in
disastrous consequences, as surely as do open acts of vice, only the subtle process
Consequently many good men, forgetting this, often entertain sugescapes notice.
gested transitory feelings of evil, which, did they but duly consider the necessary
deterioration of their entire life which thereupon sets in, they would carefully watch
against and resist.
Practical lessons. 1. We ought to act at all times under the influence of the
fact that at no hour are we free from the possibility of being subjected to very subtle
2. The more cultivated and tried our piety, the more likely is it that
temptations.
the trials of our religious purity will come in forms not suggestive of open acts of
3. Whenever the reasonings of expediency come in to justify the
transgression.
indulgence of sentiments of which doubt may have arisen as to their moral quality,
we may safely be suspicious of fallacy, and so should close the debate at once. 4; It
is very possible that a long season of persistent temptation to actual wrong, as in the
case of David for years past, may culminate in a temptation more severe, because more
difficult of detection, and which, if yielded to, would virtually undo the work of years of
resistance.
Therefore we need to be specially watchful when the end of our trials is
j

;

near.

— —

27.
The facts of the section are: 1. Having become assured, through the
Vers. 11
testimony of the Amalekite, of the defeat of Israel in the death of Saul and Jonathan,
2. On the morrow
David and his men spent the rest of the day in mourning.
David examines the Aniahkite as to the particulars of Saul's death, and being shocked
at the sin and shame of slaying the Lord's anointed, he condemns the man to death.
3. Being left to his own retiections on the sad event which had happened to Israel, he
composes an elegy, as an expression of his own feelings and for the use of Israel, in
which he refers in impassioned language to (1) the greatness of the calamity (2)
its possible humiliation and shame to Israel should it become freely known in Philistine cities, and its future mournful associations with the locality in which it occurred
(3) the better qualities of Saul and Jonathan in their relation to their country and to each
other; (4) the reason for sorrow even among the now-figlitini: members of the community, as they reflect on the improved personal comforts incident to Saul's reign ;
and (5) his special friendship with Jonathan, as the joy and solace of bynone yi ars.
The teaching of these facts and expressions of feeling may be summarized by
embracing the public act of mourning for Saul and the poetic lament imder one conBut, in order to secure more
ception, and unf 'Ididg the various truths thus contained.
consecution in dealing with those two items, we may consider first the teaching
;

;
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embodied in the conduct of the Amalekite in its contrast with that of David and this
can peihaps be best expressed by setting forth a contrast of states of mind. Heuce
;

notice
spirituality of mind in contrast.
men in general. So far as

The conduct of the Amalekite was
he had a policy, it would have commended itself to multitudes. Observant, shrewd, and on the alert for an advantage, he
evidently was well aware of the feud between Saul and David and knowing how of
late David had smitten bis own countrymen, he judged it more prudent to conciliate
him by performing an act conducive to his elevation to a throne, than by simply
purloining jewels on a battle-field. The story concocted about his actually slaying
Saul was told with the utmost self-complacence, as though no one could doubt thu
mercifulness and the utility of the act and no one could have been more amazed than
himself when David represented the act as most shocking, and cont^emned him to die
On the other hand, David's conduct is the reverse of what
for such wicked temerity.
would have been generally pursued. For Saul had been a most bitter and unrelenting
enemy had charged him with crimes most heinous ; had driven him into a painful
exile ; had returned generosity by increased hatred ; and was, as David knew, the only
And yet, not only
living obstacle to his return to Israel and elevation to the throne.
had David been unwilling to do a single deed that might be construed as tending to
weaken Saul's legitimate authority, but he now even deplores the reported action of
this his would-be foreign helper, and charges him with having committed, on his own
showing, a most shocking crime. Now, the contrast of the conduct and views of the
two men is to be found in the utter dissimilarity of their resps-ctive habitual states of
mind. The one was intensely secular, and the other intensely spiritual. Consider
I. In what SECULABITY and spirituality of MIKD EESPECTIVELY CONSIST, AND
Fow THEY EXPRESS THEMSELVES. 1, The One consists mainly in the tendency to look
at things out of their spiritual relations, and the other to look at them in those nlalions.
As a matter of fact, we know that, consequent on the existence of a supreme Being and
a moral government which he exercises over spiritual beings, the whole universe is
compiised of two distinct yet inter-related spheres—the material and perishable on the
one hand, and the spiritual and imperishable on the other. As men necessitated to
work out the first lines of our destiny under material conditions, and therefore in
incessant contact with the perishable, we are, through the bluntness of our superior
Secularity

and

rery natural, as we find

;

;

;

perceptions, superinduced by sin, prone to regard all events as pertaining to our fleetiag eaithly ex]ieiience. This is secularity of mind the mind that sees only the lower
Bide of man's life, and takes no note of the higher destiny of which he is capable.
On
the other hand, spirituality of mind, while recognizing the value and Divine source of
our common lot as creatures of struggle under material conditions, perceives the realit}'
of the higher invisible sphere, and estimates all things in the lower according to its
relation to the great facts and dominating laws of the higher.
The Amalekite lool.ed
on Sanl as simply a man belonging to a mundane order of things, in which other men
were striving for the mastery with him. David saw the existence, alongside the mimdane order, of an invisible kingdom, and he recognized in Saul an embodiment of a
Divine principle an institution of Divine authorization. For waa he not the Lord's
anointed? Was there not more in his existence than was comprised in range of
Amalekite vision? Here lies the dividing line between the two great classes of men.
The one sees a passing age, with its wants and struggles appropriate to that age ; the
other sees an invisible and enduring spiritual order, and that man is to be viewed in

—

—

relation to that order.
The one, therefore, is carnal, restricted in range, utilitarian, and
;
in league with practices that " pay " the other is religious, wide as infinity in range,
pervaded by conscious supremacy of holy principles, and in alliance with only what is
pure and ])leasing before God.
2. In accordance with their essential nature, they will
respectively manifest themselves at times, the one in a use of sacred things/or personal
gain, and the other in self-abnegation out of reverence for what is Divine.
It was the
purely secular mind of tlie Amalekite that led to his endeavour to make gain out of
the death of the Lord's anointed, and that, too, without supposing that he was doing
anytliing remarkable.
It was David's high-toned spirituality that led him to igneira
all the wrongs he hAd experienced at the hand of Saul, and to pass by the faults and

!
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the unhappy monarch, and, instead of finding pleasure in prospect of his own
coming promotion, to fee^ as though in the act done by the Amalekite a violence had
been perpetrated against the most holy of institutions. So has it been in all ages, and
Men can barter religious professions for gain; or calmly and irreverently
is still.
handle sacred subjects as though of common import or behave in the presence of
sacred realities as though treading on unhallowed ground. Judas, Simon Magus, ihs
revilers at the ^oss, have their counterparts in tho^e who seek gain by complying
with the wiU of godless authorities, professional zealots for Chiistiaaity, and cynics who
make sport of sacred things. 3, But, also, it is a tendency which in each case givei
It was not a new thing for the Amalekite thus to think and
colour to the entire life.
for all along Saul had been
feel concerning Saul and his relation to Israel and David
to him simply one of many rulers among men, and the conflict of the past years had
been only a trial of human strength and skill. And, also, David's profound reverence
for the Divine idea in Saul's kingship, and his faith in the reality of a Divine purpose
for men being incorporated with it, had permeated his life during the weary days of
The two men were always governed by their respective tendencies. The one
exile.
the other was
life was narrowed, rendered gross and bard by persistent secularity
broadened, refined, and beautified by constant communion with the unseen and eternal.
The whole domestic and private as well as public life of men is affected for the worse
follies of

;

;

;

Spirituality is favourable to every
or better as they are secular or spiritual in tone.
phase of human experience. Secularity means debasement. Were society pervaded
by so pure, unselfish, and spiritually perceptive a temper as was David's, and more so,
David's greater Son, how smoothly would the machinery of life move on, and what
music would there be iti its roll

The final result of indulging

in these opposite states of mind. As a
Amalekite's zeal brought him disappointment death. David's fine perception of the sanctities of life, his habitual reverence for Divine institutions as seen in tdl
his relations to Saul, his consciousness that God was establishing his own kingdom
all this issued in elevation to a position where spirituality of mind
Id his own way,
could be exercised for the greater good of Israel. Prophetic is this of the end of all
The one must end in disappointment in loss of those
secularity and spirituality.
things which it was thought would be gained, and even in judicial separation from the
pure in heart (Matt. xvi. 26 ; vii. 21 23). The other is an education by which we
become qualified to rise in the kingdom of God, to exercise over others a higher and
wider influence than otherwise could be obtained (1 John iii. 2, 3 ; Matt. xxv. 23 ; 1
Tim. vi. 11, 12 Rom. iii. 21).
General lessons. 1. It is a dangerous thing to form our estimate of what others
may do from the ideas and feelings that govern our own actions. The Amalekite could
not conceive of any one not rejoicing in the death of a foe. 2. Dull perception of
spiritual realities is a real impoverishment of life, as truly as is an affliction of blindness
3. Regard for Divine institutions is to be cultivated irrespective of the
or deafness.
imperfect character of men who act in connection with them. 4. The exposure of a
base spirit is sure to be the result of a direct judgment of the Son of David when we
5. Any attempt to court the favour of the chosen
are called to stand before him.
King iu Zion by deeds and spirit not in harmony with the holy laws of his kingdom,
will inevitably end in banishment from his presence (Luke vi. 46 ; xiii. 25
27).
II.

fact, the

—

—

—

—

;

—

Sorrow for the miscarriage of life's great purpose. Contrary to what ordinary men
would have imagined, the news of the death of Saul at once diverted David's thoughts
from his own personal advantage accruing therefrom, and at once developed an extraIt must not be concluded that the setting apart of the rest of the
ordinary sorrow.
day for purposes of mourning (vers. 11, 12) was simply comiiUance with custom in
paying outward respect for the memory of a deceased monarch and his son. No doubt
such an act could be decently ijerfoimed by one who saw in the disaster an occasion of
personal joy ; indeed, a heartless rival, who cared alone for his own elevation to the
throne, would, as a matter of mere policy, encourage the observance of tokens of public
sorrow; for history testifies to the presence of a large element of hypocrisy in the
elaborate manifestations of grief that have characterized the obsequies of rival rulers.
But David vas not a man of ceremony ; and the elegy penned for the expression of hlB
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of spirit so tender and pathetic as it is must be accepted as the interpreter of the act of public mourning in David's camp.
None but a deeply earnest and
sincere man could thus write of the woe which came to men on the heiglits of Gilboa.
Tested by the principles that govern the secular mind, the elegy is perfectly unaccountable, especially considering Saul's long-continued persecution of David and the open
pathway to the throne which the defeat at Gilboa laid open to him. But there was a
wonderful spiritual uuity in David's life; and to those who have followed our interpretation of his conduct and motives as set forth elsewhere (see * Pulpit Commentary,'
1 Samuel, Homiletics, pp. 365, 415, 482, 513), there can be no difficulty in perceiving
in this public act, and in the elegy, a culuiination of the intense and painfully loving

with which he all along had watched the downward course of the unhappy
monarch. There were, indeed, several items entering into his sorrow. He thought of
the kiugless nation, and mourned for the bereaved " house of Israel " (ver. 12). He
thought of the chosen people, distinguished above all nations as the chanaels of a great
and merciful Divine purpose to the world, and he mourned for " the people of the Lord."
He could not forget the man whose love to him had beeu " wonderful, passing the love
But, most of all, he thought of
of women," and he wept for Jonathan (vers. 12, 26).
one great in [.Oiiitiou, great in responsibilities, who once had set before him the poisibilities of a grand destiny ia connection with the unfolding of God's merciful purpose
and he mourned with an overwhelming sorrow that he had fallen on the
to mankind
field a defeated, ruined man, covered with the shame and misfortunes of a woeful misinterest

;

carriage of his

life's

mission.

L Failuee

in life's mission is the geeat disaster of life. David knew that
death came to all men, and ihat the removal from earth of one who has figured before
Had Saul died under some circumour vision disturbs the whole current of leeling.
stances David would have sorrowed, but the pang of this his sorrow would not have
been experienced. He had known Saul as the chosen of God, equipped for high
enterprise in the kingdom of God, and in a position to prepare the pathway for the
coming of a mightier king. Splendid opportuuities arose; strong influences were
brought to bear but all in vain. Life's mission failed. The noble work was not done.
Dishonoured, abandoned by God, covered with shame—
Fine abilities were wasted.
the shame of an abortive life he passed away.
Simple death would have been glory
and blessing as couipared with this. What was true of Saul may be true of others
God has a purpose in the life of every human
and, unhappily, is too often the fact.
being, and our business in this worli is to comprehend the nature of that purpose and
It is an imutterable disaster if, knowing why we are here,
realize it in our experience.
and possessing all the appliances and means of carrying out God's will, we nevertheless pass away as unprotitable servants (Matt. xxv. 26
There are instances of
30).
frequent occurrence in which splendid abilities, robust health, excellent social position,
fine openings for usefulness, are all wasted by the dominance of unholy passions, and
men have to witness the sad spectacle of earl}' promise issuing in a dishonoured name
and premature grave. Those who believe that all who are bom amidst Christian
influences are sent into the world to work out for themselves and others a pure and
blessed destiny, and that this can only be secured by our personally falling in the line
of Chriet's purpose and becoming one with him in the deepest spiritual sense, as Saul
was expected to fall in the line of God's great purpose to man through Israel, and Uve
in its spirit,
such persons recognize a terrible miscarriage of life when men live, it
may be, in ease and wealth and respectability, but alien in heart to Christ, and then
They have not laid up treasure for the future. Nations
die in the same condition.
and communities are also charged with their respective life-work, and it is a (earful
thing when, through unfaithfulness, their mission is abortive. Jeremiah's wail over
Judah (Jer. Lx.), our Saviour's lamentation over Jerusalem, and his prospective sorrow
over the Church at Laodicea (Rev. iii. 14 20), were based on the same view of
miscarriage of life's jiurpose as was David's lament over Saul.
II. The sorrow felt for a miscarriage of liie's purpose is deepened by the ajtbk;

—

—

—

—

HENSION OF ITS EFFECT ON THE KEPUTATION AND FB0GBE88 OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD.
Saul was not simply a monarch maintaining^ his own special interests as one among
the many kings of the earth he was regarded by David as, and in fact was, the official
the kingdom of God in its early stage of developmen..
representative of the theocracy
;

—
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was the pride and joy of devout men that Israel's king governed a people chosen of
for the assertion and exposition of principles superior to those which obtained iii
the heathen nations. The pledge of prosperity had been given to the chosen people,
and their history had demonstrated to the heathen again and again that the God of
The uncircumcised Philistines could not know, or if they
Israel was indeed supreme.
knew could not appreciate, the spiritual conditions on which national prosperity was
guaranteed; but they would be quick to boast over Israel's adversity, and to magni v
their idols to the detriment of Jehovah's fame.
"Tell it not in Gath" was David's
spontaneuus expression of the increased anguish of his spirit on account of the failure
of Saul's life and work.
The possibility of the holy kingdom of God among men being
a subject of ridicule and blasphemy the thought of God's honour being for a moment
this was trouble upon trouble.
treats! with scorn by the ignorant heathen
A kindred
sorrow falls on all true hearts when, by the wrecked character and abortive lives of
It

God

—

—

professors of religion, or workers in connection with God's holy kingdom, there arises
the possibility of the scoffing world bringing the name and interests of Christianity
;
for every blasphemous word and triumph of joy against Christ is
regarded by the loving soul as another thrust into his side. Irreligious men cau little
know the anguish of true Christians whenever occasion is given, by the inconsistencies
and apostasies of life, to dishonour the sacred Name.
III. The due recognition op the magnitude of this disasteb depends on a

into reproach

BPIBITUAL PEBCEPTION OF THE GBAVITY OF OUR EARTHLY LIFE.

No

doubt

many

Nothing in the
astute men regarded David's great sorrow as a sheer extravagance.
event, from their point of view, could justify such a wail over a bitter foe and ostensible
The answer to that reflection on the reasonableness of David's sorrow lies in
rival.
that he looked on Saul's life upon its Godward side, and saw beneath the political
this
and merely terrene aspect a spiritual issue, which Jssue, affecting as it did all that is
most great and momentous in man, threw all else into the background. It is only
a spiritual perception a penetration beneath the temporal and material interests to
the invisible and eternal relations and possibilities of human existence that can enable
one thus to judge, feel, and act (1 Cor. ii. 15). Habitual contact with the visible and
perishable unfits men for recognizing the true solemnity of life, and the subtle elements
that enter into the determination of human destiny. Nominally many may adopt our
Lord's view of the bearing of man's present spiritual state upon his future condition
(Matt. XX. 1 16 xxv. 1 13, 31—46), and yet practically place a successful issue of
life in the acquisition of knowledge and wealth, and the development of humanly
Such persons are disposed to think Christ rather hard and unreasonable
related virtues.
in pronouncing the man to be a "fool" (Luke xii. 20) who congratulated himself on
For the same reason they deem
the fact of his social and material prosperity.
Christiana narrow and uncharitable when they indicate great anxiety for the future
condition of those who, while outwardly prosperous and, on the man-ward side, virtuous,
pass away without affording evidence of that renewal of nature by which alone they
can come into absorbing sympathy with Christ, and cause the whole tenor of their
Saul's failure on the spiritual
life to flow in the line of Christ's mission to the world.
side was seen by David to lie at the root of his general failure; and those onl\ who estimate
modern issues of life by the supreme test of the spiritual, can see in many lives, other-

—

—

—

—

—

;

wise excellent, a woeful miscarriage of
disaster (1 Cor.

i.

18, 19

;

ii.

6—10

;

life's

2 Cor.

main purpose and consequent

v. 17, 20,

21

;

irretrievable

Phil. in. 8, 9, 18, 19).

All events have a teaching function in
37ic incidental feichings of a great disaster.
It is possible
the Divine economy, and we are exhorted to extract good out of evil.
that in the general evolution of human interests the immediate, if not remote, effects of
disastrous events are counterbalanced by the contribution they make to the sum total
of instruction, by means of which God ultimately elevates the world in purity and
peace.
The sad issue of Saul's life was doubtless a blessing to David, in that its
solemn lessons gave a tone to his subsequent course, which enaMed him to withstand
many of the perils of position and we, studying the words of David when the sorrow
was fresh ujion him, may, in addition to what, has already been noticed, gain instruction
on several matters which, in its helpfulness to our lile, shall illustrate the truth that
under the all-controlling hand of God " all things work togerher for e;ood."
;
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to find delight in the sins

and frailties of Christians, and also to find therein excuse for their own impiety, it
BEHOVES ALL WHO HAVE THE NaME AND CAUSE OF ChBIST AT HEABT TO BE VERT
GUARDED IN THEIR REFERENCES TO THE BINS AND MISERIES OF BACKSLIDERS AND THE
ERRING.

The

sins of professors are to be the subject of silent

sorrow, and,

when

Church discipline not to be paraded before the world, as though such free
The spirit that can readily
publicity were a due chastisement for their unfaithfulness.
go and " tell it in Gath " is not the spirit of Christ. The evident pleasure which some
feel in making known the shortcomings of professedly religious men, can only spring
from a desire to excuse their own indifference, or from a wicked Pharis<^ei8m, or from
possible, of

;

Where there is sincere
a defective sense of the sacredness of the Name of Christ.
sorrow there will be tenderness, and the family instinct will avoid the publicity of
family misfortunes.

Christians

!

weep and pray, but "

tell it

not in Gath " (Jer.

ix.

1—3, 17—19).
II. The history of the Church bevbals what serious injcry has been caused
TO RELIGION BY THE IMPEUFECT LIVES OF ITS PROFESSED FRIENDS. The " uncircumcised" did know of Saul's disaster, and it made them strong in hostility to the cliosen
Saul damaged
race, and at the same time weakened the hearts (f the men of Israel.
the cause of righteousness and mercy as well as his own personal reputation. Too
often has Christ been wounded in the house of his friends (Zech. xiii. 6).
Considering
the many miscarriages of those who were professedly engaged in the furtherance of
the kingdom ot God on earth, it is a marvel that the progress of Christianity has been
what it has. They little think how much they retard the final supremacy of Christ
who, by a Saul-like unfaithfulness and degeneracy, encourage antagonism among his
foes, and produce paralysis among his friends.
III. Momentous events bring out the fact that oultubb is of secondary
IMPOBTANCE TO RELIGION. David, as is seen from his varied compositions in the
Psalms, and also from this elegy, was a man of fine aesthetic taste.
He rejoiced in the
The dewy slopes of Gilboa, and the tat pastures of its
exquisite beauties of nature.
valleys, teemed with objects of delight to his cultured taste
but now that his spiritual
yearnings were unsatisiied, now that the holy Name of God was being dishenoured, all
considerations of beauty in nature, and joy in the higher culture of life, must be utterly
Let Gdboa become a waste, let the joy of local associations perish, since the
set aside.
religious side of Ufe is languishing
The scenes amidst which our loved ones die are
often cherished in the memory with mournful pleasure, and we seem to invest them
with a more tender loneliness because there the joy of our life f 11 asleep. But when
;

1

—

the smitten heart bleeds over a shipwrecked character a life failing in its noblest
purpose then the local associations have no charm blight and desolation are felt to
be the most appropriate accompaniments of an unrelieved sorrow. So truly do great
tragic events in life bring out the fact that our religious nature will assert itself as
above all mere culture and assthetic refinement.
WISE and tender heart can, wliile overwhelmed with sorrow because of
IV.
spiritual disaster, appreciate the value of humanly relatkd virtues.
have
made a distinciion between virtues that have simply a human aspect, and those
qualities which enter into the essence of religion and are Godward in aspect.
David's
great grief was that, so far as his religious life and work were concerned, Saul was
degenerate and practically ruined.
But, as a relief to his anguish on this account, he
turns toward the manly virtues of the deceased king, and with exquisite tenderness
dwells on them. His courage, his love for Jonathan, and his benefactions to his
subjects (vers. 22
24), allbrd some solace for a heart that can find none in contemplating the spiritual mission of the king.
Nil mortuis nisi bonum. He could not, from
very sorrow and reverence for the most sacred things, speak of the sad miscarriage of
his life's work; and this reference to the good of his life was really an expression of
deep affection, and at the same time an indication of a sorrow secret and unutterable.
Christiaas who, with the light that Christ gives, see spiritual ruin where others see
only, and rejoice in, humanly related virtues, are not blind to the manifest virtues of
men; and often, in their silent sorrow for the absence of spiritual saving qualities, they
can speak with subdued emotion of the charms and attractions of personal character.
V. ThEBK ISA wonderful charm in FILIAL PIETY MAINTAINED UNDER MOST ADVEBSK

—

;

A

We

—

—
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ciRctrMSTANCM. " Saul and Jonathan were lovely and pleasant In their lives, and in
their death they were not divided " (ver. 23).
Yes ; every heart says " yes." We feel
the charm of Jonathan's fidelity to his poor erring father even to the bitter end.
David's appreciation of this is, under the circumstances (1 Sam. xx. 1
4), most
beautiful.
Jonathan knew that David was a holy man, vilely treated by his own
father, and destined to ascend the throne ; he loved him with a tenderness passing the
love of women, and was under provocation again and again to revolt from his father's
rule; but with patience, tenderness, and faithfulness, he stood by him to the end,
lamenting his sins, restraining his evil propensities, and variously striving to lessi-n
the evils of hii government.
The filial instinct prevailed.
Piety puiilied and

—

—

A

strengthened it.
lesson here for sons
the more valuable in proj'union as parents
may be irreligious or imperfect It is a noble thing for a son to watch over, care for,
and tenderly restrain the tendencies of an erring father. To some it is given to have
that for their special work.
Kemember Jonathan.
VI. It is possible to chebish vest tendeb and hblpful fbiendships byeh
AMIDST THK PBE8SUBB OF LIFE. The friendship of David and Jonathan, btguja in days
of peace, ceased not during all the subsequent seasons of toil and separation.
Doubtless David had often been comforted in his solitude and wanderings by the remembrance
of that true heart which beat in sympathy with his own, and Jonathan would
a
upheld in his delicate and painful task of helping and restraining an errant parent by
the assurance that David was not unmindful of him before the mercy-seat.
The
tendency of the hurry and pressure of daily business is to crush out the finer and more
tender susceptibilities of the heart, and rob men of the consolations and elevating
For self-culture, for solace, for
Influence of wise and holy personal friendships.
Siritual fellowship, and for the acquisition of moral strength, it is well for all men to
erish a few well-selected friendships.
VII. TheBE 18 A BLESSED INFLUENCB ATTENDHTG THB CHEBISHINO OF HALLOWED
David's hallowed memories of Jonathan were to him for years to come
MEMORIES.
a means of blessing. His life was more sober and tender and spiritual for the sweet
memory of one so lovable and dear. The language of vers. 25, 26 was the indication
"We suffer loss when beautiful
of a permanent element in David's subsequent life,
characters are taken away, and we find a gain. For though visible communion is no more,
the tender memories are more constant, and touch more closely the deeper springs
eflifh
1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
I77l«

Hebrew tnonarehy.

(Introductory.)

The Hebrew monarchy

holds a prominent

flace in the development of the purpose of God to establish his kingdom upon earth.
n accordance with this purpose Abraham became the father of & family, distinguished
beyond others by the knowledge of the true God and the hope of his promised salvation ; the family grew into a nation, and its government was constituted, bv the agency

of Moses, a theocracy (a word first used by Josephus, ' Contra Apion,' ii. l7) ; and the
theocracy (impaired in its practical intiuence during the period of the judges) was
united with a monarchy, yrhich commenced with Saul, acquired strength and splendour
tmder David, culminated in the glory of, Solomon, and soon afterwards declined to its
fall ; leaving behind it, when it fell, the undying hope of its restoration under " the

King Messiah" (1 Sam. iL 10). Consider
Although a king was sought in a wrong spirit,
I. Its theookatio foundation.
What were
his appointment was not incompatible with the principles of the theocracy.
its
these principles ?
1. Its supreme Head, Lawgiver, and Judge was Jehovah
Having revealed himself to them as the one
Buhjects were his chosen people IsraeL
living and true God, and redeemed them out of bondage, he made a covenant with them,
and became to them all, and more than all, that a human king was to other nations
(Exod. XV. 18; 1 Sam- xiL 12; Zeph. iiL 15). "He raised and consolidated his
imiversal rule into one of a special nature " (Kurtz, • Hist, of the Old Covenant,' iii.
107).
The pertonal relation thus formed between him and his people was designed to
maintain amonjj them his exclusive worship, to keep them separate from the idolatrous
and corrupt nations aroimd them, and to make them " a kingdom of priesta and a holy
;
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will, pertaining to the entire circle of civil and
of the Jews, different in that from all others, waa
an absolute theocracy ; nor was there, nor could there be, any difference between the
commonwealth and the Church " (Locke). 3. Its sanctions were his favour and displeasure, blessing and curse; reward or punishment of a temporal nature following
obedience or disobedience, and administered by projierly constituted authorities or
a special and extraordinary providence. 4. Its officers were his appointed servants,
whose part it was to declare his will and administer his laws, and who (whether
priests, prophets, judges, elders, or princes) were themsehes subject to them (Michaelis,
•
Laws of Moses,' i. 190 ; Warburton, * Div. Leg.,' v. 3 ; Fairbairn, * Typology,' ii. 443).
In harmony with these principles a human king was appointed (as already provided
for, Deut. xvii. 15
20) ; not, indeed, to reign independently of the Divine King, or
according to his own will and pleasure, but as his viceroy and minister. " To the
theocracy was added the monarchy, not to subvert or gradually supersede it, but
The pure theocracy became a Basileoto fulfil the wants of the age by its side.
theocracy " (Ewald). " The Hebrews under the reign of David clearly recognized the
theocratic nature of their constitution " (Jahn).
IL Its pbactioal efficiency. The condition of the people rendered the regal
office necessary; and it served (especially during the reign of David) to : 1. Gather them
into closer unkm, and so consolidate and increase their strength.
Nothing was more
urgently neeuioi. Their common faith (or rather unbelief) and the previously existing
officers of the theocracy were insufficient to maintain the practical union and co-opera2. Defend them against their adversaries, by whose attacks their
tion of the tribes.
very existence was imperilled. It secured their safety and independence, and it
extended their dominion " from the river of Egypt unto the great river, the river
Euphrates," as it had been promised of old (Gen. xv. 18). 3. Establish order and the
more regular and impartial administration oi justice. In the days of the judges " every
man did that which was right in his own eyes," being subject to no proper restraint by
a king, as responsible " minister of God and avenger to execute wrath upon him that
doeth evU" (Kom. xiii. 4). 4. Promote the main purpose of their national calling,
viz. to receive and conserve "the oracles of God" (Rom. iii. 2) for the ultimate benefit
" By the constitution of the Hebrew government the civil and municipal
of mankind.
statutes of the nation were not only fouuded upon their rdiyious belief, but they were
also so framed as to have the support of that belief for their main object" (Russell,
* Connection,' bk. xviii.).
And this object was more effectually accomplished under the
circumstances by means of the monarchy than it would otherwise have been.
III. Its manifest impebfection.
Like other institutions dependent for their
worth upon the conduct of weak and sinful men, it was marked, in its actual working,
by numerous defects ; being : 1. Administered in a manner that did not fully accord
with its nature and design. " Whate'er is best administered is best." The authority
and power entrusted to the king were frequently used in self-will and for self-exaltation.
Hence the misery in which tlie reign ot Saul (really an autocracy) terminated. And
even the administration of David, although distinguished by surpassing ability and
fidelity, wpis by no means faultless.
2. Weakened and marred by the personal crimes
David's transgressions exerted an injurious influence, not only upon
of the mouarch.
himself and his family, but also upon his government. They sowed the seeds of
insubordination and rebellion. 3. Often employed for the oppression and corruption of
the people. " Its tendency was to absolutism." The magnificence of Solomon was largely
based upon oppressive taxation and forced labour; and, instead of opposing and
excluding, he si^cred and indulged idolatrous practices most fatal of all things to the
throne and nation. 4. Liable to frequent changes and gradual deterioration. Evea
a good monarch covdd not hold his office long " by reason of death ; " and the hereditary
principle did not insure a successor of like character.
With the secession of the tea
tribes the early splendour of the monarchy became dim ; and its course, with intervals
of glorious revival, was downward. It virtually terminated with the Captivity (Hoa.
iii. 4, 5) ;
after which the civil government was subject to a foreign heathen power,
and the theocracy survived chiefly as a political hierarchy ; at length " the Romans
came and took away their place and nation."
IV. Its typical bionifioakce. It was not only a stage of preparation for the

2. Its

nation."

religious

life.

"The commonwealth

—

—

II.
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kingdom

of the Messiah, but also a type or divinely ordained foreshadowing of it.
1. It
rendered the conception thereof more definite and vivid. "With the establishment of
the kingly power, a new class of ideas was brought into view and developed, which for
want ot the requisite material groundwork could not be previously illustrated; and
it now became possible to descry from a distance and to announce in appropriate and
intelligible terms the coming kingdom of the Messiah."
2. It was associated with
express promises and predictions (ch. vii. 12
">).
"When mankind
16; xxiii. 3
was limited to a single family, the Hope of the future had lain in the seed of the woman
the patriarchal age had looked forward to a descendant of Abraham the Mosaic to
In like manner the age of the Jewish monarchy in its
a Prophet and a Legislator.
bloom of youth and prowess was bidden to fix its eye upon an ideal David, who was to
be the King ot the future of the world " (Liddon, 'Bampton Lectures,' p. 79). " The
establishment of the kinf;dom was in the truest sense a defection from G d, and yet,
humanly speakine, it was a necessary defection. An earthly king fell infinitely short
of the type of Divine government represented by Moses, or Joshua, or Samuel; but
he was at once a definite centre, and a clear sign of something greater than himself.
If he presented the spiritual idea in a fixed and limited form, he also gave distinctness
to the conception of the present moral sovereignty of God, and furnished imagery under
which ti:]e prophets could construct a more glorious picture of the future " ( Westcott,
' The Gk)spel of the Resurrection,'
3. Even its defects and failure intensified
p. 68).
and exalted the expectation. With every disappointment hope eprans^ up afresh, and
found its purest expression in the utterances of the prophets (Isa. ix. 6, 7 ; liii. ; ^licah
" What was earthly and carnal in the theocracy was made to fall into comV. 2).
parative abeyance, that the glory of its spiritual excellence might be brought more
prominently into view" (Fairbaim). Whilst the general expectation immediately
before the advent of Christ was of a temporal kingdom, many "waited" with lofty,
4. It was (as a type) fulfilled in
spiritual hope " for the Consolation of Israel."
a higher and more spiritual manner in the kingdom of Christ. In this kingdom the
It is the real
principles of the theocracy are preserved and exhibited in perfection.
Its subjects
theocracy.
Its supreme Head (Eph. i. 22) is at once Divme and human.
consist of those who are inwardly renewed, and serve him from the heart.
It is
Although in the world, it is not of the
spiritual, righteous, peaceful, and blessed.
world. It can coexist in time and place (as the ancient theocracy could not) with
and, without any formal connection or concordat
every form of civil government
therewith, it can exert a sovereign influence over it. It claims the submission of
evevv individual and every nation, and it is destined to fill the earth and endure

—

—

;

;

for ever.

Remabks. 1. The purpose of God to set up on earth a kingdom of heaven is the
key of history. "The grand idea of a kingdom of God is the connectin.^ thread that
runs through the entire course of Divine revelation." 2. The m'-thods which God
adopts in his dealings with men are adapted to their actual condition, and the accomplishment of immediate and beneficent ends; his revelations of himself are accommodated to their capacity for apjireheuding and profiting by them. 3. He allows men
a large liberty of choice ; and, when they use it wrongly, patiently bears with their
imperfections and sins, and overrules them for their correction and improvement. 4.
His procedure is marked by a progressive development; and the facts and truths
involved therein contain the promise and prefigurement of later and greater realities,
" The Old Testament, w hen rightly understood, is one great prophecy of the New "
(Augustine). " Christianity lay in Judaism, as leaves and fruit do in the seed
although it certainly required the Divine sun to bring them forth " (De Wette).
5. What is expedit nt in one age may not be so in another, which has received a higher
revelation of the Divine will.
The relative w(jrth of institutions and men must be
judged of according to their circumstances and the measure of liiht possessed, their
6.
absolute worth according to the highest conceptions of truth and righteousness.
God selects and exalts one nation, not for its own good merely, but for the good
7. As the
of others and the fulfilment of his benevolent purposes toward mankind.
people of God in ancient time were taught to look forward to the coming of the
Messiah, so we are now taught to look forward to his coming again, and the complete
establishment of his kingdom. D.

—
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David's reign; B.O. 1051 1011. (References: 1 Chron. x. xxix. 1 Kings i., ii.
Psalms. For his earlier life, as shepherd at Bethlehem, servant of Saul at Gibeah,
outlaw in the wilderness of Judah and elsewhere, see 1 Sam. xvi. xxxiv.) When
Saul fell on Gilboa, David was about thirty years old ; the age at which Joseph stood
before Pharaoh, the Levites entered on their official duties, and Jesus began iiis public
ministry.
The Second Book of Samuel describes the steps by which he became king
over Judah, and (after seven years and a half) king over all Israel, the consolidation and
victorious expansion of his kingdom (ch. i.
x.); his deplorable fall (when about fifty
years of age), his repentance, the consequences of his transgression, and the restoration
of his impaired authority (ch. xi.
xx.); and (in an appendix, ch. xxi.
xxiv.) among
other things some events and utterances of his last days (his life ending at three score
years and ten).
"He most happily combined all the qualifications for becoming the
true support of the extraordinary efforts of this period ; and he thus succeeded in
winning, not only a name unequalled in glory by any other king of Israel, but also
a halo of kingly fame as ruler of the community of the true God, unattainable by a
king of any other nation of antiquity" (Ewald). "The reign of David is the great
critical era in the history of the Hebrews."
In it we see
I. The purpose of the Divine Kino of Israel fulfilled.
That purpose (subordinate to the larger purpose mentioned in the preceding homily), to make David
ruler instead of Saul, was
1. Previously indicated. It was first announced by Salnuel,
in indefinite terms (1 Sam. xiii. 14 ; xv. 28), symbolized in the anointing of David
(when about sixteen years old), afterwards doubtless plainly declared to him by the
prophet, and clearly manifested by the course of events.
It was also more and more
generally recoL'nizLd (1 Sam. xxiv. 20; xxv. 30; ch. iii. 17, 18).
2. Vainly opposed,
at first \>j Saul, and, after he liad been made King of Judah, by Abner and " the hous*
" There is no wisdom nor underof Saul."
It was impossible for them to succeed.
standing nor counsel against the Lord " (Prov. xxi. 30). 3. Gradually, surely, and fuUy
wrought out. There were times in which it seemed to fail, but only to become more
apparent and effectual like a stream disappearing beneath the surface of the earth,
and after a short distance bursting forth with renewed strength. 4. Its fulfilment
shows the power and faithfulness of God, and should confirm our faith in the fulfilment
" Wait on the Lord." " There hath not fiiiled one word of all his
of all his promises.
good promise," etc. (1 Kings viii. 56). " The Davidic age, with those that lie immediately around it, towers by its special glory like a giant mountain above a wide tract of
more level periods. It was, moreover, soon afterwards recognized by the nation itself as a
period of unique glory in the fortunes of the monarchy; and its memory has therefore been
preserved in the historical narrative with the most exuberant fulness of detail " (Ewald).
II. The character of the human kino of his choice poktrayed.
The interest
of David's reign centres in David himself; his activities, achievements, experiences,
utterances, so fully recorded, not only in the history, but also in his psalms.
His
character (more completely revealed than that of any other man) was the growth
of a noble and gifted nature under the influence of Divine grace.
1. It was matured
by long and varied discipline. While keeping his lather's flock, in the court and camp
of Saul, as an exile at the head of his heroic band, by persecution, calumny, hardship,
meditation, temptation, prayer, and during his '* apprenticeship to monarchy " in
Hebron, his natural endowments and moral qualities were .strengthened, developed, and
perfected.
2. It was marked by a many-sided excellence.
His insight, skill, prescient
sagacity, tender sensibility, sympathy, imagination, fervour, versatility, courage, magnanimity, power of leadership, and of winning the passionate attachment of others, were
never surpassed. He was "one of the greatest men in the world" (Bayle). "The
most daring courage was combined in him with tender susceptibility; even after he
had ascended the- throne he continued to retain the charm of a pro-eminent aiid at the
sama time childlike personality " (Wellhausen).
" Great, valiant, pious, good, a^d cleaB*
Bublime, contcinplativo, 8oro t»\
;

—

—

—

—

:

;

Strong, constant, pleabaut, wise I

Bright eflflueMcc of exceedint^ grace;
Best man the swiftnesa and the race,
I
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"There never was a specimen of manliood

so rich and ennobled as David, the son of
equalled in single features of his character ;
but such a combination of manly, heroic qualities, such a flush of generous, goiilike
excellences, hath never yet been seen embodied in a single man" (idward Irving).
" The most thoroughly himian figure, as it seems to me, which had appeared upon the
Jesse,

whom

other saiuts haply

may have

earth before the coming of that perfect Son of man, who is over all, God blessed for
Amen " (Charles Kingsley). (1) In relation to Ood he was eminent in faith,
hope, and love; loyal obedience, fervid zeal, holy aspration, enthusiastic devotion,
lowly submission, and thankfulness (Neh. xii. 36). (2) In relation to men he was
tenderly afl^ectionate toward his family ; considerate and grateful toward his friends
generous and forgiving toward his enemies; faithful and just, self-denying and selfsacrificing toward his people.
(3) Beyond any other monarch of Israel he was a truly
theocratic king. His heart was perfect with the Lord his God (1 Kings xi. 4). " David
did that which was right in the eyes of the Lord, and turned not aside from anything
that he commanded him all the days of his lii'e, save only in the matter of Uriah the
Hittite" (1 Kings xv. 5). 3. It was marred by grave deftcts and aggravated transgressions. Although these were in great measure due to the spirit of his age, the eflfect
of temptation incident to his position, contrary to the general coarse of his life, and
deeply repented of, yet they incurred heavy guilt, and were followed by severe chastisements. 4. It thus affords a warning as well as an example. " In this history we have
the pattern of a pious and prudent prince. Its utility and profit for example of life
appears in the [rudence, piety, zeal, humility, equity, and good government of David,
and all other his heroic and godly virtues worthy of imitation. As also are set down
David's infirmities and falls, as examples of the weakness of the best when they watch
not over themselves, or are left to themselves, proponed to be eschewed, ut majorum
ruina sit minorum cautela, as likewise his repentance to be imitated, and the sharp
corrections notwithstanding, as medicinal corrasives wherewith he was chastised
as
we see in the Lord's dealing with his dearest sons and servants (Heb. xii. 6, 7)
(W. Guild, ' The Throne of David
1659).
ever.

;

:

'

HX

The majesty of the Divij:e-human Kixa Messiah fokeshaikjwed.

David

be regarded, not simply as an individual, but as a noble, though imperfect, representation of the idea of a theocratic king, and therefore also as an adumbration of
One in whom that idea would be perfectly realized (Luke i. 32). *' His relation to the
The aim and import of the
history of redemption is most peculiar and remarkable.
Old Testament history to prefigure, prophesy, and testify of Christ concentrated in him
"As we have a great increase of the prophetic light breaking
as in a ficus" (Kurtz).
forth, and encompassing the family and kingdom of David so subsequent prophecy revertfl
often to the same subjects, insomuch that there is no individual, king or other person,
one only excepted, of whom more is said by the prophets than of this king and his
throne" (Davison, 'On Prophecy'). "It is David who, without intending it, supplies
the personal foundation of all the Messianic hopes, which from this time contribute with
increasing power to deteni.ine Israel's career ; and so he stands at the turning-point in
the history of two thousand years and separates it into two great halves " (Ewald). High
above him, in the dim and distant future, rose the majestic form of " the King of kings,
and Lord of lords." " A person, as such, can never be a symbol. It was not David,
or Manasseh, or Ahab, that was the type of Christ as King of Zion ; it was the royal
office with w hich these were invested, symbolical as that was of the theocracy, which
was typical of the kingly dignity of the Redeemer" (W. L. Alexander, 'Connection of
the Old and New Testaments,' 315, 418). The kingly dignity of the Messiah appears
" In Jesus
in : 1. His Divine apix)intment (Ps. ii. 6, 7) founded on the Incarnation.
is to

the Christ, Jehovah and the Son of David bccomtj one. Heaven and earth interpenethey may unite in him and be united Ijy him" (Delitzsch). 2. His glorious
3. His righteous administraexaltation after deep humiliation and patient endurance.
4. His advancing triumph over the enemies of his kingdom and
tion (Ps. Ixxii. 1, 2).
our salvation "the devil with all his retinue, the world, the flesh, sin, death, and
trate, that

—

hell; whatever doth oppose his glory, his truth, his service ; whatever consequently by
open violence or fraudulent practice doth hinder our salvation" (Barrow). 5. His
munificent gifts and the blessings of his reign ; refuge, refreshment, repose (Isa. xxxii.
As a King he gather*.
1, 2) ; " righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."
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governs, protects, and perfects his people. 6. His wide dominion. 7. His endless
continuance. " His Name shall endure for ever."
Exhortation. 1. Submit to his rule. " Kiss the Son," etc. (Ps, ii. 12). 2. Eejoice
3. Co-operate with his purposes.
4. Look forward to his final
in his salvation.
triumph. D.

—

A

change of dynasty. " When he came to David he fell to
Vers. 1, 2. (Ziklao.)
the earth, and did obeisance" (ver. 2). The title of David to the throne was primarily
couferred upon him by the will of God, as declared by Samuel. But it remained in
abeyance while Saul lived, and began to take effect only at his decease. On returning
to Ziklag from his pursuit of the Amalekites, David occupied himself in repairing its
ruins, and awaited tidings from the field of battle. On the morning of the third day
there came a young man, " the son of a stranger, an Amalekite," bringing news of the
In proof of his statement he
defeat of Israel and the death of Saul and Jonathan.
brought the king's diadem, " a small metallic cap or wreath which encircled the temples,
serving the purpose of a helmet, with a very small horn projecting in front, as an
emblem of power " (Jamieson), and bracelet (or armlet worn above the elbow), and laid
them at the feet of David, as the future king (ver. 10). His conduct reminds us of
a well-known custom, according to which, whenever a French monarch de]iarted this
life, an ofEcial of the royal household appeared at the window, broke his staff, and cried,
Le roi est mort I (" The kin^ is dead ") then took a new staff and shouted, Vive le
roil (**Long live the king "). The change that occurred was
L Occasioned by the fall of an unfaithful ruler. " After the death of Saul
(er. 1). 1. Men are entrusted with power by God that they may employ it, not
according to their own will and for their own honour, but according to his will and for
his glory.
This Saul failed to recognize. 2. Whenever a man misuses his trust he is
sooner or later deprived thereof, and suffers the penalty of his sin (1 Sam. xv. 23).
3. No man can fall into sin and destruction without involving others in his ruin.
How often has a monarch's unfaithfulness caused the downfall of his dynasty! 4. The
place from which he falls is thereby prepared ibr a more faithful man, and such a man
is seldom wanting for the place.
"Take therefore the talent," etc (Matt. xxv. 28).
"Saul's elevation was a first experiment in monarchy doomed to failure from the
beginning it was only when the people had been trampled down by his tyranny and
involved in his fatal defeat that a lasting monarch was set according to the Divine will
in the person and family of David, who was in this sense the man after God's own
heart" (P. Smith, ' Ancient History,' L 168).
IL Awaited with patience by a rightful successor. " David abode in Ziklag."
He was long ago assured of his royal destination. But 1. The purpose of God is often
slow in its accomplishment; which requires to be waited for in faith and patience.
2. Its slow accomplishment presents a strong temptation to impatience, and the adoption of rash and unworthy expedients that hinder rather than pmmote the desired end.
David was subject to such a temj^tation, and for the most part overcame it. In so far
as he yielded to it he suffered the consequences of his imprudence (1 Sam. ixvii. 1).
3. By patient continuance in well-doing men are best prepared for what God has
j)reparcd for them.
David did not deem the crown " a thing to be grasped at." " What
God has destined for him, he would not have until God gave it to him" (Hengstenberg).
"Endurance is the crowning quality." Qui dura vince (" He conquers who endures ).
4. To those who await the accomplishment of the Divine purpose in a right spirit, it
comes surely and at the right time, often suddenly and by unexpected mvans. "By
degrees doth the Lord perform his works to exercise the faith, the hope, the patience,
and constancy of his chosen, but at last to the full he accomplisheth whatsoever he
promiseth " (Guild).
III. Recognized as inevitable by a self-seeking observer.
It is remarkable
that one of an alien and hostile race should be the first to perceive and acknowledge
the speedy and certain transfer of the crown. He was a watchful observer of the course
of events; acquainted, probably, with the general opinion concerning David, and with
his present position and, although possessing little love for his character and exjiecting
little good to the Amalekites from his accession, he was desirous of usina: the occasion
for the furtherance of his personal ends.
1. The tendency of human affairs is often so
!

;

!

;

:

;

—
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A

apparent that its result may be easily anticipated by all but the most obtuse. 2.
stranger or an enemy frequently perceives tlie destination of a man of ability more
3. One who is supremely
clearly than those who are intimately connected with him.
concerned about his own interest is quick to see anything that may be made conducive
4. His attempt to
to it, however blind and unleeling he may be in other respects.
turn it to his own advantage sometimes turns only to the advantage of another, and
"
David had been long waiting for the crown,
to his own disajjpointment and ruin.
and now it is brought to him by an Amalekite. See how God can serve his own
purpose of kindness to his people, even by designing men who aim at nothing but to
set up themselves" (Matthew Henry).
" The Lord slew him,
IV. Effected by the opebation of Divine Pbovidence.
and turned the kingdom unto David the son of Jesse " (1 Chron. x. 14). " God is the
Judge he putteth down one and setteth up another " (Ps. Ixxv. 7 1 Sam. ii. 1 10).
By his jifovidential working 1. His purposes are fulfilled and the truth of his Word
"By a series of events following in the ordinary course of Providence,
is confirmed.
without any miracle interposed, this prediction (given by Samuel and exhibited in tlie
David was raised to his divinely appointed
act of anointing) was brought to pass.
station, when his shepherd's staff became a sceptre, and his flock a great people; none
The complicontributing more to the preparation of this event than Saul himself.
cated narrative is the exposition of the prophetic prescience " (Davison). 2. Those who
oppose his purposes are overthrown. 3. He who humbly waits their fulfilment in the
way of obedience is promoted. 4. Individuals and nations are constrained to turn from
v. 2).
iii. 9
their own way, and submit to his plans as the wisest and best (ch. ii. 4
" The secret springs of revolutions are unaccountable, and must be resolved into that
Providence which turns all hearts as the rivers of water " (Matthew Henry). " Notwithstanding those apiiearances which obscure the providence of God, it often makes itself
conspicuous in the midst of them all. When we have allowed to human agency, to human
wisdom and human power, a large circle of events imputed to nothing else, we see the
Divine wisdom frequently disencumber itself from all communication with second
causes, and stretch itself out in the face of all men, in defeating and confounding the
plans of human wisdom, in the failure of the deepest schemes " (R. Hall). D.
;

—

;

:

.

.

.

;

;

—

—

10.
(Ziklag.) Selfish craft Beyond the assertion of the Amalekite that
was defeated and Saul and Jonathan were dead, of which the diadem and bracelet
His statement concerning
afforded proof, it is imcertain how far his story was true.
and,
his own conduct cannot be satisfactorily reconciled with that of 1 Sam. xxxi.
although credited by David, it was probably a fabrication, his motive therein being the
In him we have a
desire of reward, as David himself clearly perceived (ch. iv. 16).
picture of what sometimes appears in others under higher moral influences, viz.:

Vers. 2

Israel

;

Dominant selfishness. He is supremely ccjncerned about his own interest. Self-love
an original principle of our nature, and, when properly regulated, points in the direcBut it easily degecerates into selfishness, " the source of
tion of virtue and happiness.
And when a
all the sins of omission and commission wliich aie found in the world."
man comes under the dominion of the latter, he may sink into any depth of meanness.
Amidst the dying and the dead, after the battle, his only thought
2. ^ubtle scheming.
is of gain; and, having plundered the fallen king of the regalia, he coolly calculates
how he may dispose thereof to the greatest advantage and then hastens a long
distance across the country to one whom he expects to find ready to welcome the
prospect of his own elevation by an enemy's death, and to pay him "the wages of
He comes into the presence of David
3. Feigned sympathy.
unrighteousness."
" with the marks of distress and dismay dust and clay smeared over his face, and his
on account of the disaster which has befallen Israel (1 Sam. iv. 12).
clothes torn "
1.

is

;

—

—

" Selflittle does his appearance correspond with the feelinjs of his heart!
'"
" He
4. Obsequious homage.
(Hall).
love sometimes borrows the face of honest zeal
fell to the earth, and did obeisance;" prostrating himself before the rising sun of the
new era with abject, insincere, and wickci mind. " To those who are distinguished in
the kingdom of God as specially called and favoured instruments of grace, falsehood
and hypocrisy draw near most pressingly and corruptingly in the guise of humiliiy and
elf-abasement " (Erdmann). 5. Flaxuiblt lying. (Vers. 6—9.) He artfully mingleg

But how
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falsehood with the truth he utters, for the saks of enhancing the value of his good
If he had been satisfied with simply tellins the tidings of the death of Saul,
all would have been well with him ; but by his gratuitous inventions he entangles
" I stood upon him, and
himself iu a dangerous snare. 6. Unconscious self-accu>^ation.
slew liim, because I was sure that he could not live after that he was fallen " (ver. 10).
cffices.

He accuses himself in the excuses he makes for his conduct.
Qui s'excuse s'accuse.
Even the request of Saul would not have justified his act or absolved him from resjwnAnd how could he be sure that the wounded king could not live ? Even the
sibility.
most hardened villain deems it needful to endeavour to palliate his
solely intent upon his own interest often makes admissions that

offence.

And he who

is

clearly reveal his guilt.
He judges of the character of another by his own, meets with
justice which he cannot understand, fails of his purpose, and

7. Fatal miscalculaiion.
a generosity, loyalty, and
receives a reward wliich he did not anticipate.
"The incident gives us the opportunity
of marking the immense difference in the order of mind and character which may subsist
between two individuals brought togetlier by one event, and having their attention
occupied by one and the same object " (J. A. Miller, Saul '). " He takelh the wise
in their own craftiness " (Job v. 13).
"The wicked is snared in the work of his own
hands " (Ps. ix. 16 Prov. vi. 13 ; xviii. 7).—D.
'

;

(Ziklag.)
•' They mourned, and wept" (ver. 12).
Vers. 11, 12.
Unselfish grief.
things are more remarkable in the character of David than the generosity which
he displayed with respect to Saul. He once and again spared his life ; anii, instead of
rejoicing, he was overwhelmed with grief at his death.
He entirely lost sight of any
advantage which it promised to himself, in his sorrow over the disaster which befell the
have here
king, his sons, and the people of Israel.
I. The news of a great calamity, now only too fully confirmed (vers. 5
11).
calamity is deeply affecting when, as in this case, it: 1. Consists of a combination of
mournful events (ver. 12). 2. Falls on those who are intimately connected with us.
4. Involves irreparable loss, and affords little
3. Occurs suddenly and unexpectedly.
prospect of alleviation.
Ami the cloud of affliction is pecnliarly dark when it is
pervaded by Divine wrath (Hos. xiii. 11). " Lover and friend hast thou put far from
me, and my acquaintance into darkness " (Ps. Ixxxviii. 18).
II. The scene of a grievous mouening.
The sincerity and intensity of David'a
grief, in which his six hundred men shared, were shown by (1) rending the garments
(2) wailing aloud; (3) fasting; (4) until the evening ; common signs of sorrow in the
East, as genuine as any other, and relieving as well as indicating a burdened heart.
What a "day of trouble" was that on which David and his heroes sat there watching
the sinking sun I
(For other days of a like nature, see ch. ii. 24 ; iii. 32 ; vi. 9
xii. 1, 16 ; xiii. 21, 30 ; xv. 13 ; xviii. 33 ; xx. 4 ; xxi. 1 ; xxiv. 13, 17.)
HI. The proof of an excellent disposition. Sorrow is an evidence of love.
David's disposition was : 1. Forgiving toward an enemy. " For Saul."
2. Faithful
toward a friend. " For Jonathan his son." 3. Patriotic. "For the house of Israel.'*
" For the people of the Lord." " The uprightness of his heart and the
4. Devout.
sincerity of his feelings cannot for a moment bo doubted by those who read his l.-^ment
over Saul and Jonathan with an unprejudiced mind.
Pretended sorrow never could
speak thus" (Hengstenberg). "The only deep mourning for Saul, with the exception
of the Jabeshites, proceeded from the nian whom he had hated and persecuted for so
many years, even to the time of his death ; just as David's Successor wept over the fate
of Jerusalem even when it was about to destroy himself" (0. von Gerlach).
Observe: 1. That the most generous izrief requires to be restrained within due bounds.
Its excessive indulgence is injurious and wrong.
2. That the beneficial effect of trouble
is not usually experienced at " tiie present," but ** afterward " by means of reflection
and submission (Heb. xii. 11). 3. Tliat to the eye of faith the darkest cloud is
" At eventide weeping comctl: in to tarry
illumined by Divine goodness and mercy.
D.
for a night ; but with the morning cometh a shout of joy " (Ps. xxx. 5).
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Capital punishment.
"Thy blood be upon thy head
David at the death of Saul was associated with indignatiem afr.
the conduct of the Amalekite, who, according to his own confession, had taken part iu
Vers. 13

(ver. 16).

16.

The

(Ziklag.)

grief of

—
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At sunset he recalled the unhappy messenger, and having further queshim, testified his abhorrence of his deed, and ordered his execution. Notice
I. The crime which was laid to his charge, viz. the intentional and unjustifiable
taking away of the life of another 1. Proceeding, like every act of murder, from
indifference to the sacredness of human life and the dignity of human nature, created
2. Aggravated in guilt by irreverence toward the person of the
in the image of God.
king, " the Lord's anointed," who ought, on account of his high position, to have been
held in special honour (1 Sam. xxiv. 6 xxvi. 11 ; xxxi. 5). "When the Israelites were
under royal authority, it would appear to have been a maxim of their law that the
person of the king was inviolable, even though he might be tyrannical and unjust
and, in fact, this maxim is necessary, not only to the security of the king, but also to
the welfare of the subject ; for it is the dread of assassination and treacheries that
usually makes kings tyrants, and novices in tyranny absolute despots " (!Michaelis).
" Tliou shall not kill " (Exod. xx.
3, Exhibiting disobedience to the command of Gud.
With this lav the Amalekite was probably
13), i.e. do no murder (Exod. xxi. 12).
acquainted. He knew, at least, that it was wrong to take away life without adequate
Hence he sought to justify the act by pleading the request of Savu (ver. 9),
reason.
and his suffering conoition, which it was mercy to terminate. But how could Saul
authorize another to do to him what he had no riglit to do to himself? Genuine
loyalty and mercy would have prompted a different course of conduct ; and malice and
selfishness were clearly the motives of the deed.
There was in it nothing praiseworthy,
but everything to be abhorred and condemned (ver. 14).
IL The evidence on which he was convicted. "Thy mouth hath testified against
thae," etc. (ver. 16). His confession was : 1. Voluntarily made not ext(jrted from
him by the infliction or threatening of suffering, or the promise of rewaid. 2. Confirmed by the signs of his connection with the death of the king (ver. 10). 3. A
sufBcient ground, under the circumstances, for judgment, without further inquiry.
Even if, as is probable, he did not actually commit the deed, he took upon himself the
But why did he not
^espon-^ibility, and justly incurred the consequences thereof.
Perhaps he thought that it would be of no
retract and repudiate bis confession ?
Posavail; andhe would thereby have acknowledged his falsehood and mercenariness.
For "a liar is not believed though he speak
sibly he did retract, and was not believed.
the truth." Considered in relation to his times, the evidence on which David acted was
sufficient; but the incident affords an illustration of the uncertainty which often
pertains to the crime of murder and the fallibility of human judgment.
Allhougu David was not yet
III. The authority by which he was condemned.
publicly recognized as civil ruler, to whom the right of judging properly belonged, yet
1. It had been virtually
he was fully justified in assuming the office, inasmuch as
2. The chief
conferred upon him by the apjx)intment of the Divine King of Israel.
hindrance to its exercise was removed by the death of Saul. There was no liigher
authority than his in the land, and it had been acknowledged by the Amalekite himself (ver. 10).
3. Its assumption was necessary to the fulfilment of the purpose of his
appointment, the manifestation of the justice of God, and the promotion of the welfare
He may have wished to clear himself from the suspicion of complicity
of the people.
in the king's death, to show that he entertained no feeling of revenge against him, and
but his main motive was of a higher nature.
to gain the esteem of the people of Israel
12).
H'- acted on theocratic principles, as on a subsequent occasion (ch. iv. 9
IV. The punishmekt which he suffered (ver. 15). " When the sentence of death
was pronounced by the king, it was executed by his body-guard" (ch. xv. 18 xx. 23).
Capital punishment may be upheld on the ground of: 1. The claims of justice. It has
been generally felt, even from the most ancient period (Gen. iv. 10, 14), that the
murderer deserves to die. 2. Tlte tea<:hing of Scripture. " Whoso sheddeth man's blood,"
"This was tlie first command having reference to the temporal
etc. (Gen. ix. 6).
sword. By these words temporal government was established, and the sword placed in
It pave the right and imposed the duty of inflicting
its hand by God " (Luther).
death and it is of permanent obligation (Lev. xxiv. 17 John xix. 11 Acts xxv. 11;
its infliction.
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It exalts the principle of justice; declares
of society.
the dignity of man in the most impressive manner; effectually prevents the offender
from repeating his offence ; powerfully deters others from following his example ; and

Rom.

xiii. <).

3.

Tfie welfare
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thus conduces to the security of human life. Severity to one is mercy to many. On
the other hand, it may be said that : 1. The claims of justice are adequately satisfied by
a lifelong penal servitude. 2. Scripture, rightly interpreted, does not justify the infliction
of /leath.
The Noachic precept (if it be such) was adapted only to an early stage of
eocisty, its literal fulfilment is no longer require), and the principle on whicii it rests
(the digttity of man) is preserved and more fully maintained by the revelations and
influences of Christianity.
The whole spirit of the New Testament is in favour of
Beeking the reformation rather than effecting the destruction of the offender. "Mercy
glorieth againri judgment."
Even the fratricide Cain was spared (Gen. iv. 5), as if to
show the possibility and propriety of sj^aring the life of the criminal. 3. The welfare
of society is more fully promoted by sparing his life than by taking it away.
Hardened
criminals and persous under the influence of strong passiim are not deterred by the fear of
death other persons are more powerfully affected by other motives. The possibilitj
of the innocent suffering a penalty which is irreversible causes hesitation in its inflic
tion where there is the least doubt, and so the guilty often escape, punishment becomes
uncertain, and men are tempted to commit crime in the hope of impunity.
As a
matter of fact, crime does not increase in those countries where capital punishment is
After
abolished.
*'
the Divine permission to inflict capital punishment which ha<i been
given for a considerable period of time, had displayed itself as the most extreme madness
in the execution of Christ, the question of its abolition has become only a question of
time.
The question is whether Christ may not have done enough for this " (Ewald,
Antiquities,' p. 174).—D.
;

Vers. 17, 18. (Ziklaq.)
The song of the how, I. The occasion of this lament,
threnody, elegy, or funeral dirge, was the arrival of fatal tidings from Gilboa. " There
were only two in that great slaughter concerning whose fate David was eager to know
' How knowest
the truth his enemy and his friend.
thou that Saul and Jonathan his
son be dead ?' (ver. 5). When the news was fully established, he immediately went
through all the signs of Eastern grief. He and his six hundred heroes sat with their
clothes rent, uttering the loud Oriental wail, observing the rigid Eastern fast until
the sunset of the fatal day released them.
Then David roused himself to action.
The first vent to his grief was in the stern exaction of the life of the unhappy messenger, according to the hard temper of tho<e fierce times.
The second vent was in the
touching dirge, which, according to the tender spirit of the sweet psalmist of Israel, he
poured forth over the two departed chiefs " (' The Songs of Israel,' Oood Words, 18G3).

—

was probably accompanied by

had long been silent, but was now taken
which for tenderness and intensity has never
been surpassed. *' The genius and origin of the elegy among the Hebrews ujay be
clearly traced to their manner of celebrating their funeral rites" (Lowth).
"If you
attend to David's harp, you shall hear as many hearse-like airs as carols " (Bacon).
"
"
II. The title of
The Bow (Keshefh), which it appears to have received, may have
been derived from the mention of the bow in ver. 22, as the favourite weapon of
Jonathan (1 Sam. xviii. 4 xx. 20), as it was of his tribesmen (1 Chron. lii. 2) ; or
'* because it was a martial ode " (Keil).
It is improbable that David introduced " the
use of the bow" (Authorized Version) into the tribe of Judah, either as a tribute to the
memory of his friend, or as a means of repairing the recent disaster for that had been
long familiar. But he " bade them teach the children of Judah " the song of " the
bow " (possibly that his youthful warriors might sing it in their military practice with
the bow) a title given to it in the Book of Jashar (Josh. x. 13), or collection of
national songs, in which it was preserved. "When the writer of 2 Samuel transferred
the dirge to his own pages, he transferred it, as we might do any of the psalms, with
its title, which was as follows
'For the children of Israel to learn by heart. Kasheth
from the Book of Jasher " (' Sjieaker's Commentary ').
III. Its fokm is that of a lyrical composition, the oldest as well as the most common
species of Hebrew poetry; and (like the rest) it is distinguished by parallelism or
rhythm, " the measured rise and fall of feeling and utterance, in which the jwet's effort
to become fully master of his poetic inspiration finds harmonious expression, and the
external rhythm of sound is properly subordinated to the rhythmic pulsation of
thouglit" (^British Quarterly Eeuiew, January, 1877).
it contains % refrain or
It

tip afresh

and struck

his harp, that

to a song of sorrow

;

;

—

:

'

—

—

";

!
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chorus, twice repeated ; and falls into three strophic divisions marked by its recurrence,
either at their comnjeDcement (Keil) or tljeir close (Kitto, 'Cyclopjedia of Biblical
Literature'); or, acconiing to naore common arrangement, into five or six stanzas.
"The j'Utting of lamentations into poems made them the more moving and affecting, and the more lasting " (Matthew Henry).

IV. In 8UBSTAKCE and general character it is an outburst of natural grief (as the
song of Hannah was of spiritual gladness) over the fallen heroes, and a celebration of
" We can hardly cail it religious poetry.
It is uot a psalm or hymn.
their worth.
of God never occurs in it.
It is a war-soag which sums up the national
Yet it i»
feelings uf every age over the graves of its departed heroes" (Stanley).
" As in view of the remains of h
instinct with most generous and devout feeling.

The name

which he caused us while living is forgotten in the remembrance of
and the kindness which he showed us, so David no longer has a memory
He is a man, and not the judge of the dead.
lor the periled of persecution now past.
Trierefore Saul stands before him only in his virtues, and he celebrates not only
Jonathan, but also Saul, as loved ones who can never be fjrgotten. We see in tnit
case that auger belongs only to the accidental utterances of noble souls, whose constant
friend all the pain
his excellences

"Though God often
is iove " (Delitzsch, 'Old Test. Hist, of Redemption').
reproved his ancient people for paying religious homage to the idols of the heathen, yet
we never hnd that he reproved them for j>aying funeral honours to departed men of
Tneir example in this resjtect, therefore,
superior merit among their own nation.
seems to have a Divine sanction, and plainly teaclies us the propriety of lamenting the
death and commemurating the virtues of those who have been eminently useful in
life " (N. Emmons).— D.
motive

Vers. 19
there is
I,

—27.

David's lamentation over Saul and Jonathan.

A DKCLABATIOK

In this lamentation

OF THE CAUSE OF MOUBKINO.
"

O

pride of

AUuJ

IsrEiel,

on thy high places slain

fallen are the heroes."

(Ver. 19.)
1. Men of rich
It contains "the theme of the entire ode."
the key-note.
endowments are the ornament, beauty, and glory of a people. 2. Such men are sometimes stricken down suddenly and under unexpected circumstances. " Not on the level
plains where defeat from the chariots and horses of the enemy might have been expected
and ha^i been before encountered, but on the high places whf^re victory seemed the
rightful prize of the mountain chiefs and the indomitable infantry of the Israelitish
there the towering form of Saul was " hit by the archers " (1 Sam. xxxi. 3),
hosts "
" All
the heroic heart of Jonathan thrust through, the splendour of Israel eclipsed.
flesh is grass, and all the g'xniliness thereof is as the flowtfr of the field," etc. (Isa. xl. 6, 7
3. Their loss is a great calamity, and a source of bitter grief to those
Jer. ix. 23, 24).
who form a proper estimate of their worth, and possess a genuine concern for the public

This

is

—

good (ver. 12).
II.

A

DEPRECATION OF THE TRIUMPH OF THE ENEMY.
« Tell

it not in Gath,
Publish not the tidinss in the streets of Askelon;
Leet the daugliters of the Philistines rejoice,
Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised exult."

(Ver. 20.)

In imagination the poet sees the swift-footed messengers bearing the tidings to the
to Gath and Askelon; hears their songs of victory;
nearest cities of the Philistines
and, in sympathy with his peoi le. he utters the wish, " Oh that it might not have been
1. The fall of men of eminence among the people of God causes exultation among their
2. '1 he triumph of the wicked (the " uncircumci.S'd ") increases the siafferadversaries.

—

!

—

cxxiii. 4).
3. What'2'j
ing and shame of the godly in their misfortunes (Ps. xliv. 9
ever contributes to this result should be earnestly deprecated by all who have a sincere
regard for the reputation of the great, the welfare of the good, and the honour of God,
That which makes the imgodly rejoice should often make the faithful weep.
;

oh:

1.
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impeecation on the scene of disastee.
••

O mountains

in Gilboa, nor dew nor r*in (be) upon yon.
sacred ott'erings
For there lies rut^ting the sliield of heroes,
The shield of Saul auanoiuted with oiL"
(Ver. 21.)

Nor

fields of

against the exultant joy of victory of Israel's enemies, which he would be gladly
spared, David sets the attitude of mourning, in which he would behold the mountains
of Gilboa, the scene of the heroes' death-stni 2;gle " (Erdmann). As that scene presents
itself to his imagination, its beauty and fertility appear incongruous with the degradation of the slain, the misery of Israel, and his own absorbing grief. Has it no sympathy
vith them in their woe? He impatiently resents its indifference to his sorrow, and
says in effect, " Oh that it might no more enjoy the favour of Heaven, nor produce the
oblations by which its wrath is jiropitiated, but be a perpetual memorial of the mournful
event I" (Ezek. xxxi. 15). 1. It is the tendency of grief to dwell upon the objects
that are associated with its cause, and by the contemplation of them it becomes
intensified.
2. Under the influence of strong emotion the mind seeks sympathy with
itself even in material and inanimate objects, and is apt to indulge in wishes that are
incapable of literal fulfilment. 3. The aspects of nature correspond in greater or less
degree with the mental mood in which they are regarded. Sorrow projects its shadow
over the external world, and clothes the fairest scenes with gloom. 4. The language
of poetic inspiration must not be interpreted in its literal, prosaic sense, but in the light

"Over

David's imprecation was no more intended
of the feeling and imagination of the poet.
to have an actual effect on the fields of Gilboa than Job's (Job iii. 1) on the day of
his birth.
OELEBBATION OF THE VIBTXTES OF THE FALLEN.
IV.

A

••

From blood of slain.
From fat of heroes
The bow of Jonathan turned not backward.

And

the sword of Saul returned not unsatisfied.
Saul and Jonathan the beloved and lovely
In their lives and in their death they were not parted
I

I

Than
Thau

eagles fieeter,
lions stronger."
(Vers. 22, 23.)

The poet turns away from the melancholy scene to contemplate the heroes as he had
known them, and describes their warlike prowess, their amiable dispositions, their
companionship, their agility and strength. Sincere
Imposes a becoming silence concerning th>ir imperfections,
is forgetful of personal injuries, and puts out of si_'ht everything that is contrary to
De m^/rluis nil nisi bonum. 2. Delights to dwell upon the special
itself (vers. 11, 12).
3. Sees in their extraaspects of their character which are worthy of admiration.
" The nobility of
ordinary virtues a measure of the loss that has been experienced.

mutual

affection

and

sorrow over the dead

:

faithful

1.

Jonathan's character cannot easily be over-estimated. The rival claims of friendship
and of nature, of David and Saul, were adjusted with admirable delicacy. He
strengthened his friend's hands (1 Sam. xxii. 16) and saved his life; but he clung to
his father.
The sliadows were falling on Saul, yet he did not join David's party,
though he knew that he would succeed to the throne. With a callant loyalty and a
true-hearted despair, he followed his doomed sire to Gilboa" (B. Kent).
V. An knumebation of the gifts of a benefactob.

"O

daughters of Israel, wail

for

Saul

I

He clothed you in scarlet with loveliness
He put jewels of gold upon your apparel
Alas fallen are the hemes
In the midst of the battle."
'.

(Vera. 24, 25.)

stream of sorrow, which down to this point has been united, here divide*."
David calls upon the daughters of Israel to wail, whi.j ihe daughters of the Philistines

"The

—

!

;

;
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and reminds them of the beneficence of Saul in distributing among them the
war gained in his former victories. 1. The benefits conferred by an able and
2. The
successful ruler upon his ];)eople are great, and deserve a grateful recognition.
value of those benefits is seldom fully appreciated until they can be no longer bestowed.
3. Public mourning is as appropriate in its season as public rejoicing (1 iSam. xiii. 7).
It expresses and deepens the general sorrow, and is a testimony to departed worth.
The chorus is here repeated. " This recurrence of the same idea is perfectly congenial
to the nature of elegy, since grief is fond of dwelling upon the particular objects of the
passion, and frequently repeating them " (Lowth).
VI. A COMMEMORATION OF THE LOVE OF A FKIEND.
triumph

;

spoils of

*•

O Jonathan, on
Woe is me
Lovely

thy high places slain
my brother Jonathan!

for thee,
wast thou to

me

exceedingly,

Marvellous (was) thy love to me beyond the love cf yromaiL
Alas I fallen are the heroes,
And perished the instruments of battle."
(Vers 26, 27.)

sounds the key-note of the whole,
sorrow for the hero-glory of Israel
destroyed in Saul and Jonathan." David's expression of sorrow manifests his deep love
" wonderful " love of his friend to him.
to his friend ; still more, commemorates the
" And in that love which he had borno towards him, there was something ' separate

"At
and

this culmination of grief the lament again
retvirns in conclusion to its chief object, the

miraculous,' like a special work of God (this is the force of the word),
all beside,'
more singular, undivided, and devoted than the love of women— even of Michal, of
Ahinoam° of Abigail" (Stanley). 1. Pure, fervent, self-denying love is the chief

from

'

excellence of human character. It is the greatest of all ereat things (1 Cor. xiii. 13
2. It is exalted and glorified in our view by means
Col. iii. 14 ; Jas. ii. 8 ; 1 Pet. i. 22).
of death, 's. The memory of those in whom it dwells in an eminent degree is worthy
of bein<^ perpetuated to all ages. (For translations and paraphrases of this lament see
Lowth r Horsley, 'Bibl. Crit.;' Geo. Sandys: 1636; J. Oldham: 1677.)—D.

Ver. 19.
tions

—

^^

Ew)

are the mighty fallen

"

\

This expression suggests numerous

reflec-

on

He is proud of his exalted state,
I. The vanity of man in the glory of his might.
his wisdom, strength, or riches ; and he is admired and envied by others. But : 1.
He stands on "slippery places." All his grandeur rests on
precarious \i\s position I
2. How futile his purlife, than which nothing is more unsubstantial or uncertain.
"
poses I Formed in ignorance, weakness, and presumption, they are defeated and broken
off." " There is no king saved by the multitude of a host," etc, (Ps. xxxiii. 16). 3. How
They afford no solid peace in life or death. " Vanity of
imsatisfying his possessions !
" Man is like to vanity
4. How transient his duration 1
vanities," etc. (Eccles, i. 1).

How

" (Ps. cxliv. 4).
5. How signal his doumhis days are as a shadow that passeth away
faUl •' How are they brought into desolation as in a moment " (Ps. IxxiiL 19). 6.
How evanescent hiB/amel
• Your renown
Is as the herb, whose hue doth come and go
And his might withers it, by whom it sprang
Crude from the lap of earth."
(Dante, Purg.,' xL)
1

«

complete his humiliation ! The sword of Saul is cast away, his shield covered
with blood and rust, his sceptre broken, his diadem and bracelet pilfered, his head
placed in the temple of Dagon, his body fastened on the wall of Bethshan, his sons
" Man that is in honour, and understandeth not, is
slain, and his dynasty destroyed.
xxxix. 5 Dan. iv. 31 ; Acts xiL 23). " The
like the beasts that perish " (Ps. xlix. 20
7.

How

;

;

Dust

last act is sanguinary, beautiful as is all the rest of the play.
head, and there is an end and for ever " (Pascal).

"Farewell a long farewell, to all my greatness
Thia u ^e state of man To-day he putteth forth
I

:

is

cast

upon the

CH.

Ll— 27.]
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The tender

leavea of hope ; to-morrow blossoms,
bears his blushing honours thick upon him:
The third day comes a frost, a killing frost
And, -when he thinks, good easy man, full surely
His greatness is a-ripening, nips his root,
And then he falls, as I do."
(Shakespeare, 'Henry VHI.')

And

—

—

"If there be a God, the
II. The providence of God in the fall of the mighty.
world must be govermd by Providfae" (1 Sam. ii. 1 10; ix. 1 25). 1. How
" The Lord reigneth." It is not only declared in the Scriptures,
evident its existence!
but also plainly shown by the facts of history and daily observation. Of Saul it is
said, "The Lord slew him" (1 Chron. x. 14).
2. How great its power 1 " He biiiigeth
the princes to nothing ; he maketh the judges of the earth as vanity " (Isa. xl. 23 Dan.
All space, all time, all orders of being and all
iv. 25).
3. How vast its domain!
events, the least as well as the gieatest (Matt. x. 29).
Even the actions of free and

—

—

;

responsible creatures, of individuals and nations, the Philistines as well as the Israelites,
the evil as well as the good, are encircled and pervaded by it ; foreseen, permitted,
directed, controlled, restrained, or overruled.
The course of Saul was foreseen at hia
appointment ; yet he was not thereby placed under tlje necessity of acting as he did.

" Contingency, whose verge extendeth not
Beyond the tablet of your mortal mold.
Is all depictured in the eternal sight;
But hence deriveth not necessity.
More than the tall ship, hurried down the flood,
Ib driven by the eye that looks on it"

CPar.,'xvii)
4,

How manifold

instrumentalities

its
it

operations

employs

!

!

"What

What

skilful adaptations it
varied issues it evolves I

makes
6.

!

How

What

endless

mysterious

its

methods! The fact is certain, the mode unknown. Its ways are obscure, perplexing,
completely hidden for a while, and then made apparent and fully justitied. " We know
in part."
6. How righteous its administration ! (Ps. xxxi. 23 ; xxxvii. 1
11 xcvii.
" Saul died for his transgression," and Israel (whose self-will he reflected)
2).
was
chastised through the man of their own choice.
7. How beneficent its aims!
The
repression of sin, the salvation of men, the glory of God.
The fall of Israel's first kin"
was overruled for the good of the nation ; the fall of Israel, in subsequent ages, was
" the riches of the world." " Oh the depth," etc. (Rom. xi. 33—36).
Impbovement. 1. Glory not in any earthly good, but only in the Lord. 2. Be
ambitious to serve rather than to rule. 3. " Rest in the Lord, and wait patiently for
him." 4. Strive for the crown and kingdom that will endure for ever. D.

—

;

1

—

—

Ver. 26.
Wonderful love. Human love is, in proportion to its purity and stiength,
a gift of Divine love. It also illustrates the love from which it proceeds, by reflecting
its image as in a mirror. It is of a twofold nature
viz. benevolence or charity towards
all, even the unworthy; and complacency towards those in whom it perceives the signs
of excellence, or resemblance to itself.
Of the latter kind was the love of Jonathan to
David; and it was wonc?er/M?, considered in the light of (1) the selfishness that prevails
among men, (2) the hindrances that stood in the way of its exercise, (3) the Divine
grace by which it was produced and maintained, (4) the admirable qualities that distinguished it, and (5) the services and sacriticps in which it was evinced. It may be
regarded as a representation of the unspeakable love of Christ towards his friends (John
XV. 15) and brethren (John xx. 17); which is: 1. Appreciative of their worth (see
It sets a special value upon them, however they may be despised
1 Sam. xviii. 1
4).
by others ; looks at them in relation not merely to what they actually are, but to what
they may become ; and singles them out as objects of its individual concern. " Thy
" He calleth his own sheep by name " (John x. 3). 2.
love to me was wonderful."
Sincere and thoroughly disinterested (1 Sam. xix. 1
It seeks their welfare rather
7).
than its own is trustful, unsuspecting, and watchful over their interests ; freely communicates its thoughts and feelings; counsels and reproves; faithfully performs its
promises ; and affords protection and aid acv'iording to their need. 3. bympathetic

—

—

—

;

—

;
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—

Sam. XX. 1 9.) It finds delight in their society ; holds familiar intercourse with
them desires a return of its affection; makes their joys and sorrows its own and is
" Behold, how he loved him " (John xi. 36).
considerate, gentle, tender, and kind.
"More wonderful than woman's love." "No less
4. Intense, (1 Sam. xx. 10
42.)
ardent, sincere, and sweet than the highest conjugal affection which ought to be (as
Strigelius here glosses) ardent without simulation, sincere without any suspicions, and
sweet without morosity or disdain " (Patrick). Its intensity is shown in its utterances,
efforts, tears; courage, forbearance, forgiveness, and imwearied patience.
5. Selfdenying and self-sacrificing. Jonathan identified himself with his friend, whose life
was in imminent peril renounced a crown and suffered shame for his sake but who
shall tell what Christ renounced and suffered for us (Phil. ii. 7, 8)?
6. Enduring.
" Having loved his own which were in the world, he loved them unto the end " (John
and gave them, on the eve of his departure, a proof of his condescending;, pure,
xiii. 1)
undying affection. His love is still the same; and it "imsseth knowledge" (Eph.
iii. 19).
7. Influential (1 Sam. xxiii. 16
18) in attracting love and constraining
(1

;

;

!

—

;

;

:

;

—

strengthening, preserving, comforting, purifying those in whom it dwells
" Unto
perfecting its image in them and preparing them to enter into its eternal joy.
him that loved us," etc. (Rev. i. 5). D.

devotion

;

—

—

We

A

10.
Vers. 6
sad end of a perverse life.
have here an Amalekite's account
Whether it presents the truth, and can therefore be harmonized
of the death of Saul.
with the account in 1 Sam. xxxi., is doubtful. Possibly Saul did not die at once
when he fell upon his sword, and being in anguish, and fearing to fall into the hands of
the Philistines, begged the Amalekite to despatch him.
But it is more probable that
the account was false. In either case Saul committed suicide. It was a tragic end of
a tragic life a life full of the interest which arises from remarka' '>> events, contrasted
characters, the working of powerful passions, etc. But we have to view it in the aspects

—

which tend
I.

to our

moral and spiritual

profit.

was the end of a life whose beginning was full of promise.

It

—

Arising

from 1. Eis personal qualities. Those of body tall and commanding, fitting him
Those of moral nature. Character is the most
in such times to be a lead(;r of men.
powerful factor in a life and if we see a youth of good character we hope well of him.
Saul comes before us as a modest, humble, unassuming youth, diligently discharging
his duty as a son, and affectionately concerned not to give pain to his lather (1 Sam.
Still even then, judging
ix. 5, where " take thought " means " fear," " be anxious ").
from the silence of the narrative, he was without decided piety. 2. Divine calls and
Chosen of God to be king, he was anointed by Samuel, and received unmistakgifts.
Chosen also
able signs that the prophet was the representative of God in the matter.
by lot, although some were disaffected, he was soon able to secure general acceptance
by his [irowess and able leadership in war and was solemnly set apart as sovereign.
Moreover, a change passed over himself which fitted him for his post. "God gave him
another heart" (1 Sam. x. 9). He became also a partaker of the spirit of prophecy.
The career opened to Saul was one of peculiar
(1 Sam. X. 10.) 3. Qreat oppoi'tunities.
dignity and honour. Called to be the first king of God's nation, he might have been
also the father of a race of such kings, and have thus occupied no mean place in the
development of God's plans for the redemption of mankind. And his immediate work,
that of leading ihe people to victory over their heathen oppressors and clearing the lanu
of them, and then of drawing the tribes of Israel more closely into unity and framing
them into a "kingdom of God," was worthy of the highest powers and the strenuous
labours of a long life. 4. Early achievements. Those, for instance, recorded in 1 Sam.
xi., in which he manifested both courage and capacity, and which obtained for him
:

;

;

the general c<insent of the people to his appointmtnt.
II.

It

was the end ok a life which had been a conspicuous failure.

He

lost

and deprived his family of the honour of succeeding iiira.
He was tried, found wanting, and rejected. He had shown that he possessed
Borne kingly qualities.
Diil he possess tlie most essential quality tor the king of such
that of faith in God, showing itself
a people a king under God as supreme Monarch
by ready and hearty obedience even under difiiculties? It was peculiarly important
that the first king should not fail in such qualities.
Twice eispecially he was put to
his opportunity, fafeited his throne,

—

—

OH.
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the proof and failed; in the first instance (1 Sam. xiii.) by doing what he ought not
to have done, and in the second (1 Sam. xv.) by leaving undone what he ought to
have done. Twice his doom was pronounced by Samuel, who then sorrowfully retired,
and left him to his own self-will and certain fate. But though he thus failed in
seeming the great prize set before him, he had space and opportunity for repentance
and its fruits. He became after a time aware who was to secure the honour which he

had forfeited, and had he been humbled in spirit and penitent, he might have shown
by his conduct to David that he acquiesced in the Divine will, and was prepared to be
a co-worker with God in its accomplishment. He might have cherished the spirit of
John the Baptist, and said with resignation, if not joy, " He must increase, but I must
decrease."
Instead of this he cherished envy, which ripened into hatred, and would
have cvdminated in murder but for the special providence which guarded David's
Baffled in his repeated attempts on his life, he sought to kill his own son, because
for David ; and actually slew eighty-five priests, their wives, children, and
cattle, because one of them had shown kindness to David, in ignorance of the real state
Meanwhile David acted towards him with the utmost forbearance, sparing
of afl'airs.
him when once and again he could easily have taken his life ; the subsequent knowledge of which softened the king, but only for a little while.
Yet he was not without
some zeal for the Law of God, and, besides his sacrificial offerings, *' had put away
those that had familiar spirits, and the wizards, out of the land " (1 Sam. xxviii. 3).
In the extremity, however, of his distress and perplexity, he sought the help of a
woman that had a familiar spirit, but only to have his doom once more pronounced.
life.

he pleaded

III. It was the end of a life in which the displeasube of God had been made
SIGNALLY MANIFEST. 1. By the sentences of rejection pronounced vpon Saul by Samuel.
(1 Sam. xiii. 14 xv. 23.) 2. By the sorrowful abandonment of htm by Samuel. (1 Sam.
;

XV. 35.) 3. By the departure of the Spirit of the Lord from him, and the entrance into
him of ' an evil spirit from the Lord." The Spirit which had fitted him for the discharge of his duties forsook him, and an evil spirit troubled him an habitual niehncholy, most likely, and depression.
He felt he was not the same man. He was
continually haunted with the sense of his being condemned and rejected, of the
inevitableness of his fate, the certainty that, however long he might continue sovereign,
he could not transmit the dignity to his son. And this gloom sometimes passed over
into frenzy.
He was, as we should say, subject to fits of insanity. This, doubtless,
furnishes some excuse for the madness of his conduct.
4. By the refusal of Ood to
answer his prayers in the depth of his distress. (1 Sara, xxviii. 6.) That had come upon
him which is described in Prov. i. 24 31. 5. By his miserable end. Nothing, surely,
can be more affecting than the circumstances of his death, as recorded in 1 Sam. xxxi.
3 6, supplemented hj our text.
CoNCLDSioN. 1. Every man has a Divine mission. Not only kings and great
men. God has assigned us our post, and expects us to fill it as under him. In doing
80 he gives the opportunity of great distinction and honour, even the attainment of an
everlastin ii crown of glory.
2. Habitual regard to the Divine will is essential to the
And how shall we ascertain it ?
fulfilment of our mission.
have no inspired
Samuel by our side. But we have a greater than he, even the Lord Jesus Christ the
Word he lias given us, the Spirit he bestows, the principles of godliness, holiness, and
love which he impiants.
need not seriously err. 3. Disobedience will be surely
followed by punistinient. 4. One serious failure in obedience to Ood may blight and
ruin the whole life. 5. Persistent rebellion issues in utter rejection of Ood. And the
final doom may bo foreshadowed by the withdrawment of God's Spirit, and entire
abandonment to the spirit of evil. 6. Let not the young trust to their good monil
qualities.
Let them seek at once through Christ that change of he;irt which will turn
their virtues into holiness, render them loving and loyal to God, and ensure for them
his favour now and evermore.
G. W.

—

—

—

We

—

We

—

Ver. 14.
A weighty question. David could consistently ask this question, for he
had throughout acted with devout regaid to the Divine anointing which Saul had
received.
When the opportunity was afforded him of sla\ ing Saul, and he was urged
to do so, he again and again steadily refused, notwithstanding all the provocation he
received, and although he knew that Saul would have no scruple in putting hirt) to
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death. Yet the person to whom this question was addressed could, perhaps, hardly
Supposing his narrative truthful, he may have been
appreciate its significance.
actuated by compassion in what he did; and he hoped for reward from David, in whom
he saw the coming king of Israel. But, however this may be, the question may be
Tifled as applicable to those who assail with deadly intention him who is pre-eminently
First, to those who actually slew him, or took part
the anointed (the Christ) of God.
in his death ; aud then to all who become sharers in their guilt by endeavouring to
destroy his authority and sway amongst men.
may be thus addressed. 1. Those who assail the gospel of Christ. 2.
I.
Those who endeavour to destroy his work in the souls of men. Su ;h as resolutely
resist and suppress the thoughts and emotions he produces in themselves, resisting his
Such also as set themselves to prevent or destroy his influeice over others;
Spirit.
endeavouring to undermine their faith, to corrupt their morals, to entice them from the
paths of piety and goodness (see Matt, xviii. 6, 7). 3. Those who pers&mte his people.
" Saul, Saul, why pe-rsecutest thou Tnef

Who

Why

they abe not afraid. 1. Ignorance, in some, of what ihey are doing.
to have been the case with this Amalekite.
'i'his palliation of guilt is
admitted in the case of those who put oiu: Lord to death (Acts iii. 17 ; 1 Cor. ii. 8).
And he told his disciples that their persecutors even unto death would think they were
II.

As seems

"doing God service" (John xvi. 2). But ignorance itself may be guiltiness, though
not 80 great as sinning against the light, knowing it to be light and ha<ing it on that
account. 2. Disbelief as to the truth of Christianity, as to Ood himself, or even as to
the reality and worth of godliness and goodness.
3. Moral insensibility.
Which may
spring from disbelief, or from habits of godlessness and wickedness, or of mere worldli4. Expectation of impunity.
ness.
Because of the seeming weakness of him whom
they assail (Matt. xxviL 42, 43), or his delay in punishing (Eccles. viii. 11), or from
£al.se notions of the goodness of God.
All these reasons cannot exist in the same
person ; but some in one, some in another.
III.
they ought to be afbaid. 1. Because Jesus is the Lord's Anointed—
the Christ of Ood.
He comes to men with Divine authority, appointed to be their
Eing and Saviour. There is sufficient proof of this. " This is my beloved Son " was

Why

not only uttered from heaven it appears in the whole character, teaching, miracles, in
the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ; in the correspondence of prophecy and
history; in the testimony of the apostles and the miracles which attested their
mission; in the birth, growth, and perpetuation of the Church; in the mighty beneficial
influence of Christianity in the world; in its effects on individual character and
happiness, on family life and national life.
It is echoed in the hearts and consciences
of men; in the happy consciousness of every Christian.
It is faihionable now to
apologize for unbelief, and treat sceptics very tenderly, as if their love of truth made
them sceptics. But compare the sayings of our Lord, " He that is of the truth heareth
my voice," and "If any man willeth to do his will, be shall know of the teaching,
whether it be of God." If, then, Jesus be God's Anointed, to fight against him is to
fight against God, which is both impious and perilous.
2. Because of the penalties
incurred by opposition to Christ. The injury they do to themselves now, the judgment which will come upon them hereafter. Him whom they assail they will one day
" Those mine
see ceiming in the clouds of heaven, to take vengeance on his foes.
bring hither and slay them befoi e me." 3. Because of the injury they
enemies
do to others. Men with any legard to the welfaie of others may well be asketi to pause
before they endeavour to rob them of their taith, and all that springs out of it, in sound
moral principles, right character, happinesB, comfort under the troubles and burdens of
life, and hope in death
especially as avowedly they have no adeqiiate substitute to
They ought to be afraid of taking a course which, if successful, would deprive
offer.
the lowly and the poor of their chief consolation, leave unrestrained by any sufficient
check the passions of men, and so demoralize and disorganize society.
IV. The expostulations which should bx addressed to them. ** How is it that
thou art not afraid," etc. ? Christian speakers and writers sometimes oppose those who
are opposing Christ in a style suitable to the discussion of some abstract question.
The conflict is conducted as if it were one of mere opinion. But surely those to whom
Christ is dear ought to make it felt that they regard the question ol his position and
;

.

.

.

;

OH.
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claims as one of life and death^Kjne in which all that is most valued by them for the
sake of themselves, their families, and society at large is involved. And it is due to
the foes of Christ themselves that this should be done. Their consciences should be
Remonstrance should be employed, and
Addressed as well as their reasoning faculty.
wftrning, as well as argument.
Only let the warmth shown be that of love and intense
desire for the salvation of men.
Finally, let the Christian rejoice that all opposition to " the Lord's Anointed " is, and
must be, vain. It cannot injure him ; it cannot seriously or permanently injure his
cause.
It can only recoil on those who engage in it (see Fs. ii. ; Luke xx. 17, 18).—

G.

W.

A

" Tell it not in Gath," etc.
Ver. 20. Joy amongst the enemies of the Church.
poetical deprecation ; for already had it been told among the Philistines, and triumphed
over ; and yet would be. The language expresses David's sorrow at the joy of the
Philistines, and its cause.
The words have often been used to express the concern (rf
good men when Christians give occasion to the enemies of Christ's kingdom to rejoice.
L The occasions of such joy. 1. In general, the misfortunes of the Church, whatever hindei's its advancement or causes reversal. 2. In particular, the inconsittenciea
of professing Christiana. It, is amazing how men will gloat over the occasional lapses
of Clmstians into sins which they are themselves habitually committing. Still it is
• serious enhancement of the guilt of such lapses that they cause "the enemies of the
Lord to blaspheme" (ch. xii. 14). 3. Contentions and divisions among Christians,
these are rife, the world is apt to exclaim in scorn, '* See how these Christians
love one another ! " 4. Failures in their work.
II. Thb causes of such joy.
1. Hatred of Ood and goodness.
To "rejoice in
iniquity " is a sure sign of this ; and to rejoice in the enfeebling of the power which
most of aU tends to its subjugation the power of Christian life and teaching is
scarcely less so.
It is a diabolical joy.
2. The encouragement in sin which is derived
from the faults of good men. Sinners feel as if justified in their own sins when
Christians fall into them ; their guilty consciences are relieved.
As if sin in themselves
were less sinful because practised by those who profess to have renounced it ; or as
if the Law of God, which condemns the Christian's occasional sins, did not at least
equally condemn the habitual sins of others,
leather should they remember that the
knowledge of the evil of sin by which they condemn others is to their own condemnation (Rom. ii. 1, 3).
They ought, therefore, to take warning instead of indulging

When

—

—

satisfaction.

How

UI.
Christians should be affected by it. 1. They should he careful not
" Tell it not," etc. Not needlessly
needlessly to publish that which will produce it.
;
for oftiimes secrecy is impossible, sometimes it would be injurious.
"We must not
deny facts, nor palliate sin, to prevent the triumph of enemies. But we ought not to
eagerly announce to the world the occurrences which tend to our humiliation and their
exultation.
That they may not add to
(1) For the sake of those who would exult.
their sins by their unholy joy, nor become more hardened in them.
(2) Lest we
should put stumbling-blocks in the way of feeble Christians: or (3) discourage our
hrstLron in their contlicts with evil ; or (4) lessen the power of the testimony of the
Church on the side of Christ and holiness. 2. They should he still more careful so to
Uveas to give no occasion for such exultation. "That by well-doing ye may put to
silence the ignorance of foolish men " (1 Pet. ii. 15).
3. T^iey should in no degree
Which they do when they rejoice at any scandal which arises in another
imitate it'.
Church that they regard as a rival, or at failure on its part in efforts to do good.
Christian love " rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth," and will be
grieved at sin wherever it may be found, and at the failure of Christian work by
whomsoever it may be done. G. W.

—

A

heloved friend*s death lamented.
Ver. 26.
David's lamentation over Saul was
genuine.
He saw now the good in him, and passed over the evil. He remembered his
He associated him
early kindnesses to himself, and thought not of his later enmity.
with Jonathan, and was softened towards him on that account. He mourned sincerely
that his death should have been caused, though not directly inflicted, by the enemies
D
n. SAUUSU

—
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of his natioQ, the Philistines. He sympathized with the people in their loss, and in
But his lament over Jonathan
the troubles which would surely spring from his death.
was of another order. It was the outburst of a passionate grief at the tragical death
of an affectionate and faithful friend, whom he tenderly loved, whose life had been

and to David most kind and helpful.
Jokathan's friendship with David.

lovely,

1. It seems to have originated in admirawere displayed in the conflict with Goliath,
foimd an echo in Jonathans own bouI, which became " knit with the soul of Da\ id,"
There were
Bo that " Jonathan loved him as his own soul " ^1 Sam. xviii. 1, 3).
natural affinities youth, courage, faith in God. But there was, doubtless, also that
Bubtile something, undiscoverable by analysis, which specially adapts one soul for
2. It was very warm and passionate.
See the above
closest imion with another.
quotation, and David's words in the text, " Thy love to me was wonderful, passing the
love of women." 3. It was cem^ded and confirmed hy pledges and compacts. (1 Sam.
xviii. 3, 4; xx. 16, 17, 41, 42; xxiii. 18.) Note especially 1 Sam. xx. 17, "Jonathan caused
David to swear again," etc. His love was so strong and passionate that it was never
weary of pouring itself out in vows and protests and covenants. 4. It was more than
For Jonathan soon saw that David would succeed his father on the
disinterested.
throne, and the prosject was strongly represented to him* by Saul (1 Sam. xx. 31).
But no jealousy sprang up in his heart he was content to be second where David was
He interceded with his
5. It was shown hy practical services.
first (1 Sam. xxiii. 17).
father repeatedly for David, and exposed himself thereby to death from his father's rage.
He warned David of his father's deadly purpose, and repeated the warning when,
contrary to his hope, he found how implacable that purpose was. He visited his iriend
when banished from court and pursued by his relentless enemy. He " strengthened
In all ways he proved himself a " brother ; " yea, " a friend that
his hands in God."
6. It was associated with strict
stick eth closer than a brother " (Prov. xviiL 24).
He had a difficult part to play, but he played it well. He was
loyalty to his father.
loving and devoted to Saul, while maintaining; so warm a friendship with him whose
David would only the more admire and love him on this
life the father sought.
account, for he was tqually loyal to the unhappy king, and would have served him as
devotedly if he had been permitted and so, when both were slain on one battle-field,
he united their memories in his elegy. " ^aul and Jonathan were lovely and pleasant
in their lives, and in death they were not divided."
The dearest friends must be parted by death ; and the pleasure they
II. His death.
have enjoyed in each other's love and society will n.ake the pain the more severe.
I.

The

tion.

qualities of David, as they

—

;

;

•*

There

is

Which
Yet

this is not strictly true.

Christian frientiships are immortaL
worthy tribute of friendship tender, sublime, and
No friendship equal to this was it
loss irreparable.

David's lamentation.
David would feel his
sincere.
III.

no union here of heart*
an end."

finds not here

—

A

Happily, while lamenting his loss, his sorrow was not embittered by
possible to form.
the memory of any unkindness or unfaithfulness on his part. It is, however, singular
that even in such a composition no reference to future life and reunion should find
The consolations so natural to a Christian are unnoticed. They were not
place.
"Our Saviour
ordinarily known with siifficient distinctness to be of much service.
Jesus Christ . . . brought life and immortality to light through the gospel " (2 Tim.
i.

10).

We may
I.

regard the friendship of Jonathan for David as a picture of
This is " wonderful " indeed, in
us.

The friendship of Jesus for

its

condescen-

sion, its spontaneouj-ness, its disinterestedness, its sacrifices, its services and bestowments. And it never ends. This Friend never dies, never ciianges in love or power.

What

our friendship to him should be. It cannot be purely disinterested;
Yet may our love be far
to him, and expect so much from him.
moF3 than gratitude; we may love him for his own sake, and shall do so if we are his.
Nor let us restrain our afifection, but lavish it upon him ardent, tender, even passionate.
He requires and deserves to be loved more than our dearest earthly relatives and
But ever let us remember that he values most our obedient and self-denying
friends.
II.

we owe

so

much

—

CH. n.

and our

service,

gave his
III.
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practical love for his sake of those

whom

86

he loves and for

whom

he

life.

What

cub fbiendship with each other should

be.

Our Lord came

to found

in the world a sacred friendship, a brotherhuud, based on faith in him and love to him,
and kept alive by regard tor his love to us all. In Jonathan, and still more in Jesus,
we see what this friendship ought to be. G. W.

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

—

n.
As soon

Ver. 1. Unto Hebron.
as David
had assuaged his grief, his thoughts would
naturally turn towards his country.

Fuller

news would reach him every day respectiug
the movements of the Philistines, who, after
80 decisive a victory, would quickly overrun
the central districts of Palestine, where
the liattle had been fought.
And very
bitter must David's feelings have been.
Had he coutinued in Israel, he and his six

all

hundred men would now have hastened to
the rescue, and all the braver warriors of the
land would have gathered rouud them. As
was too entangled with the
it was, he
PJiilistines, and tou murh disti'usted by the
tribes, to be of much use.
Still,
learn from 1 Chron. xii., that brave men
did continually swell the number of his
Detachmiutsuf the tribes of Gad
followers.
and Manasseh, instead of joining Saul at Gilboa, went to David as he withdrew to Ziklag.
And while he remained there a considerable body of men from Benjamin and Judah

northern

we

to him under the command of Amasa,
David's nephew. So numerous were they
as to alarm David, who went out to meet
them, fearing lest they had come to betray
him; and glad was he to hear their answer,
"Thine are we, David, and on thy side,
thou son of Jesse." Tiius even as it was,

came

his forces daily grew more numerous ; for
" from day to day there came to David to
help him, until it was a great host, like the
host of God " (] Chron. xii. 22). But there
was no national acknowledgment.
With
his numbers thus continually increasing,

David was encouraged

to make some attempt
for the deliverance of Israel ; but his position

was one

Great was the
go for guidance,
and determines, tiierefore, to put tlie matter
into God's hand.
He ^^ummon8 Abiathar
with the ephod, and, in the presence of his
captains, asks for permission to go up to
some city of his own tribe. The answer is
risk,

of serious danger.

but he knew

v,

,iere to

favourable, and Hebron is the city selected.
It was a place of ancient sanctity, was well
(gituated in the mountains of Judah for
defence, and as the Philistines had not yet
invaded that region, but probably would
soon try to ravage it, the people would bo
sure to welcome the presence of one who

brought with him a powerful body of trained
men.
Ver. 3.— They dwelt in the cities of Hebron.
Not only had David wives, whom he took
with him to Hebron, but many of his
warriors were married, and thus they and
their households formed a numerous body
of people, for whom Hebron could scarcely
tind accommodation.
Moreover they liad
flocks and herds captured from the Amalekites, for which they needed pasturage.
And therefore David dispersed them in the
towns and villages of which Hebron was
tiie capital, posting them in such a manner
as

to

them

render

it

ea.sy for

him

to

summon

while taking care that they
did not injure his tribesmen, or dispossess
tliem of their lands.
We may feel sure
that he consulted the chief men of Hebron
as to these arrangements, and obtained
tf)gether,

their approval.

—

Ver. 4. They anointed David. Samuel's
anointing (1 Sam. xvi. 13) had been private,
and, if we may judge by tiie manner in
which Eliab treated David (1 Sam. xvii. 28),
even his own family had not attached much
importance to it. It was nevertheless the
indication of Jehovah's purpose, and now
the anointing of David by the elders of
Judah was the first step towards its accomplishment. And this was an independent
act, though the knowledge of Samuel's
anointing had prepared the way for it and
David thus acquired a legal right and
authority by the nation's will, which Samuel
could not liave given him.
So Saul's
anointing by Samuel, and his election to
be king at Gilgal, were independent acts;
and while the former gave the king his
sacredness, the latter conferred upon him
jurisdi(!tion and power.
King over the
house of Judah. How came the Philistines
to allow this?
When subsequently he was
;

ajjain

anoint( d,

and became King of

Israel, the Philistines

all

gathered their host»
at once
not because he captured Jerusalem,
which was then a mere hill-fort belonging
to the Jebusites, but evidently because they
thought him dangerous. But why did they
not crush him now ? One reason, probably,
was tliat JudsBa was a ditlieult country for
military operations.
Tlio tribe, too, had
stood al(X)f from baul, and its strength wu
unbroken. But the chief reason apparenti/
;

j
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was that David maintained friendly relations with Achish, and paid him tribute.
This explains the carious fact that Ziklag
continued to be the private property of the
The
house of David (1 Sam. xxvii. 6).
doings of a vassal of the King of dath were
regarded as of little importance. Had he
not even marched with them to Aphek, as
one of the servants of Achish ? But when
he endeavoured to restore the kingdom of
Saul, they first made a hasty rush upon
him, am 1, when repelled, the^ gathered their
forces for as formidable an invsision as that
which had ended in their victory at Gilboa.
Ver. 5, David sent messengers unto the
men of Jabesh-Gilead- This was David's
first act as king, and it was worthy of him.
Some suppose that when David was told
of their deed, it was with a view of preBut this is
judicing him against tliem.
not credible. By this time all men knew
affectionate
were
David's
how loyal and
feelings towards his former king and moreover the men of Jabesh were bound to Saul
by uo ordinary ties of gratitude (1 Sam. xi.).
Nor could David wish that Saul's remains,
and those of Jonathan, should be subject to

—

;

We may

well feel

sure that
information respecting Saul was eagerly
welcomed at Hebron, and the valiant men
there would all rejoice at finding that the
high spirit of the nation was not quenched.

indignity.

But in sending to thank them, in promising
to requite them, and in bidding them persevere in similar conduct, David was acting
as the head of the nation ; and, to j ustify
Ills action, he informs them that the men of
Jiidah liad made him Iheir king.
YtT. 8.— Abner. This hero had been present at the battle of (iilboa, and probably
had rallied many of the defeated Israelites,
and made as much resisttince as was possible
to the onward march of the Philistines.
And as soon as he had effected his retreat
into the region beyond the Jordan, his power
would be supreme. There was no one there
to oppose the commander-in chief of what
remained of Saul's army.
Certainly all
that remained of Saul's body-guard of three
thousand men wr-uld gather round Abner,
and as the Philistines did not push their
pursuit further than the Jordan, he was
free to do as he chose.
Nor would there be
any opposition. Abner was bound to do
his best for Saul's family, and the people
would feel this, and approve of his conduct
in stinding up for the cliildren of their king.
Moreover, David by his conduct had made
himself an object of suspicion to all the
aliant men who liad formed Saul's army,
these would be the more embittered

nd

ftgainnt

him by

This name
ttf

"

man

their defeat.

signifies "

of

the

man

Ishbosheth.
of shame," that
thing," the

shameful

idol.

[cH. n.

Originally he was

1—32.

named Eshbaal

Chron. viii. 33 ; ix. 39), that is, " man
of Baal," the word eth being merely •
dialectic variation for ish, equivalent to
" man."
At this early date Baal was
not the specific name of any idol, but
simply meant "lord," "master," "husband."
In the earlier books of the Bible we find
the word used of many local deities, who
were lords of this or that, but had nothing
in common with the Phoenician Baal, whoso
worship Ahab attempted to introduce into
Israel. From that time Baal became a term
of reproach, and Bosheth, "the shame," was
(1

substituted for
it

had formed

it

names of which

in the old

part.

called Jerubbaal in 1

Thus Gideon
Sam.

is still

but the
title is transformed into Jerubbesheth, or
"
more correctly, Jerubbesheth,
let
the
xii. 11,

shame plead," in ch. xi. 21. Originally,
therefore, the name Ishbaal bad no discreditable meaning, but signified, "man of
the Lord," or, as (*>wald supposes, "lord I
man."
It was not till long afterwards,
when Israel had been horrified by Jezebel's
doings, that Baal, except in the sense of
"husband," became an ill-omeued word.
Jonathan, whose own name, "Jehovah's
gift," in Greek Theodore, is proof sufBcient
that Saul's family were worshippers of the
true God, called his son's name Meribbaal, "the Lord's strife" (1 Chron. viii. 84).
In some strange way this was altered into
Mephibosheth. that is, " from the face of
the shameful thing " (ch. iv. 4. etc.). Possibly it is a corruption of Meribbosheth, but
it is remarkable that a son of Saul by his
concubine Rizpah also bore the name (ch.
Amoiiir the ancestors of Saul, the
Baal, " Lord," occurs (1 Chron.
viii. 30). Mahanaim. Abner chose this town
because it was on the eastern side of the
Jordan, and so beyond the range of the
Philistines, who never seem to have crossed
the river. It was situated on the borders
of the tribe of Grad and the half-tribe of
Mauasseh, from both of which valiant
warriors had joined David but the people
generally were not ill affected to the house
of Saul. As having been assigned to the
Levites (Josh. xxi. 38), it had a quasireligious character, inherited from the vision
of angels seen there by Jacob (Gen. xxxii. 2).
As a safe, out-of-the-way place, David
subsequently took refuge there (ch. xvii.
(On its exact site, see Condor's • Heth
24).
and Moab,' pp. 177—181.)
differVer. 9. Make ViJTn king over,
ent preposition is used with the first three
names from that employed afterwards, aa
though Ishbosheth's reign over Gilead and
Jezreel was a reality, but that he had only a
shadowy claim to dominion over Ephraim,
xxi. 8).

simple

name

;

—

Benjamin, and

A

all Israel.

Gilead.

As Ma-

OH. n. 1
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hanaira lay npon the borders of

Gad and

Manasseh, Abner would easily control these
two tribes, and Reuben, which was never an
active or enterprising tribe, would follow
Of the Ashnrites nothing is
their lead.
known, and the reading is uncertain, as the
"
Thasir,"
and the Vulgato and
LXX. has
Byriao " Geshur." The Chaldee paraphrase
boldly gives " the house of Asher ; " but this
tribe lay close to Phoenicia, on the extreme
north- west.
There are two places called
Geshur (see on ch. iii. 3), but neither of
them seems meant, and more probably it
•was some place the name of wliich was uncommon, and so was wrongly copied by
scribes until the present confusion arose.
Jezreel. The name of this place, as specially

subject to Ishbosheth, is surprising for the
town, at this time of no importance, lay in
the wide plain between the mountains of
;

little Hermon.
But this
was the prize won by the Philistines,
and was a region where their cavalry and
ohariot« gave them a great advantage.
For
Ishbosheth to have had even a nominal
dominion over Jezreel, he must either have
become a tributary, or Abner must have

Gilboa and the
district

maintained a not urisuccessful struggle there
The latter is the
after the battle of Gilboa.
more probable. In safe possession of all the
country east of the Jordan, Abner was not
likely to consent to anything so humiliating
as submission to the Philistines; while
David's connection with Achish made it
neither so galling to him nor so disadvantageous.
As the Transjordanio tribes assembled at Hebron to make David king to
the number of one hundred and twenty
thousand men (1 Chron. xii, 37), Abner
plainly had large resources at his command,
•nd, though the [)eople were not very earnest
in the cause of Saul's house, yet they would
probably assemble in considerable numbers
after the battle of Gilboa, to prevent any
irruption of the victors into their country.

At their head Abner probably gained some
advantages over the Philistines, and thus
•became powerful enough to proclaim Ishbosheth king, and as Ephraim and Benjamin
acquiesced, he became nominally ruler over
all Israel.

—Ishbosheth

.
. two years
seven years and six mouths.
"Where are we to place the five years and a
half of difference ? The usual assumption is

Vers. 10, 11.

.

.

.

David

.

.

.

.

that David was made Bang of Israel immediately upon Ishbosheth's murder but this
cannot believe that Abner
is wrong.
would allow so long a period as five years to
elapse before asserting the claims of Saul's
family, especially as David was alreaily
made King of Judah at Hebron. Still, as
the war with the Philistines was the first
object of his care, and at some form of
;

We
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ratification was necessary, some
months may have passed before Ishbosheth
was publicly installed as king, though
Abner must have acted in his name from the
first.
The main interval of tive years before
David's accession must have been after
Ishbosheth's death. That murder, and still
more so the murder of Abner, must have
made David an object of great suspicion to
all Israel.
Shimei, when he called him "a
bloody man " (ch. xvi. 8), was but uttering a
slander commonly current among the people.
Gradually most of them would become con«
vinced of his innocence; and all, as they
contrasted the anarchy which prevailed in
their country with the peace and security
won by David for Judah, would regard his

popular

election as the best course under the circumstances.
As the Philistines inmiediately
resented their action, and endeavoured to
crush the king before he could concentrate
his power, it is probable that during these
five years they liad again obtained practical
command of the more fertile districts of
Palestine. Ishbosheth . was forty years old.
.

.

In the previous narrative Jonathan always
appears as the most important of Saul's
sons, and naturally it is assumed that he
was the firstborn yet his child was but five
years old at his fathei's death, while Ishbosheth, his uncle, a younger brother of Jonathan, is described as a man of forty. Some
think that Ishbosheth was the eldest son,
but in 1 Chron. viii. 33 he is placed last,
and, though a weak man, was not so feeble
as to have been set aside from the succession.
But confessedly the chronology of
;

Saul's reign is so full of diflSculties, that it
impossible altogether to explain it (see

is

note on 1 Sam. xiii. 1).
Yer. 12. ^Abner . . . went out. This in
a further proof of considerable success on
Abner's side. Encouraged by the result of
numerous skirmishes with the Philistines,
and the gradual restoration of the king's
authority in Ephraim and Benjamin, Abner
determined to make the attempt to win back
Judah also. There David had been content
with protecting Judah, and establishing
good order ; and, following his constant custom, bad taken no steps to obtain for himself
the kingdom "over all Israel." The war
was of Abuer's choosing, and shows him to
us in the character of an able but ambitious

—

and

restless

Ver.

man.

13.—The pool

of Gibeon.

As Gibeon,

which lay about six miles north-west from
Jerusalem, was twenty-six miles distant from
Hebron, and about the same distance from
Mahanaim, it is plain that David knew of
Abner's march. Possibly he had been summoned to yield his kingdom up to Ishbosheth
riglitful lord, but, while taking no
measures, to extend his rule, he felt himself

as the

;
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defending his election to be king
The pool of Qibeon is described
by Robinson (' Researches,' ii. 136) as " an
open tank about a hundred and twenty feet
in length and a hundred in breadth, surrounded by ft grove of olive trees. Above it,
excavated in the rock, is a subterranean
reservoir, to receive the water from a copious
•pring, from which the overflow descends
As neither party was
into tlie tank below."
willing to shed the first blood in a civil war,

justified in

over Judah.

the Philistines would reap the
they both halted in sight of one
another on opposite sides of the hill, with
the tank below them in the middle.
Let the young men now arise.
Ver. 14.
" Now " is not an adverb of time, but is

of which
benefit,

—

hortative, and therefore rightly translated
It is
in the Revised Version, " I pray thee."
by no means certidn that Abner meant that
this single combat should decide the war ;
for similar preludes before a battle are not

the Arabians, and serve,
an end to the mutual
unwillingness to begin the onslaught. So,
too, games often preceded outbreaks of

uncommon among

as this did, to put

And this was
Scandinavian blood-feuds.
probably Abner's object. He was the assailant, but now found that his men shrank
fi-om mortal combat with their brethren.
There is thus no comparison between this
coniljat and tliat of the Curiatii and Horatii
Let them play.
described in Livy, i. x. 25.
The word is grim enough, though intended
On each side
to gloss over the cruel reality.
twelve of the most skilful champions were to
be selected who were to fight in stern earnest
with fine another, while the rest gazed upon
the fierce spef-tacle. The sight of the conwould whet their appetite for blood, and
would give place to thirst
for revenge. The request was too thoroughly
in accordance with Joab's temper for him to
refuse, and his immediate answer was. Let

flict

their reluctance

them

arise.

Ver. 16.— His sword in his fellow's side.
The absence of the verb in the original sets
powerfully before us the rapidity of the

whole

action.

But what an action

Twenty-

1

experienced men each take the other
by the head, and, without any att mpt at
self-defence, thrust their swords into their
opponents' side, and leave their own sides
exposed to a similar thrust. Were they,
then, unskilful in the use of weapons?
Were they blinded by hatred
Impossible.
But no rancour would
of one another?
make a man forget his skill in defence.
Here there it no variety, no checkered
fortune of the combatants, but all twentyfour do and suffer just the same and it is
remarkable that they had swords only,
and no shielda. With shields on their arms,
they could not have seized one another by
foiir

;

[cH. n.
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It seems certain, therefore, that
mutual butchery was the " play " nor
can we conceive of a more murderous and
savage proceeding. Abner, at the head of

the hair.

this

;

fierce Benjamites, thought, perhaps,
that Joab had no men among his followers
willing to throw life away in bo senseless
a manner. But Joab was as ready as Abner,
and possibly some code of false honour,
such as used to make men prnctise duelling, required the acceptance of the challenge. And so, with their appetite for blood
whetted by the sight of twenty-four murders,
they hastened to begin the fight. Helkathhazzurim. Literally this means "the field
of flinto " but as the flint is constantly used
for any hard rock (Ps. Ixxviii. 20), the
Authorized Version has admitted into the
margin a paraphrase taken from the Vulgate, which supposes that by flints are
meant " strong men," and renders, " the
So in Isa. xxvi. 4
field of strong men."
" the fiint," or rock, " of ages," is even translated " everlasting strength." Flints, however, were constantly used by the Israelites
for knives whenever extreme sharpness was
Thus for the circumcising of
required.

bis

;

Israel,

Jehovah commanded Joshua

to pre-

and in
pare knives of flint (Josh, v 2)
course of time the sharp or whetted edge
Thus ia
of a weapon was called its flint.
Ps. Ixxxix. 43 we read, " Thou hast turned
The name
back the flint of his sword."
therefore probably means "the field of the
"
(see margin of the Revised
sharp knives
Version), and refers to the short swords
with which they murdered one another.
Ver. 17. A very sore battle. The purExcited
pose of Abner was thus gained.
by the spectacle of merciless slaughter, the
armies manoeuvred no longer, but rushed
fiercely to the attack, and fought with fury.
But the mighty men of David were irreOnly nineteen of his warriors fell,
sistible.
while Abner lost three hundred and sixty,
;

—

and was forced

—

to flee.

Ver. 19. Asahel pursued after Abner.
This episode is fidly narrated, both because
of Asahel'b rank as David's nephew, and
also because of its tragical consequences to
Asahel was a son of
Abner himself.
Zeruiah, David's sister, and, while his owii
brothers were of little use to him, his
nephews, Joab, Abishai, and Asahel, were
the mainstays of David's throne. As their
father's name is never mentioned, but only
the mother's, Zeruiah was prot)ably a woman
of great ability, and her sons inherited it
from her. Possibly she had married beneath
her station, or her husband had died early
but certainly her sons, thinking more of
her than oi their father, had soon thrown
in their lot with David her brother (but
The youngest of the
see note on ver. 32).
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was remarkable for his personal accomplishments, and especially for
swiftness of foot, for which he was compared
to the Zebi, the camp-name of Jonathan
It now caused his death.
For
(ch. i. 19).
conscious that Abner was the sole support
of Ishbosheth's party, and indignant at his
challenge to useless slaughter, he pursued
after him, allowing nothing to divert him
three, Aaahel,

fr6m his object, and hoping to end the war
by slaying the veteran commander. But
though he had the fleetness of an Achilles,
he had not his robust strength, and Abner,
knowing that the combat was uneijual, remonstrated with him, and bade him turn
aside, and be content with winning the
spoils of some meaner warrior. It is evident
from this that Abner saw in this defeat in
a battle of his own choosing, the certainty

of the near downfall of the house of Saul,
and, as he would then be in Joab's power,
he was unwilling to have a blood-feud with
a man of such determined character. " How,"
he asks, " should I hold up my face to Joab
thy brother ? " It would be his duty, as the
avenger of blood, to slay me. Apparently,
during this conference, he was standing
with the butt end of his lance held towards
Asahel, to ward off his blows, but, as the
spear-head was turned the other way,
Asaht 1 forgot that even so it might be used
For it was pointed, that it
for offence.
might be stuck in the ground at night
(1 Sam. XX vi.. 7), and possibly shod with
iron, though it is more likely that it was
only hardened by being thrust into the fire.
So when he saw that his words had no
avail, and tliat Asahel was not on his guard,
he suddenly struck him with it so violent
a blow that it pierced his body right
throiigli,

and Asahel

fell

down dead.

It

probable, from the merciless force used,
that there was a sudden outburst of anger

is

on Abner's

part.

Vor. 2:^.— The fifth rib. This rendering
here and in other places arises from the
derivation of the word from the numeral _/t ye,
but this notion has long been abandoned,
and the word is now known to be formed
from a verb signifying " to be fat or stout."
it means tlie abdomen, and is so
translated in the LXX. and Vulgate, while
the Syriac gives only the general sense, and
renders " the breast." In the same place ;
Hebrew, under him; that is, immediately.
So violent was the blow tliat Asahel
dropped down dead without a struggle. So
tragic was his fate, and so great the affection of David's men for the young warrior,
that the pursuit ceased, and all, as they
came up, remained standing by the side of
the corpse.
Yer. 24. Joah alio and Abishai porsned
after Abner; really, but Joab and Abiahai

Beally

—

39

pursued, and so the Bevised Version.
The sight of their slaughtered brother
made them only the more determined in the
pursuit, and doubtless, at their command,
the soldiers would leave Asahel and fuUow
"
their commanders. Of the " hill of

Ammah

and Giah we know nothing but it ia evident
that no halt was made until sunset.
Ver. 25. The children of Benjamin
became one troop. Benjamin was probably
;

—

.

.

.

the only tribe that entered keenly into
Ishbosheth's cause ; for the maintenance
of tiie kingdom in the family of Saul meant
the continuance of that favouritism which
had enriched them at the expense of the
community (1 Sam. xxii. 7). They were,
too, a very warlike tribe, and Abiier was
one of themselves, and probably, therefore,
the main body of his army, and certainly
his most trustworthy men, were Benjamites.
Profiting by the delay caused by the halting of David's soldiers round the body of
the fallen Asahel, Abner had rallied his
men, and posted them on the top of the
hill, where they were prepared now to fight
on more equal terms.
Ver. 2t). Knowest thou not that it will
be bitterness in the latter end T The Vulgate renders this, " Ait thou not aware that
desperation is dangerous?" This is a very
obvious truth, but probably Abner had in
his mind something more statesmanlike.
The struggle was for the empire over all
Israel, and whoever won would be king
over both sides.
But every man slain
meant a blood-feud, which would continue
even after the kingdom was unitefl; and
Abner probably felt that his own slaughter
of Asahel that day would render his position
in David's realm difficult and dangerous.
Among the Arab tribes quarrels are very
common, but bloodshed rare, because of the
blood-feud which followB. Moderation was
thus necessary on both sides, while cruelty
and the immoderate use of victory would
sow the seeds of future trouble.
spoken,
Ver. '2.1. Unless thou
hadst
surely then in the morning the people had
gone up or as the Revised Version renders,
had (jone away, nor followed every man his
brothtr.
The Revised Version makes the
sense more plain. Joab throws the whole
David
blame, and rightly so, on Abner.
would under no circumstances have attacked Ishboshcth, and Joab with his men
had marched to the tank of Gibeon simply

—

—

;

an invading force. When there,
by David'i orders, had
remained strictly on the defensive, and to
unwilling were both armies to flight, that
Abner had to resort to a most cruel scene
of butchery in order to iutiame their
to repel

Joab, doubtkiss

passions and force them tu begin a oonlliot
of brother against brother. But for Abner's

—
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challenge, both armiefl would have eeparated
as friendB. And Joab still acta upon the
same principle of forbearance, and gives the
He was
•ignal for stopping the pursuit.
not a man of a tender heart, but he was
wise and sensible, and fully aware that the
laughter of Abner and his men, even if

celled in the use of arms, yet the disparity of
is remarkable ; for the Benjamites
were also famous warriors.
can only
account for it by the superiority of the
tactics of Joab, who was a man of consummate military skill, and who knew both
how to gain a victory and how to use the

he could have destroyed them all, would
only have rankled in the minds of all
Israel, and set them against David and his

advantage which the pursuers have over
the pursued to the full. If we sometime*
wonder that David endured Joab so long,
we ought to remember how much he owed
to his nephew's genius, and that Joab was
always faithful to himself.

rule.

Ver. 29.

—And Abner and his

all that night.

At the end

men walked

of the chapter

Each
learn ttiat Joab did the same.
army had about twenty-six mCes to march,
and the night was less exhausting for a

we

long walk than the day.

Abner saw Joab and

his

As soon, then, as
men occupied with

the removal of Asahel's body, he withdrew
from the hill of Ammah, and, passing
through the Arabah, or plain of Jordan,
crossed the river by the same ford which he
had used when starting on his unfortunate
The phrase,
errand, and so returned home.
all Bithron, shows that this was a district,

but nothing more of it is known,
Nineteen men
Vars. 30, 31.
hundred and three score men.
"
David's mighties," as they were

—

.

.

.

three

Though
called, ex-

numbers

We

—

Ver. 32. The sepnlohre of hit father,
which was in Bethlehem. The name of
Zeruiah's husband is never mentioned, but
he was evidently of the same town as his
wife, and at his death, when probably still
young, he had received honourable sepulture.
As Bethlehem is about eleven miles
distant from Gibeon, Joab probably marched
thither straight from the battle-field, and
spent the next day in paying the last
tribute of respect to his brother, and in
refreshing his men.
At nightfall he resumed his march to Hebron, which was
fifteen miles further to the south, and where
he would arrive on the morning folio sving
that on which Abner reached Mahanaim.

HOMILETICS.

—

Vers. 1 7.—The facts are : 1. David, knowing that time was come for action, and
being in doubt as to what movement would further the end in view, seeks guidance of
God. 2. Not only does he obtain sanction to enter Judah, but is even instructed to
make Hebron his head-quarters. 3. Entering the district around Hebron with his
family aud attendants, he is anointed by the men of Judah over the tribe of Judah.
4. Being informed of the kind aud valiant act of the men of Jabesh-Gilead (1 Sam.
xxxi. 11
13), David sends them a message of thanks, and assures them of the Divine
blessing and of his own grateful remembrance. 5. He also reminds them that the crisis
in the affairs of the nation, in the death of Saul on the one hand, and his own elevation
by the men of Judah on the other, required of them to be true to their reputation as
men of courage. There are several themes suggested by these facta. Among them,

—

consider

As the Second Book of Samuel introduces a turn of
in the national experience, so this second chapter introduces a turn in the
He passes from the bitter trials of the past, through
personal experience of David.
the anguish depicted in the first chapter, into the more prosperous and easy circumUndoubtedly he was conscious of a sense of relief from
stances of free public activity.
burdens almost more than he could bear (1 Sam. xxvii. 1) ; and being naturally buoyant
and hopeful in spirit, the hitherto restrained powers of his nature were now eager to
The beginnings of prosperity.

afl'airs

manifest their energy. His day had come after a long night of waiting. The promises
of the past were about to bo fulfilled. Jonathan's dream of his beloved friend being a
more worthy successor than himself (' Pulpit Commentary,' 1 Samuel, pp. 381, 382) was
coming true. In one sense David had always, even during his exile and sufferings,
been a prosperous man, for he was God's chosen servant, blessed with a goed conscience
and the favour of the Eternal; but now he was ail that with the additional circumtance of being about to enter on a position of commanding influence among the people
of God.
have a counterpart to David's jiosition at this juncture in 6om</ of the
circumstances of our life ; for in youth, in business, in Church work, and in national

We
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affairs we sometimes meet with a similar beginning of prosperity.
passage before us affords teaching on this subject, observe

fl

In ao

far ac the

In reading the
I. The beginning or pbospbkity is a time of peculiab danoeb.
narrative of David's trials on the one side, and of his prosperous circumstances on the
other, we feel at once that in so far as his religious life is concerned there was far more
hope of him under the former. The spiritual uses of adversity are very valuable, while
on the other hand the spiritual dangers of prosperity are subtile and manifold. And
likewise the transition from the one to the other is a time of peculiar danger. For
David the occasion for dependence on God was not so obvious ; and the demand for
action would lay him open to mistakes and sacrifices of principle new in his experience.
The dangers of such a time may perhaps be summarized thus. There arises a new and
fascicating diversion of thought and feeling from God; a corresponding absorption of
mental energy in the externals of life. The self-culture which consists in the watchful
and constrained subordination of every feeling and motive to the will of God becomes
somewhat relaxed. The free play of a much greater variety of feeling, passing out
toward the attractive objects present in an opening success, lays us open to the
insinuating flatteries of events, and the consequent encouragement to substitute
expediency for stem principle. The presence or the prospect of a more abundant supply
of material comforts cannot but give vitality to whatever of latent power there may be
in the lusts of the flesh. The conscious elevation which awaits us is sure to appeal to
that deeply seated human pride which, when developed, looks on others with more or
less of disdain, and in proportion as the human lot is now or prospectively free from
The youth passing from
care does the heart care less for the blessings of a future life.
the restraints and discipline of years into the wider sphere of life, and so enjoying the
first taste of freedom and of manly dignity, stands in a slippery place.
Churches
passing from the trials of persecution into the ease of toleration cannot be sure of the
old fidelity. Nation* springing into prominence may contract habits of indulgence and
arrogance in strange contrast with their former self-control and devotion to duty.
Private Christians when emerging from the struggles of their early convictions may
cease to watch and pray as heretofore, and soon lose the vigour of their former iiaith.
II. The moral strength acquired during seasons of preparation will show
ITSELF IN continued DEPENDENCE ON THE GUIDANCE AND BLESSING OF GrOD.
Unquestionably David was a much stronger man, as a consequence of the protracted trials
of past years, than he would have been had there been no waiting for the realization of
hopes enkindled by the promise of God (1 Sam. xvi. 13). In the spiritual sphere, as in
the material, reserves of force are gathered, by the action of special laws, in view of a
demand to be made at a later stage of development. David in the wilderness and caves,
Paul in the retirement of Arabia (Gal. i. 17, 18), other good men during seasons of
discipline and culture, fulfilled the Divine law of acquisition of moral power prior to
expenditure. And the reality of this acquisition in the case of David appeared at once
in the promptitude with which, under ail the distracting and diverting influence of a
sudden elevation to importance, he acknowledges his need of the guidaoce and blessing
of God. There is a natural necessity, not identical with true godliness, which causes
men to turn to God in their troubles. It is the instinct of a genuine piety alone which
prompts towards God when troubles cease and success begins. It is a blessed omen
when men, on the dawning of their prosperity, and when flushed with the pro8j)ect of
realizing long-cherished hojies, go straight to God, and in prayer both acknowledge his
goodness and seek his special help for tlie occasion. Thus the subtile temptations and
perils of the new circumstances are met by a wise use of that spiritual strength which
bad been stored amidst the trying influences of adversity or deferred hopo. No doubt
the apostles during their early ministry, on and after the Day of Pentecost, were giving
out some of the S{)iritual power gathered into their nature during the three years of
discipline and restraint under their visible Lord ; in like manner men who go forth to
successful encounter with evil owe much to the spirit trained to honour God in all

thin<:s.

III. The hope of coming prosperity, when moderated by piety, induces oaution
AND consideration FOB OTHERS. Not ouly is continuous prosperity very perilous to

man's higher lile, but the prospect of it, after a season of trial, is likely to be charged
with elements of danger which only a well-uourished piety can neutralize. David
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could not but think much of himeelf now as a free man, an object of public interest, on
the high-road to afBuence, and about to enter on activities that would render him the
Inhere would thus arise a new and perilous self-consciousness.
chief object of interest.
The sobrieties, caution, and self-restraint acquired in adversity might now seem to be
profound knowledge of the world and of self would
virtues suited to a bygone time.
correct this juduTnent; but still the risk would be considerable, for man at his best
It is just here that a sincere, well-cultured godliness cornea
estate is morally weak.
in as a support to the dictates of a purely moral judgment and the suggestions of
The man after God's own heart, because of being such a man, looks out
expediency.
on his opening prospects with a careful eye, and moves with as much caution and
deference to a higher will as in the foroier days of trouble; and the comfort of his
household, as weU as the advancement to comparative ease and plenty of the men who
had shared his sufferings, engage his thought, and they become the first partakers of the
The same moderating influence of piety
fruits of his improving fortunes (vers. 2, 3).
The principle involved is taught by our Lord in his
is seen in the life of Joseph.
perfect freedom, even amidst growing honours, from self-absorption. With the measured
step of sobriety he marches on to full dominion, and with tender regard for the welfare
of all who have known the " fellowship of his sufferings." The same mind in us will
tone down the dangerous excitement of successes, and induce a broad and generous
consideration of the claims and requirements of others.
Tlie following genebal lessons naturally flow from this subject as exhibited in
the life of David : 1. The consciousness of our being God's servants, living supremely to
David lived
effect his purpose in the world, gives great moral power to our conduct.
and moved as a " man of God." Blessed is he who can go forth daily with that conviction !
2. The assurance that God has a definite will in reference to our daily movements ia
warranted, not only by philosophic considerations, but also by the record of his actual
dealings with bis servants. David, the " sparrow," and the " hairs of our head are means
of illustrating that nothing in our life is too insignificant for Divine care, snd therefore for
matter of 8upi>lication (Matt. x. 29 31). 3. The true policy of man is another name
No doubt in this case it was humanly expedient to go
for what is the wiU of God.
first up to Hebron ; and because God knew it was best under the circumstances, he
willed David to go.
In the higher moral sphere, God's wiU is not a judgment based on
knowledge of circumstances but, though absolute, yet it always coincides with true
policy. 4. The means ot ascertaining the main lines of risiht action are within reach of a
good man. God speaks in providence, conscience, and his Word. 5. There is immense
moral support to our action when we have deliberately sought and have learnt the will
Firm is the step of such men, steady is their eye.
of God.

A

'

—

;

David's advancement to the throne of Judah was a great
TJie tises of partial success.
step towards the realization of the ideal which, ever since the day of his anointing, had
drawn him on in the path of patient endurance ; but it was far from being all that he
wished.
As compared with the understanding ai rived at, and encouraged by all that
God had said and done during the past years of exile, it fell below what he liad a right
to expect, for he was chosen of God to be ruler over the whole of the people; but, at
the same time, it so far was satisfying that it became a pledge of still further advances
Theie is no
till the original promise should be literally and in its entirety fulfilled.
indication here or elsewhere in the Psalms that David was vexed and fretful because he
There were doubtless in
did not all at once succeed Saul as king of the entire nation.
the circumstances of the case sufficient pleas for an unfilial spirit to indulge in the
language of disappointment; but the past discipline of this true child of God had
manifestly wrought in him such confidence in the order of Providence, and such breadth
of view with respect to Divine methods, as to render him deaf and indifferent to
unhallowed suggestions. His cheerful acceptance of an instalment of fulfilled promis#
is in keeping with his former patient endurance of deferred hope.
I. There are many converging lines involved in oub success in the serviob
OF God. The true final success of David's career lay in his becoming the beloved and
honoured ruler of the entire chosen race. But a fact of tliis kind means the adjustment, over a considerable period, of countless subtile human relationships, the kindling
of apparently divergent interests, and the physical removal of barriers bj the action of

oiLn.
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by a controlling mind towards a single issue. Not only must
Saul be put aside and Jonathan be rendered willing to give place to another, but the
mass of the nation must be won. The hand that had won over Jonathan and removed
Saul now operates silently on the hearts of the men of Judah David's own kindn d
and their recognition of him as king at Hebron was preliminary, in the order of
Providence, to the acquisition on the part ot David of tha experience that would qualify
for sovereignty over the entire nation, and to the gradual creation in the various tribes
of confidence in his character and abilities, as also the gradual annihilation by a
natuial process of the interest which men very properly felt in surviving members of
the family of Saul. As many lines converged on his reaching the throne of Judah, so
this elevation was the opening up of new lines that would ultimately converge on the
complete realization of the Divine purpose in his life. While absorbed in our own
individual experience, we do not see how the line we have to follow is what it is because
Later on we are able to take the
of being one of many terminating in a common issue.
position of a geographer, who surveying the watershed of a region, sees the convergence,
after all the circuitous windings round rugged mountains and through wild gorges, of
various water-courses into one calm and majestic stream.
Thus we now interpret the
lives of Jacob and Joseph, and, above all, the varied earthly experiences of our Siviour.
We thus have warrant for believing that there are more forces working toward the goal
of our life of godliness than we can at present trace. We ought to cherish faith in
God's silent action on the spirits of men for the furtherance of the ends for which we,
as his servants, live and strive.
David could obey, be patient and step forward when
occasion offered; but meanwhile God could dispose the minds of Judah towards him, and
educate the rest to recognize in due time his fitness to be their king also. The courses
of nature are on the side of good men. The social world is not a chaos there is a Power
which subdues all things unto itself. This should comfort and strengthen us in all our
natiiral causes directed

—

;

;

efforts to see Christ recognized as

King

of kings.

Success partially attained is both a pledge of Divine faithfulness and
CALL TO HIGHER AND MORE DIFFICULT SERVICE. The clcvation to the throne at
Hebron was certainly a great success in the long and weary, and, so far as David was
concerned with Saul, bloodless conflict. It must have given to the act of anointing by
II.

Samuel a fulness of meaning hithertonot realized. The venerable records of God's laithfulness to Abraham and Jacob after many a severe trial, which doubtless he was accustomed,
at this period of his history, to read and meditate upon (Ps. i. 2; cf. cxix. 97, 99), were
seen to be but counterparts of what he now could write. He had waited long; he had
abstained from violent means and forced im>vidences, and so could take heart and believe
that the Lord forsaketh not his saints, but bringeth to pass that for which they wait
(Ps. xxxviii. 1
And yet this partial success was to him the starting-point from
4).
which he was to advance still further in the fulfilment of life's purpose; it demanded
of him more skill, more watchfulness, more caution, than ever.
A new set of qualities
would find scope for development; different and more subtile temptations wouH arise;
the final triumph would depend on present use of partial success. Now, the case of
David reigning at Hebron over part of the nation is the case of all who, like him, are
engaged in maintaining the honour of God in a sinful world. What they have attained

—

personal self-conquest or in subduing men to the obedience of faith, n)ay be
taken as pledge of the faithfulness that remains yet to be proved, while it opens up
wider reaches of exertion and exposes to new and very dangerous forms of temptation.
The history of the Chuich up to the fourth century, and its subsequent career till it
recovered its tone in the time of the Reformation, furnishes abundant illustration of this
double aspect of partial success. Our modern missionary achievements furnish distinct
pledges of God's faithfulness, but they impose further and very serious obligations with
a view to consolidation, and at the same time expose us to peculiai temptations which
Ihe same
find no room in the season of early enthusiasm and sturdy endurance.
applies to our own personal religion and the bringing of our entire nature into subjection

to, either in

(Luke x. 17—20; 1 Cor. x. 11, 12).
IIL Success partially attained furnishes facilities for greater achievements. The acquisition of Hebron as the seat of government, some twenty miles sotith
of Jerusalem, and situated among hills that rendered both defence and administration
more feasible, furnished solid ground for the expectation that sc^me day the mora
to Christ

—

;
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The memorable
important dty would become the centre of a greater kingdom.
historic associations of the place (Gten. xxiii. 2
20 Josh. x. 36 ; xiv. 6 15 ; xv. 13,
14 ; xxi. 11 13) could not but create in the mind of David the feeling that he was
succeeding men who were substantially engaged in the same cause as himself, and
who prospered therein. The natural position of the citj', and the wise measures which

—

—

—

;

thence would go forth for the government of a compact tribe, would naturally consolidate his power, and, in due course, issue in a contrast between his judicious rule
and that of rivals in Israel, which would tend to break down prejudices against him,
and give force to his claim when an opening occurred for his assumption of sovereignty
over the twelve tribes. Using well his moderate gains, he would convert them into
agencies for complete triumph. Herein is the law of solid advance. In the organic
world higher and more beautiful forms are built up by means of the powers latent in
Mental life becomes wide in range and profound in
the lower forms already in being.
thought by conversion of partial knowledge acquired into means of further development. Social weal may proceed by stages, in which for a time progress may seem to
be checked; but the institutions and habits consolidated soon become points from which
The growth of the spiritual life of the Christian means
other, and better, are formed.
the successive attainment of points of advantage, which, though far from satisfying the
earnest soul who seeks to subdue all to Christ, yet render the subjugation of the entire
man to the Law of Christ more easy and certain. Christian enterprise often lays hold
of some Hebron, in the heathen world, or in the midst of our non-Christian civilization,
and working thence, with memories of past success to cheer and encourage, gets nearer
to the goal of all prayer and effort the bringins; of the entire race into cheerful submission to Christ, the true King in Zion. Therefore, like David in Hebron, we all
^ould gratefully accept wliat is vouchsafed as the reward of effort and patience, and
apply our new resources and acquired position to higher issues.

—

An instructive episode. The sacred narrative is in the main concerned with the
great national events which point on to the coming of the permanent King in Zion
but here and there it introduces a personal incident, which forms a pleasing and
instructive episode amidst the public transactions which are the staple of the history.
So here, while describing the important facts connected with David's elevation to the
throne, and the consequent advance in the unfolding of the process by which at last
the Christ should appear, the writer relates a circumstance of a more private character,
and that both reveals noble qualities in David and sets forth truths of general interest.
Observe, then
I. That, in

a tbue man, affaibs of state do not extinguish the mobe tendbb
LIFE.
To bccome monarch by a people's choice and in

AND BEFiKED SENTIMENTS OF

accordance with Divine purpose involves the pressure of heavy responsibilities, the
absorption of energy in onerous duties, and the exposure of the spirit to manifold temptaIt is to the honour of David that he retained, amidst
tions to selfish aggrandizement.
all these new and perilous conditions, his old tenderness of feeling and noble generosity.
He found time and faculty for thinking lovingly of his once relentless but now buried
foe, and for cherishing gratitude and respect for the men who had, at much personal
He was not spoiled
risk, striven to pay honour to the dishonoured corpse (vers. 5, 6).
He nourished private feelings
as a man of generous sentiments by becoming a king.
amidst public cares. He would have the men of Jabesh-Gilead know how fondly he
cherished the remembrance of their kindness to one now no more. How unlike many
How free, natural,
who have gained a throne through the disasters brought on rivals
and simple the expression of feeling as compared with the formal courtesies which
sometimes society requires toward even the detested dead 1 In these resj^ects David is
a type of the greater One, who, amidst all the cares of life, cherished in his heart only
would have been
J)ure, kindly, generous feelings towards even those who by others
orgotten.
In like manner it is well that we strive to keep the heart fresh and warm
when promotion conies, or public affairs absorb, or temptations arise to be indifferent to
the minor claims of life.
II. That a tbue man will ExnreiT in his conduct the supbemaot or his life's
BPIBITUAL PUBP08E, There is an obscurity in the exhortation sent to the men of
Jabesh-Gilead arising from its laconic character (ver. 7). But, read in the light of what
!
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we know to have been David's faith in the coming kingdom of God erer since the
anointing by Samuel, it means this: "You are perplexed and anxious about the
interests of the people of God and their future.
Do not yield to tbat state of mind.
Be true men ; do your part as patriots in this time of change ; for Saul, your master, is
dead, and every man, therefore, should do his best for the common weal. I have been
made king over one section of the people of God, and I, therefore, am in a position to
do my part. Let us, then, work as brave men for the bringing on of the better time."
Thus, in the but partial fulfilment of the prediction by Samuel, and amidst the private
affairs of life, David cherishes clear and full faith in the on working of the Divine purpose
towards final realization. His destiny as king over all the chosen race, in God's Name,
was still the predominant thought. All along during those bitter days of exile and
persecution the thought was uppermost, and nerved him with patient courage ; and even
now, when more than half the people did not want him to be king, he keeps the thought
So was it with our Saviour. He came knowing he was to be Lord of
clearly in view.
Head of a united people. " For the joy that was set before him" in prospect of
all
"he endured the cross, and despised the shame;" and when only partially recognized
this
as Lord by a few, he stUl had faith in the outworking of Divine purposes, and believed
that to him " the gathering of the people" would be, and that there would be "one
Those, also, who enter into the Saviour's Passion likewise
flock and one Shepherd."
keep the spiritual purpose of life clear above all earthly things, and adjust the partial
successes, the deferred hopes, and even the private intercourse of life to the one
absorbing ideal. Blessed men, who thus see Christ's final triumph before it is realized I
What tone, elevation, and patience does it give to life
IIL That teue men in exa.lted positions give tone to society. During exile,
David was at the head of a band of men, and now he became the ruler of a people with
As leader and chief his spirit had influenced his followers. Now that he
title of king.
is king, the people told him of the men of Jabesh-Gilead burying Saul.
Why ? Was
It that he might be revenged on men who had done honour to a persecuting enemy?
Not thus had they learnt of their leader. They knew him of old as generous to Saul
12); they had heard his patlietic lament over Saul (ch. i. 17
(1 Sam. xivi. 9
27),
and they were sure that he would be comforted in knowing how poor Saul's corpse had
been cared for. Obviously, the leader had given a nobler, more generous tone to men
benaath him. In ordinary life, such men would have rejoiced in the death of a foe.
It is doubtless true that the tone of society proceeds largely from the higher to the
lower in position. A good monarch affects the peasant and the peer. The lower grades
of society get their tone very much from wha; prevails in ranks above them.
If our
rulers and persons of position display kindliness, temperance, and piety, they do much
thereby to fashion the character of others. The same principle applies to thought.
Ideas are wrought out by the highest minds, and gradually permeate the thinking of
Ihe undisciplined and uncultured.
Hence the serious responsibilities of station!

——

—

—

—

—

17.
Vers. 8
Fanatical patriotism. The facts are : 1. By degrees, and with the aid
»f Abner, those parts of the country not subject to David, and which, during the decay
of Saul's power, had come under the control of the Philistines, now became consolidated
under the rule of Ishbosheth.
2. The jealousy between Israel and Judah, owing
mostly to the hostility of Ishbosheth's adherents to David, assumes threatening
form, and the leaders on each side, attended by a small army, come together face to
face, probably to consider the points in dispute.
3. The political questions not being
golved by discussion, Abner proposes (vers. 13, 14; cf. ver. 27) as alternative a settlement by a combat of twelve select men from each side. 4. The combat issuing in
mutual destruction, the main forces come into conflict, and Ahner suffers defeat. The
men who entered into the strife here recorded doubtless prided themselves on the zeal
they felt for their country, and were ready to justify in words the dieds of the sword.
It is customary to credit people with patriotism, and to that extent condone their savaga
passions.
But too often the plea of patriotism is only a cover tor a lack of reason aoid
a domination of inferior impulses.
I. Attachment to king and countby is subobdinatb to a hiohkb law.
Oondercd in the abstract, such attachment is worthy only of admiration, and it forms an
•lement in a people's well-being. But human feelings, with their corresponding acta.

;
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and their worth in any particular concrete instance
depends on antecedent and concomitant facts. There is a gradation of obligations, and
virtues in name cease to be virtues in reality when they appear in isolation, or consequent on a disregard of a higher law. The men of Israel were bound to love their
country, and to show love to it by asserting the rights of their ruler. But at the same
time they were bound to follow the guidance of God to submit to his supreme will
and, making this the standard of feeling and action, to modify the foim of expressing
are parts of a great complex whole,

;

Now, the men of Israel, especially the leaders,
love to country and ruler accordingly.
Duo^ht to have known, from the events and words of Samuel's Hfe,and, indeed, from the
manifest interposition in favour of David and against Saul, that it was the Divine will
that they should not oppose David ; that, in fact, love of country was to show itself in
Any personal interest, therefore, which they may
accepting whom God had chosen.
have felt in a son of Saul, and any regard lor what they deemed the good of their native
land, should have shaped its form of expression in harmony with their primary and
higher obligation. The principle is of wide range. Any passion for our country and
sovereign must be exercised within the limits of a higher love. If so-called patriotism
involves hatred of men as men, or injustice to them, or national selfishness, then it is
a violation of the second great commandment. If upholding a ruler and seeking to
subdue a neitihbouring ruler involves a contravention of God's will, revealed in the
Human
order of manifest Providence or Scripture, then it is a spurious patriotism.
leelings are not the tests of truth.
II.

Blended ignobance and passion entail suFFERmo and slow pboqbess in
Had Israel been alive to the lessons which God was teaching them
LIFE.

NATIONAL

through the life of Saul, by means of Samuel and David and Jonathan, they would
never have allowed the sentiment of interest in a monarch's sonto have developed into
a strout^ aversion to David and a passionate eflfort to expel him from Judah. Considering^ all the facts of the case, there is no valid excuse for their ignorance, and,
Thus we see how
therefore, none for their feelings, even though patriotism be pleaded.
neglect to gather up and use the lessons of Providence, slight an evil as it may seem to
be at the time, really is the seed-sowing of the innumerable miseries of a civil war. If,
during those painful years of contention, the energies of men are diverted from industrial

all

into the wasting chaimels of war, and if, consequently, national progress is
So has
retarded, the cause is to be found in the domination of ignorance and passion.
That vox populi has always been vox Dei is little less than
it been again and again.
blasphemy. Generations luoking hack on their ancestors see how wars and strifes took
the
their rise in stupidity ; and yet, too often, there is an unwillingness to pause lest
same evil be repeated. The woes that have come upon nations in consequence of war

channds

are a dark foil, setting forth in wondrous light the wisdom and sweet reasonableness of
the gospel of Christ. If peoples would find the clue to progressive national development,
the
let them accept and put into practice the sober, generous precepts and principles of
New Testament. This harmony of Christ's religion with economic law is no feeble
strand in the evidence of its Divine origin.
to
III. The great error of leaders too often lies in their indisposition
TRACE out the LEADINGS OF THE HIGHER LAW. Abner's suggestion that the dispute

should be settled by combat of twelve on each side was an appearance of humanity and
But in the light of reason
sobriety as compared with the indiscriminate use of force.
The
for right cannot be constituted by chance superiority of might.
it is absurd
complication in which he found himself was simply the result of previous indisposition
comto find out the Divine meaning of Samuel's dealings with Saul and of Jonathan's
xvi.
pact with David (1 Sam. xiii. 11—16 xv. 24—31 xvi. 6—13 ; xx. 12— 17 cf.
impulse
57; xxvi. 3—16). It had been easier to follow the family feeling and official
in the light
(1 Sam. xiv. 50; ch. ii. 8, 9) than to look at private and public interests
It is a good maxim in moral
of such revelations of God's will as were then available.
speak,
questions that first promptings are best. The voice of conscience is quick to
even though in low tone. Most probably Abner recognized that voice telling of God's
But where there is an unwillingness, because of personal or other
will in D^^ivid.
impulses;
interests, to give heed to that voice, it soon becomes easier to follow the lower
and when once od the slippery incline of lower impulse, every movement adds to the
momentum downwards. Herein lies the danger of our public men. They especially
;

;

;

;
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need the "light of the Lord." Expediency and wrong principles gain on them unconThe contagion
sciously in so far as they lose the primary sensitiveness of conscience.
They will have no difficulty in
of their spirit and conduct affects the lower orders.
finding men willing, under the cover of patriotic sentiment, to enter the " field of sharp
Hence, it behoves preachers and all good men to bring
edges," and kill and be killed.
the light of the higher law of life to bear with all its clearness and directness on the
minds of those in authority.

— —

32.
Vers. 18
The facts are : 1. Asahel, a younger brother of Joab, taking part in
the pursuit, fixes his eye on Abner, and keeps on his track, and, being swift of foot,
soon overtakes him. 2. Abner, couscious of superiority in arms, and remembei ing the
high family connections of the rash youth, chivalrously urges Asahel to try his prowess
on some one else. 3. The counsel being proudly disdained, Asahel falls under the
spear of Abner. 4, At the close of the day the scattered men of Israel concentrate on
one spot, and pause, while Abner, perceiving the folly and misery of tlie civil war,
appeals to Joab for a cessation of hostilities. 5. Joab, reproaching Abner for his having
brought on the conflict by his own acts and words in the morning, sounds the recall to
6. Abner and his men
his men, and henceforth they cease to fight their brethren.
retire to the east of Jordan, while Joab and his men bury Asahel, and proceed to
David's seat of government.

The historian here gives considerable prominence
Instructive youthful imprudence.
Without at all straininjj; the
to the rash conduct of Asahel and its sad consequences.
narrative, or indulging in fantastic methods of interpretation, we may call attention to
the following considerations naturally sugi^ested by the narrative.
I. The principle on which the matehials entering into the sacbed history
WERE SELECTED. The Bible is a history formed by a seleciion of a few materials ouj

The
of many. The unwritten history of a people is more ample than the written.
question naturally arises On what principle did the sacred historians proceed in accepting some items of fact, and rejecting others equally true ? Many a noble youth besides
Asahel must have fallen in the course of the ages traversed by the biblical story, but
their name and deeds are unrecorded.
The theory that the ditierent writers of the

—

which from time to time appeared in Jewish lite, and now make up
There
the whole Bible, were literary artists or philosophical historians, is not tenable.
is in the narratives an entire absence of the art and the philosophy wliich may be
traced in such writers as Thucydides, Niebuhr, Macaulay, and Froude ; while, running
through these fragments, there is a unity equal to auything found elsewhere. The case
Ttie somewhat detailed relerence to the
of Asahel is an illustration of the whole.
occasion of his death is obviously connected with the subsequent reference to the
occasion of the death of Abner, and the death of Abner is closely connected with
the removal of the most influential barrier to David's consolidation of the entire kingdom, and David's life and reign are, we know, important in Hebrew history, because
of their bearing on the line of providence by which "David's greater Son" at last
came to reign in the true Zion. Here, then, we get a clue to the principle on which,
by the unconscious guidance of the Spirit of God, facts were culled from Hebrew
annals and incorporated in the sacred history. Direct or indirect beariuir on the
redemptive purpose in Christ was the criterion of incorpoiatiou. Not tliat everything
related to that purpose is incorporated, but only such as is.
The same doubtless
applies to the principle on which the evangelists were, unconsciously perhaps, guided
to select out of the mass of faat connected with the life of Christ such items as wo have
in the four Gospels.
U. The waste involved in the use of valuable powers to unsuitable ends.
Asahel, the Hebrew Achilles without his skill in arms, was swift of foot a valuable
quality, and, in certain uses, likely to render j;reat service to the state
but, as employed
against the superior prowess of Abner in jk rsonal conflict, it only proved the occasion
of premature unavoidable death.
All the latent cjipacity for service in years to come,
all the joys of domestic life, were thrown away by this rash encounter of the lieet-f.ioted
youth with a man of war. Looking at his conduct from a distance, we can see its
essential folly.
Physical and montal qualities, like hmbs, are adapted to specific uses,
historic fragments

—

;
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and when applied to cases in which their excellence can turn the scale of advantage,
then the utmost zeal may be displayed but apart from this they may involve us in
;

great trouble. Jmlgment in the use of small gifts will often achieve better results
than can be secured by an indiscreet use of greater gifts. Possibly Asahel remembered
the youthful David, skilled with the sling, going forth to fight Goliath ; and it may be,
But the
also, that he was fully conscious of being on the side of the Lord's anointed.
case of David was not parallel. Then there was an imminent peril for all Israel, and
no other means available for warding it off; while here, whatever peril had existed
was gone. No conviction of being on the side of God is a justification for rashness.
The fall of Abner as a foe of David was in wiser hands than those of the fleet-footed
have all to learn the lesson of adaptation. The student of purely physical
youih.
science renders great service where physical facts and conclusions embodying them are
alone concerned ; but, like Asahel, he applies his powers in a dangerous direction when
he presumes to be an authority on super-physical questions. Much of the waste of
Christian energy arises from individuals attempting to rid the world of evil by working
along lines unsuited to their capacities ; and we see daily instances of men and womeu
wasting their mental and physical substance in occupations in which their specialitieb
little wisdom goes a long way in human affairs.
find no suitable objects.
in. The enfobcbd strBJUGATiON of poweeful sentiments. With all his faults
of lurking ambition and infidelity to conscience, Abner was not destitute of chivalrous
Possibly the conviction that his ill-espoused cause was on the wane may
qualities.
have awakened the prudential desire to obviate as far as possible personal offence to
Joab, the rising general; but with this there was evident pity for the rash youth, and
a chivalrous wish to take no undue advantage over a noble though impetuous foe.
His position was one of extreme difficulty. His own death, or that of his pursuer,
seemed to him to be the only alternatives. The thought of surrender, or of simply
disabling his foe, appears not to have occurred ; and in the choice of death to Asahel
there was consequently involved a subjugation of the kindly, generous sentiments, and
Junctures of a similar kind
also of minor expediencies, to the love of self-preservation.
occur in the lives of most men. Contending considerations distress the spirit. Deeds
have to be done which any way entail misfortune. Abraham had to part company
with his kinsman Lot, or perpetuate painful strifes. Moscow was burnt by the handis
of its inhabitants to save themselves from possible subjugation. Commercial men cau
point to instances in which they have had to subordinate strong impulses to one commanding call to safety and honour.
The general honours paid to Asahel
IV. Public homage to ill-fated bans.
were in accordance with the custom of the age, which made [tersons of superior birth
the objects of unusual attention. In this case there was conjoined the sentiment of
admiration for enthusiasm, rash but real. In so far as man can find a reward for selfsacrifice in the sorrowful attentions to mortal remains of survivors, this young man did
not die in vain. The instinct of men which leads them to regard v?ith tender sympathy
the death of a yoimg hero in a public cause is very sound ; for it means a discernment
of noble qualities, a charity toward weaknesses, an unspoken lament over promising
The
gifts prematurely lost to the world, and sympathy with aspirations not realized.
addition of social rank intensifies these feelings, and at the same time infuses over
them all the superiority derivable from rank being regarded as the symbol of an ideal
The hard utilitarianism that
life toward which, human nature constantly aspires.
would banish sentiment as a mystical superstitious nuisance, and the impossible
democracy that would annihilate social differences, will ever find humau nature too
What are the functions in life of the
It is a fair subject for study
strong for them.
How much does society owe to
instincts which find an outlet in acts of homage?
In what degrees do they tend to tone down the asperities of tne
their binding power ?
How may they be made subservient to the cultivation of religious
struggle to live ?

We

A

—

feeling ?

We

should endeavour carefully to trace analogies between
Genebal lessons. 1.
tke structure of the Word of God and the structure of the other works of his hand. 2.
It is important to watch against the temptations arising from the possession of qualities
3. The more prominent our gifts are in a particular
developed in a high degree.
directioa, the more need is there for the cultivation of a calm judgment, if we would
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give the world the full benefit of their exercise. 4. In a choice of what seem to be
opposing evils, we should endeavour to be guided by some dear and broad jffincipl*
irrespective of consequences.

The alternations of passion and reason. The battle between the forces of Abner nxxi.
Joab was a small affair as compared with many of the conflicts recorded in Jewish
history; and this is probably to be ascribed to the conviction which both leaders
Abner evidently had not
entertained of the weakness of the cause of Ishbosheth.
made preparations commensurate with an unchangeable determination to see right
done to his nominal master. The gathering of his few broken forces on the brow of a
hill, and his appeal in their presence to Joab, were the outward signs of his virtual
gurrender. In his plea of humanity, " Shall the sword devour for ever ? " and In Joab'i
prompt answer, we get revelations of human character common to every age.
L It IS THB LOWER PASSIONS OF MEN THAT LEAD THEM TO SEEK TO ESTABLISH
WHAT THKT CALL THE BIGHT BT VIOLENT MEANS. Ostensibly Abner was engaged in
As Joak
establishing the right of Ishbosheth to the rulership over the entire nation.
reminds him, it was his will that led to war that day. In the eye of ordinary mea,
and judged by the customs of both ancient and modem peoples, Abner was justified in
seeking to establish his right by force. But in his case, at least, the use of force wai
not the result of calm reason and conscience applied to the solution of a question of
His past acquaintance with all the incidents connected with Samuel's recogniright.
tion of David, and with the general evidence of the Divine rejection of the house of
Saul, must have made him feel that however much personal ambition may have
inclined him to identify himself with Ishbosheth, reason and conscience pointed the
other way. In the depths of his heart, therefore, he knew that his was not the righi
ide. The same may be said of most of the wars into which men have entered. However much they may have talked about their right, it has been passion love of
domination, selfishness, greed, jealousy, family feuds, or some other low-born feeling
that has darkened the eye of reason and drowned the voice of conscience. Let any
one study the words and read the feelings of a people at war, and he will soon see how
low and base are the passions that sway their conduct. As when an arm is stretched
out to smite an individual, there is a flow of passion that dethrones reason for a while,
BO is it with communities when they enter into strife.
As to the abstract question of
right being enforced by might, it may suffice to say that while an orderly government
is a terror to evil-doers (Rom. xiii. 2, 3), in the disputes of nations no might can
make a right, and if rulers and people will but suppress passion of every kind, and give
sole heed to tlie guidance of a calm reason and to the subtle dictates of conscience,
they will not be long in doubt as to what the right is and seeing it, they will not be
able to do in the name of reason and conscience what can only come from the domination of low passions. The fact Is Christianity is consistent.
In so far as men are
Christian they will not bring on war.
The war-spirit is a disgrace to a people calling
themselves Christian, and must be shocking to the Blessed One, whose acts were the
outcome of light and love.
II. A DEFEAT OF PLANS AND PURPOSES AFF0BD8 A NEW CHANCE FOB THE DICTATES
OF SEASON. The inflaming of some of the worst of passions, which necessarily takes
place in carrying on war, is a sad detriment to the finer susceptibilities of human
nature.
Abner was deaf to reason before and during the turmoil of conflict, when the
lust of power and the passion of self-defence were at work within him.
The frustration of his schemes by the defeat he encountered toned down tlie.si; htrong feelings, and
gave some room for higher influence to come into action. The animal had spent its
powers, and reason remained. On the brow of the hill, among his exhausted men, he
thinks ol peace, and recognizes th^ barbarity and folly of human slaughter. How truly
is he a type of others
How often have nations slain and inflicted miseries, and wlien
the fierce passion has spent itself have begun to speak of peace, and the need of staying
the devouring sword
That the defeated are the first to do this makes no diflVrence
to the bearing of the fact on the moral question, since before defeat tliey were as

—

;

!

1

much

the slaves of passion as the victors.

governed by high and holy principle.

It is sad to think

A similar reassertion

and conscience on the occasion of defeat of purpose
TL

SAUUKU

is

how

little

human

life is

of the authority of reason
seen in individuals who, having
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followed in their private life the heat of passion, are at last brought low by disaster oi
ickness, and constrained, as the fires of passion become slack, to give heed to the
higher authority within. Though life may have been wasted, and, as in Abner's case,
may have caused much misery, there is hope of a better end. The prodigal son is an
extreme case of the kind.
III. In seasons of failttbe men are glad to avail themselves of the higheb
CONSIDERATIONS THEY ONCB SET ASIDE. Both fools and every man of gense must have
admitted the force of Abner's appeal (ver. 26). Now in his defeat he ])leaded conOne
siderations of humanity, of common tribal interests, and of general expediency.
might have thought that the possibility of the death of three hundred and seventy
men and the general miseries of a battle would have been of force with Abner in the
morning of the day ; but it is only when failure had come that he can use the higher
reasons for saving himself and followers from still greater calamities. So is it that men
They pay homage to the
can use moral reasons when it answers their purpose.
superiority of moral reasons by pleading them with emphasis when they have anything
France could appeal to Europe against what were termed ard and
to gain thereby.
ruthless conditions when in defeat, but no question of humanity or common European
Many an evilinterests was raised when she entered on the war against Germany.
doer, oveitaken with the consequences of his deeds, speaks of the desirability of
mitigating suffering and remembering the innocent that share the consequences of
his actions, who, while in the path of his wrong-doing, was heedless of the pleadings
of humanity. In these facts have we not an intimation of the more comprehensive
truth that the day will come, the day of the defeat of all the enemies of Zion's King,
when every soul shall recognize the righteousness and expediency of the great principles
which once they rejected as the spring of conduct and which enter into the essence of
1

Chiist's

government ?

Amidst the din of life men sometimes obtain a glimpse of a better
Abner was painfully impressed with
ORDER OF things THAN THAT THEY ARE IN.
the miseries consequent on that day's conflict, and by a stretch of imagination he
pictured to himself what would be the issue to his nation if the spirit of war which
then prevailed in men's hearts were to move on unrestrained. He saw only "bitterness in the latter end." Then, by a reversion of the picture, he could not but think of
IV.

the comparative blessedness that would ensue should the sword not continue to devour.
Nationally and personally it is often laid
life as we see it is a spoiled thing.
Neither individuals nor communities have attained to the development,
waste.
physical, intellectual, and moral, which is the ideal of life, and which may, if men
Artists sometimes have depicted in contrast " War " and " Peace,"
will, become real.
and so have given form to the ideal, which often steals before the imagination, of
a more blessed state of things than that familiar to us. The representations of the
Bible encourage us to dwell on the beautiful image of a time when the sword shall no
more devour when men shall learn the art of war no more. Also, out of the dull
and beclouded life of many a poor victim of sin there arises, consequent on the revived
teaching of early years, a lovely and apparently unattainable image of a pure and blessed
Such a "heavenly vision"
life, strangely in contrast with the defiled and restless past.
has a message to which it behoves us not to be disobedient.
CONVICTION OF BEING ENGAGED IN A RIGHTEOUS CAUSE ENABLES MEN TO
V.
ABSTAIN FROM STRIFE. Joab did uot scek to Carry on the conflict. He contented himself with reminding Abner that had he been wiser in the morning he would not have
had occasion to lament the evils of the evening. Most probably he knew the aversion
of David to a civil war, and was simply carrying out the wishes of his king when he
ordered his men back to Hebron. Moreover, his presence with David during the exile
gave him abundant opportunities of knowing the validity of his claim. Subsequent
facts show that Joab was not of th'^ highest type of character, but he was sagacious,
and could, as a Hebrew, recognize the torce of the supernatural claims of David. It
was doubtless the assurance that he was on the right side, which so often had been
vindicated by God's providence, that induced him to cease from war and abide the issue
History proves that too often it is the men who are least conscious of
of events.
rectitude of motive and justice of claim that press on with the sword, as though time,
tb« healer of strifes, would be sure to work against them. David's calm waiting during

Human

—
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when Saul was eager for conflict, was here showing itself
moderate conduct of his l:< neral. In the highest sphere, that of Christ's
life and kingdom, we see how assurance of riglit was conjoined with a spirit that would
not strive. It is along the same line that liie Church shouKi move to moral conquests,
and kings and private persons may also do well to act in the same spirit.
all

the years of provocatioa,

ap:ain in the

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Vers. 1

i.

A

— (ZiKLAG, Hebron.)

Divine guidance.

" David inquired of the Lord "

in the life of David now opens.
By the death of Saul and
Jonathan the obstacles to his accession were, in part, removed. The time of patient
waiting was gone, and the time fur decisive action come. As he had not run before he
was sent, so he did not expect, without running, to attain. But he would not take
a step without the approval and direction of God. His inquiry pertained to the Divine
(ver. 1).

new chapter

purpose he was chosen to fulfil, and the Divine guidance he needed for its accomplishment. In this inquiry, as in Ids subsequent conduct and experience, he was a attein
Divine flan and purpose of life, which he should
to us; since there is for every man
seek to ascertain and strive to realize.
Consider Divine guidance (in the way to a
|

<i.

crown) as

We

are liable (like travellers in a strange country) to go
I. Urgently keeded.
astray from tlie right path and fall into dan2;er.
1. This liability arises from many
erroneous paths presented to our view; their attractive appearance and strong tem[itations.
"There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the
ways of death " (Prov. xiv. 12). 2. And from the imierfection of our own nature ; our
ignorance, and our disposition to ]>lease ourselves rather than deny ourselves and please
Loid, I know that the way of man is not in himself," etc. (Jer. x. 23). 3.
God. "
It is evident from experience of past failures. David had taken many false steps. And
there is no man but has reason to feel, in looking back over departed years, that his
greatest folly has been to walk in the light of his own wisdom, and his greatest wisdom
to depend upon the wisdom of God. 4. The need of it is specially felt by us when about
to enter upon a new enterprise, or a course of action to which we are impelled by outward circumstances or inward conviction, but the exact nature of which is uncertain,
or which is dependent for its success upon the disposition and co-operation of other
persons.
II. Diligently bought.
Although the Urim and Thummim are gone (see 1 Sam.
xiv. 16
23 ; xxiii. 1 12), yet 1. There are certain means which must be employed
for a similar purpose
such as considering our own capacities and condition ; listening
to the voice of conscience ; seeking the advice of good men ; observing the ways of
Providence ; studying " the Scriptures of truth " and, above all, offering prayer to the
Father "in the Name" of Christ. 2. And to their proper em]>loyment a right spirit
is essential ; viz. sincerity, docility, trustfulness, perseverance.
Such was the spirit of
David, as it appears in his psalms; and therefore, while Saul exclaimed, "God answereth
me no more " (1 Sam. xxviii. 15), he could say, " I sought the Lord, and he heard me "
(Ps. xxxiv. 4).
III. Graciously afforded.
1. In various ways, in accordance with the means just
mentioned, and especially by the Holv Spirit, who prepares the heait, teaches the
meaning and application of the written Word, and produces impressions and iuijiulses
in harmony therewith. "Ye have an unction from the Holy One, and know all things"
2. Individually, and in a measure fully adequate to
(1 John ii. 20; John xvi. 13).
the requirements of the case and the capacity of profiting by it. 3. Certairily. As of
God is as desirous as he is able to lead us in the way wherein we should
old, so now.
go, and he has given many faithful promises to this effect.
"I will guide thee with
mine eye" (Ps. xxxii, 8; xxxvii. 23; xlviii. 14).
"Thine ears shall hear a voice
behind thee," etc. (Isa. xxx. 21 xlii. 16 ; Prov. iii. 6).
IV. Faithfully followed. "And David went up thither" (ver. 2). 1. With
humble obedience and entire dependence, as a child relying on the superior wisdom of
his father.
2. Without hesitation, questioning, or delay.
3. With cheerfulness, ze»l,
and energy. It is always given with a practical end in view.

—

—
—

:

;

;

;
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V. Graduallt confiemed in the experience of him who obeys. "And his men
the cities of Hebron" (ver. 3). God went before them and
. and they dwelt in
prepared their way, so that they met \f ith a peaceable reception and found " a city of
habitation."
1. The operations of Providence concur with the teachings of the Word
and the Spirit. 2. A stronger assurance of the Divine leading is possessed. " If any
man willeth to do his will," etc. (John vii. 17). 3. More light is given for further
advancement. " Then shall we know, shall follow on to kuow the Lord. His going
forth is fixed like the morning dawn " (Hos. vi. 3) ; and it will brighten on our path
.

.

into the radiance of perfect day.
VI. Widely bekeficial. ^lore especially it contributes to the good of those who
are associated with him, and who, having shared his perplexity and distress, now share
Those who are guided by God are thereby enabled and disposed to
his prosperity.
guide and bless others (Numb. x. 39).
VIL Gloriously terminating. " They anointed David king " (ver. 4). And all

who truly fulfil the Divine plan and purpose as David did (Acts xiii. 22) are made
"kings unto God," and receive exalted honour among men, increased power over
them, and at length a crown of life, of righteousness, and of glory. But, alas! how
many go stumbling through life without an aim, or only with one which is unworthy,
and contrary to the will of God, and then sink into " the blackness of darkness for
" The wise shall inherit glory ; but shame shall be the promotion of fools
ever "
I

(Prov. iiL

35).— D.

Ver. 4.—(Hebbon.) David anointed King of Judah.
Course of events : 1. David'a
message to the men of Jabesh (vers. 5 7). 2. Ishbosheth made King of Israel by
Abner (vers, 8 11). 3. Civil war, and the death of Asahel (vers. 12 32). 4.
Increasing strength of the house of David (ch. iii. 1
5. Dissension between Ish5).
bosheth and Abner. 6. Abner's negotiations with David, restoration ot Michal, commimication with the tribes, and formal league (ch. iii. 12 21). 7. Abner slain by
9. Ishbosheth
Joab (ch. iiL 22—28).
8. L;imented by David (ch. iii. 31—39).
murdered (ch. iv. 1 8). 10. His assassins executed (ch. iv. 9 12). It was a great
day in Hebron. The ancient city among the hills of Judah (where the remains of the
patriarchs had slumbered for centuries) was stirred by the assembling of the elders for
the coronation of David. His presence among them, at the head of his six hundred heroes,
had been virtually a '* public assertion of his claims to sovereignty" on the ground of his
Divine consecration by Samuel. His first anointing was essentially of a private nature.
" This second one, performed by the elders of Judah, was his public solemn installation
(based on that anointment) into the royal ofiice." Then followed the acclamation of
" Now doth David find the comfort that his
xi. 15).
the people (1 Sam. x. 24
extremity sought in the Lord his God ; now are the clouds for a time passed over, and
It has been
the sun breaks forth; David shall reign after his sufferings" (Hall).
fupposed that he wrote about this time Ps. xxvii. (inscription, " Before the anointing,"

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

LXX.)
**

Jehovah

is

my

Light and

Whom shall I

fear

my

Salvation

?

Jehovah is the Strength of my
Of whom shall I be afraid ? "

life

It is not likely that David's muse went to sleep when the death of Saul at Gilboa
his way to the throne, or that it produced nothing but such comparatively
It is rather remarkable, however,
secular songs as the lament for Saul and Jonathan.
that there is not a single psalm of which one can affirm with confidence that it was
written dtiring the seven years and a hnll' that David reigned at Hebron over the tribe
Those who took part in his inauguration acted in fulfilment, not
of Judah" (Binnie).
only of the Divine purpose concerning him, but also of the Divine predictions concerning
themselves; for the pre-eminence of Judah had been long foretold (Gen, xlix. 8). " In all
From the time
great questions the men ot Judah are tiie foremost and the strongest.
of David's establishment on the throne, the greatness of the tribe follows in nome
measure that of his family (1 Chron. v. 2; xxxviii. 4)" (Davison). "And as they
kad the right to choose their own prince, they might reasonably h«ve expected that

•*

opened
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the other tribes would have followed their example, and, by uniting in David, have
Juietly submitted to the appointment of God, as they themselves had done" (Chandler).
a their

conduct we see

An exalted

estimate op his personal wokth. One of themselves (Deut.
" chosen out of the people " (Ps. Ixxxix. 19), he could understand and sympaHe possessed eminent military abilities and noble moral qualities;
thize with them.
and he had rendered invaluable services to his country, and shown special kindness to
His previous career was well known to
the elders of his own tribe (1 Sam. ixx. 26).
them, and had won their confidence and affection. The character of a people is commonly manifested in that of its chosen ruler. As Saul embodied and reflected the
prevailing spirit of Benjamin and Ephraim, so David embodied and reflected what was
best in Judah; its independent spirit, lion-like courage, and religious devotion.
With that appointment they
II. Loyal acceptance of his Divine appointment.
were familiar. They recognized Jehovah as their King; the Source of authority and of
the endowments which were needful for the kingly office. Their condition isolated
them in feeling, to some extent, from the other tribes (as afterwards more fuUy
appears); but in acting independently of them they rebelled auainst no existing and
legitimate authority, and they neither aimed at dominion over them nor separation
from them. They displayed a truly theocratic spirit. And, in the election of a ruler,
a people should always recognize the authority and obey the will of God. "Kings
derive their kingly majesty immediately firom God, but also mediately from their
subjects " (J. Lange).
III. VOLUNTABY SUBMISSION TO HIS BOYAL AUTHORITY.
He Was tO them "»
minister of God." Their obedience to God required their submission to the king of his
choice ; whose authority, however, great as it was, was not absolute. It is not said, as
on a subsequent occasion (ch. v. 3), that " he made a league with them ; " but they
doubtless submitted to him on the understanding that he would rule according to the
Divine will. The efBciency of a ruler depends upon the free submission of his people;
and there is not a nobler exercise of freedom than submission to the highest order.
IV. Unbounded confidence in his beneficent bulb. They expected, under the
government of " the man worthy of the sceptre," deliverance from their enemies, by
whom they were now threatened; the establishment of justice, from the want of which
they had long suffered ; and the attainment of power and prosperity. Nor were they
disappointed. The pre-eminence of this tribe was ordained with reference to the advent
and exaltation of Christ, the promised Shiloh, "the Lion of the tribe of Judah" (Rev.
V. 5); and the conduct of the men of Judah may be taken as illustrating the free
acceptance of " him whom God hath anointed with his Holy Spirit " on the part of
his people ; their humble obedience to his rule, and their fervent desire for his universal
** Thou art worthy."
reign.
I.

xvii. 15),

**

Gome, then, and, added to thy many crovmi,
Receive yet one, the crown of all the earth.
Thou who alone art worthy
It was thine
I

By ancient covenant, ere Nature's birth
And thou hast made it thine by purchase
And overpaid its value with thy blood.
Thy saints proolaim thee King and
Thy title is engraven with a pen
;

Dipped

sinee,

in their hearii

in the fomitain of eternal loveL**

(Oowper.)

D.

—

Commendation. The first recorded act of David after he
Tern. 4 7. (Hebbon.^
became king was of a kmgly character. It is not improbable that the persons who
informed him of what the men of Jabesh had done supposed that he had little love fur
the memory of Saul, and was apprehensive of opposition from his " house " (ver. 8), and
wished to excite his jealousy against them ; seeking to insinuate themselves into hia
confidence

L Well

detraction from the good name of others. But, instead of yiehliug
he sent a message of i)eace and good will. His commendation was
desebvko by men who had performed a noble deed (see 1 Sam. xxxL

by

to suspicion,

—

";
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Their conduct displayed : 1. Gratitude toward tlieir benefactor, whose kind13).
2. Fidelity toward their king, whose faithfulness
Less ihey returned with kindness.
" To bury the dead
they repaid with faithfulness. 3. Beverence toward their God.
with the Jews was always reckoned an instance of humanity and kindness, and, indeed,
oi piety ; an act done in imitation of God, who buried Moses; and so it might
be expected the Divine blessing wguld attend it " (Gill).

Worthily bestowed by a king

II.

of royal disposition.

1.

Unsuspecting.

Others

find reason for suspecting their intentions, but he could see only what was
deserving of praise.
2. Oenerous, with respect to Saul ; appreciating and sympathizing

might

with their kindness to their master, even though he had been his enemy. " Use the
;
for if thou dost not, it is a debt will

memory of thy predecessor fairly and tenderly
sure be paid when thou art gone" (Bacon).
3.

"David sent messengers,"
Recognizing God as the Observer
and Rewarder of men, he invoked for them his commendation and blessing kindness
for kindness, faithfulness lor faithfulness
as the highest good (Ps. xl. 11 Ixxxvi. 15;
Matt. V. 7 ; Heb. vi. 10). 5. Becoming. " And I also " as one whose office it becomes
"requite you this kindness" (send you
to observe and recompense good as well as evil
"And now," as
this message), "because," etc.
6. Encouraging and stimulating.
heretofore, "let your hands be strong, and be ye valiant" in the new circumstances
which have arisen through the death of your master. 7. Candid, considerate, and
" For me have the house of Judah anointed king over them." He indicated
dignified.
delicately, but not obscurely, his claims to their allegiance, and assured them of his
protectioa and help. " To act nobly is always the best jjolicy."
etc.

4.

Devout.

*'

Blessed be ye of Jehovah,"

Practical.

etc.

—

—

—

;

—

•Where'er • noble deed is wrought.
Where'er is spoken a noble thought,
Our hearts in glad surprise

To

higher levels rise.
wave of deeper souls
Into our inmost being rolls,
And lifts us unawares

The

tidal

Out of all meaner cares.
Honour to those whose words or deeds
Thus help us in our daily needs
And by their overflow
Raise us from what is low
I

(Longfellow.)

m.

Wisely adapted

to effect a laudable end.

1.

m

To confirm good men

•

virtuous and praiseworthy course. 2. To win the confidence and support of such men.
4. To
8. To secure the benefit of their services to the nation and the kingdom of God.
manifest to all the spirit of a just and generous rule.
Observations. 1. One good action tends to produce another; in performing it on©
Knows not how far its influence may reach, or what blessings it may Viring upon himself.
2. Although we ought not to do good simply for the sake of reward, yet the desire of
3. We should be as ready to
the approval of the good is a proper motive of action.
should desire, above all things, the approgive commendation as to receive it. 4.
bation of God. D.

—

We

—

12.
(Mahanaim.) Opposition to the Divine purpose. The purpose of
Vers. 8
God, to make David king over his people, was as yet only in part accomplished and
xx. 25 xxvi. 5) on
its fulfilment was opposed by Abner (1 Sam. xiv. 50 ; svii. 55
Having escaped from the battle of Gilboa, he "took
behalf of "the house of Saul."
Ishbosheth, the son of Saul " (a man of feeble character, and fitted to become a tool in
his hands), "and brought him over to Mahanaim, and made him king over Gilead," etc.
After five years of great exertions (while David reigned peacefully at Hebron) he drove
;

;

;

the Philistines out of the country, openly proclaimed Ishbosheth (now forty years old)
"king over all Israel," and "went out iiom Mahanaim to Gibeon" with the view of
His principal motive was the desire of maintaining iind
subjecting Judah to his sway.
" He was angry that this tribe had set up David for tkeir
increasing his own power.
king " (Josephus). His conduct was " not only a continuation of the hostility of Sau]
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towards David, but also an open act of rebellion against Jehovah " (Keil), whose
purpose, aa well as the wish of the elders of Israel, he well knew, as he afterwards
acknowledged (ch. iii. 17, 18). His opposition represents and illustrates that of men to
the purposes of God generally, and more especially to his purpose that Christ shall reign
over them and all mankind ; of which observe that
I. It is plainly bevealed.
By the testimony of: 1. The Divine Word (1 Sam.
"To him give all the prophets witness," etc. (Acts x. 43; 1 Pet. i. 11),
xvi. 1).
2. Significant events, in confirmation of the Word; the overthrow of adversaries, the
exaltation of " his Chosen," the growth of his power (Acts ii. 22
3. The irre24).
sistible convictions of reason and conscience, and the confessions which even opponents
have been constrained to make. Abner was present when Saul said, " Thou shalt both
do great things and shalt also still prevail" (1 Sam. xxvi. 25). His opposition was
" While men go on in their sins, apparently without concern,
therefore inexcusable.
they are often conscious that they are fighting against God " (Scott).
II. It jiay be wickedly opposed (in virtue of the freedom which, within certain
limits, men possess) because of : 1. The delusions of unMief.
The tempter whispers as
of old, "Yea, hath God said?" (Gen. iii. 1); they "wilfully forget" what has taken
place (2 Pet. iii. 5); "neither will they be persuaded" of the truth and obligation
of the Word of God (Luke xvi. 31).
2. The plea of present expediency, and the expectation that, if they must submit, there will come a "more convenient season " for doing
Abner thought " that he might be able, up^ m better terms, to make his peace with
BO.
David when the time should come that the Lord was to advance him to be ruler over
all Israel" (Chandler).
3. Selfishness, pride, and ambition; the love of pleasure and
power, the habit of self-will, the selt-confidence engendered by success, "the mind of
the flesh," which "is enmity against God."
"Ye do always resist the Holy Ghost"
(Acts viL 51).
III. It cannot be effectually defeated.
"He must reign," in fulfilment of the
Divine decree (Ps. ii. 7 ; ex. 1), which : 1. Changes not. "The Strength of Israel will
not lie, nor repent" (1 Sam. xv. 29).
2. Is eflected by infinite wisdom and might,
against which the skill and strength of men contend in vain.
3. Comes to pass either
with or without their will, in mercy or in judgment, in the salvation of the penitent or
the destruction of the persistently rebellious
"These mine enemies which would not
that I ahould reign over them bring hither and slay them before me " (Luke xix. 27).
D.

—

—

13— 17.— (GiBEON.)

Fratricidal strife. " And that place was called Helkathhostile attitude assumed by Abner appeared to David to
render necessary active measures in self-defence.
It is not said that he inquired of the
Vers.

Hazzurim"

(ver. 16).

The

Lord.
If he had done so the conflict which ensued between brethren might possibly
have been averted. As it was, he sent an army of observation under, the command of
Joab, who (although not mentioned before) had doubtless accompanied him in his exile
And Joab and " the servants of
(1 Sam. xxii. 1), and was now general of his forces.
David" marched to Gibeon and encamped opposite Abner "and the servants of
Ishbosheth" (ver. 13). At length Abner, impatient of delay, challenged a conflict
between certain picked men on each side, not merely "to see which were best" (Josephus), but either to decide the day by the issue or to draw on a general engagement.
Joab readily accepted the challenge, and the conflict commenced. It was
I. Begun becklesslt.
"Let the young men arise and play [fight] before ua."
"Let them arise" (ver. 14), 1. Self-interest, ambition, and envy often quench the love
of brethren (vers. 26, 27), and indispose them to seek reconciliation with each other.
2. The indulgence of evil passion blinds men to the consequences of their words and
actions.
3. Familiarity with scenes of strife and war tends to produce insensibility to
human suffering and slaughter. That a deadly struggle could be spoken of aa a
pastime shows how lightly life was estimated and how heartlessly it was sacrificed.
"Ambitious and bloody men often consider the dire trade of war and the slaughter of
their fellow-creatures as a mere diversion " (Scott).

"Some seek
And make

diversion in the tented field,
the sorrows of mankind their sport.
But war's a game wliich, were their subjects wise,
Kings should not play at"

—

W
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ferociously. " And they caught each uther by the head," etc. (ver. 16).
love which should prevail amon? brethren gives place to wrath, that
wrath is gt-neraliy most intense and cruel. Civil wars are proverbially more bitter than
•Dy othfT. 2. Men are sometimes so intent upon injuring their opponents as to forget
3. The attempt to end
to dtrfend themselves, and rush upon their own destruction.
gtrife by means of strife is commonly vain; "it is rather a spur to further eflusion
"What can war but endless war still
of blood than a bridle to hinder the same."
breed?" 4. The issue of the conflict does not necessarily prove the justice of the
"All they that take the
5. Mutual strife tends to mutual extermination.
cause.
Bword shall perish by the sword" (Matt. xxvi. 52). The "field of sharp blades" wai
a lasting memorial of dt-structivenesa rather than of courage ; a warning rather than a

Waged
When the

II.

1.

pattern.
III.

17).

Extended bapidly. " And there was a very sore battle that day," etc.
The strife of a few excites the wrathful passions of many, by whom

1.

(ver.
it

is

Every injurious word and act furnishes an additional impulse to wrath
and retaliation; and the conflict goes on increasing. 3. That which at first may be
" The beginning of strife is as when one
easily checked passes entirely beyond control.
witnessed.

2.

letteth out water," etc. (Prov. xvii. 14; xxvi. 21).

Ended lamentably. " Abner was beaten," and three hundred and sixty of
men died Joab's brother Asahel was slain, with nineteen of David's servants. •' In
war God punishes the sins of both parties." 1. He who gave the challenge and
IV.

hifl

;

commenced

the

confl^ict

was the

first

to

complain of the result (ver. 26), and was

2. He who accepted the challenge
bitterly reproached as the cause thereof (ver. 27).
was filled with grief and revenge. 3. Both sides experienced heavy loss and sorrow.
4. Even David could not but regret the weakening of the nation in presence of the
common f'^s; or fail to see in the strife of brethren the consequences of his own

If he had not taken up his abode with the
faithlessness (1 Sam. xxvii. 1, 10, 11).
Philistines the conflict would probably never have occurred.
Remarks. 1. When men commence a quarrel they little know where it will end.
3. " Let us fight that good
2. Strife should be diligently checked at the beginning.
fight only whereof the ap)Stle speaks, which is between the flesh and the spirit, which
only hath the profitable end, the glorious theatre, the godly armour, and the blessed

reward of assured triimiph " (Guild).

—D.

—

The untimely fate of AmhiL : to young men. Asahel
Vers. 18 23. (Gibson.)
was the youu-est of three brothers; the others being Joab and AbishaL They were
the sons of Zeruiah (baif-sister of David) and a Bethlebemite (ver. 32) whose name has
not been recorded and they had much in common. When Asahel fled to David at the
cave of Adullam (some ten or twelve years before the events liere mentioned) he was
probably a mere iad he shared his uncle's hardships and participated in his exaltation,
lie was one of the famous thirty (ch. xxiii. 24), "valiant men of the armies "(1 Chron.
xi. 26)
accompanied Joab and Abishai in their march to Gibeon, and took part in the
He was 1. Possessed
battle with Abner and " the servants [soldiers] of l8hbosh( th."
" Asahel was as light of foot as a gazelle " (ver. 18) like *' swift«/ eminent gifts.
footed Achilles," and like HaroM I. (son of Canute), surnamed Eare-foot, "because he
was light and swift of foot" (Rapin). He was also distinguished by enterprise, courage,
perseverance, and other admirable qualities. Mental endowments are incomparably
superior to physical but both are gifts of God, and should be recognized as such they
enable those who possess them to render valuable service to his people and they should
be employed in humble obedience to his will. Yet not unfrequently they become an
2. Adtiated
occasion of vain-glory, and are perverted from their proper exercise and end.
hy an unvrise ambition. *' And Asahel pursued after Abner," etc. (ver. 19). He sought
to take him prisoner or put him to death, and so end the conflict and doubtless, also,
to disjilay his own superior speed and strength, and obtain the glory of the achievement.
He was on the right side, and, considering the circumstances of the case, there was
something laudable in his attempt. But it is possible, even in connection with the
kingdom of GKxi. to entertain an improper desire of worldly honour and power (Matt. xx.
20 23). Those who do so generally set an inordinate value upon the object at which
the J aim, exhibit an undue confidence in their own abilities, de^eciate the diffioiltiea
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

—
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attainment, and expose themselves to great risk and peril (TituB IL 6 ; 1 Tim.

i9).
**

Ah who can
I

The

tell

how hard

it is

to climb

steep where Fame's proud temple shines afar ? "
(Beattie.)

of salutary roaming. • And Abner looked behind him, and said,** etc.
" Turn thee aside," etc. " Slaj' one of the common soldiers and take
(vers. 20
23).
his accoutrements as booty, if thou art seeking for that kind of fame " (Keil).
He cared
little about the safety of his men, and was chiefly concerned about his own
but his
advice was considerate, wise, and once and again repeated. Asahel, though swifter of
foot, T>as not his equal in experience and skill; and (like many other young men) he
despised the warning oi the old warrior, was headstrong and over-confident of success,
and rushed rashly and blindly upon his fate. " Heat of zeal sometimes, in the indiscreet pursuit of a just adversary, proves mortal to the agent, prejudicial to the service"
(Hall)'
"And Abner with the hinder end of the
4. Struck down in youthful prime.
spear smote him," etc. suddenly, unexpectedly, and when he seemed on the point of
accomplishing his purpose. "With one blow his life was cut short, his hope disappointed,
" Often do men fancy themselves about
his promise ol a brilliant future extinguished.
to seize upon happiness, when death stops their career and lays them in the dust.
And
if they will rush forward in the road to destruction, though plainly warned «jf their
danger, they can blame n«iae but themselves " (Scott).
3. Eeedless

—

;

;

•*

Fame

is

(That

last infirmity of noble

the spur that the clear spirit doth raise

mind)

To

scorn delights, and live laborious days;
But the fair guerdon when we hope to find,
And think to burst out into sudden blaze,
Comes the blind Fury with the abhorred shears,

And

slits

the thin-spun

life."

(Maton,'Lyddas.')

Btgarded with mournful pity. " As many as came to the place where Asahel fell
down and died stood still " (see eh. xx. 12), overcome with surprise, compassion, and grief;
" and they took up Asahel, and buried fiim," etc. (ver. 32). 6. Jiemembered uHth mischievous resentment. (Ch. iii. 30.)
He left behind liim a legacy, not of peace and good
Pause at his tomb in Bethlehem, and lay to heart the
will, but of wrath and revenge.
lessons taught by his untimely fate Jer. ix. 23).
Let your ambition be different fix)m
his; to overcome carnal and seliish ambition in your own heart, to save life rather tiian
to destroy it, to follow in the steps of him who was servant of all (Matt. xx. 28).
Here
is scope for your noblest as rii rations and most strenuous efforts.
And your hope will
not be destroyed, but crowned by death.
5.

(

" Fool not ; for all may have,
if they dare try, a glorious life, or grave."

(Herbert)

B.

—

(Gibeon.)
Vers. 24 29.
War. "Shall the sword devour for ever?* (ver. 26;
The sword is more destructive than ravenous beasts, famine, pestilence
ch. xi. 25).
(ch. xxiv. 13 ; Lev. xxvi. 26), earthquake, tempest, or fire.
The history of its ravage*
constitutes a considerable portion of the history of mankind.
Of these we have here a
slight but noteworthy instance.
Twenty-four brave men of the same nation (half of
them chosen from each of the opposing forces) fell, pierced by each other's weapons. In
the succeeding battle and flight several hundreds were slain (ver. 31). At sunset the
defeated general rallied his scattered troops on the hill of Ammah, and appealed to the
commander of the pursuing forces to withdraw them and avert the bi'ter consequences
that would otherwise ensue. " Now the battle is going against him he complains of the
devouring sword and, though it had been employed but a few hours, it seemed long to
kim a sort of eternity " (Gill). Joab answered that but for his challenge in the momkif there would have been no conflict at all ; but (probably as yet unacquainted with
tke death of bia kroihar Asahel) he sounded a retreat (ver. 28) ; and Abaer and kb men

—

;

—

!

—

';

!
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forthwith departed, not to Gibeon, but across the Jordan to Mahanaim (ver. 29).
Regarding the question not merely as the utterance of Abner, nor from au Old Testament point of view, we may take it as expressive of
CONVICTION OF THE EVTLS OF WAB. " Shall the swofd devour for ever ? " By
I.
The immediate and avowed object of war is the
it : 1. Numberless lives are consumed.
destruction of men's lives; and its most efifective instruments (to the construction of
which the utmost ingenuity is devoted) are those that destroy the greatest number in
the shortest possible time. "War is the work, the element, or rather the sport and
triumph, of death, who glories not only in the extent of his conquest, but in the lichnesi
Since its ravages began many times
of his spoil" (R, Hall, 'Reflections on War').
more than the whole nuir.ber uf the present population of the globe have probably been
2. Incalculable sufferings are inflicted ; on those who are left to die on the
it« victims.
field, or are borue to hospitals and linger out a miserable existence ; on the non-combatant population among whom the devourer pursues his way; on whole nations and
multitudes of desolate and sorrowing homes far distant from the scene of strife. 3.
Enormous cost is incurred ; in the maintenance of armies and the provision of materiel,
besides the withdrawal ot great numbers from the operations of productive industry and
serious interference with commerce; immense national debts are accumulated and
burdensome taxes imposed on present and succeeding generations. There are nearly
thirteen millions of men in Europe who have been trained for arms, and between four
and five millions actually under arms, costing in all ways about five hundred millions
The sum total of the national debts of the European nations amounts
sterling a year.
perniciotu
4.
to uearly five thousand millions of poiinds (' Statesman's Year-Book ').
influence is exerted, with respect to morality and religion. "War does more hairn to the
"
morals of men than even their property and their persons (Erasmus). It has its origin
in unregulated desire (Jas. iv. 1 ; 1 John ii. 16), which it excites, manifests, and intensifies.
" The causes of all wars may be reduced to five heads : ambition, avarice, revenge, providence (precaution), and defence" (Owen Feltham, ' Resolves'). "If the existence of
war always implies injustice in one at least of the parties concerned, it is also the fruitful
parent of crimes. It reverses, with respect to its objects, all the rules of morality. It is
nothing less than a temporary repeal of the principles of virtue. It is a system out of
which almost all the virtues are excluded and on which nearly all the vices are incorporated" (R. Hall). What angry feelings does it stir up between nations whom "God
hath made of one blood"! What infuriated passions does it arouse ia Contending
What iniquitous courses of conduct
armies I What cruel deeds does it commend!
What bitter and lasting
does it induce I What false views of glory does it inculcate
enmities does it leave behind

A

A

!

" One murder makes a villain,
Princes were privileged to kill,
numbers sanctified the crime
why will kings forget that they are men,

Milliona a hero

1

And
Ah
And men
!

that they are brethren ? Why delight
Why burst the ties
sacrifice ?
Of nature, that should knit their souls together
"
Li one nft bond of amity and love ?
(Bishop PorteuB.)

In

human

It is maintained that
1$ war, th«n, under all circumstances, inexpedient and wrong f
(1) The state, like the individual, has a natural right of self-defence, and is bound (in
fulfilment of the purpose for which it exists) to protect its citizens by repelling external
invasion as well as repressing internal violence (Whewell, Elements of Morality
Paley Gisbome Mozley, * University Sermons '). (2) By means of war national subjection is sometimes prevented, national grievances are redressed, national honour is
upheld, aggression checked, pride abased, liberty, peace, and prosperity secured,
patriotism kindled, powerful energies and heroic virtues developed. (3) It has often
" Perpetual
1 Sam. xL (5)'
received the Divine sanction (Exod. xvii. 14 Josh. viii. 1
peace is a dream, and it is not even a beautiful dream. War is an element in the order
In it the noblest virtues of mankind are developed
of the world ordained by God.
courage and the abnegation of self, faithfulness to duty, and the spirit of sacrifice; the
Without war the world would stagnate and lose itself in
oidiar gives his life.
;

'

;

;

;

;
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matt rialism " (Von Moltke). But this is the view of one who has been " a man of war
fiom his youth " and " shed much blood" (1 Chron. xxii. 8). And it maybe said that
(1) War is not ordainud by God like tempests and earthquakes or even pestilence, but
That which is in itself evil, however, often
is directly due to the wickedness of men.
becomes an occasion of good. (2) " There is at least equal scope for courage and magnanimity in blessing as in destroying mankind. The condition of the human race
offtTs inexhaustil)le objects for enterprise and fortitude and magaanimity.
In relieving
the countless wants and sorrows of the world, in exploring iinki;own regions, in carrying
the arts and virtues of civilization to unimproved communities, in extending the bounds
of knowledge, in diffusing the spirit of freedom, and especially in spreading the light
and influence of Christianity, how much may be dared, how much nduied " (Chanuing).
(3) The right of resistance to evil is limited, and does not justify the taking away of life
(Way land, ' Elements of Moral Science;' Dymond, ' Essays '). (4) No advantages gained
by war are an adequate compensation for the miseries inflicted by it; less suffering is
experienced and higher honour acquired by enduring wrong than avens^ing it; the
exercise of justice, forbearance, and active benevolence is the most eS"ectual means of
averting injury and securing safety and happiness. (5) The Divine sanction given
to specific wars in the Old Testament was not given to war in general, and it does not
justify the wars which are waged, without the like authority, at the present time.
(6) War is virtually forbidden by numerous precepts and the whole spirit of the New
Testament (Matt. v. 9, 39, 44; xxvi. 52; Rom. xii. 18—21; 1 Thess. v. 15; 1 Pet. ii.
23 iii. 9 13). The most that can be said is that " any principles upon which the
Christian casuist would justify war in certain circumstances would not justify perhaps
one in ten of the wars that have been waged" (J. Foster, 'Lectures,' vol. ii.).
" Shall the sword devour for ever ? "
II. An appeal fob the cessation of strife.
Its ravages may be stayed; and means must be employed for that end, such as: 1.
The consideration of the real nature and terrible consequences of war ; and the education of the people, especially the young, so that they may cease to admire military glory
and to be beguiled by "the pomp and circumstance of war" may feel an intense
!

(

;

—

—

aversion to it, and seek in other ways their common interest and true elevation.
2.
The adoption of political measures for the settlement ot international disputes and the
removal of causes of strife; viz. arbitration by friendly powers, the reduction and
disbandment of standing armies, etc. 3. The repression of evil passions in ourselves
and otliers. 4. The practice and diffusion of Christian principles ; which indispose all
in whom they dwell to break the peace themselves, and dispose them to make peace
among others. " The sons of peace are the sons of God."
" Shall the sword devour /or
III. An anticipation op the prevalence of peace.
everf" Surely not. The hope of vmivert^al peace is warrant( d from : 1. The advancing
intelligence of men, the growth of popular government (making war less dependent than
heretofore on the arbitrary will of rulers), the possession of "nobler modes of lifi-, with
sweeter manners, purer laws." 2. The better understanding and more perfect realization of the spirit of Christianity.
3. The overruling Providence and quickening Spirit
of " the God of peace." 4. The express predictions of his Word concerning the efl'ects
of the reign of "the Prince of Peace" (Isa. ix. 7 ; Micah iv. 3; v. 2, 6 ; Ps. Ixxii. 7).
" It is in war that the power of the beast culminates in the history of the world. This
blast will then be destroyed.
The true humanity which sin has choked up will gaiu
the mastery, and the world's history will keep sabbath.
What the prophetic words
affirm is a moral postulate, the goal of sacred history, the predicted counsel of Gkxi
(Delitzsch, on Isa. ii. 4).

"O

scenen surpassing fable and yet true;
Scenes of accomplisiied bliss; which who can see
(Though but in distant prospect) and not feel
Hiu soul refreshed with foretaste and with joy ? "
(Cowper.)

D.

—

(Girkon, Bbthlehem, Hebron.)
The .sorrows of victory. "What a
Ver«. 30 32.
glorious thing must be a victory, sir! " it was remarked to the Duke of Wellington.
"The greatest tragedy in the world," he replied, "except a defeat" (' Recollections,' by

—

—
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The rejoicing by which it is attended is usualiy mingled with weeping
S. Rogers).
and sometimes swallowed up of grie£ Various persons are thus afifected for rarious
Think of the sorrows endured 1. At the fall of fellow-soldiers, " Nineteen
reasons.
men and Asahel " (vers. 23, 30) who come not to the muster after sunset (vers. 24, 30),
nor answer to the roll-call, but he in the chill embrace of death. " Alas fallt-n are the
heroes." 2. In the burial of the dead. (Ver. 32.) No opportunity is afforded for seeking
out and burying all the slain but the remains of Asahel are carried across the hills by
night (ver. 29) and laid in the tomb of his father in Bethlehem, where the sorrow of
the preceding day is renewed. It reminds us of a pathetic scene of recent timet
:

!

;

described in the familiar lines
«'
We buried him darkly at dead of night,
The sod with our bayonets turning
By the struggling moonbeam's misty light,
And our lanterns dimly bixming."
(Wolfe.)

When the news is conveyed to their homes. " They came to Hebron at break of
day " a day of bitter grief to many bereaved hearts. " By the slaughter of a war
there are thousands who weep in unpitied and unnoticed secrecy whom the world does
not see and thousands who retire in silence to hopeless poverty for whom the world
does not care" (Dymond). 4. For the miseries of fellow-sufferers ; the enemy
for they too are "brethren," and cannot but be
defeated, bereaveti, and mourning
remembered with sympathy and pity. 5. Concerning the state of the departed. A
soldier's life is not lavourable to piety and preparation for heaven, and the passions by
•which he is commonly swayed when his earthly probation is suddenly terminated are
Buch that we can seldom contemplate his entrance into the eternal world with feelings
of cheerfulness and hope. " After death the judgment." 6. On account of the animosities of the living, which are increased by conflict and victory, and are certain to be
a source of future trouble (ch. iii. 1, 30, 33). 7. Because of the dishonour done to the
cause of the Lord's Anointed. Religion sufiers, the progress of the kingdom is hindered,
and the King himself is " grieved for the misery of Israel." " The victory that day was
turned into mourning" (ch. xix. 2). So is every victory gained by "the devouring
sword." But there are victories which are bloodless and tearless, sources of unmingled
joy spiritual victories over ignorance and sin won by and through the might of hitn
at whose birth the angels sang upon those hills of Bethlehem, " Glory to God in the
D.
highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men."

3.

;

;

—

;

—

Ter. 1. Inquiring of Ood. David had now arrived at a very important point in his
Saul being dead, his way to the throne was cleared ; but the next step to take
was doubtful. Under thesj circumstances he adopted the course usual to him when
He "inquired uf the Lord," sought directions from him as to what he
in difficulty.
should do. The high priest, Abiathar, was with him with the ephod (1 Sam. xxx. 7),
and by means of the Urim and Thummim could ascertain for him the Divine will.
By this method, doubtless, he received directions to go into Judah and settle at Hebron
" and the men of Judah came, and there they anointed David king over the house of
Judah." We cannot ask direction from God in the same manner as David, but, using
the means available for us, we should iuiitate him in this respect.
L Undeb what ciecumstances we should iNQinBK OF God. 1. It should be a
Part of our devotions every day should consist of endeavours to
constant practice.
ascertain more fully and accurately the will of God concerning us, seeking of him
guidance in all our ways, that we may know what the general commands of God mean
2. The practice
for us in our position, in the practical details of our individual life.
should he made special under special douits and difficulties. (1) When Uke David we
have to make a choice on which much depends, and there is difficulty in choosing.
When proposing to enter on a new enterprise, to form new connections (especially
a Hfelong alliance), to change om- place of abode, etc. There will be reasons for and
What shall be done?
against, promises of good, possibilities of evil, in each direction.
Inquire of the Lord. (2) When we meet with perplexities in the inquiry after truth.
It is not by mere logical processes that spiritual truth can be ascertained; from first
ie last we need guidance from above, and shotdd earnestly seek it.

career.

OH.

II.
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How

SUCH INQUIBY SHOULD BE CONDUCTED. 1. By what methods. Where shall
answer our inquiries ? (1) Reason and conscience will often
(if we allow them free speech) give a response which at once commends itsi If as
a Divine reply. If one course be morally right and the other morally wrong, one in
II.

we

find a Divine oracle lo

manifest accordance with the laws of Christ, the other in plain opposition to tLem, there
Not in the
is no room for further question.
(2) Holy Scripture is to be consulted.

New

Testament is
way of biblioDiaucy, but by study of its revelations and precepts. The
especially the Christian's vade-mecwm, from whence he may obtain all needful instruction
Courses to which we are prompted
as to the will of God.
(3) The providence of God.
by the best desiies may be seen not to be our duty, because ability and opportunity
Consulting
are wanting to pursue them.
(4) The counsels of wise and good men.
them, our course will often become clear. Yet we may not submit blindly and slavishly
For children at home the will of
to our fellow-men.
(5) The commands of superiors.
their parents is the will of God ; for servants, the commands of their employers always
supposing in both cases that what is enjoined is not clearly siiiful. (6) Withal and
always, prayer for Divine guidance should be resorted to. " Show me thy ways,
By direct influence on the minis and
Lord; teach me thy patiis" (Ps. xxv. 4).
hearts of those who seek him, God becomes their Guide. His Spirit leads those who
2. In what spirit.
A simple and sincere desire to
are willing to be led by him.
know and do the wUl of God. In opposition to pride and self-will, and double-mindedMany seek coimsel of God as the advice of men is often sought. They virtually
ness.
make up their minds befi»re they inquire, and " make it a matter of praj'^er " in order
that they may obtain a feeling of the Divine approval of the course they have chosen.
Not avowedly, not consciously, is this done. But " the heart is deceitful," and never
shows its deceitfulness more than in such cases (comp. l-^zek xiv. 1 6 ; 2 Thess. ii,
;

.

—

10—14).
III. Motives to such inquibt.

"The way of man is not iu
1. Our ignorance.
not iu man that walketh to direct liis steps " (Jer. x. 23). Human affairs
are so complex, appearances so deceitlul, men often so untrusiwonhy, our vision so
limited, that we may well desire and shall wisely yield om'selves to the guidance of
God. 2. The right and power of God to direct us. As supreme Euler, as peifect in
knowledge, wisdom, and goodness. 3. His promises. (See Ps. xxv. 12, 14 Jas. i. 5.)
Especially the great promise of the Holy Spirit to all who ask of God this unspeakably
4. The blessedness of being divinely led.
great and precious gift (Luke xL 13).
In
present wisdom, holiness, and happiness, and in eternal life.
5. The certainty of fatal
darkness and stumbling to those who do not inquire of Qod. (See Jer. xiiL 16 ; John
himself

:

it is

;

xii.

35.)- G. W.

—

and

David was now king of the tribe of Judah by
bad not declared tliCmselves. Amongst
these the tribes beyond the Jordan were of special importance and influence
and
David took an opportunity of reminding tiiem of his position and claims. The chief
Brave men from that city had rescued
city amongst those tribes was Jabesh-Gilead.
the botlies of Saul and his sons from the wall of Bethshan, and, after burning them, had
Vers. 5

their

own

7.

Gratitude

policy.

choice, but the rest of the tribes

;

buried their bones under the tamarisk tree (Revised Version) at Jabesli.
David, being
made acquainted with what they had done, sends messengers to assure them of his
appreciation of their conduct, anil at the same time to hint that, Saul being dead, and
he having been appointed kin;; over Judali, the way was clear for them to aid, if
so disposed, in promoting his election as king by the other tribes.
The message was at
once a suitable expression of his gratitude and a politic endeavour to ingratiate himself

with them.

L David's gbatitude. 1. On what account. Their burial of Saul, lie speaks of
this as kindness to him.
can show kindness to the dead by suitably interring
them. Other waj's of doing this would be upholding their reputation, caring for those
they leave behind, promoting for their sakes any cause in which they were deeply

We

David could not but highly appreciate the brave deed of these men. His
marvellous courage would impel him to aamire theirs. But it was the respect they
had thus shown to their departed sovereign which especially moved him to send
a message to them. His gratitude for this was quite iu accordance with his uiual
interested.

own

—
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feelings towards Saul, both during his life

and

1—»2.

2. Hovj he expresses hit
also will requite," etc.,
Commentary ') " I also show

after his death.

(1) By sending the messengers and message.
should be (according to Otto Thenius and the ' Speaker's

ijratitude.

[iH. n.

"

I

They wouM
this goodness," viz. sending tlie messengers with a kind message.
value David's message as soldiers distinguishing themselves in the field value a message
fmm the queen. (2) By the terms of the message. In which he invokes upon them
the blessing of God, his " Idndness and truth," his true, faithful, constant kindness.

you

A

common

Old Testament (Ps. xxv. 10; xL 11, etc.; Gen. xxiv. 49; xlvii.
To
29, etc.), and reproduced in the New with some additional meaning (John i. 14).
pray fur God's blessing on those to whom we feel grateful is always suitable. When
we can do nothing else, we can do this; and when we can show gratitude in other
ways, we do well to show it thus also. For God's blessing far surpasses ours, and will
render ours more valuable and effectual. Only we sljould be careful not to substitute
prayers tor deeds when these are possible. But in some way or other we ought to
express as well as cherish gratitude and other kindly feelings to others. It is good for
It tends to bind
It encourages good and noble deeds.
ourselves and good for others.
men together in the best bonds. It promotes happiness of a high order. We may
We are required to conf ss God and our Saviour, as in other
enlarge the thought.
ways so by thanksgiving and praise. It is meet and right tiO to do. It promotes our
own spiritual good and that of others. It glorifies G«d.
He intended by this message not only to give to brave men
II. David's policy.
He justly thought that those who
their due, but to win their favour towards himself.
had at such hazards honoured their deceased king would be fitting helpers of himself,
and likely to become loyal subjects. There was nothing unworthy in the course he
took, tor there was no flattery in his expressed appreciation of their conduct, and his
endeavour to gain their co-operation was not an act of mere selfislmess or ambition,
but of regard to the will of God who had chosen him to be King of Israel, and to the
welfare of the people, which was bound up v\ith his speedy and peaceful recognition
We have here an illustration of mixed motives; and we learn that: 1. We
as king.
should not hesitate to do what is right because we see that it will also be beneficial to
All piety, rectitude, ana benevolence tend, and are usually seen to tend,
ourselves.
The promises of God are promises of blessing
to the good of those who practise them.
to those who serve him and their bretliren, and are to be received as encouragements
2. We may even in some cases aim to do good to ourselves hy doing what
in doing so.
Only we must place first that which is first, or our good deeds will cease
is right.
Where motives are mixed,
to be good, and become only another form of selfishness.
we ne«i carefully to guard our hearts lest the lower predominate. 3. We should be
glad of opportunities of showing pure, disinterested kindness. We thus most closely
resemble our heavenly Father and our Lord Jesus Christ, and secure the best evidence
Eph. v. 1, 2).
of our being the children of God (Luke vi. 32—36; John xiii. 34, 35
phrase

in the

;

ought not, without clearest evidence, to suspect of selfish motives those who in
doing good secure for themnelves present reward. It is to be hoped that only few are
like the contributor to some charity who, being asked whether he wished his gift to
be publisied, replied, "Why do you suppose I gave it to you?" And when the
motives are nut clearly revealed, it is often as just as it is charitable to give credit for
the best.— G. W.
4.

We

Longing for the cessation of vars. "Shall the sword devour for ever?"
Abner respecting the pursuit of his discomfited troops by the
touquering troops of .loab, has often been uttered in respect to war in general. As so
employed it expresses horror of war, and impatient longing for its final termination.
Ver. 26.

'"his exclaination of

The feelings which it indicates are excited in view of: 1. The
1. The QDEbTiON.
nature of war. The mutual slaughter of each other b\ those who are " br.-thren." Tliis
aspect <il the slaughter of one part of the chosen people by another presented itself to
Abner. But in the light ot Christianity all men are brothers, and war is a species
They are all children of God, brethren of Christ, redeemed by his blood,
of fratricide.
and capable of sharing liis eternal glory and blessedness. In this view of war, not only
the actual conflicts, but all the elaborate preparations made lor them, ai:>pear verv
" Whence come wars and fightings among you ? come taej
dreadful.
2. Its causes.

OH.n.
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not hence, even of your lusts ? " (J as. iv. 1). The evil passions of men are their cause
lust of territory, of dominion, of glory, of money
the spirit of reveno;e and retaliation
even the love of excitement and adventure. Not less, but if possible iimre hidi^ous,
is the cool, calculating policy of rulers, which sets armies in motion with no regard
to the lives which it sacrifices or the misery it occasions
or, again, the desire for
active service, with its opportunities of distinction, promotion, and other rewards,
which springs up amongst the officers, if not the rank-and-file, of standing armies, and
which takes no thought of the dreadful evil which " active service " inflicts. 3. Its
" Shall the sword devour for ever ? " War is like a huge wild beast which
efftcts
•'
devours."
It eats up human beings by thousands or tens of thousands at a time.
It
was a small consumption of men which took place in the battle and pursuit of which
Only twenty men had fallen on tlie one side, and three
this question was first used.
uleru wars " devour" on a far greater scale, partly
hundred and sixty on the other.
in actual battle, more from wounds received in battle, and from the diseases wliich the
War not only devours men in vast numbers, and thus
hardships of war produce.
occasions incalcidable sorrow and misery
it consumes the suhstance of nations, the
creation of peaceful industry ; it wastes their mental and physical energies.
And still
more sad to contemplate are the moral effects both on the actual combatants and
on those who employ them
the hateful passions excited and strengthenetl, the
deterioration of national character produced,
i. It$ universal prevalence.
Among
peoples in every part of the world, in every stage of civilization, and down througu
every age. However men differ in other respects, they are alike in this practice.
Whatever changes take place, this siu"vives. The progress of science and art, of discovery and invention, and of mechanical skill, seems to have no other effect in regard
to war than to increase the power of mutual destruction.
War lays them all under
tribute to enlarge its ability to "devour "and destroy more easily and rapidly, and on a
larger scale.
In view of all these considerations good men may well sigh and cry,
" Shall the sword devour for ever ? " There have doubtless been wars on which, in
spite of all the evils they occasion, lovers of their kind could look with sympathy and
satisfaction so far as >ne party was concerned.
Such are wars of defence against
unjust aggression, wars undertaken by a people to obtain liberty as against some
crushing tyranny, wars against hordes of barbarians who threaten devastation and
destruction to hearths and homes, and all that civilized men value.
But even in such
cases we may well ask
Will it ever be necessary to use so dreadful an instrument
as war in the endeavour to obtain rights or abolish wrongs?
Will men never be
amenable to reason ? Must there ever be retained the power to resort to the violent
;

;

M

;

;

—

methods of war ?
**

The cause of truth and human
O God above

weal,

I

Transfer

it

from the sword's appeal

To peace and

love."

(Campbell.)

n. The bbplt which may bb given to this question. No. The sword shall
Wars will at length come to a final end. 1. Divine prophecy
not devour for ever.

—

assures us of this.
(Isa. ii. 4 ; xi. 6
Micah iv. 3, 4 ; see also Ps. Ixxii. 3, 7 ; Zech.
9
Not only shall wars cease, but there shall be such a feeling of universal
ix. 10.)
security that the arts of war shall cease to be learnt.
2. An adeifuate power for
effecting this change is in the world.
Christianity
the uospel of Jesus ('hrist, with
the accompanying might of the Holy Spirit. The revelation of God in Christ, especially of the relation of God to all men and his love to all; the redemption ellicted
for all; the precepts of the gospel, inculcating love even to enemies, and the doing
good to all ; the example of him who was Love Incarnate ; the dignitx- and worth of
men, and their relation to each other, as seen in the light of the g'Spcl the sacred
brotherhood into which faith in Christ brings men of all lands; the pnispcct of a
heaven where all Christians will be united in service and bh ssedness ; these truths
go to the root of the evil in the hearts of men. They cannot be truly received without
subduing the passions which lead to war, and implanting the alTections wnich insure
peace.
3. Experience justifies the hope that this peace-producing power will at length
le triumjhanl.
That it will be in operation everywhere, and everywhere effectual.
;

—

;

—

;
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has made its subjects gentle, loving, peaceful,
Multitudes exist in the world bo ruled
is simply impossible they should on any
account take to killing each other. What has transformed them can transform others.
Let vital Christianity become universal, and peace must be universal too. It is on the
way to become universal, though its advance is slow to our view. The effect of
It has become
Christianity, so far as it has prevailed, on war itself encourages hope.
humane in comparison with wars recorded in this Book and in the pages of general history.
And aiaongst civihzed nations there is a growing indisposition to resort to war, an
This is doubtless
incrcising willingness to settle their differences by peaceful methods.
jjartly the result of the tremendous costlini,S3 and destructivc-ness of modern warfare,
but partly also of the growth of a spirit of reasonableness, equity, and humanity.
lu conclusion 1. Cherish the spirit and principles of peace, i.e. of Christ and
And do this earnestly and hopefully,
2. Endeavour to diffuse them.
Christianity.
with tie assurance of a final success in which you will participate joyfully. 3. Use
"
your influence as citizens to discourage war. " And the God of peace shall be with you
(2 Cor. xiii. 11).—G. W.

So

has been experienced,

far as it

it

more willing to sufifer than to iuflict suffering.
by the gospel and the Spirit of Christ, that it

:

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB m.

—

Ver. 1. There was long war. As Ishbosheth reigned only two years, and as
" the house of Saul " is the phriise used,
it seems probable that after lahbosheth's
murder, during the five years before David's
election to the thione of all Israel, the house
of Saul had some puppet representative at
Mahanaim, and some commander in Abner's
But after the death of this able man
place.
matters would go from bad to worse, and,
though David probably remained on the
defensive, yet the contrast between the
peace and good government of Judah and
the misery in Israel made all the tribes wish
It
to put an end to a harassing civil war.
plain, too, that the Philistines, repelled
at first by Abner's akill, had again gained
the ascendant, and regarded themselves so

iti

completely as the rulers of the country, that
they resented immediately with summary
vi' lience the bold act of the northern tribes
in choosing David to be their common
king.
Ver. 2. Unto David were Bons bora.
This increase of his wives is mentioned as
a proof of David's prosperity. For though
contrary to the Law (Deut. xvii. 17), it was
yet looked upon as part of the state of a
king, and as such had been practised by
Gideon (Judg. viii. 30), who approached
more nearly to the royal dignity than any
other of the judges. But it is the rule of
the Books of Samuel that they generally
abstain alike from praise and blame, and
But
allow facts to speak for them>elve8.
never did a history more clearly deserve
Vindication of the Justice of
the title of
God.' Alike in Eli, in Saul, and in David,

—

'

A

their sufferings were the result of their sins,
•ltd ta the polygamy and lust of the last

are due both the erimes which stained hii
character and the distress of the last twenty
years of his life. (For Amnon, his first-born^
see ch. xiii.)
Vers. 3 5. Chileab. The Midrash explains Chileab as meaning " Quite like the
father."
He is called Daniel in the parallel

— —

genealogy in 1 Chron. iii. ], and this was
probably his real name, and Chileab a name
of affection.
He must have died young, for
Adonijah appears as David's eMest son
after the death of Amnon and Absalom
and it is thus natural that he should still
be known by the name he bore as a child.
Geshur. The word signifies " Biidgeland,"
and is the name of two districts, one of
which formed the northern part of the tribe
of Mana.^seh, and extended on both sides of
the Jordan, from the little Hermon to the
sea of Geuuesareth (Deut. iii. 14 Josh. xiL
5 xiii. 13). The other was in Syria (ch.
XV. 8), and probably was situated upon
some river, though its exact position is not
Talmai, its king, now gave his
yet known.
daughter to be one of David's wives, and
though he was probably only a petty prince,
still it is a proof of David's growing povret
that a potcutate living at so great a distance
was willing to make an alliance with himOf the other wives and their sons nothing
is known except of Adonijah, who inherited,
on the death of Absalom, the dangerous
position of firstborn and who, after trying to
make his rights good, was put to death by
;

;

;

Solomon

(1

Kings

ii.

25).

As Eglah

is

especially called David's wife, the Jewish
interpreters hold that she was the hicrheat
in rank in his household, and therefore
identical with Michal, who was restored to
David while at Hebron. But she was childless ; and more probably the words are to be
taken as simply closing the narrative, and

OH. ni. 1

—
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as belonging, therefore, equally to each of
the six.
Ver. 6.-^Abner made himself strong for
The Hebrew really
the house of SauL
means tliat nntil this miserable quarrel
abont Kizpah, Abner had been the mainstay of Ishboslieth's throne and dynasty.
She is proved to have been a noble woman,

with a warm and devoted heart, by

—

tlie

narrative in ch. xxi. 8 11. But the harem
of a deceased king was looked upon as the
special inlieritance of his succeasor; and

Absalom, by

taking

TDiivid's

concubines

(ch. xvi. 21, 22), treated Lis father as a
dead man, and committed so overt an act of
treason as made reconciliation impossible.
So Solomon yut his brother Adonijah to
death for asking Abiehng to wife (1 Kings

—

23 25).
Still, as Batbsheba there saw
no impropriety in Aflonijah's request, and as
Solomon deposed Abiathar and put Joab to
death for complicity, as we must conclude,
in Adonijah's request, it was probably part
ii.

of some scheme of conspiracy, and that, if
granted, it would have been used by Adonijah as a proof that the kingdom really was
Here there was no plot, and as Kizpah
his.
had probably always lived apart from Ishbosheth, Abner may have expected that the
king would see no difficulty in the matter.
Ver. 8.— Then was Abner very wroth.
This extreme indignation on Abnor's part
is not easy to understand ; for he could
scarcely have expected Ishbosheth to endure
quietly what at least was a great insult.
But probably the question, Wherefore hast
thon gone in onto my father's concubine 1
does not mean a mild expostulation on the
king's part, but the purpose to degrade
Abner and strip him of his office. Probably
after the defeat by Joab at Gibeon, the

65

—

—

This day that is, at this very time I am
showing kindness nnto the house of Saul
and this day thou wouldest visit upon
.

.

.

—

—

me that is, puni^^h me for the fault about
this woman.
I make and maintain thee
as king, and thou wouldst play the king
upon me, the kingmaker
Ver. 9. As the Lord hath sworn to David.
This not only shows that the prophetic
promise of the kingdom to David was
generally known (see note on ch. i. 2), but
that Abner regarded it asi solemnly ratified.
There is no expruss meutioa of any such
oath, but Abucr was a man of utrong words,
and possibly only meant that Jehovah's
purpose was becoming evident by the course

—

1

of event'i.
Ver. 11. He could not answer Abner.
Though the reply was one of open treason,
and was spoken with violence, yet Ishbosheth did not venture tx) bring the matter

—

to an issue.
Perhaps he looked round upon
his officers to see if any would take his side,
and, when all were silent, he was ton feeble
to dare to order the arrest and trial of his
too-powerful captain.
Ver, 12. Abner sent messengers to David
on his behalf; Hebrew, under him.
The
Revised Version renders this "where he
was;" but the phrase really means •* immediately" (see note on ch. ii. 28). And
this agrees with the haughty temper of
Abner.
Without waiting for advice, or
allowing his anger to cool, he at once sent
trusty envoys to open negotiations with

—

less satisfied with its leader, and
his detractors may gladly have encouraged
the king to use this opportunity for bringing Abner down to his proper place. Weak
kings often try to play the strong man ; but

David. Whose is the land 1 Abm r's meaning in these words is plain. You, David,
he seems to say, will answer that the land
is mine
for Jehovah has promised it to me.
But, as a matter of fact, much of the land
is mine (Abner's), or at least belongs to the
house of Saul, whose prime minister I am.
Yours is an abstract right; mine is actual
possession.
Come, let us make the two
agree.
Give me fitting assurances of safety
and reward, and I will make your claim a

the attempt here only drove the imperious

reality.

army was

soldier to put the matter to the proof, and

show

that the strength was his.

We know

that

David groaned

through under

all his life

Joab's iron will, and, though he tried, yet that
he never succeeded in throwing off the yoke.
But Joab never behaved unfaitlifully to his
sovereign as Abner did here, and his crimes
were deeds of violence committed in David's
cause.
I a dogp's head, which against
Judah, etc. ? The words literally are.
I
a docfs head that it for Judah 9 and are
rightly rendi red in the Revised Version,
la dog't head thai hilongeth to Jiidah 1
I at once worthless and a traitor, a thing of
no account, and on the side of thy enemies?
In the words that fdUow he protests, not so
much his innocence as his great deserts.
U. SAMUEL.

Am

Am

Am

Am

;

—

Ver. 13. Except thou first bring MichaL
Besides David's affection for Michal, there
were political reasons for demanding her
restoration.
Saul's despotic act in giving
her in marriage to anotlier man (1 Sam.
XXV. 44) had been a public disavowal of
David as the son-in-law of the royal iionse,
and equivalent to a proclamaiion of outlawry.
David's righto were all declared
null by such an act. But now Ishbosheth
must with equal publicity reverse his father's
deed, and restore to David his lost position.
It must have been a most painful humiliation to him to be driven thus to cancel his
father's decree, and declare thereby to all
Israel that he was unable to refuse his
assent to whatever his rival demanded.

;
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for this reason David sent his messengers directly to Ishlwsheth, because the
importance of Michal's surrender to him
lay in its being a public act of the state.
For Michal, in cli. xxi. 8, we ought to read
iferab (see note there).
This
Ver. 14. A hundred foreskins.
was the number which Saul had required
(1 Sam. xviii. 25), and David acted rightly
in not boasting that he had really given
twice as many (1 Sam. xviii. 27). As he
had paid her father the stipulated price,
Hichal, by Oriental law, was David's pro-

And

—

perty.

—

Yer. 15. Fhaltiel the son of Laish. lu
Tins
Sam. XXV. 44 he is called Phalti.
word, in Hebrew lexicons, is usually regarded
"Jehovah
Phaltiyah,
as a contraction for
is deliverance," while Phaltiel means " El
The substitution of El for
is deliverance."
Yah is one of those changes which arose
out of the superstitious reverence for the
sacred name which to this day causes the
word L<iBD to be read in our Bibles where
in the Hebrew are the four consonants
y, H, V, H, wliich, by attaching to them
the vowels belonging to the Hebrew word
1

edon^iy

adonay, lord)

(or,

* Jehovah "

—

(

we make

into

Yehovah).

Her husband went with her
Ver. It).
along weeping behind her. "Along weeping" is a very awkward rendering of the
Hebrew phrase, " going and weeping." The
Revised Version is far Letter, " weeping as
he went and followed her." Phaltiel had
been Miohal's husband for eight or nine
years, and his sorrow at losing her excites
sympathy for them both. They had evidently
loved one another, and slie was now going
to be but one of many wives and though
David may have desired her restoration
because he valutd her and clierished the
remembrance of their youthful affection,
yet there was a large admixture of political
motive in his conduct. At Galliiu she had
been Phaitiel's one jewel, and had been
loved for her own sake; at Hebron she
would have many rivals. But women of
;

[CH.
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not committed this wrong, David might
never have sought an evil solace in multiplying to himself other wives.
Ver. 17. And Abner had oommunioation
with the elders of Israel. Most probably
this had taken place before Abner escorted
Michal to Hebron, and that he paid David
but one visit tliat recorded in ver. 20. He
would probably not take so decided a step
as the surrender of Michal without sounding the elders, tliat is, the local sheikhs, and
finding out how far they were inclined to
support David as king of all Israel. When
everything was ready he would take Michal
to Hebron, and so have the opportunity of
arranging with David for future action
and though Ishbosheth would dislike the
matter and suspect Abner of ulterior purposes, yet he could not refuse so specious
His
a plea as the escorting of his sister
previous failure, too, had taught him that
Abner was master. We may further be
sure that David had everywhere many
adherents.
All Israel knew that he was
marked out by prophecy to be their king,
and, moreover, " all Israel and Judah loved
him " (1 Sam. xviii. 16). But when Abner
says, Ye sought for David in times past to
be king over you, he makes it probable
that, at some time after the defeat at Gilboa,
the attempt had even been made to elect
David king. But Abner had then opposed
it, and his success in resisting the Philistines, and David's unfortunate entanglement with those inveterate enemies of
And
Israel, had made the attempt fail.
now Abner's attempt was to be equally

—

—

unsuccessful.
Ver. 18.— The Lord hath spoken.

Here

again Abner's statements go far beyond the
text of anything recorded in Holy Scripture,
but probably they give the popular interpretation of the pro[>hecies respecting David.
It will be noticed also that Abner endeavours
to meet the general prejudice against David
by asserting that he was Israel's destined

As
Philistine oppression.
is virtually an acknowledgsure
that
of failure, we may also be

deliverer from

Abner's speech

sacrifieeii

ment
he had found himself unable any longer

craft.

make head

royiil

rank have often to pay the price of
atiections for the ends of stateNear Bahurim, on the road from

Jcru.salem to Gilgal, in the valley of the
Jordan, the convoy approached the borders
of Judah, and Abner will not allow the
weepiiig husband to enter David's dominions.
Painful as was his fate, he had himself done
wrong in marrying another man's wife and
if lie was weeping now, we may well believe
that David bad felt equal anguish when
Michal was torn from him and sold to
another, for fathers in those days received
instead of giving a dowry upon the marSaul in this
riage of their daughters.
;

—

matter was most to blame, and

if

he had

to

against the Philistines on the
western side of the Jordan, and that Judah
was the only tribe t!:ere that enjoyed tran-

Everywhere else they had once
again established their supremacy. Thoup;h
a brave soldier, Abner wa.^ inferior, not only
to David, but also to Joab, botu as statesman and general and the weak Ishbosheth
was no help to him, but the contrary.
Ver. 19.— In the ears of Benjamin. This
tribe alone, probably, was really loyal to
But
the house of Saul, their kinsman.
since the withdrawal of the court to Mahanaim, they got but little good from it,
quillity.

;

OH.

m.

—

1

and were
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left to resist
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the predatory bands

of the Philistines as best tiiey could. So
warlike a tribe too would despise Ishbosheth,
and long for a braver man to aid them in
fighting their enemies.

Ver. 20.

we may

—Twenty men with him.

These,

were not common soldiers,
but chieftains selected from those elders
who were on David's side and, though the
honourable escort of Michal was the pretext, yet Ishbosheth must have felt sure
that more was intended.
IMost of them,
however, would join Abner on the road,
especially those who represented Beujamin
and the western tribes.
On arriving at
Hebron they were honourably received,
and, aiter a fea.st, they settled the conditions on which David was to be made king
of all Israel; and Abner then dep irted in
feci sure,

;

peace, after giving the assurance that all
the tribes would now gladly assemble, and

by solemn compact and covenant make
David their king. The terms of the league,
and the conditions agreed upon for Ishbosheth, are not mentioned, because upon
Abner's death the whole plan fell to the
ground, and David had to wait for many
years before his hopes were fulfilled. But
we gather from this covenant and ch. t. 3
(where see note) that the early kings of
Israel were not absolute monarchs.
Ver. 22. From pursuing a troop.
This
gives a wrong idea, as though Joab had
been repelling an attack. The Revised
Version is right in rendering " came from a
foray," the troop being a company of men
sent out on a predatory excursion.
It is not
unlikely that David had arranged this
expedition in order that his interview with
Abner might take place in Joab's absence
and as he returned with "great spoil," he
had probably been away for some nine or
ten days, during which he had penetrated
far into the country of the Amalekiles.
Had David acted frankly and honourably,
Joab would not have stood in the way of
his master's exaltation, and the blood-feud
between him and Abner might have been
Biit it is evident that David
arranged.
secretly disliked and chafed under the con-

—

hi.-i strong-willed and too-able nephew.
Vers. 24,
What hast thou done t
David's secret dealing makes Joab see a
personal wrong to him^self in the negotiation with Abner. There could be no room,
he feels, for both of them in David's army,
and David meant, ho supposes, to sacrilice
In hot haste, therefore, he rushes
himself.
into the king's presence, and reproaolies
him for what he has done, but covers his
personal feelings with professed zeal for his
muster's interests.
Abner is a mere .spy,

trol of

25—

who has come on a false pretext, and witli
the real intention of luarniug David's going

67

out and ooming in, that ia, his present
of life and undertakings.
All that
thou doest ; literally, a/{ that thou art
doing; all that is now going on, and thy
plans and purposes. Abner would not only
judge by what he saw, but in his interview
with David would lead him on to talk of his
hopes and prospects.
David had little time
to explain the real object of Abner's coming,
nor was Joab in a mood to listen to anything he said. He had detected his master
in secret negotiations, and would regard hia
excuses as tainted with deceit. And after
giving vent to his anger in reproaches, he
hurried away to thwart David's plans by a
deed of most base villainy.
Had David
acted openly, all w^uld have been done
with Joab's consent and approvaL
Ver. 26. The well Hebrew, ei»tern of
,Sirah. Josephus (' Ant.,' viii. 1. 5) saye that
this cistern was situated about two miles
and a half north of Hebron.
There wag
probably a caravanserai there, at which
Abner halted, intending to continue his
march homewards as soon as the coolness
of evening set in. Here Joab's messengers
overtook him, and, speaking in David's name
for otherwise Abner would not have fallen
into the trap
asked him to return for
further conference, mentioning, perhaps,
Joab's arrival as the reason. In this way
Abner's suspicions would bo set at rest, and
it would seem quite natural for him to find
Joab waiting for him at the gate.
Ver. 27. Joab took him aside in the gate.
As we read in oh. xviii. 24 of David sitting
" l^etween the two gates," and of " the roof
over the gate," and in ver. 33 of " the
cliamber over the gate," Ewald's idea of
thrre being a roofed inner space, with a
guard-room over it, as in the medioaval gatetowers in German towns, is probably right.
A> the " two gates " would make the space
between them gloomy, the spot would just
suit Joab's purpose. He meets Abner, therefore, in a friendly manner, and drawing him
aside, as if to converse with him apart from
the people going in and out, there assassinates him.
The place was so public that
the ileed must have been witnessed by
multitudes, though the gloom, felt the
more by them from the contrast with the
bright glare of sunshine outside, had given
Joab the opportunity of drawing hia sword
without Abner's observing it. For the blood
of Asahel his brother.
Joab's act was in
accordance with Oriental feeling; and the
duties of the avenger of blood miglit with

manner

—

—

—

—

—

—

some straining be made to cover his retaliation for an act done by Abner in self-defence
(Numb. XXXV. 26, 27). It is remarkable that
Hebron was itself a city of refuge (Josh. xx.
7), and this may have led .Toub to murder him
in the gate, before he had actuaUy entered.
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Abner did not expect any such retriand supposing that Joab knew of
the purpose that had brought him to Hebron,
he could not suppose that he would be so

StilJ,

bution,

indififerent to

his master's interests as

to

put a summary stop to the negotiations for
uniting the tribes under David. As it was,
this deed brought upon David an evil name,
and four or five years had to elapse before
the tribes could be induced to take him for
Even then his hold over them
their king
was far less than it would otherwise have
been; for though the shock was gradually
got over, yet the suspicion still clung to
him. And if the deed was Joab's own act,
still David had contributed to it by underhand dealings. His very fear of Joab had
caused him to wrong his able general, and
given him just cause for resentment.
this

—

I and my kingdom are guiltless.
David means, not his royal house,

Ver. 28.

By

the people generally, who too often
to pay the penalty for the sins of their
Necessarily this is
rulers (see ch. xxi. 1).
the case, wherever the crime is a state
protests
that Abner's
but David
crime
murder was a private crime, for which Joab
and Abisliai alone ought to suffer.
Ver. 29. Let it rest on the head of Joab.
The Hebrew word is very strong, " Let it
roll itt-elf," or throw itself upon Joab's head.
The force of the expression thus indicates
the great excitement under which David
was labouring ; yet even so it was no slight
matter to utter bo bitter a curse upon a man
80 powerful, and whose military skill was so
essentiul to the maintenance of his throne.
To a man of David's strong sense of justice,
that by Abner's
it was a small matter
murder the kingdom of the ten tribes was
lost perhaps for ever; what he hated was
the wickedness of this mean act of personal
And thus his imprecations are
revenjie.
all such as would be humiliating to a family
80 distinguished for great physical as well
as mental gifts, as the house of Zeruiah.
Nor was David content with this; for we
gather from 1 Chron. xi. 6 that during the
intervening years Joab was deprived of his
office, and that he regained it only by an
act of daring bravery. (For tlie miserable
condition of one suffering with an issue,
see Lev. xt. 2, etc. ; and for that of a
Instead of one that
leper. Lev., xiii. xiv.)
leaneth on a staff, some translate " a distaffholder," that is, a poor effeminate creature,
fit only for woman's work. The true sense is
probably a cripple one ^\ ho needs a crutch.
That falleth on the sword ; more correctly
the Revised Version, that/alleth by the sword.
The two last imprecations mean that if any
of the race of Joab and Abishai escape these
personal blemishes, yet that his fate shall
be, in war an inglorious death, and in peace

but

have

;

—

—

•
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life of poverty.
This curse of David iu
regarded in the Talmud (' Sanhedr.,' 48. 2)
Undeniably it was uttered
as very sinful.
in violent anger, and while Joab's act was
utterly base and perfidious, yet he had the
excuse for it of Asaliel's death and David's

a

double-dealing.
The latter made him
conclude that the man who had killed his
brother was also to usurp his place. Possibly this suspicion wa» not without reason.
As David was strong enough to deprive
Joab of his command, it is plain that he

had nothing to fear from telling him his
plans.
Joab would have assented, the
blood-feud have been appeased by a money
payment, and all gone well. But David, it
seems, wished to hold Joab in check by
giving at least a share in the command to
the veteran Abner.
Ver. 30. Joab and Abishai his brother.
Nothing is said of Abishai having taken
part in the murder, but the words suggest
that it was a premeditated act, and that
Abishai was privy to it.
Ver. 31. David said to Joab. The excuse
of the blood-feud made it impossible for
David to punish Joab further than by depriving him of his command ; but he made
him condemn his own deed by taking part
in the public mourning for the man he had
murdered.
This moiuning consisted in
going in solemn procession, clad in sackcloth, before Abner's body, carried on a bier
to the grave, while David followed as chief
mourner and the emphatic way in which
he is called King David suggests the thought
that he went in royal state, so as to give
His
all possible dignity to the funeral.
tears and lamentations with uplifted voice
were so genuine and hearty as to move the
people to a similar outburst of grief. But
while all those at Hebron had proof that
David was innocent, the people generally
would know only that, when Abner was
escorting the king's wife back to him, and
arranging for his election to rule over all
Israel, he was treacherously murdered at
the gate of Hebron by one who was chief
over David's army and also his nephew.
The word
Ver. 33.— The Mng lamented.
The
is the same as that used in ch. i. 17.
word rendered " fool " is nahal (for which see
The idea contained in
1 Sam. XXV. 25).
the word is not that of mere silliness, but
of worthlessness also ; and thus in Ps. xiv.
1 we find that the nabal is also an atheist.
Ver. 34. Thy hands were not bound.
Abner had been put to death by Joab fo*
But there had been no
killing Asahel.
legal process. He had not been brought in
fetters before a judge to be tried for the
crime alleged, but murdered for private ends.
And thus, " As a man falleth before th«
children of iniqmty, so had he fallen," that

—

—

;

—
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by cnme, and not by law. These words
Hie probably the refrain of the dirge, like
those in ch. i. 19, 25, 27, and were folluwed
by t!ie celebration of Abner's bravery, hut
they alone are recorded, because they cmitain
the main point
Abner's death was not,
like the sentence upon Baanah and Reohab,
an act of justice, but one of lawless revenge ;
is,

and by thi.s poem David proclaimed, not
only bis innocence, but also his abhorrence
of the crime.
Ver. 35. The people came to cause David
The Jewish commentators,
to eat meat.
Philippson, Cahen, etc., consider that the
occasion for tijis was given by the custom
of taking food after a funeral (Jer. xvi. 7
Ezek. xxiv. 17), which in time degenerated
into the giving of a costly banquet (Josephus,
' Bell. Jud.,' 2.
To this day, at a Jewish
1).
funeral in Germany, the bearers are regaled
with eggs, bread, and wine. While, then,
others were partaking vf the food that had
been provided, David remained apart, and
when urged by the assembled multitude to
{*oin them in their meal, he protested that
He
16 would continue fasting until sunset.
thus proved that his sorrow was genuine,
and the people were convinced of his innocence, and pleased at the honour which he
thus did to the fallen soldier.
Ver. 36. Whatsoever the king did pleased
Tliis is a tribute to the
all the people.
king's conduct generally. The people would
have been grieved and a&tonished if David
had been guilty of this mean murder; but
his indignant disavowal of it was in accordance with his usual justice and upriglitness,
and so it confirmed their high opinion of
him. Thus while the more distant tribes
condemned David, those who had the best
opportunity for forming a judgment gave
their verdict in his favour.
All Israel understood.
Ver. 37.
The

—

—

—

twenty men who had accompanied Abner
would be witnesses of all that David did,
and would carry their report of it homo,
and of the high estimation in which his
character was held at Hebron.
And this
gradually would be told througliout the
tribes, and the final verdict of all welldisposed people would be in David's favour.

—A
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and a great man.
this high estimate of
Abner's worth to his servants, that is, to his
Ver. 38.

prince

David pronounces

and especially to the six hundred
mighty men. His conduct is bold and open,
and must have greatly humiliated Joab and
Abishai.
But though the six hundred
approved of David's conduct, and respected
him for it, yet probably, as Abner had
killed Asahel, they would not have consented to any further punishment than the
disgrace inflicted on Joab by his being
officers,

deprived
warriors.
Ver. 39.

of

—

the

command

of

David'a

am

this day weak . . . the
sons of Zemiah be too hard for me. David
would gladly have had Abner as a counterpolice to Joab's too-great power.
As it was,
I

though an anointed king,

lie

had but one

tribe loyal to him ; the rest were the subjects of a rival; and the Philiotines were

Had Abner's enterprise been carried out, all the tribes would
have been united under his sway. He could

oppressing all alike.

made head against the Pliilisand Abner, in command of the Beujamites and uther tribes, would have curbed
thus have
tines,

the fierce self-will of Joab. As it was, the
sons of Zeruiah might be reprimanded, and
could not treat David as Abner had treated
lahbosheth
but they were indispensable.
David had a .strange set of men around him
in those outlaws (1 Sam. xxii. 2); and
Joali, brave, skilful, and unscrupulous, was
;

a man after their own heart.
They had
just returned with great booty from a foray
under his command; and it was a brave
and manly thing in David to reprove him
so openly, and dismiss him from his com-

mand. Had he attempted more, and Joab
had stood upon the defence, there were
plenty of "

men

of Belial" (1 Sara. sxx. 22)
him, and David migiit have
met with the fate threatened him at Ziklag
As it was, he proved him(1 Sam. XXX. 6).
self to be king, and Joab, in spite of everything, remained a most faithful officer, and
the right-hand man in his kingdom, and
one even trusted with perilous and disto side with

graceful secrets (ch.

xi

11).

HOMILETICS.

—

11.
Bival interests. The facts are: 1. A desultory war la carried <m
Vera. 1
between the house of Saul and the house of David, in which the latter has the advantage. 2. David has six sons born to him while at Hebron. 3. A quarrel arises between
Aijner and Ishbosheth, consequent on an accusation resented by Abner. 4. Abner
charges his master with inorratitude, and threatens to transfer his allegiance to David.
6. In seeking to give emphasis to his threat, Abner indicates his knowledge »f the

Divine will concerning David.

The

object of the historian in vers. 1

—

5

is

obvic*u»lj to
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give a representation, from a political poict of view, of David prior to the action of
Abner in his favour and in vers. 6 11 to state the circumstance that led to a transfer
The general effect of the war betweer
of Abner's support from one side to the other.
tlie two royal houses and the growth of David's domestic establishment are the two
prominent items of the situation prior to Abner's change of policy. Judged solely by
the standard of the age, they pointed in the direction of advancing influence, but looked
The general
at in the light of a higher standard they suggest a qualified prosperity.
truths embodied in this account of rival interests may be set forth as follows.
That the
I. DeFEKSIVE action in a just cause 18 SOMETIHES THE BEST POLICY.
cau:^e of David was just is evident to every believer in the truth of the First Book of
Samuel, and, as seen there and in the Psalms, the conviction of this governed his conduct.
From a i>urely human point of view it might seem contiary to natural justice to set
aside the son of the late king ; and the effort of Ishbosheth to urge, by force of arms, his
But kings have no
own claim may be a natural sequence of thought and feeling.
rights apart from the wUl of God; and, as the sequel shows (ver. 10), both the young
kins and his general were not unacquainted with the Divine purpose. The right being
with David, it might seem strange that he did not press his claim to entire dommion
His skill and valour, the coherence of his following, and the
by aggressive war.
enthusiasm created by his personality, to say nothing of the demoralizing effect on
AVner of his own infidelity to conscience, could not but have speedily made him master
Instead of thatj we find David simply authorizinj; such conflict as would
of all Israel.
It
suffice tc hold his own and check the aggressive efforts of the house of Saul.
is interesting to see here the same David as of old, who had such faith in God and the
gradual unfolding of his purposes that he would never raise a liand against Saul, or do
anything, except in necessary self-defence, that could be construed into hostility. Had
not Abner's evil counsels prevailed with Ishbosheth, David would have lived in peace at
Hebron till a mightier hand than his own cleared the way to the throne of a united
Statesmen would do well to take such an example in many of the painful
people.
To a just man it is half the victory to be calm and strong in
contingencies that arise.
the conviction of his rectitude and the righteousness of his position. There is a watchForces under the direction
ful Providence cherishing the good and frustrating the evil.
of an evil genius are sure to wear themselves out if only the objects of their hate can
hold their own; and the wasting of their strength means the final triumph of the cause
There are seasons in Church life when this policy of pure defence
of truth and justice.
is wise ; for ai such times God has ends to effect which work in with the scope of more
;

—

aggressive endeavours.

" David waxed Stronger
II. A BIGHT CONTENTION WILL COME TO A BIGHT IS8UB.
and stronger." Of course he did. It could not but be so, for he was a chosen servant,
not seeking or doing his own will, but siniply placing his life in the hands of God, to
work out for his people and for future ages, purposes the precise nature of which he
could not understand. No weapon formed against him could prosper. He who contended
The forces of nature were on his side. Never did
against him fought against God.
mortal more vainly contend against late than did Ishbosheth contend against David.
The principle involved in this instance is of wide range. Right is sure to prevail in
the issue. The disturbing element introduced by sin into the universe causes strife of
The whole line of Divine government, so far as we can trace
the most grave character.
The
it, seems to be a line of conflict between right and wrong, holiness and sin.
antagonism taken up in Eden runs <>n and becomes more acute on Calvary, and is
apparent now in a "long war" between the children of light and the kingdom of darkness. Time is in favour of righteousness. There is an endurance in truth which cannot
be affirmed of error. As perhaps the friends of David thought those years of war very
tedious and dispiriting, and sometimes even inconsistent with Tightness of claim and
purpose, so we may be weary in the greater strife and become disturbed by cruel
" Stronger and stronger " may be affirmed of the
questionings yet the issue is sure.
kingdom of righteousness on earth. For even the seeming failures and delays only
become, in the hands of Providence, the means of acquiring the hardier and more
enduring virtues by which at last the final victory shall be won. The same is true of
any conflicts in which character is at stake. Our " righteousness shall be brought forth
The parallel may be seen also in
as the light," and our "judgment as the noonday."
;

cH.
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the coufiict of the " old " and the "
other is " renewed day by day."

new man."

The one

is
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on the way to perish ; th«

III. The unexpressed woes of life are very real.
"There was long war."
The sentence is brief, and understandable by a child. It is repeated with careless ease.
As a rule, it connotes to the ordinary reader only a general idea of men seeking to slay
one another. But to read history aright we ought to bring the faculty of imagination
into full play
and it is only as we exercise the historic imagination that we get
;

a glimpse of the sad facts embodied in this simple form of expression. Subjected to
the vitalizing power of this faculty, what unexpressed woes rise up to view!
What
harsh and fierce dispositions! What weary marchings and watchingsl What murderous blows and bleeding wounds and agonizing deaths!
Wliat widows' wailings aud
orphans' tears!
What losses to homes and nation of strong men and productive toil
This, which applies to the brief statement of the sacred narrative, is equally true of
greater woes.
Men read of great battles very much as they read algebraic symbols.
The real items indicated are not vivid to the mind. Men read also of the banishment
of the wiclsed to outer darkness in the same mechanical way.
The hurry of life ieaveg
no time for the imagination to lay hold of the actual facts connoted.
Hence the
power over the will of mere visible, present realities. Hence the difficulty of getting
the " powers of the world to come " to influence motive. Hence, also, the necessity c^
each man making an effort to bring his mind into actual view of the facts covered by
language, and of the preacher and teacher rendering the aid of well-chosen speech
I

to further this effort.

IV. Conventional strength

mat be an

oooasion of moral weakness.

The

historian tells us of the growth of David's domestic establishment at Hebron. Estimated
by the customs prevalent in the East at that time, this acquisition by David of wives
and sons was supposed to add to the splendour ami stateliness of his regal position.
AU the paraphernalia of a court, the wide-reaching influence of family connections, and
the imposing show of a large household would lead ordinary men to regard him as
among the great ones of the earth. The accidental surroundings of life form a
delusively important part of what is rleemed to be human greatness.
are all
children in so far as we are influenced in our judgments on social position and weight
of character by the circumstantials of life.
Even the more educated are prone to
either identify or associate greatness with large establishments.
This kind of conventionalism plays an important part in human affairs ; but it is not God's standard.
David's polygamous habits were consistent with the conventional morality of the age,
and his domestic establishment projected his public position before the eye of the
people in a form accordant to princely fashion ; but we know that beneath all the signs
of wealth and greatness there were influences at work which could not but weaken his
moral force and mar the beauty and sweetness of his private life. Oriental splendour
and conventional moralities were indulged in at great moral cost. David in Hebron with
many wives and their accompaniments could not be as morally robust as was David in
earlier days.
The same danger attends all who conform to customs not based on strict
principles of purity and godliness.
Fashion cannot make righteousness. Groodness
may live amidst habits essentially alien to the welfare of the individual and to saints,
as surely as life may continue in an atmosphere charged with malarious poisons; but
the enervation of the one will be as certain as of the other. The insensibility of the
man to the subtle action of the evil is only an aggravation of its action and in no wise
a palliation. Modem Christians should severely scrutinize the moral quality of the
circumstances and habits in which conventional usage allows them to live. This can
only be done by making use of tests absolutely given by God apart fix)m the colouring
which custom is apt to give even to Divine laws.

We

V. Unrighteous men pay homaoe to righteousness. There can be no questicn
but that Ishbosheth knew well the nature and validity of David's claims; for the
theocratic rule was a reality in Israel during and subsequent to the life of Samuel.
It
was, therefore, wrong for him to put forth any personal claim of his own.
Jonathan's
example had been lost upon him and yet this man recognized the evU done by Abnef
in lustful indulgence, and even ventured to protest against it.
On the other hand,
Abner, while being unrighteous enough to indulge in sinful lust and to abet the
invalid claim of Ishbosheih, nevertheless is fired with indignation that ths luT* at
;
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Thus men, pursuing
gratitude should have bb?n violated by the yo'ing monarch.
a course which they know to be contrary to the will of God, become, when personal and
family matters are involved, zealous, each in his own fashion, for what is right and
Tmly, man is a stiange compound of moral light and darkness. The psychofffoper.
It is the habituation to the wrong which renders men
ogical explanation is a study.
80 dull to appeals, so insensible to the real demerit of their actions, and it is the latent
force of conscience which saves them from being parties to a course on which they have
not taken the initial step. Hence our Lord's reference to the "gnat" and the " camel."
The prevalence of ths state of moral confusion is very wide even in Christian society.
In the same individual may be found great sensitiveness and great obtuseness. The
holding of slaves and gain by the sale of them has coexisted with a profound regard
Multitudes
Licentious men have had a dread of dishonesty.
for reU-ious worship.
who rob God of the love and obedience due to him are indignant if an ordinary business
debt is not paid. The Pharisees could conspire to kill Jesus Christ, and yet feel very
unhappy if they omitted any of the ceremonials of religion. It is a common thing for
men and women to indulge in envy, jealousy, and ill will, while extremely careful to
keep up an external conduct conformable to the requirements of the Decalogue. There
is much scope for searching of heart on this subject ; and in dealing with it the preacher
needs to exercise great discrimination and delicacy of reference. Abner must be made
to see himself as Ishbosheth sees him, and vice versa.
of immense importance to every one.

"Man, know

thyself," Ib

a

maxim

VI. Passing events may serve to unveil the workings of conscience. Viewed
from a distance by the people, Abner seemed to be a man who all along was conscienSo far
tiously and faithfully subordinating bis life to the maintenance of a just cause.
as we can see from the narrative, he had been reticent concerning the mental processes
But the incident of Isbboshetb's accusation of
of which he was daily conscious.
immorality was as the removing of a veil whereby the actual thoughts of Abner stood
" So do God to Abner, and more also, except, as the Lord hath sworn to
revealed.
David, even so I do to him." Thus Abner had known all alonj; that it was God's will
to give the kingdom to David. The ideas and compunctions connected with this central
The real inner life of struggle
fact had evidently been covered up and suppressed.
In the case of every man
against right and God was now exposed by his ovra. act.
It ia
there is always an inner life necessarily hidden by himself from ordinary view.
a necessity of social existence that each man should be more unknown than known
Only where there is perfect holiness would perfect knowledge of othera
to his fellows.
be helpful to love and confidence. But in the case of men pursuing a deliberate course
which seems to others to be conscientious, but is known to themselves to he contrary
to right, there is a rigid and designed concealment of their self-condemnation. They
gain the reputation of being upright, though perhaps misguided, men, while their own
conscience gives the lie to this public judgment. An incidental reference, an unguarded
hasty admission of fact, an effort to justify an action, may be as a sudden rent in
the covering of the real life within, exposing to the view of others a guilty violatiom
This frequent
of truth, a perpetual conflict against the well-ascertained will of God.
concealment of an inner guilty life and its possible unveUing by incidental events
should be a guide in forming an estimate of conduct, and a warning to evil-doers. The
self-exposure, also, however incidental, is to be taken as a preintimation of the final
exposure wheri God shall bring hidden things into judgment.
Vers. 12— 21.—The facts are : 1. Abner, disgusted with Ishbosheth's conduct, opene
2. David consents to
negotiation with David for the transfer of the kingdom to him.
discuss the question on condition that Abner first of all undertakes to restore tmto him
Michal, Saul's daughter. 3. Concurrent with Abner's efforts to bring this to pass, David
makes a demand on IshViosheth fur the restoration of Michal. 4. Abner, taking charge
of Michal on her return to David, effects the final separation from her weeping husband.
5. Reminding Israel and Benjamin of their former preference of David, Abner seeks to
bring them over to his cause. 6. Charged with instructions from the people, he proceed* to Hebron as a legate to arrange the business with David. 7. As a result of the
interview, it was left to Abner to complete the formal Bubmission of all the people to

the authority of David.
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Fatth/ulnesa in small things. The passage here in reference to David and Michal
brings out a feature in the character of the king which was prominent from fir t to
According to the common estimate of things, the a priori belief would be that,
last.
when a ruler desires the subjugation of a kingdom, he will readily accept oflfers of
submission and of all powerful aids to bring it to pass. To obtain supremacy over
Israel was the one thing above all others on which David's mind was set, and the
co-operation of so influential a man as Abner was a virtual realization of the king's
purpose.
To an astute unprincipled man like Abner it was doubtless a cause of
amazement that, when the kingdom was within the king's grasp, he should practically
refuse to have it unless a certain private affair was first arranged.
The great affairs of
the nation were made to wait on the settlement of what seemed to be a mere matter
Few monarchs in the East would thus have dealt
of sentiment and personal interest.
with the chance of gaining the ends of long-cherished political ambition. In David's
He was ever generously careful
case the stipulation was consistent with his character.
of maintaining the rights of individuals and of sacrificing his own ambition to the
He was faithful in that which is least.
justice due to others.
L The claims of that which is least are valid and ark BDBSTANTIAIi PARTS
OF A VAST SYSTEM OF OBLIGATIONS. Michal was David's wife, bound to his heart and
life by ties sacred and memorable (1 Sam. xviii. 17
30), To political schemers it would
seem absurd to set a woman, not seen for many years, and known to be living in forced
matrimony with another man, over against a whole kingdom. But wrong done to her
It was due to
(1 Sam. XXV. 44) had not invalidated her claim on David's affection.
her, due to the memory of her father in spite of his follies, due to the force of his own
character on others, and due to the old love (1 Sam. xviii. 20
28) which changing
fortunes had not changed, that she should have justice done her on the very first opportunity of enforcing it. David's vision was clear enough to see that, if his claim to be
king over all Israel was valid because of the appointment of God, so equally the claim
of tills banished woman on his love and care was also valid, because based on principles
which God had ordained for the regulation of di)mestic life. The same Divine will
was in both and, moreover, they were equally parts of the great system of oblii^ationjB
which covers the whole area of human activity, and which is jroductive of highest
good to man when the different parts are equally held as sacred and are rigidly obseiTed.
In human affairs there is often an apparent collision of what are called small and great
obligations. In reality there is no such thing.
There may be a question of order in
which actions shall be done; but obligation, in the moral sense, can never clash with
obligation.
To love the Lord with all the heart is the prime, the chief duty, but it
does not destroy the duty of love to our neighbour. To take part in public affairs may
be an obligation, but the care of home is a valid claim which cannot be ignored.
There are duties which, entering into the minutiaj of life or pertaining to the home
rather than to public affairs, may be regarded as relatively small, but inasmuch as they
are not the creation of custom but proceed from the will of God and form parts of the
great scheme of life, they are to be regarded as sacred and binding as those which
figure more largely before the public eye.

—

—

;

II. The bringing about of great events involves more changes than lib
WITHIN OUR OWN ACTION, AND PROVIDENCE TAKES CARE OF THEM. The event of all
Israel submitting to David would imply manifold influences brought to bear on the
elders of the people, and through them on the mas.^es, and in such a process of change
there might arise many a circumstance adverse to the desired issue. It was not in
David's power to effect this by any personal action. All he could do was to set agencies
at work through Abner, and trust in Providence for disposing the hearts of men aright.
It was right doubtless for the people to own him as king, but it was not in hia {xjwer
On the other hand, it was in his power to do justice to •
to establish this right.
banished woman, and demand, as a prior step, that she be restored to his heart and home.
There is always an uncertainty attending our efforts to bring about great issues in the
world's affairs, even though those issues be predicted and included in the Divine
purpose; for our actions are but a few among myriads of forces lor and against the end
for which we strive, and for ages the goal may not be reached.
It is our duty to do
what we can, just as it was David's to use means for winning Israel over to the allegiance which had been predicted and was part of the theocratic purpose; but we have to
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act in faith that an overruling Providence ia at work above us and above al! forces, and
that the great issue will in some unknown way and time be brought to pass.
The
statesman cannot make the nation great and strong ; he can only set in motion social
and material forces which in due course may accomplish the purpose in view.
Th«

missionary can but contribute an item of foice towards rendering the whole earth submissive to Christ. The parent can contribute but some of the elements which in the
end will tend to furm the tinai character of his children. The far-reaching aims of life
It is absolutely within
are binding on us, but their realization is not all in our power.
our fwwer to perlbrm single acts of justice and consideration as occasion offers. As the
proilucts of will, they may fill but a small place in the world in comparison with the
realization of those other wider aims which are products of many wills; yet they
afford ojiportunities for proving our fidelity to truth and righteousness as surely as do
the great events to bring about which we can only contribute our part.
David's profound re:4ard for what was right shone forth in his care for a single individual, just as
truly as his faith in Providence appeared in subordinating the attainment of his political
ambition to this act of justice.
III. Human ditty is pledged to that which is known and distinct.
David
knew that Miclial was his wife, that she had been forcibly separated from him in the
day of adversity, and that as a good man he was bound to amend her wrongs as soon
as occasion oflfered. Though a king, he saw that domestic were prior to political obligaThere may have been, as a matter of fact, policy in showing his regard in this
tions.
way for the house of Saul, but the evident motive was to do a rigiit deed as soou as it
was seen to be right and scope offered for its performance. In morals, prompt action is
homage to righteousness. A known duty and scope for its performance should never
As air, in obedience to the law of its action, rushes in to fill a
be deferred.
vacuum, so does a just mind at once ^•eize opportunity for doing what is clearly known
If men linger and hesitate to do specific acts discerned to be just, it is
to be right.
Their inner life is
clear evidence tbat they are defective in righteousness of principle.
pro tanto alien to that of God. This explains, in one way at least, how it is that some
men do not at once turn from positive sins and surrender themselves to Christ. They
see what is the right thing to do, but defer it till some great scheme of their life ia
completed.
IV. Faithfulness in that which is least gives mobal power fob other acts.
Having discharged this more private domestic duty, and so satisfied his conscience in
reference to an obvinus obligation in which a stitterer was concerned, David was a
stronger man for carrying through whatever might be useful for realizing the great
purposes of Providence. A good conscience is a moral tonic. The impression produced
on Abner and others by this regard for what is right in the more private sjihere of life,
could not but be favourable to the public interests of tiie king. Evil men are awed by
pronounced goodness, and the halting are won to allegiance. History presents many
instances of influence augmented by conscientious attention to duties in private and
domestic life. The habit formed by such carefulness to do the right thing in minor
matters gives momentum to the action of the will when it is called to act in reference
Many men become morally
to ereat questions in the face of strong opposition.
enervated by carela^s inattention to obligations of a ]>rivate nature, yet IjiQo jlose at
hand and clear as daylight. Their influence on great public qucstYms is weakened
by their consciousness of neglect, and by the disgust with which n en regard public
separated from private righteousness.
Policy without principle. The Bible narratives do not enter into details concerning
the inner naoiives of those whose actions are recorded they rather state outward facts,
and leave them to produce their natural impressions. The strange and apparently
irreconcilable procedures of Abner are no doubt resolvable into some one governing
feeling which, with unvaryiui: consistency though in varying form, shaped his entire
The whole facts from first to last reveal the operation at the base of
public actions.
the love of pre-eminence and it is in the working
his conduct of one master-passion
out of this powerful feeling that we find a remarkable illustration of a policy in life
;

—

;

apart from principle.
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UNACCOUNTABLE. It Certainly does seem strange that a man of Abner's abilities,
iu full knowledge of the special relation of David to Samuel and Jonathan,
and therefore fully aware of the reason why, alter the exile from Palestine, David should
assume royal state at Hebron aud clain] dominion also over the entire house of Israel,
should give up his services in favour of David's rival. In the light of mere custom and
regal order it wuuld siem to be patriotic aud manly on his part to identify his life with
the interests of a son of the reigning house, and probably he flattered himself that
ordinary nien would put this interpretation on his conduct. But the best solution
vriSE

brought up

all the facts of his life is to be Ibund in the hypothesis ol his passionate love of preWith so strong a maii as Joab on Davids side, aud the reputed zeal of the
eminence.
other sons of Zeruiab, there was little chance of his rising to the position of power
Although his ordinary sense must have
which alone would satisfy his ambition.
assured him, to say nothing of the latent truth recognized by the conscience (vers. 9, 10),
that Ishbosheth could never successfully compete with so brave and active a rival as
David, yet, on the principle that it is " better to reign in hell than to serve in heaven,"
he fuund it more congenial to throw in his lot with a man over whom he could exercise
chief influence and in whose cause he would be the principal figure.
This jxtlicy void
of principle ran througli, as we shall soon see, the actions of his entire course.
There
lies, also, at the spring of every man's conduct, be he a public character or only a
private individual, some master-passion to which all other feelings and aims are subordinate, and it is good for each one, and necessary to the true interpreter of life, to
In public affairs there can be no question that in very many
find out what it is.
instances it is not fear of God, not pure patriotism, not regard lor human interests as
such, but open or disguised love of pre-eminence which furnishes the main incentive
The form of conduct may be such as would result from the action of
to conduct.
higher and better feelings, but that is simply the result of policy. This feeling, which
finds its scope in the rivalry and struggle of individuals, is but the social form of the

of

generic feeling known as selfishness, or, as modem theologians term it, selfism, which in
its essence is sin and probably the metaphysical explanation of sin itself, and which,
moreover, is the solution of the fact that men do not recognize the eternal King, but
prefer to belong to an inferior order of things.
To please self, men will eTen consent to
lose moral rank, and become foes rather than friends of the Kighteous One.
II, Moral humiliations may modify the fobm of policy, but they will hot
DE8TB0Y THE MASTER-PASSION. To an aspiring man, as was Abner, it was intensely
mortifying to be charged with wrong-doing by one nominally his superior, and the
moral stin^ of the charge probably lay in its truth. This was, on the part of Ishbosheth, a virtual assumption of both moral and legal superiority; and, as such, was a
blow at that secret, unexpressed sense of superiority which Abner had all along felt in
relation to the weak young man whose cause he had patronizingly advocated.
In even
bad men the moral sense is strong, if not in leading to right courses, yet in making
them wretched for wrong-doing. Inwardly and morally Abner was now weak in the
presence of his royal master. The soul that is humiliated does not like to be reminded
of its humiliation, and, if possible, the occasions of such reminders must be avoided and
punished. The change wrought in Abner lay in the deep region of unexpresse<i and
inexpressible feelings.
The old love of pre-eminence was untouched by the collision
with Ishbosheth. The masteri\il springs of human life are not easily dried up or
supplanted. The immediate effect was simply to raise up a minor yet strong personal
feeling, which came as a dam between the old love of pre-eminence and the interests
of Ishbosheth, and caused it to flow with widened channel in another direction. Emotions
stimulate thinkings, and personal feelings arouse ingenuity. Swift as lightning Abner
Baw that lie could he a yet more important persona'4e than ever, aud, at the same time,
qualify his moral humiliation by the sweets of revenge.
In spite of Joab and the
other son of Zeruiah, he would figure as the means of placin^i the crown of a united
people on David's head.
It should be seen that what war could not do Abner had the
{)ower to do.
The names of David, Israel, and Abner would henceforth be indiswjlubly
associated in the annals of the time.
Instead of jire-eniinence at the court of Ishbosheth, there would be pre-eminence at the court of David, and in the judgment of a
compact nation.
There have been other instances of statesmen, under the influence of
resentment, changing their course, and apparently, but not in reality, their principles.
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policy in all such cases has been to subordinate public interests to certain
form of sound principles may be adopted for the very same reason
cherished ftdings.
Evil men are prone to do the same in ecclesiastical
as previously it was rejected.
affairs.
In private life men have been known even to assume a form of godliucss to
quote the Divine truth (vers. 9, 10; as a means of better subserving their purpose.
It were well if rebuke of sin (vers. 7, 8) always produced the godly sorrow that leads
to genuine repentance, and then the adoption of the true principles of the kingdom
would be, not as a policj', but as a matter of conviction. The case of Saul of Tarsus in
relation to the spiritual kingdom stands out in sharp contrast to that of Abner in
relation to the temporal kingdom (cf. Acts ix. 5 —20).
III. DUBING THE WORKING OUT OF THE MASTER-PASSION THE TBUTH OF GrOD ABIDES
AS A PERMANENT WITNESS. That Abner should have so explicitly referred to the
Divine purpose (ver. 9) cannot be ascribed to information recently received, but must
be accounted for on the ground that he had all along had the truth suppressed in his
own mind. He here tmwittingly unveils his own conscience and condemns his past
course as a violation of solemn obligations rising far above social considerations and
personal preferences. To the people he, perhaps, seemed to be a man upheld Ly a sense
of right, but to himself he was known as a rebel against God. The Divine truth
Its light revealed to himself, whenever he calmly
asserted inwardly its own r&r.lity.
And
reflected on his conduct, the dark and damaging characters of his public career.
though he was now adopting right principles, and so wotild in future escape the pain
of knowing that his actions were not running counter to their direction, yet, being
conscious of adopting them for unprincipled reasons, he could not avoid the conviction
that he was doing the ri^ht thing for David, not because of a love of God, but for
The sense of right would thus reveal to hitn the essential crookedness
personal ends.
of ways that were ostensibly straight. The man who does right things from bad
motives never knows the blessedness of the just. Probably there is no determinate
course of wrong-doing in which the \vj.h.t of truth does not ear some witness more or
Even those who, following lower passions, change the glory of the incorless distinct.
ruptible God into images after their own likeness (Rom. i. 23), at times find within a
No man who has heard the claims of
protest against their conduct (Rom. ii. 15).
Christ to universal dominion as clearly and authoritatively set forth as ever Abner had
heard of the Divine right of David, can live opposed to him, or, as a mere matter of
policy, fall in formally with his rights, without being sensible at times of a voice which
Many a converted man
tells him of his dangerous position and worthless character.
has borne testimony that, for years previous to his conversion, the truth of God bore
faithful witness as to what was the will of God concerning him in his relation to the

The

A

—

—

1

Anointed One.
IV. The worktno out of a policy changed in outwabd form but not ih
NATURE NECESSITATES AND ENSURES MUCH ZEAL AND INGENUITY. The change of
For onlookers it meant on his part a
allegiance was, for Abner, a momentous step.
judgment, and self-respect demanded that that judgment should be justified by every
His policy being the same along an altered course, he must so act as
possible means.
to make it appear that he had come into the possession of new and true principles, and
Of course,
so get the credit of acting on principle and not on policy void of principle.
a man who sincerely came to the belief that God had purposed David to be king, and
loved the doing of the will of God, would at once go and offer his services to David.
Abner did this. Of course, he would be eager to fulfil all conditions that might be
This was true
specified by David in bringing to pass the will of God (vers. 13—16).
And as to gaining over others to his new view of things, no pains would be
of Abner.
spared to show the reasouabteness of the course now to be taken. Abner made out
a case before the elders of Israel and the more sturdy Benjamites, and was able to
What zeal and ingenuity were
21).
report to David complete success (vers. 17
implied in all this may be imagined by those only who know how hard it is to justify
sudden changes of conduct and get one's followers to entertain new ideas. But Abiier's
love of pre-eminence in national affairs must perish if these efforts were not forthcoming. The same will apply to any one who changes sides in public affairs, and at
the same time desires to attain to the distinction formerly obtained or secretly longed
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to gratify the cravings of selfish ambition means' toil
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However gratifying the completion of one's aims may seem, it is a vain and miserable
issue when regarded in the clear light of pure principle.
In the real moral world the
sphere in which God alone awards the prizes of life he is not crowned who does not

—

—

" strive lawfully" (2 Tim. ii. 5), that Is, is not observant of all the great and holy prinon which alone God would have men act. It is certain, therefore, that men of
the Abner stamp, who are doing the right things, not because they are right and of
Qod, but for personal ends, will one day find that their efforts will, while being used
up by God in furtherance of the dominion of Zion's King, bring to themselves none
of the glory and honour which alone fall to those who persist in " weU-doing " (Rom.

ciples

il.

6, 7).

General

lessons. 1. It becomes ns now and then to search into the mainsprings
of life, to ascertain what really are the principles or feelings which dominate our conduct.
2.
may rest assured, in our appeals to men on behalf of Christ, that there is in
their conscience, confronting their actual life of rebellion, a witness for him the Divine
authority of which they must secretly recognize. 3. Any change from an externally
wrong to an externally right course is to be tested by its being or not being the outcome of pure love of what is pleasing to God. 4. Theie is a day coming when the
actions which seem to lie in the direction of the kingdom of Christ, and, in fact, aa
right actions, are due to him, will be unveiled so as to be seen in their relation to the
actual feelings in which the}' originated, and then those, who during a part of their
life were regarded as good worker.-, will be known as " workers of iniquity " (Matt. viL
21 23). 5. In the lives of some men one portion is spent in endeavouring to undo
the deeds of former misspent days, and not always with clean hands in the sight of
God. 6. The secret of every life is to be found in the heart, and hence the need cunstantly of the prayer that God would create within us a clean heart.
7. It is a right
thing for men of influence, when the force of truth is openly admitted by themselves,
to do what lies within their power to bring others over to its practical recognition.
8. The great mass of the people are very much influenced in the course they take in
public affairs by the reasonings of able leaders ; hence the responsibilities of leaderships
in the government of God-

We

—

A

Policy with principle.
careful examination of facts will show that David'g
conduct in this narrative, and indeed all through his early career, was the very reverse
His entire course, from the day of his call from the sheepfold to the
of Abner's.
proffered allegiance of Abner, was one of simple honest desire to do the will of God.
Again and again had he resisted temiitations to grasp at power; and his conduct in
the interview with Abner, and use of his services, proceeded Irom the same principle,
that, in its very nature, excluded selfish motive.
I. Action governed by Divine purpose is the normal course fob a rational
OBEATUBE. In inanimate and irrational things the Divine purpose is so stamjied upon
their being or wrought into the texture of tlieir nature that as a matter of course they,
in their movements, follow in the line appointed.
Theii- action is necessarily normal.
In creatures endowed with a rational will there comes in the prerogative of option.
The possiMlity of an abnormal course belongs to such beings as an e.-^sential element
The angels that have kept their first estate, and fallen angels
of their constitution.
and man, illustrate the two sides of the case. In the affairs of ancient Israel the
revealed purpose of God was that David should be king (ver. 9). This was the will
of the Eternal, by which every man, from Samuel and Saul in the highest lauks to
the lowliest descendant of Jacob, was to be gtiided in his political life. How Samuel
and Jonathan conformed to this law is beautifully seen in their respective careers.
How David was governed by it is to be seen in the strong faith in his own destiny
which ran through his patient endurance of exile ; in his firm but restrained opposition
to Ishbosheth; and also in his negotiations with Abner. It is this conscious conformity
of action with the Divine purpose in relation to public affairs that raises the strong
assertions of integrity in the Psalms above the suspicion of being the outgoings of a
self-righteous spirit that claims perfect internal holiness in the sight of God. As a rule,
our private conduct is normal in so far only as it is the carrying out in action of the
definite purpose uf God that we should govern self for him.
Hence sin is properly said
to be a fall (Hos. xiv. 1).
Hence our Saviour's was the only true life. He was man

;
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man sliould be. It was his meat and drink to do his Father's will. The goal of
redemption is to raise us to the full stature of men in Christ Jesus. This view of imnian
life, inwrought as a principle into all the operations of heart and mind, will do much to
bring about the final harmony of our own lives, and indeed of aU things, for discords
will cease in proportion as rational created wills move in unison with the Divine.
II. The principlk on which life should be conducted beino oleaely recognized, IT serves as a light to the choice and BEJBOnON OF MEANS BY WHICH
THE ATTAINMENT OP THE END MAY BE 8ECUEED. Between David's revealed predestination to be king over the chosen race, and the realization of the Divine will in the
It would be peractual facts of history, many acts on his part had to be performed.
plexing to an ordinary mind to prestate the agencies and methods by which the
shepherd-boy and exile should at last peacefully ascend the throne and reign over
a united people. Had human passion, or bare calculation, or mere politic balancing
of advantages been taken as guide and governor of action, there would doubtless have
been, in his case, a reproduction of the tragic struggles so often recorded in the history
of public affairs. But conformity of self to the holy will of God being the root-principle of life, conjoined with the never-absent conviction that Providence was sure to be
on his side in seeking to conform seK to the revealed will, this illumined his pathway
even amidst the darkest of earth's shadows, and enabled him to see what courses should
be avoided and what pursued. Clearly he must not give scope to mere lust of power
for where the need and what the use of that when the Holy One had sworn that he
should reign? Clearly, also, he must not use force and conquer the people over whom
as king he is to rule for had not God chosen him to be king over a chosen race, for
the realization of high spiritual issues stretching far into a glorious future? Equally
plain was it that there is no need to have recourse to the cimning and craft and falsehoods the policy void ol' moral principle which a godless spirit might suggest; for
was he not the chosen servant of the Holy One of Israel, who has no need of low-bom
Hence David's patience in exile, his
policies to establish his dominion over men?
tender regard for Saul even when others suggested revenge, his merely defensive action
at Hebron, and his manifest unwillingness to force Ishbosheth from the throne and to
compel Israel to submit to himself. He had faith in God and in God's supremacy
over the hearts and destinies of men. In so far as he had a policy it was suggested by
his fundamental principle, and embraced three things (1) Use of peacefol means.
regard
(2) Waiting on Providence for some free movement on the part of Israel. (3)
for the susceptibilities of the house of Saul and the natural interest of the people in
that house. Hence (1) His abstention from hostilities during Saul's lifetime, and his
subsequent non-as;giessive action against Ishbosh', th, as also his willingness to accept
the services of Abner with the elders of the people. (2) His acceptance of the allegiance of Abner, viewing it as simply a fact brought about apart from any bribe or effort
on his part, and being in its outward form, with which he was alone concerned, conformable to the revealed purpose (ver. 9), and consistent with his belief in an over(3) His laying down the
ruling Providence which reaches to the spirits of men.
condition (vers. 13
16) on which he would accept the services of Abner; fur while
personal affection and conjugal duty alike suggested the restoration of Michal from her
enforced banishment (1 Sam. xxv. 44), such a course would prove to Ishbosheth and
Israel that he still cherished his old regard for the house of Saul, and thus tend to win
Here, then, was a sound and wise policy grounded
all parlies over to a peaceful settlement.
on. and in fact issuing out of, the abiding recognition of the main principle that God
had a will concerning his life, to effect which was at once his glory and delight. The
They find their highest and truest
facts sugy;est their own api-lication and lessons.
counterpart in the life of the Son of David, whose advance to universal supremacy
proceeds from the declared will of God (I's. Ixxii.), and is secured in patience, by means
in nature pure and peaceful, by an unseen action on the spirits of men making them
willing, and by a kind and considerate regard for the varied susceiitibilities of human
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nature.

They

also furnish illustrations ol how the Church may combme policy and
the wisdom of the serpent with the harnilessness of the dove.

princijle, displaying

We

fuithermore learn that, in pursuing our individual course through the world, we
principle of having a holy D.vine purpose to work out
clearly before the mind, ever have at hand a pure, bright light by which we shall see

may, by keeping the main
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what means and methods in detail may be safely and honourably used for seeking the
end we have in view.
III. A POLICY THUS FOUNDED ON PKINCIPLE IS 8UBE IN THE OOUKSB OP TIME TO
ISSUE IN THE TRIUMPH OF LIFE. There is evidence in David's early career that he
had to endure the blame of eager and less conscientious men for being so very scrupuThe sons of Zeruiah were, also, not satisfied with what they
lous in the use of means.
would call his timorous policy (vers. 24, 25, 39). Those years spent in Hebron, merely
keejiing in check the assaults of Ishbosheth's men (vers. 1, 22), seemed to give a
doubtful meaning to the Divine promise which had become the property of both David
and the true B<;ctions of the nation (vers. 9, 10, 17, 18). But the man of God held
on, and would not swerve from the policy founded on clear principle.
Events proved
In due course. Providence so
that he was right and the over-eager men wrong.
governed the action of leading forces, that the entire peo]ile were brought (vers. 17 21)
under influences which at last issued in his realizing the end on which his heart had
been so long set. In fact, he allowed God to work where man cannot work, i.e. on the
spirits of men beyond the reach of our own hand and voice.
Once more we see it
The same peaceful issue is coming
iUustrated that God's time and methods are best.
on as the result of " the patience of the saints," and their undying faith in the action
It is when professing Christians lose their
of the Spirit of God on the spirits of men.
faith in God, and have recourse to questionable devices, that, in seeking to hasten on,
they really retard the progress of that which they have at heart. Taking a wide view
of the government of God in the unfolding of the moral order, we see the same attainment of remote ends by means of righteous and quiet acting through long epochs.
What is thus true on a large scale will be ibund true also of the individual life— the
effort to realize the holy will of God in our personal experience.
In public and private
affairs, in working out our lines of policy founded on principle, we should not forget to
leave a very broad margin for the action of God beyond anything we can do or attempt.
This has ever been the case with the best men. There are springs which God's hand
alone can touch.
He can govern the free actions of leaders of men, so that the actual
course they freely take, though not most pure in motive, shall, in Its form, harmonize
with the main purpose of the Eternal. Would that man had more faith in God as the
living God!

—

General

lessons.

The

sincere satisfaction of those who, like David, restrain
for God to open the way and change the course of
events.
2. The important contribution to the realising of the purposes of Christ the
Anointed One sometimes made by men whose acts are not pervaded by his Spirit.
As Abner's acts accelerated God's purposes, so the gains of commerce, of science and
art, though not always made in the name of God, become means of advancing his
kingdom. 3. The survival of sacred feelings amidst and in spite of the turmoil and
commotions of life. The old love tor Michal was still alive, us many an old affection
cherished in early days reappears and asserts itself when occasion offers. 4. The deep
wotmds and secret sorrows induced by harsh and arbitrary acts. As the cruel deeii of
Saul (1 Sam. xxv. 44) left its traces in the lives of David, Michal, and Phaltiel (ver. 15),
ao it is with other deeds of the same spirit but different in form.
6. The apparent
subordination of great pnlilic interests to private is, in the case of men of principle, only
on the surface ; the reverse is really the truth. David's promotion of the imification
of the nation, on condition of getting back his wife (ver. 13), was, as seen above, in the
real interests of the unification under himself; and so when the acts of really good men
are tiaced down to their princijjles, they only, in outward form, appear to be too personal.
6. The great extent to which the mass of men are biased even against what is plain
truth (vers. 9, 17, 18) by prejudice, and are swayed by able leader.ship.
7. The completeness with which, in the course of providence, influence slowly gathered and
widely exercised against the cause of God, may be suddenly turned to work round in
promotion of it (cf. Saul of 'I arsus and Abner, vers. 17 21).
feeling

1.

and bad impulse, and wait

—

— —

27.
Vers. 22
The facts are 1, Joab, returning from an expedition, finds David at
Hebron after Abner's dei>arturo. 2. Hearing from the people a general statement of
what had transpired between the kin<x and Abner, Joab repri aches David for l;is
peaceful conduct, and insinuates that Abner was simply playing the spy. 3. Sending
:
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a messenger, unknown to David, after Abner, he induces him to return to Hebron^
and, under pretence of a quiet conference, he leads him aside and assassinates him.
4. Hearing of the affair, David at once repudiates it, and in strong terms desires that
heavy judgments may fall on the head of Joab and his house. 5. David orders a
ij;caeral mourning for Abner, attends his funeral, and utters a pathetic lamentation
over him. 6. The king's sorrow assumes a solemn and impressive form throughout
the day, so as to convince the people of his utter abhorrence of the crime and his sense
7. David causes his servants to know that he cherished a regard
of the national loss.
for the great abilities and possible services to Israel of Abner, and was pained and
enfeebled in his action as anointed king by the perverse conduct of the sons ol Zeruiah.

The first impression, on reading the account of the conduct of
JJeftcHve sympathy.
Joab, is that of the most villainous treachery, and one at once enters into the anger and
vexation of David. But the treacherous act professedly in the service of David was the
outcome of a permanent condition of mind. Ostensibly it is to be ascribed to the
resentment cherished on account of the death of Asahel ; but the action of a mau
occupying a responsible position in a great undertaking is not governed merely by the
presence of a feeling of this kind. The resentment would have had no positive power
to issue in this deed had not the mind of Joab been out of iiarmony with the mind of
David in the views taken of the kingdom, its principles, and methods of consolidation.
public servant will govern his private passions if his mind is in full sympathy with
his master's, so as to see that the indulgence of them would be uncongenial to him and
injurious to his interests. Joab was deficient in sympathy with the higher qualities
and alms of his great master, and consequently the bad qualities found an outlet which
uiherwise would have either had no existence or would have been suppressed for hii

A

sake.
I. The employment of men of defeotive sympathies is, in the pbesent statk
OF THE WOBLD, UNAVOIDABLE. That Joab was not in fidl sympathy with David's pure
and lofty aspirations is seen both in this account and also in the pressure previously
put upon David in exile by his chief men to take away the life of ,Saul, as, a.;ain, in
the subsequent allusions to his conduct (ch. xix. 7). That such a man should have
been at the head of military affairs in David's service is not surprising, for David had
from the first to take such men as were disposed to follow his fortunes, and when he
set up regal authority in Hebron it was in the natiu-e of things for the man of greatest
will-power to push his way to the front. Kings cannot make their ministers ; they
can only use what the age produces. It was not David's fault it was the natural
condition of things, arising from myriads of concurrent causes, that there was not one
man since the death of Samuel and Jonathan that was so spiritual and far-seeing as to
enter with full enthusiastic sympatliy into his conceptions of the kingdom of God and
the holy principles on which it should be establi!^hed and governed. The evil of having
to work out great and glorious issues in conjunction with men who do not enter into
the inner spirit uf the enterprise is remarkably illustrated in the case of our Saviour.
There was not one who could enter into the full depth and breadth of his work in the
world. Kelatively his blimdering disciples, often painiutj his heart by their worldly
notions, were as far removed from him as was Joab, with his crude ideas and low feelNor could it be otherwise unless men were supernaturally transings, from David.
formed. The same holds good now in the instruments Christ has to use in carrying on
How defective many labourers and followers are in sympathy
his work in the world.
Indeed, it is the same in every secular employwith his holy aspirations and methods
ment. Seldom, if ever, does the servant enter fully into the mind of the master. Ideas
and feelings cherished by the directing and originating mind are, of necessity, inadequately appreciated by instrumentalities not perfectly charged with them. The servant,
;

!

not equal to his lord.
this defective sympathy between SEBVANT and MASTBh
Because Joab did not really understand the pure
18 THE OCCASION OF VABI0U8 EVILS.
and generous spirit of David, his very zeal for him assumed forms not only opposed to
It is obvious
the king's wishes, but fraught with evil tendencies for the kingdom.
from ver. 24 that Joab misapprehended the peaceful, generous policy of David, and
vcr. 25 reveals the fact that he was in his heart actuaJly opposed to the course which
in this sense,
II.

is

The existence of
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for he actually dares to rebuke him for not perceiving the cunning
spy iu the man of peace. So far was he out of sympathy with the principle^ aud policy
of the king, that he stealthily, and \vith the aid of his brother (ver. 30), even allowed
the personal resentment of his heart to issue in an act which was not only unjust and
base in itself, but also in direct opposition to the will and measures of David. Here we
have, as the outcome of his worldly spirit, displeasure with his king, assumption of
superior wisdom, indulgence in personal revenge, murder, and practically assertion, for
the time being and in a particular instance, of supreme power. Not one of these evils
would have come to the surface of life, but would have been crushed in their most
incipient stage, had his nature been more in sympathy with that of his master.
Inasmuch as by full sympathy we alone can really understand, appreciate, fall in with,
delight in, and surrender every faculty and subdue every errant feeling to the prompt
carrying out of our Lord's designs, so, conversely, a lack of sympathy cannot but result
in the evils of misapprehension of designs, non-appreciatiou of motives and methods,
discontent with actual deeds, withholding of services, and free scope to passions, in nature
and consequences at variance with his superior will. The lives of the apostles during
our Saviour's ministry on earth abundantly illustrate this. Bred in an atmosphere of
formalism and religious exclusiveness, they entered not into the perfect mind ot Christ,
and consequently wondered at his methods (Luke ix. 44, 45), desired what was contrary
to his Spirit (vers. 46
56), and, in the case of Peter, actually rebuked him for arranging
to establish his kingdom by a method which seemed to them to be unnecessary and
unbecoming (Matt. xvi. 21 23). The persecutions authorized by the Church in dark
ages, the methods introduced by Ignatius Loyola and subsequently adopted by his
followers, the bitter spirit cherished towards men differing in minor matters of faith
or practice, and the sundry base deeds which grow out of a professedly Christian lile
because it is not well nourished in fellowship with Clirist himself,
these are some of
the evils aiipearing in the course of the establishment of the kingdom of heaven as a
consequence of the servants of the Lord not being in full harmony of spirit with him
they profess to serve.
III. This defective sympathy, if not gradually remedied, mat involve actions
PERMANENTLY DAMAGING TO THE MOST POWERFUL OF JIEN. It is probable that Joab
was with David in exile, and, like many others, he may have been drawn over to his
side partly because of the intimation given by Samuel and recognized by Jonathan of
the Divine choice of David, and partly because of disgust at the misgovemment of Saul.
However much he might have failed in the first instance to comprehend and appreciate
the holj' aims and principles of his leader, he could not have shared so long in David's
fortunes and misfortunes without having many oppDrtunities of learning what manner
of person he was, and how decidedly spiritual were his aims and purposes.
He appears
not to have profited by these privileges, and consequently, by the action of a wellknown psychological law, the original secularity of his nature gained in power, so that
when a contest arose between a private passion and acquiescence in his master's arrangements, there was not sufficient moral force to restrain and destroy the passion, and hence
the dark deed which disgraced his name and caused him to be in the future a man
distrusted and abhorred (ver. 3'J).
The reverse is seen in the case of the apostles,
excepting Judas, who all grew out of their imperfect sympathy with the innermost heart
of Christ, and brought forth fruit accordingly.
In private life there can be no question
but that, when opportunities for getting nearer and nearer to the mind of Christ are
neglected, the lower tendencies of human nature gain force, and when temptation to
exercise them arisi s, sad deeds are done and reputations are damag 'd.
Probably, if all
things were explained, it would come out that many of the sad crimes perpetrated by
persons professedly in the kingdom and service of Christ are connected with failure to
maintain and deepen the sympathy of the heart with all that is in Christ and his work.
" Without me ye can do nothing ; " " Abide in me."
General lessons. 1. The incidental evils arising from imperfect sympathy with
the holy and far-reai^hiMg purposes of Gk)d may be found in course of the historie
revelation which Ood has given us, and should be ascribed to their proper human
source, and allowed for in our estimate of the form, matter, and incidents of the rivelation.
2. A critical estimate of the degree of the triumphs of early Christianity should
be formed on a consideration of the degree, more or less, to which the leading and subn. SAMCEIi.
•

had been taken;
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3. In a selection ot
ordinate servants of Christ understood and entered into his spirit.
men for any form of Christian work, great stress should be laid on their quick and
Intellectual and other
eager perception of the purely spiritual aspects of his kino;dom.
4. It becomes us to be on our guard lest mere
qualities are very subordinate to this.
private feelings of the lower order should gain ascendancy over the more general con5. it will be useful if we now and
siderations that pertain to the kingdom of God.
then calmly reflect on the degree to which the cause of God may have suffered through
our own defective sympathy with its more spiritual interests. 6. The great need of
each one is to cultivate close fellowehip with Christ, so as more fully to enter into his

mind.

When

a great crime has been committed, the first question
guilty ?
In national affairs, where personal actions are
supposed to be connected with public interests, it is not always clear at first whether
one or another party is to be charged with blame for what has been done. It was
mipossible, even judged by the low standard that too often governed the conduct and
opinions of Eastern people, but that the death of Abner would be regarded with conIt was, therefore, only natural
sternation, and men would be swift in their judgment.
that David should take steps to let it be known that, although Joab was a public
servant, the guilt in tliis case must rest on the individual himself, and not in any sense
on the government under which he served.
I. In eveey case, as to the actual incidence of guilt, there is no uncertainty IN THE MINDS OF THE PARTIES CONCERNED. To men of low moral type
in Judah, who may have suspected Abner's zeal and who were disposed to judge of
David as they would of themselves, it might be an open question as to whether he did
not really connive at the treachery of Joab. To men in Israel, who were mindful of

The incidence of

in the public

mind

guilt.

is

—Who

is

Abner's former antagonism to David and who were themselves of implacable temper, it
might be conceivable that David was an inactive partner in the crime. In the absence
of any superior court of inquiry, or of any statement from David, disquieting rumours
may have gained temporary currency. Meanwhile the real fact would stand clear
Popular discussion never avails to
before the conscience of both Joab and the king.
Joab knew himself to he solely guilty, with consent of
alter the facts of conscience.
his brother (ver. 30) ; David knew himself to be entirely innocent. Each carried within
himself the judgment of God. It is here that we see the dividing line between the
opinions and discussions of the world and the invisible moral sphere, where actual facts
are registered in clear and inefiaceable lines so as to admit of no shadow of doubt.
What though outsiders cannot ascertain reality, it is there, and it is only a question
The secrecy
of time as to its being seen by others besides those now familiar witli it.
Mea charged with
of the guilty is only a play with an advantage for a short time.
public crimes, and men who live in sin against God, know that there is no mistake in
the incidence of guilt. They possess exclusive knowledge, perhaps, but there is no consolation in that. Likewise those wrongly charged with complicity in evil are possessors
of a secret knowledge which enables them to see that the permanent moral order is on
their side, and that it is only a question of time, more or less, when theii' "righteousness
shall be brought forth as the light," and their "judgment as the noonday."
II. A 8ACBED CAUSE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEEDS OF ITS PROFESSED SUPP0BTER8. A hasty judgment would couclude that, as Joab was a prominent supporter
of the Davidic cause, it must bear the shame and guilt of his murderous deed; but the
only warrant for that being a true view of the case would be that the general spirit of
David's administration favoured treachery, and that the master atid servant were in
neither of which suppositions can be for a moment entertained. Kings
secret collusion,
and their oflScers, msisters and their servants, are to be held jointly responsible oiily
when the service generates the wrong. As a fact, governments and employers do suffer
temporary loss of prestige when those in positions of trust act out their own individual
wickedness; but in due course men will distinguish the manifestation of the individual
baseness from the public interests with which it was associated. The separation ol
The divinely appointed kingdom and
these is imporfcint in many relationships of life.
The government
just rule of David must not be confounded witli Joab's malice.
of a countrj aliould not bciir the guilt of men whose position enables them to violate

—
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moral laws with itnpunity. Private vice is not one with public crime. The evil deeds
and imperfect character of men whose names are in the records of revelation must not be
charged on the revelation of Ood or his method of educating the world for something
The foul deeds done during the dark days of the Church's life by some of the
better.
leaders ot Christianity are not to be ascribed to the holy cause with which they were
identified.
The personal vices of professors of religion do not really compromise Christ.
In all these cases it is the Joab-spirit, and not the spirit of the king, which expresses
itself, and it is condemned by the very cause in the interests of which it may at tirst
seem to be manifested. Christ's kii)gdom is one of unchangeable righteousness and
love, in spite ot all the injustice and hate of men bearing the blessed Name.
III. When occasion offers, deeds alien to the spirit of a good cause should
BE distinctly REPUDIATED. As a matter of duty and policy, David felt bound to take
an early opportunity of repudiating any association, either in spirit or action, with the
crime of Joab. It was due to himself as an individual and as prospective king of a united
Israel, and to that better system of government wliich on the death of Saul he was
Suspicions cannot be prevented, the odium of connection with
called to inaugurate.
a wrong-doer cannot but arise, malicious foes will be sure to turn every possible event
to his detriment ; but as soon as the ear of the nation can be reached self-vindication
becomes imperative. It is a question of opportunity. Sometimes good men may have
to pass years " under a cloud," and eveu jio down to the grave trusting only to the
vindication of the just in the day of judgment.
David e-caped that sorrow. His
declaration, his daring to denounce so powerful a man, the severity of his curse on the
evil-doer, the evident sincerity of his sorrow for Abner, and the suspension of public
duties for an elaborate funeral ceremonial,
aU made known as distinctly as possible
how alien was the spirit of his life and government from the cruel treachery of Joab.
The same course is open to us when individually our fair fame may be compromised by
others.
Modern governments often have to disown deeds of their officials. Our Lord
himself has laid down princijtles in the New Testament by which he may in all ages
have wherewith to repudiate the evil deeds and spirit of some of his professed friends;
and in course of history, when danger arises of confounding his holy kingdom with vile
actions, his providence brings out the true spirit inculcated in sharp contrast with the
evil.
As occasion offers, we in our age should be careful to let men see that he is not
responsible for the abuses which have sprung out of the imperfections of some of his
servants.
Never did the world more need to see clearly Christ and his kingdom as
they are in contrast with much that is done and maintained in his Name.
IV. Time favours the right assignment of guilt. If aoy were disposed to doubt
the sincerity of David's disclaimer and there are such suspicious, unfriendly men in
every age he could afford to wait.
he true interpreter of our actions in the past
is to be iound in the tenor of our life.
The years to come would reveal the true David
and the true Joab. The pure feeling that prompted this quick repudiation would
reappear in a life of kindliness and generosity and justice, and every good deed and
generous sentiment would only make more clear his freedom from comiliclty in this
crime; and, ou the other hand, the hard, stern, vindictive feeling whicli continued to
hold and fashion the life of Joab would only render more clear and emphatic the judgment against him. So of much past Church history; time will only tend to bring out
more distinctly the separation between Christianity, as it is in Christ and his teaching,
and those actions and feelings which too often were identified with his service.
Individual deserts also will become manifest, however obscure the facts may be to
present observers.
The future is against the wicked and on the side of the just. Evil
men may well dread the coming of the day when the lnd()eii things of darkness shall
be made manifest, when the exact incidence of guilt will be seen good men, those
who have made their peace with God and have received the Spirit of the kindgom, may
lilt up their heads in confidence in prospect of that same 'Jireat day.
General lessons. 1. It adds to the guilt of a man when, knowing that he is solely
responsible for certain deeds, he allows others with whom he lias been associated to fall
under suspicion. Joab ought to have voluntarily cleared David. 2. Good men unavoidably
under susjocion may find consolation in that some of the best Joseph, David, and eTen
the best, ''hrist (Luke xxiii. 2; John xix. 12)
were suspected of wrong. 3. Although
the " peace of God " is the heritage of the just as a personal boon, yet it is due to the
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cause dear to their hearts to seek self-vindication, as in the case of David and Paul, and
this will be the chief motive for a disclaimer. 4. It behoves Christian people especially
to exercise a very calm and sober judgment when any one known as a servant of Christ
is accused of or imagined to be in complicity with evil transactions.
5. The general
character of a man under suspicion ought to give great weight to any disclaimer he
may make, and be to us a set-off against all prima facie evioence.

—

Deferred punishment. It is natural to ask If Joab's crime was so base, and David'i
repudiation of complicity with it so emphatic, why was he not punished as an offender
against morality and the principles of the new administration? The answer is nigh at
hand. David was averse to signalize the establishment of his supremacy over all the
tribes of Israel by the shedding of blood, and a less punishment than death in those
times would have been misinterpreted to his injury. His cause at that juncture was in
a critical position, and to have cleared off so competent and influential a man would
have been perilous. Moreover, the execution of Joab would have tallied best with
complicity in his guilt the sparing of bis life and abiding the issue of events was most
favourable to the establishment of his own innocence. But most of all he was desirous
of leaving the judgment in the bands of God, having in most scathing language stated
his own sense of the evil desert of the man (ver. 29).
Herein w? may trace analogies.
;

I. The present stage of the government of God does not provide for thb
IMMEDIATE PUNISHMENT OF ALL SIN. Many a modem Joab does not at once suffer for
his sin as conscience and public opinion would demand.
There are vile deeds performed, horrible vices indulged, characters and fortunes ruined, and widespread miseries
induced, by persons whose actions are not discovered, or, if discovered, are such as civil
authority does not touch. The common judgment of men is that severe punishment is
due to such, but it comes not in their lile. The betrayer of purity, the licentious liver
who hides his vices, the forger who escapes discovery, are but instances of many. They
seem to escape any oi en and public infliction of punishment, and carry no more on
their conscience than Joab did on his, which would be little just in proportion as it was
debased. The solution of this apparent anomaly is really to be found in the consideiation that the government of God extends over an area wider than this present life, and
that for profound reasons, not all revealed, it is not best for judgment to fall all at once
and at the time of the committal or even discovery of the sin. Bishop Butler has
dwelt en this aspect of the Divine government with great wisdom and sobriety of
judgment. With Gud a thousand years are as one day. His methods of ruling men
here evidently proceed on the fact that there is a future and a great day of account,

when men shall receive according to the deeds done in the body.
II. Although punishment is deferred, the perpetrators of evil are under
THE PERSONAL DISPLEASURE OF GoD. David's miud was averse to Joab. He cherished
and displeasure toward him. He had scope for action, and possibly for true
repentance, but in his monarch's estimation he was a base and condemned man. No
There existed in
easy, jaunty spirit on the part of Joab could alter this serious fact.
the mind of his king the condition of feeling which was prophetic of a doom one day
In like manner " God is angry with the wicked every day." Those
to be actualized.
who seem to escape pcesent punishment are already condemned in the sure, infallible
judgment of Gud. Merciful and pitiful as he is, and not wUlins that any should perish,
he cannot but regard their secret sins with abhorrence, and see in them, unless they
repent aud seek newness of life and forgiveness in Christ, a debased form of humanity
gradually ujaturing to receive into themselves the wrath treasured up against the day
Tlie prosperous wicked seldom reflect on how the Holiest
of wrath (Rom. iu 4
6).
and Wisest of all looks on them. Men great and esteemed in the world are often
despised by God because he knows what thiir true character is.
III. The MIND OF God is revealed to his servants as to the desert of thh
distrust

—

WICKED, AND SOME INTIMATION

18

GIVEN OF WHAT WILL COME UPON THEM.

The

imprecation (ver. 29) of David the king was his way of revealing to all offended by
the crime of Joab his sense of desert; and, considering how a distiuLruished posterity
was regarded in the East as the crowning ^ood of a long life, and how evidently
ambitious Joab was to figure in history, it wa.s not easy for the king to select termd
more indicative of a terrible punishment. The utterance was not that of vindictive*
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ness or malice, but of a mind anxious to show its sense of the desert of the evil-doer
and DO doubt it intimated his belief that some such terrible issue would in the course
This is analogous to what God has been
of providence be the reward of the crime.
pleased to do.
To remove the fears and perplexities arising from the fact that sin is
often long unpunished in tliis world, he has distinctly made known how he regards it,
what terrible issues will come of it, and how just is the outcome of all crime on the
perpetrator.
The words of David concerning Joab's desert are mild compared with
those of Christ and his apostles concerning the desert of those who deliberately reject
Christ, pierce him with their sins, and trample on the blood of the everlasting covenant

(Matt. xi. 20—24; Heb. x. 26-31).
IV. Meantime, God does manifest much sympathy with those who buffeb
FROM WRONG-DOiNQ. David's lament over Abner as one noble in position and in some
aspects of character, and yet brought to a premature end as though he were a mean,
weak, and inferior person his taking upon his own heart the anguish which he knew
must afflict multitudes; his abstention from food and present comforts because of the
common calamity his revulsion of feeling from the " men too hard " for him ; and his
use of authority for securing for Abner the highest funeral honours
all this, so n;itnral
and beautiful in Israel's king, so soothing to the hearts of the troubled people, is
strikingly suggestive of the wonderful way in which God, while denouncing sin and
foretelling its punishment, manifests his sympathy with a world afflicted with the deeds
of evil-doers. This is largely the meaning of our Saviour's life among men. This is
one element which enters even into the great transaction on Calvary.
This is the
explanation of the manifold ministries of comfort and enc(juragement raised up by
the Head, of the Church for the relief of those who are bowed down, and the mitigation
of many of the calamities which come in consequence of the sins of others.
V. While pbovidinq thds fob the dtjb punishment of sin and the mitioatioh
OF THE calamities IT ENTAILS, GoD ALSO EXERCISES A RESTBAININO POWEB OVEB
EVIL TENDENCIES. The continued presence of David, asserting his rightful authority
and infusing his own generous spirit into the administration of affairs, could not but
have the effect of lessening the influence of Joab and setting a limit to the range of
evil he otherwise might do.
The king was among his people for their good and the
restraint of one who, in spirit, was their calamity. Here, again, do we not get a glimpse
of what is true in the spiritual sphere? God does not leave evil men entirely unrestrained
to carry out their designs and to afflict the world with their base spirit. As responsible
beings, they i.ave their freedom to act for a while, but he " restrains the wrath of man ;
he is present in our human affairs, checking and controlling so that other influences less
powerful in appearance shall be brought to bear and find full and free scope. It is never
to be forgotten that, though there are Joabs amongst us, "hard" in spirit and cruel of
purpose, and liearing on their conscience the blood of others, there is amongst us the
eternal King, whose love, generous sympathy, and determination to care for the faithful
never fail.
General lessons. 1. It is characteristic of a just man that, free from personal illwill, he will have faith in the retribution of wrong-doing, and wiU even forecast and
acquiesce in its form. 2.
righteous indignation ^vill induce a denimciation of men
in power in spite of any resentment that may arise, 3. The guilty conscience is so
cowardly that righteous denimciation may even increase the moral power of the just
over the tinjust man. 4. It is important to cherish strong faith in God's methods of
government if we would be calm and strong in assertion of right and awaiting a proper
adjustment of rewards. 5. It will be a matter of sincere grief to a generous mind to
see men of great abilities come to an ignoble end, even though in the past those abilities
have not been used in the desired direction—-allowance being made for the strong
temptations to which such men are liable. 6. A manifestation of sympathy with the
Borrows of a people, and an effort to draw out their more tender feelings, is a sure way
to the exercise of a moral influence more potent than the assertion of authority.
7.
A man proves his capacity for ruling others when, vrithout sacrifice of principle, he can
by generous sentiments
their good will and awaken a prevailing kindly sentiment
towards himHelt,
;

;

;
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

5.
(Hebron.) *' Hie house of David." 1. The theocracy had its chie^
Vers. 1
support in David and his house. On him also rested the Messianic hope (ch. vii. 13).
Hence the importance which attaches to events of his life that would otherwise have
been left unrecorded. 2. " The summary narrative of these seven years presents the still
The same temper which had marked his first
vourhful king in a very lovable light.
He seems to have left the
acts after Saul's death is here strikingly brought out.
conduct of the war altogether with Joab, as if he shrank from striking a single blow
When he does interfere, it is on the side of peace, to curb
for his own advancement.
and chastise ferocious vengeance and dastardly assassination. Tlie incidents recorded
all go to make up a picture of rare generosity, of patient waiting for God to fulfil his
purposes, of longing that the miserable strife between the tribes of God's inheritance
should end" (A. Maclaren). 3. In the house of David, at war with the house of Saul,
we see an embodiment of the great conflict between good and evil a representation of
" the houBehold of faith " as opposed to the world, and the spirit as opposed to the
;

(GaL v. 17). Notice—
"And there was long war"
Its peotbaoted antagonism.
rendered necessary by the opposite nature and aims of the contending

fleth
I.

etc.

parties.

It:

1.

Ig

" These

2. Implies a state of constant warfare, and involves
are contrary the one to the other."
many a painful struggle. " What grievous tales of distress are folded up in these
3. Is permitted by God for wise and beneficent purposes: to test the
brief words I"
principles of his servants ; to exercise their faith and patience ; to strengthen, purify,
and perfect their character. 4. And must go on to the end. " This is a battle, from
which, as it ends only with life, there is no escape ; and he who fights not in it is of
necessity either taken cajjtive or slain " (Scupoli).
"David waxed stronger and stronger," in the
II. It8 incbeasing strength.
number of his followers, the amount of his resources, the unity and vigour of their
employment, the stability of his position, the extent of his influence, the assurance of
And all who "strive against sin" within and without also "go from
his success.
strength to strength:" 1. In patiently waiting upon God and faithfully doing his
will.
"Wait on the Lord, be of good courage, and he shall strengthen thine heart"
2. By the bestowment of his grace and the co-operation of his provi(Ps. xxvii. 14).
dence, directing, protecting, and prospering them, in accordance with his promises.
Their strens^th is not self-derived, but "cometh from the Lord." "An(i he that is
and the house of David shall be as
feeble among them at that day shall be as David
God," etc. (Zecli. xii. 8) ; "Greater is he that is in you than he that is in the world"
(1 John iv. 4); "I have all strength in him that giveth me power" (Phil. iv. 13).
3. And thereby they show that God is with them, and that his righteous purposes
;

concerning them will be accomplished.
" And the house of Saul waxed weaker and weaker,"
III. Its declining opponents.
relatively and proportionately to the growth of David's, and in consequence of the
1. In wilful separation
protracted antagonism and increasing strengtli of the latter.
from iod, and seeking their own selfish ends in opposition to his will (see ch. ii. 8 12).

—

<

away from God

and self-contention (ver. 8)
"and a house divideii against itself cannot stand." 2. By the immovable might of
God against whom they set themselves (Ps. ii. 4), and his wrath, which is "revealed
from heaven agamst all ungodliness," etc. (Rom. i. 18). They are like a wave that
dashes against a rock and is broken and scattered in foam. " The face of the Lord is
3. And thereby they prove that God i$
{gainst them that do evil" (1 Pet. iii. 12).
against them, and are taught that their purposes will assuredly fail and they themselves

Those who

fall

fall

into self-division

From the time of his defeat (ch. ii. 17), if not from the very first,
be overthrown.
Abner piobably felt that the cause in which he had embarked was hopeless. " He
recognized now most distinctly in David the rising star in Israel; and, however
haughtily his words might sound, he only sought to conceal behind them his despair
of Ishbosheth " (Krummacher).
" The increasing political strength
IV. Its PEBILOU8 relationships. (Vers. 2
5.)
ol David was shovm, as usual among Eastern monarchs, by the fresh alliances through

—
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marriage into which he now entered" (Edersheim). In addition to his three wives,
Michal, Ahinoam (mnther of Amoon), and Abigail (mother of Chileab, who appears to
have died early), he had " Maacah the daughter of Talmai king of Geshur " (mother of
Absalom and Tamar), Haggith (mother ol Adonijah), Abital, and Eglah ; and h>; afterwards still further enlarged the royal household (ch. iv. 13 16). "None of his sons
here mentioned were eminent for virtue, and some of them were notorious for their
Polygamy was tolerated by the Law of Moses (1 Sam. i. 2), although the king
sins."
was forbidden (Deut. xvii. 17) to ^'multiply wives to himself;" and it was practised
by David in conformity with ancient and prevalent custom, from political considerations and natural inclinations, without reproof (ch. xii. 8)
but (as his subsequent
history shows) it fostered in him a sensual tendency, undermined his moral strength,
and produced innumerable enmities and other evils in his family. "One deadly
element of future woe mingled itself with the establishment of the kingdom of David
he brought into his family the curse of the harem. An utter lack of discipline was
one of its first fruits; and it brought yet deeper ill even than that; for it poisoned all
the springs of family lite, and tainted it with ever-recurring impurity; working: in him
and all around him its universal fruits of impurity, jealousy, hatred, incest, and blood"
" It was the immemorial custom in all those countries tor the
(• Heroes of Heb. Hist.').
magnificence and power of a ruler to display itseli in the multiplication of his establishment, that is, of his wives ; for every wife involved a sejiarate establishment. It showg
the utmost depravity when Christians seek to shelter their own unjust and shameless
lives under an appeal to that of David, and that, too, although none of their other
proceedings show the smallest trace of David's noble spirit, and although they are by
no means ready to bear as David did the consequences of their shame " (Ewald). " If

—

;

we want

exemplifications of all the miseries and curses which spring from the mixture
and the degradation of woman in the court and country where polygamy
No maxims of morality can be half so effectual
exists, David's history supplies them.
In view of these effects
as a faithful record of terrible effects like these" (Maurice).
we learn that no strength or prosperity can be lasting where " the friend.ship of the
world " is cherished, and " the lusts ot the flesh " are suffered to prevail ; and that
victory over some opponents may be followed by defeat by other more subtle and
of families

dangerous

foes.

— D.

The character of Abner. Abuer, son of Ner, was first cousin
Ver. 6. (Mahanaim.)
of Saul, probably about the same age, commander-in-chief of his army (1 Sam. xiv. 50),
and contributed greatly to his early successes. He introduced Das id to the king after
his victory over Goliath, sat at the royal table (1 Sam. xx. 25), was well acquaint! d
with their relations to each other, took part in the jiersecution (1 Sam. xxvi. 14), and,
after the battle of Gilboa, became the main support of the house of Saul (ch. ii. 8).
" • Abner made himself strong for the house of 8aul,' but God strengthened )avi(i, whom
Abner knew to have been desit^ned for the kingdom by God " (Wordsworth). Notice
military skill, pru'lence, energy, courage, and perseverance;
1. His eminent abilities
as shown by the honourable position he so long held in the service of Saul, and Ids
" Abner's act was not an ordinary act
successful efforts after his death (ch. ii. 8
12).
of rebellion ayainst the person of David and his rightful claim to the throne because
Jehovah had not yet caused David to be set belore the nation as its king by Samuel or
any other prophet, and David had not yet asserted the right to reign over all Israel,
which had been secured to him by the Lord, and guaranteed by his anointing as one
whom the nation was bound to recognize " (Keil). Nor was he destitute of generous
"
If he could not be called a good man, he was " a prince and a great man
sentiments.
2. His worldly ambition and carnal selfishness.
(ver. 38).
This was probably the
and to it
main, if not the only, motive of his opposition to the Divine purpose
Ishbosheth evidently attributed the conduct with which he charged him, regarding his
act as an assertion of royal rights (ver. 7).
His pride and self-esteem are also apparent
in his haughty answer (ver. 8).
i

—

—

;

:

"Ambition's like a

circle on the water,
ceases to enlnrp;c itself,
Till by broad spreading it disperse to aought.'

Which never

—
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Hit passionate resentntent, which, as is commonly the case, was an indication of
the truth of the charge brought against him ; nor did he deny it, but contemptuously
declared that he was too great a man and had rendered too many services to be
;
accused of such a " fault " and then took an oath to aveng the insult by translating
the kingdom to David, " as the Lord had sworn " to him (vers. 9, 10). " This was
Abner's arrogancy to boa^t such great things of himself, as if he had carried a king in
"
his pocket, as that great Earl of Warwick in Edward IV.'s time, is said to have done
been
"
he
so
at
this
had
till
neither
Abner
godly
now
No man ever heard
(Trapp).
time if he had not intenrled a revengeful departure from Ishbosheth. Nothing is more
odious than to make religion a stalking-horse to policy " (Hall). 4. His altered purThe chafige, although right and good in itself, was due to a passionate impulse
posea.
and probably the desire of personal advantage; and, in its announcement, Abner
" Alas
how eloquently
betiayed his previous ungodliness and present hypocrisy.
can hypocrites employ the Name of God, and take the sanction of religion, when by
Buch means they think to advance their present interests !" (Lindsay). But, on the
other hand, it may be said that his sudden wrath was only the occasion of his open
avowal of an irrepressible and growing conviction of duty, and of his taking the decisive
step which he had been long contemplating; and that he henceforth faithfully
endeavoured to make amends for his former errors and sincerely sought the welfare of
" Wlieu an opposer of God's Word honestly turns, we should, without
the nation.
reluctance, give him the hand, without undertaking to pass jud^^ment on the motives
that are hidden in his heart " (Erdmann). David, imlike Joab (ver. 25), put the best
He
5. Bis energetic action and extensive influence.
construction on Abner's conduct.
sent messengers "immediately" (LXX.) to David, recognizing his authority, etc.
spake in the ears of
(rer. 12) had communication with the elders of Israel (ver. 18)
Benjamin (ver. 19), who might be jealous of the transfer of sovereignty to Judah ; and,
having obtained their consent, c ime himself to Hebron with twenty men, " representatives of Israel, to confirm his overtures by their presence," partook of an entertainment
**
" David believed that in this
of the nature of a league,'' and went away in peace.
offer of Abner a Divine ]irovidence was to be observed which would make, as he hoped,
3.

;

!

;

;

"Now is
6. His cruel /ate.
full eiid to the unhappy civil war" (Krummacher).
Even though his present cuurse
Ishbosheth's wrung avenged by an enemy " (Hall).
was in fulfilment of the Divine purpose, it averted not the consequences of his former
conduct; and retribution came upon him suddenly, unexpectedly, and by a vricked
hand. " One wicked man is made to be another's scourge." " Human sin must serve
the purposes of God's kingdom" (Ps. Ixxvi. 10). "David's kingdom is not promoted
by Abner's treason, as David so expected, but rather by the taking away of Abner;
thus the Lord, in the promotion of his kingdom, chooseth not the instruments nor
alloweth even the means which appear good to men but, by the contrary, he taktth
away the same instruments and means in which men have most confidence, aud by
others more unlikely, and without men's expectation, he advanceth the cause of the
Church and worketh great things " (Guild). D.
a

;

—

—

The dissensions of the vnched. 1. The union of
11.
(Mahanaim.)
Vers. 7
wicked men rests only upon regard for their own interests. It is not founded on
mutual esteem, and does not constitute true friendship (1 Sam. xviii. 1 4).

—

• The friendships of the world are

oft

Confederacies in vice, or leagues in pleasure."
(Addison.)
2.

When

their interests

come

into collision, their dissentions begin.

And

occasions of

such collision are sure to arise. " Let us mark the inherent weakness of a bad cause.
Godless men banded together for selfish ends have no firm bond of union. The very
They
passions which they are imited to gratify may begin t<. rage against one another.
" (Blaikie).
3. Wicked men, engaged
fall into the pit which they have dug for others
in a common enterprise against God, are nut indifferent to their reputation in the sight
"
Their conscience, though perI a dog's head," etc. (ver. 8) ?
of one another.
and they
their self-esteem and love of approbation are fully alive
verted, is not dead
estimate to the full their claims upon the gratitude of others. They would even have

Am

;

;
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4. Nothing
tteir crimes connived at for the sake of the benefits which they confer.
tests and manifests the character of the wicked than being reproved by
each other for their faults. " Proud men will not bear to be reproved, especially by
those to whom they have been obliged" (M. Henry). It is otlierwise with the good
(Ps. cxli. 5).
5. The strong despise the weak, and passionately resent their complaints,
however reasonable and just. 6. The weak suspect the strong, and, although they may
"And he could not answer
feel justified in speaking, are put to silt-nce by their fears.

more surely

Abner a word again, because he feared him." 7. The dissensions of the wicked are
the most effectual means of their common overthrow^ usually turn out to the advantage
of the righteous, and promote the extension of the kingdom of God. D.

—

Vers. 12

— 16.

David (1 Sam.

(Bahtjbim.)
xix. 11

—

17).

A

domestic episode.
Michal was the
Of her he had been deprived when he

first

wife

of

from the
Gallim (1 Sam.
fled

court of Saul ; she was given to Phaltiel (Phalti), the son of Laish, of
XXV. 44), by her father, perliaps as a piece of policy, to attach him to his house, and
they lived together for many years, apparently in much domestic comfort.
have
here
"Well ; I will make a league
I. An injttbed husbakd demandino his just BiaHT.
with thee : but one thing I require," etc. (ver. 13). The demand was : 1. Founded
M^on justice ; David having been uojustl}' and contemptuously treated. 2. Reverertial
toward the Imw, which had been flagrantly violated. It does not appear that Michal
was ever legally divorced from David. 3. Incited by affection toward her and the
memory of her early love to him. 4. Adapted to test the sincerity and fidelity of
Abner, and prepare the way for further negotiations. 5, Consistent with his honour.
He could not suffer his wife to live as the wife of another man without shame. 6.
Calculated to remind the northern tribes of his former services against the Philistines
(vers. 15, 18).
7. And to increase his influence over them by the maintenance of his
family alliance with the house of Saul and the public recognition of his power. There
was policy as well as principle in the condition imposed.
" And David Sent
II. A FEEBLE BUIiEB ENFOROINO A HUMILIATING REQUIREMENT.
messengers to Ishbosheth, Saul's son," etc. (ver. 14). "Not to Abner, but to Ishbosheth (for the league between David and Abuer was a profound secret), whom David
knew must act feebly, as he was at Abner's dictation" ('Speaker's Commentary*), "to
demand the restoration of Michal, that her return might take place in duly legal form "
(Keil), and that it might be apparent that he "had not taken her by force from her
husband." Nothing is said of Ishbosheth's feeUngs on receiving the message. Like
other incapable raonarchs, he never exhibited any spirit except on the point of his
royal dignity; and, even on this, his wrath was extinguished before the frown of
Abner. Under constraint, he sent Abner himself, and took his sister from her husband.
And the effect of this concession must liave been to discredit him in the eyes of the
people and hasten his downfall.
Henceforth it was hardly necessary that Abner
fhould disguise his intentions (ver. 17). There is no more pitiful sight than that of
a man who holds the royal ofiSce without adorning it with royal qualities.
III.
HELPLESS SUBJECT SUBMITTING TO A PAINFUL NECESSITY. (Vers. 15, 18.) The
scene is a pathetic one. Michal conducted forth, attended by her nusband, ** weeping
behind her" to Bahurim (ch. xix. 17), on the borders of Judah, where he was com" And he
pelled to part from her, with the contemptuous order, " Go, retxim."
returned " in bitter disappointment, grief, and shame. Yet he had brought his trouble
on himself. How fruitful in domestic misery are im})rudence, ambition, and sinful
expediency
It may be long delayed, but it surely comes.
Men reap as they sow.
"Wherefore all Phaltiel's tears move no pity of mine. Caueat raptor, let him beware
who violently takes another man's wife, seeing shame and sorrow are the issue of such
ungodly marriages " (T. Fuller). "His tears ought to have been tears of repentance
for his sin against God and against David " (Wordsworth).
Perchance there lay hid
in the evil he now suffered the seed of future good.
But here his history eudi.
HAUUHTY PEINCESS RESTORED TO HEIt LEGITIMATE LOBD. Nothing is Said of
IV.
their meeting.
I'his silence is ominous ; and it is to be feared that the reunion was
not one of unmingled satisfaction. Time and circumstances may have changed her
feelings toward David (1 Sam. xriii. 20), separated her more widely (rum him in

We

A

!

A

—

;
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Bympathy, and developed in her heart her father's pride. She was now only
At a subsequent meeting (ch. vi. 20) she was scornful, jealous,
wives.
and unspiritual. And that which David anticipated with pleasure became an occasion
D.
of pain and lasting trouble.
•spiritual

ooe of

many

—

An urgent appeal : an evangelistie addreti. " Now then do it " (ver.
Vers. 17, 18.
Havinj; resolved lo transfer his allegiance, Abner here persuades the elders of
Israel to make David king over the whole land ; as they afterwards did (ch. v, 1
3).
similar appeal may be addressed to others, urging them to submit to the royal
authority of Christ, of whom David was a type (1 Sam. iL 10). Translated into New
Testament language, it is, "
beseech you, on behalf of Christ, be ye reconciled to
God " (2 Cor. V. 20). Consider—
you shoold do. Jesus Christ is King, anointed and exalted to the right
I.
hand of Grod ; he reigns iu grace und righteousness in many hearts; but his kingdom
is not yet fully revealed and universally extended on earth, and it cannot be set up
"within you" except by your own consent. You must: 1. Receive him heartily as
your King and Lord, your absolute Owner and supreme Ruler, as well as your Redeemer
and Saviour; by a personal, inward, voluntary act; in the renunciation of whatever is
oi)posed to his will, and the submission and surrender of your whole being to his
"Now be ye not stiflf-uecked, as your fathers were, but Tield
direction and control.
yourselves unto the Lord " (2 Chron. xxx. 8 ; Rom. vi. 13).
18).

—

A

We

What

" Our wills are ours,

Our

we know not how
make them thine.**

wills are ours to

Confess him openly, by vmiting with his people, testifying your faith In him, and
proclaiming his Name before men. "With the heart man believeth," etc. (Rom. x. 10;
2 Cor. viii. 5). " Whosoever therefore shall confess me," etc. (Matt. x. 32). 3. Serve
him loyally, by obeying his commandments, assisting his friends, resisting his foes,
"It is not enough that I should
seekinj^ his honour and the spread of his kingdom.
love the Lord myself alone; every heart must love him, and every tongue speak forth

2.

his praise."

Why

you shouIiD do it. " Now then do it : for Jehovah hath spoken," etc
purpose of Ood that he should reign over you. " He must reign," either in
mercy or in judgment. 2. It is the promise of Ood that through him you may be
saved from your enemies sin, Satan, death, and hell. " There is none other Name."
" Ye sought
3. It has been your own desire in times past that he might be your King.
for David both yesterday and the day before to be king over you : now then do it.**
Under the bitter oppression of the ruler chosen by yoiirselves, in view of the superior
worth of " the man of God's choice," in weakness, fear, and misery, you have often said,
" Oh for one glorious hour of him who, in the Name of the Lord of hosts, smote Israel's
most formidable foe " But your wishes led to no practical result. " Your goodness
was as the morning cloud." And now your reason, conscience, and all that is best
within you urge you to accept Christ as your King. Let your feelings be translated
" Now
into definite and decisive action, without which they are worse than useless.
II.

1.

It is the

—

!

then do

it."

"Crown him Lord

of all."

When you

should do it. Whatever reason exists for doing it at all should
induce you to do it now. There are not a few who are persuaded of their duty, yet
break the force of every appeal by delay and the intention of doing it at a futtire time.
But 1. The present is a most favourable opportunity. The King " waits to be gracious,"
and sends you the message of reconciliation. " Men and brethren, to you is the word
"Behold, now is the acceptable time; behold, now is the day
of this salvation sent."
2. If you do it to-day, to-morrow and all your future
of salvation " (2 Cor. ii. 1, 2).
days wUl be days of peace and happiD*>«8. 3. If you wait till to-morrow, it is probable
Your susceptibility to Divine influences will be lessened,
that you wUl never do it.
your indis]X)8ition, which is the real cause of delay, will be increased life is uncertain,
III.

:

;

"Our gracious Ahasuerus (Esth. iv. 11) reacheth
probation is brief, the end is nigh.
out the golden sceptre to all that liive a hand of faith to lay hold of it; but then he
shall take his iron mace or rod in his hand to bruise his enemies and break them
in pieces like a potter's vessel." Say not, with the procrastinator, " To-morrow " (EiXod.
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10); "Go thy way for this time" (Acts xxiv. 25); for "the Holy Ghost saith,
To-day " (Heb. iii. 7). " Cras eras (To-morrow to-morrow !) is the cry of the raven.
This is the thing that destroys many; while they are saying, 'Cras! eras!' suddenly tl.e
" The man that procrastinates struggles ever with ruin "
door is shut " (Augustine).
" There is a circumscribed space of time appointed thee, which it thou
(Epictetus).
dost not employ in making all calm and serene within, it will pass away and thou wilt
pass away, and it never will return " (Marcus Antoninus, ii. 4).
viii.

!

*

**

!

'

!

Defer not till to-morrow to be wise
To-morrow's sun to thee may never rise."

D.
Vers. 22

—

The vengeance of Joah.
\_Eeferences : (1) Early life
with Abner (ch. ii. 13, 24, 30); (3) capture of tlie stronghold ol Zion (1 Chron. xi. 6) (4) captain of the host (ch. viii. 16 xx. 23) (5) cnflicts
with the Ammonites and Syrians (ch. x. 7); (6) reduction of the Edomites (I Kiiiijs xi.
15, 16) ; (7) complicity in the murder of Uriah (ch. xi. 14)
(8) capture of Kabbah
(ch. xi. 1
xii. 26); (9) relations with Absalom (ch. xiv. 1, 29); (10) defeat and murder
of Absalom (ch. xviii. 2, 14) (11) upbraiiiing the king (ch. xix. 5) (12) replaced by
Amasa (ch. xx. 4) (13) murder of Amasa (ch. xx. 10) (14) defeat of Sheba (ch. xx.
22) (15) remonstrance with David (ch. xxiv. 3) (16) defection to Adonijah (1 Kings
i. 7); (17) denounced by David (1 Kings ii. 5); (18) put to death by Benaiah at
the
command of Solomon (1 Kings ii. 28, 34).] 1. Among those who played a prominent
part in David's reign the foremost man was his nephew .Joab. He was possessed of great
physical strength and daring, clear judgment and strung will, eminent military skill, and
immense power over others "a bold captain in bad times." With the ruder qualities
of activity, courage, and implacable revenge, "he combined something of a more statesmanlike character, which brings him more nearly to a level with his youthful uncle
and unquestionably gives him the second place in the whole liistory of David's reign.
In consequence of his successful attempt at the .^iege of Jebus, he became commander-inchief, the highest office in the state after the king.
In this post he was content, and
served the king with undeviating fidelity.
In the wide range of wars which David
undertook, Joab was the acting general, and he theiefnre may be considered as the
founder, as far as military prowess was concerned, the Marlborough, the Belisarius, of
the Jewish empire " (Stanley).
His patriotism was unquestionable ; nor was he without
piety (ch. x. 12).
2. His natural gifts, good qualities, and invaluable services were
more than counterbalanced by his moral defects and numerous vices. " He ever appears
" He is the impersonation
wily, politic, and unscrupulous " (' Speaker's Commentary ').
of worldly policy, secular expediency, and temporal ambition, eager for his own personal
aggrandizement, and especially for the maintenance of his own political ascendency,
and practising on the weaknesses of princes for his own interests; but at last the
victim of his own Machiavellian shrewdness " (Wordsworth).
3. " Joab was a type of
the national aspect of Judaism.
He was intensely Jewish, in the tribal meaning of
the word, not in its higher, world-wide bearing; only Judcean in everything that
outwardly marked Judaism, though not regarded in its inward and spiritual reality.
Nor is it without deep symbolical meaning, as we have the higher teaching of history,
that Joab, the typical Eastern Jud?ean
may we not say, the type of Israel after the
flesh ?
should, in carrying out his own purposes and views, have at last compassed
his own destruction " (Edersheim).
L KVIL DEEDS ARE SELDOM WROUGHT WITHOUT PLAUSIBLE PRETEXTS. It is uncertain whether Joab was aware of former negotiations between David and Abner; but
on returning to Hebron from a military expedition (against marauding troops, ch. iv. 2),
being informed of the league that had just been made, his suspicion was aroused; he
hastened to the king with the view of inducing him to share it, probably believing that
Abner was not to be trusted and finding the result doubtful or contrary to his
expectation, resolved to take the matter into his own hands, on the ground of: 1. QuUt
incurred by a public enemy.
2. Zeal inspired for the king's safety (ver. 25).
3. Obligation imposed by personal injury, according to the custom of blood-revenge (F]xod. xxi.
13; Numb. XXXV. 9 35; Deut. xn.. 1
13). This i« twice mentioned by the historian
(1

Sam.

30.

(Hebron.)

xxii. 1); (2) conflict

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—
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(vers. 27, 30) as the ostensible ground, and was perhaps popularly regarded as a
" The act of Abner was justifiable homicide ; but it
Bufficient justification of his deed.
was precisely to such cases that the rule applied, not to those of murder, against the

which no sanctuary afforded protection. Besides, unless the right of
avengement for blood did apply to such cases as this, whence the deep necessity of
Abner to avoi'i slaying Asahel (ch. ii. 22)? It may be admittted that a case of this
nature may have involved some doubt as to the application of the rule to it, and very
But where any room for doubt existed,
likely it was not in such cases often enforced.
Joab and Abishai might interpret it in iheir own favour as their justification for an act
the true motives of which durst not be alleged, and as a ground on which they might
claim exemption from the punishment due to murder" (Kitto, 'Daily Bible lUus.').
II. Plausible pketkxtb often coveb the basest motives, though they cannot
Joab's act, even if it fell within the letter
1. Vindictiveness.
entirely conceal them.
of the Law, which allowed punishment for homicide uiider certain circumstances (Numb.
XXXV. 22), was ishown, by the place, the time, and the manner of it, to have been done,
not from regard for justice, but fi'om deliberate, unwan-an table, malicious revenge. So
David regarded it (ver. 28) denouncing it as the " .^bedding of the blood of war in
peace" (1 Kings ii. o), and joining it with the murder of Amasa. 2. Jealousy and
ambition (1 Sam. xviii. 6 16). This was his main motive. He was "afraid of losing
his command of the army and his dignity with the king, and lest he should be deprived
of those advantages and Abner should obtam the first rank in David's court " (Josepbus).
Hence his suspicion and slander of Abner (ver. 25). "Through envy of the devil
came death into the world " (Wisd. of SoL ii. 24).
penalties of

;

—

* Envy at others' good la evermore
Malignant poison setting on the soul;
A double woe to him infected by it
Of inward pain the Leavy load he bears,
At sight of joy wUliout he ever mourna."
(^schylufl.)

Prtsumption. He rudely remonstrated with the king (ver. 24), presaming upon
his position ; ami afterwards, without the king's authority, whilst seeming to act under
under the king's protection; and gratified
it, recalled the man who had been sent away
his private revenge, regardless of the efifect of his conduct on the king's dignity and
Under the pretence of speaking with him in a friendly
4. Treadiery.
reputation.
and confidential manner, he drew his victim aside in the middle of the gate, and smote
him there. Posc>ibly Abishai alone was witness of the act. "Cursed be he that
smiteth hi.s neighbour secretly. And all the people shall say. Amen" (Deut. xxvii. 24).
3.

liX Impunity in crime is commonly pboductive of disastbous effects. Under
the circumstances, it would hardly have been jiossible for David to pnijish Joab and
" Probably public feeling would not have supported the king, nor could he,
Abishai.
at ttiis crisis of his afi^airs, have afiorded the loss of such generals, or brave the people
and the army " (Edersheim). Great men often owe their exemption from punishment
to their position. But crime, although unpimished by man 1. Incurs the righteous ditpleasure of God. (Vers. 29, 39.) Human punishment does not and cannot always accord
with the Divine. Although David could not punish, he durst not forgive. HLs words
" expiess his moral horror at this evil deed, and at the same time the everlasting law
"The extension of the curse to the descendants clearly
of (iod's requiting justice."
relers to the threatenings of the Law ; and in both cases the offensive character disappears if we only remember that whoever by true repentance freed himself from
connection with the guilt, was also exempted from participation in the punishment"
It is not improbable that
(Hengstenberg). 2. Incites other men to similar crimes.
Baauah and Bechab were in ;iiced to assassinate Ishbosheth (ch. iv. 6) by the unavenged
death of Abner. 3. Encourayes the criminal to continue his evil course, increases his
obduracy, and causes him to " wax worse and worse." "Joab prospered even after his
God gave him time for repentance. But he hardened his heart by sin. And in
sin.
the end he was cut off." "Successful crime is splendid misery." 4. Escapes not for
mm- the retribution which it deserves. ''Evil purpueth smners" (Prov. xiii. 21 j
:
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Joab sinned with a strong and violent hand, and by a strong and
Kings iL 34; Ps. Iviii. 11).

xxix. 1).

hand he
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Tiolent

at length perished (1

"O

O

foolish

wrath

In the brief

I

life,

blind lust I
so dost goad us OD
in the eternal then

who
and

Thus miserably overwhelm us

I

(Dante, 'Purg.,'xfl

IX
Vers,

—35.

81

(HebbOh.)

^As

David's lament over Ahner,

dies should Abner die?—
1 lands unbound,
feet not set in fetters
one falls before the wicked, thou didst fall I *

a

fool

Thy
Thy

As

On

hearing of the death of Abner, David exhibited the same generous spirit as formerly
at the death of Saul (ch. i. 11, 12).
1. He disclaimed (befuie his trusteii servants, as
afterwards, ver. 38) against having had any pari therein ; declaiing, " I and my kingdom
are guiltless before the Lord," etc.
Malicious persons, judging others by themselves,
might accuse him of it; and if it had been instigated by him, he would have brought
guilt upon his people as well as himself (ch. xxi. 1 ; xxiv. 1, 17).
2. He invol-ed a
curse on the head of the author of tlie deed; not from a feeling of personal hatred and
vindictivene>s, but of righteous indignation (1 Sam. xxvi, 19).
3. He ordered a public
mourning in honour of the deceased, "And David said to Joab," etc. (ver. 38).
Although he dur.~t not arrest him, he clearly indicated what he thought of his conduct,
and sought to remove the odium which it cast on his own good name. 4. He followed
in the procession as chief mourner, wept at the grave (John xi. 35), and fasted until
" There is no more beautiful picture in his life than that of his following the
sunset.
bier where lay the bloody corpse of the man who had been his enemy ever since he
had known him, and sealing the reconciliation which death ever makes iu noble souls
by the pathetic dirge he chanted over Abner's grave" (A. Maclaren). "This short
poem is not only a dirge; it is also an apology for David and for Abner himself"

(Wordsworth).

It expresses

Admibation of eminent worth.

Abner was not a villain (fool) or murderer,
and dying a felon's death but brave, capable, nobleminded, great in council, great in war," and worthy of respect and honour. A generous man sees and appreciates what is best in other men.
"The generous spirit of
David kept down all base and selfish feeling, and added another to those glorious coriquests over his own heart which were I'ar higher distinctions than his other victories,
and in which he has left us an example which all, from the least to the greatest, should
I.

deservin;^ of being put in fetters

;

•'

try to emulate " (Blaikie).
II. Affliction for a public loss.
A light was quenched "in Israel" (ver. 38).
His presence and influence would have contributed to the reconciliation of the tribes
and the welfare of the nation (ver. 21). David's sorrow was sincere; his tears (in confirmation of his words) evinced the tenderness and syui[)athy of his heart, moved the
people also to tears, and (in contrast with the bearing of Joab) convinced them of his
innocence and uprightness.

III. Astonishment at an extraobdinabt fate.
"The point of this indignant,
more than sorrowful, lament lies in the mode in which Abner was slain " (Kitto, 'Cyc.').
How stranu'c that Abner should have fallen in the full pusscssion of strength to defend
himsell and liberty to flee from danger; neither as a prisoner taken in battle nor (in
allusion to the right of blood-revenge which Joab claimed) as a murderer delivered up
in bonds to the avenger by lawful authority, as he would have been if he were guilty I
His fall so different from what might have been expected and from what he merited
could be accounted for onlj, by its having been caused by the treacherous malice and

—

murderous violence of " sons of wickedness."
IV. Abhoubencb of a wicked DEEl). (Vers. 29, 39.) The death of Abner wa.<», even
more than his life would have been, conducive to David's interests. " It must have
seemed to him, from a prudential point of view, that it was a piece of good fortune.

— —

;
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But the strength of his moral indignation does not suffer itself to be assuaged by worldly
Hatred of wrong is a sign and measure of the love of
considerations " (DeUtzsch).
right. " Ye that love the Lord, hate evil " (Ps. xcvii. 10). David was as severe toward
" He
evil-doers as he was tender and pitiful toward the victims of their wickedness.
was a man extreme in all his excellences —a man of the highest strain, whether for
"
counsel, for expression, or for action, in peace and in war, in exile and on the throne
(E. Irvmg).— D.

—

38.
(Hebbou.) Acceptance with the people. "And all the people took
Vers. 36
David's conduct not only freed him
notice of it, and it pleased them," etc. (ver. 36).
from suspicion, but also won the confidence and affection of ** all the people " (1 Sam.
xii.

3—5).

L The conduct of one

in

authority

His elevated position, which

is

oabefully obseeved bt the people.

a mountain-peak) attracts their attenand exposes him to their constant gaze. 2. His responsible position, which leada
them to compare his actions with the principles according to which he ought to rule.
3. His influential position, which makes them watchful of his course, out of concern for

Because of:

1.

(like

tion,

their

own

interests.

n. Acceptance with the people is an object worthy of beixq diligently
BOUGHT. It is not the highest object, and ought not to be sought supremely. Truth
and justice are of greater worth than popularity. The praise of God must be loved
more than the praise of men (John xii. 43). But it should not be neglected or despised,
because 1. It conduces to his safety and happiness. 2. It renders his measures less
enables him to effect his purposes for their good
likely to be suspected and opposed
3. It aids him in his endeavours to promote
increases the measure of his usefulness.
the glory of the supreme Ruler.
III. There is no way to secure it more effectual than the exhibition of
AN upright and genebous SPIRIT. 1. Other ways are imcertain and variable, like the
changing moods of tue people. 2. This appeals to what is noblest and most permanent
3. It also obtains the
in them, and secures the sympathies of the most reliable men.
favoiu- and help of God, who disposes their hearts to approve, submit, and obey.
IV, Its ATTAINMENT IS HONOURABLE AND BENEFICIAL TO THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES,
1. It shows a readiness to be pleaseii, and a disposition to admire genuine excellence.
2. It confirms his devotion to their welfare, and encourages him to persevere in well3. It tends to their improvement in virtue, and thus contributes to their peace
doing.
and unity, power and prosperity.
Conclusion. What has been said applies to other relations besides that of ruler and
" A gotid name is better than precious ointment " (Eccles. vii. 1) or " great
subject.
:

;

riches" (Prov. xxii. 1); "Let every one of us please his neighbour for his good to
Titus ii. 9) ; " Whatsoever things are of good
1 Cor. x. 33
edification " (Rom. xv. 2
D.
report, think on these things" (PhiL iv. 8).
;

;

—

(Hebron.) The fall of a prince and a great man. The world is someVer. 38.
times startled by the fall of an eminent man in a sudden and violent manner like that
Here is the epitaph of
of the Czar of liussia or the President of the United States.
such a man. Reflect: 1. How uncertain is the continuance of human life! This
familiar but little-heeded truth is set forth in an impressive manner by such an eventteaching that no station is exempt from the approach of death, no safeguards
"Death is come up into our windows, and is enti red into our
eflectual against it.
palaces" (Jer. ix. 24). 2. How unstable is the foundation of earthly greatness! It is
Goodness alone (the essence
built upon the sand, and in a moment crumbles into dust.
3.
ot true greatness) endures and goes with the soul into "everlasting habitations."
How deplorable is the loss of superior excellence The world is made pourer by its
One assassinaremoval. 4. How dreadful is the prevalence of diabolical wickedness
And at tiines there is abroad in society a spirit of lawless:ies8,
tion begets another.

—

!

!

and ungodliness, which is full of peril, and calls for the earnest efforts and
prayers of good men that it may be overcome. 5. How mysterious are the ways? of
Divine Providence, in permitting the innocent to peiish, the godless to succeed, the
6. Huw often is evil overruled for the promotion of beneficent
guilty to be spared
recklessBe-ss,

!

OH. in.
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ends (ch. iv. 1 ; v. 1)
*'
Know ye not," etc. ?

!

7.

How

profitable is the reiULinbrance of

" He being dead, yet speaketh."

— D.

96

a noble-minded

man

i

Ver. 39.
(Hebron.) The sons of Zeruidh. The mental and moral qualities of men
Jf Joab and Abishai resembled their
are largely traceable to hereditary tendencies.
mother, she must have been a woman of strong mind, and of a suspicious, irascible, and
intolerant temper, rather than noted for her simplicity, meekness, and forbearance.
And so much may be inferred from the manner in which David associatt s the name of
Their spirit and conduct
xix. 22 ; 1 Kings ii. 5).
his sister with her sons (ch. xvi. 10
;

obnoxious to him, and constrained him to make this confes>ion
" It was one
to his confidential servants on the evening ot the day of Abner's funeral.
ol those moments in which a king, even with the best intentions, must feel to his own
heavy cust the weakness of everything human, and the limits of human supremacy"
(Ewald).
" I am this day
I. No MAN, HOWEVER HIGHLY EXALTED, 18 EXEMPT FROM WEAKNESS.
weak [tender, infirm], and an anointed king." The most absolute monarch cannot do
Truly good men, though anointed and endued with spiritual power, are
all he would.
by no means perfect, but are "compassed with infirmity." The weakness of a strong
man is felt: 1. In contending ayalnst the evil that surroun^ls him and presses in upon
him like " the proud waves." 2. In performing the duties that rest upon him, and
*'
I will walk within my house with
attaining the ideal of character at which he aims.
a perfect heart," etc. (Ps. ci. 2 8). 3. In effecting the purposes which he may have
formed for the good of others,
II. The weakkess of a strong man is often occasioned by his relationship
WITH OTHER MEN. " And these men, sons of Zeruiah, are too hard [rough, obstinate,
powerful] for me." His relationships with them (formed, it may lie, independently of
his choice, and conducive, in some respects, to his good) not unfrequently 1. Enable
them to acquire undue power, and incite them to pursue a presumptuous, obstinate,
" A man's foes are they of his own household " (Matt. x. 36
unjustifiable course.
Numb. xii. 1). 2. Bring him into intimate association with those who have little
sympathy with his noblest feelings, and expose him to the influence of their adverse
principles (Luke ix. 54
Matt. xvi. 22, 23). 3. Become an occasion of hindrance,
temptaHon, and peril. For, unlike him in whom the prince of this world "had
nothing " (John xiv, 30), every man possesses an inward, carnal propensity on which
outward evil may take hold, and thereby cause him to stumble.
" 1 am
III. The consciousness of his condition fills him with deep distress.
this day weak," etc., which is a cnmplaint of: 1. Painful restraint imposed upon him
with respect to conduct he cannot approve. 2. Necessary endurance of men whom
he cannot punish, and with whom he may not, out of regard to his own position and
the common good, enter into open conflict. 3. I arlial and not altogether blameless
failure in the fulfilment of the obligations of his high calling. David has been severely
condemned for not punishing the sons of Zeruiah but in order to justify such comiemnation, we should have a better acquaintance with all the circumstances of the case.
He was not without sinful infirmity. Yet whose conviction of what is absolutely right
exactly corresponds with his consciousness of actual performance? "The spirit indeed
is willing, but the flesh is weak."
IV. The chief alleviation of his tbouble is confidence in the righteous
" Jchovah reward the doer of wickedness according to his
BKTRiBUTioN OF GoD.
wickedness." This is expressive of: 1. Dependence on the Divine power to accomplish
what he himsell cannot do. 2. Faith in the Divine permission of unrequited evil for a
time, for wivse and beneficent ends.
3. Desire for the maintenance, vindication, and
triumph of eternal righteousness in the earth (vers. 22—30). "The Lord will render
to him according to his works" (2 Tim. iv. 14).
"Jehovah shall reward," etc. This
was the text to which Lady F. Cavi ndish directed attention on the occasion of the
lamented death of her husband, Lord Frederic Cavendish; and which was so remarkably
fulfilled in the fate that afterwards overtook his assassins.
"It is the hope of the
oppressed and the patience of the saints."
D.

were

diflerent

from

his,

—

:

;

;

;

—

Vers. 9

—

12.

Doing

right wrongly.

Abner knew well

that David

was appointed

—
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all IsraeL
Yet he set up Ishbosheth as king over the eleren
David, and thus caused much unnecessary and useless delay
and bloodshed. When, however, Ishbosheth (whether rightly or wrongly) remonstrated
with him for his conduct towards Rizpah, he calls to mind the purpose and promise
of God, and resolves to co-operate with him (!) in placing David over all the nation
(ver. 9) ; and he opens communications with David with this view.
The known will
of»>od thus becomes a cnnvenient pretext for the gratification at once of his revenge
His own lips convicted him of insincerity and hypociigy. Hia
and his ambition.
tardy ubedience to the truth he knew was unreal and unacceptable to God, however
It was self, and not God, that ruled him throughout.
useful to David.
Abner has
many imitators men who, instead of simj ly and sincerely obeying the truth they
know, make it wait on tlieir ambition or covetousness, now neglecting it, now acting
according to it, and professing great regard for it, as their selfish aims may prompt.
They chi lose their side in religion or politics, not according to conviction, but according
to their sup;iused interests; and if they change sides it is not because of changed
convictions, but because their ambition or avarice has been disappointed
they have
not been made enough of, or they have quarrelled with some one, or their pride has been
mortified, or they see that they have been on the side of a decaying cause which
cannot be of much more service to them. Such men may be welcomed to the side
they join, and may be of some service ; but they wUl not be trusted, and their service
In religion especially the adherence of such persons is
wiU be of doubtful value.
to be deprecated as wanting in the right spirit, and likely to be injurious rather than
beneficial.
They tend to corrupt the society in which they are active and influential,
and deprive it of its true strength that of sincere, spiritual, consistent character.
Observe 1. 27<e importance of simple and uniform obedience to the known will of Qod.
To obey as it suits our worldly aims is not to obey at all, and the pretence of obedience
Such obedience may have its uses to others ; God
is hyptcritical and hatefid to God.
may overrule it for good; but it will bring no ble^sii g to the doer. 2. 27ie langvage
of Abner may he adopted by us in relation to the kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ.
" As Jehovah has sworn to his beloved Son, even so I do to him." Our knowledge of
the purpose and promise of God to establish Christ's rule over all men should stimulate
us to devoted service in his cause. It assures us that to be on his side is to be on
God's side, on the side that must succeed. In being thus workers with God we cannot
labour in vain ; and labouring not in pretence, but in truth, we shall ultimately share
in the glory and power of the great King whose cause we espouse (Rev. ill. 21).
G. W.

to be king over

tribes in opposition to

—

—

—

:

—

Death of a great man. Abner had o;reat qualities, filled a high position,
Ver. 38.
seemed likely to be of great service to David, who sincerely lamented his untimely
end, and the wicked treachery and violence by which he fell.
Great generals and naval commanders.
I. Gbeat men should be highly valued.
If war must be, it is of vast maportance that it should be conducted by able captains.

—

men

great statesmen, philosophers,
great in the arts of peace,
Especially when distinguished
artists, preachers, etc.
For
ability is combined with unselfish devotion to the good of the nation or the race.
selfish ambition belittles the great, and moral corruption renders them powerful for
Abner's greatness was marred by his unscrupulous ambition,
evil instead of good.
and Joab was worse than he. The multitude are very dependent on great leaders,
whether in w ur or peace, and can do little without them. " Thou art worth ten
thousand of us " (ch. xviii. 3). Leading and inspiring the many, they make them

But not only
hi.-torians,

these,

scientists, poets,

own t^reatness. The influence of their deed-s, or (in the case of intelThe character
lectual leaders) their thoughts, raises others towards their own leveL
as well as the progress of a i)eople depends a good di al on its great men.
In some conditions of society their lives are more
II. Gbeat men must die.
exposed to peril than the lives of others whether from the assassin, or from fickle
monarchs or ambitious rivals, usiuL: the forms of law to put them out of their way ; or

partners in their

—

may shorten their days, " I have said. Ye are gods . .
" (Ps. Ixxxii. 6, 7)— a truth they should bear in mind to keep
humble, to stimulate their ddigence, and preserve in them % sense

the cares incident to greatness

but ye

them

shall die like

sober and

men

,
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a truth which, others should remember, that they may not
unduly confide in them (see Ps. cxlvi. 3, 4) or dread their auger
secure their favour, sin against him who lives for ever ; and that
;

idolize the great, nor
(Isa.

12), nor, to

li.

they may be themselves the more content to die.
lU. Great wen should be honoueed afteb death. By general mourning ; by
honourable burial; by commemoration of their virtues and services, in elegies (as
here), or biographies, or monuments to their memory; by carrying out their unaccomplished purposes for the public good ; and withal by praise to God for them and their
services.
Such honour is due to the men themselves, and tends to the good of society

by

exciting emulation, etc.
1. Let Britons bless God for the large number and long succession
of great njeu who bavy lidorued aad ser' ed their country in all departmente ; and pray
that the succesoion may be maintained to the latest times.
Not only are such meu
invaluable while they live ; their works and memories survive them as a perpetual
treasure.
The truly great do not die altogether.

In conclusion:

*•

But strew his ashes to the wind
Whose sword or voice has served mankind—
And is he dt ad whose glorious mind

To

Lifts thine on high?
live in hearts we leave behind,
Is not to die."

(Campbell.)

Let us be thankful that it is not necessary to be great in order to be either happy
Goodness is the essential thing, A comfort to the many who can never bo
or useful.
distinguished.
3. Yet real greatness is possible to all.
Through faith in Christ we
become children of God, " heirs of God, and joint-heirs with C^ist," to be " glorified
"
together
with him (Rom. viii. 17). In the kingdom of heaven greatness is secured
by conscientious obedience to the Divine commaudments (Matt. v. 19), humility (Matt,
xviiL 4 Luke ix. 48), and self-abasing, self-denying service of others (IMark x. 42
Such greatness is substantial and immortal (1 John ii. 17). 4. Let us rejoice
45).
that the grea* "Captain of our salvation" lives for ever, in fulness of power to save
and bless all who trust in him. G. W.
2.

;

—

A

weak king. " I am this day weak, though anointed king." David,
Ver. 39.
indignant and distressed on account of the murder of Abner, coidd not venture to
attempt to punish the murderers.
They were too powerful for even him. HeBce
It was hardly wise to express his feeling
this lamentation.
it would help to confirm
Many a munarch has been similarly weak, owin"
the power of Joab and his brother.
to the power of those who are nominally his servants.
This is injurious when it
prevents the execution of justice ; but as to measures of government it is often best,
the servant being wiser and abler than the sovereign.
We may take the words as
a picture of what has place in human nature. Man has over him rightful kings, which

—

too often are not, in fact, his ruleit.
I. The
xniu
Truth, the expressed will of Gbd, \& rightful
1. Objectively.
sovereign of men, but it very partially rules.
Many " sons of Zeruiah " are " too hard
for " it, silence its utterances, oppose its power, prevent its sway.
But it is kinof notwithstanding, and, by the Divine judgments it expresses, will determine men's destiny,
though they may refuse to let its jjrecepts regulate their conduct.
'I.
Subjectively.
" Had it strength as
Conscience, enlightened by truth, is anointed by God as kini:.
it had riizht, had it power as it had manifest authority, it would absolutely govern
the world" (Bishop Butler). But in actual government it is often "weak." The
lower part of human nature is in rebellion against the higher. Appetite and passion
and ill-regulated lawful affections, and all these hardened into habits, are " too hard "
for it.
Hence come degradation, ruin, misery, now and hereafter.
The redemption efiected by the death of our Lord, re.ilized in
II. The remedy.
the heart by faith through the power of the Holy Spirit, is the only fi"ectual remedy.
"Our old man is crucified with him, that the body of sin might be destroyed, that
henceforth we should not serve sin." •' Sin shall not have dominion over you ; for ji^
U. SAMUEL..
t

—

;
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The revelation of God and
are not under law, but under grace " (Rom. vi. 6, 14).
man, of sin and holiness, in the cross of Christ ; the deliverance from condemnation
secured thereby ; the new Divine power which is imparted to the believer ; the love
to liis liedeemer which is planted in his heart ; the filial relation into which he is
brought to God; the new hopes by which he is inspired; these rescue him from
slavery to sin, and give him freedom and will and power to serve God and righteousThe rightful Suvereign is replaced on the
4).
ness (see Rom. vL and vii., and viii. 1
throne, strong to govern, not yet with absolutely universal and perfect sway, but
with the assured prospect of it. Let, then, those who groan under the consciousness
of their moral weakness accept the great Deliverer, and submit themselves to hia
methods of imparting strength to the soul.

—

—

It mieht
III. The seeming besemblance between David and his Divtne Son.
weak, though anointed
seem as if our Lord Jesus, like David, might say, " I am
King." Long has he been exalted to his throne at the right hand of God, as Lord of all
" from henceforth expecting till his enemies be made his footstool " (Heb. x. 13). Yet how
small a portion of mankind is actually under his moral and spiritual sway and these
how imperfectly! How much power have his foes, even where he does really rule!
And his open foes and false friends seem to speak and act as they please with impunity.
He is
It is not, however, that he is "weak," or that any are "too hard for" him.
long-suffering, and delays to execute judgment but let his enemies continue impenitent
and incorrigible, and they will learn by experience that he is strong to punish them.
" Vengeance has leaden feet, but iron hands." " The mill of God grinds late, but it
Meanwhile he uses his foes as slaves to aid in working out his
grinds to powder."
And as to the limits of his moral and spiritual rule, we must remember
purposes.
It is not
that, in extending and perfecting it, he pays respect to the freedom of men.
a matter of mere power, but of instruction and persuasion. He counsels, warns, invites,
manifests his own yearning pity and love, stirs the conscience, moves the heart but
he does not compel cannot do so consistently with his own purpose or the nature
But let us yield ourselves heartily to bim,
of man and of the rule be would establish.
and we shall find that he is as strong as ever to save and make strong those who trust
.

.

.

!

;

;

—

in him.

—G. W.

Sure retribution. "The Lord shall reward the doer of evil according to
Ver. 39.
In the Revised Version the words are rendered as a wish : " The Lord
his wickedness."
Jhe substantial meaning is the
reward the wicked doer according to his wickedness."
same in both translations. "In his impotence to punish Joab himself, David remits

him to the just judgment of God" ('Speaker's Commentary'). The words may be
taken in respect to all evil-doers. None can escape the judgment of God, even if they
escape punishment from men.
This follows
cektainty of the Divine punishment of bvil-doers.
I. The
He will
As- Ruler, Lawgiver, Judge.
1. 77ie relations of Ood to men.
from
certainly not fail in the exercise of the functions which belong to these relations.
Even if we think of him as Father, we may be equally certain that impenitent sinners
win not go unpunished. What would a father be worth who should allow a depraved
son to defy himself, and seriously injure other children of the family, with impunity ?
this he will prefer ; but if
If he can by any means, gentle or severe, reform him, well,
And to say that Omnipotent love need not
nut, he must banish and abandon him.
and cauuot resort to this extremity of pimishment is to go beyond our knowledge, and
conirary to the plain statements of Holy Writ, where the chastisement whieh refoims
and the punishment which crushes are clearly distinguished. To make Gehenna a purgatory is certainly to add to the teaching of our Lord respecting it. 2. Eis threatenThose of conscience and those of Holy Writ. They abound throughout the
ings.
Bible, and are nowhere more frequent and awful than in the teaching of the tender
and loving Christ. 3. Eia character. As holy and just, loving rigbteousness and
:

—

4. Eii
hating iniquity truthful in regard to his tbreatenings as well as his promises.
Men often succeed in hiding their evil deeds or themselves from their
omniscience.
fellow-men ; but it is impossible thus tt. escajje Divine judgments (see Job xxxiv. 21,
Criminals may in some states of society be, like Joab, too
5. Hia omnipotence.
22).
ftrong to be punished by those in authority ; but God is mightier than the miglitiest.
;
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is,

therefore,
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penalties

possibility of resisting his judgments.
6.
which follow violations of natural law.
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The teachings of expe-

The results of wrongindicted by society on those

doing upon body, mind, circumstances. The penalties
who practise certain forms of wickedness.
11. The satisfaction with which this c^btaintt is sometimes begardbd by
THE righteous. According to the Revised Version the words are a wish, a prayer;
but even according to the Authorized Version they are uttered with evident satisfaction.
David desired that justice should be executed on Joab; and, feeling his own
inability to execute it, was relieved by the assurance he felt that it would not therefore
fail of execution.
Would such a feelina; be wrong in a Christian ? St. Paul did not
think so. " Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil
the Lord reward [or,
'will reward'] him according to his works" (2 Tim. iv. 14, where there are two
Jn the case of powerful villains injuring and tramreadings, as here two renderings).
plinii down the weak, but who cannot be reached by human justice, can any one doubt
that the feeling of confidence that the justice of God can and<i will reach them is a
proper feeling to cherish, although it should be associated with the desire that they
may, if possible, be converted ? In the case of impenitent sinners in general, it is the
known purpose of God to punish them according to their works. Shall his children
disapprove his conduct, or only silently submit ; or not rather acquiesce, approve, and,
at times at least, cherish complacency ? Does not the prayer divinely taught to them,
" Thy will be done," apply to this part of his will ? They bear the image of God's
righteousness as well as loving-kindness.
They have strong regard lor his character
and honour, as well as for the happiness of his creatures. They cannot but desire that
all rebellion against him should be put down by the power of his love on the hearts
of the rebels, if it may be ; if not, by the severe measures of his justice.
In the caae
of serious wrong done to ourselves, we are doubtless to suppress all emotions •of revenge,
and to pray for and be ready to forgive the wrong-doer yet the ahove-cited expression
of St. Paul shows that, in certain circumstances, we may remit the offender to Divine
justice ; and in another place (Rom. xii. 19) he gives this as a reason for not avenging
ourselves: "It is written, Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord."
The love
which is so characteristic of Christianity is not, then, incompatible with hatred of sin
and the desire that sin should be punished. The two are identical when the punisb'ment is desired that the sinner may be led thereby to repentance.
They are not
incompatible, when, the persistence and impenitence of the sinner being supposed, love
for others and zeal for the law and government of God produce at least acquiescence
It should be observed, however, that stich emotions as we have
in his judgments.
been speaking of are to form but a small part of the inner life of the 'hristian. Indignation against evil, and desire for its punishment, need rather to be restrained and
guided, than inculcated and cheri.<hed.
The sentiments towards others which should
ordinarily predominate are those of pure and direct benevolence.
Yet let sinners lay
to heart that, imless they repent and seek salvation through Christ, God will certainly
render to them according to their wickedness. "Be sure your sin will find yoa out."
" Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out.*'--Q. W,
:

;

(

EXPOSITION.

CMAFrEB
Ver.

1.

—When

Saul's

son

David.

heard

that

Abner was dead. The news of Abner'a
death must have had a doubly depressing
eflFect upon Ishbosheth; for ho learned, not
only that the mainstay of his kingdom was
but that even he, in despair of a suchad heen engaged in treasonAll the
able negotiations with his rival.
Their troiihlu wiis
Israelites were troubled.
uncertainty
than
by
rather
by
fear.
eaused

slain,

sessful issue,

^boer's plans

had

murder threw grave anspidone on
now attacked Israel, the
chiefs would most probably have stood
loyally by Saul's house. But he did ;<oihmg,
and his innocence slowly but grad'aally was

fact of hia

IV.

fallen through,

and the

made

Ha<l he

clear.

They were

thus' in a state of

suspense, and waiting till eome brave man
Unforarose to lead them to a dexjision
tunately, ti fresh crime threw everything
back into hopeless contusion.
Ver. 2.p-Saul's son had two men oaptaiiu
of bands. The hwnis mentioned were lifrhiaiuied troops, used
forays, duch as that

m

;
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mentioned in ch. iii. 22. Their captains
would be men of importance with Ishbosheth,
who ifi here dc-Bcribel somewhat contemptuously, not afl king, nor by hia own name, but
88 " Saul's son." Beeroth. This place, literally the Welh, was one of the four towns
reserved for tlie Gibeonites (Josh. ix. 17),
though nominally belonging to Benjamin
(Josh, iviii.

25).

The

note, that

it

was

reckoned to Benjamin, suggests that it had
until quite lately been occupied by the
Canaanites, whose flight to Gittaim had no
doubt been caused by Saul's cruel attack

upon them referred to in ch. xxi. 1, 2. It
wa* thus remarkable that the destruction
of Saul's dynasty was the work of the
Gibeonites of Beeroth. As we find another
of these Beerothites, Naharai, holding the
office of armour-bearer to Joab (1 Chron. xi.
39), it seems probable that many of them
saved themselves from expulsion by becoming soldiers. But among David's worthies
a large number were stranprers, and some
even men of foreign extraction. Beeroth,
however, was probably seized in Saul's reign
by the Benjamites, by force, and occupied
by them, as its citizens returned in large
numbers from the exile (Ezra ii. 25). and
are counted as genuine Israelites. Moreover, by thus dispossessing the natives, Saul
was able to give his tribesmen " fields and
vineyards" (1 Sam xxii. 7), which otherwise
would have been in violation of the Mosaic

Law.
Ver.

3.

— Gittaim.

and means

" the

This word
two Gaths

;

is
"

a dual,
the one

being, probably, the acropolis, or upper
town, at the foot of which nestled a new
Q^th, protected by the ancient stronghold.
It is mentioned as belonging to Benjamin
in Neh. iL 33 ; but conld not have been an
Israelite town at this time, as the Beerothites
are described as eqjoumen, that is, dwellers
When expelled from
in a foreign country.
Beerotli, they probably seized Gittaim by
force, and, on the reconciliation eftected by
the execution of Saul's sons, returned to
their allegiance to Israel.
Ver. 4
Jonathan, Saul's son, had a son.
This is mentioned to show that Saul's lineage virtually became extinct on Ishbosheth's
death. Mephibosheth, the heir, was a cripple,
and physically incapable of reigning. Saul

—

had, indeed, sons by a concubine, and grandchildren by his daughter Jlerab (ch. xxi.
But throughout the history there is no
8).
hint that any of these were regarded sis the
representatives of Saul's house. (For the
nam( Mephibosheth, see note on ch. ii. 8.)
Vers. 6, 7.
As though they would have
Not only is th<- narrative
fetched wheat.
confused, but the versions oficr extraordinary varieties of reading. The murder
of Ishbosheth is fully dp-icribed in v.'?. 7,

—

[CH. IV. 1

—

12.

and

is there in its place, while it is out oi
place in ver. 6. And that the captains would
themselves fetch wheat, instead of having
it carried from the granary by their men
and that they would go through the king's
chamber to obtain it; are both improbable.
The very act of going to get wheat at midday, when everybody was having his siesta,
would itself be suspicious. The Syriac says
nothing about wheat, but that these "wicked
men took and smote him." The Vulgate
and LXX. lay the blame on the woman who
kept the door, the nai-rative of the latter
being as follows " They entered into the
house of Ishboslieth in the heat of the day,
and he was asleep in his midday chamber
And behold, the woman that kept the door
of the house had been winnowing wheat,
and she slumbered and slept. And the
brothers Eechab and Baanah entered the
house without being noticed, and Ishbosheth
was asleep on his bed in his chamber, and
they smote him," etc. There is, confessedly,
considerable confusion in the text, but the
versions do not altogether clear it up; and
until we have better materials for forming
a judgment, we must be content to wait.
In ver. 5, instead of " who lay on a bed at
noon," the Hebrew has " as he was taking
In ver. 7 the bed is tlie
his noonday rest."
divan, or raised bank, which in an Oriental
house runs along the wall, and is supplied
with pieces of carpet, or cushions, on which
to sit cross-legged or recline. For sleep, the
Even
corners were the favourite places.
the public rooms h»d these divans. But
Ishbosheth had probably retired for his
siesta into a private chamber, where tl.e
captains knew that he would be alone. The
plain through which they fled was the
:

Arabah, or Jordan valley, as in ch. ii. 29.
Ver. 8.— Which sought thy life. Saul had
sought David's life, but Ishbosheth was
innocent of any such attempts. Still, had
he been victorious, David, a.s his rival, would
certainly have been put to death. Jehovah
hath avenged my lord the king. The ordinary
language of the East is so religious that
these words imply nothing more than that
these wicked men saw in their base act a
step towards the carrying out of a Divine
But in thus referiing to the compurpose.
mon belief that David's kingdom was
assured to him by Jehovah, they evidently
intended to commend their deed to the
really devout mind <,f the king.
And David answered. David's
Vers. 9, 10.
answer is worthy of him. His appeal to
Jchoviih, as One that had saved him in all
time of adversity, was a declaration that
he had no need of criminals. And throughout he had carefully abstained from taking

—

any steps to bring about the accomplishment of God's will, and had been nprigiit
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forbea: hig alike to Isbbosheth and
8au1. Ho\^ noble his conduct was we see
by the contrast with Mi^cbeth, whose better
nature was poisoned and spoiled by the
hope that he should be king hereafter. At
the end of the verse the force is weakened
in the Authorized Version by the insertion
of irrelevant words. What David said is,
" I slew him in Ziklag, and that was the
reward I gave him for his tidings."
11.
Ver.
A righteous person. Isbbosheth was probably a weak rather than
a wicked man but David is not speaking
of him generally, and, as regards Rechab
and Baanah, he was quite guiltless, and
their crime was not in revenge for any

101

wrong done them.
Ver. 12. They out off their hands and
their feet. This was not intended for the

were cut off because tliey had committed
the murder; the feet, because they had
brought the head to Hebron. Still, David
was violating the spirit of the Mosaic Law.
It ordered that the body of a man who had
been put to death should be buried the same
day (Deut. xxi. 23). In the face of this
humane enactment, it is wonderful that the
laws of Christian countries should have
allowed the mutilation of the bodies of
traitors, and the hanging on gibbets of
criminals convicted of smaller crimes. Remembering, therefore, the customs of our
fathers, we must not blame David much for
suspending the hands and feet of these
murderers at tlie pool of Hebron, that all,
when coming for water, might know of
their punishment. The head of Ishbosheth
was honourably buried in Abner'a grftre

purpose of mutilation, but to carry out an

(see oh. liL 32).

—

;

—

Eaatem idea

of retaliation.

The hands

HOMILETICS.
Vers. 1

—12.—The

On

the death of Abner, consternation seizes Ishbosheth and his friends. 2. The only other representative of the house of Saul was a
mere boy, whose age and bodily infirmity rendered his coming to the front out of the
question. 3. Two of Isbboslieth's oiEcers, forming a secret design, visit Ishbosheth aa
though on business connected with their duties, and slay him. 4, Stealing away by
night, they carry the head of Ishbosheth to David at Hebron, and think to satisfy
thereby his love of revenge.
5. David, eagerly reminding himself that God had
always delivered him without his having recourse to bloodshed, reminds his visitors
alBo of the punishment he had inflicted on others in a similar case at Ziklag, and
denounces their deed as even more atrocious. 6. Thereupon David causes the murdeiers
to be executed, and their limbs to be exhibited in Hebron as a warning to the wicked,
and meanwhile he bestows fiw.i^r^al honours on the head of Ishbosheth.
facts are

:

1.

Worldly blindness the parent of sorrow and wrong. The whole of the events of this
chapter proceed from the inability of
to read the high principles that governed the
conduct of David. The general truth may be developed as follows.
I. The B0DINO8 of ignorance fill a large space in the lives of some men.
When it is said that Ishbosheth and his people were i)aralyzed and troubled by the
news of the death of Abner, the question conies Why? Was it becau.se now the
healing policy of Abner and David (ch. iii. 17
21) would yield to the more fierce policy
of Joab? Did the young king and his followers imagine that, now it was simply a
question of best terms, and that submission was inevitable? Or were they apprehensive
that, although David made terms with Abner for the sake of securing his aid, now,
when that aid was no longer available for the consolidation of his power, he would take
revenge on all who had supported the cause of Ishbosheth ? In any case, their fearg
were not warranted by the governing facts of the situation. Their safety and welfare
rested with David, and had they known him, had they read his principles ariiiht, they
might have been quite at ease in allowing events to take their course in his supremacy.
Their forebodings of trouble sprang from ignorance of the man they had to deal with.
They formed their estimate of his possible future conduct on the standards familiar
amongst themselves. His life was too lofty in tone and aspiration for ihom to untierHow much of human life is spoiled, is chartied with sorrows and (ears, which
stand.
would have no place were our vision clearer and our estimate of others more just and
Men too often judge of the thoughts and ways of God by their own standard,
true!
and so apprehend what never need have troubled them. Our ignorance of coming
•vents exercises a laiger influence over our feeliutts than is proper; for though we do

mm

—

—
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exactly what will occur, we eight to know that all things are in the wisest
In human relationships men make troubles by supposincc ttieir
Even the disciples
fellow-men, often, to be otherwise afifected than they actually are.
were troubled in consequence of their blameworthy ignorance of the wisdom and power
of their ^Master, and they were challenged to get rid of the sorrows bred of ignorance
by reposing in him a trust as absolute as they, pious Hebrews, were wont to repose in

not

know

and kindest of hands.

the Eternal (John xiv.

1, 2),

The attachment of men not spibituallt enlightened is of doubtful
PEBMANENCE. The attachment of the sons of Rimmon and others to the cause of
II.

Ishbosheth was based on anything but enlightened views of the theocracy, or a clear
interpretation of the events of the life of Saul and David, which must have been well
known. Indeed, as in the days of " David's greater Son " the mark of distinction
among men lay in the spiritual recognition of him as Divine amidst his sorrows and
trials, 80 in David's time only true unworldly men, whose eyes were open to see the
That
spiritual element in his life, formed political attachments on superior knowledge.
which is earthly partakes of the instability of earth, and, however outwardly zealous
the supporters of Ishbosheth may have been and even sincere according to their light,
they were open to the influences to change which are sure to arise in times of trouble,
but which could never move a mind that saw the higher principles involved in David's
The historian seems to imply this in his reference to the ase and infirmity of
claim.
else of the house of Saul around
might rally in case Ishbosheth's cause should fail. No resort was left but
to abandon the young kim in his troubles, and form new and more promising attachImagine a Jonathan slackening his attachment to David in his time of stress!
ments.

Mephibosheth, as much as to say there was no one

whom men

On the other hand, there
Paul losing interest in Christ when persecutions arose
instances in which the weakened attachment of the sons- of Rimmon, proceedins as that attachment did from low and mere conventional views, finds a counterCompanionships based on community of sensual enjoyments are
part in human life.
held by bonds which perish in adversity. Friendships are perishable in so far as they
Whatever ties are formed on any feelings, interests,
are pervaded by a worldly element.
or consideiations than those which make us all one in Christ, cannot but vanish as we
pass from the earthly scene into the world where alone the spiritual bond endures.
And in the Church militant the adherence of nmnbers lacks a permanence to be counted
on in proportion as it is based on custom, convenience, fashion, superstition, defective
knowledge of Scripture, and dimness of spiritual a| 'prehension. Plato was not far from
the truth in saying that knowledge and reality were one. Scripture everywhere gives
The distincprominence to the unifying, ennobling power of spiritual perception.
The " spiritual man judgeth
tion of children of light and of darkness proceeds thereon.
The rejecrion of Christ was connected with blindness to the higher and
all things."

or a

are

!

many

—

ii. 8
16).
of unspiritual views are, by reason of their blindness, open to
TERRIBLE TEMPTATIONS, AND MAY BE CARRIED AWAY TO EVIL BY THE LOWER PASSIONS
OF THEIR NATURE. These sons of Rimmon, like others, began to consider what course
would be most advantageous to themselves, now that the cause of Ishbosheth seemed
to be on the wane. Looking on the position of the two kings as simply the consequence
of purely worldly forces coming into competition, and caring most of all to be on the
winning' side, they a.sked themselves what conduct on their part would be sure to win

more

spiritual qualities of his life (1 Cor.

III.

Men

Had they at that juncture in the process
the favour of David, the stronger of the two.
of thought conceived of David as a man of Gtni, of high spiritual aims, destined to
work out a Divine purpose on principles of righteousness, and ambitious to translate
the purest principles of private life into the affairs of his kingdom, tbey would only
have thought of doing some deed of justice and mercy, such as a man of that character
But being destitute of these spiritual perceptions, regarding all
would delight in.
things on the low base level of a woridly exiedienc^, and judging David to be much
siich^a man as themselves, there arose in their process of thought fair opportunity for
the cruellest and basest propensities of their nature, to put forth their strength and
It takes
6ugge.it the murder of the unfortunate king as an act of present wisdom.
manv impulses and thoughts of advantage and disadvantage to bririg about a great
crime, and it is difficult, in analyzing the mental antecedents of the crime, to assign to
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obvious iu this case that worldliness of view, lack of
lofty character, rendered the crime possible,
and even cleared away the barriers of reason against its accomplishment. They judged
David to be as themselves, and they acted accordingly. The belief that he would be
glad inspired the concoction of the plot, and gave tone of exultation in their approach
Their darkness was dense, and in this
to him with the head of the murdered man.
It is often that men fall into the snare of the
sense theirs was a deed of darkness.
The false is glossed, the
devil in consequence of their lack of spiritual perception.
Even disciples, not clearly perceiving the purely spiritual character of
true is veiled.
their Lord's mission, desired fire from heaven to destroy the unbelieving.
During the
" dark ages " men perpetrated dreadful deeds to please Christ, not rising to a true
Low conceptions of the nature of the
appreciation of his character and methods.
kingdom of Christ as it is in the world, now induce men professing an interest in it to
render service in forms that would never be entertained were his kingdom regarded
And as this wurldly
as he regards it one of purity, of love, and of righteousness.
mindedness was a sore cause of sorrow and trouble to David, and hindered the establishment of his authority, so the same evil militates much against the final triumph of our
Lord.
Hence the need of teaching and the power of the Holy Spirit to open the eyes
of the blind, that they may appreciate and regulate their actions by the high principles
embodied in the character and kingdom of Christ.
General lessons, 1. Destitution of the power of spiritual apprehension and appreciation is a radical evil of human nature, and can never be removed by any other
means than those which God has provided in his truth and the grace of the Holy
2. If we would have men knit in imperishable bonds of affection and common
Spirit.
each

exact influence; but

its

spiritual apprehension,

it is

undue estimate of a

—

we must

them tu see Christ as he is, and enter into relationships
kingdom. 3. In all our dealings with men we should be careful
not to put forwanl our own feelings and aims as a standard by which to judge them.

interest,

on the

seek to get

basis of his

Clustered truths.
It is not easy to weave all the teaching of this chapter on one
and yet the various incidents recorded all centre in the disaster which befell the
King of Israel consequent on the secession and death of Abner. It may thus be ailvantageuus, for the sake of securing unity of form, to look at the remaining leading truths
of the chapter as clustering around this sad event.
L The smallku fiqubes of history. Mephibosheth here figures as an insignificant
person iu the narrative of persons and events connected with the gradual unfolding of
mere boy, lamed by a careless nurse, a son of one who had
the purposes of God.
renounced all claim to the throne 1 His uame and misfortune are mentioned, and tha
Now and then we meet with such incidental references in
tide of events moves on.
They are but specimens of multitudes equally insignificant who
the Bible history.
played a small part in the affairs of the world, and are unknown for ever. Their selection for brief allusion is d'jubtless part of a vast providential method by which the
historians were imconsciously guided to refer to whatever might illustrate the procesi
of elimination by which God at last accomplished his piu-pose in first raising up David
to supreme dominion of his people, and afterwards the true David of the present disjjeuThe poor lad little knew that lie was an element in the working out of a great
sation.
purpose, and that, small as was his figure in life, it served as a foil to God's greater
Modern science teaches us that nothing is really lost, that all small items
characters.
So
are used up in the great development of things towards a future higher condition.
the humbler forms of human life are not all lost. They play their part, and to some
extent modify all that comes after them. In the Church of Christ, the little ones, feeble
and uninfluential in a worldly sense, have some part to perform in the great spiritual
line,

A

is woiking out.
Our Mephibosheths are not lost to mankind.
smaller figures of life render the totality of life more varied, and develop qualities
which uniform greatness could never originate.
II. Notorious immortality.
These sons of Rimmon have won for themselves a
notorious immortality. Had it not been for their base aud cruel deed, their name*
would never have appeared on the page of history. Their crime has given theiu a
prominent placa as compared with wiser and better men. In this case, the reason of it
ia doubtless to be found in the circumstance that their deed served to bring out iutj

development which God

The
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more cUstinctness the character of the kingdom which God was then establishing by
means of David, and so, incidentally, it forms one of the links in that singular chain of
events by which at last the Christ foimd a way prepared for him to dwell among men.
There is a base passion in some men for this kind of notoriety. Some criminals have
gloried in it, and have seemed to derive some satisfaction from the thought that, at all
events, they have created a sensation, and will for a time, and perhaps for ever, figure in
The utter delusiveness of sinful reasoning The
history. Miserable consolations of sin
charm and delight could only be for a few days the anguish and shame would come when
the eye saw the world no more and the ear ceased to listen to the hum of the people, and
then abide for ever. The curse of the righteous rests on the notoriety, and so it becomes
!

!

;

a very occasion of deep and recurring disgrace. In modem times incalculable injury
is done by a low literature that feeds this morbid love of notoriety of evil, and in the
education of youth too much care cannot be given to secure them from the infection.
When these sons of Eimmon went to
III. Implicit aspersion of chabacteb.
David with the head of Ishbosheth, no doubt openly and even boasting before they
reached his presence, they by that act implicitly cast on his character the foulest and
most painful aspersions. It was in act a declaration to men that David was a man of
blood, that he looked on the son of Saul as a foe to be got rid of by any means, and
that if only supremacy could be obtained over all the peoph he cared not particularly
To David this was the interpretation of the act, and the people about
as to the means.
him could not but regard it in that light. Character may be aspersed by deeds in
various forms, and by people who do not see that there is aspersion in their conduct.
The flatteries of some men are virtually reflections on purity of life. The requests of
some men for a certain line of action are founded sometimes on a supposition of character that would be repudiated and scorned,
IV. KiGHTEOUS INDIGNATION. David at once saw the varied bearings of the conduct
of these sons of Rimmon its base treachery, its cold cruelty, its political treason, its
disregard of the claims of misfortune, its foolish policy, and, not least, its false and
wicked misrepresentations of his own character. To the man called of God, who had
in all his adversities trusted in God, whose mission was to establish a rule more wise
«nd just than that of Saul, and to raise the ideas of the people to a higher level and
prepare them to perform a part in opening the way for the great Messiah, this insult
must have been agonizing. His quick spiritual sensibilities were at once stirred, and
yet his indignation was the more strong and impressive in that he selected worda
wherewith to show to them the enormity of their guilt, and then delivered them to the
execution they deserved. Apart from his natural aversion to " bloody men," and his regard
for the sacredness of human life even in the case of those who injured him, he could
not but dwell in his own private reflections on the shameful insult offered to himself in
All
fire burned in his soul.
the supposition that he could glory in such a deed.
good men, who regard purity and righteousness of life as above aU things, will fully
sympathize with David. Have we not here a clue to the Saviour's anguish when evil
men s^jiposed that he performed miracles by means of the power of Beelzebub? And
was not this, perhaps, the deadly sin against the Holy Ghost (Matt. xii. 24 32)?
V. Genebositt to unfobtunate men. David was a man rich in noble feelings.
His proud indignation at the insult paid to him was accompanied with immediate
regard for the unfortunate king whose life had been brought to so untimely an end.
For hjm he cherished true pity. He regarded him as the son of Saul the anointed of
the Lord, a man forced probably intu a position of danger by stronger wills, and at least
mistaken in his views as to what was best for the tribes on the death of his father ; and
hence, with the generosity so characteristic of him, he had his few remains buried with
Here comes out the unworldliall honour in the sepulchre of his distinguished captain.
ness of David's character. Success in life and rise to a high position too often render
men ii different to those on whom fortune has not smiled. There are many like Ishbosheth men who have been pushed into positions lor which they were unfitted, or have
been swayed by feeble reasons of their own into a coiu-se of life not useful, or have
striven in vain against great social obstacles, and so have come to disappointment and
grief.
As cur Lord was compassionate and considerate of the lowly, so all who cherish
his spirit will find out means of showing kindness to the unfortunate, even though they
,

;

A

—

—

may have

been in the position of opponents.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

(Mahanaim.) 2%« unhappy lot of Ishbosheth. Of the varied types of
Yen.
character which these chapters furnirih, that which appears in Ishbosheth (Eshbaal,
The last Burviviag son of Saul, he bore little
1 Chron. viii. 33) is a most pitiable one.
resemblance to hia heroic father ; owed his life to his incapacity for military enterprise
was the legitimate successor of Saul according to the law of Oriental succession ; after
the brief suspense in which the elders of Israel seemed disposed to accept David as king
(ch. ii. 7 ; iii. 17), was taken under the patronage of Abuer ; at the end of five years was
fully recognized, being forty years old ; and reigned two years (ch. ii. 10). It is imcertain
how fir he was aware of David's Divine designation to the throne, and consciously opposed
its fulfilment ; and, since the latter was not chosen by the elders, he was not guilty of
usurpation. Although David could not speak of him as king, he called him " a righteoua
person" (ver. 11) "a man who had done no one any harm" (Josephus) in the same
magnanimous spirit as he always exhibited towai'd the house of Saul. He was : 1.
" The Scripture presents in him a living
liaised to a position /or which he was unfit.
example of how the sacredly held right of legitimate inheritance has no root when it is
not ennobled by vigorous personality. When the Divine calling is lacking, no legitimate pretensions help " (Cassel). He was destitute of mental force, courage, and energy
ambitious of royal honour and ease ; not of royal service and beneficence. The highest
In an ideal state of society it cannot be otheroffices should be held by the lest men.
wise ; but in its actual condition we often see " servants upon horses, and princes walking as servants upon the earth " (Eccles. x. 7). He who seeks or consents to occupy a
position of influence and responsibility for which he is unfit, and those who seek or accept
his appointment to it, inflict a serious injury upon themselves and one another.
The
rule of the " bramble " results in the destruction of all the trees of the forest (Judg.
;
" Abner was dead " by whom
2. Deprived of the support on vhich he relied.
X, 15).
he had been exalted and sustained, and to whi im, rather than to God, he looked for
coimsel and help. Although he had alienated him by imprudent remonstrance (ch. iii. 7),
yet " he may have hoped to obtain an honourable satisfaction by his mediation
(Hengstenberg). This hope was now cut off". " Cm-sed be the man that trusteth in
man," etc. (Jer. xvii. 5 ; Ps. cxliii. 3, 4). 3. Seduced to a condition of extreme weakness.
*'Hifl hands became feeble."
Nothing remained but imconditioual submission or
ineffectual and hopeless resistance. He was prepared for neither, and surrendered himself
to despair ; sufi"ering the consequences of his own " foolishness " (Prov. xix. 3). 4. Con" And aU Israel was troubled " agitated,
tributory to the distress of a whole people.
alarmed, confounded, desponding ; having no confidence in his ability, participating in
" By his death the
his fears, and, like him, experiencing the efi"ect8 of former errors.
treaty with David was broken off; or there was no one to manage it with such authority
and prudence as Abuer had done " (Patrick). 6. Exposed to the villainy of unfaithful
" And Saul's son had two men," etc. Tliey belonged to his own tribe, and
servants.
Bhould have bteu his protectors ; served him in prosperity, when he could reward them
but turned against him in adversity, when he could no longer serve their interests; and,
although they had suHered no wrong at hiB hands (ver. 11), acted toward him unjustly
and with " treasonous malice," craft, and cruelty. 6. Smitten at a season of apparent
$ecurity. " At noon, in his own house, upon his bed ; " where he sought a brief repose,
and slept to wake no more. Ele was left unguarded, and perished "unawares" (Luke
His head was buried " in the sepulchre of Abner in Hebron ; " and the
xxi. 34).
opposition to " the house of David " was at an end.
None survived of " the bouse of
Saul " save an afflicted son of Jonathan (ver. 4), who could be supposed to have any
claim to the crown. 7. Removed as the last obstacle to the accession of a worthier man.
And herein the overruliu;^ providence ol God again appears in brinjiing to pass "the
word of the Lord by Samuel " (ch. i. 1, 2). " It is significant that the destruction ol
Saul's house and kingdom should have issued from Beeroth, the Gibeonite city (ch.
xxi. 1, 2) " (' Speaker's Commentary ').— D.
1

3.

—

—

—

Ver. 4.

An unfortunate prince a sermon
—(GiBEAH.)Jonathan,
the
David and

was the only son

:

of

friend of

to children.

eldest son of

King

Mephiboebeth
Saul.

When

"

;
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years old the country was invaded by the Philistines (1 Sam. xxix. 1), hii
(brth with the king from Gibeah to figlit against them in Jezreel, ami he
was left at home in the care of a nurse (his mother probably being dead). They waited
anxiously for news of the conflict and at kngth there came a mes-^enger sayini: that
the battle was lost, the king and Jonathan were dead, and the terrible Philistines
were coming to plunder and burn the place. The nurse caught up the child, and carried
him away on her shoulder; but in her flight across the hills she stumbled, ana the
little jjrinje fell, was hurt in both his feet, and became a helpless cripple for the rest of
his days.
No other creature on earth is weaker,
I. Childhood ib beset by many perils.
more hel[)less or dependent at tlie commencement of life, than n child. He is peculiarly
liable to accident and susceptible to disease ; incapable of defending himself from harm
and is cast entirely U| on the care of others. A little neulect
or pre.servinej his own life
on their j^art may prove fatal. More than a fourth of all the children that are bom die
There is the still greater danger to your souls of being
befnre they are five years old.
allowed to grow up in ignorance and led into "the way of transgressors," stumbling
and perishin^i therein (Matt, xviii. 6). Be thankful to your parents, nurses, and teachers
still more to your heavenly Father who has taught them such
for their care over you
care, appointed his holy angets to be your guardians, sent his Son to ble>8 you, and
himself loves, preserves, watches over you, and seeks your salvation (Matt, xviii. 10—14).
You may sometimes wish that
II. Even a prince is not free from misfortune.
you belon-'ed to a royal or wealthy family, lived in a palace, and had numerous servants
Well, here is
to wait upon you; supposina: that you would be happier ihan you are.
a prince yet motherless, fatherless, homeless, helpless, and hopekss. How much better
No condition of life
is your condition than that of this i>oor little orphan cripple!
none beneath the possession of enjoyment. Envy not
is above the reach of trouble
the lot of others, nor fret and be dissatisfied with your ovni. Hear a fable of three little
On leing asked what they wished for, one
fishes that dwelt in a beautiful stream.
said, "Wings," and when these grew he flew away so high and so far that he could not
get back, sank exhausted, and breathed his last another said, " Knowledge," and when

he was

five

father

went

;

;

;

;

;

;

and durst not touch a fly or a worm or eat
any food, lest it should contain a fatal bait, pined away and died ; the third said, *' I
wish for nothing, but am contented with my lot," and this little fish had a long and
happy life. Have you not heard of the apostle who was a prisoner for Jesus' sake, and
" (PhiL iv. 11)?
said, " I have learned in whatsoever state 1 am therewith to be content
he obtained

it,

became anxious and

" There

And

is

fearful,

a cross in every

an eamei-t need

lot.

for

prayer

But a lowly heart that leans on thee
Is happy anywhere."
a little blind girl was asked the reason of her affliction, she replied, "
Father, for so it seemed good in thy sight."

When

Even

so,

in. The trNFORTUNATE are never left without a friend. And "a friend in
need is a friend indeed." What became of Mephibosheth? He was carried beyond
the river Jordan, out of the reach of the Philistines found a home " in the house of
Machir, the son of Ammiel, tn Lo-debar " (ch. ix. 4 xvii. 27), in the neighbourhood of
Mahanaim, among the mountains of Gi lead was treated with kindness; and dwelt in
a place of safety until he became a man. Only a few persons knew where he lived, or
whether he were alive and when King David heard of him, he invited him to Jerusalem, that he might show him kindness " for Jonathan's sake." Affliction appeals to
our pity, and tends to call forth our sympathy and help. We should never despise the
unfortunate nor mock at their misfortune but always try to do them good. Above all,
in our trouble we should trust in God, in whom *' the fatherless findeth mercy " (Hos.
" When my father and mother forsake me, then the Lord will take me up
xiv. 3).
;

;

;

;

;

(Ps. xxvii. 10).

A

IV.
GREAT MISFORTUNE OFTEN PROVES A GREAT BLESSING. If Mcphibosheth had
not been made lame by the accident of his childhood, he woidd have been tempted to
aim at the crown, and might have rushed into ambitiou.s and godless enterprises
As it was, he spent his days in quietness and
others did, and perished in like manner.

u

1— 12.J
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His affliction was the means of making him humble, thankful, patient, and
His father's property was restored t^ him by his father's friend ; and he had
an honourable place assigned to him at the royal table (ch. ix. 13). How often is an
The hand of Q-od
orphan taught by the loss of his father to seek his father's God
And all earthly trouble, when endured in a right spirit, is a
overrules evil for good.
preparation for a heavenly home. D.

peace.

devout.

>

I

—

—

8.
(Mahanaim.) Assassins. " And they brought the head of Ishbosheth
Vers. 5
unto David to Hebron " (ver. 8). 1. What useful purpose can the record of the atrocious
deeds of such men serve ? To throw light upon the condition of the age in which they
occurred.
To confirm inspired testimony concerning human depravity (Ps. xiv.). To
exhibit the tendency of the evil principles and passions by which these men were
To show that the wickedness of
actuated, and incite hatred and abhorrence of them.
the wicked is subject to restraint and returns upon their own heads in significant
punishment. To make us gratetul for our preservation from crime and from calamity
thankful for the improved condition of society, and zealous for its further advancement.
2. The crime of the two brothers, Baanah and Hechab, which has given them an
infamous immortality, was not an ordinary murder. What their former course had
been, and whether they were influenced by any other motive besides the love of gain,
we know not. But in taking away the life of the head of their tribe, the ruler under
whom they held their position, and in their subsequent conduct, they acted disloyally,

ungratefuUy, deceitfully, basely. Notice their
Having lost the feeling of reverence and obligation, they
I. Deliberate treason.
marked the helplessness of Ishbosheth, and resolved to take advantage of it ; consulted
together as to the time and means of effecting their design ; " went, and came about
the heat of the day," etc. (ver. 5) ; " and behold, the woman who kept the door of the
house winnowed wlieat, and she slumbered and slept. And the brothers Kechab and
Baanah got through unobserved," etc. (LXX.). 1. in proportion to the duty of men to
do good to others is their guilt in doing them evil. 2. Premeditated sin greatly aggravates its guilt.
3. Those whose hearts are set on crime are lured on by circumstances
to its commission.
" He lay on his bed in his bed-chamber," taking his midII. Heartless cruelty.
day siesta, " and they smote him " etc. (ver. 7). Men of violence, with more than the
ordinary fierceness ot their tribe, they " murdered sleep, the innuceut sleep," without
pity and without compunction, being " past feeling " escaped with their ghastly
trophy and " gat them away through the plain [of the Jordan] all night " to Hebron
(a distance of sixty miles), knowing not that they were swiftly pursued by nemesis with
unerring aim, and hurrying to their doom (Acts xxviii. 4).
" Behold the head of Ishbosheth thinp enemy," etc.
III. Hypocritical meanness.
(ver. 8).
In order to gain the favour of David they hesitated not to blacken the character of their former master by attributing to him feelings of personal revenue called
him their lord the king; and represented their crime as an act of judgment performed
by them under the sanction of Jehovah. How often do ungodly mer) profanely and
hypocritically use the name of God when it suits their purpose ; and even paint their
shameful villainies as praiseworthy virtues! "Hypocrisy is the homage which vice
;

;

;

pays to virtue."
IV.

Mercenary selfishness. Like the Amalekite (ch. i. 2), they sought, not David's
own interest (ver. 10). Hence "their feet were swift to shed blood"
lix. 7; Rom. iii. 9
10).
18), and "their mouth was full of deceit" (Ps. x. 3

welfare, but their
(Isa.

—

—

" Cursed be he that taketh reward to slay an innocent person" (Deut. xxvii. 21)).
For
thirty pieces of silver Judas betrayed the Lord.
V. Self-blinded misjudgment. They were probably iicquamted with the manner
in which Abner had been treated (ch. iii. 20) and with the impunity of his murderer;
and not unnaturally supposed that whatever promoted the interests of David would be
leasing to him.
The nature of the wicked is ever to measure others by themselves.
Their ruling motive gives its colouring to their views of everything, and leads them to
Their
attribute to the same motive actions which are due to one tntirely dilT rent.
delusion is sometimes suddenly dispelled, and they fall into the pit which thoy have
digged (Ps. vii. 15 xxxvii. 15). " Hell is truth discov«v«d too late."
]

;

—

—

;,
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VI. Justly desebvbd doom. (Ver. 12.) " David acted with strict justice in this casb
not only to prove to the people that he had neither commanded nor approved the
murder, but from heartfelt abhorrence of such crimes and to keep his conscience void of
offence toward God and toward man " (Keil). " Indeed, in a war of five years' continuance
which followed upon Saul's death, David never lifted up his sword against a subject
and at the eud of it he punished no rebel he remembered no offence but the murder
" Though Mephibosheth (the next avenger of blood) was lame and could
of his ri\ al,"
not overtake them, yet God's justice followed and punished them when they little
expected " (Wordsworth). D.
al«o,

;

—

—

11.
Vera. 9
(Hebbon.) A good man's motto. ** As Jehovah liveth, who hath
redeemed my soul out of all adversity," etc. 1. Au oath, such as David took, is properly
an act of worship a direct and solemn appeal to God as a witness, in confirmation of
an assertion or of a promise or expressed obligation. There is implied an imprecation
of Divine displeasure if the truth be not spoken or the engagement be not fulfilled.
It
was customary from ancient times (Gen. xiv. 22 xxi. 23) often enjoined in the Law
(Deut. vi. 13 Exod. xxii. 10) and served important purposes (Heb. vi. 16). Nor ia
it absolutely prohibited under the Christian dis] ensation (Matt. xxvi. 63; Rom. i. 9;
" The Saviour forbids absolutely such oaths only as are
2 Cor. L 23 Phil. i. 8).
hostile to the reverence that is due to God " (Tholuck, .Serm. on the ]\T ount
Hodge,
• Syst. Theology,' iii. 307
Paley Dymond, * Essays '). 2. Baanah and Eechab virtually
claimed the Divine sanction to their deed, which, they said, was an act of judgment
on David's enemies, and a means of preserving his hfe. But David could not admit
their claim, and would have no part in their crime, however it might seem to promote
his interest and (lifting up his right hand toward heaven, Deut. xxxii. 40) he appealed
to the living Ood, on whom, and not on man, least of all on man's wickedness, the
preservation of his life depended, in confirmation of his purpose to inflict upon them
the punishment of death, which was more richly deserved by them than by one on
whom he formerly inflicted it when he confessed to a similar deed. 3. His appeal,
considered with reference to the principles and feelings it involved, may be regarded aa
a statement of the motto of his life and expressive of
" Living (is) Jehovah," equivalent to •* as surely aa
I. Belief in the living God.
Jehovah liveth "(Judg.viii. 19; Kuthiii. 13; 1 Sam. xx. 3; xxv. 34; xxix.6; Jer. xxxviiL
16, " who has made for us this soul "). " Along with the name of God, the person swearing would at the same time designate his other attributes, his power and greatness, or
whatever else of the essence of this God appeared to him at the moment of swearing of
special significance" (Euald, 'Antiquities').
"Jehovah liveth" (ch. xxii. 47; 1 Sara,
xvii. 26).
A godly man believes in 1. His actual existence and self-originated, personal,
"
independent life. With him is the fountain uf life " (Ps. xxsvi. 9). He " hath life
in hunself " (John v. 26).
He "only hath immortality" (1 Tim. vi. 16). The life of
all creatures he gives, sustains, or takes away as it pleases him.
2. His immediate
jrresence and accurate observation of everything as it really is, every thought, word, and
action and his apjjrobation or disapprobation of it, according to its moral character.
He is "a true and faithful Witness" (Jer. xlii. 3; Isa. Ixv. lb). 3. His active inter'
vention in huiuau affairs, with wisdom and might, justice and mercy. " He is the
living God, and an everlasting King" (Jer. x. 10), au'l gives to every man his due
reward (Heb. xi. 6). Faith is not merely a general persuasion of these sublime truths,
but also an intense realization of them, and a personal surrender to their influence. It
is "an intelligent conviction of the truth, a hearty affection for the truth, and a

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

'

;

;

:

;

practical submission to the truth."

Gbatitude for past deliverance.

"Who

my

soul out of all
hath redeemed
expression often on the lips of David (1 Kings i. 29.; Ps. xxv. 22
xxxiv. 22 ; ciii. 4 ; cxvi. 8), and never uttered without thankfulness to God. 1. The
lath of even a good man is beset by many dangers. What a scene of peril was David's
life from his youth upwards (ch. xix. 7)!
2. He traces his deliverance from them to
the hand of God, and sees therein an evidence of his loving, constant, and distinguishing
care for his " soul."
3. He is wont to cherish the recollection of such deliverance ; and
is incited thereby to "speak the praise of the Lord."
Nothing is more becoming or
beneficial than a thankful spirit ; but it is by no means a common possession.
II.

adverffjty "

—an
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Some murmur when

their sky is clear
wholly bright to view,
If one small speck of dark appear
In their great heaven of blue
And some with thankful love are filled*
If but one streak of light,
One ray of God's good mercy, gild
The darkness of their night"
(Trench.)

And

A

IIL Consciousness of present besponsibilitt.
good man feels that he w
accountable to God; not impelled by forces over which he has no control, nor liberated
from moral law but, whilst free to act, bound by the highest motives to obe\
His
faith in the living God quickens his conscience, and shows him plainly the way of
duty; his gratitude tor past deliverance incites him to walk therein. 1. By abhorring
2. By sincerity ot heart, s[ieaking the truth, and
that which is evil, and avoiding it.
doing what is just and right. 3. By using the authority and power entrusted to him, not
according tu his own willUnd for selfish ends, but according to the will of God, and for
His motto is Ich dien (" I serve "). He ever lives
his honour and the welfare of men.
under a sense of obligation, and finds in faithful service his strength and jo - (John iv.
*! mu&t work" (John ix. 4). "Remember now and always that life is no idle
34).
dream, but a solemn reality based uion eternity, and encompassed by eteihity. Find
out your task stand to it : the night cometh when no man cau work " (Carlyle).
;

,

;

:

IV. Confidence in future preservation. The path of peril is not j'^et past. But
a good man looks to God rather than to men to protect him against the wrath of men
and deliver him from all evil. And his confidence is strong, because of 1. His convic" Jehovah liveth," to fulfil both his promises and his
tion of the Divine faithfulness.
threatenings.
2. His experience of the Divine favour (see 1 Sam. xvii. 32
3.
37).
His obedience to the Divine will, and express assurances of safety and of a " crown of
"
"
"
The righteous hath hope in his death."
life
to every faithful servant.
Into thino
hand I commit my spirit : thou hast redeemed me,
Lord GMd of truth" (Ps. xsxi. 5).
" The foundation of David's character is a* firm unshaken trust in Jehovah, a bright and
most spiritual view of creation and the government of the world, a sensitive awe of the
Holy One of Israel, a striving ever to be true to him, and a strong desire to return after
errors and transgressions " (Ewald).
D.
:

—

—

reward of the wicked. This book contains an account ol
deaths (in addition to those that took place iu battle) by
assassination, suicide (ch. xviL 23), the direct judgment of God (ch. vi. 7), the judicial
sentence of man. Capital punishment for murder was of old deemed right and necessary
and divinely sanctioned (see ch. i. 13 16). In this executvin, we see that: 1. The
agents by whom the purposes of God are eflected (ver. 8) without his commission and
from selfish motives are not entitled to the reward of faithful service, although they
sometimes expect to obtain it, being turned aside by " a deceived heart." 2. The
rei:;ard which wicked men obtain for their wickedness, is the opjiosite of that which
they expect (ver. 10). Even if they gain their immediate object, they fail to find therein
the hapi)iness they anticipated, and sooner or later sufi"er kss aud woe. 3. The guUt
of the crime which such men commit against a fellow-man is aggravated by his innocence aud the circumstances under which the crime is committed. " A righteous person
in his own house upon his bed."
4. The authority to which they vainly appeal in
justification of their conduct surely requires their condemnation.
"He will by no
means clear the guilty" (Exod. xx.nIv. 7). What they did as private persons to Ishbosheth without Divine commission, David, as king and " minister of God," was commissioned to do to them, aud " take them away from the land " which the Lord had
" Gather not my
given, but which they had polluted and were unworthy to enjoy.
soul with sinners, nor my life with bloody men" (Ps. xxvi. 9).
5. The examjd*
afforded by a severe and signal punishment is sometimes necessary to maintain public
justice
to manifest the evil of sin and the certainty of retribution
to deter others
from wrong-doing. The hands that did the deed aud the feet that "ran eagerly fur
"
rew ard were cut off, aud their bodies exposed to open shame.
Ver. 12.

(Hebron.)

many sudden and

T}ie

violetit

—

;

;

—

—
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" He that's merciful

Unto the bad

is

cruel to the good."

of strife in a land is usually attended with melancholy olrcum" And they took the head of Ishbosheth," etc. 7. Tiie saddest events are
ttances.
often succeeded by a season of gladness (1 Chroo. xii. 40) and prosperity, and even
With the death of Ishbosheth "the whole resistance to
directly conducive to it.
;
David's power collapses " and " thus at last, not by his own act, but through circumwho gives liberty to each man,
stances over which he had no control allowed by
though he oveiTules the darkest deeds of the wicked for the evolving of good David
was left undisputed claimant to the throne of Israel. Faith, patience, and integrity
were vindicated; the Divine promise to David had come true in the course of natural
events ; and all this was better far than even if Saul had voluntarily resigned his place
*' Thus
God will make all the sins of
or Abner succeeded in his plans " (Edersheim).
evil men to be one day ministerial to the extension and final settlement of the universal
6.

The termination

—

dominion of Christ

"

(Wordsworth).

Mm

—

— D.

A

Wars inflict innumorable evils which find no place
lifelong affliction.
Ver. 4.
This verse affords an illustration. When news reached the
in the history of them.
household of Saul that he and his sons had been slain in battle, a grandson, a boy of
five years, was hurriedly borne away by his nurse, and, falling, was lamed in both feet.
His lameness continued throughout life, and involved him in serious disadvantages and
There are many who, like Mephibosheth, are weak and suffering from childtroubles.
Either inheriting weakness of constitution, or deriving it from some
to death.
early attack of disease, or injured through accident or the careltjssuess of those in charge
With reference
of them when children, they are permanently disabled more or less.
to such troubles, notice
2. Always
1. Sometimes constant bodily suffering.
I. The evils they involv*.
many privations. Incapacity for active employments and their emoluments. Yet it is

hood

wonderful

many

how far this may be conquered. The -writer knew a lady who was one of
who learnt drawing, from a teacher born without arms or legs, but who,

pupils

by indomitable perseverance, became

proficient in the art.

Such

afHiction also involves

And hence
3. Miich dependence on others.
inability to share in many enjoyments.
Ziba's conduct to
liability to be neglected, iU treated, imposed upon, robbed, etc.
Mephibosheth is an instance (ch. xvi. 3, 4; xix. 24 27). 4. Various temptations.
To despondency, spiritlessness, indolence; to discontent, murmuring, frettulness; to
resentment against those who may have occasioned the affliction ; to envy of such as

—

are free from similar trial.
II.

The duties they impose.
may have arisen, they are the

1.

Trustful resignation

and

patience.

However

appointment of the infinitely wise and guod Father,
who thereby calls for and exercises faith and submission. If active service of God be
impossible, the service of patient endurance is nut, and may be equally acceptable and
usefuL 2. Thankfulness. For the blessings which remain, and those of which the
and for the affliction itself, as a sign of God's fatherly love
affliction is a channel
and care. 3. Watchfulness againsL the peculiar temptations of such a condition. 4.
Endeavours after the good which is attainable notwithstanding, or by means of, the
they

;

affliction.

The alleviations and compensations by which they abe often attended.
Larger enjoyment of spiritual blessings. If the eartlily is a good deal closed by such
The needs- of the soul may
a trouble, the heavenly is all the more open and accessible.
be the more constantly felt, and their supply the more habitually sought. Reading,
The grace of God may be more abunreflection, and prayer may be more practised.
dantly enjoyed. Constant affliction brings the Christian into fuller communion with
the sufferings of Christ, and larger participation of his Spirit and realization of his love
and salvation. The consolation received may outweigh the suffering. 2. Hence a
higher Christian life and more b&mfiful Christian character are often attained by those
who are so afflicted. They become more fully "partakers of God's holiness." 3.
Human sympathy and kindness are usually enjoyed in yreater measure and continuance.
A source both of pleasure and profit. 4. Even thu vower for good fiver others is often
The increased Christiau intelligence and force and beauty of character, tht
increased.
III.

1.
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patience, cheerful Mess, and thankfulness displayed, move the hearts of others towards
him who is their source. The habitual sufl'erer might often adopt St. Paul's words
in 2 Cor. iv. 10
12 ; xii. 9, 10. His weakness may be made the occasion of the more
powerful manifestation of the living energy of Christ through hnm for the spiritual
profit of relatives and friends.
%!-'

—

IV. How THEY SHOULD BE BEOABDED AND TREATED BY OTHER?. 1. With pity
and sympathy. 2. With practical assistance. The weak and suffering are especially
commended by our Lord to the care and kindness of the strong. His example enforces
To minister consolation, and, where necessary and practicable, material
his words.
assistance, blesses him that gives as well as him that receives.
The lifelong afifliction
of one may thus become a lifelong discipline and blessing to his benefactors.
But to
treat the feeble with hardness or contempt, or to take advantage of their weakness for
our own selfish purposes, is peculiarly base, and will not be foruotten by him who will
condemn, in the day of judgment, even the neglect of the poor and suffering (Matt. xxy.

41-46).
Finally : 1, If we enjoy freedom from lifelong afflictions, or at least serious ones (for
few, perhaps, are quite free from them), thankfulness should impel us to care the more for
those who are burdened with them ; and if we suffer from them, our sympathies should
be the keener with fellow-sufferers, and such help as we can render be all the more
cheerfully given.
2. Let those who suffer much and Iqng in this life make sure that
their life hereafter shall be free from suffering, and that their afflictions shall work out
for them an eternal greater glory (2 Cor. iv. 17).
These unspeakable blessings are the
portion of those who have faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, receive his teaching, and
G. W.
follow his directions.

—

Ver. 9.
Redemption from aU adversity. " As the Lord liveth, who hath redeemed
soul out of all adversity."
An expansion of the form of oath common with the
Hebrews, " As the Lord liveth." By adding the words, " who hath redeemed," etc.,
David reminded himself of the goodness of God to him, and kept alive and expressed
his gratitude.
The same form of oath as used by him occurs in 1 Kings i. 29 (where
the words of the original are precisely the same). Occurring thus at the beginning and
the end of his reign, we may reasonably conclude that it was employed in the interTening years, reminding him, in the height of his prosperity and power, of the days of
adversity which had preceded them, and of him who had rescued and exalted him.
This representation of God would probably be more helpful to the piety of David than
grander but more general conceptions of him. So shall we find it well to include in
our thought of God what he has been to us and done for us individually (comp. Gen.
xlviii. 15, 16).
As to the words : " redeemed " is not to be taken here in the signification suggested by its etymology, "bought back," "ransomed," but simply "delivered."
The use of the words, " my soul," must not lead us to suppose that David is thinking
of the " redemption of the soul " in the spiritual sense.
He refers to his deliverance
from the perils, hardships, and anxieties of his previous life, through the enmity of
Saul and his attempts to destroy him. The phrase is substantially equivalent to " me,"
though it may sugjTest that the seat of all the " distress " that attends adversity is the
The words are suitable to be used
soul.

my

L In view of actual deliverance from varied ob pbolonqed troubles. As
David used them. They recoj^nize and call to mind 1. The ejtent of the deliverance.
" From all adversity." The reference is to the past. David did not mean that he had
done with adversity. Nor can we in this world use the words in that sense but as
from time to time troubles arise out of which we are delivered, be they adversities in
:

;

the ordinary sense, or troubles of the soul strictly (temptations, conflicts, falls, ^angs of
remorse, fears, insensibility, gloom), let us mark and record our deliverance. *. The
" The Lord," Jehovah, the God who " liveth." Not self, not men, but God.
Deliverer.

David had employed his own great powers of thought and action, and had been well
served by human helpers, but he does not ascribe his deliverance to the one or the
other, but to God.
He well knew that all power for self-help, and all human helpers,
are the gift of God; that they are effectual through his working with them; and that
apart from them God operates in wa\ s transcendental and inexplicable.
The greatness and variety of his troubles, the imminence of his perils, the wondrous special
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incidents which

To him,

God.

had contributed

therefore,

to his deliverance, all rendered

he gave the glory.

Most of our

1— 2».

[CH. V.

conspjcuous tne hand of

lives will, if carefully reviewed,

famish similar proofs of the operation of the living God, not merely of matter and dead
And we should gratefully recognize and confess his goodness.
laws, and of friends.
Hence will spring himiility, continuance and increase of thankfulness, and also confidence and hope in respect to future adversities (see 2" Cor. i. 10; 2 Tim. iv. 17, 18).
n. In view ok the eedemption from all evil effkoted fob us by oub Lobd
Jebus Chbibt. The word "redeem" will in this case have the full signification of
" ransom by payment of a price."
We have " redemption through his blood, the
In redeeming us from our sins, he redeemed us from all kinois
forgiveness of sins."
and degrees of eviL All who accept him as their Eedeemer and Lord are thus assured
of complete deliverance from all that now distresses them, and from all in the future
world that would Lave distressed them but for his redeeming work and, in the certainty
;

that the purposes of his death will be accomplished, may speak of their deliverance as
Nor can they fail to remember with unutterable thankfulness and
already efifected.
perpetual thanksgiving the redemption thus wrought for them.

By those who have experienced final and complete delivebance from
THE evils of this PRESENT WORLD. What a blcssed thing it will be to look back

III.
AT.T.

all the evUs of this present state, including death itself, as actually j^o,^^ ^ ^^^ to
look forward to an eternity of complete freedom from evil, of full enjoyment of good 1
No sin, no want, no sickness, no pain, no sorrow, no peril but perfect peace, perfect
service of God, perfect communioa with him, " fulness of joy " and " pleasures for evermore " (Ps. xtL 11 ; Rev. vii 14 17 ; xxi. 4). And evermore will the ** redeemed
from the earth " be mindful of their Deliverer, and unite in praise of God and the Lamb.
In view of this glorious and complete redemption 1. Let Christians be patient and
thankful while enduring the adversities which belong to their condition on earth. 2.
Take heed lest, redemption being effected, you fail to attain to its actual experience
To reject Christ is to reject deliverance from death and misery. Q-. W.

aa

;

—

:

—

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTEB

V.

— Then

er.

oame all the tribes of
1.
As Ishbosheth reigned only two
reign at Hebron lasted
David's
and
years,
for seven years and a half, there is an inIsrael.

years to be
accounted for; and we have given reason
for believing (see note on eh. ii. 10) that it
must be placed after the death of Ishbosheth,
The treacherous murder of Abner, and the
tragic fate of Ishbosheth following upon it
terval

of

more

o rapidly, must

than

have

five

filled all Israel

with

and made them look upon David as
"a bloody man" (eh. ivi. 8). But gradually
innocence
became clear to all except
his
inveterate partisans, and as the prejudice
against him passed away, the evident advantage of union under so able a ruler
would force itself upon their attention,
and their deciiion would be hastened by
advantage which the Philistines
the
would be sure to take of their anarchy.
How much they had profited by it we
gather from the haste with which they
endeavoured to orodh David's kingdom.
The enormous gathering at Hebron to
anoint David king proves not merely the

horror,

unanimity of tke

tribes,

but that his election

was the result of long preparation and
arrangement. We have fxiller details of ii
in 1 Chron. xii 23 40, where we learn
that the people assembled in large numbers,
the total being computed in the ' Speaker's
Commentary ' at 348,222 and it is remarkable that of this vast array only sixteen
thousand nine hundred came from the
tribes of Judah, Simeon, and Benjamin,
which were situated in the neigbbouihood
of Hebron
On the other hand, the two
ami a half trans- Jordanic tribes sent no
less than a hundred and twenty thousand
men, and the three unimportant tribes of
Zebulun, Asher, and Naphtali mustered
while
a hundred and eighteen thousand
Issachar was content to send only two
hundred, who were all, however, " men that
and their brethren
had understanding
were at their commandment." These words
suggest the probable eiph^nation of the disparity in the numbers, which to many seeina
so strange that they think they must bo

—

;

;

.

.

.

Each tribe settled for itself in
what way it would be represented, and the
more distant sent a large proportion of their
men of military age on wliat would be aa

corrupt.

enjoyable

days

at

As tbev spent three
holiday.
Hebrixa, Ate expedition W9:i)d

OH.

.
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occnpy, even for those most remote, little
more than a week and it was well worth
the while of the tribes thus to come together.
It made them feel the value of
unity, and gave them a knowledge of their
;

strength.

Their

tribal itidepenrlence

during

the time of the judges had made them too
weak even to maintain their liberty; but
now, welded by the kingly power into a
nation, they eoon, not only won freedom for
themselves, but placed their yoke upon tlie
shoulders of their neighbours. As for the
difficulty of supplying them with food, all
would bring victuals from home; and the
neighbouring tribes showed great hospitality. Especially wereadthatthose who were
nigh unto Hebron, " even as far as Iseachar
and Zebulun and Naphtali, brought bread
on asses, and on camels, and on mules, and
on oxen, victual of meal, cakes of figs, and
clusters of raisins, and wine, and oil, and
oxen, and sheep in abundance: for there
was joy in Israel " (1 Chron. xii. 40). It
was a grand national festival, joyously kept
because the people saw in the election of

David an end to

all their troubles ; and so
vast a gathering overbore all opposition, and
gave both to tliem and their king the consciousness of their might.
But while we
find in the Book of Chronicles the account
of this mighty multitude, it is here (ver. 3)
expressly said that it was the elders who

made a league with David, and anointed
him king. The people by their presence
their joyful assent to what was
done but David's election was made legitimate by the decision of the constituted
authorities in each tribe.
It would be most
testified
;

interesting to know the various steps taken,
and how the agitation grew and spread from
tribe to tribe, until all hesitation and resistance were overcome.
But the object of
this book is to show us the great qualities,
the sin, the repentance, and the punishment
of the man who added to the old routine of
sacrifice brighi services of song, and who
was the author of that book of devotion
which to this day best expresses tlie feelings
of the heart, as well in the joys as in the
sorrows of life. The manner of his election
throws no light upon his character, and is
passed over. Enough to know that in those
five years after Ishbosheth's murder David
•won the approval of all Israel, and that his
to the kingdom was by the
free choice of the tribes, acting in a legiti-

appointment

mate manner, and sending each their elders
to Hebron to notify to David their C(m8ent
and that their decision was ratified by this
joyful gathering of a mighty multitude from
all parts of the land.
Three reasons are
given by the eldera for David's election,
and we miay be sure that they represent the
arguments used in their popular assemblies.
ir. SAMUEL.

The
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that they were David's bone and
In other words, the tribes were all of
one race, and united by the closest ties of
relationship.
For the descendants of a
common ancestor to be at war with one
another was both morally and politically
wrong. The second, that David had been
their actual leader in war even in Saul's
time.
His personal qualities, therefore,
justified their choice of iiim to be their
deliverer from the evils which had overwhelmed the land after the disastrous defeat
at Gilboa, wiien Saul had no longer the aid
of David's presence. The third, that Je»
hovah had by the mouth of his prophet
given the throne to David. It is remarkable
that the elders place this last.
Their view
probably was that the Divine command
must be proved by outward circumstances,
that so reason might confirm faith.
So
Saul's public appointment by Samuel was
ratified by the people only after he had
shown himself worthy to be a king by the
defeat of the Ammonites.
Ver. 2.— Thou shale feed.
In biblical
language the pastoral oflSce is that of the
civil and not of tlie spiritual ruler. Captain
Hebrew, nagid, prince
so the Revised
Version (and see note on 1 Sam. ix. 16). The
word refers not to military matters, but to
the civil administration. David had proved
himself a competent leader in war when
first,

flesh.

;

kinsr.
What Jehovah now gives
the government of Israel in time of peace.
The Authorized Version renders " captain "
from not perceiving that the Divine pro-

Saul was
is

mise ensured to David far more than a
military chieftainship.
Ver. 3. A league. The early kings of
Israel were not invested with despotio
power.
Thus, on Saul's appointment,
"Samuel wrote in a book the manner of
the kingdom " (1 Sam. x. 25, made most
emphatic in the Revise 1 Version by the
note in the margin, that tbe Hebrew is " the
book "). The revolt against Rehoboam waa
the result of the too great extension f>t' the
royal power in the days of Solomon (1 Kings
Tliough substquently the kings
xii. 4).
seemed to have retained their supremacy,
yet when the good and patriotic Jehoiada
restored the family of David to the throne,
he reverted to the old ways, and " made a

—

covenant between the king and the people*
Besides personal rights,
(2 Kings xi. 17).
the tiibes, accustomed to their own leaders,
and unused to yield obedience to a central
authority, would certainly stipulate for a
large measure of tribal imlependence, and
the management of local matters by themselves.
They anointed David king. This
was the public ratification of Samuel's
anointing, and by it David became de/iuUt,
as well as de jure, king. The prophets could
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not give any right over the people without
the consent of the people themselves. But
all religious men would see in the Divine
command an obligation upon their conBcienoe to accept as their king the man
whom the prophet had anointed and Saul
acted in an irreligious manner in seeking to
frustrate God's wdl. And this impiety culminated in his murder of the priests at Nob,
which wag the open avowal that he would
trample all scruples of conscience underfoot.
Ver. 4. David was thirty years old. As
David was probably about eighteen or nineteen years of age at the time of his comljat
with Goliath, the events recorded in 1 Sam.
xxxi. must have occupied about ten
xvii.

[CH. V.

an entrance, he

1—25.

finds the city divided by
another ravine into two parts whereof the
western portion contains the strong citadel
of Mount Zioii, while the eastern and
smaller portion contains the less elevated
mount lin of Moriah.
Though actually
raised above the sea-level several hundred
feet less than Hebron, it seems to the eye
more emphatically a mountain-city; and
being well-nigh encircled by the vadleys of
Ben-Hinnom and Jehoshaphat, it seems to sit
enthroned above the Jordan valley, compared
with which it enjoys a cool and refreshing
climate. To its inhabitants it was " beautifid
in elevation, the joy of the whole earth"
(Ps. xlviii. 2, Revised Version); to the
exiles it was " the city of God," to which
or eleven years.
their hearts ever turned ; to us Christians it
Ver. 6. The king and his men went to
is the type of Christ's Church on earth, and
Jerusalem. This expedition took place imIt was an act
of his kingdom in heaven.
mediately after David's coronation, and proworthy of David's genius to foresee the great
bably he was moved to it by the presence of
future of the place, and to inaugurate his
eo large a number of the warriors of Israel.
He had long foreseen the arrival of the time kingdom by its capture. We gather from
Ezek. xvi. 45 that at the time when the
when he would be king of all the tribes,
Hittites were the dominant race in Syria,
and must have debated in his mind the
Jerusalem was one of their fortresses. The
problem of his future capital. He could
name is a dual, literally Yerushalatm, and
not remain in Hebron, as it was too far to
probably the town was so called because it
the south, nor would haughty tribes such
merged
consisted of two parts the upper and the
as Ephraim have consented to be
Shalalm means the "two
lower city.
into Judah. On the other hand, he could
Salems," thus carrying our minds back to
not move far away, as Judah was his main
the city of Melchizedek (Gen. xiv. 18). In
But living in its neighbourhood,
strength.
Ps. Ixxvi. 2 Salem is apparently contrasted
he must often have noticed the remarkable
with Zion, and so wonld be the lower town,
position of the city of Jebus, and admired its
Of the other
containing Mount Moriah.
rock girt strength (Ps. xlviii. 2). Though
part of the word, Yeru, numerous derivathe Jebusites had been conquered by Joshua
tions are given, of which the only probable
(Josh. xi. 3), and Jerusalem captured (Judg.
not
one is that which connects it with " Yehovahi. 8), yet, as the children of Judah did
yireh" "God will see to it," the name
occupy it, but "set the city on fire," it seems
given to the spot where Abraham on this
to have been soon repeopled by its old inmountain offered a vicarious sacrifice for
habitants, wlio there maintained their
his son. We must, however, bear in mind
independence, and, owing to the impregthat towns retain the names which they
nable nature of its site, could not be treated
bore in primitive times, and that the name
as Saul treated the Gibeonite inhabiof a Hittite fortress belongs probably to the
Even subsequently, the
tants of Beeroth.
language of that people. Except thou take
Jebusite chief who possessed what proaway the blind and the lame, thou shalt not
bably was Mount Moriah, still bore the
come in hither. These words have been a
for the words in ch.
titular rank of king
sore puzzle to commentators, and many
xxiv. 23 literally are, " All this did Araunah
strange explanations have been given.
the king give unto the king." The explanaRashi says that the blind meant Isaac, and
tion of this long independence of the Jethe lame Jacob, and that the words referred
busites is to be found not only in the feebleto an old compact by which Abraham gave
ness of the tribes during the troubled times
Jerusalem to the Jebusites, and that Isaac
of the judges, but even more in the conforand Jacob had confirmed this agreement.
mation of the site of tlieir stronghold.
Unless, then, David was prepared to violate
Jerusalem is situated on the edge of the
this covenant, he must abstain from the
precipitous wall which forms the western
attack. We get no help from 1 Chron. xi.
boundary of the valley of the Jordan, and
5, as the words are there omitted, probably
occupies a promontory, on three sides of
because they were not supposed to have any
which are ravines so abrupt and steep that,
important meaning. The Orientals delighted
were it not for their vast depth, they might
in dark sayings, and possibly there was here
$eem to have been the work of man. On the
some local reference which the people of
north side alone it is open to attack, but
.Terusalem would understand, but which is
•Ten there, when the besieger has obtained
;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;
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But evidently

it

was a boastful

defiance, and may mean that the Jebusites
pretendeil that it would be enou,:^'h to post
only their feeblest men, the blind and the
lame for defence, and that David would try

Thinking
Hebrew, to say; answering to our phrase
" that is." It should be translated, " meanin vain to break through them.

ing.^'

—

Ver. 7. The stronghold of Zion : the same
the city of David. Zion was the hill on
the south-western side of the city ; but we
learn i'rom ver. 9 that the Jebusites had
not occupied the whole of it, but a part only,

which was

Solomon, and through it, or some such tunnel,
Joab and a few men may have worked their
way, and so have effected an entrance into
the city, which otiierwise was impregnable.
It was probably the entance near the Virgin's Fountain wlueh tiiey had observed, and
David's words mean, " Whetver will undertake this dangerous enterprise,

underground

this

is

their

stronghold,

round which

there would be scattered dwellings, as the
The total area
whole tribe dwelt there.
of the hill-top was about sixty acres, and it
was now quickly covered with houses, and
called "the city of David," after its captor.
The view of Dr. Birch and others, that the
stronghold of Zion was Ophel, is rendered
untenable by the fact that this southern
tongue of Mount Moriah is completely
commanded by other parts of the hill. According to Gesenius, Zion means " sunny "
others render it " the dry hill " others,
" lofty " and Furst, " the castle." None of
these derivations is of any real value, ag
the word is probably Hittite.
Ver. 8. Whosoever getteth up to the
gutter. The word rendered " gutter " occurs
elsewhere only in Ps. xlii. 7, where it is
translated " waterspout." Josephus thiuks
that it was an underground passage or drain.
Ewald argues that it was a precipice, and
oth( rs that it was a dent or hollow in the
rocky face of the ravine, which David had
noticed and thought practicable. The view
of Josephus, suggested to him probably by
his knowledge of the way in which the site
of Jerusalem is honeycombed by tunnels,
has been wonderfully confirmed by the discoveries made by Sir C. Warren (' Recovery of Jerusalem,' pp. 240, sqq.'). At the
northern end of the Pool of Siloam he found
an arched passage gradually narrowing down
from a considerable height, till finally there
was a passage of only fourteen iuches, and
as there was a depth of ten inches of water,
there were left but four inches of space for
;

;

;

—

breatliing. But through this his men struggled, and, at the end of four hours' labour,
they reached the light of day at the spring
called the Virgin's Fount.
Beginning here

on a subsequent day, they went along a passage sixty-seven feet in length, and came to
a perpendicular shaft leading up through the
and, having scaled
solid stone of the hill
this, they next came upon a slo|)ing passage,
which finally conducted them to a spot on
the hill of Ophel within the lortifications.
;

Now, there are reasons

for believing that

this passaga ii older than the wall built

by

US

him try
when he

let

passage, and

has entered the fortifications by its means,
him smite the lame and the blind,
that are hated of Da\nd'3 soul," because
of the boast of the Jebusites, that their
cripples were a match for his heroes.
It
must be noticed, however, that the K'tib,
or written text, has " who hate David's
let

;

" and as this is what the Jewish
Massorites found in the manuscripts, it has
more authority than their correction. These
Jebusites had probably, in their boastful
iusult, spoken of Davitl with contempt, and
even said, like Goliath, that they would
give his flesh to the vultures (1 Sam. xvii.
learn from 1 Chron. xi. 6 that
44).
David promised the office of commander
of the host to the man who undertook this
exploit; and when Joab had volunteered
and succeeded, he regained thereby the
post which he had forfeited by the murder
of Abner.
The blind and the lame shall
not come into the house. The proverb is
one of contempt for these poor cripples, and
forbids the exercise of hospitality to them.
Such people, if they took to mendicancy,
were to meet with refusal, though at their
own homes they were fit objects of charity.
This way of describing tramps as "the
blind and lame" arose, we are here told,
from this Jebusite taunt.
Ver. 9. David dwelt in the fort. It was
the stronghold or citadel of Zion which
David took for liis abode but as he needed
space for the dwellings of his mighty men,
and for those who would soon flock for
trade and security to the capital, David
proceeded to fortify the whole of the summit.
His works began from " the Mi Ho,"
rendered "the citadel " by the LXX. Many,
deriving the name from a Hebrew root
signifying "to fill," think tliat it was a
mound, but Nature had herself supplied fit
heights for defence, and it is evident that
the place was called " the Millo " when
D.ivid captured the city.
We find " BetiiMillo" also in Judg. ix. 6, 20, where it
signifies those who held the citadel of
Shechem ; and this Millo at Jerusalem was
without doubt tlie old Jebusite keep, and
the explanation of its name must be 80Ui;ht
As it formed
in the Jebut-ite language.
one of the strongest defences of the city,
soul

We

—

;

it

was rebuilt by Solomon (1 Kings ix. 24
and repaiied by Hozekiah (2 Chron.

xi. 27),

xxxii. 5) in preparation

for

the Aoayriaii

——
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attack.

Probably

it

stood

at

a corner,

whence the phrase, " round about from
the Millo and inward," or, as it ia
expressed in 1 Chron. xi. 8, "from the
Millo inward," that is, starting from
the Millo, the walli enclosed the space
behind it, lu the parallel place (1 Caron.
xL 8) we find an interesting addition to the
nariative, namely, that " Joab repaired the
It appears from this that
rest of the city."
the Jebusites had occulted a good deal of
the ground with their habitations, though
probably the number of the tribe was not
great ; or possibly there remained old
buildings which were the remains of the
Hittite city, and which, being of massive
oonstruftion, were easily made tit once again
We see also proof
for human habitation.
of Joab's great ability in peace as well as in
He it was who had captured the
war.
stronghold, and it was now his office to
arrange the streets and plan of the city,
and to assign dwellings to David's miglity
men. This would be a work sure to cause
jealousy and heart-burnings, and no one
Dut Joab, their old commander, could have
We find tliat he assigned
eatisfied them.
to one of them, Uriah the Hittite, a space
of ground for a dwelling close to the royal
palace. We may suppose, then, that Uavid
was now fully reconciled to the "hard sous
of Zeruiah " (ch. iii. 39), and in the stern
wars which followed David's election, he
needed and had the full benefit of their
vigour and ability.
Ver. 10. David went on, and grew great.
This is the Hebrew phrase for " David grew
In this and tlie six
(greater and greater."
following verses (10 16) we have a summary of David's reign, telling us how he
increased in prosperity because of the blessing of " Jehovah God of hosts." The birth
of Solomon even is recorded in it, though
The inserit, took pl8M5e long afterwards.

—

—

tion in this summary of Hiram's acknowledgment of David proves that this event
made a great impression upon the minds
of the people.
Ver. 11.— Hiram King of Tyre. At first
•ight it seems as if the Hiram who so
greatly aided Solomon in tlie building of
the temple was the same person as David's
friend (1 Kings v. 10 2 Chron. ii. 3), but
this identification is disproved by the express statement in 2 Chrfm. ii. 13, and by
For granting that this
the chronology.
account of Hiram's embassy occurs in a
general summary, yet David would not long
defer the erection of a palace, and in the
history of Bathsheba we find, as a matter
of fact, that it was then already built (ch.
But as Solomon was grown to manxi. 2).
hood at his father's death, David's sin must
have been comjooitted not more than nine
;

[CH. V.
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he became king of all
Now, we are told by Josephus
(Contr. Apion,' i. 18), on the authority of
Menander of Ephesus, that Hiram reigned
But in 1 Kings ix. 10
in all thirty years.
IB we have an account of a transaction with
In
Hiram in Solomon's twentieth year.

or ten years after
Isiael.

another place (' Ant.,' viii. 3. 1) Josephustells
us that liiiam had been King of Tyre eleven
years when Solomon, in the fourth year of
his reign, began the buiMing of the temple.
He would thus have been a contemporary
of David for only the last seven or eight
years of his reign. But the history of tliis
embassy is given as a proof of David's
estalilishment in his kingdom, and cannot
then fore be referred to so late a period iu
his lifetime, when it would have lost its

The improbability of two successive kings having the same name is not, after
all, so very great, especially as we do not
know what the word Hiram, or Haramt
Nor is Meuander's stateexactly means.

interest.

ment conclusive against it, where he saya
that Hiram's father was named Abibal
" Baal is ray father." This would probaldy
be an official name, borne by Hiram as the
defender of the national religion, or as a
TJiere is, therefore, no real
priest-king.
reason for rejecting tlie statement in 2 Chron.
ii. 13 that Hiram, or as he is there called
Huram, David's friend, was the father of
the Huram who was Solomon's ally. Cedar
Cedar wood was greatly valued both
trees.
for its fragrance and durability, owing to
the resin which it contains preserving it
from the attacks of insects. Its colour also
is soft and pleasing to the eye, as may bo
Been in the Jerusalem Chamber in Westminster Abbey, the panels of which aro
of cedar. It did not grow in the Antilibanus,
or eastern part of Lebanon, which belonged
to Israel, but only in the western part, which
Cedar from the time
belonged to Tyre.
of David became the favourite material at
Jerusalem for the interior of houses (Jer.
xxii. 14), and Isaiah charges the people of
Samaria with pride for not being content
with tlie native sycomores which had satisfied their fathers, but substituting for it
this costly foreign timber (Isa. ix. 10).
The ntcessity of
Carpenters and masons.
importing "workers of wood, and workers
of stone for walls," as the words literally
mean, proves how miseiable was the social
Though
state of Israel in David's time.
they had been slaves in Egypt, yet at tha
Exodus the Israelites had men capable of
working in theprecious metals and jewellery,
in waving and embroidery, in wood-carving,
and even in the cutting of gems (Exod.
XXXV. 30—35). During the long anarchy
of the judges they had degenerated into a
raoe of agricultural drudges, whom tha

1—25.]
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Fhilistinea had debarred from the nse of
even the simplest tools (1 Sam. xiii. 19).
Possibly in Saul's time there was a faint
restoration of the arts of civilized life (ch. L
24); but wlien we find Joab killing Absalom,
not with darts, but with pointed stakes
(ch. xviii. 14), the weapons probably of
most of the foot-soldiers, we see that not
much had been done even then in metallurgy and here earlier in his reign David
has to send to Tyre for men who could saw
a plank or build a wall. When, then, we
caU to mind the high state of culture and
the magnificence of Solomon's reign, we can
form some idea of the vigour with which
David raised his subjects from a state of
;

temi-barbarism.
Ver. 12. And David perceived. We may
well believe that David had many seasons
of despondency and misgiving after he became king. His subjects were brave and
energetic, but turbulent, nn willing to obey,
and but half-civilized. His election had
put an end to civil war at home, but only to
arouse the hatred of the enemies who had
long oppressed them. The tragical fate, too,
of Saul, who, after so many heroic struggles,
bad seen the earlier glories of his reign fade
away, and had Bought deliverance from hlB
misery by suicide ; all this must have often
depressed his spirits. But gradually his
fears passed away ; and when he had twice
defeated the Philistines, and been able to
establish his rule, and with it some degree
of orderly government throughout the twelve
tribes, David saw in all this, and in the
embassies from foreign nations, the proof,
not of his own ability, but of Jehovah's purpose to exalt his langdom for his people

—

In this David was still a
after God's own heart, in that he felt
iiimself to be only an instrument for the
Israel's sake.

man

doing, not his own will, but the purpose of
his Divine Master.
Ver. 13. ^David took him more concubines.
Thus with increase of power came also the
increased gratification of David's weakness

—

Well for him would it have bttn
sin.
like Saul, he had been content with one
wife.
But this enlargement of his harem

and
if,

was gradual, and the list includes all the
sons bom at Jerusalem.
Of these f(iur,
namely, Shammuah, Shobab, Nathan, and
Solomon, were his children by fiath.-^heba
(see 1 ChroD. iii. 5, where the names are
Besides a variation in
differently spelt).
the spelling, two sons are mentioned in

Noguh and an eailier Eliphelet,
whose names are not given here, perhaps
Chronicles,

because they died young. From 1 Chron.
iii. 9 we learn that only the nnmes of the
eons of wives are given in these tables.

—

Ver. 17. But when the Philistines heard.
After the battle of Gilboa the Philistines
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bec-ame the virtual rulers of much of the
country west of the Jordan, and probably
even David and Judah paid them tribute.
On its eastern bank, though Abner kept
them from molesting Ishbosheth's kingdom,
yet the rule of Saul's house in Epiiraim and
Benjamin must have been nominal only,
and the Philistines would have seen him
with pleasure wasting his strength in civil
war. After Ishbosheth's death they had
tightened their grasp over tlie central districts of Palestine, though probably content
with exacting tribute. They must now have
seen with displeasure the consolidation of
the tribes under one able ruler. Even in
their divided state, the natural strength
of the country and the bravery of the people
had made it a tabk too great for the Philistine power entirely to crush Israel's independence. But if they could destroy David
before he had had time to establish himself
in his kingdom, they would at least prolong
indefinitely that feebleness of Israel which
it
so long subject to their
dominion. Of this supremacy the Philistines have handed down a token for ever in

had made

giving to the whole country the name of
Palestine, the Philistines' land. David
.
went down to the hold.
Many commentators identify the hold with the cave of
Adullam, and certainly the account of the
brave deed of three of David's heroes, in
breaking through the Philistine garrison
of Bethlehem to bring him water thence,
gives great probability to this view. For
we reaid there that "the Philistines were
encamped in the valley of Rephaim, and
that David was then in the hold" (ch.
xxiii. 13, 14, where note that the word "hold"
has the definite article). There are, however, many difiiculties connected with this
view for the cave of Adullam was in the
valley of Elah, on the road from Hebron to
Philistia (1 Sam. xxii. 1), but the valley of
.

.

:

Bephaim

is

close to

Jerusalem (Josh. XT.

upon the valley of
Ben-Hinnom. Baal-Perazim also is in the
same neighbourhood, being the rocky height
which forms the border of Ben-Hinnom, and
bounds the valley of Bephaim on the north.
8),

abutting, in fact,

Still, the passage in ch. xxiii. 13, 14 seems
too precise to be lightly set aside, and we
must suppose, therefore, that the Philistines,
alarmed by tne gathering of iialf a mUlii n of
men and women at Hebron, sent messengers
thrdiighimt their country to assemble their
warriors.
It was the weakness of ancient
warfare that its \ ast hosts of people melted
away as rapidly as they had gathered. For
provisions were soon spent, and the men
had to return to their farms and their cattle.
Thus David, having used some of that large
concourse of strou^ men for the capture of
Jerui»alem, wa^ left immediately afterwards
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with no other protection than that of hia
"miirhty men." Saul had endeavoured to
havi- a 'ways round him three thousand
trained men (1 Sam. xiii. 2), and David subsequently had probably quite as many (ch.
XV. 18); but at this early stage he had
probably not many more than he had
brought witli him from Ziklag to Hebron.
He could not, therefore, make head against
the Philistines coming with all the militia
but, leaving his wives and
of their land
the wives of his mighty men in the Jebusite
stronghold of Jerusalem, we may well belie.ve
that he sped away to gather the warriors of
But what seems strange is that he
Israel.
fcuould have gone to the rear of the Philis;

tiues, especially as tht-y

had come

in

such

vast numbers as to occupy the whole country a garrison, for instance, being posted
at Bethlehi m, and doubtless at other fit
pots. Still, this country was well known to
David, and he could gather there old friends,
whose bravery he had often tried before.
And while thus waiting for the mustering of
such as God would move to help him, in
deep distress at so terrible a reversal following so quickly apon his exaltation, a
strange longing for water from the well of
He was sufferhis native town seized him.
ing apparently from fever of body as well
as from distress of mind, and soon there was
For three of his heroes
relief from buth.
heard the words burst from his parched
lips, and, hastening to Bethlehem, broke
througli the Philistine garrison, and fiUed
a waterskin from the well at the gate of
Such an act naturally made
the city.
What
a great impression upon David.
room was there for despair when he had

—

Buch

men around

him

?

Pouring

out,

then, the water as a drink offeriui,' to Jehovah, his heart was now filled with hope,
and inquiring of the Lord whether he
might attack the Philistines, he received
the assurance which he had already gatliered from the exploit of his heroes, that
Goii would deliver them into his hand.
Ver. 18.
The vaUey of Eephaim. This
fruitful valley (Isa. xvii. 5) is about three
in
length,
and two in breadth. Occumiles
)>ying it in vast numbers, the Philistines
sent uut bodies of men to plunder the whole
country, while a sufiicient force watclied
Jerusalem, intending to take it by famine.
The Kepliaim were an aboriginal race, first
mentioned in Gen. xiv. 5, and evidently in
early times very widely spread in P.destine.
The idea that they were giants has no more
to be said in it? favour than that they were
ghosts the meaning of the word in Isa. xxvi,
No sensible philologist will endea14, 19.
vour to explain the names of these primitive
races and of their towns by Hebrew roots,
though there has been too much of this

—

—

craze in past times.

[CH. T.
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The Eephaim

seem,

however, to have been physically a welldeveloped people, and several races of

Canaan

of great stature are described in
Deut. ii. 11 as having belonged to them, as
did Og, who was a man of extraordinary
dimensions (Deut. iii. 11).
Baal-Perazim
literally, po»Ver. 20.
$e88or of breaches, that is, the place where
the attack burst forth. It is called Mount
Perazim, "the hill of breaches," in Ps.
xxviii. 21, and as we have seen, it was the
rocky height on the north of the valley of
Eephaim. David must, therefore, have stolen
round the army of the Philistines, creeping,
probably by night, up to this ridge of BenHinnom, and thence at the dawn of day
have rushed down upon the camp. And

—

his onset

was sudden and

;

irresistible, like

the rush of the waters of some mountain
lake when, swollen with rains, it bursta
through the opposing dam, and carries hasty
destruction to everything that lies in its
way.
Ver. 21. They left their images. This
is a further proof of the suddenness of the
attack, and the completeness of the PhilisFor imaget we find
tine discomfiture.
"gods" in the parallel place in 1 Chron.
xiv. 12, and the word used here is rendered
"idols" in 1 Sam. xxxi. 9. As the Philistines supposed that these images of their
deities would ensure their victory, they
would set great store by them, as the Israelites did by the ark (1 Sam. iv. 4), and the
French by the oriflamme. Their capture,
therefore, was a feat as great as the winning
David and
of the eagle of a Soman legion.

—

his men burned them ; Hebrew, took them
This translation of the Authorized
atcay.
Version, made to force the words into verbal
1 Chron. xiv. 12, is utteily
and, like most wrong things,
The Bible cannot be improved
it is ub.-5urd.
by frauds, and really the two narratives
complete one another. David and his men
carried off these images as trophies, just as
the Philistines carried off the ark (1 Sam.
But the ark proved mightier than
iv. 11).
the Philistine gods, and in terror the people
restored it to Israel. But no avenging hand
interfered to rescue these gods, and, aft^r
being paraded in triumph, they were made
into a bonfire.
The Philistines came up yet
Ver. 22.
again. Their first defeat had probably not
been accompanied by much slaughter; for
David's men were few in number, though
brave as lions. Retreating then to some
distance, the Philistines called in tiieir
garrisons, and waited also for reiuforcenienta
from home, and then advanced again to the
same spot. And as David was prepared
to attack them in front, he also must now

agreement with
indefensible

;

—

CH. V.
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have gathered round him the chivalry of
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tions.

For Gibeon lay directly on the road from the
Rephaim valley towards Gazer, and tha
armies must have passed it in the fight.
But if "Geba" be the right reading here,
then the battle must have been most
sternly contested. For it is the " Gibeah of
Benjamin," Hebrew, " Geba of Benjamin,"
described in 1 Sam. xiii. 16. The Philis-

Ib to

tines

Israel.

The
Ver. 23.— Thou shalt not go up.
attack in front Ib forbidden, and the answer
Bhows that the priest with the ephod did
more tlian give a mere affirmative or negaFor David receives

tive reply.

full instruc-

Taking advantage of the valleys, he
creep round into the rear of the Philistines, and approach them under cover of
a thicket of baoa trees. Mulberry trees;
Hebrew, icuxi tree*. This snggests the idea
that David's place of attack was the Baca
valley (Ps. Ixtxiv. 6% and that there was
such a valley, though this is not certain.
For the Bevised Version translates "valley of
weeping," concluding that haca is not there
a proper name. By baca trees the LXX.
and Vulgate understand "pear trees," but
as hacnh means "to weep," it is probably
some balsamic shrub, from which a resin
exudes. The Revised Version puts here in
the margin, " balsam trees." Dr. Tristram
thinks it was a sort of aspen, but the authority of the Vulgate is great in such matters,
as Jerome obtained his inforiuation in
Palestine itself.
Ver. 24. The Bonnd of a going ; Hebrew,
a marching. Under the cover of this thicket
David was to wait until he heard the sound
&8 of the regular tramp of an army in the
tops of the baca trees. It would be in the
morning that tlie wind would shake the treetops, but the sound was to be something
more than the soft wliispers of a gentle
breeze.
gale was to put them into sudden
motion, and then the soldiers would know

—

A

that their Jehovah had gone forth to battle,
and David must immediately hestir himself.
The enthusiasm of his men must not cool
down, but as soon as the wind rustled he
must charge the enemy, and his warriors,
feeling that tliey were going with the host
of God, would break down all resistance by
their impetuous onset.
Ver. 25.
From Geba until thou come to
Gazer. In 1 Chnni. xiv. IG " Gibeon " is substituted for " Geba," and it is one of those

—

corrections
to adopt,

which a commentator

becau^

it

makes

is

inclined

Sam.

had a garrison there in Saul's time (1
3), and had probably again oc-

xiii.

it as a military post
after their
victory at Gilboa.
To reach it the line of
retreat would go nine miles northward over
difficult ground; but this was uot disadvantageous to a retreating army as long as
it remained unbroken, and the Philistines
would expect to be able to make a successful

cupied

defence at a strong citadel like Geba, held
by a garrison of their own troops. But when
driven by David's " mighty men " from this
fortified hill, being hemmed in by the defile
of Michmaah on the east, they would have no
choice but to hurry down the valleys to the
west, and, still passing by Gibeon, so flee to
Gazer. Thus the reading "Greba" implies
a stout and long resistance ending in a most
complete victory. And confessedly this was
a decisive battle, fought with larger forces,
and causing far larger loss to the Philistines
than that at Baal-Perazim, where, attacked
by only a few men, they were seized with
panic, and saved themselves by a headlong flight. Gazer lay upon the border of
Ephraim, and was one of the royal cities of
the Canaanites, and so strong that it was
left in the hands of its old possessors (Josh,
xvi. 3, 10
Judg. i. 19).
Subsequently
;

Solomon

it (I Kings ix. 17X as
being the key of the defiles which led
from Ekron and the plain of Pbilisti* up
to Jerusalem. We also find it mentioned as
an important military post in the days of
the Maccabees (1 Mace, ix- 52). The pursuit
would naturally stop here, as the fugitives
would now be in their own country, and
succour would be close at hand. Probably,
too, the Canaanites who held the fortress
were friendly to them, and gave them

fortified

shelter.

all things easy.

HOMILETICa

— —The

The

oome to Hebron to fOTmally
assign three reasons for their united
action.
(2) That he had rendered valuable
(1) That David was of their kindred.
solemn league
3.
services in times of need.
(3) 'Kiat God had expressed his will.
being made between David and the tribes, they anoint him king over Israel. 4. The
question of the crown being settled, David applies himself to the acquisition of
Jerusalem as the seat of government. 5. Being proudly delied by the Jebusites, on
account of the strength of their position, he cliallenges his ofiicers to take the lead in
the subjugation of the fortress.
6. Acquiring possession, he calls the place after bisVers. 1

10.

facts are

:

1.

acknowledge David as rightful king.

tribes of Israel

2.

They

A
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name, and extends the

fortifications.

7.

The continued favour

[ch. v.

of

God

1—25.

ensures to

him

great prosperity.

The triumph of patient fidelity. The first three verses bring into view the realization
of David's most cherished desires, the ripe consummation of all his wearying toils and
xvL 1 13) was now
cares. The goal on which Samuel had directed his eye (1 Sam. x. 1

—

;

attained.

when persecuted, and of his trusting more
human weapons, was now fully justified. The historian places

The wisdom

to Divine care than to

of his self-restraint

human popular view of the situation, and the Divine purpose that had to
he efiected. The being bone of their bone, and the great services rendered to Israel in
days of trial, were the natural and political facts which warranted the great gathering
at Hebron on that day and the treasured-up saying of the Lord that this very man
should feed his people and be their captain, was the Divine declaration now seen by
them to harmonize with the natural and political facts. There is here the language
of expediency, and a kind of apology for past opposition to David for the fact that
God had so spoken ought from the first to have prevented aU controversy and rendered
the nation one in enthusiasm for the divinely chosen man. The acceptance of the
authority of tlie declaration is not absolute, but because they now see what they prothat by nature and services he ia fit to be the shepherd
fess not hitherto to have seen
together the

;

.

;

—

and captain

of Israel.

The selection of
I. God's appointments abb based on nattjbal principles.
David out of the sons of Jesse was not a mere arbitrary act warranted by no consideraHe was the best of the family and of the nation for the
tions of propriety and fitness.
His qualities were not bestowed after the call to
specific purpose to be wrought out.
the position though grace would abound for development of what was already posGod uses up what he has prepared in the worksessed they were in him by nature.
ing out of ordinary natural processes, Whet the people said, " We are thy bone and
thy flesh," they were referring to one prominent instance of natural fitness for the
position of authority then assigned to David his common kinship with them would
ensure the sympathy which ought ever to exist between ruler and ruled. The Divine
appointment rested, among :jther fitnesses, on this natural basis. The formal fitness
lay in the fact of kinship but God saw also that in the case of this man the sympathies
natural to the fict of kinship were exceptionally strong and deep and broad. There
was also a Divine recognition of those other natural qualities of statesmanship and
valour and generosity, which would render a decree that he should be king but the
formulation of a natural adaptation plus the infurmation to men that the Supreme
Being will so regulate affairs that this natural adaptation shall manifest itself. "We
may be siu-e that the same holds good of all that God ordains. He uses up what is
Abraham was the fittest man to be commissioned
best in nature for the ends in view.
The choice of Moses to lead
to found a family through which Messiah should come.
the iieople out of Egypt, ?.vA administer law among a people hitherto without law, was
That which may seem to be
evidently based on his nattiral and acquired qualities.
an exception to this rule is no exception, namely, the appointment of plain and
For looking
unlettered men to first estabhsh the kingdom of Christ After his ascension.
at the spiritual nature of the kingdom, that it is diffused by the spiritual renovation
of men by the power of the Holy Spirit, it was befitting that men who had no brilliant
gifts wherewith to dazzle others, and so induce the impression that the new cause was
one in which human wisdom prevailed, should become the channels through which the
power of God rnight assert itself (1 Cor. i. 23 31 ii. 4, 5). The most illustrious

—

;

;

,

—

;

By condescending to
instance of the truth before us is that in the case of our Saviour.
become bone of our bone, and flesh of our flesh, made like unto his brethren, there is
laid a natural fitness for his becoming the Feeder of his people and the Captain of our
salvation. .The sympathy of nature thus rendered possible sets forth the wisdom
which appointed him to be a Prince and a Saviour. History reveals no exceptions to
the

rule.

II.

The evidbnce to men of Divine appointment will

lie in services

actually

Original Divine apix)intment of David was prior even to his appearauce
before Goliath ; for God's purjxjses are not the product of changes in time, and the
declaration by Sauiuel to David was only for his guidance and encouragement in riew

BENDERED.

The

CH.T.
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David had to act so aa to render the words of
had to make his " calling and election sure " by
a line of conduct that would destroy the supposition that possibly Samuel the prophet,
in this instance, was mistaking the surmisings of his own mind for the purpose of God.
Those long years from the day he left the sheepfold to the death of Ishbosheth, formed
the period in which he was to bring out before men the great wisdom of God in his
selection.
As the other Anointed One later on lived among men in such a way as to
show to them that he was from the Father, that he had a work to do for the people of
God, and was, in fact, appointed to be the Redeemer of the race, so David had to
justify all that Samuel had said, and all that was implied in the prior Divine choice.
It is a noble thing when a man believes that Gk)d has ordained him to a work in the
world, and strives to so regulate his life that every act si: all be a demonstration of the
wisdom and fitness of the Divine appointment. How David did this, by sympathy
with all classes, by carrying on his heart the sorrows of his people, by deeds of valour
which broke asunder the chains of Philistine oppression, by gentle forbearance toward
those who sought his life, by abstention from pride and acts of violence to further his
interests, also by patient trust in the covenant-keeping God during days of terrible
the history of his
iuffsring, as by wise administration among his own followers,
early life fully records.
However obstinate, for personal and political reasons, men
ot the troubles that were coming.
Samuel credible to the people ; he

—

were in refusing him as successor to Saul, they could not but yield at last to the force
of evidence that he was the man for the position, and so far demonstrated to be the
chosen of God. By a similar method, Christ is creatinz history which will be the
Likewise the Church, as the body of Christ,
vindication of hii claim to be Lord of all.
answers to her callins; and duty only so far as she does deeds and manifests a spirit
that will fiunish unanswerable evidence of the Divinity of the Christian religion.
" By their fruits ye shall know them." The test of salt lies in the presence of its
peculiar lavour.
III. The ebalization or God's pubposz thbouqh t3ls liOTALTT of ms sebvants
IB ONiiY A QUESTION OF TIME.
It would have seemed that when Samuel made known
the will of God it would have been enough at once to have secured the abdication of
Saul and the hearty concurrence of the chosen race. But there was the same free way
of dealing with Divine declarations, the same perversity of understanding, as in the
days ol Christ ; so that men did not thoroughly accept and act upon what was said.
Jonathan and a few elect souls read aright the Divine intent, and rejoiced therein ; but
the rest found reasons for doubt, as men always can when the spirit is not thoroughly
humble and devout. Occasionally, as we have seen in the case of Abner (ch. ilL 9, 10),
there was a recognition of truth L'enerally suppressed.
man of less faith than David
would have despaired of witnessing the day when the whole nation would, by a solemn
act of coronation, fall in with the purpose of GodBut through the loyalty of David
and the few devout men who were the companions of his heart, the issue was brought
It was not a question of truth or falsehood, of national policy or individual
to pass.
striving the word of God had gone forth, tnie and tmchangeable, that so it was to be
whether scheming politicians fell in with it or not, the course of nature was the oonrte
of God. Time would prove to be the element for solving all.
Faithfulness to Gkxi has
the power, in a mysterious way, of winning over the forces of nature and society to its
side.
The hour came when all Israel simply met to do what God all along intended
should be done. Herein do we see, on a small scale, what is yet to be illustrated on the
grandest scale. It is a question of time. The hour is coming when every knee shall
bow to the Anointed of the Lord, and every tongue confess that he is the Christ, to the
glory of God the Father.
The world will then simply recognize, as a whole, what now
the faithful followers of Christ know to be true. In spiritual things the world does
not acquire truth; it simply comes to admit to be true what Christ's people aU along
have affirmed is true. The Church is not outsti ipped ; its conclusions are accepted.
General lessons. 1.
cannot fully estimate the cimiulative force of Christian
consistency in bringing about the final triumph of Christianity. 2 There is a parallel
between our modern religious confiicts with unbelief and the struggle of many in
Israel against the revealed purpose of God, and we may rest assured that the truth
with us, long resisted, will in the end be accepted. 3. It behoves every Church and
private Christian to consider how much the solution of our modem difQculties <lep«odfl

A

;

We
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on our own faithfulness in daily
that

we

recognize

4.

life.

[oh. t. 1~-26.

It is helpful to the observance of obligations

them with the solemn sanctions of religion, "

before the Lord " (ver. 3).

The acquisition and building-up of Zion. This narrative exhibits David as a new
from the old trials and embarrassments, and with a clear course before him
to raise up the government which should embody the religious principles of the
theocracy, and be prospective of a grand spiritual development in the distant future.
As one relieved from great cares and conscious of vast unexpended energy, he at onco
applies himself to the adoption of the means which at that stage of aifairs seemed most
conducive to the attainment of ulterior issues. The principles on which he acted,
while excellent for the circumstances of the time, admit of a wider application to
human affairs, and with this in view we may indicate the wisdom of his conduct and
the bearing of the narrative on other matters by a succession of single terms suggestive
of both facts and principles.
L Initiation. All along, even in exile, David had learnt to regard his life as linked
m the providence of God with some great events in the far-distant future. His mission
to the world and his own nation was understood to be the raising of his own people to
such a position of social order and righteousness as should fit them to be most perfectly
instrumental in hastening on the latter-day glory. Now that he was made king, and
had the confidence of the people, he devises those initiatory measures which, being well
planned and executed, will render the attainment of remoter ends more probable. The
record teUs us of the facts, and we have to fill in the mental processes by which David
was led to the particular course recorded. His work was great, far-reaching, and, full
of energy and faith and confidence, he makes a beginning in the work of consolidation
•nd administration. The first movement was horn offaith in his call to service faith
in the bearing of his life's work on the destinies of men, faith in the existence of a
Divine pmpose which had to be wrought out in connection with the chosen race, faith
in the value of human labour in relation to Divine purposes, and faith in the presence
and help of Grod in aU undertaken in his service. How wisely and broadly the foundathe fact here to be noted is
tion was now about to be laid we may notice further on
the laying of a foundation in deeds for subsequent efforts. All wise rulers and governments, when entering into recognized power, take initiatory measures as their wisdom
may suggest. The first stao;e3 of action bear an important relation to what follows.
The same holds good of other departments of human activity. This reminds us of
the initiatory work of the kingdom of Christ; how his life, sufferings, death, and
resurrection may be regarded as the initiation of that Ions; course of activity by which
We know with
the king in Zion will wondrously affect the destinies of the world.
what clear prevision, what sense of being sent of God, what faith in the value of
human effort and in the presence and blessing of the Eternal, all that was done which
constituted the beginning of the reign of the Anointed of the Lord.
n. Clearance. In making a survey of the inheritance into which, as king, he had
come, David saw that the presence of alien Jebusites, defiant of himself and worshippers
For such
of blind and lame idols, was an evil which ought at once to be got rid of.
an alien element to occupy a stronghold in the very heart of the country was a most
galling thought to one intensely patriotic and brave, and could not but have suggested
to him the defective courage and faith of his ancestors in Israel, who allowed such a
thing to be possible. It was no mere love of fighting, no desire to create a diversion
on acceding to power, that induced him to challenge his best men to seize the position;
it was statesmanship, regard for the purity of the national life, and the honour of him
who originally gave the land to Israel for an inheritance. The people of God must be
Powers of darkness must not dwell in the land of light.
Separate from the heathen.
A beautiful example this to all who have an inheritance to hold for Christ. Our nature
it a holy land, in which he alone is to be honoured, and it is a prime duty that we
take strenuous measures call upon the co-operation of our best powers to cast out

man — free

—

;

—

—

the evil elements from the centre of our nature, so that there may be nothing within that
The work may be difiScult, the
defileth, or is an abomination, or that maketh a lie.
forces strong and defiant, and faint-hearted rulers may suffer the evils to remain from
nut their removal at an early stage of life is »
sheer lack of courage and confidence
ttie name and service of God, of the powera
condition of a prosperous government,
;

m
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In one respect also we see an analogy in our Lord's
widest reach is to gather into one all things in himself
i. 10), to sway a blessed sceptre over a perfected humanity, to maintain a kingdom
of peace and righteousness that shall never end (Ps. Ixxii.) and his first work on
ascending the throne is to seek the casting out from the heart and life of humanity of
the alien spirit, the Jebusite, that so long has usurped the jjlace of influence, and done
serious injury to all.
The work is now going on, and the Jebusite will be cast down
from his stronghold, and the entire world won at last to the Prince of Peace.
III. CoNSTBUCTiON. In reformation and restoration there is a negative and a positive
side.
David had to clear out the foe of his people, and so secure free scope for their
But a positive work had to follow the ren)oval ol the
activities and their happiness.
evil forces.
Hence, in his sagacity, he resolved to construct on the site cleared of the
alien a stronghold that should serve the important ends of commanding the entire
country from an impregnable position, of giving local prominence to his seat of government, and of facilitating the administration of affairs. The possession of Zion, and the
immediate development of its military advantages, were positive advances in the rearing of the stable state which was to stand out so markedly in contrast with the disintegration and weakness of Saul's time.
True wisdom is constructive. Evil is destructive aud disintegrating.
Men prove their capacity to lead and govern by what they
can gradually build up. The aim and effort of David all through his reign evidently
was to form a national life on solid foundations, and richly developed in all that constitutes true greatness.
How truly typical of the Son of David, who, by supremely
wise acts in the establishment of his kingdom, laid the foundation for a superstructure
of human good which is ever going on toward perfection
How suggestive of the true
wisdom of missionary enterprise laying solid foundations, in central positions, with a
view to bless whole lands with the peace and bles-edness of the gospel, and then
gradually adding to the first work by positive developments of the same stable character
Likewise in education and in individual self-culture in godliness, construction
should be ever aimed at, ever going on, proceeding upon definite solid foundations of
success, laid with care in the very centre of the heart and intellect.
Hereby also do
we learn the extreme importance of getting supreme mastery of those powerful central
forces of our nature which are to the details and outward aspects of our personal life
what the stronghold of Jebus was to the varied hills and valleys of the land of Israel.
IV. Inspibation. The step taken by David was the natural outflow of his own
enthusiasm. The force was latent in him, and now canje the occasion for its manifestation.
It was a new thing for the tribes to see a man of spirit, conscious of a high
destiny to work out and urged, as by a Divine inspiration, to dare deeds not dreamt
of for many generations (Josh. xv. 63 Judg. xix. 10
The man rose with his
12).
position.
The consciousness of new and heavy responsibilities developed heroism.
Even the barbarous occupants of the stronghold (ver. y) si emed smprised that any one
should dream of touching them. The strong expression, "hated of David's soul," only
reveals the high and all-commanding spirit that could not brook the defilement df the
holy land by idolatrous feet. But the infection of an enthusiastic spirit is rapid, and
this action of the king at once raised the national tone.
It made men feel that, as a
people, they were entering on a new era ; the possibiUties of a great future o^jened before
them an ambition of a lofty kind was enkindled the dismemberment of the nation,
the low political status of Saul's time, when they could scarcely hold their own against
heathen tribes, must cease to be imagined, and the great ideas of Abraham and of Moses
once more mu.st become regnant in their minds. PossiMy on that day of coronation,
when the elders of the tribes would come into close conference with David, he would
speak out from his own clearer vision of their function in the world as the people of
God and his own strong faith in the presence of Jehovah, so that the deeds on Mount
Zion would illustrate in impressive form words of power (Ps. xl. 9, 10). Likewise the
inspiration given to the Church in days of the founding of the kingdom of Christ has
raised the tone and put a strong and masterful confidence in the heart of man.
None
can fully estimate the widespread and mighty influence exerte<! by the lufty spirit displayed by our Lord. It has raised new hopes, developed a Iwldcr courage, fixed men's
eyes more steadily on the glorious future, and produceil the feeling that the faithtul are
engayed in an enterprise not only sanctioned by God, but pervaili>d by the very lifethat

His mission in

work.
(Eph.

nature.

its

;

!
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—
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;
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giving presence of the Lord of all power and glory. In bo far as we each enter on our
appointed work for Christ in tha same spirit, we carry on the inspiration and swell the
moral forces that are to win the world for GiA,
V. Mbmobies. David, as we know from his early experience and from the Psalms,
was a man of much meditation—one who was well versed in the memorials of his
nation and deeply imbued with the spirit of devotion. Was it nothing to him that the
Beat of Melchizedek's rei;:;n as King of Salem was possibly this spot where now the
impious Jebusites dwelt? Could he forget that here it was Abraham displayed the
marvellous faith which, more than anything, won for him the name ever to be cherished,
" father of the faithful " ? It was creditable to his religious instincts and to big
eagacity that one of the first acts of his reign was to recover a place so sacred to the
memory, and to gather the associations of the place around his own seat of government.
Great and hallowed associations
Piety, poetry, and statesnianship are here combined.
tend to beget corresponding deeds ; and doubtless it was with the fond hope that as
king he might still further consecrate that sacred spot, that he made it the centre of his
administration. History tells us how age after age memories clustered more and more
richly and often sadly, yet instructively, around that holy hUl, imtil the name ef Zion
has become, perhaps, more rich in pathetic story and suggestive splendour and bliss
than any word in human language next, of course, to the one *' Name that is abovs

—

«Tary name."

* Glorious things of thee are spoken,
Zion, city of oiur

He

God

whose Word cannot be broken

Formed thee

for his

own

abode.**

25.—^The

facts are: 1. The King of Tyre, being friendly with David,
Vers. 11
2. David regards the
•applies him with means of building his house on Mount Zion.
varied successes of his enterprises as confirmation of his belief that he was indeed
appointed by God to reign over Israel. 3. He establishes a court on a larger scale, after
Oriental style. 4. The Philistines, hearing of his accession to the throne, prepare for an
attack upon him, whereupon he seeks guidance of God, defeats them at Basd-Perazim,
and destroys their images. 5. Subsequently the Philistines come to a second attack,
but on inquiring of GKxi, David is not allowed to assail them in front. 6. Adopting th«
strategy recommended him, David secures the overthrow of the enemy unto Gazer.

Divine favour vouchsafed to imperfect men. The Bible teaches that the hearts of
kings and people are in the hands of the Lord, and that he turns them so as to advance
the great purpose he is working out. The friendly attitude of so important a personage
as Hiram must be regarded as a mark of God's favour to David. To us the record makes
dear that David was indeed called of God, and had the special help of the Almighty,
and yet ver. 12 suggests that there were hours when he himself felt the need of conHe is here represented as
firmatory signs. Some of the Psalms indicate the same.
overcoming any doubts and fears arising from his own deep consciousness of moral
imperfection, by considering the unmistakable blessings wherewith his eflforts so fiar
were crowned. It was all of the Lord. He was not in error in supposing that he was
16) tell us
in the path of duty. And yet the very next verses of the narrative (vers. 13
of a weakness in David's character an inferiority to much that later on was attained to
by others so that we cannot but note this conjunction of great and manifold favours
conferred on one whose standard of moral and social life was, relatively to ours, very
To the right imder.stauding of this we have to observe
inferior.
Moralists dlsI. Domestic bblationships abe mattebs of positive enactment.
tinguisli rightly between obligations moral in their own nature and obligations created
by precept. Obviously there is not the same kind of obligation for a man to have only
one wife as there is to love God with all his heart. The one depends on considerations
subsequent to the existence of more than one person ; the other holds from the very
nature of the feeling, and cannot but be the right thing. That it is wisest, best, most
conducive to personal moral perfection and to social \\ elfare that men shoiild not have
plurality of wives, is certain ; but that arises from the constitution of society and ths
partiouiar purposes CKxi intends to wl rk out by means of the domestic institutios, aad.

—

—

—
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consequently the prohibition to have more than one wife partakes of the nature of •
positive precept.
Had man not been told what he should do, he would not have felt
and known absolutely that only one wife must be taken. Had he not been told what
he should do, he woiUd nevertheless have felt and known that to love not God, to disobey God, to prefer vileness to purity, was wrong. David, left to himself, would see evil
in aversion to God, but he would not so distinctly and certainly see evil in having many
wives.

IL Thb booial conmtioks of life in ancient times were inhebited. In! oriiance does not make wrong right, but being over a long series of generations it tends to
prevent those who are the subjects of it from seeing the evils which others fresh to the
facts might soon discover.
This applies especially to those forms of evil which are so
in a secondary sense, being the opposite of what is termed good by positive precept.
Polygamy was a custom very ancient, running through long generations of good men,
and among sheiks and heads of nations it became one of the marks of distinction and
an inevitable appendage of wealth. That, of course, does not make it useful or morally
right, but it accounts for good men adopting it with as little compunction of conscience
as others, in modern times, have bought
to be the occasion of great evils.

aud

sold slaves, or sold drink,

which are known

III. The means op educating men to more perfect forms of sociai, life are
eRADUAL IN OPERATION, AND THE FORCE OF PRECEPTS CONCERNING THEM IS NOT AT
ONCE RECOGNIZED. No doubt monogamy was the will of God the common law from
the beginning (Matt. xix. 4, 5). The subsequent practice of polygamy by good men

—

was tolerated, but it was the evident design of the Mosaic regulations to moderate and
minimize it (Deut. xvii. 17 Exod. xxi. 10, 11 ; Deut. xxi. 11 17). The elevation of the
people above the degrading practice was a slow process, and, according; to theTalmudists,
even the distinct precept (Deut. xvii. 17) was understood in a non-literal sense. It is
possible, therefore, that David, inheriting practices straight from Abraham, should he
disposed to anticipate the TalmuJic interpretation, and understand "multiply" to refer
to an " inordinate number," and the reason assigned to be a matter of discretion.
The
;

—

lame difficulty in educating men to rise to the full recognition, in social relations, of
some of our Saviour's precepts set forth in Matt. v. and vi., is obvious to ub even now.
In the case of Oriental polygamy in Old Testament times the difficulty was greater
from the circumstance that the wife in chief held her place, and others im]iroperly called
"
in English "concubines" were secondary, aud often served in coiut as " maids of honour
do now.
IV. It is the method of God to work by imperfect agents up to a higher form
OF LIFE. All things in the earlier stages of constructive work are in an elementary
condition, and in that sense inferior. Out of the elemental forms organisms arise, and
from the lower organisms higher types have appeared. Out of our own imperfect
mental condition there arises, by use of that imperfect condition, a superior form of
mental life. The same holds good of our moral habits. By use of the weak and
inferior, with a tendency upwards, there comes to pass a moral elevation that can never
descend to the old conditions out of which it sprang. Likewise, in constructing a
perfect human society on the purest and noblest gospel principles, it is God's way to
use men as he finds them, with their inherited notions and tendencies, and by precept
•nd inspiration gradually raise them above themselves, and bo make them instruments
of raising others to a higher level of life. Had God waited till men became as clear in
their conceptions of social proprieties and utilities and as strong in purity as Christ,
nothing would have been done for the world. He is a Father who pitieth his children.
He remembereth that we are but dust. It is, therefore, in unison with general rinciples of government that David, though a polygamist, was blessed, and for the same
reason many a slave-owner's life has beeu attended with spiritual blessing.
Were it
not so, who of us dare hope for favour ?
V. The blessing of God is restricted by our imperfections. Had David risen to the
dignity of true monogamy, and, with clear vision and firm spirit, entered on a domestic
life in keeping with gospel principles, he would doubtless have exerted a wider and
more powerful sinritual influence. But as it was, the kind and measure of prosperity
ouchsafed to him wore proportiowate to his imperfect domestic life. G' d's blessing
The more we can
it only restrained by the channel through which it has to flow.
[
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anticipate the more holy and consecrated and enlightened future by our present elevaAccording to
tion of life, the more surely will the blessing rest on us and our deeds.
our faith and love, as seen in perfect conformity of feeling, perception, and action to
the blessed life of Christ, so may we expect the favour and blessing of Q-od.
General le«sons. 1. It becomes us every now and then to make careful scrutiny
of our lives, to see what elements there are in them derived from an ungodly inheritance
and resting on mere fashiun and custom. 2. The best light by which we may discover
what is merely traditional and perhaps morally defective in our characters is that derived

from a close stud^ of the spirit that animated our Saviour and the ideal he set up for
our model. 3. In our anxiety to know whether we are really accepted of God and are
enjoying his favour, we may safely reckon prosperity in our calling, if only, like David,

we

are conscious of going forth in his

Name and

not for personal ends.

4.

We may,

like David, after seasons of long trial for the sake of Christ, well take courage when the
tide of success flows freely iu,aud should be careful at such times to ascribe all to God,
see how the essence of religion, namely, trust in God, desire to know and do his
5.
will, and maintenance of righteousness in all affairs according to the measure of light
obtained, is distinguishable from the form of social morality which custom or tradition

We

may have

generated.

The renunciation of human strength and wisdom he/ore Ood. The historian is here
Having noted David's first efforts towards consolidation
frat'mentary in his records.
of his power and his general prosperity, he refers to the troubles that arose in consequence of the assaults of the Philistines. These natural enemies of Israel had
doubtless observed with satisfaction the gradual decay of Israel's power during the
rei"n ot Saul, and probably were hopeful that the threatened civil war between the
adherents of David at Hebron and the friends of Ishbosheth would still further place
The seizure of Jebus was, however, so startling an event
the people at their mercy.
as to awaken the fear that the near settlement at Hebron and removal of the court to
Jerusalem mi^iht be the beginning of trouble for themselves. The remembrance of the
prowess of David in years iione by must have intensified this fear. It was therefore
in accordance with the best human policy that they should bring all their forces
It is interesting to obserre the
together and seek to crush him by a single blow.
conduct of David unrler those circumstances.

That
I. The strong and sagacious man seeks the guidanob and help of God,
David was a man of coura^^e, brave, hardy, and capable of great endurance, is the record
Naturally he was capable of great things. Also his whole conduct revealed
of his life.
a remarkable sagacity, such as fitted him for military leadership and statesmanship.
If there was one in Israel who, reckoning on personal qualities and acquired renown,
was justified in facing the Philistines in sole dependence on his own gifts, David was
the man, and yet, instead of that, he turns at once to his God, and seeks guidance and
This was not an act of superstition not the result of sudden change of
hel]) of him.
character, in which fear took the place of courage and mental confusion the place of
calmness. It was the product of enlightened piety a policy of profound wisdom, a
He was the servant
sairacious estimate of all the facts and probabilities of the case.
of Jehovah, bound to carry out his purposes and cause his great Name to be
reverenced in all human affairs. Therefore it was due to the ever-present and ruling
Lord to honour him by seeking to know his will and trusting in his aid. Past
It was true then as now that the Eternal
successes in his Name sug<j:ested the same.
Spirjv could act on masses of men ami their leaders so as to change the course of events;
and for aught David knew to the contrary, it might have been the Divine will to force
them back by some other agency than by his arms. Prudence, reason, piety, all sound
;

—

piety

strong will and great general ability laid prostrate before Christ, that his power might
work^through human channels (2 Cor. iv. 6, 7). The more distinguished the man
the case of
in natural gifts and in grace, the more thoroughly is God sought, as in
Augustine. Men of strong; will and great force of intellect who refuse to depend on
God are not strong and wise all round ; they are morally weak and spiritually blind

OH, V.
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The more perfectly the whole mau is developed the more complete
to God for guidance and help.
II. The stbonq and sagacious man FOLLOwa the light given.
it

was God's

will that the national foe

121

will be the turniug

David learnt that

should be smitten, not by pestilence or sudden

by the national arm and in the two cases by different
methods of procedure. Whatever was the method of learning the will of G. d, and
whatever degree of distinctness the revelation, the fact to be noted is that David was
not "disobedient to the heavenly vision." His generalship was regulated thereby.
We have no Urim to consult, no high priest to receive special communication for
specific emergencies; but in our times of danger to business, domestic interests, Church
allairs, and personal religious life
to say nothing of national events
we can seek
Gud by prayer, by reading his will in the pure conscience, in the steady lines of
providence, and in the principles of his written Word.
It should be a cardinal truth
with us that God is interested in our affairs, and has ways of making himself known
Especially does it behove each Christiau and the Church as
to the earnest spirit.
a body to seek guidance and help when assaults are being made ou our holy faith, and
the enemy threatens to deprive us of our goodly heritage. There are ways and methods
of meeting the foe which God can reveal, and our success will depend on the care with
which we adopt the methods approved of God. Infidelity and atheism are to be
confronted or attacked in the rear on principles Divine, uot on maxims of human
terror subjectively produced, but

;

—

—

expediency.

IIL The stbong and sagacious man is willing to let God work, so that the
hand of man shall kot be most conspicuous. David acquiesced in the front attack
when enjoined, and equally in the restrained action of himself when (vers. 23, 24) an
xmseen influence was brought to bear on the

foe.
In this lies the beauty of true
godliness, that it is content, when God wills it, that man should not be seen if only the
purposes of God are carried through. David cared not for military distinction if the
finger of God could only be seen.
His strategy in this case was Divine. He stood
aside for Providence to work till the hour for human action arrivedThis was the
apostolic spirit in the early days of Christianity, based in its exercise on the truth that
the living God was the great Worker on the souls of men. The same feeling and
belief should ever actuate us in all our endeavours to subdue enemies to the cross.
are only instruments, and a true estimate of ourselves will lead us to rejoice in our
being counted as nothing and lost sight of in the display of saving power straight from
God. Perhaps there is less success because we want to appear in front of the

We

"mulberry trees."
GENEBAZi lessons.

We

1.
have to hold our own heart and our Church life against
the inroads of our natural enenjies, "the world, the flesh, and the devil," and the
remembrance of this should always make us watchful. 2. In times of great stress in
this conflict we should make special requests to God, and not simply proceed on the
prestige of former achievements.
3. In dealing with modern forms of attack on
Christianity, we have need to ponder weU the methods and principles of procedure;
and the entire Chmch should make it a matter of special thought and prayer.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

—

(Hebron.)
David anointed king of all Israel.
3 (1 Chron. xi. 1
3).
About twenty years had elapsed since David was anointed by Samuel, seven years
and a half since he was anointed King of Judah and at length, at the age of thirtyVers. 1

1.

;

seven, his faith and patience were rewarded, every obstacle was removed out of his
path, and the Divine purpose concen ing his royal destination fulfilled.
"In the
fulness of time, at the riuht moment, in perfect vigour of mind and body, he grasped
the supremacy which was offered to him, having passed through every outward stage
of power and honour, and every inward test of heavy trial and varied strife " (Ewald).
2. His anointing (performed by prophet or priest) took place at the instance of the
elders (ver. 3) as the representatives of all the tribes (ver. 1), in accordance with the
former summons of Abner (ch. iii. 17, 19, 21), and doubtless after consultation in their
national assemL.^ (1 Sam. viii. 4) j now desirous und even eager (after long rehiatauce)

—
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to accomplish the purpose of God, having " leamt by experience " the kind of king
they needed, and being constrained by the pressure of circumstanceB. 3. "By his
anointing by Samuel he acquired yus ad regnnm, a right to the kingdom; and by his
It
present anointing he had a, Jus in regno, authority over the kingdom" (A. Clarke).
was not merely a designation, but an inauguration to his office; a recognition and
acceptance of his Divine appointment, as well as a symbol of his Divine endowment
with a)l needful ^ifts (see 1 Sam. x. 1, 10 ; xvi. 12) ; and it distinguished his person as

sacred (1 Sam. xxiv. 6 ; xivL 11), inasmuch as he represented the authority and powtr
His anointing for the third time marks one of the
of the Divine King of Israel.
greatest days of Israel's history (oh. iL 4 ; 1 Sam. ix. 28 ; x. 24 ; xL 15) ; and, in oonnection with it, observe
1. Eis personal
I. The beasons assigked by the eldebs fob theib feoposaij.
rdationship. " Behold, we are thy bone and thy flesh " (Gen. xxix. 14), expressive of
their claims upon him, and of his qualification to rule over them ; to understand their
wants, sympathize with their aspirations, and promote their welfare (Deut. xviL 15).
" The elders speak as if they had not been very sure whether they were to regard
David as a Hebrew, or as a naturalized Philistine ; but now their doubts are gone, they
dwell on his blood-relationship to them as a conclusive evidence that he would be out
and out a Hebrew that, therefore, he was worthy of the Hebrew crown " (Blaikie).
So " in all things it behoved " the Captain of our salvation " to be made like unto his
brethren " (Heb. IL 17). 2. Eis proved ability and eminent services (ver. 2), indicative
of his proper calling and the general esteem in which he was held (1 Sam. xvL 5);
"the bond of fellowship and love which had bound him to them, even under Saul, as
leader in their military undertakings." 3. Eis previous designation. " According to the
word of the Lord by Samuel " (1 Chron. xL 3) ; making it their duty to seek his leader"
should they refer to Gtxi's choice of David?
ship as well as his to undertake it.
(1) Because, although they had known all along that David had been fore-appointed
to the throne, they had yet been struggling againat that arrangement ; and so it was
fitting now that they should express their repentance and declare their readiness to
receive him in God's name, and as from God's hand.
(2) Because they wished to
remind him and themselves that the royal king of their nation was Jehovah, and that
he and they were in allegiance to him" (W. M. Taylor). He did not "take this
honour unto himself" without being "called of God" and desired by the people. It
sought him rather than he it. And the grounds of his acceptance of it were (as is not
always the case with those who assume royal office) unselfish, patriotic, and devout

—

Why

IL The covenant made by the king with the eldebs. " And King David
made a covenant with [to] them before the Lord " (ver. 3). This covenant, agreement,
1. Expressed directly and
or promise (whatever may have been its precise terms)
chiefly an engagement, on his part, to rule over them according to the Divine will
(Deut. xvii. 16 20; 1 Sam. x. 25). He was by no means to be an absolute and
irresponsible monarch, or "a king ruling arbitrarily as in heathen kingdoms, where at
:

—

"

nobles, the populace, or an imperfect oracular system limited his power
Law and to the voice of [irophecy. 2. Involved the obligation,
" ITie Law of God
071 their part, to obey him according to the same will (ch. iii. 21).
was the rule and square of his government, whereunto both prince and people are
sworn; which was a bridle agaiust his absolute power or their rebellious manners"
" in a form in which the theocratic
(Guild).
3. Was ratified in the most solemn manner
"Tiie end and cause why Grd imprints in the
principle is distinctly recognized."
weak iiud feeble fitsh of man the image of his own power and majesty is not to puff

most a fow

;

but to be subject to the

—

up

liej.h

be

lifted

in the opinion of itself; neither yet that be that is exalted above others should
up by presumptiou and pride, and so despise others; but that he shotdd

is appointed lieutenant of One whose eyes continually watch upon him and
and examine how he behaves himself in his office " (John Knox).
III. The 8PIBIT displayed by the people, not only by the presence of the elders
but also by that of the armed hosts, the flower of the nation, who marched to Hebron
frcan all parts of the coimtry, numbering (in ad<iition to his "uiighty men," 1 Chron.
xL 10—47 ch. xxiii. 8 39 and those who had come to him during his exile, 1 Chron.
xii. 1—22) 339,600, with two hundred chiefs of Issachar " and all their brethren,*
one thoxuaiul chiefs of 2faphtali, and Zadok and tweuty-two chiefs (1 Chron. xii.

consider he
see

;

—

;

CH. T.

—
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" All these men of war that could keep rank came with a perfect
make David king over all Israel; aud all the rest also of Israel
of one heart to make David king."
1. Voluntary submission.
"Thy people
be willing in the day of thy power " (Ps. ex. 3). 2. National unanimity ; such

23

40).

to Hebron, to

celebrated in Pa. cxxxiii. (written subsequently),
•*

'

Brotherly love

Behold how good and lovely it is
That (those who are) brethren should

heart

wert
shall

as is

'

1

also dwell together

!

•

Enthusiastic devotion. " And there they were with David three days, eating and
drinking ; for their brethren had prepared for them," etc. 4. Abounding Joy. "For
This " gathering of the people " (Gen. xlix. 10) was a moat
there was joy in IsraeL"
In it the good hidden in their reprehensible desire for
memorabli- one (vers. 4, 5).
a king (1 Sam. viii. 4 22) becomes apparent ; we see the fruit of past labour, conflict,
" The
chastisement, and the seeds of future enterprise, success, advancement.
kingship, as administeied by David, appears neither as a necessary evil nor an
improv ed constitution, but as a new ethic potency " (Oehler, Theology of the Old
Testament,' sec. 165). " His career constitutes the culmination of that general
advancement towards which the people of Israel had been aspiring with incre;i8ing
3.

—

*

energy for more than a century " (Ewald).— D.

The shepherd-king. This
Vers. 2, 10, 12 (1 Chron. xi. 2, 9 ; xiv. 2).—<Hebbon.)
first occasion on which we find the occupation of a shei)herd made use of to
Jacob, who had "fed Laban's flocks," spoke of "the
describe the office of a king.
Shepherd, the Stone of Israel" (Gen. xlix. 24; xlviii. 15); Moses, who had "kept the
flock of Jethro," prayeil that Jehovah would " set a man over the congregation " as
his successor, so that they might not be " as sheep having no slBpherd" (Numb, xxvii.
7); here the elders declare that Jehovah said (through Samuel) to David, who "fed
his father's sheep at Bethlehem," concerning his royal destination, " Thou shalt feed
[raah, equivalent to Mend,' 'act as shepherd towards'] my people Israel " (ch. vii. 7;
Ps. Ixxviii. 70—72; Isa. xliv. 28; Jer. xxiii.; 1. 5; Ezek. xxxiv. 1, 23; Micah v. 4;
Zech. xiiL 7, etc.). " The business of a shepherd is a prejiaration for the office of a king
to any one who is destined to preside over that most manageable of all flocks, mankind ; for which reason kings are called shepherds of their people, not by way of reproach,
but as a most especial and pre-eminent honour " (Philo, ' Life of Moses '). " Shepherds
are not owners of the sheep ; but their office is to feed and govern no more are kings
'
proprietaries or owners of the people.
The nations,' as the Scriptures saith, are ' Ms
inheritance;' but the office of kings is to govern, maintain, and protect people.
And
that is not without a mystery that the first king that was instituted by God, Darid
(for Saul was but an untimely fruit), was translated from a shepherd " (Bacon).
What
was said to David applies to every king, ruler, magistrate, master, in the sphere over
which he has legitimate authority. Consider
It is an office in which authority and power
I. The Divine idea of his office.
1. Are entrusted by the ordination of Ood, the Proprietor, Ruler, Chief Shepherd of the
people; not self-derived nor unlimited; yet investing every under-sheiiherd with
dignity.
2. Should he exercised according to the will of Ood (Ps. ci.), iu afiiectionate
interest in the people ; intimate acquaintance with them, guiding them, providing for
them, defending them, restoring them, and, generally, seeking their welfare with.
diligence, considerateness, tenderness, patience, self-denial, and self-sacrifice. " Chrysosis

the

:

tom writeth

that the shepherds in Cappadocia have such love unto their flock, that
Bomstimes for three days together, in following them, they are overwhelmed with snow,
and yet they endure it; and in Lydia, how far they travel with the sheep for a montk
together in the waste deserts and parching heat of the sun ; who herein do teach such
as are shepherds of men that they should even not spare their own lives for the common
good " (Willet). 3. Must he accounted for^ as to their use, before thi presence of Ood.
" These sheep, what have they done ? " (ch. xxiv. 17). " A king is a mortal god on earth,
imto whom tne living God hath lent his own name as a great honour ; but withal told
him he should die like a man, lest he should be proud and flatter himself that Ood hath
with his name imparted unto him his nature also " (Bacon).
" And David went on going and
II, The Divine soubck of uis prosperity.
e
IL SAMUBIi.
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growing" after the conquest of the stronghold of Zion, etc. (vers, 6 10), which ho
»chiev^ as captain, "leader and commander of the people" (as well as their shepherd)
" waxed greater and greater " (ch. vii. 9) in power and fame " and Jehovah the God of
hosts " (1 Sam. L 3) " was with him " (as his Shepherd, Ps. xxiii. 1, and Captain, ch.
1. Approving of the manner in which he devoted himself to his railing.
xxii. 35
37).
Fidelity is the necessary condition of the special favour of God which is ever testified
ii; the heart and conscience, and often shown hy outward events (Gen. xxxix. 2, 21).
;

—

;

2, Assisting him in the performance of tJie duties of his calling; strengthening,
uj-holding, directing, protecting him. 3. Accomplishing the aim of his endeavours in
his calling; for no skill nor effort, without Divine co-operation, can ensure success.
" Except the Lord build the house," etc. (Ps. cxxviL 1). While God was with him
(1 Sam. I. 11) Saul prospered when left to himself he lost his kingdom and his life.
;

his exaltatiok and establishment in his office.
David perceived," from the fnendly aid of Hiram, the erection of his palace
(ver. 11), which he appears to have regarded as a pledge of the stability of his kingdom
(Ps. XXX., inscription), and his continued prosperity, " that Jehovah had established
him," in accordance with his former choice, " king over Israel, and that he had exalted
his kingdom" (1 Chron. xiv. 2, 17) " for his people Israel's sake ;" because he had
chosen them to be his people, " the sheep of his pasture " (Ps. c. 3), and sought their
prosperity and exaltation, according to his faithful promises (ch. vii. 23) that through
them all nations might be blessed, and the whole earth filled vrith his glory. A faithful
servant recognizes in his successes: 1. An immediate purpose cf good toward himself;
beholding therein the hand of God and " the kindness and truth '* by which it is

in.

The Divine pubpose of

"And

An

ulterior and
directed ; ascribing his prosperity, not to himself, but to the Lord. 2.
larger purpose of good toward others, for whose benefit rather than his own he is
powerful incentive to thankfulness, hopefulness, and fresh
exalted (ch. viL 8, 16). 3.
"It was the successiveness, the
eonsecT'ition to the service of God and his people.
continuity of the steps, in his history, which assured him that Gk>d*s hand had been
Had David, instead of maintaining the crown, which
directing the whole of it.
circumstances pointed out to him as his, seized violently that which was not his, he
would not have perceived that the Lord had made him King of Israel; he would have
The
lelt that he had made himself so, and would have acted upon that persuasion.
government which a man wins for himself he uses for himself; that which he inwardly
and practically acknowledges as conferred upon him by a righteous Being cannot be
intended for himself. And thus it is that the early and mysterious teaching of David
while he was in the sheepfold bore so mightily upon his life after he became king. The
deepest lesson which he had learnt was that he himself was under government ; that
his heart and wUl was the inmost circle of that authority which the winds and the sea,
the moon and the stars, obeyed " (Maurice).
Remarks. 1. The lowliest occupation is often a preparation for the highest ; and he
who shows fidelity in the least is rewarded with opportunity for its exercise in the
2. The possession of authority and jiower severely tests men's characters,
greatest.
and sometimes proves their destruction. 3. It is a good sign when one who is exalted
shows more concern about performing the duties than enjoying the honours of his
position.
4. God sends good rulers out of his regard for the welfare of the people.
5. The best rulers are those who sympathize most with the Divine purposes, and most
humbly and faithfully " serve their generation." 6. Even the best are imperfect, and
7. In One alone do
often fail to attain their loftiest aims or fulfil their early promise.
we behold the perfect Shepherd-King (John x. 14; Heb. xiiL 20; 1 Pet v. 4; Rev.

A

vii.

17).—D.

—

—

Jerusalem. David's first act after his anointing
9).
Vers. 6 9 (1 Chron. xi. 4
amidst the assembled tribes (1 Chron. xii. 38—40) was to place himself at the head
With this place
of his army, and march against Jehus, the capital of the Jebusites.
he was familiar from his boyhood, and often, perhaps, wondered why it was suffered to
remain so long unsubdued (Jush. i. 3, 4). He perceived its advantages as a site for the
capital of his kingdom, and the necessity of its reduction in order to the establishment
and extension thereof. His enterprise, whatever may have been its immediate cause,
completely successful. Henceforth supreme interest centres in Zion, the city of

WM
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David, Jerusalem (" foundation of peace

"), beyond any other city mentioned in sacred
"Jerusalem was destined to become the seat of the
Hebrew government, and the scene of the most extraordinary events, and more strange
and awful vicissitudes, than any other city of the universe, not excepting Rome
(Milman). Note
I. Its peculiar sititation.
In the heart of the country, remote from the great
roads of communication with the East on a mountainous table-land, and entrenched
on a cluster of hills, the highest of which was crowned with the stronghold, rockfi irtress,
or acropolis of Zion (ver. 7)
on the border-line between Benjamin and
Judah, belonging equally to both parts of the now united kingdom. Its selection was
a striking proof of David's military ability and political insight, and was probably
determined by a higher wisdom (Deut. xiL 5 2 Chron. vi. 6). " God intended not
Jerusalem for a staple of trade, but for a royal exchange of religion, chiefly holding
correspondency with heaven itself, daily receiving blessings thence, duly returning
besides, God would not have his virgin people the Jews wooed with,
praises thither
much less wedded to, outlandish fashions " (Thos. Fuller).
As the city of Melchizedek (Gen. xiv. 18 Ps. Ixxvii, 2
II. Its previous history.
Josephus, ' Wars,' vi. 10), traditions of whose ancient greatness may have lin-ered
around the spot, and fired the poet's imagination (Ps. ex. 4); of Adonizedec the
Amorite (Josh. x. 1), a man of different character, like Adonibezek (Judg. i. 7)
smitten by Judah, occupied by Benjamin conjointly with the Jebusites (not, perhaps,
driven out of their citadel), and afterwards entirely by the latter (Josh. xv. 63 Judg.
i. 8, 21; iii. 5
"Joshua, and Deborah, and Samuel, and Saul, and
7; xix. 10--12).
David must have passed and repassed the hills, and gazed on the tower of the city,
unconscious of the late reserved for her in all subsequent time " (Stanley, * Sinai and

history, poetry, or prophecy,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Palestine ').
III. Its heroic conquest.
David found little resistance in taking the lower city, in
contrast with tlie upper city or citadel (Josephus), the defenders of which, relying
on the strength of their position, said, derisively, that "blind and lame " were sufficient
But: 1. Self'confidence is fraught with danger. (1 Sam. xiv. 22.)
to repel his attack.
" The enemies of God's people are often very confident of their own strength, and most
secure when their day to fall draws nigh" (Matthew Henijr). 2. /Scorn
a $pur to
a resolute spirit. " And David said on that day

m

*•

'

Whoso smiteth

a Jebusite

(first),

Let him hurl down the precipice (waterconne)
Both the lame and blind,

Who

are hateful to David's soul.'

'*

And **lie shall be chief and captain" (1 Chron. xi. 6). 3. Great inducements procure
great achievements. 4. The prize is sometimes won by those for whom it is least intended.
" So Joab the son of Zeruiah went first up, and was chief," his power, of which David
bitterly complained (ch. iii. 39), being thereby confirmed.
6. 7 fie language of contempt comes back on those who employ it, to their lasting humiliation. It became a
proverb : " The blind and lame [ironically applied to the over-confident] shall not
come into the house [succeed in anything]." 6. Severity should be joined with mercy.
Although a hard fate befell some, yet most of the Jebusite inhabitants were incorporated
into Israel (Zech. ix. 7), and one of them (ch. xxiv. 18) dwelt peacefully on an adjacent
hill (2 Chron. iii. 1).
7. One victory is (fttn followed hy many.
The capture of a fortress
by national and world-wide consequences.
rV. Its permanent occupation, strenothenino, and extension. "And David
dwelt in the stronghold [of Zion], and calledit the city of David" (see Conder, 'Handbook,'
"And David built round about from Millo [' the citadel,' LXX.] and inward"
p. 337).
(ver. 9).
"And Joab restored the rest of the city " (1 Chron. xi. 9). "The erection of
the new cajiital at Jerusalem introduces us to a new era, not only in the inward ho^)es
of the prophet-king, but in the external history of the monarchy" (Stanley, 'Jewish
Church;' Ewald).
V. Its theocratic relation, which was its chief distinction. As the metroiwlis
of the chosen people, the residence of the Lord's Anoiuted (Messiah), the seat of govern-

—

"
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ment, the centre of religion and Divine service, the source of far-reaching influence, it
was " the city of the great King " (Matt. v. 35), where he dwelt, reigned, manifested
So Jerusalem was
his glory, and " commanded his blessing, even life for evermore."
described by psalmists and prophets, and won the passionate attachment of her children,
in which love of country and home, devotion to Gcjd, and hope for the world were
'*
city of God" (Pa. Ixxxvi.
Glorious things are spol^en of thee,
cxxv. 1, 2 cxxxvii.).
VL Its extbaokdinart vicissiTxn)E3. "In the fifteen centuries which elapsed
between those two points (Judg. i. 8 Luke xxi. 20), the city was besieged no fewer
than seventeen times ; twice it was razed to the ground ; and on two occasions its walls
were levelled. In this respect it stands without a parallel in any city, ancient or
modem " (Smith's Dictionary '). What a scene did it present during these ages of
military, political, religious strife, of prophetic activity and demoniacal wickedness, of
With its rejection of " the Son of David " its
mercy and of judgment (Amos iii. 2)
**0
lingering theocratic glory departed, and its walls became a desolate heap.
Jerusalem " (Luke xiii. 34 ; xx. 41 i4).
" In the progresa of the city of God through
VII. Its sPiEiTUAii fobeshadowing.
the ages, David first reigned in the earthly Jerusalem as a shadow of that which was to
come (Augustine, City of God,* xvii. 14. 20) " Blount Zion, the city of the living
God, the heavenly Jerusalem" (Heb. xii. 22); the spiritual kingdom of which Christ
is King, the general assembly and Church of which he is the Head; the lofty, free,
mother-city of us all (GaL. iv. 25, 2G) " the holy city, new Jerusalem " (Rev. xxi. 1);
"0 holy Zion I where all is
glorious, unchanging, everlasting (Heb. xi. 10; xiiL 14).
li*»''^'Dg, snd nothing passes away

inseparably blended.

3

;

xlviii.

cxxii.

;

;

;

;

'

!

—

!

'

;

;

!

•

O happy harbour of the saints!
O sweet and pleasant soil
I

In thee no sorrow may be fotuid»
No grief, no care, no toil"

Ol
Vor. 12 (1 Chron. xiv. 1). Eiram, King of Tyre. Hiram was another of those
heathen princes with whom David stood in fnendly relation (Achish of Gkkth the King
of Moab, 1 Sam. xxii. 3 ; Talmai of Geshur, ch. iii. 3 ; Toi, or Ton, of Hamath, ch.
viiL 9; Joram, or Hadoram, his son, 1 Chron. xviii, 10; Nahash, the Ammonite
Inng of Eabbah, ch. x. 1, 2; Shobi, his son, ch. xvii. 27). He was king of "the
strong (fortified) city, Tjre " (Josh. xix. 29) chief of those Phoenician cities " whose
Qag waved at once in Britain and the Indian Ocean" (Humboldt); celebrated alike for
its maritime enterprise, commercial activity, and mechanical arts (Isa. xxiiL 8 ; Ezek.
" Hiram, like David, had just established his throne securely upon the ruins
xxvii.).
of the rule of the ahophetim, or judges, and raised the coimtry to a position of power
and independence which it liad not previously enjoyed" (A. S. Wilkins, Phoenicia and
Notice: 1. His political sagacity. In seeking to secm-e a "commercial
Israel').
treaty " with the King of Israel, by means of which his jjeople might receive com, oil,
etc (Acts xiL 20), in exchange for manufactured goods, Tyrian purple, articles of tin
and bronze, weapons of war, jewellery, etc., and might not be prevented from continuing
their commercial j)ursuits along the great caravan lines of traffic with Egypt, Arabia,
Babylon, and Assyria, that ran through the country. 2. Ei$ peaceable disposition. In
sending " messensiers " with friendly communications, either of his own accord, or in
response to an embassy. " How little David resembled the later Assyrian, Chaldean,
and Persian disturbers of the world is most immediately and clearly shown by the fact
that he did not, like these great conquerors, seize upon the Phoenician maritime towns,
but always remained on the best terms with the little Phoenician states, which were
entirely occupied in commerce and the productive arts, and readily sought peace with
him " (Ewald). 3. Eis generous appreciation. Without jealousy or suspicion of David,
of whom, doubtless, he bad heard much, on account of his ability, energy, and integrity,
confirmed by personal intercourse. " God knows how to incline toward pious rulers the
minds of neighbooring princes and kings, that they may show them all friendly good will"
(Starke). 4. Idii voluaUe oinstanee. With "cedar trees" (&om Lebanon, as subsequently.
;

;

'
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1 Kings v.), " and carpenters, and masons," in building a " house of cedar" (ch. vii. 2
16 ix. 13 ; xi. 2), or stately palace ia Zion, the city of David; perhaps in erecting
and adoinino; other houses in the city, and generally promoting the arts and industries
of Israel (1 Chron. xxii. 2). The intercourse thus commenced was immensely beneficial,
though it ultimately proved an occasion of evil. "Many have excelled in arts and
sciences that were strancrers to the covenants of promise ; yet David's house was never
the worse nor the less fitting to be dedic:ited to God for its being built by the sons of
the stranger " (Matthew Henry). 5. His steadfast friendship with David during his
life, afterwards with Solomon, contributing to the maintenance of peace and the increase
" Hiram was ever a lover of David " (1 Kings v.
of prosperity among both peoples.
1).
"Blessed be Jehovah," etc. (1 Kings v. 7). Without entirely
6. Ilis reverential spirit.
renouncing the worship of " the Lord Melkarth [king of the city], Baal of Tyre," he was
Ti.

:

drawn

to the faith of Israel; and, to that extent, represented the gathering of the
Gentiles to "the Desire of all nations" (Ps. xlv, 12; Matt. xv. 27; Acts ixi. 3 6).
He was an extraordinary man, eminent in life, honoured in death (by the erection of
*' the tomb of Hiram," Kubinson, ii. 45G)
" rise in the judgment and
; and he will
condemn " the unfaithful under higher privileges (Matt. xL 21). D.

—

—

—

—

11).
(The Valley of Rephaim.) Victory over (he
(References: ch. viii. 1, 12; xxi. 15, 18, 19; xxiii. 9, 11, 13; 1 Kings ii.
39.) " Therefore he called the name of that place Baal-Perazim " (ver. 20).
So long
as David reigned over a single tribe and was at war with the house of Saul, he was left
unmolested by the Philistines (1 Sam. xxix. 1 11), whose suzerainty he, perhaps,
acknowledged; but when they heard that he was chosen king over all Israel, that an
immense army had gathered around him not far from their own border, and that the
Jebusite " stronghold of Zion " had fallen before him, they took alarm, mustered all
their forces, marched up " to seek [attack] David " (the chief object of their suspicion
and fear), and "spread themselves in the Valley of Rephaim" (near Jerusalem). In
the condition and conduct of David (as representing the servants of God in conflict
with their adversaries) we observe
L PfiEiLOtrs EMEEGENCT, which : 1. Often occurs after unusual success and honour ;
being adapted to check undue self-confidence and self-security.
"Lest I should be
exalted above measure," etc. (2 Cor. xii. 7). 2. Clearly manifests the spirit which men
possess, whether of faith and courage, or of fear and cowardice (1 Sam. xvii. 11).
The conflict was forced upon David. It coidd
3. Makes personal effort indisjiensable.
not be avoided without disobedience (ch, iii. 18), dishonour, and destruction. And it is
the same in other cases. " Ye approach this day unto battle against your enemies," ete.
(Deut. XX. 3).
" And David heard of it, and went down to the hold,"
II. PauDKNTiAL ACTIVITY.
the stronghold of Zion (ver. 7), from his residence on the highest and safest part of the
mountain ridge; or more probably the stronghold in the desert of Judah, where he had
formerly found refuge (1 Sam. xxii. 5; xxiv. 22; ch. xxiii. 14). It may be sonietimes
necessary to "sit still" and quietly wait for Divine deliverance; but we should:
1. Not remain inactive through sloth, vain-confidence, or presumption.
2. Nor rush
into conflict rashly, or enter upon new courses unadvisedly. 3. But after due consideration adojit those measures which afford the fairest prospects of safety and success.
prudent man," etc. (Prov. xxii. 3).
" And David inquired of the Lord," etc. (ch. 11. ; xvL
III. Prayerful inquiry.
1
23; xxi. 1). 1. After the utmost thought and endeavour of our own, we often find
ourselves in perplexity as to the course we should pursue.
2. Our best resource in perplexity is to seek Divine counsel ; and those who have had experience of its tlicacy
will not fail to do so (1 Sam. xiv. 16—23 ; xxiii. 1
3. Nor shall we fail to find
12).
orfey«a<ed»'ec<ions and encouraging promises if we seek it in a right manner. "Go up,"
"David did not seek Divine counsel (by consulting the Urim) whether to attack
etc.
Jebus, apparently, because his mind was clear tlmt the enterprise was advantageous.
But when Zdvlaghad been burned by tlie Amalekites, and now when a dangerous army
It would appear that he regarded it as a Divine
is at hand, he is glad of such advice.
aid in times of jierplexity, but only to be sought for in such times.
He had no idea of
abdicating his duties as u military leader, and putting the movements of hit army into

Vers. 17

20 (1 Chron. xiv. 8

Philistines.

—

"A

—

c

—

;
:;
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the control of the priest. Hence, perhaps, it is that, as his confidence in his troops and
in his own warlike experience increased, he ceased altogether to consult the sacred
Urim, for we hear no more of it in his later wars " (F. W. Newman).
IV. Practical obedience to the word of the Lord. " And David came," etc. When
the path of duty is made plain, nothing remains but to walk therein with 1. Humility,
The liabit of immediate and
simplicity, alacrity ; as a soldier at the word of command.
absolute obedience to the will of God is essential to " a good soldier of Jesus Christ."
3. Courage,
2. Dependence on Divine strength and confidence in Divine promises.
concentration of purpose and energy in performance. " Do it with thy might." David's
attack was made with such impetuosity that it was like the breaking forth of water, a
torrent or inundation which bursts through, disperses and sweeps away whatever opposes
:

its course.

V. PuBUO thanksgiving and praise. "Jehovah hath broken forth upon mine
Therefore he called the name of that place Baal-Perazim," i.e. properly,
enemies
lord, master, possessor, and, tropically, place (which possesses or is distiuiruished by
something) of breaches, inundations, dispersions, defeats (Gesenius). 1. The spirit in
which success is really sought appears in the manner in which it is used. When sought
by and for God it will be ascribed to him. *' Not unto us," etc. " His riti;ht hand and
2. The help which is
his holy arm hath gotten him the victory" (Ps. xcviii. 1).
graciously and openly vouchsafed by God should be gratefully and openly acknowledged
by men (Ps. 1. 14, 15). 3. Of Divine benefits a record should be made by those who
receive them, for the instruction of " the generation to come " (Ps. Ixxviii. 4) and the
place which is distinguished by them should become a permanent memorial of Divine
power and goodness. This victory was long remembered. " For Jehovah will rise up
" The military stamp of the first
as on the mountain of Perazim," etc. (Isa. xxviii. 21).
part of David's reign is the preindication of the military character of the whole of it.
In the Psalms of David we hear the echo of this warlike and victorious theocracy. They
are mostly songs of conflict and victory in praise of the God who saved his people from
D.
their enemies " (Erdmann).
.

.

.

;

—

The destruction of images. The
and laws of nature
where they appeared
most active" (Movers). The Philistines carried (probably on sacred carts) their images
or gods (commonly regarded as identical) into battle, expecting victory by their aid;
but so sudden was their defeat, and so hasty their flight, that they were compelled to
leave them behind, and " David and his men took them away " and " David gave a
commandment, and they were burned with fire." " When the ark fell into the Philistines'
hands it consumed them but when these images fell into the hands of Israel they could
not save themselves from being consumed " (Patrick). In their destruction we see
1. A proof of the vanity of idols. These images (atsabim, equivalent to *' things fashioned
with labour ") were only " the work of men's hands " (Ps. cxv. 4 8), and " profitable for
nothing " (Isa. xl. 19 xli. 7 xliv. 9 20 xlvi. 6, 7), disappointing completely the
Who could henceforth regard them or others with fear or
confidence reposed in them.
respect? 2. A testimony to the power of Jehovah, the living and true God, the Holy
One of Israel. It was against him that the Philistines fought in attacking his people;
and by him they and their idols were overthrown, as aforetime (1 Sam. v. 3 vii. 7
3. An expression
xvii. 38
Yet how persistent was their opposition (ver. 22)
54).
»f abhorrence of idolatry, oaA zeal for the worship of God alone; ihQ personal fidelity
During his reign
of David to the fundamental principle of the theocracy (Ps. xvi. 4).
idolatry found no place in Israel. 4. A fulfilment of the injunctions of the Law. " Thou
shalt utterly overthrow them, and quite break down their images" (Exod. xxiii. 24),
"and burn their jiraven images with fire" (Deut. vii. 5). Idolatry was a direct crime
against the state, high treason against the Divine King of Israel, and mii;ht not be
5. A precaution against exposure to temptation, by the influtolerated in any form.
ence ot their presence, forms, names, associations, on hearts always too prone to gc
" Thou shalt not desire the silver or gold that is on them, nor take it unto
astray.
Ver. 21 (1 Chron. xiv. 12).

(Baal-Pekazim.)

religion of the Canaanite people was " an apotheosis of the forces
an adoration of the objects in which those forces were seen and

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

!

No sacrifice was too great
therein," etc. (Deut. vii. 25, 26).
" Here, perhaps, the admirer of ancient sculpture
to avoid such a snare (Acts xix. 19).
thee, lest thou be snared
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be ready to drop a tear of regret over the fine statues and other monuments of
it must have been destroyed in consequence of the Mosaic mandate;
but
he may safely dry it up, for the chef cCceuvres of this period were not worth sparing*
(Michaelia).
Even if they had been the finest sptcimens of art, their preservation from
the flames would have been an ill compensation for tho moral evil which it would have
" To destroy the
induced.
6. A representation of the design of the true religion.
works of the devil" (1 Jolm iii. 8), and to maintain and extend the knowledge, love,
and service of God not, indeed, by force, but by the truth (2 Cor. x. 4 see 1 Sam. v. 3).
7. A prophecy and an earnest of the complete demolition of idols (Isa. ii. 18
20), and
the earth being " filled with the glory of the Lord " (Numb. xiv. 21). " Thou hast kept
me to be head of the heathen," etc. (ch. xxii. 44, 50).
will

ftiitiquity th

;

**

;

All nations whom thou hast made.
Shall come and bow themselves down before thee,
Lord;
And shall give glory to thy Name."
(Ps. Ixxxvi. 9 ; xxii. 27 ; xcvii. 7 ; xcri.

—

O

S, 5, 10.)

Those who are zealous in destroying the idols of others should not
Conclusion.
What is an idol ? That object (whatever it may be) which a man
spare their own.
Bets up before his face or in his heart, and which he thinks a'lout, delights in, and relies
upon, more than God. *' Flee from idolatry I " (1 Cor. x. 14 ; CoL ilL 5 ; Phil. iii. 19
1 John v. 21).— D.
Vers. 22, 23 (1 Chron. xiv. 13, 14).
(Thb Valley of Rephaim.) Renewed emflict.
The life of a godly man on earth is a warfare which is perpetually renewed. Hardly
has one conflict been passed through before another awaits him with old or new and
more formidable foes : the world, the flesh, the devil ; ignorance, idolatries, oppressions,
sin and mist-ry of all kinds (1 Sam. xvii. 1
Yea, each day the "good warfare**
11).
1.

—

begins afresh.
"The approach of duty is as a battle-field" (Essenian maxim). "On
awaking in the morning, tlie first thing to be observed by thine inward sight is the
listed field in which thou art enclosed
the law of the combat being that he who fights
not must there lie dead for ever" (ScupoU). 2. Signal sticcess in one conflict does not
ensure the like in the next; and it ought, therefore, to be always associated with
humility, watchfulness, and prayer; from lack of which many a victory has been
turned into a defeat. It was a motto of King Alfred (" Si modo victor eras," etc)
;

**

If to-day thou be conqueror, beware of the fight of to-morrow
If to^Jay thou be conquered, prepare for the fight of to-morrow."

One

victory aff'ords ground for the confident expectation of another, when the latter
iked for in the same spirit as the former, with dependence on the strength of God,
submission to his will, devotion to his glory and the good of his people. ** David
inquired of the Lord a^ain." 4. The special means to be employed in every new conflict must be adapted to the special circumstances of the case; and both the wisdom to
" Thou shalt
perceive them and the might to make them effectual are from the Lord.
not go up" (directly, in front of them, as in the former conflict, and as he was about to
do again) ; " go round about them to their rear, and come upon them opposite the mulberry trees" (a spot, probably well known to David and his mm, where a cluster or
" The wonls teach us that in our
grove of baca trees would favour their attack), etc.
own strength, and merely with the human wenpuns of reason and science, we are not to
make war against the adversary. Success can only be calculated upon when the conflict
is undertaken umier the influence of the Holy Spirit of God bna;hed forth, and in the
immediate blet-sed experience of the gracious presence of the Lord and of the truth of
his Word " (Krummacher).
D.
8.
is

It

It

—

Vers. 24, 25 (\ Chron. xiv. 15— 17).— (The Valley of Rephaim.)
Signs.
"The
sound of a going (as of footsteps, Juiig, v. 4; ch. vi. 13) " in the beginnings " (on the
tops or at the entrance of the grove) "of the baca tries," which David heard, was a
ngn appointed by God, occurring, either by his extraordinary and miraculous operation
for a special purpose; or by his ordinary operation in nature and providence (the ruittling of the leaves in a still season by a iresh breeze, such as, in the East, usually tpringf
'
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of by him for that purpose.
It is not stated that it
by any one else but David. To him it was " the sound
Master's feet" (2 Kings vi. 32) the "goiug out before him" of " the Captain of

up about day-dawu), and made use
wa« intended

for or perceived

•f his
the Lord's host " (Josh. v. 14) at the head of legions of angels " to smite the Philistines,"
and smrmioning him to follow. And tbe enemy, wrapped in slumber, and attacked at
an unexjected time and place, was surprised and routed. Are there now no sijns of a
1. They are needed at certain seasons
in order to the proper underBimilar nature ?
Btandiug, enforcement, and application of the truths and duties contained in the written
Word ; especially when iniquity abounds, love waxes cold, labour is vain, and fear and
perplexity prevail ; when " we see not our signs " (Ps. Ixxiv. 9), nor receive *' a token for
good " (Ps. Ixxxvi. 17). 2. They are afforded in various ways by a striking concurrence of events with the Word (1 Sam. x. 7) or their peculiar combination ; by manifest
tendencies, vivid impressions, spiritual suggestions, or an unusual expectancy ; sometimes with "a still small voice," sometimes with "the sound of a trumpet," "thunder
and rain " (1 Sam. xii. 17), or "a rushing mighty wind." They are never wholly absent;
hi^ do we hear or see them ?
;

—

—

And
But
Ooniider them

"Earth's crammed with heaven,
every common bush afire with God;
only he who sees takes oS his tihoeB.**
(Mrs. Browning.^

ai—

Pebceived by
VIGILANT OBSEBVEBU " When thou hearest the sound of a going,*
Having " inquired of the Lord," and received the promise of aid, David watciied
eio.
" I will stand upon my watch," etc. (Hab. ii. 1). Such a watchlor the sign thereof.
man: 1. Fixes his attention on the spiritual realities by which the world of sense la
urrounded, supported- pervaded; and becomes conscious of what is hidden from others,
whose attention is who/ly absurl ed in earthly things; hearing a voice they cannot hear,
and seeing a hand they cannot see. 2. Relies upon the promises which have been
graciously spoken by " him who is invisible." 3, Looks for their fuijilment with fervent
desire and unwearied patience, " more than they that watch for the morning " (Ps. cxxx,
6, 6), until at length the sign and then the reality which it denotes are fully revealed.
Everything depends upon a thoughtful, believing, waiting spirit

L

I

enmmon not Faith but they wait for her call;
For in her own right she hoMs nature in thrall.
Where sense sees a blank space, with nought to inspire J
Signs

:

She, seer-like, finds horses and chariots of fire.
Sense ransacks all space for the proofs of a God;
Faith finds them at home, at the end of her rod.
And he who complains of no God-prints below
Will find nothing but sense-prints where'er he may go."

•There

are chemical experiments, in which, if a certain condition be wanfffig, tbe
element sought for cannot be elicited. It is present, waiting, ready to leap into activity
But as long as that is wanting, the element is
the moment the condition is present.
imprisoned, separated by an impassable barrier, and might almost be said to be nonSimilarly, the preoccupied mind might sleep at the very gate of heaven
existent.
no
celestial dreams would visit it.
The worldly mind might find itself in the house of God,
in the holiest of all
but the cloud of glory would sweep by it unnoticed. A mind keen
after earthly objects, and engrossed by the interests of time, might live here three score
years and ten, with the powers of the world to come all the time surrounding it, soliciting
it, pressing in upon it; and yet never once recognize a single indication of the Divine
And he who finds nothing of heaven on earth would find nothing but earth
presence.
In heaven " (J. Harris).
IL Possessing invaluable significance. " Then will Jehovah go out before thee,*

—

;

The

the thing signified, as it is revealed to the waiting soul,
Lord of hosts, and includes: 1. Wis presence with
us in a very special manner (2 Chron. xiv, 11 xx. 12 ; xxxii. 6 8). If a soldier is
inspired with courage and strength by knowing that his commander is near and his eye
upon him, much more should we be similarly inspired by the conviction of the Divine

etc.

is great,

sign in itself

inasmuch as

it

is little;

relates to the

;

—
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presence. 2. His working for us and in us. " The Lord is my Helper," etc. (Heb. xiii. 6).
3. His will concerning us, witii respect, not only to our welfare, but also to our duty,
the spirit we should cherish, the conduct we should pursue, the raauner, place, and time
of our activity.
There is no greater joy to a faithful servant of God thau to feel assured
that he is where God would have him to be, and doing what God would have him to do.
And this joy is his strength.
ni. Requiring peesonal exebtion. "Then bestir thyself; go out to battle. And
David did so as Jehovah commanded him." There is a time to work and fight as well
as to pray and watch.
As it is presumptuous and vain to stir before the signal for action
" Wherefore criest thou
is given, so it is slothful and ruinous to wait after it is received.

unto me ? ... Go forward " (Exod. xiv. 15 ; Josh. vii. LO). Divine assistance is not meant
Because God works we must wurk, with
to supersede our exertion, but to quicken it.
a feeling of grateful obligation, reverence, and coDfidence (Phil. ii. 12). "The Captain
of our salvation" goes out before us that we may follow him (Rev. xix. 14) with:
1. Implicit obedience to his every direction and movement (see 1 Sara. xiii. 1
2.
7).
Strenuous effort and whole-hearted devotion. 3. The utmost promptitude. Now or
never.
The opportunity, if allowed to slip, returns no more. " Consider that this day

—

ne'er

dawni again " (Dante).
* • Charge * was the captain's ory.
Theirs not to make reply;
Theirs not to reason why;
Theirs but to do or die."
I

IV. CoNDUCTTiNO TO IMPOBTANT ISSUES. " And he smote the Philistines," etc By
Buch a victory: 1. The imminent danger that threatened is removed. 2. The final
overthrow of the enemy is assured (ch. viii. 1). 3. The firm establishment and wide
extension of the kingdom are proiuoted. It became possible to bring up the ark to Zion
(ch. vi. 2) and to subdue surrounaiiig adversaries.
"And tiie fame of David went out
God fails not to fulfil his promises disappoints
into all lands," etc. (1 Chron. xiv. 17).
not the trust that is placed in hiu*; but makes the faithful "more than conquerors."
Application. With reference to: 1. The individual.
2. The family.
3. The
Church. 4. The nation. " Can ye not discern the tigns of the times?" D.
;

—

—

3.
Tardy acceptance of a divinely appointed ruler. Abner and IshboVers. 1
•heth being dead, and ilephibosheth incapable from his lameness, the eleven tribe*
that for upwards of seven years liad not only held aloof from David, but waged war
with him, now come to the conclusion that it is best to become his subjects, and again
be united with Judah in one kingdom. The}' accordingly make their submission to
him and solemnly accept him as their sovereign.
I. The grounds of theib acceptance of him.
1. Close relationship.
"Behold,
we are thy bone and thy flesh " (comp. Eph. v. 30). Qtxi has given to us a King who
is one with us in nature.
The Ruler of the Church, yea, of all things, is d Man ; the
throne of the xmiverse is filled by a human form (see Heb. ii. 5, et seq.) a fact which
endears the Christ to his willing subjects. 2. Previous service. (Ver. 2.) " In time
past," etc.
In which service David had both displayed and increased his cajiacitiei
With this may be compared Christ's period of service when on earth,
for ruling men.
espe-oially during his pul'lic ministry and last sufferings.
By these he was trained and
prepared for his throne (made " perfect through suH'erini^s," Heb. ii. 10) and it is in
and by these that he reveals himself and attracts the hearts of men. 3. Divine
appointment. (Ver. 2.) "The Lord said to thee. Thou shalt feed [' shepherd,' 'be the
she) 'herd of] my people Israel, and thou shalt be a captain [literally, foremost man,
leader '] over Israel." A king is to be as a shepherd to his subjects, not only ruling them,
but caring for, watching over, protecting, guiding, uniting; them; guarding and preserving the weak from violence and oppression, as a shepherd his lambs. The image was
natural to the Hebrews, and runs through the Scriptures, extending even to the visioni
of heaven (Rev. vii. 17). The kinj was also to be leader in peace or war, ever " to the
front," worthy to be followed, first and foremost iu all noble deeds, accepting
courageously the perils of sucli a position. David was such a king, im|>erfectly |
Christ Is such a I' l..g, perfectly. Both were divinely designated to the office of Buler

—

;

'

—

—
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of Grod's people, Kings by Divine right in the strictest sense.
As such D*Tid is hero
recognized at length by the tribes of Israel, as before by the tribe of Jiidah. As such
These reasons haii existed and should
the Lord Jesus is recognized by his followers.
have been as powerful immediately after Saul's death ; but they had not been allowed

But the experience of these tribes whilst holding aloof from David, their
present disorganized condition, po.-slbly also their knowledge of the benefits of David's
rule to Judah, combined to open their eyes, and so impress these considerations on
their hearts as to produce a general willingness to accept him whom they had been
And thus it is with many in lespect to the great King. His claims are
rejecting.
known, but other lords are preferred, until, after delay more or less protracted, they
become convinced oi their sin aiid folly, and surrender themselves to him. Let those
who are tfius procrastinating beware lest they become convinced too late.
IL The solemkities by which their acceptance of David, and his op them,
mutuol covenant. He engaging to rule them, and they to
WEBE signified. 1.
Li like manner, when
serve him according to the Law of God (Deut. xvii. 14—20).
men receive Clirist as their King, promising loyalty and obedience, he on his part
prcoDises to be to them all that his gospel represents him.
These Israelites, indeed,
may have imposed special stipulations not expressed in the Law ; liut we, in accepting
Christ, have simply to submit to the terms of the Divine covenant, as we are not in any
2. The anointing of David as king.
degree independent parties.
The third time he
was anointed—once by Samuel, once by the tribe of Judah, and now by the rest of the
For the people could in a measure give him authority over them
But our
tribes.
King Jesus can receive no authority from us. He is the Christ (the Anointed) of God
we have simply to recognize his Divine authority. 3. T?ie presence of God was recog" Before the Lord." This was fitting, as he was supreme Monarch, to whom
nize'/.
both king and people were bound to submit, whose blessing was necessary to render
the xmion happy ; and an engagement made as in his sight would be felt as peculiarly
So should we, in accepting Christ, place ourselves in the presence of God,
binding.
4.
joyful feast concluded
first in secret, then in his house, and at the Lord's Table.
(See 1 Chron. xii. 39, 40.)
It was to the whole people a suitable
the proceedings,
They were again one nation. Their union would be cemented
occasion for rejoicing.
by eating and drinking together. They would the better retain the feeling of union
when they had separated to their various localities and homes, and would be the better
prepared to perform their conunon duties to the king and the nation. Thus also our
Lord enjoins his subjects to eat and drink together in his Name, that they may recognize each other as his, rejoice together in their privileges, and be more closely united
to operate.

A

A

him and the whole " Israel of Goi"
1. Happy is the nation whose rulers and subjects alike recognize
In conclusion
God as the supreme Ruler over them, and his will as their supreme law act as in
his sight, and invoke his blessing.
2. Closer imion amongst Christians must spring
from more thorough acceptance of the royal authority of Christ. They are one in
him, and they will become more completely, more consciously, and more manifestly
one in proix)rtion as they, all alike, renouncing merely human authorities, come to
G. W.
Christ himself, listen to him, and submit to his authority in all things.

to

:

;

—

Ver. 10.
Desirable {greatness. " And David went on. and grew great, and the Lord
of hosts was with him."
The growing greatness of David was owing to the
It was, then
presence and favour of God, and was accompanied with them.
but all
I. Geeatness ^v'ell-dekived.
All greatness is in some sense from God
does not sprmg from his lavour.
"Surely thou didst set them in slippery places; thou
He that becomes " a great man "
castedst tlu-m down into destruction " (Ps. Ixxiii. 18).
through unjust violence, the oppressiun nna swallowing up of the weak, low cunning,
unscrupulous ambition, insatiable avarice, or an absorbing activity of mind and body
which excludes G«xi from thought and life, cannot rightly attribute his success to the
blessing of God. Such greatness is disastrous, and carries a curse with it. It is reached
by serving Satan, and accompanied with slavery to him and participation of his doom.
He was not altogether lying when he said (Luke iv. G, 7) that the power and glory of
The world abounds
the world were given by hirn to those who would wurshi|> him.
But the greatness which is a gift of God's favoor
in instances of greatness so won.

God

;
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reached by paths of truth and uprightness and piety; by the streDuous employment
of all the powers, indeed, but ia harmony with the Divine will; not so much, therefore,
with the purpose to grow great as to be of service to others. It is rather accepted
as a gift of God than sought ; and is accepted " with fear and trembling," lest the strong
temptations which accompany all worldly greatness t^hould become victorious. Such
greatness is accompanied witii a good conscience, and may be without serious peril
It may foster principles of godliness and benevolence.
to the soul.
It qualifies for
high service of others, and, so employed, enlarges the heart and elevates instead of
degrading the character. It thus ministers to the truest greatness that which is
is

—

spiritual

and

eternal.

Greatness well-accompanied.

Some, the greater they grow the less of God
they gradually forsake him, and he at length abandons them. But there
are those of whom it may be said, as they grow great in this world, still " the Lord
God of hosts is with them." 1. Eow the great may secure this blessing. By : (1)
Humility (Deut. viiL 13, 14; Ps. cxxxviii. 6; Jas. iv. 6). (2) Devotion of their
enlarged powers to the service of God and of man. (3) Constant prayer. On the other
hand, pride, selfishness, and prayerlessness will separate them from God. 2. The benefits
they will derive from it. (1) The hiijhest and purest enjoyment to which worldly
honours and resources can minister. (2) Preservation from the perils of their position.
(3) The power to gain the best kind of good from it. (4) And to do the most good by
it.
(5) Greatness thus accompanied is likely to be lasting.
Finally, spiritual greatness combines in a pre-eminent degree the two excellences of
beins God-derived and God-accompaiiied. It springs from the favour of God, and
secures its constant enjoyment. It consists in abundance of spiritual wisdom, holiness,
and love, and consequent power for good ; in the honour which these bring from God,
and in the confidence, affection, and respect with which they inspire men. It has the
advantaj;e of being accessible to all, its conditions being, first, faith in Christ and God;
and then the fruits of faith, such as love, humility (Matt, xviii. 4), obedience to God
(Matt. V. 19), self-control (Prov. xvi. 32), self-denying service (Matt. xx. 20 28).
II,

they enjoy

;

—

Such greatness

and

best for ourselves and best for others.
It is inseparable from the man himself, and, surviving all worldly distinctions, goes
with him into eternity, and abides for ever (see 1 John ii. 17). G. W.
is

intrinsic

essential.

It

is

—

Ver. 12.

Perception of Divine agency

and purpose.

These words are introduced

after the narration of the taking of the

fortress of Zion, the erection of additional
buildings around it, and especially the building of a royal residence for David.
It was
the establishment of a metropolis for the whole kingdom, and both evidenced and
promoted a settled state of things. David's thoughts upon the matter are given in the

He

text.

recognized that

it

was God who made

hiiu king,

and that

his exaltation

was

for the sake of God's people Israel.
I. The facts perceived,
1. The Divine operation.
God had raised David to the
throne and settled him on it. At every step the hand of God was clear ; especially
clear was that hand as the whole series of steps, their connection and issue, were
regarded.
2. The Divine purpose.
All was "for his people Israel's sake." Not for
the sake of David and his family, that they might be rich, luxurious, and honoured;
but for the good of otiiers. That the tribes might be united and consolidated as one
nation, free, settled, safe, prosperous, and glorious.
That the people might be elevated
in their moral and religious life; and that they might be better fitted to fulfil the iireat
end of their election as God's people, witnessing for him, maintaining his worship,
preserving his truth, showing forth his praise, and promoting his kingdom in the
world and that ultimately from them might come the Saviour and salvation. Similarly,
the Son of David is exalted, not for himself alone, but that he may deliver, "gather
together iu one " (John xi. 52), teach, sanctify, elevate, and eternally save, the people
of God. He is " Head over all things to the Church " (Eph. i. 22). In like ni.inner, all
power, elevation, author, ty, etc., with which men are endowed are L'iveu to them for
the sake of others, and ultimately for the sake of God's people, to whom in Christ all
things belong (1 Cor. iii. 21
23), that they may be blessed and be made a blessing to
;

—

mankind.
U, David's pebckption of thesk facts.

I.

He recognized

that hit taxiltatimi

wa$

—
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This would check pride and produce humility and gratitude. 2. Be
was for the sake of the people. This would check selfish
ambitiou and produce cordial devotenent to the good of the nation. And thus should
we seek to have a clear perception and deep impression of the agency and purpose of
God in our lives. We should regard all we have of being, faculty, position, or
possessions, temporal and spiritual alike, as from him and all as given us, not merely
or chiefly for ourselves, but for the sake of others, especially for their salvation
that
they Uiay become, if they are not, God's people, and that a& Gud's people they may
piosper, be united, victorious over all the foes of God and man, and powerful to bless
mankind. Fur this is the Divine purpose, and as we make it our own we become
intelligent co-workers with God, and our lives are filled with meaniug, dignity, and
worth, and a fitting prepaiation for the world where all are consciously, willingly, and
habitually engaged in doing the will of God (Matt, vi. 10).
G. W.

from Ood.

recognized that his exaltation

;

—

—

The enlargement and establishment of
Ver. 19. Divine assurance of victory.
David's kingdom, while a joy to Israel, was a grief to their old and formidable enemies,
These came in great numbers into the territory of Israel, hoping to
the Philistines.
seize David himself (ver. 17), as the shortest way of putting an end to the newly united
So formidable was the invasion that the kinsi found it desirable to leave his new
state.
city and go ** down to the hold," the fortress probably of Adullara, with such forces as
he could collect ; and when the enemy " spread themselves in the Valley of Rephaim,**
he sought direction and promise of victory from God before attacking them, and
received the answer, " Go up," etc. Christians are called to a warfare with powerful
enemies, who are the enemies of Christ and his kingdom ; and it is their satisfaction
that they have received Divine assurance of victory. They have to fight against the
world, the flesh, and the devil, as they assail themselves and endanger their salvation,
and as they prevail in the world and even invade the Church. They are powerful foes,
with many resources at command, and their onset is at times alarming. As the Philistines with David, they may be expected to make specially violent assaults when special
prosperity has been attained, but the results are not yet fully established. But it is the
joy of Christ's warriors that victory is certain. Each faithful soul shall successfully
fight his own way to heaven, and the Church shall gain final and complete success in
the battle with evU.
How does God assure us that
I. How THE ASSTJRANOE OF vicTOET IS IMPARTED.
we shall be successful in the Christian war? 1. By the intuitions of the soul. When
ve distinctly place before our minds the combatants, we cannot doubt which will
ultimately be victorious. It is a conflict between good and evil, truth and error, right
and wrong, holiness and sin, God and Satan. Evil is mighty, but good is almighty,
because the living, true, and holy God is almighty. 2. By the promises and prophecies
of his Woid. These assure victory to every faithful soul in his own personal contest
(see 1 Cor. x. 13 ; Eph. vi. 10
13 ; Jas. iv. 7 Matt. xxiv. 13), and triumph to the
Church in the conflict with error and sin in the world, notwithstanding the deep and
These
firm hold they have upon men, their extensive prevalence, their long reign.
a>surances aboimd throughout the Scriptures, culminating in the descriptions of the
conflict in the Apocalypse, and of the victories of the great Leader and his forces, and
summed up in the triumphant shout of the great voices in heaven : "The kingdoms of
this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ, and he shall reign
3. By th' mission and work of our Lord Jesus
for ever and ever" (Rev. xi. 15).
He came as our "Leader and Commander " (Isa. 1; 4), and, by his personal
Christ.
conflict, endurance, and conquests, not only led the way for his followers, but secured
"Be of good cheer," he says, "I have overcome the world" (John
victory for them.
xvi. 33 ; see also Heb. ii. 9, 10, 14
18 1 Cor. xv. 24, 25). 4. By the victories already
won. The gift of the Holy Spirit and his mighty operations in apostohc times and aU
through the Christian centuries. The victories over the old paganism; the Reformation;
the revivals of religion at various periods; the successes of modern missions. Every
true-hearted Christian has in his own experience not only a pledge of final victory for
himself, but an encouragement to seek the salvation of others.
" Go up." Engage
II. The effect which such assurance should have upon us.
in the battle with t^vil ; and do so with : 1. Confidence, and courage. 2. liesolute zeiU

—

;

—

;
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and determination. 3. Persistency, nottvithstanding all delays, discouragements, and
partial failures. 4. Songs of victory.
Not only for every advantage gained, but for
the final and complete victory already to faith as good as won. If the hope of victory
in other conflicts produces such efl"ects, much more shoidd the absolute certainty which
the soldiers of Christ have. An altogether ill effect is that which the Divine assurances
produce on some. They say that, as the battle is the Lord's, and he is sure to conquer,
As rrlates to a man's own salvation, such a persuasion is
their efforts are needless.
for victory is promised only to the earnest combatant, and the assurance of
fatal
Divine operation is made a reason why we should "work out our own salvation" (Luke
And as respects the spread and triumph of
xiii. 24 ; 1 Tim. vi 12 ; Phil. ii. 12, 13).
the kingdom of Christ, such a feeling indicates ignorance, indilierence, indolence^ and
It is quite inconsistent with both Scripture
imfaithfulness, rather than faith in God.
and reason, and will deprive those who cherish it of all share in the joy of final victory,
even if they are not utterly cast away as " wicked, slothful, and unprofitable " (Matt.
XXV. 26, 30).— G. W.
;

Divine omens of coming victory. "When thou hearest the sound of
then is the Lord gone out before thee," etc. (Revised Version).
.
The
Philistines were a brave and determined people, not easily beaten.
Repulsed and
mattered "as the breach of waters," they reunite and return. David, inquiring of
God, receives directions differing from those given him on the former occasion. He is
instructed not to "go up" to the higher ground occupied by the Philistines, but tc
make a circuit to their rear, where was a plantation, and when he hears a sound as of
marching on the tops of the trees, then to attack the foe with spirit and energy,
knowing that Gk)d was gone before to give him certain victory. The enemies of the
Christian and the Church are similarly persistent, and must be assailed and defeated
over and over again. Indeed, the conflict is continuous. There are, however, certain
times when we are specially to " bestir " ourselves, with assurance of conquest and
these are often indicated by special signs that the supernatural powers are " marching "
on to lead us and give us success.
L In bespect to the whole Christian warfaee and work, the supebnatural
EVENTS BY WHICH ODB BELIQION WAS INAUGURATED MAY BE THUS REGARDED. In the
incarnation of the Son of God, his supernatural revelations, the miracles of his liL,
death, resurrection, and ascension, in the all-sufScient sacrifice he offered for sin, and in
the descent and operations of the Holy Spirit, God went before his people to had them on
to victory. They were not for the men of that age only, but for all ages. We, recalling
them to mind, may ever take courage in the assurance that we are following where
God has led and still leads. Evermore they remain as calls to us to " bestir " ourselves
with confidence of success; the eternal motives to energy and hupe; the eternal
armoury, too, from which we draw the offensive and defensive arms we need in the war.
II. In RESPECT TO OUR OWN PERSONAL SALVATION, THERE ABE AT TIMES SPECIAL
INDICATIONS THAT GOD IS GOING BEFORE US TO GIVE US SPECIAL HELP AND BLESSINO.
We ought not, indeed, to wait for these. The knowledge of our duty, the memory of
Christ, the promisi^ of Divine aid, the experiences of the past, constitute suDBcient
reasons for habitual diligence, prayer, and hope ; and special inspirations may be most
confidently expected by such as are thus ever "exercismg themselves untu godliness,"
ever striving against evil and for the attainment of greater good.
But there are
moments of peculiar sensibility wliich afford peculiarly favourable opportunities and
special calls to " bestir" ourselves that we may secure tiie blessings which tiiey j'romise.
Startling events which deeply move the conscience and hiart ; personal afl[iictiuns which
compel retirement and produce impressions favourable to religious exercises bereavements which bring face to face with death ; losses which make the uncertainty and
sermons which unusually touch the heart earnest
insufficiency of earthly good felt
appeals of a friend which produce deep emotion ; whatever, in a word, brings Gk)d and
eternity, Christ and salvation, nearer, and creates a sense of their supreme importance,
whatever excites a craving for a higher good, are signs that God is working for us, and
calls to "bestir" ourselves by special meditation, prayer, etc.
We may at such seasons
obtain more spiritual blessing in an hour than at others in a month.
III. IX BESrSOT TO THE WABFABE AND WOBK OF THE ChUBCH FOB THB ADVANCE'
Ver. 24.

marching

.

.

;

;

;

;
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MKKT OF THE KINGDOM OF GoD, THERE ABE SIHILAB SIGNS FROM HEAVEN ADAPTED
1. Remarkable openings made for the
TO STIMULATE AND ENCODBAGE. Such are
:

The operations of Divine providence preparing a way for the
entrance of the gospel.
These may be on a small scale, laying open to Christian
operations ol Divine grace.
effort an individual, a family, or a neighbourhood; or on a large scale, opening a continent crowded with scores of millions of the human race. The discoveries of travellers,
and the removal of barriers and obstacles by military conquests, are thu". to be regarded.
India, China, Japan, and Africa furnish instances of God going beibri his people, and
calling on them to " bestir " themselves and follow whither he leads.
2. Impressiojis
favourable to religion. In one person, or in a family, a congregation, a town, or a
nation.
Impressions by sickness, by war, pestilence, or other calamities; or by signal
displays of the Divine goodness. By these God goes before, and prepares the way for
his people to publish more dUigently and earnestly the gospel, with gootl assurance of
Extraordinary
success.
3. Unu.^vM religious earnestness in Christians themselves.
emotions of love ami zeal towards God and Christ and the souls of men, and of longing
to rescue the perishing and enlarge the Church, however they may have been excited^
are to be regarded as the yearnings of Gud's Spirit in the Christian heart, and as calls
and encouragements to exertion. The sign that God is working and leading his j)eople
4. Successes
to victory is more conspicuous when these emotions are shared by many.
in the Christian war summon to new efforts and encourage the hope of new successes.
Tiiey show that God is working, and assure us that he will continue to work witn hii
fiaithful servants.

—G. W.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER
Ver.

The

1.

—And

VI.

David gathered together.
the Philistines was

lono; subjection to

and David's first care is to bring
the ark of Jehnvah from Kirjath-jearim to
Jerusalem. In this he had a twofold object.
For, first, it was an act of piety, testifying
David's gratitude to God, who had so quickly
raised him from the condition ot a despairing
fugitive hiding away in the cave of AduUam
to that of a victoricius king reigning over an
independent and free people. But David
had also a political purpose. The weakness
of Israel in the past was the result of its
at an end,

He would heal this by giving it
divisions.
a capital, whither the tribes would come up
for worship, and wh(-re they would feel that
they formed one nation. David had seen
the evils of a divided sovereignty, when he
and Ishbosheth were wasting the strength
of Israel in civil war. For more than half
a century he remedied tliis, but before there
had been time for tlie union of the tribi s to
be cemented by the gradual influence of
religion. Solomon's oppressive levies of unpaid workmen, forced to labour in his costly
and the despotic stupidity of
Rehoboam, broke up united Israel into two
feeble states, which henceforward had to
struggle hard for a mere existence. The
condition of Israel was very similar to tliat
of the Uuiteil States of North America
liefore their great civil war; except that
their president, elected by all tlie people,
buildings,

ftnd their

Congress at Washington, were far

stronger bonds of union than any that were

by the Isnelites. Bnt when there
was danger of even these failing to keep
them together as one people, the statesmen
possessed

of the north put forth their utmost powers,

and spared neither life nor treasure, because
they saw clearly that the victory of the
Boutli meant the breaking up of their empire
a multitude of feeble governments,
which, by their mutual jealousies, would paralyze and thwart one another. With equal
disceitmient David endeavoured to counterinto

the jealousy and separate action of
the tribes, which was bringing about the
disintegration of Israel, by giving them a
point of union. Had he gone further north
for his capital, he might, perhaps, have overawed the stubborn tribe of Ephraim, which
was always the most unmanageable of the
sections of Israel. But the situation of Jerusalem upon the borders of Benjamin and
Judah, on a hill-top which neither had
really possessed, and which was marked out
for noble use by its wonderful natural conformation, fully justified David's choice and
it has had tlie assent of mankind ever since.
David then made this unrivalled spot his
capital, and placed there, first of all, his
royal residence, whereby it became the
centre of all public business and of the
and, secondly, as
admini.-tration of law
a matter of still higher importance, he
made it the head-quarters of their national
We
religiun ami the abode of their God.
see the weight of this religious influence in
the anxiety of Jeroboam to counteract it,
and in the strenjith given to Rehoboam by
the migration into Judah of those who valued
act

;

;
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Ihe temple services more than their worldly
Even Saul had valued the
prosperity.
national religion, and had established its
head -quarters at Nob; but, giving way to
the angovtrned anger of a despot, he had
destroyed his own work. It was left to one
who to the bravery of a soldier added the
discernment of a statesman to consolidate
the tribes into a nation by establishing their
religion upon a sure and influential basis.
For this reason also he made their services
full of delight and enjoyment by the institatiou of choral chants and the use of instruments of music; while the psalms which his
singers recited were so spiritual and ennobling that we to this day use them in our

Granting that there are
expressions in them harsher and more intolerant than a disciple of the loving Jesus
would now apply to any earthly enemy, yet,
as a whole, the Psalms, written in these
solemn worship.

rough far-off times, still form our best book
of devotion!
In the parallel place in the
First Book of Chronicles we Lave the narrative of this re-establishment of the Mosaic
Law given as looked at on the Levitical side,
and with many interesting additions. Here
the narrator looks at it with the eye of
a statesman. We must not, however, suppose that the history there given is arranged
in chronological order, as, if bo, the two
victories in the Valley of Rephaim would
have both taken place in the three months
during which the ark was resting in the
bouse of Obed-Edom. If this were so, then
David would first have had more than three
hundred and forty thousand ^warriors with
him at Hebron to anoint him, and with
their aid would have captured Jerusalem.
He would next have assembled thirty thousand picked men to bring the ark up to
Zion : and yet would have had only his
body-guard of "mighty men" wherewith to
fight Israel's battles

and win

its

indepen-

dence. Most probably the order, both here
and in Chronicles, is not chronological, and
the course of events was as follows. With
the help of the men gathered at Hebron
David captures Jerusalem. As soon as it is
made safe they withdraw, and leave him
occupied with planning out and building
Alarmed at the vast concourse at
his city.
Hebron, and made angry by David's seizure
of a strong fortress, the Philistines hastily
pounce upon hira in numbers too vast for
him to resist. He escapes, leaving but a
few men to defend Jerusalem, and hides in
his old fastness. Encouraged there by finding tiiree of his mighties more than a match
for the garrison at Bethlehem, lie gatliers
the more valiant spirits, and makes a sudden
attack upon the Piiilistines, who were en-

gaged in ravaging

ment

tlie

for it« rebellion.

country as a puuisii-

They

are defeated,
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but with no great loss; and so with unbroken
strength they again invade the country, and

march up once more to Jerusalem, prepttteJ
to figiit a pitched battle, and seize thai
fortress as the prize of victory.
Again,
David, with far larger forces, surprises them,
and, driving tliem from ridge to ridge, so
utterly vanquishes them that the power of
Philistia was destroyed for ever.
It waa
after this double victory that Hiram, King
of Tyre, whose dominions bordered upon
the Philistines', and who had found them
disagreeable neighbours, made a close alli-

ance with David; and so at length, free
from all fear at home, and honoured abroad,
he was able to turn his thoughts to the
consolidation of his kingdom and the establishment of Jehovah's worship.
And in
the Book of Chronicles we have the details
of that spiritual service of psalmody which
David added to the Levitical routine of
sacrifice, and which bears the significant
name of " prophecy," as being the expression
of the moral and spiritual side of the
Mosaic Law (1 Chron. xxv. 1). Instead of
" Again David gathered," the words of the
Hebrew are " And David gathered togetlier
all the chosen men of Israel."
The first
gathering was at Hebron (ch. v. 1), and
before they came David must have given
his consent to their wishes, and invited
their presence at his anointing.
They
soon gather together a second time to
endow their new kingdom with the safegiiards necessary for their spiritual welfare,
and the maintenance among them of morality
and virtue and the fear of God. Chosen
men. This usually means picked men fit
for war. But doubtless on this occasion the
elders and all good men possessed of power
and influence would be present to strengthen
the king's hand. Thirty thousand.
large
number, but not too large. David probably
chose one of the great feasts for the
occasion, and by the presence of a large
number of warriors, and the display of
much military pomp, he would impress upon
the minds of the i)Cople the value of religion.
They would thus learn also to
respect their new capital as being the i>lac6
where was the presence of their Deity, and
where they were to come to wnrship him.
Ver. 2. From Baale of Judah.
We learn
from Josh. xv. 9, 60 that Baaluh, or KirjathBaal, " the city of Baal," was the old
Canaanite name of Kirjath-jearim, the " city
of woods." It lay about eight mili s westward from Jerusalem (see 1 Sam. vi. 21
vii. 1, 2).
The preposition "from" is very
startling, as really David went to Baale.
Yet all the versions have it, but they ]iut
on Baale an incorrect meaning.
Baal
means " lord," " master," and they render,
" David went with all the people that wer«

A

—
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with him from [or, of] the citizens of Judah,"
understanding by " master " a householder,
one who was master of • family. The real
explanation probably ia that the narrator
wrote according to the sense, and not according to the grammar. The thought in his
mind was the bringing up of the ark from
the prior
its long resting-place, and not
physical necessity of going down to the
place where it was. "With all the people.
David had consulted with " the captains of
"
thousands and hundreds, and every leader
(I Ohron. xiii. 1), and it was with their
good will that he drew the ark of God out
select body of
of its long concealment.
these nobles, or sheiks, would accompany the
king, while the rest, with their attendants,
would be posted along the eight miles of
Whose name is called by the name.
road.
In the Hebrew, the word " name " is twice
repeated, the words literally being, the ark
©/ Elohim, whereon is called the Name, the
Name of Jehovah of Sabaoth. Most of the
versions omit the second Name, and the
translators of the Authorized Version also
felt it to be a difiBculty, which they have
tried to escape by inserting words between the two. Really it is a most interesting sign of the existence at this early
date of a special reverence for the name
**
with four consonants " which we call
** Jehovah ."
Subsequently it was never pronounced, but the word " Lord " was read inIn the Revised Version, the imporstead.
tance of the passage is well brouglit out by
the firit Name being written with a capital, of
the use of which the Revisers are very chary.
With their usual inconsecutiveness, they
retain Lobd for Jehovah, though this is " the
Name," and though they have restored the
word Jehovah in several less important places.
Ver. 3.— And they set the ark of God
(Hebrew, made it ride) upon a new cart.
This was contrary to the Levitical Law,
which required that only Levites should
bear the ark, and that it should be veiled
even from their eyes (Numb. iv. 15). But
It is easy
this mistake is not surprising.
enough for us to turn to our Bibles, and see
what the extwjt letter of a command was.
But such reference was no easy matter when
the Law was contained in manuscripts which
were rare and costly. We cannot imagine

A

David or even Abiathar carried a
manuscript about with them in their wandetDavid very jimbably had a consider\^^3.
able knowledge of the Pentateuch, gained
in Samuel's schools, and stored up in his
memory, as was the custom in old days
when books were scarce. But this knowledge would be chiefly of its narratives and
doc^nes, and would comprise such portions
as Samuel thought most fitting to influence
Abiathar probably
the lives of his scholan.
that

[CH. VI.

1—28.

added to this a knowledge of all such ritual
as was in daily use in the sanctuary at Nob.
He had fled thence in terror, escaping alone
from the cruel destruction of tlie priests
by Saul's decree ; but even there the restoration of the Levitical services had been too
recent to have given time for much study of
the old Law. We can quite believe that the
murder of the priests at Nob, following upon
the catastrophe at Shiloh, liad reduced the
knowledge of the priests to a very low ebb.
Now, the exact way of bearing the ark was
a matter that had long bteu dismissed from
their memories, but they w ould call to mind
that it had been brought to Abinadab's house
in a new cart drawn by oxen and they would
take this as a precedent, which would justify
them in acting in the same manner a second
time.
But in so solemn a matter the priests
ought to have made diligent search, and
have gone for instruction to the copies
which they possessed of the Divine Law.
David did so subsequently (1 Chron. xv. 2),
but possibly there was no such copy at
present in Jerusalem, and they would have
to go to Ramah, where Samuel would deposit
whatever records he hnd saved from the ruin
of Shiloh, and where the great work of the
prophets was to study the sacred books,
and even copy them. But this want of
inquiry and easy assumption, that as the ark
was brought in a cart to Abinadab's house,
so in a cart it should be carried away, was
an act of great irreverence, and all the
guilty were punished. The heaviest blow
fell on the house of Abinadab, which lost a
dear son. Entrusted for seventy years with
the care of so sacred a symbol of Jehovah's
presence, Abinadab and his family ought to
have made a special study of the laws con;

cerning

it.

Apparently they

left

it

very

to itself; for it is never said that God
blessed them for their care of it as he did

much

And David also was in fault ;
to have commanded the priests
diligent search.
His punishment
was the breaking out of the Divine wratii,
terrifying the people, and turning the joy
of the day to mourning. The house of Abinadab that was in Gibeah really, that was
upon the hill. Uzzah and Ahio, the sons of
Abinadab. " Sons " in Hebrew is used in a
large sinse, and these two men were probably
the grandsons of Eleazar, the son of Abinadab, who had been set apart to keep tlie ark
For seventy years, as it seems, had passei
since the ark was hurriedly put in Abin^
dab's house, namely, twenty during the
Philistine supremacy up to the battle at
Ebenezer, forty during the reign of Saul
and about ten since. As Eleazar must bar
been thirty years of age for his oonsecra
tion to be legal, he must have died long ago,
and his sons would be old and decrepit
Obed-Edom.
for he ought
to

make

;

OL

men
of
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His grandBons woald be in the prime

life.

Ver.
the ark.

4.

—Aooompanying

The Terse is
we have no aid from

(Hebrew, with)
eridently corrupt, and
the parallel place in

Chronicles, except the fact tliat it is omitted
The most probable explanation is
chat the first half of the verse has been
repeated from ver. 3 by the error of some
copyist, and that the original words were
" Uzzali and Ahio drove the new cart with
the ark of God, and Ahio went before the
ark." While Uzzah walked at the side, Ahio
went hefoif the oxen to guide and manage
them, as the Basqnes may be seen at the
present day doing in the south of France.
Ver. 5. Played. The word does not mean
"played on a musical instrument," but
" danced and rejoiced." On all manner ... of
.here.

—

fir

wood.

The Hebrew

literally is, leith all

In 1 Ciiron. xiii. 8 we find
" with all their might, even with songs," etc.
Gesenius, in his History of the Hebrew*
Language,* describes this as a mere guess at
a misunderstood text, and Maurer ridicules
More sensibly
it as a stupid emendation.
Thenius regards it as the right reading,
and the words here as a corruption of it,
caused by some scribe misspelling the words,
which are nearly identical. In our version
"
the ambiguous men ning of the word " played
makes the passage less startling. For " they
danced with all cypress-woods " is unintellieypress-w'iods.

'

gible.
The musical instruments mentioned
here are the harp, Hebrew cAtwnor, a guitar
the psaltery, Hebrew nebel, a kind of harp
of a triangular shape, with the point downwards; the timbrel, Hebrew to/, a tambourine or small drum
the cornet, Hebrew
mena'na\ a bar on which were a number of
metal
rings,
which
were shaken in time
loose
to the music, but others think that "castanets" are meant, which are pieces of wood
beaten in time. The Revised Version adopts
;

And finally oymbals. For
"cornets" we find in the parsiUel place
" trumpets," whence the translators of the
Authorized Version took their rendering;
but the Hebrew word moans " things to

this rendering.

shake."
Ver. 6.

—

Nachon'B threshing-floor. In the
parallel place (1 Chron. xiii. 9) we find
threshing-floor
of Chidon," and "Chi"tlie

don "

is proved to have been a proper name by
the feebleness of the attempts made to find
We therefore gather that
for it a meaning.
" Nachon " is also a proper name, but otherwise we should certainly have translated it
"a fixed threshing-floor." The people did
indeed thresh or trample out their corn often
Dan. ii. 35), that
on summer threshing-floni
is, on fitting spots in the fields themselves.
But as a large qtiantity of earth was sure in
this case to be mixed with the com, they

n.
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preferred to use places with solid floors ot
pavements, which lasted for many genera
and often became well-known spots
(Gen. L 10). Even if " Nachon " be a propel
name, this would be a pi rmanent floor, paved
with stones, the approaches to which would
be worn and made rough by the tracks of
tiie 'arts bringing the com.
Here the oxen
shook it ; Hebrew, ntumhhd, and so the
Keviaed Version. Nothing is said of the
ark being in danger. Uzzih's act was one
of precaution. The ground was rough, the
oxen stumbled, and he put forth his hand
to hold the ark till the cart had reached
level ground.
If the threshing-floor was
formed in the natural rock, those who have
been in Spain, and seen how the tracks in
the Pyrenees are worn by the native carts
into deep ruts in the solid stone, can well
under»tand that the neighbourhood of this
much-frequented spot would need very caretions,

ful driving.

—

Ver. 7. Error. The word bo translated
one quite unknown, and Ewald renders it
" unexpectedly." The Revised Version puts
" rashness " in the margin. But all three
alike are mere guesses, of which "error"
is that approved by Keil and others.
The
Syriac has the same reading here as that
found in 1 Chron. xiii. 10, namely, " because
he put his hand to the ark." Tljis would
require the insertion of four or five letters
in the Hebrew.
By the ark. The word
translated " accompanying the ark " in
is

ver. 4.

—David was

displeased; Hebrew,
Neitiier David nor hit
people had intended any disrespect, and so
severe a punishment for what was at most
a thoughtless act seemed to him unjust.

Ver. 8.

David

loan

angry.

Uzzah's death was prohably caused by apoplexy, and the sudden eti'ort of stretching
forth his hand and seizing the ark had been
its immediate cause.
So tragic an event
spoiled the happiness of the day, filled all
present with disappointment, made them
break off in haste from the grand ceremonial,
and placed David before his subjects in the
position of a malefactor. He had prepared
a great religious festival, and Jehovah had
broken in upon them as an enemy. In his
first burst of displeasure he called the place
Perez- Uzzah, the word " Perez," or " Breach,"
conveying to the Hebrews the idea of •
great calamity (Judg xxi. 15) or of a sudden
attack upon a foe (ch. v. 20). The historian
adds that the place bore this name unto
his day ; but we cannot tell whether these
are the words of the original ompiler of ths
Book of Samuel, or, a- is more probably the
case, those of some sub^rcquent editor or
>

Many such remarks ^re supposed
have been inserti;d by Ezra and the men
of the great synagogue.
scribe.

to
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for an "error" made him dread the
presence of so dangerous a thing as the ark
eeemed to be. Instead, therefore, of taking
it into " the city of David," he turns aside
and leaves it in the house of the nearest
In both his anger and liie dread
Levite.
David manifests himself to us as one whose
idsas about God were somewhat childish.
lie regards Jehovah as a powerful and caHe
pricious Being, who must be appeased.
hiid attained to juster views in Ps. xvi. and
other suoh trustful hymns.
Ver. 1 0.— Ohed-Edoin. We find two T.evitea
one
of this name among David's oflBcials
belonging to the family of Merari, a singer
and doorkeeper for the ark (1 Chron. xv. 18,
21, 24) the other of the family of Korah
(1 Chron. xxvi. 4, 5). And as it is there
Baid that "Gk)d blessed him," he probably
it was into whose house the ark was taken.
He is called a Gittite, because he belonged
to Gath-Rimmon, a Levitical city in the
fril le of Dan (Josh. xix. 45
xxi. 24).

There were no country houses in
a region lately twice ravaged by the Philistines.
But there is an objection to this
view, namely, that it is not the sense of the
Hebrew.
What is there said is that at
starting, after stepping six paces, David
sacrificed an ox and a fatling (by the liauds,
of course, of the priests), to ask a blessing
upon the removal of the ark, and avert all
misfortune. In Chronicles we read nothing
of this, but of a sacrifice of seven bullocks
and seven rams offered by the Levites.
The one was David's offering made at the
beginning, to consecrate the removal; the
other was made at the end, and was a thank
offering of the Levites, because they had
carried the ark safely (1 Chron. xv. 26).
The Vulgate has a remarkable addition
to ver. 12, tfiken doubtless by Jerome
from manuscripts which existed in his
day. It is as follows ** There were with
David seven choruses and a calf as victim."
The fact is not in itself improbable, aud
means that the musicians and dancers
were divided into bands which mutually
relieved one another. And as a sacrifice

Ver. 11.
Jehovah blessed Obed-Edom. So
far from there being anything unlucky in
the ark. its presence brings with it a manifest
blessing, and thos David's fears are allayed.
But before he returns to his purpose, he

was also a feast, each band had a calf
provided for it. The LXX. omits the thirteenth verse altogether, and substitutes for
it, " And seven choruses accompanied him,
bearing the ark, and a calf and lambs as

eommands that proper inquiry be made.
The priests must examine tlie holy book,

a sacriHce."

9.
This was his
^David was afraid.
Neither he nor Uzzah had
feeling.
ofFended wilfully, and so severe a punish-

Ver.

next

ment

—

;

—

;

»nd. having learned from it where his former
conduct was wrong, he assembles the people
onoe again to carry the ark to its home
(1 Chron. iv. 2, 12—15).
Ver. 12. With gladnesa.
The words
mean, " in a joyful procession with music

—

and dancing."
Ver. 13.

—When they that bare the ark of

Jehovah had gone six paces, he sacrificed
oxen and fatlings; Hebrew, an ox and a
Many suppose that David saciifalling.
ficed an ox and a fatling every six paces
along the whole way from the house of
Obed-Edom, which was probably near or
even in Jerusalem, unto the tent prepared
for the ark in Zion.
"Evidently the way
to the holy city was a way of blood. The
stained streets of Zion, the rivers of blood,
the slaughtered heaps and the blaze of altarfires formed a strange contrast to the dancing, the singing, and the harping of the
multitudes who crowd id the city" (Sime,
' Kingdom of All Israel,'
It is not
p. 288).
necessary to suppose, with some objectors,
tliat the ark waited till each sacrifice was
completed, or that the road thus lined with

Tictims was many miles in lengtli. The
ark did not remain at Perez-Uzzah, but was
carried in silent awe to the house of a
Levite and soch a house probably was not
to be found ontil they were inside the city
;

walls.

:

Ver. 14.— And David danoed. The word
used means the springing round in halfcircles to the sound of music.
CJonder has
given a very interesting account of the
dancing of the Malawiyeh, which consisted
in turning round in whole circles, resting
on the heel of the left foot ('Heth and
Moab,' p. 65. etc.). As David danced with
all his might, he was evidently strongly
excited with religious fervour. We have
the expression of his feelings in the psalm
composed for this occasion (1 Chron. xvi.
7 36); subsequently it seems to have been
rearranged for the temple service, as it is
broken up into Ps. xcvi. and cv. 1 15.
Dancing was usually the office of the women
(Exod. XV. 20 Judg. xi. 34 xxi. 21 1 Sam.
xviii. 6); but men may also have often taken

—

—

;

;

;

part in it, as Mielial's objection was that it was
unbefitting a king. David was girded witn
a linen ephod. David wore this as a tightly
fitting garment, which left him free to exert
himself in the dance. So far from the use
of it being an assumption of the priestly
office, it was regarded by Michal as an act
of humiliation, as it was a dress worn even
by a child when admitted to service in
a priest's family (1 Sam. ii 18). Probably
David did mean to rank himself for the
time among the inferior servitors of the arkHe might have claimed more. In the tlieooracy he was the representative of Jehovah,

CH.

1—23.J
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and his aaointing was

a solemn consecration

have burned incense
or offereil sacrifice would have been to
invade the priestly office, an office parallel
to " the administration of tlie Word and the
sacraments," deuiel, in the Thirty-Seventh
Article of the Chuich of England, to princes.
To wear the garb of a servitor was to do
honour both to Jehovah and to his priests.
Ver. 16. Michal Saul's daughter. Possibly these words are merely to identify
Michal, but they suggest the thought that,
to a religious office. Tf)

—

as a king's daughter, she valued her royal
The procession evidently passed
dignity.
near David's palace, and his wives and
children would be eager spectators.
Ver. 17. In the midst of the tabernacle
This tent would be arranged as
(i.e. tent).
nearly as possible like that erected by Moses
The ark would be placed
in the wilderness.
in the holy of holies, a shrine probably of
cedar-wood, and the burnt offerings and
peace offerings would then be offered and
would consecrate the whole. When it is
said that David offered tliem, it means that
the sacrifices were at his cost and by his

—

command.

—

. blessed the people in
Ver. 18. David .
Blessing
the name of Jehovah of hosts.
the people was an important priestly function, for which a special formula was provided (Numb. vi. 22—26). But this did
not deprive the king, who was Jehovali's
anointed representative, of the right of
also blessing them, and Solomon, at the
consecration of the temple, followed his
father's example in a very solemn manner
(2 Chron. vi. 3).
Ver. 19.— A oake of bread, and a good
and a flagon.
piece .
.
Of the first of
the three gifts tliere is no doubt. It was tiie
.

.

round dough cake baked

for saciificial

meals

(Lev, viii. 26). So, too, there is no doubt of
"
it means " a cake of raisins
the third
(see Cant. ii. 5 ; Hos. iii. 1, in which latter
place raisins, or dried grapes, are expressly
mentioned, boldly rendered in the Authorized
Version '• wine "). The Revised Version has
given the correct rendering of the passage.
The second word occurs only here, but the
rendering of the Autliorized Version is that
of the Jews; and as it ia some common
domestic term not likely to be found in
literature, but well known in every kitciien,
On the same
tiiey are most jtrobably right.
sort of local authority Jerome renders it in
"
a piece of beef for roasting."
tlie Vulgate
As it is coupled with tlie bread and the
raisin-cake, we may feel sure that it was
a portion of the tlesh of the animals which
had been killed in sacrifice, and which the
pie were now permitted to take to their
;

C'

lies.

Ver. 20

—To bless his honsehold.

David, in

147

the midst of his public duties, was not forgetful of the nearer claims of his own family.
Doulitless there also a joyful feast would be
prepared, and all be gathered together to
praise God and rejoice with oneconsent. Who
uncovered himself ... as one of the vaia
fellows shamelessly nnoovereth himself!
David's offence in the eyes of Michal was,
not his dancing, but his divesting himself of
his royal robes, and appearing before his
subjects clad in the dress of an inferior
class. The Levites were to occupy a humble
social position (see Dent. xiv. 29 ; xxvi. 12),
and Michal's words are a proof that such
was in David's time the case. The language
of Michal is that of a woman vexed and
irritated.
After reminding David of hia
high oflSce as "King of Israel," she reproaches him for appearing on a grand
public occasion without the upper and becoming robe in which an Oriental enwraps
himself.
And this he had done before the
female slaves of his own servants, with no
more self-respect than that shown by the
" vain fellows."
" Vain " is the " raca " of
Matt. V. 22, and means "empty," void of
virtue, void of reputation, and void of worldly
means. The Hebrews, when expressing tlie
greatest possible contempt for a man, called
him an " empty," and no word could be found
better conveying the meaning of thorough
worthlessness.
Ver. 21.— It waa before tie Lord. The

Hebrew is much more forcible than the
confused rendering of our version. " Before
Jehovah, who chose me above thy father,
and above all his house, to appoint me
prince over Jehovah's people, over Israel,
yea, before Jehovah I have rejoiced "(Authorized Version, "played;" but see notes on
ver. 5).
The preference of David over Saul
was proof that that king's affectation of
royal state, and his self-importance, were
not pleasing in God's eyes.
Ver. 22. And of the maidservants which
then hast spoken of, of them shall I be had
in honour. These words jjave been variously

—

but their simplest meaning ia
that even the most uneducatid
at first at David'a
want of stateliness, would, on reflictiou, be
led to a right understanding of the greatness
of God
and would then feel that even
a king was right in owning himself to be
nothing in (iod's presence.
Ver.2.3.— Therefore Michal. The Hebrew is,
and Miclial had no child. Micliai's bariennefls was long antecedent to this outburst of
interj)reted,

also the best

;

women, though surprised

;

and was uot a punishment for it. It
noticed as a proof that the hlessing of God
did not rest upon her and as such it waa
regardeil by the peo|ile, and doubtlese it
lessened David's affection for her.
We must
not, however, suppoae that he impobod *j|)od
pride,

is

;

—
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her any punishment further than this verNor doea the interest lie in
bal reproof.
Miohal's conduct, but in the glimpse which
the narrative gives us of David's tender
piety towards God, so exactly in agreement
with the feelings which animate very many
of the psalms. To unite with this a harsh
bitterness to the woman who was his first
love, who had so protected him in old time,
and whom Ls had summoned back at the first
opportuuitj because of his affection LjV her,
is a thing abhorrent in itself, and contrary
His fault in domestio
to David's character.
matters rather was that he was over-fond,
not that he was unfeeling. A little more
sternness towards Amnon and Absalom
would have saved liim much sorrow. As
for Miclml, the story sets her before us as
caring a great deal for David, and not much
She could not h;ive approved
for Jehovah.
of such a number of rivals in David's household, but she had not lost her love for him.
And the narrative represents her as not
having Jehovah's blessing in a matter so
greatly thought of by Hebrew women, and
as valuing too highly royal state, and forgetting that above the king was God. But
she did David no great wrong, and received
from him nothing worse than a scolding.
In the parallel place (1 Chron. xv. 29) the
matter is very lightly passed over and the
reason why it holds au important place in
this bouk is that wu have here a history of
David's piety, of his sin and his punishment. In itself a si ight matter, it yet makes
us clearly understand the nature of David's
It is also most
feelings towards Jehovah.
For David is the type
interesting in itself.
of a noble character under the influence of
Michal, too, is a noble character, but
grace.
hhe lacked one thing, and that was " the one
thing necdtul."
;

The removal of tlie ark is a matter bo
important as to call for careful consideration. For the time it established two centres
of worship one with the ark at Zion, the
other at Gibeon. The ark in Saul's days
had been forgotten (1 Chron. xiii. 3). It
had long lain in the house of a simple
Levite in the city of woods, and Saul's
religious ideas were too feeble for him to
be capable of understanding the importance

—

of establishing a national religion. Still,
Buoh as they were, they made him summon

Ahiah, the

grandson

of

Eli,

to

be his

domestio priest (1 Sam. xiv. 3); and subBequently he even set up at Nob the
taberiiacie with its table of shewbn ad, and
other lioly furniture, saved somehow from
the ruin of Shiloh, with Ahimelech as high

priest (1

Sam. xxL

of seuseless jealousy

[oh. VI.

1—23.

But when in a fit
he destroyed hig own

1).

work, the nation was left for a time without
an established religion. Gradually, however, this primary necessity for good government and national morality was supplied

how we know

not

;

but we find a tabernacle

at Gibeon, with the altar of burnt offerings,

and the morning and evening sacrifice, and
apparently the same service as that erewhile
set up at Nob; only Zadok of the line of
Eleazar is high priest (1 Chron. xvi 39, 40).

He

thus belonged to the senior line, while
the last survivor of the race of Ithamar,
Abiathar, Eli's great-grandson, was with
David. Gibeon was in the centre of the
tribe of Benjamin, some few miles irom
Jerusalem, with Nob lying half-way be-

tween; and probably Saul had permitted
this restoration of Jehovah's worship at
Gibeon, both because he half repented of
his deed, and because the worship there was
ministered by priests not allied to Ahimelech

and Abiathar. But now the ark, which
was Jehovah's throne, had been brought out
of its obscurity, and solemnly placed in a
tabernaclo in Zion, with Abiathar, David's
friend, the representative of the junior line,

as high priest and probably the only difference in the service was that David's psalms
were sung to music at Zion, while the Mosaio
;

no additions, was closely followed
There was thus the spectacle of
two high priests (ch. viii. 17), and two riyal
services, and yet no thought of schism,
Zadok had been one of those foremost in
making David king of all Israel (1 Chron.
xii. 28); he and Abiathar were the two who
moved Judah to bring David back after
Absalom's revolt (ch. xix. 11). The whole
matter had grown out of historical facts,
and probably David always intended that
Zion should absorb Gibeon, and be the one
centre required by the Levitical Law. But
he was ooutent to wait. Had he acted otherwise a conflict would necessarily have arisen
between the rival lines of the priesthood,
and between Abiathar and Zadok, the two
men who represented them, and who were
both his true friends. We find even Solomon
doing great honour to the tabernacle at
Gibeon (2 Chron. i. 3, etc.), but after the
temple was built it passed away and thft
race of Ithamar, weakened by the oalamiij
ritual, with

at Gibeon.

;

OH. VI.
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more by the cutting off of

many of its leading members at Nob, never

leooveied itself after Abiathar was set aside
by Solomon for taking part with Adouijah.

The

line continued to exist, for members of
returned from Babylon (Ezra viii. 2) but
though it produced a prophet, Jeremiah, it
never again produced a high priest, and tliereit

;

fore only the line of Eleazar, to which Ezra
himself belonged, is given in 1 Chron. vi.
Thus Abiathar's misconduct and the

growing fame of Jerusalem put an end to
all fear of schism.

We

easily trace in the
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Rome. The city of David's choice
has been, and continues to this hour to be,
the most holy spot upon earth alike to the
Jew and to the Christian, though to the
latter it is so because of David's Son.
At
Zion, moreover, David's spiritual addition to
the Mosaic ritual has given the Church its
best book of devotion and the brightest
respects

;
for every hymn sung
God's glory, and every instrument of
music played in God's house, is bat the
continuance of the prophesying with harp,

part of its services

to

psaltery,

and cymbal

(1 Chron. xxv. 1), first

Psalms the increase of the nation's regard
In Ps. xxiv., written probably by
for Zion.
David to celebrate the entry of the ark
tliither, it is simply " the hill of Jehovah
his holy place." In Ps. ix. it is " his
.

instituted by David, though, like all that
was best in David personally and in his

dwelling," but in Ps. xx. a higher note

were doing

.

.

is

Zion is "the sanctuary" whence
Jehovah sends "help" and "strength;"
and in Ps. xlviii., written at a later date,
Zion ifl found installed in the very heart
Thus the Divine
of the people's love.
blessing rested fully upon David's work.
To Jehovah's worship he gave a grand
and noble centre, which from his day
has bad no rival, nuless it be in some
struck.

grew out of Samuel's inand the practices of his schools (1

institutions, it

fluence

Sam.

xix. 20).

Finally, the temple services

much

weld the discordant
and would have
succeeded in so doing but for the unhappy
degeneracy of Solomon's latter years, and
the obstinacy of his son.
Yet even so,
Jerusalem remains for ever a memorial .of
tribes into

one

to

nation,

the genius and piety of this extraordinary
man, and the symbol of "Jerusalem the
golden, the

home

of God's elect."

HOMILETICS.

—The

1—11.

David, deeming the time to be come for reorganizing
:
the religious services, raises a select force wherewith to bring the ark from its
obscurity at Kirjath-jearim.
2. Proviiiing a new cart, the ark ia set thereon, and
brought out of the house of Abinadab under charge of his two sons. 3. David and th
people move in joyous procession before the ark to music from all manner of instrnments. 4. Arriving at a certain place, Uzzah, putting forth his hand to steady the ark,
is smitten for his rashness, and dies before the ark.
5. Thereupon David's spirit is
much troubled, and is filled with dread at the thought of taking charge of so sacred
and terrible a treasure. 6. David is restrained by this apprehension from his purpose,
and meanwhile leaves the ark in the house of Obed-Edom. 7. The sojourn of the ark
in the house of Obed-Edom for three months i)roves an occasion of ereat blessing to
him and his family. The remarkable events of this section naturally arrange themselves
the bringing up of the ark the judgment on Uzzah and the
in a threefold order
suspension of the undertaking. We here find three topics, which we will take in
Vers.

facta are

—

1.

;

;

succession.

Bdigiotu restorations. I. Religion ib thk foundation or national PRosPBarrT.
This is the interpretation of David's action in seeking to bring the ark out of its
obscurity to the central seat of government. From the time when the ark was
captured by the Philistines (1 Sam. iv.) and its deposit at Kirjath-jearim (1 Sam. vi.
21), all through the reign of Saul, with the exception of the brief revival at Ebeneier,
the reliiL^ion of the nation had been at a low ebb. That so sacred a treasure should
have been left in obscurity, without the forms and order of worship enjoined in the Law
of Moses, was an indication of spiritual decadence, and goes far to account for the
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weakness of the nation during the life of Saul. David saw clearly that the
elevation of his people depended chiefly on two things vigorous, enlightened statesmanThe establishment of a strong
ship, and fidelity in all things to their covenanted God.
centre of government at Jerusalem was one step ; but he saw that, if the nation was to
fulfil its lughest destiny, the prosperity he desired must also rest on a strictly religious
foundation. Hence the effort to restore reUgious life by bringing up the ark of the
covenant. Leaving out of view the particular form of religion, and the symbolism
appropriate to that stage in the development of God's revelation, we can see hew
profoundly wise David's judgment was. The human activities developed in national
civilized life can only be coimted on to run into right and safe channels, and to avoid
mutual destruction, when they are pervaded by the spirit of true godliness. Wealth, art,
these are
science, commerce, military display, free and easy interchange of thought,
not self-preservative, these do not give rest to the heart, these do not check the
tendencies that carry in themselves the germs of decay and death. Only when the
national mind is purified, rendered calm, self-restrained, and God-like in feeling by
knowledge and worship of the Holy One is tht-re a guarantee that all will go well and
1'his is taught in the history of Greece, Rome, and other lands where God
endure.
was not honoured by proper worship, and his Spirit not cherished in daily life ; and it
is the strenuous teaching of prophets and apostles, and especially of the Saviour, who
makes clear what is the light of the world and the healing of the nations.
IL The bestobation of beligion is an event of gbeat joy. The very idea of
a restoration of the piety of former days was to David an inspiration. His calling the
chief men from all quarters of the land, his expounding to them his sense of what was
due to the symbol of God's presence, his grand processional march, and the exuberant
deUght with wiiich he sang and danced, reveal the high appreciation he had of the
great turn now coming in the religious life of the nation. The awakening of a new
enthusiasm by his influence certainly was a remarkable incident in the national life
regarded in contrast with the stolid indifference of the age of Saul. The power of

political

—

—

—

a new and healthy religious emotion over all the faculties, and consequently over all
departments of activity, is very great, giving elevation, spiing, and purpose to all that
In this case there were special elements entering into the joy.
is done or attempted.
The ark was the symbol of God's presence ; it contained the overshadowed mercy-seat,
which told of forgiveness and communion ; it was the exponent of covenant relationship, and the prophetic indicator to the devout mind of a glory yet to be revealed, and
of a covenant on wider basis and embracing vaster blessings. Ezra knew something
There was joy also when,
of this joy of restoration of religion to its proper position.
after centuries of error and wrong, the attention of men was directed once more by
Luther and his coadjutors to the mercy-seat where men could find a new and living
way of access to the Father. No greater occasion for joy could arise for our own land
than a full national enthusiasm for those sacred deposits of truth and holy influence
which God has given us in his revelation and in the institutions of his Church. What
is thus true of restorations on a large scale holds of our own lives, when, after seasons
of dreary separation from our God and cold misei able observance of occasional acts of
worship, we go forth with all our soul after the living God, and welcome him afresh to
our love and trust as the God of our salvation.
It is
III. Indieectt personal influence condocks to a bestobation of beligion.
instructive to see how, in the providence of God, great movements have sprung out of
individual consi crations. The soul of David, purified, elevated, and aroused to grasp
Of course his official
flpiritual realities, was the human spring of this great change.
position would secure attention to his requests and commands; but it depended on the
bent of his mind as to the lorm and scope of his commands. This reformation proceeded from him, but not entirely by direct personal influence. His tone and manner,
his habits of devotion and strict regard for God's will, would tell on those in direct
Hence in his sagacity he summoned
contact with him; but that was not enough.
select men from aU parts of the laud, and through them sought to act on the thousands
who could not leave their honns. This call fmm all towns and villages would awaken
thought there, would lead to explauaiious, would quicken conscience, would disseminate
his ideas and the enthusiasm of his spiiit, would create the feeling that a holier and

wiser time was at hand

;

and when, subsequently, the thirty thousand returned home,

CH. VI.
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they would further diffuse the influence caught by contact with the godly king, and
contribute elemt-nts ol goud to iheir respL-ctive localities.
The great reformations of tlie
woild have all been effected thus. Few come into direct personal contact with the
originators.
The multitude get the secondary influences. Nor can we tell how far our
influence may thus be diffused.
The wave moves on in proportion to the susceptibility
of those who first receive its impact.
Tne question of indirect influence deserves much
consideration on the part of Churches and individuals.
IV.
TIME OF BEFOBMATION IN RELIGION DEVELOPS MUCH FEELINO NOT PURELT
SPIBITUAL. Although a great interest was iiwakened by David's zeal in the restoration
of the more regular worship of G d, yet we must discriminate between such devout
feelings and clear views of spiritual things as were true of him, and the vague sentiments
of the multitude.
If Ps. Ixviii. and cxxxii. may be taken as indicative of his real state
of mind, we are not to suppose that all the rest who joined in the procession or were
stirred to excitement in tiieir homes rose to the same height in the religious life.
Men cannot help being roused when powerful re]ii;ious minds put forth their energies
and in some instances they are au akened to a really new spiritual life ; but contagion of
thought and sentiment and fervid interest in a great public movement are not the same
They may be better than dull indifference, and may even serve as
as vital godliness.
a step to a higher and more permanent elevation, yet if they be all the reformation is
very superficial. Formins an estimate on the general rules that govern human action,
we may be sure that many who sang and danced before the ark were only nominal
worshippers, and Lad but slight sympathy with the deep meaning of the words of the
The same was true of tlie Protestant Reformation. Multitudes took an
psalmist.
interest in doctrinal discussions and in the freedom from priestly domination who
knew little of that inner spiritual life which, in the case of Luther and the leaders,
found its core in personal vmion with Christ. Our modern revivals are to be estimated
may be thankfui that crowds flock to sing and hear and
in the same way.
welcome ostensibly the true Ark of the covenant, and many, no doubt, sing with the
understanding and rejoice in spirit, but the mass have still to be regarded aa relatively
strangers to the new and deeper life.

A

We

Human Judgments

on Divine acta of judgment. The part of the narrative referring
conduct of Uzzah and the consequences to himself always awaken in the reader
a leeling of surprise at the apparent disproportion of the punishment to the offence.
Sympathy is felt with the feeling of David, who was "displeased," and could no
further carry out his project of conveying the ark to Jerusalem.
Evil-minded men
have not been alone in ])ointing to this record as an evidence of what they would caU
the unworthy representations of the Divine Being contained in the Old Testament. It
to the

is

well to look this diflBculty fully in the lace, and see,

if

possible,

how

tar

man

is

warranted to express a judgment at all upon an event so terrible and seemingly inexplicable, on such principles at least as govern human acts of justice.
Note here
I. The reasons fob Divine juDciMENTs are not always apparent to man, and
YET may be most VALID. It is a first principle that the '* Judge of all the earth "
cannot but do right. That is the solid rock on which to rest when events occur in
proviuence that do not admit of explanation. It is, further, a sound i)Osition that God
looks at the inner life of men, and knows exactly the tone and spirit concealed from
human view ; and it is this condition of tlie inner man, and not the bare outward act,
which constitutes the real character and determines the moral value of the action in
the sight of God. Also, incidental actions are incidental in their form liecause of
passing circumstances; but the state of mind out of which they spring is permanent;
for given two minds of different spiritual tone and bias, they will, when placed under
pressure of the same external circumstances, proeluce totally different actions.
Now,
/aci«, that, if there are no adequate reasons for the
we have a right to assume,
sudden terrible punishment discoverable in the bare and apparently well-di8|)osed act
of Uzzah, there must have been, in his liat>itual state of feeUng tov^ards the symbol of
God's presence and the whole events of the day, sonietlnng determinately evil, and of
which that which seemed to others to be an innocent act was known by Gr<)d to be the
That was the case in the destruction of Dathan and Abiram. The
natural outcome.
falsehood of Anania:i was outwardly only like other falsehoods, but we are told that

^nmd
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God WW sometliing mnre than the ordinary antecedent of a lie in commnn life. There
have been judgments on nations and lamilies and individuals, and are still, which
do come in the providence of God, but the hidden reasons ot which only eternity will
reveal.
As our Saviour during his earthly life often spoke to the nnuttered thoughts
of inen, and not tu meec definite words, so here and in other cases the Diviuo act
was doubtless to meet an unuttered, a permanent, not fully expressed state of mind, of
which Uzzah was conscious, but of which men knew little. The same will he true
of futme judgments of God ; they will be baseii, not on the ostensible act merely, but
Oil the tenor of the whole life (Matt. vii. 22, 23 ; xxv. 40
46).

—

II.

The guilt of actions

dependent very much on pbiatileges enjoyed.
had handled the ark (1 Sam. v. 1, 2), aud no immediate evil came to
is

The Philistines
them lor so doing.

Their subsequent affliction seems to have been owing to their
detention and mockery of the ark (1 Sam. v. 3 7), not to the fact of touching; it.
But it was a positive injunction that the Levites should not touch the sacred thing
(Numb. iv. 15) ; and the particular injunction was illustrated and rendered more
significant by the regulation that the ark should always be carried on staves, thus not
needing the toucl of any hand. The Philistines were men " without law ; " Uzzah
was a man "under law." The whole history (if his people in relation to ceremonial
had been I'uU of instruction of the same kind. The guilt of a deed depends on previous
knowledge or means of obtaining knowledge. Capernaum is not judged by the same
rule as the people of Sodom.
The Jew is pronounced inexcusable because of his
superior light (Rom. ii.).
Severer punishment comes on those who, possessing gospel
light, do deeds worthy of darkness (John iii. 19
Heb. x. 29). Judgment may fall on
the " house of God" which would not come on those not in the house (1 Pet. iv. 17).
III. Indiffebencb to Divine laws is progressive.
The disregard of the wellknown injunction in this case was probably the culmination of an indifference which
had been gro\\iug for a long time. An evil tendency or mental habit may be in process of formation, and may constitute a state of actual spiritual degeneracy, a long time
before an occasion occurs for its manife^tation in any overt act that is distinctly in
violation ol positive law.
The degeneracy which was far too common during the
reigii of Saul doubtless had penetrated to the home of Uzzah, and the neglect of honour
paid to the ark during those long years of its stay in his father's abode, together with
the kind of faujiliarity with it bred of its presence as a relic of a former elaborate
ritual, could not but have resulted in a rather decided insensibility to the sacredness
of minute regulations.
The act of touching the ark may have been a consequence of
this condition, and the " error," or " rashness," spoken of (ver. 8) may indicate that
there was not in him that quickness of spiritual sensibility which would at once have
seen that no casual circumstance can set aside a command based on a great and Divine
order ol things. There is not a more subtle evil of our life than this gradual deepening
of indifference arising from neglect of spiritual culture aud encouraged by unthoughtful
familiarity with sacred things.
The conscience passes through stages of defeneration
till
we come to do things without compunction which once would have caused ub
anguish of spirit. How tar our children are in danger from constant familiarity with
religions phrases and usages is a serious question.
The same applies also to ordinary
worshippers in our sanctuaries.
IV. There is positive impiett in distrustino GK)d'b pbovision fob the safbtt
OF his own qloby. The ark was the visible symbol of God's presence. His glory was
there, so far as it could be manifested in \ isible form to man at that stage of his
reliii,iiJUB education.
The command that no Levite should ever touch it was among
the arrangements made for its stay among the people. All such arrangements of God
are made on full prevision of every possibility.
To say that circumstances might arise
when the command would be inadequate to the maintenance of the ark in its integrity
among men, would be an impeachment of the Divine wisdom and power. The command had reference solely to human action, and did not reveal what reserve of power
and appliance there might be for securing the safety of the ark at all times. Common
sense, to say nothing of religious faith, ought to have taught that the Eternal would
take care of his own if he declined the aid of man, or at least that it was his will that
his own should suffer temporary injury now and then.
It was irrational and impious,
taerefore, to distrust his provision for securing his own ends.
The putting forth of tha

—

i

;
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in contravention of the comraand may have been the expression of this.
The
applies equally to the New Testament manifestation of the glory of God in
for times of danger and of seeming safety he has enjoined on us certain conChrist,
duct in relation to the kingdom of Christ, which proceeds on the presupiiosition that
he has means of securing the integrity of that kingdom on the basis of our restricting
our conduct to that prescribed order. By prayer, by truthfulness, by spirituality of
mind, by love, by persuasive words, by blameless, meek lives, by quiet faith in the invisible
power of the Spirit, we are to do our part in relation to the preservation of the integrity
of the kingdom,'and to its processional march to final triumph. If, when supposing it
liable to siiffer, or when observing a great shock arising from the circumstances of its
position in our time, we depart from the order laid down, and trim to the world and
become unspiritual and untruthful, or depend less on faith in the invisible power of the
Holy Spirit than on mere human science and social influercee, then we virtually fall
into this view of the sin of Uzz:)h, we distrust God's provision for securing in the
World those interests that are bound np with the work and Person of Christ. Man is
responsible for the observance of what is enjoined, not for imaginary temporary consequences tliat wiU ensue from an observance of what is enjoined. Here is the clue to
hosts of failures of duty and wretched expediencies.

hand
same

V. Profound bevehence as an element of charaoteb is of pbuce ikfobtanok
IN PERSONAL AND NATIONAL LIFE. No great character is formed without profound
reverence as a chief feature. Men are mean, weak, morally low, in so far as they are
trifling and destitute of awe.
The spirit of levity, which treats all things as common
and fit subjects for free and thoughtless handling, never reads the great lessons of
existence, and never wins respect.
A reverent man alone forms a true estimate of himself in relation to the vast order of things of which he is but a part.
An irreverent
nation lacks the strong, sober qualities which alone grow out of reverence as their root,
and which alone can produce noble, strenuous actions. Now, the whole drift of the
Mosaic ritual and commands was to develop and foster reverence in the people. The
solemnities and details in reference to the ark, the sanctuary, the altars, the sacrifices,
the cleansing8,.and assemblies were rational in their specific relations. The great gathering at the foot of Sinai, and the solemn restrictions there laid down (Exod. xix.), were
evidently designed to develop a becoming " fear of the Lord " and profound regard for
sacred things.
The judgment on Dathan and Abiram was a check on a tendency to
irreverence.
The very hope of the people depended on the due maintenance of this
reverent spirit. All had understood the command not to touch the ark in that light,
and the judgment on Uzzah for the violation of that command was only another solemn
way of impressing the people vrith the prime importance of this feeling. Hence, also,
our care to encourage such forms of worship as best foster reverence of si)irit, and such
styles of teaching as exhibit the facts and principles from the recognition of which
reverence will naturally arise. Hence, again, our appreciation of those providential events,
such as sickness, bereavement, and stujiendous manifestations of untraceable wisdom
and power, which awaken or strengthen the feeling, " Great and holy is the Lord : who
shall stand in his presence ?"
VI. There is an educational ohabaoteb in judgments. The dull heart of man
often needs something more than the still small voice and quiet order of events to arouse
In every
it to a sense of what is due to God and what is wisest and best for man.
judgment say of Sodom, of Pharaoh, of Dathan, of Ananias there is pure justice ; no
wrong is done to the indi\ iduals ©jncemed ; but the acts have a reference beyond the
persons affected thereby. The contemporaries of Abraham, the Egyi>tians, Israel in the
desert, and the primitive Church, were instructed by what occurred in their midst.
Many judgments are connected with the explicit statement that " the nations may
know." Tiae judgment on Uzzah formed part of the educational process by which God
was bringing the people out of their low spiritual condition to the elevation in tone
which would render them more effective in carrying out Divine purposes in the world.
cannot fully estimate how much wo owe to the influence over us of the record of
God's judjiiments contained in his Word. Nor is it enough to say that tiny are repressive in their influence, and not conducive to the developing of love and filial trust and
the free joy of a superior life for the repression and restraint of evil tendencies is
requisite in creatures strongly under their influence, and, while checking from wli

—

—
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;
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utter, hopeless ruin, they open the way for the action of other geutle,
tender influences which do develop the free jo\ous spirit of the obedient ciiild.

woulJ soon be

VII. The severity and goodness of God abe perfectly consistent and often
COEXIST. It is bad theology based on defective knowledge of Scripture to represent
God in an exclusive aspect of mildness. Though we need not become material in our
conceptions, and think of contrary attributes in him as so many quasi-physical forces
contending one against the other or finding an outlet at the expense of one another, yet
the very conception of love, when just, implies a rigid, severe guanliaQship of the order
This combination shines forth in
of things on which the welfare of the holy depends.
In case he was a really devout man, and simply in an unguarded
the death of Uzzah.
moment of unwatchfulness put forth his hand, then his sudden death though necessary to the maintenance of the ritual which we have seen was based on the principle
would not
of inculcating reverence, and useful, as an educational act, for the people
He might be saved, though as by
include, necessarily, loss and ruin in the next life.
This combination of severity and goodness shines forth most conspicuously in the
fire.
work of our Saviour, in whose life and death the reprobation of sin and the outflow of
mercy to sinners form the two elements which render the cross a mystery of justice

—

—

and mercy.
It is said that David was displeased, and in his
Distrust a foil to faith and love.
displeasure there arose a fear hitherto unknown to him, and, as a consequence of these,
the enterprise on which he had entered with so much joy and confidence was abandoued
till, as we shall see further on, the reward which came to Obed-Edom's faith and love,
standing in contrast with David's gloomy imaginings, brought him round to a better

mind.
I. Discontent with the obdeb of Providence pboceeds from a combination
OF SELF-WILL AND IGNOBANCE. David was dissatisfied and vexed in spirit with what
had occurred to interrupt the joyous canyiug out of his programme. It was not
80 much dissatisfaction with what Uzzah had done, or pain that he was dead, but
annoyance that for such a deed the great terror of death shuuld have come on them all.
Had he spoken out all his feelings and thoughts, he would have said that such an
event was undesirable, out of proix)rtion to the deed, and an intrusive disturbance of
Had he been at the head of authority, no such
a great and important ceremonial.
calamity as that should have interfered with a grand national undertaking. Possibly,
apart from frustration of his own immediate plans for festivity, he may have been
apprehensive of the efi'ect of such a dreadful doom upon the mass of the people whom
he was anxious to interest in the restoration of religion. But we can now see how all
He wanted things to go on in his own
this was the outcome of self-will and ignorance.
way he did not know, as he might have known un more profound reflection, that to
maintain the authority of law and inculcate reverence and check national tendencies to
levity were for the highest good of the people, and that these could be most assuredly
promoted by this sad event. We have here an instance, in conspicuous form, of the
very common circumstance of men secretly complaining of the order of events which
Providence chooses. A rainy season, a sweeping earthquake, a transmission of evil
consequences from parent to child, the destiny of the wicked, and many other things
whicli do come in consequence of the constitution of the physical and moral worlds,
olten raise within the heart the feeling that some other arrangement would surely
have been better, and that had we our way such things would not be possible. This
is really self-assertion, love of our own way, ignorance of the innumerable ramifications of single events and acts, and inability to penetrate into the conditions on which
alone a permanent and generally beneficial order of things can be secured. The psalmist
cf. Matt,
22 ; xclL 4 6
rose to wiser thoughts and holier feelings ^Ps. Ixxiii. 13
Rom. xi. 33, 34).
xi. 25, 26
That
II. StBONQ unholy feeling impairs the conception OF TRUTH AND DUTY.
David's annoyance with the order of Providence was a decidedly unholy feeling is
obvious it was the opposite of that meek, loving acquiescence in the ways and acts of
God, even when they are most painful, which characterizes the truly filial spirit and
that it was strong is seen in the fact that from that muiuent he failed, under its action,
to see the glorious truth enshrined in the symbol before him, and wau moved to abandon
;

—

—

;

;

—
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the work to which he had committed himself and the people.
Psychologically it cftn
be proved that all emotion affects more or less the steadiness of intellectual perception.
Morally it is a matter of experience that an emotion of anger, distrust, or annoyance
always interferes with a clear perception of spiritual truth. Plato was right in affirming that tlie vovs unaffected by the storms of passion and sense alone can see reality.
The god of this world, by engaging and exciting feelings, blinds the minds of men, so
that they see not the glory which shines in the face of Christ. David's fear of the ark,
his dread lest something should happen (ver. 9), was contrary to all he had felt before.
Hitherto the ark had been to him the symbol of that blessed presence which had
brought joy and comfort to his heart a reminder of the mercy which endureth for
ever»
It was not possible to see this precious truth through the mists of unholy feeling
th\t had been permitted to rise in his soul. And this shrinking from what had once
been reverently regarded as the spring of purest joy and satisfaction at once weakened
the resolve he had formed to liring the blessed symbol to his seat of government and
give it there the honour due.
Duty gave way to the disgust and disappointment and
foolish apprehensions generated by his own proud will.
The correlative truths are
clear, namely, in so far as we are lowly and absolutely acquiescent in the Divine will
is our spirit calm and clear and strong in its recognition of highest spiritual truth, and
in so far as this truth is perceived the path of duty is steadily followed.
None knew
the truth and pursued the path of duty as Christ, because none were so pure and calm
and one in will with the Father. Herein is a lesson to teachers and taught; to those
who meet with trouble and those w ho move on in joyful procession.
III. Faith and love exercised in
time of religious backsliding ark
ABUNDANTLY REWARDED. David's pietv was now at fault; he had slipped backwards
in the path of godliness; his conduct was an unjust reflection on Providence and on
the holy symbol that shadowed forth the presence of the people's real Protector and
Friend. Had men followed his example or caught his temper, they would have shrnnk
from the ark as from the source of death and it would have been left in an obscurity
and neglect equal to that of Kirjath-jearim. But all this serves as a foil to set forth,
in striking beauty, the conduct of Obed-Edom, who, not dreading with slavish fear
the Holy One of Israel, but, doubtless, in a quiet way, proud of the privilege, welcomed
the ark to his house. Whether he first sought the honour, or whether this was the
nearest Levite's house, we i\now not.
In an> case we can imagine, from the tenor of
the narrative, how with careful haste the house was cleansed and prepared for its holy
guest
the best and fairest chamber made, if it might be, yet more meet for such high
honour; the Levite and his sons purified, that they might fitly bear in the ark to its
destined place, venturing, perhaps, as they bore it along, to utter or think of the
ancient words, " Return,
Lord, unto the many thousands of Israeli" Honoured, happy
Obed-Edom
What faith in God what love for the blessed presence Did sleep fall
upi'u him that first night?
Was there not a joy that would make "songs in the
night"? The bliss, later on, of Zacchajus was in a sense forestalled by Obed-Edom.
The reality of the laith and love, and its continued manifestation in vario\i8 forms of
reverential interest, is proved by the rich blessing that came upon him and all belonging
The house became the abode nf the higher forms of religious sentiment which
to him.
Honour fell upon parents, and cliildren felt the
in themselves are choicest treasures.
blessed charm.
Servants began to feel, as never before, that their services were more
than attentions paid to man.
Providence .smiled on field andvineyaid. Men saw that
somehow this home was now blessed above all homes. What lest^ons here for all Who
would dread with slavish fear the Clirist, the Manifestation of the glory of the Father?
Who would not welcome him as chief, most clierished Guest? Who would not subWho
ordinate all the arrai.gements of home life that lie may be duly honoured there?
would not rejoice that the Holy One does condeseend to dwell thus with man, and
brigliteu the fairest scenes of home life ? Blessings abound where he is welcome Guest.
No fear of flashing fire to destroy. To faith and love there is only mercy and peace.

—

;

;
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"O

happy house, O home supremely blest.
Where thou, Lord Jesus Christ, art entertained
As the tnost welcome and belovfsd Guest,

With

true devotion and with love unfeigned:

"
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Where all hearts beat in tmison with thine
Where eyes grow brighter as they look on thee;
Where all are ready, at the slightest sign.
To do thy will, and do it heartily
1

lessons.
1. Times of religious excitement may arise in the natural progress ut religion, but they obviously are not to be regarded as a normal condition of
thought and feeling, and they may, b}' their absorption of one class of feelings, lay lu
open to peculiar temptations. 2. In every season of apparent and real prosperity in
T' ligioii we ought to ixercise self-control in prospect of the podsibility of events arising
through the imperfection of men which, from their nature, mar our joy. 3. Secret
murmuring against what Providence ordains is a sin to which all are very proue, and
therefore it is important to watch against it very closely, especially as it does more
ought to ponder carefully the
damage to our inner life thaa is often supposed. 4.
enormous injury dune, both b^' our loss of personal influence and the force of example,
when we, out of a feeling of sudden disappointment, throw aside solenm duties. 5.
Those who render service to the cause of God in times of urgency may be sure that a
rich blessing will come that will cause them to forget any temporary inconvenience
experienced.

General

We

— —

Vers. 12 23. The facts are : 1. David, learning the blessing that had come npon
the house of Obed-Edom, resolves to bring up the ark to Jerusalem. 2. Having made
arrangements in accordance with the Law for the proper bearing of the ark, he inaugu3. Girded with a linen ephod, he dances before the
rates the procession by a sacrifice.
4. Placing the ark in the
ark, and with music and shouting it enters Jerusalem.
tabernacle he had provided for it, he offers burnt offerings and peace offerings before
the Lord, pronounces a blessing on the people, and distributes to them meat and drink.
5. returning to his house, he is met by his wife Michal, who, having witnessed his
dancing before the ark, now reproaches him with having demeaned himself in the eyes
of the people. 6. With mildness i>f temper, but great firmness, he not only admits the
fact, but glories in it as due unto God, and affirms his readiness to again debase himself
7.
in the same manuer, being sure of winning the esteem of others less prejudiced.
Michal his wil'e remains childless. We have here a great chaoge in David's religious
condition an event of supreme national interest; and the domestic sorrows of a derout
nian.
The topics suggested may be taken in succession.
;

—

Joy restored. There is a marked change in the David mentioned in yers. 13 15
10, and in general terms it may be expressed
as compared with the David of vers. 8
But it is well to notice the process implied.
as a restoration to the joy of his life.
I. The sins and ereobs of a really good man cause him great suffebino.
In general terms, all sin entails suffering; but facts prove that the degree of personal
suffering c> nse juent on particular sins depends on the actual gootlness of the man who
Daviii was truly a "mau after God's own heart," a man of pure sensitive nature,
sins.
In some respect his very sin (ver. S)
of enlighteueii conscience and intense sincerity.
was consequent on his noble ambition to see God glorified in a great national demonmay be sure, although the historian says nothing of it, that the days
stration.
immediately after his return to Jerusalem were full of bitterness. The fact that a
great project, iu which the nation was concerned, had come to a sudden collapse, that
elders and common i)eople throughout the land would be talking of his chagrin, that
strange impressions would be conveyed as to the stability of his purix)ses, and the
consciousness that his God was not to him now as he had been in days past, must
have robbed him of former peace and embittered all the relationships of life. Peter's
Dark days and painful
life was angubh after his fall, because he was so good a man.
sense of solitariness are the lot of many of the faithful after having turned their heart

—

We

God.
IL Reflection arises and gradually tones down thb tumult of FKELnre.
For a time ihe passion of discontent and distrust, like a storm, would rage, and, while
making David wretched by virtue of their own nature, would throw the reflective
powers into confusion. No sinner is perfectly sane wli 'n under the stormy influence
'•f bis sin.
In the case of a really bad mau the confusion becomes worse by deliberat«
in distrust from their
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indulgence in fresh sins in order to get rid of what slight uneasiness is experienced
but with David the disturbing force of sin would graiiually cxpeud itself, and the
reflective powers would begin to review the situation and gradually allow the influence
of truth and fact to reveal the folly and shame of what had been done.
The monarch
retired from the cares and toils of the day, and, though fretted and vexed by the bad
impression his people might entertain as to his persistency of purpose, lie could not but
pouder the recent path of his feet, and the great truths on which he had formerly been
wont to '• meditate day and night " (Ps. i. 2). In good men, though fallen aud wretclied,
the intellectual faculties, as under the action of a magnet, will be sure to concentrate
on the truths that help to recovery.
III. The MIKD COMES IN DUE COURSE INTO DIRECT CONTACT WITH ACTUAL FACTS
AND THE Word of God. Reflection would clear away the mists of passion, and David
would see in the light of the written Word the error of setting out with the ark on a
cart; the exposure, therefore, by his own arrangement or connivance, of the man to the
temptation to violate the Law, and the justice of the blow which fell, as also its use
in checking a spirit of indifference au<i inculcating reverence for sacred things.
The
piety of his nature, thus brought into direct contact with truth, would at once recognize
its forc<!, the shamefulness and folly of the discontent and distrust, and the desirability
of placing the life once more in its proper relation to the general interests of religion.
Penitents and backsliders are not far from restoration when once they gaze with calm
and steadfast eye on the actual facts as illumined by the light of God's Word. The
revealed truth of God is the material on which the reflective powers act, and so the
truly sorrowful spirit does not become the victim of false imaginings.
IV. There is brought about a vivid recognition of the mercy of God or
Christ. As long as the passions engendered by indulgence in siu darken the soul,
there is a loss of that clear and restful view of God which is the peculiar privilege of
the pure in heart. David's sin (ver. 8) had transformed the all-merciful, covenanted
God into an object of dread (ver. 9). But now that passion was subsiding, and the
Word was allowed once more to shed its light on the facts of the case, the true character
of God, as set forth in the sacred symbol, reappeared; and love, and mercy, and faithfulness, and care were seen to be concentrated in the glory over the mercy-seat.
The
memory of all that the ark had been to Israel, in the passage of the Jordan and elsewhere, also confirmed the returning conviction tf the most precious of all truths.
Once more the ark of the covenant of the Lord was, as of old, the revelation of Divine
love and mercy. Thesamu spiritual chan<;e occurs in men now when, on the subsidence
of the passions, the full lii^ht of Scripture falls on the soul.
God ceases to be full of
an object of dread and avoidance. Christ is seen to be tlie exjiress Image of
terrors
the Father's Person, full of grace and truth. The old relation to him as God manifest
in the flesh is restored; and the vastness and fieeuess of the mercy in him outshine
all other truth, and shed a radiance on every thought and feeling.
There is another
transfiguration (Matt, xvii, 2).
V. The facts of history are seen to illustrate the truth bbcognized. It
was told David how the Lord was blessing the house of Obed-Edom. The experience
of the godly who loved and trusted the ark as a symbol of the true character of God
was thus in accord with the conviction arising from the exercise of reflection aud the
subsidence of sinful passion. History was in accord with the best thought concerning
God, and furnished striking instances of the reality of a love and mercy by no means
Thus wonderfully does God interweave the experiences of his people lor
to be dreaded.
the common good of the Church and for the special help and cheer of those who have
feUen into the snare of the evil one. Many a lowly Obed-Edum, by means of a love
and trust simple and strong, and the blessedness resulting therefrom, has been the
instrument of restoring to right views and feelings others whose position and powers
were far more distinguished. Nothing is lost in the kingdom of God small and
obscure persons and things are employed for great ends. The bearing of the actual
experiences of sincere and humble Christians in the common walks of life upon tho
formation, by the moie gifted and influential, of just conceptions of the revelation of
God in Christ, is a subject worthy of much consideration.
VL The tbuth beino fully becoqnizkd, the old joy betur:»8. ITie narrative
Mta forth the strong abounding joy of David exhibiting itself in forms which, judged

—
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by the cool feelings and conventional standards of Western life, seem almost fanatical.
The question of form and degree is here really one of naturalness, and of this there can
be no doubt. The king gave himself up to the full dominion of the present joy. The
spring of that joy lay in his restored perception of what the ark of the covenant really
was to himself and his people. It was not now the seat of flaming fire and source of
destruction, but was the visible sign of the presence and favour of the God merciful
and gracious, slow to anger, an'l plenteous in redemption. It told of protection, and
guidance, and pardon, and holy communion. It was the reconciling meeting-place,
where the trembling sinner became the loving, trustful child once more. The Jordan,
the walls of Jericho, the restfulness of pious souls on the great Day of Atonement, all
told of what a blessed heritage is theirs whose God is the Lord; and could he as a man
and a king feel other than boundless joy now that the Refuge and Dwelling-place of all
generations was coming to make a permanent abode in the very midst of hia people?
So it is with us all when, having known the oppression and darkness of sin, we come
to see in Christ the Manifestation of the reconciling God, who forgiveth our iniquities,
shelters us from condemnation, comes into close sympathetic fellowship with our
There are seasons when thia
spirits, and abides with us as Guardian and Friend.
restored joy is so pure and strong that all song and music seem too meagre for its due

when
then

—when the

spirit exults inexpressibly in the God of salvation.
If dancing,
the gesticulated expression of what cannot be put into word or tone,
might be an outlet for a joy unspeakable and full of glory.

expression

natural,
it

is

—

Wise religious leadership. The narrative from vers. 13 19 describes David's conduct throughout the great processional march to Jerusalem. He was here acting the
part of leader of a great rehgious movement, and in his spirit and deeds we see the
conditions of a wise religious leadership.

By comparing this account
I. Absolute defkbence to the authority of God.
with the fuller record in 1 Chron. xv., it will be seen that David was most anxious that
every step taken should be in accordance with the will of God. On the former
occasion he seems to have left the people to follow the precedent set by the Philistines
(1 Sam. vi. 7
9 ; cf. ver. 3), and we have seen with what sad consequences. The
bitter experience of the past few months had, at all events, issued in the desire to
pay deference to the revealed will of God in everything, and no longer adopt the
This feeling is the first prerequisite to all spiritual
questionable methods of men.
Leaders whose minds are charged with the feeling that God is supreme, and
success.
that his will enters into all things and is first of all to be considered, carry with their
own actions and words a force of the highest character. Their work is Divine, and God
should fill the whole area of their vision. In so far as the thought of God as gupreme
dominates our mental life do we ensure action on sound principles, and put force and
determination into our words and deeds.
Whether the wearing
II. Manifestation of a spirit suitable to the occasion.
of the linen ephod meant the assumption, by inspiration of Gt)d, of priestly functions
typical of him wim is our Prophet,
in combinatiDU with the kingly and prophetic
or whether it was but a garment of royalty used en special sacred
Priest, and King
occasions, this is clear that by it David manifested a spirit appropriate to a very holy
and blessed occasion. He would have people see that this was a time of consecration
to the Lord, a time for purity to be the clothing of all, a time of exceptional sacreauess.
The impression on the people could not but be serious and elevating. Men who lead
It
others have much in their power by virtue of the general spirit they manifest.
should always be in harmony with the occasion, indicating its special character, and
bringing other minds into holy sympathy with the end in view.
There must have been
III. Acknowledgments of gratitude and dependence.
among the people some trepidation on the first movement of the ark, and it was a wise
arrangement that, on clearing the house of Obed-Edom, sacrifice should be ofi'ered
expressing gratiftide for mercies vouchsafed, and a sense of dependence on God for
pardon and all needful good. The same is true of the ofierings at the end of the
It was characteristic of the leadership of Moses that he sought to cultivate
journey.
We do wrong to ourthese semiments in the minds of Israel ail through the desert.
selves and to God when we fail to recognize our obligations to him on every stage of

—

—
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our life's course. Thankfulness of heart for the past, and trustful snbmissiou for aU
things needed, are the two elements of a cheery, earnest, and lowly service.
The
preacher, the missionary leader, the teacher, and parent, who knows how to foster these
sentiments in others, is in a fair way of carrying through auy spiritual work that may
be in hand (Phil. iv. 6, 7).
IV. Prevision fob completeness of work. David not only sought to bring up
the ark in a manner agreeable to the will of God, and by such personal bearing and
special arrangements as should impress and elevate the people, but he looked on, and,
by preparing a tabernacle beforehand, secured a completion of the work befitting its
nature.
Many a good undertaking is left incomplete for want of this prevision. It is
true each man should be intent on the work of the hour, but the work of each hour
is to be regarded as having relations to all future time ; and so far as lies in our power
we may anticipate the success of the succeeding hours and prepare the crowning work.
The architect provides for the cupola while careful of the totmdations. The statesman
arranges for participation in wider privileges while educating the people up to them.
The religious reformer looks on to the need of positive instruction and formation of new
Institutions on newly recognized principles even before releasing the people from the
supposed errors of the past. The evangelist who seeks to arouse the people and bring
them up to a better life, if wise, will anticipate the result of his efforts by providing solid
instruction.
Church leaders who seek to conduct the Church through phases of faith and
practice, will forecast what is necessary when the present discipline has done its work.
V. Helpful words and broad simpathies. The people must have felt, when
David stood up and blessed them in the name of the Lord, and then sent them home
with substantial tokens of his sympathy, that he was indeed a leader of whfim they
might Well be proud.
The right choice of words, and the deeds which express a
personal interest, are things which give a just and beneficial power over men.
Human
life is very dependent for its highest welfare on words fitly spoken and on deeds which
symbolize aftection and interest. A master of words that really convey blessing to
human heaits is indeed a great man, a worthy leader. It is not by mere assertion of
official authority, or performance of deeds strictly in accord with propriety and law,
that hearts are won and characters moulded to a nobler type.
The leader wlio can suud
his people home thauktul for his existence and satisfied with the largeness of his heart,
is wise in that he not only blesses men, but also renders them accessible in future to
his influence.

Domestic hindrances to piety. A day of high festivities and holy gladness was closed
by an event which must have made D.ivid feel how imperfect is the best estate at
which man can arrive in this world. Tlie reviling of his wife Miclial was indeed a
bitter element in the cup, and suggests to us a sad subject, too firequently illustrated in
the lives of good men, namely, the hindrnnces to piety in domestic life.
I. The most perfect human condition is marred by some blemish.
To an
ordinary observer David would seem to have been on that day the happiest and most
honoured of men monarch of the chosen race, in the flush of health and fijlness of
power and intellect, beloved by his people, and filled with joy in having brought to
pass an event of ureat religious significance.
But even for him there was a bitterness
most bitter. In his home, where love and joy and fiUl sympathy with all his noble
aspirations ought to abound, there aw lited bun scorn, distrust, and the venom of spite.
Truly, royal personages are not tree from common woes. The fairest, most beautiful
life is shaded by some sorrow.
Every heart knoweth its own bitterness. In this we
P>ehind
have, doubtless, an illustration of what has been true in all ages of all men.
•11 grandeur there is some destroying moth.
The most charming prosjierity is attended
with some defect. There is " a crook in every lot." Even the great apostle knew the
" thorn in the flesh."
II. Domestic opposition to personal piety is among the most bitter of trials.
Though, as king amongst men of stubborn will and perverse disposition, David carried
on his heart many a care, there was, doubiless, no trouble of his life comparable to
that of the ojiposition of his favourite wife to the conduct which he, as a pious man,
felt bound to adopt.
Such sorrow presse^; heavily in the home where only joy ouuht to
be foimd» and attends, as a dark, unwelcome shadow, the pathway of daily duty out ol

—
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In so &r as we believe godliness to be the best of all things, and the
particular expression of it we may adopt as the tribute due to God, so most the
antagonism uf those we love most of all embitter the spirit.
This wearies and

the horns.

worries when, after the toil of day, the domestic circle is sought for repose and refreshment of heart. Apart from the (jain of being opposed in what is most sacred and
binding and precious, there is the oppressive feeling that two human beinijs abiding
under the same roof, and pledged to mutual love and confidence, are pressing towaids
This is a tender subject, the very
eternity with no assurance of being one tuere.
mention of which may open the floodgates of weeping.

—

III. The roRMS op antagonism may vaby, but the aim is one
to wtn ob dbive
FBOM HioH-TONED 6EHVICE. The sharp tongue of Michal was employed to reproach

David for a furm of sei vice in which he rejoiced, and which he believed to be due to
God and for the good of the people and the ulterior aim was to binder his adopting
such courses in future. Others may meet with smiles and persuasions and all the
engaging arts of the charmer, which in thems Ives do not assume the form ot antagonism, but are designed for the same end. The manifestation of earnest piety is too
and hence must be brought
earnest, too spiritual, too elevated, for the carnal mind
down to a lower level. There are unspiritual wives who thus strive to despiritualize
their husbands, and sometimes, but not so often, husbands strive to despiritualize their
Through unfortunate alliances many a godly soul has to experience this
wives.
;

;

dreadful evil.
IV. The TB0K WAT of meeting THIS TBIAL 18 BT COMBINED MEEKNESS AND
FIRMNESS. The rasping tongue of Michal and her base insinuations only provoked a
David would not increase the trouble by bitter, cutting
gentle reply in a firm spirit.
Referring to God's choice of him and the consequent obligations to do all he
words.
could to raise the tone of religion, he calmly informed his wife that his purpose was
unchangeable, and expressed the belief that some at least would see honour and not
It is a hard fight to hold one's own in such a contest, and
disgrace in his conduct.
many, it is to be feared, gradually yield for the sake of what is called " peace," only to
sink down to a formality in religion congenial to the unspiritual companion of the
domestic hearth. Those thus tried have need to lift up their hearts to God for the
wisdom and grace by which they shall know how to be true to their God and disarm
They have this encouragement, that, while
the opposition or else neutralize its power.
the favour of the world can only tend to spiritual death, fidelity to God is sure to win
the respect of all the good, command the silent reverence of even the hostile mind, and
gather up daily strength wherewith to bear the burden of sorrow, and at last end one'*
eoorse as a " good and faithful servant."

HOMILIES BY VABIOUS AUTHORS.

—

(Jebusalem.) ITie ark sought after long neglect.
6).
Vers. 1, 2 (1 Chron. xiii. 1
The ark was the central point of the rt;ligioa of Israel. In this sacred chest were
depcsited the two tables of the Law (the testimony, the tjreat document of the covenant) on it rested the covering (Jcapporeth) propitiatory (LXX.), expiatory (Vulgate),
or mercy-seat (Authorized Ve^^iou), " above it cherubim of glory overshadowing the
mercy-seat," wlif reon the invisible King of Israel, the Lord of hosts, was enthroned ; and
there atonement was made, by the sprinkling of blood, for the sins of the people (Exod,
XXV. 10 22). It was a symbol of Jehovah's presence and fellowship, his righteousness
and mercy, his protection" and blessing; a type of heavenly things. 2. Of the ark
nothing is recorded since it was placed, about seventy years previously, on its return
from the land of the Philistines, in the house of Abmadab, on the hill, at Kirjathjearim ; and Eleazar, his son, was consecrated to keep it (1 Sam. vi. 21, 22). During
this long perioil it coritinued there, separated from the tabernacle (in N<jb, 1 Sam. xxi.
6; xxii. 13, 19; and afterwards in Gibeou, 1 Chron. xxi. 29), unsought and neglected
The worship and service of God
(1 Chron. xiii. 3), " buried in d ukness and solitude."
w ere necessarily incomplete an effect and evidence of the imperfect relations subsisting
between the nation and its Divine King, and of its divided and distracted condition.
8. The time bad now come for the restoration of the ark to its proper place at th*
1.

;

—

—
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centre of national worship. The union of all the tribes under " the man of GJod's choice,"
the conquest of Jerusalem, the defeat of the Philistines, prepared the way for the great
" This act had
enterprise; and to it David was impelled by a truly theocratic spirit.
its root in David's truly pious feeling, was the living expression f>f his gratitude to the
Lord for his favour, and aimed at the elevation and concentration of the religioufl life
of Israel" (Erdmann). 4. The truths and principles symbolized by the ark are fully
embodied in Christ and Christianity (Heb. ix. 11). It may, therefore, be regarded,
generally, as representing the true religion ; and its restoration from " captivity " a
religious reformation (see 1 Sam. vii. 2
In the going forth of the king at the head
6).
of "all Israel " from Jerusalem " to Baale, that is, fo Kirjath-jearim, which belonged to
Judah (twelve miles distant), to bring up thence tiie ark of God," we observe
I. An exalted aim.
1. The rendering to God of the honour which it his due, by
«/pen acknowledgment of his supremacy, proper reverence for his great Name, cheerful
obedience to his requirements. The religious life of a people is not only expressed in a
proper regard for the ordinances of public worship (1 Sam. i. 3), but also greatly promoted thereby. When these are negl( cted, corrupted, or negligently performed, there
can hardly be a higher aim than to make them attractive and pure, and induce a worthy
performance of them. '*
worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness " (Ps. xcvi. 9).
2. 2%e realization of closer communion with Ood, and the reception of the blesiings
that flow from such communion ^mercy and grace, righteousness and strength, safety
and peace. ** True religion can never be the affair of the individual alone.
right
religious relation to God must include a relation to our fellow-men in God, and solitary
acts of devotion can never satisfy the wants of healthy spiritual life, which calls for a
visible expression of the fact that we worship God together in the common faith which
binds us into a religious community. The necessity for acts of public and united

—

!

—

A

is instinctively felt, wherever religion has a social influence, and in Israel it
the more strongly because Jehovah was primarily the God and King of the
nation, who had to do with the individual Israelite only in virtue of his place in the
commonwealth " (J. Robertson Smith, * The Prophets of Israel '). 3. The fulfilment of
the purpose of Ood concerning his people
that they may be holy, united, prosperous,
mighty, and " show forth his praise " (Isa. xliii. 21). "
Lord, I beseech thee, send now
prosperity" (Ps. cxviii. 25). "The next great step of David (after the conquest of
Jerusalem) was the re-establishment of the national religion, the worship of Jeh6vah,
with suitable dignity and magnificence. Had David acted solely from political motives,
The solenm assembling of the tribes
thjs measure had been the wisest he could adopt.
would not only cement the political union of the monarchy, but also increase th«
opulence of his capital and promote the internal commtrce of the country ; while it
brought the heads of the tribes, and indeed tlie whole people, under the cognizance and
personal knowledge of the sovereign, it fixed the residence of the more eminent of th«
priesthood in the metropolis" (Milnian).
II. An enebqetio leader.
The enterprise was initiated, inspired, accomplished, by
David, whose anxious thought on the matter is alluded to in Pa. f^'^^t"- (written
iubsequently), * Jehovah's resting-place.'

worship

was

felt

—

* Eemember,

O Jehovah, to David
All his harassing cares,
Who Bware to Jehovah,
Vowed

to the Mighty One of Jacob
I will not come iuto the tent of my honas,
I will not go up to the couch of my bed,
I will not give sleep to mine eyes.
Nor eluuiber to mine eyelids,
Until I find a place for Jehovah,
dwelling for the Mighty One of Jaoobk'
Lot we heard of it at Ephratnh,
found it in the fields of the wood.
Let us go into his dwelling.
Let as bow ourselves before his footstool
Arise, O Jehovah, to thy rest,
Thou and the ark of thy strength."
•

A

We

(Fa cxxxiL
a.

SAXmRb

1—8.)

—

—
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" At Ephratah, at Bethlehem, the idea of making this great transference " (Acts vii. 46)
first "occurred to David's mind" (Stanley; but see Commentaries on this
psalm). " And David consulted with the captains of thousands," etc. (1 Chron. xiii.
1
4); "gathered together all the chosen men [warriors] of Israel;" and "arose and
went." 1. Eminent piety in the individual manifests itself in deep and tender concern
v^ith respect to a common neglect of Divine worship, and in wise and diligent effort
" David's ruling passion was zeal for the house and worship of God " (Pb.
to repair it.

may have

—

xxvi. 8).
2. Men in authority should make use of their position for that purpose
**
not, indeed, in the way of compulsion, but of example and persuasion.
Where shall
we find to-day men whose first concern is for the honour of God ; who really believe
that the favour of the Highest is the true palladium of their country's wilfare?"
(Blaikie).
3. Thus one man sometimes effects a general and lasting reformation.
It
was so with Samuel and David, and it has been so with others. How much may be
accomplished by one man who is thoroughly in earnest! 4. In this manner such a
man fulfils the will of God concerning him, and proves his Divine calling (see 1 Sam.
xiii. 14).
"These things show David to be ' a man after God's own heart,' every way
fitted for the purpose for which he was exalted, a prince of the largest capacities and
noblest views; and the extensiveness and national utility of the scheme he formed, in
which the honour of God and the welfare and advantage of his people were equally
consulted, demonstrate the piety and goodness of his heart, and clothe him with a
glory in which no prince could ever rival or equal him " (Chandler, ' Life of David,' pp.

236, 320).

A

SYMPATHETIC PEOPLE. In response to David'fi appeal, ** all the congregation
would do so," etc. (1 Chron. xiii. 4). He " went with all the people
1. A leader of men, however great, stands in need of their
that were with him," etc.
sympathy and support, and can do nothing without them. 2. It is by their means
The age contributes as much to him as he to it, 3. The
that he achieves success.
tmion and co-operation of the people with him are a sign of the favour and blessing of
Ood, and a condition of farther prosperity. "The new enthusiasm and elevation of
the community was not the creation of David. It met him as his noblest incentive;
but it is the completeness with which he suffered it to take possession of him
that
constitutes the secret of his peculiar greatness, and the charm which never failed to
attaoh to his struggles and triumphs all the strongest and purest spirits of bis age"
III.

said that they

.

.

.

(Evvald).

IV. A. UNITED AND ZEALOUS ENDEAvouB. Captains of thousands, every leader,
brethren everywhere, ail Israel from Shihor of Egypt even unto the entering of Hamath,
priestft and Levites, chosen warriors, numbering thirty thousand (seventy thousand,
LXX.), went •* to find the lost relic of the ancient religion." They felt the value of the
;
object of their search ; were intent on its possession ; " of one heart and one soul
rested not in wishes and prayers merely, but exhibited their concord in practical,
It was a fresh starting-point for the nation, the
appropriate, persevering activity.
commencement of a new religious era. Be it ours now to seek and strive after a stiU

more glorious time

I

* Oh, may the hour
Soon come when all false gods, false creeds, false prophets^
Allowed in thy good purpose for a time.
Demolished,

—tue great world bhall be at last

The mercy-seat of God, the heritage
Of Christ, and the possession of the Spirit,
The Comforter, the Wisdom shall all be
One land, one home, one friend, one faith, one
I

laWf

Its ruler God. its practice righteouanesa.
**
Its life peace I

(Bailey,

•

Festoa*

IX
Vers. 3

—5

(1 Chron. xiii. 7, 8).

(Kibjath-jearim.)

The enterprise was marked by
great discovery. " We found it

The ark brought out of deep

obscurity.
I.

I.

A

in the fields of the wood " (Ps. cxxxii, 6).
like the " treasure hid in a field,*

n invaluable treasure, long hidden from view ;
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A

price " (Matt. xiii. 44
significant memorial of
2.
46).
God's mercies in times past. What manifold and mighty events would be brought to
remembrance by the sight of the sacred, venerable, and mysterious coffer, when it came
forth, as from its grave, into the light of day
3. A swxq pledge of the continued favour
of God in time to come. " The ark was, as it were, the palladium of Israel, the moving
sacrament of that rude people; not itself Divine any more than our sacramental bread
is Christ's body, or our symbolic water God's grace, but the visible symbol of a presence
supposed to be local, or of a power manifested in answer to prayer " (Rowland Williams).
Yet it was " not a mere dead, idle shadow to look upon, but what certainly declared
God's nearness to his Church" (Calvin).
" And they set [carried] the ark of God upon a new cart
II, A JOYFUL PROCESSION.
[waggon] and Uzzah and Ahio, the sons [grandsons] of Abinadab, drave the cart and
Ahio went before [Uzzah going alongside] the ark. And David and all Israel played
[sported] before Jehovah with all their might, with songs, and with harps," etc. (1 Sam.
X, 10; xix. 20).
Already commenced the higher order of Divine service, to be afteiv
wards more fully organized and established. For this occasion (as some have supposed)
David wrote Pa. Ixviii. 'The ark setting forward in victorious might.*
1

;

;

Let God

And

let

arise, let his

enemies be scattered.

them that hate him

ilee before his face."

historically appropriate (Numb. x. 35). The sacred procession served t
their gratitude, gladness, and triumph.
2. To deepen their devotion,
joy.
3. To produce a beneficial and lasting impression on the nation,

Such language was
1.

To express

onion, and

To exalt the Name of Jehovah among surrounding peoples. " No less than eleven
psalms, either in their traditional titles, or in the irresistible evidence of their content^,
bear traces of this great festival. The twenty-ninth psalm (by its title in the LXX.),
going forth of the tabernacle.' The thirtieth (by its title), the
is said to be on the
fifteeDth, and the hundred and first (by their contents), express the feelings of David on his
occupation of his new home. The sixty-eighth, at least in part, and the twenty-fourth,
•eem to have been actually composed for the entrance of the ark into the ancient gates
of the heathen fortress (Ps. xcvi., cv., cvi., vi., xlvl., cxxxii.) " (Smith's * Dictionary*).
"The hymns of David excel no less in sublimity and tenderness of expression than in
loftiness and purity of religious sentiment.
la comparison with them, the sacred
poetry of all other nations sinks into mediocrity. Tbey have embodied so exquisitely
the universal languac;e of religious emotion, that (a few fierce and vindictive passige*
excepted, natural in the warrior-poet of a sterner age) they have entered, with unquestioned propriety, into the ritual of the holier and more perfect religion of Christ . . .
How many human hearts have they softened, purified, and exalted! Of how many
wretched beings have they been the secret of consolation
Ou how many communities
have they drawn down the blessings of Divine providence, by bringing the affectiona
into unison with their deep devotional fervour " (Milman).
" The act of David and of Israel was evidently
III. An inexcdsablb transgression.
Intended as a return to the Lord and submission to his revealed ordinances but, if so,
obedience must be complete in every particular" (Kdersheim). It was ordained that
the ark should bo borne with staves on the shoulders of men, the elect men of the
nation (Numb. vii. 9), and, in placing it on a new cart drawn by oxen, after the manner
of the heathen (1 Sam. vi. 10, 1-), they acted contrary to the Divine ordinance, as
David subsequently recognized (1 Chron. xv. 13). Were they fully aware of the nature
and importance of that ordinance? Perhaps not; especially after it had been so lons^
Were they altogether ignorant of its existence ? This could hardly
in abeyance.
have been the case with the priests and Levites. Such ignorance, moreover, would
have been highly culpable. They were doubtless acquainted with it; but they were
forgetful, careless, negligent, and adopted the method which seemed luost expedient
and to have been previously sanctioned. 1. " All religious reformations which are
4.

'

I

!

;

wrought by men, are blemished by human infirmities" (Wordsworth).
2. Long
neglect of Divine ordinances commonly renders the renewed performance of them
3. Fresh and fervid zeal is often inconsiderate, self-confident,
eacceedingly defective.
and rash. 4. Example is apt to mislead; and should be imitated only in so far as it
accords with the Word of God. 5. The end sought may be in accordance with th»

—

:
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whilst the means employed for the attainment thereof are contrary to it.
" Two things make a good
intentions do not justify forbidden actions.
Christian goud actions and good aims.
good aim maketh not a bad action good,
as here ; and yet a bad aim maketh a good action bad, as we see in Jehu " (Trapp).
7. The conduct which is blameless in some may be sinful in others who have received
higher privileges. 8. Although the transgression of God's Law may be borne with for
a time, it is sure to be followed by deserved chastisement. 9. If negligence and disob< dience in relation to the material symbol were displeasing to Gkxi, much more must
they be so in relation to the spiritual truth of which it was a shadow (Heb. x. 29). 10.
The noblest agents should be chosen for the performance of the noblest services. D.

Divine
6.

will,

Good

—

A

—

Vers.
iterent

6—8

(1 Ohron. xiiL

9—11).—((Jobbw

Nachoh.)

The ark upheld with

irr»-

hand*.

*Bead who

the Church would cleanse, and mark
the warning runs
There are two ways to guard her ark—
As patrons and as sona."
(• Lyra ApoBtoUcft.^

How stem

The fur

prospects of a great enterprise are sometimes darkened, as by a thunderttormf
The forbearance of
in consequence of the improper manner in which it is conducted.
God toward those who transgress his ordinances is often unheeded, and becomes an
occasion of further transgression, until the occurrence of a signal disaster fills them
with fear and trembling. The act of one man, it may be, gives definite expression to
the spirit which influences many, and on him falls the lightning-stroke of Heaven,
as a pimishment for his sin and a chastisement of all who are associated with him;

% Boleom

call to consideration
•*

and amendment.

Give unto Jehovah, O ye sons of God,
Give unto Jehovah glory and strength;
Give unto Jehovah the glory of his Namet
Worship Jehovah in holy attire.
The voice of Jeliovah is upon the waten.

The God

of glory thundereth."
(Ps. xxix.

A

,

1-*)

"For [at the threshing-floor of
in danger!
L
Nachon, or Chidon] the oxen shook it [kicked, broke loose, or stumbled]," so that the
support of Uzzah was apparently needful to arrest its fall. In like manner religion
the Church, its worship, sacraments, doctrines sometimes appears in perilous need of
human help. But the apparent exi-iency : 1. Is commonly the result of previous
negligence and disobedience on the part of those to whom its interests are entrusted,
and the false position in which it is placed. If the "due order" (1 Chron. xv. 13)
had been observed, the danger would never have arisen. 2. Serves the purpose of
Will it lead them to consider, perceive
testing and manifesting the character of men.
their error, and amend ; or occasion further aberrations ? 3. Can never warrant an interference which is expressly prohibited, however great the danger or sincere the desire to
avert it. " You must rather leave the ark to shake, if it so please God, than put
unworthy hands to hold it up" (Bacon). 4. Is not so great as it appears ; for God is
wraKnra kxigenot.

The ark

—

•*
The special moral of this warning is
abl 3 to prevent its fall or overrule it for good.
that no one, on the plea of zeal for the ark of (Jod's Church, should resort to doubtful

expedients and unlawful means for the attainment of his end " (Wordsworth).
SBBiouB EBBOB. " Uzzah reached forth to the ark of God, and took hold of it."
II.
The Levites (of whom Uzzah was one) were to carry it on staves ; but " not touch any
holy thing, lest they die" (Numb. iv. 15). His error was practicai; though in itself
trivial, a direct breach of the legal requirement ; and (as is often the case with an
apparently insignificant act) indicated an unsanctified mind. He was **a type of all
who, with good intentions, humanly speaking, yet with unsanctified minds, interfere
in the affairs of the kingdom of God from the notion that they are in danger and with
1. He acted *' unnecessarily, and from
the hoi>e of saving them " (0. von Gerlach).
the precipitate imptilse of human nature " (Ewald), unregulated and unrestrained liy

A
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proper thought and a higher wiU.
2. With rashness, irreverence, and profanity;
begotten of long familiarity with the venerable relic (see 1 Sam. vi 19). He looked
upon it as little other than a piece of aacred furniture. 3. In a spirit of official pride
and presumption, as its hereditary guardian and immediate conductor. " Perhaps he
affected to show before this great assembly how bold he could make with the ark,
having been so long acquainted with it" (Matthew Henry). Men of high position, great
j/ossessions, and eminent gifts in the Church, sometimes display a similar spirit, and
even affect to patronize the worship of God
4. With improper anxiety about the
meaus of progress and success, and want of faith in the Divine presence and might.
" In our own days there are not awanting men like Uzzah, who act as if it were all
over with Christianity if they did not maintain it against the power of modern
negations." Their zeal is shown in various ways.
But " this zeal, notwithstanding its
good intention, is yet unholy, because it is as faint-hearted as it is presumptuous. Th«
Lord needs not such helpers" (Krummacher).
" And the anger of Jehovah was kindled, . . ,
III. A STABTLING JUDGMENT.
and he died there by the ark of God."
flash of lightning, an apoplectic stroke, or
other secondary cause, was the instrument thereof; in tlie presence of all Israel, and
even before the mercy-seat, he suffered the penalty of his error ('* rashness," ver. 7);
and the spot where he fell became a monument of the wrath of God and his power to
protect his "holy things" (Ezek. xxii. 8).
1. On those who continue to break the
Divine Law "the fiery in Hgaation," though long delayed, breaks forih suddenly and
" without remedy " (Heb. x. 31). 2. Punishment is ni< ist sevoe on those who are most
honoured, and who ought to he a pattern to others of reverence aud obedience (Numb.
iii. 4 ;
1 Sam. v. 6 ; vi. 19 ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 21 ; Acta v. 5 ; xii. 23).
3. The consequf-nces of sin reveal the 7ri,easure of its sinfulness.
4. The judgment inflicted on one
affects many, and represents their desert.
The procession was stopped, the enterpri>e
hindered, rejoicing turned into mourning, "and great fear came upon all" (Acts v. 11).
'*
When many have sinned God commonly punishes one or two of the leaders, in order
that others may remember their sin and beg forgiveness" (Osiander). Judgment is
mingled with mercy. The punishment of one is for the good of many.
IV. A SAT.UTART ADMONITION. 1. To Consider the awful holiness and majesty of the
" lor our God is a consuming fire " (Heb. xii. 29).
great King (Mai. i. 11, 14)
2. To
learn the spiritual meaning and sanctity of his ordinances.
3. To cherish a spirit of
profoun<l humility and leverence in his service.
4. To exercise repentance and trust,
and new and faithful obedience to his will in all things. Then
!

A

;

" Jeliovah will ^ve strength to his people
Jehoviih will bless his people with peace."
(Ps. xxix.

IL)
D.

Vers. 9, 10 (1 Chron. xiii. 12, 13).
(Perez-Uzzah.) The ark regarded with a fearful
" And
)avid was afraid of the Lord that (iay " (ver. 9).
By none was " the
disaster of Uzzah" more keenly felt than by the king.
He was disappointed, grieved,
and dis[»leased at the iuteriuptioa of the enterprise on which he had set his heart; and,
clearly perceiving the primary offence that had been committed, he was angry with all
who were lesponsilile for it, not least with himself (2 Cor. vii. 11). "The buruiuL; of
David's anger was not diiccted against God, but referred to the calamity which had
befallen Uzzah, or, speaking niore correctly, to the cause of the calamity which David
attril)uted to himself or to his undertaking" (Keil).
His aitituile of soul toward
Jehovah " that day " was not, indeed, altogether what it should have been. Conscious
of sinfulness and liability to err, he was full of apprehension of a similar judi^raent
on. himself, if he should receive the ark; and his /ear (though springing up in a devout
heart) was an oppressive, paralyzing, superstitious terror, like that oi the meu oi Bethshemesh (1 Sam. vi. 20), rather than an enlightened, submissive, and beciming
" This was his infirmity ; though some will have it to be his humility
reverence.
(Trapp).
thus see whwe'in fear is
I. Nekdful.
It is as natural and proper a motive as gratitude, hope, or lore ; is
often enjoined; and, in ihe sense of nnbuunded reverence, it constitutes "the religious
teeiing in its luudamental form" (Marteuseu).
To meu in their [resent condition it is
heart.

i

We

—
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and constrain to serious reflecand rejoice with trembling"
2. Convince of sin, restrain pride and presumption, and lead to
(Ps. ii. 11 ; iv. 4).
godly sorrow. 3. Deter from disobedience, and induce circumspection and diligence
PhU. ii. 12 1 PeU L 17).
Prov. xvi. 6 1 Cor. x. 12 2 Cor. vii. 1
(Ps. Ixxxix. 7
"Fear is a great bridle of intemperance, the modesty of the spirit, and the restraint ol
gaieties and dissolutions; it is the girdle to the soul and the handmaid to repentance
But this so excellent
the mother of consideration and the nurse of sober counsels.
^Yhen it is inordinate, it is
giace is soon abused in the best and most tender spirits.
never a good counsellor, nor makes a good friend; and he that fears God as his enemy
is the most completely miserable per m in the world" (Jeremy Taylor, 'Of Godly

specially needful in order to: 1. Arrest heedless footsteps

"Serve the Lord with

tion and self-examination.

;

;

;

fear,

;

;

;

Fear').

IL SiNFOL. It is so when associated with : 1. Misinterpretation and false judgments
of God's dealings ; such false judgments being themselves due to personal disappointment or other self-blinding influence. "In his first excitement and dismay David
may not have perceived the real and deeper ground of tliis Divine judgment;" and
thought that God had dealt hardly with him. 2. Suspicion, distrust, and " the evil
heait^'of unbelief departing from the living God;" from which even the best of men
are not exempt, especially when impressed with his severity and forgetful of his
goodness (Rom. xi. 22). 3. Servile thoughts of the service of God, as a restraint upon
freedom and a source of trouble and danger. " How shall the ark of the Lord come to
me ? " 4. Immoderate and morbid indulgence of the feeling, instead of immediate
return to God at "the throne of grace," in penitence, hope, and renewed devotion (1

Sam. xvi. 2 xxviii. 1).
IK. Hurtful. By
;

2. Estrang: 1. Producing inward distraction and despondency.
ing from the fellowship and service of God, and preventing the accomplishment of holy
How many excellent enterprises are abandoned throuijh unworthy fears!
purposes.
The loss of David appears by the gain of Obed3. Depriving of invaluable blessings.
Edom (ver. 11), into whose dwelling the ark brought sunshine and prosperity. But
with time and reflection his misjudgments were corrected, his faith revived, his fear
was sanctified (Ps. ci. 2) and associated with holy and ardent aspiration after the
presence of God in his tabernacle, and he wrote Ps. xv., 'The character of the true

worshipper and friend of God.*
* Jehovah,

who may

Bojoura in thy tabernacle ?
dwell in thy holy mountain ?
He that walketh uprightly and worketh righteousness,
And speaketh truth in his heart.
He that doeth the«e things shall never be moved "

Who may

.

.

.

(Ps. XV.

1—5.)
D.

(The house of Obrd-Edom.) The ark received
Vers. 10, 11 (1 Chron. xiiL 13, 14).
with a right spirit. By means of the ark "the thoughts of many liearts" were
••
Whilst Uzzah treated it with irreverence, and David regarded it with
revealed."
dread, Obed-Edom the Gittite (of Gath-iimn.on) received it " with reverence and godly
He was a Levite, and (like ^Samuel) of the sons of Knrah, a branch of the
fear."
Kohathites, whose office it was to " bear upon their shoulders " (Numb. vii. 9) and is
subsequently mentioned as porter (musician), and doorkeeper of the ark (1 Chron. xv.
He did not seek to have
18, 21, 24; xvi. 5, 38; perhaps "the son of Jeduthun").
the ark placed under his care but, when requested by the king, he was not afraid to
receive it, well knowing "that, although God is a consuming fire to those who treat
him with irreverence, he is infinite in mercy to those who obey him." "Oh, the
courage of an honest and faithful heart " (Hall). The ark in the house of Obed-Edom
may be considered as representing religion in the home; and wherever it truly dwells
there is : 1. A consciousness of the presence of God ; of which the ark was the divinely
ordained symbol. As often as he and his household lor»ked upon the sacred vessel,
mysteriously veiled with its blue covering, they would be the more deeply impressed
with the conviction of that presence. We have no longer the symbol but we have
the spiritual reality which it signified the one is taken away that the other may be
;

;

!

;

;
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recognition cannot but produce in the home though tful2. Obedience to his commandments; which were
deposited in the ark (2 Ghron. ii. 10). The I.aw must be written on the fleshy tablets
of the heart ; made the rule of life ; and diligently taught to the children (Deut. vi.
4 9). The sins which it forbids will thus be avoided, the virtues which it enjoins
practised; "righteousness, goodness, and truth," the foundation on which the home is
Duilt; and the will of God being recoanized as supreme, order and harmony will prevail.
3, Confidence in his mercy ; according to the appointed method of reconciliation set
forth Ijy the mercy-seat, and fulfilled in Christ (Rom. iii. 25 ; 2 Cor. v. 19 ; 1 John
ii. 1).
The fatherly love of God, being "known and believed," becomes a perpetual
incentive to love God and one another (Eph. iv. 32 ; Kom. xiii. 10). The pervading
element of the home should be love. " Jesus Christ Love ; the same." 4. ITie enjoyment of his fellowship ; which was assured at the mercy-seat. " There will I commune
with thee " (Exod. xxv. 22). "Communion with Go<l is the very innermost essence of
;
all true Christian life " and it is maintained and perfected in the home by family
prayer (ver. 20). 5. Repose under his protection ; represented by the overshadowing
cherubim. While Obed-Edom guarded the ark of God, he was himself guarded by the
God of the ark. " The Lord is thy Keeper " (Ps. cxxi. 5). " He shall give his angels
charge over thee," etc. (Ps. xci. 1, 11). 6. TTie recejition of his blessing. "And Jehovah
blessed Obed-Edom, and all his household" (ver. 11), "all that he had" (1 Chron. xiii.
14) blessed him with spiritual, providential, enduring benefits (1 Chron. xxvi. 4 8).
" It paid well for its entertainment. The same hand that punished Uzzah's proud
presumption rewarded ObeH-Edom's humble boldness, and made the ark to him 'a
savour of life unto life'" (Matthew Henry).
good man leaveth an inheritance to
his children's children " (Prov. xiii. 22 ; Ps. cii. 28).
7. The promotion of his honour
and glory. "And it was told King David," etc. Poligion in the home "cannot be
;
hid " the fame thereof goes abroad and incites many perchance a whole nation
to render to God the honour which is his due, "eo that glory may dwell in our

more

fully recognized,

ness, reverence,

and

and

its

self-restraint.

—

—

—

—

"A

—

—

land."- -D.

—

Vers. 12
15 (1 Chron. xv.).—(Jerusalem.) The ark led forth with devout enthusiasm.
man's ruling passion, although repressed for a season, surely reappears. It
was thus with David's affection for the ark of God, and his desire to bring it up to
Zion, where he had prepared a new tent, tabernacle, or pavilion (Pa. xxvii 5), for its
reception (ver. 17), in or adjoining his own palace (1 Chron. xiv. 1 ; XT. 1), His leal,
which had been checked by fear, now revived

A

As

florets, by the frostv air of night
closed, when day has blanched their leaver
Bise all unfolded on their spiry sterna."
•*

Bent down and

(Dante.)

L A BENEWED

PURPOSE

ofttimes: 1. Incited by the example of another, and the
manifest success attending his conduct. " And it was told Kin^ David," etc. (ver. 12);
"And David said, I will go and bring back the ark with blessing to my house" (VulTo this also his study of the Law, meditation and prayer, during the preceding
gate).
three months contributed.
2. Accompanied with the conviction and confession of the
" Pious men will profit by
cause of previous failure (ver. 13 ; 1 Chron. xv. 2, 13, 15).
their own errors, stand the stron<;er for their falls, and not abate in their zeal and affictions, but learn to connect them with humility, and to regulate them according to the
precepts of the sacred Scripture " (Scott). 3. Carried out with more careful and diligent
" David gathered all Israel together "
pre/iaration than before.
the priests (Ahiathar,
1 Sam. XXX. 7; Zadok, 1 Chron. xii. 28) and the Levites (mentioned only once in
2 Samuel, viz. ch. xv. 24); charged them to sanctify themselves to bring up the ark, and
directed the chiefs of the latter to appoint singers with musical instruments for the
procession (1 Chron. xv. 12
16), amon<; whom he seems to have " found a faculty of
song and music already in existence " (Henjxstenbf rg).
is

—

—

" When they had gone six puces, he sacrificed
II. An auspicious commencement.
oxen aud fatlings" ("seven bullocks and seven rams," 1 Chron, xv. 26)— "a thank oiTeriag
for the happy beginning, and a petition for the I'rosperous continuation of the under-

;;
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taking* (Bdticlier). 1. The Jirst steps of an enterprise are of high importance, and,
until they are actually taken, even the best prepared are seldom without misgiving.
2. When taken witli the manifest approval of Heaven, they afford strong coufidonce and
hope of a successful issue. 3. The gladness (ver. 12) of successful effort is all the
The procession was led
greater because of previous anxiety and grief (Ps. cxsvi. 6).
by eight hxmdred and sixty-two Levites clad in white, in three choirs, playing respectively on cymbals, psalteries, and harps; over the first of which were Heman (grandson
of Samuel), Asaph, and Ethan, or Jeduthua. Then followed Chenaiah, " chief" or
marshal "of the Levites for bearing;" two doorkeepers; {he arA;, attended by seven
priests blowing silver trumpets (Numb. x. 1
10) ; and two other doorkeepers (of whum
Obed-Edom was one). Last of all came the king, with the elders and captains of thousands, and the whole body of the people.

—

**

Before went the singers, behind the players on stringed inatmments;
In the midst of damsels striking timbrels.
There is Benjamin the youngeat, their ruler;
The princes of Judah their motley band,
The princes of Zebulan, the princes of Naphtali."

—

(Ps. Ixviil. 26, 28.)

HL A FESTAL AND

"With

shouting and sound of trumpet"
Again arose the well-known shout, " Let God arise," etc. (Ps. IxviiL
The king may have composed the hymns sung by the Levites, and himself
cxxxii. 8).
His clothing " had a priestly character, and not only the
carried a harp in his hand.
ephod of white, but also the meil of white byssos, distinguished him as the head of a
And David, having laid aside his royal
priestly people " (Keil, on 1 Chron. xv. 27).
garment, which would impede his movements, " danced before Jehovah with all his
might " (ver. 14).
" The same who sang
The Holy Spirit's song, and bare aboat
The ark from town to town now doth he know

TBiUMPHAL PBOGRESs.

(ver. 15).

!

;

The

By

merit of his soul-impassioaed strains
their well-htted guerdon."
(Dante, • Par.,' xx.)

Simonides uied to say of dancing that it was silent poetry, and of poetry that it wai
eloquent dancing " (Delany, from Plutarch). There is •' a time to dance " (Eccles. iii. 4).
David's dancing was a religums act (ver. 21) ; customary among a people of simple and
demonstrative habits, on a return from tnctory and in public worship (Exod. xv. 20
Judg. xL 34 ; 1 Sam. xvUL 6) ; rendered familiar to him iu the school of the prophets
(1 Sam. xix. 24) ; practised only on an extraordinary occasion ; a natural expression of
personal gratitude and joy (Ps. xxx. 11) in a man of ardent temperament ; a sign of
humble, avowed, and unreserved devotion to Jehovah (Ps. cl. 4) ; a means of identifying himself with the people, and of infusing his own spirit into them. Those persona
who condemn him as deficient in modesty and dignity should remember these tilings :
those who commend dancing as a social amusement or recreation by his example must
find other grounds for their commendation ; and those who justify the imseasonable,
vain, and indelicate manner in which it is ordinarily perfoimed, by his conduct, either
misunderstand or shamelessly pervert it (Job xxL 7 15).
Of religious excitement it may be said that : 1. It does not prevail to such an extent
as might have been expected from the glorious truths set forth in the Word of God.
2. It is of great valite in inducing the performance of duty, overcoming obstacles, and
Reason and conscience are often insufficient of
leading to a decisive course of action.
themselves to influence the will effectually. 3. It is fraught with serious danger of
not being properly regulated by intelligence, of nmuing into imprudence and excess,
of being superficial and transient, and perverted to an unworthy and sinful end. 4.
It requires to be controlled by an enlightened conscience, transformed into fixed prinUnless it be immediately acted
ciples, and translated into holy and useful deeds.
upon it is injurious rather than beneficial. D.
**

—

—

—

Ters.

n—19

(1 ChroiL xvi.).—(Zion.)

2^

ark

ettablithed (n itt chosen

resHm^
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The ascent of the ark into "the city of David" may be regarded as: 1. A
termination of a state of things that had long prevailed, in which the relation of the
people of Israel to their Divine King was interrupted, his service neglected, their power
impaired. Even the early military successes of Saul were followed by disaster, dissension, and civil siiife, which had been only recently healed.
Once more there was
rest (1 Chron. xxiii. 25).
2. An inauguration of a new era: the more manifest and
abiding presence of Jehovah among his people, the more general lecoguition of his
sovereignty, the organization of a worthier and more attractive form of worship, the
more complete union of the tribes uuder the Lord's Anointed (Messiah), and the
" It was the greatest day of David's life. . . .
victorious expansion of his kingdom.
It was felt to be the turuing-point in the history of the nation.
It recalled the great
epoch of the passage through the wilderness. David was on that day the founder, not
of freedom only, nut of religion only, but of a Church, a commonwealth " (Stanley).
3. A representation (a type, or at least an emblem) of the coming of " Messiah the
Prince" in his kingdom; either, more generally, in his whole mediatorial course from
hia first advent to his final triumph, or, more specially, at hia ascension "far above all
the heavens, that he might fill all things " (Eph. iv. 8 10).
place.

—

"

Thou
Thoa

hast ascended up on high,
hast led captives captive,"

eto.

(Pa. IxviU. 18.)

L A

OLOBiouB OONBUMMATION. " And they brought in the ark of the Lord, and set
" This is my rest for ever," etc. (Ps. cxxxii. 13, 14). To thia
occasion may be referred Ps. xxiv., * The King of glory entering his sanctuary.'

it In its place," etc.

*

The earth is Jehovah's, and the fulness thereof;
Tlie world, ami they that dwell therein. ...
aliall ascend into the hill of Jehovah T
And who shall stand in his holy place ? "
(Ps. ixiv. 1—6.)

Who

It is here declared that the proper preparation for communion with God is moral purity,
not merely external pomp (vers. 9, 11 ; Ps. xv. ; Isa. xxxiii. 15, 16). The former part
of this grand choral Ijymn was probably sung on the way to Ziou; the latter on entering
the gates of the venerable fortress and city of Melchizedek.

* Lift up your heads,

And

be ye

lift

That the King

Wlw

is,

O ye gates,

up, ye everlasting doors,
of glory may come in.

then, the

King of glorjf t

Jehovah strong and mighty,
Jehovah mighty in batUa.

* Lift up your heads,

Who

is,

O

then, that

ye gates

.

.

King of glofff

Jehovah of hosts

He

is

the

King of glory."
(Ps. xxiv.

7—10.>

Amidst the glorious wave of song and praise, the ark was placed in the tabernacle.*
So Christ (in whom the Divine and human king are one) has entered the heavenly
ZioD, dwells with men, and prepares those who receive him, in laith and love, to dwell
with him for ever (Heb. x. 12, 22).
II. An acceptable sacrifice.
"And David*' (as head and representative of a
Sriestly nation, Exod. xix. 6) "offered burnt offerings and peace offerings before
ehovah;" the former expressive of self-dedication, the latter of thanks^dving, i>raise,
and joyous fellowship with God and one another. At the dose of the service of dedication he institut/id a regular *' .«ervice of song in the house of the Lord " (see Hengstenberg, 'On the History of the Psalmodic Poetry '), due in part to the influence of Samuel
and his prophet-associates (1 Sam. xix. 20), but having him for its real author, and
receiving its mightiest impulse from his sublime compositions.
He was a prophet as
**

"

:
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truly as Samuel or Muses (Acts ii. 30). .* David, as well aa Moses, was made like to
Christ the Sun of David in this lespect, that by him God gave a new ecclegiastical
establishment and new ordinances of worship" (Jon. Edwards). " On that day then
David ordered for the first time to thank the Lord by Asaph and his bretiircu

(1 Chron. xvi.

7).
•*

Thank ye the Lord, call on his Name,
Make known his deeds among the people," etc
(1 Chron.

xvL 8—22

;

Ps. cy. 1—15.)

* Sing ye

to the Lord, all the earth.
Proclaim from dav to dav his salvation," etc.
(1 Chrou. XVI. 23—36; Ps. xcvi.

2—13; cvi

1,

47, 48.)

"A

day to ha remembered for all time! Then 'the sweet .singer of Israel* first gave
the suggestions of his inspiration, and the product of his pen, to embody and guide the
What streams of
Wliat effects have followed that first hymn
praises of the Church.
what clouds of incense have gushed and risen and are ever rising and gushing
praise .
the world over at this moment, from the immortal impulse of that Divine act " (Binney).
Yet it is Christ himself "in the midst of the Church" (Heb. ii. 12) who inspires its
noblest praises, and by whom the sacrifice is rendered acceptable to God (Heb. xiii. 15).
" And he blessed the people in the name of the Lord
III. A QBACious BENEDICTION.
of hosts;" recognizing him as " the God of omnipotent power in heaven, who victoriously
accomplishes his work of salvation" (I Sam. i. 3), and solemnly invoking a blessiniz on
His act, although not strictly
his people in accordance with his Name and covenant.
an assumption of the oSice of the Levitical pri' sthood, was of a priestly chatacter (even
more so than the patriarchal blessing); "and thus, though but in a jiassing and temporary manner, he prefigured in his own persim the union of the kin>:ly and iiriestly
ofiices " (Perowne), alluded to in Ps. ex. (wiitten after this event), 'The victorious
I

.

.

I

king and

priest.'

" Jehovah hath sworn, and

will not repent

Thou

art a priest for ever
After the order of Melchizedek."

(Ps. ex. 4.)

was while the Lord Jesns "lifted up his hands and blessed them" that "he parted
from them, and was carried up into heaven " (Luke xxiv. 51) a sign of his continual
" Wherefore also he is able to save," etc. (Heb. vii. 25).
intercession and benediction.
IV. A GENEROD8 BENEFACTION. " And he distributed to all the people, even to the
whole multitude of Israel, as well to the women as to the men, to every one a cake of
bread, and a measure [of wine], and a raisin-cake," that they might feast together before
the Lord (according to custom in the case of peace oflerings, 1 Sam. L 4; ix. 13) as a
" It is a good thing when henedicere
nation, with thankfulness, gladness, and charity.
and bene/acere go together, and when m a prince is seen, not only piety toward God,
How much greater are the
but love and liberality toward his people" (Guild).
benefits bestowed by the exalted Redeemer than those conferred by any earthly
monarch (Mark xvi. 20; Acts ii. 33)1 "Christ has risen bodily into heaven that he
may be spiritually present in the earthly heaven of the Church; the bodily ascension
The mystical David,
and the spiritual indwelling are two asjiects of the same act.
from his own high home, dispenses his own flesh for the life of the wurld, and that
epiritual bread which he that hungers after righteousness sliall eat of and be satisfied,
and that fruit of the vine which is even now to be drunk in the earthly ' kingdom of
It

—

.

'

.

.

'

(W. Archer Butler).— D.

the Father'"

—

The ark and the Bible. The ark of the covenant has been taken as
Ver. 17.
representative of religion, of Christ, of the Church, or of the sacraments and lueans of
grace.
It may also be compared with the Uible (or Scriptures of the old and new
The
covenants), which is of even greater value to us than the ark was to Israel.

The ark was made according
1. Supernatural origin.
shown (in vision) by God to Moses in the mount (Exod. xxv. 9), by
Bezaleel, who was " fiUed with the Spirit of God" (Exod. xxxi. 3), and other wsehearted men and the tables of stone which it contained were " written with the
resemblance appears in their
to the pattern

;

:

OH.
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God" (Exod. xxxiv. 1). The Bible is the product of Divine inspiration
(2 Tim. ilL 16), though, like the ark, in connection with the (literary) skill of nian.
** It
2. External characteristics, such as choice and precious
is a Divine-human book."
materials (acacia wool and pure gold), durability, painstaking workmanship (" beaten
work"), simplicity, compactness, beauty ("a crown of gold round about "), practical
utility (rings and staves), which are all apparent in the Scriptures.
3. Spiritual
the presence ot God, the Law (as a testimony against sin and a rule
tignificance
"In the words of God we
of life), atoning mercy, Divine fellowship and favour.
have the heart ot God." The ark was a si^n of these sublime realities, " not the
very things themselves." With the Bible, wherein they are so much more clearly
and fully set forth, it is the same. 4. Wondrous achievements ; not, indeed, by their
inherent virtue, but by the Divine might of which they were appointed instruments;
in blessing or bane accordin.i^ to the diverse moral relationships of men.
By the
vk the Israelites were led through the wilderness, their enemies scattered, the waves
of the Jordan arrested, the walls of Jericho demolished, the land subdued, Daiion
destroyed, the rebellious punished, the irreverent smitten, the obedient blessed.
Who
shall describe the achievements of the Word of God?
What enemies it has overcome
what reformations effected what blessings conferred I 5. Varied fortunes : after long
wanderings finding rest misunderstood and snperstitiously perverted, lost for a season
to its appointed guardians, persistently striven against, treated with irreverent curiosity,
buried in obscurity and neglect, eagerly sought after and found, cherished in private
dwell intrs, exalted to the hii^hest honour.
6. Transcendent claims on human regard
attention, reverence, faith, love, and obedience.
7. Preparatory purpose and tempoiaiy
duration.
At the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians the ark perished or was
lost beyond recovery; in the new dispensation there is no place for it (Jer. iii. 16); but
the mercy and judgment which it symbolized cannot lail (Rev. xi. 19).
The Bible is
necessary only in a state where " we see by means of a mirror obscurely " (1 Cor. xiii.
finger of

—

!

1

;

But, though in its outward form it vanish
12, 13), not where we see " face to face."
vet in the spiritual realities of which it testifies, the efi'ects which it produces,
the fulfilment of its promises and threatenings, " the Word of the Lord endureth for

away,

ever."—D.

—

Yet. 20 (1 Chron. xvi. 43). (ZiOH.)
Family worship. " And David returned to
benediction or blessing is essentially a prayer to God that his
blessing may be bestowed upon others ; and, being uttered in their presence by one who
(Ifse the head of a household) holds a position of authority in relation to them, it is
also, to some extent, an assurance of the blessing.
Of fan:ily worship notice
I. Its oiiLiGATiON ; which (although it is not expressly enjoined) is evident from
1. The relation of the family to God its Founder, Preserver, Ruler, Benefactor, " the God
of all the families of the earth" (Ps. Ixviii. 6 Jer. xxxi. I
Eph. iii. 15). Out of this
relation arises the duty of honouring him (Mai. i. 6) acknowledging the dependence of
the family, confessiuii its sins, seekiuj^ his mercy, and praising him for his benefits;
nor, without family worship, can its spiritual end be fulfilled (Mai. ii. 15).
2. The
responsibility of the head of the household to order it in the fear of God (Gen. iviii.
18; Prov. xxii. 6; Eph. vi. 4; 1 Tim. iii. 4), which involves this obligation. 3. Precepts, promises, etc., with reference to prayer, which have a manifest application to
social worship in the family (1 Chron. xvi. 11; Jer. x. 26; Matt. vi. 9; Rom. xvi. 5;
1 Tim. ii. 8; iv. 5).
4. The conduct of good men, approved of God, and therefore
indicative of his will and recorded for imitation.
Abraham (Gen. xii. 7, 8), Jacob
(Gen. XXXV. 2, 3), Job (i. 5), Joshua (xxiv. 15), David, Daniel (vi. 10), Cornelius
(Acts X. 1), and others. "Wherever 1 have a tent, there God shall have an altar"
bless his household."

A

:

;

;

;

(John Howard).
II. Its mannkb.

It should be performed : 1. With regularity and constancy
other
family duties being arranged with reference to it, and public worship made, not a substitute, but a preparation for it or an adjunct to it.
2. In such a way as is suitable
and profitable to those who take part in it. 3. Always with thouehtfulness, reverence,
and cheerfulness. 4. Accompanied by the reading of the Scripture?, by instruction,
discii)line, and consistent piactice, and by holy purposes, such as are expresoed in
Pk. d. (wi itt/^n shortly before this time), ' David's mirror of a monarch ' (Luther),
;

—

—

——
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will I eing,

O

Jehovah, will I harp,
I will give heed to a perfect way
When wilt thou come unto me ?
I will walk with a perfect heart within
thee,

[oh. vi.

my house,* et&

IIL Its beheitts. 1. The sure approbation and rich blessing of God (Prov. x. 22),
temporal and spiritual. By its meaus, perchance, a parent effects " the saving of his
house " (Heb. xL 7 Luke xix. 9). 2. The worthy performance of all the duties of
life,
8. Abounding affection, harmony, peace, happiness, and hope that
;

* When soon or late they reach that coast
O'er life's rough ocean driven,
They may rejoice, no wand'rer lost,
A family in heaven "
I

—

—

parents, children, domestics ^bnt slso
4. Holy influences, not only on all the household
on the neighbourhood and society. What a mighty reformation would be implied in
And to what a moral and spiritual height
the general adoption of family worship
D.
would it exalt our land
I

Vers. 20

—

I

— (Zion.)

Unholy scorn. The greatest day of David's life did not end
His wife Michal, "Saul's daughter" (ver. 16'; ch. iii. 13; 1 Sam.
xix. 11—17), had not, from whatever cause, gone forth to meet him with the other
women (ver. 19) on his return to Jerusalem with the sacred ark ; on beholding from
a window of the palace, as the procession swept past, the enthusiasm which he displayed, "she despised him in her heart;" and when, after he hr\d blessed the people,
he returned to bless his household, she met him with sarcastic reproaches. " When at
a distance she scorned him, when he came home she scolded him " (Matfhew Henry).
"Whereas David came to bless his house, she, through her foolishness, turneth his
Her scorn (like that of others) was
blessing into a curse " (Willet).
L Indulged isiproperly. 1. Without adequate cause; and even on account of
what should have had an opposite effect. Fervent piety is not understood by those
who do not possess it, and is therefore wrongly and uncharitably judged of by them
"In Saul's time public worship was neglected, and the soul fir
18).
(1 Sam. i. 13
2. From want of spiritual
vital religion had died out of the family of the king " (Keil).
iympathy ; in love to God and joy in his service. Her religion (like her father's) was
marked by superstition, formality, and cold conventional propriety. She " knew
nothing of the impulse of Divine love " (Theodoret). " The life from and in God
remains a mystery to every one until, through the Spirit of God himself, it is unsealed
vain, proud, discontet.t«d,
3. With a sinful mind
to his experience" (Krummacher).
" Probably she bitterly resented her
unwifely, irreverent (Eph. v. 33), and resentful.
violent sepiration from the household joys that had grown up around him in her
second home. Probably the woman who had teraphim among her furniture cared
nothing for the ark of God. Probably, as she grew older, her character had hardened
In its lines, and become like her father's in its measureless pride, and in its half-dread,
half-hatred, of David.
And all these motives together pour their venom into her
sarcasm " (Maclaren). She had not " a meek and quiet spirit " (1 Pet. iii. 4).
"How glorious the King of Israel made himself
II. Expressed offensively.
1. At an unseasonable time j when, full of devotional feeling, he was
to-day," etc.
returning from public worship " to bless his household," and when such language was
But scoffers are inconsiderate, and
calculated to bo a cause of pain and of stumbling.
2. With exaggerated statements
reckless of the rcischief their words may occasion.
and misrepresentation of motives. David had neither committed any impropriety, nor
been desirous of vain display in the eyes of others, nor careless of affording nccas'on for
Mockers often ridicule in others what is really the creation of their
their contempt.
own imagination or suspicion, and the reflection of the evil that is in their own heaiis.
How keenly it was felt by the sensitive spirit of
8. With hitter irony and derision.
David may be learnt from what he says of an evil tongue (Ps. Iii. 2; Ivii. 4; cxx. 3).
••
Scoffing at relit;ion is irrational ; rude and uncivil ; a most cruel and unhuman sin j
23.

without a cloud.

—

—
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a most hardening vice its impiety in the sight of God gurpa88e§ all description ; it h
a contagious and injurious vice " (J. A. James).
m. Answebed conclusively. By 1. A sufficient explanation and defence. " It
was before Jehovah " that he had " played " conscious of his presence and desirous of
giving him honour. He was not insensiMe to his own royal dignity; but recognized
the surpassing greatness and goodness of Jehovah, from whom it was derived, and acted
only in accordance therewith by giving free expression to his humble gratitude and
•bounding joy. His language was restrained (Ps. xxxix. 1 cxli. 3) though not without rebuke of the proud daughter of the king in preference to whom, and all his house,
himself had been chosen. 2. An expression of his resolve to proceed still further in
;

:

;

;

;

3. And of his expectation of finding
his course of self-humiliation (Ps. cxxxi. 1).
honour instead of reproach among others. In the affectionate regard of those who
sympathize with fervent piety, there is abundant compensation for the contempt of
those who despise it. " In this incident we have the clue to that spiritual conception
of his duties and position which distingui^^hed David from Saul. It was, in fact, his
spiritual conception of the true Israel, of the high privileges and duties of worshippers
in the holy place, and above all of the privileges and duties of a king, as one who
should carry out Jehovah's counsels upon earth, which distinguished David's reign, not
only from that of Saul, but from that of any subsequent Jewish monarch " (' The
Psalms chronologically arranged,' by Four Friends),
IV. PuKlBHED DESERVEDLY. '* Michal's childlessness is specially mentioned as a
pTmishment of her pride. This was the deepest humiliation for an Oriental woman **
(Erdmann). The scorner: 1. Inflicts a seZ/'-inywry, by hardening the heart and rendering
it less capable of faith, love, hope, sympathy, and joy; more solitary, discontented,
useless, and unhappy.
2. Becomes unarniable and odious in the sight of others.
3.
Incurs the displeasure of Ood ; for "surely he scorneth the scorners" (Prov. iii. 34).
'
therefore be ye not mockers, lest your bands be made strong " (Isa. zxviii. 22).
Exhortation. 1. Expect to meet with opposition and contempt in your eeal for
God. Even Christ himself was despised and mocked. 2. Count it no strange thing,
if in your household, which you desire to bless, there should be those who deprive
themselves of the blessing and dislike your devotion. 3. Suffer not their scorn to
quench your zeal for God and your love for their souls. 4. Seek in Divine fellowship
consolation amidst human reproach.
D.

Now

—

The death of Uzzah. A startling event. Startling to us to read of.
more to witness, in the midst of all the pomp and joy with which David
was bringing the ark to consecrate his newly founded capital, to inuU'::urate a revival
of religion amongst the people, and thus make some fitting return to God for all his
goodness to monarch and subjects, and promote in the best and surest way the welfare
It is by sudden, startling, and terrible events that God very commonly calls
of all
By such means the laws of
attention to his laws, and avenges the breach of them.
nature come to be known, reverenced, and obeyed and are thus brought into 8ul)jection
to man, and made to promote his well-being. And by similar means nieu are made to
reflect upon the laws of God with respect to religion and morals, and so the spiritual
good of men is promoted. With reference to the sudden death of Uzzah, we remark
"The anger of the Lord was kindled
I. It was th« punishment of his sin.
against Uzzah." Every sudden death is not a judgment, even when the /esuit of
disobedience of some law. Instances: a child killed while playing with tire or
deadly weapons; a man struck dead by the electric fluid while experimenting wiih it.
But the phrase we have quoted compels us to regard Uzzah's death as a punishment
At first it seems difiicult to discover in what the sin consisted. His conduct,
of sin.
in reaching out his hand to the ark and laying hold of it, seems to have been at least
well-meaning he desired to preserve it from falling to the ground. But well-meanmg
acts may be wrong and severely punished.
In this case there were 1. Disobedient te
a plain law, with the penalty of death attached. (iSce Numb. iv. 15.) Indeed, th«
method ol bearing the ark on this occasion was altogether cuutrary to the Law (Exod.
XXV. 14 Numb. vii. y), as David learned by this event (see 1 Chron, xv. 13^ 16).
Vers. 6, 7.

How much

1

;

:

:

—

;

There appears to have been at
ignorance of

its

a general neglect of the Law of Moees, ami
otherwise, can we account for the ark itne./

this jjeriod

requiremeuta.

How,
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lying so long neglected (1 Chron. xiii. 3)? But, surely, those who had the care of the
ark ought to have known the law of God respecting it, or searched it out diligently
when a new departure was contemplated, that thev might both act rightly themselves
and jirevent the king from copying the Philistines (1 Sam. vi. 7) instead of obeyinthe Divine Law. In the swift punishment that followed Uzzah's act, the mi morable
mixiiu was again, and most impressively, proclaimed, " To ol)ey is better than
better than the most splendid pageant in honour of religion
Bacrifice " (1 Sam. xv. 22)
from which obedience is ai)sent. 2. Irreverence. The ark was one of the most sacred
things in the religion of Israel. It was a symbol of God's presence, his local dwellingplace, " called by the Name, even the Name of the Lobd of hosts, that sitteth upon the
cherubim " (ver. 2, Revised Version) ; a witness, theretore, for hira an assurance that he
was with them while they were loyal and obedient; the central point of worship and
rational life. It was, therefore, to be treated with utmost reverence. In the services of
religion it was, as a witness for the invisible God, to be itself invisible, concealed by
the second veil ; it was to be approached only by the high priest, and by him only once
a year, and with incense, the smoke of which should prevent his beholding it (Lev. xvi.
But it had long been separated from its proper place in the tabernacle, and kept
13).
in a private house, the inmates of which had probably become so familiar with it that
they ceased to cherish due reverence for it. Hence the rash act ot Uzzah. True, the
But so are many temptations. All the more need
temptation was sudden and strong.
to cherish such habitual piety, self-control, and watchfulness, as shall preserve us in
the hour of periL The recollection of the circumstances under which the ark had been
brought into the house of Abinadab should iiave been sufficient to arrest the impulse
In pushing himself forward
3. Presumption.
21).
to lay hold of it (1 Sam. vi. 19
without warrant, and against the law, to preserve the ark from injury. Better to have
left it to the care of him to whom it belonged, and who had shown in former days his
It was an instance of zeal without
care for it and his power to protect it (1 Sam. v.).
knowledge and faith, and in which selt was prominent rather than God.

—

:

—

n. The death of Uzzah was fob the instruction and warning of David and
David was seeking to revive and re-establish religi' n, and this act of God

HIS PEOPLE.

appeared to be a hindrance to his good design but in fact it tended to promote it more
measures ot the king. 1. It was an impressive demonstration
that Jehovah their Ood was stUl among them, the living Ood, the Almighty, the Holy One,
It showed that his laws were still living laws, not
observing and punishing tin.
that the sacred things which he had appointed were still
obsolete, though lorgotten
sacred in his eyes, however neglected, and were to be so esteemed by the people ; that,
in particular, the ark was still the symbol and pledge of his living presence, as a God
to be approached and worshipped with reverence, yet also with confidence in the
coveuant of which it was the sign. Thus the impression produced by the terrible
event would tend to the revival of religious faith and feeling, and secure that David's
endeavours should not end in the estaVilishment of a mere ritual, however orderly and
It was not tlie first time, nor
stately, but in sincere worship and corresponding life.
would it be the last, that the revival of religion began with terril-le judgments. We
faith in his relation to us and presence with
also need a living faith in the living God
us; faith in his love, awakening our confidence and affection faith also in his majesty,
To this end we
holiness, and justice, awakening our " reverence and g' dly fear."
should meditate on the awe-inspiring aspects of the Divine character and governmeul,
Otherwise our
ai they apiicar in nature and providence and in the inspired book.
religion is likely to become a weak, superficial, and sentimental thing, without depth
and power. 2. It toas a warning that uas adapted to guide and restrain the religiout zeal
of the king. There was danger that, in his ardent desire for the re-establishment of the
national worship with titting circumstances ot' splendour and orderliness, he should not
pay due attention to the instructi ns of the Law, but should violate the will of God in
Uzzah's death would
the endeavour to pay to him ami secure for him due honour.
He learnt this les.-on so far as
teach him that the Divine will n.ust be first regarded.
He could .-carcely fail to keep it in
the miKie of removing the ark was concerned.
mmd in all his subsequent procei din-s. Great zeal for religion has ever a similar
Under its influence there is danger of adojtini, with the best intenti ns, means
peril.
and methods which are not according to the Divine Word. The most powerful person*
;

effectually than all the

;

—

;
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are the most likely to feel as if their own will might be their law.
Thus carnality and
worldliness come to regulate the Htlairs of the Church, and the Law of God is violated in
letter or in spirit.
Hence the " will-worship, the volunteered, self-imposed, ofificious,
supererogatory service" (Lightfoot on Col. ii. 23), which has so extensively prevailed
in Christendom, and which has originated or fostered errors of doctrine
hi nee also the
terrible crimes againsi Christian liberty and love which have been committed ad
majorem Dei gloriam, and thought to be sanctified thereby. 3. There remain the
common lessons taught by tvery death, especially by smlden deaths, and yet mor«
especially by sudden deaths in the midst of displays of human power and glory.
The
uncertainty of life, the certainty of death, the awtulness of death in sin (John viii. 21»
24), the vanity of earthly pomp and splendour, the necessity of habitual preparedness,
the value of sincere and spiritual worship and service of God, the appropriateness of the
admonition, "Be ye also ready," and of the prayer, "So teach us to number our days,
that we may apply our hearts unto wisdom."— G. W.
;

Ver. 9.
Dread of Ood. The death of Uzzah made David " afraid of the Lord," and
deterred him from fulfilling his purpose to bear the ark into the place which he had
prepared for it in his newly founded metropolis. He seems for the time to have dreaded
lest it should bring evil with it instead uf good
a curse instead of a blessing. So the
vast assembly was dispersed, and the day which was to have been so glorious and
auspicious ended in disappointment and gloom.
David's feeling is an illustration of
religious terror, or the dreaid of God.
I. Its katuee.
1. It is to be distinguished from that "fear of the Lord " which it
so often inculcated in the Word of God, and which is especially characteristic of the
This is reverence of God, of his nature, authority, and
piety of the Old Testament.
laws.
It includes, indeed, a dread of oft'ending him, because of ttie certainty and
terribleness of punishment ; but it includes also veneration, esteem, and love.
The
feeling which is described in the text is simply alarm, terror.
2. It may he awakened
hy various causes. (1) Terrible acts ol God : sudden deaths, as that of Uzzah, those
of Ananias and Sapphira (Acts v. 5, 10, 11); violent tempests; earthquakes; deadly
pestilence.
Holiness and hatred of sin; justice,
(2) Terrible aspects of his nature.
displeasure against sinners ; together with his perfect knowledge and unbounded power.
This is the secret of the dread
(3) His threatenings.
(4) The consciousness of sin.
which springs from the thought of God. A solemn awe is compatible with innocence,
but the holy would not be " afraid of God," or if for a moment, at some startling and
threatening event, only for a moment.
In itself and standing alone, it is of no rehgious worth at all. It is
II. Its value.
compatible with emnity to God, which is the opposite of true religion. When it
springs into the heart of a good man it may be associated with very wrong feeling.
David was " displeased " with God, while " afraid " of him (ver. 8). It tends to drive
men from God rather than draw them to him (comp. Luke v. 8 ; viii. 37). It may
drive them from him while seeming to draw them to him ; for it is apt to generate a
an obedience which is slavish and
religion without love, without even reverence
It is favourable to superstition, indeed, and may stimulate to
destitute of true virtue.
^reat liberality ; but, while actin<^ alone, it cannot produce genuine godliness and true
It is the feeling on which priestcraft in all lands flourishea.
b< illness.
Yet it is good
as a first step in those that need it, and a preparation for what is better; and some
measure of it, blended with other emotions, is always of value to many, if not all. In
Ps. cxix., where every feeliufj; of a pious soul finds expression, this is included (ver. 120).
And our Lord enjoins it as a safeguard against the fear of man (Luke xii. 4, 5). This
fear is of great value: 1. To arouse the conscience and i)repare for better things.
Many are so hardened that they are incapable of being, in the first instance, drawn by
2. To make the gospel welcome ; which, revealing
love; their fears must be excited.
the love of God and the redemption which is by Jesus Christ, is fitted and intended to
3. To stimulate in
allay the dread of God and awaken confidence and aflection.
It is true that love is the noblest stimulus, and
obedience to God and deter from sin.
that perfect love casts out fear (1 John iv. 18); but love is not perfect in this world,
and fear is needed when temptation ia strong and the better feelings are for the tim«

—

—

dormant.

—Q. W.

—

;
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OocCs "blessing ahiding with the ark. Divine chastisements and Divine
Ver. 11.
benedictions have in this world the same end in view the promotion of true religion.
The judgment on Uzzah and the blessing on the house of Obed-Edom were alike intended
to reawaken a living faith and piety in the nation, by showing that Jehovah, the living
God, wao amongst them, and was still prepared to honour his own institutions and
blees those who honoured them, whilst those who dishonoured them would incur hia
displeasure. Obed-Edom honuxir^d God by receiving the ark into his house and caring
and, in return, God's blessing rested on him and all his. They act a similar part
for it
who receive into their homes and honour there God's book, God's servants, God's poor
those also who establish in their houses the practice of family worshij^, and keep alive
in their families a warm interest in all that concerns the Church and kingdom of God.
They and theirs enjoy the abiding presence and blessing of him who has said, " Them
that honour me I wUl honour, and they that despise me shall be lightly esteemed " (1 Sam,

—

;

ii 30).

Notice—

iNTBODtrcTioN of the abk ihto the house of Obed-Edom. It was owing to
the panic occasioned by the death of Uzzah. May illustrate the apparently accidental
circumstances which have sometimes introduced religion and the practice of family
worship into families.
XL The welcome it beoeived. Obed-Edom, in this instance, excelled David. The
alarm excited by Uzzah's death did not deter him from receiving the ark into his house.
Faith subdued fear, fle may well have felt that the act would be well-pleasing to
God ; that it would bring him and his nearer to God ; that the ark would sanctify hia
home and turn it as into a temple ; and that it could and would occasion no harm to
those who honoured it for God's sake. So should the things, persons, and practices
that bring God nearer to a household be welcomed and so will they be welcomed by
snch as have begun to reverence and love him.
in. The blessing which accompanied it. " The Lord blessed Obed-Edom, and all
his household." What form God's blessing took in this case, so that in the course of
three months it cotild become manifest to others, we are not told perhaps some marked
Increase of worldly prosperity. And such an indication of God's blessing is not
uncommon in households where piety rules. But there are other blessings of God which
to his children are more precious, and which are to be confidently expected by families
pervading sense of Qocts presence and love. This would
which honour him. 1.
surely result from having the ark in the house ; and not less is it the result of having
a Bible which is really valued and consulte^i, and a family altar. 2. The enjoyment of
The actual living operation of the present God on the conscience,
the Divine Spirit.
He " gives his Hol> Spirit to them that ask him." As the result of
beart, and life.
these : 3. A new stcredness given to family life and duty. The presence of the ark in
the house would sanctify everything there, making the relationships sacred, and turning
common duties into holy rites. Hence : 4. Higher and more steadfast family affections
Love to each other sanctified and elevated by common love to the heavenly Father
and Divine Brother and Friend ; unselfishness ; unity mutual helpfulmss. 5. More
The will of God
cheerful and free, and therefore stricter, obedience to the Divine laws.
•8 to the duties of parents, children, and servants, and of all towards those without,
hining in a diviner light, better understood, and better practised. Hence the virtues
which promote material and social welfare. 6. Family happiness. Springing naturally,
as we say, but none the less as the result of the Divine appointment and active blessHappiness in and from the daily round of duty and affection.
ing, from such living.
Happiness in the enjoyment together of God's gifts. Peace in trouble. Hope when
one departs to the better home; a sense of imion still (•We are seven"), and assurance
of reunion in due time. 7. Moral and spiritual fruitftdness. Such a family dwells in an
atmosphere highly favourable for the production and growth of piety and all moral
Frona such the
It is a nursery for the Chm-ch.
excellence in those connected with it.
Similar family life is multiplied and
best Christians and Christian workers go forth.
perpetuated in the subsequent homes of sons and daughters.
IV. The effect of the blessino on David. He was reassured, and took measures,
at once more according to the Law and more successful, for fulfilling his purpose to
Iwing the ark to Zion. Similarly, the aspect presented by families which serve God
and manifestly enjoy his blessing is adapted to incite, and has often incited, others to
I.

The

;

;

A

;
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go and do likewise. Finally, families which regard not God may have many desirabla
" The curse of the Lord is in the
thiijgs, but cannot really enjoy the Divine blessing.
house of the wicked," while " he blesseth the habitation of the just " (Prov. iiL 33). Q. W.

—

Vers. 12

—

A

The arh brought to Zion.
grand day for Israel, and indeed for the
world; the beginning of the religious significance of " Zion " and " Jerusalem," and the
mighty spiritual influence which has gone forth far and wide from that centre. With
respect to the brinLiiug of the ark *' into the city of David," we remark
I. It was the ACcoMPLisHMEifT OF A DELATED PDKPOSE.
Although Davld was
shocked and alarmed by the event which compelled him to desist from his first
endeavour, he did not give up his purpose, but evidently set himself to prepare for a
more imposing and appropriate introduction of the sacred symbol into his metrouolis
than he at first contemplatai. The narrative in 1 Chron. xv. and xvi. shows this for
such elaborate arrangements could not have been made in a short time. Delay tests
the resolutions and purposes of men, reveals their quality, intensifies those which spring
from true and reasonable zeal, and issues in their fuller execution.
IL It was marked by strict obedience to the Law of God. The death of Uizah
had led to- careful study of the Diviiie directions, which were now rigidly obeyed
15, with which corresponds ver. 13 of our text, " they that hare the
(1 Chron. XV. 12
ark of the Lord "). It is well when painful experience of the penalties of disregard to
God's laws leads to inquiry and improvement.
Unhai»pily, miUtitudes who suffer the
19.

;

—

penalties

fail

to profit b}' ttiem.

was acx:ompanied with much worship.

Sacrifices were offered when a
successful start had been made.
Others, in greater number, when the ark had beea
placed in the tent prepared for it. The praises of God were sung as the procession
moved on ; and at the close of the ceremonies David " blessed the people in the name
The suitableness of all this to the occasion is obvious.
of the Lord of hosts."
III.

It

IV. It was a season of great gladness. Indicated by David's dance " before the
Lord with all his might." Also by the shoutino; and the noise of musical instruments ;
and the royal gifts to tije people at large, that all might feast.
V. It was a national transaction. All the tribes, by their representatives in
great numbers, and all classes of the people
the king, the priests and Levites, the
nobles, the officers of the army and their forces, the rich and the poor
united in the
It was an act of national homage to the supreme Sovei'eign of ciie people
celebration.
a kind of enthronement of him in his metropolis. It was intended and well adapted to
make the people realize afresh that they were one nation, and to bind them in a closer

—

—

unity hereafter, religious as well as civiL
VI. It was the inauguration of a new and better eba in religion. The ark
was not thus brought to Jerusalem to remain solitary and neglected, as it had so long
been, but that before it Divine worship might be c<>ndui:ted dailv in a manner becoming the new circumstances of the people. For this David had made carelnl preparati' 'n,
organizing part of the priests and Levites for the purpose, while others were appointed
to ministt r at Gibeon, where the tabernacle proper and the altars were (1 Chron. xvi.^
4 42).
For the national worship was not even now conducted in strict accordance
with the Mosaic Law, since that required the ark and the altars, and he priestly and
Levitical ministrations, to be all in one place.
Ou account of circumstances which .re
not explained, though they may lie surmised, the king could not do all that he would,
bnt he did what he could and this prepared the wny for the more exact obedience to
the Law which was rendered when ihe temple was built.
VII. It made manifest the character of the kino. His convictions as to the
cIuMis of God over him and his people; his zeal lor the worsldp of (Jod, and desire to
infuse a similar spirit into the nation ; his humility in descending from his elevation and
fraternizing with, whilst he led, the people.
By the whole narrative we are reminded of: 1. The necessity and worth to a natioa
To elevate its life, unite its various parts and classes, promote mutual
of true religion.
justice and a spirit of brotherhood, regulate its conduct towards other peoples, ami
From their position,
withal secure the blessing of God. 2. The worth of godly rulers.
rulers necessarily exercise a wide influence, and it is a happy ciroamsiauce when their
example is in favour of religion and virtue.
3. The difference between national

—

;
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religious pageants

and ceremonies, and true natiunal

religion.

[oh. vi.

Many

1— 2a

will unite in the

former who have no part in the latter. The former are often more brilliant and
imposing as the latter decays. National Christianity can exist only as the individuals
who compose the nation are sincere Christians. 4. The lessons which the proceedings
here recorded suggest to those engaged in opening a new Christian sanctuary. Concern
Much praise and prayer : praise
to secure the abiding jiresence and blessing of God.
for all th'j mercies which have led up to the day, and all the revelations and promises
that give hope to its proceedings prayer for the help of God in all, his acceptance of
the work done in his Name, his use of it for the promotion of his kingdom, the good of
Much gladness and mutual congratuhis Church, and the salvation of those without.
lation on account of the work accomplished, and the good that may be hoped for trom it
A hearty union of all classes in the
to indivi<iuals, families, the neiglibourhood, etc.
O. W.
services, introductory to permanent union in mutual love and combined efifort.
;

—

A

"She despised him in her heart."
graphic
Ver. 16.
Religious zeal despised.
picture here.
A numerous and joyous procession marching into the city with the ark
of God, with sacred music and singing and dancing ; the king at the head of all, more
joyous and enthusiastic than all the crowd besides ; and Michal, behind her window,
cool and collected, witho.it sympathy with the object or spirit of the proceeding, yea,
looking on with contempt, especially for her husband, who was so demonstrative in his
display of zeal and gladness. She has many imitators. There are many who regard
fervid zeal in religion with contempt.

Why

febvent religious zeal is despised. 1. Alleged reasons ; as (1) that it
fanatical; or (2) unintellecfual, a sign of weak mind; a style of religion fit only
The
for women and weak-minded men; or (3) hypocritical; or (4) not respectable.
better sort of people, it is alleged, keep their religion within due bounds ; certainly will
eschew forms of religious earnestness which associate closely the upper classes with
the common people. 2. Secret catises. Maybe: (1) Ignorance. Want of knowledge of
Acquaintance with its great facts, doctrines, and precepts, and the
Christianity.
exemplification of them in the lives of our Lord and his apostles, would make it clear
that they demand and justify the utmost warmth of love and zeal; so that for
Christians to be zealous in holding, practising, and propagating their religion is simply
Unbelief or disbelief.
to be consistent.
(2) Irreligion, with or without knowle<ige.
The absence of religious faith and feeling. Possibly a settled hatred of religion and
goodness.
Men of this class cannot possibly understand or appreciate the operations of
The sincerely religious may disapprove of certain forms in which
religion in the heart.
others display their zeal, but they will not indulge contempt of them.
(3) Formalism
To which ardent devotion and self-consecration are
or superficiality in religion.
" Hath any of the rulers
unintelligible.
(4) Pride of intellect, taste, or station.
I.

is

believed on him, or of the Pharisees ? But this multitude which knoweth not the Law
are accursed" (John viL 48, 49, Bevised Version).
(5) Sometimes would be found
Zeal in others awakens conscience, which utters condemnation ; and
secret uneasiness.
conscience is relieved (or attempted to be) by fixing attention on what is regarded as
objectionable in the religious zeal of others, and cherishing contempt for them.
(6; Eeligious bigotry, which has no tolerance for forms of religion, however sincere ai>d
good those who adopt them may be, that dififer from those of the bigot himself. The
piety of many good men is sadly marred by this spirit, and its earnestness feeds
something very like hatred of fellow-Christians. In this case also contempt springs
largely from ignorance, as well as from a lack of that principle of religion which is

supereminent, viz. love.

Why

such zeal ought kot to be despised. 1. It is in harmony with right
In view of the nature and works of God and our obligations to him, especially
the redeeming love of God in Christ, the evils from which we are redeemed, the blessings which are brought within our reach, the cost of our redemption. It is not zeal, but
indiflference and coldness, which are irrational. Nothing but the willing dovotement of
heart and life to Christ is suitable as a return for his love. Devotion without warmth,
2. It is required by Hcly
service which is ever measured and stinted, are absurd.
II.

reason.

Scripture.

warmth and

The

great duties of Christianity, love to
And the terms in which
earnestness.

God and man, necessarily include
we are exhorted to seek our own

OH.
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sulvatiou and the good of others all imply zeal; the production of which is represented
one great end of the oflfering ot liimself by Christ (Titus ii. 14).
3. It it

as

countenanced by the highest and

best society.

By cherubim and

seraphim,

anirels

and

archangels, apostles, prophets, martyrs, saints in heaven and on earth, and him who
is higher than them all, the Lord Jesus Christ, to whose burning zeal we owe everything.
The grandest intellects in the universe may be appealed to by the zealous
Christian.
4. It is productive of the greatest good.
Christianity has conferred and is
conferring the greatest blessings on mankind, and is ever extending the area of its
beneficial influence.
But it is its zealous, not its. cold-hearted, adherents to whom men
owe its extension and powerful operation. 5. It secures the approbation of Ood, and
He who zealously uses his talents is to be receiveci into
final acceptance and reward.
the joy of his Lord, while the slothful servant is rejected ;md punished. The highly
respectable and self-complacent Church at Laodicea is severely reproved and threatened
on account of its lukowarmness (Rev. iii. 15, 16). Only religion in earnest fits for
heaven. There are nf^ lukewarm Christians there.
Finally ; 1. Let despisers of zealous Christians beware lest they be found despising
Christ and God (Luke x. 16).
2. Let zealous Christians take heed of needlessly
exposing their religion to contempt. As by associating it with things unworthy of it,
such as narrowness of mind, cant, eccentricity, worldly policy, excessive ceremonialism,
great ardour about small matters, little ardour about great matters, uncharitableness.
That, in particular, which is
3. Some zeal in religion deserves to be despised.
dissociated from truth, uprightness, holiness, or love.
True religious zeal includes zeal
for these ; and no ardour of professed religion can be a substitute for them.
Q. W.

—

An

Domestic religion.
Ver. 20.
Then David returned to bless his household."
interesting contrast with what precedes. Would have been a pleasing close of the
narrative but for what follows.
Presents David in an attractive light.
His piety did
not shine merely in public before a crowd ; it illuminated and blessed his home.
He
did not regard his high station and the weight of the cares of state as raising him
above, or releasing him from, his duties as head of a household. Nor did he, after that
busy and exciting day, think himself excused from family duty. He had blessed the
people in the name of the Lord; he now returns to bless bis household, i.e, to invoke
God's blessing on them,
'*

L How A MAN MAY BLESS HIS HOUSEHOLD. 1. By maintaining and conducting
family worship. Praising God with his laiuily. Praying with and for them. Giving
the worship a family character by the mention of family blessings, needs, sorrows, joys
the especial mention of special circumstances and events which affect the family, as
they arise. Doing this regularly and perseveringly. 2. By the religious instruction of
Reading the Word of God as part of the daily worship. Teaching the
his family.
children the truths and duties of Christianity, formally and informally.
The latter as
important, to say the least, as the former. Let the New Testament be the recognized
guide of the house, to whiclj everything is brought for judgment. Let its teaching be
instilled insensibly as occasions arise in family life. 3. By family discipline. " Ruling
well his own house, having his children in subjection with all gravity" (1 Tim. iii. 4)
encouraging right, forbidding and suppressing wrong conduct; regulating the companionships and occupations of his children.
Family government on Cliristian
principles and in a Christian spirit is itself a mode of instruction, and blesses a household.
4. By leading and accompanying his family to the house of Ood.
5 By setting
a good example. The head of a household cannot perform his duties aright without
He cannot teach what he does not value and practise his instructions
personal piety.
and prayers will lack the reality which impresses; his character will deprive his words
But a good life is a constant lesson. Children will learn from
of their proper force.
the spirit and conduct of a good father how to think of their Father in heaven, and
how they may serve and please him. The unconscious influence of the parent's life
.will be a perpetually operating power for good.
IL Why he should do so. 1. It is his manifest duty. Seen as we contemplate
(1) The relation of the family to God, as its Founder, the (Viginator of each household,
the Lord of family life, the Source of all its peculiar affections, the Bestower of all
ita blessings, the Guardian of its weaker members (Christ's " little ones ").
(2) Th«
;

—
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relation to Gkxi of the
for this very service.

head of a household. His servaut, his representative, appointed
(3) The promptings of parental affection and godly principles,

[ch. vi.

1—23.

(5) The just claims
are from Otod.
(4) The express injunctions of Holy Writ.
of society, which has a right to expect tliat in the household good citizens should be
trained and good members of the Church. The character and welfare of a people
depend more on family life than on public law and force ; and most fathers can best
erre their country by training well their children. Let them render more public
services if they are capable of them, but ever let them " return to bless their house(See
2. He vfiU thai best promote the welfare and happiness of his household.
holds."

which

division III. of homily on ver. 11.)' 3. His own happiness in his family will be
If his desires for their good are granted, he will be a necessary
greatly increased.
partaker oi their happiness, will rejoice that he has so largely contributed to it, and
If,
will receive a constant reward for his endeavours in their love and gratitude.
through untoward circumstances, or counteracting influences against which he had no
power to defend them, or through their own perversity, his efforts should fail, he will
at least have the satisfaction of a good conscience.
In conclusion, what has been said of the duty of fathers applies equally to mothers,
who have more influence than fathers over the younger children, and often over the
older also, and always have most to do with the order and comfort and moral
atmosphere of the home. G. W.

—

—

A

despiter rebuked.
The history of Michal is rather an unhappy
Vers. 20 22.
In early life she became enamoured of David, to whom she was reluctantly given
one.
by her father. Afterwards, when Saul became the enemy of David, she was given to
another, from whom, after many years, she was torn by her first husband, more,
It is likely she had no warm affection for him
probabl\ , from policy than affection.
now. She may have resented his succeeding to her father's throne. She had no
•ympathy with his religious zeal. Probably she originally admired the hero rather
than loved the saint ; and now that his fervour in religion has so strangely displayed
She felt herselt a king's daughter disgraced
itself, she cau contain herself no longer.
by his vulgar conduct ; and she resolves to tell ijim her mind about it ; and so, as he
returns to his house in joyous religious excitement, eager to bless his family, as he had
just blessed the people, she meets him with bitter reproaches, to which he, surprised
and mortified, returns a bitter answer, in which are, nevertheless, good reasons for Ida

—

—

conduct.

L Heb
indecent.

bkpboach.

It

was

The charge was

in substance that his conduct had been undignified and
but unjust. Her anger and want of sympathy

plausible,

misrepresentation of proceedings which were
innocent and praiseworthy. Similar lack of sympathy with ardent piety often leads
Many are ready to condemn modes of expressing or
to similar unjust judgment.

with her husband's zeal led her to

But what would be
promoting religion which are foreign to their own habits.
unsuitable and unprofitable to one class of persons may be the reverse to another ; and
what would not be suitable as an ordinary practice may be allowable and commendable
under special circumstances. In times of general excitement men wiU do what would
be ridiculous at other times. Zacchaeus climbed a tree to get a good view of Jesus,
regardless of dignity and the possible ridicule of the crowd ; and he was rewarded for
David would not have displayed his zeal by leading the multitude in music and
it.
R' proach and condemnation are
singing and dancing under ordinary circumstances.
Many who are
to be estimated partly according to the persons who utter them.
ready to do so are incapable of passing just judgment, on account of a total or partial
want of religion. " The natural man receiveth not the thmgs of the Spirit of God lor
they are foolishness unto him neither can he know them, because they^ are spiritually
discerned" (1 Cor. ii. 14). And some who are not destitute of relision are so contracted in their views and feelings that they are unable to estimate rightly the religion
of others. John the Baptist practised abstinence, and was said to have a demon.
Jesus lived as ordinary men, and was condemned as a glutton and winebibber. The
Those who are
apostles on the Day of Pentecost were s^aid to be " full of new wine."
fond of orderliness and dignity in religion are prone to condemn all kinds of excitement
and the freedom of form and expression which it favours. But it is poasihle to sacrifice
:

:
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efficiency to order.
While the lovers of order and good taste are exclusively indulging
their preferences, multitudes may be left unctred for and untouched.
When, therefore,

by means which

are thought objectionable, they are attracted and benefited, the
properly be asked to find and employ better methods which ahall answer
end; and meanwhile to bear with, yea, thank God for, those who are doing
a good work in a manner which they cannot wholly approve. On the other hand,
those who love and employ excitement and freedom may well be warned lest they
frustrate their aim to save men by using means inconsistent with that reverence and
thoughtfulness which are essential to true religion, and lest they unjustly condemn
their iellow-Christians who pursue their ends by calmer methods.
There are room and
need for variety of modes of worship and activity with one spirit and aim. Let us not
condemn those who, in the Name of Jesus, are really casting out evil spirits, and
bringing men to a right mind, though they do not follow with us (Luke ix. 49, 50).
IL David's reply. It was severe, and likely, as it was doubtless meant, to sting.
objectors
the tame

may

That what he had done he had done for Jehovah. (1) Him
was worthy of all possible honour and public praise and confession.
(2) Him who had chosen and exalted him, in the place of Saul and his house, to be
ruler over his people.
Piety and gratitude combined to impel him to rejoice before the
Lord on an occasion so remarkable and auspicious. All of us have similar reasons for
honouring God to the utmost of our power. In view of them, the most ardent zeal
fear the worship of God and the promotion of his kingdom is justified, and cold and
measured service stands condemned. 2. His determined resolve. To do as he had
done.
Yea, to surpass his recent displays ot zeal for the Lord. If this was accounted
if this were to lower himself, he would sink lower stilL
vile, he would be viler still
Similar should be the eflFect upon us of the reproach which fervent piety may subject
us to. If, indeed, objection be made to some of the ways by which we show it, we
should reconsider them, especially when the objection comes from Christian brethren
but undeserved reproach should stimulate us to greater devotedness and more resolute
determination. 3. Hit assurance of honour. From "the maidservants" of whom
Michal had spoken lo disparagingly. He virtually appealed from her judgment to
What just foundation is there for satisfaction in the approval of the humbler
theirs.
classes ?
(1) They may be more capable ot right judgment in matters of religion than
many who are above them in worldly condition, and even in general education and
They may have more spiritual susceptibility and fewer prejudices. They
intelligence.
may feel more their ignorance, and be more humble and teachable. They at least
know what does them good, which is the end of all religious ministrations. Hence
they are often right when their scorners are wrong. Our Lord was accepted and
listened to gladly by many of the common people, while few of the upper and the
learned classes received him and he rejoiced and thanked his Father that, while the
truths he taught were hidden from " the wise and understanding," they were revealed
unto " babes " (Luke x. 21). And in the early Churches St. Paul tells us that there
were " not many wise after the flesh, or mighty, or noble " but that these were put to
shame by the weak and despised (1 Cor. i. 26 28). (2) The good of the humbler
classes is to be sought.
To secure this end they must be interested, and their approval
won and he who can, without unworthy arts, succeed in winning them so as to lead
them to Christ, may well rejoice and be thankful. David's language may be in
substance adopted by preachers who are despised because approved and followed by the
common people while the ministry or tJhurch which fails to lay hold of them ought
to mourn and reconsider its spirit and methods.
To conclude : 1. It is an unhappy thing when man and wife differ radically in
matters of religion. It deprives them of the unspeakable benefits of mutual sympathy
and helpfulness. It is the occasion of dispute and unhappiness, if not settled iilienatioru
Let these
It hinders very seriously the religious and moral education of the children.
things be thought of before the irrevocable steps are taken which bind two lives
together.
2. There are worse faults in relation to religion than vulgarity, undup
•xoitement, or eccentricity. These may be in some degree injurious, but indifferon
or hostility is fiataL—G. W.
Notice:

who

1.

His

defence.

in himself

;

;

;

—

;

;

'
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EXPOSITION.
Nathan rashly approTes. The king's purpose seems so pious that he does not doubt

CHAPTER vn.
Ver.

1.

—When the

The order is not

king sat in

chronological

;

Ms house.

for the words,

Jehovah had given Viim rest from all his
enemies round ahout (so the Revised Version, rightly), imply the successful termination, not of all ward necessarily, but certainly
of something more than that with the
Philistine invaders in the Rephaim valley.
general summary of all David's wars is
given in oh. viii., and it was probably after
he had subdued the Philistines and Moab,
and his throne wi&n now fully established,
that in some time of peace, possibly before
Hanun forced him into wars which won
for him an empire, David sent for Nathan,
and told him his full desire. Its position

A

here immediately after the account of the
bringing of the ark to Zion has a higher
unity than that of chronology. It shows
that David had always a larger purpose
than the mere placing of the ark in its tent;
and, as soon as a period of tranquillity
arrived, he confided his thoughts to the
prophet Thus, with only one step taken
towards his whole plan, David exercised
a wise moderation in leaving the service at
Gibeon unmolested. As regards the word
" rest," we have to distinguish between the
first series of wars, whicli established David
firmly on his throne, and the second series,

which gave him widespread dominion.
Hebrew,
Ver. 2. A house of cedar
cedars. As these trees were sent by Hiram,
and as the house was built, and David now
settled in it, some considerable time must

—

;

have elapsed since his accession. Moreover,
the leai^'ue with Hirum would be the result
of David's successes recorded in ch. vliL 1
for the bond of union between the two was
As we
their mutual fear of the Philistines.
have seen before, the alliance with Tyre
had a very civilizing effect upon the Hebrews, who were far inferior to the Tyrians
in the mechanical arts ; and David's house
of hewn cedar logs was marvellous in the
eyes of a p( ople who still dwelt chiefly in

David purposed to build even a more
sumptuous palace for Jehovah, and advised
with Nathan as his chief counsellor, and the

tents.

person to whom subsequently the education
of Solomon was confided. Within curtains
Hebrew, the curtain ; that is, the tent. The
tabernacle prepared by Moses for the ark
was formed of ten curtaius (Exod. xxvi. 1),
but the significance lay, not in their number,
but in the dwelling of Jehovah still being
a mere tem^wrary lodging, though his people
had received from him a settled land.
Ver. 8. Go, do all that is in thine heart.

—

acceptance by Qod.
Ver. 4. The word of Jehovah came onto
Nathan. Not every word of a prophet was
inspired, and only a very few of the prophets,
and those only upon great and solemn
occasions, spake under the direct influence
of the Spirit of God. In his usual relations
with the king, Nathan was simply a wise,
tlioughtful, and God-fearing man. In giving
his approval he probably meant no more
than that a permanent dwelling for Jehovah
was what all pious men wore hoping for.
But from the days of Samuel to those of
Ezra, there was never wanting one or even
more holy men who were, on fit occasions,
commissioned to bear a message from God
to man ; and as these generally belonged to
the prophetic order, men too often now
its

—

So
confound prophecy with prediction.
inveterate is this confusion that even in the
made
Version
Amos
is
to
say,
Revised
"I
was no prophet, neither was 1 a prophet's
son," whei eas the Hebrew distinctly is, " I
am no prophet, nor a prophet's son [that is,
one trained in the prophetic schools], but
I

am

a herdsman"

(Amoa

16).

vii.

But

though not a prophet by profession, yet
Amos was discharging a prophet's higher
duty in testifying against wickedness and
impiety, and was acting under a special
Divine call. Still, he did not belong to the
prophetic order, nor wear the garment of
black camel's hair, which was their pro-

On the present occasion,
fessional dress.
Natl] an, in approving, had spoken as a man,
but now a Divine message comes to him.
we know not, but iu ver. 17 it is called
;
a " vision " and it is also said that it came

How

« that night."
Ver. 5. Shalt thou, etc. ? The question
implies an answer in the negative but there
is no disapproval of David's purpose as such,
but only the deferring of its full execution
unto the days of his son. There is more
than this. The idea which runs through
the Divine message is that the dwelling of
Jehovah in a tent was a fitting symbol of
It
Israel's unquiet possession of the land.
was David's mission to give them tranquillity and security in the region which they
had conquered long ago, but wherein they
had never hitherto been able to maintain
Then, upon the
their liberty unimpaired.
accomplishment of David's special duty, his
son, Shelomo, i.e. the peaceful, was to build
the solid temple, as the proof that Jehovah
had now taken permanent possession of
We find also a further thought,
the land.
namely, that the building of the temple

—

;
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signified " the making for David of a house."
lu its full significanct thia means that the

tribe of Judiih and the lineage of David
were now cliosen by God as the ancestors of

the Messiah.
Ver. 6.— I have walked in s tent and in
a tabernacle ; literally, i have walked continually: that is, I have ever been a wanderer,
first, in the wilderness, and subsequently
Inat Gilgal, Sliili)h, Nob, and Gibeon.
stead of a " tabernacle," the Hebrew has
a " dwelling." This may refer to the houses
of Abinadab and Obed-Edom, but tlie words
more probably signify ** a tent that was my
dwelling."
Ver. 7. In all the places wherein I have
*
walked ; Hebrew, in all wherein I continued
walking; that is, in all my walking, in all
the whole time wherein I have been a
wanderer. Instead of tribes, the Chronicler
Chron. xvii. 6) reads "judges," the
(1
words in the Hebrew being almost identical.
" Judges " is, of course, the more easy and
natural reading, but " tribes " gives a fuller
sense, and is supported by all the versions.
For in the troubled anarcliy which lasted
until Saul's reign, first one tribe and then
another was called to the front, and had
a temporary ascendancy; but neither did
Jehovah give it any command to provide
a settled place for his worship, nor did any
one of the judges conceive the thought of
making his tribe permanently the chief,
by providing a fixed abode for the ark and
To
for God's worship within its bonlers.
The shepherd, in
feed my people Israel.
biblical language, is the ruler, and to feed
is to govern, yet in a kindly way, going in
front as the shepherd before his flock, to
bear the brunt of danger, to clear the road,
and to guide into the safe pastures. So
tribe after tribe had been called to bear the
brunt of war, and, after winning deliverance,
it became its duty to guide and lead the
people.
In 1 Kings viii. 16, 18, 25, and
still more remarkably in 1 Chron. xxii. 8,
9, we find large additions made to the
account here given. It follows that we
have in this place only a brief summary of
the message brought by Nathan, but one
containing all the chief points.
Ver. 8. I took thee from the sheepoote.
There is in Nathan's message a marked
advance upon the words of all previous
Hitherto God's promises had
Erophtcies.
eeu general, and no tribe, and much less

—

—

special person, had been chosen as the
progenitor of the Messiah.
The nearest
approach to the selection of a tribe had been
the prediction of Judah's supremacy until
Shiloh came (Gen. xlix. 10); but it was not
even there expressly declared that Shiloh
•hould be of Judah's race. Bnt now David
ia clearly chosen.
Jehovah takes him from

any

183

the sheepcote Hebrew, " the meadow " (see
It was in the meadows,
Ps. Ixxviii. 70).
the Naioth, round Ramah, that Samuel had
gathered the young men of Israel to study
their ancient records, and raise their country
In those
to a sense of its high calling.
;

meadows David had been formed

for

his

high vocation but he had returned from
to Bethlehem, to feed his father's
sheep. And now, " from following the
ewes that gave suck," Jehovah takes him
to be " his servant," a word of high dignity,
applied to but few persons in the Old
Testament. It signifies the prime minister,
or vicegerent of Jehovah, as the theocratic
king, and is the special title of Moses
;

them

among God's people, and, among the heathen,
of Nebuchadnezzar, as one summoned to do
a great work for God. But it is in the last
twenty-seven chapters of Isaiah that the
reaches its full grandeur. For there,
first of all, Israel is called Jehovah's servant, because it was Israel's ofiBce to be the
witness for the oneness of God amidst the
debasing polytheism of all the nations
round. And then, finally, the servant is
Messiah, as being the personal Representatitle

The title is now
tive of God upon earth.
given to David as the type of Christ's kingly
ofiBce, and also as the sweet singer, who
added a new service to the worship of God,
and made it more spiritual, and more like
the service of angels round God's throne.
Ver. 9. I have made thee a great name.

—

The widespread conquests

and

of David,

his great empire, were not for the sake of
mere earthly dominion. It was, first of all,
a type of Messiah's reign, to whom God baa
promised the heathen for his inheritance,
and that his gospel shall be carried to the
ends of the earth. But, secondly, if Messiah

was to be " David's Son," it was necessary
that that king should hold a special place
In the fables
in the hearts of all Israelites.
and tales of the Arabs, it is Solomon who
place.
Just
as our foreholds the foremost
fathers showed the native qualities of the
race by making Arthur's court the abode
of prowess and chivalrous bravery bo the
Arabs made Solomon's court the repi«s>ntative of that dazzling splendour and magnificence which they so admired and invested
;

;

with superhuman knowledge and
magical power, such as made janns and
In
ifreets the humble slaves of his will.
the Old Testament no king is " Jeliovah's
servant" but David; no king is ever conThe
nected with Messiah but David.

him

religious fervour of the people

may

giither

round a Hi zekiuh or a Josiah, and prophets
may encourage them in their work but
no prophet sees in either of them the
;

It is, however, in the
ancestor of Christ.
Psalms that we learn the full meaning ot

—

.
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Here » veil ii partly
But it would be a wilful
elosing of the eyes to read tliis message
•nd not bear in mind the clear light with
which every word is illumined by tho inNathan'e words.

drawn over them.

outix)uring of David's own heart.
thoroughly understood the fulness and
blessedness of God's revelation, and lias
taught UB that it all looked onward to

spired

He

Christ.
Vers. 10, 11. Moreover I will appoint .
will plant. For "moreover," the Hebrew
has "'and." The tenses also continue the

—

eame " And
have planted."
:

I

.

have appointed

.

.

It is all part of the

.

and
same

As

regards the second verb, the past
tense alone makes sense. Jehovali was not
about to plant Israel ic a place ol their own,
but had just done so completely. For
David's kingdom had given them security,
and with it the power of doing for God that
duty which was Israel's special oflBce in the
world. Had the anarchy of the times of
the judges continued, and the energies of the
nation been spent in a hard struggle for
existence, thai rapid advance in literature
which followed upon the institution of
Samuel's SLhools, and which filled David's
0OurL with poets and chroniclers, never
oould have existed, and prophecy would

act.

have been impossible. The age of Hezekiah
was apparently the culminating period of
Hebrew civilization, after which came the
depressing influences of the Assyrian invasions, and then long exile, foil >wed by
a second weary struggle for existence. If
writing was at first a mystery and an art
known only to priests, it i>ecame throughout
the monarchy the possession especially of
the prophets, who were Israel's learned
men. At the head of their roll stanis the
matchless Isaiah, and to render it possible
for his genius to display itself, not only
Samuel's 8ch< ols, but the security of David's
era of conquest, and the long peace and
magnifii^ence of Solomon's reign, were all
V\ hen "God had given
David
necessary.
rest from his enemies r^und about," hi' had
thereby finally appointed a place for Israel
and had planted them there. There is,
perhaps, some diflSculty in the verb-forms at
the eud of ver. 11, but none in the meaning.
The reign of David marks an era in the
Under him Israel obtained
liatiunal life.
secure possession of the place appointed for
it; and now, having no longer to waste
perpetual fighting, the
its energies in
national life grows upwards, and attains to
oolture, to thought, and civilization, ('anaan
is now tiieir own, and instead of being mere
Warriors, tixey develop national institutions
and a national charu, .er. What could men
do that belongs to a higher and nobler life
who were in daily fear of being swept away

[oh.

vn. 1

20,

by Canaanites and Midianites, by Philistines
ai.d Ammonites?
This miserable period is
described as " beforetime," and as "since
the day that I Ci mmanded judges to be
over my people I-rael." And iiere a colon
should be placed and the Hebrew will then
proceed, "But now I have caused thee to
rest from thine enemies:" the anarchy and
its attendaut weakness is over; "and Jeh jvah telleth thee that Jehovah will make
;

thee a house." Rest has been given; the
establishment of David's family as the
Slessiaiiic lineage is to follow (see on this
promise, 1 Sam. ii. 35).
which shall proVer. 12. Thy seed
As the son is to be established in the
ceed.
kingdom and to build the house, he must be
Solomon, who plainly, therefore, was not as
yet born (see note on ver. 1).
Ver. 13. I will establish the throne of his
kingdom for ever. The temple which Solomon was to build was the symbol of the
new development of Israel, and naturally
these words suggest a meaning not unworthy
of so great an advance in the accomplishment of the nation's mission. Had we,
indeed, only this passage, we might be content to take it in a popular sense, as signifying that, whereas Saul's throne (and subsequeiitly that of the many usurpers in
Samaria) had but a brief existence, Solomon's descendants should hold for many
centuries undisputed possession of the kingdom of Jerusalem. But in Ps. Ixxxix. 28
we read, " His (David's) seed will I make
to endure for ever, and his throne as the
days of heaven." And again in vers. 36, 37 a
continuance is assured to it as lasting as that
of the sun and moon. We can scarcely, therefore, be wrong in the conviction that these
promises pointed onwards to the establishment of Christ's kingdom, and that the great
importance attached to the building of the
temple finds its explanation in its relation
Tills full establishmeut after so
to him.
long a delay of the Mosaic typical ritual,
the addition to it of psalmody, giving it a
spiritual side, and making the worship that
of the heart, tiie bestowal of empire, and
the rapid development of the people under
David and Solomon, were all steps in that
wonderful series of special providences
which made the Jews fit to be the progenitors of the Messiah, which surrounded
him during lis ministry with companions
capable of under.^tanding and recording his
teaching, and provided for him, after his
death, missionaries, not merely with zeal
enough, but with intellectual gifts suflBcient
to enable theai to persuade both Greece and
Rome to listen to tidings so wonderful and
mysterious as that God for onr salvntion
had become man. Keil also w 1 jwints out
th»A the temple was a symbol of Christ's

—

.

.

.

—

1

i
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incarnation; for

God on

it

meant the dwelling of

"I have

Burely," says Solomon, "built thee a honee of habitation, a
place for tbee to dwell in for ever" (1 Kings
Tlie same thought was in St.
viii. 13)
e^irth.

John's mind when he said, "The Word
became tiesh, and dwelt as in a tabernacle
among us " (John i. 14). For the verb used
by him, literally "tabernacled," is a comparibou between Christ's life on earth, and
the dwelling of God in "the teat of meeting."
Kut there is more than thii Christ himself

body "the temple" (John ii. 19,
Resuirection he raised np again
the temple of his body which tlie Jews had
destroyed, and at the Ascension it was removed from the earth, to be reserved in
heaven until his second advent His reign
now is spiritual, and his temple is not a
calls his
21).

At the

building made with hands, but; is the hesctt
of the renewed believer (1 Cor. vi. 19). And
this indwelling of Christ in the heart will
continue unto the end of the present disoensation.
For Christ's indwelling is that
also of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. iii. 16) and
the gift of the Spirit continues unto the
end of the world. " The Father shall give
you another Comforter, that he may abide
with you for ever " (John xiv. 16).
Ver. 14. I will be his Father, And he
hall be my son. Between &ther and son
there is not only love, but oneness. Whatsoever the father hath, that belongs also to
the sou by natural right. But this sonship
is magnified
in the Psalms beyond the
measure of Solomon or any natural limits.
The Son there is "the Firstborn," which
Boloiuon was not, "higher than the kings
of the earth " (Ps. Ixxxix. 27) ; and he must
have " the nations for his inheritance, and
the uttermost parts of the earth for his possession" (Ps. ii. 8). Psalms like the second
and seventy-second belong, not to Solomon
personally, but to him as the type of the
Prince of Peace and they help to show us
what is the true meaning and fulfilment of
the words here. The rod of men; that is,
;

—

;

such punishment as men fitly receive for
their faults.
David's natural posterity was
to be exempt neither from human depravity,
nor from punishment, nor from the changes
and chances of mortal life. With them, as
with men generally, there would be »
tangled skein, of virtue and sin, of foUy and
wisdom, of terrible fall and penitent recovery.
But there was to bo no blotting out of
David's lineage. Great earthly houses, in
the lung course of events, one after another
become extinct, and even the tabernacle of
David was to fall (Amos ix. 11), but not
forever.
God wouM "raise up its ruins"
in Christ, and " build it as in the days of
old."
Bo in Isa. ix. 1 there is the same
thooght of the eomplete down-hewing ot
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David's earthly lineage, yet only to rise
again to nobler life and vigour, in the
Branch, or Sucker, that was to spring from
the fallen trunk.
Vers. 15, 16.
Before thee. This does not
refer to time, but means " in thy presence,"
"
or before thy face," that is, " as thou Last
thyself been witness." There is a strong contrast between the fate of Saul's house and
this eternal endurance promised to that of
David. The lineage of Saul might have
made a new start in Jonathan, and even when
he died at Gilboa, he left a son behind him.
Still, no one ever looked upon Mephibosheth
as having any title to the throne and though
Shimei (ch. xvi. 5) may have conceived the
hope that, if David were overthrown, the
kingdom might return to Saul's family,
yet, as a matter of fact, among the many
vicissitudes of the ten tribes, the attempt
never was made to search for a descendant
of Saul to be Israel's king. Saul's was a
royalty for one generation David's throne
was to be established for ever. Not because
David was sinless. His character is sullied
by crimes of the darkest hue. But he never
sank into a mere tyrant, such as Saul was
towards David and towards the priests atNob.
Nor did David ever become an irreligious
man (1 Sam. xxii. 18 19 xxviii. 15), though
there is in him a strange and painful mixture of great good and great evU. The salt
that preserves his character is bis genuine
sincerity and earnestness both towards God

—

;

;

;

and man and these qualities make him not
unworthy of the high place he holds amoug
God's people. Still, the promise wa; not
;

because of David's deserts, but because from
him was to come the Christ, who is Messed
for evermore.
Ver. 17. Vision.
This word does not
imply that Nathan saw anything with the
natural eye, but signifies that sort of prophecy which was vouchsafed to a '"seer."
Thus the prophecies of Isaiuh,of Nahum, and
of Obadiah are called " visions." Probably
the word is taken from the fixed gaze, with
whicli the seer looked into the far-off world
with unmoved eyes, yet seeing not with them,
but with the spiritual sight within. It would
thus be an intellectual process accompanied
by a rigidity of the natural organs, caused
partly by intensity of feeling, but chiefly by
mental preoccupation, which left no faculty
at liberty to discharge its ordinary function.
Ver. 18. David ... sat before the Lord.
The word "sat" is usually explained by

—

—

commentators as meaning "tarried." The
rabbins give the word its ordinary meaning,
and say that it was the privilege of kings to
pray in a sitting posture. But we eennot
possibly believe that kings at this early
stage had estnhlished a special etiquette for
observance in prayer, and the difficulty is
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merely imaginary. Because the Jews prayed
standing, find we modems pray kneeling,
we both assume that to pray sitting was
an irreverent act
It was not eo, nor are
we to think of David as sitting at ease in
a chair. He sat upon the ground, as was
the Oriental custom, with Ids feet doubled
under him, and his head bent forward and
in this posture meditated upon Jehovah's
message, and then poured out his thoughts.
As it is expressly said that " he sat before
Jehovah," the place must have been the

give no help, we must take totnh in ita
usual sense, and understand that this oontinuance of David's house into the di^^tant
future has now become a human law, that
ifl, a divinely constituted ordinance, which
must now take its place among the laws

outer court of the tabernacle. Who am I,
Lord Jehovah 1 In the Authorized Ver-

We

;

sion Jehovah is rendered " God," because it
has the vowels of the word Mohim ; usually

rendered "Lord," because the Massoattached to it the vowels of Adonai,
" lord," equivaleiit to Dominus. As Adonai
here precedes Jehovah, the Massorites were
driven from their usual practice, and were
•o superstitious as to suppose it more reverent to pronounce the name Elohim than
that of Jehovah, to which the Jews attached
magical powers. David's words are not so
much a prayer as a meditation, full of
thanksgiving, and even of wonder at the
greatness of God's mercies to him. In it
he first acknowledges liis own unworthineBS
and the meanness of his father's house comEared with the liigh dignity which God is
estowing upon him. For not only has lie
raised him to the kingly office, but promised
him the continuance of his house " for a
great while to come."
Wliether David
understood as yet tliat he was now placed
in the same position as Abraham of old,
in that " in bis seed all the families of the
earth should be blessed," is uncertain, and
depends upon the interpretation put upon
the following words. This only we may
affirm, that what he says in this place of
his house remaining until a distant future
falls tar short of the meaning of the passages
quoted above from the Psalms.
Ver. 19.^-And is this the manner of man,
Lord God 1 Hebrc w, and thi» it the law
it is

ritee

of man,

Lord Jehovah. In the parallel
pa-sage (1 Chron. xvii. 17) the Hebrew has,
"And thou hast regarded me according to
the law of a man of high degree." The
rendering of the Authorized Version here,
which, by making the clause interrogative, implies a negative, gives absoluti-ly
no sense; but some commentators render,
"And this is the manner of men, O
Lord Jehovah," understanding thereby
that God was acting towards David in a
hunjaii manner, that is, as an earthly friend
and benefactor would do. But though the
Revised Version favours this rendering,
the Hebrew word torah never has this
meaning, and, unless, the attempt be made
to amend the text, for which the versions

which govern human

affairs.

are undoubtedly difficult,

The words

and we

feel that

David was speaking in an ejnculatory
manner, in sentences but half expressed,'
breaking forth from him bit by bit, under
pressure of deep excitement within.
notice too that, while there is no direct
reference to the Messiah in David's words,
yet that the Psalms indicate that he did
connect the duration of his house with the
Messiah's advent ; and this ejaculation may
have sprung forth, if not from a fully formed
conviction, yet from the feeling that the
permanence of his house was for the purpose
of a higher kingdom than that of Jerusalem ; and so the promise was a " law of
man," and the promulgation of a decree
which affected the whole human race.
This may be the meaning of the Vulgate,
which renders " a law of Adam," that is,
one embracing within its scope all Adam's

the

race.

—Thou,

Lord God, knowest thy
throughout has
Lord Jehoonh, except in vers. 22. 25, where
it has " Jehovah God," the title of Deity
used in Gen. ii. The repeated use of this
covenant and personal name of God is very
emphatic
and the appeal to Jehovah's
knowledge of his heart reminds us of similar
outpourings of David's consciousness of his
sincere devotion to his Maker, as for inVer. 20.

The

servant.

Hebrew

;

stance in Ps. xvii. 3.
In 1
Ver. 21. For thy word's sake.
Chron. xvii. 19 we read, " For thy servant's
sake." The phrase seemed, perhaps, to the
Chronicler difficult, but it does not mean
* because of thy previous promise," for no
such promise had been given, but " bc^ause
thou hast now said it." Nor does it imply
pre-existing merit in David, but that God
had now chosi u to declare his will, and
what was according to his own heart. It
thus makes God's own good will and pleasure
the cause of the great honours bestowed
upon David. Instead of these great things,
the Hebrew haathis great thing ; that is, the
lasting continuance of David's family.
"Wherefore thou art great.
Ver. 22.
God's goodness is to David a proof of his
greatness, and he sees it displayed, not only
in his dealings with himself, but also in
the past history of the Jewish nation.
There is in this a depth of evangelic piety.
Au unconverted heart would see the greatness of God in the majesty of creation, or
in severe dealings with the impenitent.
David saw it in acts of mercy and kindness.

—

—
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look npon Elijali as the very type of
sternness, yet he too recognized the presence
of Gud in " the still email voice " of gentleness and love (1 Kings xix. 13).
Ver. 23. And what one nation, etc. ? The
translation should be, And who is like Ihy
pfople, like Israel, the one nation upon earth
which God wfut to redeem for himsdf to he
his people, and to make for him a name, etc.?
Israel both w;is and remains to this day a
nation unique in its history, both in those
early di alingti of God with it, and also in
its later iiistory and its marvellous preservation unto this day. It is remarkable that
in this place the word for " God," Elohim, its
followed by a verb plural, the almost invariable rule in Hebrew being that, though
Elohim is itself pluial, it takes a verb
singular whenever it refers to the true

—

God.
In the corresponding passage (1
Chron. xvii. 21) the verb is in the singular.
No adequate reason has been given for this
deviation, but probably the usage in tliese
early times was not so strict as it became
•ubsequently. It is the influence of writing,
and of the eye becoming conversant with
writing, that

makes men

correct in

their

use of language and in the spelling of
Words. In the Syriac Church, God the
Word and God the Holy Ghost were at
first spoken of in tlie feminine gender, because " Word " and " Spirit " are both feminine nouns but grammar soon gave way to
soundness of thought and feeling. So probably in colloquial language Elohim was
often used with a verb plural, but correct
thinking forbade and overruled grammar.
We may regard tliis, then, as one of the few
passages in which the colloquial usage has
escaped correction, and attach no further importance to it. Por you. " You " is plural,
and refers to the people. The Vulgate has
"for them," which is in accordance with
the greater exactness of modem grammar.
But sudden clianges of person are very
common in Hebrew, which follows the rules
of thought rather than of written composition
and so David speaks of Israel as you,
because tiiey seemed to him to be present.
We must note, however, that in the words
that follow, for thy land, and thy people,
the pronoun is singular, and refers to God.
From the nations and their gods. Both tlie
Authorized Version and the Revised Version,
by inserting " from," which is not in the
Hebrew, take "nations " as in apposition with
"Egypt;" but a moment's consideration
;

:

shows that
is

plural.

this

But

of grammatical

untenable, as " nations "
the whole verse is so full
is

difhculties as

to

make

it

extremely probable that the text is corrupt,
and that we ought t(» supply the verb "to
drive out," which is actually read in 1 Chron.
xviL 21, or even to substitute it in the place
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of " for thy land," which is omitted in the
parallel passuge.
The nations which God

drove out had nothing to do with Egypt, but
were the seven dominant tribes of Canaan
and the bestowal upon Israel of their territories was as essential a part of Jehovah's
dealings with his people as the Exodus
itself.
Thus the reading will be. To drive
out before thy people, whom thou purchasedst
fur thee from Egypt, nations and thtir gods.
Ver. 24. For thou hast confirmed.
The
word means " thou hast hrmly and securely
established Israel to be thy people."
This
plainly lefers to the settlement in Canaan,
now at last completed by David's victories,
and not to the deliverance from Egypt.
In the words that follDW David recognizes
the spiritual importance, not only of the
permanent continuance of his house, but
also of the empire given unto him.
For
Israel is now to be a people for ever and
thou, Jehovah, art become their Ood.
It is
very necessary to retain here the personal
name, Jehovah, as it is in the Hebrew, and
not dilute it down to the Lord of the Septuagint. For now, to David's mind, the
covenant seemed complete, and ratified for

—

:

Israel is. to Jiave an everlasting
existence a promise belonging to it in its
full sense only spiritually.
For as long as
the world lasts, it is ugainst the spiritual
Israel that the gates of hell shall never
prevail.
And next, first as the theocratic
people, and then as the Church, it is to hold

ever.

—

a unique relation to Jehovah, who is to be
its God.
For Israel, that is, the Jewish and
the Christian Church, worships, not the Gtod
of nature, Elohim, but Jehovah, the God of
grace; and they learn his attributes, not
from philosophy, nor by metaphysical inquiry, but from his own revealed will, in
which he teaches us wliat he is, wliat we
are, and how we are to become one with
him.
Vers. 2.'5, 26.— And now,
Lord God;
Hebrew, Jehovah Ood. Similarly, in ver. 26
"
the Hebrew is
Let thy Name be magnified for ever, saying, Jehovah Sabaoth is

God over Israel." The special relation of
to Israel is throughout kept constantly in view ; for Jehovah is the Name
of Ueity in covenant with his people, and
Jehovah

it

is

in

the confirmation and permanence

of the covenant that David sees the true
value of the lusting coutinuance of his own
house.
Ver. 27. Thou hast revealed to thy servant; Hebrew, thou hast uncovered the ear
of thy servant, (see note on 1 Sam. ix. 15).
Hath thy servant found in his heart Hebrew,

—

;

hath found his heart. The word "heart"
has a wide meaning in Hebrew, embracing
both our intellectual and our moral powers.

Here

it

simply

means "OAurage,"

as

in
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The Bevised

Version puts
" Therefore hath thy
etTvant been bold to pray this prayer."
Lord God, thou art
Ver. 28.— And now,
The pronoun r. ndered "that"
that God.
is reully a personal pronoun used as the
copula, which the Authorized Version inAs this grammatical usage,
serts in italics.
which is common to all the Semitic languages, was not understood at the time when
our version was made, we find all the parts
of the verb "to be " constantly printed in
italics, as though absent, while really they
are expressed in the Oriental way. This
has the advantage, however, of reminding
"
the reader that wherever the verb " to be
is printed in Boman characters it has a
much stronger meaning than the mere
union of subject and predicate. Thus in
Gen. i. 2 the first " was," in Boman type,
met.Tia "existed," or possibly "became;"
the Mcond " was," in italics, is simply the
1

gam.

xvii. 82.

this in the

margin

:

[CH. VII. 1

—

29.

Here the correct translation is,
now, V Lord Jehovah, thou art the Ch>d,
i.e. the one real, true God.
Ver. 29. Let it please thee to bless; or,
begin and blest. Literally, the verb signifies
to make up the mind and set about the
doing of the thing purposed. Thus David
prays that the blessing may now at once
begin to take effect. It is often rendered
" please " in our version, because the verb is
one used only of a determination resolved
copula.

And

—

upon of the

fiee-will of the purposer.
Its
force is well seen in Job vi. 9, where what
Job prays for is that God would deliberate no
longer, but decide the matter and set about

destroying him.
The Authorized Version
led, by the use of this verse " please,"
to adopt the optative form.
Really, it is the
language of firm faith, and should be rendered. And now [there is no " therefore "

was

begin of thy men good uill,
houte of thy servant.

and

]
blest the

HOMILETICS.

— —

Vers. 1 11. The facts are : 1. David, being settled in his kingdom and famished
with a permanent place of abode, is dissatisfied that the ark of the Lord should remain
In a frail lent. 2. He sends for Nathan, and intimates his desire to build a fitting house
3. During a vision of the
for the Lord, and receives encouragement from the prophet.
night Nathan is directed to inform David that his desire cannot be realized ; that all
along it had been God's will to move from place to place in a tent (ver. 6) that it was
never his purpose to have any other abode while Israel was unsettled (ver. 7). 4. He
is further to inform David that the dwelling in a tent, and his own call from the sheepcote (ver. 8) to be a leader of Israel, were both parts of one design, and that the success
Toucbsafed to him (ver. 9) was evidence of this. 5. Also, David is to know that, in
pursuance of the same purpose, God gave his people a land of their own, and planted
(these verbs to be taken as perfects, not as converted into futures) them in a permanent
abode, free from the embarras-^ment of such powerful assailants as annoyed them in the
time of the judges, and from which they now have rest. 6. Tlie good desire of David,
though not to be now realized, is acknowledged by the assurance that God has further
purposed to establish his house in IsraeL
;

Commendable but unseasimahle zeal. Every reader of the narrative at once feels how
natural and beautiful it was in David to desire, for the symbol of God's presence among
his people, an abode somewhat commensurate with its glory and suggestive of permanence. It was in keeping with all the antecedents of his life, and there was
manifested an exquisite spiritual sensibility in mentioning first of all so important a
subject as a change in the abode of the ark to the prophet who represented the
Divine source of guidance as distinguished from civil authority. What are the
elements which render such zeal commendable and at the same time unseasonable ?
is a personal absorption in the interests of God's kinqdoii
I. There

AMONQ MEN.

God's kingd' )m

among men

\\

as the great fact to be emphasized

and

illustrated in the life of the chosen race, suggestive of a more developed kingdom in
This fact had ab.sorbed the energies of Moses, but was somewhat obscured
later times.
when the people, weary of the existing form of the theocracy, asked lor and obtained
a king in Saul. From the first David had, in his own life, restored the idea of the
Divine kingdom to the distinctness of Mosaic times, and coianted himself to have no
function in the world apart from seeking to realize it in the national experience. For

he lived and ruled ; for it he prayed, and ot it be sang. This was the fountwn-head
Herein also is tke
of all his ceal, and the key to the communication made to Nathan.

It

OH. vn.
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We

are right in feeling and purpose only in ao
secret of all acceptable Christian zeaL
Human life rises to its highest level only
far aa our entire life is one with Christ's.
when it causes all its strength to flow in with the great stream of spiritual force which
It is not patronage of institutions, study or criticism of
i^ to cover the earth.
Christian forms of thought and action, friendly feeling towards workers in mission
fields, but personal identification with the interests of Christ's kingdom as the most
This is a practical illustration of the phrase, "
vital and precious of all interests.
have the mind of Christ."

one day

We

II. There is a wholesome fbab lest pbivate and beoulab peobpbbitt should
OEKEBATB SELFISHNESS. David was blessed with great prosperity in home and in
state.
In clearer, more reflective moods, he saw that this was connected with the
furtherance of the great purpose of God in the world but amidst the hurry of life and
;

inevitable weaknesses of the moral nature, it was liable to produce a feeling of selfish
content with his own condition. The dangers of prosjjerity are proverbial. His words
to Nathan, contrasting his own permanent dwelling with the slender covering of the
ark, revealed the thoughts and feelings of a man sensible of a grave spiritual danger,
and anxious not to fall into it. It is sometimes, in the course of doing God's work, or
what may be called secular work in a Christly spirit, that Providence grants men
secular prosperity. Then comes the testing-time of the religious life. Many fall under
the spell, and undue absorption in temporal personal comfort robs the kingdom of
The pleasures
Christ of much thought and energy it otherwise would have received.
But where
the "bouse of cedar " shut out the condition of the spiritual kin;^'dom.
seal is sound, watchfulness is maintained, and spiritual growth keeps pace with worldly
prosperity, there will be cherished a wholesome dread lest the blessings which come
from God should in any measure wean the heart from him and the supreme interestg

^

of his kingdom.

IIL There is a pebception op the tempobabt chabacteb of existing beli6I0US APPLIANCES. Spiritual instinct led David to feel that the tent was not suited as
the aboile in perpetuity of the eternal, unchangeable God. There was an incongruity
between the nature of the occupant and the frailty and transitoriness of the dwellingApart, then, from the contrast Avith his own " cedar house," he saw that the
place.
arrangeinent which had received Divine sanction through many generations was not
This was confirmed by the faith he
to be considered as perfect and uiialterable.
cherished that the presence of God among his people was in pursuance of the great
historic promise made to Abraham (Gen. xxii. 17, 18), and preparatory to some further
unfolding of the plan which embraced within its scope all the nations of the earth. So
And this is a
far his zeal in seeking a permanent abode lor the ark was enlightened.
characteristic of all true zeal.
It does not merely proceed from impulse and strong
feeling ; it has respect to the nature of the kingdom of Christ and the variability
The visible
of its outward appliances according to the stages of its development.
forms and arrangements adapted to one state of society may need revision and
change more or less radical to render the deposit of truth more effective in its influence
on a different state of society. A mere love of change is not identical with commendable zeal; a bare feeling that simple variation in outward forms will strengthen the
power of religion is I'o sure guide; but a distinction between the permanent truth
centring in Christ, and the trausitoriness of the setting of that truth, will lead to a
desire, when occasion offers, to make such modifications in the circumstantials of
religion as may best accord with the nature of the truth on the one side and the
devckipment of human society on the other.
rV. The IMPERFECTION OF the zeal MAT LIE IN THE ERROB AS TO 8EAS0NABLEKESSi In this case all seemed right and sound, in accordance with the purest love and
Subsequent light from God himself showed
devotion, both to David and to Nathan.
that here feeling was right aud thought also up to a giveu point, but that the zeal wa«
inappropriate by reason of a defective knowledge of the specific purposes of God. There
were reasons in the Divine mind why David, at this juncture, sliouM nut builil a house
Probably his wurk of cousolidation was not sufficiently advanced, and
for the Lord.
either then or later on he was reminded that a man of peace was alone suited for such
work (1 Chron. xxii. 8; xxviii. 3). The defectiveness of the judgment even of good
men is cauAe of much mistake in altering the iustitutioni> and visible agencies of the
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There are times when neither David nor Nathan may depend on their
present feelings and knowledge, but more light must be sought from the Head of the
Church. However sound the principle that forms and circometantiala do not possess
the permanence I'elongins: to the central truth they cover, still a busy zeal eager to
introduce somethiug new as more suited to a later development, even though shown by
the most sincere of men, luust be reearded with distrust unless Providence, by some
means as good to us as was Nathan's vision to David, makes it quite clear that the
time has come when the old should give place to the new. Holy desire, even when
conjomed with knowledge of a limited experience, may not be fitly realized because
God's time is not quite oome.
General lessoxs. 1. Where there is sincere piety there will be jealousy lest the
cause of God should not receive its due consideration. 2. It wiU be a mark of
prosperous piety amidst prosperous circumstances when men deliberately study how
they may more worthily serve God and give him the honour due to his Name.
should always anticipate that, as time advances, there will be fresh opportunities
3.
4. It is
for manifesting our devotion, even though our specific methods be not wisest.
a noble ambition to seek to render the house of God as perfect as human means can
make it, and in this often we see contrasts in character (vers. 1 3 ; cf. Hag. L 2, 5).
good man's life's work attains completion in so far as he combines, with advancing
secular prosperity, regard for the prosperity of relijgion.
Church.

We

—

A

—

The historic development of OocTi purpose concerning man. In vers. 4 11 we have
an exposition of tiie grounds on v/hich God declined to accept David's proposal to
The motive was good, and there was a certain perception of
build a house for him.
propriety in the design, but as its unseasonableness resulted from imperfect knowledge
of the ['ivLne will, ihat will is here made known.
This is the basis of the declaration to
I. God has a pubpose coNCERNrN'Q MAN.
David. It may, indeed, be said that there is a Divine purpose in the existence of every
atom and tCirm of force, since each is what it is by the will of God, and is related to aU
the rest of the universe in a definite way, so as to issue in a progressive order. Every
change is thus the working out in the material world of a purpose of the eternal
mind. But wlule this is true of man also considered as an organized creature in the
world, it is further true of him that there is a purpose in the eternal mind of which he
God has
is the object, and to work out which all other things are means and agents.
something to effect for man as well as by man. The New Testament informs us that
it is spiritual in its nature, and abounding with good to man and glory to God.
IL God's pubpose cokcebninq man is incospobated with humait affaibs. It
is pointed out to David that the history of his ancestors in Egypt and under the
judges, and also his own personal history, have been the vehicle through which this
purpose has been gradually working. God's thoughts for man assume concrete forms.
They enter as the gi 'Iden thread into the rough web of human life. Human wills work
in their own free way, but another will works with them, and uses them in their free
Abraham's domestic life, Israel's sojourn in
course for the manifestation of itself.
Eaypt and the desert, the struggle for existence during the period of the judges, and
the raising up and fall of Saul, and the exploits of David, were occasions and forms by
which that redemptive purpose revealed itself which later on in Judaea, in Pilate's hall
and in the ages of Christendom, became more distinct and yet more one with human
interests.
III.

In the OtJTWORKING OF THE PURPOSE TEMPOBABY 1NST1TUTI0N8 ABE OFBATSD.

ark and the tabernacle were the creation of the Divine purpose working al,ng the
They were the product of two things the purpose anJ the
line of human history.
David was right in viewing the tabernacle as essentially
incident-, of Israel's existence.
temiorary but he is reminded (ver. 6) that it expressed the Divine will for the time
because of ttie human element through which that will was working onwards.
succession of temporary expedients is traceable from the first to the second Adam.
One by one they disappeared before the approach of the true Light. Many of the
modern expedients of the Church will prove their temporary character in so far as
Clirist's holy will works its way into the heart of the wurld, and men, pcissessing this
10).
life, become in the best sense a law to themselves (1 Cor. xiii. 8

The

—

;

A

—
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The direct control of God secures transition from stage to

stage.
brought up the children of Israel; " "I have walked in
a tent " " I commanded to teed " " I took thee from the sheepcote " "I have
appointed a place." Thus mca were free, and history was formed by the free
action of man; but, still, in pursuance of the Divine purpose, an unseen hand so
fashioned the sum of human free action that captivity in Egypt yielded to a settled
home, and a goixi shepherd appeared to care for the flock in that settled home. It was
this recognition of the actual control of God so as to shape the items of human history
and secure a succession of transitions towards a definite goal that distinguished the
It is this which gave such assurance to apostles (Rom. viii.
teaching of the prophets.
The contending forces of each age are subject to him who by his mighty
22, 28, 31).
working cun subdue all things unto himself (Phil. iii. 21).
V. The value of means in the working out of the purpose is relative.
David's pinus dissatisfaction with the tabernacle as an abode for the ark was met by
the assurance (vers. 6, 7) that God was not dissatisfied, but had shown his approval of
The tabernacle may have oeen
his servants who were identified with its maintenance.
inai'equate to the later stage, but it was perfect in its adajjtation to the early stage of
God's method oi workinir. He never complained of disrespect to his Name; he even
honoured his servants who served him with such humble means. This a|)|ilies to the
methods by which, in different ages, revelations came to men agencies for diffusing and
jifeserving the truth, the condition of the Churches by which his will is still done and
Those who
the individual efforts of Christians to bring on the final triumph of Christ.
will not approve of action and appliances and merhods till they meet with what is
absolutely perfect, do not know history, or else, knowing it, are unwilling to accept its
lessons.
In an imperfect world where perfect holiness has to be attained through
means inerior, and out of lerfect relation to the end in view, we have to estimate each
method and agency by its fitness to raise us to a stage above the present, and in which
it may be dispensed with for something that will be a stepping-stone to a still
rV.

The words

to

David were, "

I

;

;

;

—

higher point.
VI. The whole of the successive stages tend to the permanent
of God with man. David was right in his anibition and faith. To have God
permanently among Israel was the perfection of holy desire. All hitherto had pointed
and though in the visible sense in which David desired it his wishes
in that direction
were not to be granted, yet he was pointed on to the reality of a "house" (ver. 11),
which we know involved the raising up of Immanuel. This is the goal of all Old
Testament revelations and ancient forms of instruction and discipline. And now that
God has been visibly manifest in the flesh, the process is going on by which spiritually
the dwellins of God with man in permanent union is to be reahzed (2 Cor. iii. 7 11

DWEmua

;

—

cf.

Eph.

U.18— 22).

Qenebal lessons. 1. Life should be conducted on the principle that God is with
man and woi kin^ with and for him. 2. The comparison of events illustrated by the Bible
teaching will enable us to trace out the line of God's working. 3. Although occasions
may arise, as during periods of Israel's history, when the signs of God's working are
obscured (Isa. xlv. 15), our faith should rest on the general revelation. 4. However
UTiable we may be sometimes to see the unity of God's working. Providence will throw
light upon it, and hy some explicit "I have walked," "I took thee," our confidence
5. All our desires and efforts and methods should, in their nature,
vill be confirmed.
God's habitation of the Church through the
have reference to the great issue

—

Spirit.

Consolation in disappointment. Although vers. 11, 12 of Ps. cxsxii. make it clear
that the psalm was written after the date of Nathan's visit to David, it is highly
probable that the sentiments expressed in vers. 3
5 of that psalm were cherished
before the king unbosomed himself to the prophet.
In the fallibility characteristic of
prophets when not authorized to speak by God, Nathan fiously encoumged his king
in his cherished wishes, and it is certain that that night David went tt) rest believing
that now, with the concurrence of so good a man, the great ambition of his heart would
The authorized revelation of the prophet on the following day must
Boon be realized.
have brought with it a disappointment corresponding in bitterness to the previous

—
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elevation of feeling.
But the gentle, kindly way in which it is allowed to fall is
a beautiful instance of God's tenderness toward his people.
There was balm in the words, "tell
I. OrOD RECOGNIZES U8 AS HiB OWN.
tervant David." In the beginning of his career David knew that he was called of Glod,
but many a year had passed, and many a sore spiritual conflict with varied success had
been endured. It was then refreshing to his spirit to be thus distinctly acknowledged
one honoured in heaven and identified with tka
to be the servant of the Most High
carrying out of God's will on earth. To be owned of God, to have the witness of his
Spirit with ours that we are his, to know on good evidence that our life is moving
along the lines of his purpose, what more satisfying and comforting when some
cherished desire is denied ? Paul's thorn in the flesh and consequent disapix)intment
of holy ambition was even welcome when the Lord sent a message assuring that he was
his " servant "—to do some work in the world, though not in the form desired.
It is
much in life if, amirlst many failures of character and frustration of cherished desires, a
man is permitted to know that God is not ashamed of him, and still honours him with
a place among the great body of co-workers with himselt

my

—

—

Pbovidenoe gbaduallt makes oleab, ts part at least, the wisdom of thb
The first note of Nathan's message brought sorrow and even anguish
Fond hopes of joyous activity in a blessed cause were crushed. The dream
of spirit.
The heart sank. But by degrees,
of holy hours vanished. Loving toil was rejected.
as the message unfolded and the course of Providence in reference to the tabernacle and
settlement of Israel were unfolded, and probably reference made to wars yet impending
(vers. 6
10 cf. ch. viii. 1 8 1 Kings v. 3, 4 viii. 19), the reasons of the Divine
conduct became manifest, and the troubled heart could rest in an unerring wisdom
alone.
A similar course was taken with the apostles \\'hen their Lord soothed their
disappointment at his expected departure by partially expounding the reason of his
conduct (John xiv. 1 4). Sometimes Christian workers who have, through sickness,
failing opportxmities, temporal disasters, and defective holiness of life, been denied the
privilege of accomplishing all that was in their heart for Christ, have had to dwell in
dense darkness for a while but gradually events have occurred and liuht from God's
Word has come which have shown how just and even kind it was that, under all the
circumstances of the case, the disappointment came. The day will come when the
bitter experiences of life will be so seen in their varied relations to ourselves and others
II.

DISAPPOINTMENT.

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

as to give occasion for thankfulness.

in. There is evidence that God will use us in other ways. "My servant**
meant to David that there was yet noble work to do for God. Human choice of the old
form of work is not always best. In the great kingdom that is being established there
and as the kingdom is one, every worker
is scope for many energies in manifold forms
To keep the door of the sanctuary, to wash
is honourable and every work essential.
the feet of weary pilgrims, to give a cup of cold water, to feed the hungry, to place a
mite in the treasury, and visit the widow and fatherless, are services honoured as truly
as erecting a temple and as necessary to the perfection of the kingdom of God on earth*
The Apostle Paul could not charm men by unfettered eloquence, but he could bless the
universal Church by his example of loving acquiescence in the Lord's will (2 Cor. xii
8 10). Even the very ambitions that have not been gratified may be used up by God
as means to inspire others with generous aims and lofty aspiratioijs.
It was a repayment of
IV. Gk>D REVEALS TO THE SPIRIT A CROWNING BLESSING.
;

—

own kind when the prophet was instructed to reveal to
that God would " make
a house.** To an Oriental monarch, especially after
the sad failure of Saul, there could not have been a more coveted distinction ttian being
blessed with a posterity that should hold his place in the kingdom. The blessing in
this case, we know, carried with it also a spiritual significance embodied in the
expression applied to Christ, " the Son of David." This cannot be regarded simply
as a reward for the design to build a house for the Lord it was part of a great purpose
from the beginning ; but it was clearly brought in here as a matter revealed for the
soothing of David's spirit in a season of disappointment. In this way the future
blessedness of the faithful is revealed in order that they may have abundant consolation.
Good men do not live and labour for future rewards, but from love of Christ and passionate sympathy with the purposes of his heart j nevertheless, the pastor, missionary,
David'rt loving devotion in his

him

Am

—

eavn.
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and parent whose hopes sometimes seem blighted,

rejoice to be able to think of an
which, in spite of all appearances, redounds to ibe glory uf God.
"Here am 1, and the souls thou hast given me," is to be true of muUiiudes. Gou will
give a godly seed, "a hmse" better aud more enduring thau any we could build for
him (Ps. cxxvi. 6, 6 ; Matt. xix. 29).

Issue of tlieir

life

— —

29.
The facts are: 1. The prophet clecl^ires to David (1) that he ehall
Vers. 12
have a seed who shall build a house for the Lord ; (2) that this succtssor shall be
regarded as a sou, and, while the subject of discipline, if needed, shall not be cast
off as was Saul; and (3) that the house and kingdom thus established shall endure
2. David, in response to the message, acknowledges the c>jnde3cen.sion and
for ever.
bounty of God in what he had done and promised. 3. He confesses ihar. all is of the
free unmerited loving-kiudness of God, and regards this wonderful superhuman goodness as being an illustration of the existence of a love trausceuding all that is known to
man. 4. He recognizes the blessedness of Israel in being under the care and guidance
of One so supremely good, and in being honoured to be distinctively his people. 5. He
prays that the good aud glorious things said of his house and of Israel niay come to
6. He conpass, and so bring out into public view and for ever the glory of God.
cludes with a prayer, based on the faithfulness and goodness of God, that grace may bo
bestowed on the house of David, so that it may fulfil the purpose so graciously formed

and now more

explicitly revealed.

We

have here brought out a contrast between
The testing period, and its rewards.
Saul and David. Both were accepted of God (1 Sam. ix. 15 17 ; xvi. 7 12, 13).
period of testing was assiuned to each of them, and Saul faUed in his (1 Sam. xiii. 13, 14),
while David succeeded (ch. vii. 8 12, 15). The whole facts show that for each of
them, in his official capacity, there was a probation or testing-time, which was not
coextensive with tlie duration of life, hut sufficient to prove fitness for being the instrument for the furtherance of the Divine purpose of redemption through the Messiah.
David was found fit for Divine use, and hence, in the prime of his days, he was assured
of the completion of his life's work and of issues most glorious,

—

—

A

—

The eably stagks of a careeb dkteumine

its issue.
From his call and
to his desire to build a house for the Lord, David had been t (king the first
steps of his' public life; on the whole, he had been wise, devout, loyal to God, zealous
for the Divine kingdom among aaen.
The great work of his entire life was thereby
I.

anointing

up

virtually ensuied.
All future successes were now germinal. Saul's future was Hasted
because the early testing years were unimproved; David's future was made sure
because his trial had proved his sterling qualities. The years of early maulioud carry

A

them the futnre of the man.
Christian "found faithful" enters on a wider
ministry (1 Tim. i. 12). The Church that has kept true iu trial is safe in view of future
perils (Rev. iii. 10
The proper use of five talents carries with it the promise of
12).
use of ten talents. According to the development of Christian character in the early
tagos of religious life will be its power and victories unto the very end. The beginning!
of things are the ends of things in miniature.
Character is a prophecy. Ultimate
successes lie hidden in first adjustments.
IL ThB BLESSKD issues of a PBOBATION ABE IN THE OBDER OF NATUBB. The
bestowment of the honour of being founder of a great line of kings on David was an act
of Divine favour, marking approval of his fidcUty during the testing-time of life ; but it
was not a mere artificial, arbitrary arranges ent. It was the annouacement of the fact
that God bad so ordered things that he, by faithfulness, thus far had acquired the
qualities which a holy God could and would use up in bringing to pass his great
purposes. Saul was proved naturally unfit to inaugurate a permanent line; David wa*
roved naturally suited for that end. This runs through all things.
sailing that
E
as, in spite of storms, passed well through the ordeals of early life contains within
itself the vital qualities which will develop into a perfect tree.
It is by force of the
virtues and acquirements of the testing-time of early manhood that subsequent achievements are won. The spiritual characteristics of the man "counted worthy" of a
ministry explain the triumph of his life's work ; for, though the blessing of God is
essential, yet it is the order of nature in the religious sphere that the blessing cornel
IL SAMUEL.
O
in

—

A

—
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where those characteristics find exercise. The future blessedness of the saints is the
outgrowth of the individual character acquired during the earthly period of triaL
Continuity, order, and, in proper sense of the term, nature, characterize the succession
of events in individual and Church experience from first to last.
iil. The assurance of final success helps a true man to its realization.
The prumise of a " house " and a permanent " kingdom " would not excite vanity and

presumption in David, because he was a true man of God. There is an adaptation in the
assurance given to the tested character of the man. It was to David as the warm sun
true heart responds to God's
and gentle dew to the good seed hidden in good ground.
Thus the assurance has a natural
love and bounteous gifts by increased devution.
Wherever other tendencies appear, it is
tendency in a true heart to fulfil itself.
evidence that the heart is not right, and that the assurance is not intended for the
The free grace of God and abounding assurances that be will keep his
individual.
people from falling are never abused except by those who are not children of God
(Rom. vL 14, 15- 2 Cor. v. 14, 15).

A

—

The blending of the temporal and the eternal. The prophecy in vers. 1 2 16 is not
to be regarded as a sudden and isolated revelation of the purpose of God, which burst
upon the mind of one who had no previous conceptions of a great purpose being wrought
out in the line of human history. All along David was aware of his being used for
more than ordinary issues in relation to the great promise made to Abraham. The

Aurora Borealis seems, to ignorant men, a disconnected unaccountable phenomenon, but
others

know it

to be a natural occurrence in a beautiful order of things correlated to all
In like manner, we now know that this prophecy is part

else in the material world.

of an order of revelation, coming in at just the right time, and interpretable on principles
well ascertained. The temporal and eternal are blended
L In the material order. The results of research into the constitution and order
of material thiuiis show that the visible, cbaiigeable forms of matter coexist with a
permanent something which works in and through tbem. They vary; it abides. They
prepare the way for others of kindred nature and form ; it uses up the old and the
new and marks out its eternal course by means of them. Men call it force. Possibly,
probably, tliere is a persistent something answering to that name the correlative of our
exertion oi will-power but it, at all events, is only the mode in which the Divine
purpose works itself out into visible forms and changes. The temporal and eternal are

—

—

ever blended.

The changeful form, the visible appearance, ia
II. In the constitution of man.
ever associated witb the permanent invisible spirit ; the one exi>ts for the other, and ia
used by the other for expressing its thoughts and purposes. "Mortal and immortal"
may be written of man. He comes forth and passes away : he abideth for ever.
Paradox is true, because the perishable and imperishable coexist and work one through
the other.
Our Saviour was frail, subject to death; and
III. In the Person of Jesus Christ.
The temporal and eternal were
yet the stroug, unchangeable, deathless Son of God.
most mysteriously united in him, and the visible and perishable were tlic vehicle through
which the unseen and eternal worked out our redemption. There is language by which
men, if they will, can prove his simple humanity, and other language by which they
can prove his true Divinity. It is the ignoring of this blending of the temporal and
eternal which accounts for certain heresies and perversities of thought.
IV. In the progress of revelation. The revelation which God is pleased to give
of Ilia will concerning our redemption is intended for the entire race, and adapted in
matter and furm to the progressive character ot the race. It was not given once for all
in concise abstract form ; nor was its matter and form given to suit the later aj:es of
the world only ; it ran along the line of history from the very first, and was suited^ as
time went on to men of diverse ideas and conditions. But from first to last the Divine
imperishable truth was blended with the temporal history of men. The natural development of families and nations was the vehicle through or along which, as occasion
required, the one unchangeable purpose gradually marked itself out into the clear light
that shone in the face of Christ.
V. In the pbophetio ebferences to the Messiah. The duality of temporal and

OH. vn.
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eternal thus seen to run through all things, becomes, therefore, a priori natural in any
predictions concerning him whose throne is from everlasting to everlasting.
That in
vers. 12
16 we have reference to a mortal Solomon, who should build a perishable
temple, sit on a visible throne, and hand down to a terminable though lon^j succession
of kmgs an earthly kingdom, is the interpretation required by subsequent facts.
That
the "seei " refers also to Christ the "Sun of David," the house to a spiritual temple,
the " throne" and " kingdom" to the absolutely everlasting dominion of Ciirist over

—

the redeemed people of God, is the sense put on this and kindred jtassages by the New
Testament (Ps. Ixxii. 17 Ixxxix. 35—37 of. Luke i. 31—33, 68—79 Heb, i. 5—13).
That the two references should be couched in one form of expn ssion is natural when
we consider (1) that the temporal and eternal are blended, as just seen, in one form of
nature, in one h;iman beinii,in the one Christ Jesus, and in the one historic revelation;
(2) that this lianiKjnizes with the twofold sense of the prediction made to Abraham
(Gen. xxi. 12 xxii. 17 19 ; cf. Rom. ix. 7 9 ; Acts iii. 25 Gal. iii. 26), and with
the twofold meaning of our Lord's words in reference to " the end " (Matt. xxiv. 9
14,
29 i4). The human relationship, the human throne, the possible human frailty, and
the human relative permanence, are the lower earthly vehicle by which the Divine and
absolutely enduring are set forth and inaugurated.
General lessons. 1. God secures to all his truly faithful ones the r«alization of
their highest and holiest ambitions, as surely as he secured to David the realization of
his desire for a seed, and the completion of his life's work in the establishment of his
throne; for he makes life here to issue in the glory of the kingdom of Christ. 2. It
behoves us to remember that there is an eternal element interwoven with common life,
and to subordinate everything temporal to its action. 3. The fact that chosen instruments are used in working out eternal purposes does not exempt them from the frailties
of their nature and the corrections necessary to their preservation for the service of God
(ver. 14).
4. The chastisement due to the literal son of David for sins of his own foreshadows dimly the spiritual fact that the great Son of David took upon himself the
iniquities of ns all, and ex[ierienced the " chastisement of our peace." 5. The strong and
rejieated assurances of the universality and permanence of Christ's Tehjji should inspire
us with calm confidence and untiring zeal. 5. Human fidelity in God's service is a
condition of the progressive bringing into clearer view and nearer realization the
glorious end for which all things consist.
;

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

The educational influence of God's great love. In vers. 18—29 we have described,
in broken sentences, the effect on the spirit of David of the marvellous loving-kindness
of God in having guaranteed unto him such a glorious completion of life's work, and
the unspeakable honour of being associated in name and work with the Redeemer of
the world- The real nature of a man is tested in seasons of great prosperity as well as
in adversity.
David bears the strain. Never in the past history of the world had God
spoken so distinctly and emphatically to any of his people of the personal honour he
would confer. In the effect of this on David we may see an illustration of the general
educational influence of God's love on his people.
I. It induces inexpressible wonder.
When David had heard the strange words
he at once went and "sat " before the Lordl The first impulse was to get near to the
visible symbol of the Divine presence, and simply sit still in amazi ment.
That silence
held his tongue for a while seems indicated in the embarrassment (ver. 20). What eoiUd
a devout man do but muse and wonder at the largeness of the grace ? There was a
marvel in what God had done in the past (ver. 18), in what was to be in the future, and
in the ordination or law, nnin, in respect of the man, or otherwise in the superhuman
bearing towards one so unworthy (cf. Isa. Iv. 8). This is the general effect of a recognition of God's love to us, whether seen in the unspeakable gift of Christ, in the great-

ness of his long-sufferiuii, in the tenderness of his pity, in the provision for our temporal
in the use he makes of us in his service, or in the blessed inheritance
promised in the future. There is a devotion of feeling which consists in a permanent
silent wonder that God siiould have liealt so with us.
This tones our spirit into quiet
eentleness, and we can in some measure understand why seraphim and cherubim shouli

and eternal good,

be absorbed in wonder at his ways.
II. It induces deep uumilitt.

It

was not because of any good in himself that

all
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these things were done to David, but because God was pleased out of his own heart so to
deal with him (ver. 21). Nothing tends more to develop humility than a survey of
the wonderful love of God. The contrast of our deserts with his grace hiv,B the spirit
down, not to al jectness and loss of heart, but to the tender feeling of self-d( pieciaticai
and self-abnegation which ever becomes a sinful creature in the presence of the Eternal.
Great grace bestowed is «n educator in what most befits one who was lost but is now
found (Ps. cxv. 1 ; Rom, iii. 27 ; 1 Cor. xv. 10; 1 John iii. 1).
The word " wherefore " (ver. 22) seems
III. It feeds the spirit of adoeation.
to complete the silent reasoning which must have gone on in the mind of David
The general care of man (Ps. viii.), the heavens (Ps. xix.), and
for many a year.
the terrible works of God among the nations (Fa. xlviii. 4 7, 10, 11), had ever furnished occasion for adoration ; but all this is surpassed by tlie great love wherewith
he has now loved his servant, and in this lies the moral gieatness which most of all
wins the adoring love of the souL It is a well-known psychological truth that the
feelings are not under the direct control of the will, and especially not obedient to a ban
command. Nor are they developed in noblest form by mere externals. It is when the
actual love of God, as seen in deeds done for us and blessings freely showered on us, ia
manifest to the eye of the soul, that true worship arises. The greatness of love drawa
forth the homage of the redeemed (Rev. i. 5, 6 ; v. 9, 10).
rV. It strengthens interest in others. Some who do not know what personal
piety is imagine that it consists in selfish delight in one's own favoured condition—
a continuous self-congratulation that we are snatched as brands from the burning.
David's deep interest in others, as seen in vers. 23, 24, establishes the reverse. The
love we share in is a love embracing others, and it awakens and nourishes a joy in them
and their happy lot. It is an unspeakable delight to a true Christian that a multitude
that no man can number are the people of God, "redeemed" by the wondrous grace
which amazes while it blesses himself.
V. It leads to EVER-iNCREASiNa consecration. Such Is the meaning of David in
27.
He surrenders his heart and lile afresh to the one great purpose which
Ters. 24
has been graciously revealed. It is not mere acquiescence that so it should be, but
He wants to
intense desire, self-identification afresh with the work and ways of God.
be used in the accomplishment of the great design. This was the secret of the Apostle
Paul's ever-deepening consecration. The love of God to him and others was a constant
subject of thought, and hence he was daily "constrained" to live for him who had died
The love of God contemplated and felt
16).
to make him what he was (2 Cor. v. 14
renders every yoke welcome and easy.
VI. It draws out a spirit of trustful dependence. To be the instrument of
this working in the line of the great purpose required distinguished (qualities, and a
revelation of it (ver. 27) very naturally made David sensible of the msufficiency of
himself and successors, and called forth the prayer for a blessing on his house (vera.
The blessing of God is necessary to man's successful working-out of the
28, 29).
Divine will; and the heart that appreciates the honour ot being so employed will
earnestly jilead the promises in seeking the grace required.
1. It is one of the sweetest joys of life
Additional notes and observations.
granted by God when, in his providence, he gives intimation to parents that their
immediate posterity are likely to take np the religious work they love, and carry it
on towards the completion of God's will on earth (ver. 12). 2. What parents need Is
that God wor.ld " set up," In positions of righteousness and true honour, their offspring,
and " establish " whatever work or interest they may have in hand (ver. 12), 3. To
"build a house" for God is an mispeakable privilege (ver. 13), It may he done variously:
(1) by rearing up a personal character of onr own on the One Foundation (1 Pet. ii. 6%
so that it may be a fit habitation of God through the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. iii. 16 ; vi,
19); (2) by teaching the cardinal truths of the gospel among men, so that on the One
Foutuiation (1 CJof. iii. 9
11) there may be reared a Christian Church, as is still often
done by missionaries in heathen lands ; (3) by devoting money to the erection of a
more noble use of wealth can scarcely be
sanctuary where needed (Luke vii. 5).
4. God's purposes are unfolded and wrought out in human history with
OOTKieived.
full prevision of the imperfections and aius of his people, and with providential
Not one of the distinguished men who prepared
provision for their correction (ver. 14).

—

—

—

—
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the way for Christ was perfect. The Antitype alone is free from sin. It was in th«
occupying of a throne, not in the. details of private conduct, that Solomon the son of
David prefigured the true Son of David. 5. There are fumiamental errors and failures
in the lives of some men which disqualify them utterly from sharing in the highest and
noblest work.
Saul's obstinacy, self-will, and inability to rise to the conception of the
purpose and scope of the theocracy, rendered it unfit that he should found the line by
which the Christ should come (ver. 15). Solomon's imperfections were those of another
character, springing more from un watchfulness against certain snares of his position.
These imperfect workers suffer loss and shame, but the substantial part of their work
abides (1 Cor. iii. 12
6. It is a great consolation to a Christian that Clod knows
15).
him (ver. 20). He knows our unexpressed thoughts and feelings, our depth of love and
gratitude, our soiTow over sin, our most secret motives, and the path we take.
Our
ease of mind in remembrance of this is one of the marks of true sonship and senrica.
review of the gradual revelation of (Jod's purposes will surely induce a profound
7.
conviction of his greatness and glory (ver. 22). Men who study only the physical
aspects of nature lose much.
The moral imiverse is the grandest arena on which th«
power and blessedness of the Eternal shines forth. 8. It was ancient Israel's being
chosen and used as the people of God (ver. 23) which conferred on them the most
enduring distinction. As a fact, Israel has done more than either Egypt, Greece, or
Borne for the true elevation of mankind; for Israel was the means of bringing into
universal operation the mighty renovating principles of the kingdom of God, whic^alons
can secure the permanence of civilization, and also educate the higher nature of man for
time and eternity. '* Blessed is that people whose God is the Lord 1 " 9. The whola
question of the final triumph of Christ rests on the word of God, " Thou,
Lord Gx>d,
hast spoken it " (ver. 29). Modern speculations are beside the mark. The first question
covers alL Have we historically the declaration of God ? Then, if he has said a thing,
it must be so.
Difficulties are relative to man's ignorance and weakness, and have no
place with the Eternal.
Faith in Qod. is a rational exercise of the human mind; it
is not blind superstition.

—

A

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Vers. 1, 2 (1 Chron. xvii. 1). (The king's palace in Zion.) David^a purpose tohniltl
a house for the Lord. (^References : 1 Kings v. 3 ; vi. 12 ; viii. 17 19 1 Chion. xxii.
7
10; xxviii. 2 7; xxix. 1 3; 2 Chmn. vi. 7 9.) The king's palace of cedar on
Mount Zion had been completed. In the adjacent tabernacle or dwellins-place of
Jehovah (ver. 6) the ark had fuund rest, and a re^juiar order of public worship had been
Surroxmdina; enemies had been subdued, and there was at least a temporary
instituted,
cessation from war.
Jerusalem was the civil, militaiy, and ecclesiastical centre of the
Whilst contemjilating the
kingdom. And now another step in advance was taken.
lowly abode of the ark of the Lord in comparison with his own ]ialace, the thought
arose in David's mind of baildins a splendid and durable temple " for the Name of the
Lord God of Israel " (1 Kings viii. 17), " a house of rest for the ark of the covenant of
the Lord, and for the footstool of our God" (1 Chron. xxviii. 2), "exceeding magnifical
of fame and of glory throughout all countries" (1 Chron. xxii. 5); and " wliea the
king sat in his house " he intimated his wish (for it scarcely amounted to a distinct and
definite resolution) to Nathan the prophet, doubtless in order to obt-ain his advice
concerning its propriety and accomplishment.
What followed was of the highest
importance in relation to the permanence of his dynasty, the prosperity of his people,
" The word of the
the worship of God, and the develoimient of Messianic purposes.
Prophet Nathan and the thanksgiving of David mark the culmination of David't
history" (Baumgarteu). This chapter affords a glimpse into his innermost heart, and
reveals the devotional feelings, patriotic desires, and lofty aspirations and hopes that
dwelt therein. In him Wf here see an example of
Such retirement, necessary
I. Devout ooodpation in the retirkment of home.
but often in sensnoua in<iul;j;ence, frivoloue
for all, is not always spent wisely and well
amusement, self-adulation (Dan. iv. 29, 30), envious discontent (1 Kings xxi. 4), or
meditating secular and selEsh schemes (Luke xi. 17, 18). The godly man not only

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;
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" returns to bless his household," but ali^o : 1. Mtditates on the best things: the Name
of the Lord, his greatness and goodness, his works, hjs ways, his Word, his worship, and
He considers "the days of old," and "communes with his own
the welfare- of men.
heart" (Ps, Ixxvii. 5, 6) of his benefits, obligations, condition, and prospects (Ps. Iv. 17
Matt. vi. 5 John i. 48). 2. Talks of these tldngs in a right manner. 3. Cultivates
social intercourse with good men, " the excellent, in whom is all his delight " (Ps. xvi. 3
He prefers their society to any other, befriends them, and makes them his
cxix. 63).
Nor is there any greater treasure on earth than a faithful friend,
friends (Luke xvi. 9).
;

;

such as David had in Nathan. The manner in which men spend their leisure hours is
a sure indication of their real character.
II. Ardent gratitude to God fob success in his undertakings, labours, conflicts
(ver. 1), and whatever rest and prosperity he enjoys.
1. These he ascribe'^, not to his
own skill or power (Deut. vii. 17), but to the Divine hand; and, in considering what
God " hath done for his soul" (Ps. Ixvi. 16) 2. He is deeply affected by his exceeding
Wiiile he
kindness, bo condescending, undeserved, and inexpressible (vers. 8, 9, 20)!
muses the fire burns (Ps. xxxix. 3). 3. And he is constrained to testify his thankfulness in word and deed. "Those who stretch themselves upon beds of ivory (Amos
vi. 4
6), and were not grieved for the affliction of Joseph, though they had David's
music had not David's spirit" (Matthew Henry). " Though the Prophet David was
guilty of many of the most deadly sins, yet he was said to be a man after God's own
heart, because he abounded more with tbankfulness than any other that is mentioned
in Holy Scripture" (Isaac Walton).
" See now I dwell in a house of
III. Tender concern fob the Divine honoub.
cedar," etc.
The devout and grateful heart feels : 1. That with the honour of God th«
No material fabric, however stately, can now
house of God is intimately connected.
possess the same significance or relative importance as the tabernacle or temple
But wherever God's children meet for Divine worship and spiritual
(1 Sam. i. 3, 9).
fellowship (thus constituting the true temple and Church), the place is "hallowed
ground." Standing amidst other dwellings, the house of God is a constant witness for
him ; and, by its sacred associations, religious exercises, and the holy influences therein
received and thence diffused, it greatly conduces to his glory, as well as to the good of
men. 2. That it ought to correspond with its declared purpose, and the circumstances
and abilities of those by whom it is erected and attended. AH " temples made with
handa" fall infinitely beneath the dignity of the Eternal (1 Kings viii. 27 ; Acts xvii.
24) ; yet it is becoming that " strength and beauty should be in his sanctuary," that
men should offer their best in his service (ch. xxiv. 24), and that, while they dwell in
••
3. That it is a duty and
ceiled houses," his house should not " lie waste " (Hag. i. 4).
a privilege to employ the gifts bestowed by God for the improvement of his house and
the promotion of his honour. When he has done much for us we should do much for
him. " Four great means for administering the religion of Christ have been divinely
appointed : the Book of God, the day of God, the worship of God, and the house of
God. This last is for the sake of the former three. Without it they cannot be upheld.
In the hoxise of Qod the truth of God is proclaimed, the day of God is hallowed, and
the worship ot God is solemnized. All good gathers into and around God's house. *I
There gather pious
will make, saith he, ' the places round about my hill a blessing.'
There benevolent activities
There arise schools for neglected children.
families.
And from humble
prevail.
There spring up fountains of missionary liberality.
the
sanctuaries in England, gospel light streams forth to distant regions of the earth
wilds of Southern Africa, or the populous hives of Chinese idolatry" (Algernon Wells).
Unlike some successful and powerful
IV. High estimation of friendly counsel.
men, who take counsel of their own hearts and despise the advice of others, David
valued. Bought, and received the advice of Nathan as the counsel of God himself.
•*
The first great office of a friend is (1) to try our thoughts by the measure of his judgment, and to taste the wholesomeness of our ilesigns and purposes by the feelings of his
heart.
As this office of a good friend is to guard us against the imperfections of our
own nature, and protect the world from the effects and ourselves from the responsibility of our folly, the next office of a friend is (2) to protect us from the selfish and
third great office of friendship is (3) tc
wilful and malicious part of our nature.
^Aoak4n us and lift u» up, and set us on nobler deeds. The fourth good office of a friend
:

—

—
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is (4) to rally us when we are defeated or overtaken with adversity.
And so much ii
the world alive to this office as to have chosen it out as the true test it being one of
our best proverbs that * a friend in need is a friend indeed ' " (E. Irving). D.
;

—

The Prophet Nathan. (^Ee/erencea : ch. xii. 1, 25 ; 1 Kings i. 10, 22 iv. 5
xxix. 29
2 Chroa. ix. 29 ; xxix. 25 Zech. xii. 12.) This is the
first mention of his name.
He may have been trained by Samuel at Naioth, and
become acquainted with David there; was now the confidential friend and spiritual
adviser of the king; subsequently reproved hini for his sin; gave him counst^l concerning the accession of Solomon aided him in the reorganization of public worship and
wrote annals of his reign. It was his vocation to interpret and announce the Divine
mind to others (see 1 Sam. iv. 1). "The calling of a prophet was that of a preacher or
pastor with reference to the congregation as a whole and its individual members
but
was distinct from our modern iiieas with reference to the calling as thus explained in
his drawing directly from Divine revelation.
The prophets have been rijzlitly called
Ver. 3.
1 Chron.

;

xvii. 1

;

;

;

;

;

;

*the conscience of the Israelitish state.' .
They held intercourse with God by means
They questioned God (Hab. ii, 1), and he answered but they did not
of prayer.
receive Divine disclosures until they had first occupied an attitude of waitiuo; and
praying" (Del itzsch; Oehler, 'Theology of the Old Testament;' Riehm). 1. All men,
and especially those who are in authority, have need of wise and faithful counsel. The
king himself is only a man; his position is apt to blind his judgment and corrupt his
heart whilst his responsibilities and the consequences of his actions are very great.
2. Even the wisest of counsellors are liable to err in judgment. (Job xxxii. 9.)
"All that
is in thine heart go, do."
But herein Nathan spoke " out of his own mind, and not by
Divine revelation" (J. H. Michaelis). Tlie prophet, like the king, was only a man
(Acts X. 26), imperfect and fallible, and often mistaken, when giving counsel according to his natural judgment and first impressions, without seeking and obtaining the
counsel of God. It is not said that he spoke by " the word of the Lord," as he did
afterwards (ver. 4). "Ofttinces our thoughts, although springing from motives of real
religion, are not God's thoughts ; and the lesson here conveyed is most important
not
taking our own impressions, however earnestly and piously derived, as necessarily in
accordance with the will of God, but testing them by his revealed Word" (Eder.slieim).
3. The errors of hurnan judgment are rectified by Divine communications.
Such communications have been actually made; and they are unspeakably precious. The prophet
clearly distinguished them from his own thoughts, and had an inward assurance and
overpowering conviction that he was the organ of God. It is the privilege ot all
Christians to be " taught of God," and " led by the Spirit ; " but unless their convictions and impulses accord with the revealed Word, they must be rejected.
4. I%e Word
of Divine revelation admits of no qiiestioning or contradiction ; but should be received
"with meekness," uttered with simplicity and fidelity (Deut. xii. 32), and obeyed
humbly, cheerfully, and fully. The prophet hesitated not to acknowledge his mistake,
nor the king to lay aside his purpose in obedience to the will of the Lord (vers. 17,
.

.

;

;

—

18).— D.
Ver. 3. *^ The Lord is with thee.^* This brief and significant language has often
been addressed to good men. And what can be more encouragim;
1. It describes an
invaluable privilege. " Jehovah," the Eternal, the Unchangeable, the Faithful, the
Covenant-God of Israel, "is with thee;*' not simply in his special presence, but also
!

in his eflfectual grace, approving, directing, protecting, qualif\in<;, helping, prospering
"I am with thee" (Gen. xxvi. 24; Exod. xx. 24). 2. It expresses a personal
thee.
" With thee." Such assurance is given by the word of the prophet, tho
assurance.
covenant of God, the argument of experience (ver. 9; 1 Sam. xviii. 32 37), and the
conviction of the heart in tho way of faith and obedience.
3. It furnishes o powerful
incitement to thanksgiving, prayer, conflict, labour, perseverance, hope (Hag. ii. 4
"
Lo, I am with you always." The spiritual presence and fellowship
1 Cor. XV. 68).
of Christ are the secret of all spiritual strength and success.
D,

—

—

—

—

" Shalt thou
Vers. 4
11 (1 Chron. xvil 3 10).— (Zion.) A forbidden purpose.
build me a house for me to dwell in ? "
On reflection, the prophet, perhaps, felt some mis-

—
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giying as to the wisdom of the counsel he had given to the king ; and (in prayer) the
game night (before any steps could be taken to carry it into effect) he received a

Divine communication which he faithfully announced. The chief significance of this
communication lies in the promise it contained with respect to '• the house of David."
But it was primarily and directly a prohibition of the king's resolve. " Thus saith
the Lord, Thou shalt not build me a house to dwell in" (1 Chron. xvii. 4). The
Eurpose of a good man is ofttn " broken off" (Job xvii. 11 xxix. 18); not always,
owever, because of the clearer knowledge of the mind of God vouchsafed to him, but
more commonly because of the difiiculty and opposition he meets with in seeking its
accomplishment, and hia inability to overcome them. Of the purpoie of David (as
;

illustrative of that of others) observe that

forbidden, it was not altogetheb disappbovejd. " Thou didst well
was in thine heart " (1 Kiiigs viii. 18); spoken of: 1. The spirit in which his
purpose was formed grateful devotiou and sincere desire of honou ing God and benefiting men.
This is always the chief thing "in the sight of God, who searches the
heait." 2. And the object toward which it was directed.
It was not in ifce//" displeasing to God, but received his sanction (Deut. xii. 10, 11 ver. 13). Yet 3. How seldom
is a human purpose, though in the main good, entirely unmingied with human imperThe language i;i which the purpose of David was forbidden seems to indicate
fection
that "his generous imjjulse was outrunning Gkni's commandment, and that his ardour
to serve was in some dauger of forgetting his entire dependence on God, and of fancying that God would be the better fur him " (A. Maclaren).
IL It was not fobbiddku without sufficient beason (vers. 7, 8), viz. 1. The
dealings of God with his people in past time showing that it was his pleasure that his
dwelUn:i-pIace should be adapted to their unsettled conditiim and that " a house of
cedar" was not indispensable to his presence and blessing. He was satisfied to share
2. The absence of a Divine direction to build a permanent house.
their wanderings.
** It was not because of any negligence on the part of the former leaders of the people
that they had not thought of erecting a temple " (Keil). Until the " word" should be
spoken, no one might enter upon such an undertaking. 3. The unsuitdbleness of the
present time the still distxirbed and warlike state of the kingdom (ver. 11). "Inasmuch as these wars were necessary and inevitable, they were practical proofs that
David's kingdom and goTemment were not yet established; and therefore that the
time for the building of the tem|ie had not yet come, and the rest of peace was not yet
secured." 4. The incongruity of his career with the nature and design of the building.
An abode of peace should be erected by a man of peace. " Thou hast shed blood
abundantly, and hast made great wars thou shalt not build a house to my Name," etc
"From whence could so sublime a
(1 Chron. xxii. 8; xxviii. 3; 1 Kings v. 3).
precept descend, amidst a people constituted as the Jews were, unless from the Father of
" War, however nee ssary it may be in certain circumlove and mercy ? " (Milman).
ptances for the kingdom of God, is only something accidental, the result of human
corruption. The true nature of the kingdom of God is peace " (Hengstenberg). Still
other reasons appear in what was promised to David (vers. 11, 12), without which the
accomjilishment of what he purposed in his heart was impossible.
III. It was forbidden in the most obacious mannbb. (Vers. 8
11.) For God
" David is liere called
1. Assured him of the regard in which he was held by him.
God's servant, wIjo is King of kings the fairest flower in any king's crown, and highest
title he can claim" (Guild).
2. Reminded him of the great things which he had
already done f >r him aud which were an earnest of " still greater things than these"
(Ps. Ixxviii. 70
3. Informed him of the safety and stability, the peace and
72).
prosperit}', which (in continuance of his former mercies) he was abe)Ut to grant to hi*
people under his rule. 4. Promised to him rest from all his eneruies, and an enduring
dyu'sty (ch. i. 1, 2). "Jehovah telleth thee that Jehuvah will make thee a house
What an abundant compensation was thus afiforded for any dis(Ps. cxxxii. 11).
" Our own plans, though well
appointment that might be at first experienced

L Although

that

it

—

;

:

1

:

;

;

—

;

—

:

—

—

;

'

1

nothing but to be laid aside to make way tor the Lord's
purposes respeciing us, ol whicli perhaps we had no conception" (Scott).
IV. It was forbidden only that it might be mobe effectdallt fulfillbd.
(A''era. 12, 13.)
"'Thou shale not build a house for me ' (vera. 5—7) ; but I, wh* hare

inten<ied, are olten

fit

for
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from the beginning till now glorified myself in thee and my people (vera. 8 11), will
build a house for thee (ver. 11); and then thy son shall ortct a house fur me"(Theniu3).
I. The purpose of man depends for its fulfilment upon the purpose of God.
2. The
purpose which one man is unable to accomplish is often wrought out by another, who
comes after him, under more favourable circumstances. 3. Although the former is not
permitted to see the execution of hi3 purpose, he may contrilmte greatly towards it,
and does not go unrewarded. 4. Many a seeming failure is a real and glorious success
and " heaven is made for those who fail in this world." D.

—

Ver. 9. (Jerusalem.) A great name. Among the great things which God did for
David, he gave him a great name, like that of others, statesmen, warriors, kings, who^
on account of their abilities, successes, power, and influence, were renowned •' in the
" The fame of David went out into all lands " (1 Chron. xiv. 17). " Glory
earth."
consists in the honourable and widespread reputation of numerous and important
services rendered to one's friends, his country, or the whole human race" (Cicero).
It

A

desired possession.
The love of human esteem, praise, and honour is natural,
universal, beneficial, though often perveited to unworthy ends, and not subordinated
to the voice of conscience and of God.
"That characteristic of man which is at once
the most unworthy and the most exalted is his desire of glory.
It is the last passion
that becomes extinct in the heart of man. There is sucli a charm in glory that, whatever we connect with it, even death itself, we love it still " (Pascal).
"Desire of glory
is: 1.

A

the last garment that even wise men lay aside" (0. Felltham), 2.
Divine gift.
in thine hand it is to mal^e great" (1 Chron. xxix. 12). Although it necessitates,
in most instances, strenuous human endeavour, it is never attained apart from or in
opposition to the working of Divine providence; which in this, as in other things, is
frequently mysterious, but always wise and just and good. How many strive aiim
it in vain 1
" Some 8ink outright
O'er them, nnd o'er their names, the billows olosei
To-moriow knows not they were ever bom.
Others a short memorial leave behind.
Like a flag floating when the bark's eiigulfd-^
It floats a moment, and is eeeu uo more
Oue Cffisar lives, a thouband are forgot"
(Young, « Night Thoughts,* vBL)
is

"And

:

A weightr/ responsibility.

As

given by God, so it should be ascribed to him
but beneficent ends (ch. v. 12).
Even when righteously gained, it is not always righteously maintained. Some of '*the
great men that are on the earth " have, by its abuse, fallen from their nest among th«
stars (Obad. 4), like " Lucifer, son of the morning " (Isa. xiv. 12).
4. An unsatisfying
In the midst of its enjoyment the soul craves something higher, and can find
portion.
rest only in the approbation and fellowship of God (Ps. iv. 6 ; Ixxiii. 25 ; cxix. 57). It
cannot impart inward peace it endures but for a season, and then passes away. "Whew
are those rulers of the earth gone, with their guards, armies, and carriages, of whoM
departure the earth stands a witness unto the present day ? " (* The Hitopadesa').
S.

and used

for

him, according

it is

to his will, not for selfish

;

Of worldly fame

is

• The noise
but a blast of wind,

That blows from diverse

points,

and

shifts its

name-v

Shifting the point it blows from. Shalt tliou mora
Live in the mouths of mankind, if thy flesh
Part shrivel'd from thee, than if thou hadst died
Before the coral and the pap were left;
Or ere some thousaml years have past? and tha%
Is, to eternity comimred, a space
Briefer than is the twinkling of an eye
To the heaven 8 slowest orb."

(Dante,
fttmark*.

(1)

A

great

name

is

not always a good name.

(2)

•

Purg.*)

A

good

name may %•

—

—

;
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unattainable. (3) To some men (like David) it
(4) True greatness consists in Christ-like goodness (Matt.
true glory in " the honour which cometh from God only " (John v.

possessed, though a great
is given to possess both.

XX. 25

[oH. \il.

and

name may be

44).— D.
(Jerusalem.) The prospect of death. The view of earthly glory is apt
by contrast, the thought of its transitory duration, and no one can look
forward to the days to come without having "the shadow of death " presented before
Of its unavoidable approach, the message which David received, telling of
his mind.
It is: 1. An event of
his present prosperity and future prospects, reminded him.
**
What man is he that liveth, and shall not see death ? " (Pa.
inevitable occurrence.
Ixxxix. 48). " The small and great are there " (Job iii. 19). " The path of glory leads

Ver. 12.
to suggest,

but to the grave."
•*

Death comes with irrespective feet.
And beats upon the door
That shuts the palace of the great,

The

cabin of the poor."
(Horaee.)

end of allotted time. "When thy days be fulfilled." There is "an appointed
2.
time to man upon earth " (Job viL 1 xiv. 5 Ps. xxxi. 15), in which to pass his probaUnknown to him, it is determined by
tion, form his character, and perform his work.
God, and, however brief, it is sufficient for that purpose. Happy is he who therein
"serves his own generation by the will of God "(Acts xiii. 36). 3. An exit from
" Thou shalt sleep," and be at rest
earthly cares, labours, conflicts, and sorrows.
(Job iii. 17 John xi. 11 ; 1 Thess, iv. 14) not necessarily in absolute unconsciousness
and inactivity. Death is a "decease" (2 Pet. i. 15), departure, exodus of the spirit
from " this tabernacle " to an eternal home (2 Cor. v. 1, 8). 4. An entrance into

An

;

;

;

;

heaveidy fellowship. " With thy fathers " in the possession of conscious, personal,
iiiinioitiil life, of a common heritage in God, and happy communion with each other
David's hope of this, indeed, was dim, in com(ch. xii. 23; Ps. xvi. 11 ; xvii. 15).
parison with the Christian hope, as the morning twilight compared with the perfect
day (2 Tim. i. 10; Matt. viii. 11). 5. An enlargement of beneficent influence. "I will
He lives in his children his words ; his works ; the
set up thy seed after thee," etc.
manifold influences which he exerted on others, and which continue operating after hia
Hifl
decease, and contribute to the building up of the temple and kingdom of God.
departure is even expedient and necessary in order to the activities of others ; and,
His
instead of becoming extinct, his power for good is thereby extended and exalted.
name "liveth for evermore" (Ecclus. xliv. 14). 6. An object of profitable contemplation.
;

;

it, especially in its moral and spiritual aspects, he learns to moderate
earthly attachments, sanctify earthly relationships, to be humble in prosperity, patient
" Thou must shortly die 1
man, set thy house in
in trial, and diligent in duty.
There is a house of thy conscience, a house of thy body, a house of thy family,
order.
a house of eternity. All these must be set in order" (Christopher Sutton, 'Disce Mori ').
Learn to die. Learn to live. Learn to pray. D.

By meditating on

—

—16

Vers. 12
kingdom.

(1 Chron. xvii. 11

—

15).

(Jerusalem.)

The promite of an everkuting

" And thy house and thy kingdom shall be permanent

Thy

throne shall be established for ever."
(Ver. 16.)

He was

the chosen earthly head of
rested the hope of its glorious con-

The position of David was
the theocracy, or kingdom of God and on him
summation. He was the Lord's messiah "the mediator through whom Jehovah
dispensed help, safety, and blessing" (Iliehm). 2. But was the h"pe of Israel to be
And were his dynasty and kingdom to be permanent, or
completely realized in him ?
3. To these questions tlie promise now given furnished an
to pass away, like others?
David would be succeeded in the theocratic throne by his postarity,
ad»'quate answer.
and his dynasty and kingdom would endure for ever. 4. This promise, the great charter
1.

a very exalted one.
;

—
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of the house of David, was " the foundation of all Messianic prophecies and hopes in the
prophets concerning the completion of the kingdom of God, its revelations of gra^e and
It was
its blessings of salvation" (Erdmann).
The free, condescending, unspeakable
I. An expression of abounding grace.
favour of God towani David, this it was which so deeply affected him (vers. 19 21).
The good pleasure of the Lord had been shown in " the word of the Lord by Samuel,"
in David's exaltation to the throne after long suffering and trial (ver. 8), and in his
subsequent prosperity (ver. 9) and it was further manifested in this great promise of
contimied grace to his houso, " for a great while to come; " whereby his noblest aspirations would be fulfilled (ch. xxiii. 5), and through him and for his sake blessings would
abound unto many. In like manner "the exceeding riches of his grace" are apparent
in all the promises pertaining to eternal life and salvation, and the whole history of the
progress of the kingdom of God from its commencement* to its consummation. " The
progress of God's kingdom, or of true religion, shtmld be the progress of David's line.
This point constituted the Messianic element in the prophecy. It limited the hopes of
the world's redemption to David's line, as Jacob's prophecy had long ago limited it to
the tribe of Judah " (P. Thomson).

—

;

An assurance

of extraordinary good. To the view of David the future was,
He beheld: 1. The existence of tho
of the promise, lighted up with glory.
royal hotise, of which he was the founder, made sure by the Divine oath. " Jehcvah
telleth thee that Jehovah will build thee a house " (ver. 11 ; Ps. cxxxii. 11 ; Ixxxix. 3, 4).
This was the general substance of the promise. "The royal office was elevated to the
position of being the controlling and centralizing point of all the theocratic main
elements of the national life." 2. TAc elevation of his posterity, and especially of one
of his sons, to the royal dignity. *' I will set up thy seed after thee " (ver. 12 ; 1 Chron,
" Behold, a son shall be born to thee
.
. Solomon," etc. (1 Chron. xxii. 9
xvii. 11).
;
xxxviii. 10; 1 Kings v. 6 ; viii. 19).
3. The estdblisliment of the kingdom in security,
"
peace, and happiness, all enemies being subdued ; "and 1 will establish his kingdom;
which was necessary to the fulfilment ot David's purpose. 4. The erection of the temph
and the dwelling of the Divine King in the midst of his people. " He shall build a
house for my Name, and I will stablish the throne of his kingdom for ever " (ver. 13).
'*
The building of the house here goes hand-in-hand with the eternity of the kingdom.
temple consists in its being a symbol an outward represen. . . The essence of the
The real import of our passage, then, is
tation of the kingdom of God under Israel.
that henceforth the kingdom of David and the kingdom of God should be closely and
"
*
inseparably linked together (Hengstenberg, Christology '). " The idea of a number
of descendants following one another (a line of kings) is evidently contained in the
promise" (Keil); and in this sense David must have understood it. "The collective
?i€ (vers. 13, 14) includes in itself (like Gen. iii. 15) the Son of David in the highest
sense, and the Founder of the true temple of God, which is his Church." 5. 77ie relation
of Father and son subsisting between God and the theocratic king. " I will be to him
a Father, and he shall be to me a son." Such was the relationship between Jehovah
and Israel (Exod. iv. 22 ; Deut. xiv. 1 ; xxxii. 6 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 10 ; Isa. Ixiv. 8 ; Jer.
xxxi. 9 ; Hos, xi. 1), and it would be made specially manifest in the head and representative of the chosen people.
son (1) derives his being from his father, bears a
close resemblance to him, stands near him, represents him, and shares his jwssessions
(2) is an obji ct ol his tender affection, under his protecting care, and subject to his merciful
discipline; and (3) is bound to reciprocate his affection, to honour him, and obey his
commandments. The fatherly love of Ood is here more particularly presented to view;
and "whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth" (Heb. xii. 6). "If he commit iniquity,
II.

by means

.

—

A

etc. (ver. 14).
6. The unchanging mercy of Ood, founded on this
niercy shall not depart away from him, as I took it from Sanl," etc.
(ver. 15).
If, indeed, the individual king should forsake ilie Lord, he would be "cast
"The contrast is that between the punishment of
off for ever" (1 Chron. xxviii. 9).
sin in individuals and the favour that remains permanently with the family, whereby
the promise becomes an unconditional one " (' Christology'). The kingdom of God is a
kingdom of righteousness. 7. The eternal duration of his dynasty and kingdom once
more assured, with all the advantages of a government faithfully exercised according

I will

chasten him,"

relation.

"But my

to the will of God.

This was'Uh) everlasting covenant, ordered in

all things,

and

—

;
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gure;" and these were the "sure mercies of David " (Isa. Iv. 3). "This revelation was
for his inner life.
It brought an entirely new element into his consciousness, which, as his psalms show, moved him powerfully.
He received the promise
of the perpetual ascendency of his tribe, of the establishment of his kingdom amid the
changing of all earthly things" (' History of the Kingdom of Gud under the Old Testament '). "This promise, like that made to Abraham, has a twufold aspect. One points
to David'« natural posterity and temporal kingdom
the other to the Messiah and the
kingdom of Jehovah, which respected the former only as types and pledges of the latter."
III. A FOUNDATION OF IMPERISHABLE HOPE.
The promise was one of an eternal
monarchy rather than directly (^f an eternal Monarch, "the King Mesiiah;"but it
could only be completely fulfilled in such a Person, "since the eternity of a purely
human kingdom is inconceivable ;" and it became the basis of a hope of " his power
and coming," which, notwithstanding repeated fnilnre and disapijointment, was to be
renewed with undying strength. David was himself the centre of the Messianic idea
and hope. "He regarded himself as the mtssiah of God; although, through his
experience and words, he was only a means for representing the future One before his
coming" (Delitzsch, 'Messianic Prophecies'). And, amidst the glorious prospect which
the promise presented before him, he perceived (all the more clearly because of his own
conscious infirmities) the ideal theocratic monaich ; "a kingly image, in which all that
the present manifests is far surpassed, and the kingship of David and Solomon seen in
typical perfection " (Oehler, ' Theology of the Old Testament.' See ch. xxiii. 4 ; Ps. ii.
ex.; IxxiL; xlv.).
The promise "refers neither only to Solomon nor only to Christ;
nor has it a twofold application ; but it is a covenant promise, which, extending along
the whole line (of David's posterity), culminates in the Son of David, and in all ito
" Of the increase of his government and
fulness applies only to him " (Edersheim).
peace there shall be no end," etc. (Isa. ix. 6; Luke i. 32, 33; Acts iL 25 86).
Observe that: 1. Jlfen's views of the glory of the future age are naturally and
necessarily formed according to the facts and ideas with which they are already
familiar.
2. The Word of God, in promise and prophecy (being the gradual unfolding
of his eternal purpose), had a larger signification than was understood by those to whom
it at first came (1 Pet. i. 11).
"Divine prophecies are of the nature of their Author, with
whom a thousand years are but as one day ; and therefore are not fulfilled punctually
at once, but have a springing and gerrainant accomplishment throughout many ages,
though the height or fulness of them may refer to one £^e" (Bacon, ' Advancement of
Learning').
3. The promises of God are faithful and true; his covenant is a sure
foundation of hope amidst human failures and earthly changes (Ps. Ixxxix. 1 37;
2 Cor. i. 20 ; Heb. vL 18). 4. The hope of humanity is in " the Root and the Ofiispring
of David, and the Bright and Morning StM I " (Rev. xxiL 16). ^D.

an epoch-making one

;

—

—

—

Ver. 16.
Glimpses of the King Messiah. Looked at in the light of the developof the Divine purpose, rather than of the conscious knowledge of the time, (1)
the royal office of David and Solomon (in its typical significance), and (2) the promises
and prophecies uttered more or less directly in connection therewith, especially as
recorded in the last words of David (ch. xxiii.) and in the Psalms, clearly pointed to
the coining of an extraordinary, theocratic, Divine King. They indicate that he would
be: 1. The Anointed of Jehovah. His Servant, chosen and beloved (ver. 8; oh.
8;
Acts Iv. 27 ; x. 28). Ps. Ixxxix., ' The faithfulness of the Lord.'

ment

.

" Once thou spakest in vision to thy beloved and saidft}
I have laid help upon a mighty one,
I have exalted one chosen out of the people.
I have found David my servant,
With my holy oil have I anointed him."
(Ps. Ixxxix. 19. 20.)

%

Th$Bm<if David " according

to the flesh " (ver.

12 Acts
•• Jehovah hath sworn unto David
In truth that wliich he will not recall:
Of the fruit of thy body

Do

;

ii.

29—31 j

ziS.

I appoint a possessor of thy throne."
(Ps. oxxxU. 11.)

22—28>

CH. vn.

3.

1— 29.]
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The Son of God. (Ver. 14 Ps. xvi. 10 Luke L 35
ii^ * TJie triumph of the Lord's Anointed.'
;

Pfl.

Jehovah

•*

;

saith

unto

me Thou
:

art

;

my

Acts
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iv.

25—27i

Eoiru

L

4.)

Son

I have this day begotten thee."
(Ps. a. 7.)

cry unto me : My Father art thou.
and the Rock of my salvation t
Also I will make him my Firstborn,
Highest of the kings of the earth."
(Ps. Ixxxix. 26, 27.)

•He shall
My God,

"In tbe Old Testament the relation between father and son denotes the deepest
intimacy of love; and love is perfected 'in unity of nature, in the communication to
' The Father
loveth the Son, and hath given all
the son of all that the father hath.
Sonship, therefore, includes the government of
things into his hand ' (John iii. 35).
the world" (Keil). 4. The King of righteousness and 2^eace ; Prophet and Priest the
Conqueror of all ojiposing powers (through conflict and suffering) the Saviour and Benefactor of those who trust in him; the supreme Lord (ver. 13; Fs. xxii.; xl. 6} Matt.
uii. 15} Qeb. L 8).
•* The oracle of Jehovah unto my Lord:
Sit thou at my right hand
Until I make thine enemies thy footstool."
;

;

(Ps. ex. 1.)

•Thy throne, O

A

ever and ever;
sceptre of uprightness is the sceptre of thy

God,

is for

Mngdom."
(Ps. xlv. e.)

J%e Builder of the
1 Cor. vi. 19; Eph. i.

6.

temple.

20—23

;

(Ver. 13; Zech. vi. 12, 13; John i. 14; ii. 19; xi7.23;
ii. 20—22 ; 1 Pet. u. 5 ; Rev. xsi. 1—3.)

*Thou

hast received gifts among men.
Yea, even the rebellious, that the Lord Jehovah might dwell among them.*
(Ps. Ixviii. 18.)

IL

2^ Fossessor of universal dominion.

(1 Sam.

ii.

10

;

ch. sxiL 44; Ps. xzii. 27.)

"He shall have dominion from sea to sea,
And from the river to the ends of the earth."
(Ps. Ixxii. 8.)

f,

n« King who should reign/or ever.
•*

His
His

(Ver. 16

;

Ps, Ixi. 6, 7

Name shall endure for ever;
Name shall be continued as long as

;

Ixxxix. 36, 37.)

the sun."
(Ps. Ixxii. 17.)

* An

may

way in which the Old Testament proclamation
The Old Testament in relation to the day of the New
Testament is night. In this night there rise in opposite directions two stars of promise.
The one describes its fall from above downwards; it is the promise of Jehovah who ia
The other describes its path from below
about to come [Ps. xcvi. 13; xcviii. U].
allegory

servo to illustrate the

of salvation unfolds

itself.

upwards; it is the hope which rests on the seed of David, the prophecy of the Sou
of David, which at the outset assumes a thoroughly human and merely earthly characier.
These two stars meet at last, they blend together in one star; the night vanishes, and
This one star is Jesus Christ, Jehovah and the Son of David in one Person
it is day.
the King of Israel and at the same time the Redeemer of the world; in
word, the
Qod-Man " (Delitzsch, in Ps. Ixxii.). D.

—

—

mm

Vers. 18—24 (1 Chron. xvii. 16
22).— (Thb tabernaolb ok Zion.) I^onJfe*.
giving and praise. The duty of rendering thanksgiving aud praise to God is seldom
disputed, though its perf irmance is often neglected.
It is beneficial to the offerer
The conduct and language of David, on receiving the
iumaelf, as well as to others.
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Divine communication here recorded, furnish an admirable example of the tpirit in
which " the sacrifice of thanksgiving " should be presented.
"Then went King David in" from
I. Deep humility before the presence of God.
his palace of cedar to the lowly tent (the palace of the Divine King of Israel), ** »nd sat"
on tiie ground in a lowly posture, according to Eastern custom (expressive of his lowly
state of mind), " before Jehovah," the symbol of wh(jse presence stood veiled before him.
" And (after devout thought on the communication) he said, Who am I,
Lord God ? "
Although in comparison with other men he "might have whereof to
etc. (ver. 18).
glury," yet in the conscious presence of God he had a profound sense of his weakness,
insignificance, dependence, and unworthiness (Gen. xxxii. 10 ; Job xlii. 5, 6 L-a. Ivii.
15 Eph. iii. 8 ; 1 Pet. v. 5, 6). The proud heart is never a thankful heart. The
poorer we are in our own estimation the more, disposed we are to " praise the Lord for
Humility is the first step of a ladder whose top reaches heaven
his goodness."
(Matt. v. 3).
"And this was yet a small thing in thy
II. Calm reflection on his benefits.
sight,
Lord God," etc. " And this [which thou hast graciously promised concerning
my house] is the law [established order or decree] of [or pertaining to a mortal] man,
Lord God! " (ver. 19). " Is this the law of one who is a mere man created from the
dust as I am, that I should be elevated to such a glorious altitude as this ? " (Wordsworth). " Thou hast regarded me according to the estate of a man of high degree"
An expression of humble astonishment. The more he pondered
(1 Chron. xvii. 17).
it in his heart, the more he was humbled, surprised, and filled with thankfulness.
have not less cause for gratitude (Ps. viii. 4, 5 1 Cor. ii. 9, 10). " Forget not all his
We are apt to forget them, and therefore should
benefits," past, present, or to come.
contemplate them frequently, enumerate them one by one, and endeavour to estimate
Meditation is like a lens, by which the rays of the sun are
their exceeding worth.
collected into a focus and produce so intense a heat that coals of fire are kindled by it
Ixxvii. 11, 12 ; Luke ii. 19).
(Ps. xxxix. 3 ; xlviii. 9
"And what can David say more unto
III. Intense conviction of his claims.
Lord God " (ver. 20). The great things which
thee ? for thou knowest thy servant,
had been promised, the obligations under which they laid him, and his conviction and
impression thereof, were all imlescribable. Words failed him and he could only appeal
to Omniscience to witness the sincerity and depth of his grateful feeling (John xxi. 17).
Every additional benefit conferred upon us increases the claims of our Divine Benefactor on our love and devotion. His mercies are "new every morning" (Lam. iiL 23);
and the debt we owe is ever accumulating.
;

;

We

;

;

!

;

*•

How

can I repay to Jehovah
All his benefits toward me?"
(Pi,

cxtL 12.)

his grace. " For thy Word's sake

;" in fulfilment of thy
IV. Febvent obatttude for
purpose and promise formerly expressed, "and according to thine own heart," of thy
spontaneous, sovereign, unmerited favour, " hast thou done all these great things to
make thy servant know them," tor his coiisolation and encouragement (ver. 21). It is
the disinterested love and abounding ^race of God, displayed in his gifts, that more
than anything else touches the heart and constrains it to fervent gratitude. " To my
eye the workings of a heart oppressed and overflowing with gratitude are painted
It is easy
stronger in this prayer than I ever observed them in any other instance.
to see that his heart was wholly possessed with a subject which he did not know how
to quit, because he did not know how to do justice to the inestimable blessings poured
down upon himself and promised to his posterity ; much less to the infinite bounty of
his i^nefactor" (l)elany).
Lord God,"
V. Lowi-Y adoration of his perfections. " Wherefore thou art great,
The greatness of Jehovah, the incomparable One, the only God, wag
etc. (ver. 22).
manifested in his dealings with his servant, as in the whole history of Israel, " according
David had the most exalted views of his
to all that we have heard with our ears."
character as the AU-wise and All-powerful, the Condescending, Faithful, Gracious,
Ps. cxiii. 6) ; and he delighted in the contemplation
Merciful, and Just (1 Sam. ii. 2
and praise of his infinite excellence. God himself is greater than anything he has done
;

«avu.l—29.]
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or promised to do ; bat by means of his doings and revelations we are enabled to know
him and draw nigh to him in worship and adoration, wherein the soul finds its noblest
activity, rest,

and joy.

VI. Genebous sympathy with his people. " And what one nation in the earth is
like thy people," etc. (vers. 23, 24) ? An incomparable people I 1. Redeemed by mighty
2. Designed for a special purpose
to be his possession or property, and to
acts.
"show forth his praise." 3. Established in covenant relationship for ever (ver. 16;
Rev. xxi. 3, 7). David "glorified God" in them; and in doing so he showed his love
for them, his sympathy and identity with them (ch. v. 12).
His thanksgiving and
The selfish heart (like the proud heart) is
praise were large-heart&d and disinterested.
never a thankful heart. The more we esteem others the more numerous the occasions
we find for gratitude to God, and the more we abound therein.
VII. Entibe C0N8ECBATI0N to his Service and glory. He avowed himself the servant
of God (ver. 21), freely and gladly surrendered his will to him, sought what he promised,
and desired that his Name might be *' magnified for ever " (ver. 26). This is the
aaseooe of the sacrifice of praise. " Father, glority thy Name " (John xiL 28 ; PhiL i. 20).

—

**

As

of their will, the angels onto thee

Tender meet sacrifice, oircling thy throne
With loud bosannas ; so of theirs be done
By saintly men on earth."
(Dante, •Purg.,»xL)

D.
Vers. 25—29 (1 Chron. xvll 23—27).— (Zion.) Promise and prayer. «*Do as
thou hast said" (ver. 25). 1. God has spoken to men. "His greatness is unsearchable " (ver. 22
Ps. cxlv. 3) nevertheless, he has surely spoken to them in his Word
(ver. 4; Heb. i. 1).
2. He has spoken in the way of promise (ver. 28).
A large
portion of Divine revelation consists of promises, " exceeding great and precious "
3. And as
(2 Pet. i. 4), pertaining to the life that now is, and that which is to come.
God has spoken to men in the way of promise, so they should speak to him in the way
ot prayer (1 Sam. i. 9 ; viii. 6 ; xiv. 16, 36).
;

;

**

A breath that fleets beyond this iron world.
And

touches him

who made

it"

(Tennyson.)

L

Pbomise supersedes not the necessity of prayeb

inasmuch as the latter is
;
the expressed or implied condition of its fulfilment.
As a bank-note must
be presented that we may obtain the gold which it represents, so the Divine promise
must be sought in prayer that we may receive the good of which it gives assurance.
child dues not relrain from asking his father for what he wants because it has been
promised, but rather asks him all the mure.
David prayed for wiiat he had been
promised.
"I will yet for this be inquired of," etc. (Ezek. xxxvi. 37). "Ask, and it
" The prayer that prevails
shall be given you " (Matt vii. 7 ; Ps. L 15 ; Zech. x. 1).
is a reflected promise."
II. Pbomise confibms the duty of pbayeb; by indicating the will of God concerning us. To neglect the conditiun of receiving the blessing, or to refuse to comply
with it, is to despise the blessing itself. Why such a condition? 1. To give to God
the honour which is his due.
2. To teach a spirit of <iependeuce.
3. To promote
personal and direct intercourse with God- 4. To call into exercise the noblest principles
of our nature. 5. To incite co-operation towards the attainment of what is ijrDmiaed,
To make its bestowment more beneficial to the recipient. Some things may be
beneficial in connection with prayer that would not be so wi'hout it
IIL Priimisk authorizes the PBIV1L.EGE OF PRAYER. What greater privilege can
there be than that of "making known our requests unto God"? But who, without his
promise, could venture to believe that these requests would be heard; especially when
made for the "great things" contained in itV Even now, how doubtful and timid are
The promise gives encouragement and confidence ; and
we in claiming the privilege
should, therefore, be pondered in the heart, as it was by David; who was thereby

commonly

A

&

1

——
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emboldened (AtUhorized Version, " found in his heart ") " to pray this prayer " (ver.
"Tliy words are truth" (ver. 28). "When thou saidst, Seek ye my face; my
27).
Lord, will I seek " (Ps. xxvii. 8 cxix. 49 ; Gen.
heart said unto thee, Thy face,
xxxiL 12).
IV. Pbomisr TBACHE8 THE MATTER OF PRAYEB. " We know not what we Bhould
pray for as we ought," and are apt, in this respect, to "ask amiss." But the promises
*'
directory of prayer," teaching us
1. The things for which
coiiiititute an invaluable
we ought to ask, both temporal and spiritual. 2. Their relative importance. 3. Their
;

:

application to others as well as to ourselves (vers. 25, 29). 4. Their chief design (ver.
'*
If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you," etc. (John xv. 7 ; Rev. xxii. 20).
26).
" Pause over each promise, and let your faith in it blossom into a priyer for it. This
will be the true, responsive reading of the sacred Scriptures, wherein there shall be not
amply the answering of voice to voice as among men, but the responding of your heart
Happy are they in whose souls there is thus a continual recurring * Aracn ' to
to God.
the benedictions of the Lord " (W. M. Taylor).
reverent regard for God. 2.
V. Promise incites the spirit of pkayer. 1.
lowly estimate of ourselves. 3. Fervent desire for the blessing of Gcd. 4. Childlike
6. Patience and perseconfidence in his Word. 5. Unreserved submission to his will.
13 ; xviii. 1). " Prayer
verance. " Wait on the Lord," etc. (Ps. xxviL 14 ; Luke xi 1

A

A

—

nothing else but the lan.;ua^e of faith, love, and hope: oi faith, a believing of God's
being and bounty, that he is willing and able to succour us; of love, which directeth
us to the prime Fountain of all the good we have and would have, and to the enl and
glory of God, and regulateth all our choices by it, and to those means which conduce
and of hope, which is a desirous expectation of the promised
to the enjoying of God
blessing " (T. Manton, ' Works,' xviiL 72).
VI. Promise ensures the answer of pbaybb ; not always in the immediate and
conscious experience of the petitioner, but always at the proper time (Dan. x. 12), the
delay being needful and beneficial ; not always in the literal terms of the promise, but
often in a more spiritual and glorious manner ; and never wholly withheld (1 John v.
"He is laithful tliat promised" (Heb. x. 23), ** The promises of God are the
14, 15).
free expressions of his goodness and beneficence; but then their meaning has in it
something of that Divine attribute. Nothing that he says can be in the mere narrc w
The words are necessarily those used by man, but the meaning is
proportions of man.
that of God ; and we may be confident that what will be given in fulfilment of them
as far, at least, as the
will be according to the magnitude of the Divine goodness
The Divine goodness
faculties of the recipients will admit, and these can be enlarged.
being transcendently above all other goodness, the gifts of it will be according to its
own manner, and not limited to the human import of tlie words, as if merely preserving
So that he will surprise his servants, as they find the
the bare truth of the words.
earthly terms of his promises translated as it were into celestial language, when they
arrive in his presence and have those promises acknowledged" (John 1^'oster, 'Literary
Eemains'). D.

is

;

;

—

When a prayer such as David's is
(Ziok.) A prayer found in the heart.
Ver. 27.
foimd in the heart, it is 1. Found in the right place. If only on the tongue it is not
really found at all
Its proper abode is the heart ; yet it is not always found there,
even when renewed, as the heart must be for its dwelling. 2. Possessed of priceless
worth ; in contrast with other things that are often found in the heart (Matt. xv. 19).
rare flower among weeds, a fountain in the desert, a treasure in poverty, a friend in
need I " I have no earthly friend," said one; " but I liave a praying heart." 3. Derived
from a Divine source. It is not indigenous. Its origin is in " the Father of lights,"
from whom comes "every good gift and every perfect boon;" its production is due to
the teaching of his Word and the operation of his Spirit (Zech. xii 10). 4. Designed
for a proper use. Not to be neglected, repressed, or restrained (Job xv. 4) but
appreciated, gujuded, cherished, freely and fully " poured out " at the feet of the Giver,
that he may be glorified.
D.
:

A

;

—

Vers. 1, 2.

David's desire to build a temple. After the conquest of Jehus by David
the spot to be the capital of the united kingdom of which he

md his appointment of

CH. vn.
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was now the ruler, it soon became his earnest purpose to bring thither the longnec;l3Cted ark of the covenant, that the city might be the sacred as well as the civil
This purpcse was at length fulfilled. The ark was settled on Ziou in
metropolis.
a tent prepared for it, and a daily service established in connection with it. But the
king was not long satisfied with what he bad done. Lai ger and more generous thoughts
took possession of bis mind, and stirred within him eager desire.
L What was the king's desire ? To erect a solid, permanent buildiiig, of suitable
magnificence a temple— in wliich the ark should be pla:ed, and where the services of
worship should lie constantly maintained. Most likely he contemplated what waa
afterwards effected, the reunion on one spot of the aik and the altars; and the presentation of the daily and other sacrifices and off'-rings at their proper place before the
symbol of the Divine presence the revival, in fact, of the Mosaic ritual under circnmThe
etanccs and with accompaniments adapted to the existing condition of the nation.
purpose was good and tended to good. It was time that the irregularity and negligence
which had prevailed should come to an end, and the requirements of the Law should be
obeyed. It was fitting that the tmity of the people should be fully symbolize<l,
It was also
expressed, and promoted by such a united woiship as the Law enjoined.
suitable to the more settled state which, under David, the jieople hid reached, that
a solid fixed builtling should supersede the tent which was adapted to the time of
wandering and unsettlement and, as the nation's resources had increased, it was right
that (he building to be reared should be proportionately costly.
(Ver. 1.) Giving the king
1. A time of peace favoured it.
II. How IT OKiGiNATED.
leisure for thought as to how he could further promote the nation's wel'are; awakening
Times of war ap' greatly unfavourable
gratitude; affording means and opportunity.
to such enterprises, forcing minds and hearts into other channels, and swallowing up
the resources wh'ch might otherwise be expoided on them. 2. Tlie solidity, beauty,
and comforts of David's own houf-e suggested it. "I dwell in a house of cedar, but
the ark of God dwelleth within curtains." David had known for years what it was to
have no settled abode, but to wander about the land, taking refuge In woods and caves
and afterwards he was much away from home, engaged in wars. Lately he had built
himself a handsome palace, and now for a time he was able to sit quietly in it and
meditate; and as he ciid so, it one day struck him that his abode was superior to that
of the ark of God, and the desire was kindled to put an end to the incongruity. Not
every one would have been thus moved. How differently the rich man of whom our
And how many
Lord spiaks in Luke xii. 16, et seq., " thought within himself 1
prosperous people there are, professing to have given themselves to God, who, as they
increase in wealth and enjoy comfort and luxury, never turn a thought towards God's
house or cause, or inquire what they can do for them ! They reflect much, it may be,
on the question how l^est to invest their increasing gains ; but it never seems to occur
to them that the most suitable and profitable investment might be in the cause of
A more fervent piety would suggest such thoughts. Gratitude for
religion or charity.
the abundance bestowed on them ; the contrast presented (see Hag. i. 4) between
their residences and their churches, between what they spend on their establishments
and what they spend in the promotion of the kingdom of God; the witness which
their mansions and surroundings bear to the ample means with which God has
endowed them the large trust he has committed to them; all would be fruitful ol
thoughts and emotions to which they are now strangers, and of a style of giving which
they have never allowed themselves. It was David's piety more than the surrounding
circumstances that originated his generous purpose.
III. How IT WAS TESTED.
As to its propriety and probable acceptance with God.
He consulted his friend and adviser, Natiian the prophet. The more important the
steps we contemplate, the more netdful is it, before we are ojienly and irrevocably
committed to them, that we should ascertain how tliey apjiear to others, especially to
Feeling is not a sufficient guide, not even \Ao\i»
the wisest and best whom we know.
Another may put the
feeling; and our own judgment may not be of the soundest.
matter in a new light, which shall convince ourselves that, howevei- good our motives,
onr purpose is not Wise or not jiracticable. We cannot directly considt a i)rophet, but
we may find good and enlightened and trustworthy men who will be glnd to aid us to
And what joy it gives to Christian ministers to be consulted by
right conclusion.

—

—

;

—

—

1
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Buch as come saying, " God has prospered me, I have done well for myself and my
family, and I should like to do something; proportionate for my God and Saviour
Such applicants are few and far
advise me as to how I may best fulfil my desire "
between such a style of thought and purpose is rare. But it ought not to be. It if>.
a sin and shame that God's work should be hindi-red for want of money in a thriving
community which can spend freely in all other directions.
IV. How IT WAS REGARDED BY Nathan. He approved and encouraged the desire,
assuring David of the Divine approval and co-operation (ver. 3). He spoke on the
impulse of the moment, with the feeling natural to a pious Israelite and prophet,
thankful that his king should cherish such a design. He did well, but had he paused
and proposed to " sleep upon " the matter, he would have done better, as appeared next
day.
We should ever be ready to encourage others in good thoughts and purposes, yet
in important matters it is well to take time to consider before we advise as to definite
1

;

propusals.

V. How IT WAS BEQABDED BT GoD. The proposal was approved, commended,
rewarded, and rejected. The refusal was softened by the terms in which it was con17
veyed, and the representations and promises by which it wa'3 accompanied (vers. 4
2 Chron. vi. 8) declaring that it was well that it was in his heart to build a house for
Gkxi's Name, although it was a matter of indifference to the Most High what sort of
dwelling-places men provided for him; reminding David of what he had done for him
assuring him that he would continue to favour the nation, that he would build a house
for him as he had sought to build one for himself, and that his son should fulfil the
This was the
father's desire, and the throne should continue in his family for ever.
greatest promise David had received, greater than he himself could then understand,
for it looked forward to the everlasting kingdom of his Son Jesus Christ our Lord.
But though his knowledge of its purport was imperfect, his pain at the rejection of his
proposal was more than soothed; his .leart was filled with adoring gratitude and joy.
VI. How ITS sixcERiTY WAS PROVED. If he might not do all he desired, he would
do all he might and could. He, therefore, prepared plans for the building, accumulated
materials for its erection, and urged the work on his son Solomon and the chief uien of
the nation. An example for us if, setting our hearts on some particular work for God,
our purpose is frustrated. Let the diverted energies be employed all the more in such
A contrast to the conduct of manj' who, disappuiured
services as are within our reach.
in reference to some cherished desire (e.g. to become clergymen or missionaries), allow
their zeal to decline to the common level, if it do not p^ss away altogether.
In conclusion : 1. Christian piety will kindle earnest desires to do the greatest possible
work for God. Such desires should be cherished in subordination to the Divine will.
For though approved of God, they may be denied (Prov. x. 24 notwithstanding). If
denied, we should be content, assured of the perfect wisdom and gotidness of the
purpose of God which has frustrated ours, and that for us and others he has some
Though denied, our desire may be
belter thing in store than we had thought of.
Whether denied or gratified, good desires (such as
fulfilled (as David's by Solomon).
are really good, and not mere idle wishes) are always valuable, for what tliey indicate
in ourselves, for the Divine approval they elicit, for their influence on out selves, and
their influt-nce on others (as David's on his successor and on the chiefs of the nation).
3. We
2. The desire to build or aid in building a house for the worship of God is good.
may all assist in the erection and adornment of a nobler teniph. than that which David
sought to build. " The house of God is the Church of the living God " (1 Tim. iii. 15),
and all who labour for the conversion and spiritual improvement of men are helping in
the glorious work of building and adorning this spiritual house. Let all Christian
workers realize the dignity and glory of tiieir work. Let us all ask ourselves whether
we have any heart for it, are doing anything towards it ; whether we are capable of
doing anything in it that shall be acceptable to God, having first given our own selves
G. W.
to him, and received his Spirit.

—

—

;

;

—

—

16.
Datnd's everlasting kingdom. These words relate, first, to Solomon
Vers. 12
then to successive generations of David's posterity and, finally, to the Christ. They
promise that David's son should bo God's son, and should build the house for God
which David had desired to build. They promise also that the rule over Israel should
;

;
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continue in the Jne of David's posterity, and that his house and kiuc^'dom should be
established for ever.
They were partly fulfilled in the long continuance of the reiJU ot
David's descendants. They receive their most ample and splendid fulfilment in the
eternal kiugdom of the greatest Son of David, our Lord and Saviour a fulfilment
bev ond all that David could ask or think.
I. The great King.
He is much more than this but he it
1. Is David's son.
this.
A man is at the head of God's kingdom! 2. is God's Son. (Ver. 14; comp,
Heb. L 5 and Rom. i. 3, 4.) Both as to his human and his Divine natures, Jesus
Christ is the Son of God as none other " the only besotten Son of God." This shows
his greatness, and accounts for his triumphs.
The Eternal and Almighty Father
recognizes and proclaims him as his Son declares by the miracles accom) anying the
jjersonal mission of Jesus, by his Word, Spirit, providence, through the ages, " This is
my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased: hear ye him." 3. And this ilh'strious
person is King. King over God's people, his true Israel
King of men " King of
kings, Lord of lords;" King of angels, King over all things in heaven and earth.
The
kingdom of David has expanded till it extends over the universe.
" He shall reign
II. The perpetuity of his reign.
It shall be literally eternal.
for ever and ever" (Hev. xi. 15).
it is surely more than a coincidence that a system of
dominion over men, originating in a i\Ian who had sprung from the reduced family of
David, and was accepted by many of his fellow-Jews as the Son of David, the Messiah
foretold by the prophets
a system proclaimed at the first as the kingdom of God
should have taken root in the world, have spread so widely and lasted so long that it
should have proved to be tlie system in and throuuh which especially the best
influences of Heaven operate, and the divinest principles rule the hearts and lives of those
who receive it ; and that it sht)uld to-iiay be more extensively prevalent than ever, and
tJiat amongst the most enlightened and powerful nations (to whose enlightenment and
power it has so largely contributed), and giving promise of becoming the ruling power
everywhere.
It is a veritable kingdom, uniting all who belong to it as one " holy
nation " which acknowledges Jesus of Nazareth as its King, and submits to his rule.
It has continued nearly nineteen centuries, and gives no sign of decay.
In all this the
Christian recognizes the fulfilment of the promise made to David and repeated so
frequently afterwards by the prophets
and through his faith in that promise he
anticipates the everlasting duration of the reign of Christ, the eternity of the King, and
the eternity of his reign.
We are sure that he must reign for ever and our assurance
rests on: 1. TJie promises of God.
The " God who cannot lie," and who has power to
fulfil all his Word, and subdue all that opposes.
2. The nature of the kingdom.
"A
kingdom which cannot be moved " (Heb. xii. 28). It is spiritual, and cannot be put
down by the material forces which destroy other reigns. It is the reign of Divine
truth, righteousness, and love ; and we cannot doubt but that these will triumph and
be perpetuated. 3. Tlie nature of the King. "The First, ami the Last, and the Living
One," who, though he "was dead," is "alive for evermore" (Rev. i. 17, 18, Revised
Version).
This King literally "lives for ever." He is Divine as well as human. His
reign is the reign of the Almighty God, which cannot be destroyed.
4. Past experience.
The kingdom of Jesus Christ has survived in spite ot all opposition. All
possible hostile powers have done their utmost, and have failed.
Christianity has
outlived many kingdoms, whicli to human appearance promised to survive it.
It has
been assailed by brute force in a variety of forms, and by the forces of intellectual
subtlety, of political power, and of spiritual error, and it has conquered.
It has seemed
to be seriously endangered by the folly and wickedness of its professed friends, but still
it survives and flourishes.
In a word, tiie prince of this world has used all arts and
energies at his comm.md to crush the p^wer of Christ, but in vain.
"He that sitteth
in the heavens laughs" at all that opposes his Son. sayinj, " Yet have I set my King
on ray holy hill ot Zion " (Ps. ii. 4, 6). And in the everlasiing future this kingdom
will Continue.
A great change is, indeed, predicted in 1 Cor. xv. 24. But as the
kingdom of the Son is the kingdom of the Father, so the kingdom of the Father will
still be that of the Son.
Let, then, all the lov al subjects of Christ cast away fear for his
kingdom, whatever forms opposition to it may take, and however formidable they may
appear.
And let all be concerned to he his loval subjects.
IIL Thk obeat wobk he would effect. " He shall build a house for my Name "

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

:

;

—
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The words may be taken

as applicable uot only to the temple which
but to the nobler structure which our Lord is rearing, of which he is
the chief Corner-stoue (1 Pet. ii. 4 6) " the tt-ujple of the living Gc^ " (2 Cor. vi. 16),
" the habitabuilt of "living stones" quickened and cou^ecrated by the Holy Spirit
From a^^e to age the work of
22).
tion of God through the Spirit" (Eph. ii. :^0
erecting this spiritual temple goes on in the conversion ol men to Christ, and their
addition to his Church; and, when comi)leted, the building will be for the everlasting
honour of the Builder. May we all have a place in it 1 G. W.

(ver.

13).

Solomon

— —

built,

—

—

—

David, with a heart filled with wonder and
Ver. 18. Meditation he/ore the Lord.
gratitude by the message from heaven commmuuicated to him by Nathan, " went in
and sat before the Lord," and poured forth his thoughts and feelings iu the words which
follow. He probably went into tne tent in which he had placed the ark, and there mediBut the phrase, " belore the Lord," is very frequently employed withtated and prayed.
out any reference to the ark, the tabernacle, or ihe temple. God is everywhere, and everywhere we may place ourselves as in his special presence, and with acceptance and profit
o£fer him our thoughts and worship ; and we do well often to imitate David in this respect.

conditions favoubable, and indeed essential, to eight thought and
THE FELT PBESENCE OF GOD. 1. The exclusion of the
world and its influences. "Before the Lord," the world, with its gains, pleasures,
opinions, applause, or disapproval, vanishes from view, or appears as nothing ; and thug
we are delivesed from its blinding and perverting; influence. 2. Intense consciousness of
God. He is for the time our All. His character, works, relation to us, dealings with
3.
us, claims upon us, judgment respecting us, stand forth glorious and impressive.
Intense consciousness of ourselves, our real nature, relationships, responsibilities to Qod
mnd man. In the light of the Divine presence these things appear quite otherwise than
when we regard only the material and the human. 4. Greater susceptibility to Divine
Our hearts are prepared to receive more of
influences, and receptivity of Divine gifts.
the Holy Spirit ; and we <io receive more.
*'
In
1. Fuller and truer knowledge.
IL The spiritual profit thus secured.
thy light shall we see light" (Ps. xxxvi. 9), which includes knowldge and much
" Until I went into the sanctuary of God ; then understood I their end " (Ps.
besides.
In the presence of God we obtain deeper insight into his nature and
Ixxiii. 17).
Our thoughts of him are enlarged
character, understand better his plans and methods.

L The

WOESHIl' WHICH ARE FOUND IN

And in knowing Lim we come to know ourselves ; his greatness
reveals our littleness ; his holiness, our sinfulness and his fatherly love and re^leeming
Coming to him, as the disciples to Christ,
grace, the true worth and dignity of our souls.
to tell him what we have been doing and teaching, the poverty and impi rfections of our
In his pi esence, too, we learn the relative values of holiness
lives become manifest to us.
and sin, time and eternity, this world anil the next. 2. Richer and deeper emotions and
Penitence and humility, gratitude and love, confidence and hope, [jeace and
affections.
Coming to him to confess our sins
joy, are all nourished best in the presence of God.
and failures, we shall, as we look into his face, be inspired with new and ujore hopeful
and quickened.

;

Bringing our cares and fears to him, as Hezekiah the letter of Sennacherib
we shall be reheved of them, and gain new courage and [latieuce. 3.
Which will naturally s[iring from an enriched and spiritual life.
Ever-better worship.
Worshi|) which is not offered " before the Lord'^ is not worship at all and the more
4. Ever-jrovjing poiver to live
his presence is felt the worthier wiU our worship be.
according to our convictions and resolutions. " Before the Lord," his children grow biave
and strong to do and endure. His eye felt to be upon them, they act nobly; his love
realized by them, their iiearts are filled with a love mighty to serve him and tlieir brethren,
and to conquer the evil powers. Finally: The measure of our dispcsitim to go before
Ood for co/t verse ivith him, instruction, stimulus, conso/ation, etc., is t/ie measure of our
We lose mucli of the highest hapjjiness and piofit through ne-ligence iu
a/tual pitty.
All that occupies our minds and moves our hearts becomes sanctified and
this respect.
On the other hand, the greatest
elevated as we go aside and bring it " before the Lord."
attention to religious observances which are not, through faith and love, <)one in the
presenc-' of lod, is worthless, dishonouring to God, and useless, yea, worse than uselesi^
resolve.

(Isa. xxxvii. 14),

;

(

lo the worshipper.

—G. W.
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Effects of God's goodness on the heart.
(Suitable for a birthday or the
David, having retired into tiie presence of God, pours out bef jre him the
year.)
feelings of his heart, in view of what God had done for him, and what he had just
promised to do.
HE MERCIES CONTEMPLATED. 1. Past leading. "Thou hast brought me hitherto."
I.
much this inclu'led in David's case! Ht>w much in the case of evtry one of ua!
Each should recall in God's presence the particulars of his own life. Life itself, reason,
health, preservation, supply of wants, home surroundings and comforts, the love of
parents, etc., education, advancement in life, deliveiances from perils and sicknesses,
honours, the advanta.j;es of living in a country civilized, free, Christiau ; the Word and
ordinances of God, connection with his Church and ministers, and all that has flowed
therefrom the life of God in the soul, pardon, peace, hope, the Spirit of adoption, love
to God and men, access to God, the c< mmunion of saints, growth in grace, victory over
temptations, opportunity and will to do good, success in Christian labours, support in
troubles and benefit from them.
Also the blest-ings of one's "house" wife, children,
good children especially, and their happiness. It is an endless task to remember ami
recount all the mercies of God; but the attempt is always salutary. 2. Promises as to
*'
1'his was yet a small thing in thy sight, but thou hast spoken also of thy
the future.
servant's house for a great while to come."
Astonished and grareful as David was in
view of his past experience of God's goodness, the promises he had now received respecting the perpetuation of his kingdom into the distant future still more affected him.
also have " given unto us exceeding great and precious promises," stretching onward
into the eternal future.
The kindness of God in the past is but "a small thmg."
Even his spiritual gifts, great as they are, and the necessary preparation for the eternal,
are but a slight foretaste and pledge of the exaltation, perfection, glory, and bliss which
he will bestow upon his children in increasing abundance for ever and ever.

Vers. 18, 19.

new

I

How

—

—

We

IL Their

The contemplation of our history and prospects will have a
we do or do not recognize God as the Giver of all. Some
men regard themselves as the architects of their own fortunes, and are correspondinglyfilled with self-satisfaction.
David ascribed all to God and we ought to be like him
For if we have done much for ourselves, the power, opportimity, and will to do
in this.
BO came f nn him; if friends have greatly aided us, these also were God's gifts.
In
spiritua,
gs it is especially obvious that " by the grace of God" we are what we are.
HL Their beceiveb. " Who am I," etc. ? The thought of David's insignificance and
that of his family rendered the Divine goodness to him more conspicuous and impressive.
So we shall more duly estimate the goodness of God to us, if we think rightly of ourGiveb.

beneficial or injuiious effect as

;

and a due impression of the greatness of his goodness will lead us to a just
estimate of ourselves. At every step of our review of the past and anticipation of the
" Who
future shall we be reminded of the many exhibitions of our own unworthiness.
am I ? " a frail and insignificant creature, a sinner, a great and persistent sinner ; at
best, a very imperfect Christian; proved to be such by innumerable instances
that I
should be so favoured now, and should have such hopes of everlasting blessing set
selves;

—

before

IV.

—

me ?
The emotions awakened by them.

1. Asto7iishment.
At the Divine goodunbounded, condescending. At the return made, which would
appear incredible were it not for the sure testimony of memory and consciousness.
2. Gratitude and love.
Expressed in praise and self-consecration (Rom. xiL 1). 3.
Humility. The mercies of God revealing the more our unworthiness. The perception
of his hand in our lives making our own part in the good they have contained seem
insignificant.
"Not unto us," etc. (Ps. cxv. 1). "Who maketh thee to differ from
another? and what base thou that thou didst not receive ? " (1 Cor. iv. 7). 4. Benevolence.
His loving-kindness producing loviug-kmdness in our hearts, as we contemplate
it; and prompting to a return of benefits, which, as they cannot be conferred on (Jod
" Be imitators of God, as beloved children;
himself, we bestow on his representatives.
and walk in love " (Eph. v. 1, 2, Revised Version). " Beloved, if God so Ipved us, w«
ought also to love one another" (1 John iv. 11). G. W.

ness, sovereign, free,

—

Ver. 20.
heart,

which

Unutterable thoughts
is

a terror to

evil

and feelings known

men who

think upon

to

Ood.

it, ni

Gcxl's knowled'je of the
often a joy to hib servants

"
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" Lord, thou knowest all things ; thou knowest that I love thee " (John xxi. 17). So
David, with his heart too full for adequate utterance, finds satisfaction in the thought
tbat God knew wliat his thoughts and feelings were.
express the deepest thoughts and
I. Thk felt inadequacy of language to
FEELINGS OF THE GODLY SOUL. lu our ordinary condition we feel not this diflBculty.
Our expressions are more likely to go beyond our thoughts and feelings, especially
when we use forms of devotion prepared by otbers. But when the soul is deeply stirred,
within.
It is thus
as David's at this time, we struggle in vain to express fully what is
"
with 1. Our sense of the value of God's gifts. Christ, God's unspeakable Gift " (2 Cor.
Gifts of God associated with these which are
Everlasting life.
Salvation.
ix. 15).
from time to time bestowed special help in temptation, comfort in trouble, guidance
2. Our sense of the love which bestows them.
in perplexities as to truth or duty, etc.
is thy goodness! " " How excellent is thy loving-kindness!
We can only say, "How great
•'
God so loved the world; " " The love of Christ, which passeth knowledge " (Ps. xxxL
" Thou art great,
19 ; xxxvi. 7 ; John iii. 16 Eph. iii. 19). Or, as David (ver. 22),
O Lord God for there is none like unto thee." 3. The emotions excited by them. Our

—
;

;

gratitude, affection, penitence, humility, confidence, joy (" unspeakable," 1 Pet. i. 8),
longing for fuller experience of them ("groanings which cannot be uttered," Rom.
2
Li our times of
4).
viii? 26), ant'cipations of their perfect enjoyment (2 Cor. v.
intense devotion we feel how utterly impossible it is fully to express what is in our

—

hearts.

IL The satisfaction which arises from God's perfect knowledge of
What can David say more unto thee ? " I cannot express what I feel and I need

••

;

us.

not

labour to do so, " For thou, Lord God, knowest thy servant." It is the same thought
which St. Paul expresses, when, speaking of the unutterable groanings with which the
Holy Spuit intercedes in the Christian soul, he says, " He that searcheth the heart
knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit " (Rom. viii. 27). God knows much more about
us than our words express is not dependent for his knowledge of us on our own account
of ourselves. As we cannot by any words conceal from him the evil which is in us,
;

Even
go our deficiencies of expression will not hinder his discernment of the good.
earthly parents see the meaning which their children try to express in stammering
words and broken sentences ; how much more does the heavenly Father, who is not at
beyond the poor utterances
all dependent for his knowledge of us on our words, see
of his children, into their hearts ! This is (1) a comfort under the consciousness of
imperfect and unworthy utterance in our addresses to God ; and (2) a reason for not
labouring too much to express ourselves fully and worthily. But it is not a reason for
either (1) declining to speak to God at all,— David did not actually sink into silence
because he felt that he could not adequately express himself, and that God knew him
before him.
(see what follows); or (2) accustoming ourselves to careless expression
Since (1) the endeavour to speak aright aids right thought and feeling, these grow in
aids or
the endeavour to utter them (2) in family and social worship our language
;

hinders others; and (3) we should ever otTer to God our best, poor as we may feel it to
And we may indefinitely improve both in thought and expression by the careful
be.
employment of the helps presented in Holy Scripture and uninspired devotional books.
Christian poets, too, may much assist us to find suitable, though it may be still
inadequate, utterance for our deepest thoughts and emotions.
Finally 1, David's emotions on this occasion are at once an example and a reproach
For the gifts and promises of God to us, if not greater than those to him, are
to us.
They stand out to us in tlie light
greater than his understanding of them could he.
which streams from Jesus Christ, unfolding into all the precious revelations and
produces.
assurances of the gospel, and all the happy experiences which the Holy Spirit
the
Yet how seldom are we so afi'ected as to feel language too poor for the expression of
2. ITow sad to be utterly insensible to the
wonder, love, and gratitude which we feel
G. W.
goodness of God and the greatmss of his gifts to us
:

!

.'

—

21.— God's works and God's heart and words. David looks on those great
which God had promised hiui as if alnady accnmplished, so great confidence had
due to
he in the power and faithfulness of the Promiser; and, conscious that they were
heart
no worthiness or power of his own, he acknovvle^iges that all originated in the
Ver.

things'

OH. vn.
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of God and were simply in fulfilment of his word, by which they had become known to
For the will and the work and the word he praises God.
himself.
The works of creation are
I. God does great things on behalf of his people.
great and accirding to his own heart, originating in himself, aud on a scale proporSo with the works of his providence. But we will
tionate to his own greatness.
They
apply the words to redemption. The works included in this are indeed great.

The
1. The methods employed are great.
are on a scale of grandeur worthy of God.
Incarnation the union of God and man in one Person. The display of the glory of God
His exaltain the earthly life of Christ, and at his death, resurrection, and ascension.
The descent and operations of the Holy Spirit. 2. Tne work
tion to be " Lord of all."
The atonement especially, and all involved in it. The
tffectrd on hehalf of man is great.
conquest over sin and Satan and death. The opening of the way to God and heaven.
3. The work wrought in and towards men is great.
(1) In respect to each believer.
Illumination, regeneration, pardon, peace, holiness, perfection, glory everlasting, together
with the special guidance and government of God's providence tending to and issuing
in these great results.
(3) In
(2) In respect to the multitude redeemed and saved.
respect to the final deliverance and exaltation with the Church of the whole creatio:i

—

Eph. i. 10).
viii. 19—22
God does these great things " according to his own heart." 1. They
spring from his heart. They are done spontaneously, of his own free grace and will—
" his own good pleasure." Not at the prompting of others, for none other could have
Not under a sense of obligation, for we had no claim upon him,
conceived them.

(Rom.

;

II.

except that our sin and misery appealed to his compassion. They originated in the
Divine mind, sprang from the Divine love. 2. TTiey hefit his heart. They bear the
stamp of the Divine nature ; are worthy of his infinite wisdom, righteousness, benevo" It became him," etc. (Heb. iL 10).
lence, and power ; are the grandest display of them.

" All thy wayi
Are worthy of thyself— Divine;
But the bright glories of thy grace
Beyond thine otlier wonders shine."

" For
IIL Gk)D DOES these great things in fulfilment of his own Word.
thy Word's sake." 1. He announces them by his Word. " To make thy servant know
them." The things which God has done and will do he makes known. It is thus
For the
they become available to each and all to whom the Word is communicated.
knowledge is the chief part of the means by which salvation is wrought. " The gospel
see
is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth" (Rom. i. 16
.
.
1 Pet. i. 22, 23). Thus also we
Jas. i. 18
also Rom. x. 13, 14
1 Cor. i. 17, 18, 23
For by the promises our
are assured of the completion of the work of redemption.
God lays himself under obligation to perfect the salvation of all believers. It is, there2. He accomplishes
fore, a great privilege to know these great things which God works.
them aaording to his Word. He cannot do otherwise. He " cannot lie " (Titus i. 2).
" He ahideth faithful he cannot deny himself" (2 Tim. ii. 13).
Moreover, " what he
hath promised, he is able also to perform " (Rom. iv. 21). Now that he has given his
Word, " for his Word's sake," if there were no other reason, he will do " all these great
;

;

;

;

;

things."

David, adore and praise our God for his wondrous works,
to us.
How glorious lie appears in these works Let
us ascribe glory to him. 2. Let believers rest assured of the complete accomplishment
Tiiey have the Word and tlie heart of God, aud
(if the work of their own redemption.
3. Let us fear, lest we
his actual works for them and \u them, to give them assurance.
should fail, through negligence and unbelief, to ajypropriate the rtdemption so wondrously
wrought for us, notrmthstandiny our knowledge of it. (See Heb. ii. 1 i.) G. W.

Then 1. Let
and for making
:

un, like

them,

known

!

— —

Ood surpassingly great and ever the same. " Wherefore," because thou
Ver. 22.
doest these gn.'at things, extending on through the ages, an<l because thou canst and
dost foresee and predict them, "thou art" manifestly "great" thyself, surpassing all
David's knowledge
others; the ver\ God our fathers worshipped and have told us of.
of God becomes to a greater degree personal insight and conviction through the new.

;
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which he is favoured. It is v?ell when living conviction as to God is
wrought through experience of his kindness rather than his severity.
1. God is great.
surpassing obeatkess of Gk)D.
I. The
(1) In bis nature.
Great, no; only in power and knowledge, but in rightInfinite in all his perfections.
"His greatness is uasearchable " (Ps. cxlv. 3). (2) In his operaeousness and love.

revelation with

In these his greatness is exercised and displayed. In his works of creation,
David saw it in
preservation, redemption, and government, we see how great he is.
his dealings towards himself and his posterity. In the nature of his pl-tns and purposes
in his ability to rule a free world through succes^^ive ages, so as to effect their accomplishment; and in the power to predict and promise tlie result with certainty, God
appears unspeakably great. Thus prophecy as well as creative energy manifests the
greatness of God, both in the Divine plan itself a grand scheme of justice and love
Btretching from the beginning to the end of time, and on throughout eternity and in
the revelation of it to man. 2. God is great beyond all others. "There is none liko
unto thee, neither is there any G'>d beside thee." He has no equal, none that approaches
him in majesty. (1) No creature. All are at an infinite di-tance beneath him. He
has made some creatures to resemble him in a measure in theii- intelligence, goodness,
and position over other creatures ; but their resemblance is like that of the image of
the sun in a dewdrop to the sun itself. Whatever his creatures may be, they and
their capacities are derived and dependent; he is underived and independent (" from
everlasting"); their powers are very limited, his unbounded none of them can creat'
or give life ; he is the " Fountain of life " (Ps, xxxvi, 9) ; they are mutable, he immutable; they mortal, he "only hath immortality" (1 Tim. vi. 16).
(2) Xo god,
David would think of the divinities worshipped by the peoples around ; we may think
of all the objects of worship in idolatrous nations, ancient and modern. Regarding thom
as they exist in the minds of men, producing certain effects upon them, how utterly
feel it almost profane to compare them with him. But in reality
unlike our God !
they are nonentities, " vanities," as they are so frequently called in Holy Scripture.
tions.

—

—

;

We

is no God beside our God.
His IDENTITT WITH THE GOD MADE KlfOWN TO US FEOM FORMER TIMES. "According to all that we have heard with our ears" (comp. Ps. Ixxviii. 3, 4). David recognizes that the God whc was so wondrously and graciously revealing hiajself to him
was the same God whom he had been taught to revere and trust on account of the
great things he had done for Israel in former days. The form of manifestation was
different; the- things done were different; but there were the same Divine perfections
It was a joy to the king
apparent, the same care for the people whom he had chosen.
to discern that Jehovah, the God of the fathers, was communicating with him; and
that what he was doing and promising corresponded with what he had heard of him.
The revelation which God has given of himself in Christ differs in many respects from

There
II.

the old revelations; the operations "f

God under

the

new covenant

differ

from those

as we come into living communion with God in Christ, and become
ourselves the subjects of his grace ; as also we learn the great things wbich God has
done and is doing under the gospel, and the promises he makes to those who receive it;
we too shall rejoice to discern that our God is the same as was worshipped by the
Jehovah, the living God, still righteous and
faithful of old, and all thriugh the ages
merciful and almighty; still doing wonders of power and grace ; and doing them on a
One God
vastly wider .^^cale, no longer chiefly in Israel, but amongst all nations.
The God of our fathers is our God, and
unites all generations, is to unite all peoples.
our experience of him corresponds with theirs. Thus the records of his revelations and

under the

old.

But

—

—

proceedings in all the past become available for instruction, and the encouragement of
and hope, in the present and the future.
From the whole subject let us learn 1. To rejoice in and praise God. It is matter
for just thankfulness that we have a Ood so great and glorious to worship and confide
m, One who lives and works evermore, and is thronghont all ages the same God. 2. To
He " is able
expect great things from One so great, for ourselves and the whole Church.
to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think, according to the power
which worketh in us" (Eph. iii. 20); and which has ever wrought amovg and on
behalf of his |X'ople "according to all that we have heard with our ears." 3. To real'.zt
faith

:

mmscioxis

communion with

the saints of all agei.

And

so with all sai/its in earth

and

OH. vu.
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heaven. 4. To objure the folly, sin, and peril of declining (he friendship of this great
Being, and living in enmity tnth him. Q. W.

—

7%e blessedness of Ood's 'people. The thought of the greatness of (Jod,
Vers. 23, 24.
in contrast with other objects of worship, naturally leads to that of the happiness of
the people to whom he has revealed himself, and on whose behalf he has shown his
Israel was thus blessed above all other nations; Christians
greatness by his works.

same blessedness with large increase. The people of God are distinguished
by
(Ver. 23.) 1. The nature of it. Israel was redeemed from
I. Their redemption.
bondage in Egypt, and afterwards from the Canaanite " nations and their gods." A
wonderful and happy deliverance. Christians are the subjects of a higher redemption.
Tht y are delivered from sin, from a bondage more cruel ami degrading than that of
inherit the

above

all

others

Egypt. They are redeemed " from all iniquity " (Titus ii. 14), " from this present evil
world " (Gal. i. 4) " from their vain manner of life handed down from their fathers"
They are redeemed from the consequences of sin.
(1 Pet. i. 18, Revised Version).
They have "redemption, even the forgiveness of sins" (Col. i. 14); they are redeemed
" from the curse of the Law" (Gal. iii. 13) ; from the powei^of the devil, and so from
the power and the dread of death (Heb. ii. 14, 15) ; they await ** the redemption of
their body " (Rom. viii. 23)
they are delivered '* from the wrath to come " (1 Thess. i.
Such are some of the statements of Scripture respecting the " redemption that is
10).
in Christ Jesus " (Rom. iii, 24).
2. The manner of it.
The deliverance from Egypt
was effected by marvels of Divine power. God " went " forth to their rescue, doing
**
great things and terrible," in which the people themselves had and could have no
part.
In the destruction of the Canaanitish peoples they did take part, but their
deliverances were by the power of Gt)d as really as their redemption from Egypt. For
the spiritual and eternal redemption God has interj>08ed in ways yet more marvellous.
By wonders of love and righteousness and power combined, he delivers men from sin
and death and hell. " He sent his Son to be the Propitiation for our sins" (1 John iv.
" ^Ve have redemption through his blood " (Eph. i. 7) ; and so the saints on earth
10).
and those in heaven unite in praise of him who, by his blood, washed them from their
sins, and redeemed them to God (Rev. i. 6 ; v. 9).
Mere power could not effect this
redemption. (1) Gt)d must, in redeeming men, "declare his righteousness . . . that he
might be just," as well as " the Justifier " (Rom. iii. 26); and this is effected by the
death of Jesus, " the Just for the unjust " (1 Pet. iii. 18). (2) Men are to be delivered
from sin by moral suasion ; and this also is effected by the manifestation at once of the
evil of sin, and the greatness of the Divine love, in the sacrifice of Cimst.
Thus the
great redemptive act is the sacrificial death of the Lord Jesus. But this is rendered
;

;

men by (3) the power of the Holy Siiirit, revealing to
the heart the gospel of redemption, which then becomes "the power of Grod unto
salvation" (Rom. i. 16). To have thus realized redemption is the greatest blessedness
and honour, and those who have this experience are the true " Israel of God " (Gal.
" God went to
vi. 16).
3. The glory which this Redemption brings to the Bedeemer.
redeem, . . and to mike him a Name." This aspect of the deliverance of Israel is not
unfreqnently presented in Holy Writ (see Exod. ix. 16 ; Isa. Ixiii. 12, 14). Similarly,
the Christian redemption is said to be " to the praise of the glory of his grace " (Eph. L
It is not that, like some ambitious human hero, he cares
6, 12; ii. 7 ; 2 Cor. iv. 15).
for a great name for his own sake ; but by his Name he is known, and men are drawn
to him and saved (see John xvii. 26).
In like manner, our Lord ia said to have
acquired through his humiliation and obedience unto death "a Name which is above
"
every name," even
the Name of Jesus," and this also " to the glory of God the Father"
effectual in the experience of

.

(Phil.
II.

ii.

9—11).

The relation established between them and God.

distinguishes

them above

becomes their (Jod. It is
the relation between God

(Ver. 24.) This also
are constituted the people of God; h«
for this purpose they are redeemed.
This representation of
and his people appears first in a promise made to Abraham
all

others.

They

(Gen. xvii. 7, 8), ia repeated in promises given through Moses (Kxod, vi. 7, etc.), is
adopted by David here, reappears in the prophets {e.g. Jer. xxxi. 33), is applied in
the New Testament to Christians (2 Cor. vi. 16, etc.), and is finally used in a descrip-

—
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tion of the perfect blessedness of the inhabitants of the New Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 3).
1. They are conIt comprehends all that the most enlightened and holy can desire.
Thus to Israel it is said by Moses, " Thou art an holy
stituted the people of God.

people unto the Lord thy God, and the Lord hath chosen thee to be a peculiar people
unto himself, above all the nations that are upon the earth " (Deut. xiv. 2 see also xxvi.
St. Peter employs similar langiiase to describe the position of Christians (1 Pet.
18).
U. 9); and St. Paul says (Titus ii. 14) that our Lord "gave himself for us, that he
.
purify unto himself a peculiar people [* a people for his own possession,'
might
Revised Version]." The representation includes (1) Ownership. They are his by right
" I gave Egypt for thy ransom " (Isa. xliii. 3) ; " Ye are
of creation and of purchase.
not your own ; for ye are bought with a price " (1 Cor. vi. 19, 20). (2) Appropriation.
;

.

.

:

God takes possession of the people who are his ; in the case of Christians, by his Spirit.
(4) Homage, including trust, love, worship (while other peoples
(3) Self-consecration.
worship other gods, the people of God worship him), and obedience. (5) Glorification.
They " show forth his praise " (Isa. xliii. 21 ; 1 Pet. ii. 9). They promote his kingdom.
2.

He

is their

God.

All that

men

expect from their

God he

is to

his people,

and

far

by covenant and promise. He gives himself to them. He exercises
authority over them. They enjoy his love, his presence, the employment of his power
to teach and guide, to purify, to comfort, to chastise, to protect, to employ, to perfect,
more.

He

is

theirs

" For ever." This is true in a sense of
3. The relation is eternal.
to honour, to save.
the relation between Israel and God. Although no longer a nation, they still are used
to witness for him as no other people ; and by their inspired men, and especially by
him who is of them " according to the flesh," they have become the chief religious
teachers and benefactors of mankind. And the day is coming when they willaccept
The
their Messiah, and, " with the fulness of the Gentiles," form one people of God.
real, spiritual Israel of all ages and lands are Good's, and he is theirs for ever and
ever.

Then : 1. Happy are the people thus favoured by the Most High 1 He confers on them
This is true of Israel ; of any nation
greater honour and blessing than on any others.
wbo have the Word and ordinances of God amongst them ; of the visible Church of
Christ; and emphatically of the true spiritual Church. The distinction and glory
become more marked as the reality of what is included in the title, " people of God,"
To have a Divine revelation is a great privilege ; but greater to receive and
increases.
be renewed by it, and thus be heirs of all its promises. 2. Be concerned to be one of
3. Take heed to live
the true people of God, who have Jehovah for their God for ever.
(See
in a manner becoming your relation to him whom you acknowledge as your God.
Lev. xix., passim.) The people of a God of holmess and love should be distinguished
by these quahtiea. Only thus can they prove themselves to be his. Only such people
Would that it were possible to point to every
are his in any lastingly happy sense.
Christian Chvu-ch, and challenge the world to prcTduce any communities equal to them
in all that is pure, righteous, and benevolent

I

—G. W.

God's promises and our prayers. " Do as thou hast said." The words are
Ver. 25.
used by David of the promises given to him respecting himself and his house. They
are apjilicable to all the promises.
What God has said shows us what
I. They fubnish a guide to our pbayebs.
we should ask. His promises indicate 1. The kind of blessings which we should most
The promises of God those given us in Christ especially assure us f
earnestly seek.
temporal gond so far as is needful; but relate chiefly to spiritual and eternal blessings.
The " good things" of Matt. vii. 11 are interpreted for us by Luke xi. 13 to be mainly
"the Holy S|iirit," which comprehends all good for our sjarits, all the best things for
time and eternity. While, therefore, we may ])ray for things tem{3oral with moderated
and submissive desire, we should most earnestly and constantly pray for things spirituaL
In praying according to what God " has said," we are guided by infinite wisdom and
To permit ourselves to
love; we are asking "accordiuii to his will " (1 Juhn v. 14).
be prompted in prayer by our own worldly, carnal inclinations, is to turn our worship
2. The degree of th&ie blessings which we
into sin, and to ask for evil instead of good.
should seek. The promises ot God encourage us to open our mouths wide for him to
They are without limit in extent and duration of blessing. Let
fill (Ps. Ixxxi. 10).
:

—

—

•
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us not limit ourselves in our desires, nor limit in our thoughts the bounty or power of
God (Ps. Ixxviii. 41). What he "has said " includes all we can need, but no more
than we need for our highest blessedness let us not be content with less. Let us
study the promises, stretch our minds to grasp them, and then turn tliem into prayer;
and, certain that our thoughts have not attained to the full extent of their meaning,
let us yield ourselves to the influences of the Holy Spirit, that he may intercede withm
and '* for us with groanings which cannot be uttered," but which " he that searcheth
the hearts " can interpret and respond to (Rom. viii. 26, 27).
IL They furnish an all-powerful plea in our praters.
"Do as thou hast
said" is an appeal to the faithfulness and kindness of him to whom we pray. " Thou
canst not break thy word ('Thy words be true,' ver. 28); thou art too kind to trifle
with those who confide in it. For thy Name's sake, therefore, fulfil thy promises."
in. They assure us of a favourable answer to cub prayebs.
When our
prayers are according to tlie Divine promises, we should be absolutely certain of their
2. He is most willing.
1. God is aVile to do as he has said.
success. For
His promises
spring from his love to us, and express what he is most desirous of conferring upon us,
and which only our indifterence, unwillingness, unbelief, and consequent unfitness prevent our receiving. 3. His word binds him. " God is not a man, that he should lie
neither the son oifman, that he should repent: hath he said, and shall he not do it? or
hath he spoken, and shall he not make it good?" (Numb, xxiii. 19). 4. He has given
confirmations of his promises and pledges for their fulfilment, especially in the gilt of
Therefore "let us ask in faith, nothing doubting"
his Son (2 Cor. i. 20 ; Rom. viii. 32).
Were it not for what he has said, we might reasonably
(Jas. 1. ti. Revised Version).
hesitate to ask for such great things as we are taught to pray for; but, having his word,
there is no room for hesitation (ver. 27). However conscious of sinfulness and unworthiness, we may and should " come boldly unto the throne of grace " (Heb. iv. 16 ; also
;

:

X. 19, 22).
Let us, then

:
1. Familiarize ourselves with the promises of God, that we may pray
with understanding and largeness of heartland with coufidence, iiuportunity, and perseverance.
2. Use the promises when we pray, whether for ourselves, our families, our
3. A^undon wliatever woidd turn the words, " Do as
country, the Church, or the world.
thou hast said," into a fearful imprecation. For think of what God has said as to what
he will do with the impenitent, the unbelieving, the disobedient, the unforgiving, etc.,
even if they offer prayers to him (see e.g. Matt, vi, 12, 14, 15). G. W.

—

God's Name magnified in his people. Any name of God is magnified when
to appear great in the eyes of his intelligent creatures, and they esteem and
This is done when he himself adds to the significance of the name by
declare it great.
yet more glorious works or revelations; and when they come to larger conceptions of its
significance, and consequently use the name with greater fulness of m( aning.
Thus as
" the sons of God " watched the various stages of creation, the name of " Creator " would
acquire greater significance and glory.
The name "Jehovah of hosts" would become
more glorious as the ho.^ts themselves in the heavens and on earth grew more numerous.
But David here assumes that additional glory to this great name of God might and
would arise from his relation to Israel; that to say, "Jehovah of liosts is the God over
Israel," would be to add lustre to the name.
And rightly, for his Name has been magnified by what he did amongst and for that people, by the revelations of himself which
he gave them, aud by the results in their national history, in the character and deeds of
many of them, and in the history of the world. He made through them such manifestations of his greatness and goodness, righteousness and mercy, as befiltid himself; and
for which vast multitudes have magnified and do magnify him in iheir thoughts aud
Until the Christ 3ame, no name of God was more illustrious than this,
thanksgivings.
"Jehovah of hosts, the God of Israel." In fact, the coming of Christ and all that has
grown out of it was included in that name. Hence another name of God greater still,
" the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," and " the God and Father of Christ's
Yea, the whole Name of God, his whole character, all the terms and declarapeople."
Ver. 26.

it is

made

tions

The

by which he

is

made known,

is

magnified by what he has said and done in Christ.
Holy Spirit, is as never betore declared and

great threefold name. Father, Sou, and
glorified in the work of salvation.
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God'b Namb is magnifisd is ajxv bt his people.
T%e tuork toroughtfor them.
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is effected

by:

'''Twas ^eat to speak a world from nought;
Twaa greater to redeem."

The revelation$ made to them. In the Person, teaching, miracles, death, resiirrection,
and ascension of the Lord Jesus and hy the teaching of the Holy Spirit through the
In these God is manifested more fully and clearly than by all
evangelists and apostles.
Never before did his Name appear so great and glorious. 3. The
his works bfsid<-s.
tuork wroujht in them. The regeneration and sanctification of souls is a more interesting
and illustrious display of Diviue power than the creation of suns and stars, and reveals
more of the Divine nature. The spiritual beauty and glory thus produced surpass all
the beauty and slory of the natural world, and in them more of God appears. In " the
fruit of the Spirit" (Gal. v. 22) God is magnified more than in all other products of his
pow^r. 4. The works done ly them. The witness they bear for God by their worship
and teaching, and sometimes their sufferings as confessors and martyrs; their godly and
lovinj; endeavours for the good of others; the courage and self-sacrifice, faith and
patience, with which many of them labour for the spread of the gospel and the good
all magnify the Name of God, from whom all proceed, and to the fulfilthus effected
ment of whose gracious purposes all conduce. The cliauges wrought by the labours of
Christians the whole inflneace and results of Christianity, notwithstanding all drawbacks (serious as these are), are of such a nature and magnitude as to exalt the Name
of God more than any thin:; else in the world. 5. The condition they at length attain.
Their ultimate moral and spiritual perfection, their perfect happiness, their vast num' He shall come to be glorified in his saints, and to be admired in all them that
faer.
6. Tlie praises which are given to him on their account.
"believe" (2 Thess. i. 10).
From themselves, from the angelic hosts; on earth, in heaven; for ever. In these
ways God appears great and ever greater because of his relation to Christ and the

2.

;

;

;

—

—

Church.
" Let thy Name be magnified " let
II. The prater of good men bespecting it.
it become greater and greater in the sight uf the intelliu'ent universe, and become more
and more admired and piaised, through what is done iu and fir and by thy people.
Because they love God, because they have
1. Such a prayer is natural to good men.
received so much from him, and because they desire the welfare of others, which is
;

involved in the magnifying of the Name of God. 2. There is much to intensify such a
In which there is so much that does not
vrayer.
(1) The condition of the Church.
To say that the Lord of
glorify the Name of God, so little comparatively that does.
hosts is God of such a people docs not tend to honour him so greatly as his zealous
The prayer from their hearts and lips will mean, " Let Christ's people
servants desire.
become so Christ-like as to make it manifest that their religion is from God, that they
themselves are specially his, and that he is indeed a Being glorious in holiness and lovingkindness." (2) The condition of the world. In which Gud is so little thought of,_his
Name so little esteemed; in which idols and all manner of vain and even wicked things
are magnified more than God ; in which men give to thems Ives and their feUow-men
the honour which should be his ; and whose salvation and whole well-being would be
ensured by those changes which would magnify the Name of God. (3) The slow proThe apparent weakness of the Church in reference to her
gress of the kingdom of God.
great work, and her real insufficiency for it, should lead all Christians to pray that God
would so "arise" and "let his work appear" in the spread and establishment of his
kingdom that his Name may be magnified in the earth as it has never yet been. 3. Ltt
thf^prayer be accomp'mied by practice. Let each of us who pray, "Hallowed be thy
Name," so live as to aid in fulfilling our prayer; first, in our general character and conduct, and then by faithful endeavours to promote the honour of God amongst professing
Also by hearty praise to God for all he has done
Christians and throughout the world.

with Christ and Christianity to make his Name great and glorious.
Observe, finally, that the Name of God is magnified in the punishment of his enemies.
Let us beware lest we be made in this manner to glorify him. Let us rather honour
his Name as it appears in Jesus Christ by our faith and obedience; then he will honour
G. W.
it in our salvation.
in connection

—

CH. vn.
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Prayer induced and encouraged hy promiae. David gives the promise of
us a reason for praying that his house might be established for ever.
He
intimates chat otherwise he would not have found it in his heart to do so. In like
uianner, the promises of God to Christians incite and encourage them to pray for bestowVer. 27.

God

to

him

ments that they would not have otherwise ventured to ask lor,
They set before us blessings so precious,
I. The greatness of God's promises.
vast, and enduring, that, apart from the declarations of God, we should never have
dared to think

ol

them

as possible for us, or to piay for them.

From

power of God in general we might have ventured tn hope and pray

the goodness and

for

some

blesss'ngs,

but not such as are now the common subjects of Christian prayer. Look in this view
1. A»
at some of the Divine promises, or declarations which are equivalent to promises.
Premises as to : (1) Pardon of great and numerous sins, long
to the heliever himself.
practised.
Repeated pardons. (2) Renewal of nature and character. Deliverance from
new heart," etc. (3) Adoption
slavery to sins the most natural, the most habitual. "

A

The Spirit of adoption. Participation of the Divine nature.
into the famil}' of God.
Free access to God. Fellowship with him. (4) Victory over the mightiest enemies.
(6) Ful(5) "Grace sufficient" for all circumstances, and highest good from them.
" Filled unto the fulness of
ness of spiritual life, of knowledge, holiness, strength, joy.
God ; " " Filled with the Spirit." The indwelling in the heart of Christ, of God, by
Truly there are heights of godliness, goodness, and blessedness
the Holy Spirit.
Seeing God
attainable in this life, to which most of us are strangers.
(7) Heaven.
face to face; being with Christ, being like him in body, soul, condition; reigning with
"
him as kings ; experiencing fulness of joy, pleasures for evermore." Let any one
examine the statements of Holy Scripture on these subjects, and consicler what they
mean ; and he must perceive that they set forth blessings which, apart Irom the assurances thus given, men could not have conceived of, much less imagined that they could
ever be their own. 2. As to the future of the kingdom of God on earth. The attraction
of all men to Christ; the universal spread of the knowledge, worship, and service of
God; and consequently of peace, union, and brotherhood; obedience on earth to God's
will as it is obeyed in heaven.
In opposition to such a prospect is the whole history
and experience of the world, with the exception of a small fraction ; the dejjravity of
mankind, the power of error, superstition, idolatry, priestcraft, old habits of wickedness, etc.
Such a vision couLl never have appeared to men ; or, if it had occurred to an
active imagination, could never have been regarded as a matter for serious prayer and
endeavour, if God had not given it by his prophets and by his Son.
IL The effect which thi;se pbomises should have on ovn prayers. They
shoultl : 1. Impel us to pray.
Not lead us to neglect prayer, as if the Divine purpose
and promise superseded all need lor prayer. " Thus saith tlie Lord God I will yet for
:

this be inquired of

by the house of

blessings promised are for thos'-

who

them" (Ezek. xxxvi. 37). The
2. Enrich and enlarge our prayers.
the measiure in which we desire and

do it
seek them.

Israel, to

for

The measure in which we receive is according to
ask (Luke xi. 5 13; 2 Kings xiii. 18, 19). 3. Greatly encourage

—

them.
Leading us
ay with confidence and importunity. Petitions that would havi' been presumptuous
without the promises are now sober and reasonable. We need not and ought not to be
deterred either by : (1) Our sinfulness and God's holiness and threatenings.
(2) Our
insignificance and God's majesty.
(3) The greatness of the blessings promised, and our
to pi

incapacity to receive them; or (4) the difficulties in the way of the fulfilment of the
Sutlicient that they are the promises of God, and he (1) "Jehovah of
promises.
hosts," having all things under his control, unchanging and eternal and; (2) "God of
Israel," our God, our covenant God, who has taken us to be his, and given himself to be
All that he ha« promised appears only to befit such a sublime
ours in Christ Jesus.
(See further in homily on ver. 25.) G. W.
relationship.

—

—

Truth of God's xvords. " Thou art God, and thy words are truth " (Revised
Ver. 28.
Version).
David may be thinking only of the promises of God, ami expres-ing his own
confidence in their fulfilment to himself and his family.
But his assertion applies to all
the words of (iod, declarations and threatenings as well as jiromises; and, as his language is general, his thought may be general also; au'i his faith in the truth of all the
words of God mi^ht then be regarded as the ground of his faith in the promise made to

—

—
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[ch.

vu. 1—29.

The words, " Thou

art God," give the reason of his confidence in tho Divine
thou art God, we know that thy words are truth,' and only truth."
I. The grounds of our assurance of the truth of God's words.
"Thou art
God," 1. Bis nature and character. (1) His universal knowledge. He cannot, like
men, be mistaken, and honestly assert that for truth which is untrue. (2) His essential
truthfulness.
Because he is God we are intuitively sure of this. As he cannot be mistaken, so he "cannot lie."
(3) His goodness. Which of itself would prevent him from
misleading and deceiving his dependent creatures. (4) His unbounded power.
Men
who are not imtrue to their promises may be unable to fulfil thein. Not so God,
As well in faithfulness as in goodness and power. He can
(5) His unchaugeableness.
never become either unable or unwilling to fulfil his Word. 2. His doings. The actual
fulfilment of his words.
(1) In the history of the world; especially the promises
respecting the Christ, the blessings he would be>tow, and the changes he would effect.

himself.

" Because

words.

'

faithfulness of God to his Word, as shown ia the previous history of Israel, would
assure Lavid of the fulfilment of the promises to himself. (2) Within the range of our
own observation and experience. The words of God as to the results of faith and unbelief, of holiness and sin, ot' prayeifulness and prayerlessness, are continually being
accomplished. Our personal experience testifies to their truth, and we can witness their
ful film ent in others.

The

II. The words respecting which we have this assubanck.
All declarations that
can be traced to God, whether ascertained by unaided reason (as we say, though the
living God through the eternal Word is ever working in the human reas(jn) or by the
inspired Book,
God speaks in nature as well as in the Bible. Scientific truth, and
moi al truth known by the conscience, are from him as well as religious. But as Christiana
we have to do with the words of God in Holy Scripture, and especially with the "truth
which is in Jesus." As he declared in language almost identical with David's, " Thy
Word is truth" (John xvii, 17), so he said of himself, "I am the Truth" (John xiv, 6).
And it is of unspeakable importance to be assured that he is and gives the revelation
of God
that all that he is and says is the truth.
And as he declares of the Old 1 estaniei.t that " the Scripture cannot be breken " (John x, 35), we have his warrant for full
confidence also in the more ancient revelation.
God's words as thus ascertained relate
to
1, ExUtences.
God himself, his Son, his Spirit, Inhabitants of the invisible world
angels, Satan, demons.
Mankind the nature of man, purposes of his creation, the relations he sustains, his fallen condition, etc. For our knowledge of the invisible beings and
things we depend on the Word of God, mainly the Scriptures and the knowledge thus
acquired is, we may be sure, truth. 2. Moral laws. Known partly by reason, partly
\<y Scripture.
Howe^'er ascertained, we know them to be truth. 3. spiritual truths
and laws. The redeeming love and works of God and our Saviour the way in which
they become effectual for ourselves; the duties thence arising, 4. The results of oar
conduct in respect to thtse truths and laws. That is, the promises and the threateuings
of God, as to both the present life and the eternal future.
Observe, that it is the words of God about these things which are the truth ; not
necessarily the assertions of men
It is for
individuals or Churches
respecting them.
human teachers, not to require of their brethren unquestioning: taith in their statements,
but to lead them up to wuere they may hear the utterances of God himself. And tins
is to be done, n.t merely by proving their assertions by the letter of Sciipture, but by
cherishing themselves, and fostering in others, the spirit which enables communitm with
" the Father of spirits " (Heb. xii. 9).
If Goa's words be truth
1, We should seek full
knowledge of them. 2. We should exercise nndoubting faith in them. (1) The (aith
which realizes the invisible and eternal; a]iprehends and feels them to be as God says.
(2) The faith which is full confidence in the Divine promises and threateuings, assurWe liave
ance that our own future and that of otliers will be according to them.
such a faith only when our belief sways and rules our hearts and lives. 3. IVe should
I'eiiig true and
imitate God as to our truthfulness and the actual truth of our words.
sincere in our character and utterances, and taking care that what we truly say shall
be truth.— G. W,
;

:

—

;

;

—

—

:

Ver, 29.

A

to the promise

good man*8 prayr-rfor hia family. David's prayer has especial reference
We
given him that his family should continue for ever to rule Israel,

OH. vin. 1

may

—
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take the prayer as suitable to be used by any godly father for his children and

children's childreu.

A

Christian father offering this
I. The pkayeb.
That God would bless the family.
Prolonged lif', good health of
pra\er would have regard to: 1. Temporal blessings.
body and mind, success in worldly pursuits, competence. Asking for these as a blessing from God implies the desire that tliey should be granted only so far as they will be
blessings ; tliat they should come as the result of Go'i's blessing on upright means (not
Irom fraud, injustice, or violence; see Prov. x. 22); and that they should be accomjtanied with God's blessing, so that they Ujay not ensnare and injure the soul, but
Thus regarded, such a prayer is not
jiromote its pros]ierity and higliest happiness.
unbecoming the heart and lips of any <;oo<i man. 2. Spiritual blessings. That the
family may be wortliy the name of a Christian household, all beinsj truly the children
A Ciiristian parent will
of God, worshipping and serving him faithfully and to the end.
be more desirous that his house should be good than great "rich in faith, and heirs of
For such blessings
the kingdom " (Jas. ii. 5) rather than ]iossessed of material wealth.
he need not restrain his desires, as they are good in and for themselves, good always
and forever. The poorest may seek these for his children, who may enjoy them equally
with the wealthiest they are open to all. 3. Eternal blessings. That he and his may
"continue for ever before God" (comp. Gen. xvii. 18), and ''be blessed for ever"
numbered with the saints in the glory everlasting. The words translated, " let it please
thee to bless," may be more literally rendered "begin and bless " (Revised Version,
margin).
As if David's thoughts reverted from the distant future to the present; and
he became acutely alive to the fact that, for the accomplislanent of the promise iu the
future, it was necessary that God should be with him and his at once and all along.
In the heart of a Christian the meaning may well be, " Let thy blessing come at once,
without any delay, on my house, to correct what is wrong, to increase what is right, to
produce those conditions which are most favourable to all good, as they most fully
ensure thy constant lavour."
Sense of the value of God's blessing preII. Whence it arises.
1. Godlinesa.
ference of it over all else; confidence in God's fatherly love and sympathy with the
love of earthly parents for their cliildren; and faith in his promises.
2. Parental feeling.
Love for his family; longing for their true and lasting ha|ipiness and well-being
3. Begardfor his own happiness. Which is necessarily bound up with the goodness and
hapfiinesB of his children.
Finally : 1. Such prayer, when real, will he accompanied hy Christian instruction and
training. (Eph. vi. 4.)
Let them
2. Let children thank God for praying parents.
keep before them the image of their fathers and mothers daily kneeling before God,
and imploring his blessiuii on them. Let them, however, not trust to their prayers
as sufficient to ensure their salvation ; but pray for themselves. (See more on ch. vi.

—

:

;

20.)—G.

W.
EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

—

VIIl

Ver. 1. David smote the Philistines. In
the previous chapter we have seen that the
empire of David not only marked an era in
the development, of Ismel nationally, but
was also the reaching of a new stage in the
preparatiou for the advent of the Messiah;
and we saw that without this the devclo[)ment of prophecy wouL have been impossible,
and the people have remained unfit for the
hiuh mission to which tliey were called as
the witnesses to the unity of God.
We have
in this chaptrr u brief summary of the wars
which raised Israel from the position of a
Btrugfi;ling and oppressed race to the pos/leBsioQ of widespiead empire.
With this
I

narrative the first historf of David endi,
and in the subsequent narratives many of the
events referred to heie are more fully detailed, and given with additional incidents.
David took Meiheg-ammah out of the hand
of the Philistines.
Metiieg-ammah means
"the bridle of the mother-city." We lenru
friim the parallel plao.- (1 Chron. xviii. 1)
that the city of Oath is meant by this phrase
Gatli was at this timt- the metroixdis of
Philistia, and had reduced the other fom
chief towns to a state of vuaSidage.
ThuB
by taking Gath, his old city of refuge (1
Sam. xxvii. 2), David acquirel also the
supremacy which she had previously exercised over the whole country, and hy
pla^iug a strong garrison there, as previously
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the Philietines had done in tlie towna of
It
Israel, he kept that martial race in awe.
denotes great progress in the arts of war
that David conld besiege and capture a town
eo strong as Gatli.
Ver 2. He smote Moab. In the previons

The King

;

:

David's father and mother
as Philippson adds, even so
it was an instance of the extreme barbarity
Casting them down to
of ancient warfare.
the ground; Hebrew, making them to lie
down on the ground ; and so the Revised
Version. It is plain that those who were
made to lie on the ground were combatants

Moab had pat
But

who had been made prisoners, and the
Hebrew seems to mean that, while they
were thus prostrate, they were measured off
into three divisions, whereof two were put to
the swonl. and one permitted to live.
the versions, however, understand that only
half were put to death, making the sense to
be that he measured them with two cords,
one to kill, and one full cord une, that it,
get no
of larger size, to save alive
help Irom 1 Chron. xviii. 2, where this
treatment of the Moabites is omitted. It is
probable that it was in this war that Benaiah
slew " two lion-like men of Moab " (1 Chron.

AU

We

who were its champions and perhaps
members of the royal house. They 'brought
gifts means that they paid an annual tribute

xi. 22).

;

but the phrase shows that, though now they
were David's servants, that is, subjects, yet
that they were left in pos.'^ession of their
independence, and that, *.heir internal affairs
were managed bv native authorities.
The name is spelt
Ver. o. Hadadezar.
Hadarezer in ch. x. 16 and in 1 Chron.
xviii. 3, and racli is the reading of the ver-

—

and of many Hebrew manuscripts.
other reading has been defended on the
frrnund that Hadad is the name of the
Syrian snn-god, but the cuneiform inscrip-

sions here

The

is

but evidently now
titude of petty kings
Hadarezer had made himself supreme, and
become a powerful monarch whose authority
extended even acnss the river into MesopoHaving crushed his
tamia (ch. X. 16).
rivals at home, he had next endeavoured to
extend his dominion abroad. As he went to

of the Eomans, and with the attempt to
destroy all the males in Edora, this was
for we find Csesar in his
mild treatment
Gallic wars putting all hia prisoners to death,
and using for thei r execution the mere phrase,
" he counted them in the number of enemies,"
ae if the killing of enemies was a matter of
The customs of the Israelites in war
course.
were not so cruel, and this treatment of the
IMoabites seems to be mentioned as showing
that they received exceptionally severe treatment. The justification of this is found by
Jewish commentators, on the authority of the
Midrash, in the supposed fact that the King

—

1,

Ewald iHentifies Zobah with the
" Sabo " mentioned by Ptolemy. This is uncertain, but evidently Zobah lay north-east
of Damascus and south of Uamath, in the
region between the rivers Orontes and
In 1 Sam. xiv. 47 it appears
Euphrates.
as a powerless country governed by a mul-

—

to death.

his real name was Hadar.
of Syria, mentioned in 1 Kings
called in Assyrian Ben-Hidri

Zobah.

histi^ry we find David and Moab on snch
friendly terms that he t- ntrusted his father
and mother iuto their king's keeping (1 Sam.
Now he not only subjugates
xxii. o, 4).
them, but puts two-thirds or, according to the
ancient versions, lialf of the captured combatants to death. Compared with the custom

of

1—18.

show that

tions

XX.

[oh. viii.

recover his border at the river Euphrates.
The word " Euphrates " is inserted in the
Authorized Version, because the margin
In
says, '* Euphrates read but not written."
the Revised Version it is omitted, because
the unauthoritative nature of these direction*,
to read .something not in the text has been
demonstrated. Technically these readings
are called K'j-i, and the written text Ktib.
In 1 Chron. xviii. S the reading is, " as he
"
went to stablish his dominion by the river
a change which involves the alteration of
only one letter, as the word rendered here
"his border," and in I Chron. xviii. 3
" his dominion," is the same, signifying
For this reason tha
literally, " his hand."
Revised Version renders it correctly in both
Now, David never
places " his dominion.
had possessed up to this time any dominion
upon the Euphrates, but in the fuller narrative in ch. X. we learn that these Syrians of
Zobah had sent powerful reinforcements to
the Ammonites in their war with David; and
he might reasonably, therefore, determine to
follow up his victory over them by extending
his power up to the river, so as to guard the
And
fords, and prevent all future invasions.
As an able
this Hadarizer would reseat.
and enterprising man, he had succeeded in
making Zobah a powerful realm, and was
not likely to submit to havini; a bridle put
upon his adventurous spirit by the posting
of an Israelitish '.;arrison on the borders.
We learn from ch. x. 19 that David's object
was to prevent aid coming to Ammon from
Zobah, and that he succeeded in putting a
barrier in Hadarezer's way. We can scarcely
doubt, therefore, that the reading in the
Chronicles is to be preferred. In 1 Sam. xiv.
47 we read that Saul had waged \\ar with
Zobah, and as David had probably served in
it, he would have thereby acqnired both a
knowledge of the country, very nsefol in
this present more serious expedition, and
also have learnel the necessity of guarding
his dominions against perpetual invasions
from that quarter.

—
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—
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Ver. 4. David took from him a thousand
and seven hundred horsemen, and
twenty thousand footmen.
The word
"chariots" is inserted in the Authorized
Version after " thousand," from the parallel
pla'-e in 1 Chron. xviii. 4. where also it is
ehariots,

David captured seven thnusaiid
horsemen. The numbers of the Chronicler
are more in proportion to one another tlian
those mentioned here, provided we assume
that the word "cliariots" ought to be supsaid that

Elied, which, as it is not the only diflerence,

uncertain.
Until the Arabs invented
our present system of notation, the ancient
methods of representing numbers were so
liable to error that little dependence can
be placed upon them. The Hebrews used
their letters for numerals, but after 400 their
Bvstem breaks down. Any number higher
than 400 can be represented only by long
sums in arithmetic, or by an intricate system
of points above and below, which were sure
to get into confusion. David houghed all
the chariot horses. There is good reason for
concluding that tlie word used here, recheb,
1

a

and

signifies

animals used

either for riding or driving.

What David

is

collective,

reserved was not a hundred chariots, but a
hundred riding-horses, which would be useful to him for rapid communication, and
could scarcely be regarded as a violation of
the command in Dent. xvii. 16. Both the
Authorized and Revised Versions are wrong,
but the Authorized Version at least makes
the word recheb have the same meaning? in
buth clauses, whereas the Bevised Version
makes it signify chariot-horses in the first
clause, and the chariots themselves in the
second. The defeat by David, with infantry
only, of an army provided witli so powerful
a force of cavalry and chariots, pioves his
great military skill, and th( ir cajaure bears
even more emphutic testimony to his generalIn the Psalms we find horses often
ship.
referred to as oljjects regarded with tirror,
and which gave a great advantage to their
enemies (Ps. xx. 7; xxxiii. 17; Ixxvi. 6;
cxlvii. 10), but over
which they had

triumphed by Jehovah's aid. This method,
however, of rendering them useless, though
practised by Joshua (Josh. xi. 6), was most
cruel as the poor things, unable to move
•bout with the sitiews of their hind legs
•evered, would perish of h unger.
Ver. 5. The Syrians of Damasons Hebrew,
AraTTi'Dammeseh ; that is, Aram-Damascus.
The inhabitants of these regions and of
Mesojjotamia were descended from Aram, the
on of Shem (Qen. x. 22), and bore his name.
Thus Zobah is called Aram-Zobah in the title
:

—

;

Ix.
As members of a kindred race, and
speaking the same language, all the clans of
the Aramean family would naturally combine to check the growing power of Isi-aeL
n. BAKUUi.

of Pe.
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—

Ver. 6. Garrisons.
This is the word
used in 1 Sam. x. 5 and xiii. 3. The Arameans were left free to manage their internal
aflfairs themselves, but
they had to pay
tribute (see on ver. 2) and to prevent the
;

assembling

of

troops

to contest David's
authority and shake off his yoke, garrisons
were stationed in such places as commanded
the country. The Philistines had done the
same in Israel when they were masters there.
Ver. 7. Shields of gold. Probably they
were plated with gold, and were borne by
Hadarezcr's body-guard.
But it is very
uncertain whether shields are really meant.
The word in Syriac means "quivers."
Jerome evidently could not at first find out
what it si^ified, as he in this place tran»lates in the Vulgate "arms," but subsequently he became better informed. The
LXX. renders " bracelets," and adds that
they were carried away from Jerusalem by
Shishak in the days of Rehoboam. There
is no contradiction in this with what is said
in 1 Kings xiv. 26, as what Solomon made

—

were undoubtedly
certain

and

shields,

such being the

meaning of the word in the Hebrew,

rendering in all the versions. No
version renders the word used here " shield."
In the parallel place (1 Chron. xviii. 7) the
Syriac and Vulgate render it "quivers,"
the IjXX. " collars," and the Arabic " p]&te»
of gold hung on the trappings of the
horses."
As they were captured from a
Syrian king, they probably retained their
Syriac name, and if so they were "quivers."
Ver. 8.— Betah
Berothai.
Of these
cities nothing certain is known, and in I
Chron. xviii. 8 the names are changed to
Tibhath and Cliun. An interesting addition
is made there, inserted also by the LXX. in
this place, that it was from this bmss (that
is, copper) that Solomon made the great
laver. the pillars, and many other vessels
for the temple servioa
^'e^. 9.— Toi, called in Chronicles Tou,
King of Hamath. This was a famous city
upon the river Crontes, afterwards culled
by the Creeks Epiphania, and was situated
upon the
northernmost
boundary of
Palestine.
Its interest in the prcsi-nt dny
lies in its having been the capital of the
Hittites a race whose very existence was
doubted a few years ago, in spite of the
testimony of Holy Scripture; but whose
marvellous empire has been lately proved
to be histtiricai by l'g3|itiaii records on the
one side, and cuneiform inscriptions on the
other.
Unfortunately, inscriptions which
they have themselves left l«lund have not
yet found any one capable of deciphering
them.
In the twelfth century b.c. they
were the paramount power from tha
Euphrates to tlie Lebanon. For many centuries they contended with the Pharaohs
its

.

_

.

,

—

Q
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the possession of Egypt, and while
Kanieses II. had to make an inglorious peace
with the Kheta, as they are called, and
marry the king's daughter, Rameses III.
won a great victory over them, and saved
Egypt from thraldom. In the cuneiform
inscriptions we find the record of a struggjle
between Assyria and the Hittites, lasting
for four hundred years, during wliich Shalmaneser made thirty campaigns against
them, but they were not finally conquered
until B.C. 717, during the reign of Sargon.
Fuller details will be found in Dr. Wright's
* Empire
of the Hittites,' published by
Messrs. Nisbet.
Ver. 10. Joram. Ib 1 Chron. iviii. 10
he is called Hadoram, and this was apparently his real name, Joram being merely the
substitution of the nearest Hebrew word for
for

—

Bomething foreign and therefore unintelligible.
So among the descendants of the

French refugees settled m England similar
changes are common. Thus Pillons becomes
Pillow Chevallier, Shoveller St. Amour,
Stammers.
As Hamath bordered upon
Zobali, and apparently had waged unsuccessful war with the vigorous Hadarezer,
Toi was grateful to David for smiting his
rival, and sent this embassy of congratula;

;

tion for the purpose of ensuring the conqueror's friendsliip. For this end lie also
Bent rich presents and as a present is called
in the Hebrew a blessing ( 1 Sam. xxv. 27 ; xxx.
26, margin), the phrase used here, to bless
him, contains tlie idoii, not oidy of congratulation, but of offerings. There is something
admirable in this high Oriental courtesy.
The material value of the gifts is left in the
;

background. Their worth

lies in their

being

the acknowledgment of the Divine favour
resting upon David, and in the prayer that
In Ps. xviii. 43,
that favour may continue.
44 we have proof of the great pleasure
which tliis embassy from so great a nation
gave to David.

—

Ver. II. Which also King David did
dedicate. The blessing became more blessed
by this use of it, and it shows how strong
were David's feelings, that he thus gave to
God's house, not only the spoils of war, but
It was in this way
also gifts of friendship.
that he accumulated those large stores of the
precious metals enumerated in 1 Chron.
xxix., and employed in making the sacred
vessels of the temple. Their vast amount

the more remarkable because Palestine
previously was almost destitute of them.
Wherever the armies of Israel went, they
made diligent search after everything that
would serve towards the building of their
sanctuary.
Ver. 12. Of Syria; Hebrew, Aram. The
reading in 1 Chron. xviii. 11 is Edom, which
differs from Aram in only one letter.
The
is

—

[oh.

nn. 1—18.

two words are constantly confused in manuscripts, and "Edom" is probably right here,
first, because it is coupled with Moab and
Ammon, which were its neighbours; but
because the spoil of Hadarezer,
mentioned at the end of the verse, is the
spoil of Aram. It would not be enumerated

chiefly

twice.

Ver. 13.

—From

smiting of the Syrians;

Hebrew, of Aram. Here " Edom " is certainly
right (see I Chron. xviii. 12), unless we
accept Keil's conjecture, and suppose that
" he smote Edom has dropped out of the
text, and must be inserted.
In the superscription of Ps. Ix. we find the wars with
Aram-Naharaim (Mesopotamia) and AramZobah coupled with this smiting of Edom
in the valley of salt, whicrh lay to the south
of the Dead Sea, and was a fatal place to
the Edomites in their war suljsequently
with Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 7). Such a
double victory over the Arameans first, and
immediately afterwards over Edom, would
account for the "name," that is, tlie reputation, which David gained.
The course
of events seems to have been as follows.
The Edomites, believing that David was
engaged in a struggle beyond his powers
with tlie Syrians, took the opportunity to
invade Israel. But the campaign in Aram
was quickly decided, and David was able
to send Abishai with a detachment of his
forces to repel the Edomites.
On hearing
of his approach, they retired before him,
and, making a stand in their own territories,
were defeated in the valley of salt, with the
loss of eighteen thousand men (1 Chron.
In this place tlie victory is
xviii. 12).
ascribed to David, because it was won by his
general acting under his orders. For some
unexplained reason, the feelings of the
Israelites against Edom were very vindictive, and Joab followed with larger forces,
and not only slew twelve thousand in a
second battle (Ps. Ix., title), but remained
''

months iii the country, ruthlessly putting
every male to death (1 Kings xi. 15, 16).
From this time the Edomites and Israelites
were implacable foes, and in later Jewish
literature the Jews gave vent to their intense hatred of the Roman empire by giving
it the name of Edom.
Ver. 14. Throughout all Edom put he
garrisons. In a country naturally so strong
as Edom, and with neighbouring states
ready to give shelter to their fugitives,
Joab's attempt would cause great misery,
but only a moderate loss of life. And as
soon as he withdrew, the exiles would return
To keep them, thereto their old homes.
fore, in entire subjection, the country was
held by strong garrisons, and tlie Edomites
became David's servants, being apparently
deprived for the present of any form of insix

—

OH.

vm.
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—
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dependent govemmenithis chapter, a brief

We have,

summary

then, in
of David's

wars, whereby he established his supremacy
over the extensive re^on from Hamath on
the north to the salt plains on the south of
the Dead Sea, and from the Mediterranean
to the Euphrates.
Ver. 15. David executed judgment and
There was veiy little real tiuth in
justice.
Absalom's fault-finding with the administration of justice (ch. xv. 3, 4), unless we
suppose what is only too probable that
David, after his terrible crimes of murder
and adultery, became lax in the discharge
Here, at this period
of his judicial duties.
of his life, he was a zealous judge at home,
skilful
brave
and
general.
He
well
a
as
as
was one of those many-sided characters who
Like
are great in a multitude of ways.
Julius CJBsar and our own Alfred, he was as
distijiguished in the arts of peace as in those
of war. And thus, while his first care was
for tlie estaldishment of religion, and while
even the singing in the sanctuary was not
beneath his notice, he also, even in the
midst of dangerous wars, ga\ e careful attention to the orderly government of his kingdom and the maintenance of riglit and law.
We have already seen with what consummate
skill he selected a capital immediately that
he was made king of all Israel. Saul liad
done much in war Though finally defeated
at Gilboa, he bad taught the Lsraelites their
strength, and laid the foundations of David's
empire but he had done nothing to consolidate the tribes, or provide tribunals for
the settlement of disputed legal rights or
the punishment of crimes. Israel was as
loose an aggregate of discordant atoms at
his death as it was at his appointment; and
the maintenance of order was left to the
Samuel had done
caprice of local sheiks.
far more for the internal development and
eonsolidation of the people than Saul but
it was David who made them into a nation.
The continuance of his woik was frustrated
by till extravagance of Solomon, the folly
of Eehoboam, and the ambition of the restless tribe of Ephraim; but the two parts

—

—

—

;

;

into wliich his realm was broken at least
held together, and there never again was
danger of such anarchy and threatened disintegration as existed in the times of the

judges.

—

was over the host. Twice
have lists of David's chief
here and at the end of ch xx. The

Ver. 16.
Joab
in this book we
ofllicers

—

.

.

.

present list belongs to the period of David's
greatest prosperity, when all went well with
him in peace and war, and when Jehovah
had elevated him to the unique rank of Mes-

—

eianic king a distinrtiou which belonged
to him personally, and was inherited by none
of his successors. Botsveea it >nd the seconi
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list
there lies a tragio tale of sin and
shame, of crime and merited punishment, of
the realm rising in rebellion against the
adulterous king, and of his own familj
breaking away from the bonds of godly discipline, and giving way to licentiousness, to
bloodshed, and to parricidal ambition. But
probably David's character had then gained
in spirituality and singleness of heart;
whereas now prosperity must already have
begun its work of sapjdng the foundations
of his moral nature.
Joab, who had been
stripped of his command for the murder of
Abner, liad regained it by his bravery at
the capture of Jerusalem. We have seen
also that David entrusted to liim tiie building of Jerusalem, and apparently he was
prime minister in all matters excejit probably the king's judicial functions. Jehoshaphat
.
was recorder ; literally,
remembrancer. It was his oflBce to reduce
the king's decrees to writing, and also to see
that they were carried iutoextcutiou. Probably after they had been committed to
writing, they were laid before the king for
his approval, and, when confirmed by his
hand or seal, were entered in tlie book of
.

.

remembrance.
Ver. 17. Zadok
and Ahimelech
were the priests. We have already seen that
this was contrary to the letter of the Mosaic
Law, and yet that there was no schism, and
that by patience matters came back to the
riglit groove.
Zadok, of the elder line of
Eleazar (1 Chron. vi. 4—8, 50—53), was
iiigh priest at Gibeou, and Ahimelech, of the
junior line of Ithamar, was the high jjriest
at Jerusalem.
Instead of Ahimelerh the son
of Abidthar, the Syiiac transposes the names,
and reads, " Abiathar the son of Alii me lech."
This agrees with the list in ch. xx. 25, and
it is certain tliat Abiathar outlived David
(1 Kings ii. 26), and that he was David's
high priest throughout his reigu, though

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Zadok

is
not only constantly assoeiated
with him, but is placed first, as the man of
higl.errank (ch. xv. 24—35; xvii. 15; xix.
11
XX. 25).
It is also remarkable that our
Lord makes Abiatliar the person who gave
;

David the shewbread (Mark ii. 26), whc^reaa
Sam. xxi. lie is repeatedly called
1
Ahimeleoli. As both the LXX. and the Vulgate support the Hebrew ajzainst the Syriac,
and as the reading " Ahimeluv a" is cuufirmc"!
by 1 Chron. xviii. 16 and xxiv. 3, 6, 31, we
must reject the emendation of the Syriac, and
conclude that there was a double tradition
re8i)ei'ting those names, some mauuscripta
making Abiathar the father, and others
giving the seniority to Ahimelech. Our Lord
made Abiathar the father, but the scribes,
in their editing of the Hebrew text, gave
that place to Ahimelech, yet did not carry
out tiicir icbtoration so thoroij^hly as not ta
in

;
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leave pr jof that the names probably ought
Hia
Seraiah was scribe.
to be revtraed.
oflSce wag similar to that of a secretary of
For Seraiah we have Shavaha
Btatf wit us.
in 1 Chron. xviii. 16, Shiska in 1 Kings
This illusiv. 3, an<l Sheva in ch. xx. 25.
trates what has just been said as to the
uncertainty about proper names. They are
always most difficult to read, as the sense
gives no aid, and these various forms of a
name that does not occur elsewhere really
bear witness to the high antiquity of the
manuscripts used by tlie scribes in settling
the text of the Old Testament ; and also to
their self-restraint in not making them all
forcibly agree.
Ver. 18.— The Cherethites and the Pelethites.
As we have already seen (1 Sam.
1

1

XXX. 14), the Cherethim were an insignificant tribe inhabiting the southern part
Nor is
of the country of the Philistines.
that place the only proof of this fact; for
they are connected with the Philistines also

Ezek. xxv. 16 and Zeph. ii. 5. David
their acquaintance when at Ziklag
and probably the Pelethim dwelt in the
same neighbourhood, and were a still more
Much innnimp'Ttant clan or family.
genuity has been expended in finding for
their names a Hebrew derivation, and
Gesenius explains them as meaning " cutters
in

made

and runners," though for the latter signification he has to go to the Arabic, where
he finds a yerhfalata, "to run away," "iiee."
But this craze of explaining tlie names of
aboriginal tribes and their towns by Hebrew
words

is

not only absurd in

way

itself,

to sounder knowledge.
possible that, by the study of

the

belonging

to

but bars

For

it

w

names not
the Hebrew language, we

might arrive at some correct ideas about the
races who had previously occupied Palestine.
Instead of this, the whole system of derivation is corrupted, and philology made
What can be more ludicrous
ridiculous.
than to explain these Pelethim as " runners
away," unless it be the notion that the
Rephaim took their name from tlie Hebrew
"
word for " a ghost "? In his " mighties
David had a powerful body-guard of native
Israelites, and Saul previously had formed
a similar force of three thousand men, not
merely for the protection of his own person,
but to guard the land from marauding
incursions of Amalekites and other freebooting tribes. Such a body of men was of
primary im^iortance for police purposes and

How useful
the safety of the frontiers.
such a force would be we can well understand from the history of the marches between England and Scotland (see also note
on ch. iii. 22); but I imagine that the
Cherethites and Peletiiites were used for
"
hxunbler purposei. While " the mighties

[CH. VIII. 1

—

18.

guarded the frontiers, and kept the peace
of the kingdom, these men would be used
about the court and in Jerusalem, to execute
the commands of the king and his great
officers.
Native I.'^raelites would refuse
such servile work, and the conquered
Canaanites might become dangerous if
trained and armed while these foreigners,
like the Swiss Guard in France, would be
trustworthy and efficient. As tor the truebom Israelites, they probably did not form
the maas of the population, but, like the
Franks in France, were the privileged and
dominant race. We read that even from
Egypt, besides their own dependents, there
went up with Israel "» great mixture" (Exod.
xii. 38, margin).
In Numb. xi. 4 these are
even contemptuously designated by a word
which answers to our " omnium gatherum **
yet even they, after the conquest of Palestine, would be higher in rank than the
;

;

subjugated Canaanites, from whom, together
with another " mixed multitude " spoken of
in Neh. xiii. 3, are descended the felahin of
the present day. David's armies would be
drawn from the Israelites, among whom were
now reckoned the mixed multitude which
went up from Egypt, and which was ennobled
by taking part in the conquest of Canaan.
In the army " the mighties " would hold the
chief place while the mercenaries, recruited
from Ziklag and its neighbourhood, which
continued to be David's private property
(I Sam. xxvii. 6). would be most useful in
the discharge of all kinds ot administrative
duty, and would also guard the king's
person.
In ch. xx. 23 for Cherethi we
find Chert, which word also occius in 2
Kings xi. 4, 19. In the former passage the
spelling is a mistake, the letter t having
dropped out, and it is so regarded by the
Jews, who read " Cherethi." The versions
also translate there just as they do here,
namely the Vulgate and LXX., " Cheretlii
and Pelethi " and the Syriac by two nouns
of Somewhat similar sound to the Hebrew,
and which signify "freemen and soldiers."
In the latter place in Kings it is probable
that some other tribe supplied the bodyguard in Queen Athaliah's time.
David's
sons were chief rulers Hebrew and Revised
;

;

;

Similarly, in ch. xx. 26,
Version, priests.
" Ira the Jairite was David's priest," Hebrew,
eohen ; and in 1 Kings iv. 5, " Zabud was
Gesenius and others
Solomon's priest."'
suppose that they were domestic chaplains,
not ministering according to the Levitical
law, but invested with a sort of sacerdotal
sacredness in honour of their birth. But if
we look again at 1 Kings iv. 5 we find
"Zabud was priest, the king's friend ; " and

the latter words seem to be an explanation
of the title cohen, added because the word in
this sense ^as already becoming obsolete

OH. Tin. 1
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1 Chron. xviiL 17 the language is completely changed, and we read, " and David's
sons were chief at the king's hand."
may feel sure that the Chronicler knew
what was the meaning of the phrase in the
Books of !^amuel, and that he was also aware
that it h;nl gone out of use, and therefore
gave instead the right sense. Evidently the
word eohe/i had at first a wider significance,
and meant a " minister and confidant." He
was the ofiicer who stood next to his master,
and knew his purpose and saw to its execution.
And this was the meaning of the
term wheu applied to the confidential

lu

We
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minister of Jeliovah, whose duty it was to
execute his will according to the commands
given in the Law ; but when so used it
graduiilly became too eacred for ordinary
employment. Still, there is a divinity about
a king, and so his confidants and the
officers nearest to his person were still
called Cohens and we find the phrase lingering on for another century and a half. For
Jehu puts to death, not only Ahab's great
men and kinsfolk, but also " his cohens,"
the men who had been his intimate Menda
(2 Kings X. 11).
;

HOMILETICS.
Vers. 1

—18.

TTie historic

mirror.

The

narrative relates a succession of Tictoiiea

and conquests over the Philistines, the Moabites, the Zobahites, the Syrians, the
Ammonites, the Amalekites, and the Edomites the placing of garrisons in Syria and
Edom ; the voluntary recognition of David's supremacy by the King of Hamath the
military, ecclesiastical, and civil appointments of the kingdom
the dedication of
treasure won in conquest and diplomacy to the service of God; the maintenance of a
righteous administration throughout Israel; and the safe k<eping of David in all his
;

;

;

a record of human acts. Sacred history is a recora of human
the working out of the spiritual issues of the kingdom
of God. In all history we see mirrored human thought ;md feeling. It gives us a
glimpse of an invisible world of energy, that is ever seeking to find full expression for
In this portion of sacred history we see mirrored not only the strivings of the
itself.
inner nature of men, but also outlines of truth pertaining to the invisible kingdom
wbich is ever being exteniled over men. The early and lower develoj^ments in Da\ idic
times indicate permanent truths for all Christian times.
L There are grades of service in the kingdom of God. The conquest of these
alien peoples, the rough and thorough crippling of their powers (vers. 2, 4, 8, 14), and
the distribution of ofBce among competent men (vers. 16 18), was a form of .service
far below, in the feelings involved, in the tone running through it, the other service
rendered by David in the form of a holy, just life amidst his people, and a contribution
by speech and song to the spiritual education of Israel. Yet this lower form of service
was necessary, and had its proper place in the sreat scheme of government whereby
God was preparing the world for the Prince of Peace. The actual state of mankind,
and not some hypothetical state of perfection, conditioned the means by which gradually
the final blessing should come. God is not responsible for the imperfect feelings with
which David and others may have done certain work. He allows men in his service to
apply themselves to the actual circumstances of their position according to the light
they have, and then makes their general course of action subservient to the development of his own gracious purposes. The same is true now. In the Church there iire
higher and lower forms of service. In consequence of the imperfection of some of the
workers and of their surroundings, the service draws out, not the highest feelings of
which man is capable. There are rough men for rough work. Superior men may do
such work, but they are not so mnch at ease in it as when engaged in purely spiritual
efforts.
It was more congenial to David to write psalms than to hough horses.
The
actual state of the world required both just then.
II. The subjugation of external evils shoijld go along with internal
renovation. '1 he first aim of Divid was, as we have seeu, to restore unity, justice,
peace, and religion to Israel.
He worked on the central spring of national life. But
the heathen and restless foes around were an incessant trouble as lonii as the polinical
and military stren-^th of Israel under the new regime were untested. Their subjugation
was therefore tl
necessary complement of the internal consoliilation. Taking the
Dayidic kingdom as representing in general features the kiagdom of Christ, we see

undertakings.
acts in

some

History

is

Sjiecial relation to

—

a
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settlement among men means internal change, reformation, and
that is good but it is bound, for its own peace and extension, to
make war on all that is alien to the mind of Christ. Hence his Church is militant. He
are soldiers sworn to preserve our heritage Hnd extend his domain
is our Captain.
by actual destruction of the forces of evil that lie around. The same applies to our
own life viewed as a domain over which Christ rules. Internal harmony should be
accompanied by an eflbrt to overcome everything in our daily circumstances which, if
not overcome, may mar our peace, and possibly gain an uuhallowed influence over us.

the same tnith.

consolidation of

Its

all

;

We

III. The dedicatjon of material wealth to the sebvice of God is an evidence
OF godly wisdom. The prohibition to apply the spoils of war to private uses (Josh,
yi. 19
cf. 1 Sam. xv. 23) was a wholesome restraint on a low class of human feelings.
There was a strong temptation for David to enrich himself by conquest, and, reasoning
as an ordinary man, he could have made out a good case for himself. But he was a man
of God; he saw things, as it were, with the eyes of God, and therefore, apiait from
It was
specific injunctioii for each case, acted in harmony with the miiid of God.
godly wisdom thus to devote to the service of God what had been acquired by his own
strong arm for very great wealth brings very ;jreat spiritual dangers (Matt. xix. 23,
The blessed temporal condition does not lie in abundance (Prov. xxx. 8, 9 Luke
24).
The possession of great wealth, combined with slender gifts to the cause of
xiL 16).
Christ, reveals a lack of spiritual perception and of sympathy with the heart and purpose
;

;

;

of Christ. The devotion of wealth to Christ is the safest investment, for it brings blessThe spiritual results ot material
ings on tbe donor and on others through all ages.
wealth, well employed, are beyond calculation. It is said of the true King in Zion,
" To him shall be given of the gold of Sheba " (Ps. Ixii. 15). He also is " worthy to
There are thousands of ways in which wealth may now
receive riches" (Kev, v. 12).
be dedicated to God. The earnest heart will fiiid out the right channel for its devotion.
The demand for sanctuaries, labourers, and the claims of Christ's poor, are ever before
the rich (ct. Hag. i. 4
40). In
6 Matt. ix. 36, 37 Rom. x. 14, 15 Matt. xxv. .S5
60 far as Christians enter into the spirit of their Lord will they rejoice in consecrating
wealth to him (2 Cor. viii. 9; cf. v. 13 15).
IV. The blessing of God in our endeavours is the spiritual condition of
BOCCESS. It is said twice (vers. 6, 14) that God " preserved David whithersoever he
went." It is obvious that these various enterprises were full of danger to a man like
David danger to his life,, his spirituality of mind, his moral conduct, his political
reputation.
His natviral qualities of courage, thoroughness, and his laudable ambition
as a monarch, mi<zht urge him on to positions of extreme peril ; and the incidents of
warfare are proverbially prejudicial to piety. The secret of his success lay in his being
kept of God. The servant of God, doing rough, dangerous work, not for self-aggrandizement, but for God and his people, is 8urrounde<l by an unseen shield which no dart
can penetrate. Here we see a truth ever being realized in private and public life
true man of God, a man of undivided heart, setting himself to necessary but undesirable
work, pressing on every day amidst dangers to life and religion, keej an g the one thought
of pleasing God clear before him, and ever everywhere guarded by him whom he serves.
Till our work is done no " arrow that flieth by day " can touch us.
It is a fact which
should be much insisted on, that God does preserve his saints (Ps. xxxvii. 23, 24, 28).
No outward sign was visible, yet God was with David. The absence of visible signs
with us is no evidence that God is not our Shield and Helper. The chief thing for us
is to see that we are his, that we do his will and not our own, and that we have a
holy method in our enterprises, be they strictly spiritual or related to ordinary affairs.
V. The glory of an active man lies in his being true to his calling. David
was a king, bound by virtue of his position to rule in equity and righteousness.
greater distinction could not have been awarded to him in that ofiBce than that conveyed in the declaration that "he executed judgment and justice unto all his people"
(ver. 15). He was true to his vocation. No man can rise higher than that. The glory
of a man does not lie in being or doing as others have been and done, for talents, opportunities, and occupations differ
but in performing the part to which Providence has

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

A

;

him thoroughly well. Every star is perfect in its own full lustre. Every man
is noble when his whole nature is developed in harmony with the purpose of his Maker.
"Well done, good and faithful servant," is said of the lowliest of Christ's servants who
called

CH.

vm.
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A

monarch, a bishop, a pastor,
has been faith ful in " a few things " (^latt. xxv 22, 23).
a Sunday school teacher, a pious domestic servant, and a day-labourer, may uach be
True spiritual honour lies more iu
distinguished by faithfulness to the work in hand.
the spirit of loyalty to our divinely ajipointed calling than in the sptcific deeds transacted.
Hence the moral prospects of all Christ's servants. It is extremely important
to impress this on the young, and on tliose who are prone to be discouraged by reason
of the lowliness of their position in society and in Christian endeavour.
General lessons. 1. The disorganization produced in the world by the action of
sin renders it inevitable that much human sufferine;, much collision of man against
man, be endured even in the historical processes of Providence, by which the blessings
The woes of the Moabites (ver.
of redemption are finally brought into full operation.
2) and of others were humanly necessitated incidents in the ages, giving birth to the
promised Christ and much suffering will yet be endured ere the full triumph of good
over evil is achieved (Rom. viii. 18 22). 2. The most certain of the promises of God
should be embraced in full confidence, ar.d yet the most strenuous exertion on our part
David's kingdom had been assured (ch.
to bring about their fulfilment is reasonable.
vii. 27).
But, nevertheless, he set garrisons in defence of his heritage, and took pains
Fatalism or preto organize his administration on a judicious basis (vers. 16
18).
sumption is irreligious as truly as is unbelief. 3. Resources obtained from men not
religious may be useil in the service of God (vers. 9
The deference paid by Toi
11).
to David is similar to that paid by many men destitute of vital godliness to Christians,
and their gifts, though not in the most enlightened spirit, may be employed for the
holiest of purposes.
4. There is a pro[>hetic truth in the turning of the golden shields
and other ii.struments of the heathen into the peaceful uses of the sanctuary (vers. 7,
As a fact, the weapons and splendour of kings will some day be turned into
9, 10).
uses subservient to the reign of Christ, the Prince of Peace (Isa. ii. 2--6; Ix. 6
11).
;

—

—

—

—

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Vers. 1

—14 (1

Summary

Chron.

xviii. 1

—

13).

(Jerusalem.)

David's wars

and

vietories.

The Philistines (ver. 1). (2) The Moabites (ver. 2 Numb. xxiv. 17).
(S) The Ammonites (ver. 12 ; ch. x.).
(4) The Syrians of Zobah, under Hadadezer
(ver. 3; ch. x. 15, 16).
The point here touched (ver. 4) in the struggle appears to
have been after the Ammonites had commenced hostilities, aided by Hadadezer, (5)
the Syrians of Beth-Rehob, (6) the King of Maachah, and (7) the men of Tob and
had been defeated (in first campaign) by Joab and Abishai at Medeba (ch. x. 1 14),
Hadadezer now recruited his forces in Mesopotamia, and made immense preparations;
but he was defeated by David, who took the field in person (in a second campaign), at
Helam his general, Shobich, being slain (ch. x. 15 19). (8) The Syrians of Damascus
(vers. 5, 6). (9) Toi, King of Hamath (vers. 9, 10). " Thus the Aramean supremacy,
;

(1)

;

;

—

2^

—

;

which had in previous centuries become so formidable to the Hebrews, and even to the
Ammonites, was now broken once more by the heroic arm of David " (Ewald). (10)
The Edomites, in league with (11) the Amalekites (ver. 12) and others, threatening to
render previous victories fruitless, overcome (in a third campaign) by Abishai and by
Joab (vers. 13, 14; 1 Chron. xviii. 12; 1 Kings xi. 15; Ps. Ix., inscription). "David
himself came at the close of the campaign to arrange the conquered territory (Stanley).
Q2) The siege of Rabbah, the capital of the Ammonites, which still held out, by Joab
(in & fourth campaign), while the king remained at Jerusalem (ch. xi. 1); and it»
capture by David (ch. xii. 26—31; 1 Chron. xx. 1 3). These wars of Israel with

—

surrounding

—

were not ordinary wars (ch. ii. 24 29). They were a special
embodiment of the great conflict which was ordained from the beginning (Gen. iii. 15),
and of which the sacred history is a record. They involved priucijiles and issues of
vast importance; and they must be considered in the light of the peculiar position of
the people of Lsrail, the measure of Divine revelation vouchsafed to them, and the
" ruling ideas in early ages," in order that they may be judged of corr. ctly, and just
inferences drawn from them in relation to the conduct of Christian nations. They were
ii

itions

L With powerful
•'delightiiig in

adversaries.
war"(P8. Ixviii. 30).

Numerous,

varied, confederated, selfish, proud, and
(1 Sam. xi. 1
15) first attacked

The Ammonites

—

—

;

—
;

;
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'*
for
(as the Philistines and others had previously done), assisted by the Syrians,
reward." "The first recorded example of mercenary warfare" (Kitto). They "succeeded
in girdling the whole eastern frontier with steel." They were idolaters, fought against
JehoTah, sought to exterminate his people, and would have been satisfied with nothing
hort of their entire subjugation. Never had their peril been more inuninent. It
•uch as is described by the psalmist

Isnel

WM

**

Why do the nations rage,
And

the people imagine a vain thing?
of the earth set themselves up,
And rulers take counsel together
Against Jehovah, and against his anointed:
Let us burst their bonds asunder,
And cast away their cords from us 1 **

Kings

(Pi. IL

1—8.)

n. Oh JTrSTiFlABLE GROUNDS. For 1. The d fence of person and property, and the
jweservation of the worship of Jehovah (ch. x. 12). The right of self-defence is a law
of nature, extending to the relations of states and kingdoms, as well as of individuals.
Without its exercise the destruction of Israel by their fierce and powerful enemies
could have been averted only by a continuous miracle. 2. The punishment of evilOf
doers, and the execution of a Divine judgment upon the heathen and their gods.
this David deemed himself an appointed agent, lulfiUing a Divine commission, like that
given to Saul concerning Amalek, and the command under which Joshua acted in the
conquest of the land. 3, The attainment of the destination of the chosen people to rule
over the nations according to former promises and predictions. " The chief aim of the
writer is to show the growth of God's kingdom " (see the martial Psalms, ix., x., xviii.,
.*

zx., xxi., xliv.,

Ps. ix.,

Ix., Ixviii., ex.).

'

The

righteous Judge of the

"I will praise thee, Jehovah, with my
I will recount all thy wonderful works.

O

heathen*^

whole heart;

Arise, O Jehovah, let not mortal man be defiant;
Let the heathen be judged in thy sight.
Put them in fear, O Jehovah
Let the heathen know that they are but mortal men !*
(Ps. ix. 1, 19, 20.)

Faith in the immediate presence of God, reverence for hil
righteous laws, dependence upon his mighty arm, zeal for his universal honour; prayer" The whole nation was at once a nation of soldieri
fulness, confidence, thankfulness.
and a nation of priests. They were the soldiers of God, pledged to a crusade—a holy
*
war ; pledged to the extermination of all idolatry and all wickedness wherever existing

in. Ik a DEVOtrr

(Perowne, in Ps.

spibit.

Ps. xx.,

ex.).

'

Going forth

to battle'

" Jehovah answer thee in the day of distress
The Name of the God of Jacob set thee up on high.
We will shout for joy because of thy solvation,
And in the Name of our God will we raise our bannen.
O Jehovah, save the kingl
May' he hear us in the day we call."
(Ps. XX. 1, 5, 9.)

have taken place just before the overthrow of the Edomitei^
In ft
they turned to God in supplication, and girded themselves afresh for the conflict. Pa.
" the most martial of all the Psalms " partially repeated
Ix., Confidence in disaster '
reverse, such as

may

—

'

in Pa. cviii.

—

7—14.

O

thou hast cast us off, thou hast broken us;
hast been angry, restore us again.
hast given to them that fear thee a banner.
That they may muster (around it) from before the bow.
Who will conduct me into the fortified city ?
Who will bring me into EJdom?
Through God siiall we do valiantly
And h« will tread down our adversaries."
Gk>d,

Thou
Thou

(Ps. Ix. 1, 4, 9,

M.)

cm.
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IV. With kxtbaobdinaby success; in which the hand of God was manifesteo,
especially in the preservation of David " whithersoever he went *" (vers. 6, 14), and was
recognized in the dedication to Jehovah of the spoils of war (vers. 7, 10 12) amidst
general thanksgiving and praise. One victory rapidly succeeded another until the
whole region from the Nile to the Euplirates (Gen. xv. 18) was subdued, peace was
" David
established, and Israel occupied a position of unrivalled power and glory.

—

on Joab's return (ver. 13), a monument of thanksgiving for his victory; and we
imagine how brilliant was the triumphant procesbion in Jerusalem when we
recollect the hundred war-chariots with their horses which were spared when Hadai ezer
was conquered " (Ewald). Ps. xxi., ' Returning in triumph '
erected,

may

•O Jehovah,

in thy Btrength •ball the king be glad.
in thy saving help how greatly shall he exult t
thou exalted,
Jehovah, in thy strength
will we celebrate with voice and harp thy might."

And
Be
So

O

(P8.XXL1, la)
V. Not without deplorable consequences. Even when waged on juatifiable
grounds and from religious motives, w ar is associated with manifold evils. It was not
the loss of life that occurred, nor the cruel severities that were practised (ver. 2 ch. xii.
31), characteristic of the age, in the wars of David, which wrought the mischief so
much as the fierce passions, the pride, ambition, luxury, and vice they engendered, the
heavy burdens they imposed, and the neglect of the humbler pursuits and more orderly
virtues they involved. *' The one blot upon the time is David's lust of war, bringing
men like Joab to the front, and debasing David's own character. ... If ever God wrote
his verdict plainly upon ambition and aggressive war, he wrote it upon the wars of
David. They brought the stain of two foul crimes on David himself; ruined his own
domestic peace and happiness; ruined, by the possession of too-great power, the one of
his sons who started so wisely and well and ruined the kingdom, which broke asunder
of its own weight" ('Prophecy a Preparation for Chiist,' p. 216). Yet these effects
have not always been considered in later times; while the record of his successes has
sometimes been regarded as affording a sanction and an incentive to the martial spirit
under different circumstances and a better dispensation. " It was among the Teutonic
race that the Church first manifested warlike propensities.
They were emphatically
men of blood. The chief difficulty of the Church was to teach them to love peace.
According to a well-known story, the Gothic bishop, Ulphilas, showed his special sense
of the special weakness of his Teuton converts by refraining from translating the Books
of Samuel and Kings into their language, as he did the rest of the Scripture. His
reason, we are told, was that they contained 'the history of wars;' and the nation was
already very fond of war, and needed the bit rather than the spur so far as fighting
was concerned " (British Quarterly Review, January, 1881). Nevertlieless, the wars
and victories of David (allowed for *' the hardness of men's hearts " until " the times of
;

;

reformation ")
VI. Foreshadowed nobleb conflicts and tbiumphs by One greater than David
the Prince of Peace, and his faithful followers (1 Sam. xiii. 1 7 ; xvii. 47) ; in which
the elements of good that existed therein are retained and perfected, and those of evil
set aside ; " the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but " spiritual (truth,
righteousness, love) and "mighty before God to the casting down of strongholds" of
error and unrighteousness (2 Cor. x. 4 ; Luke ix. 56 ; John xviii. 36) ; and the effects,
enduring peace, security, and happiness (Isa. ix. 5, 6). " Since the time that Jesus
Christ said, * Put up thy sword into its scabbard,' Christians ought not to go to war,
unless it be in that most honourable warfare with the vilest enemies of the Church
the
inordinate love of money, anger, and ambition.
These are our Philistines, these our
Nebucliadnezzars, these our Moabites and Ammonites, with whom we ought never to
make a truce ; with these we must engage without intermission till, the enemy being
utterly extirpated, peace may be firmly established.
Unless we suKlue such enemies
as these, we can neither have peace with ourselves nor peace with any one else.
Thii
it the only war which tends to produce a real and lasting peace " (Erasmus).
D.

—

—

—

Ver. 11.

(Jsbubalex.)

Dedication of property to Ood.

According to the cnitom

—

;
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of the time, the most valuable of the spoils of war became the property of David ; and
these, alon.; with the presents brought to him, he devoted to a sacred use
in preparaThe spirit which he displayed
tion for the building of the temple (1 Chron. xviii. 8).

—

had been shown at the erection of the tabernacle (Exod. xxxv. 29); and it was piriioipated in by many (] Chron. xxvi. 26 28; xxix. 5 9). Other instances occurred at
a much earlier period (Gen. xiv. 30 xxviii. 22). David's act was 1. Unselfish, The
evil of selfishness specially appears in undue attachment to earthly possessions
"which is idolatry," and "a root of all evil." It ofttimes increases with the increase
of worldly good, *' like the Indian fig tree connecting; itself vitally at a hundred spots,
with the soil over which it spreads." Hence the injunction, "If riches 'ucrease," etc.
(Ps. Ixii. 10).
A good man receives that he may give, and feels that "it is more
blessed to give than to receive."
2. Gratpful.
David recognized the hand of God in
his victories; and herein testified his thankfulness to his Divine Helper and Benefactor.
Wealth is his gift; so is the power to acquire it (Deut. viii. 17, 18). But how often
" All things come ot thee,
are its possessors forgetful of this, proud, and unthankful
and of thine own have we given thee" (I Chron. xxix. 14). 3. Faithful. Earthly

—

—

;

:

I

is not an absolute gift, but a trust ; it is put into oiu" power only for a brief
season ; its possession involves the responsibility of its employment according to the
will of the Owner; and its faithful use is conducive to the possession of " the true
riches" (Luke xvi. 9
Whilst it should be altogether employed according to his
12).
will, a due proportion of it should be set apart as sacred to the claims of the needy, the
support of D'vine worship, and the spread of the gospel. It would appear that every
Jewish family in ancient times devoted as much as a fourth part of its income to
But inasmuch as no definite rule is now enjoined,
religious and charitable purposes.
every man must determine the proportion for himself by earnest thought and prayer,
without reference to what others may do, and with a view to giving, not as little, but
It has been stated that more wealth has been made in England
as much as possible.
during the last fifty years than during the preceding eighteen centuries.
But notwithstanding numerous examples of noble beneficence, how small a part of it comparatively
has been devoted to the highest ends (Deut. xvi. 17 ; Prov. iii. 9, 10; Luke xix. 13;
2 Cor. viii., ix.; 1 Tim. vi. 17
1 Cor. iv. 2; xvi. 1
19)1 4. Devotional. David's
offering was religious; in it he offered himself to God ; and sought to fulfil his purposes
concerning the welfaie of his people and the promotion of his honour and glory in the
This is the highest motive; and those who are actuated by it obtain an
earth.
unspeakable blessing both here and hereafter (Mai. iii. 10 Matt. xxv. 21).

good

—

—

;

;

" Largely thou

givest, gracious Lord,
Largely thy gifts should be restored;
Freely thou givest, and thy word
Is, Freely give.'
'

He only, who
Has

forgets to hoard.
learnt to live."

(Keble.)

D.
"

And the Lord preserved David whithersoever
God^s preserving care.
Ver. 14.
he went " (ver. 6; 1 Chron. xviii. 6, 13). The providence of Gud (his preservation and
government of all things), which embiaces the creation in general (Ps, xxxvi. 6 Neh.
Luke xii. 7), is exercised with special
ix. 6) and man in particular (P.«<. viii. 4, ^
This is evident
regard to the good of those that love him (Matt. vi. 32 x. 29, 30).
from his relation and love to them (Deut. xxxii. 9 Luke xii. 32), the promises and
declarations of his Word (Ps. xxxvii. 28 cxxi. 8), and the facts of observation and
Esth. vi. 1).
The life of David is full of illustrations thereof
experience (Gen. xlv. 5
"The Lord preserveth the fliithful" (Ps. xxxi. 23)—
(1 Sam. xix. 10; xxiii. 28).
L In loyal obedience to his will, such as David exhibited.
;

;

;

;

;

;

*•

For he will give his angels charge over thee.
To keep thee in all thy ways."
(Ps. xci. 11.)

Le. the waye of duty; not of presumption, like those which the tempter (omitting

CH. VIII.
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these words in his quotation) sought to induce the Son of man to pursue (Matt. iv. 6).
"He that walketh uprightly vvalketh surely" (Prov. x. 9), and "shall be saved; but
he that is perverse in his ways shall fall at once " (Prov. xxviii. 18).
must keep
the commandments of God if we would be " kept by the power of God." " Who is he
that will harm you, if ye be followers of that which is good " (1 Pet. iii. 13 ; iv. 19).
II. Amidst imminent peril, arising from attacks of numerous foes ; which must
often be met in the path of duty, and cannot be avoided without sin (oh. iv. 9
11).
" And, indeed, there is a great deal ot reason why we should respect him that, with an
untainted valour, has grown old in arms and hearing the drum beat.
When everv
minute death t^eems to pass by and shun him, he is one that the supreme God cared
for, and, by a particular guard, defended in the hail of death " (0. Felltham).
There is

We

'(

—

a holy strife (Phil. i. 27; Jude 3; Eph. vi. 12), and in it we may sometimes be
exposed to as great danger as David was (ch. xxi. 16) but the eye of God sees it and
" No weapon," etc. (Isa. liv. 17).
his hand warda it off.
;

"

Jehovah Lord, thou Strength of my salvation.
hast covered my head in the day of battle."

Thou

(Ps. cxl. 7.)

By manifold

means.

Not without prudence and

on the part of men
not by direct, extraordinary and miraculous interposition; but by: 1. The salutary
influence of a devout spirit on conditions favourable to safety.
2. Special impressions
on the minds both of the good and of the bad, conducive to the preservation of the
former.
peculiar concurrence of circumstances having the same effect
3.
and
other ways, still more wonderful, and not less effectual (Prov. xxi. 31). Nothing is
more mysterious to our partial comprehension of them than the methods of providence
by which God accomplishes his designs. "A mighty maze! but not without a plan."
IV. Fob beneficent ends.
Not only " the good of his chosen " (Ps. cvi. 5), whom
he preserves; but also the good which they may effect on behalf of others, the mani"
festation of his great Name, the complete establishment of his kingdom.
know
that all things work together for good," etc. (Rom. viii. 28).
"This is the sun in the
heaven of all the promises." D.
III.

effort

A

;

We

—

—

Vers. 15^18 (1 Chron. xviii. 14
17).— (Jerusalem.)
David's administration.
the wars and victories of David we turn to contemplate his administration of the
internal artairs of the kingdom.
By his skill and energy, united with the services of
many eminent men, and aided by the favour of Heaven, he raised the nation, in an
" More than
incredibly short period, to a position of extraordinary power and glory.
Charlemagne did for Europe, or Alfred for England, David accomplished for the tribes
of Israel" (W. M. Taylor).
What is here recorded (taken along with what is elsewhere stated) affords an illustration of
"
JUST reign.
I.
And David executed judgment and justice unto all the people "
(1 Sam. vii. 15
17 ; x. 24). It was as important a part of his ofEce to judge them as
to lead them forth to battle (ch. xv. 2
4) ; and, in its fulfilment, he acted : 1. According to the laws of Jehovuh, the supreme King and Judge, whose servant he was. 2.
With proper discernment, strict equity and impartiality, and great diligence. 3. So
that, eitiier by his own decisions or those of judges appointed and superintended by
him, right was done to all his subjects, wrongs redressed, and wrong-doers punished.

From

A

He was

—

—

a king who
" In the royal palace gave

Example to
Of God and

tlie

meanest of

tiie

fear

all integrity of life

And manners;

who, august yet lowly; wh(\
Severe yet gracious in his very heart
Detesting all oppression, all intent
Of private aggnindizement; and, the first
In every public duty, held the scales
Of justice, and, as the law which reigned in him
Commanded, gave rewards or with the edge
Vindictive smote now light, now heavily,
According to the stature of the crime."
(PoUok, ' The Course of Time.*)
;

;
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A

SKILFUL OEGANizATioiT, indicated b}' the mention of the chief ofrcers ol
the king's council and acted as his confidential advisers, along with
his sons (ver, 18), the prophets, and others (see for later enumeration, ch. xx. 13
26;
1, Military.
1 Chron. xxvii. 32—34).
(1) The host (1 Chron. zxvii. 1—15), or
males
bearing
militia
(under
Joab),
consisting
all
the
capable
of
arm^:;,
and
national
of
arranged in twelve bodies of twentj'-four thousand each, whose turn of service came
every month.
(2) The body-guard (under Benaiah), Krcthi and Plethi (lictors and
couriers; Cretans or Carians, and Philistines), "formed at Ziklig, and afterwards
recruited from foreigners (ch. xv. 18; xx. 23), having their quarters in Jerusalem, not
far from the royal castle" (Ewald).
(3) The heroes (Gibborim), mighty men or
veterans (under Abishai) the old guard, who ha'1 gathered to David in his wanderings,
constituting "the first standing army of which we have any special knowledge," the
number six hundred being maintained, " divided into three large bands of two hundred
the small banils co;;nnand?d by thirty officers,
each, and small bands of twenty each
out' for each band, who together formed 'the thirty,' and the three large bauds by three
2. Civil; pertaining to the
officers, who together formed 'the three'" (Stanley).
registering and publication of the royal edicts, the regulation of juiiici.d, linaLioial, and
other matters, the management of the royal demesues, etc. (1 Chron. xxvii. 25
31),
from which the revenue was largely derived. " Each tribe had still its prince or ruler,
and continued under s general superintendence from the king to conduct its local
The supreme council of the nation continued to
atJairs (1 Chron. xxvii. 16
22).
assemble on occasions of great national importance; and, though its influence could not
have been so great as it was before the institution of royalty, it remained an integral
part of the constitution. Without superseding the tribal governments, David greatly
strengthened them by a systematic distribution through the country of a large number
It is
of Levites (six thousand) as officers and judges (1 Chron. xxvi. 20
32).
extremely probable that this large and able body of Levites were not limited to strictly
judicial duties, but that they performed important functions also in the education, the
healing, and tba general elevation of the people" (Blaikie).
3. Ecclesiastical ; the
Levites (1 Chron. xxiii.); the priests, in twenty-four classes, and their attendants
the choristers, in twenty-four courses (1 Chron. xxv.) ; the porters
(1 Chron. xxiv.)
and officers (1 Chron. xxvi.). "Order is Heaven's first law." It is an essential con"The solemn transfer of the ark of the covenant,
dition of peace, safety, and power.
at which almost all the people were present, liad made a deep impression on their minds,
and had awakened them to a sincere adoration of Jehovah. These favourable dispositions David wished to strengthen by suitable regulations in the service of the priests
and Levites, especially b}' the instructive and animating psalms, which were composed
By such instructive means,
] artly by himself, and partly by other poets and prophets.
David, without using any coercive measures, brought the whole nation to forget their
iduls, and to worship Jehovah alone" (Jahn, 'Heb. Com.').
The best organization avails little unless there be men
III. An able executive.
David's reign was singularly rich in such
of ability to carry it into practical effect.
men. 1. Warriors like Joab, Abishai, Benaiah, and other " heroes who had vied with
him in valour and sel-sacrifice for the community of Israel and the religion of
Jeliovah," and •* whose names lived on, linked for ever with his memory " (ch. xxiii.
8 39). 2. Ministers like Jehoshaphat, Sheva, Adoram, Ira the Jaiiite; counsellors
like Ahithophel and Hushai.
3. Priests like Zadok and Abiathar ; " masters of the
*
"All is now in
soi'g
like Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun; prophets like Xathan and Gad.
full movement and almost in its original life, while around the chief hero a crowd of
other figures are woven into the miglity drama, and even these are illumined by the
bright rays of his sun; nay, even what would be insignificant elsewhere acquires
importance here from the conspicuous eminence of Israel's greatest king" (Ewald).
A wise ruler discerns the ablest men, attaches them to him, and profits by their wisdom,
appoints them to offices in which they can most effectually promote the common good,
and upholds and encoarages them in their faithful endeavours to that end. It has
been said that "a ruler who appoints any man to an office when there is in his
dominions another man better qualified for it, sins against God and against the state"
II.

state,

who formed

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

(Koran).
IV. A MiGHTT W1.TI0N

;

united, prosperous, powerful,

imbued with

lofty principlai

OH.
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and aims, "as an eagle muing her mighty youth and kindling her un^.azzi
eyes at
the full midday beam" (Milton). To this many influences contributed, one of which
was a just, wise, and strong administration (Ps. Ixxii.). "David's own moral exaltation, and still mure the spirit of fearless justice in which he ruled, had its effect on the
nation at large.
The theocracy became real to them in a sense iu which it had never
been before. They saw that an organized system, which was based upon religion and
built up of justice, was more truly the embodiment of the Divine government than the
fitlul inspiration of the judges.
Thus they won the might that comes from right:
they felt that a war in defence of this new organization was most truly a holy war,
•nd that if David was at the head of it, he was not only the king but the high priest
ot the people.
Animated by this feeling, they forgut all the old divisions and
searchings of heart,' and flocked around the st^^udard of their king in such numbers
and with such a spirit that they crushed the greatest coalition that ever thieatened to
destroy their religion and their nation" ('The Psalms chronologically arranged').
'*
The enlargement of territory, the amplification of power and state, leals to a corresponding enlargement of ideas, of imagery, of sympathies and thus (humanly speaking)
'

;

the magnificent forebodings of a wider dispensation in the prophetic writings
became possible through the court and empire of David " (Stanley). D.

—

first

Divine preservation. The Revised Version translates, " The Lord gave
Ver. 6.
rictory to David ; " but in the margin, " saved David," which is equivalent to the translation in the Authorized Version, and is the more literal meaning of the original, from
which there is no necessity to depart. In the Psalms, in which David praises God for
his help against his enemies, he speaks as much of the protection he experienced as of]
the victories he won.
His preservation in so many perils of war was worthy of specials
mention. The record is one that might be made in an account of the lives of most of
us ; in some respects, of all.

The pekskbv ation expeeienced.

1. Physical.
That of bodily life and health
Protection in perils by land or water.
Preservation from serious
illnesses, or deliverance from them.
The uniformity of good health and wholeness ot.
limbs is a greater blessing than restoration from sickness or repair of fractures,
although it does not usually excite so much notice or call forth so much gratitude.
2. Mental.
That of the soundness of the mind, of perception, memory, reason. It^
might be salutary for each of us to pay one visit to a lunatic asylum. Such impressions
of the value of our reason may be obtained there as can be obtained nowhere else.
Tliat of faith and a good conscience, of )>rinciples and habits
3. Moral and spiritual.
of religion and virtue.
Protection from specially powerful temptations which, yielded
to, would have been our ruin.
4. Of reputation.
From slander or misunderstanding.
good name is conducive, not only to our comfort, but to our success in life, and to our
usefulness.
To some, owing to peculiar circumstances, its continuance is marvellous.
5. Prolonged.
In many cases for very many years, in which dangers numerous,
various, repeated, and imminent, have been met with.
The greater the perils and the
longer the period, so much the more noteworthy the preservation.
II. To WHOM IT IS TO BE ASCRIBED.
"The Lord." David owed much to faithful
friends and brave soldiers, who regarded his life as their special care, and defended it at
the peril of their own (&ee ch. xxi. 15 17); but the historian ascribes all to God ; and
David, when he reviews his life, or any iiart of it, does the same. In like manner, as
we look back, we may remember many who have in various ways ministered to our
preservation, and towards wliom we rightly cherish gratitude
but these, and all else
that has contributed to our well-being, we rightly ascribe to God (comp. 2 Tim. iiL 11 j
I.

and of the

senses.

A

—

;

iv. 16, 17).

III.

'1

renewed

HE EMOTIONS

IT

SHOULD AWAKEK.

1.

Gratitude.

Expressed in praise and.

self-dedication.
**

My

life, which thou hast made thy oan^
Lord, I devote to thee."

Also in zealous endeavours to preserve others from

evil, especially

perienced (see Ps. cxvi., cxvii.) 2. Confidence and hope.
mental preservation, so far as seems good to the infinite

As

the young and inex«

to future physical

and

wisdom and goodness \

bufc

—
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especially as to the

Tim.iv.

moral and spiritual (see Ps.

xci.

and cxxL

[ch. vin.

:

2 Cor. L

1—18.

9.

10 : 2

G.

W.

18).
•*

We'll praise him

And

trust

him

for all

that

is past,

for all that's to

come.*

Ver. 11.
Dedication of treasure to (yod. The dedication in this instance doubtless
consisted in placing the spoils of war and other valuables named in the sacred treasury,
whether for present use, or, as is probable, with a view to their employment in tue
erection or services of the future temple.
The king presents in this act of piety an

example which

What we

all

should follow.

1. Ourselves.
We must begin with this.
All true godliness does begin with the surrender of self, with all its powers of soul and
body, to God, to be saved and sanctified by liim, and devoted to his service. No other
gift can be truly presented while this is withheld; none can be a substitute for it;
none acceptable without it. True offerings to God are the offeriogs of his true servants.
Gold and silver, houses and lands. All are to be dedicated
2. Our material treasures.
What we have inhi ritcd, what we have gained by industry and enterprise,
to God.
and what may have been given to us, as the vessels of gold and silver and brass which
the King of Hamath sent to David. But 'f we have gained aught by fraud, injustice
or other iniquity, we may not present this to God, but return it to its rightful owners
(see Luke xix. 8).
3. Our mental gifts and acquisitions.
Spoils won from the
heathen, it may be, by victorious study. All our abilities and culture all our knowledge.
4. Our spiritual acquirements.
All we have of spiritual life and power; all
These are bestowed, not to be merely enjoyed, but used for
the grace given to us.
God and the good of our brethren. 5. Our influence. Whether obtained through our
abilities, or wealth, or station, or chaiacter, all is to be exercised for God.
In a
word, whatever we are, and whatever we have, are to be devoted to God. Nothing can
be rightly withheld.
II. In what manner.
1. In our ordinary life.
By employing our powers and
possessions according to God's will, in uprightness and kiu^iness.
By enjoying God's
gifts with thankfulness and temperance.
By "setting the Lord always before us," and
doing and enjoying all as his children and servants. Thus the whole of life b comes
" Holiness unto
religion, and common actions are as acceptable to God as prayers.
THE Lord " is written upon everything (see Zech. xiv. 20, 21). But no greater mistake
can be made than to think that, in giving a portion of our substance and time to
religion, we are set free to use the rest as we please.
2. By devoting a due portion of
cur powers and possessions to religious and charitable uses. First, to the support of the
worship of God in the congregation to which we belong; then to the relief of the poor
with whom we are personally acquainted, and the education of the young in our own
locality
and then to such religious and charitable institutions as commend themselves
to our judgment, and appear to have a just claim upon our liberality.
What proportion of our income should be given away must be left to each person's conscience as in
the sight of God. Unly we must let conscience decide, not mere inclination. Certainly
we ought not to give wliat belongs to creditors, or the reasonable wants of our families.
Our aim should be to ascertain the will of God; and this will vary accopiing to the
various circumstances of individuals, and of the same individual at different times.
" As he may prosper " (1 Cor. xvi. 2, Revised Version) is the general rule and any
special inciease of prosiierity (as with David at the time spoken of in the text) justly
calls for special liberality.
In general, our danger does not lie in the direction of
excessive generosity.
Few give away as much as they ought, on any just interpretation of om- Lord's precepts.
"The liberal," who "deviseth liberal things" (isa.
xxxii. 8), is an exceptional jierson, although there are, thank God, many .such.
III. Motives TO SUCH dedication.
1. The claims of God.
As our Proprietor and
the Proprietor of all we possess; by right of creation and redemption. "Ye are not
your own " (1 Cor. vi. 19). " All things come of thee, and of thine own have we given
thee"(l Ghron. xxix. 14). As our liberal Benefactor, who gave us his Son, and is
ever bestowing sriod 'ijxtn us (2 Cor. ix. 15).
As our supreme Ruler, who by innumerable commandmouts enjoins upon us devotemeut to his service and kindness to our
I.

should dedicate to God.

;

;

;

OH.
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to whom we must give account of our use of what he has entrusted
our Father, who desires that we should resemble him, and thus at once
prove our sonship and do honour to his Name (Eph. v. 1, 2). 2. The Jove of Jesu$
(2 Cor. v. 14, 15 viii. 9.) 3. Our
Christ to us, and the example he has given us.
A life of
5. Our own good.
professions of selt'-devotement. 4. The good of others.
grow in all that is good
self-dedication is the true, the noblest, the happiest life.
by the practice of good. Our being is enriched, our happiness increased. "It is more
have now the testimony of a good
blessed to f^ive than to receive" (Acts xx. 35).
We shall hereafter be acknowconscience, which is the witness of God's approval.
ledged and rewarded by him. In devoting ourselves and our substance to him, we are
laying up treasures in heaven (Matt. vi. 20), which will reappear transfigured, for our
Good done to others as unto the Lord will be reckoned and
everlasting enrichment.
rewarded as done to himself; good withheld from them, as withheld from him (Matt.
XXV. 34 45), Faithful service now will issue in larger and higher service hereafter
(Luke xix. 17, 19). Those to whom we have ministered on earth will welcome us into
heaven (Luke xvi. 9), and our eternal glory and joy will be increased by knowing how
much we have contributed to theirs (1 Thess. ii. 19). G, W.

brethren,

and

As

to us.

;

We

We

—

—

David gat him a name." There appears to have been
Ver. 13.
Getting a name.
something special in the campaign against the Syrians (or rather Edomites, 1 Chron.
xviii. 12), and in David's part therein, which rendered his victory peculiarly signal and
memorable. Hence he obtained an honourable " name " his rei)utation and fame were
greatly increased. A large proportion of the names that men have won have been
gained in war. But others more honourable have been obtained by the arts and
Most to be valued are those acquired by eminence in goodness and
victories of peace.
*'

;

usefulness.

—

a reputation for what is good. Better
1. A good name
I. Names worth getting.
than a merely great name. Some names, widely known and for centuries, are so much
infamy. Better be totally unknown than have a name fur ill-doing. All njay have
some reputation, though in a small circle and for a brief period, for sincere piety and
Christian excellence for unselfishness, benevolence, activity in doing good, liberality,
self-denial in helping others, meekness, humility, long-sufi'ering, patience, and the like.
And such a name is more to be desired than riches (Prov. xxii. 1), infinitely more than
2. A good name
a great name which has been obtained by unscrupulous ambition.
which arises from and represents reality. A mere name conferred through ignorance
or flattery, or assumed and pushed into notice to gratify vanity or secure gain, is
So it is with a mere name for wisdom, or
utterly worthless, and worse than worthless.
worst of aU the
learning, or liberality (Isa. xxxii. 5), or itublic spirit, or philanthropy
name which a hypocrite sometimes gets for sanctity. How withering the reproach
"
addressed to the Church at Sardis, '* Thou hast a name that thou livest, and art dead
;

;

(Rev.

iii.

1)

IL The value of a goou name.

1. It is a just source of satisfaction to ourselvett
consciousness testifies to its substantial truth. The good opinion of others,
It is one of
especially of the good and discerning, is part of the reward of goodness.
the ways by which God expresses his favourable judgment of us. 2. It sustains and
are influenced by
stimulates iiv the course of conduct from which it has arisen.
3. Jt is adapted to do good to other$.
it to strive more and more to be worthy of it.
It
It attracts attention to the excellence it designates, and may lead to imitation.
awakens confidence in those who have won it, which gives force to their instructiong
On all
or admonitions, and it gives them in other ways greater influence for good.
these accounts it is a heinous sin to injure or destroy another's deserved good name by

when our own

We

slander.

The way to
It should Scarcely be sought at all.
IT SHOULD BE SOUGHT.
not to seek it, but to practise the virtues from which it arises. To seek it
Let us labour to be
is to set our hearts on the approval of men, which is perilous.
accepted of God, aud he will take care of our reputation among men, so far as it is good
for us and adapted to honour him and benefit our fellow-men. " It is a very small thing
to be judged of man's judgment. ... He that judgeth us is the Lord" (1 Cor. iv. 3, 4).
At the same time, for the reasons given under division II., we should not needlessly def v
III.

obtain

How

it is,

;
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or sacrifice the good opinion of others, though we should willingly do so when fidelity
to truth and God requires the sacrifice.
In conclusion. The grandest instance of getting a name is that of our Lord and
By his self-humiliatioa and self-sacrifice, in love to us and obedience " unto
Saviour.
" a Name which is above every name,"
death, even the death of the cross," he obtained
well in its significance as in its power with God and men (PhiL ii. 6 11).— G. W.

—

u

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

—

Ver. 1. Is there yet any that is left of
the house of Sanll As Mephiboslieth was
five years old at his father's death (ch. iv.
4), but now had a son (ver. 12), a snfiScient

grow np

time must have elapsei for him
and marry bo that probably the events of
this chapter occurred seventeen or eighteen
years after the battle of Gilboa. As David
was king at Hebron for seven years and
a half, he had been king now of all Israel
But during this long
for about nine years.
period he had been engaged in a weary
Btruggle, which had left him little repose,
and during which it might have been
dangerous to draw the house of Saul out of
But he was at last firmly estabobscurity.
lished on the throne, and had peace all
around ; and the time was come to act upon
the promise made to Jonathan (1 Sam. xx.
14, 15), and which we may be sure David
had never forgotten.
Ver. 2. A servant whose name was Ziba.
It is evident from this that David was not
certain that Jonathan had left behind him a
on but not because of the change of name
from Meribbaal (1 Chron. viii. 34) for Baal
retained its innocent meaning of "lord"
It then became
until the time of Jezebel.
the title of the Phoenician sun-god; and
Jezebel's shameless worship of this deity, and
her cruelty to Jehovah's prophets, made the
people henceforth change the name Baal into
Bosheth, " the shameful thing " (see note on
Mephibosheth had not changed
oh. ii. 8).
his name, but had lived in obscurity in the
wild region beyond Mahanaim. Meanwldle
Ziba had probably taken care of Saul's
property in the tribo of Benjamin. There
is no reason to doubt that he had been
steward there for Saul, and after his master's
death had continued in possession of the
David, we may feel sure, would
estate.
not interfere with it, and Ziba would hold
it for Saul's heirs, who could not themselves
take possession. To him David now sends,
not because he expected to hear of a son of
kia dear friend Jonathan, but because be
waa ready to show kindness to any repreeotative of the fallen monarch.
Ver. 3. The kindness of God. That is,
extraordinary kindness. The devout miud
1

to

;

—

;

;

—

saw in everything that waa
more than comiuuu a manifestation of God,
and thus the epithet "of God" came to be
applied to anything that was very great
xxxv. 5
(comp. Gen. xxx. 8, margin
David
Ps. Ixv. 9 Jonah iii. 3, margin).
would sliow Saul's seed kindness as wonderful as are God's dealings with man.
Ver. 4. Machir, the son of Ammiel, in
Lo-debar. Of Lo-dcbar nothing is known,
but it must have been east of the Jordan,
near Mahanaim. Of Ammiel we read again
in ch. xvii. 27, where we find that he was

of the Orientals

IX.

;

;

—

a man of wealth, who helped to supply the
wants of David and his men during the
Possibly this kindrebellion of Absalom.
ness of David towards one for whom he had
representing
a royal
loyalty,
as
feelings of
house to which he had remained faithful,
won his heart. There was a magnanimity
about it which would commend it to a man
who was himself generous and true.
MephiVer. 6. He fell on his face.
bosheth probably expected the fate which
in the East usually befalls the members
of a dethroned dynasty. Subsequently in
Israel each new line of usurpers put to
death every male relative of its predecessor,
and it was with diffieulty in Judah that
one babe was rescued from the hands of
its own grandmother, Athaliah, when she
usurped the throne. Looked at, then, in the
light of Oriental policy, David's conduct
was most generous.
Ver. 7.— All the land of Saul thy father.
David probably restored to Mephibosheth
not only the lands at Gibeah, which Ziiia
had managed to hold, but Saul's estates
There seems, nevertheless, to
generally.
have been on Ziba's part a p'udge against
Mephibosheth for thus getting back from
the king w hat he had hoped to keep as his
The privilege of being the king's
own.
friend, and eating at his table, was an
honour that would be more highly prized
than even the possession of the estates.
Ver. 8. A dead dog. At first sight thia
extreme self-humiliation makes us look on
Mephibosheth as a poor creature, whom
early misfortune and personal deformity had

—

—

combined to depress But really this is to
impose on an Oriental hyperbole a Western
exactness of meaning.

When

in the East

£B.. IX.
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yonr entertainer assures yon that everything
he has to his last dirhem is yours, he
nevertheless expects you to pay twice the
value for everything you consume but he
makes his exaction pleasant by his extreme
So Ephron offered his cave at
courtliness.
Machpelah to Abrahaiu as a free gift, bui he
took care to obtain for it an exorbitant
price (Gen. xxiii. 11, 15). Mephibosheth
described himself in terms similar to those
used by David of himself to Saul (1 Sam.
xxiv. 14); but he meant no more than to
express great gi atitude, and also to acknowledge the disparity of rank between htm
and the king.
;

Ver. 9.— Thy master's son. Strictly Mephibosheth was Saul's gran<lson, but words
of relationship are used in a very general

way

in

Hebrew.

—

That thy master's son may have
Ver. 10.
food to eat. Instead of "son," Hebrew
hen, some commentators prefer the reading
of a few Greek versions, namely, " house,"
Hebrew, heth. But the difficulty which
they seek to avoid arises only from extreme
Though Meliteralness of interpretation.
phibosheth ate at the Iring's table, he would

—

have a household to maintain for he liad
a wife and son and other expenses and
his having "food to eat" includes everytliing necessary, as does our prayer for
" daily bread." He would live at Jerusalem
a nobleman, and Ziba would cultivate

—

;
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his estates, paying, as is usual in the East,
a fixed proportion of the value of the produce to his master. Ziba had fifteen sons

and twenty servants (slaves).
He had
evidently thriven for, beginning 6m a slave
in Siul's household, he had now several
wives and many slaves of his own, and had
becoiue a person of considerable importanee.
;

He would still remain so, though somewhat
shorn both of wealth and dignity in becoming only Mepljibu.-hetli's farmer.
Ver. 11. As for Mephibosheth, said the
king, he, etc.
These words are difficult,
becauso they make David say the same
thing thrice. The text is probably corrupt,
as it requires the insertion of some such
phrase as the "said the king" of the
Authorized Version to make it intelligible.
Of the many emendations proposed, the most
probable is that of the LXX. and Syriao,

—

which make

this clause an observation of
the historian pointing out the high honour
done to Mephibosheth in placing him on an
equality with David's own sons.
It would
then run as follows
So Mephibosheth ata
at the king's table as one of the kijig's son^.
Ver. 12.
Micha.
This son of Mephibosheth became the representative of the
house of Saul, and had a numerous offspring, who were leading men in the tribe of
Benjamin until the Captivity (see 1 Chron.
:

—

viii.

35—40

;

ix.

M

40—44).

H0MILETIC8.

— —

13.
Vers. 1
The facts are : 1. David, remembering his love for Jonathan, inquires
whether there were any survivors of the house of Saul and being informed of the
2. He is told that a son of
proximity of Ziba, an old servant, he sends for him.
Jonathan, lame of foot, is a sojourner in the house of Machir. 3. Being sent for,
Mephibosheth, on appearing before the king, falls on his face and pays reverence, but is
spoken to kindly. 4. Being assured by Dawd that there was no need for fear, that
lanilness for his father's sake was in store, and that all his grandlather's property should
be restored, he expresses by deed and word his sense of unworthinoss. 5. David
informs Ziba of his decision as to the property, and orders him to act as steward for
6.
the benefit of Mephibosheth, who was to be henceforth a guest at the royal table.
The arrangements are carried out, and ao is explained the fact of Mephibosheth's
residence in Jerusalem.
;

The power of hallowed assodationa. Scripture, in common with all history, usually
gives us the outward facts of life, leavinpi; to be inferred the private mental and morsd
There is an abrupiness in the transition
processes which must have lain in their rear.
of the historian from an account of David's victories and general administration to this
But if the laws of the human mind were the
record ol an act of personal kindness.
same then as now, we may lie sure there was no such disconnection in the inner course
During the few years of public activity in seeking the consoliof David's experience.
dation of his power, covered by the preceding chapters, there had often risen up in his
mind memories of former days of trial, and of names of friends and foes now no longer
iimong the living; and if thought breeds emotion, he would, on these occasions,
Among these
experience feelings corresponding to the subject-matter of his thoughts.
thoughts, with their corresponding feelings, were doubtless those relating to his beloved
U.

BAHUEU

B

;
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Jonathan; and what the historian here places before uo in the narrative cncfrning
Mephibosheth is simply the ultimate welling up, from the depths of the memory, of
the old associations clustering around the name of Jonathan in such strength as to
issue in the deeils here recorded.

L Hallowed associations are a great power
determined

in its condition or

in

Human

life.

conduct at any particular hour by what

is

life

purely

is

not

new

in

thought, in feeling, or in circumstance. The past furniEhes the seed on which the
present acts as new environment, and the nature of that past is a more potent element
in determining the conduct than is the new environment.
The chief clue to David's
later character is to be sought in his earlier experiences.
The mightiest inner lorces
that thus influence life are those which centre in stroug and sacred associations.
The
memory of Jonathan's love worked unconsciously as a spell throughout David's career.
Every man is subject to this law of life. As a rule, the early mental associations of
our life give tone and colour to all that comes after. The power lying in the memory
of a mother's love over even the vagaries of later years is proverbial. The mention of
a name may suffice to flood the eyes with tears and break down the stoutest heart.
David never knew how much of restraint, of tenderness, of noble aspiration, and of
fidelity to truth and honour he owed to the associations carried in his memory with
the name of his friend Jonathan.
So to tis the " Name that is above every name " is
the centre of associations as powerful as they are blessed and the more we can enrich
our nature with kindred associations, the richer and more Christlike will our lives
;

become.
II. There are occasions when hallowed associations oak exert their proper
IKFLUENCE. During the first few years of his reign David seems to have been utterly
absorbed with the work of restoring the civil and relii^ious order of his kingdom, and of

A

against the pressure of surrounding foes.
consideration of the actual
on the misgovemment of Saul, and of the enormous labours
involved in an absolute monarchy when its obligations are faithfully carried out, will
account for the apparent neglect of Jonathan's house till the present date.
It is only
reasonable to suppose tliat David had sometimes thought of this matter, and the manner
in which it is introduced in ver. 1 suggests that now was the time to give eflfect to
iiis own previotisly cherished desires.
It might have been politically unwise, and to
Saul's descendants personally injurious by placing them in the way of temptation to
conspiracies, had he sought to reinstate any of them during the rebellion of Ishboslieth
and immediately on his decease. The safe and full establishment of his authority was
evidently the occasion for the old and piously cherished associations with the name of
Jonathan to put forth their strength.
all have within us a reserve power in the
hallowed associations we cherish. They are never without an unconscious influence
but there may come seasons when we may do well to open the doors and let them come
forth in full force to sway our conduct.
Thus at Easter and Christmas do Christians
give free scope to blessed memories.
Thus our family birthdays, and days sacred to the
memory of those now more blessed than ourselves, are times when our nature becomes
Sometimes, apart
enriched with holy feelings, and our vows become more influential.
fitim our will and special seasons, by the spontaneous force of mental laws, t^acred
memories pour forth into our barren experience streams of blessing and if by pressure
of secular business the channels of thought and emotion are cloii^ed, it is well now and
then to pause, and, by an effort in quiet solitude, to open some sacred spring within our
nature, so that it shall send forth its blessed streams to quicken and beautify our

securing

it

state of things consequent

We

;

spiritual

life.

A

TRUE HEART WILL SEIZE OCCASION FOB REVIVING THE POWER OF HALLOWED
The occasion arose in the course of David's ])ublic life, and because hia
ASSOCIATIONS.
heart was still true to God and man, ft seized it. The cares of official life and the
Tlie David
attractions of exalted position had not yet done him spiritual damage.
The
that swore love and fidelity to his friend (1 Sam. xx. 13
17, 42) was still alive.
man was not lost in the king. There are sad instances of the reverse. Old friends,
former vows, are forgotten in the satiety of wealth or power, or, if not entirely forMuch of our
gotten, no occasion is sought to let the love of former days assert itself.
power over our future lies in the use we are disposed to make of the fountains of holy
thought and feeling which have been formed within by the experiences of former daya
III.

—

OH.
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pressure of business may cause them to lie unnoticed for months and years ; but
then opportunities will occur which an uncorrupted heart will gladly use for
bringing them into the current of daily life.
There may be an abuse of "days and
seasons ;" but a well-regulated lift^i will nut, on that account, be hindered from taking
jiaius to sweeten and subdue the present, and prepare for a better future, by a distinct
and deliberate revival of the most sacred and tender experiences of the past.

The

now and

IV. This deliberate use of hallowed associationb secukes a continuity op
GOODNESS. 'I'here was a native force in David's generous sentiments toward Jonathan
in early days which would tend to their continuous assertion.
The main elements of
a man's moral life will abide in spite of counteracting evils.
Yet as limbs maintain
their muscular power by exertion, so the special qualities of David's character, as seen
in his early friendship for Jonathan, would form a continuous feature of his life only
in so far as he availed himself of passing opportunities for reviving the sfentiraents
associated with the name of his departed friend.
To this habit of allowing the feelings
peculiar to such associations to act again and again, as occasion permitted, upon his
life, in combination, of course, with other forms and methods of spiritual culture, we
may ascribe the freshness and force of the kindly, generous sentiments which were
a distinctive feature of his character to the very end. The characters of some men are
disjointed.
The main qualities of one i)art of their life are not conspicuous later on.
The good has been overlaid, crushed down, by an enormous pressure of thought and
sentiment of an adverse kind, and no care has been taken to give new force to latent
memories. Their later good qualities are not of the same order as their earlier. This
is not true growth.
The true continuity of goodness is that seen in David's case, and
is promoted by the same careful use of the power that lies in the best associations of
our earlier life.
General lessons. 1. Let us see to the storing of the mind in early years with
facts and experiences that will be as fountains of blessing to freshen life amidst the
carking cares of a busy life. 2. We should be careful to cast out low thougtits, lest
they occupy, in the mental and moral aren, ground on which holy and generous feelings
may take root and iiourish. 3. It is desirable to make seasons when the best memories
of the past are allowed to exercise their full power over us.
This seems to be one
reason, at least, for the institution of the Lord's Supper.
4. It is by cultivating the
memories of departed friends, and cherishing the sentiments associated with their name,
that the communion of the saints on earth and in heaven is promoted.
5. It is by the
deliberate cultivation of sacred memories that we shall be able to conserve the more
gentle virtues of life, and so give tone and purity to the otherwise hard and unsympathetic life of the world.
6. It behoves us to consider well what sacred vows of our
earlier years are yet waiting to be redeemed.
7. In the remembrance of former friendships we may do well to inquire whether there are any in trouble and need on whom
the spirit of the old friendship may exercise itself.

A

spiritual parallel.

Great mischief

may

arise

from the endeavour to trace

spiritual analogies in the ordinary historical narratives of Scripture, in consequence of
the licence of an over-active imagination. It is not a safe canon of interpretation to
say that sacred history is throughout an allegory. That an upostle saw an allegory in

one or two cases is not proof of a general rule (Gal. iv. 24). But, under limitations, we
are warranted in tracing parallels between the temporal and spiritual, the earthly and
the heavenly the one may exhibit features which serve to illustrate the other. Much
of our Saviour's teaching partook of this character.
In this lies the essence of parable.
In this light we may regard the story of David's conduct toward Mephibosheth it
serves to illustrate the bearing and action of the true King of Zion toward the weak
Naaman's cleansing and Mephiboshcth's elevation are historic fact*
and lowly.
shedding light on spiritual realities. Note
The events here recorded have their root in the free
I. A pledge to be kept.
pledge given bv David many years before that he would care for the seed of Jonathan
He had undertaken to bless when need should arise. In a deeper
(1 Sam. XX. 15).
sense the whole merciful transactions recorded in New Testament history are the outcome of a "covenant ordered in all things." Christ's interposition on behalf of the
fallen was not a casual act called forth by a passing incident in human history.
:

:
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The
Before the mountains were set fast his "delights were with the sons of men."
purpose and, speaking in human phrase, the plan of redemption were in the original
order ; aud hence Christ's coming was, as it were, to redeem his own pledge, to keep his
own TOW, to fulfil the covenant. " Lo, I come in the volume of the book it is written
Virtually he was " slain before the foundation of the world " for all that
of me."
happened was consequent on "the eternal purpose" (Eph. iii. 11), though not in
violation of human freedom (Acts ii. 23).
We have Been that some years elapsed, not only
II. A DEFERRED FULFILMENT.
after the vow, before any ostensible steps were taken to fulfil it, but also after David
came to the kingdom. In this there is no cause tor reflection on his sincerity. Providence has many things to bring about in a monarch's wise policy, and he may have to
Here, on a small scale, we have an
wait till events are ripe for certain lines of action.
illustration of the apparently deferred fulfilment of the merciful undertaking of our
Saviour,
Generations passed ere the set time had come when he could, consistently
with the working out of other issues, subordinate or co-ordinate, come to " perform the
mercy promised" in the past (Luke ii. 72). Now that we have the complete history
of David, we can see the propriety of his not taking measures for the elevation of the
seed of Jonathan while his work of consolidation was incomplete ; and so now that we
have the full record of the Old and New Testaments, we can see the wisdom of the
manifestation of the covenanted grace being deferred till the "fulness of time" (QaL
Many threads were being woven by the hand of Providence to meet in the
iv. 4).
:

;

revelation of Christ.

A

SEARCH FOR THE FALLEN.

David inquired after the seed of Jonathan and
of the distinguished were in obscurity and, in a social and political
As com[>ared with the position once held by their father and
point of view, lost.
Their splendid inheritance had
grandfather, they were indeed degraded and outcast.
They had to be sought out. How truly their relative social condition
vanished.
have fallen far below the original
represents our spiritual condition is obvious.
The eflect of sin on man, in so far as it touches his relative
state of onr great ancestor.
social position in the enduring spiritual world, is to lower him, to render him inferior
" Thou
to the holy beings who constitute the members of the eternal kingdom of God.
The mission of Christ, in one aspect of
hast fallen by thine iniquity" (Hos. xiv. 1).
an effort to find and rescue from degrait, is said to be a search for that which is lost
dation and shame those who are living below their proper position in the spiritual life
(Luke XV. 3 10, 32 ; xix. 10). This is true of the race ; and his work considered ai
It is also true of us
"finished" on Calvary is an effort to find out and save mankind.
as individuals that Christ does, like the good shepherd (John x. 16 ; cf. Luke xv. 4),
III.

Sauh

The sons

We

—

—

He follows us in our wanderings, comes near to our loneliness, and calls
us by his Word, his providence, and his Spirit.
TEABNrNQ COMPASSION. *' Is there not yet any of the house of Saul, that
IV.
How this reveals the deep
I may show the kindness of God unto him ? " (ver. 3).
David is not satisfied with the desire to show ordinary
longings of the heart
The
attentions to the fallen house; he must show such kindness as God would show.
thought of Jonathan evidently brought up asain the old love; and it must, if possible,
pour itself forth in some unwonted form. There can be no question that, in the regal
and better qualities of his Ufe, David illustrates the more perfect King who comes to
This strong yearning compassion
reign in righteousness and save the poor and needy.
was conspicuous in our Lord in the days of his flesh, when he was seeking a lost race.
It appears in his deeply pathetic tone whenever referring
In this he is unapproachable.
to sin and sorrow, in his patient unwearying ti>il, in his pleadings with the weary and
heavy laden, in his looking with compassion on the people as sheep without a shepherd,
in his tears over Jerusalem, and in the sweet and gentle submission with which he
drank the cup in Gethsemane, and poured out his life on the cross. Overflowing love I
And he Ls the same now (Heb. xiii. 8). His life, sufferings, and death were the
revelation of a permanent character, and therefore of an ever-yearning compassion for
search for us.

A

1

the fallen.
V. A GRACIOUS BEARING. Mcphibosheth trembled in the presence of David, and
was overcome by the sense of his own unworthiness (vers. 6-—8). No doubt he was
surprised at such wondrous conduct on the part of the king as to send for him. But
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We

the king In a tone which no vrritten words can indicate, said, " Mephibosheth "
know what volumes of meaning may be conveyed by addressing an individual by
And, lest this should not suffice, there came the words,
his name in a certain tone.
" Fear not " As a brother and friend, on the same level, he speaks to the heart of the
weak and troubled one. Foreshadow is this of him who was " meek and lowly in
heart " who v\ ould not " break the bruised reed or quench the smoking flax " who
touched the outcast leper and inspired the fallen one with hope. No reproach, no
colduarts ot heart, no im})Osition of impossible burdens, but the gentleness and grace
that banish fear and cause the poor outcast to feel that in him there is a tender, loving
1

all

I

;

;

Friend

VL An elevation to honoub. David would be content with nothing less than
that Mephibosheth should be a free and constant guest at his table.
He was to be
raised from social degradation and obscurity to a position of gieatest distinction.
No
mere peusion, no formal expression of peisonal interest, no delegatiou to others of
attention to be paid to him, would suit the largeness of the king's btart.
His idea of
" the kindness of God " (ver. 3) far transcended the best human conceptions of generosity, and this unwonted elevatiou to honour was but the index of it.
What a
marvellous change in the condition of this poor, feeble outcast
How contrary to all
the usages of monarchs, to the offspring of the fallen, was this overflow of " the kindness
Than this there is not in the Bible a more apt illustration of the exceeding
of God "
grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, who condescends to our low estate, seeks us out, bows
us down in wondering submission by his matchless gentleness, and then raises us to
the honour of being members of his household, of free access to his Person and closest
" Neither do I condemn thee **
fellowship with himself and those most dear to him.
(John viii. 11 ; cf. Eom. viiL 1). He gives " power to become the sons of God " (John
i. 12, 16; 1 John iii. 1, 2).
The "far-off" are made "nigh" (Eph. ii. 13), and are
called " friends " (John xv. 15), blessed with constant fellowship (1 John i. 3), and
even made heirs of " the glory " given to himself (John xvii. 22 24). It is in the
Antitype alone that we find the full and true expression of " the kindness of God "
" Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of
(ver. 3).
man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love him " (1 Cor. ii. 9).
PERSONAL. uuABANTEK. A personal guarantee, involving the king's honour,
VII.
and backed by all the resources at his command, was given that Mephibosheth should
henceforth he regarded " as one of the king's sons " (ver. 11), and that ample provision
should be maile for all his wants (ver. 10).
Whatever demanAs came on him for the
sustenance of his dependents, they were met by the arrangement, under royal warrant,
with Ziba. Thus all his interests, present and future, personal and relative, st>cial and
material, were provided for.
The king guaranteed all. Now, this is beautifully illustrative ot what Christ does for those wliom he raises from degradation to be his friends.
He cares for all their interests. He so orders providence that they shall "want no
good thing." It is said of them, " All things are yours " (1 Cor. iii. 22) and, to scatter
all fear and afford abimdant consolation, the King has said, " Because I live, ye shall
Mephibosheth rested under the care of a faithful David.
live also " (John xiv. 19).
All the power and all the high moral qualities of David were pledged to secure to him
all his life long the blessings now enjoyed; so all the power and all the ineffable
qualities of Christ are pledged to secure to us the jwssession and enjoyment of glorious
heritage as Christians as long as we live, ».«. for ever.
General lessons. 1. It becomes us to follow the example of David and of Christ,
and seek out those who may be in need of blessing, and who may have a special claim
on our sympathy. 2.
should make the Divine character and conduct the model
of our bearing towards those in trouble.
"The kindness of Gt)d " is the ideal to be
converted into the realities of our life. 3. The lowly and despised may take encouragement from all that is recorded of Christ's gracious bearing and deeds of kindness. 4.
We may trace, in every instance of Christ's mercy to the fallen, the permanently
eievatLag tendency of Christianity.
It is the one element which alone lastingly
raises mankind in material and social good.
5. The resources of Christ for securing
the tulfilment of his promises are so vast as to remove all fear.
He is more to the
universe at large than David was to his kingdom.
see the dignity of bearing
6.
that becomes those who are honoured with the royal friendship of ChrisU
!

!

—

A

;

We

We
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

David had sworn to his friend
For Jonathan's sake.
(jEEnsALEM.)
Ver.
Jonathan that he would " not cut off his kindness from his house lor ever" (1 Sam.
He had been probably unaware of his leaving a sou behind him (for
XX. 15).
Mephibosheth was born while he was in exile, five years before the battle of Gilboa) ;
or, if acquainted with the fact, supposed that he perished in the destruction of the house
But surmising, perhaps, from something he heard, that a sou of his friend
ot Saul.
survived, he made the inquiry, '* Is there yet any that is left," etc.? It was a practice
only too common in the East, on a change of dynasty, for the reigning monarch to put
to death the siu-viving members of the family ot his predecessor, in order to make his
own position more secm-e. And the conduct of David, in contrast therewith, evinced
his gratitude, fidelity, piety, and noble generosity. " Neither the splendour of victories,
nor the pleasures of prosperity, nor the lustre of his crown, could make him unmindful
A suspicious, faithless tyrant would at
of his covenant and oath to his former friend.
least have kept the family that imagined they had a right to his kingdom low enough
to have prevented the possibility of their ever disputing it with him; or at least have
shut up the heir of it in close imprisonment, or got rid of his fears upon his account
by totally destroying him thinking he might reasonably dispensp with his oath to
his deceased friend through the necessity of self-preservation, and securing to his own
*'
family the peaceable succession to his crown " (Chandler). The words for Jonathan's
1.

;

sake"—
It is not unusual fof one person to
I. ExPBESs A PBiNciPLE OF HUMAN CONDUCT.
show kindness to another for the sake of sorae one else, for whom, whether living or

dead, he entertains a high regard, on account of his excellent character or eminent
services; with whom the object of his kindness is closely connected, and without
whom he would not have shown it. How often has a king exercised his prerogative
of mercy toward an offender, or bestowed riches and honour on a subject, for the sake
" The fruit of well-doing lives longer than himof the faithful service of his father 1
self who 18 the doer, and thereby he leaves a blessing and good treasure behind him
"There are thousands ot young men and women who are
to his posterity" ((Juild).
And this is, in fact, one
daily receiving kindness for their fathers' and mothers' sakes.
of the incidental blessings connected with having parents who, though now dead, were,
when living, persons ot worthy and estimable life. Their children inherit the advantages which the love of others for their memory can bestow, and many an applicant
for some office of trust and emolument would be turned away from the door were it
not that his face bears the lineaments of a departed and cherished friend, or his tones
" (E. Mellor).
call back to memory the voice which will speak no more
God deals with men, not merely
II. Illustrate a method of Divine dealings.
in their separate individuality, but also in their relationship to one another ; spares
and blesses them, not only directly and immediately, but also indirectly and mediately,
through and on account of each other; and shows kindness to many for the sake of
one. This : 1. Occurs in various ways. By means of the hereditary influence of a good
man on his descendants, and the moral influence on others of his example, utterances,
kbours, and suflerings ; and (with more special reference to the case under consideration) by granting his intercessory requests, fulfilling the promises made to him on their
behalf, and doing them good out of regard to him, or because of something he has done
which was necessary to that end. 2. Appears in numerous instances. With respect
" (Gen. xxx. 27 ; xix. 29
1
to individuals, " The Lord hath blessed me for thy sake
Kings xL 12); families (Gen. xxxix. 5; Ps. Ixix. 26; Prov. xiii. 22); Churches, cities,
and nations (Gen. xviii. 26; Exod. xxxii. 14; 1 Kings viii. 19); "beloved for the
;

" As the new wine is found in the cluster," etc. (Isa. Ixv.
love of righteousness, teaches the worth of a good man
toward them.
in relation to the unworthy, and causes his soverei^in mercy to abound
God and man,"
3. Has its highest application in Christ, "the one Mediator between
who is closely allied to
(1) who is very dear to God (Matt. iii. 17; Eph. i. 6); (2)
men (Heb. ii. 16) (3) who has laboured, interceded, and suflered for us (1 Pet. iiL 18);
are in him
to whom many promises have been made on behalf of those who
fathers' sakes "

8

;

i.

9).

(Rom.

So God

;

and (4)

xi.

28)

;

testifies his
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(Gal. iii. 20; 2 Cor. i. 20). The nature, grounds, and extent of his mediation cannot
be fully explained; but the fact is certain, that it is "for Christ's sake " (Eph. iv. .32),
"in Christ" (Revised Version), and "for his Name's sake" (1 John ii. 12), we are
(Eph.
forgiven, have access to the Father, and are " blessed with every spiritual blessing
"He comprises in his own Person all and everything that is most desirable"
i. 3).
(Gregory Nazianzen).
''

III.

Suggest a ground of devout cokfidence.

When

Mephibosheth appeared

before the king, "he doubtless was in fear for his life (vers. 6, 7). Such generosity to
a fallen rival as David showed in restoring him to his paternal property, seemed to him
scarcely credible" ('Speaker's Commentary'). But the assurance that it was "for
Jonathan's sake " must have inspired hioi with confidence. And similarly, "for Jesus'
sake" affords a (1) needful, (2) effectual, and (3) abiding ground of hope, and

" Provides for those

An
"Whatsoever ye

shall ask the

who come

to

God

all-prevailing plea."

Father in

my Name,

he will give

it

you" (John

xvi. 28;

xiv. 13).

IV. I^"DICATE A motive TO PRACTICAL BENEVOLENCE, after the example of David
and from love to our Divine Friend (ch. i. 26); in: 1. Forgiving each other (Eph. iv.
"Fear not" (ver. 7). 3. Generous gifts. 4.
2. Eand and comforting speech.
32).
Phil. i. 29).
Self-denial. 5. Suffering (Matt. v. 11
6. Prayers (Rom. xv.
7.
30).
Personal, diligent, and constant service on behalf of "the Church which is his body,"
and of all "for whom Christ died" (2 Cor. iv. 5; 3 John 7). "For his Name's sake;''
" For my sake."
This is the Christian's peculiar, highest, and mightiest motive;
implying not only supreme affection toward him who " alone is worthy," but also
sincere sympathy with his spirit and purposes; and producing most beneficent
;

effects.

—D.

Showing the kindness of God. David remembered the
Ver. 3. (Jerusalem.)
request of Jonathan to show him "the kindness of Jehovah" (1 Sam. xx. 14, 15);
felt the obligation of his former promises and covenants (1 Sam. xxiv. 21, 22; xxiii.
18); and now purposed, in accordance therewith, to "show the kindness of God," i.e.
"love from religious motives, or as God shows it " (Thenius) "in God and for his sake
(Keil); "in the Lord's sight, and according to the Lord's example, pure, perpetual love,
and not such love as arises from mere human respects and is shown in the eye of man "
(Wordsworth); and not simply "great and eminent kindness " (Poole, Patrick). There
are benevolent affections in our natm-e; but they must be imbued with religious
motives and principles in order that their exercise may be of the highest kind. "The
kindness of God" is such as is shown: 1. Out of reverence for his Name. Holy, just,
and true; merciful and gracious; delighting in loving-kindness. "God is love;" and
the eternal Fountain of love in his creatures. 2. In obedience to his ivill, as expressed
in nmnerous injunctions to the faithful perfonnance of what has been promised; in
"the royal law" (Jas. ii. 8); and in manifold exhortations to compassionate love.
;

From

for his benefits. These had been bestowed
The acts of kindness which God
18; viii. 6).

on David in abundant
performs toward men
incite them to perform acts of kindness toward their fellow-men.
" What goodness the Lord shall do unto us, the same will we do unto thee" (Numb. x.
"Freely ye have received, freely give." 4. In imitation of his examjjle; of
82).
faithfulness, goodness, unsought, abounding, unfailing, and everlasting love. David
was specially called, as king, to exhibit in his character and conduct an image of the
moral excellences of the Divine King of Israel; and to this Christians are likewise
"Be ye therefore perfect." etc. (Matt. v. 43 18), "merciful" (Luke vi. 36),
called.
" inaitators of God as beloved children," etc. (Eph. v. 1). .5. Under the insjnration of
his grace, his love, his Spirit; and, indeed, "it is the merciful love of God himself that
dwells in the heart of the truly pious, and works therefrom; for he that lives in fellowship with God receives into his heart, through the Holy Ghost, the love that is in God,
and lives and moves in that love" (Erdmann). He that dwelleth in love dwelleth
in God, and God in him" (1 John iv. 16). He not only reflects the Divine love on
others, but is also the medium of its communication to them.
6. With the desire of
his approval, of pleasing him rather than men, and of partaking more fully of hia
3.

rjratitiide

measure (ch. vii.
both enable and

—

—— —
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loving-kindness, which *

they

;

:

may

is

[oh. ix.

7. For the promotion of his glory ; " that
your Father which is in heaven." D.

better than life."

see your good works,

and

glority

1—13.

—

(Gelead.)
The kindness of Machir Ben-Ammiel. One of the obsciire
Ver. 4.
He dwelt at Lo-debar, among the mountains of Gilead, " a
characters of Scripture.
;
favouiite asylum for refugees " was, probably, a descendant of Machir the son of
Of his generosity two
]^ianasseh; and "the principal man uf Gilead" (Josephus).
Fiom these it may be inferred that
liotable instances are recorded (ch. iv. 4; xvii. 27).
be was rich in earthly possessions, and (what is of much greater importance) in : 1.
Urateful memories. Like the men of Jabesh-Gilead, he remembered the heroic enter7).
prise of 8au] en behalf of his people (1 Sam, xi. 9 ; xxxi. 11 ; ch. iL 4

—

**

But,

O

Saal, do not

Saul.

Let the

My

Fail ye?
to break I will not break
Haste, or I'm there before you.

mom

word.

fail us.

fail

;

FaUl
Let the morn fail in the east Fll not fail you
But swift and silent as the streaming wind.
Unseen approach, then gathering up my force
At dawning, sweep on Anmon, as night's blast
Sweeps down from Carmel on t!ie dusky sea."
(0. Hcavyaege, * Saul : a Drama.*)
;

afforded ready shelter and hospitality to his grandson, and may have
the revival of his house at Mahanaim (ch. iL 8) ; and when, subsequently,
David was in exile at the same place, remembering his kindness to Mephibosheth,
rendered him generous aid. 2. Tender compassion toward the orphan, unfortunate and
and (like the good
Tlie sight of human distress drew forth his sympathy
friendless.
Saniaritan) he sufl'ered no other considerations to hinder its practicsd expression.
During many years (ver. 12), with all their changes, he pro3. Constant friendship.
vided, apparently " without fee or reward," a peaceful home for the crippled prince, and
continued his steadfu^-t protector. 4. Active benevolence. He was "rich in good works"
" Sensiliility, as the word is generally used, is a mere animal instinct,
(2 Tim. vi. 18).
useless when it does not immediately lead to active benevolence ; and in such cases not
only useless, but pernicious, because it has a tendency to produce a restinii satisfied
with the emotion and a neglect of the action" (W. Cooke Taylor). 5. Beneficent
His conduct could not but produce a good eflfect on the rude, warlike tribe
influence.
of which he was chief ; and possibly incited others (Shobi and BarziUai) to the like.

Hence he
assi.sted

;

•*

Great deeds cannot die

They with the sun and moon renew
For

ever, blessing those that look

their light

on them."
(Tennyson.)

Nolle recompense. " The blessing of him that was ready to perish " (Job xxix. 13),
Although
the approval of his own conscience, the enduring memor al of a good name.
(like that of Abou Ben-Adhem) his name has not been written in the sacred record
among " the names of those who love the Lord," but only " as one that loveg his
fellow-men," it could not fail of being divinely honoured.
6.

The angel wrote, and vanished. The next night
came again, with a great wakening light.
And show'd the names whom love of God had blesi'd,
And lo Ben-Adhem's name led all the rest."
It

I

(Leigh Hnnt.)
D.

Vers.

6—13.

(Thb kenq'b palaok.)

Mephibosheth before the king.

a picture of

L ExTBAOBDiNABT
crippled

by a

VICISSITUDES IN LIFB.

heedless

A

prince

footstep, carried into exile

by

We

have here

birth, deprived of his father,

and poverty, recently a

helplesa
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district, is conducted into the presence of one who was ouce •
shepherd-boy, afterwards a wandering outlaw, and now the greatest monarch on earth
Such changes 1. May be largely, though not entirely, tiaced to moral causes, per2. Are wrought
by Divine providence
sonal character, hereditary relationships.
being not only
3. Are designed for human welfare
[1 Sam. ii. 7, 8 ; Ps. cxiii. 7, 8).
jorrectivej but also tentative and disciplinary (Ps. Iv. 19; Job xxiii. 10; Heb. xii. 6).
4. And should be regarded in an appropriate spirit (Jas. i. 9, 10).
" He fell OH his facc, and did
II. The DEPBE88ING INFLUENCE OF MISFORTUNE.
reverence " (ver. 6) " And he bowed himself, and said, What is thy servant, that thou
His physical infirmity, comshouldest look upon such a dead dog as I am ? " (ver. 8).
bined with long-continued dependence, made him not merely humble, but timid,
Hence his language (due in ])art to Oriental
anxious, abject, and self-depreciatory.
exMgaeration) is excusable, though scarcely to be commended (Kitto, ' Daily Bible Illus.').
The natural tendency of lieavy affliction to enfeeble and crush the spirit is effectually
overcome only by the aid of Divine grace.
III. An admirable exhibition of kindness ; spontaneous, faithful, considerate,
magnanimous, practical, endurins;, Divine. 1. In gracious and encouraging words.
" Mephibosheth " (ver. 6). " Fear not " etc. (ver. 7). To David himself, in a time
of dejectinn, Jonathan had said, " Fear not " (1 Sam. xxiii. 17) and how often has the
Lord spoken the same comforting word to his servants (Gen. xv. 1 ; Luke xii. 32
2. In becoming and beneficent acts ; fulfilling what had been promised
Rev. i. 17)
(vers. 9
11), restoring an alienated inheritance, and making a sure, permanent, and
abundant provision (ver. 12).
3. In honoured, intimate, and abiding friendship.
" Mephibosheth, thy master's son, shall eat bread alway at my table " (vers. 10, 11, 13).
Such kindness, like simshine after rain, and as a visit of '* the angel of God " (ch. xix.
27, 28), dispersed bis fear, alleviated his mi^fo^tune, and filled him with grateful devowhilst his presence at the royal table would daily remind the king of his deceased
tion

dependent in a remote

I

:

;

;

!

!

1

—

;

1

;

friend,

IV.

and

incite

him

to

renewed generosity.

The irremediable defects of the most favoured earthly condition.

'•

And

he was lame on both his feet " (ver. 13). His deformity was incurable ; his infirmity
became an occasion of complaint and slander (ch. xvi. 2 4); and his dejection and
The king himself
distress returned " as the clouds after the rain " (cli. xix. 24--~30).
often longed to flee away and be at rest (Ps. Iv. 6).
And it is vain to expect perfection in character or condition except in the heavenly mansions.

—

**

There

is

a spot in every flower,

A sigh in every gale,
A shudow in the brightest honi.
Thorns in the smoothest vale.
" To smile and weep, and weep and smll^

To man alternate given
To cling to earth permitted

We learn

to

while
long for heaven."
fit

The story of Mephibosheth
to young people.
parable of the spiritual history of every one who is restored to
He was 1.
prince.
To you belongs a more than princely dignity ; for you
" the offspring of God," and bear on you traces of " the image and glory " of

Ver. 13. Lost
be used as a

may

God.
are

all

:

and found : a sermon
little

A

" the Father of spirits." 2. Lost. You belong to a sinful and fallen race and your
" A true religion
condition is one of deprivation, helplessness, obscurity, and misery.
ought to instruct man both in his greatness and his misery " (Pascal). 3. Sought.
Infinite piety has sought and is still seekiui^ every one of you, and employs many
means to find and save you (Matt, xviii. 10 14 Luke xv.). 4. Fou7id ; unexpectedly
to himself and to the joy of the seeker.
So is it when the gracious message of the
gospel comes to you, " not in word only, but in power."
in the presence
5. Self-ahased
of the king.
When you see the height of Divine greatness and goodness, you also see
the depth of your own unworthiuess and siiame.
"Fear not; only
6. Comforted.
believe."
and adopted as " one
7. Exalted ; endowed with more than had been lost
of the king's sons " (ver. 11).
The gifts of God are worthy of himself. When one, to
;

,

—

;

;

;

—

—

^0

—
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whom Alexander
10 his condition,

becoming

in

me

gave a city, declined to accept it, on the ground that it was nnsuitable
he said, " I do not ask what is becoming in you to receive, but what ifl
to give " (Seneca, ' De Beneficiis ').
D.

—

—" The kindness of Ood.^

David, settled on the throne and in his new metrohouse of Saul, not to destroy them, as was usual with
Eastern monarchs, but to show them kindness for Jonathan's sake.
In his inquiry
after them he uses substantially the same phrase which Jonathan had used (1 Sara.
XX. 14) when he took an oath of him that he would be kind to himself and his family.
" The kindness of the Lord," or " the kindness of God," is an expression descriptive of
the highest and best kindness possible to man or angel. It is kindness which
L Flows fbom God. This is true of all the kindness which exists amongst men.
" Love is of God." All the love of men towards each other streams forth from the
fountain of Divine love, and should be thus regarded by those who are the objects of
But this is emphatically true of Christian kindness. It
it, he being praised for alL
originates in, and is a manifestation of, the love of God in Christ.
It is produced by
Ver. 3.

polis, recalls to

mind the

fallen

Holy Spirit as "iven to the disciples of Christ, and by means of the truth respecihim (1 Pet. i. 22, 23). It is a product of regeneration. It is God's love dwelling
in human hearts and revealing itself in human lives.
It is an element of " the Divine
nature " of which Christians are "partakers" (2 Pet. i. 4).
n. Is EXERCISED FROM BEGARD TO GoD. 1. It has its root, like all Christian graces,
in faith towards God (Gral. v. 6).
2. It springs from gratitude and love to him for all
his goodness, especially for his redeeming love (1 John iv. 11).
3. It is practised in
obedience to his commandments (1 John iv. 21). 4. It aims at his approvaL 5. It
Eph. iv. 32). Hence it
imitates him (Luke vi. 36
III. Is GoD-LiKE.
As it is: 1. Disinterested. "Seeketh not her own" (1 Cor.
xiii. 6).
Kindness which is exercised with a view to personal advantage is not kindReady to help all who need,
ness but policy and commercial subtlety.
2. Expansive.
as far as power permits.
Not restricting itself to the good and worthy, but " kind
unto the unthankful and the evil" (Luke vi. 35) nor yet to friends, but extending to

the
Ing

;

;

nor to one's own sect in religinn, but regarding with
love all Christian brethren (1 John v. 1 ; Eph. vi. 24).
Yet it is 3. Discriminating.
The Divine love is united with righteousness, and seeks righteous ends. Hence it
o;annot be the same thing, and displayed in the same manner, towards the righteous and
the unrighteous, the obedient and the disobedient and it mainly seeks to promote

enemies (Matt.

v. 44, 45,

48)

;

:

;

Christian love
righteousness and salvation in all, and varies its methods accordingly.
and kindness will be exercised with similar discrimination as far as is possible to men ;
and will seek supremely the moral and spiritual benefit of its objects. Indiscrimmate
'*
He spared not his own
benevolence does more harm than good. 4. Unsparing.
Son " (Rom. viii. 32), and in him the love of God appears as self-sacrificing (1 John
Cliristian love possesses the same qualities of bountiiii. 16) and bountiful (Eph. i. 3).
"
It " endureth all things
fulness (2 Cor. viii. 2, 3, 9
11), self-denial, and self-sacrifice.
The love of God is long-suffering, persistent, and
5. Constant.
(1 Cor. xiii. 7).
His children are like him in this respect also
eternal (Ps. ciii. 17 ; cxxxvi., passim).

—

(1 Cor.

xiii. 4, 8,

13).

—

IV. Is NOUBISHED BY CONVERSE WITH GoD. The acts and habits of devotion readbring us into closer communion with God, secure us
ing, meditation, prayer, praise
more of his Spirit, open our hearts to receive the impress of his character, promote in
us all those sentiments and principles towards him which issue in hearty love and
kindness towards our brethren. Let ns draw nigh continually to him whose name is
Love, and we shall find it ever more easy to be loving. G. W.

—

—

Eating at the king's table. David, out of regard to the memory of his dear
and mindful of his oath to him, not only restores to his son Mephibosheth the forfeited property of Saul, and arranges for its cultivation by Ziba and his
sons, but exalts Mephibosheth to the pusition of a constant guest at his own table, " as
one of the king's sons." So Mephibosueth " did eat continually at the king's table."
The circumstance may serve to remind us of the greater honour which good men enjoy
it is theirs to eat continually at tne table of the King of kings.
Ver. 13.

friend Jonathan,

?
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tbuk as BESPEorg theib paetioipation of the gifts of God's provi-

All creatures depend upon him, and he supplies their wants (Ps. civ. 27, 28
But the lower creatures partake of his bounty unconscious of the hand
cxlv. 15, 16).
which feeds them. They are, in relation to God, rather like the horses in the stable, or
the cattle and sheep in the fields, than the children at the table.
And what these are
through incapacity, ungodly people are through unbelief and forc:;etfulness. They live
on the bounty of God, unmindful of him and unthankful. His children, however,
even in the enjoyment of their daily food, " sit at his table." As he provides, so they
recognize his care and bounty, and give him thanks.
As he is present, so they are conscious of his presence.
They regard him as presiding at their meals, and are glad to
discern him so near.
They ask for his blessing, and receive it. They '* eat to the Lord,
and give God thanks" (Rom. xiv. 6). They satisfy their appetites and gratify their
tastes as in his sight.
They aim ** to eat and drink ... to the glory of God " (1 Cor.
They not only enjoy his gifts, but commune with himself. They talk with
X. 31).

dence.

him, and he with them. Common meals thus enjoyed become as sacraments and
means of grace. Let it be our endeavour to enjoy them thus more than we have done.
XL The words are more emphatically applicable to the Christian's enjoyment of spiritual blessings. In this sense, " he eats continually at the king's table."
The image reminds us of: 1. His exaltation. Once, like Mephibosheth, living far away
from the king, now brought near, and associated with, yea, made really one of, hia
children.
Still " lame " and otherwise defective, and uafit perhaps for much service,
yet admitted to favour and honour. 2. Tlie abundance of the best provisions he enjoys.
At the King's table is plenty, and of the best. At the table of the heavenly King,
spread under the gospel, are provisions the choicest and rarest, to be found nowhere
else ; and which nourish, not for this short earthly life, but for life eternal.
The best
intellectual food is here
but especially that food which quickens and nourishes the
soul, in faith, and love, and hope, and holiness.
Divine truth and whatever it reveals
and presents the pardoning mercy and fatherly love of God, the love and sacrifice of
Christ, his body and his blood, which are the real food and drink of men.
Of these
the believing and loving soul may partake at will, anywhere and everywhere.
The
King's table is not confined to place ; but especially in the house of God and at the
Lord's Supper, the table is spread, and Christians gather together to feed and least.
3. At the King's table is the best society.
At the table of the Divine King we associate
with the Father and the Si in, by the Spirit ; and by him also with saints and angels,
" the excellent of the earth " and the excellent of heaven. The Lord fulfils his |)romise, " I will sup with him, and he with me " (Rev. iii. 20).
4. At the King't table i»
gladness.
The honour, the provision, the comjiany, all tend to give pleasure. 5. There
also is safety.
The jialace ol a king is commonly the securest spot in the land. Far
more assured is the safety of those wlio sit at the table of the heavenly King. Angels
guard them God himself is their Dwelling-place and Defence. 6. The privilege of eating at the table of our King is perpetual. As in the case of Mephibosheth.
If it is not
continually enjoyed, it is our own fault. The privilege enjoyed by Mephibosheth would
be a constiint solace to him in his helplessness and the spiritual counterpart is to
Christians a constant source of comfort and support under their troubles.
III. The words are perfectly fulfilled in the heavenly world.
The future
blessedness of God's people is often compared to a feast (see Matt. viii. 11
Rev. iL 7
It is, in fact, the continuance and the perfecting of the blessedness now enjoyed.
xix. 9).
;

—

;

;

;

The King himself is perfectly " manifested."
" We shall see him as he is" (1 John iii. 2).
not to admit of a doubt. The provisions at

;

They shall see his face " (Rev. xxii. 4)
His love and favour are so displayed as
his table are the same as on earth but the
guests are better ahle to enjoy them, their spiritual apyietite and tastes being freed from
all that lessens their fitness to do bo.
The society is the same, but those imperfect on
earth are perfected in spirit and in body (Heb. xii. 23
Phil. iii. 21).
The security is
absolute
the joy unmingled with sorrow ; the feast is perpetual and without end.
Blessed is he that shall eat bread in the kingdom of God" (Luke xiv. 15).
Wlio
«hall partake of that bliss?
All are invited by the gospel ; and none will be excluded
but such as exclude themselves by refusing to accept the invitation, and obtain the
necessary preparation for the feast, which consists in reconciliation to the King tliro'igli
Jttsus Christ, constant loyalty aua obedience to him, and joyful partakmg now of his
'*

;

;

;

'"*

;
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To " eat continually at the King's table " here is the necessary conBpiritual gifts.
dition of onr doing so hereafter, as it is also the preparation for that happineaa and the
eridence that we shall enjoy it.—Q. W.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

X.

—

The king of the children of
died.
This war is very briefly referred to in ch. viii. 12 ; but we have now
Ver.

1.

Ammon

entered upon a narrative, the interest of
which is altogether unlike all that has gone

There we saw David crowned with
made the monarch of a
vast empire; he is also a propljet, and, as
such, not only restores, but enriches and

before.

earthly glory, and

enlarges, the worship of the sanctuary and,
as prophet and king, he becomes not only
the type, but ihe ancestor of the M- ssiah.
In this narrative he is a sinner, punished
with terrible, though merited, severity, and
;

must henceforth walk humbly and sorrow-

From 1
fully as a penitent before God.
Chron. xii. 1 we learn that the king's name
was Nahash but whether be was the same as
the Naha.sh mentioned in I Sam. xi. 1 is uncertain. There was an interval of more than
forty years between, but Nahash was probably a young man, just seated on the
throne, when he attacked Jabesh-Gilead
and Saul, who repelled him, might have
been still alive but for the battle of Gilboa.
The name means a " serpent," and is used
in Job xxvi. 13 of the constellation Draco.
It may thus have been a name assumed by
several Anunonite kings, the dragon re:

presenting majesty and power, and
the symbol on their seal, just as

it

being
the

is

Chinese imperial emblem now. The phrase,
" It came to pass after this," has no chronological significance either here or in ch.
1.
It is simply a form of transition
from one subject to another.
Ver. 2. His father showed kindness unto
me. This makes it probable that it was the
same Nahash as Saul's enemy. The smart
of the defeat caused by Saul's energy would
make him regard with friendship any one
who was a thorn in the side of the man who
hid so unexpectedly stopped him in his
ctireer, and hence his kindness to David.
Ver. 3.
Thinkest thou that David doth
honour thy father T This insinuation arose
Tiii.

—

—

probably from ill will, stirred up by David's
Buccfss in war; and, with that distrust with
which neighbouring nations too often regard
one another, they see in his embassy only
a purpose of spying int<;) their defences with
• view to future attack. Rabbali, their city,
was a place strong both naturally and by
reason of its fortifications.
Ver. -L Hannn
slUTed off the one

—

.

.

.

half of their beards. To an Oriental the
beard was the mark of his being a free man,
and to cut it off on one side was not merely
an insult to David's ambassadors, but the
Moreover, as
treating them like slaves.
only the priests wore underclothing, and
as the ordinary dress of men consisted of
a tunic and a loose flowing robe thrown
over it, the cutting of this robe short up to

the hip was a vile and abominable affront.
Of course, Hanun intended this as a challenge to war, whereas David had meant
peace and friendship.
Ver. 6. That they stank (see notes on
xxvii. 12).
As the Hebrew
1 Sam. xiii. 4

—

;

means, had made themselves stink,
the Eevisud Version rightly translates,
"had made themselves odious." The children of Ammon sent and hired the Syrians.
From 1 Chron. xix. 6 we learn that his
mercenaries from Aram cost Hanun a
thousand talents of silver, or nearly five
hundred thousand pounds
a vast sum,
especially considering the great relative
value of silver in those days. The mercenaries, moreover, were gathered out of
numerous districts of Aram from Rehob,
Zoba, Beth-Maacah, and Tob the margin
Leing right in n ndering " the men of Tob,"
instead of " Ish-tob.'
So, too, the Eevised
Version, " The men of Tob twelve thousand
men." It was to this land that Jephthah
fled (Judg. xi. 3). The whole number of the
allies was thirty-three thousand, with which
total the parallel place agrees, as they are
described there as "thirty-two thousand,
and the King of Maacah and his people,"
who are here said to have been a thousand
strong.
The text, however, there must be

literally

—

—
;

corrupt,

a.-i

it

describes

them

all as horse-

men

(Authorized Version, "chariots;"
1 Chron. xix. 7); here footmen only are
mentioned, with which the narrative agreei
(see note on ver. 18).

—

Ver. 7. And all the host of the mighty
men. The Hebrew is, and all the host, even
mighty men. By this is meant, not " tJie
mighties," but that the IsraeUtes had now

become practised in war, and veterans
were by themVer. 8. The Syrians

—

.

We

.

.

learn from 1 Chron.
selves in the field.
xix. 7 that the rendezvous of the Arameans
was at Medeba, a small town situated upon
a hill in the Mishor, or treeless prairie-laud,
called "the plain" in Josh. xiii. 16. As it wa«
four miles south-east of Heshbon, and more
than twenty miles distant from Rabbah, it

OH. X.
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plain that they were marching northward,
and that Joab was only just in time to preThe
vent a junction of the two armies.
Ammonites, who were expecting their allies,
and knew of their approach, had come outide of Kabbah, but had only posted themis

selves in fighting order " at the entering in
of the gate."
Ver. 9.— The front of the battle. The
object of Joub was to prevent at all hazards
the junction of the Syrians with the Ammonites, and he was only just in time to

throw himself between them.

This was

resolute but dangerous policy, as, in case of
defeat, he would have a powerful enemy in
Apparently, however, he was
his rear.
aware that h's real work lay with the
Syrian mercenaries, who were dangerous

enough by themselves, and would become
more than a match for him if they were
He
reinforced by the men of Kabbah.
therefore leaves Abishai with such troops
as he could spare to watch the Ammonites,
feeling sure that they would not hazard an
attack unless they saw matters going ill
with him and, taking with him all his
bravest men, "the choice men of Israel," he
prepares with them to give battle to the
Syrians.
Ver. 11. And he said, etc. Thenius reliave here the briefest of warmarks, •'
like exhortations, but one most full of point
and meaning." Joab recognized the full
;

—

We

danger ot their situation; for should he
meet with any check in his attack on this
vast host of mercenaries, he was well aware
that the Ammonites, watching the battle
with ager interest, would, on the first news
of victory, rush upon Abishai with exulting
fury; and the men with him, being only
ordinary troops, would be disheartened by
Joab's failure, 8i> that without extraordinary
bravery on theu leader's part, they would
give way, and all would be lost.
Ver. 12. Be of good courage, and let us
play the men. The Hebrew employs two
conjugations of the same verb, literally, be
strong, and let us show ourselves stroiuj. And
need there was for bravery for the welfare,
as he went on to show, of all Israel, and the
honour of Israel's God, were in jeopardy.
Finally he adds, The Lord do that which
eemeth him good. They are the words not
BO much of confidence as of determined reCome good or ill, he and Abishai
solution.
would do their utmost.
It stems
Ver. 14.— So Joab returned.
strange to us that Joab should have made
no attempt to follow up his victory, lint
•s the Ammonites were posted close to the
Sate of their city, they would withdraw into
without loss as soim as they learned that
There was thus
their allies were defeated.
(

—

;

;

tlie

certainty of a long siege before

Babbah

253

could be taken. We gather from ch. xi. 1
that it was late in the year when Joab won
this victory, and it was part of the weakness
of ancient warfare that a long campaign was
beyond the power of either side.
Ver. 16. Hadarezer (see note on ch. viii.
Hadarezer probably had been well
3).
content to let his subjects receive the pay
of the Amiuouites, and extend his empire

—

at their cost.
But as paramount king in
Aram, the defeat of the mercenaries obliged
him to make the war a national affair, and
undertake the management of it himself.
He therefore summons troops from all the
Aramean states on both sides of the
Euphrates, and places his own general,
Shobach, in command, and makes Helam
the place of gathering. Helam. No such
place is known, and the word might mean

" their army," in which case the translation
would be, "and they came in full force."
The Vulgate takes it in this way, but makes
the verb tlie causative singular, and translates, "

and he brought

their army."

On

the other hand, the LXX., the Syriac, and
the Chaldee make it a proper name here, aa
even the Vulgate necessarily does in ver. 17,
where there can be no doubt. In the parallel place (1 Chron. xix. 16, 17) it is omitted
in the first place, and in the second we find

"upon them." Either, therethe chronic] er did not know of such a
place, or the text is corrupt.
Ewald and
others suppose that Helam may be identified
with Alamata ; but we learn from 1 Chron.
xviii. 3 that the battle was fought near
Hamath, and Alamita is on the Euphrates,
too far away for David to have made his
attack there.
Ver. 17. David
gathered all Israel
together.
Some commentators see in this
an indication of dissatisfaction with Joab.
Keally it was a matter of course that in so
great a war the king should place himself
at the head of his levies.
For not only was
he possessed of great military genius, but
his personal presence would make the men
of Israel, a race of sturdy free men, assemble
in greater numbers, and would give them
confidence.
If David himself went there
would be no shirking the war and finding
excuses to stay at home, and in the camp
there would be prompt alacrity and zeal.
Ver. 18. David slew, etc. (see note on
ch. viii. 4).
We have seen there that the
word translated "chariots" means any
vehicle or animal for riding. The numbers
here are seven hundred chariots with their
in

its stead,

fore,

—

.

.

.

—

charioteers, and forty thousand horsemen
in ch. viii. 4 we have seventeen iiundred

horsemen and twenty thousand footmen
finally, in 1 Chron. xix. 18 we find seven
thousand chariots and charioteers, and forty
thousand footmen. It is impossible to r^

— —
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concile these oonflicting nambers, bnt as
David had no cavalry, the numben in ch.
4 are the more probable, namely,
viii.
seventeen hundred cavalry and chariots,
The Syriac
anil twenty thousand infantry.
Version gives us iere very reasonable numbers, namely, "seven hundred chariots,
four thousand cavalry, and much people."
served them. It
Ver. 1 9. The kings
is evident from this that the petty kings of
Behob, Tob, and Mai\cah had been subject

—

.

.

.

[oh. i-
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they now acknowledged the
supremacy of David, and paid to him the
tribute which they had previously paid to
Zobah, and would be bound to supply him
with a contingent of men in case of a war
in their neighbourhood.
The wars with
Damascus and Edom, mentioned in ch. viii.

to Hadarezer

;

probably followed immedi itely upon
Hadarezer'a defeat, but are not referred to
here, as the interest now centres la David'a
personal oonduct.
5, 13,

|

j

>

HOMILETICS.

—

The facts are : 1. On the death of the King of
Rejected friendliness.
resolves to send a kindly message to Hanun, in remembrance of favours
received from his father Nahash.
2. On the arrival of David's servants, the chief men
of Ammon suggest to the new king that their message of coudolence is a piece of
3. Listening to these insiuuatious,
trickery on the part of David for political ends.
Hanun shows his contempt for David by cutting off one side of the beard of his
ambassadors, and exposing the lower part of their person. 4. On hearing of this humiliation, David sends a message to them on their way home, directing.; them to remain at
Jericho till their beards were grown again. Tlie question as to the chronological order
of the events mentioned in this chapter as conj pared with ch. viii. does not affect the
character of the facts or the lessons conveyed. The supposition that David deserved
the insult he met with at the hand of Hanun, in consequence of showing friendliness to
one of Israel's traditional foes, is not justified, because of the explicit reference to David's
remembrance of acts of kindness. As in the case of Mephibosheth remembrance of
Jonathan's kindness, is referred to by way of exf>laining the conduct described, so here
it is evidently regarded as a corresponding excellence in David that he was mindful also
The object of the historian is obviously to bring out into
of the kindness of aliens.
view the king's broad generosity. Li this light, then, we may regard the narrative aa
Vers. 1

5.

Ammon, David

showing
iNTERCotrRSE of unrequited and unrecorded acts of
been written we might never have known that the
pagan Nahash had showed kindness to the Lord's anointed. Possibly few in Israel
knew of the actual service rendered by Nahash to David at some period of his exile.
No record of it existed save in the king's memory and Nahash died before his conPossibly he may have
sideration for one in trouble was acknowledged in regal form.
The
felt it strange that no notice was taken of the past when David came into power.
fact tliat we have this incidental reference to the kindness suggests what we often
observe to be true, tliat many kindly deeds are done of which history takes no note,
There is ruore
anii which in the hurry and strife of life are lost to sight and mind.
good in the world than is tabulated. Thousands of considerate friendly deeds, revealing
the true brotherhood of man and the latent worth of human nature, are being daily
performed, but
which the mass of mankind will know nothing, and which, perhaps,
We ought to
wiii lie for a long time, through unavoidable circumstances, unrequited.
bear this in mind when we strive to form an estimate of the state of the world, and it
should set us at ease if our own generous acts do not fiiiure in the annals of our time,
and are to all appearance disregarded and unproductive of reciprocal conduct. It is
the course ot life and yet nothing is lost, nothing is in vain.
To
II. Thk generosity of a true heart passes beyond conventional bounds.
some it would seem strange that the King of Israel should cherish kindly sentiments
towards an alien monarch, and even go out of the ordinary course to (.xi)ress those
sentiments.
Bigotry and a narrow interpretation of fidelity to the theocratic principle
on which David's government was based would restrict generous feelings to one's own
nationality. But David saw that man was before citizen, and the law of love before political
exj^jediency
and, as the Saviour later on saw a man and biother in the Samaritm and
every humaa creature, so now David saw in a kindly Nahash a kinship prior to oat

L The existence
Had not

KINDNESS.

in

human

this ver. 2

;

d

;

;

m
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more radical than even the bonds which held him to his own nation. It is in these
goingB out of the best hearts of ancient times in kindliness towards the politically alien
that we see a prefigurement of the broad evangelical charity which would embrace in
It is the delight of the good to recognize good
its consideration every cliild of Adam.
The restrictive influences of sect and party, of nationality and race, are
in all men.
The conventional is transitory nature is permanent. The
to be guarded against.
sentiments proper to nature must, if possible, rise above the accidental sentiments
Bpriuiiing from the casual and fleeting forms of life.
;

III.

It

SOMETIMES THE MISFOKTUNE OF THE BEST CONDUCT TO BE MISJUDGED.

18

David's conduct was pure in motive, correct in form, and beneficial in tendency yet it
was regarded by astute men with suspicion, and repaid b\- the most malicious insult.
This was no new thing in his experience. We have seen how again and again, durin<y
his early trials, he was misunderstood by Saul, and his very deeds of kindness returned
by more bitter persecution. This is the portion of not a tew in all ages. The world
is dark, and men cannot or will not see the colours of good.
It is one of the sad forms
The merciful Redeemer blessed men, but he was
of confusion brought about by sin.
The most lovely character that ever adorned the earth
despised and rejected of them.
was clothed by the foul imagination of men with the horrible attributes of Satan (Luke
xi. 15
The same treatment in a milder form was to be expected by his disciples
18).
(Matt. V. 11 X. 17, 18).
We may be comforted, when the like experience happens to
The clouds that pass over the sky are not
U8, that it is all foreseen and provided for.
endued with permanence. They are incident to a changeful atmosphere.
IV. The soubce of the misjudgment is intellectual and moral.
The men
who persuaded Hanun to scorn David's friendliness did not know David. It was
ignorance of the actual intentions and the inner character of the king that gave scope
for the base moral element to come in and impute to him vile motives (ver. 3).
They
really supposed him to be a man like unto themselves, and, cherishing ill will, they
found no difSculty in tracing his conduct to such considerations as would have influenced
themselves had they been in his position. There is in all men affected by what is
called the spirit of the world, a primary suspicion and distrust of others.
It is a sort
of first principle in business, in diplomacy, in casual intercourse.
In the absence of
perfect knowledge of the heart, the imagination is set to work to find out the possible
motives at work.
The existence of the slijihtest dislike will assuredly cause the
imagination to see something evil, and hence the deeds most worthy in origin and
design may be treated as base and deceitful.
Ignorance and dislike combined to slay
the Lord of glory (John viii 37
45; 1 Cor. ii. 8). If such things happened to the
Master, the servants may be patient and trustful should they also happen to them.
V. Wickedness and folly, by their misjudgment, turn an act of friendliness INTO AN occasion OF DESTRUCTION. The couceit and ill will of these Ammonites,
acting on Hanun, first misjudged David's conduct, and then, by a natural process of evil,
gave rise to a deed which proved the occasion of turning the friendliness of David into
retributive anger which issued in their ruin. The men capable of reasoning and feeling
as these did were certainly capable of the deed of shameful insult to David in the persons
of his ambassadors (ver. 4).
When men allow an ill-informed mind to be swayed by
a malicious spirit, there is no telling to what lengths they may go in sin. Evil deeds
Their folly is parallel with their depravity. The most conspicuous
are blind deeds.
instance of this is in the case of the people who misjudg( d Christ and rejected his
friendliness.
That which was to have been a rock on which they could buihl a great
and blessed future became a stone to grind them to powder (Matt. xxi. 40 14; xxiii.
37 1 Pet. ii. 7, 8). It is also the wanton rejection of Christ's kindness which will
prove the occasion of the bitterest woe to individuals (Matt. x. 14, 15 xi. 20 24; of.
Prov. L 24 27). All rejections of friendliness involve ultimate loss; rejeciioi of Christ'g
friendliness involves loss proportionate to his greatness and glory.
;

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

19.
Vers. 6
International quarreh. The facts are 1. The Ammonites, discovering
the disi)leasure of David, hire ujercenaries of the neighbouring peoples. 2. As a countermovement, David sends out a strong ft)rce under .loab, 3. The opposing forces coming
into contact, Joab arranges that he should confront the Syrians, while Abisliai deal«
with the Ammonites. 4. Joab, exhorting Abishai to courage, in dependence on God,
:
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arranges aUo for mutual support, in case of need, in their respective attacks. 5. On
the Syrians yielding to the assault of Joab, the Ammonites also flee from before Abishai,
whereuiKsn Joab returns to Jerusalem. 6. Another effort of the Syrians under Hadarezer, aided by others from beyond the Euphrates, draws out David at the head of
great battle, issuing in the complete
7.
a large army to the eastern side of Jordan.
defeat of the Syrians the tributary kings under Hadarezer make peace with Israel and
have hire a record of quarrels and entanglements, which to the eye
serve them.
of a sacred historian have a bearing on the development of the kingdom of Israel, aad
conscqueutly on the ultimate advent of the " Prince of the kin_s of tliC earth." In
that respect the events form a section of the intricate movements oi Providence for the
furtherance ot spiritual interests, and they have their natural place in the Divine moral
order, allowing for human freedom, as truly as the formation of the igneous and sedimentary rocks have in the physical order. The narrative may thus be taken as typical
But we may regard the record as suggesting, or illustrating, truths which,
of a class.
while prominent in international qiiarrels, have also a wider application to human life

A

;

We

.

in general.

These

ctiiefly are as follows.

The haintenance of honour

It was right for David to resent the
is a duty.
Meekness and gentleness are qualities consistent with assertion
indignity and insult.
of what is due to self as a man, as a ruler, as a representative of a people and of a Divine
king's honour is his strengtb, because of the trust of his people, the
institution.
sentiment of loyalty, the force of his decrees, his silent restraint of the turbulent, and,
How kings
in David's case, also because of the Divine institution of his government.
and individuals may best maintain their honour is a question to be decided by the
circumstances of the case ; in some way the holiest and kindest may do it and ought to
I.

A

do

it.

The reproach and displeasure of the just is itself the beginning o»
PUNISHMENT. That the Ammonites "stank before David" a monarch so wite, just,
and generous was a brand on them of demerit, and the natural foreruimer of chastisement to come. Whoever by his deeds falls righteously under the displeasure of a just
man, is ipso facto brandc'l as base, is clashed by his own conscience and all honourable
This changing of the face of the just towards the wicked is
observers as a criminal.
the primary social punishment of sin ordained by God, aiid, as the gathering clouds'
The course of
precede the storm, it is the token of further providential chastisements.
nature in the long run follows in the course of moral ri^ht.
No doubt
III. Sinful folly is sure to bring on perplexities and perils.
ihere was great mirth in the court of Hanun when the Hebrew ambassadors were half
But the mirth was as "the crackling of thorns
shorn of their beards and apparel.
under a pot " (Eccles. vii. 6). It was soon found that this cheap mirth was, in fact,
dearly bought; for the displeasure of so mighty a king as David was soon discovered to
mean for them great perplexity and peril. So is it with all sin, which is a sort of moral
madness. It may give passing gratitication, and all may seem secure, but it leads to
perplexities and perils from which there is no escape as loui; as a Righteous One sits on
II.

—

—

The irony of the preacher is [gainfully true (Eccles. xi. 9).
IV. One evil deed requires other devices to sustain it. The sinful folly of
the Ammonites necessitated the device of hiring mercenary troops to ward off the blow
It is quite true that iu any progresthat was impending as a consequence of tliCir sin.
sive life action must be sustained by action, but in the case of evil-doing the device is
to stave off something which ought not to come, and which would not be feared but for
Sin cannot remain sole. If there is not immediate repentance
the previous wrong.
tiiere will be an effort to get out of tiie self-caused diflBculties by other questionable
means. The liar has to take ceaseless precautions because of iiis lie. The man who
rejects Christ is conscious of much imeasiness, and has to exercise ingenuity to escape
Troops of mercenaries are hired.
this consequence.
V. Well-stoked resources admit of prompt action in emergencies. David
had during the five years of his reign paid great attention to the administration of the
affairs of Ms kingdom, and, as a consequence, he was now able at once to avail himself
He sent " Joab, and all the host of
of the resources that had been treasured up.
mighty men " (ver. 7). The fruits of prescience and care were now available without
iiL.sion or delay.
In kingdoms, as in tomes and in business, proviuence and orderly
L

his throne.

oil.

X.
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for action when unexpected and trying events
true of early education and culture, of Church organization, of
the j)ersonal spiritual life. The world is evil events at cross-purposes with our plant
and adverse to our peace will arise; it is "impossible but that offences come." Th«
moral is, lay up in store continuously, and so be ready for action, and therefore read>
for victory.

arraugeinem giTe great advantages
transpire.

The same

is

;

VL Sound pbisoiples pebtaiktno to conduct ajfobd uobal support in times
or GBEAT BTBE8S AND DANOEB. Joab showed the better side of his nature when he
exhorted Abishai, in face of the foe, to act as a man for the honour and safety of his
people and cities, leaving the consequences in the hands of God (ver. 12). Not for
military display, not for aggrandizement, not for personal gain, but to vindicate a people
whose heaii had been insulti^d, this was the principle oa which the battle should be
fought. In this was duty consequences were with God, who cares for the just. History
reveals infltances in which men have been made strong by the just principle for which
they contended, A righteous cause is itself equivalent to an armed force, both In the
moral tone it gives to those engaged in it, and in the secret depression of those on the
other side. It would be interesting to trace out the physical bearings of moral induences.
Let us see to it that our great efforts are under the guidance of clear morel principles.
VII. In THE CONFLICTS OF UFE AN A8SUBANCE OF MUTUAL HELPFULNESS 18 A HELP
AOAINST DI8ASTEB. The arrangement for mutual help in case of pressure (ver. 11)
was helpful, in that it anticipated a possible evil, and it inspired each with the courage
that comes of sympathy and support.
In human affairs, secular and religious, the
possibility of disaster must be taken into account, because of personal imperfectioa and
We do not possess the knowledge by which we
of the unascertained forces against us.
can always dispose of our strength m the right quarter, and, even when we do possess
it, there may be sudden moral paralysis.
None of us contend alone, or for self only.
Hence we can be mutually helpful, as were Joab and Abishai. More of this in things
sacred and secular would save from many a disaster.
VIII. Unwise alliances lead on to sebious entanglements. The Syrians lent
themselves for gain (ver. 6) to an alliance with the Ammonites. This compact, dvstitute of sound principle, involved the Syrians in what appeared to them to be the
necessity of maintaining their reputation in spite of defeat
and hence further arrangements were made with Syrians " beyond the river." A Syrian war, with the whole of
Israel's army under the leadership of the invincible Davi'i, was the consequence. Such
difficulties arise when men make unholy alliances against a just cause.
If men cannot
unite without evil it is better to stand aloof.
Nature iias formed certain elements to
combine, and others to keep apart.
Whoever tries to put together what is contrary to
nature will get into difficulty. Whoever forms an unholy alliance in human affairs,
national or personal, is seeking to bring about advantages which it is in the course of
moral order to prevent; and sooner or later greater emtmrrassments will arise.
In
moral matters simplicity and direct submission to the moral order are true wisdom,
IX. AdVEBSE BEOINNINQ8 MAY, FOB THE JUST, ISSUE IN GOOD ENDINOB. It is &
pain and annoyance tu David to have his friendliness so wantonly rejected (ver. 4), but
the event issued in the extension of his power and the surer peace of his people (vers.
Man has the beginnings of things in his hand, but a Mightier One works
18, 19).
them up towards issues of his own. The persecution of the early Church resulted in the
wider diffusion of the gospel. The rejection of Christ by the Jewish nation is to issur
in a greater glory.
Many things in our personal experience may pain and injure us,
but by stirring up our strength, by awakening more trust in God and leading to greater
caution and courage, we may in the end achieve conquests once never thought of.

—

;

;

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTH0B3.

—

—

xix, 1
4).—{Rabbah,)
Requiting evU for good.
Th«
have remained quiet since their defeat by Saul, nearly half a
century before (1 Sam. xi.), Nahash their king (perhaps a son of tlie former Nahash)
had rendered friendly service to David. But on the accession of Hanun, his son, the
old hostility of the children of Ammon revived, and showed itself in a way that mad*

Vers.

\

i (1

Ammonites appear

U.

BAMUVU

Chron.
to

I

—

—
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To this the growing power of David and his recent subjugation
of their kindred, the Moabites (ch. viii. 2), doubtless contributed. Their deliberate,
wanton, and shameless treatment of hit messengers was the occasion of " the fiercest
struggle, and, so far as the Israelitish kingdom of God was concerned, the most
dangerous, that it ever had to sustain during the reign of David." In it we see
David requited the kindness of Nahash with kindness
I. A PEBSONAii cx)NTBAST.
to his son condolence on hb bereavement, congratulatiou on his accession (ver. 2)
but Hanun requited the kindness of David with insult and injury to his servants (ver.
4; Isa. XX. 4). The conduct of the one displayed gratitude, sympathy, confidence, and
benevolence that of the other ingratitude, contempt, distrust, and malignity. 1. How
David and Hanun were
different in character the men who hold similar positions!
both kings, their heads were pressed by the same " crown of pure gold " (ch. xii. 30
2. How differeut the constrtiction
Ps. ixi. 3) but in spirit they were wholly unlike.
put on similar actions! Such actions are regarded by men as good or evil, according to
their ruling disposition just as the same objects appear of diS'erent hue according to
the colour of the mediima through which they are viewed. Hence what is well meant
3. How different the consequences that flow from similar
is often ill interpreted.
Kindness is like sunshine, that melts the ice and hardens the clay ; causes
influences
It tests, manifests, and
pleasure to the healthy and torture to the diseased eye.
intensifies the good or evil in the heart, and leads to opposite courses of conduct.
Its
proper tendency is to produce its like; but its actual effect is often the contrary (John
Even the kindness of God is perverted by hardness of heart to more aboundxiii. 27).
ing wickedness (Isa. xxvi. 10 Rom. ii. 4, 5). If it be sinful to " recompense evil for
evil " (Rom. xii. 17), how much more to recompense evil for good (1 Sam. xxv. 21)1
PUBLIC DI8H0N0UB. It was not a private and personal indignity put on
II.
these ambassadors, but an open and national insult offered to their king and people,
by Hanun and his court (ver. 3), who probably expressed therein the prevalent
1. How prejudicial the indulgence
suspicion and hatred of the childien of Ammon.
of jealousy and suspicion to the maintenance of peace and good will among nations!
2. How pernicious the influence of evil counsel and calumny on the political principles
"
see in this the bitter fruits which evil counsel to princes,
and ]Kjlicy of rul
who are young and inexperienced, produces " (Guild). ** The
especially to tL
slanderer inflicts <i threefold woxmd at one stroke. He woimds himself by his breach
of charity ; he wounds his victim by injuring his good name ; he wounds his hearers
by poisoning their minds against the accused" (St. Bernard). 3. How provocative the
exhibition of ingratitude, injustice, and contempt to resentment and retaliation (ver. 6)
It turns kindness into wrath, seems to justify the drawing of the sword, and inspires
" Thou knowest not what may show itself when thy
the hope of victory (ver. 12).
contempt awakes the lion ot a sleeping mind."
PBBSUMPTU0U8 AKD FATAL DEFIANCE. It was a challenge by the worshippers
III.
of Moloch, confident in their strength and success, to the people of Jehovah ; the first
step of a renewed attack " against Jehovah and against his Anointed " (Ps. ii.).
The
opposition of the imgodly to the kingdom of God, though it slumber for a season, ever
breaks forth afresh. 1. How infatuated their hostility! They are heedless of the
warnings afforded by the past. 2. How groundless their confidence 1 "They trust in
vanity." 3. How certain their overt row!
conflict inevitable.

;

;

;

;

1

;

A

We

,

1

A

1

••

1

He

that sitteth In the heavens laughs.
The Lord Lath them in derision," etc.
(Ps. iL

The

evil

4—9.)

which they do returns on their own heads (ver. 14); and "their end ii
" These shall make war with the Lamb," etc. (Rev. xvii.
xii. 31).

destruction " (ch.
14).

Conclusion. 1. We should not be deterred from doing good by the fear that it may
be requited with evil. 2. Although others may render evil for good, we should render
good for evil (1 Sam. xi. 12, 13). 3. The noblest victories are those which are gained
by patience, forbearance, and all-conquering love (Rom. xii. 21). D.

—

Yers. 4^ 6 (1 Chron. xix. 4, 5).

(Jsbioho.)

Hidicule.

" Tarry at Jericho until

ou.
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^our beards be grown, and then return " (ver.

It has been the endeavour ol men
5).
the objects ot their aversion appear contemptible and ridiculous.
Few things are more painful and liumiliating than exposure to popular derision. The
fear of it, uo doubt, sometimes exerts a salutary influence in restraining from what is
unseemly and wrong; but it also frequently exercises an opposite influence in deterring
from what, is becoming and right. Of ridicule, together with the sense of dishonour
(ver. 5, former part) which it naturally produces, observe that it is otten
Like the servants ol David, the servants of Christ are
I. Lncuuued by fidelity.
made the object of scornful raillery (a common and effective instrument of persecution):
1. In the faithful performance of duty, in obedience to the will of their Lord; convey" For righteousness' sake;*
ing his messtiL;e of kindness, acting as his representatives.
"For my sake" (Matt. v. 10, 11 x. 22). It is not the sutlering, but the cause, that
makes the martyr (1 Pet. ii. 20; iv. J 5). 2. By those who hate and misrepresent
them and him whom they serve, and whose hostility is due to their diverse character
and principles. * If ye were of the world," etc. (John xv. 19). 3. Alter the example
"Others had trial of mockings" (Heb, xi. 36). " Herod
of the faithful in past time.
in ail ages to

make

;

with his soldiers set him at nought, and mocked him," etc. (Luke xxiii. 11, 35, 36).
" And they told it unto David, and he sent to meet
II. MoDEEATED BY SYMPATHY.
them," etc. Those who, in the way of duty, suffer the reproach of the bad, enjoy the
sympathy of the good; and especially of the Master himself: 1. Whose sympathy is
inexpressibly precious, 2. Who has suffered the same, and is therefore able io fed with
them and for them (ch. vi. 20). 3. Who also expresses it in the most appropriate and
effectual manner.
He regards what is done to them as done to himself, affords them
wise and friendly counsel, takes them under his proteciion, and stands ready to defend
and avenge them. " They departed,
rejoicing that they were counted worthy to
suffer dishonour for the Name " (Acts v. 41
xvi. 25 1 Thess. ii. 2).
IIL Remedied by patience. "Tarry," etc. They were probably disposed to go
up at once to Jerusalem, and proclaim their wrongs but David, out of consideration
for their position in public estimation, bade them remain in obscurity, and " bide thc'r
time " a piece ef advice sometimes given (though not always in a like spirit) to
persons who arc fibout to attempt something for which they are unfit, on account of
their immaturiij; "^ want of due preparation; or in which they have already failed.
1. Those who would attain success and honour in any position or enterprise should
consider well their ability to accomplish what is necessary for their purpose (Luke
xiv. 28).
2. Inconsiderate and rash endeavours are likely to issue in a lesult which
those who make them neither expect nor desire.
3. The lapse of time soothes many
a smart; and the wise and patient employment of it qualifies for and ensures honourable achievements.
"Ye have need of patience" (Heb. x, 36). "Let us learn not to
lay too much to heart unjust reproaches; after a while they will wear off of thetnsehes,
and turn only to the shame of their authors; while the injured reputation in a little
time grows again, as these beards did " (Matthew Henry).
"And then return" to the holy city, where they
IV. Succeeded by honour.
would be honoured (instead of being despised) with 1. The public commendation of
the king.
2. The general admiration of the people.
3. All the more because of the
" If ye are reproached for
indignity and ridicule which they had {)reviously endured.
the Name of Christ, blessed are ye," etc. (1 Pet. iv. 14); "great is your reward in
heaven " (Matt. v. 12).—D.
.

.

.

;

;

;

—

:

—

—

Vers. 6
11 (1 Chron. xix. 6 12). (Medeba.) An agreement of mutual help. "If
the Syrians be too strong for me, then thou shalt help me but if the children of
Ammon be too strong for thee, then I will come and help thee" (ver. 11). 1. On
perceiving the effect of their treatment of David's ambassadors (ver. 6; "That they had
made themselves odious," 1 Chron. xix. 6), the Ammonites obtained, for "a thousand
talents of silver," the aid of the Syria7is ol Betii-rehob and of Zobah (under Hadarezor,
the most powerful ol David's adversaries), the King of Maacali and the men of Tob
"who came and pitched before Medeba" (1 Chron. xix. 7), twenty miles miuth-west of
Rabbah, with their infantry, cavalry, and war-chariots. " And the cliiliiren of Animon
gathered themselves together from their cities" to the capital (R b ali), ami put
themselves in battle array before the gate. 2. Hearing of their warlike preparatioim
:

—

—
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David had sent forth " all the host, the mighty men," imder Joah (ch. iii. 22 30),
who now found himself between the two hostile forces and, selecting a portion of the
army, placed himself opposite to the Syrians, whilst he left the rest, under Abit^hai, to
cover his rear aud hold the Ammonites in check.
He doubtless hoped to defeat the
enemy in successive eneagercents. 3. But fearing a simultaneous attack, he made an
;

agreement with his brother, that if either of them were worsted, the other should hasten
Such an agreement is prudent, needful, and beneficial among those also
to his relief.
who are engaged in spiritual warfare against the enemies of the kingdom ot God. It
I. OoNFiBMS AN OBVIOUS DUTY.
For it is plainly the duty of brethien: 1. To
consider each other's condition, to sympathize with each other's weakness aud distress,
and not to be concerned about themselves alone. **Not looking each of you to his
own things," etc. (Phil. ii. 4; 1 Cor. i. 24). 2. To make use of their power, to
**
strengthen their brethren," especially when taking part in the same conflict as tnemThe strong should help the weak. 3. To afford them fielp, opportunely,
selves.
promptly, with all their might, and even at much sacrifice and hazard to themselves.
If the ungodly " helped every one his neighbour ; and every one said to his brother,
Be of good courage" (Isa. xli. 6), much more ought the godly to do the same.
" But if ye will not do so, behold ye have sinned acrainst the Lord : and be sure your
in will find you out" (Numb, xxxii. 23). And the agreement to render mutual help
in time of need makes the obligation to do so more distinct, impressive, and efl'ective.
IL Contemplates a possiblk bevebse. " If the Syrians be too strong for me,"
etc.: indicating a conviction of: 1. The great power of the enemy and the seriouB
ature of the struggle (1 Sam. xiii. 1 7). It would be madness to despise them. 2.
The possibility of failure in the wisest plans and disappointment in the most sanguine
"We do not hinder our successes by preparing for disappointment."
expectations.
Although those who " contend earnestly for the faith once for all delivered to the
saints " cannot be generally and permanently defeated, yet particular organizations,
methods, and hopes may be overthroven. None, however strong, can be certain of
never needing help; whilst the promise of help furnishes the weak with a special claim
3. The necessity of taking every precaution for repairing defect in the weakest
to it.
" Bear ye one another's burdens,
part, lest it should issue in disaster to the whole.
and so ftdfil the Law of Christ " (Gal. vi. 2).
III. CoKDUCES TO SIGNAL SUCCESS.
By: 1. Giving them to feel their mutual
dependence, and bringing them into closer union in the spirit of a common enterprise.
2. Aflbrding assurance of the advantages arising from co-operation toward a common
These advantages are inestimable. " Two are better than one . . . And if one
end.
prevail against him, two shall withstand him ; and a threefold cord is not quickly
broken" (Eccles. iv. 9 12).
3. Inspiring them with increased confidence arising
therefrom and inciting them to greater individual effort than they might otherwise
have put forth on behalf of each other and their common satety, welfare, and honour.
Both the Syrians and Ammonites were routed (vers. 13, 14). " It was, perhaps, the
first time in his life that Hadarezer sufi'ered defeat" (Ewald); and this defeat was
followed ere long by another (by David at Helam) still more overwhelming
so that
"all the kings that were servants to Hadarezer made peace with Israel, and served
them," etc. (vers. 15^19 ; ch. viiL 3, 4). D.

—

—

;

;

—

Ver. 12 (1 Chron. xix. 13).
(Medkba.) Martial courage. ** Be of good courage,"
Human life is a warfare, unavoidable, arduous, enduring ; and spiritual life, more
especially, is a warfare of a similar kind.
In this conflict nothing is more needfid than
manly or martial courage (" virtue," 1 Pet. i. 6). It is that quality of mind which
meets difiiculty, danger, pain, or death, calmly and fearlessly. It has been reckoned by
muralists among the four cardinal virtues (prudence, temperance, fortitude, justice),
'*
and, in its highest form, it is often enjoined in the Scriptures.
As it is necessarily
requisite to the susception of all other virtues, so it is their main support, guardian,
ana e«tabli>hment. Without this, every other virtue is precarious, and lies at the
mercy of every cross accident " (J. Norris). " All the noble deeds that have beat their
manges through succeeding ages have proceeded from men of courage " (0. Felltham).
This brief and significant warlike exhortation of Joab was pitched in a higher key
tiian we might have expected; but the devout feeling which it expressed, though

etc.
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was probably superficial and transient, passing awa\' with the cdtical occasion
which called it forth. We have now to consider, not the character of the speaker, but
They indicate the nature, motive, and pervading principle of
the import of his words.
genuine,

godly martial courage ; that it should be displayed
THE ENEMIES OF THE KINGDOM OF GoD. "Be
I. In STBENU0U8 OPPOSITION TO
strong" (ir spirit), "and show yourselves strong" (in action) in your struggle with
numerous and powerful foes not private, but public enemies not men as such, but as
imbued with principles and devoted to practices which are antagonistic to the righteous
and beneficent purposes of God; "principalities and powers," etc. (Eph. vi. 12).
" Who will rise up for me against the evil-doers?" etc. (Ps. xcvi. 16). There must be:
" Whom resist steadfast in the faith " (1 Pet. v.
1. Firm resistance to their attack.
" Here is
2. Tatient endurance of the sufferings wliich such resistance involves.
9).
the patience of the saints."
3. Active endeavour for their defeat and subjection.
"The people that do know their God shall be strong, and do exploits'* (Dan. xi. 32).
"Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be strong" (1 Cor. xvi. 13).
The chief instrument of this opposition is " the sword of the Spirit." " A humble
Christian battling against the world, the flesh, and the devil, is a greater hero than
Alexander the Great."
;

II.

;

From sincere desike for the welfabe of the people of God.

pay and plunder

(like the

mercenary Syrians), nor

Not

for

nor even for personal
safety or life; but "for our people" (to whom we are bound by the closest ties), " aod
for the cities of our God" (his chosen property and possession, the many separate
centres where his people dwell and his worship ip maintained), imperilled by the
Pro oris et/ocis, " Thrice is he armed that hath hit
attack of his enemies and ours.
quarrel just." This, however, is an appeal, not merely to a sense of Justice, but also
and chiefly to patriotism and piety, which, in the men of Israel, were inseparably
blended. There is a place for patriotism in the heart of a Christian (1 Sam. xxiii.
1
But his love for his country must be held in harmony with and subordina6).
tion to his love for the Christian brotherhood, united in spiritual fellowship and
" the people of God " (1 Pet. ii. 9, 10), " his inheritance " (Eph.
confined to no nation
i. 18), " the Church which is his body " (Eph. i. 22
v. 25
Acts xx. 28), the light
"I endure all things for the elect's sakes'*
of the world, and the salt of the earth.
1. The preservation of their faith and holiness, their unity
(2 Tim. ii. 10; Col. i. 24).
and peace, from corrupting and destructive influences. 2. The maintenance of their
privileges and services, their freedom and independence.
3. The promotion of their
prosperity and progress. 4. The fulfilment of their purposes, aims, and hopes.
"They
"
4
(Ps. cxxii.
shall prosper that love thee
9 cxxxvii. 7).
" And
in. With strong confidence in the reception of the help of God.
the Lord do that which seemeth him good" (Authorized Version); expressive of humble
submission to the Divine will. " It may be understood as the language of (1) Uncertainty and modesty.
firm persuasion that the event of war entirely depends
(2)
upon the providence of God. (3) A humble submission to the disposal of Providence,
let the event turn out as it would.
(4) And it may intimate that, let the event be
what it will, it will afford us satisfaction to think that we have done the best we
could" (Samuel Davies).
But the proper reading is, "And Jehovah will do that
which is good in his sight," really gnod for his people. The root of Christian courage,
as of every Christian excellence, is faith in God.
1. In his readiness to co-operate
with us, when we strive against the enemies of his kingdom and for the welfare of liis
"The Lord is on my side, I will not fear." 2. In the siifficiency of his
people.
might to strengthen the weakest and overthrow the strongest. "Fear not; for they
that be with us are more than they that be with them" (2 Kings vi. 16; 1 Sam. xiv.
1
3. In the certainty of his affording to his faithful servants all the help they
15).
need. Even though he should permit a temporary reverse, he will surely give them
the fictory over all their adversaries. Such confidence is warranted by his relation to
them, his regard for them, his express promi.-es, and his past achievements. " The
" If God is tor us, who is against us ? " (Rom. Ix. 31
battle is the Lord's."
39).— D.
for glory,

—

;

;

—

;

;

:

A

—

—

Vers. 2
1

ape&k

"

4 . Kindness misintetjiret'-d and ill-requited.
I am for fieace
but when
they are for war" (Pa. cxi. 7).
It U not probable that these worda were
;
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written by David, but they might have been with truth. It does not appear that he
desired war with the neighbouring peoples but for a time he was continually at war
with one or other of them. Jealous of the growing greatness and power of Israel under
his rule, they sought to humble them, but only to their own discomfiture and subjuAnd as the kingdom extende i, more distant nations feared for themselves, and
gation.
;

were ready to combine against what seemel the

common

foe.

This

is

probably the

real explanation of the transactions recorded in this chajiter, including the
Btrucrgle which the rising kingdom had had to maintain.
Naha.sh, " the

most

serious

king of the
children of Aminon,'' having died, David, to whom Nahash had in some way shown
kindness, sent ambassadors to Hanun, his son and successor, with a message of condolence.
But the young king, induced by the princes to regard the ambassadors as spies,
who had been sent to obtain such knowledge of the city as might facilitate its overthrow, treated them with the grossest contumely and indecency, and so dismissed them.
Hence sprang a deadly war, in which the Ammonites were aided by other and more
powerful peoples a war which taxed to the utmost the strength of Israel, and issued
the complete overthrow of their enemies.
The first step in all this commotion and
destruction was the false interpretation put upon the kind act of David ; and, regarding
it as an illustration of a too-common evil, we take occasion to remark upon the evil
itself
misinterpretation of good deeds.
L The causes of rr. 1. Knowledge of the world. There is so much evil in it,
BO much evil which conceals itself uu'ier the pretence of good ; the actions which ftt
first appear good are so often, on closer acquaintance, discovered to be evil ; that
experience of the world tends to produce a suspicious spirit, which is slow to believe in
the reality of eoodness in any particular instance, quick to think the worst of the
conduct of others, especially of strangers. 2. Evil in one's self. Which may be
conscious or unconscious.
are indisposed to believe others to be better than we
know ourselves to be ; and prone to suspect others of motives we are conscious of
indulging ourselves. And, without distinct consciousness, we are influenced in our
judgments of others by our own character ; and may be so far under the influence of
evil as to be blind to the good in others.
The cold, selfish, illiberal, cannot credit
others with the opposite virtues; but suspect the appearance of them to be only
$, semblance adopted for some unworthy purpose.
3. Enmity.
If on any accoimt we
cherish ill will towards another, we are ever ready to think evil rather than good of
him and specially slow to think he can intend good to us. If another has failed to
show as high an esteem for ourselves as we think we deserve, our mortified pride \&
apt to vent itself in depreciation of him.
Preju<lice is one kind of enmity, more or less
virulent.
It commonly exists in those of one party in religion or politics towards
those of the opposite party, and predisposes them to misinterpret whatever they do.
4. Fear.
Which was one of the motives that prompted Hanun and his advisers.
5. Conceit of sagacity.
cheap and easy way of appearing very wise, and of obtaining from some a reputation for wisdom, is to afi'ect to discover unworthy motives in
good actions. 6. Bad advisers. Such as those of Hanun. Those who might be
otherwise disposed to a just estimate of good deeds will seldom want advisers to poison

—

m

—

We

;

A

their minds, if they will listen to them.
II. The evil of it.
1. In itself.
It is inherently base.
It is contrary to
(1)
Charity, which " bLlicveth all things, hopeth all things " (1 Cor. xiii. 7), whenever it is
not manifestly impossible. (2) Justice. Judgments which seem to be only charitable
will often be simply just.
(3) Gratitude, in the case of actions kind to ourselves.
Better to waste a little gratitude than indulge needless sus[iicion.
(4) The plain commands of our Lord. Such as "Judge not; " " Whatsoever ye would tliat men should
do to you, do ye even so to them " (Matt. vii. 1, 12). It involves, further, an assumption of knowledge such as men do not possess, and a usurpation of the office of hira
are not, however, required to cherish
who alone searches the heart (1 Cor. iv. 5).
a blind credulity, nor to trust men with important interests without positive knowledge
Prudence ia
of their moral worth, still less against plain evidence of the contrary.
The Ammonites might have rightly exercised such caution
a virtue as well as charity.
towards David's messengers as would have prevented their obtaining so much knowledge of the city as would facilitate hostile measures against it, if these were really
•ontemplated.
They did wrong in concluding that the seeming kindness was oovert
:

We
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have done them no harm, and
which followed. 2. In

liave prevented the severe retributioM for their barbarity

It deprives them of the happiness and
its effects.
(1) On those who are guilty of it.
other good which they would gain from kindness exercised towards them, were it duly
appreciated and acknowledged and of the benefit which it would impart in the way of
example and influence.
It strengthens the bad dispositions and habits from which
It proraj'ts to conduct (as in this case) which may work incalculable
it springs.
mischief.
Inflicting pain, producing
(2) On those towards whom it is indulged.
r( sentment,
and perhaps active revenge, and discouraging them in the practice of
virtues which are liable to be so maligned.
Infecting with unjust
(3) On others.
suspicions some who would not otherwise cherish them ; encouraging disbelief in genuine
goodness, and thus loosening the bonds of mutual confidence by wliich society is held
together disinclining also from good deeds, and so lessening the amount of goodness in
the world1. It should not surprise us.
Considering what
Ill. How IT SHOULD AFFECT US.
men are, we should regard it as quite possible that any good we may do will be misrepresented, or at least fail to be duly appreciated and acknowledged even by those
whose benefit we seek. 2. It should not deter us from doing good. The great motives
They are quite independent of human appreciation.
for good deeds abide the same.
They shuuld be our chief motives, the hope of approval or suitable return from men
occupying a very subordinate position. Let us study and labour to be accepted of
Gkxi (2 Cor. v. 9), and be content with his approval, let men think what they may.
conduct, let us exercise charity towards them, hoping, if we
3. If men misrepresent
cannot confidently believe, that they have sinned through ignorance or inconsideratiou
rather than ill will.
If compelled to vindicate ourselves, let us do it with meekness.
should also reflect whether we have given any occasion in the manner of our
conduct for misunderstanding of its real quality; and avoid the error in future. And,
if we are really reproached for that which is good, without just occasion, let us be
mindful that we are fellow-sufferers with our Lord and many of the best men of all
ages.
4. Let us be watchful against every temptation to depreciate and misrepresent
the good which is practised by others.
G. W.
;

;

ow

We

—

Vers. 11, 12.
Co-operation, courage, and resignation.
Joab here appears at bis
great occasion, involving g jit peiil for the array and the kingdom, calls
forth, not only his eminent military q lalities, but sentiments of piety and religious
He presents an example worthy of imitation by
patriotism worthy of David himself.
commanders of armies ; but we take liis words as adapted to guide and animate the
soldiers of Christ in their warfare against error and sin.
They call attention to three
duties incumbent upon individual Christians, the several bands of each division of the
Christian army, and the several divisions themselves.
(Ver. 11.) The servants of Christ are engaged in the endearour
I. Mutual help.
to conquer the world for him, and, in pursuing it, have to fight against enemies of
various kinds.
In this warfare they ouglit to cheerfully coH)peiati', and, as opportunity
may arise, help each other. Much mutual assistance they cannot but render, however
an> might desire to confine the benefits of their activity to their own party.
Every
hyum-book testifies to this. No individual or section can do good work without
helping others. But there should be more of conscious and hearty co-operation.
1.
Why it should be so. (1) The cause is one the cause of Christ our King, the
defence and extension of his kingdom, the cause of truth and righteousness and human
'Ihey should cherish the
ealvation.
(2) Christians are comrades in the same army.
feeling of brotherhood, realize that they are fighting against common foes, and be glad
The success of any is the success of all, and should
to encourage and help each other.
be so regarded the failure of any should be a trouble to all and, if any can aid their
brethren to turn threatening defeat into victory, their aid should be cheerfully afforded
and joyfully accepted. (3) The need is urgent. The spiritual necessities of men, the
The field ia extensive; the opposing forces numerous,
special needs in particular cases.
powerful, and incessantly vigilant and active. The utmost exertions of all are required.
To hold back, to refuse co-operation with fellow-soldiers because they belong not to our
regiment or division of the army, to observe with pleasure the failure of any of them^

best.

A

—

;

;
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or to waste energies and resources in fierce conflicts with one another, is to be disloyal
to their Sovereign, unbrotherly to each other, and untaithful to the souls of men.
2.
WTiy it often is not to. (1) Deficiency of spiritual insight. Incapacity, voluntary or
involuntary, to discern: (a) The real nature of the kingdom of Christ. That it is
eBsentiaily spiritual, consisting in "righteousness aud peace and joy in the Holy
Ghost;" that " he tuat in these things serveth Christ is acceptable to God, and approved
of men" (Eom. xiv. 17, 18); and that iu Christ Jesus nothing avails but "a new
creature," " faith which worketh by love," and " the keeping of the commandments of
God" (Gal. vi. 15; v. 6; 1 Cor. vii. 19). (b) The esseutiai qualities of Christ's
soldiers, which are not the dress they wear, nor the particular drill to which they are
accustomed, but love and loyalty to Christ. (2) Deficiency of spiritual aflections.
Want of supreme aud ardent love for Christ and his kingdom, and for his servants as
These deficiencies of mind and heart act and react on each other, and they open
such.
the way for all kinds of blundering and perversity. Fellow-soldiers are mistaken for
enemies, and treated as such. The great cause is made practically subordinate to
matters infinitely small in comparison. Sectarian rivalry takes the place of Christian
co-operation; or a worse thing happens petty personal ambition and selfishness, or
likings and dislikings, dominate, separating those who should be acting together, and
introducing low, worldly princi])les into a region where the spiritual should alone reign.
Pride, jealousy, euvy, uncharitableness, perhaps the merest avarice, reduce to a fraction,
if they do not altogether extinguish, those noble Christian feehngs which Christianity
inspires, and which would impel brothers to own brothers, cordially to render or receive
help in the common work, to rejoice in each other's successes, and sorrow for each
3. Who should take the lead in effecting co-operation t
other's reverses.
Joab
addresses Abishai his fellow-commander and it is just the leaders and commanders in
Christ's army who should be foremost in promoting a good imderstanding between its
various bands, aud inducing them to work together. But, alas they are often foremost
The people are frequently more disposed to be
in promoting alienation and separation.
friendly towards each other than the clergy.
(Ver. 12.) In war this is essential to success. In the Christian
II. CouEAGE.
warfare it is not so obviously or universally required. It is, however, still required in
many cases. When unpopular truth has to be proclaimed^ when stronfiholds of sin
or superstition have to be assailed, when the evancjelization ot barbarous tribes is
attempted, or perilous climates have to be encountered, the Cliristian soldier must be
prepared to endure hardship, suffering, or death. Even the ridicule which not unfrequently assails the earnest Christian calls for a good deal of courage. Joab sought to
inspire his brother, and through him the soldiers under his corrmiand, with courage, by
reminding him that it was "for our people, and for the cities of our God," that they
were about to fight. In like manner Christians may be exhorted to " be of good
courage" and "play the men" for the Church of God, and for the sake of the world
which they aim to conquer for Christ. Joab might have added, " for our king; " and
the strougest and most animating consideration for us is that we are witnessing and
working and fighting for our great King, the Lord Jesus Christ. He is worth living^
He has gone before us in the labour and the suflFering.
for, suhering for, dying for.
He is present with us. His eye is upon each of us. He will overlook no true-hearted
Boldier of his when he distributes the rewards of victory.
"If we suffer, we auall also
" (2 Tim. ii. 12).
reit-'U with him
III. Resignation.
Those who engage in war, though they may hope for victory,
must be prepared for defeat. "The battle" is not always "to the strong" (Eccles.
Nor in the better warfare can we "command success" in this or
ix. 11) or the brave.
are to
that jiarticular encounter, however faithful or brave or zealous we may be.
recognize, Uke Joab, that " the Lord " is over all, and be content that he should " do
Not that we are required to be resigned to oltimate
that which seemeth him good."
failure, for we are assured of final and complete victory.

—

;
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Shall conquer, though they're slain.*
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and all shall unite in the song of victory, " The kingdoms
kingdoms uf our Lord, and of his Christ." " Alleluia for
the Lord God omnipotent reigueth " " And he s! all reign for ever and ever" (Rev. xi,
15 xix. 6).— G. W.
tribute to vhe final triumph,
of this world are become the

:

1

;

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XL
Vpt. 1.— After the year wat expired;
Hnbrew and Revised V<r8ion, at the return of the year; that is, as Joseplms paraphrases it, " the next spring," It seeniB
quite certain tliat the war with Hadarezer
did not take place in the same year as the
For the
defeat of the Syrians at Medeba.
gathering of his mercenaries by Nahash
would occupy u. long time, and it was done
BO leisurely, that not only did news of it
reach Jerusalem, but David was able to collect hiB forces, and instead of awaiting the
invasion, could deliver his attack on the
enemy's ground. The battle at Meduba took
place in the autumn, and, as it was impussible to keep the field with winter so near,
Joab marcliod back to Jerusalem, intending
in the spring to return to the siege of Kabbah.
But David quickly had intbrmutiou that a
more serious war was impending, and, instead
of sending Joab, he now gathers " all Israel,"

and, after gaining a victory, it is pLiiu that
he marched into the Syrian territories, and
compelled by his presence the allies of
Hadarezer to transfer thtir allegiance to
him. Simultaneously with this war he had
to meet the attack of the Edomites, for which
purjiose he detaclied Abishai with a portion of his army and it was necessary also
to post garrisons in their country, and in
Arum of Daniascua. It was while he was
thus occupied in the Aramean states that
he gathered tlie " much brass " spoken of in
;

viii. 8.
The Ammonites would necesaarilybe left to tiiemselves while these great
events were going on, but now, after a respite
of a year and a half, David sent Joab, and
his servants, that is, ids oiticers
the word
•'servant" in Oriental courts being conto
BtauUy used
designate those high in rank
near the king's person— and ail Israel; that
is, an army gathered from all the tribes.
In accordance with the cruel customs of
.incient warfare, they began by laying the
whole country waste, and putting all whom
they found to the sword, and thus destroyed
the children of Ammon before laying siege
to the capital, into which all the people by
these harsh measures l:ad been forced to ^o
for refuge.
In the Hebrew there is a curious
pelling, the word "kings" being written
meldkim, with an aleph to represent the
lung i. It is a mistake to suppose that a
different word, maldkim, " angels " or " ambaaaadors," ie meant, aa it ia nothing mor»

ch.

—

than an archaic method of spelling, instancea
of which have been made rare by the extreme
fastidiousness of Hebrew scribes.
There ia,
however, another example not far off, where
the Hebrew word for " poor " ia also written

with an inserted aleph.
Ver. 2. David arose from off his bed. It
was usual in Palestine, and remains so in all
hot countries, to take a siesta in the heat of
the day (ch. iv. 5) and, on awaking, David
walked backward and forward on the flat
roof of his house (1 Sam. ix. 25), to enjoy the
In bo doing he
cool breezes of the evening.
was probably following his usual habits but
temptation came upon him, as so often is the

—

;

;

We

are told that it ifl
case, unexpectedly.
regarded in tiie East as improper for one
neighbour to look over the battlement of hia
house into the inner court of the next dwell-

ing (Philippson). Considering the jealousy
with which Orientals guard the female members of their family from intrusion, it was a
wrong act on the king's part to spy into what
was going on in the recesses of the adjoining house. But he did so, and suffered for it
years of lisgrace and misery. For he saw a
beautiful woman, the wife of one of his Ingh
oflScers, bathing, probably to purify herself
from some legal uncleanness, such as those
mentioned in Lev. xv. No blame, so far,
must be attached to her. The plaoe was regarded as perfectly secluded, and probably
neither she nor Uriah had ever suspected
that whiit went on there could be observed
from the roof of the king's palace.
Bathsheba, the daughter of Eliam.
Ver. 3.
In ch. xxiii. 34 Eliam is snid to be the son
of Ahithophel, and thus Bathsheba wonld
be his granddaughter. Mr. Blunt, in bis

—

Undesigned Coincidenci's,' p. 143, et $eq.,
sees in this tlie explanation of tlie adherence
to the side of Absalom of a mau so high in
King David's service. It was the result of
his indignation at David's profligate treatment of so near a relative. In 1 Chron. iiL
5 she is called " Bathshua, the daughter of
Ammiel." The latter is a tmnspusition of
Eliam, both names being compounded of Am^
people, and El, God. Uriah the Hittite.
read in eh. xxiii. 39 that he was one of
David's " mighties," and it is remarkable
that we should thus find high in rank in
David's army a member of that grand race
who had dis])Uted with Rgypt and Assyria
the empire of the 1-^ast. Their bead now
was Toi, King of Hamath.
Vai. 4.
David tent measengers, and took
'

We

—

—
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David's fall seems as sudden as it was
her
complete but we may feel sure that there
had been gradual preparation for it during
the previous period of great prosperity.
David had always been a man of strong
passions, and the large harem he had set np
at Jerusalem, so far from satisfyini;^ him,
ojly intensified hia lust. And now he who
had previously shown himself so chivalrous
fend noble stoops to robbing one of his own
officers of his honour.
And stern and terrible was the punishment.
When he sent
those messengers, who were some of the vile
people who hang about great personages,
ready to minister to their sins, he was preparing the way for his daughter's disgrace,
for the murder of Amnon, for Ab.<alom'8
rebellion and death, and for the death of
Adonijah.
From that day his own house
was the scene of horrible crimes, feuds,
scandals, and miseries of every kind and
the long interval after his repentance, between the birth of Solomon and David's
death, is passed over in gloomy silence.
No
act if the penitent king after his restoration
to the throne is deemed worthy nf record.
He was pardoned, but his place heuct- forward
was not in the light of God's favour, but in
sliadow and retirement. Men who fall so
grievously must be content to be removed
into the outer court.
Of Bathsheba it must
be said that she remained a faithful wife,
and bare David four sons besides the one
who was the fruit of t!;eir adultery, and
thit she retaine
her influence over him
to the last (1 Chron. iii. 5; 1 Kings i. 15
For she was purified from herunclean31).
;

;

I

1

ness; Hebrew, and ehe purified herself from
her uncleaitnest ; that is, having committed
an act of gross immorality, she nevertheless
carefully observed the ceremonial enactment
commanded in Lev. xv. 18. Siie went home

unrepentant, and with her conscience defiled,
but was all the more scrupulous in performing the rite that purified her outwardly.
Ver. 5. The woman
told David.
Her crime was one that made her liable to
the penalty of death (Lev. ix. 10), and
Uriah was a man likely to exact it; consequently she was in great alarm, and the king
shared her anxiety. Already was the punishment beginning to be required from both
the guilty sharers in the wickedness.
Ver. 8.
A mess (of meat) really, a royal
present (see Esth. ii. 18 Jer. xl. 5 Amos v.
11, where it is translated hurdent of %cheat,h\i.i
really means presents of wheat, forced from
the poor) though originally a pfjrtion of food
sent to a guest from tlie table of the giver of
Uriah, as one of
a feast (Gen. xliii. 34X
David's thirty-seven heroes, would hohl a
high rank in the army, though the statement given by Josephus, that he was Joab's
*.) iiiour-bearer, ui probably a mere conjecture.

—

.

—

.

;

;

;

.

;

made with
seemed

to
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the view of explaining what

him

strange,

that

a

foreigner

should hold so distinguished a place among
the captains of Israel. David sends for him,
on the pretext that he wanted fail information
of Joab's plans, and the state of the army,
and the progress of the siege of Rabbah.
And so prompt is Uriah, that he goes to the
king still soiled with travel, and without
calling at his house.
And David makes hia
inquiries, listens with apparent mterest to

the narrative of the war, and, after receiving
a full report, bids Uriah go home and rest
and refresh himself after the journey. He
sends him, moreover, a present, such probablj
as was usual after special service, but large
and liberal, so as to put Uriah in good humour.
But the old soldier cared for war more than
for pleasure, and, instead of going to his
house, spent the night in the guard-room
with the soldiers and others who were in
attendance upon the king (see 1 Kings xiv,
27, 28).
All would be eager for news of
friends and relatives, and it was a far greater
delight to Uriah to chat with his old comrades than to be resting luxuriously in his

own home.

—

Ver. 11. The ark, and Israel, and Jndah,
abide in tents.
The presence of the ark
with the army in the field is puzzling, and
shows us how little we know of the religious
practices of the Jews, as, but for this chance
mention of it, we should have affirmed that
it was never taken out of its place in Zion,
and that in previous times the conduct of
Eli's sons in carrying it out of the sanctuary
to

war was an irregular

act.

The Jews

themselves feel the difficulty, and some of
their rabbins affirm that this svas not the
ark of the cuvenant, but a chest containing
the ephod whereby inquiries were made of
Jehovah.
Certainly in 1 Sam. iv. 3, 4 it
is expressly called " the ark of the covenant " and in ch. vi. 2 " the ark of God."
The use in our version of the special word
" ark " obliges us to think of the ark of the
covenant, whereas really it is a general
word, rendered " chest " in 2 Kings xii. 9, 10.
It is said, too, that the war with Ammoa
was not a holy war, nor was it of such
importance as to call for David's presence
at the head of his troops.
But, on the
other hand, if it was not tlie ark of God,
why did Uriah lay so great stress ui)on its
presence in the field ? Moreover, we find
the ark with Saul in his war with the
;

Philistines (1

Sam.

xiv.

18),

where

it

is

expressly called " the ark of God," and ig
used for the purpose of inquiring the will
of Jehovah.
On comparing 1 Sam. vii. 2
with ch. vi. 3, we should have imagined
that the ark abode uncared for at the house
of Abinadab at Kirjath-jearim, did we not
plainly find it in attendance apon Saul. We

CH. XI.
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»re thuB compelled to conclude that Dayid
•eut it, with its attendant priests, with
that he might consult the Deity
by its means. In the Talmud (' Shek.
Jems.,' 9. 2) the idea of tliere being an
inferior or secoml ark used for this purpose
David, in his rtmonwtrance
is oondeiniied.
with Uriah, shows signs of displeasure, and
the conduct of the latter suggests the idea
tijat his suspicions had been aroused.
The
war was going on prosperously ; he had
Jortb,

been summoned home on an honourable
pretext to give the king a report of it and
it is, to say the least, strange that he should
have cared so little for a wife, to whom
apparently he had not long been married,
and for his domestic affairs, as not even to
go to his house, which was close by. The
;

tone, too, of Uriah's answer is excited, and
his military ardour too warm.
David had
assumed that, as a matter of course, he would
hasten to visit his wife, and Uriah's unexpected refusal upsets his devic«8, and
leaves him with all his difficulties increased
rather than done away with. Very probably,
in the conversation in the guard-room, Uriah
had received hints that his wife was too
high in the royal favour. For " tents " the
Hebrew has " booths," and so the Revised
Version ; and for " fields " the singular,
•*
field."
The Israelites still lived mostly in
tents, and in war were content with very
light and temporary shelter, and if there
were any parks, or enclosures, they were
called Naioth, while " the field " was the
open unenclosed land, which formed the
mass of the country. The separate mention
of " Israel and Judah " is uo indication of
the book liaving been written after the
disruption of the kingdom.
Uriah had been
in David's service when he was king only
at Hebron, and had taken part in the long
war between Judah and the house of Saul.

Ver. 13.

— He

thus adds sin to

made him drank.

David

and, in order to accomplisli his vile end, he degrades the brave
soldier whom already he had dishonoured.
But even when intoxicated Uriah kept to
his determination and though on this second
night there would not be the same pleasure
in chatting witli old comrades seen again
after long absence, he still sleeps in the
guard-room. And thus there were witnesses
that he had not gone to his house.
David wrote a letter. David
Ver. 14.
now uses the knowledge he had acquired in
the schools of the prophets for vicious
purposes. For it to be a blessing, knowh dge
sin,

;

—

must be sanctified to holy use. The letter
would conceal from Joab the truth, and
only let him know that Uriah, during his
visit to Jerusalem, had incurred the king's
serious displeasure and we may be quite
iiure that Joab would be very indignant
;

267

when he learned, as he certjiinly soon woul 1,
that David had made him his too', and
cansed liim to murder one of "the mighties"
in Older to cover the shame of his a iultery.
The only fair side of the picture is that it
shows the high state of morality among the
people.
The crimes of kings and great men
are usually lightly pardoned, and especially
that of adultery.
Even in our own and
other Christian countries this is the case
but David has to resort to extreme measures
rather than face the indignation of his
subjects.
Unfortunately, the shedding of
blood was not looked upon with equal horror.
Possibly the leaving it to the relatives to
requite it made the suppression of murder
the business, not of the state, but of " the
avenger of blood."
At all events, Joab
without much compunction carries out
David's orders, caring to know no more than
that Uriah was out of favour. And what is
more extraordinary, David remains utterly
callous for a whole twelvemonth (see ch. xii.
15), and his conscience does not even smite
him for the additional meanness of sending
the order for Uriah's murder by the hand of
the injured man himself.
Ver. 16. When Joab observed the city;
Revised Version, kept watch upon the city.
This does not mean, as some suppose, that
Joab sent a body of men to examine the
fortifications with a view to an assault, and
80 provoked a sally.
The verb simply refers
to the ordinary operations of a siege, which
usually resolved itself into a long blockade,
continued until starvation compelled a
surrender and to hasten this the people of
the villages were forced into the town, by
the rule that all left outside were put to the
sword. To maintain the blockade, men were
posted at all fit points round the city, and
these were constantly assailed by the
besieged. Joab then placed Uriah at a post
which was especially the object of attack
and when the usual sally took place and
was repulsed, Joab seems to have ordered
Uriah to pursue them up to the very gate,
where tliey would be exposed to a sho \er
of arrows from the walls.
Others tell
besides Uriah, and that the loss was considerable, and the result of bad generalship,
though designedly sueh, seems probable
from the deprecation of the king's anger in

—

;

ver. 20.

—

Ver. 18.
Then Joab sent. Joab now performs another act in this iniquitous drama,
and goes through the form of sending the
king a report of the disaster which had
followed upon his approaching too near the
walls.
With well-feigned hypocrisy, he
makes the messenger believe that David
will he displeased at the loss of life, and will

blame him
is

for his

want

of oaution.

curious that the messenger

in

But

it

instructed
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Uriah only after
the king has given utterance to his anger.
Possibly the meaning of this is that the
loss of one so high in rank, and the king's
near neighbour, is so serioug a matter that
it must be gradually broken to him, lest his
indii' nation at Joab should be too violent.
Probably there was also the suggestion that
Uriah Lad been himself too rash, and had
incurred his fate by his own fault. The
reference to the fate of Abinielech (Judg.
ix. 53) proves that the history of the times
of the judges was generally known. Very
probably not only records of the several
events existed, but the Book of Judgres was
already written
In Samuel's schools the
youth of Israel were instructed in the annals
of their country, and men like Nathan and
Gad, and others who aided Samuel in his
work, would be sure quickly to turn their
attention to the orderly arrangement and
digest of the records in their possession.
Ver. 21.
Jerubbesheth ; in Judg. ji.
32 called Jeruhbaal, that is, Gideon. (On
the substitution of Besheth, or more correctly Bosheth, for Baal, see notes on ch.
ii.
8; ix. 6.) It is remarkable that the
LXX., Vulgate, and Syriac all read here
Jerubbaal, ttiough, like the Hebrew, they
have Ishbosheth and Mephibosiieth. Probably the change, which was not made until
after the days of Jezebel, was only gradually
carried out by the scribes.
Ver. 23. The men prevailed against ns.
The real meaning is " the men made a sortie
against us in force, and came even to the

ship with Bathsheba is dwelt upon by his
being twice called " her husband," and she
"Uriah's wife." Having been the cause "f
his murder, she is careful to make for him the
customary mourning
How long it lastei is
uncertain. The mourning for Aarnn (Numb.
XX. 29) and tlat for Moses (Deut. xxxiv.
8) were each for thirty days; while that for
Jacob at Atad (Geu. 1. 10) and tbat of the
men of Jabesh-Gilead for Saul (1 Sam.
xxxi. 13) lasted only for seven days.
Both
these, however, were under such exceptional
circumstances as made them no rule but
in Ecclus. xxii. 12 we read, "Seven days do
men mourn for him that is dead," and the
national lamentation for Judith lasted the
same time (Judith xvi. 24). Probably, however, the mourning of a widow for her
husband would last a month,
Ver. 27. She
bare him a son. Thii
would be the child whose death is recorded
in the next chapter.
Afterwards she bare
David four sons (1 Chron. iii. 5), of whom
one was Solomon, and another Nathan, the
ancestor of our Lord. The thing
displeased the Lord. It was probably during the
time of David's victoi ies that success began
to work in him its usual results.
Too commonly men who have conquered kingdom!
have been vanquished by their own strong
passions
and David had always evinced
a keen appetite for sensuous pleasures.
Even at Hebron he had multiplied onto
himself wives, and now, raised by repeated
victory to be the lord of a vast empire, he
ceased to be " base in his own sight " (oh.

field
but we were upon them (and
drove them back) unto the entry of the
gate, and the archers from off the wall shot

and lost his self-control. And,
to be expected in a man of such strong
qualities, his fall was terrible.
But this
declaration of the inspired narrator is not
made solely for ethical reasons, bat is the
key to all that follows up to the end of ch.
XX. In this chapter we have had the history
of David's sin ; a year's respite succeeds, aa
if God would wait and see whether the
sinner's own conscience would waken up,

to mcTition the death of

—

—

open

;

at thy servants," etc.
Ver. 25. Let not thia thing displease
David professes to be satisfied with
thee.

—

Joab's apolo-y, and bids him, if the war is
in the main going on prosperously, not to be
too much distressed at a temporary reverse.
As for Uriah's death, of course it is to be
regretted, but such is the fortune of war,
and the sword devours now one and now
another. The last words, encourage thou
him, have provoked comment, as though the
messenger was to aid and abet Joab. They
simply mean " Give him a message of encouragement from me," the exact form of
which is left to the messenger, but of which
his report would be that the king wished
Joab to take courage.
Ver. 26. And when the wife of Uriah
heard that Uriah her husband was dead, she
mourned for her husband. There is something pathetic in this repetition of the name
of th« murdered man, aud his close relation-

—

;

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

u

vi. 22),

was

and bring him to repentance but it slumbers on.
Then comes the message of reproof^
followed by earnest penitence, and severe
;

punishment. It was, perhaps, during this
year of hardened persistence in crime that
Aranon and his cousin Jonadab also gave
the reins to their passions, and prepared the
way for the first of the series of crimes that
polluted David's home. An early repentance
might have saved the son but the absence
of paternal discipline, the loss of respect for
;

father's

the evil influence of that

and
bad example,

his father,

all

urged on the son

to the commission of his abominable

orima

OH.
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The facta are : 1. During the prosecution of the war against Ammon
Vers. 1
2. Walking one evening on his house-top,
in the spring, David remains in Jerusalem.
he sees a woman washing herself, and observes her beauty. 3. Curiosity being
awakened, he sends to inquire after her, and learns that she is the wile ot Uriah.
4. Bending a royal message to her, she, as a loyal subject, waits upon him, whereupon
he commits adultery. 5. Discuvering in the course of a little time that the lact would
come to light, he sends for Uriah from the war, under pretext of gleaning information
concerning it, but really that, by Uriah's sojourn with his wife, the lact may be concealed.
6. Uriah, possibly suspicious of wrong, excuses himself from doing as David
desires, on the plea that military duty and patriotism required of him absolute absiention from domestic pleasures.
7. Failing in the first attempt, David makes him drunk,
in hopes that, when stupid, ho would go to his home ; but in this also he fails. 8. Subsequently he sends him back to Joab, with a secret instruction that he would set him in
sach a position as to ensure his death, which instruction Joab faithfully carries out.

The beginnings of great sins. By tiniversal consent the deed of David here recorded
regarded as a great sin a very great sin, because it was a breach of the commandment which guards the purity of human life, and because committed by one blessed
with more than ordinary privileges, and in an abuse of regal authority over a probably
unsuspicious subject. The deed is ever base and criminal, but that such a man should
commit the crime when God was prospering him in all his affairs, when his people were
bravely risking their lives in defence of their country, and after he had spent so long
and blessed a life in fellowship with God, is one of the marvels and mysteries uf human
nature.
In the narrative we have set forth the origin and progress of the sin, so far as
relates to its ostensible character.
Scripture gives us outward facts in their natural
order.
But we know that in one outward fact of human life there are involved many
mental and moral movements, and these are connected in the continuity of life with
antecedents which, in part at least, account for their occurrence. It is not difficult, by
bringing our knowledge of the laws of mental and moral movement to bear on the
facts here recorded, to get a clue to the real beginnings of this great sin, and of great

—

is

ins

in general.

Intense absobption in pbospekous akfaibs diminishes the enerqt that
OTHBBWISE WOULD GO TO 8PIBITDAL CULTUBE. Man, considered physiologically and
physically, is a store of energy, and he can give out only what he possesses.
The
totality of his thoughts and acts is the outcome, and generally speaking the measure,
I.

What portion of it is spent in excess in one direction is just so much
taken from another direction. The usual law of forces here applies. For some time
David had been intensely absorbed in consolidating his power. The amount of work
inrolved in all the changes he initiated and brought to completion must have been far
in excess of what falls to an ordinary munarch, and this in proportion to the utter disorganization of affairs under Saul and Ishbosheth.
Sucii an absorption most probably
trenched upon the nervous and moral energy he had at one time concentrated directly
on the culture of the spiritual life. Some few men seem gifted with the faculty of
sndden transitions of energy, so that, while intensely absorbed in business or secular
studies at one moment, they can, by an act of will, become equally absorbed at once
in religious pursuits.
Possibly David was one of these; but even in their case they
cannot escape the weakening effect on the finer sensibiliticis of a protracted absorjition
in purely temporal affairs, especially if they are very prosperous.
We see many
instances of this in the lives of professedly religious men.
II. Habits or life may dnconbciogsly de fobmed which qemebate a class
or FEELiNOS PBo vocative OF TEMPTATION. Habits grow in silence and too slowly to
be noted, and every unconsciously formed habit brings with it its corresponding class
•f feelin>;8, which also, rising gradually, are apt to obtain an unobserveti permanence in
life.
The usages of Eastern courts in reference to polygamy acted in a subtle way on
David's life, so that he gradually formed the habits peculiar to that abnormal form of
domestic life, and we need no Divine revelation to inform us of the class of inferior
feelings that would thereby be surely though slowly (engendered.
The man in luoderu

of his store.
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tiixjeu who, by reason of his affluence, combined with a certain habit of body, fares
guinptuously every day, does not, wliile he is getting into the practice of so doing,
reflect on the possiMe efiFect of all this, in davs not far distant, upon his animal tendencies in a certain direction, and his corresponding moral safeguards.
Tliere can be
no question that the physical, mental, and moral habits uf life of a polygamous householu are such as wuuld furnish good soil for a sensual temptaticm, which, in the case of
a man unduly absorbed and preoccupieii in mere .secularities, would be still more perilous.
Many a religious mau is weak from sources similar to this. Our Lord even warned his
apostles, after they had had the benefit of his teaching for two years, to take heed lest
at any time their hearts be " overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenuess, and the cares

of this life" (Luke xxi. 34).
III. Leisure
supervening on great activitt brings the weaker side of
NATURE INTO PBOMINENCE. The protracted exertions of years had now issued in a
compact kingdom and internal order. Saul's family was cared for. Administration was
organized and labour divided (ch. viii. 14 18). The war jigainst the Syrians was in

—

the hands of a powerful force, under a skilful general. David, in Jerusalem, had leisure
unknown in former years. Now it is a fact in the history of human nature that, when
great energies cease to be in demand, and the force of life no longer goes out in its
wonted volume in its ordinary course, then the feelings and tendencies which, meanwhile, have been unconsciously generated by slowly formed habits of social life, are apt
to take more prominence, and find less resistance, in consequence of the probably impaired
power of the spiritual element (see division I). It is well known among young men
that more moral falls occur during seasons of leisure than at any other time. Leisure
following on great prosperity requires for its safe use more than ordinary wisdom and
spiritual health.
Adversity, though taxing energy to the utmost, tends to draw th«
heart nearer to Qod, so that when there is leisure firom it the soul is in a better condition
to guard against the evils incident to such a season.
IV. An unconscious decline of reality in communion with God mat set ih
ON A man's obtaining A RECOGNIZED POSITION IN THE RELIGIOUS WORLD. The
Bubtilty with which spiritual declension sets in is admitted by all who know anything
of religious experience.
The best of men are the objects of assault from the powers of
darkness, clothed, it may be, as angels of light (2 Cor. xi. 14).
Ouce let a man, by some
subtle insinuation, begin to think that now, having served God so many years and
written such usetul and sincere utterances of his experience, he has a distinctly recognized
position,
then, in that very thought, there is an element of danger.
Fiom that hour
watchfulness may be less keen, routine may set in, and grey hairs may come " liere and
there upon him " while he " knoweth it not " (Hos. vii. 9). Undoubtedly David had
attained such a recognized position in the religious world.
His people would accord
it; and, in the cessation of strain in civil and political exertions, he might, in an
unguarded hour, especially if the lower feelings (see division II.) began to put forth their
force, indulge in self-complacence.
Communion vrith God might continue in full form,
but its original intense reality would have pas^ed away. Herein, perhaps, is the secret
of the decline of religion in many a quondam professor.
There are in the Church not
a few who have left to them only " the form of godliness."
V. Under the conditions thus fab considered distinct suggestions come
THROUGH THE SENSES WITH DOUBLE FORCE.
There are conditions under which
suggestions through the eye, ear, or animal passions fall as powerless as snow on the
solid rock.
The real |X)wer of a temptation through the senses lies in the state of mind
which we are in at the time. David had probably seen beautiful women many a time
during his exile, and while king in Jerusalem; but the healtliy, well-guarded spirit was
unhurt by the sight. Beauty anywhere is, to a healthy spiritual nature, an object of
pure admiration as a work of God. It was because Divid was not his old self that
this sight was as fuel to a smouldering flame.
It takes but little to create radical
changes and commotions, as seen iu chemistry, when the primary elements of things
are brought into contact
and so is it when certain elemental conditions of the moral
man and his surroundings are coucerned. Joseph was pure and spiritually healthy
when the suggestion of evil came upon him, and it only produced a recoil (Gen. xxxix.
Great stress is laid on this in the Bible. " To tlie pure all things are pur*."
8, 9).
" Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life."

—

;
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VI. ThEBE 18 A DISTURBrNO FORCE IN CERTAIN PASSIONS BY WHICH REASON, THE
WILL, AND SPIRITUAL INSTINCTS ARE WEAKENED. It is a psychological fact that all
emotion affects the exercise of the pure reason for the worse. It is in the experience
of men that such passions as were aroused in David by the sight he witnessed from
the roof of his house, more than any except, perhaps, those involved in drunkenness
Of course, they weaken the
disturb or cripple the action of reason and of the will.
Thus the powers which may be
spiritual instincts in proportion as they find scope.
considered as the guardians of purity, the foes of evil, are not in their normal condition,
and consequently the chances are, unless something happens to prevent such an issue,
In this we see that the
that the unhallowed feelings will gain further ascendency.
The triumph of spiritual religion in our
perfect man is attainable only in Christ.
nature is coincident with the most perfect development of that nature. Hence, also,
spiritual power among men is dependent on inner purity.
VII. When onck the rein is given to suoh passions, the fall hab taken plaob
IN ESSENCE. When David saw and looked on her, with a certain thought in his mind
and feeling in his heart, he had virtually done the deed of which we have a record.
In the spiritual sphere, thought and desire are tantamount to deed. The one is but
the fuller form of the other. Sin lies in intent and purpose, whether it be actualized
Hence our Lord's strong words (Matt. v. 27, 28). The
in outward fact or not.
mystery of David's sin really lies in the creation within himself of the base feeling
All that followed was a development of this (Jas. i.
indicated in the terms of ver. 2.
It is a question whether Christian peojie have, as a rule, recognized the
14, 15).
solemn truth tauaht by Christ and seen in David's case. The seventh commandment
has a bearing on the daily mental life.
VIIL An inward fall brings on spibitoal darkness, loss or self-eespect,
WITH further enfeebled REASON AND WILL-POWER. Such an iuward fall as David's
on the roof of his house at once brought a cloud between him and his God, caused him
to feel that he was a degraded man, and placed him, in that abandoned mood, under
weaker safeguards against the growth of the evil passion. Unless a sudden and sharp
repentance a shocked cry to God for special help came forth, there was no hope of
his being the same man as formerly.
Every hour during which the intrusive evil
passion retained ascem'.ency only hastened his final overthrow. Men so circumstanced
become blind and stupid ; they know their degradation, but are under a spell by which
it becomes greater; consequences suggested in feeble or strong tones by the reason
are not considered
the will, lately crippled for good, now goes over in full streni^th to
the side of evU. Facilis descensus Averni.
The particular passion may vary in the
difl'erent deeds of evil which occasionally shock the religious world, but in every case
there is a gradual decline, and it is only the last few stages of it which form the subject
of surprise among men. Not murder as seen in Shakespeare's '^Ltcbeth,' nor fraud as
seen in occasional modem revelations, nor youthful excesses as when the parent's heart
is broken, are sudden in origiu.
A series of mental and moral changes precede that
which attracts the notice of men and forms the occasion of a Sticial condemnation.
General lessons. 1. The fidelity of Scripture writers may be referred to as evidence
of Divine inspiration. The cool impartiality with which the best king of Israel is
represented as having fallen into the vilest of sins, and this without note or comment, is
certainly not of man. 2. Moral causes are deepest and most wide-reaching in the sphere
the change here indicated in David's moral condition was of perniciuus
of human life
influence ever after on his rule, his court, his private life, and the general prosperity
of the kingdom. 3. The season of great prosperity in temporal affairs, and of elevation
in religious privilege, should, on account of the peril it brings, be a season of keenest
and most earnest watchfulness. 4. So powerful are the inferior propensities of human
nature, even in the case of most favoured men, that it is possible for them to sweep
away in their outburst the reputation built up on the best purposes and actions; and
hence the importance of a most jealous guard against everythiui,' in appetite, sight, and
sound, that may develop their power. 5. Seeing the extraordinary extremes of human
experience in the life of David, we may note and weigh well the undeveloped possibilities for good or evil, for joy or pain, for usefulness or harm, that lie within the scope
of every human being in the future state, even more than in this.
6. Feminine
obtrusiveness, even when no danger is actually perceived in it, may all the time be

—
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operating on some one for evil ; and hence the duty of the most guarded modesty of
manner and personal api^earance. We do not fully estimate the harm done to human
thdught and feeling by the ocular impressions produced by certain forms of 'Iress and
7, It is gooid to have leisure from toil, but much grace is needed to use
bearing.
leisure so that in it the tempter may not gain power over us.
8. The dangers of
eventide leisure are conspicuous, especially to the young and to the ardent.
9. It
adds to the guilt of » man if^ being in a position of authoiity or inflaence, he exercises
his official influence to gain power over others for purposes of erlL

—

Z^ crooked ways of sin. We have in vers. 6 13 an account of the devices by
which David sought to escape the human discovery of his guilt. The perhaps sleepless nights spent in painful thought as to what could be safely done are not alluded
to—only the product of his thinking. After what was said in ver. 5, it was certain
that exposure in the most palpable form would ensue if the woman's husband remained
away at the war. To bring him home, and get him in an apparently natural way
The failure of this
to spend » little time with his wife, at once seemed most feasible.
scheme, either through the patriotism or the awakened suspicions of Uriah, caused
another night of thought and scheming, and, as the case was urgent, he was made
drunk, in hope thereby his patriotism or suspicions would yield to natural propensiOnce more the force of events is against the scheme and, as a last resort, seeing
ties.
that Uriah could not be made out to be the father of the coming child, he must, with
as good an appearance as possible, be put out of the way so that the king, in accordance
with the rights of Eastern monarchs, mi^ht take his wife, and the e.xpected one thus
appear to be prematurely bom in wedlock. Concerning these crooked ways of sin
;

observe

When such
I. The fiest step of the impenitent sinneb is to clino to hib sin.
a sin as David's is committed, God is offended, conscience outraged, self-respect disThe whole of this disruption
regarded, and human condemnation rendered imminent.
and confusion in the moral sphere is recognized at once as being a consequence of the
deed done. Now, it is obvious that these consequences are not only to be dreaded, and,
if possible, to be avoided, but also that the first act of a sound mind would be to
abominate and seek to get dissoriated, in every sense of the term, from the sin which
The sin, and not the consequences, is the evil thing the most terrible
entailed them.
and hurtful thing. And the first step of a truly penitent mind would be to shrink
from it, to loathe it, to seek to cut it off if possible from self as the accursed thing.
But note here that David shows no sign of this. The evil nature adopts the deed,
identifies itself with it, seeks to live on in association of thought, feeling, and interest
with it. God, purity, conscience, self-respect, all may go ; the soul will have its sin,
and, by cherishing this sentiment towards it, virtually persists in its repetition. So did
Adam, Achan, and Ananias ; and so do all the poor debased souls that sink into iniquity
without the grace of true rej^tentnnce.
II. The second step is to becxxjnize the possxbilitt of exposube before men.
The guilty man knows that God is aware of his crime. His action in this respect is a
very singular phenomenon. There may be secret dread of God's coming judgment; the
certainty of God's knowledge and power to puaish may be so strong as even to render
life inwardly wretched, and to produce the passivity and helplessness proper to an
Possibly this sort of desperation urges to a warding off of such
unavoidable fate.
At any
consequences as would come did men but know as much of the sin as God.
rate, what the narrative sets before us is not an endeavour to escajie from God and his
anger; it shows us rather that, as soon as the mind can collect itself after the
indulgence in sin, it recognizes the possibility of men becoming acquainted with the
lliat was the thought which lay at the basis of Achan's covering up
deed done,
his spoils; that is the thought which starts in the mind of the thief, the liar, the
The fear of man is a very potent influence. The fear of
adulterer, the false professor.
Ood is real, but it carries with it a hopelessness of effort. This induces gloomy desperation, but not thought and action to prevent discovery.
in. ThI next step 18 TO 0ON8IDEB THE POSSIBLE MEANS OF ESCAPE FBOM HUMAH
guilty man pays unconscious homage to holiness in that he begins to
EXPOSUBE.
think how he can prevent men knowing what he has done. David the hero, who

—

—
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trembled not before Goliath, now spends hours in thinking how he may escape the
consequences of his own people knowing wliat he has done in private. Is it simply
Is it merely dread of physical pain?
fear of civil and social loss?
No; even the
guilty testify that sin is abominable ; that sin is deepest personal disgrace; that sin is
No doubt David saw
too black and ugly to bear even the gaze of imperlect men.
that he would sutler loss of respect among the best of the land ; that the force of law
would be weakened ; that turbulence might arise in his kingdom by reason of others
following his example and that he would no longer be able to figure before the nation
The thousands who daily live in dread of, and
as the illustrious reformer of religion.
What restless nights! what deepconsider how they may escape, human exposure 1
all to cover up sin from feeble man I
laid plans! what feverish concern!
And yet
God knows aU, and will bring to judgment. Truly sin renders the operation of the
oaind very perverse. God knows all and judges all, and yet all effort is to keep man
from knowing I Nothing is done Godward, except to harden the heart against him, and
go on in sullen desperation. '1 his is sin I this the accursed evil of the universe
lY. In seeking to escapk human exposube, the tibst contbivanox 18 TO sncuo
LATB THE OBDEB OF PBOViDENCK ; i.e. to create, by innocent natural means, an order of
events that shall have in them and their results an appearance of providential succesDavid does not commit another positive sin to cover up the first. The sinsion.
stained soul again, notwithstanding its degradation, pays homage to righteousness, in
its deliberate effort to hide its past deed by deeds that are within the province of right
for David had a right to send for any officer to give him imformation as to the progress
of the war (vers. 6, 7), and it was only generous to allow him to go and rest at home
Lord Bacon has taught us that, by carefully studying the processes of
(ver. 8).
Nature to see how she works, we, on submitting to her ways, become her conquerors,
by being able to set her at work in circumstaiices of our own creation. The scheme of
an impenitent sinner, when wishing to hide his sin from the knowledge of man, is very
much of that kind. He knows the order of providential events, and he tries to create
circumstances by which, in the judgment of men. Providence shall be credited with the
deed he himself has done. Uriah, not David, shall be made to appear as the father of
the child. How this perverse ingenuity works still is familiar to all who know only a
The cleverness with which trains of events are set in motion so as
little of mankind.
The devil was always
to assuredly direct attention from the doer of evil, is amazing.
a great schemer, and his du)ies catch his spirit.
V. The FAILUBE of schemes INVOLVINO no POSITXVK sin in THB DBTAIIiS IB BOON
FOLLOWED *y deeds DISTINCTLY EVIL. If Providence cannot be simulated, because of
the uncontrollable nature of its agents (vers. 9
11), then homage to righteousness must
escape from
cease, and positive evil must be done (vers. 13
15). Tie one desired end
human exposure must, by good or evil means, be secured. The knowledge that QtHi
knows and is angry counts for nothing. The despair of escaping God, combined with
a mad identification of one's interests with the evil committed and still cherished in
the heart, seems to operate on the mind in such a way as practically to banish him
from thought or care. All thouaht is on man, and at any cost man must be kept in
igniirance.
It is against even the c inscience, stained and hardened as it is, to do definite
so mighty ib the moral law in the worst of men
evil, if possilile
but preservation of
Belt from exposure is now the first law, to which right, generosity, every true and holy
sentiment and obligation, must Ijow.
VI. In having uecourse to dempebate measubes of evil, theme is some regard
to appeabancek. It is only the very uttermost moral degradation that, perhaps, of
thai can perpetrate fresh evils with utter freedom, and without any
fiends in hell
reserve of dicency or tacit recognition ol' the majesty of law.
Every hour spent by
David in elaborating his scheme lirou-ht him more within thi coil of iniquit\. and
gradually reduced his moral sensibilities towards zero; but even when in his dispair he
meditated the death of the man whose life might lead to exposure of his sin, he could
not slay him with his own hand, he coud not say even to Joab, " Slay him." Appearances must be saved, and some homage paid, by the lingering sense of right, to the Law
oi God, by a contest being created in the interests of the kingdom, so that in fighting
for his country the doomed man might die by the liand of the enemy.
Of course, David
did not kill him
Of course, it was an incident in the natural order of warlike eventsl
n. SAMUEL.
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was not the King of Israel that raised the arm to slay, but the wicked Ammonites
8ach is the crooked logic of sin. Our Saviour has described Satan as a liar as well aa
« murderer (John viii. 44). It is evidently very difficult to crush out all ligiit from tlie
It

I

There ii a continuous protest in the performance of guilty deeds ; but so
conscience.
obstinate and desperate in alliance with sin is the heart of an impenitent man, that
this protest, this remnant of light, is only used to grace the performance of positive evil
with a semblance of naturalness and innocence. The crooked ways of sin are traver>ed
by all men who in any measure hug their iniquities, and try to avoid the consequences
which it is feared would come were the deeds of darkness exposed to view. There
are many acting in this way every day.
Genebal lessons. 1. Men in positions of power have many means at hand for
hiding their sins from public view (ver. 6); but tiey should be warned of their corresponding peril and increased guilt if they use those means. 2. Real hypocrisy lies in
doing things with the appearance of right and to give an impression of right conduct,
when the real aim is evil, and the present motive is subordinate to that aim (vers.
6 11); consequently, just pains should be taken in exposing to men the horrible
wickedness of their course, and in getting them to recognize more distinctly, as a governing power in life, the perfect knowledge of God. 3. There are always forces working
unconsciously against the designs of hypocritical men, rendering, as the action of Uriah
It is vain to fight against God.
4.
did (vers. 11
13), the way of transgressors hard.
The man who, in the day of success and real goodness, scorns the unprincipled and hardhearted (ch. iii. 29 39), may so fall a< to be glad of such men to ca^-ry out his evil designs
5. He who makes
(ver. 15)
a warning this to him " who thinketh that he standeth."
use of another as his instrument of evil henceforth becomes weak in all his relations to
him. Masters who employ their servants to carry on evil transactions lose influense
over them, and virtually place themselves in their power.

—

—

—

—

—

^27.
Complicity in evil. The facts are: 1. Joab, having executed the
wicked commission, sends word to David as to the pn igress of the war. 2. He furnisho*
the messenger with a means of appeasing the probable wrath of David on his IcarniDg
that the conflict was more serious than either he or Joab looked for, namely, an
announcement of Uriah's death. 3. The messenger carefully describes the serionsneia
of the euL^agement with the enemy, and concludLS by referring to the death of Uriah4. David sends back an encouraging message to Joab, and professes to ai knowledge
the inevitable losses and chances of war. 5. On suitable sorrow being shown by the
widow for the loss of her husband, David takes her to himself as a wife. 6. The deed
The narrative here gives us the maturing of David's
of David is displeasing to God.
scheme, and the general character of the secret negotiations carried on with Joab in
We have, then, an instance of accomplices in crime,
order to bring his purpose to pass.
revealing to us truth, and illustrating facts in connection with human life in all ages.
I. MkN intent on a OBEAT evil ABE FORCED TO BRING OTHERS INTO THEIR WICKED
8K0KETB. Providence kindly firustrated David's attempt to cover his sin by means of
Uriah's free action; and it therefore became necessary, in his desperate wickedness, to
But unless David committed murder
seek the end in view by means of Uriah's death.
with his own hand, which his conscience would not allow, he must find some one whose
Such is the
ingenuity, with his own, would bring it to pass, and save appearances.
God in his mercy has filled the world with obstacles to the committal
logic of evil.
of sin and to j^ersistence in it wlien once committed ; but such is the baseness of the
human heart that this, instead of being regarded as a help in the warfare with evil
propensity, is turned into a reason for seekin>; the aid of another's wits and agency.
It is a further fall in evil when men are thus impelled to drag others into the meshes of
So hardened does the heart become by dalliance with sin and indulgence in it,
their sin.
that even the character and souls of others are to be ruined in order to gratify self and
hide iniquity for a few years fiom human view.
Ii. There are generally men to be found ready to cabby out the evil
ruBPOSES OF THEIB SUPERIORS. Even in the chosen nation a Joab was to be found,
cruel, hard of heart, habitiiateH to acts of severity, and glad to have the opix)rtuci)ty (i

Ters. 18

not in words, the former reproaches of his master (ch. iii. 29, 39). It
a sign of the maiTellous change that had come over David, that he, who had so bitterly

ret'>rting in spirit, if
is
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reproached this man for cruelty and hard-heartednesa, now turns to him for the ptrpos*
of using those very qualities fur accomplishing his own cruel design.
The presence of
Buch a man in Israel tor doing the evil work of his superior is typical of a universal
There is a vast amount of reserve evil in the world, waiting only for some
fact.
The power of superiors over subordinates
influential will to draw it out into activity.
In strict fact, a king has only power, in virtue
Bomctiines extends to the moral sphere.
of his office, over the legal actions of his subjects, and a master over the legal actions of
his servants; but when a king or a master, in excess of his right, extends his authority
into the moral sphere, it too often happens that the suboruinate whose cooscience is
not sensitive allows the authority due to the legal position to pass over to the moral
sphere and break down the defences of conscience. This is an abuse of influence on
the one side, and an abandonment of most sacred duties on the other. The wicked
heart is apt to find excuses in the fact that a superior leads the way, and that, if guilt
lies

anywhere,

it is

on him.

MbN bent

on an EVTIi DESIGN WILL EVEN BISK THE EUIN OF THE INNOCENT
IN CABBYiNO OUT THEIB SCHEMES. David kucw Very well that Joab could not carry
out his instructions without, not only exposing Uriah to the certain risk of death, but
also plai ing other men, not concerned in this domestic trouble, in positions of peril
for
the meaning of the instructions was plainly to create a position of extreme p ril, which
in war can only be done by engaging a troop.
What if several innocent men fell in
this "hottest battle"!
Uriah, at all events, would be amongst thera
The more the
progressive conduct of the king is scrutinized, the more base and abominable does it
appear.
This dreadful sin is not confined to David. Monarchs and diplomatists, who
from motives of vanity or mere love of power bring on war, really cause the death of
innocent men and the wailings of widows in carrying out their designs.
What if
III.

;

!

thousands of men fall
be got rid of! That

Some

regal or other obstacle to ambition or pride will at least
the moral side of too many wars. The same in a measure
applies to men who will be rich, though it cost the health, the poverty, and often lives
of workmen. What of all that ? Wealth must be secured
Other instances are to be
I

is

!

found in modern

life.

IV. Men in cabryinq out nefabious designs abe cabeful to confobm to the
DECENCIES OP OUTWABD LIFE.
Bad men understand one another. There is a freemasonry in evil. Joab knew what he was about when he anticipated that David
would manifest signs of wrath on hearing of his fruitless attack on the city. Each
evil-doer played his part with skill.
The messenger was to remind David of historic
parallels (ver. 21), and to tell him that the rash man Uriah, who led tlie bootless
assault, had been punished for his rashness by death.
No court-martial would he
necessary, lamentable as the affair certainly was
Heart answers to heart. The anger
I

ceases ; maxims concerning the chances of war come to one's aid (ver. 25) the lessons
of failure must be laid to heart ; the general at the head of the army must not be
discouraged.
All this was very proper
in harmony with the proprieties of life.
Men
doing evil are inwardly ashamed of it, and are compelled to keep up the appearance of
doing and being good. It is the outward conformity with the decencies of life that
enables wicked men to go on in their evil ways for years. They follow the teaching
and example of their chief, who is a liar in dee<i and word, and who, to perfect his
schemes, assumes, if necessary, the form of an "angel of light."
V. Evil men buino theib dkvices to a buccessful issue with one notable
EXCEPTION.
The success of David was complete.
Uriah was safely put away
Bathsheba was the king's wife within a date to prevent convincing exposure; the army
and the people were kejit in ignorance of actual facts ; the future was hopeful but there
was one fact on which the infatuated king did not reflect the Lord was displeased.
The brethren of Joseph seemed to succeed in i^etting rid of a troublesome brother, but
;

—

;

God saw

their wickedness,

and

this counted for

more than they then imagined.

The

wicketi husbandmen succeeded in freeing themselves from annoyance when they killed
the heir (Matt. xxi. 38); but there was One to reckon with of whom they did not think.
The conspiring scribes and Pharisees doubtless congratulated themselves that their
plans for getting rid of the "babbler" who caused them so much trouble were wonderfully successful ; but there was One whose "power" was not secured to their side
(Acts ii. 23, 24).
Kings and diplomatists and exactors of unjust labour, and secret

—

— —
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defrauders, and evil livers may succeed in keeping up appearances, in passing as honourable men, and in securing their heart's desire ; but there will always be one factor in
the case with which they some day will have to reckon
the displeasure of the Lord.
Genebal LBS80N8. 1. It is a disgrace to a master to be in league with a servant,
it puts the master within the servant's power.
Manv a subordinate is in possession
of secrets which, if used, would blast character and ruin earthly prospects.
The coils of
iniquity
2. Every new device to hide sin, and every efiFort to keep up appearances,
only blinds the mind the more to the actual state of the soul in its relation to God. 3.
In all our affairs, and especially when tempted to persist in courses of sin, we should
endeavour to remember that we shall have to reckon with One who knows all and
is already displeased.
4. That a man professing religion can go on in a secret course of
sin without giving due heed to the knowledge which he must possess of God's knowledge of himself and deeds, is a striking sign of the utt«r deterioration of his spiritual
sensibilities and his being nigh unto perdition.

and

!

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

5.
Vers. 1
(The king's palace.) David's /all into sin. " Bat David tarried still
at Jerusalem " (ver. 1 ; 1 Chron. xx. 1).
1. He was about tiftj' years of age ; had been
reigning in Jeiusalem upwards of twelve years; dwelt in a stately palace on Mount
Zion and possessed numerous sons and daughters, a splendid court and a powerful
army. He had been " preserved whithersoever he went," subdued his enemies, and
returned in triumph.
His atural gifts and fervent piety (Ps. xxiv. 4; ci. 7) were
even more extraordinary than his material prosperity ; and he now stood on the pinnacle
of human greatness and glory.
2. "
might well wish, in our human fashion, that,
as he stood at this elevation, he had closed a life hitherto (as far as was possible before
Christianity) almost entirely spotless, and bequeathed to posterity a wholly unclouded
memory, and the purest type of true royalty. But the ascent of the dizzy height is
always attended by the possibility of a slip and then of a headlong fall " (Ewald). 3.
" Rising from the couch where he had indulged in his noonday siesta to an undue
length, Da?id forthwith ascended to the roof of his house.
So ambition commonly
follows excess ; nor do they whom the contagion of luxury once corrupts readily seek
after moderate and lowly ways.
But that ascent of David, alas was a prelude to his
deplorable downfall.
For he ascended only that he might fall, beholding thence, as
from a watch-tower, Bathsheba the wife of Uriah, and immediately becoming passion4. It was the turningately enamoured of her " (J. Doughty, ' Analecta Sicra: ' 1658).
And
point of his career, which was henceforth marked by a long series of calamities.
"it is sad to think that the cup of life, alter being filled for him by God and made puro
and aweet by previous suffering and self-restraint, should have been recklessly poisoned
hj hia own hand " (Binney).
;

i

We

!

•*

His steps were tum'd into deceitful ways,
Following false images of good, that make
No promise perfecC
(Dante.)

occurred (serving as an instructive warning to others)
In the spring of the year, "when
I. At a season or blothfttl belaxation.
kings go forth to war," instead of going forth with his army to complete the subjugation
Formerly, when "the
of Ammon, "David sent Joab," etc., and abode in Jerusalem.
Lord had given him vest" (ch. vii. 1), he spent his leisure in a worthy manner, and
displayed an ardent and even excessive zeal; but now, in choosing rest for himself, he
showed a lack of zeal, and his unhapf)y choice was followed by disastrous consequences.
" His actual fall into sin seems to have begun by the abdication of his functions as
captain of Israel " (Maclaren) which was itself the effect of " previous relaxation of the
girded loins and negligence of the untiimmed lamp." Inactivity (voluntarily choseu,
without adei]uate reason, and regardless of opportunities of useful service) is commonly;
1. Induced by a course of successful enterprise, and the attainment of great prosperity.
** When
If adversity has slain its thousands, prosperity has slain its tens of thout-auds.

His

fall

;

CH. XI.
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was the rock and his curtain the cave ; when his sword, mider Providence,
procured him his daily bread from the foes of hia country, and the means of existence
formed the object and pursuit of life, he was pious and immovable he must have been
But now the case was widely diflferent. He
active or he must have resigned his life.
had not only all the necessaries, but all the luxuries which the most refined voluptuousness could devise, attending in rich profusion aroimd him. He had certainly the duty
of his cliarge to impress its importance on his mind; but then he had the opportunity
of niglecting it, and even David, it appears, was not proof against the solicitations of
this opportunity " (Thompson, * Davidica ').
2. Indicative of a state of spirituai declension.
(1) Of a gradual decay of faith and negl ct of watchfulness and prayer, and so
leaving his hold of Qod (2) of a defective sense of respoubibility to God ; (i3) of pride
and security, "mortal's chief enemy," so that the self-denying labours and hardships of
the battle-field seemed no longer necessary; and (4) of undue love of ease and sensuous
" The sense of delicacy and chastity,
pleasure, fostered in Da\id'8 cas^^ by polygamy.
which has such a purilying and preserving influence on the life, could not flnurish side
by side with the polygamy in which he permitted himself" (W. M. Taylor). The
majestic forest tree falling suddenly beneath the blast excites our surprise
but, on
examination, it will be found to have been undergning at heart a gradual process of
decay, which at length brought the giant to the ground.
3. Conducive to the indulgence
of sinful propensities ; exposing to the peril of falling into " the snare of the devil."
Want of proper occupation tends to develop the hidden evil of the heart. '* Standing
waters gather filth" (Matthew Henry). " Idle hours bring forth idle thoughts, and idle
thoughts are nothing but dry kindling wood that waits only for a spark to be suddenly
ablaze " (Disselhoff). " The industrious man hath no leisure to sin ; the idle hath no
leisure or power to avoid sin " (Hall).
David " may have been quite unoonscious of
bad habits of mind ; but they must have been there growing in secret. The tyrannous
self-will, which is too often developed by long successes and command ; the unscrupulous craft, which is too often developed by long adversity and the necessity of sustaining one's self in a difficult position
these must have been there.
But even they could
not have led David to do the deed he did had there not been in him likewise that fearful moral weakness which comes from long indulgence of the passions
a weakness
which is reckless of conscience, of public opinion, and of danger either to earthly welfare
or everlasting salvation" (C. Kingsley).
"This single act can only be regarded as the
expression of his whole disposition of mind" (Hengstenberg).
II. Under the ixflctence of strong temptation ; or the desire of self-gratification.
For "each man is tempted, when he is drawn away by his own lust [desire],
and enticed," etc. (Jas. i. 13 15). *' Lust is egoistic desire under the incitement of
impulse. But the action is not yet performed ; it still lies with the man to combat
the lust, or by the free choice of his will to yield himself to it " (Martensen, ' Christian
Ethics *). It: 1. Arises in most cases from impressions made upon the senses hy external
" And it came to pass in an eventide," etc. (ver. 2). The eye is the most
cibfects.
common inlet of temptation. " An<l when the woman saw that the tree was good for
food," etc. (Gen. iii. 6). Achan first saw, then coveted and took ([Josh, vil 21). * David
at this time had forgotten the prayer, * Turn away mine eyea ftom beholding vanity.'
We see, therefore, how dangerous a thing it is to suffer the eyes to wander. Job made
a covenant with his eyes " (Willet). ' They who abuse the eye deserve to have the
inward eye darkened " (Gregory). 2. Derives its force from various circumstances ; such
as (1) the unexpected, sudden, and deceitful manner of its occurrence
(2) the power
and c>pportunity of its gratification (3) the temperament, predisposition, and besetting
sins of its subject; (4) the entertainment of it in the fancy, which forms false images
of good, and invests them with a perilous fascination; and (5) the delay of end avour
to overcome it, wherein there always lies peculiar and most imminent danger (Gen.
xxxix. 9). 3. Becomes by such means an absorbing passion (Matt. vi. 28, 29) blinding
the mental vision, perverting the moral judgm'^nt, and influencing (though uot absolutely compelling) the choice of the personal will, by which sin comes into actual
existence.
"There is a black spot, though it be no bigger than a beau's eye, in every
soul, which, if once set a-working, will overcloud the whole mau in darkness, and
something very like madness, and will hurry him into the night of destruction"
(Arabic saying). To escape this fatal issue there i"* need, not merely of resolute resist/his pillow

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

—
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auce and fervent prayer, but also of instant

flight.

"

The temptation

[ch. xi.
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of the flesh

is

overcome and impure i.a«siun mortified by flight, and not by fighting face to iace. He
then who fiiea lastest and furthest is most sure of victory. Ouce more I say to thee,
Fly! for thou art as. stubble. Therefore fly, fly, if indeed thou wouldest not be overtaken, led captive, and slain " (Sou poll).
" And David sent and
III. Against the restbaints of recognized obligation.
inquired after the woman. And one said, Is not this Bathsheba," etc.? (ver. 3). Whilst
he Ijnew not who she was, there might be at least some excuse (consideiing ihe position
of an Oriental monarch, and the common practices of the age) for his pa.ssion (ch. iii.
1
5); but now that he was informed that she was "the wife of Uriah," the claims of
a higher law than his own inclination must have risen up distinctly before him
and
he liad to choose between renouncing his evil desire or breaking through the numerous
restraints placed in his path.
These restraints are 1. Set up by the express commandfneitts of the Divine Law, which says, "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's wife;'*
!

—

;

:

"Thou shall not commit adultery;" "Thou shalt not steal" (ch. xii. 4—6). 2.
Strengthened by the special responsibilities of peculiar position and relation.ship ; such
as David held, as King of Israel, under Jehovah, with respect to his subjects, and more
particularly hb faithful servant Uriah.
3. Enforced by the terrible consequence*
threatened against transgressors (Lev. xx. 10; Deut. xxviii. 15). It is nevertheless
possible to burst through all such restraints.
And in the exercise of his freedom and
the abuse of his power, David set them at nought, and " despised the commandment of
the Lord" (ch. xii. 9). "When lust has conceived, every restraint generally increases
its vehemence, the thoughts of future consequences and the consideration of the
presence, purity, and justice of God are excluded; his Law and authority are disregarded;
faith and fear and love are out of exercise
atid the enhanced imagination of the satisfaction to be found in indulgence possesses and engrosses the soul " (Scott).
IV. With the persistekcy of wilful presumption. " And David sent messengers,
and took her," etc. (vers. 4, 5). Regarding himself as a special favourite of Heaven, he
perhaps imagined (as others have done) that he might leave the ways of lowly obedience
and self-denial, and go whithersoever he pleased, and yet be preserved from harm (Deut.
xxix. 19; Ps. xix. 13; Matt. iv. 6); and under this delusion he persisted in his
purpose, and fell from his moral elevation into the depths of sin and to the verge of
destruction.
"How are the mighty fallen!" By such persistency: 1. The sinful
purpose of the heart is confirmed and completed in outward action. 2. The guilt
incurred is aggravated.
3. The natural consequences of sin become more serious and
extensive and, in some respects, they cannot possibly be averted (ch. xii. 11
14).
Observations. 1. No man, however holy, is exempt from the liability of falling
" Be not highminded, but fear " " Let him that thinketh he standeth," etc.
into sin.
" If such a strong and tall cedar as David fiill, how ought weaker Christians to fear and
to pray tl a" G^d would deliver them from temptation !" (Guild). 2. Material prosperity
and outward show are frequently associated with moral failure and secret iniquity.
Whilst the conquest of Raiibah went forward, David became the victim of his own
unfaithfulness.
3. The fall of men into sin is to be attributed to themselves
their
voluntary choice of evil ; and not to their circumstances, or constitution, or the with" Let no man say when he is tempted, I am
holding from them of the help of God.
tempted of God," etc. 4. It is of unspeakable importance to maintain the exercise of
" "?he
the spiritual life in full vigour, and to watch against the first approach of evil.
narrow way has precipices on both sides ; let us walk it awake and watchful, for we are
not more exact than David, who by a moment's neglect was precipitated into the very
gulf of sin '* (Chrysostom).
5. By the record of the sins of good men (1 Sam. xxi. 2),
*'
If such a story does not
the truth and worth of the Word of God are plainly shown.
give one a view of the unfathomable depths of sin and of its power, he will never learu
what sin is" TSchmid). 6. In the whole course of history One alone has appeared
" without sin
he was tempted and overcame, and he is the Succourer of them that
D.
are tempted.
;

—

;

;

—

;

—

.

The Books

of Samuel furnish abundant materials for instrucHannah, (2) the provoking Peninnah,
broken-hearted wife of Phineas, (4) the proud Michal, (5) the persuasive Abigail,

Ver. 4.

Bathsheba.

tive studies of female chara^^ter, in (1) the praying

(3) tlje
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(6) the beautiful Bathsheba, (7) the unfortunate Tamar, (8) the wily woman of Tekoah,
(9) the devoted Rizpah, (10) the jicaceable w^man of Alel, and (in a minor degree)

(11) the terrified nurse of Mephiboslieth (ch. iv. 3), (12) the faithful maidservant at
Eu-rogel, (13) the sympathizing woman of Bahurim (ch. xvii. 17, 18).
Bathshtba wag
the daughter of Eliam (Ammiel, 1 Chron. iii. 5), the granddaughter of Ahithophel the
king's counsellur (ch. xxiii. 34), aud well known (ver. 3) as the wife of Uriah the
Hittite.
"Eliam and Uriah must have been thrown much together, being both of
the same lank, and being each one of the thirty-seven officers of the king's guard"
(Bluut, ' Undesigned Coincidences *).
She was 1. Endowed with perilous gif/s extraordinary beauty (ver. 2), ardent temperament, quick perceptions, ambitious aims.
iSometliing of her natural character may be inferred from 1 Kings i. 15
21 and 1 Kings
ii. 13
21, "a woman ignorant of ruling, but skilled in love-matters." 2. Destitute of
adequate safeguards, such as would have been afforded by the presence of her husband,
who was away at the siege of Kabbah careful moral training ; and firm religious principles (Prov. xi. 22). 3. Overcomf- by a great temptation. " And David sent messengers,
and took her ; and she came," etc. " 1 here is no intimation whatever " (as Delany
endeavours to show) "that David brought Bathsheba into the palace through craft or
violence; but rather that she came at his request, without any hesitation, and offered
no resistance to his desires. Consequently, she is not to be regarded as free from
blame" (Keil). "One is even disposed to suspect that she was a designing, ambitious
woman, who laid a snare for the king. Nothing is told us concemin*i her in order
that the iniquity of David might not be relieved" (R. Tuck, 'The First Three Kings of
Israel '). She, like others, admired the king, felt flattered by his attentions, and had not
BufHcient moral streniith to resist his wishes or control her own inordmate vanity.
*•
Had she been mindful of Ler matrimonial fidelity, perhaps David had been soon
checked in his inordinate desire" (Ball). Yet she was a woman "more sinned against
than sinning" (ver. 27; ch. xii. 4). 4. Observant of customary ceremonies. "And she
was purified," etc. "More scrupulous about the ceremonial law tiian the moral" (Lev.
" She also mourned for her husband when she heard of his death (ver. 26),
XV. 18).
but not for her sin which caused it" (Guild); being chiefly concerned about appearances ; fur her sin had been kept, as far as possible, a profound secret. 5. Visited by
deserved chastisement.
Beset by tormenting anxieties and terrible fears, knowin'^ the
penalty due to her transgression
and, subsequently, overwhelmed with grief on
account of the affliction and death of her child; nor was this the only retribution she
experienced. 6. Treated with merciful consideration. (Ver. 27.) As David himself, the
supreme administrator on earth of the Divine Law, did not suffer death, "and it is easy
to perceive that, to leave this single act of criminality unpunished in a great king, was
for the advantage of the people" (Michaelis, ' Laws of Moses,' i. 37), as he was expressly
eiempied from it by the word of the prophet (ch. xii. 13); so, in the exercise of his
ro.\ al jirerogative, he very properly dispensed with the penalty in the case of the partner
of his guilt.
Like him, also, she probably repented of her sin; and "mercy ulorieth
agamst judgment" (Jas. ii. 13).
Evil was even overruled for good (ch. xii. 24; 1
Chrun. iii, 5 Matt. i. 6 Luke iii. 31). It has been thought (thougu without sufficient
reason) that the counsels contained in Prov. xxxi. were given by her to her sou
Solomon. " Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain : but a woman that feareth tha
Lord, she shall be praised." D.

—

:

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

15.
Vers. 5
the right patli

(.Jerosalem, Rabbah.) Entanglements of sin. He who once leaves
knows huw far he may go astray or how great will be his perplexities and periis.
Possibly he may never return
certainly he will not retura
without overcx)ming immeuse difficulties, and tindiug put by bitter experience his folly
little

;

and perversity.

"The

gates of hell are open night and day;
deeccut. and easy is the way;
But to return and view the cheerful skies,
In this the tusk and mighty lal>our lies."

Smooth the

(Dryden's

Sin

is

commonly attended

(as in the case of

DaTld) by

'

Virgil.*)

"
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After his sudden fall he probably felt some measure of compunobut repressed the reproaches of conscience, and continued, in the view of men, the
aame as he liad ever l)een. It is erident that, when the message (ver. 5) came to him,
he was not truly penitent. 1. It awakened his fears concerning the possible exposure
of his sin. Would not the wife of Uriah, on the return of her husband, be constrained
to declare the author of her shame? 2. His feirs were intensified by the probable
consequences of such exposure. Even if he should be able to save Bathsheba, and himself
escape legal punishment, by virtue of his high position as the Lord's anointed, how
could he avert the private ven.^eance of Uriah, or maintain the confidence, afifection, and
•Upgiance of his army and people ? Wliat other Eastern monarchs did with impunity,
cuuld not be done by him in Israel without incurring the m-iral indignation of the
people, and causing the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme.
3. He was impelled by his
fears to use his utmost efiforts with a view to the concealment of his sin.
"And David
Bent to Joab, saying, Send me Uriah the Hittite " (ver. 6).
His endeavour to hide his
transgression " as Adam " (Job xxxi. 33) was itself a tacit acknowledgment of itf

Guilty fkabs.

I.

tion

;

And "he that covereth his sins shall not prosper," etc. (Prov.
that men, after their first wron^ step, immediately confessed theii
error, made reparation, and returned to the way of truth and rigliteousness
IL Feustbated devices. 1. In their attempts at concealment men are wont to
employ extraordinary ingenuity (1 Sam. xviiL 17 30), and to hide their base 'iesigni
under the cover of kindi.ess (vers. 7 9). 2. Their crafty purposes are often defeated
by simplicity and sincerity, beyond their calculation. " The ark," etc. (vers. 9 12).
"This answer expressed the feelings and the cijusciousuess of duty which ought to
•nimate one who was figiitini; for the cause of God, iu such plain and unmistakable
terms, that it was well adapted to prick the king to the heart.
But David's soul was
BO beclouded by the wish to keep clear of the consequences of his sin in the eyes of the
world, that he did not feel the sting, but simply made a still further attempt to attain
his purpose with Uriah" (Keil).
3. Although defeated, their attempts are usually
repeated (ver. 13), but only to issue in greater disappointment, perplexity, and anxiety.
The devices of sin are like a labyrinth, in which the sinner becomes more and more
inextricably involved.
Tiiey are like the meshes of a net, in which he becomes more
and more hopelessly entangled.
IIL Inckeasino CBiMiNALiTY. (Vers. 14, 15.) "He sent back the unsuspicious
warrior to Kabbah, to Joab, with a letter, which, under the name of ' Uriah's letter,'
has become notorious throughout the world. It was written with the same pen with
which the sweet psalmist had written his psalms" (Krummacher). 1. The course of
" It is the nature of sin to
•in is downward into ever deeper moral abasement.
multiply itself, and to draw the wretched sinner on to greater and greater enormities."
Adultery was followed by (1) deception, (2) ingratitude, (3) injustice, (4) meannese,
(5) temptation (ver. 13 ; Hab. ii. 15), (6) treachery, (7) murder.
disrei'Utabie character.

xxviil 13).

Would

I

—

—

—

" One sin another doth provoke ;
Murder's as near to lust, as ilame to smoke."

and enslaving power (2 Pet. II. 19 ; Prov.
22), its delusive promises of good, its specious pleas of necessity, its urgent
impulses to desperate expedients. "Such are the accuised entatiglements of sin ; such
the workings and gradations of it in the distracted, bewildered breast that admits it.
Millions have been lost in these labyrinths of guilt; but none, sure, in any more
intricate and perplexing than this ! " (Delany).
3. Although ii may be followed by

2. It is BO because of its blinding, hardening,
vi.

apparent and temjwrary success, it cannot ultimately prosper, " Tlie Lord shall
reward," etc. (ch. iii. 39 Prov. xi. 21
Isa. v. 18).
"The means which David took to
extricate himself from the complications in which his adultery involved him appeared
well chosen; but there was one thin^ he had not taken into consideration that he
could not here, as in former embarassments, confidently expect the assistance of God.
It was God's design that David's sin should be fully manifest'-d, for only in tiiis way
was perfect cure possible, and therefore he suffered the means to fail " (Ht-ngstenberi;).
;

;

—

—D.

Ver.

6.

— Uriah

the

Hittite.

Like Ahimelech (1 Sam. xxvi.

6),

he belonged ta

OH.
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xxiii. 3 ; Ezek. xvi. 3 ; 1 Kings x. 29
2 Kings viL 6), had
adopted the faith of Israel, and joined David in exile ; he was one of the famous
" thirty " (1 Chron. li. 41 ; ch. xxiii. 39), married Bathsheba (the young and beautiful
daughter of a brother oflBcer), to whom he was fondly attached (ch. xiL 3), and had
a house overlooked by the king's palace. The story of this man, " immortal by his
wrongs," constitutes a little tragedy. He was : 1. Greatly distinguished for hit heroic
For more than twenty years he had taken part in the conflicts of David, and
courage.
contributed to his victories ; and, by the valour which he displayed, gained and kept
an honourable position. 2. Orievoualtf wronged hy his royal master. Having been
gecretly dishonoured by the king, he was specially sent for, treated with guile, and
tem])ted to become an unconscious agent in concealing the crime. '* Were honour
driven out of the world, it should find a refuge in the breast of kings." 3.
nobh
" The ark, and Israel, and Judah, abide in tents," etc.
eocample of patriotic devotion.
(ver. 11).
He " may be regarded from a moral standpoint as a type of the marvellous
power and self-control for which those troops, then in their prime, must have been
distinguished " (Ewald). In contrast with the indulgent habit (ver. 1) of the king,
he exhibited sympathy, self-denial, zeal, and determination : " I wUl not do this thing."

a notable people (Gen.

;

A

" The ark of God is in the field,
Like clouds around the alien armies sweeps
Each by his spear, beneath his shield.
In cold and dew the anointed warriors sleep.
" And can it be ? thou liest awake.
Sworn watchman, tossing on thy couch of down
And doth thy recreant heart not ache
To hear the sentries round the leaguered town ?
" Oh, dream no more of quiet life ;
Care finds the careless out more wise to vow
Thine heart entire to faith's pure strife
8o peace will come, thou knowest not when or how."
;

('

Lym Apostolioa.

A pitiable

He was susceptible to the
instance of a common failing. (Yer. 13.)
power of temptation, even as others. Though proof against indulgence in one form,
ne was overcome by it in another. But he did not entirely lose his self-controL And
Intoxication weakens
the guilt of the tempted is far surpassed by that of the tempter.
the sense of duty, strengthens the force of the passions, is often used as an incitement
to vice, and is a fruitful source of incalculable moral, and physical evil in the indi5. The uneuspeeting
vidual, the family, and society (1 Sam. xxv. 37, 38 ; ch. xiii. 38).
" And David wrote a letter to Joab," etc. the first
hearer of hit oum death-warrant.
telling him "that he had offended him," etc.
letter mentioned in the Bible
(Josephus). And without suspecting its contents, he delivered the treacherous missive.
" He assigned Uriah a place where
6. The hapless victim of his unswerving fideUty.
he knew that valiant men were " (ver. 16). " Honour Is pretended to poor Uriah
death is meant. He was not the first or last that perished by his Mends " (Hall).
" He fell imconscious of his wife's dishonour" (Stanley). "Thus fell this brave man,
a sacrifice to his own heroic virtue and his prince's guilt. He fell, but not alone ; some
"
of his brave companions in arms stood by him to the last, nor deserted him in death
(Delany). The report of his fate was received by the king with the cold and common" That the
place reflection, " The sword devoureth one as well as another " (ver. 25).
sin of David was fulfilling some righteous judgment of God against Uriah and his
house, I doubt not for God olten makes his enemies his instruments and, without
sanctifying the means, strikes out of them good. Still, a sin it was, great and grievous
and offensive to that God to whom the blood of Uriah cried from the ground
(Blunt).— D.

4.

—

—

—

Vers. 16

but

—21. — (R.vBBAn.)

Complicity in sin.
Here are three men : David, a great
on the destruction of a faithful servant; Uriah, a brave but
sent unconsciously to his doom; and Joab, an able but unscrupulous
22 30), become a willing a^^ent and ready accomplice in hLs executior

sialul king, bent

injured soldier,
general (ch. iii.

—

—

—
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" with the sword of the children of Ammon " (ch. xii. 9). 1. There is seldom wanting
a suitahh accomplice in effecting a sinful purpose, however iniquitoua it may be.
The character of Joab wa.s well known to David. " It was his very wickedness that
commended him to the kmg as the most fitting instrument for carrying out his
infamous design." He had formerly deprecated iiis wickedness (ch. iii 29, 39); but
that he had himself fallen into sin, he associated himself with it, and made use of
" How Joab
it for his own ends, although, as he afterwards found, to his own cost.
must have rejoiced when David sank down to his own level!" 2. In serving another^
He seeks supremely his
stich an accoTRplice is chiefly concerned about serving himself.
own advantage. Joab acted not from loyalty, but self-love. " To make himself great,
powerful, iniiispensable, was the object of his life " (Plumptre). " Possibly he had some
information that Bathsheba had been with David " (' Speaker's Commentary '). Anyhow,
perceiving the design of the king against Uriah, he served him, in order that he might
'*
When David made him a
gain complete power over him and in this he succeeded.
partner and secret agent of his guilty purpose touching Uriah, he sold himself into his
hands, and in that fatal letter he sealed away his liberty and surrendered himself up to
" All fellowship in sin begets despotism.**
this his unscrupulous accomplice" (Blunt).
Henceforth Joab did with the king very much as he pleased. 3. No authority of man
How often have men imagined that the
can justify the violation of the Law of Ood.
command or sanction of one in authority has been a sufficient warrant for doing what
their own consciences condemned, and laid the blame of their conduct on the instigator
Joab probably needed little self-excuse; but if
thereof rather than on themselves
He was reckless of
ever he should want a defence, he might plead the king's letter.
human life ; to effect his purpose made a greater sacrifice of it than the king intended
" We ought to obey
(yei. 17), and became more hardened than ever in wickedness.
fiod rather tlian men." 4. There may he exemption from 'punishment when there is
no exoneration from blame. "How must this example needs harden Joab against the
conscience of Abner's blood! while he cannot but think, 'David cannot avenge that in
me which he acteth himself" (Hall). Nevertheless, his guilt, in the sight of God,
remains ; and judgment comes at last (Eccles. xii. 14). D.

now

;

1

—

(Jebusalem, Babbab.) Warnings from history. "Who smote Abime"History is philosophy teaching by example." It is full of doctrines,
This event, which had taken
12).
principles, examples, warnings (1 Sam. xii. 8
and,
place two hundred and thirty years before, was familiar to Joab and others
viewed as a warning, likely to be recalled by the king to point his reproof (Judg. ix.
Ver. 21.

lech," etc.?

—

;

Of such warnings observe that they
bebvice; in making general lessons concerning danger and
duty 1. More distinct. 2. More impressive. 3. More beneficial. They are beaconand teach that in the way of inconsideration,
lights, danger-signals, startling voices
that destruction may come
rashness, and presumption, there is imminent peril
unexpectedly, suddenly, and by a feeble hand "a woman slew him;" anl that
(although neither Joab nor David laid it to heart) every violation of God's Law ia
They are ' written for our admonisurely followed by retribution (Judg. ix. 56, 57).
63).

I.

Abe of immense
:

;

—

;

tion " (1 Cor. x. 11).
2. Constantly remem1. Intelligently studied.
They are " written for our learning " (Rom. xv. 4).
Practically observed.
" The world exists for the education of each man. There is no age or state of society
or mode of action in history to which there is not something corresponding in his life.
Everything tends in a most wonderful manner to abbreviate itself and r-ield its whole
nature to him " (Emerson).
II.

bered.

DHOtJLD BE DULY HEEDED.
3.

Mat

be deliberately slighted. 1. For some immediate personal advantage.
the persuasion of immunity, though others perish (ver. 17). 3. With a
"Thy servaut Uriah the Hittite is dead
plausible excuse, when remonstrated with.
" Joab quoted God's Word, but was not careful to keep it " (Wordsworth).
also."
1. By
the occurrence of similar events
IV. Will be assuredly vindicated.
" The hi.-.tory of the past is a prophecy of the future."
2. In the
(1 Kings ii. 34).
3. With ever-inci easing clearness and tbrce to
bitter experience of the obdurate.
** RernemLier the days of old," etc. (Deut. xxxiL 7).
D.
gnccessive geneiations.
III.

2.

From

—

OT.
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Order of events:
27.
Concealment of sin.
Vers. 22
(Jerusalem, Radbah.)
2. Batusheba luourns (seven tiays, 1 Sam.
lieport of Uriah's death (vers. 22
25).
xxsi. 13) for her husbaod (ver. 26), being probably unacijuaiDted with the manner ia
which it was brought, about. 3. David makes her his wife. 4. Joab takes Rabbah,
except the citadel (ch. xii. 26). 5. David, on receiving Joab'a message, goes to Rabbah
and conquers the city (ch. xii. 27 31). 6. David and all the people returu to
Jerusalem.
7. Bathsheba bears a son (ver. 27).

—

1.

—

••

I kept silence my bones waxed old
Whilst I contimially groaned
For day and night thy hand was heavy upon me:
My moisture was turned into the drought of summer."

When

(Ps. xxxiL 3, 4.)

The

of David has an outward and an inward aspect : the one described in the
by himself in his psalms each the necessary complement of the
other.
They are, in general, closely connected and correspond, the outward being
But sometimes they apfjear at
the expression of the inward, and explained by it.
Tariance, and in some respects present a melancholy contrast ; as in the period that
followed hia transgression. He had succeeded in hiding it from public view ; but he could
not hide it altogether from himself. Consider concealment of sin in relation to
I. The odtwakd life.
Many a man carries in his breast a guilty secret, unsuspected by others. He may be the object of their admiration and envy, and distinguished (as David was) by : 1. Apparent sincerity in public and in private life. He
judges offenders in the gate, or receives news (from the battle-field) with words of
resignation or encouragement (ver. 25).
"Alas! how often do men hide baseness and
satisfaction at successful plotting under the commonplace of resignation to the
He goes to the house of God
inevitable, of submission to the conditions of existence "
(ch. vii. 8), "returns to bless his household" (ch. vi. 20), and maintains the form of
private devotion.
Yet he is inwardly " like the troubled sea when it cannot rest," etc.
(Isa. Ivii. 20).
2. Restless activity (ch. xii. 29), which, though it appear to be a display of admirable energy, is really pursued as a welcome diversion from disquieting
thoughts.
"The enterprise promised an opportunity of escaping from himself; and he
probably went thither in the maddest of all attempts, that, namely, of outrunning
" And he took the
a guilty conscience " (W. M. Taylor).
3. Earthly prosperity.
king's crown," etc. (ch. xii. 30).
In this there was, probably, something of vain-tjlory
But the
It was the culmination of his victories over the heathen.
(1 John ii. 16).
honour of wearing the crown of '* their king " (or Milcom, Moloch) was a poor compensation for the dishonour he had done to his own, and the loss of uprightness of heart;
his triumph over idolatry a miserable set-off against his overthrow by Satan.
4.
Untuual severity. (Ch. xii. 31.) The effect of sin is to harden the heart,
life

history, the other

;

1

**

waive the quantum o' the sin,
The hazard of concealing;
But och! it liardciiB a' within,
I

And

petrifies the feeling

!

(Bums.)

He who is wanting in a due sense of his own sinfulnpss
It also perverts the judgment.
is apt to be a severe judge of others (ch. xii. 5; Matt, xviii. 28; xxi. 41 ; Rom. ii. 21).
conscience ill at ease makes the temper sullen and irritable; and a repressed fee ing
of justice in relation to a man himself sometimes finds relief in the infliction of cruel

A

vengeance on other men. " An evil conscience is the concealed root of bitterness from
which spring a thousand poisonous plants, to shed their baleful influence upon the
possessor and upon .society at large " (McCosh).
II. The inwaud life.
The experience of David was marked by 1. Obstinate
$ihnce. (Ps. xxxii. 3.)
He not only sought to conceal his transgression from men, but
also sullenly refused to admit "the iniqu.ty of his sin" to him.self, or acknowledge it
before God.
The impulse to confession m suc'i a man must have been strong; but he
struggled a.ainst it with all his mijiht (Ps. xx.xii. 9), as others have done.
2. Selfdeceiving guile.
"The deceit of the impe'iitent heart consists in its seeking to excuse
:

——

—
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justify itself dcBpite the condemnation of conacience, while it obtains no relief from
the feeling of guilt, but rather brings about a sharper reaction of conscience, and increases
"
the pains that come from the conflict of mutually accusing and excusing thoughts
"The roots of this deceit, which mak<'H its apijearance immediately after
(Erdri:a n).
a fall into sin, are pride, lack of trust in Gbd, and love of sin " (Hengstenberg). 3.
For during these long, weary months of silence the light of
Spiritual (hjrivation.
Gkni's countenance was hid^^en, the j.-y of his salvation lost (Ps. IL 8, 12).
"His harp
was out of tme, and hiis soul like a tree in w nter, with the life in the root only
(Matthe V Henry). "We are not to cone ive of him as one who had quite fallen, nor as
one spiritually dead, but as sick unto death. It is certain that he had not quite lost all
desire after God, that he had not entirely given up prayer; doubtless there were still

and

many

fruits of faith perceptible in iiim

;

but his soul was checked in

its flight

toward

upon him, which made solitary communion with the Divine Being
for any length of time intolerable, and moved him to seek distractions in order to escape
the torment of conscience and keep it from attaining to full life." 4. Inexpressible
God, a curse

re.stei

misery ; consisting of " the burden of the heart weighing on itself, the burden of
a secret, the sense of hypocrisy, the ki owled_'e of inward dej ravity, while all without
looks pure as snow to men " (F. W. Robertson); the remembrance of sin that cannot be
torgotten (Ps. li. 3), the remorse of conscience that cannot be quieted, the sense of
Divine displeasure, the drea-i of approaching woes (Ps. li. 11); continuing without
cessation; consuming the vital energies, and exhausting the physical strength (Ps.
* Whithersoever the sinner may turn himself, or however he may be
xxxviii. 6).
mentally affected, his malady is in no degree lightened nor his welfare in any degree
promoted until he is restored to God" (Calvin, in Ps. xxxii.). "I vrill reprove thee"
Although for a season concealed, it will be in due time revealed (Matt.
etc. (Ps. I. 21).
" Not only wa^ the fruir of the sin to be first of all brought to light (ver. 27),
X. 26).
and the hardened sinner to be deprived of the possibility of either denying or concealGtxi would first of all break his unbroken heart by the torture of his
ins; his crimes
own conscience, and prepare it to feel the reproaches uf the prophet. . . . Nathan's
reproof could not possiblv have borne its saving fruit if David had been still living in
utter blindness as to the character of his sin at the time the prophet went to him"
" No language ever described so vividly the sense of a weight at the heart
(Keil).
a weight that cannot he uplifted ; and it was the weight of God's own presence, of that
With this oppression, like
] ireseiice which he had once spoken of as the fulness of joy.
that of the air before the thunderstorm, came the drying up of all the moisture and
Did the Prophet Nathan bring all this to
freshness of life, the parching heat of fever.
No, surely. The Prophet Nathan came at the appointed time
his consciousness?
to tell him in clear words, by a living instance, that which he had been hearing in
muttered accents within his heart for months before. He came to tell him that the
God of righteousness and mercy, who cared for Uriah, the poor man with the single ewe
lamb, was calling him, the king, to account for an act of unrighteousness and
unmercifulness. Nathan brought him to face steadily the light at which he had been
winking, and to own that the light was good, that it was the darkness which was
horrible and hateful, so that he might turn to the light and crave that it should once
more penetrate into the depths of his being, and take possession of him " (Maurice).
D.
;

—

OocTt displeasure at sin. " And the thing that David had
Ver. 27. (Jebusalem.^
done displeased Jehovah (1 Chron. xxi. 7). This is the only remark which the sacred
historian makes on the conduct of David,
It reveals its true nature as with a sunbeam ; " contains the moral decision from a theocratic point of view, and is, as it were,
a superscription of the following history of the Divine judgments on David and his
house on accoxmt of this sin " (Erdmann). The Divine displeasure (indignation, anger,
wrath) is
L Real. Jehovah is the living, personal, supreme Ruler of men, and to him each
man is responsible for his actions. As he is capable of being pleased, so he is of being
displeased.
His wrath is no less ral than his love, wisdo.n, or power; like, yet
unlike, that of man, lieing above all hnnrian imperfection. The Scriptures declare that
he is displeased \\itli uien when they do ovil (Ps. ii. 5 ; yI. 1; viL 11; Mark iii. 5).

1—27.]
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" The wrath of God is revealed," etc. (Rom. ii. 18).
This is confirmed by conscience,
in which his displeasure is reflected as a clouded sky in the surface of a lake.
IL Deseuved. Sin is rebellion against his authority, disobedience to his Law, opposition to his holiness, ingratitude toward his goodue>s; a transgression of the covenant,
" a coming short of the mark," iniquity (Ps. xxxii. 1). Every wrong done to man
In the sin of David there were elements of peculiar
is a dishonouring ot' God (Ps. li. 4).
and aggravated guilt (ch. xii. 7 9). But in every case it is "exceeding sinful," "the
abominable thing which he hates" (Jer. xliv. 4). It is the one real evil in man.

—

" Sin alone

is

that

Which doth diBfranchise him, and muke onlik*
To the chief good ; for that its light in him
Is darken'd."

(Dante.)

m.

The Holy One

of Israel is unaffected

by any

of those influences
that make human displeasure at wrong-doing partial and defective.
He is neither
They have not, any more
blind nor indifferent to the sins of his children (ch. vii. 14).
than others, a licence to sin. David, " his chosen," is not above the Law, nor exempt
from due punishment. "For there is no respect of persons with God" (Rom. ii. 11).
" Without respect of persons, the Father judgetU according to every man's wurk," etc.
(1 Pet. i. IT; Amos ill. 2); estimating it according to its exact moral "weight"

(1

iMPABTiAifc

Sam.

ii.

3).

IV. Unavoidable.
However men may conceal it from others, or endeavour to
hide it from themselves, they cannot hide it from God (Job xxiL 13).
What pleases
men may displease him (1 Thess. ii. 4). His knowledge is infinite; bis rigLiteousness
and justice essential, unchangeable, and eternal. Wherever and whenever sin exists,
tiie holy energy of his wrath must burn against it ; " for our God is a consuming fire,"
an "almighty foe to ill." Although delayed, it is not extinct.
year had passed
since his tall.
The child of his sin had been born. And all this time God was silent.
Yet like a dark cloud on a summer's day hung this sentence over him, ' But the thing
that David did,' etc. Soon it would burst in a storm of judgment."
V. Efficent and dbeadful. As " in the king's favour there is life," so in his
displeasure there is death.
It is manifested in the punishment of the sinner, both
Inwardly and outwardly; as in the case of David (ch. xii. 10, 11). Every future
moment must answer for the present. The penalties of transgression in this life are
numerous and terrible. And who shall tell what will follow hereaiter, when the wind

"A

becomes a whirlwind ?
YI. MiNOLED WITH MEBOT.

God Is displeased withlsin rather than with the tinner
(except in so far as he voluntarily identifies himself with it) ; whom, in his essential
nature, he loves ; who possesses the capacity of restoration ; whose salvation he seeks ;
and to whom, on his repentance, punishment becomes chastisement, a means of purification aijd blessing (ch. vii. 16). "There is no more terrible, there is no more instructive, portion of the Word of God than this whole record.
The long deatli-sleep of that
once living soul; its awakening under the prophet's voice; its deep reicutance; its
free forgiveness ; its long, heavy, repeated, almost incessant chastisement ;
speak to
every ear which is not altogether deaf lessons of the holiness and truth, of the severity
•nd love, of the justice and mercy, of the Lord our God, which is borne perhaps with
equal force in no other record of his ways with man " (' Heroes of Hebrew History ').
"O God, thou hadst never suffered so dear a favourite of thine to fall so fearfully, if
thou hadst not meant to make him a univi rsal example lo niankiud, of nut presuming,
of not despairing.
How can we presume of not sinumg, or despair for eiunlng, when
we fiud so great a saint thus fallen, thus risen ? " (Hall). D.

—

—

Ver. 27. David's/all. •' But the thing that David had done displeased the Lord."
guarantee, even to the most unlettered, of the truthfulness of sacred history is the
impartiality of its accounts of it» greatest heroes, whuse sins and follies are faithfully
recorded as well as their virtues. Nuah, Aliraljam, Moses, Peter, are cases in point.
David is another instance, whose fearful sins are recorded iu this most disiressing
chapter, ending with tiie significant words of our text, '' But the thing that David had

One

done displeased the Lord."
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Many things done by good men o(
I. The wickedness which displeased God.
old times which appear to us very culpable, were in them innocent or excusable, on
account of the different standard by which their conduct was regulated, and the
different public opinion of their days.
But the sins of David recorded in this chapter
were not of such a description. The law of nature everywhere and in all times, as well
as the laws of the rev< laii(jn known to David, are clear and emphatic in condemning
tliem.
1. The sins tliemselves.
(1) Adultery; and, growing out of this, (2) deceit.
Pfftences to Uriah of concern about the war, and about Uriah's comfort wliile in
Jerusalem (vers. 7 10); and to Juab's messenger, of regarding the deaths of Uriah
and other brave soldiers whose lives had been sacrificed through his directions, aa
being ordinary casualties of war (ver. 25).
(3) Murder of Uriah and the soldiers who
fell with him.
(4) Leading others into crime: Uriah into drunkenness, Joab into
murder. 2. Their aggravations. (1) His age, position, knowledge, experiences, and
reputation.
He was between fifty and sixty years old. As king, he was the highest
guardian of justice and protector of innocence.
He knew well the wickedness of hia
conduct.
He had been marvellously guided, advanced, and blessed by God, with whom
he had been accustomed to maintain the closest converse. He was well known as
a devout man, professing himself a devoted servant of God. He had thus a reputation
to sustain.
(2) The difficulties in his way. The necessity of sending messengers
Think of his stooping to that
(ver. 4) to Bathsheha.
Difficulties, necessitating
some consideration and calling for determined resolution to conquer them, increase the
guilt of sin.
(3) His abundant harem, as contrasted with Uriah's one wile; hinted at
His relation to David, as one of
in ch. xii. 2, 3.
(4) Ui iah's position and conduct.
his chief military officers, and distinguished for his valour (ch. xxiii. 39 ; 1 Chron. xi.
He was at the time with the army in the field, and might justly look to the king
41).
to be the protector (if necessary) of his wile from evil.
He cherished noble sentiments
(ver. 11) of duty and honour as a soldier.
(Did he. however, know or suspect how
matters stotxi ; and frame his language to the kiny, as a subterfuge ?)
(5) The
deliberatenoBs of the later crimes.
(6) The time consumed, giving ample opportunity
for reflection.
When these things are considered, the wickedness of David assumes
proportions which are appalling. 3. How they were possible.
(1) There must have
been secret and very serious declension in piety. Had he been in the state of mind
and heart which is revealed in ch. vii., it is impossible that he could Ijave so sinned.
The height of prosperity and power which he had reached had corrupted him. (2)
There is much in what Dean Stanley says of " that abyss which yawns by the side
of lofty genius and strong passions," which " opened and closed over him."
(3) His
position as an Eastern monarch, accustomed to polygamy, accustomed also to act in
many things according to his own will. (4) Some think that his being in the way
of temptation arose from a sell-indulgent neglect of duty in remaining at Jerusalem
instead of leading his army in the field.
(5) He foimd in Bathsheha a ready consent
to his will.
(6) The later sins and crimes seemed necessary, after the first step, to
gave himself and his companion in guilt from utter disgrace and ruin. Such considerations may help to explain, but cannot be accepted as excusing, his wickedness.

—

I

How THE

DisPLEASORE OF GoD WAS MANIFESTED. 1. The messoge by Nathan
who boldly reproved David in the name of the Lord, and announced
the punishments which would fall upon him. 2. The death of the child. 3. Family

IL

(ch.

xii. 1

— 12);

scandals, sins, and sorrows.
4. AbsaloitCs rebellion, and all the humiliations and
" There was a guilty secret
troubles it involved.
5. JoaVs increased ascendency.
between the two" ('I'rench). The worst part of his punishment sprang from sins like
his own, and was probably occasiom d by tliem, at least in part.
Lessons. 1. Do notJiing, hoxever pleasant, or yainfvl, or common among men, or

seemingly safe,

to

the account of

which

may

be

appended

the terrible

words,

"The

displeased the Lord."
2. Let none presume on their security against even
" Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall " (1 Cor.
disgraceful sin.
X. 12) ; " Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temj tation " (Matt. xxvi. 41).
" Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out
3. Ouard against the beginnings of evil.
David had already committed adultery
of it are the issues of life " (Prov. iv. 23).
when he gazed lustfully on Bathsheha (comp. Matt. v. 28). Pray, as David did afterwards, "Create in me a clean heart" (Ps. ll. 10). The beginning of sin is, like that
tiling

.

.

.
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strife, "as when one letteth out water" (Prov. xvii. 14).
The trickling of water
through a small crevice in an embankment may seem inconsiderable; but, unlesg
stopped, it may issue in widespread devastation and misery. One sin leads to another
and another, and all to jiain and sorrow. Gehazi's covetousness led him to falsehood
and robbery, and then to lifelong leprosy, transmitted to his children's cldldren
Peter's self-confidence prepared the way for cowardice, falsehood,
(2 Kings V. 20 27).
and profanity, followed by bitter anguish. The pilferings of Judas from "the bag"
and then remorse and suicide. 4. How vain are
issued in the betrayal of his Lord
tJod is looking ou all the tinio
all attemjds to conceal sin and prevent punishment !
" Be
the sinner is cunningly endeavouring to hide his sin (see Job xxxiv. 21, 22).
Bure your sin will find you out " (Numb, xxxii. 23).
Q. W.

of

—

;

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER Xn.
Ver.

1.

—Jehovah sent Nathan unto David.

Though David

liad

remained unrepentant

nearly a year, for we read in ver. 14
that the child was born, yet we are not to
suppose that there had been no compuncman could scarcely
tions of oouscience.
pass from utter callousness to a state of
mind so tender as tliat depicted iu Ps. U.
without some preparation. AssureJly D ivid
had suffered much mental distress, but he
had given no outward sigu of contrition, and
Eossibly, but for Nathan's message, he might
ave overpowered his conscience, and his
Belf-reproacheB have become less frequent
and agitating. More probably he was slowly
ripening for repentance, and Nathan's words
let loose the agonizing feelings which had
more and more struggled within him against
And tlie prophet's apologue
his baser lusts.
was exactly suited to rouse up that strong
sense of justice which was so noble an
element in David's character. Doubtless it
was framed for tids purpose, and Nathan
knew what was the riiiht chord to touch.
But we must not, because he was wise and
skilful, refuse Nathan our fullest admiration
for his manly courage. It is a very diingerous
thing to tell princes of their sins, and
especially when that prince is an absolute
monarch, and his sins adultery and murder.
But the- position which Nathan held in
David's court made it his duty so to do, and
there is no stronger testimony to the power
of religion and of God's grace than that it
makes men so brave in doing their duty.
We may feel sure that Nathan had long
giieved over David's fall, and reflected upon
the steps which ought to be taken for
his ailmonition.
And now, in answer to
•prayer, the command came from Jehovah
bidding him go and bear his testimony. Nathan's parable is admirably adapted for its
for

A

pur}K)se.
While making no direct reference
to ailultery or murder, it puts very strongly
the injustice and heartlessness of llie oppres-

sion of the

weak

bj the strong, as exempli-

fied in the deed of the rich man.
On many
occasions David had shown a warm and
generous indignation at injustice, and a
righteous pity for those wronged.
Would
such a feeling be called out now ? David's
conduct was bad enough, and if there was
no outburst of anger at the base deed reported to him, and no welling-up of pity
for the ptior man robbed of his one joy, then
was his case hopeless, and Natlian must
withdraw in despair, and leave Daeid to his
fate.
But his better feelinjfs were not destroyed, and when Natlian saw them deeply
stirred, he broke in with the stern application to the king's own sin, " Thou art the
man " The courage and the skill of the
prophet are alike admirable.
Ver. 3. Was unto him as a daughter.
The Orientals are excessively fond of pet
animals, and, us the dog is with tliem unclean, its place is taken by fawns, kids, or
lambs. The description, tnerefore, is not
overcharged, for in many an English home
the dog or cat takes its place as one of the
family.
The Revised Version preserves the
tenderness of the original in translating " it
1

—

did eat of his own morsel."
Ver. 4. A traveller,
wayfaring
man,
man that was oome to him.
Nathan probably used these three terms
chiefly to diversify his language, but it has
served as a handle for much allegorizing.
Thus Rashl explains it of covetousness,
which comes at first as a mere "passer-by,"
the literal meaning? of the word rendered
"traveller."
But, if admitted, it grows into
" a wayfaring man," who comes and goes on
business, and stays a longer time. Finally
it changes into "one who has come to him,"
and remans permanently. Such ulleu'orical
interpretations are common in the Fathers,
and thus Augustine compares the three
stages of sin to our Lord's three miracdea
of raising the dead.
The sinner is at first
like Jairus's daughter, just dead, and repentance can restore him immediately to life;
but, if sin be persisted in, he becomes like
the son of the widow of Nain, carried away

—

.

.

.

.

.

.
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to hurial

:

and

finally like Lazaros,

over to corruption.
Shall surely die.
Ver.

5—

given

It is strange

man shall be put
death and then fined four lambs. But
David says iiothinic of the sort, but that the
man iB "a eon of dtrath," that is, a wretch
who deserves to die. The Revised Version
correctly renders, " ia worthy to die,"
The
lansnifipe to declare that a

to

sentence actually passed, of fourfold restitution, is exactly in accordance with the
Mosaic Law (Exod. ixii. 1), but the moral
turpitude of the offence was far greater than
could be atoned for by the hgal penalty.
Rightly, therefore, David expressed his indignation, and regretted that the sentence
was so light; but a judge must not strain
the law, which necessarily has retrard chiefly
to the outward olfence.
Ver. 7. Thou art the man
Abruptly and
with sudden vehemence comes ihe applicaSo skilfully had the
tion to David himself.
paral le been contrived, that up to this point
David had had no suspicion that he was the
rich man who had acted so meanly by liis
poorer neighbour I^riah. And now he stood
self-condemned. Yet even so self-love might
have made his indignation break forth against
Nathan but probably ti.e reproof only completed a work that had long been secretly
in jjrugress, and brushed away the last
obstaeles to repentance.
I anointed thee.
The solemn anointing made David the representative of Jehnvah, and thus his sin
wa? aggravated by the degradation in the
eyes of the people, both of the kingly office

—

!

;

and al.so of Jehovah himself. Rank and
authority are given to men that they may
lead others to do right ; it is a fearful misuse of them when they give prestige to sin,
Ver. h.
I gave
.
thy master's wives
into thy bosom. These words probably mean
that, as the whole possessions of his predecn .-^sor belonged, by Or ental custom, to the
next occupant of the throne, David might
have claimed the entire household and the
wives both of Saul and Ishboslieth as his
own, though apparently he had not done

—

so.

As

far as

,

,

we know, Saul had but one

wife (1 Sam. liv. 50) and oui-" concubine,
Ri7.pah(oh. iii. 7). Of Ishbosheth's family

arrangements we know little, but his harem,
II he had one. would become the property of
David. But iudependently ot this, the permisblon of polygamy had made it possible
for him to take any of the daughters of
Israel and Jndali
avaikd himself
content, he had
woman, and had
murder, meanly

to wife, and he had freely
of this licence. Yet, not
lusted after a married
got rid of her husband by

using tlie sword ot' the
Anunonitei to accomplish his own criminal
purpose. The word used in this clause, and
rendered "thou hast slain him," is a very

[cH.

xn.

1

—

31.

strong one, and lite ally means "thou hast
murdered him," thougK the sword was that
of the enemy.
Ver. 10.— The sword shall never depart
from thine house that is. thy crime shall not
be expiated by one slaughter, but by many,
so that thy punishment >hall cease only at
thine own death. This oeutenLe was fulfilled
;

in Amnou's murder (ch. liii. 28), who had
been encouraged in his crime by his father's
example.
XJpun this followed Absalom's
rebellion and death (ch. xviii. 14)
and
finally, when in his last hours David made
Solomon his successor, he knew that he was
virtually passing sentence on Adonijah, the
eldest of his surviving sons.
But what a
fearful choice
for had he not done bo,
then Bathsheba and her four sons would
doubtless have been slain, whereas there
was some hope that S(domon might spare
his brother.
That Adonijah was imworthy
we gather from the fact that he had ceased
to be cohen, and that this oflBce was conferred, after Absalom's rebellion, on Ira the
Jairite (ch. xx. 26), Solomon being then
too young to hold such a position.
Until
he committed this crime, David's family
had probably dwelt in concord, and it waf
his own wickedness which broke up their
unity, and introduced among them strife,
mutual hatred, and the shedding of blood.
Ver. 11. He shall lie with thy wives.
Fulfilled for political purposes by Absalom,
under the advice of Bathsheba's grandfather
(ch. xvi. 22).
The pimishment was thua
complete.
For the murdered Uriah there
;

!

—

was fourfold

restitution, according to David'g

own

sentence.
First there
child lately born, then

Absalom, and

was Bathsheba's

Amnon,

thirdly

Adonijah. tor the
adultery there was open disgrace wrought
upon liis royal dignity " before the sun,**
in open daylight.
As he had brought
shame and dishonour upon the family relations of his neighbour, so were his own
family rights violated by his rebellious son.
And, as is often the case, the sins which
followed were worse than those which prepared the way. Vice begins as a small
stream trickling through the opposing dam,
but it quickly breaks down all moral restraints, and rushes along like a destroying
flood.

lastly

—

I have sinned against Jehovah.
had used the same words, and had
meant very little by them; nor had he
addc d ".gainst Jehovah," because his purpose was to :ippease S imuel, and prevail upon

Ver. 13,

Saul

him not

to disgrace him before the people.'
David's confession came from the heart.
is no excuse-making, no attempt at
lessening his fault, no desire to evade
punishment. Ps. li. is the lasting testimony,
not only to the reality, but to the tenderneM

There

CH. XII.

1

—31.]
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of his repentance, and we may even feel
here that confes-:on was to him a relief.
The deep internal wound was at length
disdosf d, and healing had become posr^ible.
Up to this time he had shut God away
from his heart, and bo there had been no
remedy for a soul diseased. It was because
his sorrow was genuine that comfort was
not delayed. Jehovah also hath put away
thy sin ; thou shalt not die. Now, death
was the legal penalty for adultery (Lev. xx.
10), and though it might not be easy to
exact it of a king, yet, until it was remitted,
David would be in the eyes of all " a son of
death " (see on ver. 5) ; and how could he
administer justice to oth< rs while the deathBentence for a capital crime was hanging
over himself? Had not tiie prophet been
authorized to use his dispensing power as
the mouthpiece of Jehovah, David could not
have remained king. And we can see no
reason for supposing, with Ewald and others,
that a substantial interval of time elapsed
between David's confession and Nathan's
absolution.
The sole conceivable reason for
such a view would be the supposition that
David's repentance began and was completed with the one stab of shame which
pierced through him when he heard Nathan's
sudden reproach. Such a mere thrill, following upon such persistent callousness, would

have merited

little attention.

But if months

secret shame had
been humbling David, then his open confession was the proof that the Spirit's work
had reached the goal, and was now comj lete.
And we gather from Ps. li. 3 that such
was the case. "
sin," he says, " is ever

of brooding sorrow and

My

had long haunted him had
long occupied his thought.s by day, and
broken his rest at night. Like a flood, his
iniquities had gone over his head, and
threatened to drown him
like a heavy
burden, they had pressed upon him so as to
break him down (Ps. xxxviii. 4). Both
before me."

It

;

;

these psalms tell of long-continued sorrow
of heart; but with confession had come relief.
He had oifered to Grod the sacrifice of a
broken spirit, and knew that it had not
been despi.sed. We shall see subsequently
that his time and attention had been much
occupied with the Ammonite war, and tliis
had probably helped him in evading the
secret pleadings of his own conscience.
Ver. 14. Thou hast given great occasion
to the enemies of Jehovah to blaspheme;
Hebrew, thou hast viode the enemies of
Jehovah to despise; that is, to despise Jehovah's government, the theocracy, of which
David was the visible head and earthly representative. Jehovali's enemies are not the
heathen, but Israelitish unbelievers, who

—

would

scoff at

David's position
U. SAUUKIk

all
fell

religion when one in
into terrible open sin.
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But the death of the adulterous offspring
of David and Bathsheba would prove to
these
irreligious
men that Jehovah's
righteous rule could reach and punish the
king himself, and wovdd thus vindicate his
justice from tlieir reproach.
Ver. 16. Dr vid
went in. He went, not
into the sanctuary, whic h he did not enter
until after the child's death, but into some
private room in his own house.
There he
remained, passing his nights stretched on
ground,
the
and fasting until the seventh
day. His fasting does not imply that he
took no food during this long interval, but
that he abstained from the royal tablp, and
ate BO much only as was necessary to maintain life.
Now, what was the meaning of

—

.

.

.

and abstinence ? Evidently it
was David's acknowledgment, before all his
subjects, of his iniquity, and of his sorrow

this privacy

for

it.

The

sicknes.s of the child followed

immediately upon Natlian's

may

and we
and
that passed between him and the

feel sure that

of all
king, ran quickly

news of

visit,

his rebuke,

throughout Jerusalem.

And David at once takes the position of a
condemned criminal, and humbles himself
with that thoroughness which forms so
noble a part of his character. Grieved as
he was at the child's sickness, and at the
mother's sorrow, yet his grief was mainly
for his sin; and he was willing that all
should know how intense was his shame
and self-reproach.
And even when the
most honourable of the rulers of his household (Gen. xxiv. 2), or, as Ewald thinks,

and elder brethren, came to
comfort him, he persists in maintaining an
attitude of heart stricken penitence.
Ver. 20.— Then David arose from the
•arth. If David's grief bad been occasioned
by love for the child, then its death and
the consciousness that, wnile his guilt had
caused its sickness, his praytrs had not
availed to save ii, would have aggravated
his anguish.
There was much personal
regard for the child, which had been made
the more precioua by these very events.
But David's so:/ow was, as we have seen,
that of penitence, and not that of natural
affection.
When, therefore, the threatened
penalty had been paid by the death of the
his uncles

child, David felt it to be his
his resignation, and therefore

duty to show
he went into

the sanctuary and worshipped, in proof that
he acknowledged the justice of G^od'B dealings, and was content to bear tire punishment as his righteous desert.
Ver. 22. God ; Hebrew, Jdiovah, usually
rendered " Lord." Similarly in Qeu. vi. 5
in the Autl.orized Version we find Ood in
capital letters, as here, for the Hebrew
Jehocah.
Ver. 23.— I shall go to him, but he shall

—
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not return to me.

These words indicate,

much

personal feeling for the
Hence some have supposed that, as
Solomon is placed last of Bathsheba's four
•ODB in ch. V. 14 and 1 Chron. iii. 5, three
other sons had already been borne by her,
and that consequently this child, the fruit of
their adultery, would now have been seven or
•ight years of age. It is certainly remarkable
that in ver. 16 David calls him " the lad "
(so the Hebrew), though in every other place
he is styled " the child." On the other hand,
we gather from ver. 14 that probably he was
as yet the only child, and tliis is the more
reasonable view, even if Solomon was the
youngest son (but see note on ver. 24).
But secondly, the words indicate a belief
in the continued existence of the child, and
even that David would recognize and know
him in the future world. Less than this
would have given no comfort to the father
for his loss.
Now, it is true that wu cun
find no clear dogmatic teaching in the early
Scriptures upon tlie immortality of the soul.
Job could give expression to no such hope
in vii. 6 10, and the belief in a world to
eome would have solved the difiSculties of
himself and his friends, which really are left
unsolved.
Even in the Psalms tbere are
words that border on despair (see vi. 5;
ixx. 9; Ixxxviii. 11; cxv. 17); nor had
Hezekiah any such belief in continued existence as could solace him in the expectation of an early death (Isa. xxxviii. 18, 19).
This hopelessness was not unnatural at a
time when the doctrine had not been as yet
clearly taught.
On the other hand, in Ps.
xvii. 15 and xvi, 9
11 we find proof that
David did believe in his own immortality.
For though the latter words have a second
and higher meaning, yet the primary sense
of Ps. xvi. 10 is that David's own soul (or
self) would not always remain in Sheol, the
alxxle of the departed, nor would he, Jehovah's anointed one, see such corruption as
would end in annihilation.
Ver. 24.
He called his name Solomon.
It is rasldy assumed that Solomon's birth
followed next in order after that of the
deceased child. More probably there was
a long interval of time, and fon after son
was bom, with little increase of happiness
to the family polluted by Amnon's sin and
troubled by its uiiserabie consequences.
While we must not lay too great stress
of
child.
first

all,

—

—

—

foH. xn. 1

—31

be given him until his good and great
qualities were developing and as it was a
sort of indication that he was the chosen
and elect son of David, and therefore the
next king, we shall probably be rijjht in
believing that this second mission of Nathan,
and this mark of Divine favour to David's
youngest child, did not take place until after
Absalom's death, possibly not until Solomon
was ten or twelve years of age. The name
;

Solomon means "the peaceful," and answers
the German Friedrich.
It was given
the child in recognition that David's
wars were now over, and that the era of
quiet had begun, which was to be conseto
to

crated to the building of Jehovah's temple.
It was the name given to the infant at his
birth, and was a name of hope.
Alas this
peace was to be rudely broken by the rebellion of the son whom David, in vain
expectation and with all a father's pride,
had named Ah-salom, "his father's peace."
I

Ver. 25.

— He

Some commentators

sent.

make David

the subject of the sentence, and
translate, "And he, David, sent in the hand
of Nathan, and called," etc. They suppose
that this means that Nathan was entrusted
with Solomon's education ; bnt " in the
hand " is the ordinary Hebrew preposition,
meaning "by," and the tense plainly is
that God sent a message by Nathan. David
had already called the child Solomon, and
now Jehovah, some years afterwards, gives
him an indication of his spicial favour by

naming him Yedidyah. The word is formed
from the same root as David, tliat is, "lovely,"
with the addition of the D vine name. As we
have already pointed out, this was no slight
matter, but the virtual selection of Solomon
to be David's successor, and probably, therefore, was delayed until he had given indicaof his great intellectual gifts.
His elder
brothers would not be passed over without
i

valid reasons.

—

Ver. 26. Joab
took the royal city
siege of Rabbah would be conducted
by the slow process of blockade, it might
easily be prolonged into the second year,
and so give ample space for David's sin
and its punishment by the death of the
.

.

.

As the

But more probably tiie narrator,
having commenced the history of David's
child.

completes the story before returning to
his account of the war.
Thus the capture
of Rabbah would occupy some of the insin,

Solomon calling himself "a little
(1 Kings iii. 7) after his accession,
yet it forbids our believing that he was
more than just grown up. It was the remarkable ability of Solomon, his goodness
and precocious talent, which made him so
great a comfort to his parents, and which

between
David's adultery
and
Nathan's visit of rebuke, and would lessen
the difficulty, which we cannot help feeling,
of David remaining for nine or ten mouths
with the guilt of adultery and murder resting upon him, and no open act of repentance.

received Jehovah's seal of approval in the
namo Jedidiah. This name would scarcely

Joab captured " the

upon

ehild"

terval

Some
is

short time, then, after Uriah's death,
«aty of waters."
This
not a poetical name foi Rabbah, but means

OH. xn. 1

—
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the "water-city," that ia, the town upon the
Jabbok, whence the supply of water was
obtained. The citadel, which occupied a
high rock on the north-western side, must,
therefore, soon be starved into submission,
and the whole of " the royal city," that is,
of the metropolis of the Ammonites, be in

He thert-fore urges David to
Joab's power.
in person, both that the honour of the
conquest may be his, and also because probably the blockading force had been reduced
to as small a body of men as was safe, and
the presence of a large army was necessary
for completing the subjugation of the
country, which would follow upon the
capture of the capital.
Ver. 30.
Their king; Hebrew, Malcam.
This is another mode of spelling Milcom,
the god of the Ammonites, and is found also
in Zuph. i. 5, and probably in Jer. xlix. 1, 3;
Amos i. 15. Strictly, Milcom or Malcom is
a proper name for the supreme deity, formed
from the word melee, a king, or, as it was
pronounced in other Semitic dialects, Mocome

—

loch.

Grraminatically,

Malcam

also

means

"their king," and even so belongs to Milcom.
For the crown weighed a hundred pounds,
a ponderous mass, which no man could possibly bear, and, least of all, when making,
as was the case with the Ammonite king,
But after the
his last stand for his life.
capture of the city, it was lifted from the
liead of the idol, and placed formally upon
David's head, and held there for a few
moments, as a sign of victory and of rejoicing over the fall of the false god. There
IS no reason for supposing that there is any
exaggeration in the weight, nor will the
Hebrew allow us to understand the talent
of gold as referring to its value.
Ver. 31. The people that were therein.
The cruel treatment described in this verse
was inflicted, first of all, upon those who

—

had defended Kabbah, now reduced to a
small number by the long siege but David
;

next proce( ded through all the cities, that
is, the fortified towns of the Ammonites,
inflicting similar barbnrities.
They were
confined probably to the fighting men, and
VDoai of tneae would make their escape as
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soon as resistance became hopeless. The
general population would, of course, scatter
themselves in every direction, but the misery
caused by such a breaking up of civil life,
as well as by the cruel bloodshed, must have
been terrible. Instead of " he put them in a
saw," we find, in 1 Chron. xx. 3, " he sawed
them with a saw." This reading differs
from what we have here only in one letter,
and is plainly right, as the translattt*::.
"under saws," "under harrows of iron,'*
etc., found both in the Authorized and Revised Versions, is simply an expedient, rendered necessary by the corruption of the
text.
If we restore the passage by the help
of the parallel place, it runs on thus: "He
sawed with a saw, and with threshingsledges of iron, and with cutting instruments of iron." What exactly the second
were we do not know, as the word does not
occur elsewhere. The Vulgate renders it
"wains shod with iron," meaning, apparently, those driven over the corn for threshing purposes, and now driven over thcoe
unfortunate people. The barbarity is nut
more horrible than that of sawing prisoners
asunder. He made them pass through th«
brick-kiln.
Both the Septuagint and Vulgate have "brick-kiln," Hebrew, malban^
which the Massorites have adopted, but the
Hebrew text has malchan.
No commentator has given any satisfactory explanation of what can be meant by making
the Ammonites pass through a brick-kiln
but Eimohi gives a very probable interpretation of the word really found in the
Hebrew, and which, not being intelligible,
has been corrupted. For the iMalchan was,
he says, the place where the Ammonites
made their children pass through the fire
to Moloch. He thinks, therefore, that David
put some of the people to death in this way.
We cannot defend these cruelties, but they
unhappily were the rule in Oriental warfare, and would have been inflicted on their
enemies by the Ammonites. We have proof
in 1 Sam. xi. 2 and Amos i. 18 that they were
a barbarous race; but this did not justify
barbarous retaliation.

HOMILETTCS.

—

Vers. 1—14.
^Th« facts are : 1. God sends Nathan the prophet to David, who tell«
him a 8t<jry of the greed of a wicked rich man, who, to satisfy his avarice, took away an4
slew the pet ewe lamb of a poor man. 2. David, accepting the story as a matter of fact,

very anfjry with this man, and swears tliat for his de«i and lack of compassion he
ought to die and restore founoUl 3. Nathan thereupon reveals the parabolic character
of his narrative, by saying unto Davi.l, ' Thuu art the man I"
4. Ue then proceeds to
state (1) the goodness of God to liim in anointing him king, in delivering him from
Saul, in ^ivinti him the royal succession, and in guaranteein<; :ill else that ini_ht be
needed (2) his despite to the commands ot bod his murder of Uriah, and hu> lakiu"

is

;

—

—
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5. He also declares, by way of punishment, that war would
possession of Uriah's wife.
own house ; that the purity and safety of his domestic life would be invaded;
•nd that the punishment of his secret sin would be open. 6. On David confessing his
guilt, Nathan assures him that the Lord had so far put away his sin that he should not
die, but that the child of his guilt should.

•rise in his

Nathan*$ parable. This remarkable parable is, perhaps, the most exquisite gem of
Its beauty and pathos are enhanced by the plain
the kind in the Old Testament.
matter-of-fact way in which the historian narrates, in ch. xi., the fall of David and
Apart from its specific purpose, it indicates to us the occasional
his subsequent crime.
functions of the prophets in those times as admonishers of kings and rulers, and consequently as representatives of the Divine element in the history of Israel. The great
Tariety of teaching in this parable may be briefly indicated thus
DOUBLE LIFE. At least ten months had elapsed from the date of David's fall
L
During that period many public and private acts had been
to the visit of Nathan.
performed by the king in the ordinary course of life, in addition to those referred to
to be in administraIt was his policy to keep up a good appearance
27.
ch. xi. 14
tion, in public worship, in regard for religious ordinances, and in general morality all
He passed still as the pious, just ruler and exemplary man.
that he had ever been.
That was one life. But inwardly there was anr>ther. The conscience w^s dull, or, if
The uncomfortal'leness of secret sin
it spoke plainly, was constantly being suppressed.
' holding
induced self-reproach and loss of self-respect. He was an instance of a man
the truth in unrighteousness " (Rom. I 18). This doulile life is the experience of every
good man who falls into sin and seeks to cover it up. He knows too much to be really
happy, but he is too enslaved by his sin to be truly godly. The outside is fair ; withi*

A

is

—

—

m

desolation.

Fellowship in sin. David and Bathsheba shared in a fellowship of sin. They,
most probably without words, commimed with each other over their guilt, and so far
II.

strengthened the chains of iniquity.

Two

individuals in possession of a dreadful secret

do not, dare not, speak about it. There is simply a common understanding and a
mutual support in keeping up the appearance necessary to social reputation. It is a
It is a case of the fallen, the defiled,
pitiable sight before God and holy angels
the inwardly wretched, and the prospectively condemned, seeking to find comfort and
•trength in each other's sympathy. The channels of sympathetic feeling are filled by •
polluted stream of affection ami interest.
It is well known that a pure disposition and a clear conscience
III. A LOST CHARM.
lend a charm to personal life; much more does such deep and strong piety as once
characterized the " man after God's own heart." If we, in reading the historic narrative
of David's early years, and the psalms, in which his best thoughts are embodied, feel the
spell of his spirit, we may be sure that ti.ose in daily converse with him recognized a
charm of the most exalted kind. But all that was now gone, because the honesty and
the purity from which it si>raug were no more. In vain did he strive to maintain the
form of godliness; in vain his careful discharge of official duties and kindly bearing
towards his friends. The " secret of the Lord " was lost. The salt had lost its savour.
To truly spiiitual men he would not be as in former times. This loss of a spiritual
charm always takes place when good men fall into sin and cover it up. The light of
*
the spiritual eye is dim. The pure ring of the voice is gone. The " form of godliness
"
"
no
more.
but
the
power
b
is left,
IV. The Divine beserve. At least ten months elapsed before Nathan was commissioned by God to speak to David. The lustful look, the secret deed, the scheme
seeming
for concealment and for the death of Uriah, were allowed to pass and issue in
success without oae act of a decidedly positive character, as far as we know, on the
The "workers of
part of God either to smite with punishment or bring to penitence.
iniquity" flourished, and the innocent perished unavenged (Ps. xcii. 7; cf. xii. 5; Prov.
That conscience uttered its protest, and that the laws of mind as coni. 11
19).
stituted by God worked misery from the first in the inner life of David, is no doubt
true but there was no open justice, no obvious interposition on behalf of the oppressed,
BO distinct and proportionate chastisement, no special call to repentance. Human
nature took its couise, and human society remained in relation to the sinner unchanged.
!

—
;
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Ye: God is not indifferent. He slumbereth not. Government does not relax its hold
on each man. Tiie explanation is that God is in no haste in wliat he does; he reserveg
his action for a while for reasons more complicate and far-reaching than we can trace.
The very reserve only renders the judgment, wlieu it comes, inore impressive. Human
nature is evidently favoured as a free power, which must have certain scope both for
origination of evil, maturing of evil, and filling up its own measure of chastisement.
There is a patience, a got)dness, in the reserve which need to be studied (Rom. ii. 4 9

—

This reserve attends many a modern sinner's cause.
Had David been left to himself the
V. The Divine beginning of salvation.
probability is that the coils of iniquity would have been formed around him more and
more as time advanced ; for the law of habit here holds good. It is instructive to
observe that the first step towards a change in his condition was on the Divine side.
God sent his prophet Nathan, charged with a merciful purpose, though mercy was to
be tempered with judgment. Certainly David might well say in days subsequent, " My
Here we have an illustration of the great
salvation cometh from hun " (Ps. Ixii. 1, 7).
He seeks us. He comes to us in our
truth that God is the Author of our salvation.
low estate. This is true of mankind as a whole (John iii. 16, 17 ; 1 John iv. 9, 10),
of each one brought from the ways of sin (1 John iv. 19), and of the backslider (Pg.
Our Saviour's earthly life of pleading and seeking was a
xxiii. 3).
It is all of grace.
visible and audible illustration of the outgoing of the heart of the Father towards the
1 Pet.

iii.

20; 2 Pet.

iii.

9. 15).

fallen.

The elaborate simplicity of
VI. The defensive attitude of impenitence.
Nathan's parable, in order to reach tlie conscience and heart of David, suggest to ua the
fact of a certain defensive attitude of David's mind, which had to be broken down. It ig
a special weapon in a " holy war," designed to attack a peculiar line o( defence. It ia
well known how men, when they have done a wrong, are on the qui vive lest the wrong
should be detected and brought home t<^ them and the resources of reason, ingenuity,
and cunning are employed to ward ofi" any approach to the inner life. Any attempt to
touch the springs of penitence or remorse, or to arouse the fears which attend conviction,
Hearers of the gospel know,
is neutralized by some counter-move of thought or resolve.
if they would only testify honestly, how they too often fortify themselves against statements, arguments, and appeals. The failure of some ministers and teachers lies in their
not knowing enough of human nature to direct their statements so as to meet the
study of this sidiject is of extreme
actual mental attitude of tiiose who live in sin.
importance to all who seek to convince and to save men. There are various avenues to
Some are so utterly closed and guarded that it is a waste of
the conscience and heart.
power to seek to penetrate through them. A fortress should be attacked in its weakest
Nathan had reconpoint, and only a very special survey can find out where it is.
noitred the position, and assailed David along the best line.
Nathan approache<l David in
VII. The use of the good element in man.
friendliness, recognizing him as a man generally mindful of his people, pitiful towards
He knew that there were still elements
the poor and weak, and a lover of justice.
The great trans.Ljression had not obliterated all trace of the
of good in the fallen saint.
Where these did not come in the way of the one selfish
noble qualities of former days.
lust which had for the time gained dominion, they were not only cherished, but were
In proportion as these could be
at hand for expiession when occasion required.
strengtlieued and utilized, there would be hope of bringing them to bear, by a reflected
By a flank movement, ai d
light, on the one deed in which they had been suppressed.
using a piece of history as the instrument, he hoped to turn the whole force of David's
It was an ii:stance of a wise setting of
better qualities on the cherished secret sin.
one part of a man's nature against another part, so that, by a sort of moral dynamic, tlie
worse should be forced out. In dealing with men we ought to avail ourselves of their
good qualities and bring them to bear on the removal of the bad. When Clirist dealt
with publicans and sinners he did not make a direct attack on their sins. There v.as a
something in them which he made the ground of appeal. In the vilest sinner there ia
some human love, or kindimess, or sense of right. Who is wise to win souls? What
are the methods, according to varying temperaments, education, habits, and indulgences ?
VIII. God's judgment forestalled by conscience. History is a mental reflector.
In Nathan's story, which was not a parable to David when he heard it, David saw a sin
;

A
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and a judgment. He was true to bis better qualities when be denounced tbe sin and
proEounced sentence of death. The story became to David a jiaiable tbe moment tbe
prophet said to bim, "Thou art the man!*^ Tbe whole figures then become siiecific,
and be was tbe one most conspicuous against whom the judgment was pronounced.
The psychological and moral changes involved in this we cannot now deal with tbe
point is that, when David's aroused righteous indignation pronounced judgment on tbe
evil man, tbe human conscience really forestalled the judgment ol God on David's sin
by declaring its deserts. God does not, in providence or on the day of judgment,
Conscience some time or other
declare anything really new to the impenitent sinner.
has virtually given the sentence of condemnation. Those who worked themselves up
;

to a state of self-delusion (Matt. vii. 22, 23) knew a time when tbe conscience witnessed
against tbe formalities wiiich issued in its being seared (C]ph. iv. 19; 1 Tim. iv. 2).
It is this assent of conscience which will render the sense of injustice impossible in
the future judgments God may see fit to bring on those who "hold the truth in
unrighteousness,"
should take warning from the instances in tbe Bible, and
General lessons. 1.
not presume on God's silence, or think that, because we are left to pursue our own
courses, it will always be so.
2. There are always in existence agents or agencies by
which in due time sin will be rebuked and exposed either in this life or in tbe life to
come (Matt. x. 26 2 Cor. v. 10). 3. In dealinj; with the lapsed we should not act on
the same rule in all cases, but deal with each according to his peculiar character. 4.
It will repay parents, teachers, and evangelists to study human nature and the records
of biography and sacred history to find out the best methods of reaching tbe conscience
should be ready, as was Nathan, to carry through tbe most
5.
of the impenitent.
painful duties when God calls us in his providence to them.

We

;

We

The convicted sinner. The fitness of tbe parable is revealed in its sequel. Nathan,
laying aside the chaiacter of a friendly visitor relating a story of wrong, now assumes
tbe functions of the prophet of God, and turns the whole light and force of David's just
Indignation in upon himself, and, with an incisiveness most irresistible, brings an
accusation of guilt without naming tbe actual deed done; states tbe aggravating
circumstances arising out of tbe exceeding goodness of God in tbe past ; declares the
retribution about to come; and, on witnessing the true penitence of the sinner, announces
tbe fact of forgiveness, but qualifies tbe announcement by foretelling an event of
blended justice and mercy. Tbe commission of sin is unhappily common enough, and
also, we may thankfully admit, the conviction of sinners is an event of frequent
occurrence.
Few sins exhibit tbe peculiar aggravations of this one of David, and few
convictions are more sudden and thorough than his; but as there are common qualities
in all sins and true convictions of sin, we may regard this case of David's as setting
forth features in human experience and Divine procedure universally true.
David all along kne^v
I. The fact of sin is bbodoht home to the conscience.
In
of tbe existence of the sin, but had conducted himself as though it were not.
general terms he would doubtless speak of sin as an evil of deepest dye, and desire its
banishment from mankind. Such sentiments were at tbe base of bis deep interest in
Nathan^s story, and gave rise to the outburst of indignation. Sin was evil, the sinner
ought to be punished, the doer of this deed must come under the ban of law. All this
was quite correct. It was orthodoxy. The friendly visitor could not but admit its
But it was just here, when David was dealing with generalities, and was eager
force.
to see general principles ajiplied to a particular case, that Nathan brought him away
"
from the general to the particular, from others to himself. " Thou art the man 1
This was a straight charge. Nathan held a twofold position he was a man in Israel,
a subject and neighbour, a pious friend of David's; be was also a iirojihet, a representaWhen, tlien, tlie friendly visitor
tive of God, and in that capacity a superior to David.
said^ with an unrecordable tone and gesture, "Thou art the manl " it was evident to
David (1) that bis deed, long kept secret, was kn 'wn to tiis most influential and incorruptible subject and friend and (2) that God was speaking straight to bis conscience.
Even so far as related to Nathan as a good man in Israel, the revelation of his acquaintance with tbe deed was startling and astounding ; but the most potent element in the
utterance was the direct charge of God.
sinner cannot look on the Holy One he

—

;

A

—
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knows the awful voice of God, and, when that voice speaks
thought of men and oijinions vanishes, and the soul in its solemn

conscience

it, all

individuality feels its-elf in the actual preseace of the Eternal.
In true conviction the
to himself."
The deed of evil is brought home. In a light not of earth,
self is seen to be undone, because the sin, hitherto professedly not a reality, is now
forced on self as its own oHspring.
II. The aggravation of sin is set fobth.
As soon as the charge is brought home,
and before the paral\ zed man can speak, the prophet, in the name of Gkni, with swift
words reminds him of his privileges and the manifold blessings and honours God had
showered on him or was ready to grant if needed. He was a chosen servant of the
Eternal, called to perform a part in the working out of a great future for the world ; ha
had filled a position of honour and influence; be had been charged with hio;h and holy
duties ; he had been blessed with plenty, and more than ordinary provision for the
!
necessary cravings of nature (vers. 7, 8).
Yet, " Thou art the man " None can doubt
that here was sin of the most aggravated character. No siu is excusable or free from
Divine condemnation ; otherwise it were not sin, but weakness or fault. But some
sins are worthy of being punished with "many stripes" because of leing committed
under special circumstances, e.g. the possession of religious light and feeling the occupation of a position of power, and the being recipient of manifold tokens of Divine car«
and love. But be the privileges many or few, when God brings home the guilt to the
conscience, the sin is revealed in the light of past mercies.
The swift review of David's
advantages by Nathan finds its analogue in the swift floating before the mind of the
circumstances of one's position which render the sin so utterly inexcusable. Men see
in a few moments the reasons for tlieir utter shame and self-abasement.
This is a
feature in all true conviction, and tends to the proper prustrationof the soul before God.
Saul of Tarsus knew this. It is an unspeakable mercy that God does set our sins in
the light of his great goodness.

man "comes

;

The heart

" WTiere/ore hast thou
six.
of the Lord?" (ver. 9).
No sooner did the light flash on
the conscience to set forth the aggravated character of the sin, than with unrelenting
incisiveness the " wherefore " followed to probe those depths of the heart from whence the
evil sprang. The question really contains an inquiry and a statement.
? " Thou
didst despise." The eye of the sinner is turned in upon himself, to search out and behold
those vile feelings and false principles out of which issued the preference of self-will
over the holy will of God, which had been so clearly expressed in the Law of the Lord
and in the special intimations of Providence. " The heart is deceitful above all things,
and desperately wicked: who can know it?" The time of conviction is a time of
probing and searching. It is well for men under conviction to face the real facts, and
get at the causes that lie out of sight.
There must be some dre id fully subtle evils
lurking within to induce a man to " despise " the august majesty of God's will by setting
it aside.
Was it not in relerence to this probing, and pmbably in reference to this verv
deed, that the psalmist sa'd, "Search me,
God" (Ps. cxxxix. 23; cf. li. 5, 6, 10)?
III.

despiijed the

is

probed to reveal the cause or

commandment

Why

IV. The punishment of sin is brought to mind. The prophet ceases not; without
giving the convicted man time to speak, he jasses on to tell of the retribution that is
sure to come by the will of God.
The man of whom Nathan once spoke such good
things (ch. vii. 12
17) is now informed of coming trouble in life; that this trouble will
be the same in kind with that of his sin murder and adultery; that it will not be
secret, as was his, in performance, but open, to his disgrace
that it will arise out of his
own house, consequent in a measure on the mischi>f wrought by his own sin on his
domestic life.
Had David not fallen, he would have been a different man, and consequently his private influence at home among his cliildren would have been more holy

—

—

;

and

[lowerful
his relation to his kingdom would have been more satisfactory, and
therefore moral and political circumstances would probably arise of so important a
character as to have prevented the creation of the conditions out of which the troubles
;

now recorded in his later history arose. He was to reap according to his sowing. In
the conviction of sin, the recognition of personal guilt is the 3hief element, as we have
seen (division I.); but just as here the messeng' r revealed the aggravation of the guilt,
prolied the heart for causes, and referred to coming retribution, so in the simple processes
of mind attending true conviction there is an anticipation of punishment
an assurance

—

;
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n of law

Irivolves authority to vindicate its righteousness; and, as soon as the conviction of
Whether it be a temporal
is real, the logic of conscience points to coming judgment.

Judgment, as in Old Testament references, or eternal, as in New Testament references,
the experience is virtually the same.
V. Thb confession of guilt is absolute. The guilty king sat in silence till the
prophet had delivered his char:j:e. The time was brief, but the power accompanying
the words was Divine. Swifter than lightning the spell of hypocritical concealmenX
was broken. The bonds in which the unholy passion had long held the soul were
snapped asunder. The eye of conscience, turning in upon tJeL, gave fresh life to the old
suppressed loyalty to righteousness and God, and, as a consequeuce, the confession came,
" I have sinned against the Lord." The question as to whetlier the historian here
Bira]ily gives a summary of what passed, and intended to include also the fifty-first psalm,
or whether literally this is all that was said and done, does not atfect our puiposc
There is here a recognition pmnpt, unqualififd, o/" sin, not as a fault, a weakness, hue of
It is also a
sin as known by conscience and stamped with the curse of God and man.
recognition of sin as against God, not as a wrong done to Uriah, Batljshcba, or Israel, or
The conscience is not indififereut to the injuries done to mLU, but when
his own family.
fully aroused, and face to face with sin as sin, it seems to see only God.
Hence the
Again, there is^atra and shame, not because of what men may
expression in Ps. li. 4.
say or do, not bpcause personal influence will now be weakened, but because it is tin.
Moreover, there is
It is the sin which troubles and appals the truly convicted soul.
abstention from all claim to consideration ; no excuse, no palliation. The convicted one
can only say, "I have sinned." There is obviously an inward bowing of the spirit
before the holy God; an absolute surrender as undone, condemned, helpless, lost.
The
Tery brevity of the confession bespeaks the depth of penitential woe. Contract the
wordy confession (1 Sam. xv. 17 25 cf. Luke xv. 18, 19 ; xviii. 13).
VI. FoRGiVEiTEss 18 FREE, FULL, BUT QUALIFIED. How long Nathan stood by the
prostrate silent king, and whether this confession was the literal whole or not, we do
not know ; but he saw enough to enable him to say in the name of God, " The Lord hath
put away thy sin " a statement clear and unreserved, intended to go home to the smitten
The forgiveness of sin has to do with a personal relation of God to man. It is
heart.
the restoration of the personal relation of favour and fellowship which had been interrupted by sin.
It is conditional on true repentance, the objective ground beii g the
sacrificial death of Christ
under the Old Testament dispensation by anticipation (Rom.
God is the sole Judge of the
iii. 25), and under the New by retrospective reference.

—

;

—

—

He looketh at the heart. He knew that David's conviction had
issued in the state of mind known as true repentance, and foreseeing this before it
occurred, he commi^^sioned the prophet to "declare and pronounce" to David, "being
penitent," the remission of his sin.
"Thy sins are forgiven thee!" Blessed words!
How often brouglit to penitents since our Lord uttered them ! But the pardon left
untouched the natural consequences of sin referred to in vers. 19, 20, because a personal
relation does not al'er the course of the forces which a man sets in motion on earth by
his sin.
Also, the child born must die, not to its injury, but gain, yet in judgment, so
tliat the father should not find comfort in the fruit of his sin, and in mercy, lest there
should be a living memorial of his guilt and shame to which men might point and
farther blaspheme the Name of the Lord. The same holds good of our forgiveness ; it is
free, full, but qualified by the continuance of some ill consequences which chastise us
all our days.
The sinnei- never entirely gets rid of all the earthly effects of his sin while
on earth they work in his flow of tho;igbt and feeling, and often in the checks on his
influence, and possibly on the character and health of others.
The full redemption
comes with the glorified body and the new heavens and earth.
General lessons. 1. The first thing to be sought in men in order to their salvation
A general recognition
is a due recognition of themselves as sinners in the sight of God.
of the evil of sin as distinct from cnnscionsness of personal guilt may really be a cover
for unpardoned sin.
2. The tendency and drift of God's me.-sages to men living in sin
is to bring them to a right mind in reference to their pert^onal position in his sight, aa
3. ^luch will be found to depend, in respect
a preliminary to their seeking forgiveness.
to religious views and action, on the apprehension men have of what sin really is and
reality of repentance.

;
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A prepared state of mind is necessary to get good out of gospel stateThe Christian religion especially lays stress on intense individuality in our
relationships to God aud to good and evil, and aims to hring us to a true self-knowled :;e.
their

own

ments.

guilt.

4.

an astonishing illustration of the tremendous power of our lower tendencies that
even gain ascendency over men of most exalted privileges and whose very
6. It behoves Christian people living in
position would suggest superiority to them.
the enjoyment of many advantage? to consider well their conduct in comparison with
7. The essence of sin abides in all times, though the form
that of others less favoured.
may vary for as Adam preferred the suggestion of the evil one and so despised the
word of the Lord, »o did David and on this method did Satan seek to win over Christ
8. It is of extreme importance to remember that we may carry
in the wilderness.
about with us deep-laid and subtle tendencies which niav assert their power in an
unguarded hour; and hence we should often probe our heart, Hnd search and see by the
help of God whether there be any evil way within us.
9. It should operate as a
deterrent to know that our sins will entail unavoidable social and physical tronbles as
10. "We arf authorized in speaking to the truly penitent of the free
long as life lasts.
and full forgiveness which God has in store for them, and which through his abounding
11. In the fuller sense of the words it may be declared
grace they may have at once.
12. The evil deeds of professors
to the penitent that they shall not die (Jolm iii. 16).
are a stumbling-block to other men, and j.iva occasion to them to blaspheme, and as
this must be a most bitter element in the life of the restored backslider, so it is a warning to all Christians to take heed lest they faU, and so bring occasion for reproach on the
Name which is above every name.
5. It is

they

may

;

;

— —

31.
Vers. 15
The facts are : 1. The child bom to David becoming very sick, he
entreats God for its life by prayer and fasting.
2. He persists in refusing the consolations which the elders of his household offer him.
3. The child dying on the seventh
day, and David observing the whisperings of his servants, at once ascertains by direct
inquiry the certainty of it.
4. His servants noticing that, on a-certaining the fact of
the child's death, he lays aside the tokens of grief and resumes his wonted manner, are
amazed at his conduct. 5. Whereupon he justifies his conduct, and intimates his
expectatinn of some day going to the child.
6. Bathsheba is comforted by David, and
bears to him anotlier son, Solomon.
7. Joab, carrying on war against Rabbah of the
Ammonites, and being about to brinp; the war to a conclusion, nrges on David that he
should come and enjoy the honour of taking the city. 8. David, comflying with this
request, takes possession of Rabbah, and acquires the king's crown with much spoil.
9. He completes his conquest of the Ammonites by causing some of them to endure
great sufferings.

Providence and natural affection. The mercy of God to David was immediate, and
continued throughout his life ; the judgment with which it was tempered was chiefly
to come in days hence, but it began in the severe sickness of Bathsheba's child.
It is
not an unusual thing for a father to have to face the loss of an infant in such cases
natural affection will manifest itself in unmistakable forms.
The extraordinary way in
which David's feelings were excited by the apprehended death of this child is to be
accounted f )r by reasons springing out of the peculiar circumstances of his position.
These will appear as we proceed to consider the struggle between natural affection and
the order of Providence.
I. There is a certain reasonableness in the pleading of natcbal affection AGAINST WHAT SEEMS TO BE THE ORDINATION OF GoD. The declaration of the
prophet (ver. 14), that the child should die, was accepted by David as an ordination
of God, and the severe sickness which came on soon after Nathan's departure was
interpreted by the king as the first stai^e in the execution of it.
But D.ivid was not
conscious of a rebellious spirit in the exhibition of such distress, and in such earnest
entreaty that the intended cause of providential judgment might be averted.
Human
affection is as much a part of tiie order of Nature as is the law of gravity, and its
spontaneous action is as natural as is the falling of a weight to the earth. Affection
is nothing if it does not feel.
There is no law requirinj^ it to be annihilated, if that
were possible, in presence of the inevitable. To the pious Hebrew all chan-^es i«

it

;
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nature were broui:ht about by Goi they were the outcome of his will, as surely as
would be the death of this child according to the word of the prophet. Divine ordinaYet the silent ordinations in daily providence were
tions were silent and spoken.
modified by prayer and to meet new conditions and why, then, might not this spoken
one be modified at the entreaty of an agonized parent ? As a father, he could not help
thinking of this infant as a severe sufiferer in being deprived of the blessinij of Ufa
through no fault of its own. If spared, the child might be a perpetual memorial of
befitting sorrow and shame, and so would help to keep him lowly and penitent.
Nor
could he but feel for the poor woman cruelly sinned against, and whose grief would be
consequent on her husband's sin. Moreover, precedents were not wanting in the case
of Abraham (Gen, xviii. 20 33) and of Moses (Exod. xxxii. 30
35), in which men
pleaded against what seemed to be inevitable. Subsequent to David's time, we know
that men were permitted to pray against the apparently inevitable (Joel ii. 12
14).
Our Saviour gave utterance to human sensibility when he prayed that, if possible, the
cup might pass from him. God has never expressed displeasure at the utterance of
the sorrows which spring from natural affection, for feelings often struggle thus with
Stoicism has no place in Christianity. The physical order
the course of providence.
is subordinate to the moral.
;

;

—

—

—

II. INTENSE FEELING 18 REASONABLE WHERE OtTB BINS HAVE TO DO WITH THK
ANTICIPATED DISASTER. The intensity of David's anguish arose, not from the fact that
he was a father, but from the knowledge he had that the providence that was bringing
death to his child was connected with his own sin. That another should suffer {>>r his
Kin, and this other a little child, was indeeii a bitter reason for pleading with God.
Although the course of providence, which connects the suffering of offspring with the
sins of parents, is in the widest moral bearings of the fact, both just and merciful, yet
Nevertheless, the great anguish of the evil-doer on
it is not always seen to be so.
that account is not a protest so much as a lament over his own sin, and a prayer that,
if possible, this organic issue of sin may, by some intervention, be pre\'ented or ratdified.
The educational value of that feeling on the lite of a repentant sinner is of great worth
in itself, and really leads to the formation of a character that shall, in the order of
providence, do much to lessen the evils that otherwise would arise.
III. The resort of natural affection when struggling against the order
The
OF providence is to God. A great change had recently come over David.
As of old, so he now brings his sorrows
alienation of the backsliding heart was gone.
and troubles to his God. The overwhelmed heart flies to the Rock that is high. He
sits not with the scornful, mocking at the ways of Providence, and seeing evil where
only there is mysterious judgment. The best and tenderest feelings of human nature,
where sanctified by the spirit of piety, turn instinctively to God for help, and they find
prayer as the form in which their yearnings are expressed. Some men fancy that they
only see and feel the apparent severities of the providential order, and that sullen
vexation and displeasure are the only appropriate conditions of mind in relation to it.
Christians *ee and feel quite as much, but their bruised spirit finds refuge in him who
ordains all in justice and mercy, and implores him, so far as may be wise and good,
to let the penitent, entreating heart count for something among the element* which

determine the ultimate issues.
lY. When the course of providence is found to be unalterable, natural
AFFECTION IS SUBORDINATED TO THE HIGHER PRINCIPLE OF ACQUIESCENCE IN THE
WILL OF God. David was right in feeling as he did, in expressing his feeling in
He
earnest prayer, in waiting as long as there was hope of reversal of the sentence.
But when once the human desire and
acted as a father, as a husbami, as a i>enitent.
human view of wisdom and kindness were proved, by accomplished fact, not to be in
accord with Divine wisdom, then, as became a trustful, restored child of God, David
"Not my will, but tliine be done!" was the
ceased to plead and to be in anguish.
It was his duty and privilege now to rest in the Lord, and believe
spirit of his action.
'i'he death of the chiLi is
that he will bring to pass the kindest and wisest issue,
•ccepted as the best thing, and the e\il8 once supposed to issue from the event aie now
It
believed to be qualified by a love which maketh all things work together for good.
is tlie sign of an enligiitened mind when a man can thus rise from his uriefa, and conform his mental and moral and social life to the unalterable will of God. It takes
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time for a good man to recx)ver from the natural, and, therefore, reasonable, outflow
of his feelings
but when he does recover, he retains all the sanctity and softening
influence of his anguish in combination with a calm spirit, concerned now in ministering
to the consolation of others (ver. 24), and cheered by the hope of a time when the
;

breaches caused by sin will be healed (ver. 23).
Genebal liESSONS. 1. It becomes us to regard all death in our homes as connected
with sin, and we should always cjive due weight to its moral causes in our consideration
of the course of providence.
2. There may exist high moral reasons why intense
earnestness in prayer is not always successful ; and yet it ma\- be true that God do^ a
answer fervent prayer. 3. Men not familiar with the secret life of a Christian are not
in » position to understand his conduct on special occasions, just as David's servants
could not understand his conduct in relation to the death of the child.
4.
should
avail ourselves of such light concerning the future as may be vouchsafed, in order to
obtain consolation amidst the bereavements of life (ver. 23).
5. The doctrine of
recognition in heaven is certainly in accord with sanctified instincts, and may be held
as variously hinted at in Scripture (ver. 23 ; cf. Matt. xviL 3, 4 ; 1 Thess. ii. 19).

We

Tokens of restoration. In vers. 23, 24 we have two statements which incidentally
reveal the reality and completeness of the restoration of the fallen king to the favour
and care of God. (1) The name (Solomon) given by himself, probably at circumcision,
to his son ; (2) the name (Jedidiah) which the prophet was instructed to give to the
son, not as a substitute, but as a supplement.
The one indicated David's sense oi peac«
with God and in himself, the other God's abiding favour. Here, then, we may observe
I. That restobation to God afteb a fall is a reality.
It is not a state
rendered problematical by the observance of conditions extending over a long period.
David was at peace with God, and God did regard him with unqualified favour. Old
things had passed away
the displeasure of God, the fear and apprehension of the man
the relation of complacent delight and tender care on the one side, and filial love and trust
on the other, was now complete. It is important to keep this truth clear. It is boimd
up with the great doctrine of justification. God once accepting and forgiving a sinner
becomes and remains to him a gracious God, forgetting all the past and cherishing
only love and tender interest. It is a misreading of the gospel, and implies an ignorance of the most blessed Christian experience to imagine that a really forgiven one is
kept in suspense and dread, or that God is holding back the fulness of his favour till
we have repented a little more, or more fully perfected our general life. We are
accepted in Christ. When he *' restoreth " our " soul " (Ps. xxiii. 3), it is actual, not
possible, germinal restoration.

—

II. That the tokens of bestoration vary accordino to oibcumstanoes.
The
inward token in David's case was the assured peace of a consciv uce purged by the grace
of God (Ps. li. 7
10, 12), which came in answer to his penitential cry.
The outward
token was the life of another child, the peaceful order ol the kingdom, and especially
this welcome message of the prophet (ver. 25).
The reality of restoration was known
as soon as the almighty word of pardon was spoken, the confirmatory signs of it — to
strengthen the heart and ward off sulitle temptations of the evil one came in process
of time.
No doubt fallen Peter found pardon during the dark night of his penitence ;
but the outward token, which was also an instruction to the other disciples not to distrust and shun him, came in the gracious message of the angel uf the Lord, " Tell his
disciples, and Peter" (Mark xvi. 7), and again in the exhortation and encouragement
given in the presence of those who mi^ht otherwise have distrusted him, " Feed my
sheep " (John xxi. 15 17). The ordinary sign of full restoration is in the " witness
of the Spirit "(Rom. viii. 14
16), and the outward care and blessing vouchsafed to
our work of faith and labour of love (John xv. 7, 8).
God will be sure to give his
people some " token for good" (Ps. Ixxxvi. 17).
III. That signs of God's favour should be oivkn is av illustb ation of his
WONDERFUL CONSIDERATION FOR HIS rKoi'LE. There IS Something truly wonderful in
this giace shown to David.
Not only is he forgiv> n and treated in all things spiritual
as though he had not sinned; not only permitted to reign over Israel, and enter into
close, though it may be very subdued, fellowship with Gt)d but God goes, as it were, out
of the ordinary course of providence, and sends a Uics-senger to give him, in this other

—

—

—

—

;
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for his child, a special sign of full restoratiou.
Thus the occassional doubts suggested by the evil cue, the possible distrust of the piophet in Israel and those under
him, and the sneers of the profane, are all anticipated by the love that slumbers net
and that cares most tenderly and minutely for all the need of the reconciled ones.
" How excellent is thy loving-kindness,
God I " (Ps. xxxvL 7) ; '* He is rich in mercy,
and plenteous in redemption."

name

BabhaKs lesson to mankind. The fall of David occurred while the war was going
on imder Joab (ch. xi. 1, 7, 25). It is probable that, as the historian began to tell the
story of the fall, he thought well to finish it, with the account of the restoration, before
he took up again the account of the campaign being carried on against the Ammonites.
We shall assume, therefore, that the fall of Rabbah referred to in vers. 26 31 took
place in the interval between the sin of r)avid and the birth of Solomon (ver. 24), The
narrative is inserted here doubtless with the primary design of completing the history
of David's wars, and thus keeping up the continuity of his exploits. But as all Scripture is written for our learning, we may notice a few incidental lessons suggested by the
capture of the city of Rabbah.
fall into sin rrNFITS HIM FOB MAKT OF THE DUTIES OF HIS
I. A GOOD man's
DAILY LIFE. Joab was not only left to carry on the war alone, but he even felt it to
be right (ver. 28) to stir up the king that he might come and take part, and so share im
the honour about to be won. The secret of this most probabiy lay in the fact that,
during and after David's entanglement with Bathsheba and crime against Uriah, he
was not in a mind to enter upon the f)erils of war. A woman's spell was on him his
conscience was secretly troubled he who feared not the lion or the giant now fears
Therefore he tarries in Jerusalem (ch. xi.
lest, if he go to the war, he should be slain.
1
His sins rendered him incompetent to do what otherwise he wuidd have done,
25).
and it required even an urgent request from his general, coupled with an assurauce
that the city was virtually captured already (vers. 27
29), to induce him to move.
There are sins which sometimes drive men to desperate deeds and perilous places, and
give apparently more zest to life but in the case of good men, a known habit of sia
impairs their energy in life it creates an abiding fear it paralyzes certain incumbent
moral actions it keeps from entering on work which otherwise would be cheerfully
undertaken it makes him less a man.
II. Those who do delibebate deeds of wbono to othebs coubt an infliotiom
ON THEMSELVES OF 81MILAB EVILS. This account of the inflictiin of tortures on the
Ammonites (ver. 31) is the first instance in Hebrew history of such a deed, and it
seems strange that David should have ordered it. But without justifying the retaliation, the point here to be noted is that the Ammonites laid themselves open to such
treatment by their own actions. They had proposed barbarous conditions of servitude
to men of Israel in the time of trouble (1 Sam. xi. 1, 2), and they had cruelly insulted
David's ambassadors (ch. x. 1 6). It is also probable that in this protracted war
they may have carried out these barbarous tendencies towards prisoners taken in war.
They thus, by deeds of cruelty, sought for deeds of cruelty to themselves in their day
There is doubtless a principle of retaliation in kind recognizable in the law
of defeat.
As a man soweth so he reapeth. What they do to others they so far
of nature.
justify others to do to them, that they have set an example and are incapable of
In some guarded form this principle enters into human law, national and
protest.
international.
In the Mosaic C(jde it received specific illustration (Exod. xxi. 22 25).
Whether David was right or wrong, the Ammonites courted torture by evil deeHs,
as men now court evil !rom their imperfect fellow-men by evil deeds to them. The
harsh employer courts distrust and injury from the employes. Tyrannical rulers court
plots, conspiracies, anil jtossibly assassinations, from opjiressed subjects.
III. ThEBE ABE PROPHETIC SYMBOLS OF HONOUB FALLING ON THE BIGHT HEAD.
It was, perhaps, on the part of Joab and the army, a mere feat of military triumph to
place the heavy crown of the Ammonite god (for so we take it to be) on the head of
David but it was suggestive at the time to all spectators of the honours that ought
to come, and in course of years were coming, on One who was the Anointed of the Lord.
And to us it seems to suggest the ultimate passing of all highest honours, long usurped,
to him whose right it is to reign, and who is not only said to be worthy of aU honoura

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;
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iv. 11 ; v. 12, 13), but is so gradually acquiring them that he at last shall be
crowned with many crowns (Htb. ii. 9; Rev. iv. 10; xix. 12). In the triumph of
every good man over evil, we see a symbolic intimation of the final triumph of the Soa
of man over all enemies (1 Cor. xv. 25). In the distinction awarded to any of Christ'f

(Eev.

servants, who are really his representatives in the world, because of the destruction
of some monstrous evil, we have a symbohc representation of the glory and honour that
will come on the head of the great Deliverer, when to him every knee shall bow, and
the last enemy shall have been destroyed- Faith can see coming victories in passing
events.

IV.

The

edxtoation op the conscience in

human belations

is

tebt slow.

The

principle of retaliation is in all legal punishments (division I.), but the application of the
principle is a matter of judgment, and the judgment depends on the culture of the conscience.
There are co-ordinate powers in human nature. The feeling of benevolence
has a place as truly as a sense of justice. It depends on the degree in which cciscienca
is cultivated as to whether the rigid carrying out of what justice may seem to d. mand,
i.e. the spirit of retaliation in the name of love, not of self, should be tempered by kindly
consideration, and to what extent.
Probably David at this time was in the degi nerate
mood of mind brought on by his fall, and therefore restive and harsh, as men are when
the heart is corroded by guilt.
But at all events, in those times there was nut that
fine sense of delicacy in regard to human sufiferiiig as now.
The same mental and
moral condition prevailed during the ages of persecution for religion.
Romanists and

what now their descendants would be shocked at. It is a defecwhich enables men to live in careless ease and luxury while
thousands are lacking food. Christ only was perfect Man. If all were like him, every
consideration would be paid to human feeling in the administration of justice, and ia
Protestants did once

tive education of conscience

the private relations of

life.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
(Jerusalem.) A faithful reprover of sin. "And Jehovah sent Nathan t*
The sin of David could not be hid. It was known to his servants (ch. xi. 4)
and to Joab; it must have been surmised by many from his hasty marriage; and now
it was fully manifest (ch. xi. 27).
About a year had elapsed. " What a year for
David to have spent! What a joyless, sunless, godless year
Were God's words still
sweet to his taste ? Were they still the rejoicing of his heart? or had he come to bate
the threatening of the Law?" (J. Wright). At length Nathan (ch. vii. 3) came—aa
example of a faithful reprover (Ps. cxli. 5; Prov. xxvii. 6; 1 Sam. L 13; iL 22).
Ver. 1.
David."

I

Consider
I. His DrviNE commission.
He came, not because he was sent for by David, n<*
because he was prompted by natural reason or impulse (ch. vii. 3), but in obedience
to the word of the Lord (ver. 7), and in fulfilment of his prophetic calling.
" It was
the true mission of the prophets, as cliampions of the oppressed in the courts of kings;
it was the true prophetic spirit that sjxjke through Nathan's mouth" (Stanley),
"l.
Keproof should be administered only according to the vnll of Ood. It is not for every
one to assume the office of reprover (Ps. 1. 16) ; nor to administer reproof to every one
who may deserve it, especially when holding a position of autliority. In this matter
men are apt to run before they are sent. The duty is a relative one, and demands
careful consideration before it is undertaken.
2. The will of God concerning the
administration of reproof ia indicated in various ways ; such as the authority given te
parents, magistrates, pastors, and teachers
" reprove, rebuke," etc. (2 Tim, iv. 2; t. 1);
the teachings of the Divine Word the guidance of the Divine Spirit. 3. When the
will of God is clearly made known, it should be humbly, readily, and diligently obeyed;
both when it requires his servants to testify his favour (ch. vii. 4, 26) and his displeasure

—

;

(ch. xi. 27).
II. His consummate wisuoh.
In nothing are wisdom and prudence more needed
than in reproof. If given unwisely it is likely to excite opposition, produce equivocation, repel and harden.
"A word fitly .spol^en," etc. (Prov. xxv. 11,12). It should
.be given
1. At a proper time
when the proof of wrong-doing admits of no denial.
:

—

—

":
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and the mind of the wrong-doer is duly prepared. It ii not probable that Nathan
came immediately after he first heard of David's transgression. " His task was not
to gain a confession, but only to facilitate it.
He was appointed by God to await
the time of the internal crisis of David" (Hengstenberg). 2. When the offender ia
and is likely to pay greater heed to it and to be less influenced
others think.
Sometimes, however, sinners must be " rebuked before all,
that others also may fear" (1 Tim. v. 20).
3. In a manner adapted to produce
the most salutary efifect; with harmless wisdom (Matt. x. 16) and holy and beneficent
"guile" (2 Cor. xii. 16) displayed in; (1)
respectful, courteous, and conciliatory bearing.
To begin with rude reproach* s is to ensure failure. (2) An ingenious
"
"
invention of a form of speech (ch. xiv. 20) and illustration suitable to the case. (3)
generous recognition of the better qualities in men. "David's goodness is not denied
because of his sin, nor is David's sin denied because of his goodness." (4)
clear
statement of the truth, avoiding exaggeration and everything that may hinder its
illuminating force.
strop " appeal to the conscience, so as to quicken its action as
(5)
dexLci mis application of admitted principles and expressed
a witness and judge. (6)
judgments and emotions. (7) An effectual removal of the mists of self-deception, so as
to enable the evil-doer to see his actual character and conduct, and constrain him to
re|)rove and condemn himself.
The wisdom of the prophet in fulfilling his mission to
the king was "inimitably admirable." "Observing that this direct road (the recommendation of self-knowledge) which led to it (the reformation of mankind) was guarded
on all sides by self-love, and consequently very difficult to open access, public instructors soon found out that a different and more artful course was requisite.
As they
had not strength to remove this flattering passion which stood in their way and blocked
up the passages to the heart, they endeavoured by stratagem to get beyond it, and, by
a skilful address, if possible to deceive it.
This gave rise to the only manner of conveying their instructions in parables, fables, and such sort of indirect applications;
wMcb, though they could cot conquer this principle of self-love, yet often laid it asleep,
or at least overreached it for a few moments, till a just judgment could be procured.
The Prophet Nathan seems to have been a great master in this art of address"
alone. (Matt. xviiL 15),

by what

A

A

A

A

A

(Laurence Sterne).
III. His holy coueaoe.
His mission was as perilous as it was painful; and might,
But he fared not " the wrath of the king " (Prov.
if it failed, have cost him his life.
xvi. 14
xix. 12 ; Heb. xi. 27).
Such moral courage as he exhibited : 1. Is inspired by
faith in God, whose face it behohis, and on whose might it relies. 2. Consists in the
the loss of friendship
fearless fulfilment <f duty, whatever consequences it may involve
or other earthly good; the endurance of bonds, suffering, and death.
"None of these
things move me,** etc. (Acts xx. 24). 3. Appears in simple, bold, direct, and unreserved utteiance of God's Word (Ezek. xxxiii. 7).
At the proper mument the prophet
changed his style of address ; gave it a particular application, " the very life of doctrine ;
and, in the name of the supreme King and Judge, arraigned the offender, declared hia
" His example is especially to be noted by all
guilt, and pronounced his sentence.
whose office is to * rebuke with all authority '" (' Speaker's Commentary ').
IV. His benevolent aim. He came not only to testify against sin, to maintain the
authority of the Law, etc. but also (in connection therewith) to benefit the sinner, by
3. Restoring him to
1. Leading him to repentance.
2. Assuring him of forgiveness.
righteousness, peace, and joy (ver. 13; Ps. li. 12).
"Reproofs of instruction are the
way of life " (Prov. vL 23 xiii. 18 xvii. 10). Sympathy with the holy love of God
toward sinners is an essential qualification of a faithful reprover of sin and as it is
God's mercy that employs agents and means for their restoration, so it is his grace alone
;

—

;

;

;

;

that makes

them

effectual

(John xvL

8).

" And so wide arms

Hath goodness infinite,
AU who turn to it"

that

it

receives

(Dante.)

D.
Vers. 1

man's

—

larnb,

(The kino's palace.)

4.

1.

This

is

the

first

The parable of the rich oppressor

;

or, the

poor

and almost the only j^rahle contained in the Old Testa-
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ment. There is one instance of a fable of earlier date (Judg. ix. 8 15). The former
belongs to a higher order of teaching than the latter (Smith's Diet, of the Bible,' art.
"Fable ;" Trench, 'Notes on the Parables'); and it was employed most perfectly by
the great Teacher. Compare his parables of the unmerciful servant, the rich fool, the
rich man and Lazarus.
2. It was in part an acted parable (like ch. xiv. 5
7 ; 1 Kin^g
XX. 35
43) and was at first regarded by the king as the simple, literal statement of
a case in which one of his subjects, a poor man, had suffered wrong at the hands of
another, a rich man and with reference to which the prophet appeared as an advocate
on Ijehalf of the former against the latter, seeking justice and judgment. " Nathan, it
is likely, used to couie to him on such errands, which made this the less suspected.
It
becomes those who have interest in princes and free access to them to intercede for those
that are wronged, that they may have right done them " (Matthew Henry).
3. Its
moral and spiritual aim, ^which is always the chief thing to be considered in the
interpretation of a parable) was to set forth the guilt of a rich oppressor, and thereby
to awaken the general sense of outraged justice in the king concerning his own conduct.
4. " It is one of those little gems of Divinity that are scattered so plentifully through
the sacred Scriptures, that sparkle with a lustre, pure and brilliant as the light of
heaven, and attest the sacred origin of the wonderful book that contains them"
Consider the guilt of this rich man in the light of
(Blaikie).
I. His position compared with that of the poor man, and his relation to him.
'

—

—

;

;

—

" There were two men in one city," etc. (vers. 1 3). 1. He had much jjossessions,
" exceeding many flocks and herds." Providence had been very kind to him. He had
abundance for personal gratification and princely hospitality and liberality. But the
poor man had nothing " save one little ewe lamb," which he valued all the more on
that account, and reared amidst his family with the utmost care and tenderness.
2.
He had great power, which he might use for good or evil ; in fulfilment of the Law
"
"
or in frustration of it ; to protect and benefit
the poor and needy
or to oppress and
rob them.
3. He dwelt in the same city with the poor man, and was well acquainted
with his circumstances. He knew the story ot the little lamb. The picture is
exquisitely drawn by one who was familiar with many such scenes in humble life, and
adapted to excite sympathy and pity.
The obligations of the rich man toward hia
" neighbour " are manifest and they shadow forth the greater obligations of others in a
still higher position (vers. 7, 8).
Although the king hnd well-nigh absolute power over
the property and hves of his subjects, it belonged to the true idea of his ofiBce to " reign,
command, and punish, as though it were not he that reigned, commanded, and punished,
but the One to whom he never ceases to be responsible, and as though he might himself be in the position of any other member of the community and the latter in hia
own " (Ewald, ' Antiquities ').
" And there came a traveller," etc. (ver. 4).
" The Jewish
II. His disposition.
doctors say it represents that which they call 'the evil disposition,' or desire that
is in us, which must be diligently watched and observed when we feel its motions.
'In the beginning it is but a traveller, but in time it becomes a guest, and in
conclusion is the master of the house'" (Patrick).
This is pressing the imagery of
;

the parable too far.
Nevertheless, "the sin is traced to its root, viz. insatiable
coveiousness ; this hidden background of all sins" (Keil) ; sinful, selfish, inordinate
desire (ch. xi. 1
It is a "root of bitterness."
And in the case supposed what
5).
evils it involved 1
1. Discontentment with a man's own possessions, notwithstanding

—

abundance
"Nature is content with little, grace with less, sin with nothing."
Ingratitude toward the Giver of them. 3. Envy of another man on account of

tfaeir

2.

some imaginary advantage he possesses, notwithstanding its comparative insignificance
" One little ewe lamb." 4. Avarice. 5. Voluptuousness. 6. Pride in the possession
of power and its irresponsible exercise.
There was no sense of personal accountability
to God. 7. Vanityorloveof display, though at the expense of another; an undue regard
for outward a{)pearance.
8. Deceitfulness.
Did the guest who enjoyed the rich man's
hospitality dream at whose cost it was provided?
9. Pitilessness and obduracy.
" Because he had no pity " (ver. 6). 10. Idolatry (Col. iii. 5). It is only when sin is
viewed in the light of the spiritnalits of the commandment, that its " exceeding sinful-

—

;

ness" becomes manifest (Horn. vii. 13). "Covetousness is a subtle sin, a dangerous
a mother sia, « radical vice, a breach of all the ten commau.imeuts" (T. Waison).

sin,

—

—
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"And he spared to take of his own flock," etc. It was: L
" a wanton aggravation ol the evils ol poverty,
Tyrannical. 3. Cruel
humbling the poor luan with a sense ol injustice and inability to protect himseli,
deriving a momentary gratification from seeing his neighbour laid low at his lect, aa
if no lamb was so savoury a.s that which had been turn from the poor man's baac-m.
amidst the tears of his childien." 4. Lawless and reckless; "a despising of the
commandment* of the Lord" (ver 9). The T>oor man's complaint is uniluard. But is
there not in Israel a just ^od, who notices and punishes such acts as these ? " It was a
It. was! Wh.' say.^ so?
cruel and wicked deed.
Speak not hastily, lest in so speaking
you condemn yourself. This is a parable ; and I would have you consider whether
under another name it is nut spoken concerning you. Reserve yotu- rebuke, lest it come
back upon yourself " (R. Halley). D.
III.

His condcot.

Unjust.

2.

;

t

—

Vers. 5, 6.
(Jebusalem.) The blinding influence of $in. " David's anger was
;
greatly kindled against the man " he declared with a solemn oath (ch. iv. 9
11) that
he deserved to die (literally, " was a son of death," 1 Sam. xxvi. 16 ; 1 Kings ii. 26),
and ordered restitution according to the Law Exod. xxii. 1). His severity displayed the
fiery temper of the man, and the arbitrary power of the monarch, rather than the calm
deliberation of the judge ; and (like the treatment of the Ammonites, ver. 31) indicated
a mind ill at ease (ch. xi. 22 27 ; Ps. xxxii. 3, 4) ; for he was not totally blind to his
sin, nor "past feeling" (Eph. iv. 19); thougli he had no thought of the application of
have here an illustration of
the case to himseli.
L An astonishing fact ; viz. the stlf-ignorance, self-deception, internal hypocrisy,
Nothing is more important than self-knowledge. It is often enjoined. " From
of men.
heaven came the precept, ' Know thyself.' " And it might naturally apiiear to be easily
attiuned, seeing that it lies so near home.
Yet how certain, how common, and how
" There is not anything relatmg to men's characters more
surprisint; its absence
surprising and unaccountable than this partiality to themselves which is observable in
many ; as there is nothing of more melancholy reflection respecting morality and
religion" (Butler, 'Upon Self-Deceit').
They are blind (at least ^partially) and
deceived as to their sin ; notwithstanding : 1. Their perception of the evil of sin in
general or in the dbdract.
Inc;ratitude, selfishness, oppression, pitilessness ; who is
not ready to denounce these vices ? 2. Their sinfulness in the sight of other people.
Although David had sought to conceal his sin from others, perhaps still flattered himself that it was known only to a few, and justified or palliated its guilt to himself^
many others besides Nathan saw and abhorred it (Ps. xxxvi. 2).

—

t

—

We

I

"

O wad some

power the giftie gie na
oursels as others see us I
frae mouie a blunder free iu^
And foolish notion."

To see
It wad

Their condemnation of sin in others, of the very same kind as that which they
The resemblance between the rich oppressor and David was so
close that it is astonishing it was not detected.
4. Their abhorrence at another time
and under other circumstances of its guilt when thought of in relation to theraselvei
" What is thy servant a dog, that he shoulil do this great thing ? "
(1 Sam. xxiv. 5).
" Yet the dog did it" (Matthew Henry). " Next to these instances
(2 Kings viii. 13).
of selt-deceit of our true disposition and character, which ajipear in not seeing that in
ourselves which shocks us in another man, there is another species still more dangerous
and delusive, and which the more guarded perpetually fall into, from the judgments they
make of difl"erent vices according to their age and complexion, and the various ebbs and
5. Their culpability
flows of their passions and desires " (L. Sterne, ' Self- Knowledge ').
beyond that of those whom they condemn. It was not a little lamb of which he had
robbed the poor man, but his dearly loved wife, his one earthly treasure. It was not
% lamb that he had killed, but a man, his neighbour and faithful defender. His
Was he not himself "a son ol
superior position and possessions aggravated his guilt.
death " ? " What a sad proof of the blinding influence of self-love, that men are ready
to form so different an estimate of their conduct when it is not seen to be their own
How iguoiant are we of ourselyes, and how true it is that even when our own hearts
3.

tolerate in themselves.

!
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condemn

us,

God

is

greater than our hearts, and l^noweth all things! " (Blaikie).

805

For

this fact let us seek

An adequate

oausb. It is seldom due to insuflSciency of light or means of
then, due to men's inccnsideration of themselves ? or to the perversion of their moral judgment? Doubtless to both; but still more to sin itself, which
IS essentially selfishness
a false and inordinate love of self. " For consider : nothing ig
more manifest than that affection and passion of all kinds influence the judgment"
(Butler) ; prejudicing its decisions in their own favour.
Even when there is more than
ft suspicion that all is not well, it stifles further inquiry and prevents full conviction
by : 1. Producing a general persuasion in men that their moral condition is better than it
really is.
2. Directing exclusive attention to those dispositions and actions of which
conscience can approve.
3. Inducing unwillingness to consider the opposite, and to
know the worst of themselves. The glimpse of the truth which they perceive is painful, and (as in the case of disi ased vision) it causes them to shut their eyes against
perceiving the whole truth (John iii. 20). 4. Inventing specious arguments in justification of the course to which they are disposed.
5. D willing upon supposed compensatioiis for injury done or guilt incurred.
Self-love is wondrously fertile in devising
uch excuses and palliatives. David may have thoueht that the standard by which
others were jud.:ed v. as not api'licable to him.
"Perhaps, as power is intoxicating, he
conceived of himself as not subjected to the ordinary rules of society. In sending an
order to his general to put Uriah * in the hottest of the battle,' he probably found a
palliative for his conscience; for what was it but to uive to a brave soldier a post of
honour? No doubt t! e vi(-tim considered himself honoured by the appointment, while
it ;-'ave occasion to the king to solace himself with the thought that it was an enemy
and not he wlio put an end to the life of his subject" (VV. White). His marrying
Bathsheba, also, he may have supposed, made amends for ihe wrong he had done to her.
But the means which h( adopted to conceal his sin from others, and deemed a palliativd
of his ;iuilt, were a special aguravation of it (vers. 9, 10).
II.

knowing

sin.

Is

it,

—

Observations. 1. Nothing is more ruinous than self-decejition (Heb. iii. 13 ; Jas.
12 1 John i. 8). 2. To avoid it there must be honest self-examination (Ps. iv. 4
3. We should especially guard against the blinding influence of
2 Cor. xiii. 5).
undue self-love (Ps. xix. 12; Jer. xvii. 9). 4. There should also be earnest prayer to
him who searcheth the hearts, for true self-knonlt dge (Ps. cxxxix. 23; Job xiii. 23;
xxxiv. 32).—D.
i.

;

—

10.
Vers. 7
(The palace.) " TJiou art the man 1 " The proper purpose of reproof is
conviction of sin.
This purpose was accomplished by the words of the prophet. They
were like a "two-edged sword" (Heb. iv. 12), thi- iiomt of which was, "Thou art the
man!" "If ever a word from human lips fell with crushing weight and with the
illuminatinur p .werof a gleam of lightning, it wasthis" (Krnminacher).
"His indignati"ii against the rich man of the panible showed that the m<>ral sense was not wholly
extinguished.
The instant recollection of guilt breaks up the illusion of months*
(Stanley).
Observe that: 1. One ot the most effectual means of convincing a man of
" Thou art the man!" the
sin is by setting it before him as existing in another person.
story of whose crime has stirred thine indignation and called forth the sentence of
death from thy lips. Self-interest, passion, and prejudice, that darken a man's view of
his own sin, have comparatively little influence upon him when looking at the sin of
Here the veil is removed; he sees clearly and judges impartially. For this
another.
reason (among others) our Lord " spake many things unto them in parables." 2. The
" Thou art
force of truth de| ends upon the particular application which is made of it.
the man who hast done this I " (LXX.) ; against thyself thine indignation should b«
directed ; upon thyself the sentence has been pronounced. It is as if hitherto only th«
back of the offender was seen, when, suddenly turning round, his face appealed, and
David beheld himself 1 "Men often correctly understand a message of God without
observing its personal application to them." Hence the preacher, like the prophet of
old (1 Kings xiv. 7; xviii. 18; xxi. 19; 2 Kings v. 26; Dan. t. 22; Matt. xiv.
4X
must directly, wisely, and faithfully apply the truth to his hearers. "'Thou art tb«
1
man ' is or ought to be the conclusion, ex) ressed or unexpressed, of every practical sermon." What is a sword without a p<.)iut ? " Here also is a lesson to hearer*. DaviA
n. 8AHTJEL.
X

—

"

'
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sermon from Nathan, which exactly suited his own case, and yet he did
not apply it to himself. He turned the edge of it from himself to another. The benefit
of sermons depends more upon the hearer than the preacher. Th« best 8erm(jn is that
which is hest ajtplied by those to whom it is preached " (Wordsworth). " Application is
the life of preaching ; and self-application is tlie life of hearing." " They profit most, not
who hear most, but who apply most what they hear to their own hearts." 3. Every
man ia responsible to Ood for the sin which he has committed. " Thou art inexcusable,
O man " (Rom. ii. 1), however thou mayest have persuaded thyself to the contrary. Is
the man whom thou judgest accountable for his conduct; and art not thou for thine?
How much more art thou to God? No position, however
Is he accountable to thee?
exalted, can release from responsibility to him or exempt from obedience to his commandment ; no constitutional tendency, no temptation, expediency, or necessity be an
adequate reason for despising it (Ezek. xviii. 4 ; Rom. iii. 6).
listened to a

"And

self to take or leave is/ree,
Feeling its own sufficiency
In spite of science, spite of fate,
The judge within thee, soon or late,
Will blame but thee, O man
:

I

• Bay

would, but could not. He
Should bear the blame who fashioned m&
Call a mere change of motive choice ?
Scorning such pleas, the inner voice
not,

'

Cries,

I

'

Thine the deed,

O man

1

(J.

'

A. Sjmondfl.)

A messenger of

Heaven is always in readiness to single out the sinner, bring his sin
" Thus saith the Lord God of Israel," etc
to remembrance, and call him to account.
(ver. 7), " Wherefore hast thou despised the commandment of the Lord, to do evil in his
sight?" etc. (ver. 9). Every wrong done to man, yea, every sin, is a factual contempt
Whilst the supreme King and Ju<ige observes it, and is
of his commandment (Ps. li. 4).
long-suffering towards the doer of it, he provides many witnesses, holds them in reserve,
and sends them with his word at the proper moment to declare all its enormity its
ingratitude (ver. 8), presumption (ver. 9), disloyalty before liim, its "intense and
brutal selfishness," sensuality, cruelty, and craft.
Conscience also awakes to confirm
their testimony, with "a thousand several tongues, and every tongue" crying, "Thou
art the man "
5. The less expected the charge prefeiTed against the sinner, the more
overwhelming his conviction of guilt. "The further David was from thinkinsj of a
reference to himself, the greater the force with which the word must have struck him"
(Erdmann). There could be no defence, no extenuation, no answer (Acts xxiv. 25
Matt. xxiL 12). 6. The condemnation which one man pronounces on another sometimes recoils upon himself with increased severity. "Out of thine own mouth," etc.
(Luke xix. 22). " Now therefore the swoni shall never depart from thine house,"
" For a single moment the features of the king are charged with the expression of
etc.

4i

—

!

;

astonishment.
He s^azes eagerly at the prophet like one at a loss to divine his meaning.
But, almost instantly, as if an inward light had burst upon his soul, the expression
changes to one of agony and horror. The deeds of the last twelve months glare in all
their infamous baseness upon him, and outraged justice, with a hundred glitteriui^
"0 wicked man, thou sbalt
Bwords, seems all impatient to devour him" (Blaikie).
surely die !" (Ezek. xxxiii. 8).
7. The cnnviction of sin is the first step in the way of
restoration to righteousness.
The sense of sin is the beginning of salvation. " He
" If we would judge ourthat humbleth himself," etc. (Luke xiv. 11
1 John i. 9).
selves," etc. (1 Cor. xi. 31, 32).
Every man must be revealed to himself in the light of
God's righteous judgment here or hereafter (Eccles, xi. 9; xii. 14).
D.
;

—

—

"Now

Vers. 10 12. (The palace.)
The penalties of sin.
therefore the sword
shall never depart from thine house," etc.
1. Sin is connected nnth suffering.
The
connection is real, intimate, inevitable. Nothing is more clearly manifest or more

generally admitted; yet nothing is more practically disregarded.
Men commit sin
under the delusion that they can do so with impunity. But " they that plough iniquity.

CH. XII.
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and sow wickedness, reap the same" (Job iv. 8; Gal. vi. 7). 2. Sin serves to account
for suffering explains and justifies its existence under the righteous and beneficent
government of God. The subsequent sufferings of David would have been inexplicable
" The remainder of David's life was
if his Lireat transgre>sion had not been recorded.
as disastrous as the beginning had been prosperous " (Hale).
Per»i)nal suffering, however, often appears disproportionate to personal transgression (1 Sam. iv. 3); and its
reason in such cases must be sought in hereditary or otiier relationships, and in the
purposes to which it is subservient. The penalties of sin (such as David suffered) take
;

place

By Divtkb

rNFLioTiON. ** Behold, I will raise up evil against thee," etc. (ver. 11;
They are: 1. Necessitated by the justice of God. "Justice is that
God which connects suffering with actual sin " (Schleiermacher). He who
"despises the commandment of the Lord" ov^ht to be punished. 2. Declared by the
Word of God, both in the Law and the prophets. The word of Nathan was a sentence,
I.

ch. ix. 27).
causality in

as well as a prediction of judgment.
3. Effectuated by the j^ower ol God, which
operates, not only by extraordinary agencies, but also, and most commonly, in the
ordinary course of things, and by way of natural consequence ; directs and controls the
actions of men to the accomplishment of special results ; and often makes use of
the sins of one man to punish those of anotlier.
Natural law is the regular method of
Divine activity. In accordance therewith the violation of moral law is followed by
internal misery and external calamity, which are closely associated (Isa. xlv. 7 ; Amos

" Vengeance is mine," etc.
significant severity which appears in : 1. The peculiarity of their
form.
Not only do they follow siu by way of natural consequence, but also the manner
of their infliction corresponds with that of its commission ; as that which is reaped
resembles that which is sown (1 Sam. iv. 1 11). " The seeds of our own punishment are sown at the same time we commit sin" (Hesiod). Having sinned with the
Bword, his house would be ravaged with the sword ; and having sinned by the indulgence of impure passion, he would be troubled in like manner. "Amnon, Absalom,
Adonijah 1 Amnon thought, ' Has my father indulged in it ? Absalom relied on the
resentment of the people on account of the double crime. Adonijah fell because he
wished to make the best of the precedence of his birth in opposition to him who had
been begotten with Bathsheba" (Thenius).
iii.

4).

II.

With

;

—

—

**

The gods are just, and of our pleasant
Make InstrumentB to plague us."

vioei

is a tendency in the sin of one to perpetuate itself in others over whom his
influence extends, and so to recoil upon himself.
2. The ^ttftZtet^y of their exhibition.
• For thou didst it secretly," etc. (ver. 12). Falsehood and injustice seek darkness;
truth and justice seek light.
The evil, which is concealed for the sake of public honour,
" The
Ib followed by public shame.
3. The extent and perpetuity of their infliction.
BWord shall never depart from thino house." " The fortunes of David turned upon this
one sin, which, according to Scripture, itself eclipsed every other" (Blunt). "One sin
led to another ; the bitter spring of sin grew in time to a river of destruction that
flowed over the whole land, and even endangered his throne and life " (Baumgarten).
can tell the far-reaching effects of one transgression (Eccles. ix. 18)?
III. For manifold purposes.
1. To manifest the justice of God and uphold the
authority of his Law. 2. To exhibit the evil of sin, and deter the sinner himself and
others from its commission. 3. To humble, prove, chastise, instruct, purify, and con" If he commit iniquity, I will chasten him," etc. (ch. vii. 14
firm the sufterer.

There

Who

Deut. viii. 3, 5 Job v. 17 ; Ps. xciv. 11 ; Heb. xii. 6).
This last effect is wrought
only on those who turn to God in penitence and trust. The forgiveness of sin and
restoration to righteousness do not counteract, except in a limited degree, the natural
consequences of past transgression ; but they transform punishment into chastisement,
and alleviate the pressure of sufiering and sonowby Divine fellowship, and tlie inward
peace, strength, and hope which it inijjarts.
"In general the forgiveness of sin has
only this result punishment is changed into fatherly chastisement, the rod into the
correction of love.
Outwardly the consequences of sin remain tlie same their internal
character is changed.
If it were otherwise, the forgiveness of sins nright too readily be
;

—

;

—

"
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attributed to caprice" (Hengstenberg).
"The personal forgiveness indulged to the
King of Israel, in consideiation of his penitence, did not break the connection between
causes and their eft'octs. This connection is stamped on the unchanging laws of Gud
in nature; and it becon)es ever> man, i-ist^ad of arraigning the appointment, to bring
supi ort to his domesiic haiipiness by the in>trumeniality of a good example"
(W. White). His family, his kingdom, and even his own character, were permanently
" Broken in spirit by the consciousness of how deeply he Isad
affected by his sin.
sinned against God and against men humbled in the eyes of his subjects, and his
influence with them weakened by the knowledge of his crimes ; and even his authority
in his own household, and his claim to the reverence of his s^ns, relaxed by the loss of
character ; David appears henceforth a much-altered man. He is tr' one who goes down
to the grave mourning.
His active history is past henceforth he is passive merely.
All that was high and firm and noble in his character goes out of view, and all that
The balance of his character
is weak and low and wayward comes out in strong relief.
Alas for him
is broken.
The bird which once rose to heights unattained before by
mortal wing, filling the air with its joyful songs, now lies with maimed wing upon the
ground, pouring forth its doleful cries to God " (Kitto, • Daily Bible lUust.'). D.
;

—

!

—

(The palace.) T?ie acknowledgment of tin. " And David said unto
have sinned against the Lord." 1. The words of the prophet were a decisive
test of the character of David.
Had he treated the messenger and hia message as others
have done (1 Sam. xv. 12—21 ; 1 Kings xiii. 4 ; xxi. 20 xxii. 8 Jer. xxxvi. 23 Luke
iii. 10 ; Acts xxiv. 25), his partial blindness to his sin would have become total, and he
would have fallen to a still lower depth, perhaps never to rise again. But his genuine
piety, as well as the exceeding grace of God (ch. vii. 15), ensured a better issue
and
the confidence in his recovery, which Nathan probably felt in coming to him, was
2. Hardly was the sentence pronounced, " Thou art the man " before
fiilly justified.
the long-repressed confession broke from his lips (1 Sam. vii. 6 xv. 24 -31), "/am
Who says this of me ? Yet God knows all ^yes, I am the man. I have
the man
sinned against the Lord."
Ver. 13.

Nathan,

I

;

;

;

;

!

;

—

I

*•

—

Never so fast, in silent April shower,
Flushed into green the dry and leafless bower.
As Israel's crowned mourner felt
The dull hard stone within him melt
(Keble.)

The

ruling principle of his natiu-e was like a spring of water which, though choked and
" The
buried beneath a heap of rubbish, at length finds its way again to the surface.
fundamental trait in David's character is a deep and tender susceptibility, which,
although even for a time it may yield to lust or the pressure of the world, yet always
quickly rises again in repentance and faith" ('Old Test. Hist, of Eedemption '). "If
in this matter Nathan shows himself great, David is no less so.
The cutting truth of
the prophetic word shakes him out of the hollow passion in which he has Uved since
first he saw this woman, and rouses him again to the consciousness of his better self.
His greatness, however, is shown in the fact that, king as he was, he soon humbled
and, although his penitence was
himself, like the lowliest, before the higher truth
as deep and sincere as possible, it did not cause him either to lose his dignity or to
forget his royal duties " (Ewald).
3. There is no part of his life for the proper imderBtanding of which it is so necessary to read the history in connection with what he
himself has written " the songs of sore repentance," which he " sang in sorrowful
the germ of
mood" (Dante). Ps. li. (see inscription), 'The prayer of the penitent
which lay in this confession, but which was composed after the utterance of the word,
"The Lord also hath put away thy sin " for "the promise of forgiveness did not take
immediate possession of his soul, but simply kept him from despair at tirst, and gave
him strength to attain to a thorough ki.owledge of his guilt through prayer and sup, lication, and to pray for its entire removal that the heart might 1« renewed and fortified
through the Holy Ghost " (Keil). " It is a }.'enerally acknowledged experience that
there is often a great guli between the objective word of forgiveness, presented from
without, and its subjective appropriation by man, which hesitating conscience is unable
;

—

;

'

;
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blessedness of forgive-

Other psalms have been sometimes associated with his
three others, viz. Ps. cii., cxxx., cxliii., make up " the
confession, viz. Ps. vi., xxxviii.
seven penitential psalms." 4. David is here set before us as "the model and ideal
of and the encouragement to true penitence." Consider his acknowledgment of sin
ness

; '

written subsequently.

;

as

to—

Its matter; or the conviction, contrition, change of mind and will, which i^
For words alo e are not properly confession in the view of him who
"looketh at the heart." Having, by means uf the prophetic word, been led to enter
into himself (Luke xv. 17), aud had his sin brought to remembrance (" the twin-brother
of repentance"), its aggravation described and its punishment declared, he not only
recognizes the fact of his sin; but also: 1. Looks at it as committed ag linst the Lord;
the living God, the Holy One of Israel ; and not simply against man. ** ^^'hou \.a&i
despised me " (ver. 10).
" For my transgressions do I know,
And my sin is ever before me.
Against tliee only have I sinned,
And done that which is evil in thine eyet," eto.
I.

expressed.

(Ps. U. 8, 4.)

Takes the blame of it entirely to himself, as individually responsible, inexcusable,
and guilty thus accepting the judgment of conscience, without indulging vuin and
misleading thoughts. 3. Feels sorrow, shame, and self-condemnation on account of its
2.

;

nature and enormity ; transgression, iniquity, sin (Ps. xxxii. 1, 2); rebellion against the
supreme King, disobedience to his Law debt, pollution, guile, leprosy, bloodguiltiness
He expresses no fear of consequences, and deprecates them only in so far
(Ps. IL 14).
as they include separation from God and loss of the blessings of his fellowship. 4. Puts
it away from him with aversion and hatred, and purposes to forsake it completely
(Prov. xxviiL 13)} which confession implies and testifies.
;

••

For mine iniquity

will I confess

I will be sorry for

my

sin."

(Ps. xxxTilL 18.)

n. Its manneb ; or the evidence afforded of its sincerity by the language employed
and the attendant circumstances. Observe : 1. Its promptness, readiness, and spontaneity.
As soon as he became fully alive to his sin, he said, " 1 will confess
2. Its brevity.
Two words only:
transgressions unto Jehovah" ^Ps. xxxii. 5).
**
" There is in the Bible no confession so tmconI-have-sinned against-Jehovah.
ditional, no expression of repentance so short, but also none so thoroughly true*
(Disselhoff).
"Saul confessed his sin more largely, less effectually. God cares not
3. Its frankness aui fulness, without prevaricafor phrases, but for affections" (Hall).
"The plain and simple confession, *I have sinned against God,*
tion or extenuation.
is a great thing, if we remember how rich the corrupt heart is in the discovery of
excuses and apparent justification, and that the king was assailed by one of his subjects
with hard, unsparing rebuke" (Hengstenberg). 4, Its publicity. He had sought to
hide his sin, but he did not seek to hide his penitence.
He would have it set " in the
in order that the ways of God
sight of this sun," even as his chastisement would be
might be justified before men, and the evil effects of transgression upon them in some
measure repaired.
It is for this purpose, among others, that confession is made a
condition of forgiveness (Job zxxiii. 27, 28 1 John i. 9). " The necessity of confession
By confession we sever
(to God) arises from the load of unacknowledged guilt.
Confession relieves by giving a sense of
ourselves from our sin and we disown it.
"
honesty. So long as we retain sin unconfessed, we are conscious of a secret insincerity
vol.
v.).
Robertson,
W.
(^.
in. Its accompanimknt; or the further thoughts, feelinsrs, and purposes which
should be present in every penitential confession. 1. Faith in the " loving-kindness and
tender mercies " of God (Ps. li. 1).

my

;

;

**

Bat with thee is forgiveness,
That thou mayest be feared."
(Ps. oxxx. 4, 7.)

—
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Prayer for pardon, purity, the Holy Spirit (1 Sam. xvi. 4 13); steadfastness,
freedom, joy, and salvation (Rs. li. 7
12). 3. Submission to the will of God (Ps. xxxii.
9; xxxviii. 13). 4. Consecration to his service (Ps. li. 13 17). "They were not
many words which he spoke, but in them he owned two realities sin and Ood. But to
own them in their true meaning sin as against God, and God as the Holy One, and yet
God as merciful and gracious was to return to the way of peace. Lower than this
penitence could not descend, higher than this faith could not rise; and God was
Jehovah, and David's sin was put away" (Edersheim). " It was not his sin, but his
struggle with sin, which makes his history remarkable" (D. Macleod).
"David
experienced in a greater degree than any other Old Testament character the restlessness
and desolation of a soul burdened with the consciousness of guilt, the desire for
reconciliation with God, the struggle after purity and renovation of heart, the joy of
fellowship, the heroic, the all-conquering power of confidence in God, the ardent love
of a gracious heart for God ; and has given in his psalms the imperishable testimony
as to what is the fruit of the Law and what the fruit of the Spirit in man" (Oehler,
* Theology of the Old Test.,'
" The charm of his great name is broken. Our
ii. 159).
reverence for David is shaken, not destroyed.
He is not. what he was before ; but he
is far nobler and greater than many a just man who never fell and never repented.
He
is far more closely bound up with the sympathies of mankind than if he had never
fallen" (Stanley).
Even Bayle is constrained to say, "His amour with the wife of
Uriah and the order he gave to destroy her husband are two most enormous crimes.
But he was so grieved for them, and expiated them by so admirable a repentance, that
this is not the passage in his life wherein he contributes the least to the instruction
and edification of the faithful.
therein learn the frailty of saints, and it is a
precept of vigilance; we therein learn in what manner we ought to lament our sins, and
it is an excellent model."
D.
£.

—

—

—
—

We

—

Ver. 13.
(The palace.) TTie forgiveness of sin. *' And
Tiie Lord also hath put away thy sin ; thou shalt not die."

Nathan said uato David.

The

absolver saw the mighty grief.
And hasteneil witli relieF;
*The Lord forgives; thou shalt not dies
'Twas genlly spoke, 3'et heard ou high.
And all the baud of angels, us'd to siug
In heaven, accordant to his raptured siringj
Who many a mouth had turner away
With veiled eyes, nor owu'd his lay,
**

1

• Now

spread their wings and throng around
the glad mournful sound,
And welcome with bright, open face
The broken heart to love's embrace.
The rock is smitlen, and to future years
Bprings ever fresh the tide of holy tear*
And holy music, whispering peace
Till time and sin together cease."
(Keble, * Sixth Stmday after Trinity.^

To

Interview of Nathan with David much may have passed which is not recorded.
improbable that (as some have supposed) there was a long interval between
the confession of sin and the assurance of forgiveness, or that the latter was given at a
second interview (ver. 15). Perceiving the sincerity of the king's re|ientance, the
prophet forthwith declared that Jehovah also put away (literally, "caused to pass over,"
ch. xxiv. 10; Zech. iii. 4) his sin, remitting the penalty of death, which the Law

In

tlie

But

it is

appointed and himself had pronounced (ver. 5) and became a messenger of mercy,
*'
one of a thousand " (Job xxxiii. 23), as well as of judgment. " Where siii abounded,
grace did much more abound." Consider remission, pardon, forgiveness of sin, as
L Needed bt a sinful man. Forgiveness of sin is a chanire of personal relation
;

between God and man; in which there

is:

the latter, through his violation of Divine

1.

Release from covdemnation incurred by
the removal of the displeasure (ch. x .
;

Law

cH. xn.
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21) and wrath (Ps. xxxviii. 1) of God the blotting out of transgresaions (Ps. li. 1
xxxii. 1, 2; Isa. xliii. 25; Rom. viii. 1); deliverance from death (Ezek. xviii. 21).
Since " all have sinned," all have need of it but only those who are convinced of sin
value, desire, and seek it.
It also involves
2. Res'oration of communion with God
which is hindered by sin, as the light of the sun is intercepted by a cloud. " It is the
foundation of all our communion with God here, and of all undeceiviui^ expectations of
our enjoyment of him hereafter" (Owen, in Pa. cxxx.). 3. Rene'ral of the heart in
righteousness; which, though separate from it in thought, is never so in reality, and
which was longed for by David with the same intensity and prayed for in the same
breath (Ps. li. 9, 10).
How lamentable is the condition of that man on whom the
wrath ot eternal, holy love "abideth " (John iii. 36)
II. Grantkd by a mercifxtl God.
Forgiveness of sin is an act or gift, which;
1. Qod aloni^ can perform or bestow
the prerogative of the supreme Ruler, against
whom it has been committed (Dan. ix. 9 Mark ii. 7). " The Lord hath put away thy
sin." " To pardon sin is one of the/wra regalia, the flowers of God's crown " (T. Watson).
2. Proceeds from his abounding mercy and grace (Exod. xxxiv. 7). " It is impossible this
flower should spring from any other root " (Ps. li. 1). 3. Rests upon an adequate ground
or moral cause; which, although little known to David, was always present to the
mind of God (I Pet. i. 20), shadowed forth in the "mediatorial sovereignty " of former
ages and manifested in Jesua Christ, " in whom we have forgiveness of sins" (Acts xiiL
;

;

:

I

;

;

38; Eph.L7).
" Here is the might.
here the wisdom, which did open lay
The path, that had been yearned for so long,
Betwixt the heaven and earth."
(Dante, *Pai./xxiiL)

And

ITT. Annottkced by a FAirHFini ministeb.
The j^rophet said not, " I forgive ; * he
simply declared what God had dine or purposed to do (1 Sam. xv. 28); and in this
sense only can there be absolution by man. "To forgive sins is the part and inalienable
prerogative of Go<i.
To absolve is to dispense and convey forgiveness to those who
have the ri^ht dispositions of heart for receiving it; and this is the part of God's
messengers and n presentatives, whether under the Old or New dispensations " (E. M.
Goulburu). The claim of any other power is a i;roundless assumption. The language
employed in the New Testament refers either to cases of discipline in the Church, or to
the declaration of the forgiving love of God, the reconciliation of God in Christ, and the
assurance of its reality (Matt, xviii. 15 20; John xi. 23 ; 2 Cor. ii. 10); this assurance
depending, for its beneficial influence, on : 1. Its accordance with the revealed Word of
Ood (Jer. xxiii. 28, Gal. i. 8). 2. Its utterance by a faithful, holy, merciful servant
of Ood, in his ministerial and representative character. "The power of absolution
belonged to the Church, and to the apostle through the Church.
It was a power
belonging to cUl Christians to the apostle, because he was a Christian, not because he
was an apostle. A priestly power, no doubt, because Christ has made all Christians
kings and priests" (F. W. Robertson, vol. iii.). 3. Its communication to and reception
by such as are truly penitent. '« The poet said with a great deal of justice, that no
sinner is absolved by himself; yet, in another sense, the sinner is absolved by that
very self-accusation; and, sorrowing for his sins, is freed from the guilt of them"
(Leigh ton).
IV. Appbopkiated by a believino heart. The inward assurance of the blessing
of forgiveness : 1. Is usually gaiueci through many struggles and fervent prayers.
David prayed for pardon after tlie prophet's assurance of it. " Ps. IL shows us howDavid struggles to gain an inward and conscious certamty of the forgiveness of sin,
which was announced to him by Nathan " (Delitzsch). " Under the Old Testament
none loved God more than he, none was loved by God more than he. The paths of
faith and love wherein he walked are unto the most of us like the way of an eagle in
too high and hard lor us.
the air
Yet to this day do the cries of this man after
God's own heart sound in our ears" (Owen). 2. Is personally realized through faith
" they that really believa
in the Word inspired by God and declaring his mercy.
forgiveness in God do thciuby obtain forgiveaeas."
3. Is commonly atteudeU with

—

:

—

;
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and gladness, " sweet as the lirin? stream to summer thirst.**
he who can say from the heart, *' I believe in the forgiveness of sins "

peace, refreshment,

Happy

is

I

" Blessed

Whose
Blessed

And

in

is

he whose transgression

is

taken away,

sin is covered
is

the

whose

man

to

whom Jehovah

spirit there is

doth not reckon iniquity.
no guile."
(Ps. xxiSi. 1, 2;

Bom.

It. 7.)

D.

A scorner, being in company with a devout man, took occasion to speak contemptuously
of those whom he called " the Old Testament saints," and especially of David as "a man
after God's own heart," asking, "And what did he do?"
"He wrote the fifty-first
psalm and the thirty-second," was the reply ; " and if yon cherish such feelings as he
there express' s, you will be a man after God's own heart.** " But," he persisted, •' tell
me what he did hesidi-s." " He did that which the Prophet Nathan said would * cause
the enemies of Qod to blaspheme.' " The scorner felt the rebuke, and was silent.
Even to this day the pernicious influence of his sin appears but, on the other hand,
the fact of its having been recorded is an evidence of, at least, the truthfulness of
Scripture ; whilst the invaluable lessons taught by it more than compensate for the
" The sacred writer is pc; fecLly uwnre of the tendency of this
evil effects it produces.
passage of David's history, and yet he is not directed by tije Holy Spirit to suppress it.
It might have been suppressed.
The failings of David are not less useful than his
virtues, if we will only faithfully improve the warnings they afford us.
It is only to the
eneniic s of the Lord that they afford occasion of blasphemy.
They, indeed, will never
want occasion ; and we are not to be denied the salutary examples which the Scriptures
hold forth to us because there are those who wrest them to their own destruction. But
it is chiefly in the failings of the good that the enemies of the Lord find cause of
triumph" (Thompson, 'Davidica'). Concerning the sin of David and other godly
men, observe that—
;

rendered all the more culpable and conspicuous by theib pbevious
Culpable, inasmuch as their profession of godliness, especially when
united with emineiit position, increases their responsdbility, and furnishes special
I.

It is

EXALTATION.

motives to a consistent course of conduct; conspicuous, inasmuch as their aiiparent
superiority to others : 1. Attracts the attention of men to them more than others, and
makes it impossible that their failings should pass unnoticed. 2. Naturally leads men
to expect more from them than others. 3. Produces a deeper impression by the contrast
exhibited between wliat is expected from them and what is actually done by them.
The transgression of David was in itself great ; but it was all the greater, in the view
of men, because committed by one of his acknowledged I'iety, and "in the fierce light
that beats upon the throne, and blaekens every blot."
II. It is CALCtTLATED TO EX'RT A MOST INJURIOUS INFLUENCE ON OTHKB MEH.
The
sin of every man has a bandul elTect on his fellow-men ; but that of a godly man, in an
eminent degree, by : 1. Causing them not only to despise him, but also others, who are
associated and identified with him in religious faith and service, as (like him) unworthy
of respect, insincere, and hyjKicritical. 2. Inciting them to contemn religion itself; doubt
the Word of Gkni, distrust the reality of piety everywhere, and even speak evil of God
himself; wherein it is commonly implied that sin is sanctioned by religion, or at least
is not prevented by it because of its essential weakness.
false inapression of the
requirements and character of God is given. 3. Lessening the restraints of holy example,
hindeiing the acceptance of the truth, multiplying excuses for neglect, encouraging
indulgence in sin. 4. Affording means of opposition to the faith, whereby others still
are made to stumble. " This observation gives us a deep insi-ht into the whole position
of David. In him the good principle had attained to supremacy; the godless party had
seen this with terror, and now they mocked piety in its representative, who, because he
held this position, ought to have kept watch over his heart the more carefully, and
alt«5rward« made use of the first opportunity of throwing off the burdensome yoke "
^

A
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duty was, by obedience to God's "Word
and brine? it to honour and recogidtion.
Transgressions of Gkni's command by the kins himself must lead the heathen to heap
shame and reproach on Israel and on Israel's God " (Erdmann).
III. Its injurious effect on others depends upon their own ohabaoteb.
It is
only •' the enemies of the Lord " who despise the Lord, his Word, or his people. 1.
Their enmity disposes them to make use of the sin of another as a reason in farour of
the course upon which their heart is already set; thus silencing the voice of conscience,
iticreasing their pride and self-deception, and confirming themselves in unbelief and
disobedience.
2. It also indisposes them to regard it in a proper manner; to consider
the 8trenp:th of his temptation, the depth of his penitence, the earnestness of his
aspiiations after righteousness; that the conduct of one man does not prove the
character of all with whom he is associated, still less the truth of the religion they
(Hengstenberg).

and commands, to

Israel's

set forth the theocracy,

profess, or the character of the

God they

serve

;

that

it

may

not be sanctioned by

God, but forbidden, reproved, and punished by him; that it is not the standard of
practice, which is found in the Law of God alone ; and that " every man must give
account of himself to God." Those who stand may be led by it to take heed lest they
fall, and those who fail to hope to rise again
but the enemies of the Lord see in it
nothing but an excuse for pertsisting in the evil of their way. "Bees will collect honey
and spiders poison from the same plant, according to their diflferent natures" (Scott).
3. Their sin is not lessened by the sin of another, but rather increased by the use they
make of it. Nevertheless, " all conduct of ours which tends in the slightest degree to
strengthen that system of false reasoning, by which sinners confirm themselves in their
sins, and undermine the faith and practice of others, ia lin of the deepest dye"
(Thompson).
IV. Although it mat be pardoned, it cannot go unpcjnished. " The child also
that is born unto thee siiall surely die." 1. To manifest the justice and righteousness
of God. The penalty of death wliich he had incuiTed was transferred from the guilty
father to the innocent son.
2. To humble him more deeply on account of his sin, and
" For the
to produce in him " the peaceable fruit of righteousness " (Heb. xii. 11).
most <;rievou3 sins a provision of mercy is so made as to secure lon;j and humbling
;

recoUectioMs of the aggravated guilt " (Halley). 3. To counteract the evil effects of his
and " that the visible occasion of any further blasphemy should be taken away."
" God in his wisdom did take away this child, because he sliould have lived but to be a
shame unto David " (Willet). This was only the beginning of a long course of chastisement in his family (ch. xiii.), his person (Ps. xli., Iv., xxxix.), and his kingdom (ch.
xiv.).
Judgment was mingled with mercy ; yea, it was itst If the chastisement of love.
"What was the answer to his prayer? First, the death of Bathsheba's child. Next,
the discovery of hateful crimes in his household. Finally, the revolt of the beloved
Absalom. These answers to a prayer for forgiveness? Yes, if forgiveness be what
David took it to mean ^having truth in the inward parta, knowing wisdom secretly "
(Maurice). D.
sin,

—

—

Vers. 15—23.
(Thk palace and the tabebnaolb.) David's behaviour in affliction.
In one of the chambers of David's palace his little child lies smitten with a fatal malady.
In another the king, divested of his royal robes and clothed in sackcloth, prostrates
himself in profound sorrow and abasement. He prays, weeps, fasts, and lies all night
upon the j;round. His oldest au'i most confidential sevv^nts endeavour to comfort him,
and beseech liim to take food, in vain. At length the blow falls ; and his servants fear
to communicate the intelligence, lest it should plunge him into a dangerous paroxysm
of grief. But their reserved demeanour and soft whispering among themselves indicate
what has hapi«ned; and their answer to his question, "Is the child dead?" confirms
his conclusion. Contrary to their expectation, however, he risns up, washes and anoints
himself, jiuts on becoming; garments, goes into the house of the Lord (the tabernacle
adjoining the pal ice), and pours forth his iieart in lowly adoration. Then, returning,
he asks for bread, and eats. Astonished at his conduct, they inquire the reason of it
and he replies (in effect) that he has acted, not from thoughtlessness or indifference, but
from a due regard to the will of Qtxi and the altered circumstances of the case. Whilst
the life of the child hung in suspense, he might hope, by prayer and humiliation (mjicM

—
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deals with men according to their moral attitude toward him), to avert the
threatening calamity ; but now he is gone it is useless to indulge in lamentation ; the
" Those who are
will of God must be submitted to without repining (1 Sam. iii, 18).
ignorant of the Divine life cannot comprehend the reasons of a believer's conduct in his
varied experiences" (Scott). " How little can any one of us understand another
The
element of conscious sin gave to David thoughts and feelings other than the ordinary
ones, and beyond the appreciation of those who looked for the usual signs of ^riel "
" In the case of a man whose penitence was so earnest and so deep, the
(R. Tuck).
prayer for the preservation of his child must have sprung from some other source than
excessive love of any created object. His great desire was to avert the stroke, as a sign
of the wrath of God, in the hope that he might be able to discern, in the preservation
of the child, a proof of Divine favour consequent upon the restoration of his fellowship
with Gk)d. But when the child was dead he humbled himself under the mighty hand
"
of God, and rested satisfied with his grace, without giving himself up to fruitless pain
Consider
(O. von Gerlach).
L Hi8 BELIEVING RECOiiNiTiON OF THE HAND OF GoD. " David was a great lovt^r of
his children " (Patrick) ; and to such a father the sufferings of his child must have
been naturally a severe afifliction. But: 1. He also perceived therein a, just chastisement
It is a common fact of experience (no less than a solemn declaraof his transgression.
tion of Scripture) that the sufTerings of a child are often the immediate and inevitable
This is, indeed, by no means always the case. In most
fruit of the father's sin.
instances no moral cause thereof can be discerned, save the sinfulness of the race to
which he belongs, and which is subject to the universal law of sorrow and mortality.
2. He perceived therein, moreover, a merciful administration of such chastisement.
" Thou shalt not die. Howbeit," etc. (ver. 14). His life was sjiared in mercy to himHe was afflicted in such a manner as would be most conducive to
self and his people.
His child was smitten to stop the mouths of blasphemers. The innocent
his benefit.
suffers for the guilty ; suffers
who shall say (believing in the perfect wisdom, righteous3. And
ness, and love of God) either unjustly or to his own ultimate disal vantage?
he believed in the Divine susceptibility to human entreaty; and tliat it might be
" Who can tell whether God will
possible for the impending blow to be turned aside.
be gracious to me?" (ver. 22). He evidently regarded the prediction of the prophet,
though absolute in form, as really conditional (Isa. xxxviii. 1; Jer. xviii. 7, 8).
have to do, not with an iron fate, but with a loving Father, " full of pity and merciful
ciii. 13).
(Jas. iv. 11 ; Ps. xxxiv. 15
1. His grief waS not
II. His PRAYERFUL HXJMIUATION IK THB PRESENCE OF QoD.
penitential sorrow for sin, exhibited in solitary,
merely natural, but spiritual
thoughtful, continued self-abasement, fastin<;, weepiuii, and genuine purposes of amendment (Ps. li. 3, 4, 13). This is the end of God's afflictive discipline ; and, when
Even
attained, it may be hoped that the immediate occasion thereof will be removed.
when affliction is not directly due to personal transgression, it should lead to reflection,
humiliation, and " godly sorrow." 2. It was associated with fervent supplication,
•*
And David besought God for the child " (ver. 16). " He herein only showed his
natural affection, still subordinating his prayer to the will of God as Christ did to
show his human condition when he prayed that the cup might pass from him
(Willet). What evils does prayer avert, what blessings does it obtain, both for ourselves
and others
3. Although the immediate object in view was not gained, his prayer was
not unavailing. He received light, strength, and comfort ; was kept from despair and
enabled to endure in a right spirit whatever might occur. God always hears the cries
He fulfils their requests in a
of his children but he often withholds what they ask.
higher way, transforms the curse into a blessing, and gives them abundant tokens of
his favour (ver. 25).
"If we ask anything according to his will, he htareth us," etc

God

1

—

We

;

;

;

!

;

John V. 14, 15).
His CHEERFtTL AOQiTiESCENCE IN THE WILL OF GoD. "And David aros© from the
ground," etc. (ver. 20). Deeming it vain to strive against and mourn over an event

(1

III.

which could not be altered, and which he regarded as the expression of the settled
determination of God (Deut. iii. 26), he acted accordingly 1. With loyal submission
strengthened by the conviction that he
to his sovereign, wise, and beneficent will
himself would, ere long, " go the way of all the earth," and be at rest ; and by the hope
:

;
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of meeting his child ao;ain in God (ver. 23). "Eeli^jion," it has been remnrked, "is
Bumnied up in jne word submission. The chief virtue of Christianity and the root of
all the rest is readiness under all circumstances to fulfil the will of God in doing and
Buffering."
2. With resolute restraint upon his natural feelings of sorrow and regret.
"The unprofitablo and bad consequences, the sinful nature, of profuse sorrowing for
the dead, are easily deduced fiom the former part of this reflection (' Wherefore should
I fast?' etc.); in the latter ('I shall go to him') we have the strongest motives to
enforce our striving against it a remeuy exactly suited to the disease" (John Wesley).
8. With cheerful performance of immediate, practical, approjiriate duties; in due
attention to personal appearance and needs, public worship in the house of God
("weeping must not hinder worship "), edifying conversation with friends, consoling
counsel to the sorrowful (ver. 24).
In this manner bereavement is most easily born©
and most effectually sanctified, and God is most worthily served and glorified. D.

—

—

—

(The palace.) The death of a child. "I shall go to him." David had
Ver. 23.
at least a glimpse of the future life. The expectation of going to his child in the grave
would have aftorded him little comfort. But whatever meaning may be attached to
the words as uttered by him, they may be profitably considered by us in the light of
the gospel. Eeason shids only starlight on the future; the revelations of the Old
Testament only twilight; but Jesus Clirist, the Sun of Righteousness, illumines it with
daylight.
The Christian patent, bereaved of his little child, has

The persuasion ok the continued existence of the departed,

in the unseen,
world, " the Father's house;" where he: 1. Retains his conscious
personality (neither ceasing to be, nor "swallowed up in the <j;eneral sea of being").
2. Attains the highest ^^ez/etiion of which his nature is capable (Ids capa itiesof knowledge, holiness, and happiness being gradually developed).
3. Remains in permanent
security (lor ever freed from the temiitatinns and sorrows of this life).
On what
grounds does such a persuasion rest? (1) The nature of a child spiritual, immortal,
blameless, "having no knowledge between good and evil" (Dent, u 39).
(2) The
character of God; his justice and benevolence, and his fatherly relationship (Jer. xix.
4 ; Ezek. xvi. 21 ; Joel ii. 16 Jonah iv. 11), which, though consistent with the suffering
of the innocent in this world (because of the beneficent purposes to which it is subseivient), is not so with their final condemnation.
(3) The teachings and actions of
Christ, and his redemptive work (Matt, xviii. 1
14; xix. 13 15; xxi. 16; 1 Cor. xv.
"They belong to the kingdom of heaven." Whatever disadvantages they suffer
22).
from their relation to Adam are more tliaii surpassed by the abounding grace of God in
" He shall gather the lambs with his arm, and carry them in his bosom " (Isa.
Christ.
I.

«])iritual, eternal

—

;

—

—

xl. 11).
II.

Thb anticipation of future reunion with the departed implying
;

of personal salvation on the part of him who cherishes
recognition of those who are known on earth.

2. Belief

it.

:

1.

Hope

in the individual

"I have heard you say
That we

see and know our friends in
If that be true, I shall sue my boy again."
fihall

(•

8.

heaven |

King John,' act

Expectancy of common participation in the heavenly fellowship,

service,

l\\. we.

4.)

and joy «l

the Lord.

•Ah

thy merciless stent mercy halh chastised ut,

I

Cioailing us along the narrow road;
Thy bird, who wiinued and dazzled us

a moment

Hiith returiitd to thine abodi;.
when wc are purged withiu the furuaCO,
^lay we have our littlo child again ?
All thino iinguish by the olives iu the gardoDj
All thy life ami death are vuin,
**
If thou yield ua not our own a^ain !
(Kodeu Noel, 'A Little Child's

liOrd,

nL

CoTWOT.ATION IN

Monnment')

THB PAINFUL LOSS OF THE DKPAiiTED; derived from what baa

—

—
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said, the fact that it

comes from a Father's hand, and the

by

henejits

;
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which

brings

it

(I) tenching patience in the trials of lifo
(2) moderating attachment to its blessings; (3) spiritualizing affertinn lor those who are left; (4) intensifying desire for the
"
heavenly home.
Let us consider to whom they have s^otie, from what they have been
;

talten, for

what they have been taken, and how
to die ourselves " (W. M. Taylor).

this

bereavement

will appear to

us

when we come

••

'Tis Borrow builds the shining ladder up,
Whose golden rounds are our calamities.**

D.

—

Vers. 24, 25.
(Jebusalem.) The birth of Solomon. (References : 1 Kincjs i. xi.
1 Chron. xxii. xxix. ; 2 Chron. i. ix. ; Ps. Ixxii. ; Prov. i. 1 Eccles. i. 1 ; Cant. i. 1.)
Where a while ago a dead child lay amidst signs of grief, there now lies a living child
amidst signs of gladness. In him David sees a gift of God, an answer to prayer which
eemed to be denied, " a pledge of pardon and a sign of hope." In him we see one who

—

—

;

was destined

to become the wisest of men, the most glorious of mouarchs
(whose name occurs only here and ch. v. 14, in this book)

"The

lofty light,

Solomon

endow'd

With sapience so profound, if truth be trath,
That with a ken of euoh wide amplitude

No second

hath arisen."
(Dante, « Par./ X.)

Notice: 1. Hi$ parentage. David, Bathsheba; from whom he inherited physical
strength and beauty, mental and moral qualities, a piercing insight, large-heartedness,
skill in ruling, sensuous susceptibilities, etc., royal rank ani privileges.
"The history
of a man's childhood is the description ot his parents' environment" (Carlyle). 2. Eis
Alter David's fall, repentance, and forgiveness, and the death of his unnamed
birth.
infant (see, however, 1 Chron. iii. 5) ; when Rabbah had fallen, peace was established,
and prosperity abounded. The time was propitious. 3. His name. (1 Sam. i. 20.)
"And he calkd his name Sdomon" (equivalent to "the man of peace," "pacific,"
Friedrich), "because he regarded his birth as a pledge that he should now become
a partaker again of the peace of God " (Keil) ; or pei haps in allusion to the peaceful
condition of the kingdom and " from the wish that peace might be allotted him as a gift
of God, in contrast with the wars of his father's liie " (Erdmann; ch. vii. 12; 1 Chron.
" And Jehovah loved him," and spared his life, in contrast with that of the
xxii. 9).
dead child. " And he [Jehovah] sent by the hand [through] Nathan the prophet and
he [Nathan] called his lame Jedid-jah [Jedid equivalent to 'David,' 'darling;' 'beloved
of J ah,' his own name being combined with that of Jehovah], because of the Lord," who
loved him; "a practical declaration on the part of Jehovah that the Lord loved Solomon,
from which David could and was intended to discern that the Lord had blessed his marriage
with Batlisheba. Jcdidiah, therefore, was not actually adopted as Solomon's name"
" The pious father, in his happiness, entreated the oracle, through Nathan, to
(Keil).
confer on the new-bom child some name cf lofty import, and Solomon, as his parents
called him, received through the prophet the glorious additional name of Jedidiah.
The
sadness of the fate of his first child rendered the omens under which the second stepped
into its place the more auspicious and we can easily understand that of all his sons this
one became the dearest " (Ewald). 4. His education ; or the influences that went to
form his character; of
'than, to whom it may have been entrusted
of David, during
his declining years ; of Bathsheba (ch. xi. 3) of a home and court where polygamy
prevailed; of all the learning of the age; of the revolt of Absalom, and other public
events.
"A shepherd-lite, like his father's, furnished, we may believe, a better
education for his kingly calling.
Born to the purple, there was the inevitable risk of
a selfish luxury. Cradled in liturgies, trained to think chiefly of the magnificent
' palace
of Jehovah, of which he was to be the builder, there was the danger first of
'
an assthetic formalism, and then of ultimate indifference" (Smith, 'Diet, of the Bible ').
6. Bis prospects, after the death of Abtalom, if not even before (ch. vii. 12 ; 1 Chron.
xxii. 9
1 Kings i. 13) ; his accession and eminence.
6. Hit closing years.
7. His pre^uremeni, not in personal character but royal oflBce, of " the Prince of Peace." " We
;

;

N

;

;

;
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must not confine our view to David's personal life and reign. After we hare seen him
fallen and suff( ring for sin, we must see him rising again and reviving in a more
glorious reigti, in Solomon his son, who bigan to reign \vhile David his father was still
aiive, in order that the continuity might be more clearly marked.
And above all, we
must contemplate him as culminating upward and attaining the climax of his glory,
which God hai revealed to him, and f r which he yearned with devout aspiration, in
Christ, the Divine David and the Son of David, the Solomon, the Jedidiah, the Builder
of the Church visible on earth and glorified in heaven " (Wordsworth). D.

—

7^

Vers. 26—31 (1 Chron. xx. 1—3).—
fall of Rabbah.
This event, which
occurred after a two years' siege, between the fall of David and his repentance, presents
several significant contrasts.
1. Material success associated with moral failure.
His
army victorious, his enterprise terminating in triumph David hiiuself overcome by
temptation, and troubled with a guilty conscience. Worldly success and prosperity are
no true measure of moral worth and inward peace and happiness. 2. Praiseworthy
conduct displayed by an iiniuorthy character. Having captured the lower city, Joab,
before attacking tlie citadel, "sent messengers," etc. (ver. 27).
The politic general
may have wished to escape the envy and secure the favour of the king; apiiarently,
however, his conduct exhibited consideration for the honour of his master, modesty,
and humility. Even the worst men have some gnod qualities, and often perform
excellent actions.
"It is possible for a man to be faithful to some one person, and
perfidious to others.
I do not find Joab other than firm and loyal to David in the
midst of all his private falsehoods" (Hall). 3. A disastrous end following a presumptuousbegirining.
(Ver. 29.) In this city the gn at conflict was comm^ nc' d, wantonly,
proudly, and contemptuously (ch. x. 1
On the king (slain in battle) and the
4).
people a terriMe retribution fell; and their confidence in Moloch (Malcom) was disappointed.
4. Excessive st verity practised by a generous-minded ruler (ver. 31) ; not
eanctione'l by God ; but expressive of David's present temper (ch. xi. 22
27), and
demanded by the excitement of popular indignation. (1) The cruel conduct of the
Ammonites (1 Sam. xi. 2; Amos i. 8); (2) the common practices of the age; (3) an
intense zeal against idolatry; (4) the strong conviction of being an appointed
instrument of executing Divine vengeance (Ps. cxlix. 7) ; may palliate the culpability,
though they cannot justify the procedure of David; which, in the light of truth and
righteousness, must be condemned and regarded as a blot upon his great renown.
This proceeds on the assumption of the correctness of the explanation usually given of
the text, which is by no means certain (see critical Commentaries). D.
;

—

—

—

—

—

Vers. 5
Unconscious self-condemnation. Great sinners are generally able to
7.
discern and condemn in others \\ickednes8 similar to tlieir own.
This gives an
advantage to those who would convince them of their sins. Nathan made use of it in
dealing \\ ith David, and with good effect.
I. Nathan's parable.
It presents a picture of conduct sufficiently like that of
David to prepare the way for his self-condemnation, and yet so far different that its
drift should not be at once detected.
It is a picture of: 1. Gross covetousness.
For
a poor man to covet some part of a rich man's abundance is natural, though wn-ng;
but for a rich man to covet the little of a |>oor man is monstrous wickedness. Such
had been David's conduct towards Uriah. 2. Bobbery. 3 Oppression of the weak by
the strong.
4. Violation of feelings which should have been tenderly respected.
The
attachment of the poor man to his pet lamb. The countei [)art was the affection of
Uriah for his wife, and, till she was s-etluced, of the wife for her husband.
II. Its effect on the kino.
It seems surprising that he did not at once see the
prophet's meaning and intention.
Perhaps Nathan had been accustomed to come to
him to plead the cause of the injured who could obtain no redress otherwi;;e, and
David iuiagined this to be his errand now. Besides, it was a good while since David'g
sins were committed ; yet the prophet had hitherto been silent about them, and would
the less be susfjocted of coming tn aiiminister reproof for them now.
Hence, all
unconsciously, he: 1. Displayed hot anger against the wrong-doer.
2. PoMued a
tevere sentence upon him; saying tliat he deserved death, and condenming him to the
fourfold restitution which the Law required (Exod. xxii. 1)
a remarkable illustration

—

—

;

.
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Bom. ii. 1. Had he been aware that he was passing sentence upon himself, he would
probably have been less si vere. Or if he had remembered his own greater criUies, he
would hardly so harshly have condemned a man whose crime was so much less heinous.
But it is no uncommon thing for great offenders to be harsh in their judgment of
others who are far less culpable than themselves.
1. He applied to David himself the Judgment he had
III. Nathan's rejoinder.
" TIiou art the man ! "
With what terrific force this must have fallen
pronininced.
upop the king's ears! He was self-convicted, self-condemned. To such self-condemnaIt is not pertion it should be the aim of religious teachers to lead their hearers.
missible, indeed, unless in very xtreme cases, to address individuals in public in such
words as Nathan's to David; but the preacher's work is not effectually done until each
hearer whose sin is described is brought to say to himself, "I am the man!" To use
the language of a great preacher of a former generation (Robert Hall), "Without
desceu'iing to such a minu'e specification of circumstances as shall make our addresses
personal, they ougl t unquestionably to be characteristic, that the conscience of the
audience may feel the hand of the preacher searching it, and every individual know
where to class himself. The preacher who aims at doing good will endeavour, above
all things, to insulate his hearers, to place each of them apart, and render it impossible
At the day of judgment, the
for him to escape by losing himself in the crowd.
attention excited by the surrounding scene, the strange aspect of nature, the dissolution
of the elements, and the last trump, will have no other effect than to cause the
reflections of the sinner to return with a more overwhelming tide on his own character,
his sentence, his tmchan^ing de.^tiny; and amid the innumerable millions who surround
him, he will mfum apart. It is thus the Christian minister should endeavour to
prepare the tribunal of conscience, and turn the eyes of every one of his hearers on
himself."
Hearers should welcome such preaching, and thank God for the convictions
2. He faithfidly
it produces, as a necessary step in the process of their salvation.
delivered God's message to him.
(1) Reminding him of the great kindness of God to
him. (2) Charging him distinctly with his crimes. (3) Pronouncing upon him the
Divine sentence. In the whole interview, Nathan acted with singular courage, and
tidelity to him who sent him.
IV. The result. David's frank and penitent confession of his sin and his pardon.
Had he been utterly hardened, he might have resented the prophet's faithfulness,
dismissed him with anger, or even ordered him to prison or death. But the workings
of his own conscience had prepared him to recognize the justice of Nathan's words
and these now melted into contrition the long-burdened yet stubborn heart, which at
"
length found relief in the brief but sincere words, "I have sinned against the Lord;
to which the prophet was able to return the consoling reply, " The Lord also hath put
away thy sin thou shalt not die " (comp. Ps. xxxii. 3 5).
Learn: 1. Th" duty of reproving sin in others. (Lev. xix. 17.) 2. The value of
a minister or other friend faithful enoufjh to administer reproof. 3. TTie responsibility
which attaches to the jtower to discern and condemn sin in others. (1) It should
induce us to avoid the sins which we condemn, and otiiers like them. (2) It increases
our guilt if we commit such sins. (3) It ought to induce hearty self-condemnation
and penitence when we fall into them. The indignation we feel against the sins of
others should be turned on our own, in dealing with which there is more hope than
in endeavouring to convince and ref)rm our neighbours; besides which, when we have
forsaken our own sins, we shall be better fitted to reprove and amend other offenders
(«ee Matt. vii. 4, 5).
4, The goodness <f Ood in first sending reprovers to warn and
C07ivert, rather than inflictiwj swift punishment
G. W.
of

«

;

—

;

—

Despising the commandments of Ood. David, by his grievons sins, had
shown contempt for the well-known commandments of God against coveting
the wife of another, and against adultery and murder.
Hence the force of this remonstrance.
It may be properly addressee to all who in any way show contempt for any
of the Divine commandments; to all men, therefore, since all are in some respects and
la Bome degree guilty of this sin.
L Who may be said to despise the comjiandments of God? 1. TTiose who tak*
"lo -pains to know and understand them,
Wlio do not think it worth while to inquire,
Ver.

9.

virtually

:
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In reference to their course of life, their duty to others, or any particular action, or
even their religious faith and observances, what the will of God is ; birt are content to
follow without question the customs of the world around them, or their own incliuationa
and habits. 2. Those who refuse to give heed when their attention is called to them.
Which may be by their own consciences, or by other men. 3. Those who disobey them.
And the degree of contempt shown by disobedience will be in proportion to (I) their
knowledge; (2) their remembrance, at the time, of the commandmeni, its Author, and
its sanctions; (3) the difficulties of disobedience which have to be overcome; and
(4) the remonstrances of conscience, and of the Spirit of God, which are resisted and

conquered.

and folly. They may be addressed as the prophet
1. What rational yround have you for doijig it f
is "of the Lord," who has the highest right to the

addressed David,
Seeing the comobedience of his
mandment (1)
creatures; (2) proceeds from the perfect reason and the infinite love; and therefore
" The Luw is holy, and the
(3) is adapted to promote the good of each and all.
commandment holy, and just, and good (Rom. vii. 12). Consider any particular commandment you have disregarded, and you will see that all this is true of it; and that,
Who have
2. ITow can "you" do it*
therefore, your conduct is foolish and wicked.
been laid under obligations so weighty by the kindness of God who know so well his
character, claims, and laws
who have so often and in such various ways professed
love and loyalty to him ; who are bound by so many considerations to set a good
example; or (as in David's case) are appointed to be an upholder of law, a guardian
In view
3. How "dare'* you do it ?
of innocence, a protector of the public morals.
the
of the shame and moral injury you bring on yourself; the evil you do to others
terrible threatenings of the Word of God against sinners; his knuwlediie of all you do;
his awful holiness and justice; and tiis almighty power to execute his threatenings.
In view also ot death, and of the day of judgment, when your most secret sins will be
brought to light and punished. G. W.
11.

*•

Theib

sin

Wherelbre,"

etc.

;

;

;

—

Ver. 10.
Despisers of God.
"Thou hast despised me." In the dreadful sins of
wlii-^ David had been guilty he bad treated God with contempt.
He had treated as
of no account all the kindness of God to him; had disregarded his claims; shown
contempt practically for his authority, his precepts, his observance of his conduct,
his justice and its penalties, his favour, his voice in the conscience.
The charge
brought against David may be brought against many who are not guilty of gross and
flagrant crimes like his.
I.
are guilty of despising God? 1. All sin involves contempt of him. It
shows : (1) Indifference as to his Being and perfections. If the sinner does not boldly
say, "no (iod," he practically ignores him, leaves him out of account in his condnct,
and treats his presence and observation of him, his hatred to sin, his threatened
judgments, as of no importance, not worthy of serious consideration (see Ps. x. 13).
(2) Contempt for his authority.
(3) Despisal of his kindness (Rom. ii. 4).
(4) Contempt of his wisdom, as expressed in his laws. As if the sinner thought he could
guide and govern himself better than God. (5) Disesteem of his favour and friendship.
2. Cert'iin kinds of sin may be mentioned as showing such contempt.
(1)
UnthankfulnesB and discontent.
As if God's gifts were not worth having.
(2)
Kejection of Christ and salvation
his best gilts, in which he apjH'ars more fully and
manifestly than in anght else.
"He that despi.-eth me despiseth him that sent me"
(Luke X. 16). "Math done despite unto the Spirit of grace" (Heb. x. 29). (3)
Ke^lect of the Holy Scriptures.
In them God comes to instruct us, to make us
partakers of his own wisdom, to make known his will, etc.
To neglect them il; to
show contempt of him. (4) Negligence as to his service. As to the hours and exercises of devotion.
God invites us to converse with him, to make known oui nqnests,
with the promise of gracious answers. To disregard prayer, or offer unreal worship, is
t<' treat him with contempt.
He is most worthy to be praised. To dicline to praise
him, or to praise in words only, is to despise him. In the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper he comes specially near to us, to commune with us in Christ, to leed ns with
the body and blood of Ins Son.
To turn away from the holy least, or come with
hypocrisy, or with hearts or hands stained with unrepcnted sin, is to treat him

Who

—

—

—
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with contempt.

And

more

in

him

active

a ha!f-bearted ser\ice; to present
disrespect to him (see Mai. i. 6
8).

—

life,

to

[ch.

be slovenly, slothful, indifferent

him with nijgard
(5)

xn.

Contempt

offerings; is to
for his people, or

;

"

1— 31.
to offer

show grievous
any of them.

godlv were necessarily fanatical.
Or because they may be feeble, or
inexperienc d (Matt, xviii. 10), or poor (Jas. ii. 6). Or because they differ from ub in
"
He that despiseth you, despiaeth me
judgment or observances (Bom. xiv. 3, 10).

Ab

the

if

(Luke

X. 16).

" Me.**
Considering : 1. W?u> it despised.
Source and Sustainer of all beings, the Giver of all good, the
Creator, Preserver, and Benefactor of those who despise him, without whom they have
nothing and can do nothing perfect in all that is good, and worthy of all esteem and
love who is reverenced, adored, loved, and served by the loftiest intelligences, by all
the wise and good in all worlds ; the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, in whom all that
is glorious in holiness and love appears, revealing the glorious excellences of God.
" Thou." So ignorant, so needy, so dependent, so greatly
2. Who is the despiser.
blessed, so sinful, so perverted in mind and heart, and incapable, while imtaught of
Got, of judging aright aa to the best things. It is the creature despising his Creator,
folly despising wisdom, wenkness despising Omnipotence, the lost de.-pising big
Deliverer, the destitute despi-ing him who would enrich him with everlasting riches.
God ia
3. The contrast between him who is despised and the things which are valtted.
rejected and treated as of little or no account; while things which are worthless or
injurious, or which if valuable have only a limited and transient worth, are highly
prized and pursued as if of supreme worth and importance. 4. What is involved in
It is to despise ourselves, our own souls and their salvation, the true
despising God.
onour, our true and everlasting happiness, eternal life, all that most
riches and
deserves to be valued.
m. Their doom. 1. To be themselves despised. *'They that desfiise me shall be
They shall rise " to shame and everlasting
lightly esteemed " (1 Sam. ii. 30).
II.

The

Theik follt akd wicKKDiTEss.

infinite Majesty, the

;

;

1

contempt " (Dan. xii. 2), exposed and regarded as fools, and treated as worthies*.
**
Reprobate silver shall men call them, because the Lord hath rejected them " (J er.
2. To find by ivrtched experience how real and how essential to their hapvi. 30).
piness is he whom they have slighted.
To learn the value of his favour by the
irreparable loss of it.
The siu of despising him they will no longer be able to commit.
But the doom may be averted by repentance, as David's case teaches (ver. 1 3). Q. W.
Confession and pardon. Two things
—Ver.awful wickedness
David, and the aboimding me'-cy of God.

are very surprising in this narratire

13.

of

^the

The prophet's address awakened
I. David's confession. It was : 1. Very prompt.
no resentment. There was no attempt at evasion, palliation, or self-justification. How
This was the result, not only of
could there be? He at once acknowledged his sin.
Nathan's faithful reproof, but of the king's own previous mental exercises. The time
which had elapsed since the commission of his sins, or some part of it, had been a
Burdened with conscious guilt, but not subdued to contrition,
Borrowfxil time for him.
he had been wretched (see Ps. xsxii. 3, 4). Nathan's admonitions completed the
work the king's heart was melted to penitence, and he unburdened his soul by a
frank confession. 2. Very brief.
Like the prayer of the publican (Luke xviii. 13).
When the heart is fullest, the words are fewest. Not the length of a confession, but
It is so with confessions of men to
its meaning and sincerity, are the important thing.
each other : a word, a look, or an action without a word, is often sufBcient, always
Acknowledged «i7i sin " against the
better than a long speech. 3. Very appropriate
Nathan had laid stress on this point, and David responds accordingly. He
Lord."
had grievously wronged Uriah, Bathsheba too, and had sinned apainst the people under
but most had he sinned against God. Hence his language in Ps. IL 4. Only
bis rule
as sin is thus viewed is ^ godly sorrow" possible.
Which was 1. Immediate. It startles us that so great a
II. His FOROIVEHE88.
We mizht
sinner should have been so speedily pardoned, so soon assured of pardon.
have deemed some delay more suitable. But God is ever ready to forgive ; he waits
only for the sinner's penitent confession. There is no reason for delay of forgiveness
except the sinner's impenitence and unbelief. The moment these are subdued, pardon
;

—

;

:
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This was assured by the promises of the Old Testament, such as Isa. Iv. 7.
18 granted.
In the New we have the same assurances, and the difficulties which arise fn*m the
penitent sinner's conviction of the Tightness of the punishment threatene<l to transgressors (his conscience being on the side of the Divine justice) are removed by the atoning
Burdened with no conditions, no demand for penances,
sacrifice of Christ.
2. Free.
The sin was too serious for these. So David felt
or compensations, or sin offerings.
Only a perfectly free pardon could meet the case. New love and service
(Ps. li. 16).
woidd follow ; but these would spring from gratitude for forgiveness, not from the
expectation of securing it. The attempt to merit or earn pardon for past transgressions
by voluntary suiferings, by multiplied prayers or ceremonies, or by future obedience, is
absurd on the face of it, and as contrary to the Old Testament as to the New. It was
to the " multitude of God's tender mercies " (Ps, li. 1) that David appealed ; and it is
3. Declared.
to the sarae abounding grace as shown in the gospel that we must trust.
Nathan pronounced the king's absolution: "The Lord also hath put away thy sin;
thou shalt not die." Men would like a similar assurance to themselves individually
and the system of some Churches is constructed to meet this wish. On confession of
But this practice is unwarranted and
sin to a priest, he pronounces absolution.
delusive.
Confessedly the absolution is worthless unless the sinner be truly penitent;
and if he be, it is useless ; and in multitudes of cases it is most pernicious, fostering
baseless hopes.
If men could read the heart, or had, like Nathan, a special messas;©
of pardon from God in each case, they might safely pronounce absolution.
But in
ordinary cases none can know the reality of repentance until it is proved by the life
and therefore none can safely assure the sinner of his actual forgiveness until such
assurance is needless. The repenting sinner, coming to God by faith in Jesus Christ,
is assured of pardon (1) by the promises of God, aud (2) by the Spirit of God in his
heart applying the promises to the individual and enabling him to confide in them,
new heart is given with pardon; and
and commencin']; in him the Christian life.
4. Yet with
this, with its fruit in the conduct, becomes a growing; evidence of pardon.
a reservation. The penalty of death, to which David had virtually condemned himself,
was remitted; but other penalties were not. One was specifically mentioned the
death of the child (ver. 14); and the others, denounced (vers. 10 12) before the
confession and forgiveness, we know from the subsequent history were inflicted.
And
it is often the case that the painful consequences of sin continue long after pardon is
Shall we say, then, that the for:iivenes3 is not real and
granted, perhaps till death.
full ?
By no means. But because it is real and full the pardoned sinner must suffer.
Suffering, however, changes its character. As from God, it is no longer pe lal infliction,
but fatherly chastisement and discipline (1) to maintain a salutary reujemb.ance of
the sin, and produce constant gratitude and humility ; (2) to preserve in obedience and
promote holiness (3) to vindicate to others the justice of God, and warn them against
sin.
And as to the penitent himself, his sufi'ering produces no bitterness, abjectness, or
Bullenness.
Love to him that chastises, kept alive by the sense of his forgiving and
fatherly love, enables him to yield himself to the chastisement, thankful, resigned,
acquiescent, and earnestly seeking to realize the intended profit.
In conclusion : 1. Admire, ar/ore, trust, and proclaim the pardoning love of Ood. 8.
Let sinners repent of, con/ess, and forsake their sins, that they may obtain forgiveneaa.
For, notwithstanding the love of Gi^ and the sacrifice of Christ, no impenitent sinner
Not even the backslider, and though
shall be forgiven.
3. Let no penitent despair.
One of the worst and
4. Let none presume.
his sins have been as bad as David's.
most persistent consequences of David's sin and pardon has been the encourageuK nt
to sin, which foolish and wicked ])ersons have derived from them, or shall we say
pretended to derive. For so foolish and impious is it to turn the narrative to such a
purpose that it is difficult to believe in the s icerity of tliose who do so. Rather they
love their sins, and are glad of anything that may quiet somewhat their consciences in
committing them. Let any such consider that the proper effect of the narrative is to
render sin odious and to awaken a dread of it; and that the sins of those who read it
and persist in sin are rendered doubly guilty. Such are liardening their hearts and
promoting in themselves incapacity to repent, and so incapability of being forgiven.

A

—

—

;

—
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Ver. 14.
Religion reproached through the conduct of the religious.
David's wickedness gave occasion for reproach of religion by the ungodly among his subjects, and by
the heathen peoples around. Indeed, it occasions blasphemy and contempt of religion
down to the present day.
I. Conduct which occasions contempt and bepkoach of religion.
The conduct
must be that of profesFedly religious men, and the more strict their profession, and the
more prominent their position, so much the greater the mischief they do. 1. Oreat
inconsistency between profession and conduct.
Gross immorality, fraud, falsehood,
avarice, intemperance, hasty temper, revenge, etc.
2. Unworthy presentation qf
religion itself
Ignorant rant, unctuous cant, too much insistence on mere doctrinal
refinements which have little or no bearing on practical life, elaborate ceremonialism,
fierce strife in a Church, sectarian bitterness and exclusiveness, indifference to the wellbeing of the general population, clerical pretensions, ambition, or avarice, all in their
various ways and degrees occasion " the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme."
II. The class of persons led thereby to despise and reproach religion.
** The enemies of the Lord."
Not his friends ; they know too well the value of
religion; reverence and love it too much.
The effect of such conduct on them is
sorrow, self-examination, and greater watchfulness and prayer, lest they also should be
overcome by temptation. Also prayer and effort (if possible) to restore those who have
sinned.
To take occasion from the inconsistencies of Christians to despise and revile
their religion is a manifest sign of enmity to God.
It is also a mark of great ignorance
of the religion they revile ; for, did they understand it, they would perceive its opposition to the sins and fullies of its professed adherents
and that its truth and goodness
remained the same, whatever their conduct. Or, if it be said that it is only the
profession of religion that is spoken of with contempt, it is plainly unjust to cast a slur
on all who make it because of the sins of a few of their number.
III. The serious evils thus wrought.
1. The slanderers are themselves injured.
To occasion them to blaspheme is to occasion the increase of their guilt, and the greater
hardening of their hearts ; whereas it should be the aim of good men to do all that is
possible to bring them to the knowledge of the truth and the experience of salvation.
2. Discredit is brought upon religion.
Hence some who might have been disposed to
Inquire into its claims, and others who were preparing to make an open profession of
godliness, are deterred from doing so.
In this view the inconsistencies of Christians
are a serious matter.
They help to promote in society a sentiment adverse to earnest
godliness and the profession of it.
3. The hearts of true-hearted and consistent
Christians are wounded and distressed. 4. Above all, and including uU, the Same of
God is dishonoured, and the progress of his kingdom checked.
Finalh , let inconsistent professors of religion ponder the words of our Lord (Matt,
xviii. 7, Revised Version), " Woe unto the world because of occasions of stumbling !
for it must needs be that the occasions come ; but woe to that man through whom the
occasion cometh I " G. W.

—

;

—

Vers. 22, 23.
An infanfs illness and death. This part of the narrative introduces
us to a spectacle which, in its main features, is common enough.
child sickening
and dying, a parent striving with God in prayer and fasting for its life, but striving
But there are peculiar circumstances here which give the scene a special
in vain.

A

interest.
I. The child's fatal sickness.
The sufferings and deaths
1. The cause of it.
of little children are painful to witness, and awaken many questionings.
should
these innocent lambs suffer?
should the sinless die? To which we may reply.
should they not, seeing tliat to them death is an escape from a world of sin
and misery, with its awful possibilities of evil, into the world of peifect and eternal
purity, safety, and bliss? Besides, he who gave life may take it at his pleasure. Holy
Scripture throws some further light upon the mystery.
It teaches us in general, that,
death Ciime into the world through sin.
Children die because they belong to a
sinful, (lying race.
Their deaths are part of the penalty of the sins of men. In them
the 1! iincent suffer for the guilty, because of their guilt, and to promote their deliverance Horn sin. Amongst the forces at work to promote repentance and holiness, not
Qod thus finds a way to the
the least powerf^ we the deaths of little children.

Why

Why

Why

CH. XII.
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In the case of David we have express
hearts of parents and their surviving children.
Divine explaniition of the death of the babe (ver. 14). It was inflicted on account
of the sin to which it owed its existence, and to vindicate the justice of God as against
And not unfrequently now the child's death is the
the blasphemies of his enemies.
direct consequence and penalty of the sins of its lather or inother.
But in such cases,
*'
The Lord struck " David's
as in David's, love is revealed as well as righteousness,
child, not only to show his displeasure at David's sin, but to deepen his jienitence, and
promote his godliness and holiness. 2. Its effect on David. It might have seemed
probable that, when the babe was taken ill, the lather, while not actually desiring its
death, would at least not have been much grieved at the prospect of it.
For it was
a child of shame, and as long as it lived would be a perpetual reminder of the dreadful
past, and would keep alive the memory of it in the court and nation.
And it is a
striking proof of the tenderness and strength of the monarch's affections that the
prospect of the death of his little boy was so distressing to him.
Partly, however, his
intense longing that the child's life should be spared sprang probably from the feeling
that this would be a fresh assurance to him that his sius were forgiven. In his distress
he resorted to prayer for the child's restoration. How could he do this, seeing Nathan
had expressly told him that it should certainly die? It seems that Divine announcements of punishments wore not regarded as irrevocable, however positive their terms.
Compare the cases of Hezekiah (2 Kings xx. 1 6) and of Nineveh (Jonah iii. 4 10).
So David said, " Who can tell whether God will be gracious to me, that the child may
live?" and he per.severed in prayer and fasting and self-humiliation until the death
He " went in" to a retired part of his palace, and
of the child extinguished all hope.
cast himself on the ground, beseeching God for the child, and fasting (ver. 16); and in
these exercises he continued day and night, until on the seventh (iay the child died
Doubtless, during that period of solitary communion with God, not only
(ver. 18).
did he pray for the child's life, but reflected much on his sins, indulged anew his
penitential grief, prayed for forgiveness and a cleansed heart, surrendered himself and
his babe to the Divine will, sought strength to endure whatever might be before him,
and grace to derive lasting profit from all that he was passing through, whatever the
In all which we do well to take him as an example.
issue might be.
IL The child's death. The prayers ofi'ered for the restoration of the child were
sincere, importunate, persevering; but they were offered in vain.
"The child died."
Yet not in vain. No true prayer is in vain. It brings blessing to him who nffers it
greater than that which is denied to him.
God gives "more than we ask," better than
we ask. The effect of his child's death on David astonished his servants. He " arose
from the earth, and washed, and anointed himself, and changed his apparel, and came
into the house of the Lord, and worship|)ed," etc. (ver. 20).
1. He laid aside all siyns
of mourning. 2. He went into the holy tent, and tvorshipped. His worship would now
be of a different character from that which he had oftered in his own privacy. No
lons;er entreaties for the life of the child, but expressions of submission to the will of
God at length made plain ; acknowledgment of God's righteousness and loving-kindness
in what he had done ; prayers for support and consolation and sanctifying grace, for
himself and the sorrowing mother, and that God would, through this painful stroke,
glorify his own Name.
3. He explained and justified his conduct to his astonished
aervants. They ex])ressed their perplexity. He explains by reminding them of the utter
nselessness of further fasting and weeping. The dead cannot be recalled to life.
The
living will go to the dead ; the dead will not come back to the living.
It is true that
this consideration has often a terrible effect in increasing the anguish of bereavement.
It adds despair to sorrow.
The feeling that it is impossible to recall the departed ; that
no more will the loved one be seen, or heard, or embraced; that the rest of life must
be spent without the society that was so dear and seemed so essential to happiness,
Nevertheless, the sense of the unalterableness of the fact, and the
is overpowering.
utter nselessness of prolonged sorrow, has ultimately a calming effect.
Men cotne
at length to reconcile themselves to the unchangeable.
But there is greater peace and
consolation in the truth that the unchangeable is the expression of the will of the
infinitely Wise and Good.
Believing this, we reconcile our minds, not to a mere hard,
stern fact, but to the will of our Father in heaven, who love.s us, and pains us because
he loves ua. The second expression employed by David in relereuce to the impossibility

—
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" He shall not return to me." Il remindi
of regaining his child is worthy of notice.
us that when our friends are dead all opportunity, not only of enjoying their presence
and society, but of benefiting them, and otherwise doing our duty to them, is gone.
cause for regret and penitential sorrow if we have failed in our duty to them ; and
a reason for greater care in doing; our duty to those that remain, and for seeking their
forgiveness while we may for any wrong we have done to them.
There is consolation,
too, in reference to those who have been taken from us, that they cannot return, when
we have good assurance that they are in heaven.
cannot wish them to return from
heaven to earth.
thank God for their complete deliverance from sin and sorrow,
and all liability to those evils. 4. He expressed his own expectations as to the future. " I
shall go to him " (ver. 23). Whither ? To the grave ? to Sheol (equivalent to Hades) ?
or to heaven? The precise thought of David in these words is hardly ascertainable.
He may have intended to say only that lie must join the child in the region of death.
Probably, however, he expressed a hope of conscious reunion in the future world ; and
the Christian, taking up the words, can express by them a fuller and more confident
hope of rejoining his little children and Christian relatives and friends in a state
of blessedness than was possible to Old Testament believers, though glimpses of the
glorious future were at times enjoyed by them.
"Not lost, but gone before" is a
thought that is daily comforting thousands. And it is felt how much better it is that
the desire for reunion should be fulfilled yonder rather than here that we should
go to our departed friends into that world of perfection and joy, not they come back
to us into this world of imperfection and trouble.
Only let us take care so to live that
such hopes may be reasonable. Think how terrible the thought, " I shall go to him,"
as cherished by one impenitent sinner in respect to another who has gone to his dooml
How dreadful the reunions hereafter of those who have lived together in ungodliness and
sin here, and encouraged and helped each other in the practice of them 1
Better to
have died in infancy 1 Better not to have been bom 1 G. W.

A

We

We

—

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XHl

to the oonolufion that Amnon might safely
gratify his lusts. The name Tamar means

After this. This phrase, as we
Ver. 1.
have seen on ch. x. 1, has little chronological
force, but the date of the sad event which
formed the second stage in David's punishment can be settled with considerable certainty. Tamar was the dauj^hter of Maacah,
a princess of Geshur, and David's marriage

" palm tree," and both she and Absalom
were remarkable for their personal beauty.
Yer. 2.— Amnon was so vexed, that he fell
iok. The Hebrew literally is, and it tea*
narrow to Amnon, even to becoming tick. To
an Oriental a feeling of narrowness mean*
distress, while in joy there is a sense of
largeness and expansion.
Our words for
distress have lost this picturesque force.
That Amnon thought it hard does not mean
that he had any feeling for his sister's disgrace, but that he knew that his attempt was
diflBcult.
He did not see how he could get
Tamar into his power, and feared the conse3ueuces.
The wives had each her own
welling, and the daughters were kept in

—

with her, while still at Hebron,

is

mentioned

es a proof of his growing power, and consequently some time must have elapsed after
nis appointment as king before this alliance
took place. As Absalom was apparently
older than Tamar, if she were now fifteen or
sixteen years of age, David would have been
king of all Israel at least thirteen or fourteen
years, and would have reached the summit
of

liis

glory.

His wars would be over,

Babbah

captured, and his empire firmly
For twenty more years he
estalilished.
must sit upon his throne, but as a culprit,
and bear the many sorrows resulting from
his sin. Amnon was David's firstborn, the
son of Ahiuoam of Jezreel and probably he
;

would never have committed his shameless
crime had not David's own sin loosed the
bonds of parental authority. As it was, he
hesitated, but was encouraged to it by his
oonsin, wiio was too subtle a man not to
weigh David's character well before coming

strict seclusion.

—

Yer. 3, Jonadab, the son of Shimeah. Ho
called Sbammah in 1 Sam. xvi. 9, and is
there described as Jesse's third son.
brother of Jonadab, named Jonathan, is mentioned in ch. xxi. 21 as a valiant soldier
who slew one of the Philistine giants.
Subtil is not used in a bad sense, but means
clever, ready in devising means.
Ver. 4. Why art thou, being the king's
son, lean !
The Hebrew is, Why,
son of
the Mng, dost thou pine away morning ty
is

A

—

morning f

There

wtts

probably a gathering

•ra.

xm.

1— 39.]
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of friends every morning at the

young prince's

house, and his cousin, attending this levee,
noticed Amnon's melancholy, and, having
forced a confession from him, is unscrupulous
enougli to suggest a plan that would make
Tamar her brother's victim.
Ver. 5. Wheu thy father oometh to see
While the daughters lived in Oriental
thee.
seclusion in the dwellings of their mothers,
the sons seem to Lave had separate apartments assigned them in the palace. And
David evidently was an affectionate father,
who even went 1o the abodes of his sons in a

—

loving and unceremoni'^ius way, to see how
thev fared. But Jonadab abused the king's
affection, and made it tlie very means of removing the obstacles in the way of his
daughter's disgrace. And like the whole
tribe of flatterers and time-servers, he employed his clevemess to gratify his patron's
momentary passion, indifferent to the miserable consequences which must iuevitablv
For the least punishment whicn
follow.
Amnon would have to bear would be exclusion from the succession to the crown,
besides disgrace and his father's anger.
Absalom, who was three or four years
younger than Amnon, he despised, and
oonnted for nothing.
Ver. 9. She took a pan. Many of the
words are difficult because, being the names
of ordinary domestic articles, they do not
man may be a good
occur in literature.
French scholar, and yet find it difficult in
France to ask for things in common use.
Here tlie Syriao is probably right in understanding, not a pan, but the delicacy Tamar
had been cooking. In ver. 8 the word rendered " flour " is certainly " dough," and is
so rendered in the Revised Version. The
cakes were a kind of pancake, fitted to tempt
the appetite of a sickly person. The picture
is a very interesting one: the palace parcelled
out into separate dwellings the king kindly
visiting all ; the girls on friendly terms with
their brothers, yet not allowed to go to their
rooms without special permission; ami finally
Tamar's skill in cookery an accomplishment
by no means despised in an Oriental manage,
or thought unworthy of a king's daughti r.
Ver. 12. Do not force me; literally, do
It is to be regretted that tbe
not humble me.
word should be changed, as it bears testimony
to the nobleness of the Hebrew women, who
regarded their chastity as their crown of
honour. The word folly is used in the Bense
of unohastity in Gen. xxxiv. 7 and elsewhere,
and it is notewoithv that the Jews thus connected crime with stupidity. Vain, that is,
empty persons were tlie criminal jinrt of the
population (.Indg. ix. 4), and to call a man
" a fool " was to attribute to him evi ry }m>8•ible kind of wickedness (Matt. v. '22). The
thought which lay at the root of this view

—

A

;

—

—

125

of sin was that Israel was a peculiar people,
sanctified to God's service; and all unlioliness, therefore, was not merely criminal in
but a proof that the guilty person was
incapable of rightly estimating his privileges.
Tamar urges this upon her '• empty" brother,
and then pathetically dwells upon their
itself,

mutual shame, and, finding all in vain, she
even suggests that the king might permit
their marriage.
Such marriages between
half-brothers and half-sisters were strictly
forbidden, as tending to loosen the bonds of
family purity (Lev. xviil. 9; Deut. xxviL
22); but possibly the Levitical code was
occasionally violated, or Tamar may have
suggested it in the hope of escaping immediate violence.
Ver. J 5. Amnon hated her exceedingly.
Amnon had not really ever loved Tamar;
his passion had been mere animal desire,
which, by a well-known psycholog.cal law,
when gratified turned to hatred. Had he
possessed any dignity of character or self-

—

respect, he would have resisted this double
wrong to one so near to him, and whom he
had so terribly disgraced ; but he can only

remember the indignant words she
spoken

had

—her comparison of him to "the fools

and her obstinate resistance to
With coarse violence he order*
her away and when, humbled and heartbroken, she begs for milder treatment, he
adds insult to the wrong, and bids his manservant push her out, and bolt the door after
By such an order the manservant and
her.
all Amnon's people would be led to believe
that she was the guilty person, and Amnon
in Israel,"
his wishes.
;

the victim of her enticements.
This is
Ver. 16. There is no catue.
certainly not a possible translation of the
Hebrew, which is probably corrupt; and

—

though Tamar's words may have been broken
and hysterical, we cannot suppose that the
narrator intended to represent her sobs. The
text is rendered by Philippsohn, " And she
said to him respecting the evil deed. Greater
Similarly Cahen
is this than the other."
renders it, " au sujet de ce mal." Flat as
is, no better rendering is possible ; but
the Vatican copy of tlie Septuagint has a
reading which suggests the line of probable

this

emendation " Nay, my brother, this evil is
It was greater
greater than the other."
because it cast the reproach upon her, re:

fu.sod her the solace of his affection, and
made her feel that she had been humbled,
not becjiuse he loved her, but for mere phanHe has hod his will, and, careless of
tasy.
her sorrow, he sends her contemptuously
away, indifferent to the wrong he has Jone
her, and piqued and mortified at her indig-

However much we may
nant resi.-.tance.
disapprove of Absalom's conduct, Amnon
richly deserved bis punishment.

;
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Ver. 18. A garment of divers colours.
This was probably a long tunic with sleeves,
80 woven aa for the colours to form patterns
Hive those of the Scottish tartans (?ee on
Gen. xxxvii. 3). The next sentence is probably a note, which has crept from the
margin into the text, and which literally is,
•*
For 80 king's daughters, while unmarried,
wore over-mantles " (jneHls ; see note on
1 Sara. ii. 19). Both the Authorized Version
and the Revised Version so render as if the
coloured chetoneth and the me'il were the
•ame; but the meaning of the note rather is
to guard against the supposition that the
princess, while wearing the close-fitting long
tunic with sleeves, had dispensed with the
comely mantle. It is, indeed, possible tliat,
wliile busy in cooking, she had laid the me'il
But
by, and now rushed away without it.
it was the tunic with its bright colours which

made both Amnon's servitor and also the
people iiware that she was one of the king's
daughters.
Ver. 19.

—Tamar

no concealment of

put ashes. There was
wrong, but, thrust out

lier

of the inner chamber into which Amnon had
enticed her (ver. 10), she cast ashes upon
her head from the very fire which she had
just used in cooking, and, rending her gar-

ment, hastened away witli her hand on her
If
head, and with cries of lamentation.
David had foreseen this sad sight when
giving way to his passion for Bathslieba, he
would have felt that sin is indeed " folly,"
end that its pleasure is followed by shame
and bitter anguish.
The Hebrew
Ver. 20.—Hath Amnon t
has Aminon, a diminutive, which some
authorities regard as expressive of contempt.
More probably it is an accidental vainety of
spelling.
Hold now thy peace. We must
not suppose that Absalom did not comfort
his sister, and make her conscious of his
love.
He was, in fact, so indignant at her
treatment as to have purposed the sternest
vengeance. But this he concealed from her,
•nd counselled patience, not merely because
she would have dissuaded him from a course
•0 full of danger to himself, but because it
was the duty of both to wait and see what
course David would take. Where polygamy
is permitted, it is the duty especially of the
brothers to defend their sisters' honour
(Gen. xxxiv. 31). But David was 'ooth her
father and the chief magistrate and, moreover, he had been made an instrument in
They must be
his daughter's wrong.
patient, and only if David failed in his duty
would Absalom's turn come. Meanwhile,
Tamar dwelt in his house desolate, as one
whose honour and happiness had beeu laid
;

waste.
Ver. 21. ^David . . wai very wroth.
legal punishment for Amnon's crime

—

.

The
was

[ch. xin.

1—39.
*•

"the being cut off in the sicrht of the people
(Lev. XX. 17). But ho^^• could David, who had
himself committed crimes for which death
was the appointed penalty, carry out the
law against liis firstborn for following his

example? Still, he might have done more
than merely give Amnon words of reproof.
Eli had done as much, and been punished
with the death of his sons for his neglect of
duty (1 Sam. ii. 34). Tlie sin of David's
son had been even more heartless than
theirs; and could David hope to escape the
It would have been wise to
like penalty?
have given proof that his repentance included
the suppression of the crime to which his
previous conduct had given encouragement.
But David was a man whose conduct was
generally governed by his feelinns. He v/as
a creature of warm and often generous impulse, but his character lacked the steadiness of thoughtful and consistent purpose.
neither good
Ver. 22. Absalom spake
nor had. (On this phrase, see Gen. xxiv. 50
Absalom's outward demeanour
xxxi. 24.)
was one of utter inditference, concealing a
cruel determination. It is strange how un-

—

like the son
Ver. 23.

.

was

.

.

to the father.

—Absalom

had sheep-shearers in
Baal-hazor.
The sheep-shearing was a
usual occasion for feasting and holiday-keeping (see 1 Sam. xxv. 2, 8). Baal-hazor was
apparently the name of Absalom's estate,
situated near the town Ephraim (2 Chron.
xiii. 19), which, according to Eusebius, lay
about eight miles north of Jerusalem. As
Ephraim was near the wilderness of Judah,
it was probably the same town as that to
which our Lord withdrew (John xi. 54).
The phrase beside, literally, near, Ephraim,
shows that it must be the town, and not the
Two
tribal territory, which is here meant.
full years ; Hebrew, years of days.
Ver. 25. But blessed him. These words,
in the courtly language of the East, not
only mean that David jmrted from Absalom
with kindly feelings and good wishes,
but that he made him a rich present (see
note on 1 Sam. xxv. 27, where the same
word occurs and observe the nature of
Abigail's blessing described there). David's
court had evidently become lavish, when
thus a visit from him to his son's farm
would be too costly for the young prince's
means but had he so increased his present
as to have made it reasonable for himself
and his chief officers to go, Absalom must
have deferred his crime. As it was, the
invitation put David off his guard, and, forgetting the fatal consequtinces of his good
nature in permitting Tamar's visit to Amnon,
he allowed his sons to go to the festival. Nor
must we blame him for his compliance. He
had probably at first been full of anxiety aa
to the course Absalom might pursue, but

—

;

;

OH.
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his silence and forbearance made him suppose that Tamar's wrong had not caused
her brother any deep sorrow. Himself a
man of warm feelings, he had expected an
immediate outburst of anger, but such stern
rancour persevered in for so long a time
witli such feline calmness of manner was
be\ ond the range of his suspicions and the
invitation, first to himself and then to all
his sous, made him suppose that Absalom
had nothing but afifectionate feelings toward
;

them

all.

—

Ver. 28. Smite Amnon. The order was
given before the banquet began, and every
arrangement made to render the atfcick successful.
Though Tamar's wrons; was the
mainspringof Absalom's conduct, yet neither
he nor his men would forget that Amnon
Btood betweoTi him and the crown ; and
Amnon, entirely off his guard, never very
wise at his best, and with his senses made
dull by wine, si-ems to have fallen an easy
prey.
And as soon as the murder was committed, the rest of the king's sons, though
all had attendants with them, iled in dism ly,
not knowing what might be the extent of
Absalom's purpose. It is said that they fled
on mules, this being the first place in which
this animal is mentioned, as the word so
translated in Gen. xxxvi. 24 really means
"hot springs," and is so translated in the
Bevised Version. The breeding of hybrids
was forbidden in Lev. lix. 19, and probably
they were procured, as were horses, by trade.
Up to this time the ass had been used for
riding; but now David had a favourite mule

(1

Kings

i.

33),

and Solomon received mules
H irses seem to

as tribute (1 Kings x. 25).

have been used chiefly

—Tidings

for chariots.

Some of the
oame.
ervants seem to have fled immediately that
the attack was made, and in their terror
reported, not what had really happened, but
what they assumed was Absalom's purpose.
It shows, however, bow thoroughly Absalom
bad dissembled when thus they entirely
forgot that he had a grudge against Amnon.
And David, in utter misery, tears his robes,
and throws himself prostrate on the ground,
while his courtiers, with rent garments,
stand speechless roimd him. But the guilty
Jonadab guesses more correctly the truth.
He had probably watched Ab.salora closely,
and distrusted his silence. Nothing, perhaps, had happened to justify his su.-picions,
but as soon as tiio tidings came be divined
the nal meaniuL;. Ami, wicked as h(' was,
he could never have supposed that Amnon
would turn npoa the woman he had wronged,
and insult aud disgrace iier. He probably
imagined that Amnon really loved her, and
But
that the matter would be patched up.
when the wretched youth acted so shamelessly, Jouudab probably felt sure that
Ver.

30.
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Absalom would sooner or later take hii
revenge.
Ver. 32. By the appointment; literally,
for upon the mouth of Absalom it was laid

—

from

the

day he humbled Tamar

hit sister.

" Mouth " is not the word we should hav«
expected here, and the Syriac instead has
"mind," and the Chaldee "heart." But
the mouth often expresses determination,

and Jonadab may have noticed Absalom
looking at his brother with compressed lips.
More probably, however, it is a colloquial
phrase, with no special application to Absalom and the Syriao gives the true sense.
Ver. 34. But Absalom fled. These words
break the form of the narrative, but complete the sense. They briefly state that
Jonadab was right for, bo far from molesting
any of the rest of the king's sons, Absalom
had no other thought than for his own safety.
He had avenged his sister, but had at present no other sinister design. It was David's
method of treating him which drove this
youth, with a nature fit for treachery, into
schemes of rebellion. The way of the hillside behind him. This may mean " from the
west," as, in taking the points of the compass, the Hebrews looked to the east, which
would thus be " before them."
Compare
" the backside of the desert," that is, " the
and " the
western side," in Exod. iii. 1
Syrians before and the Philistines behind,"
that is, on the east and west (Isa. ix. 12).
But the versions differ so strangely in their
renderings that they could scarcely have
been made from our present text.
Ver. 36. The king also and all his servants
wept very sore. The narrative sets very
clearly before us the great terror of the king,
who at first supposes that all his sons are
murdered; there is then suspense while
Jonadab sugtrests that one only has been
sacrificed to private vengeance; then quickly
comes the watchman's report of the appeairance of much people rapidly descending the
hillside, and this is followi d by the hasty
rush of the fugitives into his presence, and
the tt rrible certainty that one son has, with
long-premeditated malice, murdered his
And as he wept, David, we may
brother.
feel sure, thought of Uriah, murdered because of his own base passions, whereas
Amnon had brought death upon himself by
;

—

;

;

—

following, alas
the example of his own
father.
He would think, too, of the words
of his sentence, that " the sword should
It had
never depart from his house."
claimed one victim, and who could now stop
the outburst of angry passions in a family
which previously had dwelt in kindly friend!

ship ? Probably, too, he reproached himself
Had he done so
for not punishing Amnon.
with sufficient severity to have satisfied
Absalom, he would have saved the life ot

—
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flrsthom, and not have driven his second
Bon into terrible orime. He had not done
10 becantie his own eins had tied his httnds.
Yes; David had good reason for weeping
ore.
Vers. 37, 38.—So Absalom fled.
The
uiplu repetiiiou of thesse woids, and the
fregmeutary style, make it probable that we
have here an abridgment of a longer narrative.
So in ver. 3i tlie woids probably are
a tummary of a more circumstantial account
of Absalom's doings after his young men
bifl

liad slain

Amnon.

(On Talmai and Geshur,

Bee notes on ch. iii. 3.)
Ver. 39. And (the eotU of) king David
lonfSfl to go forth nnto Absalom.
This
tiuiisiution lias the support of the Jewish
Targum, and, as tlie verb is feminine, the
insertion of the added word is possible,
though, the sense seems to require " anger "
instead of " the soul." But the versions
(Septuagint, Syriac, and Vulgate) all give
the verb its ordinary meaning of " ceasing,"
and though there is something harsh in
taking it impersonally, yet theix authority

—

[ch.

xm. 1—39.

too erreat for us to say that snch a mode
of rendering it must be wrong.
And if the
gr. mmar be dilfi^ult, the sense put upon
the words by the versions is excellent.
Literally they are, At to King DaviJ, there
was a ceasing to go forth after Absalom; for
he wa« comforted, etc.
At first he had
demanded of Talmai the surrender of the
offt iiiler, and, when Talmai refused, David
tried other means ; but in time, when his
grief for Amnon was assu^iged, he desistt d
from his efforts. But even so it required
much subtlety on Joab's part to obtain Absalom's recall, which would scarcely have
been the ease if David's soul was longing
for his son's return; and, even after his
cominrj, David long maintained an uni'riendiy
attitude.
Amnou was his firftbojn, aaj
evidemly dearly loved, but David's culpable
leniency had borne biiter fruit. And again
he acts without thoughtful sense of justice,
is

and though at tirst he would have given
Absalom merited punishment, yet gradually
paternal feeling resumed its sway, unhappily
only to be miserably abused.

EOMILETICa.

—

The JirstfruiU of iniquity. Tlie facta are : 1. Amnon entertains an
Vera. 1 22.
improper affection for his half-sister Tamar, and meditates evil. 2. Making known
his secret passion to Jonadab, he is prompted to a device for securing a personal interview with her. 3. The king, visiting Amnon in his pretended sickness, kindly arrange*
that Tamar should wait upon him with special food in his chamber. 4. Seizing an
opportunity in the absence of attendants, he accomplishes his purpose in defiance of her
protests and pretexts.
5. By a sudden revulsion of feeling, he now hates her, and
causes her to be driven away in disgrace. 6. Her trouble becoming known to the king
and to Absalom, the one is very wioth and does nothing, and the other conceals hig
cheasbe<i hatred and revenge.
The rather long account given of the base sin of
Amnon is no doubt intended to show how the chastisements pronotmced by Nathan
(ch. xii. 10, 11) were brought about.
In this way the spiritual character of the
narrative shines through all the details, which in themselves seem worthy of being for
ever lost in oblivion.
It is in connection with the evil, and often through the evil,
of life that the lightecusness of God is historically revealed.
Those who object to such
passages as these in the Bible know not the principle on which it, as a book, is
construfted.
It is not the deeds that are the object of thought and instruction, but
the fulfilment of the righteous judgments of God, brought to pass in the fact and
consequences of their occurrence. In the deeds here recorded we have a graphic
description of the firstfruits of the dreadful sin of David.
I, All bin sooneb ob lateb bears fruit in human society.
" Sin" is a term
descriptive of the moral quality of thought or action.
It is a d' monstrable fact in the
sphere of mind and life, that every distinct thought and mental act, to say nothing of
the outward expression of it, is a power or force contributed towards a modification
of the existiog forces at work in the world.
No mental life is the same alter a given
thought has been formed as it would have been had some other been in its place. The
law of dynamics, by which every wave of motion produces an effect for ever, holds
good in the mental and moral sphere. Sin is a wave of evil, a force in an oblique
direction, or as a seed to germinate and reproduce its kindDavid's dreadful de<<l
could not but be an instance of this inevitable law. Other coimter-influences of gcxxi
iniglit arise, but they would not annihilate the fact of the evil influence, and social lift
would not be the same as it would have been in case his energy had all gone in the lint

OH.
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of good, and the energy of the counteracMon had heen, not connf^eractive, hut supplementary to the force of his unhmlvcn holy life. It is an awTul fact that the universe,
after sin, is a changed place, and that the trace of the curse in some form, though not
necessarily active, will ever he found in the thought and constitution of society.
IL The immediate action of coxspiccous sin is to weaken the restraints
ON existing evil tendencies. There are always in the human heart pro] >ensi lies
urgent for activity, and they are kept back very much by reason of the force of
goodness in the good, as well as by the natural action of conscience. There can be
no question that Amnon was, like many, prone to the lusts of the flesh, and that the
The secrecy encouraged
fact of David's fall had lessened the restraints upon him.
by Jonadab might well be stimulated by the previous secrecy of David in his sin,
The influence of David's sin on the mind of Joab
80 far as it was known to his family.
could not fail to render court life more corrupt in its springs; for it is a mournful fact
that, while we by our sins set a new force for evil at work which gives momentum
to those already active, we do not convey to society the blessedn' ss which subsequently
notorious sin in high stations is the fosrer-parent
may come to us in a free pardon.
parent by his known sin sheds influences around his children that
of kindred sins.
tend to develop the worst elements of their nature. It is fuel to fire.
III. Those who have committed open sins must especially fkel the paix of
witnessing the fruit of their deeds. The enlargin^^ f.imily of David offered wider
The addition of Bathsheba to the
scope for the ill effects of his conduct to work upon.
harem under the peculiar circumstances could not but awaken jealousies, and among
He
the various children loosen the bnnds of restraint on the lower tendencies of life.
who had so cleverly sought to cover sin in the case of Uriah and his wife, could not
detect the secret ])lot covered by tiie sickness of his son, whom he with paternal
kindness visited and comforted (ver. 6). The iniquity thus coming to maturity at last
came to his knowledge in a form little suspected. Its distinctly incestuous character,
and the cool cunning with which it was prepared for and jierpetrated, must have 'jiven
intense pain to David, apart from the evil of the act, inasmuch as it would forcibly
remind him of days and nights of scheming to accomplish a horrid crime, and compel
him to see that the son has learnt too well to imitate the deeds of the father. The
more sincere his recent penitence, and the more perfect his restoration to God's favoui',
for he would see and feel
the more keen the anguish that now would fill his spirit
similar experience is that of parents who
as a holy reconciled man only can.
witness in their sons, it may be, bolder forms of the sin to which they were once the
victims.
There are such in Christian society. Their peace with God may be real
through the merits of Christ, but their pathway is beclouded by a terrible sorrow. The
Bitter is the firstfruiti
terrible evils of sin in this life, even to the good!
IV. Those who have committed open sin are paralyzed in their action
TOWARDS SINS OF THE SAME CHARACTER, It is Said that when David learnt the full
No doubt.
facts of Amnou's conduct towards Tamar, he " was very wroth " (ver. 21).
Every kind and holy feeling of the restored man would be outraged by this vile conduct.
But it is significant that nothing further is said. No action of a legal character was
The remembrance of his
taken. The sentence of the Mosaic Law was not enforced.
own sin xmfitted him to deal with Aumon as was due. Direct action on his part for
his punishment would, he thought, be met by the repro;<ch of his own deeds. " Physician,
Tlie reference to Absalom nourishing
heal thyself," had a paralyzing meaning for him.
revenge till occasion offered is an historical set-off to David's inactivity. There is
nothing unusual in David's conduct. It is repeated every day. The liar's tongue
The deceiver in business afl'airs
is deprived of its power in reproving lies in others.
cannot with energy and force warn others against fraud. Men who have openly
indulged in the lusts of the flesh speak with hated breath and act with indecision when
Sublic questions concerning the suppression and punishment of licentiousness are
iscussed.
They may be sincere in their expression of pain, and be intensely angry
if any of their offspring fall into vile ways, but they are conscious of a secret force
checking the action which otherwise would have been taken.
None can speak and act
on moral questions as the pure. Our Saviour's words on all moral subjects carry with
them the force of his uusullied life. Herein is an example for teachers and taught.
Gknebal lessons. 1. There should be an avoidance of all customs in society that

A

A

;

A
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and give occasion for the development of, the baser
Oriental harems may have their counterparts in certain

to strengthen,

nature.

usages of Western life. Whatever weakens the feelings of purity and chastity is
a positive evil. 2. Care should be taken to avoid the company and services of men
There are Jonadabs in society, whose services are ready, but are fraught
clever in evil.
with woe. 3. The man who can make use of the kindly sympathies of others in order
to encompass their ruin is already far gone towards perdition; and inasmuch as there
are many such still in society, men who abuse the tenderest affections for lustful ends,
their persons should be abhorred and shunned by all Christian people.
4. The selfishness and cruelty of sin is a universal quality (vers. 15
17), and as such it deserves the
utmost detestatioa. All sin is self against God and God's holy order. The adulterer
in his lust, the det'rauder in his deceit, the extortioner in his greed, the rebellious son
Their deeds are damage to the universe for
in his disobedience, know this too well.
sake of self. 5. There is always being treasured up somewhere retribution for those
who seem to escape the punishment due to their sin, Absalom's self-control (ver. 22)
is suggestive of restraint on the forces which at last cannot but oyerwhelm the wicked
with destruction (2 Pet. iL 3 ; Jude 16).

—

— —

39.
The facts are : I. Absalom, holdinsj a sheep-shearing festival at BaalVers. 23
2. The king, declining to go on account of being
hazor, invites the king and his sons.
unnecessarily burdensome, gets rid of Absalom's entreaty, and bestows on him a parting
3. After some persuasion, Absalom obtains permission for all the king's sons
blessing.
4. During the festivities the servants of Absalom, in obedience
to accompany him.
to their master, smite Amnon, wheieupon all the other of the king's sons flee.
5.
false report having reached the king that all his sons were slain, he gives vent
to his grief in most distressing form, until Jonadab, who was in the secret of the affair,
informs him of the actual facts of the case. 6. Absalom flees, and the rest of de sons
return home, and join their father in lamentation over the event. 7. During Absalom's
exile for three years, David, while recovering from his grief over Amnon, was in a mind

A

to go out after him, were

Home

it

possible.

The words

of the prophet were being swiftly and terribly fulfilled
His own crimes of adultery and murder by stealth were
now bearing retributive fruit in his own family in the form of adultery and murder,
with the increment of incest. That these youn;^ men acted as free agents and were
responsible for their deeds makes no difference to the fact that, in relation to the
previous conduct of their father, it was a terrible retribution in the order of providence.
God does chastise his people with the human rod. The blessed covenant made with
the chosen one was not broken his soul was delivered from the mouth of destruction
(Ps. Ixxxix. 33
36); but a harvest of evil had to be reaped in the place where the
in the family.
Never, perhaps, has this family trouble
dreadful seed had been sown
been paralleled in the experience of good men; but though its precise features are
mercifully exceptional, we may see mirrored in this family trouble elements of evil
found in some form or other in other domestic circles.
There were signs
I. Jealousies and hatreds consequent on deeds of wrong.
of ill feeling in this home sprung from an Oriental harem, before the vile deed of Amnon
was perpetrated; but this act developed and intensified whatever feeling of that character
was in existence. In the most imperfect and unhappy homes a positive deed of wrong
to a member of the family is sure to be resented by some other member whose tem|)erament or sympathies flow in a certain direction. The world does not see the acts
of harshness and even cruelty sometimes done within the sphere of home ; these acts
are the parents of a brood of ill feelings, which rankle and bum, waiting for occasion
And as tlie love of home is
to vent their force on some marked object of hatred.
the tenderest and sweetest of all loves, so, when it is lost, there rises in its place the
The best wine makes the sourest vinegar.
bitt<-rest and most irreconcilable of iiates.
Reading between the lines of this piece of domestic history,
II. Parents criticized.
we can see that the past conduct of David was not only known, so far at least as
Bathslieba was concerned, but that it had not escaped the critical observation of his
•OQS.
Uow could it? A father's domestic conduct is in open light to his children.
troublcB.

in the experience of the king.

—

—

—
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him, they cannot
altlious:li natural rererence may sway their bearing toward
help making critical observations on anything that im'iLTmiues the respect due. A
really pious son would have wept in solitude over the father's sin, and have tenderly
covered his shame ; but the base tendencies of such young men as Amnon, and the
pride of an Absalom, would only have given keenness to the critical spirit.
It is a -ad
prophecy of trouble when children begin to criticize a parent's conduct, and it is mora'
ruin in a home when a father does deeds which his children, even wiih their slight
Once break down respect for mural conduct,
kriowled;;e of things, cannot but deplore.
and the home is open to the invasion of numberless ills.
There is always some room for apprehension in
III. Parents' appkehension.
connection with domestic life; for the powers of evil are active, and the best-guarded
home may be occasionally invaded from without by a foul spirit. But, as a rule, where
prudence in management is conibiiicd with correctness of conduct and a spirit of true
The blessing of God is ou the abide
practical godliness, confidence is in the ascendant.
In David's house at this time, consequent on the influence of his
of the faithful.
recent sin and the crime of Amnon, there was evident fear in the father's heart (vers.
Fears
26, 27). He had secret reasons for not going or wishing Amnon to go to the feast.
of business failures, and of possible changes in domestic material comforts, are conimon
and not to be altogether avoided, yet they may carry with them no secret sting but
anticipations of possible moral disasters and complications in the home life are of all
things most fearful burdens to bear, and their gravity is the greater when they are felt
Fnthers and mothers should take care
to be connected with one's own misconduct.
that they lay no foundation for painful apprehei-ions concerning the conduct of their
children in deeds of their own performance.
IV. Developments of suppressed animosities. The spirit of David was evidently
troubled by observing the strained relations between his sons Amnon and Absalom. The
probability is that they were not on terms of familiarity, and seldom visited each other.
The ill feeling created by the ruin of his sister had been secretly but steadily cherished
for two years, and the treasured revenge at last broke forth in the murder at the festival
of sheep-shearing.
It is the pain of a father still sometimes to witness the development
in violent and distressing forms of passions which he either, through loss of pcrs(?nal
influence, could not or would not seek to remove or tone down.
The first part of
the prophet's prediction had now been fulfilled two years; the other part was on
its way, and only awaited the maturity of the forces that were being secretly gathered.
When domestic troubles, having a root in moral evil, begin in a home, it is hard to
say how long it will be before the powers of evil assume a portentous development.
David was fearful, but he scarcely looked for such an issue of a family festival. Literally,
in this, as in other cases, sin when it is finished brought forth death (Jas. i. 15).
The
harvest came after the sowing and germinating of the seed.
V. A FATHEii's DEEDS THE JUSTIFICATION OF EVIL. The bitterest element in David's
domestic trouble was not simply the death of an incestuous son, sad as the death ol
a firstborn always is, but the knowledge that his own conduct was, in the mind of
Absalom, the justification of the murder. Absalom seems to have reasoned thus "Amnon
has done a guilty deed worthy of death no severe punishment has been inflicted on
him by my father, perhaps because of his own previous adultery with Bathshelia, or
because this is his firstborn; shame has been brought by this crime on the entire family.
as the brother of the disgraced and ruined woman, I am her legitimate avenger in the
failure of law; and as the injury has been an open one in the centre of the family life,
the doom shall be open, in the presence, if possible, of father and brothers."
If David
was the man of discernment now as formerly, he could scarcely have failed to see that
there was something like this current of thought in the mind of his son Absalom, and
that it formed a specious justification of his daring deed.
Bightly or wrongly, some do
reason in defence of their rash and evil deeds, and it is the most serious element of the
domestic trouble when the foundation of their reasoning is found in the deeds or neg'ect
The devil encourages ihose who do wrong to get all possible support
of their parents.
from the actions of those professing to be good.
VL A FOMENTER OF .MISCHIEF AND EVIL. One of the troubles in David's home
life was the presence of an influential double-faced man, who, bfing in the si crets,
entered as adviser into the schemes of some of the family, and was instrumental in
and,

;

:

;

!
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incest, and then, on his own showing, knew that it was a settled thing to
muri^er the incestuous man (vers. 3
5; cf. vers. 32, 33). This cunning man, who had
ti( >t the courage or honesty to tell David of the design of Absalom, was a moral plague
It is an instance of how much evil may come to a home
in David's family connection.
by cultivating the friendship and intimacy of unprincipled or cowardly relatives. Alas
for the home (and there are such in our country) that is invaded by the pestilential
influence of men who trample under their feet chastity, love, and, if need be, life itself!
There are vipers and dragons in the world still (Matt. iii. 7; cf. Ps. xci. 13).
see the wonderful contrast in domestic life where piety
Genrkal lessons. 1.
Instead of jealousies and hatreds, parents blamed
is maintained in unfading beauty.
by sons and full of fear, evil feelings maturio'j; into develoj^ed deeds of violence and
cruelty, justified by reference to parental conduct, and stiiuulatc-d. or connived at by
base friends, we shall see love and consideration, reverence for parents, confidence in
children, generous sentiments ripening into holy deeds, encouragement for kind action*
found in parental example, and friendships formed conducive to peace and harmony.
learn the danger of deliberately nourishing feelings of revenge even when wrong
2.
has been done. It is for God. to vindicate his own justice (Rom. xii. 9). Just sentiments of anger may, unle-s guard be kept over them, buru into more questionable
3. The festive scenes of wicked men should be avoided, because of the evil
forms.
communications which corrupt good manners, and the possible incidental evils arising
4. When men are known to be proud and imperious and revengeful, they
therefrom.
are likely to be credited with more evil than they have really done (ver. 30); hence
avoid sach a spirit. 5. It is a shame to a man to be in the secrets of those intent on
evU (vers. 3 5 ; cf. ver. 32) ; and, though such may escape punishment in human
ociety, God will visit their sins on their own head. 6. Rulers an'i parents who show
an unwise partiality (vers. 21, 22) in not adequately chastising evil-doers, only defer
the day of trouble and increase its sorrows (ver. 36).

promoting

—

We

We

—

Lost and exiled. The closing verses of this chapter are very obscure in their conThe sense most probable, and which we here proceed upon,
struction and meaning.
is that Absalom's asylum with the King of Geshur was a reason why David did not
follow after him with a view to his apprehension and chastisement, and that while at
first he mourned for Amnon every day, he was in process of time able to bear up under
12) had now culminated
his loss. The calannty brought on by his own sins (ch. xii. 9

—

in

one son

lost

L Thebe

is

and another in exile.
a natubal pkogbessiok

m

the tkoubles consequent on

sin.

The

human

trouble attendant on David's sin was dislike and aversion of
his other wives, and this small beginning was followed by his being put under the
power of Joab (ch. xi. 6, 18 21), his exposure to others, the incest of his children, the
loss of influence by refraining from duty (vers. 21, 22), and now it came to a climax
It
in the firstborn being in his grave, and the second son being banished as an exile.
is an evil and a bitter thing to sin against God, the more so according to the station
firstborn lost 1
young man cut down with, so £ur
and privileges of the sinner.
The flower of the family, the
as we can see, the vilest sins tmforgiven on his head 1
man of spirit, and avenger in daring way of a sister's wrong, in a foreign land, finding
Fathers and mothers, read the lesson
refuge from a father's wrath with the heathen I
well, and seek for grace to be in the home pure and wise and loving, like unto the

first

temporal

—

A

A

holy Saviour.
II. There is sheeb helplessness in face op the AccuMtrLATED calamitikij
consequent on sin. David could only mourn over the lost one. And what bittemeaa
The dire chain of moral causes ending in that wretched death could
in the mourning
not be broken; for an inscrutable and just Providence had welded them to the first
Whatever anger was cherished against the
adulterous link of his own manufacture.
brother-sssassin, and wliatever desire to vindicate the law against Ijim, policy and
other considerations prevented his going out after him to drag him from the asylum
It was a time of correction in righteousness when the bitter
afforded by another king.
but wholesome lessons of his life were to be taken to heart. It is fortunate if men,
having by a succession of faults and sins brought themselves face to face with hard
!

unalteraWe

facts,

apply their hearts with

all

earnestness to

God

for his sanctifying grace.

1— 39.]
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in. The DISCHABQE of the duties of life becomes INCBEASINGLT DIFFICUIif
JOYS OF HOME LIFE ABE DESTEOTED. Tboiigh dwelling in distinct abodes
in Jerusalem, the royal family had a common home life, and, under hallowed influences,
this might have been to David a source of stiength in the administration of affairs.
Kow, however, the joy of his heart was gone. Energy was spent in sorrowful memories
and thoughts concerning the possible future efforts of the ambitious and now reckless
exile, which otherwise would have gone in the direction of cheerful daily work for the
nation. Fears of yet further troubles, and passionate desire to remove the public
reproach of letting crime in his house go by default, were not helpful to calm effort for
public good. Many a m.an loses energy for business consequent on the loss of domestic
Home is the proper place for weary men to fiiid refreshment after toU, and cheer
joys.
We may truly pity the man whose domestic troubles come in
for new endeavours.
Buch form as to impair his strength for the battle of life. If he has not the grace of
God in his heart, it is not surprising if he yields to temptation and seeks relief in ainfal

WHSN THE

pleasurea.

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHORS.

—

The chastisementa which
The crime of Amnon.
Vers, 1 33.—(Jerusalem.)
David experienced came upon him chiefly through his family. The misconduct of his
ions was largely due to his own "in the matter of Uriah," and his defective discipline
" This
5).
(1 Sam. iii. 13 ; 1 Kings i. 6) in connection with polyijamy (ch. iii. 1

—

institution is the absolutely irrepressible source of numberless evils of this description.
It ever furnishes a ready stimulus to unbounded sensual desire in the sovereign, and,
should he be exalted above it, is likely to introduce a dissolute life among the very
different children of different mothers, by bringing the pleasures of sense so prominently
and so early before their eyes. The subsequent troubles with Amnon, Absalom, and

Adonijah were all connected with this fundamental wrong and on tbe same thread
hung many of the evils which were felt under David's successors " (Ewald). " Having
grown up without strict paternal discipline, simply under the care of their difl'erent
;

who were jealous of one another, his sous fancied that they might gratiiy
Anmon his
their own fleshly lusts, and carry out their own ambitious plans" (Keil).
eldest son (by Ahinoam of Jezreel, whom David married during his exile, 1 Sam. ixv.
43 ; and born in Hebron, ch. iii. 2) was now about twenty years of age. " His character
and conduct were doubtless affected by the fact that he was the firstborn son, and
of a mother apparently not of the noblest birth." In him (regarded as a warning
especially to young men) we notice
I. Impube affection, springing up in the heart, and not repressed, but fondly
mothers,

cherished.
His passion was contrary to the Divine Law, not merely because the object
it was his half-sister (ver. 13), but also because of its licentious nature (Matt. v. 2B).
His subsequent conduct indicates tliat it was not

of

•*

True

love, that ever

shows

itself as clear

In kindness as loose appetite in wrong."
(Dante.)
It is not improbable, from his ready entertainment of it, and the question of Absalom
(ver. 20), that already he had given himself to unrestrained indulgence of his passions.
Wheii once " reason by lust is swayed," the heart becomes a congenial soil for all

unholy

And

affections.

the only sure safeguard

is

to " keep the heart with all diligence,"

by giving no place to an impure thought, avoiding every incentive to "fleshly lusts,
which war against the soul," the exercise of habitual self-denial, and prayer for Divine
grace (Matt. v. 29

;

xv. 19).

Inwabd misebt, proceeding from restless passion and fretful
hindrances and restraints in the way of its gratification (ver. 2). It is
II.

discontent at

well that such
hindrances and restraints exist (in Divine Law, public opinion, providential circumitances) ; for they afford opportunity for reflection, conviction of its sinful nature, and
the adoption of all proper means whereby it may be overcome.
Where it is still
cherislied, its strength increases and its force is felt more p'
'rfully, as that of a
river appears when a rock opposes its progress (Rom. vii. 7).
" There is no peace to

w

—

;
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here neglected, indeed, the right means viz. in time to have
and net to have given way unto theui to have given himself to
abstinence and some honest exercises which might have occupiel his mind then by
some lawful matrimonial love to have overcome his unlawful lust ; and to have prayed
unto God for grace" (Willet),
the wicked."

*'

;

resisted his affections

;

;

III. Deliberate dissimulation, displayed in crafty devices, adopted in accordance
with evil suggestion, in order to selfish induhence. He who suffers a sinful desire
to reign withiu him is peculiarly susceptible to temptation, and readily yields to it
Bometimes pursues a course of guile, and takes advantage of affection, kindness, and
" The seducer is brother to the murderer." Blinded and
unsuspecting confidence.
infatuated, he resorts to the most subtle and contemptible expedients. And, alas! he

too often succeeds.

IV.

Wilful persistency

in wickedness, notwithstanding the strongest

inducement*

" It is enough to suppose that the king had a dispensing power, which was conceived to cover even extreme cases." When persr.asive craft
is em|iloyed in vain to entice into sin, and the slave of passion meets with another
merciful check by the opposition of virtue and piety (" in Israel "), he is driven on to
more brntal, though less diabolical methods of accomplishing his base designs. The
dishonour done to the highest claims (of God, religion, his people), the disgrace incurred,
the misery inflicted, should be sufficient to deter from " foolish and hurtful lusts " but
with him they are of no avail. "The unjust knoweth no shame" (Zeph. iiL 5; LUL
zxvL 10). Then one evil passion is replaced by another.
to the contrary (vers. 12, 13).

;

**

Sweet love, I see, changing his property.
Turns to the sourest and moat deadly hate.**
(Shakespeare.)

''He hated her, bnt did not hate his own sin. Thns he showed that the love he tad
professed to her was not love, but lust that it was not of God, but of the evil one"
^Wordsworth). " It is characteristic of human nature to hate whom you have injured "
" Such are the baits and allurements of sin, which have a pleasant taste at
(Tacitus).
the first, but in the end bite like a serpent; therefore one saith that pleasures must
be considered, not as they come, but as they go " (Willet). " He feedeth on ashes,"
;

The victim of evil desire becomes an object of bitter aversion,
thrust away, maliciously defamed, and thus more grievously wrorged : the
true picture of many a desolated lifel
"What men dignify with the name of love is
commonly a base sensual inclination, entire selfishness, which triumphs over the
conscience and the fear of God, and without pity consigns its object to irreparable
disgrace and misery for the sake of a momentary gratification!
How different from
that love which the Law of God commands 1 yea, how contrary to it ! " (Scott).
V. Delusive security, arising from the persuasion that secret iniquity may escape
retribution.
The transgressor thinks, perhaps, that it cannot be proved, uo one will
venture to call him to account for it, and that it is not worse than other crimes that
go unpunished. Whatever fears (yer. 21) or suspicions he may at first entertain, are
laid asleep by the lapse of time (ver. 23).
He is not led to repentance by the longsuffering of Heaven, and he heeds not its wrath.
But "judgment iingereth not," eto.
(2 Pet. ii. 3).
etc. (Isa.

xliv. 20).

is pitilessly

VL Sudden desteuction, inflicted by an unexpected hand (vers. 20, 28, 32).
Where public law fails to do justice, private hostility finds means to take ven<ieanca.
One sin produces an.ither, and is punished by it; craft by cratt, violence by violence,
hatred by hatred. "The way of trangressors is hard" (Prov. xiii. 15 vi. 15; xxiz.
;

1).-D.
Ver. 3.
(Jerusalem.) A false friend. " And Jonadab was a very subtil man."
Every virtue has its counterfeit. As there is a Irii^ndship which is true and benelicial,
so tliere is what appears to be such but is false and injurious.
Of the former we have
an instance iu David and Jonathan (1 Sam. xviii. 1 4), of the latter in Amnon and
Jcmadab (his cousin, a son of Sharamah, 1 Sam. xvL 9; ch. xxi. 21), "one of those
characters who in great houses pride themselves on being acquainted and on dealing
with all the secrets of the family " (Stanley). In Jonadab, the daily companion of

—

Cfi.
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Amnon (ver. 4), we see the kind of friend that should not be chosen, 1. J7e is dis" In the choice of a friend, ht him
tinguished for subtlety, not for virtue and piety.
be virtuous; for vice is contagious, and there is no trusting of the sound and the sick
together" (Seneca). "Friendship is nothing else but benevolence or charity, under
some modifications, viz. that it be in a special manner intense, that it be mutual, ana
It cannot be but between good men, because
that it be manifest or mutually known.
an ill man cannot have any true charity, much less such an intense degree of it as is
'
requisite to friendship" (J. Norris, Miscellanies ').
companion is sometimes chosen
solely for his cleverness and insinuating address ; but his superior intelligence (hi vever
desirable in itself), unless it be combined with moral excellence, enables him to do all
the greater mischief (Jer. iv. 22). 2. In professing concern for another's welfare he
seeks only to serve his own interests; his own pleasure, gain, influence, aud advancement
(ver. 4).
True friendship is disinterested. Jonadab appears to have cared only lor
himself.
Hence (to avoid getting himself into trouble) he gave no warning to others
" This young man, who probably desired to make himof what he foresaw (ver. 32V
self of some importance as David's nephew, was clever enough to guess the truth from
the first; but it is sad to think that his thought and his advice were never founded on
anything but a knowledge of the devil in man" (Evvald). 8. When he is acquainted
with the secret thoughts of another, he fails to give him faithful counsel. (Ver. 5.) Such
acquaintance is often obtained by flattery " thou a king's son "—and frequent questioning ; but it is not followed, in the case of improper desires and purposes, by admonition.
" No flatterer can be a true friend." " Had he been a true friend, he had bent aU the
forces of his dissuasion against the wicked motions of that sinful lust " (Hall). " Faithful are the wounds of a friend."
4. Whilst he devises means for another's gratification,
he smoothes his way to destruction. His aim is only to please. He advises what is

A

—

but what is morally wrong; and thus incites to sin; for which, with all its
consequences, he is, in part, responsible. " In wise counsel two things must be considered
that both the end be good, and the means honest and lawful. Jonadab's
counsel failed in both." " The rapacious friend, the insincere friend, the friend who
speaks only to please, and he who is a companion in vicious pleasures, recognizing
these four to be false friends, the wise man flies far from them, as he would from a road
beset by AangeT" (Contemporary Review, Tixvii. ^21).
companion of fools shnll
be destroyed " (Prov. xiii. 20 ; i. 10).— D.

agreealile,

—

—

"A

—

Tamar. A princess; the daughter of David and Maacah (of Geshur), ai.
Absalom distinguisbed for her beauty, modesty, domesticity, obedience (vet.

Ver. 7.
sister of

;

and misfortunes. In her we see an illustration of (what
Purity pursued by licentious desire (ver. 2). 2. Simplicity
beset by wily designs (ver. 5).
3. Kindness requited by selfish ingratitude (vers. 9,
4, Confidence exp()sed to enticing persuasions and perilous temptation (ver. 11).
10).
5. Virtue overpowered by brutal violence (ver. 14).
6. Inmcerice vilified by guilty
" So fair had she gone forth on what seemed her errand of mercy,
aversion (ver. 17).
"
"
so foully had she been driven back
(Edersheim).
Let no one ever expect better
treatment from those who are capable of attempting their seduction but it is better
*c sufi'er the greatest wrong than to commit the least sin " (Matthew Henry). 7. Sorrow
assuaged by brotherly sympathy (ver. 20). 8. Injury avenged with terrible severity
(ver. 28).— D.

8), tender-heartedness, piety,

has often occurred):

1.

;

Ver. 21. Impunity. "And King David heard of all these things, and was very
wroth " but " he did not grieve the spirit of his son Amnon, because he loved hin,
for he was his firstborn" (LXX.).
And he did not punish him (1 Sam. Ui. 13);
which must be looked upon as
L An omission of manifest duty. If he had been only a father, he would have
been bound to chastise his children for their misbehaviour; but, being also a kinfr, he
was under still stroni^er obligation to punish the guilty. To do this 1. Properly
belonged to the au'hority delegated to him. 2. Was ex])rcasly enjoiu'd in the Divine
Law (Lev. xx. 17). 3. Urgently demanded bv the sense of justice. 4. Indispensably
necessary to the protection of his sulijects.
"Kings, iheu, have not absolute power to
do in their goverMnent what pleases them their power is limited by God's Wori ; so
;

:

;

;
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that if they strike not where God haa commanded to strike, they and their throne an
driminai aud guilty of the wickedness which abounds up>jn the face of the earth for
lack of punishment " (John Kuox),
In Israel (as in Persia and other Easterc
11. Unwabbahted bt adequate BEA80N3.
comitries) the king, as vicegerent of heaven, ha a large discretionary power of dispcu^ing with the penalties of the Law but it behoved him to exercise it without
Although David's omission to punish is not
partiality and on sufficient grounds.
expressly condemned, yet the consequences by which it was iollowed show that it took
(not, as some have supposed, on '• jirinciple," or because it was " impossible " for
1

;

Ekce
im to do otherwise, but) without

sucli grounds.
1. The affection of a father.
This,
however, ought not to have prevented punishment by a father or judge as it did, being
2. The rank of the offender ; the
inordinate and blamable, in Eli (1 Sam. ii. 22, 30).
But he was not above the law ; nor less
kinj^'a son, his firstborn, heir to the crown.
"God is no respecter of
guilty than another of inferior position would have been.
Nevertheless,
persons."
3. Tlie transgression and forgiueness of the king himself.
whilst both may have exerted a pernicious influence, Aninon was responsible for his
own conduct ; and David's exemption (only from legal punishment) rested on grounds
which did not exist in the case of his unjrodly and impenitent son. The king's wrath
proves his full conviction of Amnon's guilt and his moral abhorrence of its enormity;
his failure to "grieve," or inflict suffering upon him, indicates his own weakness and
"Punishment is an effort of man to find a more exact relation
dereliction of duty.
between sin and suffering than thia world afi"ords us. A duty is laid upon us to make
tliis relationship of sin to suffering as real, and as natural, and as exact in proportion
This is the mornl root of the whole doctrine of punishas it is possible to be made.
ment. But if the adjustment of pain to vice be the main ground of punishment, it
mnst be admitted that there are other ends which society has in view in its infliction.
These secondary elements in punishment appear to be (1) the reformation of the
offender ; (2) the prevention of further offences by the offender ; (3) the repression of
offences in others" (Eiward Fry, Nineteenth Century, No. Ixxix. p. 524).
1. It does not ajiieir to have produced
III. Pboductive of disastbous effkcts.
any other effect on the offender than to confirm him in recklessness and fancied
" Punishment connected with sin operates towards reform in two ways
security.
the linking together of that from which our nature
(1) by the association of ideas
ahrinks with that from which it ought to shrink, so that the temptation to sin recalls
not only the pleasure of sin, but the pain of suffering; (2) by the shock to the habits
of thouglit and of practice which suffering produces, by the solu'ioa of continuity in
the nian's life which it causes, by the opportunity for reflection and thought which it
thus affords" (Lord Justice Fry). 2. On others, also, it was injurious; weakening
respect for royal authority and public justice, causing the law to be despised, furnishing
grounds for private revenge, leading to further impunity (ver. 39; ch. xiv. 24, 33),
more daring crimes (ch. xv. 7 ; xvi. 21), widesf)read disaffection and rebellion. 3. On
Further impairins his personal, moral, kingly enf^rgy, and accumuthe king himself.
It was another link in the
lating "sorrow upon sorrow" (vers. 31, 37; ch. xv. 13).
chain of painful consequences resulting from his great transgression; naturally, slowly,
effectually wrought out under the direction aud control of the perfect justice of the
supreme King accomplishing a beneficent end, in purifying his heart, restoring him
to God, averting his final condemnation, and teaching, warning, benefiting mankind.
"The dark sin of which he had been guilty spoke of a character that had L'st its selfHis penitence was not able to undo all its
control, Its truthfulness, its generosity.
consequences and to bring back the old eneriiy and life. Over and above its direct
results in alienating the hearts of his most trusted counsellors, and placing him at the
mercy of a hard taskmaster, that dark hour left behind it the penaltv of an enfeebled
will, the cowardice of a hidden crime, the remorse which weeps for the [last, yet
cannot rouse itself to the duties of the present. He leaves the sin of Amnon imi)unished
in spite of the fearful promi.se it gave of a reign of brutal passion, * because he loved
kim, for he was his firstborn.' Half suspecting, apparently, that Absalom had some
Bcheme for revenging the wrong which he had failed to redress, he has no energy to
He shrinks only from being present at a meeting the meaning
stop its execution.
aud issues of which he does not comprehend, and yet dimly fears. When the
:

—

;

OH.
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—

sure sign,
brouglit back that Absalom had slain all his brothers
that be was claiming the throne, and marching to it through the
"
blood of his kindred David's attitude is that of passive, [mnic-stricken submission
Who can say that he sinned with
(E. H. Plumptre, ' Biblical Studies,' p. 89).
impunity f "Thenceforward the days of his years became full of evil, and if he lived
(for the Lord caused death to pass from himself to the child by a vicarious dispensation),
it was to be a king, with more than kingly sorrows, but with little of kingly power;
to be banished by his son; bearded by his servant; betrayed by his friends; deserted
by his people; bereaved of his children and to feel all, all these bitter griefs, bound,
as it were, by a chain of complicated cause and effect, to this one great, original
transgression " (Blunt, ' Undesigned Coincidences,' p. 146).

exaggerated report
if it

had been

is

so,

—

;

••It often falls, in

course of

common

life,

That right loug time is overborne of wrong;
Throngh avarice, r power, or gnile, or strife.
That weakens her, and makes her party strong
Bat justice, though her doom she do prolong,
Tet at the last she wiU her own cause right."
>

(Spenser.)

—

(Baal-hazor.) The revenrje of Absalom. " Absalom hated Amnon."
Vers. 22 29.
Se/erences: 1. Third son (Chileab, probably, bein;j; dead) of David, by Maacah,
daughter of Tahnai, King of Geshur; bom at Hebron, his name ("father of peace")
" The young
indicating, perhaps, the hope entertained at his birth (ch. iii. 1
5).
handsome hero must have been conspicuous among the soldiers of Israel, and taken his
2. Hatred (when about
place among the .sons of David, who were ' chief rulers.' "
eighteen years old) and murder (after two years). 3. Flight to Geshur (ver. 38) and
i. Return (ch. xiv. 23, 24) and partial reconciliation
residence there (three years),
(during two years); niarried about this time, and father of thrjee sons (dying in infancy,
5. Full
ch. xiv. 27 xviii. 18) and one dauiihter (Tamar, named after his sister).
6. Conreconciliation (ch. xiv. 33 ; xv. 1
11) and preparation for revolt (four years).
7. Occupation of Jerusalem (ch. xv. 37; xvi.
spiracy in Hebron (ch. xv. 12, 13).
15 19), possession of the palace (ch. xv. 20 23), anointed king (ch. xix. 10),
8. Pursuit of David, and defeat in battle (ch. xviL
consultations (ch. xvii. 1
14).

—

;

—

—

—

—

24—26

1—8). 9. Slain by Joab (ch. xviii. 9—18). 10. Lamented by David
33 xix. 1 4). Revenge is sinful resentment. It is felt^ en iccount of real
or supposed injury, toward the person rather than the conduct of the offmder; desires
his suffering, not his improvement; and seeks it nialiciously, deliberately, and unlaw" All pain occasioned to another in cc)nstquence of an offence or injury received
fully.
from him, further than what is calculated to procure reparation or promote the just
ends of punishment, is so much revenge" (Paley, Mor. Ph.'). It is "a kind of wild
Essays ').
justice " (Bacon,
Of the spirit of revenge, which was embodied in
Absalom, and too often finds a I'lare in others, observe
I. Its seeming justification; for he who indulges it commonly seeks to justify
;

xviii.

(ch. xviii.

—

;

'

*

xiv. 32), it may be, on account of: 1. The grievous tvrong
The
suffered, directly or in the per.^un of another with whom he is closely connected.
more this is brooded over, the greater it appears and the more it incites to wrath. 2.

himself therein (ch.

The natural

instinct of anger

and

retaliation,

which

is

" Far, far too dear to every mortal breast,
Sweet to the soul as honey to the tast« "

(Homer.)
direct'd, controlled, often comjjleteiy repressed by justice and love.
"The taking vengeance on a foe is honourabi( ," it has been said, "rather than the
being reconciled" (Aristotle, ' Rhetoric'). True wi-jdoni teaclios otherwise (1 Sam. xL
3. The culpable failure of justice, on the part of the
12, 13 Prov. ix. 22 ; xxiv. 29).

But

must be

it

;

"the minister of God," etc. (Rom. xiii. 4). It may be a temptation
vengeance; but it does not warrant anv one in iking the law into his own
whilst by dcir.g so he becomes a breaker of the law and justly liable to its

civil magistrate,

to private

hands

;

H. SAMUXL.
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revenge which he took for the foul wrong that his

1—33.

had suffered
To him, by
honour; and
subtly as the punishment was inflicted, it was nothing more than the monstrous
Had David been true to his kingly calling, instead of
turpitude of the guilt deserved.
passing the crime over with a weak sorrow and a yet weaker leniency, there would
have been no occasion lor the vengeance which Absalom felt himself bound to take.
The two long years ot waiting which tbllowed on his revenge, must have been a time
in which disappointment, irritation, bitterness against his father, were gaining, slowly
but surely, the mastery over him " (Plumptre).
1. Enduring and implacable hatred (ver. 23);
II. Its special characteristics.
a malicious purpose formed from the first (as his intimate companion read in hia
countenance, ver. 32), but concealed that it might be the more effectually accomplished
penalty.

sister

at the hands of Amnon did not shock the men of Israel as it shocks us.
the feeling of all Oriental nations, belonged the special guardianship of her

when opportunity served. " A man that studieth revenge keeps his own wounds
which otherwise would heal and do well" (Bacon). 2. Subtle and deceitful
scheming (vers. 24, 26) under pretence of kindness and taking a base advantage of
Ver. 25 is " the first instance history offera
affection, consideration, and confidence.
3.
of the ruinous cost of royal visits to those who are honoured with them " (Kitto).
Another instance of indulgence
Pitiless and treacherous cruelty (ver. 28; ch. xi. 13).
"Absalom calls the execution of
in intoxication (1 Sam. xxv. 36, 37; ch. xi. 13).
this base cruelty in his servants, courage and valour being indeed but treacherous and
cowardly murder; which shows that vices are ofttimes coloured with the name of
green,

;

;

;

virtues, as drunkenness is called good fellowship, avarice good husbandry, subtlety to
It is not improl able that he
deceive wisdom, and pride magnanimity" (Guild).
wished to get rid of Amnon as an obstacle in the way to the throne. " The wild acts
of Absalom's life may have been to some extent the results of maternal training; they
were at least characteristic of the stock from which he sprang" (Smith, 'Diet.').
From his father he inherited nothing but his regal pride" (Ewald). " He was a man
••

could scheme deeply,. bide his time patiently, and then strike with decision and
daring " (D. Macleod).
Hi. Its exceeding sinfulness. 1. Disbelief in the presence and justice of God,
who, though man fails to punish, •* will by no means clear the guilty." 2. Insensibility to his forbearance, which should teach the like (1 Sam. xxiv. 13 ; Matt. v. 48).
14),
3. Disobedience to the Divine Law, which is " iulfiUed in one word," etc. (Gal.
and to many special injunctions (Rom. xii. 9; Matt. vi. 15). 4. Fruitfulness in
wickedness and crime (1 John iii. 15), with all their evil consequences to others and
" Absalom fled from man, who only could kill the
to a man himself (vers. 36, 37).

who

.

'And in what single vice are all others concentrated?' ' Vindictiveness'
(Rabbi Salomon Ibn Gabirol). "Whereas some may be apt to suspect that the
patient bearina: of one injury may invite another, I believe it will be found quite
otherwise, that the revenging of one iujiu-y brings on another ; the one is like the withdrawing of fuel or combustible matter, which will soon put out the fire, and the other
inflaming
is continually lurnishing fresh fuel, mixed with oil and gunpowder and siich
materials as are apt to spread the fire of contention, but not to extinguish it " (J. Blair
answer.

1740).

Conclusion.

How

odious

is

the spirit of revenge 1
his bosum.
D.

might as well cherish a venomous serpent in
but overcome evil with good" (Rom. xii. 21).

—

He who
"

gives

way

Be not overcome of

—

to

it

evil,

39.
(Jerusalem.) Parental sorrowt. "And the king also and all his
Vers. 30
David's intense feeling appears in his affectiou
servants wept very sore " (ver. 36).
The delight which
(vers. 6, 25, 39), his wrath (ver. 21), and his grief (ver. 31).
His sorrows, on their account, are
a father finds in his children is seldom unalloyed.
house-cross ' is the
•'
1. Their misbehaviour.
I. Ofttimes peculiarly SEVERE.
The gall which is juingled in our cup by those who ar«
heaviest of all earthly crosses.
" (KrummacherX
nearest to us surpasses all others in bitterness

A

'

OL
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How

sharper than a Berpent's tooth
thankless child I "

839

it is

To have «

King Lear/)
Their misfortune (ver. 19). 3. Their disappointment of his hopea his consternation,
trembling anxieties, exaggerated fears (ver. 30) his bereavement by death (ver. 32)
and by enforced exile thi ough crime (ver. 34) his son a fratricide, like Cain, alive yet
dead.
What a heavy burden of trouble was thus laid upon David! It is not surprising that it was followed by serious and protracted b dily affliction, favourable to
the desigus of his enemies and conducive to still deeper distress (ch. xv. 4, 30), aa
sereral psalms seem to indicate (Ps. xxxviii., xxxix., xli., Iv.).
2.

;

;

;

"O

me not in thine anger,
in thy hot displeasure.
fast in me,

Jehovah, rebuke

Nor chasten me

For thine arrows stick

And

me

thy hand presseth

acre," etc.

(Ps. xxxviii

SoMETTMRB DtTB TO HIS OWN FAULT.

1,

8.)

His sinful example.
Children are
more ready to imitate their father's vices than his virtues. 2. His defective discipline.
"David's failure in the government of his family was due in part to the excessive,
even morbid, tenderness of his feelings towards his children, especially some of them.
He may also have thought of his family circle as too exclusively a scene for relaxation and enjoyment ; he may have forgotten that even there there is a call for much
vigilance and self-denial " (Blaikie).
"By this example we see that children wiiom
their parents spare to correct will in the end be a grief unto them" (Willet).
"Chastisement without love is an outrage; no father is at liberty to plague or torture
his child but a love that cannot chastise is no love, and reaps a poor reward,
A child
that does not at the proper time feel the father's rod becomes at last a rod for his
father" (Schlier). "Ofttimes the child whom the father loves most (as David did
Amnon) becomes his gieatest grief by too much indulgence" (Guild). 3. His
culpable clemency in the case of a great crime (ver. 21).
Even if David did inflict
some punishment on Amnon, as it has been supposed (Chandler), yet it was altogether
inadequate to the oflFence. The sorrows of a father over the sins and sufferings of his
children are intensified by the knowledge that they are, in some decree, the result of
" A parent can have no sharper pang than the
his own errors and trans:jressions.
II.

1.

;

sight of his own sin reappearing in his child.
David saw the ghastly reflection ot his
unbridled passion in his eldest son's foul crime (and even a gleam of it in his unhappy
daughter) and of his murderous craft in his second son's bloody revenge " (Maclaren).
III.

Not without merciful

alleviation,

1.

The

occasinn

of trouble

is

less

calamitous than it might have been; less than it was feared to be (ver. 32).
2. Grief
is assuaged by the lapse of time (vers. 37, 38).
3. It is vain to mourn over what is
irreparable (ver. 39; ch, xii. 23; xiv. 14),
4. These afflictions are chastisements from
the heavenly Father's hand, and should be endured with potience and hope (Ps.
xxxix. 7, 9; xxxviii. 15). 5. They are mingled with tokens of Divine favour (ch. xii.
13, 25; Ps. xli. 1
3; Isa. xxvii. 8). 6. Their purpose is morally beneficial (lleb. xii.
" It may seem stranje to say it, but it is most true, that the tears which flow
11).
from the eyelids of a man are as needful to the fruitfuluess of his heart as the
dews which descend from the eyeUds of the morning are to the thirsty ground" (E.

—

Irving).

— D.

A

diaholical friend : a hnmily for young men.
Ver. 3.
This chapter contains a
dreadful story.
The unnatural lust of Amnon, the vile counsels of Jonadab, the
unsuspiciousness of the king, the confidim; innocence of Tamar, her unavailing remonstrances and resistance, the hardened villainy of her half-brother, his hatred and cruel
expulsion of his innocent victim, her bitter anguish and lamentations, the unjust
leniency of David towards the offender (althoui^h " very wroth "), the vengeance so
quietly prepared and so sternly executed by Absalom, the king's lamentations over the
death of Amnon, his subsequent longing after the fugitive Absalom, present a picture
of horrible wickedn« ss, of heljless misery, of weak neglinence, of tierce and deadly
revenge, which moves us with alternate detestation and pity, as well as wonder that so

—

!;

MO
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much depravity should have been found in the family of a man so godly and devout,
until we remember the unfavourableness of polygamy to the right training of families,
the foolish indulgence of David towards his children, and his own evil conduct, which
weakened his authority. Passing by, however, all other particulars, let us consider
awhile this statement, " Amnon had a friend, whose name was Jonadab ... a very
man."
KIND OF FBIEND8H1P TO BE ABHORBBD AJTD AVOIDED. At first vlew the friendThey were first cousins
ship of Jonadab and Amnon seems natural and proper.
Jonadab was a man of intelligence ("subtil," equivalent to "wise," not necessarily
"subtle" in the bad sense); he "showed himself friendly" by noticing his friend's
Not until we observe the advice he gave,
doleful appearance and inquiring the cause.
and see how it was accepted and followed, do we discover how base he was, how base
Amnon's vileness appears, indeed, earlier, in his indulgence of a
they both were.
passion for his beautiful half-sister, and that so violent, whUe so seemingly hopeless,
A case, surely, calling for pity and sympathy No wonder
that it affected his health.
that his dear friend so feelingly inquired after his health, and employed his subtlety to
They must have known each other very well for one to acknowledge
find a remedy
so disreputable a cause of his ill looks, and the other to suggest so infamous a restoWhat a real friend would have advised is obvious. He would have urged
rative.
Amnon, by every consideration of morality and religion, of regard for the honour of his
family and nation, the happiness of his father, and the duty he owed to his sister, to
conquer his guilty passion. But Amnon knew well that he was in no peril of being
troubled with such counsel, or he would not have acknowledged his shameful liist.
subtil
I.

A

!

!

Observe, too,

how

utterly this pair of friends, like

all

their tribe, disregarded the ruin

and misery which they were plotting for the innocent Tamar. They seem to have been
tolerably sure that the offence would not be thought veiy serious by " society," and
His own sins of a similar kind would
that the law would not be put in force by David.
Even after conamitting the foul crime, Amnon does
give them confidence of impimity.
not seem to have thought it necessary, for the sake either of safety or decency, to retire
What a contrast
for at least a time from Jerusalem until the affair had "blown over."
Many such friends, alas
between this friendship and that of David ami Jonathan
are to be found in the world men who are counsellins: and aiding and hardening each
other in licentiousness, whose delisht is to ruin the innocent, aad bring dishonour and
!

;

misery on their families ; and who are preparing each other for well-meritpd damnation.
Yet their dehauchery is overlooked by "society," especially if they be of high rank,
while their victims receive no pity. It would be of little use to address such wretches,
even if we could gain access to them. But we may warn young men who have not yet
come under their deadly influence, but who may be in danger of doing so. For in all
classes of society persons are to be found who, corrupt themselves, delight in corrupting
Young men coming from the country to great cities, where at present they
others.
have no friends, are in peril, not only from prostitutes or sometimes from loose married
women, but from men of the class referred to. These will test them by using double
entendres, advancing to outsp(jken ribaldry and freer conversation about sexual indulgences.
If discouraged, they will laugh at the "innocence" and •' squeamishness " of
If he at all encourage them, they will introduce him to
the youth they would corrupt.
indecent books, or offer themselves as guides to the places where he may safely indulge
To an inexperienced youth, not yet well grounded in Christian prinhis passions.
The assault from without
ciples, such approaches present very powerful temp'aiions.
meets with auxiliaries within, in the awakening passions themselves, and in a curiosity
" to see a little life."
The manner in which such temptations are met at the beginning is likely to d( termine the character of the youth's whole future life. To yield is
to resist and conquer is to gain new strength for future conflict and
to be undone
Let, then, those who are thus tempted shrink back from their tempter as from
victory.
;

a viper.

At the

first

indication of such depravity let

them "cut" those who

display

however related to them bv blood, however agreeable as coinpanions (the more agreeIf their
able the more dangerous), however able to help them in their worldly career.
coimsel he not followed, yet friendly association with them in any degree must exer-

it,

It may not be possible to avoid them altogether ; they m»y
debasing influence.
be employed in the same establishment, and indulge themselves iu loose language in

cise a

OT.

xm.
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but l«t a loathing of them be cherished, and every prac;
be made to silence and suppress them.
IL The surest safequabds against such friendship.
1. Olose and decided
friendship with Christ.
Begun early, cultivated diligently by daily communion with
him in secret, through devout study of his Word, believing meditation, fervent prayer.
Thus the heart will become filled with the purest and noblest aflfections, leaving no
room for the vile and thus wiU the youth become " strong in the Lord, and in the
power of his might," and "be able to withstand in the evil day"(Eph. vi. 10, 13).
2. Friendship with the hat Christians.
Union and communion with them in Churcti
fellow shi I), in Divine ordinances, in Christian work, in social life and its pure enjoyments.
Christian people should interest themselves in the young (especially young men from
home), and welcome them to their confidence, their friendship, their homes. For the
young must have friends ; and if there be difficulty in associatiog with the good, they
are in so much greater danger of contenting themselves with the evil or the doubttul.
But if they form Christian friendships, these will be as an impassable barrier against
the advances of such as would lead them astray.
3. Constant watchfulness and
prayer. Against everything that, if indulged, would make the society of the wicked
welcome. Guard the heart, lor out of it springs the li(e (Prov. iv. 23). Seek of God a
clean heart (Ps. li. 10).
Suppress every impure thought and feeling (see Matt. v.
28), and every impulse to utter impure words (Eph. iv. 29
v. 3).
Let the psalmist's
prayers (Ps. cxli. 3, 4; cxxxix. 23, 24) be yours.
Ever cherish the thought, " Thou
God seest me " (Gen. xvi. 13). 4. Conhideration of the certain result of following
evil counsellors.
"A companion of fools shall be destroyed " (Prov. xiii. 20). Amnon
found it so. Let the youn^ man think, when sinners entice him, " They are inviting
the hearing of their fellows
ticable effort

;

;

me

to misery, death, hell

"

I

not only those who are unchaste and the abettors of unchastity
whose close acquaintance and counsel are to be avoided, but the irreligious and immoral
in general; all who are "lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God" (2 Tim. lii.
4, Revised Version); all who adopt, practice, and tempt to infidelity, sabbath-breaking, intemperance, gambling, untruthfulness, dishonesty, or any other form of evil.
" Be not deceived : evil company " of any kind "doth corrupt good manners" (1 Cor.
XV. 33, Revised Version).— G. W.
Finally,

it

is

Things that ought not to he don* in Israel. The plea of Tamar, * no Buoh
Ver. 12.
thing ought to be done in Israel," is interesting, as showing that the sentiment wa«
prevalent amonust the Israelites, morally imperfect as they were, that they were not to
be as the nations around them ; that practices prevalent elsewhere were altogether out
of keeping with their position and calling.
"It may be so elsewhere ; but it must not
be 80 in Jsrael." A similar sentiment as to what is suitable and becoming is appealed
to in the New Testament.
Christians are exhorted to act "as becometh saints " (Eph.
V. 8 ; Rom. xvi. 2), to " walk worthy of the Lord," •* worthy of their vocation," etc
(Coll. 10; Eph.

iv. 1).

Why should the people of God regard
tnemselves as under special obligations to live pure and holy lives? 1. The character
of their Ood. " Ye shall be holy, for 1 am holy " was the language, of God to Israel
(Lev. xi. 44); and it was repeated to Christians (i Pet. i. 16, 16).
The injunction
could not have been addressed cannot now to the worshippers oi other gods.
2. Their
own consecration to Ood. Israel was .separated by God from other {leople to be liisown
people, devoted U) the practice of j)urity and righteousness (Lev. xx. 24, 26).
All
their history, laws, and institutions had this for their aim, and were adapted to it.
In
"
like manner Christians are "called to be saints
(Rom. i. 7), chosen of God, " that they
should be holy and without blame before him in love " (Eph. i. 4). The Son of Gtod
is called Jesus, because he came to "save his people from their sins" (Malt. i. 21).
The purpose of his love and self-sacrifice for them is to " redeem them from all iniquity,
and purify unto himself a people for his own possession, zealous of good works"
(Titus ii. 14, Revised Version).
This aim is expressed by the rite by which they .are
consecrated to God auii introduced into his kingdom
it is a l)aptism, a washing from
uncleanness.
For this they are united into a holy fellowship, with sacred ministries
and services, and godly discipline and all the inspired instructions and admouitionii
l.

The grounds or such a sentiment.

—

—

—

;

;
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addresBed to them, and expounded to them by their teachers, have manifestly the same
end and tendency. With all and above all, the Spirit which dwells amongst them
and gives life and reality to all their communion, worship, and service, is the Holy
spirit, and his work is to reo;enerate and sanctify their nature, and prodace in them
3. The wonders by which they have been redeemed and consecrated.
all goodness,
Ancient Israel, by a long Buccession of supernatural revelations, marvellous miracles,
and providential interpositions. The Chuich of Christ, by the incarnation of the
Eternal Word, and all that followed in the life, death, resurrection, and ascension
Yea, every
of our Lord, and the miraculous bestowment and works of the Holy Ghost.
true Christian is himself, as such, a product of the Spirit's snpernatiiral power, being
"born again," "born of the Sjarit" (John iii. 3, 6). Thus it is that this "holy
nation " is perpetuated in the earth. 4. Their privileges and hopes. " The children of
He was their "Portion;"
Israel" were "a people near unto God" (Ps. cxlviii. 14).
they enj yed his special presence, guidance, government, and defence. In a yet more
emphatic sense Christians have God as their God, enjoy constant union and communion
with him, and are assured of his love and sympathy, care and protection. Moreover, to
them is given, more clearly and fully than to the Old Testament Church, the hope oi
And what is this hope? It is that of seeing God and bein.; like him
eternal lite.
(1 John iii. 2), of becoming "a glorious Church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any
holy and without blemish " (Eph. v. 27), presented " faultless
such thing, but
It is to be admitted into the " New
betore the presence of his glory " (Jude 24).
Jerusalem," into which nothing unholy can enter (Rev. xxi. 27). The condition of
that " holiness without which no man shall
realizing this blessedness is purity of heart
it is clear that in such a community
see the Lord" (Matt. v. 8; Heb. xii. 14).
nothing unholy " ought to be done," however common elsewhere. Such things are
.

.

.

—

utterly inconsistent with their position, their knowledge, their professions,

and

their

prospects.

coNDtiOT WHICH THIS SENTIMENT CONDEMNS. We need not dwell on grOBR
which the words of the text were first used. They
were appropriate then, because the standard of morality " in Israel " was so much
higher in respect to such practices than in the surroumling nations. But the respectable art of general society in our time and country recognizes "no such thing" as
Amnon proposed as lawful. And as to many other departments of moralitv, the moral
standard of society has been elevated by the influence of Christianity. In using the
words, therefore, we do well to think of practices which are permitted or at least
thought lightly of by others, but which are nevertheless contrary to the precepts or
Including
1.
Selfishness.
Amongst these may be named
spirit of our religion.
covetousness, worldly ambition, illiberality, etc., with the disregard or violation of the
claims and rights of others that are allied to them. These are common enough in
Christian countries, but ought not to exist amongst Christian people, whose religion is
a product of Divine love, whose great Leader and Master is the incarnation of love, who
have received numberless precepts enjoining the love of otliers as of then selves, and
have been assured that love is greater than faith and hope (1 Cor. xiii. 13), much greater,
Covetousthen, than religious ceremonies, and ecclesiastical forms and observances.
ness in particular is closely associated in the New Testament with sensuality, as a vice
not even to be named amongst Christians, and is declared to be idolatry (Eph. v. 3, 5
Whether of rank, or wealth, or intellect.
2. Pride.
Col. iii. 5; 1 Cor. v. 10, 11).
Holy Scripture, in both Testaments, abounds in precepts and examples against pnde.
The Lord Jesus "humbled himself" in becoming man, and in the whole of his life on
earth, and freqtiently enjoined humility on his disciples, and reproved every indicaiion
Common, therefore, as pride is in the world, " no such thing
of a proud spirit in them.
ought to be in the Church. 3. Similar remarks may be made as to unhindnesi, the

Thb

II.

sensuality, such as that against

]

:

revengeful spirit, the unforgiving spirit, quarrelsomeness, uncharit'iNeness, evil-speaking,
and the like. 4. To these may be added frivolity, yaiV<j/— dissipation, a life of mere
amusement, with no serious, worthy purpose or pursuit. These are not becoming in
those who are enjoined to work out their salvation with fear and trembling; to be
sober and visilant because of the activity of Satan in seeking their ripstruction to
deny themselves, etc. (Phil. ii. 12 1 Fet.' v. 8 Luke ix. 23). 5. Indifference to the
The gospel brings into prominence the claims which men
ipiritual welfare of otheri.
;

;

;

on.

xm. 1—39.]
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hare upon Christians in this respect. Jesus very solemnly warns against "offending,*
others, even the least, by doing or saying what would lead them into sin or hinder their
salvation (Matt, xviii. 6, 7). He repeatedly teaches his disciples that he gave them
light in order that they might " shine before men," and so lead them to glorify God

—

(Matt. V. 14 16; Mark iv. 21, 22). St. Pavil commends the Philippians for their
" fellowship in furtherauce of the gospel," and urges them to '* strive " on its behalf
(Phil. i. 5, 27, Revised Version).
St. Peter enjoins that " as every man hath received
the gift " he should use it for the good of others, in teaching and ministering (1 Pet.
iv. 10, 11).
And in general, the cause of Christ is committed to his disciples, that
they may sustain and extend it both by active service and by pecuniary gifts. To the
discharge of this duty by others we owe our own Christian privileges and character.
If we disregard it, we display ingratitude, unfaithfulness to our Lord, insensibility to

Unconcern as to the salvation of men is natural enough
his great love to ourselves.
in men of the world, but " no such thing ought to be " found amongst Christians.
Finally, in the absence of specific precepts, we may settle many a doubt as to our
duty by considering whether the act or habit in question

is suitable and becoming in
profess themselves earnest disciples of Jesus Christ ; whether it is in harmony with his spirit and character, and conducive, or at least not hostile, to our spiritual
G. W.
benefit, or that of others.

those

who

—

Ver. 13.

Fools in Israel.

wicked brother was sadder

Sad aa was the case of the injured Tamar, that of hef
She was outraged, but innocent he was " as one of

still.

;

the fools in Israel."

Wicked men are "fools."

The term is often used in Holy Scripture as syno"godless," "lawless," " sinful ; " especially in the Book of Proverbs, where
"
wisdom." The folly of sinners appears in that
piety and holiness are designated
To wisdom, as recosinizable by the intellect
1. Their life is opposed to right reason.
and moral sense, and as revealed in the Sacred Word. They reject the guidance of
"
" the only wise God
the Infinite and All-perfect Wisdom. This is true, not only of
gross and brutal sinners like Amnon, but of the most refined and intellectual.
Either
they know not how to live, or, worse, will not live according to their knowledge. Of
many in our day we may use the words of St. Paul (Rom. i. 22), "Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools."
2. They act contrary to their otim well-heing.
They reject the greatest blessings for this life and the next; and choose for themselves
They sell their souls for transient gain or
degradation, destruction, and misery.
pleasure, or surrender them to destruction because they are too proud to learn or to
accept salvation as a free gift of God to the undeserving.
3. They are in many
instances the subjects of strange and fatal delusions.
Believing themselves Christians,
though destitute of the most essential characteristics of Christ's true disciples; imagining themselves safe for eternity because of their devotion to ritual observances and
dutiful submission to their priests, although they continue in their sins.
In the most enlightened comII. Such fools are to be found even "in Israel."
munities in Christian congregations ; in the purest Churches.
III. Fools " in Israel " are the worst fools.
The most guilty, the most hopeh^ss
Because of 1. Tfie light which shines there. Revealing God, truth, duty.
of the class.
Bin and holiness, life and death.
They "rebel against the light" (Job xxiv. 13),
either by ignoring it, or hating and consciously rejecting it.
2. The influences enjoyed
there.
From the examples of good men from the institutions and life of the Church
from the presence and operation of the Holy Spirit. 3. TTie privileges accessible there.
The friendship of Christ and Christians ; a] iproach with assurance to the throne of <irace
in prayer for all needful Divine gui'iance and strength.
4. The convictions j roiiuced
Living " in Israel," it is scarcely possible to escape impressions and convictiona
there.
which especially bring wisdom within reach, and render continuance in folly and sin
the more deplorable. They furnish opportunities of repentance and salvation which,
5. The heavier doom incuri'd there.
being neglected, greatly increase guilt.
By
those, that is, to whom the advantages there enjoyed become occasions of greater sin.
"
"
sorer punishment
To them belong the many stripes " (Luke xii. 47) and the
(Heb. X. 29). Let each of us, then, be concerned not to be "as one of the focli i».
I.

nymous with

—

;

:

;

laraeL"— Q.W.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER
Ver.

1.

—The

kiriar's

XIV.

heart

was toward

Again there is a diversity of
Absalom.
Tiew as to the right rendering. The preposition does not usually mean " toward," but
" agitinet." and is so rendered in ver. 13.
The whole phrase occurs again only iu Dan.
xi. 28, and certuinly there imidies enmity.
The whole attitude of Dav.d towaids Absalom is one of persistent hustility, and, even
when Joab had obtained his recall, for two
full years he would nut admit him into his
presence. What has led most commentators
to force the meaning here and in ch. xiii.
89 is the passionate burst of grief when
news was broueht of Absalom's death following upon the anxious orders given to the
generals to be careful of the young man's
But David was a man of very warm
Ufe.
affections, and while this would make him
feel intense sorrow for the death of a son by
his brother's hand, and stem indignation
towards the murderer, there would still lie
deep in the father's lieart true love towards
his sinning child, and Absalom's fall was
Bad enough to cause a strong revulsion of
David's grief would be not merely
feeling.
for the death of his son, but that be should
have died so miserably, and in an attempt
Was not, too, the natural
80 shameful.
grief of a father made the more deep by the
feeling that this was the third stage of the
jienalty denounced on his own sin, and
that the sou's death was the result of the
father's crime?
This town, famous as
Ver. 2. Tekoah.
the birthplace of the Prophet Amos, lay
upon the borders of the great wilderness
As it was only
south-east ot Jerusalem.
five miles to the south of Bethlehem, Joab's
birthplace, he had probably often heard
tales of this woman's intelligence; and,
though he contrived the parable himself,
yet it would need tact and adroitness ou
the wcjmnu's part to give the tale with
tr.igie eilect, and answer the king's questions witli all the signs of genuine emotiou.
If lier acting was bad, the king would see
through the plot, and only by great skill
would his heart be so moved ;is to force him
to some sueh eiprepsion of feeling as would

—

•erve Joab's purpose.
When the woman of Tekoah
Ver. i.
All the versions and several manu•pake.
•cri{)t8 read, us the sense requires, " when
the woman of Tekoah came." There is an
interesting article in De Rossi, fixing with
much probability the twelfth century as tlie
date of this error. Though Absalom sub•equeutly (^ch. xv. 4) complained of the lax

—

administration of justice in the realm, yet
evidently this woman hiid the right of
bringing her suit before the king; and we
may be sure that Joab would take care that
nothing unusual was done, lest it should
awaken the kind's suspicious. But pussibly
there was a want of method in judicial
matters, and very much was left in the
hands of the tribal officers, such as we find
mentioned iu Josh. xxiv. 1.
"V^r. 7.
The whole family. This does
not mean the kinsfolk, in whom such a disregard of the mother's feelings would liave
been cruel, but one of the great divisions
of the tribe (see note on the mishpachah, in
In
1 Sam. XX. t), and comp. 1 Sam. x. 21 ).
ver. 15 she rightly calls them " the people."
We have thus a glimpse of the ordinary
method of administering the criminal law,
and find thu.t each portion of a tribe exercised justice within its own district, being
Bumuioncd to a general convention by ito
hereditary chief ; and in this case the widow
represents it as determined to punish the
crime of fratricide with inflexible severity,
and we may assume that such was the usual
practice. The mother sets before David the
other side of the matter her own loneliness,
the wiping out of the father's house, the
utter ruin of her home if the last live coal
on her heartb be extinguished. And in this
way she moves his generous sympathies even
to the point of overriding t.e legal rights of
the mishpachah. In modem communities
there is always eome formal power of softening or entirely remitting penalties required
by the letter of the law, and of taking into
consideration matters nf equity and even of
feeling, which tbe judge must put aside;
aud in monarchies this is always the high
prerogative of the crown. And we will deTne Syriac has the
stroy the heir also.
third person, "And they will destroy even the
heir, and quench my coal that is left." This
is more natural, but there is greater pungency in the widow putting into the mouth
of the heads of the clan, not words which
they had actually spoken, but words which
showed what would be the real etfect of
There is great force
their determination.
and beauty also in the description of hei
coal
left to keep the
live
son as the last
In another but
family hearth burning.
allied sense Dfivid is called "the lamp of
Israel" (ch. x\. 17, marg.).
Ver. 9.— The .^.qaity be on me. The king
had given a general prumise to help the
widow, but she wants to lead him on to a
definite asfurance that her son shall be parLess than this would not help
doned.

—

—

Absalom's case.

Instead, therefore, of with-

OH. XIV.
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diawing, she represents herself as dissatisand pleads for full forgiveness and as
this would be a violation of the letter of the
Levitioal Law, in order to remoye David's
supposed scruples, she takes upon herself the
fied,

;

penalty.
Ver. 11.

—

^I

pray thee,

let

the king re-

Thenius bays that the woman
•plays well the part of a talkative gossip,
but really she was using the skill for which
Jj&b employed her in bringing the king to
give her son a free pardon. Nothing sliort
of this would serve Absalom, who already
was so far forgiven as to be in no fear of
It is remarkable that
actual punishment.
David does not hesitate finally to grant this
without making further inquiry, though ha
must have known that a mother's ple.ts were

member,

etc.

not likely to be very impartial. Moreover,
while in ver. 9 she had acknowledged that
there might be a breach of the law in pardoning a murderer, she now appeals to the
mercy of Jehovah, who had himself provided
limits to the anger of the avenger of blood
(see Numb. xxxv.). He had thus shown
himself to be a God of equity, in whom
mercy triumphed over the rigid enactments
of law. The words which follow more
exactly mean, " That the avenger of blood
do not multiply destruction, and that they
destroy not my son." Moved by this entreuty, the king grants her sou full pardon,
under the solemn guaranty of an oath.
Yer. 13. Against the people of Ood.
Very skilfully, and so as for the meaning
only gradually to unfold itself to the king,
she represents the people of Israel as the
widowed mother, who has lost one son and
David as the stern clan-folk who will deprive her of a second though guilty child.
But now he is bound by the solemn oatli he
ha^i taken to her to remit the penalty
for
literally the words are, and by (hn hing'a
epeaking this word he is as one yuilty, unleiv
he fetch lioine again his banished one. She
claims to have spoken in the name of all
I.srael, and very probably she really did
express thf'ir feelings, as Absalom was very
popular, and the people saw in Tamar'g
wrong a suiHcient reason for, and vindica-

—

;

;

tion of^ hi>j crime.
Ver. 14.— Neither doth God,
translation is altogether wrong.

etc.

Tlib

What

the

" God taketh not life [Hebrew, 'a soul '] away, but thinketh thoughts
not to banish from him his Itanished one."
Her argument is that death is the common
lot, and that there is no way of bringing
back the dead to life. But though death is
thtiH a universal law, yet (iod does not kill.
Death is not a penalty exacted as a punishment, but, on the contrary, he is merciful,
and when a man lias sinned, instead of putting him to death, he is reatly to forgive and

woman

says

is,

8tf

welcome back one rejected because of hi«
wickedness. The application is plain. The
king cannot restore A mnon to life, and neither
must he kill the guilty Absalom, but must
recall his banished son.
The argument is
full of poetry, and touching to the feelings,
but is not very sound. For God requires
repentance and change of heart and there
was no sign of contrition on Absalom's part.
The power of the woman's appeal lay ia
what she say^ of God's nature. He is not
intent on ptiuijhing, nor bent on carrying
out the sentfciices of the Law in their stem
literalness but he is ready to forgive, and
" deviseth devices " to bring home those
now separate from him.
There in also
much that is worth pondering over in the
distinction between death as a law of nature,
and death as a penalty. The one is necessary, and often gentle and beneficial; but
death as a penalty is stern and terrible.
17.
Vers. 15
Now therefore that I am
eome, etc. The woman now professes to
return to lier old story as the reason for her
importunity, but she repeats it in so eager
and indirect a manner as to indicate that it
had another meaning. Instead, too, of thanking the king for fully granting her petition,
she still flatters and coaxes as one whose
purpose was as yet ungained. The king's
word is, for rest (see margin): it puts an
end to vexation, and, by deciding matters,
sets the disputants at peace.
He is as an
angel of God, as God's messenger, whose
words have Divine authority and his office
is, not to discern, but " to hear the good and
the evil," unmoved, as the Vulgate renders
it, by blessing and cure<ing.
His mission is
too high for him to be influenced either by
good words or by evil, but Laving patiently
heard both aides, and calmly thought over
the reasons for and against, he will decide
righteously.
Finally, slie ends with the
prayer, And may Jehovah thy God be with
thee
By such words she hoped to propitiate the king, who now oould not fail to
see that the errand of the woman was personal
;

;

— —

,*

!

to himself.

—

Is the hand of Joab with thee
all* this 1
The " not," inserted by the
Authorized Version, must be omitted, as it
alters the meaning.
The king really was
uncertain, and asked dubiously, whereas
the Authorized Version admits only of an
affirmative answer.
David had seen the
general drift of the woman's moaning, but
she had involved it in too much obscurity
for him to do more than suspect that she
was the mouthpiece of Joab, who was standing by, and whose face may have given
signs of a more than ordinary interest in

Ver. 19.

in

the woman's narrative. She now frankly
acknowleilgos the truth, but skilfully interweaves much flattery in hor sinswer. And

;
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her wordfl are far more expressive than what
Literally they
in given in our versions.
are,

By

thy

life,

my

lord the king, there

is

nothing on the right or on the left of all that
my lord the king has spoken. His words had
gone straight to the mark, without the
lightest deviation on either side.
Ver. 20. To fetch about this form of
gpeech ; correctly, as in the Revised Version,
to change the face of the matter hath thy
The matter was that
servant Joab, etc.
referred to in ver. 15, which the king now

—

understands to refer to Absulom.
the earth, translate in the land.

For in

The Hebrew

haa no means of distinguishing the wider
and narrower Bignifications of the word;
but while the king would be flattered by the
supposition that he knew all that happened
in his dominions, the assertion that he
knew all that was done in all the world
was too broad and general to be agreeable.
The Authorized Version has been misled by
the thought of what an angel might know
but while it was a compliment to ascribe to
the king an angel's intelligence in his own
sphere, it would have been bad taste and
unmeaning to ascribe to him omniscience.
Nay, it is an assumption without proof that
even an angel knows "all things tlmt are
in the earth."
Ver. 21. I have done this thing. This
is an Oriental form of assent, just as we say
in English, " It is done," that is, as good as
few
done, now that the order is given.
manuscripts, nevertheless, support a Mas-

[ch. xiv.

1—33.

is to be decidedly rejected, with all other
attempts of the Massorites to remove little
roughnesses of grammar.
Ver. 24. Let him turn to his own house,
etc.
This half-forgiveness was unwise, and
led to unhappy results. It seems even as
if Absalom was a prisoner in his house,
as he could not leave it to visit Joab. IStill,
we must not assume that even kind treat-ment would have made Absalom a dutiful
son. or weaned him from his ambitious pur-

—

poses. The long-plotted revenge, carried out
80 determinately, gives us a low idea of his
character, and probably during these two
years of waiting, he had brooded over David'a
criminal leniency, and regarded it as a justification for his own foul deed.
And now,
when allowed to come home, but still treated
unkindly, tiioughts condemnatory of hig
father's conduct were cherished by him.
It
seems, too, as if a protracted punishment is
always dangerous to the moral character of
the criminal. And must we not add another
reason? Absalom, we may feel sure, saw

It
influenced by politic motives.
was injurious to the well-being of the nation
that there should be discord and enmity
between the king and his eldest son, and

with indignation the growing influence of
Bathsheba over the king. A granddaughter
of Ahithophel, she was sure to be an adept
in those intrigues in which the women of a
harem pass their time; and even if, upon
the whole, we form a favourable judgment
upon her character, yet undoubtedly she
was a very able woman, and could have no
afl'ection for Absalom.
Ver. 26. Two hundred shekels after the
king's weight. Unless the royal shekel was
smaller than the shekel of tiie sanctuary,
the weight of Absalom's hair would be six
pouinls.
But we cannot believe that the
king's shekel was not full weight; for to
imagine this is to suppose that the king
had tampered with the coinage ; for tlie
shekel was a coin as well as a weight, being
As a
originally a fixed quantity of silver.
matter of fact, David had amassed too much
silver to have need of resorting to what is
the expedient of feeble and impoverished
Nor can we grant an error in the
princes.
number; for the versions all agree with the
Hebrew, so that any mi.stake must, at all
events, be of great antiquity. Josephus says
that Solomon's body-guard wore long hair
powdered with gold dust, and undoubtedly
Absalom's hair wns something extraordinary
(eh. xviii. 9). But six pounds is so enormous
a weight that it is just possible that some
ancient copyist has enlarged the number, to
make it accord with a legend current among
the people, in which this feature of Absalom's beauty had been exaggerated.
Ver. 27.
Three sons. Their names are not
given, because they died early (see ch. xviii,
) 8).
Ot his daughter Tamar, named after her

that the latter should be living in exile.
K'ri, thy servant, placed in the margic.

aunt, and, like her, possessed of great beauty,
the heptuagint adds that she became the

—

A

Boretie

emendation

(K'ri),

namely,

"Thou

hast done this go therefore," etc. But both
the Septuagint and Vulgate agree with the
written text (K'tib), and it is less flat and
commonplace than the supposed emendation.
Ver. 22.— In that the king hath fulfilled
Keil concludes
the request of his servant.
from this that Joab had often interceded for
Absalom's pardon, and that this had made
the king suspect him of being the prime
mover in the affair. But this is to force the
meaning. Joab now stood confessed as the
person who had bruught the woman before
:

the king, and had employed her to gain
a hearing. Had he been allowed to' pkad
freely, her intervention would not have been
We have seen, too, that the
necessary.
king's suspicions have been made in the
Authorized Version much stronger than
they really were. Many commentators also
assume that Joab had a friendship for
Absalom, but there are few traces of it in
his conduct, and moie probably Joab was
chiefly

The

—

—
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wife of Rehoboam, and mother of Abijah.
In 1 Kings xv. 2 we are toM that Alijah's
mother was "Maachah the daughter of
Abishalnm " and in 2 Chron. xiii. 2 that
her name was "Mi haiah the daughter of
We thus gather that
Uriel of Gibeah."
Tamar mair.ed Uriel, ami that it was the
;

grauiidaugiiter

of

Absalom

wlio

became

It is strictly in acliehoboam's queen.
cordance with Hebrew custrim to call Absalom's gran daughter his daughter, and, as
Uriel was a man of no political importance,
he is passed over, as the narrator's object
was to show that Abijah's muther was
sprung from the handsome and notorious
eon ot David (see also 2 Chron. xi. 20, 21).
As
Ver. 29. Absalom sent for Joab.
Joab had been the means of bringing him
back, Absalom naturally regarded him as a
friend. But Joab had performed the former
service for other reasons, and it does not
I

i

—

seem as if he really had any affection for
Absalom.
The
Ver. 30.
(Jo, and set it on fire.
Hebrew has, Go, and I will set it on fire.
Absalom represents himself as doing in his
own person what his servants were to be his

—

instruments in accomplishing. The versions,
however, agree with the Massorites in substituting the easy phrase in the text.
But
few languages are so indifferent to persons

and numbers as the Hebrew.
Ver. 31. Then Joab arose.
This highhanded proceeding forced Joab to pay the

—

wished-for visit. But, while we cannot acquit Absalom of petubmce, we must not
regard his act as one of angry revenge ; had
it been so, Joob would have openly resented
it, and he was quite capable of making even
the heir-apparent feel his anger.
It was
probably intended as a rough practical joke,
which taught Joab better manners, and

which he must laugh
ward di«pleabura.

at,

though with

in-

Ver. 32.
let

him

847

—If there be (any) iniquity in me,

kill

me.

The word "any,

"

wrongly

in the Authorized Version, it
omitted in the Revised Versioa. It would

inserted

have been monstrous for Absalom to profess
innocence, with the murder of Amnou fresh
in his memory but the phrase, "if there be
iniquity in me," means, "if my ofl'ence is
still unpardoned."
If year after year he
was to be treated as a criminal, then he
would rather be put to death at once. And
Ab.-alom's plea succeeds. Joab, who had
been unwilling to visit the prisoner, now
;

consents

to

act

as

mediatur, reports

to

David his son's vexation at such longcontinued coldness, and obtains full pardon.
Ver. 33. The king kissed Absalom. The
father's kiss was, as in the case of th«
prodigal son (Luke XT. 20), the sign of jier-

—

and of the restoration of
to his place as a son, with all its
privileges. But God's pardon was immediate
fect reconciliation,

Absalom

was unwilling,
and wrung from him. The kifis, we may
feel quite sure, was preceded by a conversation between David and his son, the record
of which is omitted simply for the sake of
(ch. xii. 13), while David's

brevity.

Evidently

it

satisfied the

king,

and ended in the kiss whieh gave the son
all he desired.
But whatever may have
been his professions, Absalom's subsequent
conduct is proof that Ijo still regarded

Amnon's death as a just retribution for his
ctjnduct to Tamar, and secretly cherished
a snllen anger against his father for not
having punished the wrong-doer himself.
It was the contrast between his own five
years of punishment and the mere verbal
re|iroof

which was

all tliat

Amnon had

to

BuMer for his shameless couiiuct, which
rankled in Absalom's mind, aud gave him
an excuse £q> finally plottmg hia father's
ruin.

HOMILETICai
Vers. 1

—20.—The

Joab, observing that the Ttfng*8 lieart was stni naverse
him round to a dili'erent feeling, that a wise
woman from Tekoah should ajipear before him and pi ad a cause. 2! The woman
appears before the king, and narrates as facts certain Circumstances, naraelv, (1) that
she was a widow, and that on two of her sons falling into strife, one slew the other;
(2) that all the rest of the lamily connections were urging that the survivor should
be put to death, much to her grief.
3. David, touched with her story, undertakes to
grant her request, whereupon the woman, recognizing the usage in such cases, desires
to exonerate tiie king from blame in iliis e.xercise of his clemency.
4. The kin^ giving
her a renewed assurance of safety, should any reproach her for thus trading on his
clemency, she again, by a reference to God's presence and knowledge, dwells on the
royal promise; whereupon he swears most solenmly that tlie son shall be sjiaied.
6.
The woman then ventures to bring the royal concession to her to bear on the case of
Absalom, by suggesting that, in granting her request as a just one, he virtually lirings
blame on IdmseU for cherishing revengeful feeling against a banished one, and be oos
to

facts are

Absalom, devised, in order

:

1.

to bring
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if the people of God.
6. She fortifies her argument by alluding to man's inevitahie
mortality and ti) Gi'd'a way of dealing with wrong-doers, namely, that he deyises
means of restoring the exile. 7. Reverting to her own suit, she next pretends that
the people's desire for vengeance has caused the fear which prompts this her request,
believing, as she does, in the king's magnanimity and superior discrimination. 8. David,
perceiving that she is presenting a parabolic case, now asks whether Joab is not at the
origin of it, which, with an Oriental compliment to his discemmentf she candidly
admits.

Astuteness in human affairs. There are a few facts which, put together, seem to
warrant the conclusion that David was hostile in mind to Absalom, and that therefore
the expression in ver. 1, rendered " toward," should be " adverse to," hy. These facts are,
his evident sorrow for Amnon; the related flight of Absalom and absence for three years,
but no mentiotj of any mes>enger of peace being seat to him ; the necessity of the device
of the wise woman to awaken kindly interest in the king and iiis unwillingness to see
;

Absalom

two years after having yielded to the force ot the argument for his restoration (ver. 28).
It was in the endeavour to overcome the king's ho.stility that Joab
manifested, the remarkable a.stiiteness of his nature.
Taking Joab's conduct in this
instance as our exemplar, we may get an insight as to what constitutes the astutene.s8
in human affairs which then gave and always has given home men an advantage over
lor

others.
I. There is a sheewd obskrvation of events.
Joab was not a mere military
man, whose ran^e of observation was limited by Lis profession. He had his eyes wide
open to notice, in their bearing one on the other, the various incidents in the history of
Israel, embracing both the private and public life, kini^ and people.
The remark that
he perceived that the king's heart was adverse to Absalom is but an index of the man's
character.
Some generals would simply have confined their attention to military duties,
paying little or no heed to what passed in the niind of the king, and what was the
effect of his attitude on the nation.
The widely and luinutely observant eye is a great
blessing, and, wi en under the government of a holy purpose, is a means of personal and
relative enrichment.
All men astute in affaTs have cultivated it with zeal, and its
activity and range account in part for the sup'riority they have acquired over their
(ellow-creatures. Human life is a voluminous book, ever being laid, age by page, before
us
and he who can with simple and steady glance note what is there written, and
treasure up the record for future use, has procured an advantage, which, in days to
come, will be converted into power. " The wise man's eyes are in bis head ; but the fool
]

;

walketh in darkness " (Eccles.

IL There

ii.

14:).

a constant loobiino ahead.

This characteristic of Joab is seen in
instances (e.g. ch. xi. 16, 18
20 ; xii. 28 ; xiii. 19). He was a man who sought
to forecast the issue of events at present transpiring, or conditions that might ariie to
modify his plans. He seemed to see the complications that miiiht arise should Absalom
be kept in perpetual exile, both on account of his fine manly bearing being popular
with the peojjle, and of the possible strife should the king die, and the exile then
return to contend with a nominee of David's.
The prophetic forecast is a vision of
coming reality ; the forecast of astuteness is the clever calculation ol the bearings of
passing events on what may be, the tracking out by anticipation the working on men
and thinis of the various forces now in operation. In so far as a man possesses this
quality, he certaii.ly is a power in society, and Ins opinions with reference to contingencies, and the provision wherewith to meet them, should have weight.
The degree to
which some men injure themselves and others because they have no prevision, no
power of anticipating events, is often very painful. In so far as this kind of prevision
can be cultivat^d in early years, apart from the cunning with which it is sometimes
allied, so will be the gain for the entire life.

many

ib

—

III. There is a seeking of personal ends combined with foblio good.
Selfish
cunning looks on, hut looks only for self, and cares not for general interests. Astuteness
looks on, but seeks delibt-rately to combitie the personal and the general good. The
former may be a prominent consideration, but the latter has a real place sincerely
given.
Even in the killing of Abner
In Joab we have a striking example of this.
Joab probably felt that the presence of such a rival might bring on troubles in IsraeL
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When, by complicity with David's sin (ch. xi. 17), he advanced his own ambition by
gaining power over David, he Lad an idea that the country would be the stronger for
king and general to be of one mind. His sending for David to conquer Rabbah (ch.
xii. 26
30) promoted liis own influence over the king, and at tlu; same time gave the
nation the advantage of a regal triumph.
No doubt he foresaw that, as Absalom was
now the eldest son, he might possibly come to the throne, an(i htnce it was important
to secure his favour by being the instrument of procuring his recall ; at the same time, he
saw it would be better for king and peojle that this family quai rd should be adjusted.
There is no astuteness in pure benevolence, and there is no pure benevolence in astuteIts characteristic is that it uses a knowledge of men and things, and au
o«R5.
anticipation of coming anil possible events, in such a way as to secure personal interests
There is too much conscience for pure selfishness, and too
in promoting public good.
little for pure benevolence.
These children of the world are certainly wise in their
generation (Luke xvi. 8).
IV. There is a special knowledge of human natube, and or the means of

—

—

ACTING ON IT. Joab knew men their foibles and their strength. He had acquired that
kind of penetration which comes of having much to do with men of divers temperaments and preferences. He knew how to touch David's natural ambition at Rabbah
(ch. xii. 28—30).
He unders'^ood how he would feign displeasure and sorrow at the
assault which brought about the death of Uriah, and how the courtiers could be put off
suspicion (ch. xii. 20, 21). He knew that a story appealing to generous, magnanimous
feelings would be sure to touch the king's heart (ver. 2).
This knowlelge of men
is an inestimable treasure for practical purposes.
Some persons never acquire it, and
consequently are at a great disadvantage in the struggle for life. Others avail themselves of it tor low, cunning purposes, which are more becoming fiends than men.
The
astute man, whose character is toned by a moral aim, uses his knowledge to avoid some
and secure the favour of others, and also to bring men round to the furtherance of
the obj' cts be has in hand. There is not in such a quality the simplicity whicli sometimes passes for Christian guiltlessness; it may even seem, in some cases, to savour of
cunning; but there are instances in which it combines the wisdom of the serpent and
the harmlessness of the dove. The Apostle Paul was certainly an astute Christian.
He knew men, and how to deal with them on Christian principles. H;s addresses before
his judges

and

his Epistles bear witness.
lessons.
1. All who wish to be effective in Christian service should
endeavour to extend their knowledge of human nature; for it is sail of Christ that he
know what was in man (John ii. '-5). 2. In seekin.' a more thorough knowledge of
human nature, we should avoid the risking the habitual feeling of distrust and suspicion
which many of the sad facts of life may well sugEjcst for our Saviour, who knew all
that is in man, the worst and the best, acted in his relations to them on the principle
of <ienerous consideration. 3.
should see to it that the intellectual qualities <>f
astuteness are allied in us with Christian qualities that will save us from low cunning
and mere utilitarian motive, and make duty the guide of action. 4. It behoves us to
make use of all innocent means " wise women," if need be parables, or direct argument,
to bring others to act in accordance with the will of God.
5. In dealing with men wo
should endeavour to touch the better springs of action in their nature, and assume that
they are prepared to do justly and generously.

General

;

We

—

—

Means to bring f>ack tJu banishrd. The woman of Tekoah showed her wisdom in
T«ry deftly blending the argument suggested by Joab with thoughts and pleadings
designed to meet the successive replies of the king. To gain her point, she proceeded
from the assumiition of his natural sympathy with a distressed widow up to the overwhelming arsuujent derived from a consideration o' God's method in de:iling with his
children when they are, by reason of their sins, banislied from his presence.
There
may seem to be n weakness in the parallel she imjilies between the case of her sons and
the case of Absalom and Amnon, inasmuch as the death of Amnon was brought about
by a deliberate design, while the death of the other was a consequence of a sudden
strife
but in reality she was right. The strife of her sons was "in the field," but there
may have been antecedents which led to that mortal conflict; and, so far as concerned
the sons tf David, it was to all intents and purposes a family quarrel, brought on by
;
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the wrong done to Absalom in the ruin of his sister, and the wise woman evidently
Provocation had been given by
regarded the whole affair as a "strife in the field."
Amnon, and the anger nf Absalom, thus aroused, occasioned his death. Amnon would
not have died, but for his attack on the honour of Absalom. Two things in the final
argument come home to David. (1) The reference to the ways of Ood, David, as a
pious man and as a righteous ruler, rejoiced in the ways of the Lord
to him they were
they were the pro!'es-ed model of his own conduct. This
just and true and wisimoral argument to a good mim is perfectly irresistible. (2) The reference to God^a
David had of late been a banished tne. He had known the anguish of
banished ones.
being far from his heavenly Father, a spiritual exile, no long-r permitted or inclined
The widow's word "banished"
to the close and blessd fellou-.ship of former times.
brought back the sad reraembrnice, followed in a moment by the remembrance of the
mercy that had blotted out all his sins and restored him to the joys of salvation. Wise
woman, thus to touch the deepest and tenderest springs of the heart! Consider what
is implied in the blessed words, " He doth devise means, that his banished be not
expelled from him."
I. Man's
condition by reason of sis ib one of banishment.
As truly as
Ab.salom was now banished fiom David as a consequence of his transgressions, so man
The information given us of the fallen angels is siight, but it
is separated froni God.
amounts to this that they are banished because of sin (2 Pet. ii. 4 Jude 6). Our
first parents were banished from Paradise because of sin.
Those who are not welcomed
at last to heaven will have to refer the banishment to sin (Matt. vii. 23
xxv. 45, 46 ;
Rev. xxi. 27). Tlie state of mankind, while sin is loved aud followed, is one of alienation.
The carnal mind is not subject to the Law of God. We are as sheep going
astray.
Apart from any positive decree, the fact of sin constitutes moral severance
from God. The child wanders, heedless of the Father's love, and all the moral laws of
the universe combine with psychological laws to keep him, while in that state, outside
the blessed sphere of fellowship and rest. It was instinctive for Absalom to flee fr.jm the
face of the king.
He banisned himself by his deed, and the king could not render it
otherwise.
It is instinctive for one in sin to flee from the face of the holy God, and
the Eternal, though omnipotent, cannot render it otherwise. The constitution of nature
renders it inevitable.
To suppose that it is an arbitrary arrangement is to imagine an
impossibility.
No power can make sin equivalent to holiness, and consequently no
power can confer on sin the blessedness of the Divine favour.
II. Gt)D NEVERTHELESS re'tArds THE BANisHEU AS HIS.
Absalom was the son of
David, though an exiled wanderer. David feit lor ijim the mingled sorrow and displeasure of a just and good parent.
The change of character and position does not
Adam was God's wandering child when, with sad heart,
destroy natural relationship.
he turned his back on Paradise. The prodigal son is repiesented as being a son, though
wasting his substance with riotous living. Our Saviour, in teaching us how to pray,
would fiave us think of God as our Father. The whole tenor of his life on earth
was to cause sinful men to feel that God the Father looks on them as his, even while
in rebellion against his will.
Had he di>owned us in this respect, there would in leed
have been no hope. It is much to know, in our sins and errors and dreadful guilt,
that we are God's offspring, that he has a proprietaiy right in us, and thinks of us aa
only a father can think of his children (Ezek. xxxi.i. 11).
III. God MAKES PROVISION FOB BRINQINO THE BANISHED BACK TO HIMSELF.
"He
doth devise means, that his banished be not expelled from him." Wonderful words fur
that age, and from a widow
The great and precious truth is the comfort of myriais
all over the world, and the occasion of wonder and joy in heaven.
Such an incidental
statement reveals to us that the pious of Israel in those times possessed much fuller and
clearer knowledge concerning God and his salvation than they sometimes get credit
for, or would be inf rred from the outlines of national history contained in the Bible.
The history is designed to trace the great historic line along which Christ came, and
the fact that God was, through the Jewish people, working out a great purpose to be
are not told of all the detailed teaching of hi ly priests
gradually revealed in Christ.
may fairly regard this wonderful statement of the widow as an index
and prophets.
of truth widely possessed, distinct from the provision of such means of blessing as the
brazen serpent and the cities of refuge. There is a twofold sense in which the exprea;

;

—

;

;

!
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may be understood. 1. God provides means/or the redemption of the world. The
Mosaic economy was, in some of its institutions, a shadow of the provision that centres
in the cross of Christ.
Our salvation is of God. If he does not find means to cover
sin and influence our evil hearts, there is no hope.
We cannot, and are unwilling. He
deviseth means (John iii. 16).
There is an intimation of the wisdom requisite. Sin
produces such confusion in the moral sphere, and runs so against the order of government, and lays so strong a hold on the human heart, that only infinite wisdom could
find out the way by which we might cf^me back to God.
Hence the atoning sacrifice
cf Christ, the gift of the Holy Spirit, the appointment of faith as the condition and of
(reaching as the instrumentality, are all ascribed to the wisdom and gotdness of God.
!
,t is bv the Church thus saved that the wisdom ol God is revealed to all ages (Rom. iii.
23—26; iv. 16; viii. 14; 1 Cor. i, 21—30; Eph. iii. 10). 2. God provides means /or
the restoration of those who backslide from him.
By chastisements, by the voice of
prophets and conscience, by the pleading of the Spirit, by the varied events of providence causing the erring child to feel how evil and bitter a thing it is to depart from
God, he opens a way by which they are brought back again. David knew this. " He
restoreth my soul" (Ps. xxiii. 3).
How wonderfully wise and gentle these means often
are is well known to many who once were as sheep going astray, and had lost Uu
blesseduess of fellowship formerly known.
Bion

" Return .
.
O chosen of my love
Fear not to meet thy beckoning Saviour's view
Long ere I called thee by thy name, I kn^-w
That very treacherously thou wouldst deal;
Now I have seen thy ways, yet I will heal.
Return
Wilt thou yet linger far from ine?
My wrath is turned away, I have redeemed thee."
(' Life Mosaic,' by F. R. Havergal,
I

.

I

1

p.

72.)

IV. G0D*8 WAYS IN DEALINO WITH HIS BANISHED ONES ARE A MODEL FOB US. The
wise woman had spoken of the ways of God with his banished ones in order to induce
David to follow in the same course with respect to Absalom the imilication being that,
when once a good man is reminded of the ways of God, he will witiiout further urging
act in the same manner. The parallel between the relation of Absalom to David and the
relation of a sinner to God may not in every detail be perfect; but there being a resemblauce in the substantial facts banishment of a son because of high-handed deeds of
wrong it loUows that there should be a resemblance, in the beaiins of the earthly
father-king to his son, to that of God to his sinful child.
The two features of God's
bearing toward his own are: (1) He does not take away life; but (2) devises means by
which those who deserve to die are brought back to him (ver. 14). The reference
evidently is not to the legal code, which in several cases recognizes capital punishment
for certain oftences, for ends civil and social, but to the general principle and method
of God's dealing with sinful man in his highest relations to himself.
He desireth not
the death of the sinner, and therefore he, speaking after the manner of men, finds out
Bome way of bringing about a restoration to favour consistent with his own honour and
the claims of righteousness.
In tlie New Testament this example is set forth in strong
and varied terms (Matt, v.4;^ 48; vi. 14, 15; Eph. iv. 31, 32). The fact that there
It is our duty and jiriviIs a model in God's bearing toward us is only half the truth.
lege to act according to it.
It is not enough to be kindly disposed.
We are to "devise
take the initiative in seeking to restore those who may have dune wrong and
devices "
merited our displeasure. This is the hard lesson taught by Christ, which even his own
people are so slow to learn.
When will Christians be as Christ was and act as Christ
did? It is often easier to sing hymns, hear sermons, and bow the knee in prayer.
General lessons.' 1. The proper comse for the poor anil sorrowful and oppressed
is, after the example of this widow, to have recourse lo him who sitteth as King in
Zion; lor his ear is ever o|)en to their cry, and there is an open way of access to hia
throne.
2. In all our a|)proaches to the supreme throne we may, with more confidence
than was displayed by this widow in David, act on the assumptiou of a mercy and
Wisdom that uever I'ail. 3. It is not only a .solace to the weary heart, but a suie mi ana
of help in our domestic cares, if we bring them before the notice of our God.
4.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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often the best and most exalted of men, in their condnct and feelings, come far
the character they should manifest, and how they may require even the teaching which comes from the spirit and deeds of the poor and troubled to raise them to a
hi_her level of life.
5. It is possible for good men to be kind and generous towards
uthera, and at the same time be unaware, till forced to see it, that there are features in
tlitir personal conduct day by day not in accord with the general generosity which they
ri_cuguize nnd display.
6.
need to be reminded that the death of those we have
cared for, should it come about while we are not acting kindly toward them (ver. 14),
is an unaltc! able event, a change which renders acts of kindness impossible
as water
spilt on the ground cannot be o;athered up again ; and consequently we should seize
passing opportunities of blessing them. 7. The sinful state of man is as unnatural as is
exile to a king's son, and should ever be so represented (Isa. i. 2, 3).
8. All thanks and
praise are due to God, in that he needed not any one to procure our restoration
all is
of his own eternal love and free grace.
should distinguish between the human
9.
setting of a truth and the truth itself.
To "devise a means" is a human way of
expressing the truth that God, from the beginning, before the foundation of the world
(Kph. i 4; Rev. xiU. 8), ordained and arranged for our salvation, but that we see the
pre-arrangement coming into form subsequent to the advent of sin, and think of it as
say, "the sun rises," but it
being devised to meet that event after its occurrence.
does not.
Our fornjs of expression consequent on the appearance of things to us is not
10. The forceof a Divine example, when brought
the exact utterance of absolute tmth.
to bear on men who recognize the government of God, will often compel conviction when
other means fail.
see

slaort of

We

—

;

We

We

—

33.
Vers. 21
Imperfect reconciliation. The facts are: 1. Dayid, referring to th«
promise he had made, sends .Joab to bring Absalom from Geshur, Joab expressing in
lowly form his tiianks for the king's gracious attention to his request. 2. On Absalom's
return he is ordered to abide in his own house, and not to see the king's face.
3. The
personal beauty of Absalom is famous throughout Israel, and of his four children the
only daughter is also reputed to be fair. 4. Fur two years Absalom remains in Jerusali-m without seeing the king, whereur'on he becomes dissatisfied, and sends to Joab,
hoping to send him to the king. 5. Joab, for some unexpressed reason, declines to give
heed to the message, and, as a consequence, Absalom or^lers his field of barley to be
burnt.
6. This event bringing Joab to him, Absalom remonstrates with the king
through him a.ainst this semi-imprisonment, and demands to see the king. 7. The
king yi* Iding to the request, Absalom presents himself, and receives his father's kiss.
Whatever may have been the secret causes operating on both sides, the course of
the narrative .clearly shows us that, although Joab seemed to have gained his point
through the wise woman of Tekoah, yet the restoration of Absalom to his father's love
and confidence was not perfect. There are, in the accotmt here given of the relation
of David to his son, illustrations of several important truths or recurring incidents of

human

life.

In the interview with Joab (vers. 21, 22)
('0NCE88I0NB WITH BESEBVATI0N8.
David distinctly intimated to him that he had "done this thiuT" consented to Absalom's return in consequence of having been caught within the coils of the fiarabolic
Apart from
pleadings of the wise woman whom he had employed for that purpose.
the force of the argument, the king was no doubt willing in some degree to comply with
the request of so influential a man, especially as he knew more of his own life tnan was
comforiable to reflect upon. Joab regarded it as a work of special grace that his '\ ishes
were thus considered; and most probably he went to Geshur to fetch Absalom, with
But although the king
clieerful expectations of a sp.edy removal of family difficulties.
kept the letter of his concession in Absalom's permitted return, it is evident that he
either repented of his orii:i al decision or had maile, when giving it, a private reservaBoth Joab and
tion that, though returned, he shoulil not give him a hearty welcome.
Absalom (ver. 'J4)apiJear to have reported themselves at the king's house, in expectation
Such concessions as this are
of full restoration, for he "returned to his own house."
valuable in so far as they confer privileges otherwise not attainable, but they lose much
value in being extracted by pressure and especially by the reservation which becomea
subsequently known. It had been well, perhaps, had conditions been stated from tht
I.

—
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our agreements and promises should be expressed in terms that cover
The mutual confidence of society depends on the cultivation
of frankuess and
The first inconvenience is the least. The promises of God
"
are yea and Amen." There is no disappointing reservation for us when we arrive at
the palace of the great King.
II. Embaebassments of paternal oonduot.
Great consideration is due to David
when we endeavour to form an estimate of his conduct. His position, brought on, it is
true, by his own sad sin, was most perplexing.
On the one side there was (1) the
very natural and great displeasure against a son who could cherish revenge for two
whole years, and then presume to take upon himself the vindication of justice, thus
reflecting on royal authority ; (2) the absolute need of chastisement for a young man
of violent spirit and haughty temper; (3) the importance of maintaining influence
over the people by not seeming to palliate the violence of his own family ; (4) the
temptation to which so handsome and attractive a young man would be exposed were
he to be prematurely welcomed into society again; (5) the secret influence of his
favourite wife, Bathsheba, who could not but remind him of the claims on the succession
of the son specially named by the prophet as " beloved of the Lord " (ch. liL 24, 25).
Then on the other side there was (1) his natural yearning over a hitherto favourite
son, the more so as he feared lest he should fall a victim to evil ways ; (2) Joab's
evident interest in Absalom, and the expediency of conciliating so powerful a man
(3) the near connection of Absalom with the tribe of Judah, and the danger of raising
up a party should there be an appearance of harshness (4) the remembrance of the
unqualified prswise virtually given to the wise woman of Tekoah,that he would regard
God's mercy to his banished ones as his model (5) the reflection that, after his own
dreadful sin in the case of Uriah, God had restored him to personal favour.
Under some
•uch conflicting influence David could not gr»nt all that was desired. Happily modem
parents have not to decide on the doom of fratricides ; but troubles do arise which place
them in most embarrassing circumstances. Much charity is needed in our judgments
on the action taken in cases of difiiculty. There is much unknown to the outward
observer.
It is important, in all these times of perplexity, to cast our care on the Lord,
and seek the special guidance which be has promised. Divine influence alone can keep
us from being unduly biassed in either direction. Our decisions may mean perpetual
weal or woe to children.
III. The discipline op partial phivilbqe.
It is a severe but wholesome discipline
for Absalom to be kept two years without full restoration.
Possibly David may have
ascertained from others that his temper was not much improved, and that he did not
show the signs of penitence or regret becoming one who looked for full restoration to
paternal favour.
Then, also, David could not but remembor that, with his own restoration to God, there was attached a temporal chastisement, which, while it did not touch
the reality of the Divine forgiveness, was designed for public good ; and possibly he may
have thought that the pri\alege of returning to Jerusalem only might he accepted as n
sign of actual personal forgiveness, and at the same time put Absalom under wholesome
restraints.
This kind of discipline does exist in human affairs and in Church life.
Children and men are caused to feel that some inconvenience has resulted from their
conduct, even though they are no longer punished.
In so far as we fall in with the
natural or designed tendency of this discipline, we may turn its annoyances into a means
of recovery from the moral failings which have been our bane.
IV. The perils of personal attbaotions. The beauty of Absalom is referred to
in such a way as to suggest that he was not only aware of it, but that it exercistd i
fascinating influence over others, and tended to gather around him persona likely to hn
influenced by personal appearances, and therefore not the most helpftil to one who needs
the stimulus and support of high moral principles. Personal beauty is a gift of God,
and, were not sin in the world as a disturbing element in the physical and moral
development of the human race, the probability is that the average beauty of form and
first.

all

If possible,

we think and

intend.
candour.

;

;

expression would equal or surpass what is now regarded as exceptional.
Unfortunately,
it is sometimes allied to a vain and frivolous spirit, and in that case it becomes a snare.
There are instances in which beauty has been associated with the devout earnest spirit
jf religion, and has been made tributary to obtaining a hallowed influence over others.
SpcciaJ prayer and strung safeguards are required for our sons and daughters whose
a.

RAMUEU

2 A

—

—
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personal attractions may lay them open to the flatteries and firiendships of the unwise
and unholy.
V. The intimations of dangeboub tbndenoibs. It was natural for Absalom to
be restless under the restraint of two years, though, had his spirit been very lowly and
peniterit, he would have kept it within due limits.
The treatment of Joab was an
intimation that the daring temper which slew Amnon was still there. He who could
set a field of barley on fire in order to get his messages attended to was capable, unless
the tendencies were checked, of producine; a more serious conflagration. The presence
within a young man of strong passions, a violent temper, a hatred of restraint or love of
pleasure, is a sigu of danger.
It is in the nature cf forces to work their way outward.
Jf we say, " the child is father to the man," we may also say that the moral forces within
Unless strong counter-influences are brought to bear
are the creators of the life without.
to neutralize their action or to extirpate them, they will gain power by being daily
cherished, and a free, jovial, handsome Absalom may become the notorious rebel, whose
hand turns against his own father.
Human life exhibits such developments still.
Young men should interrogate their own nature, and fairly face the moral dangers that
may lie there, before their power renders introspection and suppression difficult if not
impossible.
Those who have charge of the young should note signs of struggling
forces, and adapt the moral education according to the individual requirement.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

Vers. 1 ^20.
(Jkbusalem.) 7%e woman of Tekoah. 1. In David "the king*
we here see that fatherly afi'ection may come into conflict with regal justice. He must
have perceived the ill etiects of sparing Amnon, aud felt constrained to punish Absalom.
But Ids grief and resentment were mitigated by the lapse of time (ch. xiii. 39). Nevertheless, though prompted by natural affection to recall his son, he was deterred from
I'lini; so by political and judicial
considerations.
And to overcome his reluctance
a strarau'em was devised, which, as the sequel shows, was only too successful.
For by
his weakness towards Absalom "he became guilty of the further dissolution of the
theocratic rule in his house and in his kingdom" (Erdmann).
2. In Joab "the son of
Zeruiah " (ch. iii. 39) we see that a man may promote another's interest out of regard
for his own (ch. iii. 22
30; xi. 16 21). "He may have been induced to take these
steps by his personal attachment to Absalom, but the principal reason no doubt was
that Absalom had the best prospect of succeeding to the throne, and Joab thought tiiis
the best way to secure himself from punishment for the murder which he had committed.
But the issue of events frustrated all such hopes. Alisalom did not succeed to the
throne, Joab did not escape punishment, and David was severely chastised for his
weakness and inju.stice" (Keil). "Joab formed a project by which the king, in his very
capacity of chief judge, should find the glimmering fire of parental love suddenly fanned
into a burning flame " (Ewald). 3. In iA« " wise woman " of Tekoah we see that skilful
persuasion may so work upon natural feeling as to induce a course which is neither
expedient nor just. The cleverness, insight, readiness of speech, tact, boldness mingled
with caution, and perseverance, which she displayed (under the direction of Joab, who
perhaps " stood by at some distance whilst she addressed herself to the king," ver. 21)
are remarkable.
Such qualities may be employed for a good or an evil purpose. In
contrast with the reproof of Nathan, her persuasion (1) was inspired, not by God, but by
man ; (2; was addressed, not to conscience, but to pity and affection ; (3) aimed, not to
manifest the truth, but to obscure it ; (4) and " to give efi"ect, not to the convictions of
duty, but to the promptings f inclination " (Blaikie) ; (5) sought to do this, not sincerely
and openly, but insincerely and insidiously ; (6) and not by proper motives alone, and
honest, though unpleasant speech, but by improper motives and "with flattering lips;"
and (7) produced, not a beneficial, but an injurious effect. In her persuasive address we
•

—

—

<

notice,
1.

more particularly

An affeotino but Ficnnous

appeal.

(Vers. 4

—

11.)

"And

the

woman

of

Tekoah came to the king," etc., making her appeal for help in an acted parable, like that
" Parables sped well with David one drew him to repent
of Nathan (ch. iii. 1
4).
This parable of <A«
of his own sin, another to remit Absalom's punishment " (Hall).

—

;
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hapless son, or the avengers of blord, was intended, adapted, and employed : 1. To excite
compassion toward the unfortunate : a son who had slain his brother " unawares '*
(Numb. XXXV. 11) in the held, and whose life was imperilled by the avengers, "the
whole family " (ver. 7) ; and his widowed mother, whose only stay and comfort he was,
whose " hve coal which is left " would be quenched, and whose hust land'a " name and
posterity " would be destroyed.
"The power of the discourse Hes in the fact that they
are represented as already doing what their words show to be their purpose."
2. To
procure protection against the avengers ; who, according to ancient custom, sought to
take his life (ch. iii. 22
30); their conduct being portrayed as persistently pitiless (ver.

—

11), " and actuated, not so much by a wish to observe the Law, as by covetousness and
a desire to share the inheritance among themselves" (Kirk Patrick); obscurely suggestive
of the hostility exhibited toward Absalom. " Her circumstances (as a widow and living

at

some distance from Jerusalem, which rendered the

case difficult to be readily inquired

mournful tale, her widow's weeds, her aged person, and her impressive manner,
" In all
all combined to make one united impression on the king's heart " (A. Clarke).
this she intended to frame a case as like to David's as she could do; by determining
which in her favour, he might judge how much more reasonable it was to preserve
Absalom. But there was a wide difference between her case and his, however plausible
soever their likeness might appear " (Patrick).
3, To obtain assurance of preservation
from the kt»g ; which was given at first as an indefinite promise (ver. B), afterwards
(through her impirtunity) in a more definite engagement (ver. 10), and finally confirmed
by an oath (ver. 11). " Had David first proved and inquired into the matter which
with cunning and deceit was brought before him, he would not have given assurance
with an oath " (Schher). " We should learn from David's example to be more guarded
over all our feelings and affections, even such as are in their proper degree essential to
a religious character " (Lindsay). " Neither shalt thou countenance a poor man in his
cause " (Exod. xxiii. 3).
n. An effective but fallacious argument (vers. 13, 14); based upon the assumed
resemblance between the case of the hapless son, of whom she had spoken, and that of
Absalom, to whom she alluded as fully as she might venture. For her appeal had " a
double sense," or twofold purpose one clear, immediate, feigned, subordinate; the
" And why
other dark, ultimate, real, supreme and to the latter she now comes.
dost thou think [devise] such a thing [as that of which I am now permitted to speak]
against people of God? And by the king's speaking this word ['As Jehovah liveth,
etc., ver. 11] he is as one that is guilty [or, self-condemned'], in that the king does not
bring back his banished one" " My banished one 1 " he must have thought, as the
main object of the woman's appeal flashed upon him. But she went on " For wa
must die [' shall surely die,' Gen. ii. 17], and are as water poured out on the ground that
into), her

—
;

'

:

not gathered up. And God takes not away a soul [nephesh, equivalent to ' individual
but thinks thoughts [devises devices] to the end that he may not banish from
him [utterly] a banished one." She thus sought to persuade the king to recall his son
by : 1. The obligation of his oath, in which " he had acknowledged the possibility of an
exception to the general rule of punishment for murder;" sworn to save her son, who
had killed his brother under severe provocation; and was consistently bound to spare
and restore his own son in similar circumstances. But the difference between them,
here kept out of view, was fatal to the argument.
Absalom's crime was deliberately
planned, executed by his servants under his order, and seen bv many witnesses. 2.
ITie welfare of the people of Ood, involved in the preservation and return of the heir
Although the king's snns and the whole court were against Absalom
to the throne.
(ver. 7), a large party of the people was in his favour.
But the general welfare would
have been more promoted by his just punishment, or continuance in exile, than by hia
restoration, as the subsequent history shuws.
the iu'-vitable
3. The mortality of men
and irrei)aralile decease of Amnon, Absalom, the king himself; the considi ration
But
of which should induce compassion and speedy hijp, lest it should be too la'e.
"even compassion, amiable as it is, will not justify our violation of the Divine Law,
or neglecting the important duties of our station" (Scott).
4. The demency of Ood
in forbearance and long-suffering toward sinful men, and devising means lor their
restoration to liia presence; such as David himself had experienced (cli. xii. 13; Ps. IL
he pardons only
11). His example should be imitated. Uut his forbearance is limited

Is

life'],

—

—

—

;
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who

those

repent,

and punishes the guilty

;

and

for the

king

""
;
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to spare the guilty

on

insufficient grounds, or pardon the impenitent, would he to harden the wicked in their
wickedness, and to act contrary to the purpose for which he is made " an avenger for

wrath to him that doeth evil," The reasons assigned, though excellent in themselves,
were inapplicable and fallacious. The noblest truths may be perverted to a bad
purpose. A weak argument appears strong to one who is already disposed to accept
aud is a sufficient excuse for a course which he is inclined to pursue.
its conclusion
By the manner in which her words were received by the king, the *' wise woman
perceived that her point was practically gained; enough had been said, and leaving
it to work its effect on his mind, she returned to the ostensible occasion of her petition
and " now she would go home happy (she said), as if this reference to the
for help
" (P. Thomson).
kin.i'8 behaviour had been only the casual chatter of a talkative woman
in. Ax APPROPBiATE BUT FLATTEBiKQ APOLOQT for intrusion on the king (vers. 15—
20); expressive of: 1. The anxious /ear and hope with whiih she had been impelled to
make her request (ver. 15). 2. The joyful anticipation and grateful assurance of rest
which she now felt (vers. 16, 17). 3. Devout a«imiration and praise of the king, on
account of his wisdom in judgment with a prayer for his prosperity : " May Jehovah
thy God be with thee " Fully acknowledging that, as the king surmised, she had acted
**
under the direction of Joab, " in order to bring round the face [aspect] of the matter
(to alter Absalom's relation to his father), she attain commends the discernment of the
king "My lord is wise," etc. (vers. 18 20). "When we are most commended for
for those very praises cloud and
our discernment we generally act most foolishly
" And the king said unto Joab, Behold now, I have
pervert the judgment " (Scott).
done this thing go and bring the young man Absalom back " (ver. 21). " The feelings
of tlie father triumphed over the duty of the king, who, as supreme magistrate, was
bound to execute impartial justice on every murderer, by the express Law of God (Gen.
Numb. xxxv. 30, 31), which he had no power to dispense with (Deut. xviii. 18
ix. 9
Josh. i. 8 1 Sam. x. 25) " (Jamieson). Altljough neither the end of the woman's address
nor some of the means she employed can be aj'proved, yet much may be learnt from it
concerning the art of persvasion ; e.g. the importance of (1) knowing the character and
sentiments of those who are addressed (2) having a definite aim in view; (3) arresting
attention and awakening interest and sympathy (4) earnestness and fervency of manner (5) using argument and illustration adapted to present the matter in the most
attractive light
(6) saying enough and no more, especially on a difficult and delicate
D.
subject; (7) advancing step by step with a persistent determination to succeed.
;

;

;

1

—

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

ground." Water is a gift of God, very precious,
and often longed for as a means of quenching
and preserving life (ch. xxiii. 15 ; Ps. Ixiii. 1). But it may
be thrown away, pourel out aiKi lost, by design or accident, through the overturning
Himan life, also, is a Divine gift,
or fracture of the vessel in which it is contained.
]ireciou8 beyond all earthly possessions. But it is contained in "a body of fragUe clay"
" the pitcher shattered at the well
(2 Cor. iv. 7), which is sooner or later destroyed like
and thus " we are as water," etc. We have here
( h^ccles, xii. 6)
1. It must take place in all, without excepI. An impressive aspect of death.
" It is appointed," etc. (Gen. iii. 19 Rom. v. 12 ; Heb. ix. 27), 2. It may occur
tion.
3. It puts an end to the useful service
to each of us at any moment (1 Sam. x. 3),
which might have been rendered. Only while the water remains in the vessel can it be
4, It cannot by any possibility be repaired, or " gathered up again."
of immediate use.
"As the waters fail from the sea," etc, (Job xiv. 11 ; vii, 10); "as waters melt away,"
etc. (Ps. IviiL 7 ; xxxix. 13 ; xlix. 7
10 ; ciiL 16). " Death is of all thangs th« most
terrlDlat £cv it is the end" (Aristotle).
Ver. 14.

*'

As water

spilt

especially in lands where
thirst, renewing strength,

it

upon
is

the

scarce,

;

;

—

•*

What

'Tis a delicate shell.
is your life?
Cast up by Eternity's flow
bank of quicksand to dwell,

On Time 8

A moment its loveliness siiow.
Betumed to its element grand
Is the billow that broiij^ht it on shore;
See, another is washing the strand,
And the beautiful shell is no more."

OH. XIV.
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n. An instbuctive admonition for LirE. Is it so ? Then : 1. Restrain immoderate indulgence in sorrow, " the grief that saps the mind, for those on earth we see
no more." No weeping, anger, nor endeavour can biing back Aranon (ch. xii. 23).
2. Repress improper feelings of resentment
Accejit calmly what cannot be altered.
toward others. Even though it be just, it should not be perpetual (Eph. iv. 26). They
and you alike must die and pass away. " Be reconciled." 3. Regard all around you
with sympathy and kindly atfection. Before to-morrow they may be gone. 4. Redeem
the rest of your time " in the flesh," by prompt, diligent, zealous use of every opportunity of serving God and doing good, according to the pattern of long-sufiFering and
benevolence which he has set before you, in " not taking away a soul," etc. (latter part
of the verse).

Consider : 1. The death of the body is not the end of the man. He disappears her*
only to appear elsewhere as water in the cloud ; gathered "with sinners" (Ps. xxvi. 9;
Matt. xiii. 30) or with saints (Gen. xxv. 8; 2 Kings xxii. 20; 2 Thess. IL 1). 2. The
" in the body " determines his condition in the unseen and
life which a man leads
3. The conviction of these things makes the view of death mora
eternal world.
impressive, and should make the course of life more just, mercifiil, and devout. ^D.

—

God^a restoration of his banished. It is hardly possible for a father to be
Ver. 14.
so completely estranged from his child as to lose all affection for him. He may have
just cause to feel angry vyith him ; but, with absence and the lapse of time, hi« anger
It was thus with David In
dies away, and his natural affection springs up afresh.
Yet he hesitated to give way to his parental feelings, to
relation to his son Absalom.
set aside the claims of public justice, and exercise his royal prerogative of showing
mercy toward the guilty. And to induce him to do this it was urged (among the
means devised for the purpose) that God, who has ordained that men should die,
permits them to live, and even devises means for their restoration. Was not this

an indication that Absalom should be spared? Was not this an example which
the king should imitate? It has been supposed that there is allusion to the cities
34; Deut. xix. 6; Josh, xx.), where the manslayer,
of refuge (Numb. xxxv. 9
" though banished from his habitation for a time, was not quite expelled, but might
return again after the death of the high ]iriest" (Patrick). The argument used was
not properly applicable to the particular instance, but the truth expressed is profound
and striking. Notice
"Banished " estranged, separated, " cast out
I. The alienated condition op man.
tif God's presence," away from his sanctuary, fellowship, and inheritance (ver. 16), ia
" a far country " (Luke xv. 13).
That this is the moral and spiritual state of man
(naturally and generally) is not only testified by the Scriptures, but also by his own
heart and conscience; his aversion and dread with respject to God. It is: 1. Voluntary,
By his own free act Absalom broke the Law, incurred the displeasure, fled from the laot
So has it been with man from the first.
of his father, and continued in exile.

—

;

•*The nature with its Maker thus conjoin 'd.
Created first was blameless, pure, and good J
But, tiirough itself aloue, was driven forth
From Paradise, because it had eschew'd

The way

of truth

and

life, to

evil turn'd."

(Dante,

*

Paradise,' tIL)

Gnd and

seeks to hide himself from him. 1.
Of
Unhappy. Absalom found friendly associates and material comforts in Geshur, but he
could not have been at home there, and must have carried in his breast a restless and
And it is impossible for him who departs from God, and tries to
troubled heart.
live without him, to possess inward rest and peace. The soul is made for God how can
Oh the misery that multitudes at this
it be satisfied with anything short of him?
moment endure because they have forsaken the "Fountain of living waters," and seek
The sinner is under
3. Perilous.
their happiness where it can never be found!
condemnation. The "avengers of blood" are on his track. Life is precarious and
his

own

accord he departs from

:

must soon terminate, with all its alleviations, privileges, and possibilities; "and after
that the judgment," when voluntary exile becomes involuntary, partial unhappinen

—
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complete wretchedness, temporary estrangement "everlasting: destruction from th«
presence of the Lord" (2 Thess. i. 9). 4. Not hopeless.
Absalom was stiU a sou,
though a flisobedient one; still "in the land of the livin«;;" and might entertain the
hope tliat, through his father's affection, his banishment would not be perpetual.
However lar man may have wandered from the Father's house, he is still an object of
" Behold, all souls are mine," etc. ; " I have no pleasure in the
the Father's love.
death of him that dieth," etc. (Ezek. xviii. 4, 32; xxiii. 11); "Turn you to the
stronghold, ye prisoners of hope" (Zech. ix. 12).
II. The merciful means devised for his restokation.
Man's misery is from
himself, but " salvation is of the Lord " (Ps. iii. 8 ; Jonah ii. 9).
It is effected by and
through 1. The long patience and forbearance which he shows toward the transgressor;
restraining the outgoings of wrath (Luke xiii. 7), sparing forfeited life, affording space
'*
for repentance, " making his sun to rise," etc. (Matt. v. 45).
The long-suffering of our
Lord is salvation" (2 Pet. iii. 15; Rom. ii. 4). 2. An extraordinary provision, whereby the way of his return is opened, consistently with the requirements of eternal
righteousness, and his fatherly love is revealed in the highest degree.
By restoring
Absalom without due regard to the demands of justice, and even without repentance,
David weakened his own authority as king, contributed to a popular rebellion, and
well-nigh lost his throne and life. But in the method which God in infinite wisdom
has "devised" for the restoration of m&xx, justice and mercy are alike manifested, an
adequate ground or reason for forgiveness is furnished, sinners are " put in the capacity
of salvation " (Butler), and the Law is magnified and "established" (Rom. iii. 19 31).
"God commendeth his own love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ
died for us" (Rom. v. 8) ; " redeemed us from the curse of the Law, having become a
curse for us " (Gal. iii. 13) " suliered for sins once, the Just for the imjust, that he might
bring us to God " (1 Pet. iii. 18>
:

—

;

•Man

in himself had ever lacked the means
Of satisfaction.
Then belioved
That God should by his own ways lead him baok
Unto the life from whence he fell, restored;
.

By

both his ways,

.

.

I

mean, or one alone.

But since the deed is ever prized the more^
The more the doer's good intent appears;
Goodness celestial, whose broad signature
Is on the universe, of all its ways
To raise ye up, was fain to leave out nonew
Nor aught so vast or so magnificent,
Either for him who gave or who received.
Between the last niglit and the primal day.
Was or can be. For God more bounty show*d»
Giving himself to make man capable
Of his return to life, then had the terms
Been mere and unconditional release.
And for his justice, every method else
Were all too scant, liad not the Son of God
Humbled himself to put on mortul flesh."
(Dante,

•

Paradise,* rli)

&

Numerous messages, efficient motives, and gracious influences, in connection with that
provision, to dispose him to avail himself thereof the Word, with its invitations, warnings, appeals to reason, affection, conscience, hope and fear; messengers (ver. 31)
ministers and teachers of the Word; above all, the Holy Spirit, striving with sinners,
:

convicting of sin, etc. (John xvi. 8), and renewing the heart in rifjhteousness.

end of

all

is

reconciliation (ver,

33),

fellowship, perfect
ye reconciled to God."
filial

holiness,

4.

The

and endless

" Return " "Be
Conclusion. 1. How wonderful is " the kindness of God our Saviour, and his love
toward man " (Titus iii. 4)
2. How entirely is man his own destroyer (Hos. xiii. 9)
8. "Beloved, ir God so loved us, we also ought to love one another;" and to devise
meaos in order that no " banished one " may be utterly banished from him.
blessedness in God.

;

1

I

CB. xiT.
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dead now hear thy voice
thy banished onea rejoice."

let the

Now

let

D.
Ver. 20

—Flattery.

My

lord is wise, according; to the wisdom of an angel of
often proper and beneficial (cb. ii. 5
But flattery
7).
(false, partial, or extravagant praise) is always improper and pernicious.
This language
was not mere Oriental compliment, but a flattering speech, intended to make the king
'*

Commendation

Ckxi," etc.

—

is

pleased with Idmself in doing what he was urged to do.
1. It is agreeable to most
" Flattery and the flatterer are pleasant ; since
persons when skilfully administered.
"
the flatterer is a seeming admirer and a seeming; friend (Aristotle, Rhetoric').
'

" When I tell him he hates flatterers,
He says be does ; being then most flattered."
(Shakespeare.)

"

We believe that we hate

when

all which we hate is the awkwardness of th«
assumes various forms, and is usually obsequiou*
and disingenuous; is direct or indirect; is shown in praising personal qualities, advantages, achievements, etc., giving " flattering titles " (Job xxxii. 31—32), " good Master •*

flatterer"

flattery,

(La Rochefoucault).

2.

It

Making or suggesting favourable comparisons,
xii. 14), "my Lord," etc.
by detracting from the good name of others (ch. iv. 8). It is sometimes
sincere; but "people generally despise where they flatter and cringe to those they
would gladly surpass." 3. It is commonly desic;ned by those who employ it to serve
some interest of their own (ver. 22). Hence it is so frequently used to gain the favour
of kings, and such as possess authority, influence, or wealth (Jude 16).
When Alexander the Great was hit with an arrow in the siege of an Indian city, and the wound
"
would not heal, he said to his flatterers,
You say that I am Jupiter's son, but
this wound cries that I am but man."
4. It blinds those who listen to it to their
" It's
defects, ministers to their vanity, and fills them with perilous self-complacency.
the death of virtue." 5. It also induces them to pursue erroneous and sinful courses^
which they might otherwise have avoided. "A man that flattereth his neighbour
(Mark

it

may

i. 17

;

be,

" (Prov. xxix. 5 ; xxvi. 28). " Ah ! how good miglit many
are now exceedingly bad had they not sold their ears to flatterers I
Flattery is the very spring and mother of all impiety.
Flatterers are soul-murderers.
It put our flrst parent on tasting the forbidden fruit.
It put Absalom upon dethroning
his father.
It blows the trumpet and draws poor souls into rebellion against God, as
Sheba drew Israel to rebel against David. It makes men call evil good and good evil,
darkness light and light darkness " (T. Brooks). 6. It is only less culpable in those
who listen to it than in those who employ it. They are willing captives. " As a wolf
resembles a dog, so doth a flatterer a friend. TaKe heed, therefore, that, instead of
guardian dogs, you do not incautiously admit ravening wolves" (Epictetus). 7. Ita
folly and guilt are sometimes discovered too late ; when its ruinous consequences cannot
be repaired (ch. xv. 13 ; Ps. xii. 3 ; Acts xii. 23). D.
spreadeth a net

for his feet

men have

who

been

—

Ver. 25. Physical beauty. " And in all Israel there was none to be so much praiMd
•I Absalom for his beauty," etc. (see 1 Sam. xvi. 7, 12 ch. xi. 2 ; xiii. 1; Ter. 27).
;

God's works, which do this world adorn,
There is no one more fair and excellent
Than is man's body, both for power and form,
Whilst it is kept in sober government
But none than it more foul and indecent,
Distempered through misrule and passions basat
It grows a monster, and incoiitin<nt
Doth lose its dignity and native grace
Behold, who list, both one and other in this place **
(Spenser, ' The Faerie Queene,' eanto Et.)

••Of

all

Iti*—

L

Air

ADVntBD ekdowmbnt;

beyond human control (Matt.

v.

involuntarily conferred, without personal eflbrt and
vi. 27) ; yet one of the mo«t personal and enviable

86 ;

—

;

;
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human possessioni. " Beauty is a thing of great recommendation in the correspoudence amongst men it is the principal meaiLi of acquiring the favour and gdod-liking of
one another, and no mau is so barbarous \ud morose that does not perceive himself in
some sort struck with its attraction " iLuntaic,'ne). " Beauty is, indeed, a good gift of
God but that the good may not funk it a grt^t good, God dispenses it eren to the
wicked" (Augustine).
of

;

;

"A

beautiful and fair youn? man is be;
In all his body is no blemish seen
His hair is like the wire of David's harp,
That twines about his bright and ivory neck
In Israel is not such a goodlv man."
(Geo. Peele, ' The Tragedy of Absolon

n.

:

»

1599.)

A

BUPEBFIOIAL DISTINCTION; shadowing forth, indeed, beauty of mind and
character; and heighteijed by the latter, when i)re.sent; but o'ten, in fact, disassociated
from it; and covering, "skin-deep," dreadful moral deformity (Prov. xi. 22).
Absalom was beautiful externally, but not "beautiful within." Wisdom, tmth, hnmilitv,
modesty, purity, patience, meekness, piety, mercy, charity, these constitute inward,
substantial, spiritual beauty, " the beauty of holiness," the product of the grace and the
reflection of the beauty and glory of the Lord (Ps. xc. 17; cxlix. 4); in which he
delights, and which all persons may acquire (Eph. iv, 24
Gal. v. 22
Phil. ii. 5).
"Whatsoever things are lovdy," etc. (Phil. iv. 8). " The graces of the Spirit are the
richest ornaments of the reasonable creature."
III. A DANGEROUS iKFLUENCE; on its j9ossessors, making them valn and presumptuous,
and exposing them to many temptations on its beholders, directing undue attention to
** the outward appearance,"
disposing to excuses for mental and moral defects, alluring
to evil (ch. XV. 1
The beauty of Absalom was a snare to the people^ ^Hii hair
6).

—
;

;

;

WM

—

hifl

halter" (ch.
*•

xviii. 9;.

Where

ia the virtue of thy beauty, Absolon f
Will any of us here now fear tliy locks,
Or be in love with that thy golden hair,
Whereia was wrapt rebellion 'gainst thy sire,
And wordB prepared to atop thy father's breath 7 **

(Gea Peek.)

A

mimiEirr fossession.
IT.
(er. 14) ; ** a fading flower " (Isa.

m its grave."

**

Precarious, short-lived, inevitably taming to
xxviii. 4 ; xL 8 ; Ps. xxxix. 11), whoM **Eoot ia

A doubtful good, a gloes,

a

glass,

dml
mtm

a flower,

Lost, faded, broken, dead, within an hour."

" So have T seen a rose newly springing from the clefts of its hood, and at first It was
fair as the morning, and full with the dew of heaven as a lamb's fleece
but when a
ruder breath had forced open its virgin modesty, and dismantled its too youthful and
unripe retirements, it began to put on darkness, and to decline to softness and the
»ymi)tom8 of a sickly age; it bowed the head, and broke its stalk, anfl at night, having
lost some of its leaves and all its beauty, it fell into the portion of weeds and outworn
faces.
The same is the portion of every man and every woman " (Jeremy Taylor,
•Holy Dying'). But goodness is immortal; it " ladeth not away" (1 Pet. i. 4).
'*
Beauty belongs to youth and dies with it, but the odours of piety survive death and
perfume the tomb."
• Only the actions of the just
Smell sweet and blossom in the dnst.*'
;

D.

—

Vers. 28 33.
Restored, hut not reformed.
"Wherefore am 1 come from Geshur?
were better for me that I were there still and now I will see the king's face and if
there be any iniquity in me, let him put me to death " (ver. 31). While in Geshur
Absalom showed no repentance for his crime ; sought no forgiveness of it ; rather
It

;

;
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himself in its commission. On tliis account, perhaps, David would not permit
him, when recalled, to see his face, but ordered him to remain at his own house (ver,
24); testifying his abhorrence of the crime, and desiring "to carry further the discipline of approval, to wait till his son was more manifestly penitent."
If Absalom
had been in a prober frame of m'nd, it might have been beneficial as it was, "this
half-forgiveness was an imprudent measure, really worse than no loreiveness at all, and
bore very bitter fruit " (Keil). " The end showed how fatal the policy of expectation
was, how terribly it added bitterness to the sense of alienation that had already been
growing only too strong within him" (Plumptre).
"A flash of his old kiiglinesi
But even that slight satisfaction
blazes out for a moment in his refusal to see his son.
Justified

;

to justice vanishes as soon as Joab chooses to insist that Absalom shall return to court.
seems to have no will of his own. He has become a mere tool in the hands of his
fierce general ; and Joab's hold upon him was his complicity in Uriah's murder.
Thus
at every step he was dogged by the consequences of his crime, even thou^zh it was
pardoned sin" (IMaclaren). Yet immediate and full forgiveness might have tailed to
subdue the heart of Absalom, and win filial coufidence and affection. " Let lavour be
showed to the wicked, yet will he not learn righteousness," etc. (Isa. xxvi. 10). In
his spirit and conduct we observe : 1. Ingratitude for the favour shown toward him.
He estimated it lightly (knowing little of the fatherly love from which it proceeded),
save as a means to his own honour and advancement. Than ingratitude nothing is more

He

odious.
2. /77Jj)a<ie7tce, fretfulness, discontent under restraint and chastisement
which
a true penitent would have endured humbly and cheerfully ; increased as time passed
away (two years) and no further sign of royal favour appeared. 3. Presumption on
account of the privilege already granted to him, but which be rejmdiated as worthless,
unless followed by other privileges, such as became his royal birth and involved his
reinstatement in his former dignity. He looked upon himself as rightful heir to the
throne.
He may, however, have suspected a rival in the youthful Solomon (now six or
eight years old), and feared the influence of Bathsheba on behalf of her son.
4. Resentment and revenge for the neglect, contempt, and wrong which (as he conceived) he
" See, Joab's field is beside mine, and he has barley there go and
suffered (ver. 29).
;
set it on fire " (ver, 30).
This appears to have been an act of passion rather than of
Joab's slackness, in contrast with his former zeal (ver. 23), was doubtless due
policy.
to his desire to make the most of his influence with the king, to constrain Absalom
humbly to entreat his intercession, and so to increase his fieeling of dependence and obligation ; it was only when he perceived that he had to deal with " a character wild, impulsive,
and passionate," that he deemed it necessary again to alter his tactics. 5. Wil/ulnas in
seeking the attainment of his ambitious aims.
"I ivill see the king's face." His
presence at court was essential to the accomplishment of the daring design upon the crown,
;

which he may have already formed and he would brook no denial. Possibly his bereave" The strongest yearning of
(ver. 27
ch. xviii. 18) intensified his determination.
an Israelite's heart was thrown back upon itself, after a short-lived joy, and his feelings
towards his own father were turned to bitterness and hate." 6. Defiance of conviction
" If there be any iniquity in me," etc. " The manner in which he sought to
of guilt.
obtain forgiveness by force manifested an evident spirit of defiance, by which, with the
well-known mildness of David's temper, he hoped to attain his object, and in fact did
attain it" (Keil).
He also doubtless relied on the support of a party of the poplev
dissatisfied with the king's severity toward him, and favourable to his complete restoraEven Joab yielded for the present to his imperious and resolute demand. 7.
tion.
Heartless formality.
"He bowed himself on his face to the giound before the king:
and the king kissed Absalom " (ver. 33). His heart was not humbled, but lifted up in
pride; yet he openly received the pledge of reconciliation and herein David's blindness
and weakness reached their culmination. " He did not kiss the ill will out of the heart
of his son" (Krummacher).
"When parents and rulers countenance such imierious
characters, they will .soon experience the most fatal effecr.s."
(Here is another " meeting
of three remarkable men," 1 Sam. xix. 22
Remarks. 1.
24, Joab, Absalom, David.)
No hard and impenitent heart is prepared to receive and profit by forgiveness. 2. Such
a heart is capable of turning the greatest benefits into means of further and more daring
rebellion; and "treasures up for itself wrath against the day of wrath."
3. Whilst
** Gk)d is good
and ready to forgive," he grants lorgiveneas only to those " who call upot.
;

ment

;

;

—

—

::
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in humilify and sinceiity, confessing and forsaking their sins (Ps. Ixxxvi. 6;
exxxviiL 6; xxxii. 5; li. 17). D.

—

Bemerahrance of Ood. " Let the king remember the Lord thy God."
Ver. 11.
This passage occurs in a singular bit of history, which iUu.strates, inter alia, the carefulness which even the most favoured and powerful if the subjects of a'l E^istern
monarch must at times exercise in seeking to influence him; and, on the other hand,
the accessibility of such a monarch to the meanest subject desirous of his interposition.
Perhaps, however, this "wise woman" may have belonged to a class which, like
prophets, could (or would) take special liberties with royal and other great persons
(comp. ch. XX. 16 22, the only other passage in wliich the phrase, " wise woman,"
occurs in the same sense). This woman showed herself " wise " in her management of
It was after she had succeeded in making
the case which Joab had entrusted to her.
a favourable impression upon David, that, desirous of a more solemn and specific assurThis appeal had the desired effect
ance, she addressed him in the words of the text.
the king declared with an oath that no harm should be done to her son, wiiom she had
repiesented as in danger of death from having killed his brother. The exhortation ia

—

ever suitable and 8easi>nable.

L The remembrance of God which should bb

practised. It includes mindfulHis existence and perfections. 2. His relation to the universe and to ourCreator, Sustainer, Ruler, Redeemer, Father of spirits, etc.
selves
3. His revelations
and commands. 4. His goodness to us. What he has done, is doing, and has promised

ness of:

—

1.

to do.

When should we not? The remembrance
II. Whek we should remember him.
should be 1. Habitual. *' I have set the Lord always beiore me" (Ps. xvi. 8) " Be
ye mindful always of his covenant" (1 Chron. xvi. 15). 2. At stated times. Without
special remembrances the habitual will not be maintained.
Hence the value of the
hours of devotion, private and public. 3. At times of special need. When duty ia
hard, temptation urgent, trouble pressing.
III. Who are required to remember him.
All kings as well as subjects. The
higher men are raised above their fellow-men, the more they need to keep in mind
him who is higher than they, and who will call them to account. The greater the
trust God has committed to any, and the more they are independent of others in discharging it, the more they need to look to God for help in discerning and practising
what is right. In an unlimited, or only partially limited, monarchy, the king has
peculiar reason to keep the King of kings in mind, that he may be preserved from
:

;

—

mjustice, partiality, and oppression.

God, and

But people

of all classes are

bound

to

remember

live as in his sight.

Why wk should cherish such remembrances. 1. It is our plain duty.
our relation to God, and from his commandments.
And it is no less absurd
than impious to forget him " with whom we have to do " (Heb. iv. 13) more than
with any and all others. 2. It is greatly for our profit. It will be productive of
These spring from the knowledge of God, but only as it is
(1) Piety and holiness.
kept in mind. To have God in our creed, but not in our njemory, is much the same as
to have no God at all. It is thought which stirs emotion and nourishes moial principle.
(2) Strength and safetv under temptation.
In ordinary life, and in
(3) Happiness.
times of trial and suffering. Remembrance of God will sanctify all things, heighten all
innocent pleasures, turn duties into delights, afford consolation and support when all
else fails.
3. Jt will save from the pangs of too-lute remembrances on earth or in hell.
(See Prov. v. 11
14 Luke xvi. 25, " Son, remember.") Mindfulness of God is universal
in the eternal world, for joy or sorrow.
V. The need there is to remind men of this duty. '• Let the king remember,"
etc.
Men are apt to torget God, even when the memory of him is most desirable and
incumbent. Such forget lulu ess may spring from: 1. Negligence. 2. The pressure of
other thoughts.
The worldly. The anxious and troubled. It is often a great kindness to remind troubled C^hristians of their God.
3. Dislike of God.
Unwillingness
that he should interfere with life and action.
4. Love of sin.
The pleasure of sin, i(
O'.t sin itself, would be impossible if God were thought of.
6. Pride and self-satisfaotjon CDeut, viii. 10
19).
IV.

From

—

;

—

OH. XIV.
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Finally : 1. Remembrance of Ood, spontaneously and lovingly cherished,
2. The compatibility or incompatibility of it tuith
evidence of sincere piety.
habit furnishes a safe guide when distinct precepts are wanting.
G. W.

—

863

is

a good

any

act or

Ver. 14.
Ood fetching home his banished. The "wise woman," having succeeded
in that which she pretended to be her object in comincr to David, skilfully approached
the real purpose of her visit. She insinuates, in general and guarded language, that he
was cherishing thoughts which were " against the people of God," and that the decision
he had given in favour of her son was inconsistent with his not fetching home a-ain
Then, in our text, she presents, still in a general and indefinite
his own banished one.
way, reasons why the king should restore his banished one. 1. The universal mortality
"
must needs die," etc. This may contain a hint that it was useless
of' mankind.
longer to be grieved or angry about Amnon's death nothing could restore him to life.
Or, just as likely, it may be mentioned as a reason for doing rightly (in this case, exercising mercy) while we may, since we and those we can benefit will soon be alike in
the grave; and for doing nothing to embitter this brief life to any while it lasts, or to
shorten it needlessly by our conduct. Or it may be intended to soften the king's heart
and prepare him to exercise compassion, as God is said to pity us because " he
knoweth our frame ; he remembereth that we are dust " (Ps. ciii. 13, 14). 2. The
" Neither doth God take away life " (Revised Version) ; i.e.
long-suffering of Ood.
He does not usually strike down the sinner at once in his sins, but bears long with
him, and gives him space for repentance. This may be a skilful allusion to the mercy
shown to David himself (ch, xii. 13, " Thou shalt not die "). 3. The provisum which
Ood makes for the return of sinners to himself. " He deviseth means, that he that is
banished be not an outcast from him " ^Revised Version). In this also there may be
an allusion to God's treatment of David, in sending to him Nathan to rouse his conscience, bring him to repentance, and then assure him of pardon.
Or the woman may
have in her mind the provisions of the Mosaic Law for restoring to the congregation
and the temple services those who had been separated from them through contracting
some uncleanness or committing some sin (see Lev. iv., v., vi. 1 7). Or she may, by
a flash of inspiration, have had a glimpse of the great principles vmderlying these legal
and ceremonial appointments, and winch are more fully made manifest in Christ. We,
at least, can hardly err in interpreting her words in the light of the gospel.
Thus
regarded, they suggest to us
I. The cokdition of sinnebs.
That is, of mankind apart from Christ. They are
*• banished," and in danger of being "
expelled," from God, and becoming utterly out-

We

—

—

cast.
1. '^Banished;" self-banished, like Absalom.
(1) Sin siparates between laaa
and God; severs from the Divine friendship and favour; from the Fatlier's liome, society,
and blessing from the family of God, its occupations, privileges, and joys. Men may
be externally associated with the godly in worship and sei-vice, yet banished spiritually,
cut off from real communion. Two persons may sit side by side in the same church,
one holding converse with God and having fellowship with his people in their worship,
the other having no real participation in these exercises, far from God even in his house.
Of <jie banished there are two classes those who have never known God, and those
who,'having known him, have turned away from him. The case of the latter is the
;

—

saddest (2 Pet.

ii. 20, 21).
(2) Sin ever tends to produce increased separation from
In heart, and also outwardly. When the heart is alienated from God, distaste
for the forms of worship, and all that reminds of him, increases; and often ends in the
entire abandonment of them.
As the prodigal son went "into a fa.r country" (Luk'"Banished." It is a wretched condition. To depart from God is to com Ui it
XV. 13).
to be destitute of the highest blessings and exposed to the worst miseries.
great sin
To be without him is to be without true life, solid happiness, and well-grounded hupi-.
2. " Banished," but not yet utterly outcast.
(1) Although they have torsaken God, h
has not quite forsaken them. lie does the... good continually in liis providence; and,
by the blessings he bestows upon them, protests against their unnatural conduct, and
urges them to return to him.
(2) They are in constant peril of becoming entirely
and hopelessly outcast; for the practice of sin hardens the heart increasingly, and
threatens to obliterate in the sinner's nature whatever might leave a hope of repentance
and reconciliation. And " the wrath of Qod " ever " abideth on him " ^John lii. 3*;

God.

;

•

—

"
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and may at any moment banish him " into the outer darkness" (Matt.

[oh. xiv.

viii.

1—33.

12, Eevised

Version).

To secure •* that his banished be not expelled from him ;
II. The pukpose of God.
tut be brought back, reconciled, restored to himself, his family, and service. To " fetch
home a.iiain his banishtd." Whence this purpose ? 1. The Divine knowledge of the
nature and consequent v:orth of man. That he is not ai the brutes, but was " made
That, though he " must needs die " and
aff er the similitude of God " (Jas. iii. 9).
become as spilt water, he must needs also live after death. Hence he is worthy of
much Divine expenditure in order to his salvation. The spiritual nature and the
immortality of man render him an object of intense interest to his Maker, and to all who
recognize them. 2. The desire of Ood that his purpose in the creation of mnnkind
Though the sinner is
3. The ahfyunding love of Ool.
thould not he frustrated.
banished from his favour, he is not from his heart. He yearns over him while he
He expresses his displeasure as one step
expresses his displeasure with his conduct.
He desires the happiness of the sinner, but knows he cannot
tcjwards his restoration.
be happy apart from himself. He is " not willing that any should perish, but that all
ehould come to repentance" (2 Pet. iii. 9).
in. The means he devised for the accomplishment of his puepose. 1. Th*
incarnation and work of his Son Jesus Christ. He came "to seek and save the
By his personal manifestation of God, his teaching, example,
lost " (Luke xix. 10).
and especially his death, he became the Way to the Father (John xiv. 6). He
*'
suffered for sins, the Just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God " (1 Pet. iiL
Which is God's message to his banished ones, calling them
2. The gospel.
18).
back to him, and showing the way of return. 3. The Church, its ordinances and
ministries.
One main business of the Church, its ministers, yea, of all its members,
The
4. The events of life.
is to labour to " fetch home again " God's banished ones.
providence of God is subservient to his grace. The Lord Jesus is " Head over all
things," that all may further the accomplishment of the purposes for which he lived
and died on earth, and lives and nigns in heaven. Hence providential events, on the
wide scale and in individual life, are often rendered effectual unto salvation. 5. The
To render all other means effectual in the hearts and lives of
gift of the Holy Spirit.
men. To convince, incline, persuade, convert, sanctify, save.
IV. The imitation of God in this bespect to which we are called. The
woman thus spoke that she might induce David to recall his banished son, Absalom,
So we are called to imitate God 1. By a readiness to forgive and restore our own
Some are
banished ones ; those who have forfeited our favour by misconduct.
implacable even toward their own children, however penitent they may be but this is
contrary to Christ, and quite unbecoming those who owe their own place in God'i
:

;

family to his forgiving mercy. 2. By hearty co-operation with God in the work of
This is the most glorious purpose for
restoring those who have departed from him.
which we can live, the Divinest work in which we can engage. In this work we must
bear in mind that to be successful we must conform to the methods which God has
devised and furnished; as, in fact, in all departments of lite, success springs fipom

There is no room for oar
learning the Divine laws, and acting in harmony with them.
own inventions, no possibility of independent action. In such imitation and co-operation we should be impelled to faithfulness and diligence by the consideration that
both ourselves and those we are to benefit " must needs die " (see John ix. 4). And
let the same consideration lead those who have departed from God to return with all
Let not all the Divine thoughts and
speed (see John xii. 35; 2 Cor. vi. 1, 2).
methods of mercy be, in your case, in vain. For all had respect to you individually.
This we may be aided to realize by the singular number used here, " his banished
" It was for me that all this movement of Divine love took place, and all these
one."
For me the Saviour died ; to me the Divine
wonderful means have been employed.
Let not your return, however, be like Absalom's, in outward
is sent," etc.
" Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man
act only, but in heart.
his thoughts: and let him return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon him;
and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon " (Isa. Iv. 7). G. W.

message

—

Ver, 17.

An

aH-compreJiensive blessing.

" The Lord thy God be with thee " (Be-
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The " wise woman," in closing her address to David and taking
vised Version).
It was a usual
leave, as she thought, of him, pronounces this blessing upon him.
form of salutation amongst the Israelites ; and, like our similar forms (" Adieu," eqv;ivalent to " to God [I commend thee] ; " " Good-bye," equivalent, perhaps, to " God be
with thee "), was doubtless often employed without thought or feeling as to its signifiBut in its full meaning it is the best blessing we can pronounce on our friends,
cance.
the most comprehensive prayer we can offer for them. " The Lord Jesus be with thy
Tim. iv. 22) is a similar benediction.
can desire nothing more or better for
I. It is a prater of tbub friendship.
our friends than what these words express. For consider : 1. WTiat is included in God
Not simply his nearness, but : (1) His favour. His presence as
being " with " men.
a Friend with friends. Not merely as he is near to all men, the Upholder of their
being and the Source of whatever they enjoy; but as he is near to those who are
reconciled to him, whom he has forgiven and received into his spiritual family, who
To defend, uphold, guide,
love him and delight in his love. (2) His constant help.
Buppiy with all needed and real good, temporal and spiritual; to impart to them
The
wisdom, holiness, strength, and happiness.
(3) His converse with them.
manifestation of his presence and loving-kindness ; so that they discern his nearness,
2. Whoxe friendship is thus
are conscious of his love and care and co-operation.
invoked. That of " Jehovah thy God." The living God, the Eternal, the Almighty, the
Better to have him with us than all the world, all the
All-wise, the All-good, etc.
universe.
In fact, if God is with us, all things are really with us (see Rom. viii. 28,
31—39 ; 1 Pet. iii. 13).
Springing from his personal
II. It 18 A PBATBB NATURAL TO A PIOUS MAN.
experience of the blessedness of those who have God with them, and his desire that all,
and especially those in whom he feels the deepest interest, should be partakers of the
spirit " (2

same

We

blessedness.

a PRAYER BSPEOIALLY SUITABLE TO BE OFFERED ON CERTAIN OCCASIONS.
To benefactors,
God can. May
he be with youl" (2) To needy persons, whose necessities we feel we cannot med.
"Whether the need be temporal or spiritual. The poor, the sick, the perplexed fiiends
HI. It

is

To

express feelings of friendship, gratitude, benevolence, affection : (1)
whose kindness we feel we cannot requite. " I cannot repay you, but

;

engaged in difiBcult enterprises or going into perilous circumstances; such as are leaviiicj
home or country; friends from whom we are parting, not knowing wh«t may befill
them or us. (3) To dying friends, or those near us when we die. " I die, but God
It is a prayer that gives comfort and peace to
shall be with you " (Gen. xlviii. 21).
him who presents it, quieting the tumult excited by the combination of strong desire
with conscious helplessness.
IV. It IS A PBAYEB WHICH WELL BE FULFILLED TO THE BIOHTEOUS. The unrighteous
can only secure the blessing for tiiemselves by becoming righteous (see 2 Chron. xv. 2),
through repentance and faith in Immanuel (equivalent to " God with us "). G. W.

—

Ver. 25. Absalom's beauty. This remark, thrown in by the way, has more to do
with the main course of tlie narrative than at first appears. The personal beauty cf
Absalom accounts in part lor the excessive fondness of David for him, for his vanity
and ambitiun, and for his powerful i:ifluence over others; and, so far as it consisteii in
abundance ot fine hair, appears to have been the immediate occasion of his miserable
It may serve us as the starting-point of some remarks on beauty of person.
end.
L Its wobth. I. It is in itself good as a fair work and gift of God. A sober
divine (Manton) calls it "a beam of the majesty of Uod." 'J. Jt is pleasant to look
upon. Beautiful people are so many pictures moving about in society for the inn>cent
gratification of beliolders, with this sup<'riority to other pictures, tliat they are alive ;in
!

It attracts
present continual variety. 3. It may be of great advanta<je to its posseftsor.
comely face and form are an introducti'm
others; makes it easier to secure friends.
In a ruler, a preachor,
4. It may be a power for good to others.
to notice and favour.
any leader in society, it is an element of influence. Is not, therefore, to be despised

A

either by its possessor or by others.
themselves the parents of
1. It is apt to excite vanity and pride
II. Its PERILS.
many sins. 2. WJien overvalued, it leads to the neglect of higher things—the culture

—
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of mind, heart, and character.
3. In children it may awaken in their parents a foolish
(Comp. 1 Kings i. 6.)
fondness which hinders parental discipline.
4. It attracts
flatterers and seducers, and thus 'ften occasions moral ruin. It was Tamar's beauty that
It is a very perilous endowment to young women,
kindled Aninon's lust (ch. xiii. 1).
es|)ecially among the poor.
5. It may lead its possessor to become a tempter of others ^
and renders his (or her) temptations all the more seductive. Lord Bacon (in his essay
'On Beauty') says, "For the m' st part it makes a dissolute youth, and an age a little
out of countenance ; but yet certainly again, if it light well, it maketh virtues shine

and vices blush."
in. Its inferiority. In comparison with mental, moral, and
The latter belong to a far higher region,
1. In essential nature.

spiritual

beauty,

a far more
valuable product of the Divine hand. Tiie beauties of holiness are the features of the
Divine Father appearing in his children, and manifesting their parentage. 2. In
appearance. Moral loveliness is far more beautiful than physical in the sight of God
and the good (comp. 1 Sam. xvi. 7), and it has the power of rendering very plain faces
interesting and attractive, if not beautiful.
3. In value to its possessor and to others.
Beauty of character is a priceless treasure (1 Pet, iii. 4), indicating one still mere
precious
the character itself; it excites the deepest and best kind of admiration and
commendation (Prov. xxxi. 30) and it gives those in whom it appears a power over
others for their good which incalculably surjasses the influence of mere beauty of
person and which '• adorning the doctrine of God our Saviour " (Titus ii. 10) the
chief instrument of good to men
wins for it a readier acceptance. 4. In facility of
attainment. Beauty of person, if not a gift of nature, cannot be acqnirel ; but that
of the soul can.. The Lord Jesus came to earth to make it possible for the ugly and
defnrmed to berome lovely he lives to effect this great tiansformation. Those who are
in him iiecome the subjects of a new creation: "Old things are passed away; all things
are become new" (2 Cor. v. 17).
The Holy Ghost adorns the soul with heavenly
grace and attractiveness (Gal. v. 22, 23).
And when the process is complete on the
whole Church of Christ, he will "pnsent it to himself
as his beauteous bride,
" a glorious Church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thinz, but
holy and
.
.
•without blemish " (Eph. v. 27).
Faith in, and habitual converse with, him who is
"altogether lovely," is the way to experience for ourselves this wondrous change.
"Beholding as in a mirror the t;lory of the Lord, we are changed into the same image
frum glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord" (2 Cor. iii. 18). Even the
body will at length be beautified (Phil. iii. 21). 5. In duration. The beauty which
is of earth fades and passes away, but that which is of heaven abides evermore.
The
former may vanish even in youth through the ravages of disease will almost certainly
in after-life, unless heightened and ripened by sense and goodness; and certainly will
turn to corruption after death. But the latter will survive the decay and destruction
of all things, and adorn the " Father's house " for ever.
In conclusion, this subject appeals especially to the yoting. Let them seek with
all their heart the beauty which is spiritual and everlasting; and regard as of small
account that which is in itself of little value, and at best of short duration ; and which,
if separate from moral excellence, is like the beauty of a sepulchre, covering death and
are

—

;

;

—

—

;

.

;

corruption.—Q.

W.
EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XV.
Ver.

1.

—After

this.

The Hebrew

is

a

more precise jihrase than that on which
we have commented on ch. x. I and
began
xiii. 1, and implies that Ahsalom
his devices eoou after obtaining Lis liberty.
Chariots and Lorses; Hebrew, « chariot and
hornet; th;;t is, a chariot for state occasions,
in which Absalom rixie, wl ile titty footmen
ran ut his side. PrubH)>i\ hia :randfather

Talmai practised similar magnificence at
Geshur. In India it is still common for men
of rank to be attended by runners on foot,
who will keep up with horses or elephants
for an incre'Uble distunce.

—

Ver. 2. The way of the gate.
Tlie gate
would be that of the royal palace, wliere the
king gave audience and administered Justice.
At the gate of the city the elders were the
judges, and. though the hiirher authoiity of
the king may have weakened the action oi
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this citizen court, yet passages such as Isa.
1, 23 and Jer. v. 28 imply, not only its continued existence, but also that it retained

much

importance. Probably all causes between citizens were tried by it. just as causes
in the country were tried by the mishpachah
(see note on ch. xiv. 7) but with an appeal
It is a
in weighty matters to the king.
mistake to suppose that David altogether
;

neglected his judicial functions. On the
contrary, the woman of Tekoah obtained an
au(lienee,a8 a matter of course; and Absalom
would not have risen up thus early unless
David had also taken his seat in the early
morning on the royal divan to administer
It was the suitors on their way to
justice.
the king whom Absalom accosted, and made
believe that he would be more assiduous in
hifl duties than his father, and tliat he would
have decided every suit in favour of the person to whom he was talking, whereas really
one side alone can gain the cause. Still, we

may well believe that, guilty himself of
adultery and murder, and with his two
elder sons stained with such terrible crimes,
David's administration of justice had become half-hearted. And thus his sin again
found him out, and brought stern punishFor Absalom used

ment.

this

weakness

against his father, and, intercepting

the

suitors on their way, would ask their city
and tribe, aud listen to their complaint, and
assure them of the goodness of their cause,
and lament that, as the king could not hear
all causes easily himself, he did not appoint
others to aid him in his duties. It was delay
and procrastination of which Absalom complained and as many of the litigants had
probably come day after day, and not succeeded in getting a hearing, they were
already in ill humour and pri pared to find
fault. Now, as David possesseil great powers
of organization, we may well believe tiiat he
;

would have taken measures for the adequate
administration of law had it not been for the
moral malady which enfeebled his will. In
the appointment of Jehoshaphat and Seraiah
(ch. viiL 16, 17) he had made a beginning,
but soon his hands grew feeble, and he did
no more.
Ver. 6. Absalom stole the hearts. By

—

Erofessing anxiety to devote himself to the
earing and deciding of the people's causes,
by flatierinjj; each one with the assurance
that his case was so good that it needed only
a hearing to be decided in his favour, and
by his affability, made the more charming
and irresistible by his personal beauty, he
won the love of the people almo.st without
their knowing
to him.

Ver.

7.

how devuted they had become

—After

was born

in

king (ch.

iii.

forty years.
As Absalom
after David was made
3), and as David's whole reign

Hebron

S67

lasted only forty years and six months, the
reading " forty " is evidently incorrect.
Suggestions, such, for instance, as that the
forty years are to be reckoned from the
desire of the Israelites to have a king, or
from the anointing of David by Samuel, are
merely methods of evading a difficulty. The
Syriac, however, and the Vulgate— except
the Codex Amiatinus, which reads "forty,"
supported by Josephus and some manuscripts
have " four years," which would
give ample, yet not too long, time for the
growth of Absalom's popularity, and of dissatisfaction at David's tardy administration
of justice. In Hebron. Absalom chose this
town, both as being his birthplace, and also
because it was on the road to Geshur
(1 Sam. xxvii. 8), whither flight might be
necessary should the enterprise fail. He
hoped also to win to his cause some of the
powerful tribeofJudah, though it generally
was the mainstay of David's throne. Local
sacrifices were still customary (see note on
1 Sam. ivi. 2), and the visit of the king's
son for such a purpose would be celebrated
by a general holiday and much feasting at
Hebron. As Ewald remarks, David's confidence and want <^f suspicion were the results
of a noble-minded generosity. And besides,
there was no state police ever on the watch,
and ready to put an unfavourable construction on all t: at was done; and probably
David was even pleased at his son's popularity, and took bis professions as proof that
he would be a jusi and wise ruler on succeeding to his father's place. Perhaps, too, he
was glad at this indication of religious feeling on Absalom's part for a father is sure
to look on the better side of his son's acts.
He had been tardy enough in fulfilling his
vow, but it seemed to David that conscience

—

;

bad

at last prevailed,

be done.
Ver. 10.

—Absalom

and that right was
sent spies.

means " those who go hither and

to

The word
thither,"

and, as the object of such journeying would
usually be to gather information, the right
translation often is " spies." Here there was
no such puipose, nor were they to report to
Absalom, but to disperse themselves everywhere, and, when the signal was given at
Hebron, they were to endeavour to gather
the people to Absalom's standard.
Some

simple-minded commentators wonder how
one trumpet could be heard throughout the
land. It was heard only at Hebron, but the
news of the proclamation would rapidly
spreail
and, thougli the rumour might be
vague and confused, yet these emissaries,
fully acquainted beforehand with its meaning, would turn it to Abssalom's advantage,
and urge the people to confirm the choice,
made, as they would affirm, by the whole
In such attempts everytribe of Judah.
;

—
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thing depends upon gathering a powerful
following at first; andusnallya good deal
of vigour and even force is necessary to
make men take part in a revolt. But as the
numbers swell, adherents readily flock in to
what aeeius to be the winning side.
These,
Ver. 11. Two hundred men.
doubtless, were courtiers and men of rank,
who were so accustomed to Abs.iloai's love
of display, that, when called, that is, invited,
they would go without suspicion. To Absalom their attendance was most important,
not only bocause, being compromised, many
would join him, and even all of them for a
time be forced to yield obedience, but because they would make the people of Hebron
suppose tiiat Absalom had a powerful body
It is quite
of supporters at Jerusalem.
possible that at Hebron, and generally in
Judah, there was great discontent because
David had left their tribe to choose a capital
elsewhere, and because he did not show them
any decided preference over the other tribes,
whose good will he would rightly seek to
The existence of much jealousy
conciliate.
between Judah and the ten tribes is plain
from ch. lix. 41 43.
Ver. 12. -Ahithophel the Gilonite. The
desertion of David by Ahithophel is in every
way remarkable, even if he were Bathsheba's
grandfather (see note on ch. xi. 3). For he
was far too subtle a man to have joined the
conspiracy unless he had ftlt reasonably
sure that it would be successful. Successful
it would have been had his advice been
followed but bo correctly did he estimate
the result if David were allowed time to
gather his friends, that, when his counsel

—

—

;

rejected, he withdrew immediutely
Still if
to Giloh, and committei suicide.
the revolt had been successful, it would

was

if not the death of Bathsheba, yet certainly that of her sons, and
the exclusion of Ahithophel's great-grandchildren from the throne.
In Ps. xli.,
written at this time, we learn what were
David's feelings when he heard the news
of this conspiracy, and Ahiihophel is the
familiar friend, in whom he iiad trusted,
and who had eaten at his table, but now
In John
raised op hit- heel to kick at him.
xiii. 18 the words are quoted of Judas
of
whom
Iscariot,
Ahithophel was a type in
his treachery and in his death by his own
hand. The translation, " sent for Ahitho-

have involved,

cannot be maintained. The Hebrew
"sent Ahithophel," but for what purpose
As
or on what embitssy is not mentioned.
thns something must have dropped out of
the Hebrew text, it possibly may be the
preposition "for," as tlus gives a good sense.
For Giloh, Ahithophel's town, was situated
m few miles to the south of Hebron (Josh.
XV. 51), and Ahithophel had probably been
pb'^l."

is

working there secretly

[oh. XV.

for

Absalom
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for

some

time.
As David's counsellor, his proper
place of residence would have been Jerusalem, but the conspiracy had been kept so
secret that he had been able to get away
without suspicion. He is now summoned
to Absalom's side, and his presence there
brings in so many adherents that a rapid
march on Jerusalem miglit hav^e put David
into their power. The Revised Version is
right in translating, while he oifered the
saoriflces
namely, those which he had
vowed, and whioh were the reason given
for his visit to Hebron.
Ver. 14.— Arise, and let us flee. The rebellion of Absalom, and David's humiliating
flight, bring out all the better parts of the
king's character, and set him once again
before us as a man after God's own heart.
For this period is richly illustrated by the
psalms which were written under the pressure of this great aflQiction, and which are
marked by firm confidence in God, and an
assured sense of the Divine nearness and
protection. Ps. xU. shows liow poignant was
his anguish at Ahithophel's treachery, but
" As for me. thou upit inspired no fear
holdest me in mine integrity, and settest me
before thy face for ever " (Ps. xli. 12). It was
a firm faith which prompted such words.
In Ps. Ixiii., written "in the wilderness of
Judah," before David had reached the
Jordan, he gives utterance to his grief at the
loss of his religious privileges at Jerusalem;
but Jehovah is still his strong Tower, and
his dwelling will be in God's tabernacle for
ever.
Ps. iii. and iv. are his morning and
evening hymns written " when he fled from
Absalom his son." Ps. Iv. is one more sad
even than Ps. xli. He describes in it his
panic-stricken feelings when the news
;

:

reached him. his longing to escape from the
turmoil of life, and flee into the wilderness
and be at rest and his grief at his desertion
by men in whose company he had worshipped
in the ;:ouseof God. Upon this follows an outburst of vehement indignation, made tliemoia
bitter by the sense of the treachery whereby he had been duped into connivance with
Absalom's plans (ver. 21) but ami<lst it all
his confidence was unshaken that if he cast
his burden upon God, " he would sustain hira,
and never sutler the righteous to be moved."
Finally, in Ps. xxvii. we have the contrast
between Jehovah's abiding goodness and the
inconstancy of men while Pss. Ixi. and IxiL
were probably written at Mahanaim, when
David's anguish of mind was being assuaged,
and a calm confidence was taking its place.
Everywhere in all of them David speaks as
one who had now given all his hetirt to God.
As regards his terror and flight (Ps. Iv. 5
8), it may seem strange that David should
have witiidrawn so hurriedly from » city ss
;

;

;
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strong as Jerusalem. But we must not suppose that he had a standing army, and his
few Cherethites and Pelethites could liave
made no hea'^1 asjainst the nation. Probably,
too, the fortifications of the city were incomplete (Pb. li. 18); and even if in good order,

cooped up in Jerusalem, David would
have left the whole country in Absalom's
power, and finally, after a long blockade, he
must Lave been tlriven by famine to surrender.
Away from Jerusalem he was the
centre whither all who disliked Absalom's
would
gather, and every day as it
•ttempi
passed would make men reflect more and
more upon wh«t David had done for them,
and the more e^%f y and thoughtful of them
would finally decide in his Javour. There
would be, moreover, the secret conviction that
David, with sucii men round him as Joab
and Abishai, if free to take his own course,
would be more than a match for Absalom
»nd his larger numbers. This was what
Ahithophel foresaw, and was so convinced
that, if David were not crushed at once, he
would gain the day, tliat he did not even
wait to see, but destroyed himself. Abarbanel thinks that the wish of the people
had never been for more than the association
of Absalom with David on the throne, according to what he had himself suggested
(ver. 4); and that there was a great revulsion of feeling when they saw that they
must choose absolutely between father and
rion, and that whoever lost the crown must
yet,

Some coiumentators
lose his life as well.
consider that Ps xxxi. also belongs to this
period, though others ascribe it to Jeremiah.
Farts of it are singularly applicable to tlie
circumstances of David's flight, as where the
psalmist speal s of Jehnvah as beinf his
Fortress in contrast with Jerusalem, and
adds, " Thou hast not shut me up intiD the
hands of the enemy, but hast set my feet
in a large space," as though "the net which
the conspitaturs had privily laid for him"
ha<l been the design to coop him up within
the walls of the city. There are touching
words, too, of distress at the slander and
reproach breaking forth on every side, and
at the comfiletcncss of his fall, so tliat
whereas but a few day.s before he had been
• king, now " ho was clean forgotten, as a
dead man out of mind; and cast aside as
thougli he were now of no more account
than the shi rds of a l)roken vessel." But,
with the calm strength of faith he adds,
•'My tioius are in thy hand;" "Thou saalt
hide all who trust iu thee in the secret of
thy presence;" "Oh, then, love Joliovah,
lie
of good courag(3
for he shall
strcngtiien the heart of all whose hope is
fixed on him,"

and

1

Ver.

were

1.5.

the

—The

king's servants.
These
officers of David's court and

U. 8AMDKL.
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household, numerous enough to hamper his
movements, but not enough to protect him.
All David's wives, moreover, went, and his
children, and some of his concubines (ch. xix
5), ten, however, being left in charge of tb«
palace.
Ver. 17.
And tarried in a place that was
far off; Revised Version, in Beth-merhak.
"The Far House" so we may translate this
proper name— was probably nut a dwelling,
but a pavilion overlooking the Kidroa
valley ; and here David halted his house-

—

—

hold until all were assembled, and arrangements made for their journey. Here, too,
the body-guard would gather, and they
woidd cross the Kidron only when eTerythin? was ready tor their orderly progress.
Confusion at such a time would breed a
panic and invite an attack.
Ver. 18. All the Gittites, six hundred
men which came after him from Gath. The
Septuagint reads " Gibborim," and without
doubt these are the persons meant; but
while they were styled Oibborim, the

—

"miglities," for honour's sake, because of
their prowess, they probably were popularly
called David's Gittites, because they were the
six hundred men who had formed his little

army when he sought refuge with Achisb,
King of Gath (1 tSam. xivii. 2; xxx. 9).
They were not Philistines, but Israelites of
desperate fortune (1 Sam. xxii. 2); and it is
a proof of David's gnat ability, and of the
moral influence of his character, that he
was successful, not only in cuntrolling them
and maintaining discipline, but also in
forming them into as noble a set of heroes
as ever existed, and who were faithful to

him

in all his fortunes

To

their

number

belonged the thirty- seven champions enumerated in ch. xxiii., and possibly the title
" Gibborim" strictly belonged to them only.
As they are still called " tlie six hundred,"
it is probable that tlie corps was maintained
at this nundjer by new appointments, and
that they had special privileges which made
their position very desirable.
Certainly
David would never forget men who had
shared all his fortunes, and been so true and
so useful to him
and it is evident, from
;

Hu.shai's counsel (ch. xvii. 8), that Absalom
feared their resolute valour, and hesitated
to attack without overwhelming numbers.
Thenins compares these veterans to Napoleon'o Old
Ver. VJ.

Guard.

— Ittai the Gittite.

Ittii was not
one of the six hundred, tiiongh theie was
He
an Ittai among them, a Benjamite.
was a citizen of Gath, who liad lately ciinie
(" yesterday," see vi r. 20). wi'h all his household of >lave8 and dependents, his clan,
Hebrew, his taf translated in ver. 22 hia
"little ones"
He had evidently bren a

—

person of iuiporlauce in his

own

countrj,

2 B
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wheooe he had been driven, perhaps by
political troubles, and was now, therefore, an
exile and a foreigner (Authorized Version,
^ stranger ") at Jerusalem. Ab Davi<l made
hitu joint commander of his array with Joab
and Abi.-hai (ch. xviii. 2), he must also have
been a general of recognized military skill.
Ab he was thus not personally interested in
the government of Israel, and, in fact, had
only lately come thither, David recommends
and abide with the king,
him to return
that is, with the de facto king, Absalom. But
BO great was the fabcination which David
exerci.-ed upon those around him, that this
foreigner boldly threw in his lot with him,
and accompanied him in his flight. Eetuni
This is a very daring transto thy place.
.

.

.

position, as the Hebrew is, Return and abide
m(h the king ; /or thou art a foreiqner, and
alBo an exile art thou to thy place. The Revised

Version gives the same sense as the Authorized, though it shows more respect to the
gTiimmar. But the Septuagint, Syriac, and
Vulgate, by "his own place" understand
Gath, either taking the words as meaning
**
an exile as to thy own place," or having a
The Hebrew then prodifferent reading.
ceeds. Yesterday was thy coming, and shall I
to-day make thee wander to go with us, seeing
I go whither I got that is, I go I know not
Return thou, and take back thy
whither.
This gives
in mercy arid truth.
brethren
a very goo<l Benae, but the Septuagint and
" Take
Vulgate have a different reading
back thy brethren with thee, and the Lord
shew thee mercy and truth." The Syriac
gives the general sense of the Hebrew, rendering, " Take back thy brethren well."
Ver. 22. All the little ones; Hebrew,
all the taf; in ver. 20 called " his bretliren,"
that is. all the relatives and dependents who

—

:

—

had accompanied him in his
presence with

exile.

Their

him proves that he had

en-

broken with the Philistines, and left
country for good. He may have taken

tirely

Mb

this step for religious reasons, though his
swearing by Jehovah (ver. 21) does not
prove it, as Achish did the same (1 Sam.

xxix. 6)

;

or Ittai, after the capture of

Gath

by David (ch. viii. 1), may have made himself unpopular by becoming the ally of the
conqueror, and so finally have determined to
leave the city, smd find a home in Israel.
This
Ver. 23.— All the country wept.
general lamentation proves that David was
not really unpopular in Jerusalem, though
it wa« there that Absalom had dazzled the
people by his magnificence, and sought to
win favour by his gracious ways. By the
country the inhabitauta are meant, who
watched the king's departure; while the
people are David's followers— his retinue
and attendants. The brook Kidron. This
is a
winter torrent, dry during most of

[cxi.
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the year, but serving at the rainy seasouB
to carry off the rainfall from the Valley of
Jehoshaphat. It lay on the east of Jerusalem, and beyond it was Mount Olivet.
The direction of David's flight was toward
the wild country on the east of the Jordan,
in which Ishbosheth had found a refuge
after the defeat of Gilljoa.
To reach it he
must pass by Jericho, and thence thiough
the Arabah (Jer. xxxix. 4) to the ford of
the Jordan, after crossing which he would
be in comparative safety.
Ahithophel
would liave followed that very night, and
have attacked before David had placed the
river between himself and his piursuers.
Ver. 24. And Abiathar went up.
This
rendering, though confirmed by the versions,
Whither did Abiais very unintelligible.
thar go up ? And moreover it is said that
be continued going up until all David's
followers had passed out of the city. Another
possible rendering is, " And Abinthar ofiered
(sacrifices) until all the people had done
passing out of the city." Passages quoted
in proof that the verb may be so rendered
without the addition of the word " sacrifice "
are 1 Sam. ii. 28 and ch. xxiv. 22 but ia
both these places the context makes the
sense plain.
Such a sacrifice would, of
course, sanctify both king and people in
but as none of the versions
their flight
support tliis method of translating the text,
unsafe
to adopt it, and the passage
seems
it
must remain obscure. On the one hand, it
is unlikely that there would be time to
offer sacrifices at so hasty a flight
but on
the other hand, the removal of the ark was
a solemn thing, which probably required
some such religious ceremonial, and Cahen
and other Jewish authorities translate,
" Abiathar offered burnt offerings."
Ver. 26. Let him do to me as seemeth
good unto him. David's answer is full, not
only of devout resignation and trust in God,
but ie remarkable also for the absence of
He feels that God will not
superstition.
judge him by any mere outward sign or
If he
privilege, but in truth and equity.
deserves condemnation, he will not escape it
by carrying the ark about with him. If, on
the contmry, Gud accepts him, he will restore him to the enjoyment of liis spiritual
privileges, and bring him back to worship
at the place which he has chosen for his
dwelling. We must notice that he addresses

—

;

;

;

—

words to Zadok, who had remained
with the ark. This was natural if Abiathar
was occupied in ottering, but hard to understand if he had gone u]!, that is, in advance
of the ark, to acquaint Uavid with their
purpose.
Ver. 27.— Art thou (not) a seerl Both
the Authorized Version and tiie Revised
Version evade the difiSculty of thiu passage
tiie.se

OH. XV. 1
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by inserting the word "

not."
It is one of
the merits of the Revised Version that
usually it does not take these liberties.
But "Art thou a seer?" is meaningless;
and the attempts, moreover, to show that
Zadok was a seer fail entirely in proof.

The receiving
Thummiin was

revelutions

by Urim

and

a priestly, and not a prophetic, function. Without altering the text,
the words may be correctly translated,
" Seest thou ? " This was probably a colloquial phrase, of which the Septuagint
gives the sense by rendering it in the im;
perative, " See " while the Syriac, regarding it as an expletive, boldly omits it.
Ver. 28. In the plain of the wilderness.
The Revised Version has "at the fords of
the wilderness," that is, it rightly keeps to
the written Hebrew text (the K'tib), while
the Authorized Version adopts a conjecture
This conjecof the Massorites (the K'ri).
ture is the substitution of arboth for abroth,
and they have made the same alteration at
But the substitution is unch. xvii, 16.
called for and mischievous; for David
would not halt indefinitely in the plain, the
Arabah (of which Arboth is the plural), but
would press on to the fords, wiiere some
delay must take place, and where the king's
presence would be important in giving in-

—

structions for what was by no means an
easy operation (couip. ch. xi.^. 18). At the
river, moreover, David could be assailed
only in front, where his " mighties " would
make a strong defence, while in the Arabah
tiiey

might be surrounded

;

and, encumbered

as they were with women, their line must
be so extended as to be weakened.
find, too, in Judg. lii. 28 that the fords of
the Jordan formed a good military position.
In ch. xvii. 22 it is expressly said that the
fording of the river did not take place until
Jonathan and Ahimauz cume with their
report; and their words there, in ver. 21,
Bhow that David was on the bank when
they arrived, with his preparations so complete, that, in the next few hours, all his
company were safely carried over to the
other side. Ahimaaz was a famous runner
(sc^e ch. xviii. 27), and, if David was ready,
tlie time gained by him U{)on any b( dy of
troops leaving Jerusalem at the same hour,
would have enabled the king to got his
people across
but if he had still some
miles to march, with a number of women
and children, Ahimaaz's tieutness would

We

;

have been rendered useless.
Ver. 30. The ascent of mount Olivet
Hebrew, the ascent of the olive treeg. The
hill never was called Olivet, which is a
word formed from the Latin mong oliveti,
the mount of the olive grove. David had
his head covered.
This was a sign of grief
•mong the Persians, Egyptians, and Romans,

—
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as well as the Hebrews (for whom see Ezek.
xxiv. 17), it being originally a natural move-

ment

to conceal

an outburst of

So

tears.

we

in great sorrow bury our faces in onr
hands.
In this mark of mourning all
joined, but David added the going barefoot
as a sign of deeper humiliation.
According to the Jewish Midrash, it was upon the
Mount of Olives that David composed the
third psalm.
More probably it was at
the fords of the Jordan, after David, wearied
with the fatigues of the march, had enjoyed

a short refreshing slumber, and while he
was waiting for his two young friends, that
he comforted himself by this outpouring of
his heart to God.
Ver. 31.— And one told David.
The

Hebrew literally is, and David told. Bnt
we cannot suppose that David had previously
known of Ahithopliel's defection. The text
evidently corrupt, and the Authorized
Version gives the right sense. On hearing
of the defection of a man so famous for
practical sound judgment, David prays to
God to frustrate his counsel, and the opporis

tunity for devising means for this end
quickly follows.
Ver. 32. Where he worshipped God more
correctly, where God was worshipped, and
so the Revised Version. The summit of the
Mount of Olives was one of the many bamoth,
or high places, situated on the top of hills,
where, in the old Canaanitish time, men
had worshipped their heathenish deities.
They were still regarded as consecrated
places, but the worship had now been transThey conferred to Elohim, the true God.
tinued to be hallowed spots, with Levitieal
priests to minister at them, until the stricter
times of Josiah (2 Kings xxiii. b), when
such worship was forbidden bnt even then
tliese priests seem to have retained considerable privileges, though their position was
inferior to that held by the prit sts of tho
temple. It was at this hallowed spot that
David's old friend and privy counsellor (ver.
not
37), Husliai, met him, with his coat rent
the upper garment, but the kuttoncth, the
under tunic, the rending of which was a
sign of deeper sorrow.
We read of "the
border of the Archites" (so the Revised

—

;

;

—

Version, rightly) in Josh. xvi. 2, n( ar Rcthol,
the trilje of Manasseh; and Uushai's

in

birtliplace
Ver. 33.

was probably

there.

— A burden unto me.

ISIost

because Hushai was old and inlirni.
with less probability, think that
because of his rank, which would

(

likely
)tl;er8,

it

was

demand

special attendance.

—

Ver. M.
Then mayest thou for me defeat
tho oounBel of Ahithophel. David was thus
meeting treachery by tioachery, and we
cannot approve of it, even granting that
Ahithophel's conduct waa base and selfish.

—
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while Hashai was risking his life for his
master.
Still, he was sent back to tell a
falsehood, and his excuse was necessity for
Ahithophel was so sairacious that, if his
counsel were not upset, David's cause was
It was not Christian morality, but yet
lost.
it lias a sort of nol.leness about it in Hiishai's
devotion to his king. And even now, in war
uud diplomacy, such acts are nut uncommon,
;

and a distinction isunhappilydiawu between
Even in
political and social momlity.
oommon life immoral doings are often sanctioned by use. Thus many customs of trade
are frauds, considered legitimate because
generally practised. Even among ourselves
Christian morality is far below the level
of our Master's teaching; and the Old
Testament must not be taken as approving
Similar blame does not
all that it records.
They were
attach to Zadok and Abiathar.
known to be David's friends, and had even
tiied to go with him, bearing with them the
ark.
They professed no friendship for
Absalom, and returned for no covert purpose, looking for protection, not to guile,
but to their sacred office.
And Absalom
would be glad to have them in Mb power,

[oh. XV. 1

—

37.

and would make them continue the oostomarv

sacrifices, and, if hia rebellion proved
successfol, would force them to anoint him,
and so give his usurpation a religious eano-

But he would tell them none of his
plans, nor would they try to insinuate themselves into his confidence.
They would
have a perfect right to be useful in any
way they could to their true master, but
would do BO at the risk of severe punishment. Hushai's way of defeating Ahithophel was treacherous ; but there was no
deceit in the young men carrying a message
tion.

from

him,

friends.

for

they were openly David's

—

Ver. 37. Absalom came into Jerusalem,
Absalom had evidently pushed raj/idly forward from Hebron, in hopes, perhaps, of
surprising David in the city. Evidently he
entered it on the day of David's flight (oh.
ivii. 1), and Ahitliophel's proposal to select

twelve thousand men from Ab-alom's followers shows how very powerful the conspiracy was. Had this advice been followed,
the decisive battle would have been fought
that evening at the fords of the Jordan, a
few miles only
Jerusalem.

^m

H0MILETIC3.

—

Veri. 1 12.
The thady side of human nature. The facts are : 1. Ab.«alom sets up
a large domestic establishment with a semblance of royalty. 2. Rising early in the
morning of each day, he is first to meet the suitors for judgment at the gate of the city,
and seizes the occasion for insinuating that there is defect in the king's provision for
the administration of justice.
3. He also professes to manifest syra p,' thy with suitorg
by expressing the wish that he were in a position to do them justice, and givts outward
evidence of his concern for them by taking each one by the hand aod kissing him. 4.
These plans being in progress, he next asks permission of David to go to Hebron, on
the plea that he liesired to redeem a vow which he had sacredly made to God while in
exile
and David granting his request, he sets out for Hebron, with a company of men
ignorant of his design. 5. Meanwhile he sends spies throughout Israel, so that on a
given signal they might simultaneously make the announcement, " Absalom reigneth
in Hebron."
6. He moreover gains to his side Ahithophel, David's counsellor, and so
advances his cause among the people. The narrative gives us in brief form the scheme,
the principles, the methods, and early form of Absalom's conspiracy. He knew his own
mind, and was set on the overthrow of his father's authority, from sheer vanity and
lust of power.
The outline of his method was clearly defined : (1) to win over the
people by criticizing the king's administration, and gratifying them by a showy establishment, professed zeal for justice, and marked personal attentions ; (2) to secure a good
centre for proclaiming his authority, and this by a hypocritical profession of religion
which required him to go there; (3) by scattering agents through the land, and gaining
to his side the king's most sagacious adviser.
There is not one relievin.: feature to the
dark picture of pride, ingratitude, filial alienation, low cunning, and religions hypocrisy.
It is, however, our province to extract gixxi out of evil, and in the early stages of
Al-salom's rebellion we may see illustrations of the shady side of human nature, which,
]f noted and a; plied to conduct, may warn against often -recurring evils, and put us on
our guard against the same tendencies ia other departments of life.
I. The PBiNCiPLES and methods of hkjustifiable bebellion.
Rebellion against
existing authority may perhaps be right under special circumstances.
People do not
exist for governments, but governments for the people ; and it is possible that th«
;
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rights cf the people may be so utterly trodden upon that it is the duty of self-preservation to rebel.
Even parental authority must be resisted when it comes into direct
collision with conscience and with Christ (Matt, x. 33
But rebellion is wicked
38).
when, as in this case, it springs from a blendmg of conceit, dislike of constituted
authority, and lust for power.
This may characterize rebellion originating in an individual or in a restless people. Talk of oppression, justice, kindness and cousideration
for the oppressed, may be but a cloak for a selfish aversion to restraint and a love of
self-wUl.
Even where there is justification for resistance to an evil rule, it is wicked
to have recourse to flattery, deceit, hypocrisy, and low cunning to accomplish the end in
view.
In times of turbulence and agitation it is important that men scrutinize the
secret motives of their actions.
As a rule, injustice in rulers can be best resisted
by the calm, sober protest and passive resistance of conscientious men. Faith in God,
and in the force of true principles, with patient persistence, will in the end accomplish
more than can be secured by violence ; and where injustice exists only in the imagination of the restless, and the evils of life spring from their own habits and practices, then
rebellion is one of the greatest crimes of which man is capable.

—

Incidental bevelations of character. The character of a man lies primarily
main principles and passions that are deep down in his nature, and which in
course of years shape his outward conduct. Absalom's real character was in existence
long before it came out to the eye of the public in the form of rebellion against his
fathei-'s authority.
Probably David discerned its incipient form, and hence his extreme
slowness in recalling him to a position of prominence. The setting up by Absalom of
a large princel)' establishment, with chariots and horses and runners, was really an
incidental revelation in palpable form of a character internally maturing.
It was a
sign to such men as David and Nathan of what they had believed to exist
a vain,
proud, ostentatious spirit.
So in course of time men generally do son ething in their
II.

in the

—

domestic arrangements or business developments which,
aright, brings into public

under

restraint.

Our

view tendencies and

visible acts

if

the world will only read

which

hitlierto have been kept
and creations are the succcessive revelations of our

tastes

A

condition.
man's dress, his handwriting, his domestic establishment, his bearing
belore the public, his mode; of transacting business, is a manifestation of the hidden man
the indicator of the elements entering into the permanent character.
The outward
aspects of a man's life may lie studied with a view to a knowledge of the habits and
tastes ol his mind.

—

III. Evil tendkncies in congenial environment.
Theevilteu'lencies of Absalom
were somewhat pronounced when he set up his pretentious establishment, but by his
own act those tendencies were placed in the midst of circumstances eminently calculated
The heart of man can devise things out of
to strengthen and develop them further.
its own tastes and propensities which become at once food on which those tastes and
propensities grow to further power.
A man of pleasure out of his own desires creates
occupations and pursuits which become the nourishers of the passion for pleasure. The
same holds of dreadful vices and blessed virtues. There is a self-promotive power in
the forces that dwell within our moral nature. Intellectual and physical forces are not
so recuperative of themselves by means of what they create as are the moral.
We are
to ponder the path of our feet, for every step increases the momentum in the road, be
it good or bad.
IV. Lust of power minus fitness for its exercise. Absalom set his heart on
being King of Israel. The vision of a throne and a submissive people had great attracThe princely establishment, with chariots and horsemen, was only the
tions for him.
first instalment of a splendour soon to be won.
Like all such men, he had unliniited
confidence in himself. He could administer justice
He could win the people and
And yet this vanity, this low cunninj;, this love of outward
hold them in subjection
show, and mean lying flattery of the people, disqualified him for ruling as a king.
Morally s|eaking, he was a handsome fool, and knew it not. The lust for power is
common, and often very strong in men. As manifested in bad men, it is an abnormal
development of a love of mastery over what is not self. The possession of power over
man is safe and good only when there coexist with it justice, generosity, considerate!

1

and honesty.
Y. AlilKNATION FBOU A FATHER'S HEABT THE CLIMAX OF ETXU

ness,

Absalom

WM n«

!
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longer a true son. No man could have entered on such a scheme and have devised
such means unless he had lost all true natural affection. To find fault with a father's
administration, to expose a father to ridicule, to seek to alienate men from attachment
to a father, and, in short, crush a father's hopes and life's work, could only proceed from
a heart utterly alienated.
And such a father! Weak and erring as David in a notable
instance had been, he was the most generous, and magnanimous of men, and had
brought peace and plenty and honour to Israel.
Absalom's crime was one of the
basest ever recorded.
And all alienation from a true father's heart is utterly base and
deserving the strongest detestation. There is hope for sons when they still cherish love
and reverence for parents none when these are gone. Every feeding, and act, and companionship, and habit which tend towards this awful separation of heart, should be
shunned as men shun the roa'l to death. And yet this is the real state of the human
heart in relation to God.
The gulf is awfnl ; and nothing but a new creation will lead
to a reconciliation (John iii. 5
Hom. viii. 7).
VI. Pseudo-patriotism an assumed virtue. Patriotism is strong in men whose
country has been associated in memory with great deeds. To care for one's land and
people, to be more concerned for the maintenance of justice and adjustment of the claims
of the poor than for the form and personnel of government,
this is always commendable and so much is this virtue esteemed that it is assumed by Absalom for his own
purposes.
We cannot believe in the patriotism of any man who shuts his heart against
a good father. Civil virtnes cannot make amends for the absence of the domestic and
primary virtues. It is easy to prate about justice and the oppressed, and to siieak smoothly
to the populace; to keep the heart pure, loving, true toward man and God, is not so
easy.
There is much pseudo-]iatrintism in political life. Men claim virtues they do
not possess, and use the claim for gaining an influence that else would be unattainable.
VII. Religion a cloak for evil designs. Absalom knew Ids father to be a pious
man, and therefore seeks to accomplish his purpose by a profession of piety. The heartless son finds no difficulty in taking the holy name of God in vain, and concocting a
tissue of lies.
To the populace he can be a critic of the government ; to the pious king
he can be a devout man, intent on keeping sacred vows. No clearer proof of a Satanic
spirit than when men dare to lay hold of the most sacred things and use them for vile
and selfish purposes. Highteous, indeed, was the indignation of Christ against such
"hypocrites."
"Woe" from the lips of love came upon them. Manifold are the
forms and degrees in which this evil appears. To worship in order to be respectable,
;

;

—

;

to profess religion for the sake of trade, to utter pious phrases in order to win popular
are but the less repulsive forms of the very crime of Absalom.

applause,

How

abominable such persons must appear in the sight of the all-searching God
VIII. Taking undue advantage of another's difficulty.
In consequence of
the immense work thrown on an absolute monarch, the growing complications of a
flourishing state, and the incompetence of subordinate-, thire would necessarily arise
maiy difficulties in the administration of the affairs of the kingdom. In all lands
people have to wait for justice when others are being served.
But the evil heart of
Absalom showed itself in using whatever incidental delays arose as an oceasion of promoting its own wicked schemes. There is too mnch of this in the world. The rich
have often taken advantage of the ignorance and helplessness of the poor to secure ends
otherwise unattainable.
In political life it is a maxim to seize the hour of weakness
for a party triumph.
It is the devil's opportunity with feeble souls to render more sui'e
their destruction.
Trouble in state. Church, or family affords ojiportunity for testing
the qualities of men. Love or hate, sympathy or antagonism, will thereby be revealed.
How different to others the bL-ssed Saviour in presence of human infirmity
IX. Popularity on an unstable and hollow dasis.
The people's hearts were
won to Absalom. It seems a great triumph to win the hearts of multitudes; it is an
indication of great power on the part of the conqueror or of fickleness on the part of
the conquered.
But in this, as in many instances, the conquest was a revelntion oJ
shallow thinking on the oni- side and basest cunning on the other.
There is in most
men a soil for receiving the seeds of discontent from the hand of a deft sower. People
are easily caught by flatteries and personal attentions.
A visible parade of splendour
dazzles and pleases the crowd, who think modest, quiet bearing a sign of mediocrity.
The dash and careless promises «f a young and handsome man excite the imagination-
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and raise up pictures of great possibilities. The mass of men do not think; they feel,
and are led by tho clever orator whn can stir up their feelings. It is not always a credit
to " go with the multitude," and fall in with an order of thin^^s because it is popular.
The vox populi maxim is often false. Of One it was once true, " Of the people there
was none with him." He was " despised and rejected of men."
X. An illustration of the most dreadful of conspiracies. It is not necessary
to endeavour to trace resemblance in all details between antagonism to the mortal king
But there has been and still is
in Zion and opposition to the immortal King in Zion.
a plot to destroy the authority of him whose right it is to reign. Fashion, wealth,
power of speech, wit, and alliances with wise Ahithophels, continue to undermine and
The " gates of
eventually overthrow the influence of Christ over the hearts of men.
hell " take counsel against the Lord and his Anointed. Another seat of supreme influence
is being set up as a substitute for tha^ occupied by the Anointed One, and " spies " are
abroad seeking to create doubt and distrust in the hearts of the faithful. As we read
the account of Absalom's ingratitude, daring, and baseness, and feel for his deeds the
utmost detestation, so holy beings who look on the endeavour to destroy the authority
of Christ over men cannot but regard the deed as the basest, most daring, and at the
same time most fatal to the perpetrators, ever attempted. The wicked may seem to
triumph, but their end is destruction.

— —

30.
Vers. 13
The facts are: 1. David, being informed of the rising in favour of
Absalom, calls upon his friends to flee from Jerusalem, in order to avoid its being smitten
by a sudden attack. 2. His servants bein^ willing; to go with him, he leads out his
3. In his
entire household, with the exception of a few to take care of the house.
departure he is accompanied by his body-guard, and the six hundred men which followed
him from Gath. 4. Observing Ittai in the comtany, he suggests that, being a stranger
and exile, he should not risk his fortunes with his own but, on receiving an assurame
that it was his deliberate desire so to do, he permits him to pass on.
5. The people of
the district weep with a loud noise as he crosses the brook Kidron, and passes on
toward the wilderness. 6. The ark of the covenant being brought out into the procession, when the people have passed the brook, David urges on Zadok that the ark be
conveyed back to the city, expressing his humble hope that it might please God to
allow him to see it once more, and, in any case, he submits to the apjjointments of
Providence.
7. David requests Zadok and others with the ark to return to the city, and
8. The
to inform him in the wilderness should anything of great importance arise.
king expresses bis grief by passing up the Mount of Olives, with covered head and
weeping, accompanied by a covered and weeping multitude.
;

Svhmission in (he day of adversity. The order of the narrative of David's departure
from Jerusalem is rather involved, as may be seen by comparing vers. 17, 19, 23, 30;
but the actual facts are clear enough. As soon as he became aware of the extent of
the rebellion, he resolved to leave the city, and we have a record of the fact and the
incidents accompanying it.
'I'he first and most obvious impression produced on the
mind of the reader is the prompt and quiet submission of the king to the force of
circumstances, not because he was of cowardly spirit, but because he saw in what was
happening the providence of God. If we analyze the conduct and words of David
in their relation to the great fall and Nathan's prophecy (ch. xii. 9
13), we shall see
the leading features characterizing his submission, and in so doing we shall get a view
of the main characteristics of all true Christian submission in the day of aHversity.
I. A KEOOQNITION OF PERSONAL DESERT.
The prompt actiou, the surrender of regal
state, the broken spirit, the barefooted departure from the seat of authority, and the
tender references to God doing with him as seemed him good (ver. 2G), all [oint to
more than a forced submission to mere military necessity. There may have been a deep
inexpressible anguish on account of filial ingratitude, and the father's heart could not
but weep in silence over an erring lost chUd but tlao femembmnce of his own great sin,
and the words of the prophet of God, lumished tKOehief theme of reflection; for the
son's ingratitude base as it was, bad become the rod to ch.istise for the errors of the
past.
A forgiven man does not the less think of the sin as a disgrace and worthy of
being branded as evil.
Adversities come to us all
happily, few know the sorrow of

—

;

—
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and the enlio[htened mind sees in them more than physical
ingratitude
The doctrine that every sorrow rhat Tails is for a specific sin need not be
Yet all trouble is connected with the fact that sin is in the world, and a conheld.
sciousness of personal shortcomings makes us feel, when adversity in home, estate, or
health tails, tliat we deserve every pain tliat enters the heart. Tl^ere is no assertion of
right to be free from the trouble ratler the true heart says, " It is of the Lord's mercies
that we are not consumed" (Lam. iii. 22).
II. Acquiescence in God's eighteousxess.
To a human observer it might seem
that it was a very unrighteous tiling for the Supreme Euler to all'iw so wise and good a
kiniT to be set aside and humiliated by a man so base and vain as Absalom, and many
a man in his anguish might question the equity which allowed such sorrow to fall
upon him when he had recovered from his special sins. David's spirit was the reverse of this.
Not a word of com lai' t, not a murmur or a fret in trouble. During
His long exile, when deatli encompassed him about, and he had washed his hands in
innocency, and all the blame lay with Saul and Doeg the Edomite, he trusted in the
and this confidence, won in the days of comparative innocence, tailed
Justice of God
him not now, when, after his recovery from a fall, the storm burst upon him with more
terrible violence.
He knew and rested in the precious truth that the Lord reigned in
righteousness and brought correction to his servants for their good. Yes; this is the
Never do they, however terrible the disaster in this life, distrust
faith of the faithful.
the righteousness of God. " Though he slay me, yet will I trust him," was true for Job
filial

sequence.

;

;

all of kindred spirit.
Men who know not the new life cannot understand this.
It is the alphabet of religious experience to all who are really born again and accepted
None of these things move them.
in Christ.
David does not yield to fretfulness
III. Accommodation to new circumstances.
and irresolution. He vacates his home, provides for his house, goes out to a place of

and

by his disceet arrangement with Zadok and Abiathar, keeps up means of
Utter prostration under calamity does not
connection with the city (vers. 27, 28).
come where there is the counteractive element of recf>gnition of personal unworthiness
and of rhe righteousness of God. Whether this trouble would pass he knew not, but as
a wise man he adtpted himself to the storm. As Jacob to his exile (Gen. xxviij. 10 22),
as Moses to his deprivation (Deut. iii. 25
27 cf. xxxiv. 1 6), so David makes the
Providential clastisements are not designed to paralyze action;
best of his position.
their benefit is secured when, in a .spirit of resignation and trust, we use our powers to
Adversity becomes truly
bear them and to mitigate their incidenci (Heb. xii. 5
12).
educational when we ar* stirred up to adjust our life to its conditions.
IV. Consideration for others, that thet be not unnecessarily drawn into
OUR sorrows. David's removal into the open country was partly from policy and partly
from feelings of kindness. He probably had suspicions, seein-j; that his trusty counsellor
had been drawn over to Absalom (ver. 12 cf. Ps. xli. 9 Iv. 10— H), that Alisalom had
many friends in the city, and should he in concert with them come suddenly upon him
and his friends, multitudes wou d fall victims to his malice. It was the same generous
feeling that prompted him to suggest that Ittai, not being a Hebrew, should not embroil
himselt in this sad conflict, and so run a risk in c ise another king should reign.
see the same David as in earlier years, ever mindful of others, and magnanimous to the
extreme. The dreadful sin had not destroyed his noble qualities, but had given a sadly
tender form to their expression. There are beautiful instances in Christian life of this
kindly consideration for others. Fathers and mothers strive to shield their children
from the woes which they may connect with their own want of wisdom or goodness.
The great Saviour limself, in his dire trouble, sought to shield his faithful followers
(John xiv, 1, 27 xvi 9—12; xviii. 8).
V. Grateful acceptance of sympathy and aid. The voluntary sympathy and
aid of the faithful body-^uaid, and the six hundred who had shared his fortunes prior
and subsequent to his departure from Gath, was as cool w ater to a thirsty soul ; and the
In the adversiries which Provifree services of Ittai and Zadok were greatly valued.
dence permits to come for purposes of discipline there is the merciful admixture of some
some hiunan channel for Divine
provision to meet the pressing need of the hour
Submission to the inscrutable will
sympathy and compassion to enter the heart.
always includes a grateful recognition of this relief. The love and presence of Ruth
safety, and,

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

We

;

.

—
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balza to the desolate heart of Naomi as she mourned her forlorn condition,
imparted a sweet gentleuciss to her, and enabled her to submit to the blow that had
David and she had herein a common experience.
shattered her early joys.
VI. A THOUGHTIUL SELF-SACRIFICING CARE FOB THE INTEKEST8 OF BELIGIOK.
It
was verj^ beautiful conduct on the part of Zadok and Abiathar to bring out the ark of
prominent
object in the sad procession out of the city;
the covenant (ver. 24), to form a
it revealed a tender consideration for the man who in his prosperity had associated his
purest joys and most glorious triumphs with that precious symbol of the Divine presence.
The ark could not but remind David of the mercy that endureth for ever, and its
presence with him would be regarded as a pledge of blessing in his wandering. But he
desired the priests to take back the treasure, and he, meekly bowing to the chastisement,
would go out and suffer the loss of the outward privileges of the sanctuary. The reason
of this no doubt was that, as he had been the means of procuring a permanent restingplace for the ark (ch. vi. 17
19), and constituting Jerusalem the centre of religious
influence for the nation, he would not now undo that work and serve his own personal
advantage at the cost of the people. No the religious institutions should remain intact,
the blessings of public worship and spiritual comfort should abide for Jerusalem, though
he a poor exile pine in solitude and peril for the " beauty of the Lord " (Ps. xlU. 1 1
How beautiful this tender care for the interests of religion appears in tme
xliii. 1, 2).
uhmission to adverse providences is known to all acquainted with Christian biography.
Not a deed, not a word, not a thought is allowed that might be prejudicial to the
kingdom of God. Storms may come, hopes may be blasted, if only the Name that is
above every name be still honoured.
VII. A DELIBERATE COMMITTAL OF PRESENT AND FTJTUBE INTEBE8T8 INTO THE HANDS
OF God. " If I shall find favour in the eyes of the Lord, he will bring me again, and
show me both it, and his habitation. But if he thus say, 1 have no delight in thee
behold, here I am, let him do to me as seemeth good unto him " (vers. 25, 26).
blessed
sweet resignation O modest yet unshaken hope Truly the discipline was
trust
already bearing precious fruit. The spiritual barrenness of those hot days of prosperity
(ch. xi.) was clean gone.
The temporal chastisement was in process, but the wandering
Enviable beyond expression is this surrender of all
child was a wanderer no more.
interests to the wise and gracious hands of the covenant-keeping God.
Here comes out
the essence" of the true submission in the season of adversity. *• He will," if he
*'deli;i;ht" in me
"Let him do as seemeth him good I" No self-wiU, no boast of
claim, no thought of shame ; God is over all and can do all ; all is in his care, and what
he does shall be deemed the best and kindest and most just. Who does not see the
purifying power of the grace of God ?
Holy David once fallen
Appendix. The sorrowing king, pnssing over the ridge of the Mount of OUves, un
bare feet and weeinng, bearing on his heart a terrible woe, and full of pity lor the
people rejecting his authority, and at the same time entirely submissive to the
sovereign will that so ordains, reminds us of the other King, greater, wiser, more holy,
and bearing on his heart the woes of many sins not his own, jiacing the slopes of that
same mount, weeping bitter tears, lamenting for the rebellious people, bearing all
for others' good, and submitting with unparalleled gentleness and trust to the sovereign

was as

—

;

—

!

!

I

I

I

wiU that ordained that

so

lie

must

suffer.

Fidelity in misfortune.
It is believed by many that more remarkable virtues are
developed in seasons ot adversity than in those of prosperity. Their precise form will
depend on the individuals concerned and the stress of the time. The conduct oi the
Gittites, and Ittai, and Zadok, and Abiathar is in pleasing contrast with that of AhithoIn these men we may trace the characteristics of ddelity
phel and his co-consj^irators.
in misf Ttune.
The six hundred had probably been with
I. It 18 BOOTED IN INTELLIGENT SYMPATHY.
David and shared in his trials prior to his departure from Gath (1 Sun. xxvii. 2).
They knew him better than any others they had formed a sympathy for him based
on true knowledge, and they at'od the test of the evil time. Of Ittai we do not know
BO much, but the words of th(! man prove that he ai^preciated the real character oi
David in spite of the slanders which such men as Ahithophel may have insinuated.
The priestly functions of Zaduk and Abiathar account for their interest in so devout a
;

—

—
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man as David. Their fidelity was not based on personal beauty, vague promises, and
ihu ward splendour (vers. 1
6), but on intelligence and the feeling which accompanies
It in a pure heart.
So Ruth was true to Kaomi (Ruth i. 16, 17). Any promise of
attachment not resting on this foundation is worth nothing.

—

II. It is nourished by BEt lection on the PiST.
There were probably liours when
the voice ot temiitation would come to allure them from a course so peiilous in appearance, to a course promising reputation, wealth, and honour ; for these men were of like
passiiins with us all, and had no love for poverty and exile in themselves.
But they
knew David's history, and when temptation to prefer the winning side came they would
miurish their vow by thinking of what he had been, how God had befriended him
before, and how he had risen from the fall which once was his shame.
It is something
10 be attached to a man with a good history.
When we have pledged ourselves to
a just though suffering cause, we may ward off many a temptation by allowing the
reflective powers to work on the antecedents of the cause to which we are pled:.ied.
Thus the early Christians, by reflecting on Christ, his words and work, and all ne had
been to them, could endorse the dying words of the aged i'olycarp.
III. It is responsive to frankness and magnanimity.
The frank and magnanimous way in which David oft'ered to release them from all risks only drew out into
sti linger and more pronounced form the attachment already cherished (vers. 19
21).
Zadok could not but feel a profounder regard for the king after hearing his words concernins; the ark (ver 2b).
There is something so noble in this frankness and magnanimity in misfortune that a faithful heart recruits its strength by the very sight and
sound of the nobleness. Holy sentiments grow in exchange. There is no sure bond
beiween the wicked. Sin is murally a weakness. Holiness is a strength.
IV. It is capable of risks.
Whatever might befall the king in his trouble, these
faithful ones were prepared to share in it.
True affection is not blind, as some would
say it sees, but it fears not. The faithful mind is intent on being on the side of right
and weakness, not on si curing anything for self. There are risks in adherence to &
righteous cause in the day of adversity.
Christ points this out to his fallowers, and it
is the sign of true as distinguished from professional fidelity that it can bear and is
determined to bear whatever may come. The real clue to the determination is the conviction that right is supreme in its claims, and that present suffering is only an incident
of a well-directed human existence (Matt. x. 16
18, 38 ; xx. 22 ; Phil, iii; 7
9).

—

;

—

—

—

37.
Vers. 31
Prayer for Divine intervention. The facts are 1. David, hearing
that Ahithophel was among the conspirators, prays tliat God would turn his counsel
into foolishness.
2. On reaching the top of the Mount of Olives, the aged Hushai
expresses his desire to go with David into exile, but David declines his ofler on apcount
3. On the other hand, David suggests that he can render hiPi good
of his infirmities.
service by returning to the city and living as a servant of Absalom, and he advises him
4. Acting on this suggestion, Hushai
to act in concert with Zadok and Abiathar.
returns to the city, and, some time after, Absalom also enters.
There passed a pang
through the heart of David as he heard of the treachery of his trusty counsellor Ahithophel, bitter because he had relied so much on this wise man's honesty and sagacity, and
more bitter still as he remembered the cruel conspiracy which he once entered into
with Joab against the life of Uriah. Yet the forgiven and renewed king, in the fulness
of his anguish, was true to his revived religi' lus instincts in at once raising his heart to
Gk)d with the prayer that he would bring his own wisdom to bear so as to defeat the
wisdom of this man.
see here
is in this world a conflict between human and Divinb
I. That there
WISDOM. David was well acquainted with two great facts (1) that the wisdom of God
had designed him to be king over Israel to the end of his days (ch. vii. 11 16, 28, 29);
(2) that the wisest man in the land was devising means to frustrate this purpose, not
perhaps consciously, yet practically. This is an epitome of the history of mankind.
God has a purpose to carry out, and employs good men as his instruments, all is
arranged according to his iufinite wisdom but, on the other hand, there are men who
They may not know that
bring their powers to bear so as to frustrate thi> purpose.
they are setting their wisdom against the wisdom uf God, but the facts are to that
effect.
Adam and Eve went against wibdom in the exercise of thnir wisdom. Pharaoh
:

We

:

—

—

;
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contrived to prevent what wisdom bad ordained. The wisdom of scribes and Pbai isees
wa> arrayed against him who was the "Wisdom of God." In the antagonism of men
to the gospel the apostle saw a case of the " wisdom of the world " striving against the
wisdom which was so far above theirs that their wisdom was more properly lolly (1
Cor.

i.

18

— 25).

Men who

wisdom against the

live in sin,

who

try to dispense with Christ, really set their
The
is founded on eternal wisdom.
be expressed in the terms just stated. Oh

great and blessed order

attitude of the world to the
that men were wise

Church

may

which

!

in God's power to counteract thb wisdom of
This was the intellectual basis of David's prayer for intervention against the
Faith in God's a]ipointment of prayer is associated with 9, perdevices of Ahithophel,
ception of the fact that God can and does so control human action as to restrain it
within definite lines, and to secure in spite of it certain issues that are for the good of
the world. A theism that renders God inactive, or bound in the unbreakable chains of
a physical necessit\ had better be frank and renounce the sacred name, and say once
God is a Spirit, and as
for ail, " Force is in eternal motion along lines eternally fixed."
Buch has free access to the spirits of men. His unseen and unconscious contact may
paralyze or divert thought, and render possible ideas which, when carried out, will
prove to be subversive of the very ends which the wicked thinker once had set his heart
upon. We don't know how much we owe to this silent action of God on evil men.
He also, as a free Spirit, is in contact with the ultimate elements of things, and can
act on them without dislocation of the order of nature, more perfectly than we can in
the effort of our will. Many Christian people do not, it is feared, half believe in this
God
great truth, and do not sufficiently see its ample bearing on the great stress of life.
not only looks into men and sees them through and through ; he is an Actor, and brings
his wisdom to put to nought the wisdom of the wise.
III. That a good man in extremity naturally puts this belief into pbactice
David felt that he could not cope with the combination against him. His heart fainted
at the thought of the sagacity of the counsellor uniting with the daring and dash of the
ambitious usurper. His prayer was true to nature. We do not in ordinary circuraTrouble brings us
stanres allow our faith to have sufficient influence over nur lives.
straight to God.
Our vast resources are drawn upon when heart and flesh begin to fail.
All prayer is a cry for God's help, or it is nothing but the urnestness and intensity of
the cry are proportioned to the perception of peril.
IV. That prayer for help, in the case op a good man, is attended with a
The practical character of
discreet U8K OF MEANS TO SECURE THE END IN VIEW.
David's religion is seen in this that, as soon as he had committed his desperate case to
He
God, he took steps, through Hushai, to counteract the wisdom of Ahithophel.
knew that God worked on the min(is of men partly by the agency of other men, to
whom he secretly imparts wi-di)m and discretion. Not onlv would secret unconscious
influences operate within Ahithophel to cause him to blunder in advice, but thoughts
would be directed in the minds of Hushai and Zadok so that they would act at the
right season and in the right way.
This combination of trust in God and action amoa:
men is characteristic of all true religious life. " The effectual fervent prayer of the
righteous man availeth much," and his labour also " is not in vain in the Lord."
General lessons. 1. In all our dealings with men, and efforts to get them to act,
we should remember that we can get at them through God. 2. The Church, in its conflict
with the world, should rest in the consolation that the wisdom of God can never fail.
3. Much of our success in Christian work depends on our assigning men to duties suite
4. Good men who are compelled by force of circumto their character, age, and position.
stances to live among men of evil purpose may use their knowledge of the world and its
ways so as to promote the best interests of the kingdom of God.
II.

That a good man believes

MEN.

,

;

c

—

1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

12.
About twe'vo
(Jerusalem, Hebron.)
The rebeUion of Absalom.
Vers. 1
One of its effects was the rebellion of
years had elapsed since David's fall into sin.
Absalom. The history of this event most critical for the theocratic monarchy, aiici

—

—

;
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hearts" sheds a clear light upon the condition of
the people the natural manners and vivid outbursts
In it we discern
of feelin2 make the scene stand out with a kind of homely poetry."
the i)resence and influence of: 1. Divine chastisement, announced by the prophet (ch.
Forgive ness of sin
xii. 10), " The sword shall never depart from thine house," etc.
does not annul its natural consequences. Such consequences are sure, however they
may appear to be delayed and, though inflicted by the hand of man, they do not less
Already David had experienced the efiects of
really proceed from the hand of God.
his transgression in his family; he must now experience them, on a larger scale, in his
kingdom. 2. Defective administration of judgment by the king (ver. 3) ; due, not so
much to advancins: age (over sixty), as to timidity, irresolution, and want of energy,
consi quent on what had taken place ; and " a tendency to shrink into private life, with
a preference for such duties as preparing materials for the future temple rather than
those of active government ; " perhaps also to serious illness, brought on by trouble of
heart, and partially incapacitating him from performin.: the increasing duties of his
3. Prevalent dissatisfaction amonjr the people.
office (Ps. xxxviii., xxxix., xli., Iv.).
His sin "broke the powerful spell which had hitherto bound the whole nation to the
name of David " (Ewald). "The imperfections and defects of his internal administration of the kingdom, when the time of his brilliant victories was past, I'lecame more and
more perceptible to the people, and furnished occasion for dissatisfaction with his
government " (Keil). " His pious actions, his attention to the public ordinances of
worship, perhaps even his psalms, had for the time lost their credit and their sacred ness.
Not every one was cajiahle of estimating aright the repentance of the fallen man, and
It was almost forgotten that he was king by
his humiliation before the Almighty.
the grace of God " (Krummacher). " The infirm condition of the king, his emin nt
godliness and opposition to popular feelings, and the distance of age that now separated
him from the sympathies of the younger portion of the people" (Blaikie); some discontent in his own tribe ol Judah (ver. 10) " the still lingering hopes of the house
of Saul and of the tribe of Benjamin (ch. xvi. 3, 8) and the deep-rooted feeling of
all combined
Ephraim and the northern tribes (ch. xix. 41) against Judah " (Stanley)
4. Private animosity on the part of its
to make the people ripe for insurrection.
Absalom, on account of his long banishment in Geshur and exclusion from
leaders
court; Ahithophel, the grandfather «jf Bathsheba (ver. 12; ch. xi. 3), on account of
the dishonour done to his house ; Amasa, son of Abigal, David's hnlf-sister (ch. xvii,
" These
25), possibly on account of some neglect or discourtesy shown toward him.
four years (ver. 7) were for David a time of increasing care and anxiety, for that which
was pla: e^ cannot have remained altogether concealed from him; but he had neither
the courag'j nor the strength to smother the evil undertaking in the germ " (Delitzsch,
The course of Absalom (now twenty-seven years of age) was marked by
in Ps. xli.).
Sinful perversion of the natural desire of preI. Ambition cbimixallt indulged.
eminence ; unhallowed love of power and glory (as in the case of Adonijah, his brother,
I Kings i. 6), the bait by which Satan seeks to allure men to a false worship (Matt. iv.
"revealing the thoughts of

"We

Israel.

seem

to

know

all

;

;

;

;

;

—

:
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9;

I

Sam. XV. 1—9).
•'

He showed him

in a jewell'd wreath
All crowns the earth bestows
But not the rankling thorns beneath.
That pierce the wearer's brows."

Absalom's ambition was peculiarly culpable; because of his: 1. Self-conceit; his
He was "the representative of
selfish, proud, and false estimate of his own worth.
" Those are commonly most ambitious of
vain-glory and self-conceit " (Wordsworth).
preferment that are least fit for it " (Matthew Henry). 2. Covetousness ; the object
It is not likely
of his desire belonging to another, and unattainable save by injustice.
that he wished simply to share the sovereignty of Israel. 3. Dis ffection and unnatural
5. Rebellion against God,
4. Disloyalty toward the king.
envy toward his father.
He had,
the supreme King ot Israel, by whose ordinance David had been appointed.
indisposition
apparently, " no spark of religious principle in his breast." 6. Self-will
to submit to the will of Jehovah, to defer to the nomination of the king, or to wait for
his ^^WAMO.
He resolved to anticipate all, and have his own way. " He that destroy!
;
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" It is our impresdestroys hell.* 7. Suspicion and jealousy of his brother.
sion that David already knew that Solomon was, hy the Lord's appointment, to be hi?!
successor to the throne.
In the promise made to David through Nathan, it was clearlv
indicated that a son not yet born was to sit upon his throne, and when Solomon was
bom he could not but understand that this applied to him. If he had any doubt of
aelf-will,

must have been removed by bis knowledge that the Lord loved him,* and had,
through Nathan, bestowed upon him the new name of Jedidiah (ch. xii. 24, 25). It
is even probable that he had, long before the present time, if not from the first, received
those more distinct intimations of the Lord's will in this matter, which he mentions in
1 Chron. xxviii. 5 7. ... As the intimations we have traced were long before atforded,
it is likely that the pledge (1 Kings i. 17) which was founded on them had not been so
long delayed " (Kitto, * Daily B ble lUust.*). " Absalom was a bold, valiant, reven reful,
haughty, enterprising, magnificent, eloquent, and popular prince; he was also rich,
ambitions, and vain of his personal acccmplishments and, after the death of Amnon
and his reconciliation with his father, he saw no hindrance iu his way to the throne.
He despised Solomon because of the meanness of his birth and his tender years. He
was himself of the blood-royal, not only by his father, but also by his mother ; and
doubtless in his own apprehension of snfBcient age, authority, and wisdom to sistain
the weight of government. He seemed to stand nearest to the throne ; but his sin was
that he sought it during his father's lifetime, and endeavoured to dethrone him in order
to flit in hiB stead " (Caln;iet).
'

this, it

—

;

••O sacred hunger of ambitious minds,
And impotent desire of men to reign I
Whom neither dread of God, that devils bindi;
Nor laws of men, that commonweals contain.
Nor bands of nature, that wild beasts restrain,
Can keep from outrage and from doing wrong,
Where they may hope a kingdom to obtain
No faith 80 firm, no trust can be so strong.
No love so lasting then, that may endure long."
(* The Faerie Queene,' canto xiL)

n. PoPtrtiAMTY FRAUDULENTLY ACQUiBED. " Absalom stole the hearts of the men
'*
David
of Israel " (ver. 6); by m(;thods which many a demagogue has since adopted.
won their hearts by noble deeds of generosity, as well as by deeds of prowess ; " but
Absalom stole them by : 1. Subtlety and yuile. 2. Ostentation ; aff> ctiug royal state.
" Absalom prepared him chariots," etc. (ver. 1 ; ch. xiii. 23, 27 ; 1 ISam. viii. 4
22).
" Absalom rose up early," etc. (ver. U).
3. Assiduity, iu attending tu public aflairs.
"Those who least understand the dnties aud could least endure the bnrdens ul' authority

—

commonly most desirous of it but when ambition prompts, the most selt-iudulgent
assume the appearance of diligence, and the most haughty that of aOalnlity and
condescension; and while men aspire to the pinnacle of eartiily graiideur, they, for the
4. Courtesy
time, pay the most abject court to the mt-anest of the mub " (Scott).
and pretended sympathy. " Absalom called unto him, and said. Of what city ari
thou?" etc; "He put forth his hand, and took him, and kissed him" (ver. 6).

are

;

1

•*

And
And

then I stole all courtesy from heaven,
dressed myself in such humility,
That I did pluck allegiance from men's hearts,
Loud sliouts and salutations from their moutha,
Even in the presence of tho crownM king."

C King Henry
5. Flattery.

"Absalom

said

IV.,'

Part

L

act

iii.

unto him. See, thy matters are good and right

bo. 2.)

" (ver.
3).

Disparagiment of the existing administration, and insinuation of the king's incapaand neglect. " But there is no man deputed of the king to hear thee." 7. Fair
and lavish promi s, and holding out the prospect of a golden age under his reign.
" Aud Absalom said, Oli that I were made judge in the land " etc. (ver. 4).
It is not
to be wondered at that, by .such arts as tht se, aided by his ready speech aad attractive
person and manners, he turned the hearts of the people, already proi)ared for change,
from their rightful mouaruiu " After thus fiattering the people, and mgratiating him6.

bility

-

1

—

—

:
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during four years, he decides upon the execution of his cunningly
devised project " (Ewald), " The success of this godless rebel shows a lack of true
theocratic feeling in the mass of the people, who, in abandoning the king's government,
were guilty of opposition to the government of God " (Erdmann).
III. CoNSPiBACY OEAFTiLT CARRIED OUT (vcrs. 7
12) apparent in 1. The selection
eelf into their favour

—

;

:

of the place, Hebron (his birthplace), notable on many accounts, especially as the chief
"There may have been
city of Judah, where sympathy could be calculated upon.
many persons there who had been displeased by the removal of the court to Jerusalem "
" Accustomed from the earliest times to independence and pre-emiuence,
(Keil).
Juda'i stood proudly apart under David even after Saul's death, and now probably
offered some opposition to the growing unity of the kingdom" (Ewald).
2. The
profession of a religious purpose
the fulfilment of a vow (vers. 7, 8; 1 Sam. i. 11).
" With a subtle refinement of hypocrisy, he pretended that his thank-offering wa« for
" No villainy can be termed complete which is
his return to Jerusalem " (Plumptre).
not disguised under the mask of religion, especially at those times when the profession
of godliness is treated with general respect." 3. The obtaining of the king's sanction
"Go in peace" (ver. 9); thereby disarming suspicion and winning confidence. 4. The
despatch of emissaries through all the tribes, to prepare for the simultaneous proclama!
5. The securing of the presence
tion, •' Absalom reigneth in Hebron " (ver. 10).
of numerous persons from Jerusalem ; depriving the king of their aid, and making
them unwittingly adherents of Absalom (ver. 11). 6. The gaining of the open support
of Ahithophel, whose secret counsel had doubtless been long before afforded (vers. 12,
H e was " the sinews of Absalom's cause" (Blunt). "While the sacrifices were
31).
proceeding, Absalom sent for him from Giloh, and the presence of this influential
personage appears to have caused the final outbreak of a conspiracy which had been
carefully jirepared, and which immediately spread with amazing rapidity, and pouring
like a wild mountain torrent from the ancient capital of Judah, soon threatened to

—

whole country" (Ewald).
IV. Insurrection successfully incited, only to be disastrously defeated. "And
the conspiracy was strong," etc. Its success was: 1. Great, swift, surprising. A few
hours later, Jerusalem was in the hands of Absalom. 2. Temporary. The prosperity
3. Followed by signal retribution, whilst itself
of the wicked is but for a moment.
employed as an instrument thereof, by Divine providence, whose ways, though
The death of Ab.-alom (ch. xviii. 14) was " the
mysterious, are always just and right.
end v{ a bitter family history, whose every sorrow was linked to the father's blame."
The people who shared his crime shared his punishment. The fatal spark of tribal
enmity kindled under his influence, though quenched for the moment, soon bu^s^
forth again, and ultimately destroyed the unity, independence, and strength of the
nation.
D.
flood the

—

—

18.
Vers. 13
David's flight from Jerusalem. "Arise! and let us flee" (ver. 14).
References : 1. Leaving the palace, on receiving news from Hebron (after the harvest
and vintage, ch. xvi. 1; xvii. 28; Ps. iv. 7). 2. At "the Far House" (Beth-hammerhak), on the outskirts of the city (ver. 17); and at "the olive tree in (on the
Ittai the Gittite.
road to) the viihlerness of -ludah" (LXX.); the procession formed
3. Passin.' over the Kidron; the signal of fliiht; loud and general wailing (ver. 23).
4. Commencement of the ascent of Sloiint Olivet; Zadok and Abiathar (vers. -:4—-29).
5. Ascending the mountain amidst loud wailing (ver. 30); tidings concerning Ahitho6. At the top (about noonday), " where God was worshipped " (ver.
phel (ver. 31).
'>!).
7. Des ending, on the other side ; Ziba, with
32); Hu-shai the Archite (vers. 32
;

—

9. Coming
Sliime'i (ch. xvi. 5—13).
refreshments (ch. xvi. 1
8. At Bahurira
1).
" weary " (or, to " Ayephim ") (ch. xvi. 14) to the fords (Authorized Veision, " plains ")
and resting
of the wilderness, or passages of the wilderness It ading to the Jordan
there for the night.
10. Crossing the river (after midnight), on the arrival of Ahimaaz
and Jonathan with news iTom Jerusalem (ch. xvii. 21, 22) ; and marcldng onward " by
the morning li^ht" toward Mahanaim (ch. xvii. 24, 27—29). "There is no single
oay in the Jewish history of which so elaborate an account remains as of this memorable fli-ht" (Stanley).
It was probably the morning after Ah-alom's revolt when
new» came from Hebron. Of all the "evil tidings" that David ever received (ch.
;

;

;
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He must determine at once
21, 30), none were more unexpectrd or alarming.
whether to face the gathering storm or flee before it. With somethino; of his foimer
his servants (state officers, atten.iants, soldiers)
decision he chose the latter course
declared themselves ready to do his bidding and " he went forth and all his household" (wives, 8- ins, daughters), " all the people" (" servants," LXX.) " after him," etc.
At first, no doubt, struck with consti-rnation, he yet speedily regained his comrosure
(Ps. cxii. 12); and came to his d cision not from abject fear, or personal cowardice
(ch. xviii. 2), but (as otherB should do in similar ciitical and perilous positions) from
motives of
Lest he "bring evil
I. Piety; or humble submission to the chastisement of God.
upon us;" or "drive over us the evil" or calauiity which now threatens, and in which
David sees the fulfilment of predicttd judgment (ch. xii. 10, 11). 1. He discerns
therein the operation of Divine justice on account of his sin (ch. xvi, 11).
Trouble
and danger bring sin to remembrance ; and those who remember then- sin are quick to
perceive the chastening hand of God where others see only the wrathful hand of man.
Ill the view of faith, wicked men are instruments employed by the supreme and
Resentment toward them is thereby moderated, the sense of sin
righteous Judge,
" Wherefore duth a living man
deepened, and suffering borne in a different manner.
complain ? " etc. (Lam. iii. 39 Micah vii. 9). 2. He is persuaded of the folly of resistance to the Divine power. Such resistance can be of no avail against the Almighty
it ought not to be attempted; and it can only result in defeat and ruin (as in the case
of Saul).
If he should remain and defend the city, David had no inward assurance, aa
He rather felt that in resisting
in former conflicts, that God would be with him.
Absalom at this moment he would be resisting God. He did not even deem it neediid
3. He acquiesces without murmurins in the Divine
to consult the oracle (ver. 24).
will (ver. 26), "accepts the punishment of his iniquity " (Lev. xxvi. 41), and patiently
endures the wrath of man, knowing that it is subject to Divine control. When a
hurricane sweeps over the land, the things that cannot bend are broken but those that
bow beneath it are preserved, and rise up again when it has passed by. *' Humble
yourselves," etc. (Jas. iv. 10).
4. He hopes for deliverance in the Divine mercy (var.
25; ch. xvi. 12). " But as for me, I trust in thee" (Ps. Iv. 23). Herein lay the secret
of David's passivity, tranquillity, and forbearance during his flight.
IL Policy; or prudent counsel against the assaults of the wicked. Piety without
policy is too simple to be safe.
1. He does not presume upon the protection of God,
without, on his part, exercising pro]ier caution and energy. A good man's submission
to Divine chastisement does not require that he should always remain in the way of
danger or voluntarily invite human hostility and cruelty. " When they persecute
you in this ciiy, flee ye into another" (Matt. 1^23). 2. He does not undertake an
enterprise rashly, or without adequate means of success.
David probably deemed the
number of his "servants" present with him in Jerusalem insufficient for the defence
of the city. If, indeed, he had the assurance of Divine help, he might have thought
otherwise (ch. v. 19). " His departure was an admirable means of testing the real
strength of both parties " (Ewald).
3. He does not place an undue confidence in man.
" David was perhaps afraid that Jerusalem might fall into Absalom's power through
treachery" (Keil). "Beware of men" (Matt. x. 17; John ii. 24; Ps. cxviii. 8, 9).
" A
4. He makes use of the means which are most likely to ensure safety and success.
prudent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself" (Prov. xxii. 3). If there must be
conflict, delay ajipeared to him desirable ; it would aflford time for his faithful adherents
to assemble; and, in tlie open field, the tried valour and discipline of his veterans
would give them an advantage. Pious men are not unfreijuently deficient in prudence
(Luke xvi. 8) since, however, they are sometimes beset by ravening wolves, it ii
necessary that they should be " wise as serpents " (Matt. x. 16), taking care neverthe" When he was reviled," ete.
less to avoid guile, and to be " harmless as doves."
xiii.

;

;

;

;

;

;

(1 Pet.

ii.

'23).

Pity; or generous concern for the preservation of the imperilled. Foreseeing
the misery and bloodshed likely to ensue from awaiting the anack of Absalom, he
sought bv flight not merely to save his own life, but chiefly: 1. To secure the safety
ol Ills heljjless household, and aid the escape of his faithful followers (vers. 19, 20).
111.

2.

To

spare the city the horrors of a siege.

"

He

preferred the safety of the people ta

—

—
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thus also a figure of him who said, in the garden of Gethsemane, * If
way ' " (Wordsworth). 3. To save the life of his rebellious
son (ch. xviii. 12) ; for which he would have given his own (ch. xviii. 33). 4. To
prevent the miseries of civil war (ch. ii. 26; iii. 1), and promote the welfare of the
If collision could be n jw avoided, it might perchance
divided and misguided people.
be alto<:ether averted (ver. 25), or at least occur wit!i lets injurious consequences. He
was willing to sacrifice himself for the good of the "sheep" (ch. v. 2; xxiv. 17).
" et thy bit ssing be upon ti.y people" (Ps. iii. 8). His piety was honoured, his
policy justified, his pity succeeded by renewed attachment (ch. xix. 14), and, in all,
He left Jerusalem in humiliation
the overruling providence of God was displayed.
and grief; he returned (three months afterwards) in triumph (ch. xix. 39, 40), Having
practically resigned his sceptre to God, from whom he received it, God gave it back
" As David falls away from Jehovah to be more firmly bound to him,
into his hands.
so Israel turns away from David to be (as the close of the history shows) more devoutly
The prelude to this first clearing-up of the relations between king
attached to him.
and people is given in the conduct of the faithful band who stand firmly by David in
the general defection" (Baumgarten). D.

Ms own wid was
;

ye seek me,

these go their

let

'

—

—22.

devotfdness of Ittai. " As Jehovah liveth,"
from Jer salem
1. David experienced much alleviation
of his trouble ; as in his flight from the court of Saul (nearly forty years before). He
was not left alone (1 Sam. xxii. 1, 2). His "servants" gathered round him, and proHalting with his household at ' the
fessed their readiness to follo.v him (ver. 15).
Far House," he foimd himself accompanied by his body-guard, the Cretans and
his six hundred veterans (under Abishai, ch.
Philistines (under Beuaiah, ch. viii. 18)
xxiii. 17
39) who had been with him in his earlv wanderings and followed him from
Gath onward (Gittites, equivalent to "Gibborim," 1 Sam. xxiii. 13 xxviL 2; xxx. 9;
V. 6)
and a part at lea^t of the regular soldiery the host (under Joab, ch. viii.
ch. ii. 3
16 xviii. 1, 2). His attention was arrested by the presence of Ittai the Gittite (who,
from some unknown cause, had recently come from Gath) with his brethren (kinsfolk)
and children. " The Lord has the hearts of all men in his hands, and if he be our
"Our foremost friends are sometimes
frienil, we shall not want friends" (Guild).
2. ffe
raised up among persons from whom we had the least expectations " (Scott).
""Wherefore goest thou with us?" etc.
exhibited noble generosity in his conduct.
(vers. 19
"This unexpected meeting with Ittai appeared to the royal fugitive
21).
almost like a friendly greeting of his God, and dropped the first soothing balsam-drops
But David,
into the painful wounds of Lis deeply lacerated heart " (Krumn)acher).
now himself a wanderer, had no desjre to make the condition of this " stranger and
exile" more homeless and distressing by dragging him into his own misfortunes;
released him from whatever obligations of service he may have incmrred; advised him
to offer his services to the new king ; and expressed the wish, " Mercy and truth [from
God] be with thee " (ch. ii. 6).

Vers. 19

(Beth-hammerhak.) The

In his

etc. (ver. 21).

flight

:

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

••

poor fallen man, nnworthy now
.
thy lord and master seek the king
Neglect him not make use now, and provide
For thine own future safety."

I am
To be

ft

.

;

;

(•

King Henry Vm.*)

He exerted a powerful attraction on his foUoirers ; as afoi etime. His language was
really a pathetic appeal; not unlike that of Jtsus, "Will ye also go away?" etc.
" Ittai declared his resolution (with a fervour which almost
(John vL 66 H9).
inevitably recalls a like profession made almost on the same spot to the great Descendant of David, Matt. xxvi. 35, centuries afterwards) to follow him in hfe and death"
(8tanley).
It was "a beautiful instance of loyal constancy and faithful devotion in
His truth and fidelity are
a Philistine soldier at a time of apostasy and defertion.

8.

—

brought out in a stronger and clearer light by the contrast with the treachery of
Absalom, Ahithophel, and eventually of Joab and Abiathar " (Wordsworth). He may
be regarded, in his devoHrm. to David, as a pattern of devotion to Christ. It was
L Seyieelt tested. Like him, the follow er of Christ is often tried and proved, by \
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1. The
known

prospect of difficuHies, 'privations, and perils in hie service.
These are all
to the Lord, for he has himself eudured them ; and he forewarns his disciples

—

xiv. 25
He would not bave them follow him from
33).
of ease, safety, and advantage in other service ; worldly
pleasure, treasure, power, honour, in devotion to the prince and " god of this world."
3. The example and influence of many persons; hound by stronger ties to serve their
rightful king ; but forsaking their allegiance to him, joining in revolt against his
"From
authority, seeking his life, and heaping reproaches on his head (ch. xvi. 11).
that time many of his disciples went back," etc. (John vi. 66; Mark xiv. 50 ; 2 Tim.
iv. 10 ; 2 Pet. iii. 17). 4. The peculiar circumstances in which he is placed, the special
inducements suggested thereby, and the favourable opportunities afforded for the
There are times in which the Lord (however much he values
exercise of his freedom.
and desires his aid) does not urge him to continue, but seems to do the opposite, and
So he tests his disciples, sifis the false
give him liberty, if he be disposed, to depart.

them (Luke
mere impulse.

of

ix. 57,
2.

58

;

The promise

from the true, and, though it cause the former to fall away, it makes the latter cling
The decision between Christ and antichrist has to
to him more closely than ever.
be made, not only at first, but also often afterwards.
IL WoETHiLY DISPLAYED, as it should be by every follower of " the Son of David,"
in:

1.

The

deliberate preference of his service to

any

other.

"Just

as in the great

French Revolution, the famous Swiss Guard sliowed a brave, though mercenary fidelity,
BO Ittai, having eaten of the king's salt, determines that where his lord the king is,
in life or death, he will be."
2. The disinterested motives by which he is actuated
gtuth L 16). Ittai was not a mere mercenary, serving David for advantage (Job i. 9).
e was influenced possibly by gratitude for the kind n ception he met with on coming
from Gath as " a stranger and an exik," by a sense of obligation imposed by friendship and previous engagements, by a conviction of the rectitude of the king's cause
certainly by admiration and affection for his person.
Hence he wished to be with him,
to share his sufferings and to aid in his defence.
He was ready " to lay down his
life for his sake."
An intelligent, sincere, passionate love to the Person of Christ is
essential to his service.
"Lovest thou me?"
3. The open and solemn pledge of
loyalty and fidelity. " As Jehovah liveth," etc. (1 Sam. xxix. 6 ch. iv. 9). Ittai waa
doubtless a convert to the faith of Israel. " Whosoever shall confess me before men,"
etc. (Matt. X. 32
Rom. x. 10). 4. The practical, imconditional, whole-hearted eonse'
" And Ittai the Gittite
cration of himself and all he possessed to the king's service.
passed over, and all his men, and all the little ones that were with him." "Who then
is willing to consecrate himself this day imto the Lord ? " (1 Chron. xxix. 5).
" And David said to Ittai, Go and pass over " (ver. 22),
III. Gbaoiously appeoved.
" with me " (LXX.). If he said no more, his look and manner would gi\ e peculiar significance to his words. The Lord testifies his reception and appro vd of every devoted
servant by: 1. Giving him the assurance thereof
2. Fulfilling his desire
his heart.
" If any man serve me," etc. (John xii. 26). 3. Appointing him to
to be with him.
his post of duty, and making his way plain (John xi. 9, 10).
4. Exalting him to a
position of responsibility and honour (ch. xviii. 2), in which he wds the king in gaining
a great victory, and shares the joy of a great triumph. The latter, like the former life
of this Philistine, is wrapped in obscurity. But his devotion to " the Lord's anointed"
shines like a star among the heathen, and condemns the lukewarmness, selfishness, and
unfaithfulness of many " who profess and call themselves Christians."
;

;

;

m

"Lot of those
Christ ! Christ I ' there shall be many foandt
In judgment, farther off from him by far

Who call,

*

Than such

to

whom

his

Name waa

never known.

Christians like these the Ethiop shall condemn
When that the two asseiublages shall part
One rich eternally, the other poor."
(Dante, 'Parg., zlz.)

D

— —

The ark restored to its plaee. "Osrry back
T«f«. 28 29- (AoEOSS the Kidhok.)
the ark of God to the city" (ver. 25). Having crossed the Kidron ravine amidst the
2 C
II. SAMtTKI,.

;
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loud wailing of the people, and baited for a moment in the ascent of Olivet, David
was met by Zadok (of the elder branch of the Aaronic family), with the Levites, carrying the ark (ch. vi.), and by Abiathar (a descendant of Eli, of the younger branch).
The former had come to him at Hebron (about thirty years before), "a young man
mighty of valour " (1 Chron. xii. 28) the latter was a still older friend of David (1
Sam. xxii. 23), occupying the highest official position (Zadok being his vicar only, or
sogran, 1 Kings ii. 27, 35; 1 Chron. xvi. 39), Ijut not taking the most prominent part
They
in active service, and perhaps entertaining "jealousy of his rival" (Blunt).
Why,
doubtless intended to reader valuable service to the king by bringing the ark.
Not from want of proper regard for it (ver. 25, latter part).
then, did lie send it hack?
He did not, indeed, put a supei stitioua confidence in it, like Hophni and Phinehas. He
esteemed and reverenced it as an appointed symbol of the Divine presence and " favoiu","
and a valuable means of Divine worship and service (1 Sam. iv. 11), just as highly as
when he conducted it in triumph to its resting-place (ch. vi. 16). But "he would not
use the ark as a charm ; he had too much reverence for it to risk it in his personal
He looked upon it as belonging to God and to his people, not to
peril " (Stanley).
himself; considered, not only that it would be of no advantage to him in present
circumstances, but also that he was not justified in removing it from the city and
depriving the people of its presence; that rather it was the will of God that he should
himself be deprived of it, at least for a season and thus he honoured God in adversity
" David is always great in affliction. His conas he had formerly done in prosperity.
duct throughout, his goodness, resignation, and patience, are clearly evinced in all these
trying scenes" (Kitto). Consider him as an example of: 1. Spiritual insight. He
perceived the true nature and worth of the ark ; that the symbol was distinct from
the reality of the Divine favour, did not necessarily ensure its possession, was not an
essential condition of it; that its value depended upon the relation of men to God
Affliction often teaches us how to regard the outward privileges
9).
(1 Sam. vi. 1
and ordinances of religion. " He was contented at this time to forbear the presence of
the ark, having his confidence in God, and not relying altogether upon the external
sacrament " (Willet). 2. Deep humility. Having acted unworthily of the ark of the
"testimony, and disobeyed the commandments of God, he deemed himself unworthy
His deprivation of it was a just chastisement for his
of the honour of its presence.
misuse and abuse o( it. " I am not worthy," etc. (Gen. xxxii. 10 ; Luke v. 8 ; Matt.
viiL 8).
3. Holy affection toward the "habitation" of God (Ps. xxvi. 8); toward
God himself; and toward bis people. Hence, although banished from the ark of God,
he desired that the God of the ark should still be honotired by others, and do them
good. " Observe his disinterested self-saciifice for the good of the people. He would
not punish his subjects for his son's sins " (Wordsworth), " It argues a good principle
to be more concerned for the Church's prosperity than for our own, to prefer Jerusalem
before our chief joy, the success of the gospel and the flourishing of the Church above
our own wealth, credit, ease, safety, even when they are most at hazard" (Matthew Henry).
**
Let thy Name be magnified for ever " (ch. vii. 26). 4. Lofty faith in the presence of
God in all places, his superintendence ot all events, his acquaintance with all hearts,
It is
his righteousness and goodness, favour, guidance, mercy, and truth (ver. 20).
" an instance of David's clear faith in the omnipresence of God and of his spiritual
elevation from the outward symbols of the sanctuary to the Divine essence that wl«
symbolized by them." "Salvation belongeth unto the Lord," etc. (Ps. iii. 8; iv. 3 ; v.
" If I find favour," etc. (ver. 26). So far from despairing
5. Unquenchable hope.
7).
of God's favour, he cherished the expectation of being delivered " out of all his troubles,"
brought back to Jerusalem, seeing the ark again, and worshipping in his tabernacle
with joy. " My hope is in thee " (Ps. xxxix. 7 ; xlii. 5 ; Ixxi. 14). 6. Entire resigna" And if he thus say, I have no delight in thee ; behold, here am I', let him do
tion.
"He
23).
to me as seemeth good unto him" (ver. 26; 1 Sam. iil. 18; ch. xii. 15
besought God, as Alexander Severus told his soldiers a generous and a wise man should
*' This
praying for the best things and bearing whatever should befall " (Delany).
marks strongly his subdued and right spirit, partly induced, we doubt not, by the
humility of his own conscious transgressions. He fell; but it was the fall of the
ui. right, and he rose again
submitting himself meekly in the mean time to the will of
Uod (Chalmers). 7. Practical wisdom. " Art thou a seer ? return to the city," etc
;

;

—

—

;

OH.XV.
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27 29) " Behold return." etc. (LXX.). " The peculiar exerciseB of religion
ought to precede, but not to exclude, the use of every prudent means of securing success
When, in time of adversity, we decline the aid of
in lawful undertakings " (Scott).
our friends in one form, because it seems to us injudicious and improper, we should
gladly avail ourselves of it in another knowing that by such instrumentality the help
" Among the few faithful
for which we look to God is most commonly vouchsafed.
amidst the faithless, the first place belongs to the priests, whom loyalty and interest
So they were ready if they had been permitted to have
alike bound to the throne.
»rried even the ark to share the exile of the king.
They will have their loyalty
crowned by seeing the ark, the tent of a once nomad worship, signifying by its flame
a spiritual life, set up in Jerusalem the younger amongst them may see a temple ri«e,
the scene of as noble a worship as the world has yet known " (R. Williams). D.
(vers.

!

;

;

;

—

Ver. 30. David's tears on Olivet.
1. What a scene of fallen greatness and bitter
He who yesterday reigned in Jerusalem, as the anointed
is here depicted
(Messiah) of Jehovah, is to-day a homeless fugitive (ver. 20), toiling up the ascent of
Olivet, in deep humiliation and undisguised sorrow, with head covered (ch. iii. 31, 32 ;
xix. 4) and feet bare ; accompanied by stern warriors and tender women and children,
all, like himself, with covered heads "going and weeping."
It is "as one long funeral
procession of men wailing over the fall of all their hopes " (Plumptre).
2. What an
" The greatuess
instance of moral excellence and overcoming faith is here afforded!
of David did not depend on his royal state it was within his lofty soul and inseparable from his commanding character " (Milman). He is consioerate, generous (ver. 19),
submissive (ver. 26), prayerful (ver. 31), grateful (ch. xvi. 4), forbearing (ch. xvi. 10),
and hopeful (ch. xvi. 12). His suffering manifests his sincerity, his outward shame
his inward worth; and "out of the depths" of his trouble he rises to the loftiest
elevation (Ps. cxxx. 1; Ixxxiv. 6; ch. xxiii. 13, 14; Hos. ii. 15).
3. What at; outline is here furnished of the ideal representation, given liy psalmist and prophet, of
the suffering Servant of Jehovah (Ps. xxii. ; Isa. liii.), and fully realized in him who, on
the same spot, a thousand years afterwards, wept over the sinning and perishing city!
" And when he was come near," etc. (Luke xix. 41
Consider
44; xxiii. 27 31).
I. The sorrows of David.
Why did he weep ? Not so much on account of his
exile, privation, etc., as on account of: 1. The grievous transgressions which he had
formerly committed (Ps. xxxix. 12 ; vi. 6), and which were now brought afresh to
remembrance.
sin is ever before me."
2. The ungiateful treatment which he
received, from his son whom he tenderly loved (ch. xvi. 11), from his subjects whom
he faithfully served, from his adversaries who hated him "wrongfully " and " without
a cause" (Ps. Ixix. 3 5). Neither his former transgressions nor his recent defects
justified rebellion a'j:ainst his authority as king.
Indeed, his personal piety and theocratic policy made him to many an object of hatred and reproach
and in him the
Divine King of Israel himself was despised (Ps. v, 10 xxii. 8 xlii. 3 Ixix. 7, 9, 20).
" Though David suffered for his many sins, he had yet through penitence already
obtained forgiveness of sins.
Thus he was the righteous sufferer, who could appeal to
God for the purity of his lieart and the holiness of his cause" (Erdmann). ;i. The
ational calamity which he beheld
the distress of "all the people that was with him"
fver. 23), the distractid condition of the country, the ruin which thousand is would bring
ipon themselves; filling him with commiseration (1 Sam. xv. 35; Ps. cxii. 13G). 4,
The Divine di^^pleasure which he experienced against his sin au'l the sins of the people;
regarding this calamity as a sign thereof, ondunug it in common with them, and bearing
" Behold, and see if there l>o
it, as far as possible, in his own person (ch. xxiv. 17).
any sorrow like unto my sorrow," etc. (Lam. i. 12; Jer. ix. 1). "When I fall I shall
arise," etc. (Micah vii, 8, 9; Ps. xxxi. 5).
II. The sorrows of Christ
arising from
1. THs relation to a sinful race, whose
nature he assumed and among whom he dwelt, "yet witiiout sin;" the sutVering
" which a pure and holy nature must feel from the mere contiguity of evil; and the
reflected and borrowed shame and pain which noble natures feel for the sins of those
with whom they are closely connected" (Caird)
2. THs rejertUni by the wurhl, which
he came to save; bein^i reproached, jiersecuted. hetrayed, dcNerted, condemned, auii
crucified; and thus made the victim of human wickedness.
His righteousness and
grief

!

;

—

—

"My

—

;

;

—

J,

;

:

;

;

;;

; ;

;
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love, his Divine dignity, as the Son of God, the King
his treatment peculiarly sinful, and reveals the sin of

;

[oh. it.

1—37.

Messiah

(ch. vii. 16), rendered
in its true lisht.
3. Hit
compassion for human misery loss, suffering, bondage, death, in the preseit and the
future ; the necessary fruit of human sin (Matt. viii. 17 ; John iL 35 ; Luke xiii. 34,

—

men

endurance of Divine abandonment to the power of darkness and death
Luke xxii. 44 ; Mark xv. 34 ; Heb. v. 7) wherein (without the sense
of personal guilt and remorse) he gathered into his experience all the griefs endured by
the servants of God in all ages from and for transgressors, and all the woes of humanity
arising from alienation from God
and whereby, in unfaltering trust and entire selfdevotion, he fulfilled the Father's will, evercame sin, death, and hell, and " became unto
" The chastisement was laid
all them that obe> him the Author of eternal salvation."
upon him for our peace ; and through his stripes we were healed " (Isa. liiL 5, 10 ; Pa.
4. Eia
35).
(Ps. xxii. 1 ;

;

;

24—31).
sorrows of the Christian.

xxii. 8, 16, 18,

m. The

For every one who follows Christ must
tread the path of sorrows (not only such as are natural, but such as are spiritual and
Divine), on account of: 1. The manifold sins of which he has been guilty against
the Lord (Matt v. 4).

"

We have not

time to

monm.

*

The worse

for ni.

that lacks time to moom lacks time to mend
Eternity mourns that."
(< Philip van Aztevald*.')

He

%

The §90 tffeeU wrought

thereby in himself and others.
" Weep not for broad lands lost
Weep not for fair hopes crost
Weep not when limbs wax old
Weep not when friends grow ooId{
Weep not that death must part
Thine and the best-loved heart

Yet weep, weep all thou canWeep, weep, because thou art
A sin-defilfed maiL"
(Trench.)
tinfvi opposition of men to Christ, his kingdom, and his people ; nnbehet, enmltj,
and persecution ; the effects of which he shares with his Lord and for his sake (John
" For many walk, of whom I told you
xvi. 33 ; 1 Pet. iv, 13 ; Phil. i. 29 ; Col. L 24).
4. The miserable condition
often, and now tell you even weeping," etc. (Phil. iii. 18).
"
and gloomy prospects of the impenitent. He mourns over them " with many tears
(Acts XX. 19, 31) " in the tender mercies of Jesus Christ " (PhiL L 8), and is willing
**
to undergo the greatest sacrifice and suffering for their salvation (Bom. ix. 2, 3).
we suffer we shall also reign with him " (2 Tm. iL 12).—D.
8.

The

U

—
—

The counsel of Ahithophd. ** Tom, I jMray thee, the
Ver. 31. (MousT Olivbt.)
Jehovah." {References : ch. xv. 12, 34
counsel of Ahithophel into foolishness,
xvL 16, 20 23 xviL 1 7, 15, 23 ; 1 Chroru xxvii. 33.) While ascending the Mount
of Olives, David received intelligence that his counsellor, Ahithophel the Gilonite, had
gone over to Absalom. He was the wisest statesman in Israel, and nothing was more
adapted than his counsel to ensure the success of the revolt. The effect which his
defection produced upon David is evident from the prayer (suggested probably by his
name, ** brother of a fool ") that forthwith broke from his lips. As he continued his
journey, he, perhaps, reflected on the former course of Aliithophel (the Old Testament
Judas) in the light of present knowledge, and indulged some snch sentiments as are
expressed in Ps. ill., 'The comfort of the afflicted and betrayed;' Pi. It., *Prtycr

—

;

against a treacheroms friend

L

A

;
'

Ps. Lxix., cix.

Observe that—

WAMJJAMM rSIEND KAY BECOME A DEADLY FOE.
"Also my friend [literally, 'man of my peace*], whom I

Who
Bath

did eat of
lifted

«p

tnisted,

my

bread,
his heel against me."
(Ps. zO. 10 :

John zUL !&)
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• For it is not an enemy, etc.
But thou wast a man on an e<jnality with mO;
My companion and familiar fnend." etc.
(Pfc It.

1»—18.)

The motlTes

of Ahithophel are not expressly stated; but they were probably: 1.
2. Ambition to be
Dislike of the religious earnestness and theocratic policy of David.
the sole adviser and prime minister of Absalom. "There may have been jealousy of
Joab, or the natural tendency to worship the rising instead of the setting sun, or the
imiiatience of a hypocrite at the round of religious services in which he was compelled
to bear a part, affecting a devotion he did not feel, Ps. Iv. 13, 14 " (Piumptre).
3.
Revenge " for tbe dishonour done to his family in the person of Bathsheba, which no
subsequent marriage could repair or efface " (Delany). " He was urged by the desire
It
of punishing David's greatest crime, if be were not at the bottom of the movement.
is but reasonable to trace in the conspiring Ahithophel one of the intricate methods
by which the judicial providence of God works out its own ends ; suffering a great
offender, notwithstanding his penitence, to eat the fruit of his deeds
yet reserving for
"This text is a glass wherein Qod'i
treachery in time its reward" (R. Williams).
David had formerly forsaken Uriah, and now God
justice is plainly to be seen.
suffers Ahithophel to forsake David.
(1) Let us learn, when our frien^ls forsake us, to
enter into a serious scrutiny with our own souls. (2) The most politic heads have not
always the faithfuUest hearts.
(3) False friends will forsake thee in times of
" My brethren have dealt deceitfully as a brook," etc. (Job
adversity " (T. Fuller).
vL 15; Jacox, 'Stray Side-Lights on Scripture Texts').
IL Great gifts ars sometimes perverted to unqodly useb. "That oracular
wisdom which made his house a kind of shrine (ch. xvi. 23) seems to move the spirit
" His great crimes
of the sacred writer with an involuntary admiration " (Stanley).
were enhanced by his immense talents, of which God gave him the use and the devil
the application." His criminality appears not only in (1) his sanctioning and promoting
rebellion against the authority of the king
but also in (2) his lawless and shameless
advice against iiis honour (ch. xvi. 21, 22), whereby he sought to make reconciliation
and compromise impossible in the view of all, and to gratify his revenge in the most
effective and significant manner (ch. xi. 2,4, 11); becoming, consciously or unconsciously, an instrument of retribution.
"This cursed policy showed him rather an
oracle ol the devil than of God " (Matthew Henry). (3) His malicious and cruel proposal
None but a man devoid of all moral and religious
to take away his life (ch. xvii. 2).
principle could have given such counsel.
A powerful intellect is, alas! too often united
with a depraved heart. "It is often found true by experience thai persons of superior
psuetration and wisdom are of bad intentions; they see further than otlier men, and
are under a temptation to turn their minds to the overreaching of oth. rs, and effecting
miscluef; their abdity in accomplishing wickedness is a snare and a tem[aation to
them they find tliey can do it, arid therefore are ready and willing to do it " (W.
Jones, of Naylaud). "This man, while he was one of David's deep counsellors, was
one of David's fools, that said in their hearts, * There is no God ; ' else he could not
have hoped to make good an evd with worne, to build the success of treason ui>on
" Oh the policy of this Machiavelli ot Israel, no less deep than hell itself
incest."
Oh
the wisdom of the Almighty, that can use the worst evils well, and most justly make
the sins ol man his executioners 1 " (Hall).
HI. God is able to FKUsxiiATE THE craftiest cocnbelb. ** Turn," etc., " either
infatuate him, tiiat he may give, foolish couusel ; or, lei his counsel be rejected as foolish,
" He taketh the wise in their own
or spoiled by the foolish execution of it " (Poole).
craitiuess," etc. (Job v. 13 ; 1 Cor. iii. 19).
Of this David was persuaded from 1. His
supreme and infinite wisdom, in comparison witli which the highest human wisdom is
foolishness.
2. His abundant and varitd resources for the direction and control of
men's purposes and actions, so that they are made of none effect, or turn out contrarv
to what was intended and expected.
3. His frequent aud extraordinary iuterpoeitious
History is full of such instances (Acts iv. 28). So are individual lives
for that end.
" Though Ahithophel spoke as an oracle of God (as we often
28).
(1 Sam. xxiii. 24
see statesmen wifier than priests), yet as he turned to treachery his ooimsei turned to
;

;

;

I

:

—

fooliAhuesa.**

—

"
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A

GOOD MAN HAS AN CrNTAILINQ EESOUBCE IN BVEBT TBOTJBLE, viz. sincere,
rV.
" Call upon me," etc. (Ps. I. 15), 1. However beset by
believing, fervent prayer.
the craft and power of his adversaries, he cannot be deprived of this privilege but has
access to Go<i in all circumstances, at all times, and in all places (ver. 32).
Christian cannot always hear, or always read, or always communicate, but he may
pray continually. If he be on the top of a house with Peter, he may pray; if he be
in the bottom ef the ocean with Jonah, he may pray ; if he be walking in the field
with Isaac, he may pray when no eye seeth him ; if he be waiting at table with

"A

Kehemiah, he may pray when no ear heareth him if he be in the mountains with our
Saviour, he may pray if he be in the prison with Paul, he may pray wherever he is,
prayer will help him to find God out. Every saint is God's temple; and he that
carrieth his temple about him, saith Austin, may go to prayer when he pleaseth.
Indeed, to a Christian every house is a house of prayer; every closet a chamber of
presence and every place he comes to an altar whereon he may offer the sacrifice of
prayer" (Swmnock, The Christian Man's Calling'). 2. The depth of his helplessness
and peril is an incentive to higher earnestness and an argument for the fulfilment of
Divine promises.
"Ejaculations are short prayers darted up to God on emergent
;

;

;

;

'

When we are time-bound, place-bound, or person-bound, so that we
cannot compose ourselves to make a large solemn prayer, this is the right instant for
ejaculations, whether orally uttered or only poured forth inwardly in the heart
(T. Fuller).
3. And his prayer is not offered in vain.
Sometimes while he is " yet
speaking " (Isa. Ixv. 24) the answer comes (ver. 32). " In answer to a single emphatical
ejaculation the counsel of the prudent is carried headlong " (Scott).
occasions.

*•

—

for me
unto God will I
And Jehovah will save me.

As

cry,

Evening and morning and at noon

will I

complain and groan.

And

he will hear my voice.
Cast thy burden upon Jehovah,

Be—he

will sustain thee."

(Pb. Iv. 16, 17, 22.)

D.

—

Veri. 32 37. (The top of
ences: Josh. xvi. 2 ; ch. xvi. 16

Mottnt Olfvet.)

— 19

—15;

The friendship of Hushai.

{Refer-

1 Chron. xxvii. 33 ; 1 Kmgs iv. 16.)
Like Uriah and Ittai, he may have been of Gentile origin and a proselyte: was far
advanced in life (ver. 33), " the king's friend " or confidential adviser, and doubtless,
in disposition, more congenial with David than the cool and calculating Ai-iithophel.
" In him David saw the first gleam of hope. For warlike purposes he was useless ; but
of political stratagem he was master.
The moment before the tidings had come of the
treason of Ahithophel.
To frustrate his designs, he was sent back just in time to meet
"
Absalom arriving from Hebron (Stanley). Notice 1. His opportune presence ; in
answer to prayer (ver. 31); at a time of need, when others were unfaithful, trouble
oppressed, and danger threatened.
faithful friend is one of Heaven's best gifts.
'•
When friends come to us just at the moment when we want them, and for a jiurpose
which no one else could accomplish as well as they, and for a time which is precisely
conterminous with our necessity, it is hard not to look on them as much sent from God
as the angels who met Jacob at Mahanaim, or who stood by the open tomb to tell
;

xvii. 5

;

A

Mary

of Christ " (Thorold,

"

'

On

When

the

Use of Friends').

true friends meet in adverse hour,

'Tis like a

sunbeam through a shower;

The watery ray an instant seeu,
The darkly closing clouds between."
(Sir

A

W. Scott)

medicine of life" (Ecclns. vi. 16, 14). "The Lord haa
the hearts of all men in his hands, and if he be our Friend he will not let us want
2. His
frieuiis; yea, will make our most cruel enemies to be our friends" (Guild).
and adapted to cheer
genuine sympathy ; voluntarily and appropriately expiessed
and strengthen. " There are eight chief uses in the gilt of friendship vi*. counsel,
faithful friend Ib the

;

—
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(oh. vii. 1, 2
defence, appreciation, correction, society, intercession, aid, sympathy
Would he prove his fidelity, not by going
3. Hi$ tested loyalty.
1 Saui. xviii. 1
4).
into exile (ver. 21), but by returuing to Jerusalem, professing allegiance to Absalom,
endeavouring to frustrate the counsel of Ahithophel, and communicating secretly with
David ? " The bolduess and originality of this step revealed the remarkable genius
which, on former occasions, as in the contest with Goliath, had devised methods so
This deceptive policy
original yet simple for the attainment of its object" (Blaikie).
is recorded, but not commended; it was not contrary to the ideas which prevailed
among Eastern nations at the time on the subject of veracity; it has been since
practised by Uhristian monarchs, statesmen, and warriors, toward their enemies, in
perilous emergencies, as a justifiable stratagem ; and often approved, like a skiliul choice
of weapons in conflict with an enemy, or like a clever move in a game of chess. It
ought not, therefore, to be censured in David with undue severity ; and " we must not

—

think that the king's religion was a hypocrisy because it did not bear at once the fruit
of the spotless honour and unswerving truth that mark the highest forms of Christian
goodness" (Plumptre). But such duplicity cannot be justified on the ground of
necessity; or that those against whom it is practised may have (like Absalom)
" forfeited all the rights of society " (Delany) ; or that the end which is aimed at is
good.
In the light of revelation it must be condemned (Lev. xix. 11). " And in this
respect we have (in David) a contrast with the Divine Antitype, the Son of David,
who in all his sorrows and sufferings retained his hoUness, purity, and truth unsullied
and undetiled" (Wordsworth). 4. His ready service. (Ver. 37.) He at once complied
with the wishes of the king, and evidently without any conception that what he was
can hardly excuse his thrusting himself even
about to do was morally wrong. "
upon a traitor's confidence in order to play the traitor ; though the picture is characteristic of the East ; and this is one of many drawbacks which remind us that the Bible
embodies an experience and a tone of sentiment which are not always perfect models
At least let us remember, though a friend may ask
for the franker races of the West.
many things of us, he should not ask us to sacrifice the truth and the right ; for these
Should his
6. His daring courage.
are not ours to ^ive him " (R. Williams).
treachery be discovered, he might have to pay the penalty with his head. 6. Hi* skil/ul
and prompt activity. (Ch. xvi. 16 ; xvii. 7, 15.) 7. Hts complete success. (Ch. xvii. 14.)
•*In justifying the ways of God to men, and admiring the issues of his will, we are in
no case obhg^ to approve actions which have nothing but their sucuess to commend

We

them"

(Kitto, 'Cyc.').—D.

—

Absdlom'$ pious vow.
David and his ministers must have bee*
Vera. 7 9.
singularly blind and negligent to have allowed Absalom so far to have prepared the
way for the revolution he contemplated as he must have done before asking permission
Nor does the permission itself show less blindness. David should
to go to Hebron.
have known his son better than to have so readily believed that he was likely to have
made a pious vow, and to be burdened in conscience by its long non-fulfilment,
especially as he had allowed four years (ver. 7, not " forty ") to elapse before taking
But David's foolish fondness prepared him to be easily
steps for its fulfilment.
imposed upon by favourite children. The purport of the pretended vow appears from
to hold solemn sacrificial services at Hebron in thanksgiving for
Hebron was chosen because
reconciliation with his father.
it was the place of his birth and early life, where he would have many friends ; and
the tirst capital of the kingdom, where many may have been still disaffected to David

what

follows.

It

his return to his

was

home and

Sacrificial services were chosen
oi the court to Jerusalem.
as furnishing a plausible pretext lor a large gathering of leading men who either were
already disafiecied, or, if going to the festival (like the two hundred from Jerusalem,
ver. 11) "in their simplicity," knowing nothing, might be won over by Absalom's
In his representations to his father we have a glaring instance of
representations.
L HvpocitiTiCAL PRETENCES IN RELIGION. 1. Their nature. They are imitations ol
real piety ; and tlie closer the imitation the more likely are they to deceive and be
Hypocrites are actors of a part, and the more skilful the
successful in their object.
What more natural than the vow
actor the stronger the impression of reality.
good
Abealoo. said he had made, and the language in which he describes it?

on account of his transfer

A

—
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from home and k'.ngdom, and with his prospects for the
might well have longed to return, prayed to God to restore
him, and vowed that, if his prayer were answered, he would make some singular
demonstration of his gratittide. Absalom most likely lied when he said he had so

Hebrew

prince, banished

future darkened thereby,

vowed, as well as oflFered the sacrifices only as a cloak of wickedness. The coimterfeit,
however, illustrates the genuine; and in this case suggests that in great trouble we
should seek relief and deliverance from God that earnest prayer may be accompanied
by promises of special acts of thanksgiving, and that, when deliverance comes, we
should scrupulously perform the vows we have uttered (see Ps. Ixvi. 13, et seq.). 2.
These are as various as the objects which men
Tlie motives from which tJiey proceed.
pursue, and the attainment of which they think may be furthered by the appearance
of pi( ty.
In Absalom the ultimate aim was the throne ; the intermediate were the
concealment from David of his purposes, the obtaining of leave of absence from
Jerusalem, and opportunity for assembling his partisms and others around him, and
mnturing bis plans with them, before striking the decisive blow. Hypocrites sometimes pretend to piety in order to conceal their wickedness and practise it without
suspicion; sometimes with a view to gain (Matt, xxiii. 14); sometimes to obtain credit
for virtues they do not possess (Acts v. 1
8), and secure praise from men (Matt. vi. 2).
In times of persecution the object may be to avoid penalties; and any measure of
favour shown to the prolessors of a particular creed, or of disability imposed on others,
How much do they promote hypocrisy amongst
is a direct incentive to hypocrisy.
the poor who administer their charity in the form of " doles " given away after public
worship, or carefully limited to those who attend particular religious services! Again,
the hypocrite may pretend to a religion he does not possess, in order to obtain
customers in his business from religious people, or to ingratiate himself with his
;

—

piously disposed fellow-citizens, in order to obtain a seat in the town council, or in
parliament, or other position in public life. How many large gifts to churches and
chapels might be thus accounted for! Or the motive may be to secure the favour of
Or, again, the
parents, uncles, or aunts, with a view to a good place in their wills.
forms of religion may be kept up because it is the habit of respectable society, without
any real attachment to religion. Nor must we omit another motive. Piety may be
seen to be necessary to secure deliverance from hell and admission to heaven ; and, in
But
total ignorance of the nature of piety, its forms may be ado[jted with that view.
The two run into each other. It
this is rather formaUsm than deliberate hypocrisy.
follows that hypocrisy is a sin most likely to be committed where real religion is
Absalom would not have pretended to piety if his father had
prevalent and honoured.
not been religious ; and when and where religion is disregarded, no one would think of
Though, to be sure, the general prevalence
professing it from imworthy motives.
of formal religion may present the same temptation as that of real godliness. When,
however, ungodliness and vice prevail in the neighbourhood or the circle In which
a man moves, he may pretend to be worse than he is from motives similar to thoee
which induce others to pretend to be better than they are.
1. They cvince $ueh hnowUdg*
II. Theib KN0BM0U8 WICKEDNESS AND 8UBI DOOM.
of the nature, grounds, UTid obligations of piety as enhances the guUt of their impiety,
By offering him what is worthless as if it were precious; and
2. Tliey insult God.
treating him as if he were unable to distinguish between the re^l and the unreal, or did
not care, so long as his creatures pay homage to him, whether it be with the heart <x'
not.

3.

Tliey deceive

and defraud men.

Imposing upon them with a mere appearance

of goodness; inducing them to honour what is detestable and reward the unworthy;
4. They seriously
anci diverting from genuine goodness its due notice and reward.
injure those who are guilty of them. They eat like a canker into the moral nature.
single act of hyiocrisy afl'ects injuriously the whole character, and throws suspicion on
Habitual hypocrisy tends to destroy the possibility of sincere
all that looks good.
5. They deserve and ensure " the greater
goodness, and to render salvation impossible.
damnation " (Matt, xxiii. 14). It is impossible that the imposition can last or ultimately be successful. It will be exploded, exposed, and punished in the great day of

A

revelation and

Ver. 20.

judgment (1 Cor.

A farewell

blessing,

iv. 5).

—G. W.

" Mercy and truth be with thee.*

Times of adreral^

OH.
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They try and make manifest the character both of the sufferer and
%re testing-times.
Tlie base and the noble in men, their selfishness and their disinterestedof his friends.
David never
ness, their faithlest^ness and their fidelity, are revealed and heightened.
•ppeared in better light (in all but, perhaps, courage) than at the fearful crisis when big
son was usurping his throne and ready to take his life, and he himself became for a
time an exile from home and metropolis and sanctuary ; and while some of his servants
made manifest their inherent baseiiess, the virtues of others shone forth in new lustre.
The conversation between David and Ittai illustrates thege remarks. It is a contest of
nobleKMS, in which both appear to great advantage. The words of the text were
ictecdsd by David as a farewelL Ittai would not, however, accept them as such, but
They contain a prayer
persisted in accompanying him whithersoever he might go.
" Mercy
suitable for all in addn ssing their friends in parting, or indeed at any time.
"
"
May God exercise towards thee his mercy
and truth are, of course, those of God.
and truth."
" Mercy " here EyuivALENT to grace, kindness, love. Man is entirely dependent
All in some degree are its
of God both as a creature and as a sinner.
objects ; but in desiring that it may be with any, we wish that they may enjoy it to
the fullest extent, both in body and soul, in time and in eternity. It thus includes all
2. Pardouiug.
1. Providential.
3.
manifestations and exercises of Divine grace.
6. Eter5. Comibrting and gladdening.
Sanctifying.
4. Defending and preserviDg.
nally saving.
II. "Truth " equivalent to truthfulness, faithfulness. That perfection of the
Divine nature which assures us that God will ever act in a maimer true to himself ag he
In desiring that the
reveals himself in his Word, and to the promises he has given us.
truth of God may be with an\-, we pray that they may to the fullest extent experience
how trustworthy ate the revelations he has made of himself, how faithfully his promises
are fulfilled, how happy they are who confide in him.
IIL The "mercy and truth" of God are often presented tooethbb in thk
HOLY WRITINGS, ESPECIALLY IN THE BooK OF PsALMS. They exhibit the two aspects
of the nature of God with which we are chiefly concerned and, taken comprehensively,
include his whole moral character. To desire, therefore, that they may be with any one
that he
is to pray that God may be with him in the fulness of his Being, as his God
may experience for himself all that he can be to one of his creatures —his kindness in
the utmost meaning of his faithful representations his truth, not in the accomplishment of his threateniugs, but in the amplest fulfilment of his gracious promises.
IV. These Divine perfections are " with us " when thet ark xbboisbd fob
I.

:

on the kindness

:

;

;

;

OtTE GOOD.

This often takes place when they are not present to our consciousness.

But the highest

blessedness is to enjoy their exercise in the full consciousness that it is
the " mercy and truth " of God that are blessing our lives. The crowning bliss is to
enjoy their uninterrupted exercise towards ug, and that for ever.
V. Fob to have God's " mercy and truth " with us is to enjoy all beal qood,
AKD TO BE SURE OF ITS ENJOYMENT FOB BVEB. Hence these words express all that the
wisest, kindest, and best can address to their friends in parting with them, or on birthcannot be so certain that we are pronouncing a blessing
days, new year's days, etc.
on them whea we wish them health, wealth, long life, abundance of friends, etc.
VI. One of the best effects of God's " mercy and tbuth " is to produce their
own likeness in those with whom they dwell, making them kind and loving, true and
faithful.
The possession and cultivation of these qualities are a necessary part of the
evidence that we have savingly experienced the Divine grace and faithfulness, and a
G. W.
necessary condition of our continuing to enjoy them (see Prov. iii. 3, 4).

We

—

Yer. 21. Ittai an example to Christiam. It is interesting to find a Gentile, and ha
a Gittite, so attached to David, so devoted in duty to him, and so honoured as to have
(ch. xviii. 2) been entrusted with the command of one-third of the army in the battle
with Absalom and his forces. The proposal of David (vers. 19, 20) was generous and
He expresses his deter*
reasonable; but to Iitai's loyal spirit was quite inadmissible.
mination to cleave to David whether fur life or for death and swears to do so by the
life of God and the life of the king.
His devotedness presents an example to gubjecte
and soldiers, to servants and friends. Hia language ig worthy of adoption by ug in
;

"

;
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It reminds us of the words of
addressing our glorious King, the Divinr Son of David.
Peter, wlien speiiking for all thu twelve (John vi. 68) and when speaking only 'or himself (John xiii. 17), aiid which expressed his genuine determination, notwithstanding
It reminds us also of the exhortation c^f Barnabas to the new conhis subsequent fall.
verts at Antioch, " that with purpose of heart they would cleave unto the Lord " (Acts
an exhortation which meets with a cordial response in every hiistian's heart.
xi. 23)
His resolve, his vow, is to cleave unto Christ for life and death ; to follow him whither-

—

(

may
L Whence

soever he

lead.

this DKTERMTNATioy abises. Primarily from the marvellous power of
David had a similar ix)wer,
Christ to attract and attach to himself the hearts of men.
Christ draws and influences, not only by his
of an inferior kind and on a smaller scale.
But regarded as
character and works, but by his Spirit working directly in the heart.
springing from the Christian's heart, the resolve and vow are the result of: 1. Faith in

Who

has, therefore, a
and King of men.
In return
2. Ardent love to him.
right to supreme homage and service (John vi. 69).
for his love (2 Cor. v. 14, 15); and as the result of knowle^ige and experience, perception of his Divine and human excellences, delii:ht in his society and service.
3. Desire and hope to make him some suitable return for his love and self-sacrifice, and
The ardent Christian will pant
the invaluable blessings he has secured anl conferred.
for, and delight in, opportunities for serving Christ at the cost of peril, loss, suflfering,
dist^race with the world, or even sacrifice of life; and for showing his fidelity when
others forsake him. 4. Conviction that safety, happiness, and life everlasting are to i«

J*su$ Christ as the Son of God, the Saviour

found only

tvith Christ.

* Whither, ah

whither should I go,
I
wretched wanderer from my Lord?
Can this dark world of sin and woe
One glimpse of happiness afford ?
'Tis death 'tb more—
Depart from thee
*Tis endless ruin, deep despair

A

1

;

I

" I have sworn, and I will perform it" (Ps. cxfx. 106),
vows.
TO BE FULFILLED. Not merely by warm feelings at times of special
devotion, or by words of endearment, or promise, or lavish praise but by 1. Bold
Wearing his uniform, marching under his banner,
confession of Christ before men.
acknowledging him openly as King and Captain. 2, Union and communion with hie
5.

Memory of past

II.

How

IT 18

;

:

In profession of his Name, in worship, at the Lord's table, in social life, etc.
in his Church; they are his visible representatives; openly with them all
should be who wish to be "in what place their Lord the King may be." 3. Visiting
constantly the places where Christ is specially to be found, and avoiding those which
Frequenting the closet, the sanctuary, the houses of poor, sick, and dying
he avoids.
Avoiding the haimts of dissipation and iniquity. Going nowhere where we
bretliren.
cannot think with satisfaction that Christ is near and approving. 4. Active and zealous
Domg, daring, enduring, in promoting his kingdom and the
co-operation with him.
"Always abounding in the work of the Lord" (1 Cor. xv. 58).
welfare of mankind.
" Enduring hardship, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ " (2 Tim. ii. 3).
Pressing eagerly
to the front with Christ where his battles are to be fought, as Ittai with David, regardWhich is the crowning
5. Perseverance in all.
less of difficulties, danger, or death.
proof of the deep sincerity of the determination.
Further opportunities of,
1. Now.
III. The RKWAJID8 OK SUCH DEVoTEDNEss.
calls to, and fitness for, service, suffering, and honour.

people.

Christ

is

" "What his guerdon here ?

Many sorrow, many
Many a tear."
;i

a labour,

But with these, the manifested presence of Ciirist, and his smile and words of approval
the pleasures which accompany the exercise of the powers in the noblest possible
employment, and those which aiise from association with the noblest of God's creatures
2» Hereafter. To be with Christ and m ^re his glory and bliss
in earth and heaven.
" Enter into the joy of thy Lord" (Matt. xxv. 21).
if we endure, we shall
evermore.
G. W.
also reign with liim" (2 Tim. ii. 12, Revised Version).
'

—
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Vers. 25, 26.
David's resignation to the will of Ood. David's character shone most
brightly amid the darkness of adversity
in the early 8trug'j;les and perils, and in these
In these verses we see his superiority to a superstitious dependence on the
later ones.
presence of the ark as ensuring the presence and aid of God.
He was thus much in
advance of the Israelites, elders and people alike, in the days of Eli (I Sam. iv. 3 5).
take the verses, however, as evidencing David's profound submission to the will of
God, and illustrating the nature and excellence of godly resignation.
To whatever might be the will of God. To the
I. To WHAT HE WAS RESIGNED.
enjoyment of thi; Divine favour, or the experience of the Divine displeasure. In particular : 1. To defeat or victory in the contest with his unnatural son ; and, as results
of one or the other: 2. To the permanent loss or the reyaining of his throne.
3. To
exile from Jerusalem or return to it.
4. To banishment from the ark and house of
Ood or restoration to them. This is specially referred to in ver. 25. 5. To death

—

—

We

or

life.

The natukb of

his bebiqnation. 1. It was not insensibility or indifference.
the position in which he was placed is evident from his language
here, and his tears and other signs of mourning referred to in ver. 30.
Those who do
not feel their troubles cannot cherish resignation to them. Troubles which do not
trouble require no exercise of submission,
Eesignation may be most eminently displayed by those who are most susceptible of suffering. 2. It was not a stoical suhmisThis is better than vain struggles and useless murmurs, but is
tion to the inevitable.
not godly resignation. 3. Nor did it involve abandonment of all prayer and effort to
secure what was felt to be desirable.
David, while surrendering himself to the disposal
of the Most High, carefully planned and laboured, and was prepared to fight, that he
might obtain the victory. Christian resignation is not fatalism. 4. It was trustful,
loviiig submission to whatever might prove to be the will of God.
David recognized the
hand of God in his adversities, saw that the issue of events would be according to the
Divine appointment, and on this account was prepared to acquiesce in it. "Let him
II.

How much

do

to

me

he

felt

as seemeth good unto him."

Motives to such besiqnation. 1. The rightful
over all, whether we will or no and the recognition

sovereignty of Ood.
He does
rule
;
of his right to rule wiU much
aid in producing willing submission to his will.
"You know,
dear," said a poor
man to his wife, when they were mourning the loss of a peculiarly interesting and
affectionate child, "this family is God's garden, and he has a right to come into it and
pluck any flower that pleases him best." 2. His omtdpotence. "Humble yourselves
III.

my

under the mighty hand of God" (1 Pet. v. 6). Because he is almighty, his will must
be accomplished; resistance is futile. At the same time, he is almighty to support, to
bring good out of evil, and to " exalt in due time " (1 Pet. v. 6). 3. His wisdom and
goodness.
Which assure us that he does not act according to arbitrary choice, but that
what " seen)eth good unto him " is really good so that in submitting to him we are
acquiescing in our own ultimate well-being.
4. Our sinfulness and unworthiness.
David was doubtless nided in resigning himself to the will of God by the memory of
his heinous sins (comp. Judg. x. 15
Neh. ix. 33 ; L;im. i. 18 iii. 39 Dan. ix. 14
Micah vii. 9). We deserve more suffering than is inflicted upon us; we merit no godd
thing; the more readily, therefore, should we resign ourselves to whatever may be
appointed for us. 5. TJie blessings enjoyed by us or assured to us. The merc:;ry of past
enjoyments, which tends to embitter present griefs, should nevertheless awiken a gratitude which tends to reconcile us to them.
"Shall we receive good at the hand of God,
and shall we not receive evil?" (Job ii. 10). The mercies still remaining to us, duly
appreciated and acknowledged, will have a similar beneficial efl'ect.
The way in which
God has led us through past difficulties should strengthen confideuce in him, and render
us willing to trust him with our future. Specially, if we are Christians indeed, let ns
kee)) in mind
(1) The relation in which we stand towards God, as his children,
redeemed, reconciled, renewed and the childlike spirit which becomes us. (2) The
unspeakable blessings which as Christians we enjoy. Pardon, peace with God, access
to him, ae^surance of his fatherly pity and love, the indwellin'.; of the Holy Spirit, with
his special guidance, support, and consolation.
(3) The promises made to us of all needful good (Ps. Ixxxiv. 11; Matt. vi. 33); the co-ojieration of all things for our good
(Rom. viii. 28); the Divine care, sympathy, and support (Pb. Iv. 22 Heb. liii. 6, 6j
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

—
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glory far outfinal deliverance from all afBiction, and enjoyment of eternal glory
weighiug all present trouble, and prepared for and increased through its right endurance
(Rev. xxi, 4 Rom. viii. 18 ; 2 Cor. iv. 17, 18). 6. The cross of Christ illustrates and
enhances all other motives. The love of God in Christ assures us in the darkest hours
The sufferings of JesuH as our atoning Saviour
that he is love, and his ways are love.
make sure to ub all spiritual and eternal blessings. His greater sufferings are adapted
In his resignation we have the brightest
to reconcile us to our so much lesser ones.
and most powerful example, and rea>ons for imitation of it. As our fellow-Sufferer we
know that he can, and are assured that he does, sympathize with us ; and that he is the
better able to succour us. 7. The hen' fits which flow from resignatioOi (1) "The peace
of Gtxi " (Phil iv. 7), and with it strength to endure : power also to do whatever may
be possible towards deliverance. (2) Evidence to our own consciousness that we are
the children of God. (3) Good influence over others. Proof lo them of the worth of

and

;

religion.

In conclusion, let na lay to heart that in any case we must suffer afiSiction. The
only question is how and with what results ? Shall we suffer in faith and h(jpe and
submission, and thus secure Divine approval, support, and blessing ? or shall we suffer
impatiently and rebelliously, thus adding to our sufferings, and gaining no blessing
from them ? ** Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker " (Isa. xlv. 9).—G. W.
I

*

The place of worship. ** The top of the mount where God was worshipped
Ver. 32.
(Revised Version). This " top of the mount " is one of the most sacred spots in the world
For here the Son of God wept over Jerusalem, which lay full in view
the universe.
at his feet, as he thonght of its coming destruction, and declared the cause of it (Luke
In David's time there appears to have been a " high place " there, where
six. 41).
men were accustomed to worship God. It seems strange that so near to the tabernacle
such a place should have been tolerated, however difiScult it was to abolish such separate
worship elsewhere. Perhaps, however, this was simply "a place of prayer" (Acts xvL
13), not of sacrifice or incense-burning, in which case it would not come under the condemnation of the Mosaic Law. One can hardly doubt that such places of worship must
have been scattered over the land long before the known existence of synagogues. How
otherwise could social religion, or religion at all, have been maintained? Three visits
a year to the tal?ernacle or temple, and those of the men only, could not have been
How also could the sabbaths have been kept as days holy to the Lord?
sufficient.
But without attempting to settle such questions, this Scripture may be used as
suggesting some thoughts on places of worship.
1. Because specially set apart and used for the worship of Ood.
I. Theib SANcrriTY.
Consecrated in the purpose of men, and by their devotions by the prayers by which
they are dedicated, and the worship constantly offered afterwards. 2. Because they are
(Exod. xx. 24; Ps. Ixiii. 2;
scenes of Divine manifestation and gracious operation.
Matt, xviii. 20.) They are meeting-places, not only between men and men, but between
God and men, heaven and earth, consecrated by the presence and blessing ot God.
(I) For God; reminding men of him, and call1. .46 witnesses.
II. Theib valub.
ing on them to worship and serve him. (2) Of the nature c^f men; as spiritual, fitted
and designed for worship, and immortal. 2. As inviting to rest from ordinary occupa3. As furnishing valuable opportunities
tions and employment in spiritwd exercises.
for the exercise of gifts for the good of others. Gifts ot teaching, singing, organization,
4. In uniting men to each other in sacred bonds, and fostering mutual love and
etc.
The moral virtues, as well as
5. In promoting piety, holiness, and happiness.
service.
the sodliness, of a peo-, le dei>end to a large extent on their places of worship.
ni. TuEiR BLESSED ASSOCIATION'S AND MEMORIES. There " OUT fathers praised" God
" witti our own parents and best friends
(Isa. Ixiv. 11) ; thither " we walked in comjiany
(Ps. It. 14); there many of our most happy and profitable hours have been sient.
There, it may be, we were first led to Christ there we have often met with God, and

—

;

;

consciously received his blessing there we have received instructions and influences
There we have been relieved
•which have moulded our character and elevated our lives.
of anxieties, calmed when agitated, comforted when sorrowful, revived when languid,
recalled to duty when we have wandered, strengthened in faith and courage when we
have become enfeebled. There many a glimpse of heaven has been gained, and many a
;
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Many have attended their place of worship from childhood
" Planted in the house
it one of the chief blessings of their life.
"
flourish in the courts of our God," and still " bring forth fruit in
of the Lord," they
old age" (Ps. xcii. 13, 14), waiting to be transplanted to "the paradise of God"
(Rev. ii. 7).
1. To b« thankful for them.
IV. OuB CONSEQUENT DUTY IN BESPECT TO THEM.
3. 2b attend them.
Fre2. To take our part in establishing and maintaining them.
To be negligent in these respects is to dishonour God,
quently, regularly, punctually.
and to rob ourselves of blessing. 4. To induce others to do so. Happy the city, happy
the land, in which places where men worship God abound, and are attended by crowds
foretaste of its bliss enjoyed.
to old age

;

and esteem

of true worshippers I— G.

W.
EXPOSITION.
render " fig-cakes

CHAPTER XVL
Ver.

1.

—Zibathe servant of Mephibosheth.

It \b the misfortune of troubletl times like

those in which David found himself, that
nnscrupulous men use them for selfish purFor those in danger have no time
poses.
for careful examination, nor are their minds
Bufflciently calm for impartial judgment,
but they act on first impreesions, and catch
Ziba's present would
at every straw.
naturally raise everybody's spirits, and be
taken as a good omen ; for it sliowed that
David had adherents in unlikely quarters,
when thus a servant of the house of Saul of
his own accord brought so timely an offering. The ass! 8 saddled for riding contradict
the idea that Zilta met David by chance as
he was bringing the produce of the farm for
the use of Mepiiibosheth's household. More
probably the asses had been saddled for

Mephibosheth's own use (comp. oh. xix. 26),
and the pruvisiuus had been prepared as a
contribution to the king's needs but at the
last moment the cunning Ziba managed to
hurry away with his men, leaving his
master in the lurch, and unable to get
anything to ride upon in the short interval
between David's escape and Absalom'*
entry.
Moreover, possibly from being a
«ripple, and from the distressing circum:

stanced

of

his

early

life,

Mephibosheth

always seems deficient in energy, and perhaps David's conduct in mulctiug him of
half his property may not really have been
ao unjubt as it looks, supposing that it was
his dilatoriness which gave Ziba the chance
of going away with the whole convoy while
he was wasting time. It was this apparent
desertion of him by one whom he had so befiriended svhich may have made David say,
"All men are liars" (Ps. cxvL 11), though
subsequently he learned that the lie was
Ziba's.
The food consisted of two hundred
loaves, or rather flat cakes of bread, a
hundred bunches of dried grapes, a hundred
cakes of pressid dates, und a skin of wine.
Instead of" date-cakes," some of the versions

**
;

but

for this there Is

a

Hebrew word (see 1 Sam. xxx. 12).
Ver. 3. Thy master's son; thut is, the

special

—

son of Jonathan, or even of Saul, as the word
" son " is used very indefinitely in Hebrew.
Mephibosheth held the property as their
representative. To-day shall the house, etc.
Ziba's slander was absurd
Mephibosheth
was likely to meet with no kind treatment
from Absalom ; but perhaps he was a
visionary, and David may have thought
that he was holding back for any chance
that might turn up. But upon this slander
David acts with blamable impetuosity, and,
indignant that the son of his old friend
should so desert him. he gives Ziba all his
lands.
The grant would be valid only if
David's cause prevailed, and Ziba so far
deserves credit in that he attached himself
to a ruined man
but his motive was not
love to David, but stlfish calculation.
;

—I

humbly beseech thee that, etc.
are really a form of grateful
acceptance. " I do obeisance " (see margin^
that is, " I make my humble bow may I
find favour," etc. ; may the king continue
to look favourably upon me.
Ver. 5. Bahurim. The exact site of this
place is unknown (see note on ch. iii. 16).
Lieut. Couder, following a Jewish tradition,
identifies it with Almit, a village about
four miles north-east of Jerusalem. If so it
lay, not on the direct road to the fords, but
on a side route. A man of the family of the
house of SauL The words do not mean that
he was a near relative of Saul, but that be
was a member of the mishpachah, the larger
division of the tribe of Benjamin, to which
the house of Saul, a much smaller subdivision of the family, belonged (see note on
ch. xiv. 7).
But he was a strong partisan,
and so fanatical as to care little for his life,
if only he could annoy the usurper.
For
besides " all the people," David had with
Ver.

4.

The words

:

—

him "the mighty men," a few of whcKO
oould easily have punished him.
Ver. 7. Come out rather, out, out ; that
begone, begone, thou muris, "get out;

—

;

'

;
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derer and worthless man."

is

scarcely have referred

The

Sbimei could
murders of
Abner, which were too
to the

lehbosheth and
remote to have so rankled iu his memory
but as ch. xxi. is not in its chronological
order, what probably called forth his aager
was the surrender of Saul's sons and grandsons into the hands of the Gibeonites.
Shimei, probably, even resented David's
taking the side of the Gibeonites, and treating as a crime to be severely punished what
he and all Saul's partisans regarded aa

righteous zeal for Israel. The three years'
famine, followed by the execution of Saul's
sons, made more tragic by tlie noble conduct
of Rizpah, contributed largely to the revolt
of the nation from David, and helps to
explain that abandonment of him by the
people, which otherwise seems so hard to
understand (on the date of the famine, see
note on ch. xxi.).
Then said Abishai. Abishai's
Ver. 9.
indignation was natural, and it is evident,
Shimei's
fr(jin ver. 10, that Joab shared it.
coailuct was abominable, and David finally

—

condemned him
8, 9),

to deatli for

having probably found

(1
that,
it

Kings

ii.

even after

his pardon, he was an implacable enemy.
His revilings now must not only have been
painful to David, but depressing to all the
people that were with him, and there must
have been many a murmur in the ranks at

the king allowing such conduct to go unpunisLied.
But he was in a state of great
mental distress and self-condemnation. He
after sorrow since the day
bomu
sorrow
had
when, by his own great sin, he had opened
the floodgates of wickedness and now the
son whom he dearly loved, and who had
;

been put wrong by a crime which
might never have been committed but for
his own example, was seeking both his
orown and his life, and had made his cup
of sorrow full to the brim and running over.
At such a time of agony it was even a relief
to have outward afiBiction to bear; for it
brought the consoling thought that the
Divine chastisement had its merciful limit.
Jehovali had biddea Shimei revile him, and
he would bear it because it was Jehovah's
doing. " It may be that Jehovah will look
upon my wrong, and that he will requite me
good for his cursing of me this day." Go
Abishai's word is explained by ver.
over.
David's route seems to have lain in a
13.
narrow valley, and Shimei, running along
tlie ridge on one side, was near enoui;h for
his words to be heard, and for his stones to
come near the king's retinue. Abishai,
first

therefore, asked permission to cross over to
Shimei's side of the steep ravine with a few
men, who would seize huu and put him to
death.

Ver. 12.

— Mine

affliction.

This reading

[oh. XVI.

1—23

supported by the Septuagint and Vulgate.
Syriac has " my subjection," possibly a
free translation of the same reading.
But
the written text (K'tib) has " my wrong,"
either the wrong I have done, and of which
I am bearing the punishment, or, as in the
Revised Version, " the wrong done unto rae."
The correction of the Massorites (K'ri),
is literally " my eye," that is, " my tears."
Ver. 14.— Weary.
Evidently the name
of a place for David " refreslied himself
there." It was probably a caravanserai, the
full name of which was, "Rest for the
weary," but gradually the title was shortened
down to the last word, "Weary," Hebrew
Ayephim, which the Revised Version puts
as a proper name in the margin.
Ver. 17.
Is this thy kSidness to thy
friend 1 After carrying the king to Ayephim,
on the banks of the Jordan, the narrator now
turns back to Absalom, because David was
to wait at the caravanserai for news from
Jerusalem. And immediately on his arrival,
Hushai hastens into Aiisalnm's presence,
loudly exclaiming, " Long live the king "
for such is the meaning of the Hebrew.
;

—

!

The young man

is surprised
for Hushai
was David's friend and trusted confidant.
Yet he does not suspect this sudden breaking
;

of old ties, but, looking at the bright side
only, sees in it a proof that his party was
looked upon as sure of success, and David's
cause as hopeless, ^e welcomes, therefore,
so notable an adherent, and Hushai's pretences confirm his self-deceit; for he professes to regard Absalom as king, not by
fraud and violence, but by the formal choice
of both Jehovah and the people.
On this
assumption, obedience to the nation's choice
became a religious duty, and Husliai's love
to the father was a pledge of love to the son.

We

must

not, however,

condemn Absalom

The

nation was in
his favour, and, had lie acted with promptitude, David's cause would have been lost.
Ver. 18. The men of Israel.
Here and
in ver. 15 the men of Israel are not contiasted with the men of Judah, but include
them (see ch. xv. 10). Absalom's rebellion
began at Hebron, in Judaea, and the selection
of Amasa, a first cousin both of David and
Joab, as commander-in-chief, suiigests the
conclusion that Absalom's chief strength
lay in David's own tribe, though men from
all the tribes on tlie west of the Jordan had
also flocked to his standard.
Besides them,
Hushai speaks of this people, that is, the
citizens of Jerusalem.
For, while there
had been general lamentation at David's
departure (ch. xv. 23), yet the citizens had
admitted Absalom without a slruj);gle. and
submitted to him. David's ad h( rents are
also ci.ustantly called -'the people," because
they did not belong to any special tribe.
for too easy credulity.

—
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but were
all.

Ver.

20.

drawn

indifferently

— Give

from them

counsel

among you
no way in

;

liave

English of expressing the force of this
phrase.
In Greek it is called the ethic
dative, and is supposed to give character to
the address, and indicate that those to whom
the words are spoken have also an interest
in the matter.
Ver. 21.— AMthophel said. Ahithophel'fl
counsel was utterly abominable, even though
the deed would not be regarded by any of
A king inthe Israelites as incestuous.
herited his predecessor's iiarem, and Absalom's act was a coarse and rude assertion
that David's rights were at an end, and that
crown and lands and property, even to his
wives, now all belonged to the usurper. But,

while polygamy bad thus degraded the
vives and concubines into mere chattels,
the harem was the property most jealously
guarded by its owner (eh. iii. 7; 1 Kings
ii. 22); and Absalom's act was an outrage
which David could never have pardoned.
And this was what Ahithophel wanted. He
was afraid that if Absalom's cause began to
decline, he might come to terms with his
father, who would readily forgive a son if
he submitted, but would certainly punish
Ahithophel. For his own selfish purposes,
therefore, he led Absalom on to a crime
which rendered a reconciliation with David
impossible, and pledged all the conspirators
to carry out the matter to the bitter end;
and that end c luld only be the death of
David if the conspiracy succeeded.
But
bitterness

to

moderate men, and weaken Absalom's cause.
was of advantage only to such as were
deeply committed to the rebellion, and bent
on killing David. To him it was terrible
sorrow for he knew that this open shame
It

Hebrew, ^or you; but we

thia
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David would vex

;

was the punishment of his own secret
infamy (cli. xii. 11, 12) and in it, again, he
saw the meshes of the avenger's net tight;

ening around him.

—

Ver. 22. A tent Hebrew, the tent ; that
coustautly used by David and liis family for
the enj(jyment of the cool evening breeze,
and which the citizens of Jerusalem had
frequently seen erected on the flat roof of
David's house. It was when walking on
this roof that David had given way to guilty
passion, and now it is the scene of his
dishonour.
Ver. 23. The counsel of Ahithophel, etc.
These words form a sort of apolugy for
;

—

He

Absalom.

ought to have had more

respect for his father than to offer him so
grievous an insult, and aggravate by so
terrible a deed the quarrel between them.

But

first to last was utterly
and his only excuse here
is that there was such a glamour round
Ahithophel, that men yielded up their own
judgment to him without an effort, and did
what he advised as if it had a religious
sanction. At the oracle of God; Hebrew,
had asked the Word of Ood; that is, had
consulted God by Urim and Thummim.
When a man went to the priest to inquire
in this way, he did whatever he was told
and the word of Ahithophel wai accepted

his conduct from

mean and

selflsli,

with equal deference.

all

HOMILETICS.

— —

14.
Vers. 1
The facts are : 1. David, passing on his way. Is met by Ziba with a proient tor the king and his servants.
2. On inquiring after Mi phibosheth, David is told
by Ziba that he was staying in Jerusalem in expectation that, as a re.sult of the present
revolt, the kingdom would be restored to him as representative of the house of Saul.
3. Accept insi this statement as correct, David assigns Mephibosheth's property (eh. ix.
9 12) to Ziba, who tiiereupon makes obeisance. 4. Proceeding to Bahurim, David is
assailed by Shimei, who curses him, casts stones at him, reproaches him with deeds of
evil, and avers that, as a punishment, God had taken the kiniidora from him and given
it to Absalom.
5. Astonished at the insolence, Abishai seeks permission to slay the
man ; but David, piously recognizing a providential chastisement in the event, will
not have it so, and points out farther to his people that this was but a small trouble in
comparison with Absalom's conduct, and that probably God would have compassion and
vouchsafe a compensating blessing. 6. David aiid his company proceed on their way,
still insulted by Shimei, till they come to % place where they can refresh themielves.

—

llie cruelty of avarice.

In this chapter the historian

siives

us a

foil

to the loyalty

and devotion of the men referred to hitherto.
Ittai, Zadok, Abiathar, and Hushai
have their opposites in Ziba and Shimei and Ahitht)phel. It is said that the beasts of
prey and cree])in<; things come forth in the night and so in this (Jark and sad time
for David, the foul creatures come forth and manifest their full strength.
Good men
;
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are always encompassed by evils, but they are kept in check by the very force of the
When once that begins to wane, they revive and put forth
prosperity of the good.
The time had now come for their appearance. In the case
their destructive powers.
of Ziba we see avarice in its most hideous form.
An avaricious man is usually endowed
I. It carefully fbamks its schemes.
with a good measure of prevision, and his success lies very much in the wicked perT!ie elaborate present of Ziba to David (vers. 1, 2), and the
version of this gift.
meeting with him just when a token of kindness would be most acceptable, was the
The end in view is so precious to the greedy
result of hours and days of scheming.
There is a spoutaneuus avarice,
soul that trouble and toil to attain to it go lor nothing.
as when men suddenly seek to grasp what is apparently within their reach, J'or the evil
principle, like a slumbering hungry dog, is ever quick to discern and to act ; but the
great achievements of avarice, by which men become rich or gain some swift advantage,
are the result of the prostitution of the gifts of foresight and skill in arrangement to
low cunning and selfishness. There is many a scheme being concocted at this hour,

in commercial

and

political circles, for

the circumvention of others to

tiie

enrichmeut

of self.
II. It C0NF0BM3 ITS PLANS TO THE KATTTRE OF MEN AND CUSTOMS OF THE AOB.
Ziba knew what David had done for Mephibosheth (ch. ix. 1 10), how generous was
the king's heart, how he would appreciate fidelity in the time of trouble and scorn
ungrateful conduct, how his associates in trial would approve any favour conferred on
the loyal at the cost of the disloyal, and how it was within the prerogative of a
monarch to confiscate the property of a traitor. Avarice is a careful student of human
nature and of the usages of the world. Its success often depends on quickness of disscemment, and a practical api'licationof the knowledge of men and things to the purposes
good and generous man may be as quick in discernment,
t'f a base, greedy heart,
and may in the intercourse of life gather as much knowledge of human nature, but he
differs from the avaricious man in that he scorns to turn all this to the sole promotion

—

A

of purely selfish interests.
IIL It takes Si'HCIAL advantage
There is a fiendish sagacity in avarice.

or the TROnBLES AND WEAKNESS OF OTHEB3.
Ziba saw that the sorrows of David furnished
a choice opportunity for making an impression on his generous sxmpathetic nature by
a manifestation of loyal interest and kindly consideration for his comfort and he saw
also that the bodily infirmity of Mephibosheth (ch. ix. 13 xix. 25, 26) would prevent his
going out to David to express his own loyalty. How splendid the opportunity of so
re])resenting matters as to secure the confiscation of Mephibosheth's inheritance to him;

;

How this is too often illustrated, in the
self as a reward for his personal faithfulness
eager rush after wealth, in the conduct of certain nations towards others, is well known.
There are hard-hearted men who rejoice in the commercial calamities of others, because
they see their chance of turning them to their own advantage, and not a few are willing
to profit by the incapacity, physical, social, and intellectual, of others, by not providing
them with the means by which they can rise above it, and act their own part in the
The curse of God surely rests on such evil-doers.
world's affairs.
David's heart was sad enough.
IV. It is HZEDLE88 OF THE PAIN IT INFLICTS.
Trouble in most fearful form had come on him. His anguish is seen in the comfort he
But what though
felt in the fidelity of the high priests and in the presence of the ark.
Avarice can rive it the more by concocting a lie most suited
his heart was smitten
Ziba knew that the story about Mephibosheth would rend further
for such a purpose.
the sore wounds of the n)uch-riven heart. What of that ? Property would be acquired.
What of blasting the reputation and scattering the fortune s of an innocent cripple ?
His property would become Ziba's. Such things do occur still in the earth. There
may be degrees in avarice, but in every case there is a heedless infliction of pain and a
Is there a future
Is there a God to avenge wrong ?
ositive injury to the innocent.
Seeing that many avaricious men escape positive punishment in this life
retribut'on ?
(Ps. xUx. 16
20; Ixxiii. 1—17), a righteous moral order must either be denied or we
must look on to the day when God shall give to every man according to the deeds done
I

!

1

—

tb.»» body (2 Cor. v. 10).
Ziba comes to David as a kindly,
V, 't assumes the fobm of NOBLEST TiRTUEB.
kith, jj, generous sabject, sorrowful for his affliction, ready to Hiinister to his comfort,

in

1—23.]
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and even prepared to break the ties which for years had held him to Mephibosheth.
Loyalty and religion are publicly professed. The assembled friends of the king are
witnesses to his ooble conduct. Wolves may come in sheep's clothing, Satan mar
assume the appearaoce of an angel of light, and, in the same way, avarice may, if
occasion requires it, hide its hateful form under the guise of the two most reputable of
This is done in varying degrees. There is a conloyalty and religion.
all qualities
formity to prevalent political opinion, to social customs, to decency of bearing, and to

—

the observances of the sanctuary, not because of a thorough conviction of right founded
on knowledge and principle, but because it will contribute to swell the amount of one's
God desireth truth in the inward parts
gains and elevate one's position in the world.
The whited sepulchre is no screen from his eye (Matt. xxii. 27; cf.
(Ps. U. 6),
Pb. cxxxix.).

A

more graphic account of insult and personal
The language of the sixty-ninth psalm is
Bible.
The harsh
fitly descriptive of the events of this sad day, as also of Ps. iii. and iv.
voice of Shimei, it is to be feared, was but the index of a feeling in many hearts towards
the unfi irtunate man of God. The political element enters into the attack (ver. 8), but
there was a deeper sentiment of hostiUty in which the ungodly of Jerusalem would be
Everything seems intense in David's life, as a consequence of the
predisposed to share.
natural force of his character, the depth of his feelings, and the corresponding strength
Except in seasons of
of emotion, whether of love or hate, which his conduct aroused.
fierce persecution, and most of all in the instance of our Redeemer, the reproaches of the
wicked do not assume the violent form here indicated, but in every instance of their
occurrence we may trace features in common witli this.
David was a religious man. Hia
I. Thet pboceed from BELIGI0U8 AVERSION.
kingly position was won by virtue of his being a man after God's own heart (1 Sam.
In spite of his great fall, he was a lowly, devout servant of God,
XV. 28 ; ivi. 7
13).
intent on the spiritual welfare of the people. When Shimei assailed David as a usurper
(er. 8), and so made a political allusion, he revealed his own intense aversion both to
David's piety and the religious reason for his elevation to the throne in the place of
Saul. He evidently did not enter into the theocratic views of Samuel (1 Sam. xv., xyV),
He was a man who preferred the unspiritual order of Saul's government to the Divine
order of David's. Here lay the real secret of the reproaches heaped upon the unfortunate
king. No godly man, no man of elevated views or of spiritual sympathies, could originate
iuch malicious words. This was the secret also of the reproaches heaped on Christ.
He was better than his haters liked him to be. Intense aversion to hw superior 8piri>
They hated him without a cause, ije. a valid
tuality was the spring of their conduct.
In looking at the reproaches against the persecuted Christians, we find the
reason.
same to be true. The evil words spoken nowadays against good men have their root
in a dislike of the holy life which, by contrast, is a reminder of sin and guilt.
It might be
II. Thet abe pbofesbedly based on defeotb of ohabacteb.
inferred from the words of Shimei (ver. 7) that he was a very righteous, peaceful, Gk>dfearing man, for he comes forth as the accuser of the king, and pleader for what is just
But we know that this was only a cover for the real feeling. Those
to man and God.
who are not holy are obliged, by compulsion of conscience, to find a plea for deeds of
shame. The failure of David in one period of his life was most probably known to
Shimei, and it is seized with eagerness and made the justification of a reproach bearing
on his entire life, and imputing deeds of which David was innocent. Saving the case
The reproaches of the wicked.
wrong than this is not found in the

—

of Bathsheba and Uriah, David's life was anything but one of blood and worthlessneas
To Saul and his sons he had been unusually kind. The elevation of hie
These tactics of wicked men
character had given dignity and power to the kingdom.
are constant ; the occasional weaknesses of life are laid hold of, and magnified so as to
be representative of the entire life. The free and frank words of Christ, true as thej
though blasphemy and evil
were, not long before his death, were laid hold of and used
works were his general characteristics (Matt. xii. 24 John x. 32 36). Our failings
in Christian life doubtless are a reproach to us, and give occasion to the enemy to
blaspheme but the malice of the wicked is seen in that they gladly lay hold of these as
a plea for gratifying the feeling of aversion they cherish towards the religion we prolesa.

(Belial).

m

;

—

;
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They abe especiaIiLY developed in the day of advebsity. The slumbering aversion of Shimei found expression in form of outrageous insult when David's
Malice is associated with cowardice, and it is only when fear
fortunes began to wane.
of punishment passes away that the malice puts forth its vigour. Malice is cruel, and
The history of Christian persecution illustrates
therefore it adds wound to wound.
this.
The very sorrows which ordinarily would draw forth sympathy only induce the
The natural tendency of the
feeling expressed in " There is no help for him in God."
multitude to adhere to the prosperous and stand aloof from the failing cause, becomes
intensified into active opposition when a lurking aversion to the individual and his
Even the patience and sorrow
cause has been cherished (Ps. xxxv. 15 ; xlix. 18).
displayed in the season of providential trial are turned against the sufferer by the
keenness of an evil ingenuity. So much freedom does the evil spirit find in the day of
calamity that the whole life is charged with the faults that beloug only to a portion of
No consideration is given to repentance and amendment. To crush and ruin are
it.
the sole aim of the reproach.
IV. They abb ohabaotebizkd by the dabino enoottbaobd by a sense ov
BEcuBiTY. Shimei knew his victim well enough to believe that he would not have
the heart to allow the sword to smite him down ; for all the antecedents of David's life
were in the direction of leniency and gentleness towards those who sought his hurt,
though he spared not the man who sought or professed to take away the life of Saul.
He was shrewd enough to notice that the grief of the king was so intense, as barefooted and in silence he passed out of the city, as not to allow of his finding room for
thoughts of vengeance, and thus, being secure, the reproaches poured forth. The same
conclusion was arrived at by the vindictive Pharisees, who loaded the Saviour with
They knew, from all they had seen and heard, that he would not use force
reproach.
against them, and would not avail himself of the Roman authority in self-defeoce, and
hence, secure in these directions, they were very darintr, and spared not words and
deeds to crush still further the spirit of the illustrious Man of sorrows. In daily life
young Christians are often loaded with reproaches by wicked young men, with a boldness that gains strength from the fact that there is no one present to rebuke them, and
that the assailed youth is prohibited by the principles he professes fi-om using reproach
and viiilence in return (Matt. v. 39, 43, 44).
General lessons. 1. In the providential discipline of life, we may look for a
combination of sorrows from independent sources, but yet all subservient to good for
the children of God. 2. We should be so careful of our life every day that we give no
apparent occasion for any one to bring charges against us when the failure of our earthly
prosperity arouses attention.
3. The freedom exercised by wicked men in pouring
forth their hatred against the good is of short duration, and cannot really hurt those
ought to discount largely the accusawho bear their reproaches in a right spirit. 4.
tions brought against good men by those whose life and conduct reveal an absence of

We

sympathy with the kingdom

of God.

—

Tfie waves and hillows of God.
The events narrated in vers. 5 13 have an aspect
towards man and towards God. The scene of a rejected monarch leaving his seat of
government, and, while so doing, assailed by an enemy, is a vicissitude in human affairs
which, though special in its colouring, is frequent in the annals of the world. It is a
case of human ingratitude and violence on the one side, and human sufiering on the
other. But to the mind of David the sufferer, and to the sacred historian, tlie vicissitude
is seen to stand in direct relation to the government of God, and is invested witti its

deepest interest in that aspect. The expression of the psalmist hen- finds exemplifica" All thy waves and thy billows are gone over me " (Ps. xlii. 7). The troubles
tion
are earthly they roll on according to fixed laws, and are raised by agencies that seem
The Hebrew discernment
to act by virtue of their own nature and yet they are God's.
karn here the
of the Divine element in the bitterest trials is clear and sinre.
:

;

;

We

follt)wing truths.
1.

TheBE ABE GBADATI0N8 OP TBOtTBLB

IN

THE EXPEBIENCE OF THE GODLY. There

are distinct troubles in David's experience as here described, and they are graduated in
weight.
It was something to leave the city and worship he loved ; it was more to
break up a home ; it was worse to loee regal authority ; it was worse still to pass out
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In sight of the thousands of Israel, poor and powerless ; it was a greater wave to have
to listen to the reproaches and cursings of the wicked ; but the greatest billow of all
WAS the knowledge that his now eldest son, his former pride and delight, was in
rebellion against him, and was seeking his life (ver. 11).
Fathers, kind and loving,
only can estimate the greatness of this swelling billow. Compared with this, all else
in form of loss of property and home and friends, must be expressed by the inferior
term " waves." And, as we shall see, the magnitude of this is the greater still, because
perceived to be in some sort the consequent of the former errors of the sufferer.
There
are many tribulations for the righteous, in many instances arising out of their own
conduct, and it may seem a truism to say that some are greater than others but the
fact deserves noting, inasmuch as material and social troubles, wiiich to an observer
seem to press most heavily, are often slight compared with others that enter more into
the depths of the soul.
;

11. The real gradation of trouble is often not discernible by ant but
THE SUFFERER. To Joab and men of his character it would seem to be the climax
of all calamity that a "dead dog" should curse and throw stones at a king.
It was

a climax in the sense of coming upon otlier calamities, but only David could perceive
weight in the storm then passing over him. His fatherly heart alone couM
feel the full crushing force of the son's iagratitude and cruelty.
He alone could discern
with agonizing feeling the relation between his own sin and this dire evil. He onlv
knew the rebound in this dreadful form of the recent alienation of his own heart from
purity and God.
We often spend our pity on suffering men and women when visible
disasters fall, and perhaps fix on some loss of property, or health, or children, or some
terrible blasting of a life's hopes, as the item most oppressive to the smitten one.
Possibly, in the unrevealed record of their own personal experience in relation to God,
there is a fact which does more to bow down the spirit tlian all else beside.
The heart
of each man knoweth its own bitterness.
There are secrets never to be unravelled here
below, or, if made known in words, fully realized in their sorrow-causing power only by
those whose past experience is bound up with their existence.
HI. ThET are associated in the mind of the 8UFFEBEB WITH A SENSE OF
PERSONAL DEMERIT. The connection of the events of this period of David's life witli
his past life was not simply discerned to be organic, but in that discernment there was
a distinct recognition of his own unworthiness in the sight of God, yea, of his richly
deserving these troubles of varying gravity.
Probably not one man in that strange
procession, except Nathan, divined the real thoughts and feelings of David.
The curses
of Shimei were as the echo of his own conscience on that dark and dreadful day when
love to God yielded to unchastity and design to slay.
The horrible sin came forth,
and, though truly forgiven, was now " ever before" him (Ps. li. 3).
No curses of the
wicked were too bad for him
No rebellion of cherished son was too severe a chastise"
"
ment for him
The waves and billows rolled on. Were they not fitly framed to
swallow up one so self-condemned, so unworthy of pity ? Yes ; here lies the meaning
of those bared feet, that bow<>d head, that silence under the curse, that moral inabilitj'
to raise a finger to stay the swelling flood of troubles.
Nor are we to wonder that tins
should be so in the case of a forgiven and restored soul (ch. xii. 13); for the more pure
the heart of the restored one, the more blessed the sense of actual forgiveness, the keener
will l<e the feeing of demerit when the old sin is brought to the memory by calamitous
svents which it set in train.
It takes a very holy nature to appreciate proi>erly what
sin really is.
In the instance of all who experience the " waves and billows" of God,
there is, with a clearness more or less full, an association of the trouble with their
own past demerit. Whether they can, as David did, actually trace the lines, they
know that all trouble is in some way connected with the presence of sin in the world,
and that their own past relation to God was at one time such that no earthly disaster
could be too great as a chastisement. Irreligious men don't know what this is ; but it is
" 1 am not worthy of the least of thy mercies;" " It is of
a real fact in Christinn life.
the Lord's men ies that we are not consumed " (Gen. xxxii. 10; Lam. iii. 22).
IV. There is a distinct recognition of the will of <'iod in them. There is
an instructive difference in the conduct of Abishai and David. The man of the world
saw the passion and heard the voice of Shimei, and his anger was roused accordingly
the sorrowing man of God siiw only ^he will of God.
He seemed deaf to the torrent
its relative

!

!
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of curses ; with bead bowed to the earth, he saw not the man, and the thud of the
" The Lord hath said unto him, Curse David." Yes ; i*
stones made no impression.
was the Lord. The words of the prophet were true (cli. xii. 10 14). Spiritual perIt passes by the visible to
ception is spontaueous, and, to the gcxily man, infallible.
Second causes are lost in the efficient Cause. Speculative questions
the invisible.
The solution of the
to human freedom and consecution of events are left buhind.
This is the significance
It is God.
actual experience in the passing events is found.
The "waves and billows" are his. They roll to do his will. The
of all to David.
This spiritual iliscemment plays an important part in
force of almightiness is in them.
It is not ignorance, it is not a disr^jard of philosophy
the lives of all true Christians.
on their part, it is not a violation of the sequences of scientific law, when, with an
intuition clear and irresistible, they see God in the troubles that fall upon themselves.
For spiritual intuition is a higher faculty than logical judgment, and relates to a sphere
above all physical sequences. There is ao more possibility of men setting this aside by
reasonings and discussions concerning physical laws, than the perception ot an external
world by vision can be set aside by the proof of the existence of _ a physiological
If commercial disaster falls, if health fails, if friends die, if
structure of the eye.
children become rebellious, if the seeds of former sins bear their bitter fruit, in all
God iB seen. Nothing comes in form of trouble to his children but that he has a will
Ihere may be a human, even physical aide, but the child will discern the
in it.

—

m

—

(Heb. xii. 5—10).
sense op personal demerit and disoebnmknt of the will of God tonb
DOWN THE HARDER TENDENCIES OF HUMAN NATUBB. Abishai was true to his nature in
wishing to cut off the bead of the " dead dog ;" and David was true to the chastening
effect on his nature of these terrible trials when he resisted the suggestion (ver. 10).
The heart becomes tender and gentle when imder the chastening hand of God, jjrovided,
as in David's case, there is a due discernment of personal unworthiness, and of the
We are reminded of One who also
<'racioufi though just purpose of God in the trouble.
endured the contradiction of sinner* against himself; who when reviled, reviled not
again, and even when bearing more than David could here was pitiful and kind to his
It is the mark of a true enduranc*
foes (Heb. xii. 2, 3 ; 1 Pet. ii. 23 ; Luke xxiii. 34).
of the righteous will of God, and conformity of self to the scope of the Divine purpose,
that there is in time of trouble no fretting and chafing against the instruments which
he may use, be they men or things. Who can curse when the holy will is doing its
work ? Who can be in wrath and find time for antagonisms when the soul is absorbed
in contrite recognition of sin and humble prostration before a storm designed to purifjr
the heart ? What gratitude is due to God for the softening influences of calamity How
leather's will

V.

The

I

meekness and gentleness and the milder and more Christly virtues are
The sons of Zeruiah, still so
for the poverty and pain they have experienced
strong and fierce in the world, little know the bleasedness of being like unto him who
was " meek and lowly in heart."
VL With silent homaqb to thb majesty o» GK)D thvbb is blbndbd tbuit nr hh
MXBOY. David was not playing a part before the eye of man. There was nothing
The profound homage to the Holy One which underlay his
histrionic in his conduct.
confession before Nathan, ** I have sinned " (ch. xii. 13), was now again rendered in
the secrecy of his own soul. The head bowed in submission to the fierceness of the
storm indicated an acknowledgment of the righteousness of God. Much rather would
the humbled king have been fi-ee from the necessity of speaking with the " sons of
Zeruiah," and have borne the terrible storm without a thought of protest or feeling of
complaint. It is in the most critical moments of life that the soul shrinks from the
outward strife of tongues, and in the solemn silence of its own thoughts renders to
God a sinful creature's homage. But with this utter surrender to the rights and
punitive appointments of the Eternal there is blended a quiet, modest trust in his
**
" It may be that the Lord will look on mine affliction " (yer. 12).
It
great mercy.
may be." Note the content of the words " He is merciful and gracious. It is
inherent in the nature of the Author of the covenant with Israel to be so. The words
all that comes to
I am undone and have no claim
of the past are evidence of this.
crush me comes justly ; what he does he does for his Name's sake. Other poor sinner*
have waited not in rain ; the hour may come when he wilV-eee his glory to he one mth

much
many

richer in

!

:

;
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* He will requite me.*
Mercy wifl
deliverance, and then the Btonn will cease.
poor troubled soul out of the very ills which eo justly hav«
way of enriching
come upon me." The true heart in its deepest sorrows never loses faith in God's goodIt rests not on Ito
It holds to the possibility of a turn in the tide.
ness and care.
character of
merits, not on speculations upon what is unknown, but upon the assured
God as reveriled in Christ. It assumes and presumes notliin?, but leaves all with him,
80 finds comfort in the hope that through his free unmerited grace all things shall

my

my

find a

»nd
be found to work together

for

good (Rom.

28).

viii.

1. It is an illustration of the dreadful nature of sin that it
LESsoNg.
deposits seeds of trouble which may be inactive during a season of prosperity, but
which put forth their strength when adversity falls upon us (vers. 5, 6). 2. The cldldren
foes, human and S^tanio,
of God may do well to remember that there are watchful
ready to take advantage of any circumstance that may bring reproach on them ai
bearing
servants of the living God (vers. 5, 6). 3. Our faithful aUachment to those
sorrow because of their shortcomings is a duty, when they bear it in a submissive spirit,
In seekeven though it cause us to be sharers in their sufferings (vers. 6, 13, 14).
abstain from vindictive
ing to alleviate the sufferings of the oppressed, we should
5. The most tender consideration and sympathy should be
passions (ver. 10).
extended towards those wliose hearts are crushed by the ingiatitude and cruelty of their
own children (ver. 11). 6. The most effective way of ministering to those whose spirit*
their hearts simple trust
are broken down by providential chastisements is to foster in
obtain evidence of our bemg true children of
in God's great mercy (ver. 12).
when, in the time of our calamity and amidst persecutions, we ar« followers to

General

L

We

God

those who,

when

**

reviled, reviled

not again" (ver. 11

;

ct 1 Pet. it 23).

—

The facts are: 1. Absalom
Illustrations of facts and prCnctpl''8.
Vers. 15 23,
2. Hushai presents himself before
enters Jerusalem with his adherents and Ahithophel.
Absalom, with a salutation in ambiguous language. 3. On Absalom expressing surhis readiness
prise that he had not gone with David, he, with studied caution, expresses
further declares
to serve whom the Lord and all the men of Israel might choose, and
4. Absalom,
his intention to " serve" in the son's presence as he had in the father's.
seeking counsel, is advised by Ahithophel to strenathen his position by taking posses5. Whereupon Absalom, in the view of the people,
sion of his father's concubines.
6. Ahithophel is represtnted as a man whose reputation
to the advice.
conforms

The historian passes from the sorrow!
as a counsellor was of the highest character.
reveals another
of David to the aspirations and first measures of Absalom, and
yet, in the
line of providential events apparently working in another direction, and
realization of one
light of Nathan's words (ch. xii. 7—12), cleariy tending to the
It is only the religious man that can discern the mind of God in occurrence*
purpose.
The good are crushed and the vile are exalted, but
utterly dissimilar in their bearing.
the crushing and the elevation are but products of free human instrumentality, taken
hold of by an unseen Power, to bring about the ends of a righteous administration of
In the opening accounts of Absalom's entrance on political power we have

justice.

instructive illustrations of facts and principles.

The rash and reckless Absalom treata
I. Deference won by age and character.
the aged Hushai ^vith unwonted respect, even while regarding him as a "friend" of
The violence usually accompanying a bold revolt was evidently
Davi<l (vers. 16, 17).
combined
restrained by the will of God acting through the natural influence of years
with reputation for moral worth. Occasionally wicked men have been heedless of
the more
infaTicy and age, and the better the men associated with their opponents,
But as a rule it is not so. History records cas.s of
readily have they cut them off.
sin is ashamed in presence of goodness,
the kind here narrated. The reason is plain
and the sinner's arm is weak to smite down what is its own condemnation. Conscience
brutal
revives and restrains action in the presence of goodness ; and the heart must be
beyond all relief if hoary hairs do not touch it. They sjieak of the coming grave,
and the voice is not in vain. Jnte<jer vitx aceleruque purus, man wields a silent
power, not only over the fabled wolf, but over wolf-like men (Horace, Lode xxii,).
:

II.

much

IN HUMAN AFFAIRS. Hushai and Ahithophel differed
moral character, but they were similar in their position as advisers in the

TnK PARTOF SAQAC1008 MEN
in
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Their acts show them to have been men of sagacious mind, able to
apply the results of extended observation and insight into character to the chan :ing
As a matter of fact, they played the most important [)art,
circumstances oi the day.
by means of theii sagacity, in the events of this part of David's life; and their action
suz'jests to us hew much of human life in its social and political relations is connected
with the thou'jihts and plans of men of this class. As in a ship a few really control
the fate of the many, so in nations a few regulate affairs that involve the weal or
No system of government can avoid this fact. Mental power is
woe of millions.
Bupreme in the state. Moral influences from the mass may set limits to its action,
and open lines along which it must work, but its mighty force is manifest. It is a
Hence the need of prayer that our mentally gifted
case of mind rising above mind.
men may be good men. Hence, also, their solemn responsibilities before God.
in. The responsibility of a post of extreme delicacy axd danger. Hushai
was just now entering on his perilous duties as friend of David in the court of Absalom,
and the utmost care was requisite that he might both save his own head and serve his
Had he not been sustained by the confidence that God would bring to
beloved king.
nought the devices of the wicked, he must have often lieen overwhelmed by the presThere are analogous positions still in life. Diplomacy
sure of his responsibilities.
knows them; commerce is not a stranger to them; the Church furnish<;s them;
benevolent men have often to work in secrecy, though not by deceit peacemakers
find that they may mar their work for lack of discretion, and run the risk of losing
In all such instances the consciousness of being
reputation with one or both parties.
in the right, that wit and wisdom are devoted to unselfish ends, and that God may be
asked to give his help, will sustain the heart, give penetration to moral perceptions, and
ensure self-possession. All honour to the men who for a good cause assume such
affairs of state.

;

responsibilities

IV. The coexistence with evil of neutbalizino forces. Ahithophel had a
great reputation, and devoted the force of his sagacity to the evil cause of a rebel. The
forces of evil at work against David were strong, and, to ordinary men in Israel, invincible.
Yet we who know more than Absalom and his friends then knew, can see that
all this time there were, coexisting with and working secretly and silently against all
In
the forces of evil, other forces which could not but tend to neutralize their action.
this we have on a small scale an illustration of the (act that, though there are in the
world many pronounced forms of evil at work against the good of man and the rightful
authority of.Christ over mankind, there is also a silent, and in its operation a secret,
force at work, through the agency of the faithful few, which all the time tends to check
It has been so from the day when the Seed
the evil, and must in the end overcome it.
This fact should inspire the
of the woman was promised to bruise the serpent's head.
hearts of the faithful in every land in spite of outward appearances.

The holy
is sometimes the scene of contending powebs.
whole earth, the chosen abode of the Eternal, and the natural abode
of peace, was now the scene of a strife between adverse powers of good and evil. The
happy days wlien the people sang for joy and felt secure in the presence of the symbol
19) were no more. As in some great historic wars
of the Divine favour (ch. vi. 12
the conflict becomes concentrated on the seat of government and influence, so now the
great question which involved the welfare of Israel and the Gentiles was being fought
out in Jerusalem. Here we certainly find an analogue to times of trouble when the
the Jerusalem of the Christian dispensation has been the scene of concity of God
flict between the powers that would get rid of the Divine authority and set up an
Men have contended within the Church to rob Christ of
order of things not of God.
his Divine rights, and the faithful few have striven to render service for him according
The apostles seem to have anticipated
to the measure of their wisdom and goodness.
such seasons (2 Pet. ii. 1, 2). As this trouble in Jerusalem was connected with the
failings of David as well as the vices of Absalom, so the contentions and sorrows that
have been experienced in the Church have not been unconnected with the shortcomings
of the elect of God.
VI. Ambiguous fidelitt is a pubblt human expedient. The words of Hushai
to Absalom were understood by the latter to be the expression of his loyalty to himBut as a
self; and, on the surface of them, the words doubtless had that meaning.
V.

The

city of

God

city, the joy of the

—

—

—
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fact, Hushai's heart was with David, and his language was capable of being
Interpreted in accordance with his true feelings.
It is a question of casuistry as to
whether, under the circumstances, he was warranted in devising means for delnding
Absalom, The Bible does not commit itself to all the acts of its characters; and in
our jiidiiment on men we ou2;ht to have some regard to the moral atmosphere of their
daily lives.
But in this ambiguous expression of fidelity we have an instance of what
Men still coin phrases to afford satisfaction to others
largely prevails in the world.
while keeping peace with their own convictions.
Forms are adopted which are unimIn some countries there are current
peachable ; but the real feeling is kept secret.
forms for expressing loyalty to the " powers that be," freely employed to the satisfaction of rulers and the safety of those who use them.
Attachment to certain political
principles is announced while the particular application of them is a matter of private
reservation. In commercial houses a form of loyalty to employers* interests often passes
with a purpose to sacrifice them to a rival interest. In Church affairs it is possible to
accept standards in form and empty them of essential content. The practice is to be

matter of

condemned in every case. Strong faith in Gk>d can dispense with such expedients.
He who was chastising David through Absalom knew how to restore the chastened
one in due time, without the expedients of human duplicity. The example of Christ
and his apostles is better than that of Abraham, Jacob, and Hushai (cf. Gen. xii. IS^
20; xxvii. 20—27 John xviii. 33—37 Acts iv. 7—12).
VII. Great principles abe liable to abuse. Hushai evidently laid down a great
and sound principle as the rule of his conduct when he declared that, as for himself,
he was prepared to serve him whom the " Lord, and this peojtle, and aU the men of
Israel " might choose. Had Absalom been as keen as he was ambitious, he would have
seen that this was a principle which so far could not ensure attachments to himself,
because two of the conditions were not fultilled at present. No doubt he hoped that,
in Bome strange way, his choice by " this people " would be supplemented by the choice
of God and all Israel. There was here an abuse of a principle, commonly recognized
in those times, by both Hushai and Absalom.
Hushai took it as a mere cover for
saving his conscience, while getting Absalom to believe in his fidelity. The same
twofold object was sought by the following question and the very safe assertion, " As
when (la'^a) I served in thy father's presence, so will I be (npN J2) in thy presence." He
would be the same man while professing to serve Absalom. On the other hand,
Absalom evidently thought the principle laid down very pious and patriotic, and to
be respected because it was a principle, and in his superstitious and superficial deference
to an orthodox utterance, he detected not the purpose for which it was stated.
In the
one case a principle was subordinated to cunning in a good cause and in the other it
was simply admired as a platituie by a bad man. The trade in important principles
of action is very common.
They are made to subserve ends by no mtans good.
Advantage is taken of their natural influence over men, by reason of their clearness
And moral force, to hoodwink them for carrying out special designs. Platform and press
;

;

;

too frequently have dealt with jjreat truths for no special love of the truths, but tor
party purposes, and to save credit for intelligence and good sense. Also there is a
superstitious regard for a certain class of religious, moral, and political principles which
causes many persons to think well of those who proclaim them, simply becaise of
proclaiming them.
This unreality in both public and private life should be discountenanced.
VIII. Gbeat powers conckntbatb against the Lord's anointed. The followers
of Absalom, under the guidance of Ahithophel, confer with him as to the best course to
pursue in order to efiTectually establish the position of the usurper, and cut off the
fugitive king. In a measure, the second psalm is now fulfilled, substituting "counsellors"
The fact that David had been anointed by God must have
for "kings" (Ps. ii. 2).
been familiar to them alL This evidence of his right to reign was clear enough, and
no counter-deposition had come from God and yet such is the blindness and desperate
nature of men when alieuateil from God, that they meditate the destruction of a rule
guaranteed from on high. Sin is madness as well as vileness. Our Saviour reminds
his disciples that the same combination will take place against his authority (Ps. ii.
Matt. xvi. 18). The conspiracy was formed when keen and crafty men sought hi»
death (Matt. xii.
xxvii. 7 ; John xviii. 14) ; it was revived when they sought t»
;

H

;

"
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crash his disciplea (Acts v. 33) ; and it is in force now when men presume to dispense
with his teaching and saving power. It is the old antacrcnism of the serpent and the
Let every Christian brace liimselt to the conflict,
Seed.
IX. Thebe 18 AN UNCONSCIOUS FULFILMENT OF PBOPHECT. It is not likely that
either Nathan or David proclaimed to the world the terrible prediction that was to be
lultilled within a few years (ch. xii. 7
Ahithophel was, therefore, an uncon^^cioua
12).
instrument in fulfilliug the Word of God when he gave the desperate advice to Absalom
(vers, 21, 22).
It is thus that, in the perfectly free action of men, God's purposes are
realized.
He chastises his children by using men who at the saine time are unconscious of being so used.
This wonderful foreknowledge of what free men will do, and
the execution of moral ends by the action of responsible aeents, is possiiile alone to the
Jntiiiite One.
There is involved in it a mystery belore which we do well to bow with
all humility.
Men little think how their very deeds of evil are being worked into the
warp and woof of the world's life, so as at last to bring out to view the wisdom and
righteousness of Gtod.
X. Public men have it in theib poweb to debase public mobals. By the
counsel given to Absalom, Ahithophel no doubt widened the breach between father and
son beyond the point of reconciliation, and by a bold stroke inspired confidence in the
minds of waverers; but he did it at the cost of public morality. The tone of public
life was lowered,
^ice became familiar.
blow was struck in an ostentatious way
at purity of thougiJt aud feeling. A voluptuous throne meant a sensual people. There
is always a temptation to public men to strike for power by deeds of doubtful and
sometimes immoral character. Political ends may be secured at the cost of loss of
moral tone to the community. I'hose who do this may be great and \\ ise in the eye
of the world, but they are the real enemies of the people, and deserve, as they will
experience, the retribution of God.
XI. EepUTATIONS QBE at IN THE WOBLD ABE NOT, THEBEFOBE, QBE AT WITH GOD.
Ahithophel was a man in great repute as a counsellor (ver. 23), but he was not in
honour with God. The clever head was associated with a base and treacherous heart.
The staudard of distinction on earth ia not the same as that in heaven. Intellectual
powers are often grand in their range, but the excellence of the man lies in the subordination of them to high aud holy moral principles.
The greater the abilities, the
greater the sin of not using them for Gotl and his kingdom.
There are many " first
in this hfe who will some day be " last " (Matt. xix. 30).
The worship of intellect is
one of the banea of modern times. Conformity to the sermon on the mount la more
honourable than cleverness in human affairs.
Genebal lessons. 1. It is a safe rule of life to commit ourselves to an undertaking
only on the condition that God approves as well as " all the men."
2, It is of
immense advantage in times of per|ilexity to have in the mind a few clear and welldefined principles of conduct to which we may refer for guidance. 3. It is legitimata
to bring the force of first principles to bear on those who are bent on evil ways, though
it is not right to use them as a cloak for double-facednesa.
4. In the midst of contending claims on our allegiance, we should give due force to the inquiry as to whom we
are under the most binding obligations to serve, and it wUl be seen that Christ has the

—

A

prior claim.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa
Vers.

—

1 —t—-(Olivet.)

The lene/action of Ziha.

{References

:

ch. Ix. 3,

9—13

;

xlx.

and was " a little past the top "
of Mount Olivet in his descent on the other side, when he was met by Ziba, the servant
of Mephibosheth, with an apparently thoughtful and jreneroua present. Thia man was
origiually a slave of the house of Saul
became a freed-man at its downfall made his
fortune out of its ruins and had fifteen sons and twenty slaves.
About seventeen
years before, when inquiry was niade for " any of the house of fciaul," he gave information concerning the son of Jonathan.
By the restoration of Mephibosheth to his
patrimony, Ziba was reduced to his former status, and thenceforward cultivated the
24

30.)

David had taken

his last look at Jerusalem,

;

;

;

land for his master.

And

nc w, foreseeing the issue of the conflict, he sought to ingra-

CH x\i.l—23.]
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himself with the king, regain his position, and obtain his master's estate. Such
appears to be the key to his conduct.
have here an illustration of a benefaction 1.
Occurring at a seasonable moment; when most needed and least expected valuable in
itself, and still more for the faithfulness and kindness it seemed to manifest.
man
of David's generosity could not but be greatly affected by it.
But an admirable <nft
does not always express a commendable purpose (Deut. xvi. 19 ; Eccles. vii. 7). " W^tover Ziba intended in this present, God's providence sent it to David for his support"
(Matthew Henry). 2. Procee.ling from unworthy motives: selfishness, covetousness,
cunning craftiness (ch. i. 2 10), hidden under an ostentatious display of loyalty,
sympathy, and benevolence. Ziba was well acquainted with the character of David, and
shrewdly calculated upon the means of improving his present necessities to secure his
own advantage. Impure motives often lurk, sometimes unconsciously, beneath imposing
benefactions.
3. Conferred at another's expense ; and Viy the employment of deceit
treachery, and robbery. " The whole, though ofiered as Ziba's, is the property of Mephibosheth the asses are his, one of them his own riding animal the fruits are from his
gardens and orchards" (Smith, 'Dictionary'). Poor Mephibosheth
He was at this
moment waiting for the return of his faithless and pitiless slave with the ass, to enable
him to follow the king. His own account of his absence was consistent with his actions
and the treachery of Ziba could not be denied. " Treacherous servants
(ch. xix. 24)
are a curse to their masters."
It is no uncommon thing for one man to seek the credit
which is due to another, and obtain it by deceiving, disappointing, and injuring him.
" And Ziba said," etc. (ver. 3). It was not
4. Accompanied with a false accusation.
improbable that the adherents of the fallen dynasty might seize the opportunity to
attempt its restoration (ver. 5 ch. xx. 1) and already, perhaps, David entertained
some suspicion of the loyalty of Mephibosheth. Hence Ziba might calculate on finding
a ready hearing for his calumny. But "every tie, both of int rest and gratitude,
combined to keep Mephibosheth faithful to David's cause." Innocent meu are often
suspected and accused groundlessly. " When much treachery and ingratitude have
been experienced, men are apt to become too suspicious, and to listen to every plausible
tale of calumny" (Scott).
"I cannot but pity the condition of this good son of
Jonathan into ill hands did honest Mephibosheth fall, first of a careless nurse, then
of a treacherous servant; she maimed his body, he would have overthrown his estate"
" A false witness will utter lies " (Prov. xiv. 5). 5. Receiving an undeserved
(Hall).
recompense, " Behold, thine is all that belonged to Mephibosheth " (ver. 4).
" David,
in the excitement of a momentary misfortune, is here guilty of a double wrong
first in
treating the faithful Mephibosheth as a traitor, and then in royally rewarding the false
and slanderous Ziba " (Erdmann). " Hearsay is no safe ground of any judgment. Ziba
slanders, David believes, and Mephibosheth suffers " (Hall).
6. Followed "by flattering
"I humbly beseech thee," etc. "He pretends to value the king's favour
servility.
more than the gift he had bestowed" (Patrick). 7. Revealed at length in its trm
character (ch. xix. 27), as a selfish, deceitful, and base procedure though even th«B
the wrong done to the master is not fully repaired, nor the wickedness of the servant
adequately punished.
tiate

We

:

;

A

—

:

:

!

;

;

;

;

—

;

Application. 1. Look beneath the outward appearance (John viL 24). 2. Guaitl
against plausible detractors.
3. Avoid hasty judgments (Ps. cxtI. 11 ; Prov. xir.
15);
and hear the other side. 4. Wait for the revelation of the righteous Judgment o/

Ood.—D.
Vers.

6—13.—(Bahttbim.)

The revUing of Shimei. {References: oh. xix. 16; 1
pursuing his flight until he reached the Benjamite village
(ch. iil 6), David was encountered by another man connected with the
house of Saul, who, instead of bringing flatteries and presents, flung " grievous curses"
and stones and (from a safe distance) gave vent to the long-repressed rage which, ia
common with other partisans of the fallen dynasty, he felt on account of David't
exaltation (ver. 8). " Along the ridge he ran, throwing stones, as if for the adulterer*i
punishment, or when he came to a patch of dust on the dried hillside, taking up and
scattering it over the royal party below, with the elaborate curses of which only
Eastern
partisans are fully masters
curses which David never forgot, and of which, aooording
to Jewish tradition, every letter was significant" (Stanley). Abishai returned
reviling

Kings ii. 8,
of Bahurim

9,

36

—46.^

On

;

—

—

:

;

!
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and wished to take instant vengeance.
presenting an instructive contrast to both.
have here
nobieuess as before."
for reviling,
etc.;

But David

"He

[en. xvi.

said,

" Let hirn al me,"

strikes the

We

1—23.

same

string ol

L An instance of railing accusation, " Out, out [of the kingdom], thou man
The language and conduct of Shimei were 1. Cruel, He rails against
of blood," etc.
David in the day of his calamity, and has " no pity." 2. Cowardly. Fear had kept
him silent all these years but " he that smiled on David on his throne curseth him
Seeing that he is not jiursued, he is encouraged to continue his
in his flight" (Hall).
imprecations, and becomes more furious (ver. 13).
3. Malicious; imbued with personal
hatred.
"The ungodly are always selfish. They judge of others, not by the laws of
impartial justice, but by the standard of self-intere.st.
David was called a usurper, a
man of Belial, a murderer and why? Because he had made himself the slave of lust,
and had cruelly slain the noble Uriah? No; because he had been elevated by God
to the throne of Israel, and bad thus marred the prospects of the ambitious Shimei"
"Every word of Shimei was a slander."
4. Unfounded and unjust.
(C. Bradley).
His accusations of wickedness in general, and of " the blood of the house of Saul " in
*'
particular (ch. iv. 11
xxi. 6), are the offspring of a wicked heart.
Shimei curses
and stones at David, and barks like a live dog, though Abishai calls him a dead one.
The only unjust act that ever David had done against the house of Saul he had newly
done that was, giving Mephibosheth's land and here a man of the house of Saul is
soon upon him " (Lightfoot).
5. Misinterpretive.
(Ver. 8.) Whilst recoiinizing the
judgment of God, he makes a wrong application of it. " We may here learn how
falsely and wickedly men sometimes wrest the providence of God, to justify their
unjust surmises and gratify their malignant passions " (Lindsay). 6. Criminal. He is
guilty of high treason and blasphemy, and mi.:ht justly suffer the penalty of the Law
(Exod. xxii. 28 ch. xix. 21
1 Kings xxi. 13)
and if David had put him to death
7. Provocative of wrath.
at the time, he would not have been condemned for injustice.
Surely no man might more reasonably feel resentment than David ; no man was ever
more strongly incited to inflict punishment; and nothing but "a spirit of meekness"
could have restrained him.
It is not improbable that Ps. cix. records " the very words
ot Shimei, and the curses which he threw out against David, and wliich, as they
could not but make a deep impression on bis memory, he here repeats and then condemns. They are directly contrary to that temper and disposition shown by David
in the other parts of the psalm and they run all al>ng in the singular number, whereas
David speaks of bis enemies in the plural" (0. Peters, 'Sermons:* 1776; see 1 Sam.
xxii. 18, 19
xxvi. 13—25 ; Expositor, ii. 325).
:

1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

**

O Gk>d of my

praise,

be not silent

i

For a wicked mouth and a deceitfol month have they opened against m*t
Thej have spoken against me with a lying tongue," etc.
(Pi.cix.
**

1—&)

they have reqnited me with evil for good.
with hatred for my love (saying)
Set thon a wicked man over him.
And let an adversary stand at hia right hand;
When he is judged, let him go forth guilty.
And let his prayer become sin," etc.

And
And

(Ps. cix.

6—19.)

• This

will be the reward of mine adversaries from Jehovah*
of those who speak evil against my soul.
Jehovah Lord, deal with me for thy Name's sake
But thou,
Becauce thy loving-kindness is good, deliver thou me
They curse, but thou blesseet
They arise and are ashamed, and thy servant is glad," etc.
(Ps. oix.

And

O

20-31.)

IL An examplb of patience and fobbearanoe. "Let him curse," etc. (yera.
10 12). The manner in which David endured it was: 1. Uncomplaining. He does
not retaliate ; does not even vindicate himself; but is dlent (1 Sam. x. 26, 27 ; Isa. iiii

—

ail.

XVI.

1—23.]
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Luke xxiii. 9). " When Shimei railerl on him, he held his peace, and, though ha
had manv armed men about him, yet did he not retort aught savouring of revenue,
6

;

yea, re^jiUed with the high courage of a patient spirit the instigation of the son of
Gera.
He went, therefore, as one dumb and humbled to the dust ; he went as one
mute and not moved at all.
Consider not what is rendert^d by others, keep thou
.
thy place, preserve thou the simplicity aud purity of thine own heart. Answer thou
not the angry man according to his anger, nor the unwise man according to his indiscretion ; one fault quickly provoketh another.
If thou strikest two flints together,
doth not fire break forth? " (Ambrose, ' De OfSciis'). 2. Bepressive of resentment, not
only in himself, but also in others. " Answer him not" (Isa. xxxvi. 21 ; xxxvii. 3, 4).
3. Self-accusing.
Although guiltless of the crimes imputed to him, he feels himself
" Conscience in that hour had her own tale to tell,
guilty of others not less heinous.
of the Almighty Disposer of eveuts, who Sjieaks to us by the reproaches of men as well
as by his own blessings.
Had he not merited from God, if not from men, whatever
disaster could befall the murderer of Uriah?
David feels within him that destitution
of the Divine presence of which the absence of the ark is but an outward type " (B.
.

.

Williams).
" Pure from the blood of Saul in vain,
He dares not to the charge reply
Uriah's doth the charge maintain,
Uriah's doth against him cry.
Let Sliimei curse the rod he bears
:

For

sins which meroy had forgiven J
in the wrongs of men reveres
The awful righteousness of Heaven.**

And

(0. Wesley.)
4. Severentiat; looking devoutly (as others did not)

beyond Shimei to the All-seeing,
All-holy, and Almighty One, by whom he was permitted to be an instrument of retribution, and even employed as such, although not thereby exonerated from guilt (ch.
" Abishai looked only to the stone (as it were), an instrument ; but
xix. 18
20).

—

David

hand that was the supreme caster, and chastiser of him,
the godly do (Gen. 1. 20; Job i. 21) ; which is the ground of their patience under
His vision of the supreme Judge fills him with holy awe and
sufferings " (Guild).
lowly penitence ; his conscious oflfences against God make him reluctant to punish
offences against himself; his dependence upon mercy disposes him to show mercy

as

looktii higher, to the

all

—

(Matt. V. 44; vi. 14, 15; Rom. xii. 19 21). 5. Submissive; humbly accepting the
chastisement of God; and deeming this to be his proper business now, rather than
seeking to execute justice on another (Micah vii. 9). "Behold, here am I, let him do
'•
to me as seemeth good to him " (ch. xv. 26).
The ways of Providence interlace, not
only in capacity, but in retribution ; one thing is set over against another. Yet the
payment comes, not in the manner nor at the time we might expect, it seems not in
the connection we think due but it comes, like doom. Call Absalom thankless, Shimei
brutal, etc.
All these things read half a riddle, unless we own that God, in whose
counsels these are all as instruments in the hand of a man of war, is just. He gave
us wine, let us take also the gall from his hands. If it is not due to us now, nor for
" Behold, my son
this, it was for something else at some other time."
6. Palliative.
seeketh my life," etc. (ver. 11). He makes light of present wrongs by comparing them
with other and
the less." 7.
;

etc. (ver. 12).

would look upon his sin. When God looks upon the guilt of a humble sinner he will
also, as a just and merciful God, avert the evil and cliange the suffering into a blessing,
David founded upon this the hope that the Lord would repay him with good for the
" Ziba's gilts did more harm than
curses with which Shimei pursued him"(Keil).
Shimei's curses for those betrayed him into an act of injustice, but tliese proved his
patience" (T. Puller). They also had the effect of making hira more humble, pure,
prayerful, and filling hira with new confidence and joy in God (Fs. cix. 30, 31).
""A
curse is like a cloud, it passes." " All things work together for good," eta
;

—

;

—

;
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• Lord,

I adore thy righteous will
of ill
Father's goodness see

[oh.

xvl 1—2*

{

Through every instrument

My

Accept the complicated wrong

Of Shimei's hand and Shimei's tongns
Aj kind rebukes from thee."
(0. Wesley.)

RnrABiCB. 1. The best of men have been maligned ; of the Son of God Wmself it
was said, " He hath a devil." Can we expect to escape insult and provocation ? 2. Th«
maledictions of the wicked can do us no harm unless we suffer ourselves to imbib«
"No man is ever really hurt by anyone but himself " (Chrysostom).
their spirit.
3. When reviled of men, instead of considering how little we have deserved their displeasure, we should rather consider how much we bave deserved the displeasure of God.
4. We should also consider how little, in comparison with God, do we endure at tbeir
hands! 6. •« Bless, and curse not" (Prov. xxv. 21, 22; xvi. 32). 6. Imitate "th«

meekness and gentleness of Christ " (2 Cor.
turn to good.

—

x. 1).

7.

So what

is

meant

for evil will

^D.

Th* zeal of AUshai. {Beferenca: 1 Chron. ii. 6 1 Sam.
17 ; xxiii. 18 ; 1 Chron. xviii. ] 2.) Of the three soni
of Zeruiah (ch. v. 39), the youngest, Asahel, was slain in early life (ch. ii. 23) tho
oldest, Joah, was now present (ver. 10), " little trusting the revolution which a capricioua
stripling (like the Stuart Monmouth) was to lead;" the second, Abishai, was one of
the earliest, bravest, and most faithful of David's supporters. As on a former occasion,
when he sought to destroy Saul with a stroke, so now his thoughtless, headstrong, and
undevout impulses needed to be checked. " The characteristic trait of his nature was
a blunt, impetuous ferocity." His passionate emotion was
and was, in some respects,
I. Natuballt excited by the conduct of Shimei
commendable inasmuch as it showed 1. An ardent affection toward the king, his
' lord " like that of James and John toward Jesus (Luke ix. 54), and of Peter and
Matt. xxvi. 51). The zeal of the Lord's enemies
the other disciples (Luke xxii. 49
agaiust him calls forth the zeal of his friends on his behalf. 2. A burning indignation
(Bahxtrim.)

Vers. 9, 10.

xvi. 6

;

ch.

18

ii.

x.

;

14

;

;

xxi.

;

;

:

;

;

;

A

vehement desire for
3.
against wrong-doing. "Ye that love the Loni, hate evil."
the triumph of justice. He doubtless felt that the offender deserved to die; and was
eager to " take off his head," in order to the vindication of the royal honour, the maintenance of the Divine Law, and the promotion of the public good. He thus displayed
som,' thing of the zeal of Phinehas (Numb. xxv. 13 Deut. xxxiii. 9) and of Elijah (1 Kings
without, however, being justih^'d therein by the same necessity
xviii. 40 ; 2 Kings i. 10)
and authority, or imbued with the same simple, pure, and lofty spirit. It is difficult to
indulge in resentment, even when proper to do so, without sin (John ii. 17 ; Eph. iv. 26),
IL Wronglt indulged. "Let me go over," etc. This request was marked by;
It is doubtful whether his attempt, if
1. Inconsideration and want of judgment.
permitted, would have succeeded, for Shimei was hardly likely to be without defenders
(ch. xix. 17); it could scarcely fail to hinder the king's flight and imperil his safety;
and its success would have effected no useful purpose at such a crisis. Zeal is often
blind and misguided (Rom. x. 2; Phil. iii. 5; Acts xvii. 5) as to the right end, the
" Zeal without knowledge is as wild-fire in a
propor means, and the suitable time.
fool's hand."
2. Vindictiveness ; such as frequently mingles with deserved indignation
toward evil-doers is bitter (Jas. iii. 14) and violent ; and makes him who entertains
" The wrath of man worketh not the rightit partaker of the evil which he condemns.
eousness of God." 3. Presumption, and vain-glory ; not altogether imlike that of Saul
How often do men feel confident of the
(ch. xxi. 2) and of Jehu (2 Kings x. 16).
rectitude of their coiirse, although acting contrary to the will of G«d and how often,
whilst apparently full f zeal for public justice and " the glory of God," are thej rsally
;

;

;

1

(

fioU

of pride and self-will

1

• True

zeal is merciful and mild,
pity and forbear

Can

The

false is headstrong, fierce, and
revenge and war.**

And breathes

wH^

CH. XVI.
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in. Rightly reproved, ""WTiat have I to do with you," etc.? The spirit of
Abishai ainl Joab (wlio, perhaps, joined in the request) was different from that of David
which, in its self-control, patience, and forbearance, displa^ved the highest heroism, and
foreshadowed the meekness of Christ. " True Christian zeal is no other than the flame
This is the nature, the inmost essence of it" (Wesley). What is contrary to
of love.
1. The indication of the w 11 of God (ver. 10).
it should be rebuked by
2. The exemplification of a spirit of submission (John xviii. 11) and charity.
3. The assm-ance
of the blessing with which it will be fillowLd (ver. 12). " So the travellers went on.
The roads diverged. The curses died away. The stones fell short of their aim. The
«Tening closed on that long day of weariness and sorrow the dreariest day that David had
ever known ; and he and the partners of his exile rested for the night " (Plumptre). D.
;

:

—

—

—

" Is this thy kindness to
(Jerusalem.) An inconsistent friend.
Vers. 15 19.
thy friend?" (ver. 17; ch. xv. 37). On his unresisted and triumphant entrance into
Jerusalem, Absalom was met by Hushai with the exclamation, " Long live the king !
Such a display of loyalty to himself on the part of " David's friend "
(1 Sam, X. 24),
(companion, favourite) appeared to him so inconsistent that he asked, in ironical
astonishment, " Is this," etc. ? " One might have said to him, Is this thy duty to thy
'
father ? " (Patrick). But Hushai's answer was, in effect, that (being bound to prefer the
public good before his own private obligations or affections) he could do no other than
abide with him whom Jehovah and the people had chosen king, and wouM as gladly
and faithfully serve the son as he had served the father, Althongh proceeiiing from
a good motive and serving its special purpose, it was marked by flatter}^ and dissimulation; and these, in common with other sins, are certainly inconsistent with the proper
character of a " friend of God " and of Christ (1 Sam. xviii. 4). The question may be
regarded (in the latter application) as expressive of
I. Recognized obligation.
(Prov. xviii. 24 Job vi. 14.) " Absalom had not so
little sense as not to consider that no man oufiht to forsake a friend in his distress."
If kindness (love, gratitude, faithfulness, useful service) be due to others, how much
more to him who said, "I have called you friends" (John xv. 15)! What does hia
friendship require?
To be with him, to follow him, to share his sufferings; to " walk
as he walked " (1 John ii. 6), without guile,
truth, purity, .-^elf-deniai, etc. ; to be
separate from " the evil that is in the world," to confess his Name before men, to seek
his honour, to aid his friends, and to promote the accomplishment of his purposes.
II. Surprising rNCONBisTENCY ; too often observed (1 Sam. xxix. 1
11) in those
who are his real or supposed friends : 1, When they exhibit indifference to his
transcendent cl-'ims. 2, When they refuse to bear " the cross." 3. When they love
" the friendship of the world " (Jas. iv. 4). 4. When thev solace themselves with his
friendship in secret, but shrink from confessing him openly.
5. When they profess
that they know him, but " in works deny him." 6. When they employ deception and
othe- "carnal weapons" (2 Cor. x. 4) in his behalf.
7. When they honour success
irrespective of the means by which it is attained.
8. When they neglect and despise
those whom he loves. 9. When they are zealous for him in some things, but not in
others of greater moment.
10. When they are much concerned for their own safety
and advantage, and little concerned for his glory and the welfare of mankind, Alas!
"
how often is he wounded in the house of his friends " I
III. Sbabching inquiry.
Is there not ground for it in the conduct and speech of
many? Is the answer which may he given to it satisfactory ? Will good intentions
snd beneficent ends justify unrighteous means (Rom. iii. 8)?
Should the answer
satisfy others and even ourselves, will it satisfy him "who searcheth the heart"?
" Search me,
God," etc. (Ps. cxxxix. 23).
IV. Deserved reproach ; which the enemies (and not merely the friends) of Christ
•re ready to utter, and an enlightened conscience confirms.
"As many as 1 love I
rebuke," etc. (Rev. iii. 10), But he rebukes that he may restore. " When thou hast
driven him away and lost him, to whom wilt thou then fly ? and where wilt thou find a
friend? Without a friend, hfe is unenjoyed; and unless Jesus be thy chosen Friend,
infinitely loved and preferred above all others, life will be to thee a scene of deaolation
and distress. Of all that are dear to thee, then, let Jesus be the peculiar and supreme
Object of thy love " (k Kempis, Of the Friendship of Jesus '). D.
'

;

m

—

'

—

—
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13.
Vera. 5
ShimeCs cursea.
There are peculiar bitterness and moral peril in
troubles which spring from, or are mingled with, human malevolence.
Such was
David's affliction at this time. Absalom's unnatural conduct, Ahithophel's faithlessness, and Shimei's cursing rendered his misfortunes much harder to bear than similar
misfortunes coming from the ordinary vicissitudes of human life.
I. Shimei's odbsino.
striking picture here : David, in the midst of his people and
servants, including his famous "Ironsides," marching along the ravine; and from a
town on the heights, this fierce Benjamite rushing forth, cursing and throwing stone*
as he comes ; and then, moving along the ridge which overlooked the line of march,
keeping pace with the king and his company, vomiting forth his rage in bitter taunts
and reproaches, and casting down stones and dust ; his fury increased by the calmness
with which those below marched on, heedless of his impotent rage. It was an outburst
of feelings long pent up which dared not express themselves vmtil David seemed to
have fallen from his throne beyond recovery. Shimei was a relative of Saul, and chose
to regard David as the author of that king's downfall, and of the humiliation of his
house, and chargeable with all the bloodshed that had accompanied these changes.
And now, in his view, the Divine retribution has at len_'th visited David for his usurpation of the throne, and the " bloody " measures by which he had reached it ; and he

A

triumphs over the fallen monarch with bitter resentment and scorn, and unmeasured
invective, unsoftened by the spectacle of humiliation and grief which presented itself
to his view.
In his passion, like most angry people, he is not scrupulous in adherence
to the truth.
David was not guilty of wantonly shedding blood to reach the throne;
he had spared Saul again and again when he might have slain him and he had
punished with death cue who professed to have killed him, and others who had
treacherously murdered his son.
Nor was it nearer the truth to call David a "man of
Belial " (a worthless, wicked man).
But Shimei cursed the more freely because that
was the only way by which he could vent his malice he was powerless to do anything
else.
Yet he showed some courage, or at least recklessness, in so freely reviling one
who, though fallen, was surrounded by brave warriors, any one of whom could so easily
have efifectually silenced him (as Abishai desired to do), if permitted by their king.
Violent anger is, however, often as regardless of prudence as of truth.
Its courage is as
;

:

that of a maniac.
II. David's iieek endubanob of it.
He doubtless felt it to be annoying and
humiliating to be thus bespattered in the presence of his friends, and trampled on so
savagely by so contemptible a foe. To be falsely charged with crimes he had carefully
avoided was no small addition to his already too heavy affliction.
A very natural and
justifiable resentment would prompt him to permit the swift punishment that Abishai
begged to be allowed to infiict. But he restrained such feelings, and meekly endured
the insults heaped upon him. His words reveal the secret of his meekness 1. lit
recognized the infliction as from Ood,
With the freedom which the sacred writei-g
employ when speaking even of human wickedness as it fulfils Divine purposes, le
declares that God had bidden Shimei to curse him (ver. 10), and no one must forbid
him. Besides his general faith in God as universal and rightful Ruler, just ami good,
the memory of his own ill desert doubtless aided him, and the conviction that God was
chastising him for his sins.
(Contrition prompted and nourished submission.
He no
longer saw in Shimei the cruel and vindictive slanderer, but the rod in the hand of his
righteous yet merciful God.
To his tormentor he would not have submitted, but to
his heavenly Guide and Friend he could and would.
And evermore the best remedy
for impatience and resentment under afflictions and provocations is tlie recognition of
our Father in heaven as ordering and appointing all ; and the exercise towards him of
confidence and love, humility and self-surrender.
Thus Job discerned, behind and
above Sabeans and ChaMeans, lightnings and tempest ; and would have discerned
behind and above Satan, if he could ha\e known him as his accuser and the prompter
and mediate cause of his calamities, the Lord; and therefore could say, " The Lord

—

gave," etc. (Job

Thus

One who was

than Job or David could say,
not drink it?" (John xviii. 11).
2. The thought of the greater trouble of his sole's conduct helped to reconcile him to the
lesser trouble of Shimei^s.
(Ver. 11.) What was chiefly burdening and paining his heart
is shown in these words.
The ravings of "this Benjamite" was a small matter in
i.

21).

also

"The cup which my Father hath

jiven me,

iireatcr

sliall I

CH. XVI.
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comparison. 3. The hope that Ood would regard him with pity soothed him. (Ver. 12.)
He felt that he was in a condition fitted to awaken the Divine compassion, and hoped
In like manner, we may yet more confidently be
it would be exercised towards him.
assured that he who chastises pities us, as a father the children he is correcting (Pa.
4. He trusted that Ood would render him good in place of the evil he wot
ciii. 13).
(Ver. 12.) Not that he thought he deserved it, or that his sufi"ei ings gave
suffering.
him a claim on God for it ; but, confiding in the mercy which had pardoned him, he

could hope for it. Shimei might curse, but if God would bless (Ps. cix. 28), all would
be well. So may we be sure that all that God appoints us to endure from men or from
circumstances and events, he will cause to issue in a thousandfold more of blessing, if
we trust and serve him, and resign ourselves to his will (see further in homily on eh.
XV. 25, 26).
In conclusion

Let any
1. In Shimei we see an example to be (wefully avoided.
permit themselves outbursts of passionate anger and railing, see here what a repulsive spectacle they present to others, and how sad a spectacle to him whom they call their
Master. Let all give heed to St. Paul's injunctions in Eph. iv. 31, 32. 2. In David's
meek endurance we see an example to he closely imitated ; yea, by Christians exceeded.
For we have a still better Example, corresponding to a higher Law than David knew
(see 1 Pet. ii 23 ; Matt. v. 44, 46 ; 1 Pet. iiL 9).— G. W.
:

who

—

Ver. 17.
Unfaithful friends. Bad men may and often do see and reprove in others
the baseness they are themselves practising, and thus unconsciously condemn themAbsalom reproves his father's friend Hnshai for supposed unkindness aud
selves.
unfaithfulness to him, while he himself, not merely a friend, but a fondly loved son,
was usurping his father's throne, and ready to take away his life (see ch. xvii. 2, 4).
Nevertheless, the sentiment which underlies his lemonstrance is just, and Hushai
would have deserved severe rebuke if he had really bceu guilty of the conduct he was
charged with. It was a time for David's friends to prove themselves to be friends
indeed ; and to desert him at such a time (as Ahithophel did) would have been prHushai, however, was serving him by obeying his directions
fidious in the extreme.
and promoting his interests. Whether the deception he practised on Absalom was
justifiable is another question, depending for its solution on the answer to be given to
the larger question whether and how far belligerents are bound by the ordinary laws
The remonstrance of Absalom is suitable to be addressed
of truth and righteousness.
As one and
to any who are acting in a manner contrary to the duties of friendship.
another instance of unfaithfulness or unkindness occurs, the question might well be
put to those guilty of them, " Is this thy kindness to thy friend ? " The force of the
remonstrance would be proportionate to the degree of friendship which had existed, the
benefits received, ttie pi ofcssions made, etc. ; and also the degree of flagrant violation of
And if to the obligations of friendthe laws of friendship which each act exhibited.
ship are to be ad<1ed those of some other relatiousliip, as here that of subject and
servant of a sovereign, the guilt of unfaithfulness is increased, and remonstrance may
well he more severe. The words are very suitable to be addressed to professed friends
of our Lord Jesus Christ

L Christ

is

who

act a faithless and disloyal part towards him.

our royal Friend.

King, and yet Friend

;

Friend, and yet King.

Although he is so
of each relation to us strengthen those of the other.
glorious a King, he stoops to be and act the part of a Friend to the meanest and most
1. lie fills this position towards them : (1) By his self-sacrificing
sinful ot hi.> subjects.
services on their behalf (John xv. 13).
(2) By admitting them to the closest and
uiost confidential intimacy of which each is capable (John xv. 15).
(3) By the great2. And they on their part
ness and abundance of the benefits he confers on them.
take the position of friends to him : (1) By their acceptance of his friendship.
(2) By
The relation of sovereign and
their vows of eternal love, loyalty, aud service to him.
BuV)ject is, in the best Christians, more and more lost in, though not destroyed by, that

The claims

A

love boundless in its promptings
of friend and Iriend.
and obliterates the limits of mere law.
II.

To ACT AN UNFRIENDLY PART TOWARDS HIM

REBUKE.
applicable.

"Is this thy kindness to thy friend?"

IS
1.

and requirements overflows

DESERVING OF THE SEVEREST
Conduct to which the words are

(1) Desertion of Christ in times of difficulty.

"Why

wentest thou not
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with thy firiend?" (comp. Heb. xiii. 13); "Let na go forth unto him without the
camp, bearing his reproach."
The words
(2) Moral cowardice in respect to him.
might well have been addressed to Peter when denying his Lord and Friend were
virtually addressed to him when "the Lord turned and looked" upon him (Luke xxii.
It woCl be well if they could ever be heard by us whenever, from iear of mm,
61).
ue are silent when we ought to speak for Christ, inactive when we should act for him.
(3) Parsimony in gifts and services for the promotion of his cause. (4) Failure in duties

—

—

I'f love to his friends and representatives
our fellow-Christians, esjecinlly the poor
and suffering. A timely reproach, reaching the heart, might prevent more terrible
words at the day of judgment (Matt. xxv. 41 45). (5) Any act whatever of inconsiattncy with our position and professions as disciples of Christ.
2. Their lecvliar

—

Arising from the words, " thy Friend." (1) Who has proved himself a Friend
force.
indved.
(2) Whom thou hast often addressed and rejuiced in as such.
(3) Whom
thou hast often been glad to appeal to in that character for help and deliverance.
(4)
To whom thou hast many times vowed eternal friendship, and fidelity unto death.
The reproach, thus viewed, is adapted to break the offender's heart, producing the deepest
shame and self-hnmiliation, and leading to the most earnest penitence and prayers for
forgiveness.
3. From what quarter the remonstrance might coTue,
(1) From a man's
own conscience and heart. It is u ell when these are sufficiently loyal to Christ to speedily
address the offender after this manner. (2) From other friends of Christ. Christians
should be sufficiently faithful to tlieir brethren and their Lord to lovingly reprove
serious inconsistencies.
As by David's enemy the
(3) From the enemies of Christ.
words were originally spoken. Those who are not themselves Christ's disciples are
often quick to detect the faults of those who are, and to taunt them with them.
They
sometimes thus reader good serrica to Christians. Fas eat et db hoste doceri. Qt. W.

—

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTBB xvn.

—

let me now choose out twelve
Ver.
thousand men. The advice of Ahithophel
was snch as wonld have made success almost
certain.
The rebellion had taken David by
•urprise, and he was quite imprepared to
1.

resist the large forces

which Absalom had

gathered roxmd him. But the better part of
the nation disapproved of the enterprise,
especially when they perceived that David's
life was in danger; and consequently his
followers, in oonrse of time, would increase.
Moreover, the day bad been one of extreme
moral and mental trial to David. Upon the
sudden news of Absalom's approach, he had
to arrange for the flight of his wives and
children to provide supplies for their wants,
and for those of their attendants on the
march; to give orders to his offieers, and
take means to prevent their flight degenerating into a panic. Then, with covered head
and feet unshod, he had descended into the
Valley of Jehoshaphat, and slowly traversed
the Mount of Olives thence, in deep distress,
he had advanced to the way of the wilderness towards Jericho, and there had been
assailed by Shimei with bitter revilings.
His progress after this was unimpeded, and
at AySphim he and the other fugitives had
needful rest and refreshment. As B&hurim
was about four miles from Jerusalem, this
caravanserai a little farther on was probably
;

;

abont six miles firom the eity, and about halfway towards the fords of the Jordan. The
march was probably continued at snnset,*and
the furds reached before midnight; and there
David halted, waiting for the arrival of
Jonathan and Ahimaaz, and making preparations for the passage. Now, if Ahithophel's advice had been followed, he would
have reached the fords as quickly as the
young men did for they lost time at Bahu;

rim.

Upon

this

David had not calculated,

but supposed that anyhow he should have

won by Ahimaast's

the interval
fleetness.
With twelve thousand picked troops unencumbered with baggage, Ahithophel would
thus have foimd uavid still on tbe west of
the Jordan, and though Joab and Abishai
would have done all that brave men could,
yet they would scarcely have been in a
position to make a long defence.
And tbe
command was to " smite the king only."
panic was inevitable, and confusion among
David's followers, who had women and
children to defend ; and in the midst of it
Ahithophel would direct his main attack on
the part where David was, and single him
out for slaughter. When this was done aU
would be accomplished ; for Absalom would

A

become king by right of succession. Even
Joab and the Gibborim would acknowledge
him, and the whole nation be at peace.
Ver. 3. The man whom thou seekest is
Hebrew, a» the return of ik4
if all returned

—

M

;

OH.
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whole is the man whom thou seehegt. Both
the amendmnnts of the text and the various
translations oifered are innumerable, but
nothing is really more satisfactory than the
literal rendering of the words, virtually given
us in the Authorized Version. Naturally,
Ahithophel did not wish to parade David's
death too openly. In his heart Absalom
must have known that the safe possession of
the kingdom could be assured him only by
his father's death, but yet he might have
shrunk from pulAicly avowing tliis, and
having it talked of before his courtiers as a
settled purpose. One reason why he adopted
the counsel of Husliai may have been his
reluctance to commit parricide for plainly
the one main purpose of Ahithophel was
David's death. This thorough traitor may
have seen even a tremor of alarm in Absalom's countenance when he spake out his
purpose 80 frankly of "smiting the king
:

only,"

aud may have

felt that,

slumbering in

the bosom of the son, was something of that
generous spirit which had made the father
condemn the Amalekite to death for boasting
that he bad slain Saul. At all events, he
was unwilling to dilate upon so ghastly a
theme, and this general reference to David,
as the man whom Absalom sought, without
dwelling upon the subject, is in far better
tasie than the coarse open villainy so unreservedly expressed in ver. 2. The reading,
however, of the Septuagint has many fol" And I will bring back all the
lowers
Eeople to thee as a bride returns to her
usband, excepting the life of the one man
thou seekest; and for all the people there
shall be peace." Ahithophel was bad enough,
but scarcely so brutal as to compare to a
bridal procession the sad return of David's
mourning friends and companions-in-arms
weeping round the corpse of their master
murdered at the bidding of his own son.
Ver. 4. All the elders of Israel. Their
presence seems to show that Absalom professed to act in an orderly and constitutional
manner, and with the advice of those in
:

—

authority.

Itweis possibly this wish to keep

np appearances which made him command
Hushai to be summoned, as ha was one whose
advice would certainly have been asked had
matters gone cm in their ordinary channel.
So again in vers. 14, 15, Absalom acts only
with the popular consent. Very piubably
the royal power was gradually superseding
that of the tribal authorities, and this may
have maile David unpopular with many of
the great nobles. Absalom would thus gain
many adherents by associating "elders" and
"men of Israel " with him in ids councils.
Ver. 7. And Hashai said. Hushai gives
his advice with much Oriental exaggeration,

—

uch

as

guard.
II.

ought to have put Ahsalom on his
His main points are that David was
8AMUKI..
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too practised a soldier to let Limself be surprised.
In his adventures with Saul he and
his men had been trained to hold large
bodies of pursuers at bay, and evade them.

The men,

too,

who were

with him were war-

whose first thought
would be the king's personal safety, and to
ensure this they woula conceal him in some
pit, some cave or ravine, safe and inaccessible
by nature; or in some place (omit the inserted word "other'"), thai is, in some campriors ot desperate valour,

ing-place,

maJe

strong with ramparts, so as
" To smite the

to resist the first attack.
king only " is, therefore,

and

if

the attack

fail,

an impossibility

and David's mighties,

in their irritation, slaughter a large number
of their assailants, and a panic be the result,
men will hesitate before they attack such
redoubtable champions a second time.
check is fatal to a rebellion, and Absalom
was staking his chance on one hasty enBetter leave the decision to all
counter.
Israel.
Their hearts were with Absalom,
and, when there has been time for them to
gather in their thousands, success is certain.
Their numbers will be countless as the sands
on the shore, or as the dew upon the grass
while David and his heroes will shrink to so
small a body as to be scarcely able to man
the walls of one small city. And fighting
there will be none; for the myriads of Israel
will drag city and fugitives with ropes down
into the ni-arest torrent-bed, where the next
There was more
floods will wash all away.
in this than an appeal to Absalom's vanity.
If all Israel did lake ids side, then David'i
cause would soon be hopeless, and there
would be no need of. parricide. David's
death would be the act of Israel, and not of

A

Evidently Absalom believed that
was on Ids side, and his success
hitherto had been so rapid as almost to

Absalom.

all Israel

To us this succesi
justify the assumption.
is almoit unaccouutiible, but it suggests that
there were great faults in David's adminisYet even so we wonder at the
tration.
existence of such general dissatisfaction.
wrong translation. The
At this time.
Hebrew is, AhithopheV* counxel this time i$
not good, whereas last time, what he advised

A

about the concubines was good.

—

9.
When some of them be overat the first ; Hebrew, in the falling
on them; that is, at the first onslaught
Even though ovei^
David's champions.
powered linally by force ot uumbors, they
are sure to make a large slaughter at first,
which may easily lead to a panic.
Ver. 11.— And that thou go to battle im
thine own person; literally, and that tkf
The versions hav*
presence go to the battle.
preservea a much better reailing, "And
midst of them."
in
the
go
that thy presence
Ver. 12. In some place Hebrew, in

Ver.

thrown

M

—

om

;

2 E

;
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«/ the places; one of the

fortified

camps

already described in ver. 9.
Ver. 13. The river. The word does not
signify a river, but a ravine or gorge worn
away by the action of a tonent. Such
ravines are common in Palestine, where the
streams rush along with leffistless fuiy after
the rains, but in summer are dry (Job vi.
17) and their desolate beds, bordered by
precipitous cliffs, are described by Isaiah as
fivourite places for the cruel rites of Mciloch
Dragged to the edge of one
([«a. Ivii. 5).
of these gorges, the city, with its few defenders, would topple over, and in the next
rainy season be entirely swept away.

—

;

Ver. 11.— The counsel of Hushai is better.
seemed safer. Nothing in it was left to
oiiaijce, and Absalom, already at the head of
such numbers as to be able to select from
Miem twelve thousand picked men, saw himM'lf, in fancy, marching forward with all
As a matter of tact, he
I-rael at his feet.
did advance with so large an army that
David was saved only by the skilful strategy
ot'Joab. Like other king-makers, Ahithophel
Lad put himself too forward. He asked for
twelve thousand men to be placed under his
fominand, that he might smite David, and
.-o be, not only
Absalom's counsellor, but
also iiis commander-in-chief. Amasa and
the other commanders would be displeased
at this, and Absalom would feel that he waa
himself placed in a very secondary positioti.
Ahithophel may have a«ked for the command
solely because no one's presence would so
ensure success as his own, but he wounded
the vanity both of Absalom and Amasa, and
made them ready to listen to any other
advice that might be offered. The i-ord had
appointed literally, and Jehovah had (Omma7ided to bring to nought, etc. So plain did
it seem to the writer that Absalom's success
depended upon rapid action, that nothing less
tlian the direct interference of the Divine
1

1

;

providence could account for the infatuation
of Absalom and his counsellors.
Ver. 16. Lodge not this night in the
plains (at the fords) of the wilderness. The
plan of Ahithophel made David's position
BO dangerous, that he must hesitate no
longer, lest, on second tlioughts, Absalom
should still adopt it Hushai had frustrated
it for the present; but Ahithophel might
urge it again, and get the necessary permission and then David and all the people
that were with him would be swallowed up,
that is, destroyed utterly, and with ease.
Ver. 17. Stayed by En-rogel. The two
youths were posted at En-rogel, that is, the
"Fuller's spring," near Jerusalem (Josh xv.
7 1 Kings i. 9), and probably the place
aow known as " Job's Well," situated at the
poMt where the valleys of Jehoshaphat and
JkubBom meet. They were placed there

—

;

—

;

[oh. xvii.

1—29,

because, though they would have be^n admitted into the city, they would scarcely
have been allowed to leave it. Instead of
wench a term less disrespectful when the

—

Authorized Version was made than it is now
the Hebrew has the maidservant. Prohably
the maid is meant whose usual duty it waa
to fetch water for domestic purposes, and
thus her journey to the well would excite

—

no

suspicion.

—

Ver. 18. A lad saw them.
Probably
Absalom had sent out spies to watch the
route which David had taken, to prevent any
friends joining him from the city, who would
give him information as to the progress of
events there. The word "Lid" does not mean
aboy; more probably he wa^- oneof the young

men who formed Absalom's

ijndy-guard, like

the ten " lads," translated " young men," in
It
ch. xviii. 15, who bare Joab's armour.
would be his duty to seize them, but when
tied,
and
he tried to approach them, they
made their way at full speed to Bahuiim,
where they were saved by the shrewdness
and fidelity of a woman. Two sucli tleet
runners would liave had no difficulty in outstripp'Cig a boy, but one of Absalom's young
mer would ha\e roused the neighbourhood
to join iu the pursuit. The weU in his court
ieally siguilies a cistern for storing rainwater; but it was ftt that time dry, and
served as a convenient hiding-place for the
two messengers.
Ver. lU. A covering; Hehiew, the cover
that is, the usual cover of the cistern, which
had been taken otf tc )f»t the young men
Over it sno Ctprctd, not
descend into it.
ground corn, but brayed or peeled corn (see
Prov. xxvii. 22), probably barley-groats.
She was probably busy in removing the
husks of the barley with a pestle in a mortar
when Jonathan and Ahimaaz sought refuge
with her; and thus her whole proceeding
was so natmral as to excite no suspicions.
Ver. 20. They be gone over the brook of
water. The word michal, translated " brook,"
does not occur elsewhere, and probably it
was a local name fcr some stream near Bahurim. It was, we may suppose, in the
right direction, but when the pursuers had
followed for some time, and caught no
glimpse of the runners, knowing their swiftness of foot, they concluded that they had
outstripped them, and, giving up the chase
as hopeless, returned to Jerusiilem. It was
only when she had seen tliem far on their
way back that she removed the cover and
allowed the young priests to resume their
journey. Tlie delay would have been fatal
to David if vigorous counsel had been
followed at Jerusalem; as it was, they
reached David's camp without further incident, and acquainted him with Ahithopliel'i
plan and the king at onoe recognized hit

—

—

;

BH.

xrn.
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danger, and without niore delay, commenoed
at onoe the pa8saj2;e of the Jordan, and carried
it out so skilfully and rapidly, that by the
morning: every one of his company was safe
on the other side.
Ver. 23. Ahithophel
hanged himself.
There is an old fancy, put down by Thenius
as one of the curiosities of interpretation,
that Ahitliophel died of a quinsy for the
wordraigiit mean "was strangled or choked."
But tlie act sei ms mentioned as a proof of
Ahithophel's unerring judgment. Indignation at Absalom's folly, and at the slight
cast upon himself, is not a sufficient reason
for so violent a deid.
He must have foreseen the certain ruin of the conspiracy if
David was allowed time; and he knew that
upoTi its failure wf>uld follow Iusowti punishment. It is proof also that he was a tierce

—

.

.

.

;

and ill-tempered man, and animated for
Bome reason or other with a malignant hatred
of David. The parallel between Ahithophel
and the traitor Judas must strike every one.
Ver. 24.
Then (Helirew, and) David came
to Mahanaim.
(On Mahanaim, see nnte on
eh. ii. 8.)
It was now a fortified city, with
walls and gates (ch. xviii. 24), and its
strength of position, which had made it
a sate capital for Ishbosheth, who had
probably added to its defences, made it also
a safe retreat for David while gatliering his
forces.
As it was only about tifty miles
distant from the fords of the Jordan, David
had not retreated far; and, meanwhile,
Absalom was wasting time in gathering "all
the men of Israel " for the attack. During
this interval Absalom was anointed king
(ch xix. 10) by the priests, with all dae

—

solemnity.
Ver. 25. Ithra an Israelite. In 1 Ohron.
ii. 17 he is called " Jether tlie Ishmeelite."
The first name is the same, Ithra being the
emphatic form of Jether and as it is difficult
to find a reason for mentioning so ordinary

—

;

a fact as th;it his father was an Israelite, we
may conclude that "Ishmeelite" is the
correct reading.
Bishop Wordsworth, however, sui,'gest8 that "Israelite" was in contrast
"
"
Judahite
to
but this distinction did not
come into use uiitil after the disruption of
the kingdom. The Vatican text of the Sep
tuagint has " Jezreelite," which is probably
a conjecture to get rid of the obvious error
of calling him an Israelite.
Amasa was an
illegitimate sou, which confirms the reading
''Ishmeelite" in 1 Chron. ii. 17,asamaiT age
between Abigail and u foreigner would be
sure to be opposed by all the members of
Nahash. Jewish interpreJesse's family.
;

ters

regard Nahash (equivalent to " serpent")

as another name for Jesse, quoting in proof,
"Out of the root of Nahash (the serpent)
hall come forth the basilisk" (Isa. liv. 29),
which in the Chaldee Para[)hrase is ex-
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plained as meaning, " out of the root of Jesse
shall come forth the Messiah."
This conceit
would scarcely have deserved mention, ha
it not found a place in the margin of the
Autliorized Version. Some few comii:entators regard Nahash as a woman's name, and
think that she was a wife of Jesse, and
mother of Abigail and Zeruiah, but not of
David. But Nahash is so con.^tantly a
man's name that it is easier to believe that
Nahash was the first husband of David's
mother, and Abigail and Zeruiah his halfsisters, not on the
father's, but on the
mother's side. Joab and his brotliers are
always described as sons of Zeruiah, both
to mark their relationship to David, and
also because the rank was on her side.
Amasa was piobably the Amasai mentioned
in J Chron. xii. 18 as bringing a powerful
reinforcement to David while at Ziklag;
but the ambition of supplanting Joab made
him now forget David's long friendship.
Ver. 27.— Shobi.
It is evident that the
most powerful chieftains in Gilead were on
David's side, and supported him with men
as well as with provisions.
Adherents, too,
would constantly cross the Jordan, and
gather round the old king; and thus, when
Absalom arrived, he found himself in face of
an army estimated at about twenty thou.^and
men. Among these chiefs it is interesting
to find Shobi, son of Nahash, the Ammonite
king, and David's friend (ch. x. 2).
When
Hanun, the elder son, on succeeding to the
throne, brought ruin upon himself by his
misconduct to David's ambassadors, Shobi
apparently remained faithful to David, and
received the grant of a district in Gilead,
where he settled with his followers. Some,
with less probability, suppose that he had
withdrawn to Gilead in the lifetime of his
father, to be out of Hanun's way.
Machir
was the generous man who had given the
crippled son of Jonathan a refuge (ch. ix.
4); and David's honourable treatment of
i

Mephibosbeth may have won his patron's
Of Barzillai, and his abode, Bogelimf
nothing more is known than what is said
here, and in the very intere.sting narrative
heart.

in ch. xix. 31, etc.

David's lasting gratitude
his care for his sons (see
clan of priests called
themselves " the children of Barzillai," and
claimed to be the descendants of his daughter.
They could not, however, produce their
genealogy, and were therefore degraded
from the priestly office (l^zra ii. 61—63).
Their claim, nevertheless, is a proof that
Barzillai was a little king in Gilead, when
thus a priestly race thought their alliance
with hiiii so honouiabie as to make them
forget tliat they wire of the lineage of
Aaron.
Ver. 28.— Beds.
These would be for the
to

him

1

Kings

is

shown by
ii.

7).

A

—
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women and children, and were scarcely more
than mgs and small carpets. Basons pots
•f metal for cooking, while the earthenware
would be vessels for holding their food.
and parched (pulse) HeParched (com)
brew, kali . and kali. The word includes
The Septuagint
ftll kinds of parched grain.
and Syriac rightly omit it in the second
place, at it is probably a mere error of Bome
ancient copyist; but for what word it has
been substituted we have no means of ascer;

.

.

.

.

;

.

taining.
Ver. 29. Sheep. This is the only kind
of flesh food mentioned. The change in the
meaning of the word " meat," which still in
America is used simply for " food," as in
the Authorized Yersion, bears witnew to

—

[oh. xvii.

1—29.

the great change in our diet which haa
taken place in recent times. Cheese of kine.
The word occurs only here, but the Syriao
and the Targum both support the rendering
of the Authorized Version. The Bedaween,
after removing the butter, make a kind of
cheese from the remaining milk. It is as
hard as the clieese made from skimmed
milk in Dorsetshire, but wholesome. It
must, however, be soaked before eating, or
softened with butter. Generally in the
East, cow's milk is regarded as coarse, and
camel's milk is used for drinking, while that
of sheep and goats, and cheese made from
it, holds the next place in general estimation.
It is curious that ** batter" literallj
** cheese of kine."
;

HOMILETICa

—

The facts are: 1. Ahithophel, in advising
Conflicting counsels.
Absalom, suggests that he himself should fall upon David by night, when weary, with
twelve thousand select men, and urges that by so doing a final blow will be so struck
2. The suggestion is pleasing to Absalom, but he,
as to secure the fealty of all Israel.
3. On being called to give
before deciding, wishes to have the counsel of Hushai.
counsel, Hushai expresses distrust of the counsel of Ahithophel, and assigns as reasons
possibility of a panic among the
(1) the known valour and caution of David ; (2) the
troops of Absalom on a slight reverse at the outset ; (3) the natural apprehension of
the people on approaching for attack one so famed for courage and strategy. 4. As
a counter-proposal, he counsels (1) a gathering of the entire forces of Israel (2) the
personal leadership of Absalom ; and points out the certainty of success whether by
attack in the open country or by an assault on a city. 5. Absalom and his people
decide to reject the counsel of Ahithophel and adopt that of Hushai, being overruled
The bold assumption of regal powers by publicly taking
in this by the will of God.
possession of the king's harem was only a formal act, which necessitated other measures
The existence of so valiant and
if the authority thus usurped was to be maintained.
able a man as David, and the attachment to him of a select body-guard, were facts
which could not but weigh heavily on the mind of one who knew how his father, in
the days of Saul, defended himself amidst rocks and caves against a vindictive and
Hence the natural coherence of the narrative with which this
powerful enemy.
chapter opens, and the account of Absalom's conduct referred to in the previous chapter.
In considering the conflicting counsels brought out by the first act of Absalom, we may
Vers. 1

14.

;

notice several truths bearing widely on

human

affairs.

Positions in life abe entered upon which render men vert dependent on
THE SUPERIOR JUDGMENT OF OTHERS. Absalom had aspired to a position of power, and
on reaching it found that his difficulties were not materially diminished. The presence
serious
in the country of such a man as David, with such a body-guanl, was a fact of
moment, and the well-known hesitancy of the populace as long as there are chances of
His early habits of life and his natural gifts
vicissitude had to be provided aeainrt.
by no means qualified him to meet emergencies of this character; and hence he found
himself, on usurping the throne, dependent on raen of larger experience than himself.
Ahithophel
It was not preference but necessity which led him to seek the counsel of
and Hushai. Occasionally there are men in similar positions of usurped authority who
by nature and experience can dispense with the advice of others, but it is more often
gatl-.ered
not BO. Youn<^ men entering on public life need more wisdom than can be
from their owiT personal experience, and they will do well to consult the wise who have
dangers we
written or may speak. In any position «'f difficulty, when embarrassed by
cannot escape, whether in professions, commerce, education, morals, or religion, we need
the most
pot hesitate to act even as did wicked Absalom in this particular seek out
I.

—

CH. xvir.
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If it is permitted to learn from an enemy, it is certainly
accredited guides and advisers.
allowable for the good to extract wisdom from the actions of the bad. The " children
"
of light " are advised to learn lessons from the conduct of rfhe " children of this world
(Luke xvi. 8).
may, like Absalom, though not with his evil intent, enter on
positions by our free choice, for meeting the difiSculties of which we are personally ill
prepared; or we may, like Joseph, Moses, and Paul, be forced into positions of delicacy
And peril. In either case we shall require more than our own sagacity ; and no mere
Possibly ours may be a case in
pride should deter us from seeking help of others.
which no human adviser is available. Be it so; Joseph, Moses, and Paul sought
counsel of God, and they found, as we shall, that he directeth the way of those who
acknowledge him (Prov. iii. 6). There are many advisers, many professing to know
what is best. Let us ponder the path of our feet, that all our ways may be established.
The good may adopt the policy of Absalom, while shunning his principles.
II. Great powers bring correspondikg disgrace when employed in direct

We

ANTAGONISM TO God's GKACI0U8 DESIGNS FOR MANKIND.

Ahithophel was Unquestion-

man of great ability. There is in human nature a profound respect for power of
Men feel instinctively that it is a gift of God, and carries with it the key to
intellect.
unlock many of the mysteries that lie hidden in nature. It rests with the moral disably a

The true order is for them to run in the
position as to the application of these powera
line of God's great purpose of mercy to mankind, as a co-operating force to bring about
the redemption of the world from the evils incident to the existence of sin. Thus it is
that the highest honours are won. But Ahithophel brought on himself everlasting
disgrace in that he laid all his native talents, all his acquired experience, all his
personal influence, at the service of one who sought to set aside the Lord's anointed.
have known all David's antecedents. He had taken " sweet counsel " with
His deliberate counsel now, to select choice men who should fall on
(Ps. Iv. 14).
the weary king in the dead of night, and, in the panic, slay him alone so as to secure
ultimately the allegiance of those not slain, was crafty, bold, and cruel in the extreme.
Humanly speaking, it meant success to the vicus of Absalom, and ruin to the holy cause
embodied in the Lord's anointed. The treachery to a former friend counts for much

He must
him

the inhumanity coimts for more but the crowning crime is war u{X)n God's revealed
method for bringing on that glorious time when righteousness shall be established in
the earth, and all men shall be blessed (Ps. Ixxii.). The same plain issue is involved
God has
in the antagonism of men now to the appointed order of providence and grace.
a kingdom, ruled by the Anointed One, and designed to bring peace and joy ani
Gigantic intellectual powers are now running along a line in
holiness to ail mankind.
The piactical issue of their success would be moral and
direct antagonism to it.
spiritual ruin to man.
The more their strength and enrichment by learning, culture,
and experience, command respect, the deeper the disgrace and the more dreadful their
doom tor daring to seek to destroy the authority of Christ's blessed yoke (Matt. xi.
28 30 ; cf. Ps. ii.). The daring deeds of the Hebrew secular plane are being repeated
in the deeds of the modern spiritual plane.
III. There are emergencies in the history of the kingdom of God on earth
DEMANDING UNUSUAL EFFORTS ON THE PART i>F THE FAITHFUL. To Ordinary human
view the kingdom of God, as rei>reBented by the cause of David, was now in great peril.
The most sagacious counsel of the age had been given an eager young prince, proud nf
the wisdom of the counsellor, was intent on action, and a hesitant people were waiting
Hushai ha 1, with remarkable foresight and courage, though
for the turn of the balance.
doubtless under unconscious direction from above, pladd himself in a position to meet
Absalom little
the emergency and now came the call for him to put forth his strength.
knew what he was doing when he called on Hushai to Bpeak on the question at issue.
The venerable man, strong as he was in his own secret and in the help of God, could
A falsi; steji,
not but realize the immense responsibility now devolving upon him.
hesitancy, inappropriate suggestions, and feeble arguments, would be disastrous to the
In that critical hour it was as though the fate of Israel an'
dearest of interests.
Israel's banished iauLr, and of the blessed world-wide purpose they were working out,
Angels eould not but hearken with intense
rested entirely on his juiigmcnt and skill.
interest to his words, and watch their gradual ell'ect on the mind of the rebel son.
(Jorrespoading occasions, varying in circumstance and magnitude, though rirtUAily one
;

—

;

;
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in principle, have occurred, and will perhaps occur a;zain.
The most conspicuous and,
in some respects, of course, the unparalleled, instance was that of our Saviour when the
" gates of hell " had taken counsel to virtually prevent the salvation of the world by the
only method approved of God. Of the people there was none with him. All depended

on what he would do. The fate of the world rested with himself. In Caleb and
Joshua, in Athanasius contra mundum, in the leaders of the Reformation, in the noble
men and women who sufiFered martyrdom in Madagascar, and in many private instances
in which family religious interests have been at stake, we may see emergencies demanding of the faithful the exercise of the highest qualities.
IV. Undisciplined minds abk influenced by what wobks on theib subceptiBILITIEB.
Hushai displayed his sagacity and skill by adapting his argument to his
man. He wisely did not controvert the particular advice of Aliithophel, but so far
complimented him and conciliated Absalom by simply saying that, though good, it was
not so just now (ver. 7).
And while tacitly recognizing; the valour of the twelve
thousand, he suggested that there was special danger in attacking men "chafed in their
minds." His line of argument was to work upon Absalom's/ears, vanity, and suspicions.
David and his men were not ordinary men ; they were bold, desperate, watchful, and
gifted in strategy, and the possibility of a reverse would produce a panic among
Absalom's followers. Thus fear is awakened. The whole of the forces of Israel should
be gathered, and Absalom himself should set out at the head of an imposing army, and
80 concentrate enthusiasm around his own person, and gain the renown of being
conqueror of the mighty one. Thus vanity is aroused. No one else should take the
lead, but the prince himself should, by maintaining a personal influence and winning
a victory, keep power in his own hand, and so prevent the uprising of a powerful rival.
Thus suspicions are awakened. Hushai was a good rhetorician in assailing the will
through a graphic description of details, which in their efifect could not but call forth
fear, vanity, and suspicion
those prompters of the will.
All men, but mustly the
undisciplined in mind, are liable to be influenced to action by such appeals.
This
method explains how masses of men are often swayed by a clever presentation of facts
blended with possibilities. There is a legitimate use of this method in seeking to win
men over to action in harmony with the gospel. The Word of God is not handled
deceitfully (2 Cor. iv. 2) when we set forth facts and possibilities to awaken godly fear
and prompt to repentance; for this is only part of the function of the teacher and
preacher.
Men may be caught by such guile in order to be trained in the knowledge of
the truth.
V. There is an untbaceable action of God in the minds of men. The
explanation given of the superiority of Hushai's counsel in its influence over Absalom
is that it was the determination of God to defeat the good counsel of Ahithophel (ver.
Unquestionably his counsel was the best for Absalom's purpose. But tiie wise
14).
man is not to glory in his wisdom all hearts are naked and open to him who brings to
nough^ the wisdom of the wise and the un^ierstanding of the prudent (Ps. xxxiii. 10;
Isa. viii. 10
1 Cor. i. 19 ii. 6).
All through Hf brew and Christian history there are
evi'ien'-es of God's action on the minds of men, soraetimfs causing them blindness,
sometimes inspiring with unusual courage and wisdom, and sometimes filling them
with dread (John xii. 40; Luke xxi. 15; Deut. ii. 25 Ps. ix. 20). This direct action
of God on the human mind is involved in any just conception of his freedom as an
Infinite Spirit, is in harmony with our action on one another, is essential to moral
government, is implied in the work of regeneration, is the ground of faith in prayer, and
is a basis of our belief that he will in due time defat the wiles of the devil auil bring
all things into subjection to himself.
We ought to lay hold of this truth with all
firmness, and carry on Christian work in the assurance that greater is he that is for us
than all who can be against us, and that he has ways cf reaching men cf which we

—

;

;

;

;

have no

visible trace.
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Vers. 15

29.

his counsel, urges

them

facts are: 1. Hushai,

having informed Zadok and Abiathar of
him to flee at once beyund

to send quickly to Daviil, advising

the river.
2. Their two sons, staying out of the city in order to be of service as
occasion required, are informed by a g-rl of the duty required, and at once go on their
errand,
3. In spite of being recogniz»4 by an enemy who told Absalom, they go on

OH. xvn. 1—29.]
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in a well at Bahurim, where they are spr-eted by the woman
pursuers, being deceived by the woman, leturn to Jerusalem,
while the two youn:^ men escape and tell all to David, who at once, bef tre the morning
dawns, passes with all his men over Jordan. 5. Ahitho; 'lel. seeing that his counsel is
not followed, goes home, arranges his affairs, and destroys himself. 6. Davil passing
on to Mahanaim, Absalom also crosses the Jordan with his forces, making Amasa chief
captain in place of Joab.
7. On David's arrival with his men at Mahanaim, hungry,
thirsty, and weary, he receives gifts of food and clothing from Shobi, Machir, and

their

way, and take refuge

of the house.

4.

The

Barzillai.

—

Division of labour in doing good. From vers, 15 22 we have a record of the course
adopted by the secret friends of David after that Absalom had heard the counsel of
Ahithophel and Hushai. Jerusalem was the scene of an evil and a good combination ;
and as the drift of Scripture is to record the accomplishment of the Divine purposes in
the history of the Hebrew people, we have here a more detailed record of the individuals
and work of the good combination than of the evil. The work these four faithful ones
had in hand was very clearly defined and most persistently pursued. With a wisdom
and skill highly creditable to all concerned, the perilous yet immensely important
service was carried out on the principle of the division of labour, wiiich otitams in
modern times in the best-conducted spheres of activity. Although we may nor see
here parallels to all the work we have to do for Christ, we may notice features which
are also found in well-directed Christian co-operation, and which it behoves us to
reproduce in all we do.
The
I. There is scope fob variety in the nattire of the work to be done.
work to be done, stated in general terms, was to advance the interests of the anointed
king.
The circumstances in which this general aim was to be carried oixt necessitat d
varied conduct and action, both of which must be included in the service rendered,
There was obviously scope for influences
since conduct often produces great effects.
aroutid the person of Absalom
subtle assaults on the very seat of mischief and wrong
order to take advantage of any movements adverse to
for reticent watchfulness
David for fleet runners to convey to him tidings of imix)rtance, and for assistance to
them when engaged in their perilous undertakiuir. The work of Hushai in the counsel
chamber, of Zadok and Abiathar in the centre of public influence and information, of
their sons outside the city, of the wench passinij unsuspected for a country walk, and
each case different, but all parts of one
of the hospitable housewife of Bahurim, was
service.
We are engaged in advancing the interests of the Anointed One against the
combinations of spiritual wickedness in high places, and, while the service is one, there
There is scope for wise, shrewd
is great variety in the nature of the work to be done.
men, who know how to confront and confound the enemy in high places; for quiet,
consistent characters, watching with patient concern over the holiest of functions, and
for
eager to use any new liiiht that may hasten on the triumph of the King of Zion
vigorous young men, true as steel, accustomed to hardness, prepared to enter on
dangerous work in missionary lands, or among the snares and evils of our modern
civilization; little ones, acting as links in the great chain of moral influence; and
sympathetic helpers, who can feed the hungry, shelter the oppressed and fearful, and
frustrate the designs of the cruel.
The Christian Church is recognizing more than ever
this division of labour, and each one who does a part towards brinnmii on the triumph
of Christ is an important worker in the most blessed of all undertakings.
Ic the Service
II. TllEUE IS SCOPE KOR VARIETY IN THE QUALITIES EMPLOYED.
rendered in and near Jerusalem we sie room for the exercise of discrimination of human
character, prudence in ado[>tion of methods, a shrewd consideration of the assailable points
in the enemy's position (see previous homily, division IV.), courage, self-possession in
counteraclinu' the influence of the most powerful of antagonists, reticence in council, and
fidelity in redeeming pledges made (ch. xv. 35), promptitu'ie in action, and ingenuity
in rendering aid in times of danger.
The interests of David were promoted by a few
persons, but the promotion of them called forth very diverse moral and intellectual
qualities.
On a small scale we see here a picture of what is true of the promotion of the
interests of the Eternal King of Zion.
The work is so wide and complicated, and the
agencies so numerous, that there is not a native talent, not an acquired gift, not a shadu

m
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of good influence, but it may find scope in his Name.
It will be found that, as in
building a temple, all the powers of body and mind find scope, and all the influences of
gun and air are requisite, so, in raising up the vast superstructure of Christ's kingdom,
ihere is room for the constant exercise of all the qualities possessed by humankind not
under the domination of sin. The wisdom of the wise, the sanctity of the holy, the
enthusiasm of the young, the gentleness of the maid, and the pity and sympathy of
the faithful villager, all can be used up as occasion offers.
III. God baises up ixstbuments fob this sebvice ab ocoabion beqttibbs.
Was
it necessary that the powerful influence of Ahithophel should be counteracted?
Hushai is raised up. Must discreet and influential men be retained on David's side?
Zadok and Abiathar are forthcoming. Are links ot communication necessary between
the friends of the king and himself? The two young men have their hearts inclined
aright.
Are the spies of the enemy to be eluded ?
girl is found to carry a message,
and a kindly woman to offer shelter. The solution of these facts is assuredly indicated
in the assertion that God had " appointed to defeat the counsel of Ahithopheh"
He
raises up his servants to do his will, little as they know the working of his mighty
power within them. So it has always been, and will be in the luture. Abraham was
raised up to lay the foundation of national life for Israel ; Moses to lead the people to
the promised land; Elijah and seven thousand to protist acrainst the worship of Baal;
the little girl to speak in ttie iiouse of Naaman the Syrian ; Nehemiah and his coadjutors
apostles endowed *' with power from on high " to
to restore the walls ot the city
inaugurate the new order of things and Paul, the apostle of the Gentiles, as one " bom

A

A

;

;

We

need never fear but that, in answr to prayer, God will ever do
out of due time."
these things for his people. There will be wise men, saintly m-n, men of vigour and
enterprise, maidens to win their way for Christ, and kindly souls to feed the hungry
and shelter the distressed.
Gekebal lessons. 1. In all our Christian organizations we should strive to be
Influenced by the remembrance that the enterprise is one with that of other organizations ; that the interests at stake are most momentous
and that every power and
faculty and influence of the community of the faithful should find some scope for
exercise.
2. Personally we should cultivate otir best talents with a view to lay them
at the service of our Eternal King. 3. We should take heed and never despise services
which seem inferior to our own, or the full bearing of which we cannot at the time
should be patient, and allow time for influences to operate.
trace.
4.
;

We

The end of the wicked. The course run by Ahithophel was very wicked.
It
combined some of the basest crimes of which human nature is capable, the more base
because of the intelligence and former professions of the man. His name is the symbol
of craftiness, cunning, faithlessness, cruelty, pride of intellect, and ambition. Every
reader of the narrative feels that he was most justly cut off from the land of the living,
and is not much suriirised that he should be cut off by his own hand. The end seems
in some dreadful sense natm^al and befitting.
But while that is, p-rhaps, the spontaneous judgment of men because of what may be termed his exaggerated vileness, yet,
looking at the facts in the light of Scripture, we really see here, in very dark colours,
is virtually the end of all who are guilty of treason against Christ, the Anointed
One, and seek to frustrate his righteous purposes in the world.
Observe that in
antagonism to Christ—
1. There is an anoikted Kixg opposed.
Ahithophel's crime lay chiefly in being
in antagonism to one whom God had anointed to be king over Israel.
The qualities
of craft and cunning and cruelty were incidents of the antagonism.
The essence of his
guilt lay in the fact of setting himself against the Lord and his anointed.
And those
who persist in a sinful life and will not, because of the love of their own way, bow to
the yoke of Christ (Matt. xii. 28 30), are as truly guilty of rebellion. In so far as
thej"^ thus seek to dispense with his authority, they are guilty of high treason.
To say
that there is no intention to do so counts for nothing in a matter of resistance to his
authority.
The facts of life are the tests of loyalty. The position of an impenitent
inner is one of enmity against God. This the Apostle Paul declares, and it is the
admission of all who awake to a sense of their state and cry for mercy. The tendency

what
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Ume down

resistance to Christ's personal authority over the entire

life is

dangerous.
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ingratitude and cruelty in the resistance to Christ. "We can
and cruelty of Ahithophel. He had been cared for by the
And yet what David had been and
king, and blessed with many favours (Ps. Iv, 13).
done for this man was as nothing compared with what Christ, our anointed King, has
been and has done for men who rebel against his authority.
He has loved them
he has crowned their lives with loving-kindness, and even
Buffered and died for them
conferred on them the very powers which they refuse to submit to his governance.
If
Christ was once wounded in the house of his friends b>- their rejection of him, he
is

easily see the ingratitude

;

We

surely feels the pain of beholding the ingratitude of those who say in their hearts, "
There is positive cruelty in deliberately rejecting
will not have him to reign over us."
One who so 'enderly loves and has suffered so much for those who scorn him. The appeal
of the prophet to heaven and earth as to whether there could be found any parallel to
Israel's crime (Isa. i. 2
4) certainly applies in the instance of those who enjoy clearer
light and listen to more earnest exhortations, and yet rebel against him who has
brought them up.
No ingenuity can find an excuse for
III. There is no palliation of the crime.
Ahithophel. As to the character and qualities of the two, he knew that Absalom was
not to be thought of for a moment in comparison with David. As to the administration
of government, no good could possibly come from exchanging a wise, generous king for
a vain and selfish young man. Eeason and good sense and policy alike condemn the
deed of Ahithophel. And those who reject the Son of Gud are without excuse. No
other authority can compare with his in wisdom, goodness, or range of beneficence.
No single fault can be found with his holy administration. No policy so soim as the
policy of the sermon on the mount, and the submission demanded (Matt. xiL 28).
The extreme evil as well as folly of the sin of rebellion should be insisted on with

—

i

urgency.
IV. There is an end op disappointment and doom.
Ahithophel came to his
riolent end with pride mortified and prestige gone.
Ihe cause in which he had so
wickedly embarked was seen to be hopelessly lost by the adoption of the counsel of
Hushai. Nor was he free from the terrors of an evil conscience. The suicide was
an incident only the result of the interaction of these causes. The actual inner factt
of his end find a counterpart in the experience of all who die in rebellion against Christ
They cease to be the great ones, and are classed among those of whom the obscurity
of *' I never knew thee " is true (Matt. vii. 23). Whatever social prestige they had in
the conventional life of this world, they lose it all where only the obedient and faithful
are recognized as blessed of the Father, and are as kings and priests unto God for ever
(Rev. i. 5, 6). They become aware of the presence of a conscience which is as a wonn
that dieth not, and as a fire that is not quenched.
There is no hiding these great faoti
concerning the end of the wicked- They are declared in the Word of God.
all

—

Sympathy in the day of adversity. The brief record of the kindness of Shobi, Machir,
and Barzillai is refreshing after the previous account of the devices of the wicked against
the life and authority of David. The conduct of these men, and the reference to it in
the sacred record, bring under our notice the subject of sympathy in the day of
adversity.

Consider, then

The characteristics of true sympathy.

So far as the conduct of these three
reveals the characteristics of true sympathy, they are seen to be these.
1. It is
spontaneous.
As soon as David's trouble was known, their hearts went forth towards
bin. ; they took to themselves his sorrows.
There was no effort ab extra to produce
it, and no inward process of reas<>ning to call Ibrth deeds which would have the
semblance of coming from deep compassion and sincere regard. It was natural to the
I.

men

men and

the circumstances. That had been the character of David's s\m])athy f(»
those in trouble when he was in pro.sperity (1 Sam. xxix. 21
24 ch. i. 11, 12, 19 27).
It was pre-eminently so with Christ in all his relations to sorrow and need. It is a tes*
by which we can estimate our own and others' professions. 2. It is practical. It di«l
not spend itself in mere feelin<:; cherished or word spoken, but found expression
abundant provision for David's wants (ver. 28). The measure of the feeling can bo seer*
In an estimate of the ]iains and toil required to bring so great an amount of food an^
comforts to David's camp. Our Saviour, during his earthly life, left us an example o^

—

;

—

w
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The whole of his life and
His sympathy producer! food for five thousand.
this.
sufferings were the cost by which he procured for us the blessings of salvation. In this
he is infinitely removed from poets who feel and think, and philosophers who discuss
the causes and relations of thinss. 3. It is timely. The gifts of these men came just
Theie is a sympathy which is always too late. Right
in the hour of extreme need.
feehng is not always attended by prompt action. A ready will and quick intelligence
The good Samaritan i>assed by the
are the proper attendants on genuine sympathy.
Bis dat qui cito dat.
scene of sorrow just at the right time, and he acted at once.
It may save many a p' lor soul from
Christian people should cultivate promptitude.
crushing sorrows. 4. It is discriminating. These generous men evidently studied the
case of David's need, and brought just the things in variety that were most serviceable
David's heart must have been
to a large company of hungry and weary travellers.
deeply afi'ected by observing the care with which their sympathy had expressed itself.
blind, blundering sympathy is
Much of the value of acts of kindness lies in this.
valuable because it reveals a communion of spirit when the heart is sad; but its value
Judgment should guide the expression of feeling if we would
is in the lowest scale.
make the most of it and secure the highest good of those for whom it is cherished.
Considering that David was a fugitive, and that to all appearances
5. It is courageous.
his friends would be regarded as the foes of the new power rising in Israel, it required
Bome courage in these men to identify themselves in this practical way with the
unfortunate king. Herein lies much of the virtue of their conduct. It does require
considerable courage to manifest sympathy with the fallen, the shunned, the outcast.
Our Saviour's sympathy was of this kind, and it was une of the things tbat led to his
own rejection of men and his cruel death (Matt. ix. 10, 11; xi. 19; Luke xv. 1, 2).

A

is abundant scope for this virtue.
The sorrows of David
Its place ix the working out of God's purposes.
were for purposes of discipline to chastise and train his spirit so that it might be more
12), and be more fitted
fully purged from the evil taint of his terrible sin (ch. xii. 7
to perform his part as a servant of God in raising the religious tone of the nation, and,
" He knoweth
his anger.
is very pitiful even
indeed, of the whole world. But
our frame." He will not " always chide." The rough wind is " stayed in the day of his
With the wound he sends the balm. He raises up instrumentalities to
east wind."
Au'l the
cause his people to feel that theie is a hand to heal as well as to smite.
appearance of these men, with their considerate provision for his wants, was a means of
revealing the goodness of God, and of assuring David that his com^iassion was not
All true sympathy in our adversity is a revelation. It brings
clean gone for ever.
hope and courage to the crushed spirit, and strengthens faith in the love which never
The storm and sunshine are alike God's servants they
fails, even in the darkest hour.
"work together" uudei- his direction to sweeten life and endow it with freshness and

There
II.

—

—

Gd

m

:

beauty of eternal spr ng.
The sacred historian was doubtless guided by a
III. Its recognition by God.
principle of selection when he inserted the names of these three men in a book that is
to abide through all time.
It was the will of God that reference should be made to
Thus has God expressed approval of their reojard for his anointed. In
their conduct.
the same way our Savinur gave honour to the sympathy of the woman who poured on
him the box of ointment, by declaring that wha she had done should be told in all the
world for a memorial of her (Matt. xxvi. 13). The sympathy of David for the poor is
The Bible is a book of ir stances for mankind.
in like munner divinely recognized.
Other deeds of sympathy were p-rformed which have left only the trace which belongs
to all good deeds, namely, in the higher and gentler tone given to the world's general
life
these are referred to in order to encourage all in the same cause of comforting and
helpii g the needy in their season of sorrow.
General lessots. 1. In th<- friendships and kindnesses of one part of our life we
are sowing the seeds which may return to us in their ow kind when later on we may
experience trouble (cf. ch. x. 1 xii. 27), and hence we should be encouraged to do good
1. In onr acts of symjiavhy we are
to all men, " especially to the household of faith."
they are helpful in nia'.kintr out
to remember that they reach beyond the individual
God's iiracious purposes toward mankind. 3. Christ ha- (riven encouragement to act«
of kindness done to the poor and needy, and conferred great honour upon them in that
:

i

;

—
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he regards them as done to himself (Matt. xxv. 34 40). 4. While we should not
cramp and weaken our generous impulses by over-much introspection an<i supervision,
yet we ought to be careful tliat the forms they assume are such as will most surely
benefit those concerned in them.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS

—

14.
(Jerusalem.) The council-chamber of Absalom. " And Jehovah
Vers. 1
had appointed," etc. (ver. 14). The success of the rebellion seemed well-nigh complete.
Absalom occupied the capital; was proclaimed by "all Israel;" supported by the
wisest statesman, and, apparently, by "the king's friend" and the high |)riests; held
and took possession of the harem, " the first decided act ot
his council (ch. xvi, 20)
(subsequently he was also solemnly anointed, ch. xix. 10, probably by
sovereignty
Zadok and Abiathar). " Absalom's next step was to endeavour his father's destruction,
in the conviction that his own throne would never be secure so long as he lived.
The son had no relentings. He had knowingly subjected himself to the inevitable
necessity of taking his father's life, and he only desired to learn how that object might
council was held on this question, and it is the first
be most effectually secured.
It was doubtless conducted in the same
cabinet council to which history admits us.
form as other royal councils; and, from the instance before us, it appears that the
members who had anything to suggest, or rather such as the king called upon lor
their opinion, described the course they thought best suited to the circumstances
It was the turning-point of the revolt (Ps. xcii. 7
(Kitto, * Daily Bible lUust.').
9)
;

A

—

and
I.

we see
BENOWNED oouNSELiiOB Urging promptitude with

;

in it

A

—5;

oracular wisdom.

"And

ch. xv. 31); " this night" (ch. xvi. 14 ; vers. 2, 16);
instant action being, in his view, necessary to the accomplishment of the death oi'
David and the success of the revolution. His counsel was the result of an unerring

Ahithophel said,"

etc. (vers. 1

judgment, expressed with the utmost confidence, and thoroughly adapted (ver. 14,
" good counsel") to effect its end. It was worthy of his great reputation. Extraordinary
human wisdom is sometimes: 1. Employed against the servants of Ood and against
"This wisdom
his kingdom, of which they are the most conspicuous re]iresentatives.
descendeth not irom above," etc. (Jas. iii. 15). 2. Stimulated, in its exercise, by
"I will smite the king only" (perhaps exulting in the
personal hatred toward them.
prospect of inflicting vengeance with his own hand). 3. Fraught with deadly peril to
them (ver. 4). David himself, as he came " wearied and weak-handed " to tlie plain of he
Jordan and rested there, knew not yet his imminent danger and "marvellous escape"'
" But a higher power than the wisdom of the renowned
-^S).
(1 Sam. xxiii. 24
Gilonite guided events." The Lord is the Defence of his people; and his promise concerning his Church is that " the gates (counsels) of Hades shall not prevail against it."
" And Hushai said,"
II. A RIVAL ORATOR iidvising delay with plausible arguments.
" He was not a member of the council ; but he had been well
etc. (vers. 7
13).
received by Absalom, whose greater treachery against his father made him give ready
credence to the pretended treachery of his father's friend. It was at Absalom's suggestion that he was called in, and, being informed of the course Ahithophel had advised,
he saw at once the danger that this course threatened to David ; and, in fulfilment of
his mission to tleleat this man's counsel, he advanced divers reasons against it, all
tending to delay" (Kitto). " It would not only ward ofl" David's present danger, but
would also, as Tacitus observes, give ill men time to repent, and the good to unite"
His counsel was the result of a profound acquaintance with human nature,
(Delany).
and given with a persuasive eloquence equal to his wisdom. Advice favourable to God's
i

—

—

1. Is often given in unlikely places, among their adversaries and by persons
unsuspected ot sympathy with them (Acta v. 38).
2. Derives its power from the
their fears (vers. 8
selfish dispositions of the ungodly themselves
10) and their vainHushai's speech was " full of a certain kind of boasting which
glory (vers. 11
14).
"
(Clericus).
pleased the younger men
3. Succeeds far beyond what might hare been
natmally expected, in making wisdom appear foolishness ("vers. 4, 14).

servants:

—

:

—

—

:
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MfiiB tongne
Dropp'd manna, and ooold make the worse appear
The better reason, to perplex and daah
Maturest ooonBeb."
(MUtoA.)

HL Av

JsrA.TVA.TKD usuBPEB adopting a policy fatal to his own desi^s.
His
result of: 1. His misjudgment of the effect of delay upon the nation;
for he did not consider that " only the discontented part of the people formed the kernel
of the insurrection, that no small portion still remained true to David, and that another
part, now for the moment fallen away, would return after the first fit of revolution had
passed " (Erdmann). 2. His over-confidence in his power and success. 3. His love of
personal display (his ruling passion). ** The new-made king gave the preference to »
proposal which promised him, at any rate for a few days, the enjoyment of complete
repose and the gratifications of his high position" (Ewald). 4. But herein the sacred
historian indicates (what so often appears in the Books of Samuel) the overruling
providence of Ood (1 Sam. ii. 1
10 ; ix. 1 25 ; xxxi. 7 10 ; ch. i. 19) which
In the council(1) Pervades all thoughts and actions of men ; all places and events.
chamber of Absalom, where there seemed to be nothing but godless ambition, political
wisdom, and " the strife of tongues," there was an unseen presence, observing, directing,
•* The
king's heart," etc. (Prov. xxL 1).
controlling all.
(2) Employs (without
approving) the cunning craftiness of some men to check and punish that of others.
(3) " Permits evil to work out its own consequences, and the wicked to entangle themselves in their own snares, that he may reveal his justice and holiness in the self-oondemnation and self-destruction of the power of evil " (ver. 23 ch. xviii. 7, 14).
" When God is contriving misfortunes for man, he first deprives him of his reason "
decision

was the

—

—

—

;

(Euripides).

—D.

—

22.
Slight services: a sermon to yoting persona.
*'And a wench [the
Vers. 15
maidservant] went and told them, and they went and told King David" (ver. 17). The
people of Israel were divided into two parties the good and the bad; the servants of
King David, who had been driven away from Jerusalem, and the servants of Absalom,
who liad taken possession of the city and were now intent upon his destruction. The
world is also divined into two parties, consisting of those who are for Christ and those
who are against him. And the slight but useful services rendered to David illustrate
to be a servant
1. It is a good thing to he on the right side
similar services to Christ.
Outside the city, two young men, Jonathan
of " the King of kings and Lord of lords."
and Ahimaaz, hiding themselves at En-rogel (the Fuller's Fountain), and waiting
to carry news to the king inside the city, their fathers (the higli priests Abiathur and
Zadok) and Hushai (the king's friend), preparing to send it: these were "faithful
amoug the faithless found." 2. One who cannot do much can yet do something for his
If he cannot lead an army or give counsel in " the assembly of the
lord and master.
elders," he can at least carry a message, like the brave Jonathan (1 Kings i. 42) and
the swift-tooted Ahimaaz (ch. xviii. 23) ; or, like the trust\ maidservant of one of the
high priests, who (as though going to the well for water) conveyed intelligence to them
without suspicion. She could perform this service even more effectively than others in
a higher station (2 Kings v. 2). The servant who has only " one talent " must not
" hide it in the earth " (Matt. xxv. 25). Consider what you can do for Christ. 3.
bmaU services may display great principles and qualities love, obedience, diligence,

—

—

;

:

" He that
veracity, fearlessness, faithfulness, self-control, self-denial, and selt-sacrifice.
4. Hardly any service can he
is taithful in that which is least," etc. (Luke xvi. 10).
performed without difficulty and danger. " And a lad [probably un the watch] saw

them," and gave information; so that they were closely pursued by Absalom's servants
5. 2%e servant who
It was a race for life.
(soldiers) as far as Bahurim (ch. xvi. 5).
'*
And the woman took and
does his best will seldom fail to obtain opportun'- help.
"It was not the first
spread ih covering over the well's mouth," etc. (vers. 19, 20).
nor yet the last time that an Israelitish woman wrought deliverance for her jeople"
(Edersheim). Her motive was good not her equivocation an<i deceit. Many circumstances and casual events, under the ordering of Divine providence, conduce to the
6. 2%er« u as much need of small services
t*(.6tj and success of a faithful servant.
;

m
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great ; and such services have frequently important issues ; it may be escape from
death. The message of Hushai, carried by the maidservant and communicated by the
young men, contributed to the security and welfare of the king, " and all the people
that were with him " (ver. 22). " In this information sent to him so opportunely,
David believed that he had reason to recognize a new sign that the Lord stiU thought
of him in love and cared for his deliverance " (Krummacher).

Like the coolness of snow on a harvest day
messenger to them that send him;

••

Is a faithful

He

refresheth the soul of his master.''
(Prov. XTV. 18.)

7.

He

" And the king said,
Theif are surely noticed, and will be abundantly recompensed.
* And whosoever shall give to drink," etc.
is a good man," etc (ch. xviiL 27).

(Matt. X. 42).—D.

DavicTa escape across the Jordan. " And they passed over Jordan,*
Leaving Bahurim behind them, David and his company pursued their
rougn and dreary way along the wilderness of Judah until they descended into the plain
of the Jordan; and there in some place (Ayephim, equivalent to " weary," Authorized
Version " The Traveller's Rest") at an easy distance from the ford of the river (opposite
" Amongst the thickets
Jericho, and near Gilgal, ch. xix. 15) they rested at nightfall.
of the Jordan the asses of Ziba were unladen, and the weary travellers refreshed themver. 16),
xvi. 14
selves, and waited for tidings from Jerusalem " (ch. xv. 28, 36
David had been uncertain whether to cross the river; but during the night the
messengers arrived, saying, " Arise," etc. the encampment was broken up, and " by
That
the morning light there lacked not one of them that was not gone over Jordan."
" It has been conjectured with
night was another memorable one (1 Sam. xix. 8 18).
much probability that as the first sleep of that evening was commemorated in the fourth
Vers. 21, 22.

etc. (ver. 22).

;

;

;

;

—

psalm, so in the third is expressed the feelina; of David's thankfulness at the final close
of those twenty-four hours, of which every detail has been handed down, as if with the
Ps. iv. ' An Even-song
consciousness of their importance at the time " (Stanley).
'

" In peace will I lay me down and straightway sleep
For thou, Jehovah, alone wilt make me to dwell securely.**
Ft.

(see inscription),

iii.

A Morning

*

*•

I laid

Prayer

(Pi. It. 8.)

*—

me down and

slept

I awaked, for Jehovah sustaineth me.**
(Ps.

What

b

brilliant light

do these psalms cast upon the inner

life

of

8.)

111.

David

1

Consider

him

at this time as

Beset by ferocious foes

numerous, powerful, and crafty (ch. xv. 12, 13
;
seeking to take away his crown, his honour, and his life; by
and violence. His trouble represents that ot the persecuted and
1. The feeling of trouble is usually intensilied
afflicted servant of God in every age.
with the approach of night, the season of peril and emblem of distress. 2. The good
man in trouble .seeks relief in God (Ps. cxxi. 4); whilst acknowledging bis sins, he is
conscious of sincerity, trusts in Divine mercy, and derives from his experience of former
3. He regards his adversaries in no vindictive
mercies an argument for bis prayer.
and, althouiih he desires their overthrow as the enemies of God, still more
gpirit
he desires their conversion. " 'I'he address is directed to the aristocratic party, whose
J.

xvi. 15; vers. 1
fraud, treachery,

— 8);

;

tool

Absalom had become"
"

When

(Delitzsch).

God of my righteousness,
me in struitness
Be merciful unto me, and hear my prayer
Ye sons of men how long shall my glory become shame?

Who

I cry,

hast

answer me,

made room

tor

I

!

How

long will ye love vanity, will ye seek after

lies ?

"

etc.

(Pe. It.

1-6.)

—

"
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II. Aided by faithful friends, who sympathize with him, strive to defeat his
enemies, give him useful counsel, and share his dangers (ch. xv. 15, 21, 23 ; vers. 7, 15,
1. A time of adversity tests the fi'ielity of friends; and manifests it, as the night
17).
hrings out the stars that were unseen by day.
2. It also makes their aid peculiarly
precious and is a sign of the fMvour of the Eternal Friend.
3. When friends begin to
de.'pond in a time of trouble, it is the part of a good man, "strong in faith," to encourage
tieiu, by directing their thoughts to the Divine Source of consolation, his own " exceeding joy."
"Many say, Who will show us good?
Lift up the lipjlit of thy countenance upon as, O Jehovah !
Thou liast put gladness into my heart
More than when their corn and wine abound," etc.
;

(Ps. iv.

6—8.)

ill. Delivered by Divine favour
shown in his preservation, the salutary warning
received during the niglit, the safe
assage of the Jordan, so that "by the morning
light," etc. (ver. 22), ar,d the complete defeat of Ahithophel's counsel (vers. 14).
1. In
their hostility to the good, wicked men rely on their own wisdom and strength alone,
ignoring God ; but " the Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly," etc. (2 Pet. ii. 9).
2. Often when a good man is despised as one abandoned of God, he is taken into closer
fellowship with him aud more signally protected and delivered.
3. In the morning
light of every day he perceives fresh tokens of Divine favour.
Whilst God " giveth
songs in the night" (Job xxxv. 10), "his mercies are new every morning" (Lam. iii.
;

j

23

;

Fs. V.

i

XXX. 5 ;

cxliii. 8).

"Jehovah, how many are mine adversaries!
Many rise up against me.

Many

say of my soul,
Tliere is no help for him in God.
But thou, Jehovah, art a Shieid about me,
Glory and the Lifter-up of my liead.
I cry to Jehovah with my voice.

My

And

he answereth

me from

his holy mountain," etc.
(Ps.

iii.

1—6.)

by the contemplation of what God is to
IV. Incited to victorious confidence
him and has done for him (Gen. xv. I); as, having now escaped his most immediate
peril, he travels on " by the morning light " toward Mahanaim (ver. 24).
Troubles do
not always " pass away with light." Enemies still threaten (Ps. iii. 1), and with each
leturning day the servant of God has to begin the conflict afresh (ch. v. 22, 23).
But:
1. Even when most formidable, they do not terrify him whose hope is in Jehovah.
2.
They are regarded as if already overthrown. 3. And to Jehovah alone is the victory
;

ascribed.
*•

I will not be afraid of ten thousands of the people
Who have set themselves against me round about.
Help me, O my God
Arise, O Jehovah
For tliou smitest all mine enemies on the cheek.
Thou breakest the teeth of the ungodly.
To Jehovah belongeth the victory 1
Upon thy people be thy blessing
(Ps.
!

I

I

iii.

7—9.)

period of David's exile beyond Jordan have been also referred many other
Ps. Ixi., Ixii., Ixiii. (see inscription), cxliii. (Septuagint, "when his son pursued
man who can, like David, amidst the first mutterhim "), xxvi., xxvii., xxviii., etc. "
mgs of an unexpected storm display such lofty composure and submission, and tin n
amidst its fiercest outbursts sing hymns like the third and fourth psalms, penetrated
with the purest trust in God, is already raised in an eminent degree above human weakmss and irailty, and, whatever be his outward fate, he can only quit this Ufe as one of
God's victors " (Ewald). D.

To the

psalms:

A

—

Ver, 28.

(Giloh.)

The suicide of Ahithophd.

Displeased with the decision of the

OH. xvu.
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council (ver. 14), Ahithophel left the city and returned to his own house, whence he
had been summoned the uay before (ch. xv. 12). While Ahimaaz and Jonathan hurried
eastward toward the Junian with thtir message (the decision of the council being as yet
unknown publicly, or its reversal feared), the renowned counsellor rode southward
toward Giloh, brooiling over what might have been (ver. 2) and what would be; the
8luidt»w.s of night thickening around him (1 Sam. xxviii. 1
10); and the same night
(or soon aferwards) "his lamp was put out in darkness" (Prov. xiii. 9).
"With the
deliberate cynicism of a man who had lost all faith, he committed that rare crime in
" He was probably not the first man who hanged himself,
Isiael, suicide " (Eden-^heim).
but he bears the unenviable distinction of being the first whose han-ing himself is
recorded; and society would have little reason to complain if all who have since
sentenced themselves to this doom were as worthy of it as this father of self-suspenders."
" So perished tlje great Machiavelli of that au;e, the very wisest of the very wise
(Kitto).
have here
men of this world 1" (Delany).
Like many other eminent politicians, he was
DisAi'PoiNTED POLITICIAN.
I.
destitute of religious principles ; set his heart upon the world, and had " his portion in
this life" (Ps. xvii. 14); was proud of his own wisdom, ambitious of wealth, fame,
honour, and power, and hostile to godliness and godly men ; the leading; mind of the
" He had no regard either to the ways of God or the
ungodly party in Israel.
laws of God. Providence made no part of his plan. He considered with great sagacity
how he was to act ; but he never consi<iered how God would act ; and therefore
The rich man said, ' I shall want
all his wise desig is must have been very defective.
room for my stores,' etc. But the Gospel calls him a fool, for not considering that
God might call him out of the world that night, and that then all his schemes of
happiness and prosperity would die with him. Such is he who is wise without God;
now see him under the
and such was this Ahithophel" (Jones of Nayland).
influence of: 1. Wounded pride, frustrated ambition, and, probably, ungratiHed malice
(ver. 1).
The rejection of his counsel was regarded by him as a personal attiont, and
a fatal blow to his position and prospects ; for "he had been impelled by nothing else
than a mad ambition, so that life itself became insupportable when the attainment
of the position he had hankered after proved insufficient to satisfy his desires" (Ewald).
He would be revenged on Absalom himself, by leaving him to pursue his own course.
For,
2. Unavoidahle fear of the disgrace, iutamy, and punishment that awaited him.
by the adoption of Hushai's counsel, he foresaw that all was lost, and that David
would live and reign. Although he had the " Roman " courage (or rather, cowardice
and impatience) to face death, he had not courage enough to face disaster.

—

We

A

We

**

He's not valiant that dares die

But he that boldly bears calamity."
" Perhaps he now began to see for th«
Bitter remorse, desperation, and despair.
that, as he had been against God, God was against him, and, acconling to
Under this calamity,
the prayer of David, was turning his counsel into foolishness.
what had he to support him ? Nothing but that policy of a wicked man which never
supported anybody long. In the trouble of a righteous man there is hope ; but in the
trouble of the wicked there is none.
And, for a man like him, there is no refuge but
in despair " (Ps. vii. 15, l(j).
II. A DELIBERATE CRIME.
"And put his hous'hold in order," etc.; i.e. "he settled
his affairs, he made his wdl, as a person of sound mind and memory ; as ho would have
done il death had been coming U])on him in a natural way." He did not commit the
deed in an outburst of passion, but with deliberation and forethought. Suicide is often
due to insanity, and without blame (except in so far as it is mduced by previous
misconduct); but in his case there is no indication of it; nor was tliere the same
justification or the i-ame extenuation of guilt as in other cases (Judg, xvi. 30; 1 Sam.
xxxi. 4, 5).
Whatever may have been the measure of his culpability, suicide is a
crime: 1. Against a man himself; a violation of the law of self-preservation written
upon his nature.
2. Against society.
"Nor can any case be put which is not
Concluded under sin by the peculiar injury or general mischief " (Pal ey, 'Sermons ').
God, who has "fixed his canon 'gainst self-slaughter" (Exod. xx. 13),
ft. Against
8.

first tiuie

;
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who has committed life to men as a trust ; and whose will in relation to it is intimated
" In every society where the Christian and old Pythagorean idea
in various ways.
of life, as a talent and a trust, is unknown or forgotten, and where its value is measured
hy enjoyment, suicide will be likely to become common" (Thirlwall, 'Letters to •
Friend').
It is "a complication of ingratituile, contempt of the Lord's gift of life,
defiance, impatience, pride, rebellion, and infidelity" (Scott; Wardlaw, 'Sys. Theol.').

"What a mixture do we find iiere of wisdom and madness!" (Hall). "Thus he
displayed the miserable iniatuation of worMly policy" (Wordsworth). Under the
light which the gospel sheds upon the present and the future, the act of the selfdestroyer is rendered peculiarly criminal and awful.
III.
DREADFUL BETRiBUTioN. (Ch. xii. 10 12.) The course of sin on which he
had entered was attended (as it ever is in others) by most baneful effects on himself,
and ended in destruction; the culmination at once of bis sin and of his punishirent.
He became 1. His own tormentor ; rushing against impassable barriers, and bringing
upon himself irreparable misery. 2. His own tempter ; being ur::ed onward by inward
impulses to further transgression. 3. His own executioner ; inflicting with his own
hand the extreme penalty of the law; a retribution more dreadful than when inflicted
by the direct stroke of Heaven (ch. vi. 6 8) or the hands of other men (ch. iv. 12
" The wages of sin is death " (Prov. xiv. 32). " Thus it falleth out that
xViii. 7, 14).
v.'icked counsel doth chiefly redound to the hurt of the author thereof" (Willet). Like
Judas, Ahithophel went to "his own place" (Acts i. 25).
IV. An admonitory end: the consideration of which should lead to: 1. The
conviction of the enormous evil of suicide; which may exert a preserving influence
in an hour of tem tation.
2. The abhorrence of the principles which induce its
conimission, and h- avoiding of every sinful way.
The sinner is a self-destroyer
(Hos. xiii. M). 3. Tiie cherishing, with renewed earnestness, of the opposite principles
of humility, faith, patience, godliness, uprightness, charily, etc.
"If the afi"ections are
violently set upon anything in this world, whether fame, wealth, or pleasure, and are
disappointed, then life becom s insupiwrtable.
Therefore, the moral is this : * Set your
atl'ection on thin:;s above, not on things on the earth.'"
D.

—

A

:

—

—

Vers.

24— 29.— (Mahanaim.)

Hospitality.

—

Shobi (ch.

x.

1

—4;

xii.

26

—31);

Machir (ch. ix. 4); Barzillai (ch. xix. 31 40). On hearing of the arrival of David at
Mahanaim, these three men came with one accord, bringing presents, and " provided the
king of sustenance while he lay " there (ch. xix. 32). " We are inclined to regard them
as representative men: Shobi, of the extreme border-inhabitants, or rather foreign
tributaries; Mnchir, of the former adherents of Saul; and Barzillai, of the wealthy
landowners generally " (Edersheim). Whilst acting, specially, from feelings of loyalty,
gratitude, and affectionate regard, they displayed a hosjntality such as is often enjoined
(Lev. XXV. 35 Isa. Iviii. 7 Luke xiv. 13 Rom, xii. 13), but frequently omitted (Heb.
xiii 2).
It was: 1. Much needed by David and his followers, " who were like a band
of beggars or marauders " (Delitzsch), driven from their home, in a comparatively
strange land (Ps. Ixi. 2), beset by hostile forces (ver. 25), in want of shelter, rest, and
provision (ver. 29).
"The Son of man had not where to lay his head" (Luke ix, 58);
and in his " brethren " he is often persecuted and in want of all things (Matt, xxv. 35
Gal. V). 10; 1 Tim, v. 10; 3 John 5, 6).
2. Admirably exemplified.
(1) Spontaneously, without being solicited.
(2) Promptly, without delay.
(3) Cordially, with
sympathy and pity for they said, " The peoi)le have become hungry, and weary, and
tliirsty in the wilderness." (4) Considerately; those things which were most necessary
and agreeable being supplied.
(5) Generously; according to ability, and "without
grudging* (1 Pet. iv, 9). (6) Disinterestedly, unselfishly, with self denial and at no
risk.
1 ttie
not (as in another familiar instance) for three days
(7) Perseverin.:ly
(Acts xxviii. 7), but for nearly as many months. It not nnfrcquently happens that
the poor and the stranger receive the most hospitable treatment Irom those on whom
they have the least claim. 3. Eminently helpful., comforting and encouraging a sign
of the Divine care for him (Gen. xxxii. 2)
a proof that he was not forsaken by all thf
people, and an influence adapted to gather others around him.
"The faithfulness
of human love, strengthening in need and cheering in misfortune is not only the copy,
but also the means and instrtunent of the faithfulness of the Divine love, grantid
;

;

;

;

;

—

;
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who bow humbly beneath God's hand and wholly tnwt him" (Erdmann),;
Abundantly requited. Those who exercise it "are blessed in their doing "(Jaa. i.'
25) ; and receive unexpected honour and benefit from their guests (ch. xix. 33, 38,
39 Geo. xriii. ; Acts xxviii. 8) and from the Lord himself (Heb. vi. 10 ; Matt. xxr.
34).—D.
to those
4.

;

Ver, 23. Suicide. Such was the end of the great counsellor of the age, who wa»
regarded as an " oracle of God " (ch. xvi. 23). Astute as he was, he was evidently
unprincipled.
His desertion of David for Absalom, and the advice he gave the latter,
show this. His wisdom did not avail for his own good. He died " as a fool dieth," and
by his own hand. Yet there was a thoughtfulness and deliberatoness about the deed
Buch as was in a certain keeping with his intellectual ability. It is not difficult
He was mortified that Absalom, for whom
to account for the desperate course he took.
he had incurred so much guilt, and made so great sacrifices, and who knew and revered
his wisdom (ch. xvi. 23), should have rejected his counsel for that of Hushai ; and,
because of his confidence in the wisdom of his own advice, he felt sure that David
would be victorious, and he himself, not only disgraced and ruined, but executed as a
Rather than face this prospect, he hanged himself. Self-murder is not an
traitor.
agreeable subject, yet it may be salutary occasionally to reflect upon it Many do put
an end to their own lives ; and doubtless many others are more or less tempted to do
80.
It may be hoped that consideration of the matter may fortify the minds of some
against the first approaches of such temptation.

The causes of buioide.
common as we might

Mental derangement is doubtlesB a common cause.
from the verdicts of coroners* juries, anxious to
relieve surviving relatives from the pains and penalties inflicted by antiquated civil and
yet still the most common cause. It is virtually the same thing to
ecclesiastical laws
I.

Not

%o

1.

infer

;

say that disease of the brain is the common cause. This is often heri ditary, or it may
be induced by overwork, or by excessive indulgence of the appetites and passions, or
by the pressure of worldly anxieties. Insanity relieves of the guilt of self-murder;
nevertheless, where the insanity is the result of habits which are sinful, the guilt
of these remains and, if the probable issue of them was foreseen, the sinner cannot
free himself altogether from tne guilt which attaches to the act of self-destruction.
2. The pressure or dread of troubles often leads to this crims. Not only as they produce
insanity, but as they operate on a sane mind. Intense pain, great misfortunes, disgrace,
or the dread of it, fear of destitution, etc. Instances : Saul and his armour-bearer
<1 Sam. xxxi. 4, 5); Zimri (1 Kings xvi. 18); Aliithophel
and the Philippian jailor
(Acts xvi". 27). 3. Bemorae and despair. Judas (Matt. xx\ii. 5).
n. Its bin and folly. 1. It is contrary to nature. Tiie love of life is one of the
strongest principles iniplanted in us by our Creator.
"Self-preservation is the first
law of nature." The natural conscience, which teaches the criminality of taking the life
We may for adequate reasons, in
of another, equally teaches that of taking our own.
serving God or men, expose our lives to peril; but we vaunt not ourselves extingtiish
them, and thus cut short our opportunities of service. 2. It is daring impiety towards
Qod. It is a cowardly abandonment of our trust ; an act of rebellion against him who
has assigned us our post and work ; a contemptuous casting away as worthless, or worse,
of God's precious gift. It springs from distrust of God, discontent with his appointments, a proud refusal to serve him unless under such conditions as are agreeable
3. It is a serious injustice to our friends and society.
to ourselves.
Our life is given
us for the sake of others as well as ourselves. To abandon it is to rob and injure them.
It is vain to say we can no longer be of service to them. Under tl:e worst circumstances
a man can set an example of patience and submission such as is much needed in thia
world of suffering. And if he have become a burden to others, in bearing the burden
they may be enriched and blessed. 4. It is in direct opposition to the revealed will of
Qod. No distinct prohibition can, indeed, be quoted, luless it is included in the
command, "Thou shall do no murder ;" which is doubtful. But it is entirely opposed
to all the precepts of Scripture which enjoin patient endurance of trials, and that to
the end; and to the examples of such endurance which are set before us, especially
that of our Lord Jesus Christ. The instances in Holy Writ of fleeing from suffering by
rushing out of the world, are all those of either wicked or deranged persons, h. It is a
n. SAMUEI..
2 V
;

;

—
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The self"
desperate plunge into worst miseries than can be experienced in this life.
murderer rushes red-handed into the presence of the awful Judge, depriving himeelf of
all possibility of repentance.
In this case emphatically
III. Pbesebvatives against thib dreadful 8IN.
"prevention is better than lure" preservation, that is, from that condition of mind
from which suicide springs. And this is to be found in vital godliness in all its
branches.
In pirticular 1. Constant faith in Ood. Confidence that he is, aud that
he is the Rewarder of those who seek him, however he may try them. Unbounded
Earnest and
trust in his goodness and wisdom, as exercised in respect to ourselves.
cheerful service of him under whatever conditions he may place us. Profound subDread of his displeasure. 2. Moderation in respect to worldly
mission to his will.
In our estimates of their worth, and of the evil of being deprived of them ; in
things.
the pursuit of them ; in their enjoyment ; in sorrow at their departure. Habitual selfHabitual.
Intemperance partakes of the guilt of suicide.
3. Prayer.
control.
" Casting all your care
Special when cares and temptations press with special weight.
upon him; for he careth for you" (1 Pet. v. 7; comp. Ps. Iv. 22). "In nothing be
anxious, but in everything by prayer," etc. (Phil. iv. 6, 7, Revised Version). " The
peace of God " thus obtained will best " guard " the heart and the thoughts against all
Christian society ; social
that tends to despondency. 4. The communion of saints.
worship; visitation of the Christian poor, whose privations and sufferings will often
make our own seem small, whose cheerfulness and resignation will shame our discon5. Prompt and resolute rejection,
tent and impatience, and assist us to a better mind.
with loathing, of every thought of this as a possible way out of trouble. Probably
many persons of a nervous and desponding temper are visited with such thoughts. Let
them be instantly dismissed, lest they grow in frequency and power, and in a weak
moment produce the corresponding deed.
In conclusion, all sin is of the nature of suicide. He who impenitently persists in it
All they that hate the Divine wisdom and forsake
destroys the life of his own soul.
its ways " love death " (Prov. viii. 36).— Gr. W.

—

:

—

29.
Mahanaim is memorable in the history
Vers. 27
Supplies for the king's army.
of Jacob; derived, indeed, its name from the circumstance that there "the angels of
God met him " (Gen. xxxii. 1) on his way back to the promised land, and just before
his interview with Esau, about whose present disposition towards him he was doubtful.
In our text also we read of veritable angels (messen^iers) of God, though human,
coming to the same place to succour and encourage another of his servants when in
David bad with him a large company of frfeuds and
circuiri-tances of great diflSculty.
subjects, who remained faithful while so many were faithless; but their very number
was an embarrassment, and they arrived in the neighbourhood " hungry, and weary,
and thirsty." Very welcome, therefore, were the supplies which these cliii I'tains
brouaht for their relief, and which the historian enumerates with so much evident
ph asure. They thus cheered the heart of David, contributed very materially to his
final victory over his rebellions son and subjects, and obtained for themselves a good
name. In the Christian warfare against error and sin there is room and need for this
kind of service. The progress of the spiritual cause depends no little on the material
aids.
As soldiers must eat and drink in order that they may fight, so Chri.stian
ministers and missionaries, owever spiritual and holy and uisinterested, cannot preach
and teach unless they are fed and clothed, and their w^rk lacilitated by various
appliances which are only to be obtained and maintained by money or money's worth.
It is onl.\ in exceptional cases that competent labourers are able to supyiort themselves
by the labour of their hands or from their private fortunes. Hence the absolute
necessity that Christians should furnish material supplies, and the certainty that the
progress of the Christian cause in the world will be greatly hindered if, through indifferIn our time the duty of furnishence or avarice, such supplies are scantily furnished.
ing them more abundantly needs to be pressed on the attention of the disciples of
The world is almost everywhere open to the missionary;
Christ with much urgency.
devoted men and women offer themselves, ready to go anywhere to make Christ known
but in many instances they cannot be sent forth for want of the meaus of sending aud
sustaining them.
That the ability of Christ's servants in this direction is being
I

;
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employed to tbe utmost is incredible in view of the la/ish expenditure of many of
them on worldly display and luxury. The disposition is wanting and this in part
because a conviction has not yet been awakened in their hearts of the necessity and
worth of pecuniary supplies, and the imperative duty and high honour of furnishing them.
Sucli a conviction may be promoted by due attention to the following considerations.
all Christians in kespect to the promotion of ths
I. The obligations of
KINGDOM OF God in the world ABE the same. The chariicter, the toils, the selfdenying endurance of hardships and yirivations, of many missionaries and other ministers
of the gospel, awaken admiration and applause.
But, amongst those who applaud, the
feeling is ofren wanting that they are themselves as leally and truly bound to devoted
service of Christ as the men whom they admire.
1. Objects of the same Divine love,
redeemed by the same precious blood, called by the same grace, partakers of the same
privileges and hopes, they ought to cherish a like ardent love to Christ, and with a like
zeal seek to fulfil the purposes for which he lived and died.
2. They are equally
"stewards of the manifold grace of God" (1 Pet. iv. 10; 1 Chron. xxix. 14, 16). 8.
They are equally bound to love their fellow-men, and seek their good to the utmost of
their power
II. The NECESSITY OF material supplies affords to all the opportdnity or
BEING PARTNERS WITH THE NOBI^EST WORKERS IN SUSTAINING AND EXTENDING THE
KINGDOM OF GoD. The good women who ministered to our Lord of their substance
(Luke viii. 2, 3) became thus partakers in his work. The Philippians who showed
hospitality to St. Paul when amongst them (Acts xvi. 15), or sent gifts to him afterwards (Phil. iv. 14 16), are recognized by hitn as having "fellowsliip" (partnership)
with him, " in furtherance of the gospel " (Phil. i. 5, 7, Revised Version). St. John
;

—

who were hospitable to evangelists as their " fellow-helpers to the
truth" (3 John 8). In like manner, all who subscribe of their money towards the
support of Christian ministries and missions, have the honour of being fellow- workers
with those who give the ablest personal service. This was recognized by the lad who
hastened to a missionary meeting, and being asked the reason of his eagerness,
replied, " I have a share in the concern."
Bible, missionary, and other societies have,
by awakening such thoughts and feelings, done much to enlarge and elevate the minds
of the myriads of their supporters in every part of Christendom.
III. Giving exercises the same Christian virtoes as personal service.
For
right and sufficient contribution of substance, as for right preaching and teaching,
1. Faith and love.
are required
2. Conscientiousness.
3. Self-denial.
Indeed, all
Christian principles and affections are brought into play in the course of earnest service
Both are processes of education of the Christian soul, by which the
of either kind.
lessons of Christ are more thoroughly learnt.
IV. It is equally acceptable to Gk)D. St. Paul calls the present he had received
from the Philippians "an odour of a sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well-pleaaing
RiL^ht motives are, of course, preto God" (Phil. iv. 18; see also Heb. xiii. 16).
supposed but, when these are present, both kinds oi service are equally acceptable.
" He that receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet shall receive a prophet's
reward " (Matt. x. 41).
V. It shall obtain a simtlab recompense. In 1. The conscioitsness of Divine
approval. 2. The pleasure of serving Christ. 3. The Joy of doing the highest and most
enduring good to men. 4. The rewards of the last day. The expressed approval of
Christ. Admission to " the joy of the Lord " (Matt. xxv. 21, 23).
Participation with
Christ and the saints in the joy of final and complete victory over the i)ower8 of evil.
describes those

:

;

:

in the work and conflict shall share in the gladness of the
when not only the sower and the reaper (John iv. 36), but those who have
furnished them with needful support, shall "rejoice together."
Finally, we must not think of workers and givers as two distinct classes of persons,

Every true-hearted sharer
triumph,

having no part in each other's luucticns. All Christians can and ought to render
personal service as well as contributions.
There is need and room for all to lalx)ur as
well as give.
In maintaining Church-life, in teachin,' the ignorant, in seeking and
saving the lost, in comft)rting the sorrowful, etc., tliere is scope for the talents of all.
must giTe account
No one can by his gilts purchase freedom from such services.
of every talent committed to us.
G. W.

—

We
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EXPOSITION.
it would not matter " if half of us die,**
and that David " is worth ten thousand of

that

CHAPTER XVin.
Ver.

—And David numbered.

The verb

1.

means that he organized Mb army,
and arranged it in companies and divisions.
Afl Absalom gathered all Israel to him, there
wonld be some delay and David, like a wise
general, made use ol it for training the
really

;

brave but undisciplined men who htwi joined
him, chiefly from Gilead. Besides these, he
had with him numerous veterans, whose
gkill and experience would be invaluable in
Buch service The result wus that when the
rebels came to close quarters, they had a
vast body of men, but David a disciplined
force, which, under skilfnl generalship, scattered Absalom's raw levies with ease. The
arrangement into thousands and hundreds
was in accordance with the civil divisions
(Exod. xviii. 25), both being, in fact, dictated by natme ns multiples of our hands.
Ver. 2. A third part. Armies are usually
divided into three divisions a centre and two
wings when drawn up for battle a van, the
main body, and a rearguard when on the
TTiftT -'h
Bat the Israelites had no settled
rtde upon the point, and, when occasion
required, Joab divided his army into two
The reason of the
parts (ch. x. 9, 10).

—

:

;

threefold division in this case was that Ittai
had brought his clan, or taf, with him, and
as these would certainly not have fought

under an Israelite leader, nor the Israelites
under Ittai, David placed all foreigners
under his comuiand, while he gave his own
nephews the command of the native troops.
He thus avoided all jealuusies; and Ittai's
men, honoured by being made a distinct
portion of the ai-my, would feel their reputation at stake, and would rival the
Israelites in valour.

—

Ver. 3. It is better that thou sncconr qb
out of the city. David thought it to be his
duty to go out with the men who were risking their lives in his cause, but they felt not
only how painful it would be for a father to
fight against his son; but also that there
would certainly be a picked body of men who
would try to bring the battle to a rapid end
by slaying David. But while they partly
urge personal considerations, their chief
is that David would be of more
posted with a body of troops at the
city, he held himself in reserve to succour
»ny division that might be in danger. And
David, seeing how earnest their wish was,
yielded t(j this representation, feeling that
it would give steadiness to his men M they
Ivnew that so experienced a general was
Nv atching the fight, and was ready to succour
Ham if they needed aid. A« the people say

argument
usf^

if,

ns," Ewald draws the reasonable conclusion
that their whole number was about twenty

thousand men. The Hebrew literally is,
" For now {'attah) as us are ten thousand,"
which might mean, " There are ten thousand
such as we are, but no one like thee." Bui
the Septnagiut and Vuleate read, "But thou
The
{attah) art as ten thousand of us,"
Syriac, however, like the Hebrew, readi
" now."
Ver. 5. ^All the people hsard. The king
spake so earnestly and stiungly to the
generals that the words ran from rank to
rank as they marched forward. So in ver.
12 the man says to Joab, " In our hearing
the king charged thee and Abisliai," etc.
It does not follow that each one heard the
sound of the king's voice, but only that the
command was given publicly again and
again, and in the presence of the army.
Ver. 6. The wood of Ephraim. There la
a diversity of opinion as to the locality thus

—

—

described. It might mean the large forest
tract in the highlands of Ephraim ; but if
80, the battle must have been fought on the
west of the JordaTi, whereas the general
tenor of the narrative makes it plain that
it took place on the eastern side, near Mahanaim. It is true that no wiod of Ephraim
is ever mentioned elsewhere in ihe Bible as
situated in Gilead, and those who cannot
believe in such a wood except within the
borders of the tribe, argue that, after the
three divisions had marched out to battle,
there was long skiruiisliiug, in which Absalom diew David's men across the Jordan, and
there jrave battle. But Absalom's army was
evidently surprised, and as we are told that
" he pitched in the land of Gilead " (ch. xviL
26), for him to have retired would have been
a con fession of weakness and Joab, after seeing iiim cross the Jordan, would not have followed him, but let this retrograde movi>ment
have its effect upon his followers. Such a
movement is absolutely incredible on the part
of an army at least three times as numerous
as those whom they attacked, and confident
of victory. Moreover, armies in those days
were not composed of men receiving pay,
and bound to reniain with their colours, but
of yeomen unwilling to be kept long absent
from their farms, and liable, therefore,
quick decision
rapidly to melt away.
was plainly necessary for Absalom, while
But besides
wait.
afibid
to
David could
this, when his forces moved out of Mahauaim, David took his post at the gate with
;

A

the reserves, and he was still there, sitting
"between the two gates," when news wai

OH.
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brought him of the victory (ver. 24). The
only real argument in support of the view
that the battle was fought on the west of the
Jordan is that " Ahimaaz ran by the way of
the plain " (ver. 2::!), Hebrew, the kihhar
a name specially given to the valley of the
But then Cushi
Jordan near Jericho.
must also have run thi-ough the same
valley, and ic u evident that his route was
in this very respect different from that
taken by Ahimaaz. Really, hikkar, which
in Hebrew meau^ "ciicuit," may be used
of the country round any city, and is applied
in Neh. xii. 28 to tLe environs of Jerusalem.
Here tlie meaning probably is that, while
the Cushite took the route back over the
battle-held through the wood, Ahimaaz
went to the left of it, over the more level
ground, nearer the Jordan. And though
the name is chiefly used of that part near
Jericho, it was probably applied popularly
to every stretch of level ground near the
This arg^iment, therefore, is inconriver.
olusive while, on the other side, it is plain

—

;

army returned that same day
to Mabanaim, that they knew at once of his
distress, and that they were beginning to
•teal away home when Joab made David
oome forth to thank them, and encourage
them to remain with him. The most prothat David's

bable explanation of the dilHculty is that
" tbe wood of Epiiraim " was so called because it was the spot where Jephthah defeated the Ephraiiuiles when they invaded
Gilead to puuish him for daring to go to war
without their consent, they being ti.en the
dominant tribe, to whose arbitrament belonged all iiiipei ial matters (Judg. xii. 4 6).
Ver. 8. The battle was there scattered.
The word in the Hebrew is a noun, which
the Massorites have changed into a partiBut the nuun is right " The battle
ciple.

—

—

:

was a series
of disconnected encounters, in which David's
three divisions attacked and routed Absalom's men, while still on the march, witliout
giving them an opportunity of collecting and

became a

scattering." that

is, it

forming in order of battle. And the wood
devoured more people that day than the
Bword devoured. The woodland was difiQcult, full of gorges and bogs and steep
leading clown to the Jordan, and
the fugitives easily lost their way in it,
about till they were hopewandered
and
lessly eotsngled in thicket and morass.
Ver. d. Absalom met the servants of
David. The verb means that he came upon
them by chance. Evidtutly in the intricacies of the forust, Aboahnu hud lost his
way, and, finding himself suddtnly in danger
of being captured by some of DavM's nieu,
he urged his mule tii rough a thicket, as the
open ground was blocked by his pnr-uers.
Bat in the attempt his head was jammed
defiles

—

487

between the boughs of a great terebinth,
and the mule, struggling onward, left him
hanging in mid-air. Nothing is said about
his Ijair having caused the accident, and
apparently it was lis neck which became
fixed.
Probably, too, he was half stunned
by the blow, and choked by the pressure
and then his hair would make it very difficult for him to extricate himself.
And so,
after one or two efforts, in which he would
be in danger of dislocating his neck, he
would remain suspended to await his fate.
Now, this adventure makes the whole affair
perfectly plain.
Absalom was riding big

mule, evidently unprepared for battle. Tiie
chariot and horses, with fifty men as his
body-guard, used by him at Jerus^ulem (ch.
XV. 1), are nowhere near him.
Chariots, of

would have been useless on such
rough ground, but Absalom would have had
a picked body of young men round him iu
the battle and mules were only for use on
the march, and were sent into the rettf when
course,

;

the fighting began. But the last thing that
Absalnm expected was that he should be
attacked on the march. He was advancing

with an army infinitely more numerous than

and a.-^sumed that David
would wait at Mahanaim, and, if he fought
at all, would fight under its walls.
His
defeat he regarded as certain, and then the
vain-glorious prince and all Israel would
In
dra;c the city into the nearest ravine.
this over-confidence he was riding in advance of his army, which was struggling on
that of David,

over most difficult ground.
For '• rising
as the country does suddenly from the deep
valley of tlie Jordan, it is naturally along
its whole western border deeply furrowed
by the many streams which drain the district
and our ride," says Canon Tristram,
" was up and down concealed glens, which
we only perceived when on their brink, and
mounting from which on the other side, a
short cuuter soon brought us to the edge of
the next" (Tristram, p. 462). Struggling
along over such ground, Absalom's men were
not merely tired and weary, but had lost
all order, and " become a scattering," and
probably Absalom had cantered on in order
to find some suitable spot for re-forming
the m
Suddenly he sees at a little distanre
before him one of the three detachracts
of David's army, which had marched out a
few miles tnnu JMahaiiaim, and posted themselvt'S on some lit spot to attack the rebels
on their march. Apparently they cauglit
no f^limpso of iiim, but he immedialely
became aware of the tactics of the kings
generals, and discerned the extreme daug( r
;

Everything depended upon
he could warn his men, the
foremost would halt until the others came
up, and a sullicient force be gathered t«

of his position.
celerity.

If

;
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There was no
Joab's onslaught.
cowardice on his part, but simply the dis
his
general.
He turns
of
duty
as
a
charge
his mule round, and dashes away iu order
to halt and form his men, keeping to the
wood that he may not be seen. In his great
haste he is not careful in picking his route,
and possibly bis mule was stubborn, and
swerved and so, in attempting to force his
way through the thicket, he is stunned by
a blow from a branch of a terebinth tree,
and so entangled in its boughs that he cannot free himself; and as none of David's
men had seen him, he might liave hung
there to be the prey of the vultures, and
only his riderless mule have been left to
bear witness to his having met with some
resist

;

Meanwhile his followers stru^rgle
on, until they come upon David's men, who
put them to the sword. There is no battle,
but the three divisions, advancing in order,
make merciless slaughter of their opponents.
di;aster.

For sume time Absalum's

forces, extended
miles of march, do not even learn
going on in their front, and twenty
thousand men had fallen before, becoming
aware of their defeat, they fly in wild confusion, to lose more men in their panic than
had fallen in fighting. Their loss would
even have been greater had not Joab stopped
But
the pursuit upon Absalom's death.
where was Amasa, ami what was he doing?
He had led his troops miserably, had taken
no precautions against surprise, and did
nothing to rally tbem. Had Absalom got
back in safety to the van, he might have
saved his men from so disastrous a defeat
but Amasa, doubtless a brave soMier, proved
himself quite incompetent to the duties of
a commander-in-chief, and no match for the

over

many

uhat

is

sagacious Joab.
Ver. 11. A girdle, This was an important article of dress (Ezek. xxiii. 15). and
was often richly embroidered. Absalom's
death was well deserved, and there can be
little doubt that, if he had gained the victory,

—

he would have massacred David and all his
family.
The di.-honnur done to his father
at Jerusalem was even intended by Ahithophel to render

all reconciliation

impossible.

But Joab was disobeying the king's express
orders, and as Absalom was incapable of
making resistance, he ought to liave taken
him pri-soner, and left it to David to decide
what his punishment should be.
Ver. 12.
Though I should receive. The
Hebrew text expresses the horror of the
man at Joab's proposal much more vividly
than the tume correction of the Massoritcs

—

[oh.

xvm. 1—33.

the K'tib is better " Or had I wrought perfidiously against his life and nothing it
hidden from the king so wouldst thou
;

—
—

have set thyself asainst me."
Not only
was the man faithful to the king, but he
was perfectly aware of Joab's unscrupulous
character.
If only Absalom were put out
of tiie way, Joab would have readily consenteil to the execution of the unimportant
person who had been the means of gratifying his wish.
Ver. 14. Three

—

darts

;

Hebrew,

three
of

The weapons

$taves (see ch. xxiii. 21).

the ancients were of a very inferior kind,
and stakes sharpened at the end and hardened in the fire were used by the infantry,
until the increasing cheapness of iron made
it possible to sujjply them with pikes. Joab's
act was not one of intentional cruelty, but,
picking up the first weapons that came to
hand, he hurried away to kill liiti victim.
His thrusts with these pointed sticks were
brutal, and inflicted mortal wounds but as
they were not immediately fatal, Joab's
armour-brarers, who had followed him, and
who had with them Joab's own better
;

weapon.s, were called upon to put an end
to Absalom's suff'erings.
His heart does
not mean that organ anatomically, but the
middle of his body. So at the end of the
verse, in the midst of the oak, is, in the
Hebrew, in the heart of the terebinth.
\er. 16.
Joab blew the trumpet. Stem
and unscrupulous as he was. yet Joab is
always statesmaulike. He bad s'ain Absalom more for public than for private reasons,
though he may have grimly rem( mbered his
own blazing barley-field. But the rebellion
being now crushed, further slaugiiter was
impolitic, and would only cause buUen displeasure.
The people, at the end of the
verse, are those under Joab's command, and
a translation proposed by some, "Joab
wished to spare the people." is to be rejected.
Ver. 17. A great pit; Hebrew, the great
pit; as though there was some great hollow
or well-known depression in the wood, into
which they cast Absalom's dead body, and
raised a cairn over it.
Such cairns were
used as memorials of any event deemed
worthy of lasting remembrance, but the
similar cairn piled over the dead body of
Achan (Josh. vii. 26) makes it probable
that the act was also intended as a sign of
All
condemnation of Absalom's conduct.
Israel fied every one to his tent. The Israelites were still a pastoral people, with tents
for their abodes, tliough houses were graduThe cry, " To your
ally taking their place.

—

—

O

admitted into the Authorized Version: "And
I, no!
weighing in my palm a thousand
of silver, I would not put forth my hand

tents,

against the son of the king."
Ver. 13. Against mine own

described
as
followers are
" larael," while the loyal men are " David's

—

life.

Again

"

Israel!" (1 King.--

Go away to your homes

war "
Absalom's
for

!

It is

xii. 16),

meant,

"

and not " Gather
reniarkable how constantly
I
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Absalom's was evidently the
servants."
popular cause, and, besides Uriah's murder,
there must have been political reasons for
discontent at work to make David's government so distasteful.
Ver. 18. —Absalom . had taken and reared
up for himself a pillar. In contrast with
the heap of stones cast over his dishonoured
body, the narrator calls attention to the
costly memorial erected by Absalom in his
The three unnamed sons menlifetime.
tioned in ch. xiv. 27 seem to have died in
their infancy, and probably also their
mother; and Absalom, instead of taking
other wives to bear him sons, which would
have been in unison with the feelnigs of the
time, manifested his grief by raising this
.

.

monument.

We

have no reason

for suppos-

result of vanity and
Ostentatious he was, and magis a
nificent, but hia not marrying agn'
le is
sign of genuine sorrow. The king'.
" the Valley of Shaveh," mentioned lu Gen.
xiv. 17 ; but whether it was near Jerusalem,
as Josephus asserts, or near Sodom, is un-

ing that

it

was the

ostentation.

i

The pillar was probably an obelisk,
or possibly a pjrramid, and certainly was
not the Ionic column of Roman workman•hip shown in the Middle Ages and at the
present time as "Absalom's grave." This
is in the Kidron valley, about two furlongs
from Jerusalem. Absalom's place literally,
Absalorri's hand ; that is, memorial (see note

certain.

;

on

1

Sam. xv.

—

12).

Ver. 21. Cushi. This is not a proper
name, but signifies that he was an Ethiopian, that is, a negro slave in Joab's service.

Joab was unwilling to expose Ahimaaz to
the king's displeasure, and we gather from
ver. 27 that the sending of a person of low
rank would be understood to signify evil
tidings.
The bearer of good news received
a present, and therefore the passing over
all Joab's personal friends to send a slave
was proof that the message was not expected
to bring the bearer honour or reward.
And
Joab was quite right in supposing that
David would be more displeased at his son's
death than pleased at tlie victory.
Ver. 22. Seeing
thou hast no tidings
ready. This was not true there were most
important tidings ready. liut it is the translation wliich is in fault.
Wiiat Joab said
is, " Seeing thou hast no tidings that find,"
that is, no message that will tlud for thee
the king's favour and a reward.
Ahimaaz ran by the way of the
Ver. 23.

—

.

.

.

;

—

plain

The

;

Hebrew,

Jordan valley.
in ver. 6, was fought
eastern side of the river, and Absa-

battle, as

the kikUar, or

we saw

on the
lom's army,

in their flight, wmild endeavour
to reach the fords of the Jordan (comp. Judg.
xii.

for

5); and probably Joab had pursued them
lome distance before the man found in
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the thicket the body of the unfortunate Absalom. The large slaughter of twenty thousand
men (ver. 7) proves that the defeated rebels
were vigorously followed. In carrying the
news the negro evidently went back by the
route which the troops had followed while
Ahimaaz, using his more developed intellect,
took a longer course to the west, but one
that avoided the tangles and the deep defiles of the forest.
Strictly, the Kikkar, aa
we have seen, was the name of the Jordan
valley near Jericho
but it was probably
applicable also to the same sort of formation
further north. On approaching Mahanaim,
Ahimaaz would strike inland, and the two
routes would join one another; and one
reason which made Ahimaaz go more t the
west was that he did not wish the Cu.to
know that he had a rival. He would luua
go at a steady pace, picking hi« way through
the forest, while Ahimaaz was using Ms
utmost speed.
Ver. 24. David sat between the two
;

;

.

—

gates.
The gateway was in a tower in the
city walls, and David was sitting in the
space between the inner and outer gates.
Over this space was a chamber, mentioned
in ver. 33, while the sentinel was posted
upon the front wall over the outer gate.
Ver. 25. If he be alone.
In case of
defeat there would have been a crowd of
runaways in eager flight. And when soon
afterwards a second courier is seen, as he also
is alone, and comes by a different route, his
apj)earance only suggests the idea of completer tidings.
And quickly the foremost is
recognized by his running as the son of the
high priest, and David is then assured that
all has gone well, because Joab would not
have sent a man of such rank to !« tiie
bearer of bad news. The word good may
also mean that Ahimaaz was too brave a

—

man to have fled from the battle, and must,
therefore, have come on an errand from Joab.
Ver. 28.— And said unto the king, All is
well; Hebrew, Peace.

This was the ordinary salutation among the Israelites, but its
hurried exclamation on the part of the
breathless runner was probably intended to
convey the idea given in the Authorized
Version. Hath delivered up the men, to
Hebrew, hath hedged, or nhut in (see upon
this expression the note on 1 Sam. xvii. 4(J,
and comp. Ps. xxxi. 8). Both there and in
ch. xxii. 20 prosperity is compared to the
being in a broad place, where there is freedom to act (see also note on ch. xiii. 2).
>

Ver.

21).

—

Is the

young man Absalom

safe ?

peace to the lad Alu^nlomf
Was this mere love lor the handsome but
rebellious son, who^e image comes back to
the father as he was when just reaching
manhood? Certainly not.
David wa»
thinking of the ominous words, ^ The aworJL
literally. Is there

;;
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shall never depart from thine house " (ch,

The sword had devoured one son
now to claim another? And then P

xii. 10).

was it
and then ? ^\Tier€ would it stop ? And
Ahimaaz saw the king's distress, and gave
an evasive answer. He understood now
Joab s unwiiiinguess to let liim cany sucli
painful tidings, and was glad that this part
of the news had been entrusted to the
Cushite. When Joab sent the king's servant, and (me) thy servant. This distinction
is strange, and prubably one of theae phiast-s
has crept in from the margin. But if the
Ethiopian was technically "the king's
slave," and Ahimaaz " thy slave " (by courtesy), we might imagine that negro attendants already formed part of the state of
kings. It was long afterwards that Ebedmelech was a Cushite in the service of Zedekiah (Jer. xxxviii. 7).
Ver. 31. Tidings, etc. The literal meaning is more fit for the mouth of a slave.
" Let my lord the king learn the tidings
that Jehovah hath judged (and delivered)
thee this day from the hand," etc., that is,
God, sitting as Judge at the assize of battle

—

[ch.

xvul 1^33i

hath given sentence for tliee, and pronounced thy acquittaL The same phrase
occurs

111

ver. 19.

—

Is the young man, etc. ? Alarm
Ab.salmn is the dominant feeling in
David's mind and as Cushi had lieen sent
for the very purpose, lie at once communicates
the news to hini in words that leave no
doubt of his meaning.
Ver. 33. The King was much moved. The

Ver. 82.

for

;

—

Hebrew word

(iroperly refers to agitation of

body. A violent trembling seized the king,
and, rising, he went up to the guard-chamber over the two gates, that he might give
free course to his lamentation. The whole is
told so vividly that we can scarcely doubt
that we have here the words of one who wa«
present at this pathetic scene, who saw the
tremor which shook David's body, and
watched him as he crept slowly up the
stairs,

And

it

for his

uttering words of intense sorrow.
was conscience which smote him;
own " sin had found him out." la

Ps. xxxviii. and xl. he has made the confession that it was his own iniquity which wa»
now surging over his head.

HOMILETICa,

— —

Vers. 1 18. The facts are : 1. David, refreshed by the aid sent him, aets himself
to the work of organizing his fuUowers, and divides them into three corps, under Joab,
-. On his proposing to head the force, the people urge
Abishai, and Ittai respectively.
him to desist from doing so, pointing out that, in case of a conflict, the enemy would be
sure to make an endeavour to kill him rather than to fight a regular battle.
3. The
king yields to their persuasions, and, as they suggest, abides by the city to render succour
4. Having seen his men march out, he lays strict injunction on his
if required.
captains, in the hearing of their forces, to deal gently with Absalom for his sake.
5.
A severe battle takes place, in which the followers of Absalom are defeated with great
laughter. 6. Absalom, in riding through a wood, is entangled in the branches by
his head, and, while hanging there, is seen by a man who reports the fact to
Joab. 7. On being reproached for not slaying Absalom, the man reminds Joab of the
solemn injunction of the king, and that he was restrained by that, as also by the fear
of being discovered should he attempt the deed in secrecy. 8. Joab in a rage takei
three darts, and thrusts them through the heart of Absalom, and his armour-bearers
9. Joab thereupon recalls the people
also join in the infliction of wounds on his body.
from the pursuit, and causes Absalom to be buried in a pit and covered by a heap of
stones, the only monument in his memory being the pillar which he himself had erected
during his lifetime. 10. On the death and burial of Absalom becoming known, his
forces are dispersed, each man fleeing to his tent.

The hasty flight of David from Jerusalem was
Tlie discharge of painful ohligations.
He thought
not the result of cowardice, but of prudence and of spiritual penetration.
it possible that a movement which had won over so able a man as Ahithophel, and
which had developed so secretly, might issue in a sudden rising which would involve
the city in bloodshed. Moreover, with the keen spiritual insight which ever characterized him, he could not but see in this rebellion the chastising hand beforo which it
became him in his lifelong penitence, mingled with sincere trust, to bow. But now
that Jerusalem was safe from bloodshed, and the sanctuary of God was undefiled, and
his faithful adherents were refreshed and in personal safety, the time had come to
consider his position and devise such measures as Providence might render possible ; and

OH.
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he thus at once found himself f^ce to face with the unwelcome necessity of wag?ng war
against his own son.
We may, then, take this as illustratin;^ the obligations under
which good men sometimes find themselves to pursue a course most distressing to
their feelings.
I. As A MATTER OF FACT, OELIGATIOTS INVOLVING MUCH PAIN IN THEIR DISCHARGK
DO ARISE SOME TIME OB OTHER IN THE COURSE OF A GOOD MAN's LIFE. OuT entire life
Obligations attend us every day.
Right action means fulfilment
is a continuous duty.
The pressure is incessant,
of purposes, obeying laws, harmony with moral necessity.
and ordinaiily is, for the Christian, a not-imwelcome yoke. But now and then duty
is in forms requiring all the resources of a strong will, and in a direction against some
David w as bound to care for the kingdom
of the most cherished feelings of the heart.
over which he had been appointed by God. The validity of his anointing was still
unrevoked by him who ordained it. It was, therefore, due to himself, his kingdom,
and his God that he should take means to put down the usurpation of his own son.
Paternal feeling might be pained, but the oViligatiun was iui; erative. The Church
The most tender of ties have been severed in order
furnishes many such instances.
The doing of his work in the world often costs much
to be true to Christ's commands.
Peter did not exercise
pain because of its apparent antagonism to those best loved.
discipline in the early Church without anguish of spirit (Acts v. 1
The reproofs
5).
of the Apostle Paul were with much sorrow of heart.
Letters are daily written with
tears.
Parents daily have to resist the self-will of sons and daughters, and they mourn
the sad necessity. Fidelity to right is, in many instances, a secret martyrdom.
II. In the mental conflict incident to the discharge OF DUTT, THE BBKSB
OF right rises above personal considerations. The whole history of David proves
that when, at Mahanaim, he began to collect his thoughts and consider the path of
wisdom, a most painful conflict must have arisen in his mind as to the course to be
taken.
The clearer the conviction that, as God's anointed, he was bound to put down
the force that was driving him from the throne, the sharper the pang awakened by the
thought of raising the swoxd acrainst his own child. The battle had to be fought out
within his own nature before it was transferred to the open field. The human spirit
is the arena of great struggles and victories, before men see visible triumphs.
The
dreadful disaster had for a time taken away David's strength; the pams of hell got
hold of him he was poor, weak, and forlorn. But now the rocoUertion of duty to
God and man brought back his old courage and resolution and the calm and sober way
in which he began to marshal his forces showed that help had come from God to
subordinate the anguish of his heart to the sense of duty.
Providence seems to work
along these lines in the training of the best men. Character is strengthened by the
triumph of conscientious regard for the will of God over the strivings of personal considerations.
If to fight against a son, to face the possibility of much slaughter, and to
see a prosperous reign darkened by civil war, were evils endured by David in order

—

:

;

to carry out the kingly purposes of his anointing, how does it becon r> Christians, in
carrying out the purposes of their special anointing, to bring every thought, desire, and
preference into subjection? Christ has left us the noblest example of this.
III. A RESOLVE TO SUBORDINATE PERSONAL CONSIDERATIONS TO A 8EN8B OF DUTT
BEING TAKEN, A GOOD MAN WILL DEVISE MEANS OF MEETING DIFFICULTIES AND
SECURING THE END IN VIEW. The scasoD of mental conflict being passed, and stern
duty being accepted, David proves his coura:ie and sagacity by his calm determination,

his collection of resources, his estimate of his numerical strength, his dispositions for
meeting difficulties and accomplishing the end in view, his preparedness to incur
personal risks, his acceptance of good and generous counsel, and his precautions against
disaster at the outset (vers. 1
The king's soul was evidently sustained by the
5).

—

assurance often expressed in the Psalms that the Lord was his Salvation and this,
instead of encouraging neglect and carelessness, stimulated, as it always does, energy
to work along the lines of the Divine purpose.
The emotions of the father are kept
under by prompt and energetic application of all the powers of body and mind to the
performance of kingly duty. Our faith in God and in the realization of his purpose
will appear in the zeal with which we work to bring that purpose to pass.
IV. In subobdinatino personal considerations to a sense of duty, a sood man
wHila nbvebtheless cherish sentiments natural to his BKLATioNSHin.
David
;
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suppressed the pain of making war on his son because it was right so to do; but that
did not imply the uprooting from his heart of those feelings of tenaerness and compassion and yeamin<i sorrow which are proper to a father, even for a prodigal son.
He
did not waver in his kingly design to subdue rebellion, nor did he show a wicked
leniency towards an evil life in the son, when he, in the presence of the whole army,
enjoined on Joab to "deal gently with the young man Absalom." The rebel was his
own child, and a pious heart could not but wish to have opportunity once more to pour
upon that child the full force of its sorrowful love, in hopes of winning him over to
a sense of his guilt. No feeling so natural as the wish that a prodigal may not be cut
The legal question as to what would
ofiF by unpitying hands in the midst of his sins.
have to be done with a captured rebel was not yet for decision. Sanctified human
Kiio<?ing
nature simply yearned to save the sinner from men as cruel as the grave.
the character of Joab, and being a stranger to mere personal revenge, David urged upon
him, as a strong restraint, consideration for himself as king and father. There are many
Christian parents to-day who feel for their erring ones just as David did for his,
although, like him, they are obliged, out of regard to their families and themselves, to
pursue a line of rigid duty. Hope of salvation never dies from a parent's heart.
" Deal
Beautifully does this adumbrate the compassion of God towards his prodigals
gently with him " seems to be the message sent forth to the forces which work out the
" Do not crush him " la the spirit of Gkxi'a
king's purposes in the discipline of life.
government. How much we each owe to that
1

I

V. ThEBE abb providential ENCOUBAGEMENT8 TO THE 80BOBDINATION OF PEB80HAL
0OK8IDEBATION8 TO A SENSE OF DUTY. David was helped in his mental conflict by
He was so far spared by God. Sympathetic friends
reflection on the past and present.
had brought him aid when in great distress. His own followers were intelligently
loyal (ver. 3), and were obviously strong in their confluence in the justice of his cause.
This kind of external support is of great service when a ncan is passing through
a struggle as to whether he can perform a painful duty. Generally when God assigns
duties involving pain in the performance, provision is made for encouragement.
When our Saviour required his apostles to renounce all and to look on to persecution
like that which he was suffering from, he cheered them by the promise of the
Comforter, and a peace which the world could not give. The Resurrection made them
strong to endure the Joss of all things, and to subordinate love of home, Inends, and
country to the obligation of fighting against evil in the world.
General lessons. 1. In the time of disaster it behoves us, when occasion arises
for reflection on the situation, to avail ourselves with vigour of the resources for
2. One of the best preservatives
recovering our position which God places around us.
from utter despondency is a remembrance that God has a work for us to accomplish in
life, and hence, the more clearly this is kept in view, the n.ore readily shall we be able
3. It is the duty of citizens to take precautions for the
to face disagreeable duties.
saiety of those in high positions, since the welfare of the state is involved in their
lives.
4. One of the elements of a perfect moral character to be attained to is the
balance between the most rigid justice and the cherishmg of feelings free from the
5. As in the state we ought to do things fur the " king's
taint of personal revenge.
sake " which do not involve a breach of morality, so in the Church there are things
we should do for Christ's sake, which would not be done did we simply follow out
the bare tendencies of oiu- imperfect nature and conlbrm to the usages of society.

A

The remarkable space given in the sacred history
revf^lation of sin and its issue.
to the life and conduct of Absalom in their relation to David may arouse the question
It is not easy to assign all the reasons that may have operated in
as to the reason.
the mind of the inspired collector ot the aunals of Israel to give such prominence to
these details; but we may be safe in saying thai it was the Divine will to set forth,
for the iu^truction of all ages, the discipline ol the "man after God's own heart," and
also, for the same object, the development and issue of sin in a conspicuous instance.
!Men learn a lesson written out in large bold characters ; and herein lies most of the
niay, then, trace here, in a concrete
teaciiiug value of the Old Testament histories.
instance and striking form, illustrations of what all sin more or less is and involves,

We

though the particular forms

it

issuuies

may

vary.
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Absalom
own spirit of self-hood, he virtuThe old child-affection became

Aliknation of heart and loss of the genuine feeling of sonphip.

had known a time when,
ally ceasid to

in the assertion

withm

This was his

be a true son.

his
fall.

weak an aversion sprang up father was no lonser
and child ceased to be genuine child. This was the
moral death. The schism was more than political.
;

;

rec;arded as a father should be,
It was a sort of
secret ot all.
Virtually he had said, " I will

be free and do as I wish." This is also the essence of our sin against God. Adam lo.^t
somehow the sonship feeling. Self-will asserted its power. God became one, and he
another.
Union was gone. This is our Saviour's teaching in the parable of the
The young man was weary of his father, and wanted to do as he liked
prodigal son.
away from him. If we examine our hearts, it will be found to be the same with ouiSin is, negatively, destitution of the sonship feeling positively, the assertion
Belves.
In this lies its desperate evil, its incurable vice, its secret
of self-hood as against God.
of doom.
PERVERSION OF GIFTS. As 80011 as Absalom's heart was gone, he began to use
II.
up his beauty, his eloquence, his Bclieiuing, every faculty of his nature, to render
himself happy in his self-hood, and to be able to dispense with his father's favour. In
human nature all gifts flow in the line of one master-feeling. Hence when the
dominant feeling is alienation from God, the entire man goes away, and all powers
The prodigal
are made subservient to self as against the rightful dominion of God.
son used his patrimony away fi-om his father. Sinners use up their patrimony for self,
and not in harmony with God. Kindness is abused.
RESOLVE TO GET BID OF AUTHORITY. For a time Absalom simply cherished
III.
the ftfilins of alienation and knew the misery of a lost love. But evil is a force, and
we cannot remain as we are when it once enters the soul. The wretchedness of a lost
love put him on the way to get rid of the authority which existed in spite of his loss
of loving delight in it. Thought begets thought, and so in due time positive rebellion
The royal father must be formally dethroned. There is a corresponding phase
arose.
It is misery to be loveless and to know at the same time
in the life of many a sinner.
that God lives.
Hence, thoughts flow in suggesting how, by what scepticism, or
disbelief, or defiance, or desjieration in vice, he can be dislodged from the conscience.
No more welcome thought to some men than that
Possibly the war becomes violent.
God is not. Lost love means in the end anta-zonism.
IV. There is for a while an appearance of success. Unhappy Absalom found
abettors and flatterers.
His independent spirit accorded with the temper of others.
His endeavours to live without his father's love and blessing seemed most successful,
for never did men make so much of him as now when he has shaken ofi" the yoke of
dependence and has gone in for a free life. His " strength was firm." The aim of his
ambition seemed within reach. Wise and aetute men encouraged and helped him, and
forces were placed at his dis])osal.
So all seems to go well for a while with those who
are alienated from God the Father.
No visible punishment comes on them. They are
They "become as gods, knowing
free from restraints to which once they submitted.
good and evil." Otliers, some of them wise and learned and astute, encourage them in
their mode nf life and join in their aims.
The forces of wit, learning, science, worldly
sagacity, combine to enable tliem to put down the authority to which they onght to
•ubmit. These are the wicked who prosper in the world.
V. There are the beginnings of reverse. Absalom finds his forces scattered by
a force th<- strength of which he did not expect to meet. The mighiy array of p<nver
on his side receives a check (vers. 6 -8). He has to learn that the authority despised
can make itself felt. And in the course of Providence there are times when events
remind sinners that Gid still rules over forces which they cannot resist, that powers
Sickness, bereavement, adverse conditions
are at work l)efore which tlieyhave to bow.
of life, ruin of wicked helpers, pangs of conscience, and personal wretchedness, come
and beat down the proud array of wit, learning, jovial companionsliip, and stoutnesWicked men
of will, as the rebel army was beaten down in the wood of I'lphraim.
have intimations of destruction before it falls on them. The conscience sees, as with
prophet's eye, the dark shadows of the future in passing events.
The pride of Absalom's person wai
VI. Valuable gifts hasten hestruction.
the means of hastening hie death.
The hair which had been so much admired, wbicb
;

A

A
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as a treasure, and made him cocspicuoua in Israel, now combined v^ith
the silent forces that ran through the forest trees to bring him into the judgment for
which his course of rebellion had been preparing him. When Otxi's time has come, he
has many iustruments for effecting his purpose. The best giftg of sinful men sometimes get 80 entangled with the stable order of nature as to prematurely bring their
There are always " branches " stretching out in the natural order of
life to an end.
things, forming objects ag^dnst which the powers and possessions of men run, to their
detriment and speedy death. The young man's natural vigour, of which he is proud,
may run against a resisting force which shatters it in proportion to its strength.
Brilliant intellects, in their defiance of God, have, in modern times, become so absorbed
in literary work bearing on their infidelity, as to be caught early in the arms of death.
Of how many may it be .-aid that their beauty has been their destruction
VII. Theik memory is destined to be trNHOKOtTBED. Absalom, proud of his name
and ambitious of jx)sthumous fame, erected a memorial pillar for himself a mournful
premonition, as it were, of his miserai>le end. Nothiag could have been more mortifying to him, had he known it, than to be cut down from a tree like a common felon and
he buried as a dog. The wicked are cut off; their memorial perishes. It may be that

he counted

—

sin have reared to their memory tablets or monuments of marble or brass
but the truth remains that they shall have no everlastiug memorial in the assembly of
the upright in the new Jerusalem. Earthly monuments are perishable. It is said of
those who are so imfortuuate and guilty as to die in a state of alienation from God, that
The only enduring order of things is that of the
their name shall " rot " (Prov. x. 7).
kingdom o; God. it "cannot be shaken," and a place in that kingdom alone can ensure
a perpetual memorial. Those who are true sons, who have recovered the lest feeling of
love, shall shine in the kingilom of the Father, and shall be heirs with Christ of his glory
»nd joy. The wicked shall go into " outer darkness."
General lessons. 1. The attention of all, especially of the young, should be called
to the fact that the right feeling of sonship is that of loving submission, and that the
loss of this towards earthly parents is really the fruit of a loss of the filial feeling towards
2. If we would form right notions of the guilt of sin, the need
the heavenly Father.
and nature of atonement, and the punishment awarded to sin in Scripture, we must pay
due regard to what sin is in its essence the asr^ertiou of self against God. 3. We see
here the real nature of the change that is necessary in o der to adoption into the
redeemed family of God a radical change of the governing feeling of the heart in relation
Regeneration is the inuer antecedent of the conversion of the entire man. 4.
to God.
Youn'' men may take warning against the terrible power of evil when once they break
the Iwnds of love to parents, and in this first au'l chief sin they have the germ of
imspeakable crimes and woes. 5. Let those who in the height of sinful prosperity
imagine that all is going well, remember that, though they thus rejoice, yet for all these
6. Both the righteous and the
things God will bring them into judgment (Eccles. xi. 9).
wic^d may accept it as a certainty that, in some way or other, the very inanimate

men who die in

:

—

—

7. The best monucreation will sooner or later be subservient to the ends of justice.
ment we can rear to ourselves, or that others can raise to our memory, is that blessed
memory of the just which rests on a life of love to earthly parents and righteous fulfilment of all the obligations we owe to God and man.

"
The place of principles in conduct. The controversy between the " certain man and
Joab near the oak where Absalom was hangmg was natural, and sprang from diversity of
views, which took their shape in each case from the character of the individuals. The
man was an ordinary loyal subject of David's, simple in life aud thought, governed, ag
such men generally are," by a few great first principles of conduct. Joab was an astute
man of the world, true to David for reasons of a compound nature, entertaining such
views of duty and life as generally sway the minds of men of the world, who regard
Each one was true to
present facts in the light of an unsentimental exjiediency.
reasims cogent to
himself, and the discussion raised was well sustained on each side by
individual to conthe men th.mselves who expressed them, but of no force beyond the
vert the other to his view.

We

see,

then

in different men be conducted on different and totally
OBaooNCiLABLK PBiNciPLEb. Here was a simple countryman unwilling to touch the
I.

That

life

mat
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of Absalom, solely because of the king's commandment (vers. 5, 12, 13). Tha
question of the prudence or imprudence of the act was not for a moment entertained.
Obedience to the royal authority was the prime duty. This belief was the governing rule of conduct. No imaginary advantage to Israel, no example or persuasion of a
On the other hand, Joab
great general, could turn the man from this fixed principle.
swept aside all such forceful pressure of supreme obligation to the royal will, because his
conduct was governed, in this case at least, by a worldly wisdom, a consideration of
what seemed, to himself to be the best thing to do a policy of expediency. There was
a general admission of the existence and value of what the countr\man regarded aa
primary principles of conduct on the j art of subjects; but theory was good for theorists,
and Joab was a man of deeds when matters were urgent! 'I'hese m«a certainly reprethose who iiccej.t first principles of obligation, piimary conceptions
sent two classes
of duty as lying at the very basis of society and of the individual life ; and those who,
while foimally admitting the existence and propriety of such principles, nevertheless
There
set them aside whenever, for prudential reasons, they think it well to do so.
in government, the law of the ruler is supreme ; in the
are such primary principles
family, eg., the expressed will of the father is binding ; in matters of religion, e.g.,
God prohibits unholiness of feeling, malice, cruelty, and commands men to repent,
There are men who do
believe, and in all things do justly, irrespective of consequences.
But there are men who, like Joab, break the law
base their action on these principles.
of their land, and set aside supreme authority for reasons of their own; there are
children who violate the fundamental principle of domestic order, because their judgment goes against their parents there are men of the world who dare to disobey the
Eternal King's commandment in relation to repentance, faith, and unswerving righteousness of life, for reasons which seem to them sufficient at the time. Do all Christians
follow out the regal commands as to righteousness in all things? Is there not too
much expediency in Christian conduct (cf. Matt, vi.) ?
n. Conduct based on prompt recognition of first pbinoiples is mobe likely
TO characterize unsophisticated men than men immersed in the public affairs.
This plain countryman simply followed the order of the king because the king's will to
him wns sacred. He was not leamed in casuistry, not versed in diplomacy, not skilled
He was amazed that anyone
in keeping the letter and violating the spirit of the Law.
should think of deviating from a command so plain. Its justice or injustice, its prudence
Law was binding. The king must
or imprudence, were no matters for him to settle.
be obeyed. This was the instinct of a guileless nature. The force of ihv principle of
obedience to the authority of God's anointed was recognized, because his spirit was
Joab was a man of the world, a man of many
politically and morally sound and pure.
designs and combinations of thought, a man whose purity and guilele^-iuss were gone.
In the struggle of high and low principles within his nature, pure principle was deprived
of its native force.
Our Saviour, in reference to much higher matters, points out this
difference of conduct proceeding from difference of characU r, when he thanks his Father
that "these things," which were hidden from the "wise and prudent," were "revealed
must become as little children guileless, unsounto babes " (Matt. xi. 25, 26).
phisticated, quick to act on primary principles apart from the warping influences of
worldly prudence, if we would enter his kingdom and be as he was. There may be
advantages in being versed in affairs, familiar with the tricks and ways of men, and
farced for astuteness and such-like qualities; but on the whole, in matters of pure right
and strict adlierence to clear duty to God and man, the guileless man is most likely to bo
the most dependable.
Moral intuitions are swift in the pure-hearted, and to debate
their applicability is at once to weaken their force.
III. ClBCUMSTANCKS MAT ARISE IN WHICH DEVIATION FBOM PRIMARY PBINOIPLES
MAY AT FIH8T APPKAR MOST CONFORMABLE TO BEASON. On the face of it most meu
would have said that Joab was justified in setting aside conscientious scruples about the
sacredness of the royal command.
The rebel de.served death, the only place of restraint
for him was the grave, the; king's paternal feelings were a danger to the state, Provic^ence
bad evidently imt Absalom's life in the hands of Joab, and the king would be sure t^
condone the deed, all this might be said with force. So may it be argued still.
Immediate repentance may be right but surely a man whose livelihood is at stake may
be cautious, and not by a sudden change of life brin^; himself and family into poverty
life

—

—
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" Love your enemies " is a Divine command but we are not so good as was he who
gave the command, and so he will cundone our cherishing some hatred
Be truthful
in word and deed is the meaning to us all of Christ's life ; but the pressure of business
and the difficulties o( diplomacy in national affairs are such that we cannot take this
grand law of life into all departments of activity
Thus by arguments apparently conclusive the " commandments of God " are " made of none effect."
IV. The trce interests of all lie in adherence to primary principles. Joab,
by his deviation frum the king's command, while seeming to secure an advantage to
the state, \va> really sowing the seed of rebellion for it set aside the supreme law,°an(]
its natural tendency was to weaken the royal authority throughout Israel
To gain a
temporary advantage at the cost of damaging the force of a cardinal truth is no real uain
ill the end, for the consequences of such an injury are incalculable.
Once impair the
supremacy of right principles in the national or individual mind, and you have prepared
way
for
the
all kinds of degeneracy.
God never departs from right, and his ways
always come out right. Moral principles are as rigid in their demand for implicit and
full recognition as any laws of physics, and they vindicate their neglect with as absolute
a certainty.
Christ has made it clear that strict and severe adherence to his authority
al ne will issue well.
The sermon on the mount is a statement of unconditioned
practical truth.
The Church of Christ would have done more for the world had this
sermon been more recognized, apart from the limitations of accommodating rules of
;

!

1

;

interpretation.

Vers. 19

— —The

33.
facts are : 1. Ahimaaz being eager to convey tidings of victory to
denied permission by Joab, who, however, sends Jushi.
2. Persisting in his
desire to run after Cushi, Joab at last allows him to go.
3. The watchman at the gate
if the city reports to the king that a runner is in sight, followed by another, whereupon
David takes courage, and hopes for good news. 4. On Ahimaaz being the first to
arrive, he brietiy announces that all is well, and then prostrates himself before the
king, and blesses God for having brought victory to the king's cause.
5. David, in
is deep concern for Absalom, inquires after his safety, and receives from Ahimaaz an
evasive reply.
6. Just then Cushi comes in and announces tidings of victory, and, in
answer to the question as to Absalom's safety, bluntly makes known the fact of his
death.
7. The king, overwhelmed with anguish, enters his chamber, and there pours
out bis Boul in a most pathetic lamentation.

the king,

is

(

I,

The relation of character to work. The work recently accomplished by Joab now
gave rise to another, which included elements of good and evil. He was keen enough
to see that the communication of the fact of victory would be most welcome to David,
but that a statement of the particulars would be most distressing; and, therefore,
with his usual practical sagacity, he sought out for the work of conveying tidings to the
king a man whose character would fit him for dealing with the evil side of the message
very much as he himself would.
I. In cajbbyino on human affaibs there are
occasions bequirino the performance OF disagreeable work. It was a pleasant thing to have to announce to
Davd a great victory over his foes, but far from pleasant to have to tell him what had
become of his son, and who had slain him. On a former occasion, when evil tidings,
blended with news of the fall of a foe, was brought to him, it went ill with the beaier
(ch. i. 13
In this case the disagreeable work ai i se "Ut of the wrong deeds of Joab.
16).
One evil created another. Disobedience to a'lsolute authority cannot but bring the
transgressor info an awkward position and im[X)se unpleasant obliprations.
The fluw of
human life is a flow of work. In consequence of transgression against God, and vii ilation
of social order, an immense amount of annoying work lias to be done.
The sous of
Jacob, after the sale of their brother, found difficult work on their hands. The imperfect
life in the Church creates the necessity of doing thii.gs that pain the tender heart, and
which is more adapted to rough and hard men. Evil deeds create duties which always
carry with them more or less of pain and soitow.
II. There is a natural affinity between
certain characters and disaOBEEABLE FORMS OF WORK. The reasms for Juab's rejection of Ahimaaz were probably
these: fear lest he should so state the facts as to prejudice David against himself, and

—
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was too tender and sympathetic for what he regarded as the
proper delivery of the dark side of the message. Joab was a hard and blunt man, and
he wanted such a man for a work which, because disagreeable, had better be got rid of
as quickly as possible.
If David should be angry with the Cushite, and slay him, Joab
would not care for that, provided, in the blunt and straight announcement of Absalom's
death, no tenderness was displayed and no effurt made to compromise himself.
Such
men as he scorn tenderness as weakness. They abhor what they term " sentiment."
Joab's character fitted him to send the painful tidings so bluntly and unfeelingly
announced by Cushi (vers. 31, 32). As a rule, character finds work in affinity with
itself, and Joab was right in the adaptation he sought for his purpose.
As character is
often a prophecy of work that will be done when occasion arises, so work done is often
a revelation of character. Not any one can be a hangman. Not any one can be a
consoler of the sick and dying. Even in the Christian Chuich there are kinds of work
for which a peculiar firmness and almost severity of character is most suited.
Only an
Ambrose could overawe an emperor. On the other hami, most departments of Church
work give scope for men of the Ahimaaz stamp rather than that of Cushi.
An injured conscience beadily adapts itself to painful work issuinq
OUT OF FORMER VIOLENCE TO ITSELF. Joab had done violence to his conscience in
positive disobedience to the king's commands (vers. 12
As every wrong to
14).
conscience renders its testimony for right the feebler, it was comparatively easy to
frame a blunt, unsympathiziny: message for the Cushite to deliver to the king. There
was as real disregard for David's feelings in the framing of the hard, unfeeling message
as in setting aside his command to spare the life of Absalom.
Thus it is seen that the
human conscience has the wonderful and terrible power of adapting itself to the
environment produced by its own abuse, and so of being continuously affected for evil.
" seared conscience " is another expression for the gradual deterioration of sensibility
produced by the enforced habit of accommodating itself to deeds which are the natural
outcome of former misdeeds.
belief that his nature

m.

—

A

Sympathetic enthusiasm. The Bon of Zadok espoused the cause of David (ch. xv.
27, 36) in spite of the attractions for young men of Absalom's manners (ch. xv. 1
6).
It was a noble thing for this young man to hold to a right cause in the day of adver-

—

sity,

and

command

to place the fleetness of his feet and the vigilance of his ears and eyes at the
of the exile.
The zeal with which he offered his services to Joab to convey
ot success to the king, was in keeping with his past reputation, and, as the

the news
sequel shows, was blended with a tender regard for the king's feelings.
In contrast
with the action of Joab and his servant Cushi in relation to David, that of Ahimaaz is
an instructive example of the elements that enter into a commendable, sympathetic
enthusiasm.
I.
JUST AND GOOD cause. There may be great enthusiasm, but it maybe wicked
because manifested in an evil cause. It was to the honovir of the son of Zadok that all
the force of his nature was devoted to the righteous claims of the Lord's anointed.
He
had identified himself with the servant of Jehovah in the day of trouble. In the great
conflict of his age he was on the right side.
This is the primary consideration with us
all in the exercise of our powers, whether the questions at issue be political, social, oi
religious.
can take no credit for enthusiasm, and indeed it will he otiierwise our
sin, unless we take pains to see that we side with what is essentially just and good.
Energy spent in advocacy or encouragement of a party, a movement, a system, a belief,
or a practice, is not of moral worth apart from conscientious motive.
Especially in the
supreme question of every age, the claims of Christ as against the demand on our
submission and service of lower and often unholy claims, the question comes On which
Are we with the rightful K\nx or with his adversaries ?
side are we ?
II. Entire self-devotion.
Ahimaaz had deliberately identified the whole interests
of his lile with the cause of the exiled king.
He was not a mere observer of the conHis very life had been at stake when he entered into the compact (ch. xv.
flict.
27, 33) and sought out the banished monarch.
He had gone out to fight the battle
with Joab, and was most eager to render the choicest service on the close of tne day of
victory. Enthusiasm which consists of approval and delight in the season of prosperity
or in verbal admiration, is of no substantial worth.
The men who crossed hill and dal

A
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and lake because of the bread they ate (John vl. 24 27) were not the whole-hearted
Chriflt would have the entire life (Luke ix. 59
62).
ni. Pbompt action in emergencies. The reality of this young man's enthusiasm
appeared in his reatiy laicr ot the special powers with which he was endowed to the
urgency of the hour. He laid his best and most cultivated gifts at the service of his kin?
diacipleg Christ cared to have.

—

when they were nao«t required- It is a characteristic of entire absorption in Christ's
work that there is not only the primal and unreserved surrender of life and all itu
interests to him and his kingdom, but also, as time passes on, a quick perception of
entire work is needed, and an instant readiness to tise any aptitude poss ssed for doin»
the work. " Here am I ; send me," is the feeling of true enthusiasm when any emergency
arises.
There are beautiful instances of tlie free and prompt devotion of special <rilts
just

to the service of Cinist when occasions suddenly arise requiring them. Are men smitten
with plague or sword ? Nurses skilled in care of the sick are at hand. Does calamity
come on a house or village V There are eager ieet swift to carry gospel consolations.

IV. True btmpatht ouidino actioh. It was the deep and genuine sympathy of
Ahimaaz with what he knew were the most tender and sacred feelings of the king's
heart that made him eager to go, and both gladden him with news of God's deliverance,
and at the same time gently break the news of his personal loss. This gave extra
ipeed to his fleet steps, and this explain* his reference to God's goodness (ver. 28), and
also his evident desire to prepare the king for sad tidings (ver. 29).
He felt too much
for that noble, generous heart to blurt out the intelligence which he knew would crush
There is great value in a servant who understands and appreciates the most tender
It.
and cherished feelings of his master. This sympathy is a discriminating guide to words
and actions. It is this intense sympathy with the heart of Christ, this power to
enter more than others do into the very passion of the Redeemer for saving men, that
accounts for the remarkable zeal and discriminating conduct in doing religious work
which have characterized some of the noblest Christians.
The nearer we get to the
heart of Christ, the more true will our enthusiasm be. The natural gifts and aptitudes
of body and mind then turn with zest to all wise devices for advancing the interests
most dear to him.
Miacellanies.
In connection with the main event referred to in the narrative, there
are incidents and statements which suggest a variety of truths bearing more or less on
ordinary life or finding their parallels therein. Briefly stated, these are as follows.
I. Eager men awaiting great ibsues.
David and his followers at the gate of
Mahanaim, looking out for news of the issue of the conflict then being carried on,
sensible that interests more precious than life were involved, are but types of men still
intent on learning the issue of undertakings in which they have embarked or in which
they have an inexpressible interest. The discii^les once awaited a wonderful issue
when Christ was, during his trial and death, in conflict with powers of darkness. For
forty days before Pentecost, men and women waited for signs of a great event.
Often
has the Church, in seasons of peril, waited in agony during the crisis. Men engaged in
ordinary business know what it is to look out for the issue of great ventures ; and in
private religious experience there are times wlien the ^oul waits and watches more than
those wiio watch for the morning.
What great and momentous issues are being
wrought out every day in this world for some of our fellow-creatures
" All is welC" said Ahimaaz, to break the painful suspense
II. Qualified optimism.
of the watchers, and bring early consolation to the kiTig's heart.
The words are few,
but wonderful.
Taken in their strict sense, they meant to David more tliaa could
ever be expressed. Happy, indeeil, is the man of whom and to whom these words can
be imconditionaliy spoken. " All " is the term of widest range in human language ; and
" well" is the greatest and best afBrmation that can ever be made. In David's circumstances the phrase at least meant that his cause was triumphant, that God had come to
his help.
Ahimaaz was not insincere in saying what he did, knowing all the time that
one event of the day would be most distressing to David. His optimism was qualified
by a reservation, as is common in human life. There is a sense in which every good
is qualified by a shade of ill.
Even so great a boon as redemption bears on it the dark
shadow of a Suffering One. The greatest victory of things is announced amidst the
wail of widows and orphans. The possession of great wealth brings with it carking
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Perhaps, in the final issue of all events, when Christ shall have put down all
authority and power (1 Cor. xv. 27), and the universe has gained its moral equilibrium
after the lon^ struggle between good and evil, it may be true in an absolute sense that
"all is Well; " but lill then our optimism must be qualified.
III. A PIOUS parent's ai sorbing thought.
David did not lose his character of parent
As the anointed one he was intent on st eiug his authority
in his character as king.
iuly established, but as a father he was anxious for the safi'ty of his rebellious son. By
no process could he divest himself of his parental relation—dim shadow is this of the
fatherly relation which permeates all God's regal relations to mankind!
No one as be
could pity the erring youth. He still yearned to have opportunity of bringing some
influence to bear on his ungrateful heart.
The direst thought to him was the possibility
" Is the youns; man safe ?
of life being cut short before such opportunity arose.
This question has deep significance to multitudes as they think of their children out ou
the wide world, exposed to its deadly ills.
It comes in the moruing with the light of
day it intrudes amidst the busy thoughts of daily business ; and it is often the last
thought when sleep quiets the heart, it is also a question, in its spiritual application,
above all questions of health and secular prosperity. To be " sate " in Christ is th«
prime concern; for usefulness to others and growth in moral good are then ensured,
whUe at the same time the dreadful guilt of the past ia covered.
cares.

;

The great lamentation. On hearing of the death of his son, David retired into
secrecy and poured out his soul in perhaps the most touching language to be found
The strength and depth of feeling expressed were evidently in proporin the Bible.
tion to the interest which all along he had cherished in this abandoned child.
Some
writers have reproached David for yielding to what is termed " weakness " for a son
whose just jiunishment ought to have been accepted with a calm acquiescence. But the
criticisui on his conduct is not really justified when all the facts are considered.
He
was a man constitutionally of strong, generous feelings kindly and tender in his
bearing toward others.
father cannot fur^cet that he is a father; and the more
holy and generous his nature, the more powerfully will the fatherly feeling assert itself.
At seen in our Saviour's case, when he wept over Jerusalem already doomed because
of sm against him, equal to, yea, worse even than, that of Absalom, the natural
feelings of the heart may flow forth in most touching strains, while there is in the
soul a most perfect accord with the righteous jud.:ment of God.
Nowhere does Scripture require meu to suppress natural sentimenis, or, in other words, require us to cease
to be true human beings when we are brought face to face with the appalling judgments of God. Moreover, it is given to all parents to cherish hope of the must prodigal
of sons while life continues, and David's personal experience of the mer.y of God wag
Buch as certainly warranted his cherishing hope of the renewal and salvation of even
this wicked son
and if such a long-cherished hojie was suddenly crushed, and that,
too, when care had been taken to prevent its being crushed (ver. 5), surely it was no
sin for him, but an acceptable deed in the sight of God, when he vented his grief that
now all hope of such a change was gone. There is no complaint against the wisdom
and justice of God, no trace of a spirit of discontent with the administration of Divine
it was pure sorrow for a ruined life.
love
David's humanity was not lost in his
kingly office. The love of a fatlier's heart is not eradicated by a son's ingratitude. The
parable of the prodigal son is evidence of this and also of its Divine counterpart. And
in the case of David, the remeujbrance of his own sad fall having possibly exercised a
detrimental influence over Absalom, just in the most critical period of his life, could
not but render both just and natural this great lamentation. Taking, then, this view of
David's conduct, we briefly notice the following truths.

A

—

;

;

I. Religion intensifies and purifies natural affection.
Had not David been
a very devout man, he would not have lelt such deep sorrow over the death of Absalom.
Religion makes a father a true father; it renders love of ulT^pring a more sacred thing.
This follows from the more general truth that religion restores man to his normal state.
Such afloction has no relation to the sin of the chill, exco|)t, perha|)S, that the da
observed tends to render the^f^ectiou more yearning and pitiful.
ABE JUSTIFIED IN CUERISHING HOPE WHILE LIFE I,AST3. David did, Sud had
II.
good reasons for it. The gospel encourages it ; the revelation of the Father's great loY*
II. SAMUEL.
2 a

We

—
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to the " greatest of sinners " justifies it. Man is not a judge of what may be dona
That many for whom parents pray and strive
either by the most guilty or for them.
do, as far as we can see, perish in their sins, is no reason against hope while Hfe conThousands have been brought to God in the eleventh hour.
tinues.
III. The death of offspring presumably reckless and impenitent is the
GREATEST OF PARENTAL TROUBLES. To die is the common lot, and natural afifection,
though strong and pure, does not face d'ath without consolations. But when death
means the passage into eternity of a soul laden with guilt, and that soul once the object
of delight and occasion of fondest hopes, then the most terrible of woes comes on a
pious parent's heart. The ** Redeemer's tears over lost souls," on which Howe has so
wonderfully dwelt, are best understood by those who, like David, have wept over sons

cut oflf in their sins.
IV. One of the bitterest inqredients in sorrow over

the lost is that or
BEFLECTION ON PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION TOWARD BRINGING ON THAT CONDITION. David
could not hut think of the effect on his son's views of life and tendencies of heart produced by his own great sin, and the months of alienation from God which ensued.
How far parents are answerable for the character and destiny of their children is a s^rave
question, but unquestionably a bad example in their early years cannot but tell perniciously on their future, and woe cannot but come on the father in darkest form when
he connects his own misconduct with the hopeless death of his offspring. What
manner of persons ought parents to be ? Who knows what a turn a single lapse into

may give to a youth's destiny ?
V. In the PUREST HUMAN LOVE WE SEE A SHADOW OP God's GREAT LOVE. David'8
lamentation, Jeremiah's wail over a ruined people (Jer. ix. 1, 2), the Apostle Paul's
anguish on account of his brethren (Rom. ix. 1 3), and especially the Saviour's sorrow
over Jemsalem (Matt, xxiii. 34 38), set forth, so tar as we can know of such a
mystery, the sorrowful feeling of the eternal Father (John xiv. 7 9) towards those
who live and die in sin. God's great love for us has been seen in this, that, while we
were yet sinners, Christ died for us (Rom. vi. 6 10). He actually did what David
longed to do for Absalom. Redemption in Chiist eui bodies the best and noblest of all
feelings, and transcends the human ideaL
sin

—

—

—

—

HOMILIES BY VAHIOUS AUTHOES.

1—

8.—^Mahanaim.) David's victory over his rehelUotu subjectt. Having
Vera.
found refuge in the fortified city of llahanaim (ch. ii. 8), and recruited their
exhausted energies, David and those who were with him prepared for the conflict
which now seemed inevitable. Meanwhile (during several weeks) Absalom collected
a great army (ch. xvii. 11), appointed Amasa captain, crossed the Jordan, and
encamped in the land of Gilead (ch. xvii. 24 27). Here, "in the wood of Eihraim**
(ver. 6 ; Judg. xii. 4), he was met by the forces of David, and the issue was quickly
" The traveller who only knows Palestine to the west of the Jordan, can
decided.
form no idea of the luxuriance of the hillsides of Gilead. Here we crossed sparkling
rivulets, where the sunlight glinted through the foliage of handsome oak, terehinth,
and carob trees, and traversed glades seldom disturbed by the foot of man, which led
into the aeep solitudes of the lorest.
In one of these Absalom met his end; and one
could well uuderstand, as one came suddenly u,.oa the brink of some rock or gorge,
why possibly, in headlong and disastrous flight, so many of the combatants on that
fatal day should have been numbered amoni; the missing, that it was said the wood
devoured more than the sword" (Oliphant). Attention is especially directed to David,
concerning whom observe
After his deep humiliation, the old
I. The renewed energy of his character.
king is himself again. His youth is " renewed like the eagle's." Passive submission
is succeeded by active exertion, to which he is urged by inward impulses and new
circumstances. There is a time to pray, and a time to work.
1. He actively musters
his friends around him ; and constantly attracts and receives reinforcements from the
people who dwell on the east of the Jordan (ch. xvii. 27
29; Ps. xxvii. ; xxviii.;
a. 3). 2. He skilfully organizes his forces, appointing captains of thousands and

—

—
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captains of hundreds, and arranging them in three divisions under Joab, Abishai, and
Ittai (ch. XV. 19
22), well knowing the worth of able leaders and of strict order
and disci|>line (ch. viii. 15 18). 3. He courageously purposes to go forth himself into
the conflict (ch. xxi. 17), and is prevented from doing so only by their considerate
determination (ver. 4). " Those who enciage others in arduous and perilous attempts
must be willing to take their full share ot hardship; but true courage and firmness of
mind are very different from rashness and obstinacy, and wise men are always most
re;idy to listen to prudent counsel, even from their inferiors" (Scott).
4. He specially
charges them to do his son no harm. " Gently for me with the young man Absalom "
general and intense feeling of
(ver. 5) ; " Beware, whoever it be," etc. (ver. 12).
resentment is naturally felt against him; and none are coucerneil about his welfare,
" See what a thing a godly father's
save his father, whom he has chiifly wronged.
No undutifulness, no practice on a child's part, no, nor death
affection is to his child.
What though Absalom can forget David,
itself, can divide between him and his child.
yet David cannot forget him ; what though he be a very un^racious imp, yet * he
is my child, my child,' saith David, 'I cannot but love him;' and, indeed, he overloves him
which I do not commfnd, but only observe, to note the strength of parents'
love, if it be natural
a love indeed as strong as death. Is the love of an earthly father
so great?
What, then, is the affection of our heavenly Father towards ua ? " (R.
Harris: 1610).
II. The ardent attachment of his followers; in contrast with the disaffection
and hostility of others. 1. They offer themselves willingly to his service, and readily
risk their lives for his sake. 2. They set an inestimable value on his life in com; arisun
with their own. " Thou art worth ten thousand of us " (ver. 3). How much often
depends on one man
The safety, unity, religion, prosperity, of a whole nation. Both
patriotism and piety require the utmost care for his preservation.
3. They see the
peculiar peril to whish he is exposed, and seek to guard him against it.
"They will
pay no attention to us," etc. Of Washington, one of his oflBcers wrote, "Our army
love their general very much; but they have one complaint against him, which is the
very little care he takes of himself." 4. They deem it expedient to provide, in case of
" It is better that thou succour us out of the city." Their
need, for receiving his aid.
Whilst he waits in the city with the
proposal is prudent, courteous, and honourable.
" reserves," he still commands them, prays for them, and co-operates with them. They
go forth unHer his sanction (ver. 4), are animated on the battle-field by the remembrance
of him, and look forward to his approval as their recompense (ch. xix. 3).
Such devotion is rare, not merely towards an earthly commander, but even on the part of those
who war a spiritual warfare towards the heavenly Leader and " Captain of their
salvation."
III. The signal overthrow of his adversaries (vers. 7, 8) ; which is accomplished by the valour, discipline, and devotion of his " servants," and chiefly : 1. By
the interposition of Divine providence (vers. 28, 31). " The race is not to the swift,
nor the battle to the strong" (Eccles. ix. 11). " Providence is" by no means "always
on the side of big battalions." 2. In retribution upon the disobedient and ungodly,

—

—

A

;

—

!

over whom mercy lingers long, but not for ever, and who, though used as instruments
of chastising others, are themselves ultimately broken in pieces. 3. For the deliverance
of the faithful, the restoration of thw "Lord's anointed," and the maintenance of the
theocracy.
4. As a preparation for, and a foreshadowing of, the nobler victories of the
King Messiah. It was another of the decisive battles of the world. " The contest was
of short duration. The victors were soon vanquished. The storm was like a whirlwind,

and

whirlwind it passed away, leaving the enemies of Gk>d imder the foot of the
To the depth of David's fall, to the height of his exaltation, there is but one
parallel.
We see it in tht- P.iss on, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The two
Davids fell in a manner alike luysteiious to their astonished friends. The two Davids
rose again in a manner alike terrible to their astonished foes (M. Hill, * The Typical
Testimony to the Messiah '). D.
like a

Messiah.

"'

—

Vers. 9

—

14.

receive [literally,

(The wood of Ephraim.)
'

put forth mine hand

A

faithful soldier.

"Though

I

should

a thousand pieces of silver in mine hand, yet would 1 not
against tlie king's son" (ver. 12).
While pursuing the enemy, •

weigh

']

—

;

—
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brave soldier came upon their leader, suspended from " the entangled branches of the
great terebinth," in which his head was fastened so that he could not extricate
He forthwith reported what he had seen to Joab, who asked him why he
himself.
had not despotched him, and said that he would have given him ten pieces of silver and
a military giraie for doing so. A less scrupulous man might have sought even yet to
secure iLe reward. But he replied that nothing would inuuce him to disobey the king.
" So genuine was the reverence with which the loyalty of even a common soldier then
invested the royal dignity " (Ewald). His fidelity may serve to illustrate that of " a
good soldier of Jesus Christ" (2 Tim. ii. 3), as it appears in
1. His BE8PECT FOB THE KiNo's COMMANDMENT; which, unllke that of an earthly
1. He reverences the authority by which it is
ruler, is always wise, just, and good.
2. He regards it as obligatory on each and
given, as rightful, all-powerful, supreme.
3. He remembers it constantly in the absence as
all to whom it ia given (ver. 12).
well as the presence of the King, from whom " there is no matter hid " (ver. 13). 4. He
"Thou hast commanded us to keep
is resolved on performing it with all his might.

thy precepts diligently " (Ps. cxix. 4, 11, 106).
XL His rejection of stbono temptation. He will not disobey the order received,
though urged to do so by : 1. The impulse of resentment against the common enemy.
3. The
2. The plea of expediency, or what may seem to be for the common good.
approval of a lellow-soldier, or the sanction of any " captain " inferior to the King. 4.
The promise of reward, certain, immediate, and great. " ITie Law of thy mouth is better
unto me than thousands of gold and silver" (Ps. cxix. 72, 31, 36).
IlL His rebuke of another's pbesumption. Joab must have felt himself reproved
by this faithful and honest soldier though he turned away contemptuously, recklessly,
and presumptuously to do the deprecated deed- A dutiful soldier may and ought to rebuke
the undutifulness of another by 1. Reminding him of the word which has been spoken
by the King. 2. Avowing his own determination to obev it in spite of all inducements
to the contrary. 3. Predicting the certainty of the King s displeasure, which outweighs
" In the
" What is a man profited," etc. ?
xix. 12).
all present gain (Prov. xvi. 14
King's favour is life." 4. Intimating the unreliability of one who favours disobedience
and presumes on impunity. " Thou thyself wouldest have set thyself against me
leaving me alone to bear the blame and suffer the penalty. " He must be a very bad
man who is not attracted to what is good by the good example of his subordinates
(S. Schmid). " Then shall I not be ashamed when I have respect to all thy commandments" (Fs. cxix. 6, 29, 51, 53).—D.
;

:

;

;

—

18.
(Thb wood of Ephbaim.) The end of Absalom. After a long
Vers. 14
course of flagrant and persistent wickedness, Absalom (at the age of twenty-seven)
met his deserved doom. There is not in all history a more signal instance of retribution. In it we see punishment following crime, in the way of natural consequence, and
corresponding with it in the manner of its infliction. The sinner reaps as he sows.
•*

But Justice hastes t' avenge each impious deed
Some in day's clear and open light

Some

in the Jusky evening's twilight shade;
Or, by delay more furious made,
Some in Uie dreary gloom of night."

(^schylns.)

Absalom was—
(Vers. 9, 10.)
I. Arrested bt Divthe justice, in the pebversitt of his wat.
When the battle went against him he sought to escape. Possibly he met with some
of David's soldiers, who durst not " touch " him (ver. 12) " but though they let him
His eagerness and
go, yet God met with him, and put a stop to his flight " (Patrick).
impetuosity, his tall form, his long hair, "the kings mule" on which he lode, all conEntangled by the tresses of his hair, and fastened by his neck
tributed to the result.
in a forked bough, he was left hanging "between heaven and earth" (Deut. xxi. 23);
" rejected as a traitor by both." None of his companions in crime remained with him,
but all left him alone to his fate. " A man whom the Divine vengeance is pursuing
does not escape " (S. Schmid). Insensate trees, dumb animals, apparently trivial ana
;
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accidental circumstauces, the devices and efforts of the transgressor, are so ordered that
shall not go unpunisht-d (Prov, xi. 19, 31 ; xiii. 21
xxii. 5 ; xx\'iii. 17, 18).
(Vers. 14, 15.)
As he
II. Executed by hujian violence, similar to his own.
had slain Amnon (ch. xiii. 28, 29), so was he slain by Juab. " He that was a solicitor
"
for the king's favour (ch. xiv. 1, 2, 33) is his executioner against the king's charge
(Hall); influenced partly by zeal for the king's interest and the public goo'l, partly
by revenge for private injury (ch. xiv. 30), and jealousy for his own position (ch. iii. 27 ;
He shared the resentment felt by his men against Absalom ; was an instruxix. 10).

he

;

of Heaven was inflicted ; and perhaps deemed himself justified
in becoming such, because oi the excessive fondness and blamable weakness of David
toward his son ; but herein he punished disobedience by disobedience, exhibited a
pitiless severity and daring presumption, incurred the king's displeasure (ch. xix. 13),
involved himself in deeper crime (1 Kings iL 5), and ultimately in a violent death

ment by which the wrath

(1 Kings u. 32).
III. BuBiED IN

A BHAMEFUL GBAVE, in Contrast with the splendid monument which
" in his lifetime he had taken and reared up for himself," etc. (ver. 18). " He had
thought that he would be there, some time or other, buried as king; but he is now
Till this hour that
buried as an outlawed evil-doer^ as an outcast from among meu.
grave speaks to ua with a loud awakening voice. Violations of the commandment,
'Honour tliy father and thy mother,' for the most part, indeed, escape the judgment
of human authorities; but the Almighty has reserved it lo himself to inflict punishment with his own hand, and for the most part even on this side eternity, as he has
promised for this world also a gracious reward to those who keep it holy, according to
the promise annexed to the commandment, 'that it may go well with thee'" (Krummacher). " The great pit in the wood," with " a very great heap of stones laid u{x>n
him " this was the end of his ambitious career (Deut. xxi. 22, 23 Josh. vii. 26
viii. 29).
The site both of his grave and of the " marble pillar in the king's dale,
two furlongs distant from Jerusalem" (Joseph us), has been forages unknown; and even
the monolith in the valley of the Kidron (probably of the Herodian age, but associated
with his name) is "unto this day" re,L;arded with scorn by the pass r-by, as he cat-ts
another stone, and mutters a curse upon his memory. " Shame shall be the promotion
of fools" (Prov. iii. 35; xxx. 17). "Hear this, ye glorious fools, that care not to perpetuate any memory of yourselves t<i the world, but of ill-deserving greatness. The
best of this aS'ectation is vanity; the worst infamy &nd dishonour whereas the memory
of the just shall be blessed, and, if his humility shall refuse an epitaph and chuose to
hide himself under the bare earth, Qod himself shall engrave his name upon the pillar
of eternity " (Hall).— D.

—

;

;

" Absalom's place " (literally,
Ver. 18. (The king's dale.) Posthumous fame.
"hand," equivalent to "monument," or "memorial," 1 Sam. xv. 12). To live in the
memory of men after death is, in a sense, to be immortal on earth (ch. vii. 9). Of this
earthly immortality observe that \. It is an object of natural and legitimate desiv'
To be wholly forgotten as soon as we are laid in the dust is a prospect liom which we
'.

instinctively turn away with aversion, as from death itself.
The natural love ot life,
of reputation, of power, of pre-eminence, implies the desire of their continuance, in so
far as it is possible, not merely of exerting a continued influence (as every one must

but also of having one's name kept in continued remembrance; and this desire
exists in those who have little or no knowl&lge ol personal immortality.
It is well
do),

that men's thoughts should extend beyond the narrow span of their own lifetime.
But
the memory of themselves which they wish to be perpetuated should not be of their
shining qualities and extraordinary achievements, but of their genuine faith, their holy
chaiacter, and their beneficent deeds, as au incentive to the like (Ps. Ixxviii. 7; I'rov.
xiii. 2Heb. xi. 4); for such a wish alone is of any moral worth. 2. The desire of it
Absalom
often leads to mistaken and unworthy endeauours in order to its attainment.
"had taken and reared up for himself the pillar," etc. Imbued with selfish and vainglorious amlition, he imagined that the sight of it would call forth the admiration of
posterity.
In the same spirit he subsequently made his attempt upon the throne. So
others have reared imposing monuments, built huge pyramids and palaces, fought great
bttttles, and rushed into daring enterprises, heedless of the rectitude of their conduct or
;

——

—

;
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mankind (Gen. xL 4; Ezek. xxix. 3; Dan. iv. 30). "Their inward
11—13). The character of their aim determines the nature
of their efforts; and only those efforts which proceed from a right spirit ensure an
enduring and honourable "name." 3, The result of such endeavours is shame and everlasting contempt, instead of immortal honour and glory. "Absalom's hand," which was
tlie

welfare of

thought

IS," etc. (Ps. xlix.

intended to ineiicate to future generations his magnificence, indicated only his i-nominy.
Even that at length perished (Ps. ix. 6; Prov. x. 7). And his memory remains as a
" In what different lights, in what different
i-olemn warning against transgression.
How
aspects of character, the human beings of past time are presented to our thoughts
They seem to
many of them are there that an odious and horrid character rests upon
bear eternal curses on their heads. A vindictive ray of Heaven's lightning seems continually darting down upon them. They appear as the special points of communication
and attraction between a w icked world and the Divine vengeance " (J. Fuster). But
"the righteous shall be in everlasting remembrance" (Ps. cxii. 6; Matt, xxvi 13;
Acts X. 4 ; 2 Pet. i. 15).— D.
!

!

h

the young man . . . tafe f "
Ver. 29. (Mahanaim.) **
intense activity, favourable opportunities, and glowing promise.

Youth

is

a season of

" The passion, which in youth
Drives fast downhill, means that the impulse gained
Should speed us up the hill that's opposite."
(Sir H, Taylor.)

suggestive of
No soldier on the battle-field, no traveller on " dark mountains," no
I. Danger.
ship on a tempestuous sea, is exposed to greater peril than a young man. Of what?
Nut so much of physical suffering and death, as of sin the only real evil, and one
which involves the loss of his highest life (Matt. x. 28). From what? Chiefly from
himself his " own heart " (Jer. xvii. 9) inexperience susceptibility to impressions
personal endowments (ch. xiv. 25); "youthful lusts" (2 Tim. ii. 22), the love of
pleasure, excitement, " name and fame " impatience of control, self-confidence, rashAlso from false friends (ch. xiii. 3), rather than open enemies;
ness, and presumption.
sceptical and sensuous literature; "the defilements [miasma] of the age" (2 Pet. ii.
20) and the peculiar temptations of the place, the occupatitin, and the society with
young man," etc. (Eccles. xi. 9).
which he is connected. " Rejoice,
"Wherewithal, etc.? By
" To be forewarned is to be forearmed."
II. Safety.
taking heed thereto according to thy Word " (Ps. cxix, 9). The most essential thing
is a right state of heart ; its supreme affection set on God, its ruling purpose directed
"
to the doing of his will (Prov. iv. 23), its varied powers " united to fear his Name
need
watchfulness
also
of
Cor.
There
is
xvi.
Prov.
i.
Ixxxvi.
(1
(Ps.
11
7).
31),
keeping out of the way of temptation, trusting in God to be kept by him, unceasing
prayer, association with good men, the cultivation of proper habits, profitable reading,
seasonable recreation, useful employment, and advancement toward the true end of
" If ye do these things, ye shall never stumble," etc. (2 Pet. i. 10, 11).
life.
on the part of parents, instructors, Christian friends arising from
III. Anxiety
sincere affection, a clear perception of his danger, and an ardent desire for his welfare
expressed in fervent prayer, appropriate endeavour (ver. 5), and frequent inquiries
Alas that a young man for whom others are so tenderly concerned should
(ver. 32).
D.
recklessly and wilfully " lose himself and become castaway "

This question

is specially

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

I

Ver. 33.

(Mahanatm.)

David's lament over Absalom.

my

—
**

Would

that I had died

In a little court between the inner and
son my son "
in thy stead, O Absalom !
the outer gate of the fortitied city wall, where (in the early morning) he stood and
watched his brave soldiers g img forth to battle (ver. 4), sits the aged kinj, at eventide
The watchman, " from the roof
(ch. xix. 3, 7), awaiting tidings from the battle-field.
of the gate at the wall," calls out to him that he descries, first one man '* running
alone" (not with others, as in flight, ver. 25), then another, and, as the firemost
approaches nearer, says that he thinks his running is like that of the swift-footed
Ahimaaz (cli. xvii. 17). On the ariival of the news of victory ("Peace I"), the first
!

!

OH.
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words of David (like his

last, ver. 6) are of Absalom ; *• Is there peace {thalom) to [Is
well with] the young man Absalom ? *• and, perceiying his deep concern, Ahimaaz
dares not reveal the whole truth (ver. 20). Again, tha king makes the same inquiry
of the Cushite, who (with less sympathy, but greater fidelity) utters the wish that
" And the king was much
at the young man, so might all the king's enemies be
moved (greatly agitated with grief), and went up to the upper chamber of the gate,
and wept; and thus he said, as he walked (to and fro)t
soil Absalom 1 my soul
it

!

My

my sou Absaloml " «to.
" Is

it

80 far from thee

Thou

canst no longer see
In the chamber over the gait

That old man desolate,
Weeping and wailing sore
For hiji son who is no moref
*

O

Absalom,

my

soul

"Somewhere at every hour
The watchman on the tower
Looks forth, and sees the fleit
Approach of hurrying feet

Of messengers, that bear
The tidiugs of despair.
'

• That

'tis

O

a

Absalom,

common

my nat*

grief

Bringeth but slight relief}

Ours
Ours

the bitterest loss.
the heaviest cross
And for ever the cry will be,
• Would God I had died for thea,
Absalom, my son 1"*
is
is

O

(LoDgfellow.)

AVsfllom afl3Ict«d bis father more by his death than by his life " (Aogastlne). Thia
expression of intense and absorbing grief (in which all joy of victoiy is swallowed up^
ch. xix. 2) is indicative of
Five times the afiflicted father cries,
I. Parental affection from which it springs.
father's love (especially in such a fervid
son " {B'ni)\ thrice, "Absalom!"
soul as David's) is : 1. The natural, instinctive, spontaneous effect of the relationship
which subsists between him and his child. It is the closest relationship of life, and is
mercifully joined by the Creator and Father of all with a great and peculiar affection
which, nevertheless (whilst it is intensified and exalted by a projier appreciation of its
object, as " the offspring of God ") requires to be regulated by intelligence and piety.
It is not eradicated by a son's estrange2. Deeply rooted, enduring, indestructible.
ment (Luke XV. 12), wilfulness, manifold transgressions, or even open rebellion. It
makes larce allowances, has much patience and forbearance ; " believeth all things," etc.
It feels persuaded that he has
(1 Cor. xiii. 7), "covereth all sins " (Prov. x. 12).
" some good thing in him," and cannot endure the thought of his entire abandonment.
' Not only the question itself (ver. 29), but the very terms of it, breathe the tenderness
Absalom is ' the youth,' as if his youth were a full excuse for his
of David's feelings.
conduct " (' Speaker's Commentary '). 3. Pitiful, sympathetic, self-sacrificing (Ps. ciii.
"
son, my beloved, my beautiful Absalom miserably slain, and now lying
13).
dead 1 Would that I had died for thee 1 " (ch. xxiv. 17 ; Exod xuiL 82 i Bom. is. S)i
*'

"My

A

1

My

I

••

Thon seest the braided roots that bind
Yon towering cedar to the rock
Thou seest the clinging ivy twined
Ab if to spurn the whirlwind's shock}-*
poor emblems of the strings timt tie
Hii offspring to a parent's heart;
For those will, mouldering, yield and
But these can never, never part."

die,

—
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All through the couTse pursued by
n. DiSAProiNTBD EXPECTATION AND HOPE.
Absalom, David doubtless cherished the hope that 1. Ue might see the error of hiB
way, and, constrained by his father's affection, repent of his sins.
He may have
supposed him penitent at the tinae of his return (ch. xiv. 23), and that his reconcilia2. He might fulfil
tion (ch. xiv. 33) would be followed by filial love and obedience.
the anticipations formed at his birth, strengthened by the brilliant promise of his early
yuuth, and apparently justified by his more recent diHgence and religious zeal (ch. xv.
The love of a parent often blinds him to the man}- delects and malicious designs
2. 8).
Until this moment David hoped (ver. 5) that ; 3. His lile, at least, might
ot his son.
>>e spared and his destruction averted.
All is suddenly extinguisiied his "sun is gone
down while it was yet day " and the remembrance of its brightness remains only to
deepen the gloom of the succeeding night.
Had the righteous judgment of God overtaken
III. Personal compunction.
Absalom because he had " risen up against him " (ver. 31) ? Was David himself, then,
blameless ? He could not but remember that 1. He had despised the commandment
the Lord, and rebelled against the Divine King of Israel. 2. He had contributed by
**
The worst ingredient in this cup of
his own conduct to the misconduct of his son.
anguish would be, I think, the consciousness in David's heart that, it" he had himself
been all he ought to have been, his son might not thus have perished" (W. M. Taylor).
3. He was now suffering the chastisement of Heaven, of which his son's death was a
"Absalom's sin and shame had two sides there was in it the curse that David's
part.
sin brought on David's house (ch. xii. 10), the misdeed of the father's that is visited on
the children (Exod. xx. 5) and not less, Absalom's own wickedness and recklessness,
which made him the bearer of the family curse. David lo'ks at Absalom's deed not
on the latter side, but on the former (for his own guilt seems to him so great, that he
"
looks little at Absalom's) hence his deep, boundless compassion for his misguided son
" Tlie heart-broken cry, Would God I had died for theel was not only the
(Kurtz).
ut'erauce of self-sacrificing love, but the cunlession that he himself deserved the punishment which fell upon another" (Kirkpatnck).
IV. Ibbeparable loss and separation. " As that young man is " his life " as
water spilt upon the ground," etc. No cries nor tears can restore him to his father or
" the land of the living " (1 Sam. xxv. \.9 ch. iv. 11 ; Ps. xxvi. 9 xlix. 8). Whatever David may have thought of his condition in Sheol, no parent can contemplate the
death of a rebellious and impenitent son without heart-rending grief, arising from the
fear of his exclusion from the presence of God, sharing the doom of the Lord's enemies,
and endless separation from the fellowship of saints, " All hope abandon, ye who enter
:

;

;

:

—

;

;

•

'

;

;

!

here " (Dante,

*

Inferno,'

;

iii.).

Remarks. 1. It is possible, under circumstances most favourable to goodness, to
become •xceedingly bad. 2. One of the greatest evils in the world is that of diaobedience to parents (2 Tim. iii. 3). 3. The love of an earthly parent trward his
children is a shadow of the eternal Father's love to men. " He is affected with fatherly
love towards the whole human race. Inasmuch as we are men, we must be deai
God, and our salvation must be precious in his sight" (Calvin, on Ezek. xviii. 4).
4. Ttie Divine sorrow over men when they fall into sin and ruin, as revealed in the

^

holy tears of Jesus, indicates their

final state in

" the world of infinite mourning."

"Thou

—D.

worth ten thousand of us."
respects, but its applicais equally true that all men are unequal, that no
man is of exactly the same weight and worth as any other man. Men differ infinitely
in I'ody and mind, in intelligence and goodness, in position and influence, in their
value to society and so in the degrees of their responsibility to God, In domestic
and social, civic, national, and Church life, one man is often worth many otl ers.
David's '-people" felt this now that they were going forth to nieet the forces of
Absalom in battle; and they give as a reason why he should be content to remain in
the city instead of expnsing himself to the dangers of the battle-field, that he was
worth ten thousand of them that it was better that ten thousand of them should be
This sentiment underlies and jnsti/ies the
slain than he, though he was nnly one.
natural feeling of loyalty to a sovereign, the wilhn^uess to protect him at the cost of
Ver. 3.

Tlie

surpassing worth of Christ.

Tlie doctrine that all men are equal
It
tion and use are very limited.

;

;

is

true in

art

some important

OH,

xvm. 1—53.]
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many Uvea. In personal worth he may not be equal to many a single soldier or sub*
ject; but be represents the state; in his life may be involved the welfare of a nation,
to protect which it is worth while for many to die. Such thoughts might well console
the private soldier dying in obscurity on the field or in hospital. His king, his country,
His life is worthily sacrificed for them. The
is worth a multitude of such as he.
same sentiment is applicable to the commanders of an army in contrast with common
soldiers
to great statesmen and other leaders of men in contrast with the multitude.
It is no disparay;ement of these to say that it would requite many of them to equal
in value to society one of those ; and that, if necessary, it would be better that the
may use the words emphatically in refermany shc»uld die rather than the one.
ence to our great King and Captain, the Lord Jesus Christ. True, he is no longer in
personal peril from his enemies. " He lives beyond their utmost rage " (Watts). But
his cause, influence, hold of mankind, place in their esteem and affectiou, in a word,
his kingdom, may be endangered; and his true disciples will be ready to die in
thousands rather than he should in these respects perish or even suflFer loss. And the
justification of their feeling is that he, personally and in his cause, **ifl worth ten
thousand of them."
L The surpassino wobth of Christ. 1. In personal excellence. It is well when
the monarch of a country is distiai^uished for mental and moral endowments. Even
when the personality of the ruler is of less account in the actual government, it adiis
much to the welfare of the state that he is noble in the qualities of his mind and heart.
This has been made manifest in the long reign of our beloved and honoured queen.
Where the power of government is very largely trusted to the will of the sovereign,
it is of incalculable importance that he should be both wise and good.
David's kingdom
sprang very mainly from, and was maintained by, his personal qualities. And this is
more emphatically true of his great Son Jesus. He is "chiefest among ten thousand,"
chiefest among and above all creation.
The perfections of God and the erfections
of man are combined in this one glorious Person.
In himself he is worthy of the
utmost love and self-devotion. 2. In position and dignity. As " King of kings and
Lord of lords ; " " Lord of all ; " King of souls ; " Head of the Church ; " " Head over
These are not empty titles ; but represent facts, actual glory and power.
all things."
To serve such a King may well be esteemed the highest possible honour ; to die for
him, a great glory. 3. In relation to the good of men. Who shall say how much
Christ is " worth " in this view ? of how much value his work for and amongst men ?
how essentially their welfare in time and in eternity is bound up with his unchanging
existence and power, and the manifestation of himself in the world through his Church ?
Every believer experiences his preciousness (1 Pet. ii. 7), and desires that all should
have a like experience, through a " like precious faith " (2 Pet. i. 1) ; and to keep him
living in the memory of men, and secure the wider exercise of his saving power, would
cheerfully sacrifice himself.
We are insignificant, and if we die it matters little; but
for him to perish from the life of men, or become feeble in his influence among them,
would be disastrous indeed. 4. In power to tuccour and aid his servants. David was
requested to remain in the city with the reserves, that, if it were required, he might
send them to the succour of those fighting in the field- Our Lord can, " out of the
city " in which he dwells, aid his servants in more effectual manner.
Not only has he
numberless reserves eager to do his bidding, but he is able to gather around him, from
the very ranks of his foes, fresh hosts to fight his battles.
And, beyond all this, he
can himself be yea, he is with his people everywhere and evermore, to inspirit them
by his presence, and render them victorious. Who of them, what " tea thousand " of
them, could fill his place? 5. In power to revxird those who die in his service. Earthly
rulers are powerless to recompense the soldiers who are slain in fighting their battles.
Not so our great King. He is able to promise eternal life and glory to his faithful
followers; and what he promises he i)erforms (see Mark viii, 35
John xii. 25).
II. The effect wmon contemplation of the surpassino worth of CaBiiV
SHOULD HAVE UPON U8. 1. Satisfaction that he lives safe above all the hostility q^ hi$
tnemies. Lives, not in heaven only, but ou earth in spirit and power, working in and
with his people and confirming his Word (John xiv. 19; Mark xvi. 20). Human
leaders and teachers die, but " Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, and to-day, and fur
•ver" (Heb. xiiL 8). That One of so much worth to men, and so needful to theni.
;

We

j

—

—

;
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should be thus immortal and immutahle, is matter for joy and thankfulness. He needs
not, like David, the plans and eflforts of his servants to preserve him
but we c;in and
should rejoice that he lives and reigns, and *' must reign till he hath put all enemies
under his feet" (1 Cor. xv. 25). 2. Devoted loyalty to him even unto death. The
readiness with which David's friends hazarded and gave up their lives for him, nay,
the similar devotedness of many a common soldier, may well put most Christians to
the blush.
3. Contentment in view of the enormous sacrifice of /luman livef^ which has
been made/or his sake.
It is not waste; the willing deaths of martyrs, missionaries.
Christian work' rs of all grades, have not been unreasonable.
He and his cause are
worthy of it all. 4. Confidence in respect to ultimate victory over all his foes. With
such a King and Captain, final defeat is impossible. 5. Assurance of ample recompenae
for whatever we lof^e, mere it life itself, in his si rvice. 6. Concern to be on Oie side of
Christ rather than of a multitude in opposition to him. We are tempted to follow the
crowd, and (with or without thinking) to esteem that to be the right course which
the greater number pursue.
But truth goes not necessarily, or even ordinarily, with
With the one Person, the Lord Jesus Christ, are truth, safety, victory,
the majority.
ultimate gain.
His judgment is worth more than that of " ten thousand" others; bis
favour of infinitely more value than theirs. If adherence to him wire to lead to the
separation from us of all besides, and we were to find ourselves alone, we might say
aft-^r his manner, "I am not alone, because the Master is with me" (John xvi. 32).
;

—G. W.

Ver. 13. Dealing falsely against our Hvet. *' I should have wrought falsehood
against my own lite." Another reading, preferred by the Old Testament Revisers,
substitutes "his" for
own;" but they place in the margin that adopted in the
Authorized Version. Taking the passage, then, as it stands in the Authorized Version,
the meaning of the speaker is that if he had slain Absalom, he would have brouglit death
upon himsell, since the king would have been made acquainted with the deed, and would
have sentenced him to death. The form of the expression is worthy of notice. Doing
what would have cost him his life is called working falsehood against it.
man's life
is entrusted to him to guard and nourish.
When he does this, he acts truly towards
it; when he does what injures or destroys his life, he acts falsely towards it; he
violates his trust.
Every man virtually professes to be concerned for the safety and
well-being of his life when he does what endangers or terminates it, he may be said to
deal falsely with it, to act treacherously towards it.
This is the case with those who
put themselves to death, or shorten their days by intemperance or licentiousness; or
who, by crime, bring themselves to the gallows (see homily on cli. xvii. 23). But we
may take the words as suggesting that there are persons who work falsehood a;^ainst
their lives in the higher sense, as beings immortal, and capable of that life which is life
indeed,
the life everlasting.
I. How DO MEN
COMMIT THIS SIN? 1. By taking the course which surely leads
lu violating the laws of God they bring on themselves the sentence of death,
to death.
and S' parate themselves from God, in whose favour is life. 2. By refusing the nem life
which is proffered them in the goapel. Li^e under the Law having become impossible
through sin, God has interposed with another method of im))arting life. His Son came
to be our Life.
He died that we might live. He lives evermore to bestow life on all
who believe on him. " He that hath the Son hath life," etc. (1 John v. 12); "He
that believeth on the Son hath everlasting lite," etc. (Jolm iii. 36).
To reject him is to
It is to deal falsely with our own lives, our own souls.
reject life.
3. Hy neglecting
the meant by which the life of the soul is preserved and nourished.
Reading of the
Word, meditation, prayer, watchfulness, ordinances of public worship, union and communion with Christians, etc., whatever is intet)ded and adapted to keep the soul in
vital union with him who is " the Life" (John xiv. 6).
II. Its UNNATUBALNES9 AND WICKEDNESS.
The man implied that to deal falsely
with his own life was a thing utterly inadmissible. So it ought to be in respect to the
life of the soul.
For \. It is the life which is concerned. It is not a mere question of
more or less health, comfort, or other subordinate good. " It is not a vain thing for
you, because il; is your life " (Deut. xxxii. 47).
2.
It is the most precious kind of life.
nnspeakftbly more important than the life of the body, or even of the mind, or of auj

"my

A

;

—

:
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of the principles and affections which relate us to the family or society.
Because of (1)
it« nature, (2) its blessedness, (3) its duration.
3. It is our own life.
Which should
be specially dear to us, and has been specially entrusted to us : which we are therefore
especially bound to care for and conserve.
4. To imperil or sacrifice it is to deal falsely
it and against God.
We are under a covenant to care for it. Nature binds
and Scripture, and perhaps religious vows, voluntarily made and often repeated.
Such a course will bring upon us the Divine displeasure. We shall not only lose

against
us,

5.

our souls, but shall find ourselves involved in awful penalties for doins so ; not only
shall we fail of " eternal life," but shall " go away iuto eternal punishment " (Matt.
XXV, 46). The words may be a safeguard against temptation. "In dcing this thing
I should deal falsely against my own life."
G. W.

—

Ver. 13.
The omniscience of our King. "There is no matter hid from the kin2."
is given, by the man who informed Joab that Absalom was hanging in an oak, as
a reason why he might have been sure of death himself if he had killed Absalom. It
shows how well informed David was understood to be of all that took place amono-st
Such an impression respecting governors aad ujagistrates in general as
his subjects.
this man had respecting David, would go far to extinguish crime.
The assertion here
made as to King David's knowledge may be made absolutely, and without exception,
in reference to our great King.

This

L The

omnisciknce of Christ. This is claimed for and by him in Holy Scripture
ii. 24, 25
Rev. ii. 23 ; and the repeated declarations in the letters to the
seven Churches, Rev. ii. and iii., as to his acquaintance with their works and condition.
Also John X. 14, 15). 1. The sources of his knowledge. His own essential Divine
faculty of knowing. He does not depend, like ordinary rulers, on informants. His " eyes
are in every place, beholding the evil and the good " (Prov. xv. 3).
2. The extent of his
knowledge.
He knows, not only the actions of men, but their hearts; all thout^hts,
emotions, motives, plans, purposes; all movements and events that can affect his
kingdom. His enemies take counsel against him under his very eyes. 3. 71ie impos" Th< re is no matter hid from the King."
sibility of concealing anything from him.
Nothing can hide aught from him. Nut physical darkness not distance; not efforts
at concealment; no hypocrisy; no simulation or di.ssimulation
no excuses, contradictions, or evasions.
The assertions in Ps. cxxxix. ; Job xxxiv. 21, 22 ; 2 Tim. ii. 19;
Heb. iv. 13, are as applicable to tiie Son as to the Father.
II. The effect which the knowledge of the omniboience op Christ should
HAVE UPON OS. 1. To confirm our confidence in his fitness to be King. Rule over
Buch a kingdom as his extending over numbers so vast, and reaching to the inmost
Boals of his subjects
requires omniscience as one of the attributes of the Ruler.
2. To deter us from wrong-doing.
As a similar knowledge deterred this Israelite from
slaying the king's son.
3. To assure us that judgvient will fall on the guilty, and only
on them ; and on each according to the measure of his guiltiness. For want of better
knowledge in human rulers and magistrates, some innocent persons suffer as guilty, and
many guilty ones escape punishment. 4. To encourage us in all that is good. Christ's
perfect knowledge of us is a great comfort for Christians who are unknown or unacknowledged amongst men; for the maligned and misunderstood; lor workers in
obscurity
lor such as do good quietly and secri tly.
"Lord, thou kiiowest all things
thou knowest that I love thee" (John xxi. 17). "Thy Fatiier" thy Redeemer and
Lord "which seeth in secret shall recompense thee" (Matt. vi. 4, Revised Version).
"Who will both bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and make manifest the
counsels of the hearts; and then shall each man have hU praise from Gud " (1 Cor. iv.
6, R-vised Version).
(see

John

;

;

;

—
—

;

—

—

;

**Men heed thee, love thee, praise tliee not.
The Master praises what are men ? "
:

my

all troubles.
"Thou hast seen
afll ction; thou hast known
soul in adversities " (Ps. xxxi. 7, Revised Version).
.-pecial comfort for those
whose troubles are too peculiar or too sacred to communicate to others. Tliough our
King be so exalted, he interests himsell in each one of his subjects, even tne leapt,
knows all ibat pains them, and sympathizes with them in all. G. W.
6.

my

To comfort U8 in

A

—

—
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Alsahm*s monument. The contrast between ver. 17 and ver. 18 is touchAbsalom, whose tliree sons (ch. xiv. 27) were dead, desirous that his namo

Ver. 18.
ing.

should not therefore die, erected a monument to perpetuate it, probably connecting
with it a tomb in which he purposed that his body should lie, and in which possibly he
may have placed the remains of his deceased children. But he was buried in another
sepulchre, and had another monument reared to iiis memory.
pit in the forest of
Ephraini became his grave, and "a very great heap of stones "his memorial. The
contrast appears more marked in the original than in our version.
The same Hebrew
word is translated " laid" in ver. 17, and "reared" in ver. 18. "They took Absalom
stones upon him . . Absalom in his litetime had
.
. and raised a very great heap of
taken and raised up for himself a pillar," etc. The desire to have our name perpetuated
is natural, and in some becomes a passion.
It is one of the pleasures parents have,
that, when they are gone, their children (especially their sons) will keep their names iu
the memory of men. Failing this, the hope of a tombstone to fulfil in some measure
the same purpose may give satisfaction it is only a very few who can hope for a
"pillar" as a monument.
But, after all, these are poor memorials, and they may
preserve a very undesirable memory of a deceased person. There are better methods
of ensuring that we shall not be soon forgotten amongst men, and, at the same time,
that the image thus perpetuated shall be both desirable and usefiil. These methods,
moreover, are open to the multitude who cannot hope for either pillar or tombstone to
commemorate them. " The righteous shall be in everlasting remembrance " (Ps. cxii. 6).
I. How TO BUILD MONUMENTS TO OUB MKMOBY.
1. £y eminent piety and hoUness.
"The memory of the just is blessed; but the name of the wicked shall rot " (Prov.
2. By the faithful discharge of private and public duties.
3. By zeal for tJie
X. 7).
tpiritual good of others.
Instructing them ourselves.
Providing for their instruction.
Those who have wealth may erect a house of prayer, which will be a better monument
than a pillar. The childless man may thus have spiritual children that shall perpetuate his memory and good influence. Loving work amongst the young is likely
to be most successful, both in respect to their good and the long perpetuation of our
memory. Our name will be written on their hearts, and repeated by them with gratitude in their conversation and in their thanksgivings to God. 4. By large general
benevolence.
Devotedness in the relief of suffering and the promotion in other ways of
the good of others. Some secure a lasting name by building, enlarging, or endowing
hospitals, almshouses, or schools.
But little acts of kindness, especially if they become
the habit of a life, may secure even a warmer place in the memory and affection of those

A

.

.

;

whom we benefit.
IL The monuments thus

erected. It follows from what has been said that theee
Souls saved or greatly profited. 2. Happiness produced or increased.
3. Grateful remembrance and mention of us.
By those we have benefited. By all
acquainted with our lives who rightly estimate goodness and benevolence. 4. In the
case of some, religious and philanthropic institutions and agencies, which they have
founded or greatly strengthened, and with which their names vnll continue to be
will be

:

1.

associated.
III.

The bupeeiobitt of such monumebts.

In comparison with

pillars,

etc,

erected to our memory.
Memorials of ^»ne bear no comparison
1. In their nature.
with those written on the hearts, and in the characters and happiness, of men ; or
iiidissolubly associated with permanent agencies idr their well-being.
2. In their
The good done reproduces itself; the memory of the doer, thus perpefruitfulness.
tuated, more surely excites to imitation of his character and works.
3. In their
duration. The less durable of such memorials will outlast any material monument
the spiritual ones will survive the last fires, and be everlasting.
To conclude : 1. It is a solemn thing to reflect that shortly all that will remain of u$
in this world utUl he our memorials.
ourselves must soon be gone, be we princes
or peasants, rich or poor, learned or ignorant.
The only advantage of the rich over the
poor is that of more costly monuments. But the choicest monuments may be secured
by the poor as well as the rich. 2. The securing for ourselves a lasting name amongst
men ought not to be the chief motive, iior one of the chief motives, of our conduct. It
should hardly be a motive at all. Of Christian conduct and works, it cannot be a
main motive ; for a life so produced is not Christian. To act in order to " have glory

We
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of men " (^Tatt. vi, 2) after our death diflers not Id principle from seeking to have
Buch glory mow. Had Mary (Matt. xxvi. 6 13) lavished her precious ointment on our
Lord in order that she might be memoiable to all ages, he would not have commended
her.
Our chi(;f motives shouM be love to God and Christ and men, the df sire to he
approved of God, and to have our namps recorded indelibly in the book of lifp (Phil.
iv. 3
Kev. iii. 5). 3. An enduring iiame may le obtained hy ill-doing as well as by well'
The name of Judas will last as long as that of Mary, and be perpetuated by
doing.
the same means. And the memory of a good man's failings may be as enduring: as
that of his virtues. 4. TTie grand instance of a Name after death synonymous with all
that is great and good in the hiyhest sense and degree, without any admixture of evil,
and productive of the highest and most lasting good in others, is that of our blessed

—

;

Lord.—G. W,
Ver. 27.
A good messenger of good news. " He is a good man, and cometh with
good tidings." Underlying this phrase is probably the feeling that there is a conDavid may have thought that such agruity between good tidings and a good man.
messenger as AMmaaz would not have been sent with bad news and, indeed, Joab was
unwilling that he should run with the news, because he knew how grievous part of it
would be to David. It may be permissible to take these words as ap|ilicable to the
proclaimers of the heavenly good news the gospel of God. It should be true of
every Christian minister and teacher, yea, of every Christian, that " he is a good man,
and cometh with good tidings." We are the more readily led to such an accommodation
of the words, because the terms used throughout this section of the narrative are in the
Septnagint identical with those (cvoyyeAio, fvayyeXlCu) with which we are so familiar iu
;

—

the

New

Testament.

There ake good tidings to be froolaimed.

Christianity is pre-eminently
"g<ispel" (equivalent to •' good news"), and is often called by this name.
It is g"od
tidings from the region and the Person from whence we miixht reasonably expect bad;
and about the Being and the things which are of most importance to us. It declares to
It announces the coming and the work of a Divine
us the love of God to sinful men.
Saviour the reign of a Divine King ; an all-sufScient propitiation for sin a full and
free redemption; an almighty, most loving and ever-abiding Comforter and Helper.
It
proclaims pardon for the guilty, cleansing for the impure, life for the dead, comfort for
the sad and sorrowful. Divine righteousness for the unrighteous, Divine strength for the
weak, peace and joy on earth, perfection alike of holiness and happiness in heaven. It
offei b all these blessings on the simple condition of " repentance toward God, and
faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts xx. 21).
I.

;

;

II. These good tidings are committed to good men to make known.
Only
good men, real Christians, have a Divine commission to engage in this work. God does
not need the services of his enemies in the work of turning enemies into friends and
ministering to their good. No unconverted man, no one that is carnal, worldly, unholy,
can be a true Christian preacher or teacher. 1. Only good men really know the ijospel.
(See 1 Cor. ii. 14
Matt. xi. 25.) We need to be "taught of God " (John vi. 45) in
order to our real reception and understanding of Christian truth. 2. Only good men can
rightly make it known.
We cannot teach what we do not know; we cannot teach
aright that with which we are out of harmony and sympathy.
The work ot teaching
the gospel requires love to God, to the Lord J( sus Christ;, to the truth, to the souls of
men ; sympathy with the mind and heart and purposes of God as revealed in the
gospel; a character consistent with it, and adapted to illustrate and recommend it;
and the earnest and believmg prayerfulness wh ch secures the Divine aid and blessing.
" But unto the wicked God saith, What hast thou to do to declare my statutes, or that
thou shouldest take my covenant in thy mouth ? " (Ps. L 16).
III. Good mkn should make known the good tidings zealouslt.
All Christians
should do this according to the measure of their abilities and opportunities. They
should be incited to do this by
With which only
1. Tlie nature of the tidimjs.
intense earnestness in the messenger is in harmony.
2. Their personal obligations to
3. The unspeahihle hlessivgt they Aows
the redeeming love which they announce.
received through the knowledge of them.
4. The commands of their Lord.
5. Tht
natural impulses of the Chnstian heart. Which are the promptings of the Holy Gho«k
;

:

—

—
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The good they can thus confer on their fellow-men. Good of the most important
lasting kind, and of which they are most of all in need.
IV. Those who make known the good tidings ouqht mobe and mobs to
BECOMK GOOD. The work of learning and teaching the gospel ought to greatly benefit
the teachers. It is adapted to do so, on account of 1. 27<e nature of the gospel. Its
every truth is sanctifying. 2, The special charactr of the work. It exercises and trains
every Christian virtue. It brings into close communion with the infinitely Good, wiio is
also the Inspirer of all good in his creatures.
3. The regard for consistency which the
worker is likely to cherish. 4. His desire for success in his work. This will increase his
desire and endeavour after greater personal consecration and holiness.
5. The concern
which he will feel to be accepted of Ood. " Lest that by any means, when I have
preached to others, I myself should be a castaway" (1 Cor. ix. 27).
in conclusion: 1. Tlie subject appeals to all who have part in the teaching of
Christianity.
Not only preachers, but parents and other teachers of the young,
district visitors, etc.
2. Some need to be reminded that the Christian religion is not all
of the nature of good tidings to each one to whom it comes. If it says, " He that
believeth and is baptized shall be saved," it says also, " He that believeth not shall be
damned " (Mark xvi. 16). If of the righteous it declares, " It shall be well with him,"
it also says, " Woe unto the wicked, it shall be ill with him " (Isa. iii. 10, 11).
But
its tidings of evil, as well as of good, need good men to bear them properly.
It needs
faith and faithfulness toward God, tender love and pity toward men, to utter them
aright, and with probability of success.
G. W.
6.

and

:

!

—

Ver. 29.
Concern for the welfare of young men. " Is the young man Absalom
safe? "or, as in the Rf-vised Version, "Is it well with the young man Absalom?"
The inquiry reveals what was on David's heart equally with, if not more than, the
welfare of the state and the continuance of his own reign.
While Absalom had
accepted with approval plans for accomplishing his father's death, David was more
solicitous for the preservation of Absalom's life than his own; and now that the victory
of his forces is announced, he cannot rejoice at the tidings until he knows whether his
son still lives and when he learns that he is dead, his grief quite overwhelms his joy,
and bursas all bounds. It is not uncommon for worthless sons, who have lost all
affection and dutifulnnss towards their parents, to have parental love still lavished and
wasted upon them. The reprobate is not unfrequently the favourite. The inquiry of
David is one that may be, and often is, put respecting young men, with reference to
various kinds of well-being.
Is it well with him ?
Is he in health ?
Is he getting on
in business, etc. ?
It may well be directed towards welfare of a more essential kind
Is it well with him morally, spiritually, and with reference to eternity ?
I. When is it well
with young men?
they have become decided
1. When
Christians.
When of their own free choice they have accepted Christ as their Saviour
and Lord, a:id manfully owned him before men. It cannot be really well with those
who are without Ciirist, living in rebellion towards their heavenly Father, and walking
in the way that leads to destruction. 2. When living lives of watchfulness and prayer.
Sensible of the perils to which they are exposed, guarding against temptation, and ever
im[iloring Divine protection and help.
In such a world as this, it cannot be well for
the young and inexperienced to be unaware of their dangers, or heedless respecting
them. 3. When cairying Christian principles into consistent practice in every department of their lives. 4. Wlien eamefitly devoting themselves to works of piety and
benevdlence.
To do this is well, not only for those whose good they may be seeking,
but for themselves. It is a safeguard and an education. Let young men (young
women too) thus live, and (1) It is well with them whatever their j)osition in life.
Such living is well-being. (2) It is likely to be well with them in their relations to
others.
They will secure esteem, affection, friendships that are worth having, and
great influence for good in the Church and the world. (3) It will probably be well with
them as to worldly success and comfort. (4) Persevering in such a course, it will be
well with them throughout this life and fur ever.
Such a youth will lead on to an
honourable and happy manhood such a life on earth to a glorious and blissful lite in
heaven.
;

:

;

II.

The concbbn which

is

felt in bespect to the Chbistian welfabb of

OH.
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1. By their Christian parents.
Natural atfection and religious faith
YOUNG MEN.
combine to produce an anxiety which young people can very jiaitially understand.
The happiness ol parents is bound up with that of their children. Christians "live"
(1 Thess. iii, 8) when their sons nnd daughters live to Christ, and "stand fast" in
him. Tlieir anxiety on their accouni Is greatly intensified when they have left home
for new scents and association&, involving new perils to character, without tne preser2. Ministers and Churches ought to be
vative influence of himie and known friends.
more concerned about the spiritual welfare of young vien than they always are. Their
nii>siou is to eare for souls
and no S"uls are more inteiestini:, more exposed to danger,
mure ueedinj, and ready to appreciate syiii|)athy and friendly offices, than those of the
young, i^oiie are of so much value for the advanceuient of religion at home and
abnad. Aud of the young, none so need guidance and wise iuflueuce as youn>jC men
youug women are drawn to Christ more readily, and are usually exposed to less
Measures lor the good of young men should occupy a prominent
powerful temptations.
;

;

3. Christian citizens may well cherish u
place in the agencies of every congre;jation.
For on the direction tliat the youth of a country take depends to a large
like concern.
extent the welfare of the state.
If the young could but be generally brought under
the power of godliness, with its accom|>anying intelligence, purity, uprightness, and
benevolence, a new era of national iilory and happiness would have commenced.
Is it
well with the young, especially with young men? should, then, be a common inquiry
from all good men and women ; and should be accompanied with such practical proofs
of interest in the inquiry as are possible.
There are few Chiistiaus who could not do
somethmg to bring Christian influences to bear upon the young men they know, and to
shield them from the opposite influences, which are so numerous and powerful.
Finally, young men should be concerned for their own best interests.
Because it is
right ; uecause tne practices of godliness and virtue bring solid happiness ; because thus
they will make the most of tiieir lives; and because of the concern which those who
Let them, when tempted to neglect or forsake that
love them leel on their account.
which is good, or practise wickedness, remember tne counsels and prayers of their
fathers and mothers, and the pain they will inflict on them il they go wrong.
Q. W.

—

Z^.—A father's

anguish at his son's death. The stroke which David feared fell
In spite of all his desire to save his rebellious son, and his commands to each of the generals to " deal gently " with him for his sake, he had been
When the father learnt the unwelcome trutli from "the Cusliite" (Revised
slain.
"
Version), he was overwhelmed with grief; and retiriu'^ to " the chamber over the gate
he burst out in the pathetic lamentation, "0 my son Absalom! " tc, and continued
crying with a loud voice, "0 my son Absalom
Absalom, my son, my soul " (ch.
These loud demonstrations of grief were in a high degree impolitic, as Joab
xix. 4).
soon convinced him (ch. xix. 5 8), but they were the natural outburst of his tender
heart and his unquenchable love for his worthless .son.
He had grieved sorely in the
expectation of the death of his infant child (ch. xii. 16, 21, 22); much more must he
grieve over this young man, on whom his heart had been set for so many years, and
for whom he had done and borne so much.
Moreover, Absalom had died suddenly, and
by violence, and in sinful war against his father unrepentant, nuforgiven. David
might even, in his passionate grief, reflect on himself as the occasion, however innocently, of his death, since it arose froiu the measures he hat! taken in defence of himself and his throne.
Still more bitter would be the reflection that, by his foolish
fondness, his evil example, his laxity of discipline, his refraining from meriteti punishVer.

upon bim at

last.

t

I

—

—

ment of his son's earlier sins and crimes, and his nei:lect to crush his treasonable
practices at their commencement, he had greatlv contributed to the formation of his evil
character, and to his untimely and miserable end.
I. The sorrow of parents bereft of grown-up children.
It is composed of
various elements.
1. Sorrow of natural affection.
Which cannot always give account
of itself, but is implanted by the Creator for most im|)ortant purposes, is increased by
years of exercise and mutual endearments and services, and often survives when these
have ceased, and parental love is requited with ingratitude, neglect, injury, or deadly
hostility.
2. Sorrow of disappointed hope.
Parents picture to themselves a career
of pros^ity aud honuurable activity for their children, and try to ensure it by the
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education and start in life which they give them. Or they may have looked to their
son to be the prop of their own old age. How can they but sorrow bitterly when all
3. Hwir sorrow may be increased hy painful
their hopes are scattered by death 7
It may be a sorrow uncheered by hope, because over the death of une who lived
feais.
»xA died in sin. 4. Self-reproach may, as in the case of David, accompany and
The highest parental duties those which have respect to the soul*
eriihitier the grief.
luay have been neglected.
The home may have been, through parental
of children
in'liffcrence and worldliness, if no worse, a quite unfit place of preparation for holy
The sorrow arising from the consciousness
serviee on earth or entrance iuto heaven.
of this cannot be assuaged by remembrance of the education given to prepare lor thi«
world's business, or the acC'jmplishments imparted to render life refiued and agreeable.
5. The sorrows of bereaved parents are increased and from time to time renewed by
observing the happiness of other parents whose children are continued to them, and art
living in habits of pitty, rectitude, and benevohnce.
These are tu be found in: 1. Profound suhII. Consolations fob such sokeow.
The death we mourn, however it comes, was his doing who
niissiun to the will of God.
has the ri;;:ht to di>iX)se of us and ours accoraing to his pleasure; and who is infinite in
wisdom and goodness " our Father." " Thou didst it " (Ps. sxxix. 9) ; " The Lord
2. Assunince of his fatherly comgave, and the Lord hath taken away " (Job i. 21).

—

—

—

A

good conscience,
That he sympathizes while he chastis^es (Ps. ciii. 13). 3.
passion.
Happy the fathers, the motiiers, who have the consoling reflection that they did their
4. In the case of the
best to fit their departed children for this world or the next.
death of godly children, the assurance of their blessed existence and happy commencement of nobler careers than those cut short by death. The assurance also of future
reunion where " there shall be no more death " (Rev. xxi. 4).
In conclusion : 1. Let parents think of their children as mortal; and be concerned
2. Let
60 to train and influence them as to fit thtm for both living and dying.
Seek safety in Christ. Let life be a
children live in view of a possibly early death.
constant following of him. Dread to have life shortened and death made terrible by
Let your parents have the consolation of knowing, should you die
sins and vices.
young, that you aro **not lost, but gone before." G. W.

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTBR

XIX.

— The

victory (Hebrew, the talvation) that day was turned into mouniing.
people
the
did not understand the
Naturally,
poignant emotions caused by the activity of
David's conscience, and were pained at this
seeming ingratitude to them for their brave
exertions in his behalf, and at what they
must have regarde<l as indifference to the
weliare of the nation. Nor would it be easy
for us to vmderstand his conduct during
the flight from Jerusalem, aud in bearing
Rhimei's imprecations so tamely, did we not
find in the psalms written at this time that
David was snt^ering extreme and even excessive eelf-ieproach and mental anemish at
his past sin.
It was a relief to bear Shimei'e
Ver. 2.

rudeness, for God might rememb(r it for
good. Racked thus with ^ elf-reproach, he had
urged upon his generals to spare the young
man (ch. xviii. 5), whose sin was part of a

web which he had himself begun to spin, and
he waited for the result Mentally
would have been better for him if he had
gone to the battle instead of sitting in gloomy
in terror
it

elf-reproach betwctjn the gates. His eager
inquiries, " Is the lad safe ? " meant
Has the
hand of justice again smtien me? and when
second
blow
had fallen, his
he found that a
self-contrf)l gave way.
Joab, more statesmanlike, nnd with his personal feelings unmoved, notices the fresh wrong that David
is committing, and is vexed at seeing big
brave wamors slink into Mahanaim ashamed,
instead of being welcomed with deserved
praise.
But their conduct in being so depressed at David's sorrow is a proof of tlieir
affection for him, and it was plainly his duty
to master his feelings, and to think of making
a due return for the great service they had
rendered him. The Hebrew word "salvation," that is, deliverance, givi-s the better
side of the idea, while " victory " is a coarser
word, taken from the language of a people

—

whose trade was war.

—

said.
Ver. 5.
Joab'i
And Joab
.
.
speech puts the alternative in a very incisive
and even rude way before the king. But
what he says is true, namely, that Absalom's
success would inevitably have been followed
by the massacre, not only of David himaalf,
.

OH. XIX. 1

—
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bat of his Bons and daughters, and of the
women who had accompunied him in his
Nor would it have stopped there,
flight.
but the officers of his court, the captains of
his army, his mighties, and all who had long
cared for and loved him would have been
put to the sword. It was this horrible certainty, according to Oriental usage, which
made Al>salom's rebellion so abominable,

and which steeled the heart of Joab against

him when be saw him hanging in the tree.
He regarded him as a fratricide and parricide,
who had plotted murder on a large scale;
and Joab was not made milder by the
thought that this would have included
himself and the henes who had made
David's throne so great. With stern good
sense he, therefore, bids the king suppress
his mere personal feelings, and leave the
chamber in which he had concealed himself,
to go forth and " speak to the heart of his
servants," that is, thank and praise them in
For otherwise tLiey
a friendly manner.

would disperse and leave him and this
would be followed by the uprise of some
other claimant of the throne some relative,
perhaps, of Saul, backed by the tribes of
Benjamin and Ephraim and David, abandoned by the nation, would fall an easy
;

—

;

victim, with all his family, of this second
Absalom's rapid success proved
rebellion.

that David had many enemies, and without
great prudence he might be left ut Mahanaim
as powerless as Ishbosheth had been. The
long delay between the death of this puppetking and David's appointment to be sovereign
of all Israel was probably owing to the same
of enthusiasm for David which had
the nation transfer its allegiance so
lightly to the handsome Absalom. But with
aU his good sense Joab was coarse and rude.
He was, moreover, utterly int-apable of
understanding David's real feelings.
He
saw only a father giving way to an exag-

want

made

gerated loss for a handsome but worthless
son.
David really was condemning himoolf
for

having brought lust and murder into his

own house by abominable

—

sin.

Yer. 8. All the people came before the
king. Probably they passed in review before him, and received his thnnks.
By thus
acting in accordance with Joab's wise counsel,
David probably saved the nation from years
of anarchy, and a fresh civil war. For Israel
had fled every man to his tent Hebrew, and
Israel, that is, Absalom's partisans, _^<;rf each
;

man

to hit tent

—to his home.

The Autho-

rized Version confounds Israel with Daviii's
soldiers, but consistently throughout the
narrative " the hearts of the men of Israel
are after Absalom" (ch. xv. 13; and see
xvi. 15, 18; xvii. 14, 15, 24, 26; xviiL 6, 7,
16, 17).

—

Yer. 10. Absalom,
U. BAMU£U

whom we

anointed

over us.
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It is evident from these

words that

had been some solemn anointing and
appointment of Absalom, and this accounts
for the manner in which his partisans are
there

always described as " Israel," while David's
men are simply " his eei vants." With this
anointment there must also have been a
formal renunciation of David's rule, and,
being thus dethroned, he does not attempt to
return until the nation summons him back.
As the flight of David narrated in ch, ivL
was extremely hurried, the conspirators must
have kept their counsel well, and whatever
rumours reached him apparently he disr^
garded.
But meanwhile representatives of
the tribes secretly convened at Hebron had
claimed to act in the name of Israel, and,
chosen a new king. The words certainly
imply that, had Absalom lived, the Israelites
wuuld have considered themselves bound to
obey him.
Yer. 11. David sent to Zadok and to
Abiathar.
The two high priests had remained behind at Jerusalem, to watch over
David's interests, and he now, by a messenger, probably Ahimaaa or Jonathan, urges
them to quicken the proceedings of his own
tribe.
We may feel quite sure that there
was discussion in Judah as well as in the
other tribes; but the rebellion had begun at
Hebron, and probably many of the leading
chiefs weie deeply implicated in Absalom's
proceedings. Probably they now regretted
it, but hung back through fear of punishment.
It was politic, therefore, to assure
them of David's kindly feelings, and that
overtures on their si le would be readily

—

received, and the past forgiven.
Yer. 12.
bones; Hebrew, my bon»
and my flesh, so nearly related as to be part
of my own self (Gen. ii. 23),
Yer. 13. Of my bone, and of my flesh;
Hebrew, art thou not my bone and my flesh t

—My

—
—a most near and dear

relative. It is difficult
to understand why in the Authorized Yersion this common metaphor in the Hebrew

has been so meddled with. Ewald thinks
that this purposed degradation of Joab and
the substitution of

Amasa

in his stead

was

a wise and politic act It was to some extent
just, for Joab was a man stained with many
murders; but politic it was not. Passing
over the fact that Amasa had actually taken
the ootnmand of the rebel army, he was an
ambitious and seltish man, and could lay no
claim to that sturdy fidelity which had
characterized Joab throughout his long sirvice.
For all he had done had been for
David's good, and his advice, however
roughly given, had averted grave misfortunes.
Joab's murder of Absalom was an act of
wilful disobedience; but David had used
Joab for a far meaner murder, committed, not
for roiisons of statesmansliip, but for purposes

8 B
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of lust. The guilt of slaying Absalom was
as nothing compared with that of slaying
Uriah, nor was it so base as the assassination
of Abner, whicli David had tolerated, though
made angry by it. The dismissal of Joab
could have been effected only by putting him
to death, and this certainly he did not deserve at David's hands and the attempt,
unless carried out secretly, would have led
Joab, too, was
to tumult and insurrection.
a far more skilful general than Amasa, who,
with larger forces, had just suflfered a disastrous defeat; and if Joab was removed
secretly, his brother Abishai remained to
avenge him. David was, in fact, blinded
by love for tiie son whom for so many
years he had treated with coldness. There
was a strong reaction now in the father's
mind, and under its influence he was prepared to sacrifice the nephew who had been
faithful to him and saved him, for the
nephew who had joined in Absalom's reBut possibly it had an immediate
bellion.
good effect, as Amasa, assured of forgiveness
and promotion, now took David's side.
Yer. 14. And he bowed, eto. It was
not Amasa, but David, who made all the
members of his tribe unanimous in his recalL
And not only were the high priests active
;

—

in his cause, but David, we may feel sure,
sent numerous messages to all the more
powerful men, assuring them of forgiveness
and favour. In his general policy he was
right.
After the solemn anoiuting of
Absalom, it was necessary for him to wait
until some equally public and national act
authorized his resumption of the royal

power; and delay was dangerous. Every
day now spent at Malianaim might give the
opportunity for fresh troubles.
Ver. 15. Gilgal. As Gilgal lay upon the
west bank of the Jordan (Josh. v. 9), near
Jericho and the fords, it was a convenient
place for the elders of Judah to await there
the Mng. During the crossing, two interesting events happened the meeting of Shimei
and David, and the leave-taking of Barzillai
the Gileadite. Shortly afterwards came the
apology of Mephibosheth, but it is uncertain
whether lie was among those who had come
to Gilgal to welcome the king.
Ver. 16. Shimei the son of Oera. The
fact that he came attended by a thousand
man of the tribe of Benjamin is a proof, not
only that he was a person of influence, but
that he had exerted himself to bring over
his tribesmen to David's aide.
His adherence was, therefore, of importance.
Ziba
had always professeid allegiance to David,
and as he virtually represented the house of
Saul, his presence was also valuable, even if
prompted by the desire to keep Mephibosheth
land.
For though Absalom seemed
k> b* ttk* nation's ohoioe, yet ihere woold

—

—

—

[oh. XIX.

1—43.

be many legitimists who would consider that
the crown belonged to Saul's heirs, and who
would watch the course of events for any
opportunity favourable to their views.
David's victory ruined their hopes, and the
public acts of Shimei and Ziba removed all
fear of public disturbance on the part of
Saul's friends.

—

Ver. 17. They went over Jordan before
the king. This might mean that, in bringing
the king across, Shimei and the Benjamites
led the way. But, first, the verb, which is
a rare one, means that they dashed through
the river impetuously and secondly, before
the king, means "in the king's presence."
While the tribe of Judah remained on the
left bank to receive the king on his landing,
Shimei and Ziba sought favour by a show
of excessive zeal, and forded the Jordan, so
as to be the fiist to welcome him (see ver.
;

20).

—

Ver. 18, And there went over a ferryboat more correctly, and the ferry-boat kept
crossing, went backwards and forwards to
bring the king's household over. Shimei
fell down before the king, as he was
.
.
oome over Jordan. If this translation were
right, instead of fording^the river, Shimei
would have waited on the western bank.
Some commentators do take this view, but
it is contradicted by the latter part of ver.
17.
Beally the Hebrew words signify no
more than "at his crossing the Jordan,"
that is, at some time or other during the
passage. Shimei's course was not only the
Doldest, but also the wisest.
For, in the first
place, his prompt surrender would commend
itself to David's generosity
and, secondly,
had Abisliai's counsel been taken, it would
have offended the thousand Benjamites who
formed his escort, and also all the warriors
present there from Israel (see ver. 40).
Trouble and discontent would certainly have
followed upon any attempt on David's part
to punish any of his enemies, and there
;

.

;

might even have been armed resistance to
his crossing.
Ver. 20
The first ... of all the house of
Joseph.
Shimei, who was a Benjamite,
oould not .have thus claimed to be the
representative of the northern tribes, had he
remained on the western bank, where " half
the people of Israel " were assembled.
StricUy, " the house of Joseph " signified the
tribe of Ephraim (Judg. i. 22, 35; and
comp. Pb. Ixxviii. 67), and in this sense
Shimei did not belong to it. But Ephraim
claimed a supremacy over all Israel; and
one cause of the opposition to David certainly
was the transference of the leadership to
the tribe of Judah. Even the long reign of
Solomon failed to weld the tribes together,
and as soon as the reins of power fell into
the weak hauda of Behoboam, an Ephraimit«^

—
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whom Solomon had made

"

ruli.-r

"

the charge of the house of Joseph
(1 Kings xl. 28), quickly wrested the ten
tribes from him.
In Amos v. 6 " the
house of Joseph " signifies all the northern
tribes, for the reason given in 1 Chron. v. 1,
2 ; and such is its sense here. And Shimei
compressed many powerful arguments in
the phrase. For as a Benjamite he oifered
David the allegiance of the tribe which had
given Israel its first king; while, as an
Israelite, he professed also to represent the
leading house of Ephraim, and all the
northern tribes which usually followed its
bidding.
Ver. 22.
Ye sons of Zemiah . . adversaries unto me literally, that ye be to me for

over

all

so,

the order of events
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\a

not chronologic, .L

Ziba certainly came to the Jordan lords,
and the narrative may have been introduced
here to complete the ticcount of his doings.
In neglecting his person and his dress,
Meiihiboohcth was showing signs of heartfelt sorrow, and as he thus mourned during
Absalom's tenure of power, it exposed him

oath,

the usurper's displeasure, and was a
public avowal that his sympathies were
with David. And his treatment was unjust; but David was in a strait.
Ziba had
been actively useful to him in his flight,
also
and had
aided greatly in his recall.
It was, probably, even owing to his influence
that Shimei came with a thousand men of
Benjamin. He deserved, therefore, a reward,
but not at his master's cost. His beard;
Hebrew, the upper lip (see Lev. xiii. 45;
Ezek. xxiv. 17, 22).
Ver. 25. When he was come to Jerusalem
This certainly looks as
to meet the king.
if the meeting took place at Jerusalem, and
apparently when David had reached the
royal palace (see ver. 30). But what, then,
is meant in ver. 24 by his " going down
to meet the king? If, too, he had been at
Jerusalem all the while, how could he come
there? Some, therefore, translate, "Then
Jerusalem came to meet the king " a possible, but not a natural, rendering, nor one
that agrees with ver. 30. Others considei- that
he had withdrawn to his house in the highlands of Benjamin at Gibeah of Saul but
David had given tiiese lands to Ziba, and
the crippled Mephibosheth would have met
with rough treatment had he endeavoured
to contest the ownership.
The Arabic
Version reads, "when he came from Jerusalem ; " but it is not confirmed by any trust-

found for his order in the supposition that

The view of Kimchi is
probably right, that Mephibosheth did go
down to the Jordan fords to meet David,
and certainly his duty required of him no
He had been slandered and ill used,
less.
but the king believed him to be guilty, and
regarded him with displeasure. To have
remained, therefore, at home when all Judah
and half Israel had gone to welcome David
back, would have been culpable remissness.
And though he was lame, yet the ride was
not so long as to be very fatiguing. But he
did not rush through the river, as Shimei

—

.

;

a Satan; rendered "adversary"

in

Numb,

by

E.vald in this place
"tempter." It probably means "one who
would do me harm." Though David speaks
of the sons of Zeruiah in the plural (as in
ch. ivi. 10), there is no reason to suppose
that Joab shared in Abishai's impetuosity.
Indifferent as he was to the shedding of
blood, he was too prudent and politic to put
the people out of temper by an execution
on the day of David's return. In Israel
over Israel. Tliere is much force in this
short time before Israel had
repetition.
been for Absalom, but now, by Shimei's
submission, and that of the large body of
Benjamites with him, David felt that once
again he was king over the whole people.
Ver. 23. The king sware unto him.
David's magnanimity was not the result
merely of policy, but also of joyful feeling
at seeing all the tribes so readily welcome
xxii.

22,

but

.

.

.

A

—

him back

to the throne.

But in

spite of his

he orders Solomon to execute him,
regarding wnat he had done as a sin past
In so doing we can hardly
forgiveness.
acquit David of breaking his oath, even
granting that Shimei's repentance was insincere, and that the motive of his actions
was the desire simply to save his life. But
we must remember that our Lord described
his injunction, "that ye love one another,"
aa "a new commandment" (John xiii. 31);
and the utmost that can be said in David's
favour is that his character was generous
and full of chivalry. A half-excuse may be
Shimei was an inveterate conspiiator, and
dangerous to Solomon's peace. This view
seems o^mfirmed by the command given to
Shimei to build a house at Jerusalem (1
Kings ii. 36), where he wouM always be
But had not David
under surveillance.
himself praised the

own

man who

hurt, an<l changeth
Ver. 24. Mephibosheth.

his

—

" aweareiii to

not" (Pb. xv. 4)?
The meeting of

David and M. phibosheth possibly took
place at Jeriuaiem (see on ver. 25), am', if

to

—

—

;

worthy authorities.

and liis thousand men had done and when
David had crossed, there was too much
going on for liim to get an audience. Me
;

followed, therefore, in David's suite; but in
Jerusalem the meeting aotuallj took place.
Thus the verses briefly record different
facts
ver. 24 that Alephiboshetli went
with the vast crowd to welcome the king
back ver. 25 that in due time, in Jerusalem,
the explanation was given, and Mephibosheth restored to favour.
:

;

—

;
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abode of his family, where his father and
mother had died, and where their tomba
were.

This regard for the family sepulchre

was hereditary among the Israelites, who
followed in it the example of their foreftither
(see Gen. xlix. 29
31). Chimham. David
remembered Barzillai's kindness to the last,
and on his dying bed specially commended
Chimham and his brothers to the care of

—

xli. 17 we read of " the
Chimham, which is by Bethlehem," whence it has been supposed that
David also endowed the son of Barzillai
Stanley
vrith land near his own city.

Solomon.

In Jer.

habitation of

—

views are taken of this decision the
it was a complete reversal of the
command in ch. xvi. 4, placing matters upon
the old footing, by which Ziba was to have
halt the produce for cultivating the estate
the other, and apparently the most correct
Tiew, is that Ziba was no a- made actual
owner of half the land, and Mephibosheth,
instead of a half, would henceforth have
only a quarter of the cro{)8. The decision
was not equitable, and David speaks in a
curt and hurried manner, as though vexed
with himself for what he was doing. As a
matter of fact, Ziba's treachery had been
most useful to David. Besides the pleasure
at the time of finding one man faithful,

('Jewish Church,'

one, that

ii.

201) considers that

was a caravanserai founded by Chimham
for the hospitable lodging of travellers on
their way to Egypt, and that Mary and
Joseph found shelter there. It lay to the
south of Bethlehem but there ie nothing
more than the name to connect it with the
son of Barzillai. In ver. 40 he is called in
this

;

'*all men were liars" (Ps. cxvi. 11),
Ziba had been most active in bringing over

when

the tribe of Benjamin to David's side; and
though his motives were selfish and venal,
yet, as the king reaped the benefit of his
conduct, he was boimd not to leave him

without reward.
These
Ver. 30.— Yea, let him take alL
words betray a feelingof resentment. Though
outwardly they profess to regard the loss of
the property with indifference, as compared
with the joy of the king's return, yet this
sort of " I don't care " answer usually covers
Blunt's arguments ('Undesigned
anger.
Coincidences,' p. 157, etc.), to show that
Mephibosheth really was a traitor, are ingenious, but not convincing.
Barzillai was bo
Yor. SI. Barzillai.
wealthy a man that, with some help from
others, he had provided the king " of sustenance," or, in more modem English, " with
sustenance,'* while his army lay encamped at
Mahanaim ; and now, though he was eighty
years of age, he wished to attend the kuig

1—4S.

—

done him an act of grace.
Ver. 29. Thou and Ziba divide the land.

—

xn.

in person until he reached the other side of
Jordan.
Yer. 83.— And I wiU feed thee.
This !
the same verb as that used in ver, 82, and
translated " to provide of sustenance."
Ver. 87. That I may die in mine own
city, ... by the grave of my father and of my
mother. The inserted words, "and be buried,"
are very matter-of-fact and commonplace.
What Barzillai wished was that, when death
overtook him, it should find him in the old

Tor. 26. Thj lervant laid, I will saddle
ass. This would mean, " Thv servant
pnrpoeed, said within himself, that he would
•addle an ass, not by his own hands, but by
All the versions,
those of his servants."
however, except the Chaldee, read, "Thy
servant said to him, Saddle me an ass.
With this agrees the narrative in ch. xvi. 1.
Mephibosheth ordered Ziba to saddle for
him an ass, and one for an attendant, and to
put hastily together a supply of food for the
journey. And Ziba does so ; but when everytliing is ready, he leaves his master in the
lurch, and carries all away to David, to
whom he falsely represents Mephibosheth
as a traitor. In the words that follow, he
unreservedly submits himself to David, on
the ground that, though innocent in this
affair, yet that, as a member of a dethroned
dynasty, hia life was Ibrfeit (comp. ch. iii.
7), and that, in permitting him to live, and
placing him among his friends, the king had

ma an

Two

[oh.

the Hebrew Onmhan.
Ver. 40.— Half the people of Israel, The
northern tribes had been the first to debate
the question of the king's recall (ver. 9),
while the men of Judah hung back. But
at the instigation of the high priests and <A
Amasa, who was actually in command, they
determined upon David's restoration, and
acted so promptly and so independently of
the rest of Israel that, when tiiey reached
Gilgal, only the delegates of a few tribes
were in time to join them. As we read in
ver. 41 of "all the men of Israel," it it
evident that the rest had rapidly followed.
It would have been well if the tribe of
Judah had informed the rest of their purpose, as the bringing of David back would
then have been the act of all Israel; but
tribal jealousies were the cause of Israel'f
weakness throughout the time of the judges,
and broke out into open disunion upon the
death of Solomon.
Ver. 41. Why have our brethren the men
of Judah stolen thee away 1 Why, that is,
have they acted by stealth and without our
concurrence? As they were discussing the
matter, their decision should have been
awaited, ami David should not have crossed
until formally invited so to do. The half
of Israel consisted, probably, of the traneJordanic tribes, upon whion those on th«

—

—

j
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—
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west of the river looked contemptuonsly, and
of Shimei and his Benjaniites, and a few
more in the immediate neighbourhood. The
trans- Jon lanic tribes are probably those
described in ver. 39 as " the people who
went with David over Jordan ; " for certainly
a powerful body of the men who had defeated Absalom would escort David back to
Jerusalem, to overawe the malconteuta and
prevent any opposition to his return.
Ver. 42. The king is near of kin to as.
The pronouns are singular throughout:
**
art thou
He is near of kin to me.
angry ? Have I eaten ... I have ten parts
?
.
Why didst thou despise me " and so

—

Why

.

.

eyerywhere. This is much more piquant
but such personification is contrary to the
genius of oxir language. Have I eaten, etc. ?
aul had boasted of enriching the Benjamites (1 Sam. xxii. 7), but probably the
speaker intended only to protest the purity

—I

have ten parts in the king.
One tribe disappears, which certainly was
nor was this wai;like state
not Benjamin
thus early awed into obedience to Judah.
In 1 Kings xi. 81, 35, again, we have ten
tribes given to Jeroboam, and here, also, not
only must Benjamin be counted, but be
included in the tribes rent from the house
of David. The tribe that had disappeared
was that of Simeon, partly lost among the
desert races south of the Negeb, and pjirtly
Its position always
absorbed by Judah.
made it unimportant, and no trace can be
found of its taking any part in the political
life of Israel.
Some strangers from Simeon
are mentioned in 2 Cbron. xv. 9 as coming to
;

1—

the great gathering of Judah and Benjamin
Asa had defeated Zerah
the Ethiopian and Josiah carried out hi»
reformation in Simeon as well as in Manasseh, Ephraim, and Naphtali (2 Chron. xxxiv.
at Jerusalem after
;

But it never seems to have emerged
from a state of semi-barbarism, and no town
can be found within its territories.
We
must, therefore, omit Simeon, and of course
the Levites, who took no part in politics,
and thus we have Ju<lah standing alone, and
all the rest determined to resist any attempt
on its part to establish a hegemony, and
restless even at having to endure the more
ancient claims of Ephraim to be the leading
tribe. By the ten parts which they claim in
the king, they meant that, as king, he belonged equally to all, and not to his own
tribe only.
In this they were expressing •
sound view of the royal position. The next
words, literally, are, " And also in David I
am more than thou " to which the Septuagfint adds, "And I am the firstborn rather
than thou."
Tids is in accordance with
1 Chron. v. 1, and states an important claim
always made by Ephraim
whereas the
Hebrew, " I in David am more than thou,"
is unintelligible.
Except upon the score
of numbers already stated, the right of each
6).

;

of his motives.

Ver. 43.

469

—^The

;

Why

tribe in David was equal.
then, ete. ?
rather, Wliy hast thou despised mef
Wat
not my word the first for hrinrjing hack the
Icing i (see ver. 9, and note on ver. 40).

Were fiercer. While the Israelites debated
the matter calmly, the men of Judah met
their complaint with harsh and bitter rejoinders.
This explains the fend which
followed.

HOMILETICS.

Vers.
IB.
facts are; 1. In consequence of David's sorrowfol tsolation, the
people mourn and betake themselves to the city ashamfd and discouraged. 2. Joab,
being informed of the fact, enters the king's house, and sharply rebukes him for his conduct, charging him with disregarding the sacrifices his people liad made, and caring more
for his rebellious son than for his attached friends.
3. Joab then advises him at once
to arise and go forth to encoura'^e the people, pointing out that otherwise the greatest
trial of his life will be sure to come in the alienation of his subjects.
4. The king
thereupon sits in the t;ate of the city, and all the people come to him. 5. Meanwhile,
during David's sojourn at Mahanaim, the people of Israel are at variance as to the
course to be pursued with reference to bringing him back to rule over them, and it is
urged that, under all the circumstances of the case, something should be done in that
6. David, hearing of the intentions of Israel, sends to Zadok and Abiathar to
direction.
suggest to the elders of Judah the impropriety of their being forestalled in the movement by their brethren of Israel. 7. He also instructs them to inform Amasa of his
purpose to displace Joab in his favour. 8. The heart of the people of Judah beinj
entirely won, they send unto him a message that he should return, and the king acting
upon it, they meet him at Gilgal to conduct him over Jordan.

BolitarineM in rdigioua experience. The isolation of David from his people during
what appeared to be a domestic sorrow caused pain to his staunchest

this absorption in

;
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friends,

was very near imperilling

his influence as sovereign,

[uh. xix.

1-43.

and gave some ostensible

ungracious remonstrance of Joab. But the fact is, David was true to
himself as a man of deepest piety, and the people were unable to enter into the :ic;ua^
Like One greater, he "trod the wme-presi
struggle through which he was passing.
It was not mere natural affection for a son, it was not pain that a son had
alone/*
been ungrateful, that crushed him and rendered him for the time forgetful of the claims
The key to the whole is to be sought in the
of his people and the duties of his office.
prediction of Nathan (ch. xii. 9
12), the fulfilment of this in its severest form in the
tragedy of the life just ended, and the keen percei^tion of this in relation to his own
His distinct recognition of the chastising hand of God (ch. xv. 24 30)
dreadful sin.
when, with bare feet and broken heart, he passed in silence and tears over Mount Olivet,
was now repeated with, of course, the fuller and more overwhelming anguish attendant
on the ruin of a life, yea, of a soul, as he felt, through his own great sin. Joab and the
people never, perhaps, knew of Nathan's declaration. It was always a latent element
in David's restored life of piety but now it was the crushing force before which he
could not hold up. He saw, as he believed, how his spiritual degeneracy, during those
dark months of horrible sin and guilt, had acted perniciously on the spirit of his son
and he could not but feel that, in the temporal and spiritual destruction of his son, he
No one
was now reaping just whatie had sown. Yet all this he had to bear alone
could share the dreadful secret ; and in proportion as he saw what was involved in a
No wonder if in his solitary
ruined soul, so would be the uttemess of his anguish.
experience he forgot all earthly tilings, and gave himself up to the bitterness of his grief.
David was a man of many crises.
I. There abk crises nr spiritual experience.
The history and the Psalms reveal them. His call to kingship by Samuel meant an
unrecorded experience of a most extraordinary kind. His anguish in exile when
pursued by Saul put his faith to a terrible test. His sad fall was a descent into a pit
The tremendous conflict involved in his restoration is indicated in the
of horrors.
fifty-first psalm, and now, when the judgment of God for Ids sin falls in heaviest form,
he descends into the depths (Ps. cxxx.) further, perhaps, than was ever known by any
We see similar crises in the lives of some others. Jacob knew the desolaother man.
Paul was dumb and blind
tion of Bethel and the pains of the wrestling with the angel.
before God till prayer brought him forth to light and peace; and he later on had
experiences of things which it was "not lawful" to utter. Most men whose religion
has depths have known times when anguish before God has shut out all thought and
Some have seasons of temptation equal to that of Bunyan's
care of earthly things.
Pilgrim in the Valley of the Shadow of Death. As a rule, religious life is a steady
growth, but there are checks and disasters when the question of life itself is at stake.
can understand David's experience in the case before us without having recourse
to the hypothesis of a weak mind overborne by natural sorrow for the death of a

ground

for the

—

—

;

1

.

We

favourite son.

David was ao
II. Crises in beligious experience abe often most absobbino.
absorbtd in the spiritual anguish springing from a religious view of the ruin of
Absalom in connection with his own great sin, as practically to forget that he was a
The narrative is true to the spiritual
king, and that a nation needed his guidance.
facts that may be traced by a comparison of this event with the king's previous conduct.
The intensity of his nature, as revealed in the strong and passionate utterances of the
psalms, whether in joy or sorrow, would add to the tendency to yield himself utterly to
The passion with which he
this greatest of all the calamities consequent on his sin.
once pleaded for Bathsheba's child (ch. xii. 16—20) was an instance of the same kind,
only less than this, because here the trouble was the more serious in so far as the
moral and bodily ruin of a son was a greater consequence of his sin. All who have
entered mto the solitariness of the great crises in the soul's career know how at such
times all earthly things seem to vanish into insignificance; and it is with extreme
Men have been
difficulty that ordinary and necessary duties can be attended to.
known to forget to take food, and to isolate themselves from their friends. And no
wonder, when the soul sees its sins in the awful light of God's judgments, or is made to
Peter did not associate freely with
ast de;ds.
feel the consequences to others of its
friends that night on which he "went out and weit bitterly."
IIL ThBBB abb qualifying CIBCUM8TAN0E8 THAT DETEBMHH THE DEGBEK OW
]
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David never

felt

anything

But the leason is plain. Never before did he see a connection between his
like this.
own past conduct and so awful an event. The special elements contributing to his selfabsorbing misL^y were a vivid remembrance of his dreadful sin in the case of Bathaheba and Uriah a spiritual appreciation of the awful issue of his son's life a deep
conviction tliat that issue was, in the judgment of God, in some way connected with his
own sin; a contrast, inevitable in the association of idens, of the end of Absalom with
the hopes once cherished concerning him ; a reflection, which could not but occasionally
force itself in (oh. xii. 13), that he only was forgiven and saved
a feeling that no one
on earth could enter into his sorrows and afford him consolation. All these circumstanceB
gained force by the fact that constitutionally he always felt strongly, and religiously
his superior spiritual discernment rendered sin and its effects the more terrible.
So in
our own experience there will be, perhaps, specialities which may render our absorption
much more absolute than is that of others. The natural mental and moral texture
of our nature, the conditions under which our sins were committed, the consequences
which we can trace from our former sins, the vividness with which an ideal past is contrasted with present facts, the relative clearness of our spiritual perceptions and tenderness of our susceptibilities, and degree of homage paid to the majesity of God's holy
Law, all these may qualify the self-surrender to the experience of the time.
cannot expect cold and stolid men to bear the same troubles in the same way as do men
of quick and highly developed spiritual sensibilities.
IV. The sobbows of such cbisbs cannot bk shared.
community of experience
is necessary to the creation of a sympathy coextensive with the depth of the sorrow.
There were parents in Israel and Judah who had lost sons, and they would be able to
enter into David's grief to that extent, and he could so far speak to them of his trouble.
There were sinful men at Mahanaim who knew what trouble of conscience was, and who
might afford comfort to their neighbours when mournmo; over their guilt ; but there
no man in all the world who had sinned as David had, and no one in the world,
perhaps, who now saw what an unutterably awful thing sin in general was, and espeTo no one except Nathan, who probably kept aloof from him, had
cially his sin.
the connection of David's sia with this judgment on it been known. Consequently,
David felt shut up to his own anguish. ** Of the people there was none with him."
The transaction was between himself and God. He knew that the people did not understand him, and he could not explain himself to them. So is it with all our deepest
experiences before God.
see our sins set in the light of his countenance, and no
one can share the experience involved therein. Reversing the picture, it may be said
that there are also seasons of blessedness in the course of life when the "joy ia
unspeakable and full of glory," and which can never be fully told or even understood.
General lessons. 1. Let us remember that there are daily some persons passing
through fearful crises in their religious life, and that it is possible to help all such
by our prayers. 2.
should be very considerate of others who may appear to be
unduly cast down, as there may be circumstances which, if known, would strengthen
our pity. 3. It is very possible for us to misjudge others in thetonduct they adopt,
and make our own contracted experience a standard of judijment. 4. We may expect
that those who are utterly broken down in spirit will be called out of their selfabsorption by the voice of Providence. 5. It is a comfort to us all to know that God
understands our real thoughts and feelings, and that we have a High Priest who is
touched with a feeling of our infirmities, he having entered into deeper depths of sorrow
thau we can ever know.
;

;

;

—
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A
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The remoter consequences of sin. The narrative sets forth the action of Joab to arouse
the king from his self-absorption, and the changed attitude of the people towards him,
as also the measures taken by David to bring about a reconciliation between himself
and the entire nation. The great judgment on David's sin was now passed. Nathan's
words had been fearfully fulfilled, but in what followed we see also some of the remoter
consequences of the sin. Thus Joab's rough treatment and unbecoming familiarity in
the discharge of an honest duty were connected with the fiict that David bad put
himself in Joab's power by making him privy and accessory to the death of Uriah.
The people were now almost alienated because of the absorption of the king in sorrow*

—
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which would not have happened but for the sin which created the sorrow. The
question of the precedence of Judah in the matter of his restoration was the distinct
formulation of a jealousy and sectional interest which subsequently resulted in a
chism of the kingdom, and this question would not have arisen hut for the chastise-

ment for sin in the form of a son's rebellion. Likewise the ultimate death of Amasa
came through David's having, probably because Joab had been insulting and because %
complete amnesty waa deemed desirable, displaced Joab in his favour. These bitter
treams all flowed into the remoter ramifications of life from the fountain of trouble
opened by the fall of David. Hereon we may observe
I. The forgiveness of sik may coexist with the okwabd flow of some of
There is a certainty that David's great guilt was covered (ch. xii.
ITS coNSEQUEifCES.
The prayer of the fifty-first psalm had been fully answered, and privately he had
13).
been able to rejoice again in the God of his salvation. But we have in this history the
spectacle of a pardoned, reconciled man, confident in his personal salvation, and the
onward flow of a stream of social and material evils which, so far at least as they were
related to him, sprang from his sin.
The prediction of Nathan did not establish an
arbitrary relation between his conduct to Bathsheba and Uriah, and the whole mental
and moral condition implied therein, and the rebellion of Absalom and the perplexities
of the situation after its suppression. There was an organic connection between the
piritua! fall and the civil troubles. The spiritual element in us is the centre of our
composite nature.
change for the worse in it radiates through the entire being, and
as the outward relations are affected by the condition and direction taken by our various
?)wer8, 80 the inmost change is the spring of manifold and ever-flowing consequence*
he deteriorated influence on others, consequent on a period of spiritual declension,
cannot but act dynamically as a wave long after we have by repentance and faith
been restored to God.
The personal condemnation is gone, but the injury done on
The intricate mass of material and social evils now afflicting the
society is not gone.
world is the outcorpe of deviation from the perfect will of God, and though some who
thus deviated are now blessed in heaven, the quota they contributed by their former sins
is still somewhere in the tangled mass.
David's sin affected his relation to
II. Sik is a disturber of many belations.
God and to his own family and people. It touched his personal influence among friends,
his administration, and indirectly, through the rebellion, the lives and dearest interests
of multitudes.
The distress and imcertainty at Mahanaim after the defeat of Absalom
and the hesitancy of the tribes to welcome him back, were traceable to what he had
formerly done.
U'ho can describe the manifold disturbances in the order of things
produced in our world by the sin of Adam ? The ramifications of the wave of dUturbance created by any one sin are more than can be numbered. It is in the more
conspicuous acts of transgression that we get visible traces of a widespread disturbance
similar to what is caused by every inconspicuous act.
rebellious son in a home, a
dishonest deed in business, a vicious habit, these reveal a manifest series of troubles in
private, social, and jiublic connections.
Xo sinner sins to himself. Moral evil gives
colour and form to "fall things.
It infuses an element of defect, if not of positive evil,
into every bodily, mental, and moral relation sustained by the sinning man.
III. The disturbance causkd by bin flows on into the remote futube.
The
great moral shock involved in David's great sin prfduced efi'ects which for years flowed
on, and which, in fact, are flowing on now.
The great storm in mid-ocean sends the
under swell into far-distant bays, and long after quietude has been restored at the
centre the sullen roll falls on the beach.
The whole subsequent course of Hebrew
history was modified by the deed- of evil done in secret.
In so far as the power of
David over the world is less, and dilferent in kind, from what it would have undoubtedly
been had he kept himself pure, so far his sin is still at work shaping the destinies
of men.
can never call back the waves of pernicious influence we send forth in a
single sinful act or feeling.
It is the law of the universe that they go on.
The
supposed counteraction of them by subsequent repentance and amendment only means
th;it we modify the influence previously sent forth,
we make the world somewhat
better than it would have been had the sinlul influence gone out alone.
cannot
annihilate it any more than we can annihilate force,
future is the sutn ot all the
influences of the past.
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and ever-flowing CON8EQUEXCE8 OF

8IK ARE NOT ADEQUATELY
David recognized the rebel! ioa and death of Absalom and
the associated civil inconveniences as being in some way connected with his sin but
even he did not see, when at Mahanaim, that the subsequent death of Amasa and the
schism of the two kingdoms were also a consequence of his conduct, and therefore of
His own people probably did not even connect the troubles of the times with
his sin.

rV.

MAITIFOLD

BECOGNizED BY MANKIND.

;

his sin, but rather with wliat they regarded as a foolish over-fondness for a favourite
In oiur life we do not sufficiently connect our bodily and mental imperfections
Bon.
with the sins of others in the past, or, in some cases, especially with our own sins.
Political bodies and publicists fail to recognize the spiritual origin of vast and compliThe Bible in this respect is the most statesmanlike and
cated social troubles.

philosophical of all books, in that it gives prominence to sin as the determining factor
spiritual mind discerns the spiritual causes.
in all our material and social troubles.

A

— —

30.
The facts are 1. Shimei, with a considerable Benjamite following.
Vers. 16
Including Ziba and his household, joins the men of Judah to meet David at the Jordan.
2. Previous to the king being ferried over, Shimei falls down before him, confesses his
past sins, and pleads for mercy, and urges as evidence of sincerity that he is the first to
come and bid the king welcome. 3. On Abishai expressing his feeling that Shimei
Iiould rather be put to death for his evil deeds, David resents the suggestion, and in
honour of the day of his restoration declares to Shimei that his life shall be spared.
Mephibosheth also comes, with his person iincared for, to welcome the king at
Jerusalem, and on being asked why he had not gone out with him into exile, explains
that it was owinj; to the deception of his servant Ziba. 5. Placing himself and all his
interests entirely at the king's disposal, admitting that all his rights and privileges
were, according to political custom, of pure clemency, he is ttild that he need not enter
further into the question, but that he and Ziba should divide the land between them.
:

The influence of superior minds. The section now under notice cannot be separated in
import from the preceding vvords (vers. 14, 15), which relate that David bowed the heart
of all the men of Judah so that they came to conduct him over Jordan. The particular
instances of Shimei and Mephibosheth are special illustrations of the general truth
expressed in David's bowing the hearts of men. The mighty power of the king's words
and methods gathered around him the most bitter of foes and the most lonely and helpThe facts bring out into view the influence which a superior
less of his friends.
mind exercises over others; and on the nature and conditions of this influence we may,
by the help of the narrative in addition to broad facts in human life, make a few
observations, noting
I. The natural basis.
The bowing of the hearts of all the people indicates the
swaying of an influence of an unusual kind. Whatever the means and whatever aids
to this end came from the sudden transition of public feeling produced by Absalom's
death, the fact remains that tiiere was in David's nature as a man somethitig which,
when aroused, gave him a mental and moral power over others. Intellectually and
morally he was a bom king of men. If " king" = konig = konnen, " to be able," then
he, by virtue of his nature, was king
was above others, and there went forth a sj^ell
which all recognized. Apart from special endowments, he was the superior man of the
Tiiere were elements in him which, under evil disposition, would render him
age.
most capable of leading people captive in evil ways, and which, under a good dispcisition,

—

did lay hold of them for tlieir good.
The history of mankind and the observation of
daily life reveal the domination of one mind over others.
The influence of mind is the
most subtle and mighty thing we know. Millions sometimes submit to its spelL It is
the proud prerogative of the select few to bow down the hearts of their fellows. All
attempts to explain the fact by psychological analysis are insufficient. No analysis can
get at the mysterious nature of the impact of one spirit on another : yet we know that
the reality has its root in the peculiar constitution of the individual. This api lies
to preacher, statesman, philosopiier, poet, king.
The Apostle Paul's power was in its
basis a constitutional power,
Grace is grafted on nature, not a force apart from naturt
II. Acquired increment.
The native qualities of David d*)terminea the fact and tl.'
kind of kia lupcrior iafluenoe over other minds, though not ita moral direetion. But h.
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education and experience in the gradual exercise of his powerg in lower spheres ol
mature form and range of his influence. The conqueror of
lion and giant became, by an educational process, a conqueror of the hea ts of men.
The development of natural powers, whether of oratory, administration, will-force, moral
suasion, or the more nameless thing which goes out from one's personal presence, is
another way of saying that we have added to the store of inrtu.nce which lay
the
mental constitution from the first. The difference in the de^jne to which some men
acquire this increment accounts, in large measure, for their ascendancy over the equally
Perhaps tliis is the meaning of those who regard genius as a name for great
gifted.
powers duly developed by continuous exercise.
III. Spibitdal Einx)WMENT.
In the case of David we must recognize this element in
his superior power over the hearts of good and bad.
Grace in him had perlected and
beautified a fine nature.
The spiritual is always the most subtle and subduing influence
OTer men, when brought fairly into play. In spite of sin, men acknowledge the spell.
The anointing by Samuel in the name of God was more than a lormal act. David
was indeed the Lord's anointed. Hence all the natural and acquired qualities received
an elevation and a tone which, when the dire evils of the great fall were not at work
on him, gave to his words, his counsels, his movements, and commands a ciiaxm and
force over men of most diverse temperament and character.
In this he was like the
apostles when they stood before men.
occasionally see now how greatly the power
of certain minds is increased over others when they have the natural and acquired gifts
baptized with the anointing of the Holy Spirit.
A consecrated heart and intellect gains
influence by its consecration.
There are men who by oratory have bowe 1 the hearts of
thousands ; but when such men have became true Christians, the bowing of the hearts
under their words is a much more thorough and enduring victory. *' Covet earnestly
the best gifts" (1 Cor. xii.31).
IV. Circumstantial aids. The circumstances of the time gave advantage to David
in the exercise of his ordinary powers.
His friends had mourned his sorrowful isolation;
his enemies had felt that, by defeat, they had placed themselves in an awkward position ;
his being aroused from his self-absorbing grief led him to calmly review the position of
advantage in which now the goodness of God had placed him the reflection that now
a supreme effort was needed if he was to prevent the alienation of friends and follow up
the fruits of victory so as to save the nation from anarchy, drew forth his entire soul
into sympathy with the purpose of God in making him king and, as a consequence, he
so infused into his conversation with the people of Mahanaim, and into his messages to
the elders of Judah, the whole power of his nature that he bowed the hearts of all.
Events had prepared the minds of the people to receive the influence g^ing forth from
his very soul.
The narrative evidently implies that there was some unusual persuasiveness in his manner and language, and it reached even to Shimei and Mephibosheth, who
certainly were rendered more accessible to his influence by the chan<^e in afiairs.
Seasons
of excitement and public interest are favourable to the putting forth of the influence
which superior mmds can exercise. The Day of Pentecost was a time which brought
aid to the efforts of the apostles.
grave responsibility rests on gifted men to use
their influence under such favouring circumstances as occasionally occur in human affairs.
General lesshns. 1. It behoves us not to allow our gifts to be long unused, by
reason of absorption in purely personal interests.
2. It is a scripturally enforced duty
that we stir up the gifts that may lie in us. 3. Among the various powers that may be
exercised in the world, we should especially desire and seek that of bowing down the
hearts of men to the interests of God's kingdom. 4.
may rest assured that, if we
use our powers to the utmost in a good cause and in dependence on God, we shall
overcome many an obstacle and win over even adverse hearts.
activity contributed to the

m
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;

;
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Boyal clemency. The sudden collapse of the rebellion placed David in a position
of advantage, and yet of difficulty.
He was not the man to care for sovereignty over
a disunited people, and the attitude of those who had been in rebellion was not quite
certain.
Those who do wrong are suspicious of those airainst wliom the wrong has
been done when power comes into their hands. It was, therefore, the policy of David
to convince them that they need not be under any apprehension of his using the
recovered power to punish them. This waa the evident meaning of the deputation of
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the high priests to the men of Judah, and the reason of the promotion of Amasa
(together with his reasonable desire to express his sense of Joab's dangerous liberty in
disobeying a positive public command). The noble-hearted king felt the importance
of the restoration of peace and unity so deeply, and was so sensible of the mercy of
God in answerini; his desire when in anguish (ch. xv. 25, 26), that, on this occasion of
joy, sobered though it was by thoughts of chastisement just past, he cannot but grant
an amnesty to all his foes. In the exercise of this royal clemency we see set forth the
following truths.
The turn
I. The influence on men or all conditions of a tide of success.
of the tide had come for David, and with it men sood and bad, great and small, throughout the land began to consider how they had better comport themselves under the new
Judah was waiting for
circvmistances.
Israel hastened to indicate readiness (ver. 11).
some encouragement to yield (vers. 12 14), and receiving it, hasted to be first at Jordan
And such representative men as Shimei and Ziba show eagerness to
(vers. 15, 41).
nnd favour with the victorious monarch. Probably only an active section of the les9
thoughtful people had really rejected David ; the great mass were won over to the
winning side because it was the winning side, and, now that David was returning to
power, they, and also the real leaders of the rebellion, move on with the tide. Success
has a great charm for some minds. The day of prosperity draws out many friends.
In national and religious affairs multitudes are influenced, not by a calm and independent consideration of the merits of the question or system, but by the fact that there
Men are not without reason spoken of as a " flock ; " they
is a semblance of prosperity.
This is not the highest type of humanity.
are disposed to go in with the rest.
The real friends of AbsaII. Doubtful loyalty in the belationships of life.
lom and such men as Shimei fell in with the change in public opinion, and professed,
the latter most eai^erly and humbly, to welcome the king back. Allegiance is a matter
David had to feel for the rest of his days
of degrees, and springs from mixed motives.
In national life there are many
that policy governed the loyalty of some of his people.
causes of unsteadiness of loyal attachment to the head of the state some lying in the
Beat of authority, and some in ignorance, prejudice, or occasionally the convictions of
the people. Every bond of union between moral beings implies a loyalty more or less
Master and servant, husband and wife, partners in
defined to persons and interests.

—

—

business and government, teachers and pupils, create, by the relation formed, a demand
for loyalty the one to the other and to the common interests professedlv sought by the
The fellowship of the saints in Church life especially creates scope for mutual
union.
may see many things in one, for all truth
loyalty and common loyalty to Christ.
is related ; and therefore, in the doubtful loyalty of men in David's time, with its
necessary weakness to the national life, and injury to the hi<;hest interests of the kingdom, we see the evil brought on the world by defective loyalty in the various relationships men enter into ; and especially do we see the pernicious efi"ect of defective loyalty
The practical bearings of this
of professing Christians to the Church and to Christ.
are very many and very wide.
The moral value of actions is not to
III. Indications of an uneasy conscience.
be seen by looking at them simply as actions ; their form may be perfect, their n al
value is seen in their connections. It was a beautiful action to hasten over Jordan and
be first to bid the king welcome the most devoted of his friends could not do more
but for Shimei to do it, after his conduct towards David, took away from the deed the
The act was evidence of an uneasy conscience conjoined
flow of its natural beauty.
with a cowardly, time-serving policy. That he was truly penitent is not admissible
from the tenor of his words they sound hollow. It is not the custom of the true
Nor, perhaps, was
penitent to refer to his good deeds in proof of penitence (ver. 20).
Ziba without a restless conscience in thus seeking early to court the favour of the kinii,
who would soon learn the facts concerning his former deception (ch. xvi. 1 4).
here see that conscience is aUve, even in very base men that it is quiescent and seemingly
at ease when either possibility of exposure or punishment is far ofl"; that it is neverthe-

We

;

—

—
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;

any change in events which tend to hasten exposure or punishment
that its greatest dread is falling into the hands of a supreme power; and that, instead
of elevating the man, and prompting to renovation, it rather drags him down to the low
and plausible means of avoiding what it knows is deserved. Let the religiouB teacher

less sensitive to
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Bee how this action of conscience is verified in the case of
Once let them know that he is
Christ, the Lord's Anointed.
and uneasiness will appear.

1—43.

[en. xix.

many who have
coming into

his

rejected

kingdom,

IV. The influence in lite of dominating ideas. The son of Zeruiah (ver. 21)
wished to slay Shimei at once, and, had he done so, many would have said that the
wicked man reaped the desert of his crimes. The anointed of the Lord desired that
the man should not die, and many doubtless thought that the clemency was ill-judged.

and judgments was that the two men
Abishai was the hard, stern suldier,
ruled in this instance by the sentimeni- of rigid discipline, and acting in all things
whereas David was the wise, generous king, ruled by the
under the idea of power
sentiment of love for his people, and actin-i in this instance under the idea of kingly
grace.
The one saw no reason in the event of the day for sparing an unworthy life
the other saw that kingly grace found befitting exercise when prosperity and joy were
those
returning to all. The ideas that ruled the one life left no room tor variation
It is an important inquiry to what extent
that ruled the other required variation.
men's lives are ruled by a few leading ideas, and what is the relation of these ideas to
the Impulses and dispositions that seem to lie next to the will. The Christian man
has certain clear and definite conceptions concerning God, Christ, himself, the relation
of the present to the future, which mark him off from the non-Christian man, and these
form the intellectual elements that determine all his conduct toward God and man.
Men of diverse ages differ much in the general conceptions they entertain on the details
of life, and hence we get differences in the degree of conformity of conduct to an absolute
standard of morality. In so far as we can procure unity of perception and unity of
disposition, so tar do we lay the basis for harmony of conduct and the welfare of civil
society.
Hence the radical and yet progressive work of true Christianity it will bring
" eye to eye " and heart to heart, and so establish peace for evermore.
Hence also
the importance of instilling in young and old such views as shall, by their range and
controlling influence over the mind, practically determine conduct along the Christian

But the reason

of the totally diverse desires

were on that day governed by totally diverse

ideas.

;

;

:

Une.

The personal
V. The patient WAiriNa of the deceived and oppressed.
appearance of Mephibosheth when he came to welcome David to Jerusalem was indicative of trouble and sorrow arising from neglect and poverty, and possibly real grief,
experienced during the time of the rebellion. The conduct of Ziba and the loss of
David's table (ch. ix. 9 13 ; xvi. 1—4) account for his pi>verty, and it is not likely
that such a man as Absalom would make ample provision for one of the house of Saul.
There is no trace of Mephibosheth having by treasonous means done wrong to David,
though it is possible that, in real Oriental manner, he, like the sons of Zadok, may have
assumed an outward prudential appearance of fidelity to the cause of Absalom. He
was a helpless man, deceived and oppressed, and placed, by reason of his physical
His
infirmity, in such a position as not to be able to extricate himself from trouble.
only chance was to wait and cherish hope that the generous king, who had so bountiA fair illustration
fully befriended him for his father's sake, would return to power.
The African
is this of the patient waiting of men suffering from craft and wrong.
race in slavery, deceived and robbed of their patrimonv by men more strong and crafty,
waited and hoped almost against hope for the day of freedom. Their only hope was
in the rise of the beneficent kingly power of the Lord's Anointed, and it did come.
Others, such as the Waldenses and Malagasy, wronged and oppressed, waited for the
coming of the better day, and it did come. Many a soul, deceived by the cunning craft
of the father of lies, and robhed of moral and material wealth, has known the pains of
poverty of spirit, and waited for the king's gracious restoration. The Apostle Paul
tells us, too, of the " whole creation," afllicted with the ills consequent on the great
rebellion against God, travailing in pain, and waiting for a better time (Rom. viiL
18 22). It is the joy of the prencher to be able to announce " the acceptable year of
4).
the Lord " to all who mourn. They shall not wait in vain (Isa. Ixi. 1
PBACTicAii view OF THE ANOMALIES OF LIFE. The position in which David
VI.
found himself when, on heariui the story of Mephibosheth and observing his distressed
circumstances, he had to decide with respect to the property at stake, was one of extreme
r.eAicwoy and difficulty. In all good faith he had handed over the property to Ziba, and

—

—

—
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Ziba had befriended his friends in a time of need (ch. xvi. 1, 2), and had been foremost
to welcome himself back (ch. xix. 17). The kindness of the man in the hour of need
was a set-off to his deceit. On the other hand, the forfeiture of the property of Mephibosheth by royal decree was based on false information ; and being a member of a royal
house, and not proved to have been openly disloyal, he certainly had a claim to restoThe brevity of the narrative leaves the actual decision of David in
ration to rights.
some obscurity (ver. 29). But the sense seems to be that David solved the difficulty
by restoiing the old relations as a matter of practice (ch. ix. 9 11), without formally
revoking the legal right of Ziba. As formerly, so now, the two families were to live ou
the produce of the soil, and in this there was great consideration, for Mephibosheth was
physically incapable of looking after his own affairs. The example of David, as a
matter of procedure, is worthy of attention. Life is crowded with difficulties analngous
Claims and counter-claims force themselves on our attention. Wrongs have
to this.
to be righted and merits have to be considered in alleviation of judgment. The principle on which David acted was a sound one, and can be used by us in all things,
namely, to deal with anomalies practically, not merely speculatively, and to aim at a
To bring men and things back to nature, so
restoration of things to their natural basis.
The old relationship of Ziba to
far as circumstances admit, is a sufe and prudent rule.
Mephibosheth (ch. ix. 2 i), and the incaoacity of the latter, rendered it most unwise
to cut the knot of present complications by having recourse to the practical division
12.
There is a natural basis, if we will only take pains to find
indicated in ch. ix. 9
it, in onr modem complications.
should see in the returning success of the servant of
General lessons. 1.
God after a season of severe chastisement a token of our joyous return to the possession
of privilege when we have been duly exerci^^ed by the chastisement of Providence
(Heb. xii. 5 7). 2. Success is not to be regarded as less real because imperfect and
weak men crowd in with it, though we ought to separate their attachment from the
elements of endurance in the success. 3. In selecting friends we should not place
much reliance on those most eager in their expression of interest. Words are to be
tested by deeds.
4. It is incumbent on all Christians to purge from their relationships, whether of master, servant, professor of religion, member of Church, or subject of
5. The profession of interest in reliirion is
the realm, every trace of doubtful loyalty.
to be carefully weighed, seeing that an uneasy conscience will often prompt to a formal
6. It will be a great gain to the
profession when there is not sincere love and faith.
Church if we can instil into the minds of the young the most cardinal principles of
Christianity, which, by their dominating power, will expel inferior views and lead to
7.
may encourage the poor and oppressed to take heart from seeing
right action.
how in the course of history God does vindicate the needy. The great vindications
will be when the King of kings comes to judgment.

—

—

—
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43.
Vers. 31
The facta are : 1. Barzillai, having provided sustenance for David
while he was at Mahanaim, and accompanying him over Jordan, is entreated to go
and live with him at Jerusalem. 2. Barzillai, having no relish for the kind of life
which he thought prevailed at court, pleads age and infirmity and a fear of being
an incumbrance to David, as a reason for not complying with his request, but asks
that his own son Chimham may be permitted to go.
3. David consents, promises
to do for Barzillai all that he may require, kisses and blesses him, and, while the good
old man returns home, David passes on to Gilgal, conducted by all the people of Judah
and half the people of Israel, 4. The men of Israel protest against what they conceive
to be the stealthy way in which the men of Judah forestalled them in bringing back
the king. 6. The men of Judah assign, as the explanation of their conduct, that
they were not mercenary, but that their near kinship was the clue to their zeal.
6. The controversy waxes strong on the men of Israel asserting in their rejoinder that,
being ten tribes, they had more right in the king than had Judah.

A heautiful old age. The scene described by the historian of the parting of Barzillai
and David is one of the most touching to be found in Old Testament story ; sind the
two elements which chieOy contribute to its interest are the return of tlie banished
king to his beloved city and his throne at the close of a most anxious season ; and

—

;
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the beautiful character of the venerable man who had befriended him in his misfortunes, and now, with a consciousness that his own earthly course is nearly run, bids
him an affectionate farewell. There are many venerable saints referred to in the
from the time of Enoch to the beloved exile of Patmos and they all convey
Bible
to us a certain common instruction concerning life and its destiny, blended with what
but we shall here confine attention to those features of a beautiful
is peculiar to each
old age which are specially brought out in the description given of Bai zillai.
This is the natural
I. Old age itself naturally awakens a tender interest.
basis of all oui regard for the aged, and is an element entering into the beauty which
In every age and clime, and among all except the most
in some cases we recognize.
regard
savage, age has won resi:)ect and developed tender feelings in the younger.
it as a sisn of moral del^asement when men fail to cherish tender consideration for the
aged. The reasons that account for our best feelings are not always definite, and in
being hidden away in the thoughts and
this case they are certainly very subtle
sentiments that grow with our growth. If we seek the analysis of our sentiment
towards age, we shall find these items a sense of our inferiority in all that makes up
the deepest experiences of life ; a conviction that the venerable form is the symbol of
many a veiled sorrow and buried hope ; a perception of traces of unrecorded conflicts
a feeling of sympathy with increasing infirmities; a remembrance of the fleeting
character of the best and most vigorous manhood and a reflection that a responsible
being is getting near to the eternal world. In the presence of age we cannot but feel
that to live is a grave and solemn business.
II. Old age exhibits a special beauty where it ib pebvaded by kindly fkelIKQ8 AND eabnest PIETY. Sometimes we meet with old age rendered hard, bitter,
venomed, and remorseful, and, while our hearts are touched with tender interest, we
there is no admiration, because there is no moral, and
feel that we can only pity
probably no physical, beauty. In Barzillai we see all the natural, physical beauties of
age crowned by virtues of the most attractive kind. His generous provision for the
kins when in need, and his making an effort to see him happily on his way home,
His desire to share in such valued society so far as strength
revt aled kindliness.
permitted, his right esrimate of what befits the closing diiys of life, and his quiet conHis anxiety not to be a
tent with the comforts and joys of home, show his wisdom.
burden to the king amidst the duties and cares of government, and his request for a
favour to his son (1 Kings ii. 7), prove his conniderateness. His wish to live and die and
be buried among the kindred whom he liad loved so long, was evidence of his domestic
His having befriended, honoured, and loved the banished king when appearaffection.
ances were against him, and his being privileged to take so tender a leave of the Lord's
His obvious faith in the right cause
anointed, was a sign of distinguished loyalty.
when the rebeUicn was at its height, his bold identification of his interests with those
of the Lord's afflicted servant, his doing all for the right cause without any idea of
compensation, was proof of deep^te^y. Thus the beauty of old age lies much in years
being crowned with kindliness of disposition, wisdom of conduct, consideration of feeling, deep affection for one's own people, faithfulness in tue relationships of life, and
calm and stronji piety. How lovely is old a.f;e when so adorned

—
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beautified 18 VEBY HELPFUL TO OTHERS. Barzillai was
helpful to David in his trials and triumphs; but it was not the mere food (ch. xvii.
28, 29) which he, with others, brought that gave strength to David's henrt and raised
The hoary head, crowned with the glory of true goodness, was more
his hope in God.
To have the iriendship and the kindly attento David than all the material supplies.
tions of a venerable man of God, was to the king a real spnng of new life and vigour.
The vain and trifling young man might go off to take sides with rebellion, but age, with
its wisdom, its deep experience, its large-heartedness and settled piety, was with him.
As cold water to a thirsty soul was the loyalty and affection ol so tiimoured a man. It
is a blessing and real help to have the favour and sympathy of men who have had
large experience in life, and have won for themselves imperishable honours and, though
the infirmities of age may seem to set a narrow limit to the usefulness ol the aged, yet
Their influence is quiet, but real and pervadmg. 'i he
their moral ix)wer is very great.
tone they impart to home affects the world outside, and their known interest in Christ's
eervauts and the work they aie doing, is power and cheer to many a heart.
ni.

An old age THUS

;
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A

BEAUTIFUL OLD AGE 18 AN ABIDING CHARM IN THE MEMOBT. David and
met again on earth. Their parting partook of all the sweet tenderness
Before David had finished his career, the venerable man had
of a final severance.
passed away to his blessed reward (1 Kings ii. 7).
But it could not but be, as was
evident from his eliarge to Solomon, that throughout his life David cherished the
memory of the good old man, and found amid the cares and sorrows of life much comThe vision of that bent form, laden with precious fruits of a long and
fort therein.
godly experience, bending before him and bidding him God-speed in his high vocation,
would often rise up and again cheer his spirit. 'J'he dead yet speak to us. Our memories retain the cherislied form and words and tender embraces of venerable saints, and,
as we think of their faith and hope and triumph over the world, we take fresh courage
rV.

Barzillai never

and struggle on.

Thank God

General

lessons.
sweeten the bitters of

There

1.
life

aged Christians living or departed I
see how wondrously God does, in his kind providence,
friendships which would not have been formed but for the
for

We
by

great blessedness in being enabled to render encouragement to
God's servants when they are engaged in arduous and perplexing service, and this form
3.
should, in our own
of usefulness may be sought by all, especially by the aged.
lives and in others, look for an advance of moral powers proportionate to the advance
should covet the honour of bringing our ripest and best attainments
4.
of age.
and placing them at the service of Christ.
trouble.

2.

is

We

We

The uses and perils of rivalry. It was natural that, at first, there should be some
hesitation in at least the leaders of the people, both in Judah and Israel, in making
overtures to David and in sending deputations to welcome him back.
Israel, however,
overcame this feeling first, and David, reasonably anxious that Judah, so near to him,
should not be outdone, took means to inform them of what was in contemplation, and
urged that they certainly need not hesitate, seeing that his promotion of Amasa was
proof of his unchanged feelings of interest in them (ch. xix. 11
Influenced by
13).
desire not to be outdoiiO in expressions of loyalty, they were first at Jordan, and
carried ofi' the honour of accompanying the king to Jerusalem.
There is no evidence
that David wished Judah to steal a march on Israel, and so embitter the feeling

—

Probably he thought that a conference would take place for joint
between them.
action.
His sole anxiety was that Judah should not be tardy in indicating restored
allegiance and taking measures for showing it.
For reasons not stated, Judah acted
alme, much to the chagrin of Israel, and hence the controversy (vers. 41 43) as to
the relative right to manifest special interest in the king.
It was a rivalry in good
works, not unmixed with questionable feelings.
Kivalry has its uses and its dangers.
I. It tends to stimulate action and develop latent powers.
The thought
that Israel might reach Jordan first, and so get the honour of showing attachment to
the king, stirred up zeal in Judah, and drew forth whatever feeling of loyalty was latent
in the community; and the fact that Judah outstripped Israel roused the heart of
Israel to give verbal evidence of strong attachment to the king.
This rivalry in
accomplishing a common work enters into all life; it seems to have its roots deep down
It is associated with the conviction that duties have to be attended to,
in our nature.
and that our honour is concerned in attending to them, at least as well as other peojile.
Thus it is a side issue of the action of conscience, though it may easily develop
unworthy feelings which will render its connection with conscience very obscure.
Leaving out the question of improper teelings tor the present, it doubtless does develop
our powers, and even draws out latent forces, the existence of which had not been
known. By the parallel action of the rivals much mutual instruction is gained as to
methods of work, and weakness and strength of character, which instruction bein
applied, renders effort more successful.
II. It tends to keep the ideal of duty mobe conspicuously before the MINr.
The suggestion that Israel was alK)ut to welcome the king at once set before Judah in
striking form the highest ideal of allegiance.
Any thoughts concerning it hitherto
cherished now were cleared of obscurity, and the duty was manifest.
Rivalry among
pupils, workmen, statesmen, and literary men necessarily causes all who enter into it
to direct their attention from their own achievements as adequate, to the ideal towariiwhioh «U are striviog. This constant presence of a lofty ideal is a great gain t.

—
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It
the absence of ideals which marks off the beaat from man. When
are expected to proToke one another to love and good works, we at once think of the
standard after which we are, as Christians, bound to strive (Phil iii. 12
14). The fact
that others surpass us is a reminder of the vows we have taken, and so, setting the
" mark " before us afresh, we press forward with renewed zeal. The healthful effect on
us of the presence of a superior Christian is well known.
The sight of holy men and
women devoting their energies to the service of Christ in the world rebukes sloth,
points to " what manner of persons " we ought tx) be, and so, by rendering the ideal
more real to the mind, enable us to be more faithful to our Lord.

we

—

IIL There is, however, a risk of losing sight of broad principles, and being
ABhORBED IN SIDE ISSUES. Juiiah and Israel were right in provoking to loyalty and
reassertion of allegiance, and so far as they purely followed out the first impulse of
rivalry all was well; but the ideal before them became obscured as soon as they began
to dispute on a matter of detail as to precedence and personal motive.
The question as
to whether the "motive of Judah was pare arose out of the zeal of Judah on the one side
and the zeal of Israel on the other. Probably Judah did design to outwit Israel. The
secrecy was not purely for the sake of loyalty to David, but to gratify pride in being
first.
It was not an open competition.
Thus, by the minor feelings of the rivalry
being allowed to gain ascendancy, there arose an issue which exposed a wholesome
rivalry to the danger of being the occasion of sowing the seeds of permanent mischief.
Here lies the great danger of rivalry in deeds and enterprises perfectly good in themselves.
Especially is there a great risk in the matter of the competition of denominations and religious parties. Work is done, perhaps, to outstrip others, to gain notoriety,
to gratify a love of pre-eminence, and also, in the lieat of zeal, motives are impugned,
and time and strength spent in mutual recriminations which had better be spent in
rendering service to Ciirist.
IV. Rivalry brings forth its worst frtjit

when

it issues

m

permanently

DEBASED feelings AND MUTUAL ESTRANGEMENT.
We See in this Controversy the
beginning of an unholy feeling of jealousy and ill will, which, we know, issued at last
in positive aversion and enmity.
They were one people, the people of God, called to
do a good and holy work in the world, and held under the government of God's
anointed. This consideration ought to have been uppermost in all times of effort and
of difficulty.
For one to seek to gratify pride at the cost of another was base for
the other to cherish bitterness of sjdrit was wrong
for both to weaken, by fierce
controversy, the brotherly sentiment, and to create separate interests, instead of being
one in devotion to their king and coimtry, was a moral debasement from which they
never recovered.
To do Christian work well in rivalry requires watchfulness over
motives, generous consideration of others, and delight in what they accomplish for the
Master's sake, and a conscientious maintenance of the honour and glory of Christ above
all the petty considerations of personal or denominational interest.
The mutual
;

;

estrangement of Christians is a great calamity. It has its root in the inferior feelings
which have been allowed to mingle with genuine zeal for the kingdom of God ; and the
removal of it is to be sought in deep searching of heart, and a return to the simplicity
of entire consecration to Christ's service.
General lessons. 1. The holy rivalry of the primitive Christians (John xx. 1—4)
to be first at the sepulchre should be preferred as a model, both as to aim and spirit, to
that of Judah and Israel. 2. The temptation to indulge in a feelina of personal pride
should be met by a reflection on the serious evils that may issue from even one departure
from purity. 3. In all our Christian enterprises it should be our endeavour to keep
CJhrist and his honour clearly in view, and get inspiration from the zeal of others, not
simply to outstrip them, but to bring more glory to him than any one else can.
4. In our efforts we should remember that we are all equally " kin " to Christ, and are
equally dear to his heart. 5. In our estimate of Churches we are to give more weight
to spiritual qualities than to numbers.
6. If on our guard against lurking evils, we
may frequently ask ourselves how we can more perfectly prove our fidelity to our Lord
and advance the honour of his Name.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Vers. IS. —(Mahanaim.)

Immoderate grief. This interview between Darid and
upon the character of both, and the relations subsisting between
them. 1. The best of men are by no means perfect. David's grief, althougn natural,
and, in some respects, commendable, was unseasonable, excessive, and injurious; and
exposed him to just reproof. 2. The worst of men are not altogether bad, but often
exhibit admirable qualities. When Joab put Absalom to death against the king's order
he was actuated partly by regard for the king's interest and the national welfare, " loyal
disobedience;" he was also desirous of preventing unnecessary slaughter (ch. xviii.
16), and showed a thoughtful concern for Ahimaaz (ch. xviii. 19, 20, 22); and now,
although his bearing toward the king was harsh and cruel (ch. iii. 24), he was fully
3. The worst
justified in expostulating with him (as on another occasion, ch. xxiv. 3).
of men are often intimately associated with the best of men, and render them
invaluable services; but their assuciation is usually uncongenial, and productive of
By his great abilities Joab made himself necessary
trouble and mischief (ch. iii. 39).
to David, and became confirmed in his high position (1 Chron. xi. 6); and by his
complicity "in the matter of Uriali " he gained a despotic influence over him; hence
his daring disobedience and overbearing attitude, and when the king, resenting his
conduct, seeks to replace him as cnptain of the host, he strikes down bis rival, then
"calmly takes upon himself to execute the commission with which Amasa had been
charged and this done, * he returns to Jerusalem, unto the king,' and once more he is
• over all the host of Israel
David's inordinate grief was
" (Blunt, ' Coincidences *).

Joab throws

light

;

'

Really eepbehenbible.

"

And

the king covered his face," etc. (ver. 4). It
1. Ihe lack of due consideration of the moral
causes of the event which he mourned over, and which was their natural and deserved
consequence; and of the salutary influence which that event would have upon the
In surrendering himself to sorrow for the loss of his son, he was in some
nation.
measure blind to the justice of his doom. 2. The absence of humble suhmixsion to the
Divine will, such as he had previously displayed in "the day of his calamity" (ch. xii.
20 ; XV. 26 ; xvi. 10). 3. The feeling of bitter resentment against those who bad despised
He would at first, perhaps, blame all
his commandment and disappointed his hopes.
his "servants ; " and, wlien he was informed (ch. xviii. 13) of the circumstances under
which Absalom came to his end, would naturally regard the conduct of his executioners
" To understand this passionate utterance of anguish, we must
in its darkest aspect.
bear in mind not only the excessive tenderness, or rather weakness, of David's paternal
affection toward his son, but also his anger that Joab and his generals should have paid
so little regard to his command to deal gently with Absalom. With the king's excitable
temperament, this entirely prevented him from takin<i a just and correct view of the
crime of his rebel son, which merited death, and of the penal justice of God, which had
been manifested in his destruction" (Keil). 4. The neglect of urgent duties: thanksgiving to God for victory, the commendation of his faithful soldiers, the adoption of
proper measures to confirm their attachment and secure peace and unity, the subordi" The deliverance thut day was turned inta
nation of private grief to the public weal.
mourning unto all the people," etc. (ver. 2). " Their hearty participation in the sorrow
of their lieloved king, for whom they had perilled their lives, soon changed to gloomy
dissatisfaction at the fact that the king, absorbed in private grief, did not deign to
bestow a look xipon them " (Erdmann).
And Joab came into the bouse of the kinc:,*' etc. (vers.
II. Rudely beproved.
6 7). His reproof (ch. xii. 1) was 1. Unfeeling, bard-hetirted, pitiless. Ue had no
respect wliatcver for the natural fedings of the fatlier; no sympathy with David's
2. Unscrupulous and reckless; whilst declaring the
Intense and peculiar emotion.
truth in part (ver. 5), and as it appeared on the surface, casting unjust reproaches on
Che king for his heartless selfishness, ingratitude, and hatred (ver. 6). 3. Unbecoming
in language and manner, as well as in
the relation of a subject to his sovi reign
" Ami
substance. 4. United, nevertheless, with wise counsel and solemn warning.
I.

was connected

(as cause or effect) with

:

'

—

:

;

arise, go forth," etc. (ver. 7).
No doubt David felt greatly hurt; and "the
immediate effect of his indignation was a solemn vow to supersede Joab by Amasa;
2 I
IL BAUUSL.

now

—
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was laid the lasting breach betweeu hiiriself and his nephew, which neithe"But, convinced that he had given
the one nor the other ever forgave" (Stanley).
occasion for reproof, he now patiently submitted to it TPs. cxli. 5). "Hard natures and
harsh words have their uses in life after all " (Scott). " The undisciplined wurd ol
Joab became a means of discipline to David, and the king turned from the destructive
path into which unbridled feeling had led him."
" And the king arose," etc. (ver. 8).
III. Readily restrained and laid aside.
" He was stung into action, and immediately roused himself to the discharge of his
Would we overcome immoderate grief?
royal duties."
must : 1. Listen to the
admonitions of truth, however disagreeable; and learn the evil of indulging it.
2. Receive the consoling assurances of Heaven, and pray for needful strength.
3.
Repress it with prompt and determined effort. 4. Devote ourselves with diligence to
necessary and useful activities.
ftnd in this

We

" Heaven hath assigned

Two

sovereign remedies for human grief
Religion, surest, firmest, first, and best,
Strength to the weak, and to the wounded,
And ttrenuotu action next."

balm
(Sonthey.)

Ordinary grief must be restrained within due bounds. But there is a sorrow—tender,
hopeful, godly sorrow for sin, to which we may freely and fully surrender oiirselves
D.
for it always conducts to greater purity, strength, and joy.

—

David's return to Jerusalem. " And David returned, and came to the
Ver. 15.
Jordan " (the eastern bank ; while Judah came to Gilgal, joined by Shimei and Ziba
and a ferry-boat was passing to and fro to carry over the king's household, ver. 18)
crossed over (to the western bank, conducted by Jiidah and half the people of Israel,
vers. 39, 40) ; came to Gilgal (where all the men of Israel met him, and a new contenand finally (conducted by the men of Judah) to
tion arose, ver. 41 ; ch. xxi. 1)
Jerusalem (ch. xxi. 3). The return of David, like his flight, is described minutely and
As he had been called to the throne by the voice of the people (ch. v.
graphically.
1
3), so he desired to return to it, not by force, but by their free consent ; and would
take no active measures for his restoration until he should receive some intimation
thereof. " Our Lord Jesus will rule only in those that invite him to the throne in their
He first bows the heart, and makes it willing in the
hearts, and not till he is invited.
day of his power, then rules in the midst of his enemies (Ps. ex. 2, 3) " (Matthew
Henry). David's restoration was distinguished by : 1. The returning allegiance of the
rebellious. (Vers. 9, 10.) *' All the tribes oi Israel " (except Judah). Popular revolutions
Convinced of their error, ingratitude, and
are usually followed by speedy reactions.
injustice by their defeat, remembering the great services which David had rendered on
their behalf, and considering the present condition of affairs, "all the people" manifest
a disposition to " bring the king back ;" and this gratifying intelligence is reported to
him while waiting at Mahanaim. 2. The decisive action of the dilatory. (Vers. 11 15.)
" The men of Judah," who, since the rebellion arose in their territory, feared the king**
But when
displeasure, or proudly held aloof in continued disaffection under Amasa,
assured of his regard, reminded of their kinship, and urged to activity, they are at once
"drawn" unto him "as one man;" send the message, "Return," etc.; and come to
conduct him across the Jordan. Judah is asain to the front. David's appeal was
conciliatory, and seems wise and just (though some think otherwise), however disastrous
(Vers. 16
3. The humble Submission of the guilty.
its ultimate efi'ect.
23.) Shimei,
with a thousand men of Benjamin^ and Ziba," etc. " They went eagerly [prosperously,
Hebrew, tzalach'] over the Jordan in the presence of the king " (ver. 17) and " Shimei
fell down before the king in his crossing over (ahar) th» Jordan " (while the transit
was going on). " With a self-control rare in Western no less than Eastern history,
every step in his progress was marked by forgiveness" (Maclear). 4. ITie joyful
welcome of the suspecttd. (Vers. 24 30.) The innocent Mephibosheth, the grandson of
(SoW, now vindicated and restored to "all that he most cared for the king's favour, his
tjld place at the king's table, and the formal recognition of his ownership " pf th«
;

—

—

—
;

—

—
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39). Barzillai, an aged
Inberitauce. ^. The frieridly greeting of the faithfvX. (Vers. 31
and " very great man," representative of the trans- Joidanic inhabitants; testifying his
devotion to the king in prosperity, whom he had aided in adversity, and receiving his
How different is it with David now from what it had been at
grateful benediction.
" This passage of the Jordan was the most
his former crossing (ch. xvii. 22) !
mem"rable one since the days of Joshua." 6. The zealous emulation of the tribes. (Vers.
40 43.) Their strife for pre-eminence ; " Ephraim euvyin^r Jndah, and Judah vexing
Ephraim " (Isi. xi. 13), leading to a fresh revolt, which, however, is speedily overcome.
David's troubles, so incessant, so varied, so great, " from his youth " (ver. 7), are not
yet ended ; but they are all ordered by the hand of God for his good. " Sanctified
7. The complete establishment of the kingdom,
affliction is spiritual pomotion."

—

—

He sees again the habitation of the Lord (ch. xv. 25), and rules
(Ch. XX. 3, 22
26.)
His return is like the commencement of a new
over a peaceful and united nation.
" The remainder of David's life a period probably of about ten years
reign (ver. 22).
flowed on, so far as we can ;^ather, in a bright calm, and an undisturbed course
D.
of improvements " (Ewald).

—

—

—

—

23.
(The .Jordan.) The pardon of Shimei. The conduct of Shimel
Vers. 16
towards David in his flight (ch. xvi. 5) was base and iniquitous. " The wheel turns
round once more Absalom is cast down and David returns in peace. Shimei suits his
behaviour to the occasion, and is the first man, also, who hastes to greet him and had
the wheel turned round a hundred times, Shimei, I dare say, in every period of its
But he may have been actuated by
rotation would have been uppermost " (Sterne).
something better than selfish and time-serving policy at least, the history afl^ords no
intimation that his repentance was insincere and hypocritical. And he was forgiven
by David (of whose clemency he had been persuaded)
L On the confession of wrong-doing (vers. 19, 20) with : 1. Deep abatement.
He "fell down befure the king." 2. Free, full, unqualified, and open self-condemnation.
"Thy servant did perversely," and "doth know that I have sinned." 3.
Fervent petition for mercy. " Let not my lord impute iniquity unto me," etc 4.
Professed devotion and zealous endeavour to repair the wrong which had been done.
" And behold I am come the first this day," etc. He had brought with him a thousand
men of Benjamin, to do honour to the king whom he had formerly despised ; perhaps,
also, to show the value of his reconciliation and services (which were really important
Confession must precede
at snch a time, in the light of subsequent events, ch. xx. 1).
the assurance of forgiveness; and, when made in a becoming manner, should be
;

;

;

(Luke xvii. 3, 4). God alone knows the heart.
Against the demand fob punishment (vers. 21, 22) in which AHshai

graciously treated
II.

;

dis-

played, as before (ch. xvi. 9) : 1. An impulse of natural vengeance toward the evildoer; unaltered by change of circumstances, unsoothed by Shimei's repentance. 2.
desire for the rigorous execution of the Law, according to which the traitor and
blasphemer should suffer death " without mercy." Its stern and relentless requirements, unmodified by its deeper and more merciful principles, are represented in " the
spirit of reckless imprudence ; not less injurious to the king's
son« of Zeruiah." 3.
interests on " this day " of his triumphant return than it was on the day of his perilous
4. An assumption of unjustifiable authority, and interference with the king's
flight.
rights and privileges, feelings and purposes ; incurring a repetition of the rebuke,
" What have I to do with you," etc. ? " Ye will be an adversary \satan, Numb. iiii.
22; 1 Chron. xxi. 1] to me;" hinderin<^ the exercise of mercy and the joy of my
return (1 Sam. xi. 12, 13). " Get thee behind me, Satan " (Matt. xvi. 23). "Our best
friends must be considered as adversaries when they would persuade us to act contrary

A

A

to our conscience

and our duty

" (Scott).

of mercy. " Thou shalt not die " (ver. 23 ; ch. xii. 13).
"And the king sware unto him." From: 1. An impulse of personal feeling of the
noblest nature by which (regarding Shimei's offence as a personal one) he was raised
above the level of " the Law," and anticipated the forgiving spirit of a higher dispensa*
tioa.
2. A sense of the exceeding mercy of God toward himself; by which he was
disposed to show mercy toward others. 3. A perception of the wisest policy to he
adopted on such an extraordinary " day " as that of his restoration to the throne.
III.

With the assurance
;

—
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any man be pnt

to death this day in Israel ? For do I not know that I
(It is noticeable how frequently he is designated
" the king " in this chapter.) 4. An exercise of the roycd prerogative of pardon. This
prerogative, indeed (though prompted by a generous impulse), he no doubt stretched
beyond due bounds. Hence, reflecting on the matter at the close of his life (during
which he kept faithfully to his oath), he committed (not from a feelin£^ of personal
revenge, but of sacred duty) the vindication of the Law to his successor (1 Kings iL
"It can be explained only from the fact that David distinguished between his
8, 9).
own personal interest and motive, which led him to pardon Shimei, without taking the
tiieocratic-lepral standpoint and the theocratic interests of the kingdom, of which
Solomon was the representative, and so held himself bound on theocratic-political
groimds to commit to his successor the execution of the legal prescription which he had
**

Shall there

am

this

day king over

Israel ? "

passed over" (Eidmann).
Rexabes. 1. In showing mercy to private as well as public offenders, due regard
must be paid to the claims of public justice. 2. It is better to err on the side ot too
much mercy than too much severity. 3. How vast is the mercy of Gk)d toward men,
in him whom he has " exalted to be a Prince and a Saviour," etc. (Acts v. 31)
4.
Those who have received mercy must live in the sphere of mercy and obedience, otherwise mercy ceases to be of any avail (1 Kings ii. 42—46 ; Matt. xviiL 32 35). ^D.
1

— —

—

30.
Vers. 24
(The Jordan.) The vindication of Mephihosheth. "He hath slandered thy servant unto my lord the king " (ver. 27). Ttie larae son of Jonathan comet
upon the scene once more before his final disappearance. During the rebellion h»
seems to have continued at Jerusalem ; and a strange spectacle he must have presented
there, with his neglected person and mournful countenance.
On hearing that the king
was returning, he set out from Jerusalem (Hebrew, to ; or " Jerusalem came," Keil) to
meet him. But he had been preceded by Ziba, who was present, when, in answer to the
inquiry, " Wherefore," etc., he said, •'
king, my servant deceived me," etc
lord,
(ch. xvi. 1
1. The unfortunate and ?ielples$ are commonly made the victims of a
4).
slanderous tongue. Others may not escape its venom; but these become its ready
prey.
Ziba knew that he could not be pursued and punished and destroyed the
reputation of his master with the king for the sake of his own profit.
2. The voice of
slander is put to silence in the presence of honesty and truth. Already, before Mephibusheth spoke, his appearance must have borne witness to liis innocence. His explanation of his conduct, the tone of his defence, and the silence of his accuser, would
hardly fail to convince the king that, whatever may have been the des'gns of otheri
concerning the house of Saul (ch. xvL 5), the son of his friend Jonathan was not
implicated therein.
Slander may remain long unchallenged; but it is sure to be
ultimately put to shame. 3. No vindication from slander is able to do auay with all
its mischievous effects.
The property of which Mephibosheth had been deprived might
be restored in whole or in part but the feelings and actions induced in others could
not be obliterated. " Reluctant to think that he had been too hasty ; having a royal
aversion to admit that he couM err and hal been duped; and being, in his present
humour of overlookin.: and pardoning everything, indisposed to the task of calling to
account a man of such influence as Ziba, who had been forward in his cause when
many tried friends forsook him, the king's answer was something less than generous
and much less than kind to the son of Jonathan" (Kitto). 4. Notwithstanding the
wrong which he suffers, a man of humble and gratefrd heart still possesses abundant
satisfaction.
Seeking no revenge, acknowledging his dependence even for lite, thanklul for the kindness formerly shown toward him, and foregoing every claim (vers. 27,
28), he is little concerned about worldly possi ssious in comparison with the honour and
" True to his
welfare of his lord, and finds his chief delight in " the king's favour."
Boble saintly nature, all that he desires is to love and to be loved again" (Plumptre).
*•
Let him also take all," etc. (ver. 30).

My

—

;

;

•*

Fret not thyself because of the evil-doers.
Be not envious against the workers of iniquity, ...
The meek sliall inherit the land.
And shall delight themselves in the abimdance of peace,"
(Pi.

ete.

xxxvu. 1—11.)

A
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—iO.—(The

Jordan.) Old Barzillai. "How Ion? have I to live?"
dwelt at Rogelim (his own city, ver. 37), in Gilead, where,
amidst the rich highland pastures, diligently superintending his flocks and herds, he
spent his days in peace. He enjoyed " the blessing of the Old Testament " prosperity
and was " a very great [wealthy] man." Like Machir ben-Ammiel (ch. ix. 4), he was
loyal, hospitable, and generous (ch. xvii. 28).
One of his sons (1 Kings ii. 7), named
Ohimham, accompanied him to do honour to the king at his restoration. He was an
octogenarian, his memory reaching back to the appointment of the first King of Israel,
»nd Saul's brilliant exploit on behalf of Jabesh-Gilead (1 Sam. xi. 11). Of his genuine
piety, his answer to the king's invitation, " Come over with me, and I will provide
(ver. 32) for thee in Jerusalem," leaves no room for doubt.
"May we not legitimately
infer that his conduct was influenced, not merely by loyalty to his earthly sovereign,
but by the recognition of the higher spiritual truths, and the hope for Israel and the
world, symbolized by the reign of David ? " (Edersheim). More especially, he furnishes a picture of a leautiful old age (1 Sam. xii. 2).
To every one, if he should live
long enough, old age will come, with impaired powers of judgment, sensibility, and
activity (Eccles. xii. 1) ; but whether it will be honourable, useful, and happy depends
on the course previously pursued and the character possessed. " Clearness and quickness of intellect are gone ; all taste for the pleasures and delights of sense is gone;
ambition is dead ; capacity of change is departed. What is left ? The old man lives
The early child-love for the father and mother who
in the past and in the future.
hung over his cradle eighty years ago remains fresh. He cannot ' hear any more the
;
voice of singing men and singing women ' but he can hear, stealing through almost a
century, the old tones, thin and ghostlike, of the dear ones whom he first learnt to
love.
The furthest past is fresh and vivid, and in memory of it is half his life. Also
he looks forward familiarly and calmly to the very near end, and thinks much of
death. That thought keeps house with him now, au'l is nearer to him than the world
of living men is.
Thus one-half of his life is memory, and the other half is hope and
all his hopes are now reduced to one
the hope to die, and then to be laid down and go
to sleep again beside his father and mother. And so he returns to his city, and passes
out of our sight'" (ilaclaren). Notice
L His clear recognition of thb nkabnkss of hib approachino end. " How many
are the days of the years of my life ? " etc. (vers. 34, 35 Ghn. xlvii. 9).
Many an old
man considers not that he is old, and must shortly leave the world ; he rather strives
to keep both his age and his departure out of sight.
But such a man as Barzillai is
accustomed to reflect on his actual condition, deems himself a " stranger and pilgrim
on the earth " (Heb. xi. 13 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 15) ; and feels certain that a few more stept
will bring him to the end of his journey.
He also understands what is possible and
becoming during his brief continuance, and acts accordingly. " Can anything be more
amiable than these simple and sensible words? What a cheerful and peaceful spirit do
they breathe and how does he put to shame very many old men of our day, who, the
more the years perform their dismantling work upon them, are so much the more
zealously bent on concealing the decay of their strength behind the glittering surroundings of vain dignities, titles, and high alliances!" (Krummacher), " Usually the nearer
men approach to the earth, they are more earthly minded; and, which ia strange to
amazement, at the sunset of life are providing for a long day " (W. Bates).
II. His cheerful resignation under the infibmitibs of advanced age. He utters
no complaint (such as is too common with others) at the failure of his mental and bodily
powers, the loss of earthly pleasures formerly possessed, his incapacity for new enterprises and excitements, which, at an earlier age, might have been suitable and desirable.
His language is singularly free from fretfulness, disappointment, and discontent. He
perceives and acqniesces with a "glad contentment" in the wiU of Qod, who " hath
made everything beautiful in its season " (Eccles. iii. 11), and, although deprived of
some enjoyments, he is not destitute of others of a higher order. " It Ii this, the
tasteless meats, the deafness to the singing men and singing women, the apathy to
common pleasures, for which old age is pitied and deplored; but this ia Chad's mercy,
it is not his vengeance
he deadens the keenness of our bodily senses only to guide ua
to Immortality ; we are disgusted with the pleasures of youth, we deride the objects of
manly ambition^ we are wearied with one worldly trifle or another, that oar thoughts
Vers. 31-

(rer. 34).

Barzillai

—

;

—

;

I

;

;

;

;
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may centre at last In God " (Sydney Smith, 'On the Pleasures
age may l» not only venerable, but beaatifol, and the object of

of Old Age').
"Old
reverence untinctiu"ed
'i tie intellect, the emotions, the affections fthe best of them) all alive,
D,\ compassioLi.
and who that is wise and has felt
it is the passions and appetites only that are dead
the plague of them, does not, with the aged Cephalus, in Plato's • Kepublic,' account a
serene freedom from their clamorous importunities a compensation for the loss of their
tumultuous pleasures ? " (' Sel. from the Correspondence of R. E. H. Greyson, Esq.').

—

;

His coubteous refusal of the proffer of earthly favours. What can
now ? The society, the pleasures, the honours, of a court
enlarfred influence, increased responsibility, more abundant wealth.
Is it worth while
for their sake to be transplanted to a new soil from the place where he has been so long
growing ; and when he must so soon be removed from the world altogether ? If he
had been a sensual, ambitious, or avaricious man, the craving for such things would
have remained, and led him (like others) to grasp at their possession, though no longer
" What so distressing as to see the
able to enjoy them or employ them aright.
withered face of old age dull and dead to every consideration of eternity, and kindling
with life only at the mention of earthly vanities?" (Blaikie). He declines them, not
because they are sinful and worthless in themselves, but because they are unsuitable
His heart is set on other pleasures his immediate duties are determined and
to him.
He will not take new burdens on himself, nor be a burden
sufficient for his strength.
He will accompany the king " a little way," to show his loyal devotion,
to others.
and then return (2 Kings iv. 13). " With all the dignity of self-respect, with the
III.

even a monarch give him

;

courtesy of a true gentleman, undervaluing not the king's offers, but his own service to
him, with the prudent love of a father for the son whom he recommends to his kindness, having outlived nothing really belonging to the true character of the life of man,
he returned with the royal kiss and blessing, master of his own will, to his own place**

(W. Romanis).
IV. His cherished remembrance of parents and the famh^iar scenes op hib
" Let thy servant, I pray thee, turn back," etc. (ver. 37). His thoughts
turn back to his native place, his childhood, his father and his mother, whom he must
have loved and honoured (Exod. xx. 12) and the memory of whom, tender, affectionate,
and reverent, is a fountain of pure and undying joy in his breast. How much does the
happiness of old age depend upon its memories! Whilst in one case old age is
tormented by the recollection of " the pleasures of sin," in another it is gladdened by
the recollection of the practice of piety; and such recollectiona mingle with and, in
great measure, determine its anticipations.

EARLY DAYS.

;

of Jesse, let me go;
should princely honours stay met
Where the etreams of Gilead flow,
Where the light first met mine eye^
Thither would I turn and die
Where my parents' ashes lie.
King of Israel bid them lay me.**

"Son

^ hy

I

(Sigoumey.)

V.

Hm

oowjtxnt desibs fob best

"long

home"

(Eccles. lii. 5), **the liouse
of «temity." It is now a pervading and increasing feeling. He longs for repose in the
The grave for him has
sacred spot where his parents lie, as a pilgrim longs for home.
no terrors. " He looks for a city which hath foundations," etc. (Heb. xi. 10, 16) ; and
desires to be "gathered with his fathers," and to be for ever at rest in God (1 Sam.
in his

Dan. xii. 13). " Lord, now lettest
Prov. xiv. 32
XXV. 1 ; ch. vii. 12 ; Ps. xlix. 15
thou thy servant depart in peace" (Luke ii. 29). " A man should still be bound for
home as you see all creatures be. Let a bird be far from the nest, and it grow towards
Every poor beast, and every
night, she will home even upon the wings of the wind.
^reature, though the entertainment be but slender at home, yet if you let it slip loose,
Everything tends t> its place; there is its safety, there
it will home as fast as it can.
Now, since it is so with every
is its rest, there it is preserved, there it is quiet.
Why should not we be for our home?
creature, why should it not be so with us?
This is not our home ; here is not our rest. Tuat is our home where oar chief friends
;

;
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be, where our Father God is, where our Husband Christ is, where our chief kiudred and
acquaintance be, all the prophets and apostles and martyrs of God departed are ; that
" I am now passing through the
ia our home, and thither should we go " (R. Harris).
latest stage of my pilgrimage on earth.
My sun is speedily going down ; but ere it
wholly disappear, its parting beams stream sweetly forth upun the face of all things,
and cover all the horizon with a blaze <if glory. My Father's house shines briuht
before my eyes.
Its opening door invites me onward, and fills me with an earnest
longing to be safe at home.
My richest treasures and my dearest hopes are all packed
up and gone before, while my whole soul is on the wing to follow after " (W. Gilpiu).

VI. His considerate regard for the welfare of those who survive him. "Let thy
servant Chimham go over," etc. (vers. 38, 40). He is not wholly absorbed in thoughts
of past time or of his final rest ; but is interested in the younger man now present with

him, and sympathizes with his enjoyments and aspirations. He remembers his own
youth. What he declines for himself, he seeks and obtains for his son (Jer. xli. 17).
" When the king could not persuade the father, he gladly accepts the charge of his
son.
He seems to feel as if the care of this young man would bring comfort to his
heart, which was still bleo'ling for the loss of Absalom.
It was not in lightness that
he made the request, and when on his death-bed he remembered it and charged Solomon
to show kindness to the son for the sake of what his father had done for him when he
fled from the face of Absalom.
In Barzillai we have (1) a man who knows that he is
old, but is not distressed by the thought of it ; (2) who is rich, but is satisfied with
his natural possessions (3) of long experience, who has kept up his love of simple
pleasures ; (4) and is attached to the past, but does not distrust the future " (John Ker).
**
It is a very reasonable conjecture of Grotius, that David, having a patrimony in the
field of Bethlehem, the place of his nativity, bestowed it on Barzillai's son ; and from
thence this place took the name of Chimham, which remained unto the days of
Jeremiah " (Patrick). His descendants continue for ages to partake of the fruit of his
piety and beneficence, to perpetuate his name and honour his memory (Ezra ii. 61
;

Neh.

vii.

63

;

Ps.

cii.

28).—D.

" Thou lovest thine enemies, and
Ver. 6. Loving enemies and hating friends.
hatest thy friends." Joab's remonstrance with David was rude, and in the laiiguage
The king's lamenof exaggeration ; yet in substance it was wise, as the issue proved.
tations did show excessive love for his deceased son, who had been his deadly enemy j
and his abandonment of himself to grief when he ought to have been thankiug his
brave friends as they returned from the battle, and congratulating them on the victory
they had won for him, did indicate a present insensibility to their services and claims
which might easily be construed as enmity. It is, however, no unusual thing lor men
to love their enemies and hate their friends ; or at least, by their conduct., tu give good
reason for others to charge them with doing so.
I. Those do so who love error and hatk the truth.
For truth is one of our
Moral and ndigious truth especially is
best friends, error one of our worst enemies.
life, health, guidance, happiness, to the soul ; it leads to God and goodness and heaven.
But error in such matters is death, disease, delusion ; producing false peace and leading
Yet men often love the errors which favour what they are inclined
to destruction.
to, and hate the truth which shows them their duties, sius, and dangers.
They "love
darkness rather than light, because their deeds are evil" (John iii. 19). "Fools hate
"
knowledge (Prov. i. 22). Hence they love false teachers and hate the true. " I hate
him," said Ahab of Micaiah, "for he doth not prophesy good concerning me, but evil"

Kings xxii. 8).
Those who love their loweb bather than theib higher self. Out lower
nature is good in itself, but is very prone to run to excess, and become evil. Then,
from a friend, it is transformed into an enemy. Our higher nature is a friend, espeMan's worth arid blesseilness
cially when informed and directed by the Holy Spirit.
depend on his obeying the latter and subduing the former. Too often, however, he
takes the opposite course, yielding himself to the government of the flesh, and resisting

(1

II.

the promptings of the spirit.

Associating with theIII. Those who love the wicked and hate the good.
former and finding pleasure in their practices, but avoiding the society of the latter (^

—
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loving

flattorers,

and hating

faithful reprovers

and

advisers.

[oh.

xu. 1—431

Ungodly and unholy

are necessarily, though it may be unconsciously and unintentionally, the enemies
of the souls of those whom they influence, whether by conversation or example ; and
the more attractive they are, so much the more dangerous. " Evil company doth
corrupt 20od manners" (1 Cor. xv. 33, Kevised Version).

men

IV. Those who delight in bad books, and dislike and keglect good ones.
Good books are good friends, promoting in us that which is good. The Bible is the
Bad books, books which suggest and foster evil, are enemies and the
best of books.
more they interest their readers, the more they injuie them. Yet many delight is
;

them, and dislike the bo iks which would profit them.
V. Those, vs a wobd, who love, if not Satan, his ways, and lite in enmitt
WITH GrOD AND Chbist. Satan is our chief enemy, the head and ruler of all other
He seeks our ruin by manifold devices, and, so that we serve him, ia
Bpiritual foes.
quite content that we should do so in the fashion we most approve. We may join
which company of his servants the coarser or the more refined, the open or the secret
But to follow him in any way is, in effect, to love our worst enemy.
^we may prefer.
Christ, on the other hand, and God in him, is our best Friend, who loves us most truly
and most wisely, who has made greater sacrifices for us than any other can make, who
has done for us what no other can do, who proffers us blessings beyond the power <rf
»ny other to confer, who exalts those who love him to a position of honour and happineas to which no other can raise their friends, and lives on to bless them when others
To reject him, to refuse him the love, allegiance, and obedieno*
die and pass away.
which he claims, is, in effect, to hate the Friend who is moat of all needed by us, and
most worthy to be loved with all the power of loving which our hearts possess.
Let those to whom these representations apply reflect on the sin and folly of which
they are guilty ; the incalculable good they are losing the incalculable evils they are
G. W.
choosing. Their eyes will at length be opened ; may it be in time

—

—

;

!

—

Ver. 9. Late reflection and appreciation. The rebels against King David having
been defeated, and their chosen leader slain, they bethink themselves of their position
and of the claims of their injured sovereign; and begin to stir up each other to obtain
Their words are obviously true; but the facts they now
his return and reinstatement.
recognize were as truly facts when they rose in rebellion. It was only their feeling
with respect to them that had changed. So it is commonly. Under the excitement
of sinful feelinpr, the most obvious truths are forgotten and neglected. Well is it when
there is a reawakening to their significance, and a consequent return to the path of
duty. Especially desirable is it that all who are living without any due feeling of the
claims of their great King should become sensible of them, and begin to render them
a practical recognition.
I. The actual axd abiding claims of Chbist to be acceptee akd obeted Af
Divine and human ; including all qualifications for rule.
1. ffis nature.
King.
Signified in manifoll ways.
3. The deliverance he ha$
2. His Divine appointment.
wrought. It is here said of David, " The king saved us," etc. Our Lord has saved us
in a more marvellous way, from enemies more to be dreaded than the heathen that
harassed IsraeL He has conqu-red, in personal conflict and through suffering unto
He has thus " saved us out of the hand of oar
death, Satan, the world, sin, and death.

•nemies," including those that, like the Philistines in relation to Israel, are nearest to
us and most ready and able to harass us our own si)ecial besetting sins. True, the
deliverance is not yet completely accomplished in actual experience but it is assured,
and as really ours, if we are Christ's, as if we were already perfectly freed from all
eviL
Looking
II. The insensibilitt to these claims which commonly pbevails.
at the lives of most men, even where Christ is made known, it is painfully manifest
that they have no due sense of his rights and their duty to him; for they do not
submit their minds, hearts, and lives to his government. 1. Causes of such insensihQity.
depraved nature, whose spiritual sensibilities are further su]ipressed and
(I)
^numbed by the practice of sin. (2) Absorption in worldly pursuits. Leaving no
Stportunity for higher matters to attract attention, no time to think of them. (8)
ncoQcem aa to the enemies from whom Christ delivers. No conviction of sin; no

—

;

A
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from its guilt or power. The Deliverer,
The habit of
(4) Familiarity with the truth.
bearing, or reading, or even repeating it, without accepting it ; or of assenting to it
without really believing it; or of accepting (in a sense) the atonement, and relying on
Jesus for pardon, without receiving him as King. The process also of indulging feeling

Knse of the

evil of it

therefore, excites

no

;

no desire

for rescue

real interest.

and fentiment about Christ, without rendering obedience and of resisting the feelings
which prompt to obedience, thus resisting and grieving the Holy Spirit. In this way
the gospel becomes a means of hardening the heart against itself. (5) The attractions
As Absalom " stole the hearts of the men of Israel"
of some pretender to the throne.
(ch. XV. 6) by his youth, beauty, activity, assiduous attentions, insinuating address,
and hints as to the defects of his father's government, and the improvements which he
would make if he were in power so the hearts of many are withdrawn fcom the Lord
Jesus by the attractions of some newly revived system of error in philosophy or
religion, or anti-religion, of which the novelty (to them) is charming, and the representations of human nature more blattering, and the demands less exacting. The old
king comes to be regarded and treated as worn-out, quite unsuited to the needs of an
enlightened and scientific age ; and the young pretenders are welcomed, one by one
class, and another by another, with shouts of joy and paeans of anticipated victory.
2. Effect* of such insensibility.
(1) Negatively, in the prevention of faith and love,
loyal obedience and active service.
(2) Positively, by leading to disafTection and actiye
rebellion ; as in the case of Israel and David.
III. The happy awakening which is oftkn experienced. As in the ease of the
This may be produced: 1. By calamity.
Israelites in respect to David.
As the
Troubles stir the conscience, lead
Israelites were awakened by defeat and disaster.
the soul to look around for support, throw an unusiial light on objects, reveal the
vanity of cherished dependencies, prepare for due appreciation of those which are
olid and satisfying and so lead to a right appreciation of Christ, 2. By impressiv
presentatum of forgotten facts. As by the tribes of Israel to each other, reminding
of their obligations to David, and the ill requital he had received from them. It may
be a sermon heard with unaccustomed interest, or some part of the Holy Book read
with a new perception of the significance and importance of its teaching, or the appeals
of a friend, or the statements of a tract, or words of parents or teachers long ago,
whatever it be tliat stirs the heart to conrecurring with new power to tlie mind
sideration and renders it sensible of the rights and worth of Christ, blessed are the
means, blessed the moment when such effects are produced. 3. Always by the enlightening and convincing Spirit. Whose work it is to reveal and glorify the Son of God
(John xvi. 14).
IV. The changh pbodtjoed by this awakenino. Similar to that in the text.
1. In conduct.
(1) Return to allegiance, loyalty, and service to the rightful Sovereign.
The returning rebels are accepted,
(2) Incitement of others to return. 2. In position.
and restored to the privileges of faithful subjects. Not because tlie heavenly King isi
like David, dependent on his subjects, needing them as much as they him, but of pure
However long they may have been insensible and rebellious, on coming to a
grace.
sense of their duty, and seeking forgiveness, they are pardoned and restored to favour.
Lastly, the awakening may come too late, producing terror and remorse, but not
repentance, and importunate prayers which are unavailing (see Luke xiii. 24
28).
G. W.
;

;

;

;

—

—

—

30.
InabUity hindering desired service. Although some are disposed to
Vers. 24
accept Ziba's account of his master's conduct (ch. xvi. 3) rather than Mephibtisheths
own, as given in these verses, there seems to be no just reason to doubt his truth and
He did not go with David because, owing to his lameness and the treachery
sincerity.
and cunning of Ziba, be was unable to do so. The narrative suggests such thoughts as

follow.
I. Ikability debabs many Christians from bomb dkmonbtbations ov lovx and
liOYALTY to their King WHICH THEY WOULD FAIN MAKE. Indeed, every one, how-

ever strong in some respects, is weak in others. The inability may be in body or
mind, in understanding, or heart, or speech, or in purse ; but to its extent it disables
from forms of service which others can adopt.
can only serve Christ with the

We
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To attempt what we cannot accomplish is to be hinfaculties ami powers we have.
drances rather than helps.
11. Inability in some bkspects will not prevent the tbue-heabted from making
SUCH manifestations of love and loyalty as are within their power. If Mephibosheth could not follow David in his exile, or take part in the contest, he could mourn
He thus showed a courage as
for him, and exhibit signs of mourning; and this he did.
great as, or greater than, that of those who took part in the war. In like manner, every
one, however feeble, poor, or obscure, may do something for Christ; and, if his iieart be
He who cannot preach can speak to a neighbour. He who cannot say
right, he will.
much for Christ can bring others where they can hear ot him, or give them an instrucHe who cannot give much money towards the evangelization ol
tive book or tract.
He who cannot found a hospital
the worli can give a little, and at least can pray.
can visit the sick poor. All have some power, and, according to the measure of their
power, are responsible. All who love their King will employ such ability as they have
And the service is accepted by him which comes from a true heart
in serving him.
and is according to the ability possessed. Work or gift for Christ is valued by him,
not for its quantity, or even quality of the material, or merely mental kind, but for the
love to him which it expresses; and many a man who wins the plaudits of men for his
talents, his outward success in religions work, or his large gifts for its sustentation, is
less pleasing to Christ than some poor and humble friend of his who can give and do
but little, but thinks much of him, mourns in secret the dishonour done to him, and
pravs without ceasing for his triumph. Ziba's handsome and timely presents were
really of far less worth than helpless Mephibosheth's mourning and self-neglect.
HI. Inability ib liablb to be mibundeestood and misrepresented. Not only
by the malicious or designing, as here, but by the inconsiderate. Men judge of others
by their own peculiar standards. If truly zealous in a good cause, they show their zeal
in the way most natural and available to themselves, and are ready to condemn as
lukewarm those who do not adopt their methods, though these may with equal zeal
seek the same ends by the means natural and available to them. Even David judged
harshly and unjustly of Mephibosheth. It was, in truth, unreasonable to expect his
lame friend to accompany him. He could only have been a burden. It was absurdly
unjust to accept Ziba's insinuation that his master was hoping to be placed on the
vacant throne. But judgments equally unjust are constantly being pronounced upon
zealous servants of Christ, whose only fault is that they are not of the same order of
mind, or cannot practise the same bustling activity as their accusers, or have not equal
incomes, or equal physical strength or energy, or do not care to exhibit their " zeal for
Happily,
the Lord " (2 Kings x. 16) in the same manner or to secure similar results.
the King knows }ns servants better than they know each other.
IV. Inability is often associated with qualities that beconcilb to the
nsADVANTAGES WHICH BELONG TO IT. Mephiboshoth was enabled to bear meekly
what he had to endure, because he was humble, thankful, sincerely and disinterestedly
devoted to the king, and ready to submit without murmuring to his will. Similar
qualities are of great value to those servants of our Lord who are deficient in some
endowments or possessions by which others are equipped for Christian service. 1.
Thankfulness /or, and contentment with, the powers and opportunities granted to them,
and the kind and measure of success accorded to them. 2. Humility arising from the
3. Absence of envy of those who are
consciousness of their defects or unworthiness.
more abundantly favoured in respect to talents or success, 4. Consciousness of sincere
devotion to the King, however men may reflect on them. 5. Joy that, by whomsoever and
Such qualities are fiequently found
in whatever way, the King's cause is triumphing.
associated with deficient abilities, and go far to compensate those who possess them for
the lack of power, or obvious efBciency, or appreciation of them and tlieir work, which
may lie their lot. Let the less liberally endowed cultivate them.
V. Inability will at length be explained and justified. When the King
comes back, a'.l his servants will receive commendation and reward, not according to
Mistakes will be rectified, unjust
their several abilities, but according to their fidelity.
judgments reversed. Many a plaudit will be hushed many an inflated reputation will
collapse; many a brave-looking building will be reduced to a mass of rubbish by the
searching fires, and the builder put to shame, if not utterly rejected (1 Cor. iii. 12 15),
;

—
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On

the other band, many an obscure and perhaps disregarded servant of Christ will
unexpectedly applauded and exalted. " Lord, when saw we thee," etc. ?
(Matt. XXV. 37).
Wherefore : 1. " Judge nothing lefore tJie time " (1 Cor. iv. 5). 2. Let Christians of
limited powers and opportunities he encouraged to do their best.
Their Lord appreciates
their spirit and services, though men may mistake and misjudge; and he will pass »
juster judgment than David did (ver. 29) in the case of Mephibosheth.
G. W.
find himself

—

Ver. 35.

The privations of old age. Barzillai graphically depicts these as experiAll old men have not exactly the same experience; but all who

enced by himself.

live to a great ase

must expect a

similar diminution of their powers.

The privations of the aged.

1. Enfeebled or annihilated powers.
Blunted or
dulness or loss of sight, hearing, taste, smelling ; feebleness of body
and mind. Consequent inability for active employments. Loss of the pleasures which
the exercise of vigorous faculties confers. 2. Increasing dependence on others. Possibly,
unlike Barzillai, for the means of subsistence certainly for much besides. Hence the
old man is apt to become, and feel himself to be, "a burden," putting the kindness and
patience of others to a severe test.
The discomfort arising from such dependence is
often very great.
3. The sense of loneliness.
Sometimes the aged suivive all who
have loved and cared for them, and, if not, they commonly feel themselves cut off from
the interests and pleasures of the new generation.
IL How THK8E PRIVATIONS SHOULD BE BORNE. 1. With cheer/id Submission and
patience.
Remembering that the order of nature which brings such ills to the aged, and
the circumstances which occasion their own particular troubles, are the appointment of
the infinitely wise and good Creator and Father. Recalling also their many years of
vigorous faculty and lively enjoyment, and cherishing a gratitude which will suppress
discontent.
2. With thankfulness for what remains.
The love and care which provide
for, or minister to, their needs and alleviate their troubles.
Above all, the unchanginpj
love of Olid and the Redeemer, and the spiritual 'blessings hence enjoyed. 3. With
watchfulness against the temptations incident to old age. Such as those to fretf ulness,
irritability, impatience, envy of the young, and needless interference with their enjoyments. The revival with new power of old sinful propensities, ill tempers, and bad
habits.
4. With joyful hope.
Of speedy deliverance from all Ijurdens and troubles,
and the recommencement of life with renewed and perfected energies. Nothing can
keep the aged Christian long out of heaven.
I.

extinct senses

;

;

How OTHERS SHOULD REGARD THEM. 1. With respectful tenderness, sympathy,
readiness to alleviate them.
2.
With diminished desire for the great prolongation
of their ovm lives. 3. With steadfast aim and endeavour so to live that, if old age come,
it may not be oppressed with the needless burdens and anxieties which a godless lift leadt
to.
Let the young keep in mind the admonition, "Remember now thy Creator in the
days of thy youth, while the evil days come not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou
halt say, I have no pleasure in them " (Eccles. xii. 1).— Q. Wj
III.

and

EXPOSITION.

happened to be there a
Ver.
man of Belial. The fierce words of the
men of Judali led to evil results. It was
a time when all wise and thougiitful pcrBous would have labourcil for peace, and
tried to soothe and appease the angry
pnssions fomented by the late war. Instead

Among those who had tnkeii
discussion with Juduh was
Sheba, a man of Belial, that is, a worthlesB
follow, but possibly possi seed of rank and
influence; for, according to many cominentiitors, ben-Bichri does not mean the son
of Bichri, but "a descendant of Becher," the
second son of Benjamin (Gen. xlvi. 21), and
possibly tlie representative of the mis^h-

the men of Judali irritated the
with insult and contumely, and
the day, intended ns one of rejoicing and of
the restoration of David to his throne by
oommou consent, saw the rubullion break

descended from him. But it ia
remarkable that this son of Benjamin disappears from the genealogies, and that no
miHhpaeharii of Biclirites is mentioned either
in Numb. xxvi. '68 or in 1 Chrou. ?iii. 1.
Iq

forth afresh.
part in tiie

CHAPTER XX.
1.

—There

pachah

of this,

Israelites

j

j

—

;
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both plaoee Ashbel, who Ib enumerated as
the third son in Gen. xlvi. 21, takes the
second place. We must be content, therefore, to leave this matter in uncertainty;
but evidently Sheba had come with Shimei
and Ziba to welcome David back, and, with
the rest of the thousand Benjamites, had
rushed with loud cries of welcome across
the Jordan, and, but for this altercation,
would have remained faithful. But tribtil
jealousies were always ready to break forth,
and were a permanent source of weakness
and now, Btung by some jibe at Benjamin,
Sheba gave orders to a trumpeter to give
the signal for the breaking up of the meet-

commonly the case in large
and excited gatherings, the crowd obeyed
the unauthorized dictation of one man. His
words are oontemptuous enough. David is
no king, but a private person, and the son,
ing, and, as iB

not of a great chief, but of Jesse merely, a
of Bethlehem. Every man to his
To his tent " meant " to his home "
But this withdrawal
(see ch. xviiL 17).
home signified the rejection of David's
government. Almost the same words are
used in 1 Kings xii. 16.
Ver. 2. So every man of Israel, etc.;
literally, so all the men of Israel went up
from after David after Sheha. They had
come down to Jordan to bring the king back
in triumph, but, on finding that the' men of
Judah had forestalled them, they had a
quarrel, and as no one endeavoured to
allay it and mediate between tliem, it ended
in open revolt, and they transferred their
allegiance to the worthless Sheba. Nothing
could more clearly prove the want of co-

yeoman

tents.

"

—

hesion among the tribes, and how little
Saul and David had done to knit them together.
We need not, therefore, seek for
any deep reasons of state, or for proofs of
failure in David's government, to account
for the rapid success of Absalom's rebellion.
Israel was a confused mass of discordant
elements, kept in a state of repulsion by the
sturdy independence of the tribes and their
jealousy one of another.
Even David's

had failed to infuae into them any
feeling of natiunal unity, nor did the long
glory of Solomon's reign and the magnificence of the temple succeed better.
The
kings were not as yet much more than the
had
been
leaders in war, but with
i'udges
ittle authority in times of peace.
What is
BO extraordinary ia that David had lost the
allegiance of his own tribe ; and it now, on
returning to its duty, spoiled by ita violence
the whole matter. The day must have been
a great disappointment to David. He was
to have gone back conducted gloriously by
all the tribes of Israel
but he had fancied
that Judah was holding back, and grieving
over Absalom. He had secret dealing therevictories

—

;

[oh. xx.

1—26.

it, in order that the day might not
be marred by its absence. It came, but only
to do mischief and David went home witli
only its escort, and with aU the rest in opea

fore with

;

rebellion.

—

We

Ver. 3. They were shut up.
are not
to conclude that all widows had to lire in
seclusion, but only that those women who
belonged to the royal harem, but had been

taken by another, were not allowed to return
to it, but condemned to a sort of imprisonment. Living in widowhood. This is explained by the Chaldee as lasting only
during David's life, its rendering being, "in
widowhood while their husband was alive."
Ver. 4. Then said the king to Amasa.
David thus takes the first step towards de-

—

priving Joab of the

command

(see ch. six.

This was a most unwise step, however
guilty Joab may have been in slaying Absalom. With all his faults, Joab haJ always
been faithful to David, and it was chiefly
his skill in war and statesmanlike qualities
which had raised the kingdom to a position
of great power.
Just now, too, he had
oruslied with smaller forces a rebellion in
which Amasa had taken the lead. To cast
him off and put Amasa in his place might
13).

please conspirators, and reconcile them to
their defeat, but it would certainly oflfend
all those who had been faithful to David in
his troubles.
Throughout David acts as

one whose affections were sti nnger than his
sense of duty, and his conduct goes far to
justify Joab's complaint, " This day I perceive, that if Absalom hal lived, and all we
had died this day, then it had pleased theo
well " (ch. xix. 6). If David, in the administration of his kingdom, acted with as little
forethought as in the blight he cast upon
the ten tribes in negotiating with Judah to
be the first to restore him, as it had been
the
the

first tribe

rest,

to rebel, instead of waiting for
to make the day

and doing his best

of his return one of general concord and
good will; or with as little justice as in the
matter of Ziba and Mephib(j8heth or with
as little tact and good sense as in substituting at the end of a revolt the rebel
general for the brave soldier who had
"saved his life, and the lives of his sons
and of his daughters, and the lives of hi<
wives and of his concubines " (oh. xix 5) ;
we cannot wonder that he had failed to
secure the allegiance of a race so self-willed
and stubborn as the Israelites. One cannot
help half suspecting that Joab had used the
;

power he had gained over the king by the
part he had taken in tlie murder of Uriah
tyrannically, and for cruel purposes, and
But
that David groaned under the burden.
if so, it was his own sin that was finding

him

out.

Yer.

S.

—He

tarried longer than tha

Mt
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time. But not longer tban was to be expected. For the appointment was bo sur-

"men of Judah," after escorting David to
Jerusalem, had all dispersed to their own

that everybody mnst have been
agape with astonishment.
They would
naturally have expected that Amasa would
be punished. Inttead of this, he is com-

homes.

prifling

missioned to gather the militia in David's

And men would hesitate about
name.
joining such a leader. Was he really loyal ?
or would he embark them in a new rebellion ?
And what would Joab do? He was

not a
man likely to bear such a slight tamely, and
David ought to have foreseen that he was
owing for himself a crop of discord and
enmity.
Yer. 6. David said to AbishaL David
thus gives the comniand to tlie younger
brother, and we find in ver. 7 that even

—

"Joab'fl men," his

own

special troop, were

There
placed under Abisbai's command.
seems always to have been a firm friendship between the brothers, and at first Joab
acquiesces. The king was, in fact, in so
grim a humour that he probably felt that
he had better keep with his men, who would
protect him, instead of remaining at Jerusalem, where he would be in David's power.
When Amasa joined them, Abishai would
have to resign to him the command; and
David prooably expected that, after a successful campaign, and with the aid of the

men of Judah, who were rebels like himself,
Amasa would be able to crush Joab. But
Joab did not intend to wait for this; and
immediately on meeting his rival he
murders him, and assumes the command.
Thy lord's servants. These are the men
enumerated in ver. 7, and formed David's
usual military attendants. When war broke
out, they were reinforced by a levy of the
people.
And escape us. The meaning of
the Hebrew is uncertain. It may signify,
•'and withdraw himself from oar eyes,"
which gives the sense of the Authorized
Version, and is supported by the Vulgate.
The Septuagint renders, "and overJiadow
our eyes," which might have the same
meaning, but, as dthers think, may signify,
"and cause us anxiety." Many modern
commentators render, "and pluck out our
eye;" that is, ('.o us painful damage. Either
this or the Authorized Version gives a good
sense, and, anyhow, rapid actiim was necessary, or Sheba's revolt might become
dangerous.
Ver. 7. There went out after him that
is, under Abisbai's command (comp. ver.

—

2)

— Joab's men.

—

The men who formed

his

regular attendants, and to whose number
belonged the ten armour-bearers who slew
Absalom (ch. xviii. 15). Joab retained their
command, and probably they would not have
served under any ot iier person. It is evident
from the enumeration in this verse that the

—

Ver. 8. The great stone which is in
Oibeon. Qibeon is situated in the mountains of Ephraim, in the tribe of Benjamin,
north-west of Jerusalem. The great stone
was probably some isolated rock well known
in the neighbourhood.
Amasa went before

them; Hebrew, Amasa came before them;
that is, came in view with the levy of men
he had raised in Judah. And Joab's garment, etc.
more correctly, and Jonb wa$
;

girded with his military coat as liis garment,
and over it was the strap of At'x sword in its
sheath, and t( (masculine, equivalent to '* the
sheath ") came out, and it (ieminine, equivalent to "the Bword")/e/i. This change of
gender is very harsh, and has caused the
Authorized Version to apply the masculine
verb to Joab, and translate, and as he went
forth it fell ; but a very slight change, supported by the Septuagint, gives us a more
satisfactory sense, namely, and it (the sword)
came out and fell. It is generally assumed
that all this was arranged beforehand on
Joab's part, who had so placed his sword
that he cotild shake it out of the sheath.
More probably it was an acciilent, of which
he took instant advantage. He had felt
that his position was insecure, and that if
David had the support of Amasa, and a
powerful band of the men of Judah at
Jerusalem, he woulil prob..bly order his
execution for slaying Absalom ; and Amasa
would carry out the command willingly
enough, as he thereby would secure the
high position offered him. We know David's
feelings towards Joab from his dying command to Solomon (1 Kings ii. 6), and probably he had given various indications of
his deep seated resentment. Joab, therefore,
determined to stop Amasa's growth in power,
and also to give David a rough lesson.
And this accident gave him an early opportunity, whieh he used with ruthless energy.
Ver. 10. In the fifth rib; in the abdomen
(see note on ch. li. 23). He struck him not
again.
When his sword fell out of its
shrath, Joab picked it up with his left hand,
which was not the hand for action, and as
he could not put it into its jdace without
taking it into his right iiand, his continuing
to hold it while he took his cousin's beard
in his right hand and l<i>sed him. wns too
natural to awaken any suspicion. But holding down Amasa's head, he ttruck him with
his left hand so fiercely that no second blow
was necessary; and then continued his
march forward as if what had occurred was
a matter of little importance.
Ver. 11.— Oue of Joab's men. Joab left
one of his personal followers to prevent any
halt of the people round Amasa's body, and

—
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to suggest that he was a traitor.
For he
to say to them as they came up, not
"
only that whosoever had pleasure in Joab,"

was

but also that " all who were for David, were
All loyal men were to
to go after Joab."
regard him as captain of the host, and to
disobey him would be rebellion. Naturally
they would conclude from this that Amasa
had not really been true to David, and that
his death was the punishment inflicted on

him

for his past guilt.
Ver. 12.
He removed Amasa. The admonition to move on failed
for the sight
was terrible and tra^c, and all as they came
along stopped to see what had Imppened,
and inquire the cause (comp. ch. ii. 23).
The man, therefore, had the corpse carried
out of the way, and threw over it a cloth,
really a coat
the loose upper mantle worn
over the tvmic (see note on beged, 1 Sam. xix.
Whereupon the people renewed their
13).
march, most of them not knowing what had
occuiTed, and tlie rest urged to it by the
warning voice of Joab'a servitor.

—

;

—

—

Ver. 14. And he went through, ete. It
was not Joab, but Sheba, wlio, by David's
prompt action, was compelled to make a

rapid retreat, seeking help in vain from tribe
after tribe, but rejected of all, and unable to
make any defence until he had reached the
extieme north of the land of Israel. Unto
Abel, and to Beth-Maachah. The conjunction probably ought to be omitted, as the
proper name of the place is Abel-bethMaachah, and it is so given in ver. 15 (see
below), and in 1 Kings xv. 20 ; 2 Kings xv.
29.
It is the place called Abel-Maim, the
" water-meat Jow," in 2 Chron. xvi. 4 an
abd being a place where the grass grows
rankly from the abundance of springs. It
thus forms part of the name of various

—

places, as

Abel-Mizraim (Gen.

1.

11),

Abel-

Meholah (1 Kings iv. 12), etc. Abel-bethMaachah was a fortress in the most northerly
part of the tribe of Naphtali, and is identified with the modern village of Abel, a few
miles above Lake Huleh, the ancieut "Waters
of Meiom." And all the Berites. No place
or people of this name can be found, but
Jerome, when translating the Vulgate, had
before him a different reading, which seems
clearly right, "

And

the chosen

all

men

war were gathered tugeL.er, and went
hiiu."

Ver.

of
after

—

It stood in the trench.
This is
translation, and yet gives a wrong
sense.
The Hebrew " stood " means " rose
up to," " stood level with " and the "trench"
is what in modern fortifications is called
"the glacis," and includes the o-ifer wall
of defence.
The Revised Version renders,
"it stood against the rampart."
The usual
way of capturing cities in ancient times

a

1

5.

litt-ral

;

was to cast up a bank or mound of earth

[oh. XX.

1—20.

against them (Isa. xxix. 3 ; xxxviL 33 ; Jer.
Ti. 6); and Joab's work had advanced so
far as to be level with the outer line of
defence.
The name of the city in the
Hebrew is not Abel of Beth-Maachah, but
Abel-beth-Maachah. Battered.
This is a

word taken from Koman warfare.

Hebrew

says,

"And

all

The

the people that

were with Joab were destroying the wall to
make it fall," most probably by undermining it. Ewald even asserts that this is the
meaning of the verb, and tranelatLS, " were
digging pits under the wall." The Revised
Version adopts this for the margin, where
it gives "undermined."
The Septuagint
and Chaldee have a different and probable
reading, "And all Joab's people were devising (contriving) means to throw down
the walL" This would be the next operation after the mound had been carried up
to a level with it.
Ver. 18. They were wont to speak, etc.

—

The Hebrew

literally is, they used to say in
old time, Th'^y shall surely ask at Abel ; and
so they finished (the matter).
But of these
words two completely distinct interpretations are given.
The Jewish Targura

the one: "Remember now that
written in the book of the Law,
to ask a city concerning peace at the first.
Hast thou done so, to ask of Abel if they
will make peace?"
The woman, that is,
was referring to the command in Deut. xx.
10, not to besiege a city until peace had
been offered to the inhabitants on condition
of their paying tribute. When a city waa
captured the lot of the inhal>itants, as the
woman declares in ver. 19, was utter destruction; and the Law mercifully gave them the
chance of escaping such a fato. Joab had
not complied with this enactment, but had
assumed that the people would support
Sheba, and was proceeding to the last extremity without consulting them.
Thia
interpretation gives an excellent sense, but
cannot be wrung out of the present Hebrew
text without violence. The other interpretation is that of the Authorized Version,
that the woman was commending her words
to Joab, by reminding him that Abel had
been famed in early times for its wisdom, and
had probably been the seat of an oracle in
the old Canaanite times.
When, therefore,
people had carried their dispute to Abel,
both sides were content to abide by the
answer given them, and so the controversy
was ended.
Literally, these words mean,
"they shall surely inquire at Abel," the
verb being that specially used of inquiring
of God.
Ver. 19. I am one of them that are, etc.
The Authorized Version translates in thia
way, because, while ' I " is singular, " peaceable" and "faithful" are pluraL
Beallj
records

which

is

—

1—26.]
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this construction shows that the woman
speaks in the name of the city, and consequently the Authorized Version, while pre-

serving the grammar, loses the .-ense. It
lie translated, we are peaceable, faithA city and a mother;
ful people in Israel.
that is, a mother-city, a metrop >lis, the
chief town of that district.
Ver. 21. The matter is not so. It seems
from this verse that the citizens did not
quite understand why Joab attacked them.
Sheba had tiirown himself into the city,
and Joab, in liot pursuit, finding the gate
closed a measure of ordinary preciiution
upon the approach of a body of men at
once blockaded the town, and began to east
up the mount. At all events, they were
ready to come to terms now, and would
probably have given up Sheba at first, if
Joab had demantled his surrender. A man
of Mount Ephraim. Sheba was a Benjamite,
but the hills of Ephraim extended into the
territory of Benjamin, and retained their
name (see 1 Sam. i. 1). Over the wall;
Hebrew, through the toall, being the word
rendered "at" a window in Gen. xxvi. 8.
It probably means through one of the
apertures made for the archers.
In her wisdom; that is, with
Ver.
her wise counsel. The story in Eccles. ix.
13
15 probiibly refers to this narrative.
They retired Hebrew, they dispersed themtelvei each to hi$ tent; that is, his home.
Tills refers to Amasa's levies, who were glad
to depart, and whom Joab did not want at
Jerusalem. He took thither with him all
those mentioned in ver. 7. Incensed as
David must have been at the murder of
Amasa following so quickly upon that of
Absalom, yet that very act proved Joab's
determination, and left the king powerless.
He must have felt, too, that Joab was indispensable for the maintenance of peace and
order in his dominions, and that he was at
the least faithful to himself.
Ver. 2:i— Now Joab, etc. With this list
of his chief oflScers, the narrator closes the
history of David's reign ; for the remaining
four chapters form a kind of app( ndix.
similar list closes ch. viii., where, too, there
is a break in the history, the previous narrative having been a summary of the rapid
In this section, ch.
rise of David's empire.
XX., we have a more full and detailed
ix.
account of David's wars, leading on to his
The rest of
crime and its punishment
David's life we may trust was calm and
uneventful, but it was the life of a sorrowtricken man and the sword again woke up
against his family when his end was approaching, and filled his dying liours with

should

—

—

—

22—

—

;

A

—

;

ffrief

m

and

trouble.

This

lilt is

much

later

date than that previously given, though
most of the offloers are the tame. Cherethitet.

This

is
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a correction of the Massorites

to

make the passage agree with ch. viii. IS.
The K'tib has cart, a word which occurs in
2 Kings xi. 4, 19, where in the Authorized
Version it is translated " captains," but in
the Revised Version Carites, which here
appears only in the margin. But there is
no reason why the place of the Cherethites
should nut have been taken by Carian mercenaries later on in David's reign, though
really we know too little about such mutters
to be able to form a judgmeat.
Some commentators translate cari "digger," and
suppose that it means executioner; but why
a digger should have such a meaning is inexplicable.
It may be inteiestiiig to add
that the Carians were famous in old times
as mercenaries
During the reign of Manasseh, Psamtnetichus won the throne of all
Egypt by the aid of Cariana, and from that
period they took a leading part in all

Egyptian wars. The age of David is much
more antique, but as there was constant
communication between Phoenicia and As'a
Minor and Greece, there is nothing improbable in David taking Carians into his service
in place of the Philistine Cherethitea.
His
connection with them would soon oeaae after
he left Ziklag.
Ver. 24. Adoram was over the tribute.
This was a new oflBcer, and a new thing.
For the Hebrew word mas does not mean
" tribute," but " forced labour." This was one
of the most oppressive exactions of old time,
and it continued to be practised in Europe
throughoat the Middle Ages until it was
abolished at the end of the eighteenth century by the French Revolution, except in
Russia, where the serfs were freed from it by
the late emperor Alexander II. Nevertheless, it was probably made almost necessary
at first by the absence of money.
As there
was no money for the payment of taxes, the
dues of the king or lord could only be
rendered by personal service. Yet even sc
it was exceedingly liable to be abused, and
the people might be taken from their own
homes and fields just when their presence
ther' was most needed.
One most painfid
result wiis that the women had tu endure,
upon the farm and among the cattle, a
drudgery to which they were nnsuited. We
gather from this passage that it wa« David
who began this practice in Israel, exacting

—

probably only from the descendants of the
Canaanites (who, nevertheless, formed a considerable portion of the inhabitants of Palestine) forced labour employed in preparing
for the building of the temple, and in the
Under
fortifications of his fenced cities.
Solomon it seems to have been extended to
other classes (1 Kings T. 18, 14; but see 1
Kings ix. 20 28), and reduced to a system,
which preMed to hearilj apon the people

—
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ihat It was th« principal oatiBe of the revolt
of the ten tribes from Rehoboam (1 Kings
UnleBB the Israelites had themselves
xii. 4).
gnffered severely, from this exaction, they
would not have been driven into rebellion
by sympathy with the remains of the native
Subsequently we find Jeremiah aoraces.
cnsing Jehoiakim of employing forced labour
(Jer. xxii 13), but the severity \<ith which
he condemned it suggests that it had then
ceased to be customary. Adoram. His appointment to this office was probably at a
late period in l>avid'8 reign, as he continued
to hold the office under Solomon (1 Kings
iv. 6 ; V. 14. where he it called Adoniram),
and even down to the beginning of Rehoboain's reign (1

Kings

xii.

18).

We

there

read that he paid the penalty of his hateful
office with his life. In 2 Chron. x. 18 he is
cailed Hadoram.
Ver. 25.— Sheva. He is called Seraidh in
ch. viii. 17.
Ver. 26. Ira . . . was a chief mler;
Hebrew, cohen, priest, minister (see on this
there find David's
term, ch. viii. 18).
sons holding this confidential office but the
feuds which resulted from David's sin liad
destroyed the concord of the family, and the
In their
usefulness of David's children.
degradation from this office we see also a
preparation for their being set aside from the

—

We

;

uccession, and the throne given to Solomon.

Additional Notb.

With

ends the second section
of David's history for, as we have already
seen, the last four chapters are not arranged
this chapter
;

an appendix
remarkable both for the singularly varied
nature of its contents, and also for its omisions. The Second Book of Samuel is bo
thoroughly a history of David, that we
ehould naturally have expected some accovmt
in chronological order, but form

of his

latter years,

and of

his

manner of

But
after his return to power.
Buch details would have been interesting
politically rather than spiritually, and the
two narratives which have gone before are
complete each in itself; and in each David
is regarded from an entirely distino; point of
view.
In the first eight chapters we have
the history of Da^id as the theocratic king.
As such he takes the heathen for his inheritance, and founds an empire.
Even more
remarkable are the alterations he makes
in the worship of Jehovah.
To the old
Levitical sacrifices he added a far more
spiritual service of psalms and minstrelsy,
without which Judaism wotdd have been
unable to develop the evangelical realities
government

which lay embedded in its ritual and legal
ordinances. And it is important to notice
that his service of sacred song is called

[CH. XX.

1—26L

—

"prophecy" (1 Chroa. xxr. 1 8), tram
which we learn two things. The firat that
David's service was essentially the sam*
as that established by Samoel at Ramah.
There, too, we read of the company of th«
prophets prophesying (1 Sam. xix. 20), their
undoubtedly being one of minstrelsy
Sam. x. 5, 10, 11); and without Samuel's
authority David would Bcarcely have ventured upon so great an innovation. Even
so, this consecration of music by Samuel,
and David's ordinance whereby there was
established a daily service, morning and
evening, of thanksgiving and praise (1
Chron. xxiii 30; Neh. xii. 24), is a most
remarkable step forward: and by it the
service of God ceased to be mere ritual, and
became "a reasonable service" (Rom. xiu
1), such as was repeatedly commended by
St. Paul to the members of the Christian
Church (Col. iii. 16, etc.). But secondly, it
drew the mind« of the people to ihe evangelic meaning of the Levitical ordinances.
To this day hymns fnrm a most important
part of our solemn services, ard seem especially adapted to draw out the inner and
deeper meaning of rites and doctrines. They
did not. indeed, begin with David. There
service

(1

are psalms older than his reign; but this
consecration of them to the public dailj
service of God led to an outburst of Divin«
psalmody which raised the minds of th«
people above tlie material and grosser
elements of their worship, and taught them
the true nature of God, and made them
ascribe to him high and spuitual attributes
in wonderful contrast with the grovelling
frivolities of heathenism.
The Levitical
worship was nectssarily typical : in the
psalms the people learnt that God desireth
not sacrifice, but the ofl'ering of a broken
and contrite heart. Even prophecy, in its
sense of speaking for God, would scarcely
have reached the high eminence of future
days but for the psalms. For only in a
nation deeply imbued with poetry and song
could an Isaiah have arisen, capable ci
giving in so perfect an outward form the
mysteries of Christ's incarnation, his vicarious sacrifice, and universal kingdom.
In the second section, neither the theocratic nor the prophetic element is in the
It is the history of a fearful ain,
forefront.
and of its stern ptuiisliment. The sinner
theoiratic king: the punishment
is the
is the pollution of his house by incest
and murder; the ruin of the glory of his
realm, the reading asunder of his empire,
begun in his days and consummated in
those of his grandson his own disgrace and
fiight; and his sorrowful return to his
throne, impotent to avenge either the murder
of his son or that of the man whom he had
chosen in the hope that he would release
;
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writer has ever reached so high a level of
spirituality as David, though we may thankfully acknowledge that many of our best
hymns do not fall far short of it.
It is easy, then, to see that these tw«
histories are not only of primary importance,
but that no narrative atter the time of tha
Exodus equals them in value. They form

him from the stem grip of the mthleaa
The moral lessocs of this sad story are

Joab.

beyond number. We see the saint changed
into » sinner.
No priyileges save
from hateful crime; no repentance from
draining the last dregs of the bitter cup of
retribution.
But never was the power of
repentance in cleansing the heart and
giving peace to the conscience more clearly
shown; and the psalms written by David
as a penitent, and during his flight from
Absalom, are the most spiritual and choice
and edifying of the whole Psalter. Without
ihem the depths of self-abasement would
have been left without inspired expression.
The sinner in his greatest need, when crushed
with the conviction of sin, when earnestly

Um

the very kernel of the Book of the Earlier
Prophets, giving us, in the first, the tma
meaning and spiritual import of the settlement of Israel in Palestine; and setting
before us, in the second, the nature of repentance, and so preparing the way for the
revelation of the gospel of pardon and peace.
They are followed by an appendix containing several narratives recorded apparently for their intrinsic value. Commentators have endeavoured to trace a connection
between them, but their arguments are farfetched, and their conclusions unbatisfactory.
It is better to regard them as separate and
complete, each one in itself. They are six
in number: (1) the visitation of famine
because of Saul's cruelty to the Gibeonites
(2) some incidLuts in the war with the
Philistines, illustrating the heroic character
of David's worthii s; (3) David's psalm of
deliverance ; (4) David's last words
(.*))
a list of the Gibborim, with special record*
of acts of bravery and devotion
(6) the
visitation of pestilence because of Uavid'a
numbering the people. The third and fourth
sections especially are of the highest interest; while the second makes it plain
that David's bravery in encouut> ring the
giant of Gath lit up an equally bright flume
of patriotic heroism in the armies of IsraeL

longing for forgiveness, when thirsting for
the restored presence of God within his soul,
feeling that, vile as he was, yet
that he was not shut out from mercy, but
that access to God's presence was still permitted him; at all such times he would

and when

—

have gone to his Bible, and it would have
These psalms are still the
been silent.
tinner's comfort, and give him the words
which best express what is present in his
heart.
Without them the Jewish Church
would never have reached that fervid purity
of spiritual feeling which so animated the
prophets and even the Christian Church
Tould possibly Lave stopped short of that
'all doctrine of repentance which she now

;

;

;

holds.
It is, indeed, the Christian's privilege to unite the doctrine of repent;iuce
with the thought of all that Christ has done
and suffered for us, and so to understand
why repentance avails to cleanse the heart

bat even with

tliis

4tr

knowledge no Christian

HOMILETICa
Vers. 1

— —The
13.

facta are

:

1.

Among

the

men who discusa

the question of priority

with Judah is a worthless man named iSheba, and he rais^ s the cry of revolt a.iiainal
David, and the men of Israel follow him, while those of Judah cleave to the king.
2. David enters his house and makes anangement for the auatenance of his concubines,
who lienceforth live in virtual widowhood. 3. D.ivid, observini^ that Amasa was taidy
in executing his orders to gather the men of Judali, directs Abisliai to 2:0 out with Joao'a
men in pursuit of Slieba. 4. While they are ol>eying the king's orders, Amasa join*
them at Gibeon; whereupon Joab, under pretext of saluting Amasa and inquiriu;^
concerning his health, smites him, wiiile off his guard, unto death. 5. While the
pursuit alter Sheba continues, one of Joab's partisans calls upon the people to ihow
their preierence for Joab and David by following after Juab, which they do when the
bleeding corpse is no longer on the road to arrest their progress.

Man's revolt against Christ. The hot controveray between the men of Israel and
Judah issued in more than words. The discussion took its rise in a pretended interest
in the restoration of David to the throne, but, becomiug mixed up with personal
matters, it first developed an alienation of one part of the nation from another; and
then the more humiliated section turned their alienation from their brethren into ihm
more dangerous form of revolt against the authority of the kin^ whom those brethren
claimed as specially theirs (ch. xix. 4^, 43).
n. 8A1IT7KU
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unscrupulous spirit ready to take advantage of divergent sentiments, and
form them into expressions of positive opinion and antagonistic action. The man of
Belial used up the elements of discord for securing what, at first, was not contemplated
namely, an open repudiation of the right of David to exercise kingly authority over
the people. In this revolt against David, the Lord's anointed, we have an illustration
of the nature and some of the causes and pleas of man's revolt against Christ.
revolt against Christ coksists essentially of a rejection of a
I. Man's
Divine claim. Sheba not only would not have David as his king, but he distinctly
indicates as chief reason his rejection of the Divine claim of David to the throne, and
which the nation had previously recognized. In speaking contemptuously of him as
the " son of Jesse," he clearly ignores the selection and anointing of him by Samuel
in the name of God. David is not the Lord's anointed
only Jesse's son a mere man,
to be treated as any other man.
The people also who followed Sheba did so on this
basis
that whatever may have been once, there was now in David no more right than
in any other man ; he was not endowed with Divine authority. This is exactly the
case with modern infidelity men will not submit to Christ.
They repudiate all
claim to Divine authority.
To them he is a mere man possessing no eternal and
restless,

—

—

;

—

—

—

unchallengeable right to demand the obedience of all men to his yoke.
He is the
Nazarene, the carpenter's Son, not the beloved Son of God, anointed o{ God to be
Prince and Saviour. It is a simple matter of choice whether they shall accept his
testimony and do what he declares is right. This spirit of revolt against the Divine in
Christ is the essence of every form of modern infidelity, be it scientific rejection of the
supernatural or pure agnosticism. Once recognize him as the anointed Lord of all,
all forms of submission to his teaching and will follow; once reject him in this respect,
and high treason is the practical issue.
II. A rejection of Christ's Divine claim proceeds from unbelief in God's
belf-revelation to man. If ever Sheba was a believer in Samuel's mission, he bad
certainly ceased to be so now, or else had conie to believe that revelation had ceased.
No one could hoM to the Divine appointment of Mf>ses and of Samuel to gradually unfoli
the purpose of God to Israel, and at the same time logically refuse to submit to David
as kmg, unless he could show that God had set up another. This revolt, therefore, was
the expression of a practical unbelief in the fact of a revelation of God to the Jewish
people.
In like manner, when we look into the reason for the rejection of the Divine
claim of Christ, it is to be found in a prior assumption, namely, that a self- revelation
of God to mankind by special means distinct from natural law, though not in contravention of it, is a fiction. With a dogmatism evidently based on ignorance, the supernatural is said to be impossible, i.e. we know so well the constitution of all things, and
the only possible relation of God to all things, that we can affirm that no such a Divine
Lord and King as Christ is said to be, could be a reality. He was simply a much-misnnderstood man. It is obvious that, as Sheba's unbelief in Samuel's mission was no
credit to his memory or historic knowledge (1 Sam. xvi. 13), so the unbelief in God's
eelf-revelation to man is no credit to man's humility or judgment.
III. Revolt against Christ's claims thus originating is sustained by various
PLEAS. Sheba's imbelief was in the background, his pleas were in front. He could not
have gained so many over to his side by any enunciation of abstract views as to the
reality or continuance of a revelation of God's purpose.
^len are influenced in action
by more superficial and concrete forms of thought. The mistakes of David's government, his reputed partiality to the son whom he fought against, his errors of conduct
in the case of Bathsheba, his apparent preference for Judah, and the apprehension that
Judah would gain an ascendency in jmblic affairs, these pleas would give an api)eararice
of public reason for the conduct pursued. Nor did he or his followers care to consider
that incidents in a fallible life do not annihilate a Divine purpose running through that
find the same course adopted in relation to the authority of Christ.
Though
life.
none can convict him of sin, advantage is taken of the mistakes of the Church, th«
seemingly tardy progress of Christianity, the peculiar structure of Old Testament
history, and what seem to be occasional discrepancies in the gospel record, and, in fact,
anything that can be construed into a weakness, in order to justify a total rejection of
An ingenious mind, bent on resisting the holy Saviour,
Christ's supreme authority.
viU never lack plausible reasons for open revolt.

—

We
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IV, Revolt against Christ is a course of conduct devoid of positivk BEGuiiATIVE PRINCIPLE. Slieba's priuciples, so far as he had aoy, were negative. There was
nothing iii his words or deeds that indicated any definite principle on which the state
was to be governed. Hitherto the tlieociatic principle, enunciated and enforced by
Samuel, regulated the setting up and setting aside of rulers. The spiritual interests of
the nation were the prime concern. Now, Divine authority beia;^ ignored, there was no
principle to determine the destiny of the people.
The conflicting whims and passions
of men were to contend tor supremacy, and the grand purpose for which the nation had
been hitherto supposed to exist in relation to Messiah and the world was lost to view.
In the same way, the course of human afl'airs, without Christ, is aimless, chaotic
Infidelity and agnosticism rest on negations.
Individual life is as a ship without a
helm.
C'-ENEBAL LESSONS. 1. There ia always in human nature a latent tendency to restlessness under authority, and we should both be on our guard against this in our own
lives, and also avoid whatever may develop it in others.
2. The quarrels and disputes
of Christian men on matters of government and precedence may generate, by degrees,
feelings of alienation from religion.
3. In this life we should not be surprised it, like
David, we find the pathway of returning prosperity shaded by some transient clouds.
4. The zeal of crowds in a bad cause is more due to the influence of clever and restless
leaders than to any profound convictions or intelligent views in the people themselves.

We pass over David's provision for his concubines, simply
Unsanctified power.
noting how wise and considerate he was in thus cutting himself free from old associations full of reminiscences of sorrow, and at the same time doing no injustice to any
one concerned. The chief figure in the narrative before us is Joab, who here stands
out as a strong man bent on a definite purpose, and able to carry out his will in spite
of moral, social, and loyal considerations. AH the other men referred to are as pigmies
beside him, and the orders even of the king are so far bent to his will that he becomes
practically master of the situation.
Regarding him as an illustration of unsanctified
power, we notice
I. Great ahilities.
Joab was a man of great natural abilities. This is obvious
throughout his career. There was not one in the army to compare with him. Great
natural abilities are the base of power among men.
In some men they are purely
intellectual, in others they are those of will.
For influencing action and obtaining an
ascendency over multitudes, will-force must be strong. This partly accounts for success
in commerce, in statesmanship, in Church government, in popular movements.
II. Strong passions.
Passions are not abilities they are rather the fire that feedi
the energy of the will. Joab was a man whose passions were very strong, though not
boisterous and impulsive.
His jealousy and hatred of Amasa, who had been appointed
to supersede him in command, were intense.
These, blended with contempt for his
inferiority, disgust at David's choice, and a lofty pride which would not deign to
remonstrate with the king, fcrmed such a strenuous force on the naturally powerful
will, that to kill his rival was a decision which no ordinary obstacles could hinder
in accnmpli-hnient.
When unholy passions, deliberately cherished, concentrate on a
Scwerful will, there results one of the most formidable instances of unsanctified power,
uch men are to be dreaded. They catmot but make a great impression on weaker
natures, and bend them to their own designs. They are illustrations of what woe comes
to mankind when distinguished powers, incorporated in the constitution of man, rec^^ive
a bent of evil rather than of good.
being who becomes a Miltonic Satan might be
a real archangel. It is the spirit that makes the one or the other.
III. A dread secret.
To many the bearing of Joab toward the authority of David
in this n^atter of Amasa may be an enigma, seeing that he raised no revolt, but was
;

A

rather zealous for the king.
But that which made Joab so terrible an example of
unsanctified power was his possession of the dreadful secret of Uriah's death (ch. xi.
14 25). He knew too much of David's former guilt; and so all his great natural
abilities were concentrated in holding a firm grip on the king's public reputation.
It
is true, David had found forgiveness with God, and was a new man ; but he knew that
Joab had him in his power in matters that came nearest to a man's life, and Joab
perfectly understood that David dared not do what otherwise he would doubtless have

—

—
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done. This possession of secret knowledge concerning others always gives increased
power. Whoever knows of the financial weakness of a commercial firm, or the private
delinquencies of individuals, or of original social iofeiiority of persons aiming to fiiiure
in society, if it be known that he knows, holds a power over these parties which they
Those are to
dread, and which, if he be unholy, he can use in most painful form.
be pitied indeed who have caused their failings and sins to become the secret of unholy

men.

Bad as great power is in a man of strong
IV. Familiabitt with stTFFEBiifG.
passions and possessed of special knowledge, it is a more terrible thing when the moral
Joab had seen many a
sensibilities have been blunted by familiarity with sufferings.
man d\ Lng in a^ionies. War does not improve the leelings of men. It was with no
compunctions of conscience, as far as we can see, that he slew Amasa. What was a
bleeding corpse to the man who had smitten many a hero, and who now was governed
by jealousy, hatred, contempt, and pride? It is this loss of moral sensibility which
has made such men as Nap<-ileou I. so terrible a scourge. There are other men of,
perhaps, equally strong wHl, but their moral susceptibilities restrain them from brutality.
V. Cleakly defined pdbpose. Joab knew what he intendtd to dn. The narrative
•hows that he watched for opportunity. He did not wish to encourage revolt aiainst
royal authority, but he did wish and purpose to avenge his displacement from supreme
command by the death of his rival, to prove his power to David by actually assumii^
the leadership and suppressing the revolt, and to vindicate before the people his
Purpose, clearly defined, is a practical addition to power. It
superiority in the state.
avoids waste of energy, and converts subsidiary appliances into instruments of great
By such purpose the whole nature of the man and all his strong and
significance.
unhallowed passions are condensed and concentrated into one channel.
see the supreme importance of prayer for the converting
Geneeal lessons. 1.
power of the Holy Spirit, so that men of great natural powers may have them governed
by a principle according to the will of God. 2. The appearance of unhallowed feelings
in the heart should be at once an occasion of prayer and self-control, as they will be sure
3. There is more real honour in being
to combine to influence us to deeds of wrong.
a man of lowly abilities, but imder the sway of holy dispositions, than in possessiug the
we can only secure progress in
highest powers destitute of such a disposition. 4.
life or continued ix)ssession of privileges by using abilities wicKediy, it is infinitely
better to lose all than tiius sink deeper in moral and spiritual degradation. 5. According
to our abilities will be the accovmt we shall have to give unto God.

We

K

—

26.
The causes and remedies of religious strife. The facts are : 1. Joab
his forces, pursuing Sheba till they came upon him in the city of Abel, lay siege
2.
wise woman of the city remonstrates with Joab for attacking the city, and
to it.
refers to the fact that when Sheba with his armed followers threw themsdves into the
city, the people felt sure that when the pursuing foes came up they would open
3. Urging the
aegotiatious with the authorities, and so bring the conflict to an end.
impolicy and wrong of seeking to destroy a part of the inheritance of the Lord a city

Vers. 14

and

A

—

—

wluch was as a mother in Israel she obtains from Joab a disclaimer, and a declaration
that it was only the rebel and traitor Sheba that he was fighting against. 4. The wise
woman, conferring with the inhabitants, secures that the head of Sheba be thrown over

A

renrganizaticn of
5.
the wall to Joab, who then retires with his men to Jerusalem.
the officers of state is made, and Joab regains his former position as head of the army.
The patriotism of Joab and a rough kind of fidelity to David manifested itself in his
prompt and eager pursuit ot the rebel force till it took refuge in a city and began to
There is no evidence that the inhahitants had formally identified
act on the defensive.
themselves with the cause of Sheba, though probably there as elsewhere some disafiected men of Belial were to be found.
It is not always within the competence of a
city to prevent an armed force entering within its walls and virtually turning its resources
against pursuers.
The conflict between the opposing forces was becoming desperate,
and threatened, if persisted in, to result in the dest motion of the city. The horrors
and wasting issues of civil war were impending. At this juncture, the more peaceably
inclined portion of the inbabitants, encouraged by a woman who had gained reputation
fiv

wisdom, were anxious to aToid the calamities of continued

strife,

and probablj
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baring in mind the old law of Deut. xx. 11, 12, remonstrated with Joab because ha
had not sought to come to terms before having recourse to arms. And here we see a
fact embodying a principle, namely, that a people of one nation, speech, religion,
and covenant relation to God, pause while engaged in a ruinoxis strife, and that it is
pre-eminently desirable and right on occasions of

strife to

seek some basis of recon-

ciliation.
I. The tbue condition of thb professed sebvantb of Christ
AND OONCOBD. The strife between Joab's forces and the people

m that of unity

of this city was
They were brethren, the chosen race, called and separated from all nations
unnatural.
Unity and concord
to work out a blessed purpose in which aU men were concerned.
The
became them. How good and beautifid a thing for them to dwell in harmony
This is just what is taught in
siege of Abel was a sign of an abnormal state of things.
the New Testament. Christ's disciples are a holy nation, a peculiar people, called to
lorth the glory of God and to bless mankind, and in his last most solemn discourses and great prayer he sets forth their unity and concord as the only state befitting
1

how

—

them, and congruous with his spirit (John xiv.
II. 1'he breaking out of religious strife

xvii.).

is

productivb of serious mibohief,

AND threatens THE ChURCH AND THE WORLD WITH GREAT CALAMITIK8. The fact
of the strife is itself an evil, and indicates the presence somewhere of a mind alien to
the mind of Christ but also it generates evils of varied form, and intensifies their action
Leaving out of view just now the revolt
in proportion as the spirit of strife is intense.
of Sheba a^iainst the lawful authority of David regarding him in that respect as a
type of the men who reject the authority of Christ we see that there existed a strife
between men who had not rejected David's authority. Joab was contending against
the whole city of Abel as though it were hostile to him, and many in the city were contending against him as thoueh he were an enemy. The evils of this were obvious:
bad feelings were engendered and strengthened the longer the siege continued, desolation
and anguish were being brought on many homes, the city as a centre of influence
mother of children was having its power for good cut off, and the one kingdom to which
That was the belief of the wise woman
all belonged was being checked in its progress.
and her friends, and it was in accordance with facts. Precisely the same evils attend
our more modern strifes. When subjects of the same Lord are engaged in conflict,
whatever the passing occasion, there is not only a dire evil in the fact itself, but
inevitably bitter unhallowed feelings find scope, many a Christian heart and home are
made desolate and sad, Churches and organizations that should embody in themselves
all the kindly fostering influences of mothers have their proper spiritual influence
weakened, and the progress of the kingdom of love, peace, and righteousness receives a
check. " The inheritance of the Lord " is laid waste. " The boar out of the wood
doth waste it" (Ps. ixxx. 13).
IlL The causes of religious stbifk mat lh ni mutuai. misunderstanding
AND NEGLECT OF PBIMART OBLIGATIONS. Joab fought against this city on the supposition that it was in sympathy with Sheba ; and the people themselves for a while were
Had he at first, In accordconstrained by his assaults to assume a defensive attitude.
ance with Deut. xx. 11, 12, sought an interview with the elders, and had thev been
willing, in the spirit of that ancient rule, to receive his communications, the strife had
The beginnings of strife are
earlier come to a close, and brethren would have been one.
very subtle, and it is hard to unravel the true causes from among the intricate thouglits
and feelings of the human mind and the incidents which occasion the appearance of
strife may be as far beyond the control of communities as was the sudden throwing of
;

—

—

—

—

;

an armed force by Sheba into this xmguarded city. But most often strife is kejjt up
through mutual misunderstandings. Opinions are supposed to be held which, if fairly
looked at in an early stage, would not be ascribed, and motives are imagined which
Perha{« it is inevitable that, diflfeiently
would disappear on closer acquaintance.
•onstituted and educated as men are, judgments must differ as to the form of expressing truth and doing Christian work
but these need not cause actual strife, if
formed in a prayerful loving spirit, and all for the glory of Christ, and especially may
much contention be avoided if men will but discharge the primary obligation laid
down in the ancient law (John xv. 12 Matt. v. 44), of loving and praying for oua
another, and being frank and generous in intercourse (Matt, xviii. 15, 16).
;

;

;;
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rV, It 18 THE DUTY OF PERSONS OF REPUTED WISDOM TO BRING ALL THEIR INFLUThe "wise Woman "
ENCE TO BEAK ON THE PROMOTION OF PEACE AND HARMONY.
and those ot her mind in the city were but discharging a duty they owed to their city,
their king, and the kingdom, when, amidst the discords of the time, they brought
They
their superior intelligence to bear on a solution of the difficulties of the case.
evidently saw that, if more light were thrown upon the affair, and proper kindly
influences were brought to bear on Joab, those would become friends who now were in
the unnatural position of enemies. The leaders of opinion in the city showed their
good feeling in being willing to come to terms, and their discretion in availing themThe proper place of
selves of the superior gifts and qualities of this "vdse woman."
A
intelligence and wisdom is at the head of movements in the direction of concord.
serious injury is inflicted on the Church in seasons of trial and conflict when men of
repute keep in the backgronnd, and leave the conduct of affairs to
minds. Acquired rejiutation is a precious gift that should be cheerfully laid at
the service of the Church, especially in seasons of sorrow. The soothing, healing power
of the noblest minds is a great blessing.
V. The OCCASION of strife being ascertained, every effort should be madb
TO PUT IT AWAY. The occasion of the strife in this instance was the presence within
the city of a rebt-l and a traitor. Had it not been for Sheba entering the city, Joab and
the people would not have so misunderstood each other as to come to actual conflict.
Mutual inquiry and explanations revealed the fact that he was the occasion of trouble
and therefore the citizens devised means of getting rid of him in accordance with the rude
and swift justice of those times. If in our religious strifes, whether as between communities or within separate organizations, we, in our desire for peace, search out some
removable occasion of them, it then becomes an imperative duty that we not only wish
to see the occasion removed, but that we make vigorous efi'orts, though full of pain and
What the disturbing cause may be evil-minded men,
sorrow, to put them away.
or narrow ideas of our own, or unhallowed feeling, or an exacting temper, or undue
can only be found out by conscientious rigorous
pressure of the influence of the world
search and, when found out, it will probably demand a very hi^h and holy resolve to
Probably one chief reason why there is not more peace and harmony
cast it away.
among Christians is that they have not the heart to go deep down into the moral
It takes very
causes of strife, and less heart to cut off those causes when discovered.
much grace to be a thoroughgoing Christian.
General lessons. 1. Communities and individuals should watch carefully against
the intrusion within themselves of whatever may brini.' on a disruption of our peaceable
2. It is possible to imagine others to be hostile
relations to the fellowship of the saints.
in feeling to us, when, on full inquiry, it may turn out that they have been misjudged
and hence we should he careful not to be rash in imputing motives to persons who are
3. The influence of cities in a
casually placed in circumstances of seeming antagonism.
nation and of Christian communities in the world being maternal in character, their
4. The influence of
purity, peacefulness, and power should be most jeali'usly guarded.
woman in promoting peace in the Church of God is worthy of the consideration of all,
seeing that it is often under-estimated, and that its power is of the most subtle and
persuasive kind.
see in the removal of Sheba, the occasion of the trouble in the
5.
earthly kingdom, and the subsequent harmony of the chosen nation during the reign of
David, a foreshadowing of the hnal removal of the great spirit of discord from the Church
of God, and the consequent peace and unity of the redeemed.
character and
inferior

—

—

;

We

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa
Vera. 1— —(Qilqal.)
8.

The insurrection of Sheba.

•*We have no part in David,
And we have no inheritance
Every man to his tents,

in the son of
"
Israel I

.

O

(Ver. 1

Before the restoration of David was completed, a

new

;

1

Kings xlL

rebellion broke out.

16.)

The people
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were still disquieted, like the sea after a storm ; the independent action of Judah in
conducting the king over the Jordan aroused the jealousy of the other tribes; at Gilgal
(1 Sam. xi. 15 xiii. 8 10 xv. 12, 13), where the representatives of the latter assembled
and met the king, a fierce altercation ensued (ch. xix. 40 43); and shortly afterwards
" He who lately (with
the trumpet was blown by Sheba the Bichrite (Gen. xlvL 21).
the rest of Israel) claimed ten parts in David as king, disclaims and disowns him now,
•s having no part in him at alL David before had raised his hand against a faithful
subject, Uriah, and therefore now a faithless subject raises his hand against him ; ast
a man sinneth, so ofttimes he is punished. And as bees, when they are once up in a
warm, are ready to light upon every bough, so the Israelites, being stirred up by the
late rebellion of Absalom, are apt here also to follow Sheba especially finding nothing
but clemency, and David's passing by their former revolt " (Guild). Concerning this
insurrection, observe that (like others which have since occurred)
They were 1.
I. It arose out of as evil disposition indulged by the people.
Discontented with the government of David the restlessness, lawlessness, and ungoilliness which they displayed in joining Absalom's revolt were only partially corrected by
recent chastisement (ch. xix. 9, 10); their complaint to the king concerning the conduct
of " the men of Judah " (ver. 41) was due more to regard for their own honour than zeal
and was an indirect expression of their dissatisfaction at the disrespect which
for his
he had shown toward them, for " very probably it had been learned that he had a hand
in the movement."
2. Contentious in their treatment of their "bretliren;" ready to
their anger being increased by
find occasion of offence " because of envy " and ill will
the proud and contemptuous bearing of the latter.
Whatever may liave been the
motives of the men ot Judah in their recent action, they were now as blamahle as the
men of Israel ; each party sought to exalt itself and depreciate the other and " tlie
'*
words of the men of Judah were more violent than the words of the men of Israel
" Grievous words stir up anger " (Piov. xv. 1, 18
(ver. 43).
xxv. 15
xxix. 22).
How difierently had Gideon spoken to the men of Ephraim under similar circumstances
(Judg. viii. 1 3)
Indifferent to their true interests, without proper
3. Self-blinded.
sell-control, liable to surrender themselves to the guidance of au ambitious leader, and
prepared fur open rebellion.
Having violated the sidrit of unit}', they were ready to
destroy the formal union of the tribes, which it had cost so mucli to bring about, and
on which their strength and prosperity so much depended. *' Where jealousy and
faction are, there i.s confusion and every vile deed " (Jas. iii. 16 iv. 1, 11).
" A man of Belial, a Benjamite "
II. It was instigated by a worthless leader.
(like Shimei, ch. xvi. 11); "a man ol the mountains of Ephraim" (ver. 21); who
probably took an active part in the late rebellion, and had numerous dependents. " He
was one ot the great rogues of the high nobihty, who had a large retinue among the
people, and consideration or name, as Cataline at Rome " (Luther).
1. The worst (as
well as the best) elements of a people find their chief embodiment in some one man,
who is the product of the prevailing spirit of his time, and adapted to be its leader.

—

;

—

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

I

;

"Avarice, envy, pride,

Three

On

fatal sparks,

have

set the hearts of

aU

fire."

(Dante.)

ambition, Sheba sought for himself individually what the men of Israel
In
sought for themselves as a whole. 2. Such a man clearly perceives the popular feeling
and tendency, with which he sympathizes, and finds therein his opportunity Icr
effectiuii his own purposes.
The design ol Sheba was, doubtless, to become head of
a new combination ot the northern tribes. 3. He seizes a suitabli- moment for rais ng
his seditious cry ; aud, instead of quencliing the sparks of discord, kindles them into
We disclaim hnu
ablaze. " They claim David as their own. Let tliem have him.
The son of Jes.-el Let every man cast i>ff his yoke, return home, and
altogether.
What at another time
unite with me in securing liberty, eijuality, and fraternity!"
would have been without effect, is uuw irresistible with the leople. Nothing is more
unstable than a multitude one day crying, " Hosannal " another, '* Not this Man, but
his selfish

;

Barabbas
HI, It attained a danqebous magnitude.
!

"

Aud

all

the

men

of Israel

went

ujj

—

";;;
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from after David, and followed Sheba the son of Bichri " (ver. 2) ** Now will Sheba
do us more harm than Absalom " (ver. 6). The insurrection 1. Was joined in by
" H«
great numbers of the people.
2. Spread over the greater portion of the country.
went through all the tribes of Israel," rousing them to action, and gaining possession
•f the fortified cities. 3. Threatened to produce a permanent disruption of the kingdom.
" It vvas, in fact, all but an anticipation of the revolt of Jeroboam. It was not, as in the
case of Absalom, a mere conflict between two factions in the court of Judah, but
a struggle arising out of that conflict, on the part of the tribe of Benjamin to recover
its lost ascendency " (Stanley).
With what anxieties must it have filled the mind of
the restored mnnarch! And how must it have led him to feel his dependence upoB
God The influence for evil which one bad man sometimes exerts is enormous (Ecclea.
ix. 18).
It is, nevertheless, limited
and, though it prevail for a season, it is at length
« brought to nought" (Ps. xxxvii. 12, 20, 35 iO).
IV. It ended in uttee discomfituee. The first act of David, on arriving at
Jerusalem, attended by the men of Judah, who ** clave unto the king " (after setting hig
house in order, ver. 3), was to adopt energetic measures to put down the insurrection
and these succeeded (though in a difierent manner from what he expected). 1. Many
who at first followed Sheba deserted him when they had time for reflection and saw the
;

:

1

;

—

approach of the king's army ; so that he found it necessary to seek safety in the far
north. 2. He was beheaded by those among whom he sought refuge ; and " rewarded
according to his wickedness " (ch. iii. 39). " Evil pursueth sinners " (Prov. xiii. 21
" While to men's eyes the
xi. 19).
3. All the people returned to their allegiance.
co-operation of many evil powers seems to endanger the kingdom of God to the utmost,
and its affairs appear to be confused and disturbed in the unhappiest fashion, the
wonderful working of the living God reveals itself most gloriously in the unravelment
ol the worst entanglements, and in the introduction of new and unexpected triumphs
for his government " (Erdmann).
D.

—

—

13.
Vers. 4
(Gibeon.)
The murder of Amasa. ** And Amasa took no heed to
the sword tliat was in Joab's hand " (ver. 10). Aiuasa (son of Abigail, David's sister,
and Jether an Isbmaelite, and first cousin of Joab, ch. xvii. 25) joined Absalom in his
rebellion; and must have been a man of great ability, courage, and influence, from the
fact that he was apiiointed by him " captain of the host instead of Joab," and afterwarda
promised by David the same post (ch. xix. 13). This promise "involved no injustice
to Joab himself, for he had long been notorious for too great severity in war, and had
just acted with such direct disobedience to the royal command in Absalom's case, that
It was impossible to overlook his offence without endangering the royal [-rerogative "
(Ewald). Whilst it was adapted to conciliate the men of Judah, it was, nevertheless,
certain to give offence to Joab and cause future trouble.
It does not appear that he
was formally replaced by Amasa; but the commission given to the latter (ver. 4)
*'was intended as the commencement of the fulfilment of the promise" (Keil). And
when he exhibited undue delay in its fulfilment (ver. 6), David, "wishing to have
nothing to do with Joab," sent Abishai to pursue after Sheba (ver. 6). " And there

went out after him Juab's men" (ver. 7) under Joab (who deemed himself still
commander-in-chief). At " the great stone which is in Gibeon " (ch. it 13 ; xxi. 1
1 Chron. xxi. 29) he met Amasa returning with his military levies, and on saluting
him with the kiss of peace, dealt him his death-blow (vers. 8 10) ; passed on, followed
;
(after a brief hesitation at the spectacle of their murd( red captain) by " all the people
finished the war, and returned to Jerusalem.
In this tragedy notice 1. The clanger
•/" holding a responsible position by one who is ill qualified for it through want of
natural ability, proper antecedents, timely appointment, public confidence, adequate
" The cause of Amasa's delay is not stated. It may have been the
seal and energy.
unwillingness of the men of Judah to place themselves under the orders of Amasa
(contrast vers. 13 and 14), or it may have been caused by a wavering or hesitation in the
This last is evidently insinuated in ver. 1 1, and no doubt this
loyalty of Amasa himself.
was the pretext, whether grounded in fact or not, by which Joab justified the murder of
Aniasa before David " (' Speaker's Commentary '). 2. The tendency of repeated crimes to
induce more daring criminality. This was Joab's third murder (ch. iii. 27 ; xviii. 14V
in addition to hie complicitj in the death of Uriah; less excusable, more guileful,

—

:
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" No life
malicious, and reckless than any other ; his motive being jealousy of a rival.
is safe that stands in his way, but from policy he never sacrifices the most insignificant
life without a purpose " (ch. ii, 27
30 ; xviii. 16 ; xx. 20). " By degrees men grow

—

more and more bold and unfeeling in the commission of crimes of every kind; untit
and when such daring offenders are
they vindicate and glory in their villainies
actuated by ambition or revenge, they will not be restrained by the ties of relationship
or friendship; nay, they will employ the guise and language of love to obtain the
opportunity of perpetrating the most atrocious murders. The beginnins of evil should
therefore in everything be decisively resisted " (Scott).
8. The infliction of deserved
puniihment hy an unauthorized and wicked hand. " Amasa is innocent of the crime
of seeking Joab's place, for which he is murdered by him, yet he is guilty before Gk)d
Whereupon we collect that ofttimes men suflfer innofor his siding with Absalom.
cently for some crimes that are laid to their charge, and in respect of the persons who
are the pursuers yet in Gkni's judgment they are justly punished for other sins,
wherein either they have been spared or else have not been noted to the world and
as many at the hour of their death and execution, publicly have acknowledged"
4. The commission of a great crime hy one who possesses great abilities and
(Guild).
;

;

;

Alas that a man of such military skill, practical sagacity,
Joab (now far advanced in life), should have been so " hardened by
"
Once more he saved the monarchy and once more David
the deceitfulness of sin
was compelled to bear with him (ch. liL 39; xix. 13). "He probably felt obliged to
show some indulgence to a man who was indispensable to him as a soldier, and who,
notwithstanding his culpable ferocity, never lost sight of his master's interests." His
indulgence was doubtless also due, in jiart, to the consciousness of his own sin (Ps. IL
8), which made him unwillirjg to inflict the penalty of the law on one who had been
But at length judgment overtakes the transgressor; the Law ia
bis partner in guilt.
vindicated and the ways of God to men are justified (1 Kings ii. 5, 6, 28 85). Near
the very spot where his crowning act of perfidy was perjietrated, Joab received his
death-blow from the hand of Benaiah (1 Chroo. xvi 39). D.
renders great public services.

and

I

tried fidelity as

1

;

—

;

—

—

22.
(Abel-beth-Maaoah.) A peacenuiker. " Then cried a wise woman
Vers. 15
out of the city, Hear hear " (ver. 16). 1. Hard pressed by the forces of Joab, Sheba
threw himself into the fortified city of Abel-beth-Maachah (in the north-west extremity
of Palestine). The feelings of its inhabitants toward him are not stated. But Joab
Boon appeared ; and, without entering into any negotiations with them, made prepura"Taking advantage of an oblong knoll of natural rock that rises
tious for attack.
above the surrounding plain, the original inhabitants r^ed a high mound sufiiciently
With a deep trench and strong wall it must have been almost
large for the city.
impregnable. The besiegers cast up a mount against the city, * and it stood in the
'
trench " etc. (Thomson, ' The Land and the Book ').
A deadly conflict was imminent.
2. At this juncture a wise woman presented herself at the wall and, having obtained
a hearing, sought to make peace ; nor was her endeavour fruitless. " There was a little
" Wisdom is better than strength. Wisdom is better
city," etc. (Eccles. ix. 14, 15).
than weapons of war ; but one sinner destroyeth much good " (Eccles. ix. 16, 18). As
one bad man exposed the city to destruction, so one good woman eSected its deliverance.
3. There is often much ncd of a peacemaker to heal the strife that arises between
individuals, families, cities. Churches, and nations.
Regarded as an example to others,
this " wise woman " of Abel
L Possessed an bxcellent spirit; observant, prudent, sagacious, peaceful, fai^ful,
Hence she was prompted to go of her own accord, individually
Just, and benevolent.
and independently, to "seek peace, and pursue it" (1 Pet. iii. 11 Ps. xxxiv. 12 16;
Cten. xiii. 8, 9). 1. Being grieved at the sight of strife between brethren, and the prospect
of the miseries which they were alxjut to inflict on each other.
2. Being desirous of
freventing the evil which threatened them, and promoting their welfare. Her chief
concern wis about her own city, which was likely to be the greater sufferer; but she
was also (like Joab, ver. 20) concerned about others, and the general gO"d of Israel, in
which Abel was " a mother-city," a part of " the inheritance ot Jehovah " (ver. 19). 3.
Having/oiYA in the common sense of men, their regard for their own interest (whea thev
it, not blinded by prejuciico), their lov« of justice, their generally good intentionn
!

!

;

;

aw

—

;
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(when not under the influence of wrath and revenge), and their susceptibility to the
power of persuasion. 4. Being determined to make every possible effort and sacrifice, and
undergo any personal risk and suHering for the sake of peace. She was doubtless willing (as others have been) to lay down her own life if thereby the lives of others might
" Peacemakers are fire-quenchers, who, although they may with plyin<^ of
be spared.
engines and much ado, rescue a pile of buildings from the flames, yet their eyes will
be sure to smart with the smoke " (K. Harris),
II. Adopted an admirable method; thereby justifyinc; the "wisdom" with which
she was credited. Perceiving that there was some misunderstanding between the contending parties, her aim was to clear it up; if there were any real cause of contention,
to remove it
and thus dispose them to peace. This she endeavoured to effect by 1.
Seizing the opportune moment for interposition
promptly availing herself of the pause
before the attack.
Instead of "battered the wall" (Authorized Version), read, "were
devising to throw down the wall." There is generally such a time (or the work of a
peacemaker, which, if it be neglected, may be afterwards too late. 2. Making use of cour" Hear the words of thine handmaid."
teovs, gentle, reasonable, and impressive speech.
Like the woman of T( koah (ch. xiv. 4), she was a mistress in the art of persuasion.
" The tongue of the wise is health " (Prov. xii. 18) " a tree of life " (Prov. xv. 4 ; x. 20
xviii. 21).
3. Ascertaining the nature of the misunderstanding, and the occasion of
complaint; and, for this purpose, going directly and separately to the persons concerned, and learning it from their own lips. She knew the sentiments of her people,
especially that they felt aggrieved that no communications should have been made to
them by Joab, and suspected his destructive and merciless designs. And now she
sought to discover what were his real thoughts and purposes in relation to them. How
much mischief would be prevented if contending; parties would only be at pains to
understand one another
4. Removing all misconception, and producing the conviction
in each party of the just aims and good intentions of the other.
To Joab she said,
"You evidently deem this city deficient in good sense; whereas it has been always
noted for its wisdom and conciliatory disposition and counsel. You thini the pe ^plo
contentious and rebellious; I assure you in their name that we are amonj; the most
peaceable and faithful in Israel.
Yet, without an^' communication with us, so as to
ascertain our feehngs, and without any reasonable cause, you are about to give an
important city of Israel to the devouring sword.
will you bring to ruin what
belongs to the Lord?" On the other hand, from his reply, it was made apparent that
he was not desirous of their destruction (as they supposed), but only sought to inflict
a just pimishment on a notorious traitor in their midst, and was under the necessity
(if, as he had supposed, they harboured him, participated with him in rebellion, and
resolved to defend him te the utmost) of making an attack upon them for that purpose.
" Far be it, far be it from me . . . The matter is not so," etc. (vers. 20, 21). Misundersta tiding was now at an end, but a real occasion of difference remained. 5.
Obtaining needful concessions on both sides. "Deliver him only, and I will depart from
the city . .
Behold, liis head shall be thrown to thee through the wall." If (as is
doubtful) the people had (from whatever reason) at first shown favour to the cause of
Sheha, they were now persuaded by her to do otherwise, "and so they ended the
matter." 6. Requiring no sacrifice of principle ; but only urging a course conformable
to "goodness, righteousness, and trutli," ana c<nsistent with professed obedience to the
" The just punishment of one atrocious criminal is frequently mercy
will of the Lord.
" Follow peace with all men, and holiness" (Heb. xii. 14;
to great numbers" (Scoti).
Rom. xiv. ly Jas. iii. 17, 18).
III. Achieved an eminent tkiumph
the triumph of peace.
"And he blew the
tnimpet" (ver. 21) 8ummunin_' to peace, as Sheba had blown it summuning to war
(ver. 1).
It was a victory over error, uistrust, wilfulness, wrath, injustice, rebellion;
and one by which 1. An immense evil was prevented. 2. The general good was promoted. 3. The Divine kingdom (as represented in the government of David) wai
confirmed. 4. The peacemaker's joy was fulfilled. The wise woman accomplished what
" Blessed are
she had set her heart upon ; and in blessing others was herself blessed.
" Of the following things," said a Jewish rabbi,
the peacemakers," etc. (Matt. v. 9).
" men reap the fruits both in the present and the future life honouring iather aDfd
mother, bestowing benefits, and making peace between meo."
;

:

;

;

!
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Ekmabks. 1. It is hardly possible to estimate too highly the worth o? peace among
men. 2. Those who would make peace between others must themselves be at peace
with God, with their own hearts, and with their neighbours. The peacemaker must
not be a peacebreaker. 3. The greatest Peacemaker the world has ever seeu is Jesus
Christ, who is " our Peace " (Eph. ii. 14).
4. In proportion as we partake of his spirit
we shall endeavour to heal all unholy strife and promote " peace on earth." D.

—

A

Vers.
Departure from and adherence to Christ.
sudden change in the
aspect of affairs.
The occasion was a fierce dispute between the Israelites and the men
of Judah as to the right of the latter to go so far towards the restoration of the king
without consulting the former. The causes, however, are to be found partly in eld
jealousies between the tribes; partly in the unallayed resentnaent of the Benjamites on
account of the setting aside of the house ot Saul from the royalty, and its transfer to
the tribe of Judah ; partly in the excitement of men's minds by the rebellion under
Absalom, and its suppression.
spark only was wanted to produce another desolating
flame, and that was supplied by the sudden summons of Sheba to the men of Israel.
Hence another insurrection, which seems to have been begun without consideration, and
which was brought to an end speedily and ignominiously. The men of Israel followed
Sheba; but those of Judah "clave unto their king," and conducted him "from Jordan
even to Jerusalem." The division thus for the time produced has its counterpart in
It may serve to illustrate especially the more open and manifest
the spiritual sphere.
departures from the Divine King which at times occur, under, perhaps, some leader,
and the steadfast adherence to him of his friends, which, at such times, becomes more
pronounced and manifest.
I. The nature and causes of defection from Chbist.
1. Its nature.
It is the
casting oft' of his rule over mind, heart, life.
It may be secret or it may be open, and
1, 2.

A

may

be with or without emphatic declaration, with or without open adherence to a
leader of rebellion against him.
But it ought not to be contbunded with separation
from a particular Church, or renunciation of a particular humanly constructed creed.
do wrong if we condemn any oue as havins; departed from Christ because he has
departed from us. There is room for great variety of conception and expression as to
Christian truth, and of modes of sincerely and truh serving Christ; and he recognizes,
as loyal subjects of his, many in all Churches, and not a few outside all Churches. At
the same time, it must be, and ought to be, distinctly maintained that to reject his
supreme authority in matters of belief and practice, to think and express our thoughts
without regard to his teaching, to feel and act without recognition of his commands, is
to reject him ; to openly declare that we no longer recognize his authority is open
rebellion against him. 2. Its causes. (1) Original unreality in professed adherence to
Christ.
The religion of many is hereditary and traditional, and therefore only t'ormaL
They have experienced no radical change of heart. They are without true faith and
love. "They have no root," and so " in time of temptation tall away" (Luke viii. 13).
Their holiness, the extent of their
(2) Dislike of the government and laws of Christ.
requirements, their unbending nature, the restraints they impose. Pride revolts against
them, and self-will, and carnality in general ; and the propounders of religions that are
more indulgent to the lower nature are eagerly listened to and accepted. (3) Sujierficial feeling as to the need of Christ.
He is not felt to be indispensable to the sool
to part from him is not felt to involve very serious loss.
It
(4) Negh ct of devotion.
is by habits of prayer and other spiritual exercises that the soul is kept in commucioo
with Christ, and his Spirit received, through whose influences laith, love, and obedience
are maintained in vigour. The kingdom of Christ is spiritual, and can be realized only
through the power of the Holy Ghost. (5) Dissatisfaction with the results ol serving
superficial religion must be unsatisfactory; and when the vanity of its
Christ.
exercises and fruits is telt, no wonder if it should be given up altogether.
To experience the substantial blessedness of serving Christ, we must commit ourselves to him
Then we shall know too well his precionsness to heed those who
heartily and wholly.
would entice us to forsake him. (6) The influence of others. The men of Israel would
not have deserted David when they did, if Sheba had not blown his trumpet and
•ummoned them to follow him. In like manner, the latent disloyalty of men to Christ
may remain concealed, and they may appear tc be, and regard themselves as being, h'
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good subjects, nntU some bolder spirit heads a revolt, and ** draws away disciples after
him" (Acts xx. 30). Or the pernicious influence may come from inconsistent Cbristiang,
unworthy ministers of religion, or corrupt Churches. Men do not sufficiently distinguish
between Christ and his professed representatives, and find in the evil discerned in them
an excuse for deserting; him. (7) Disbelief of Christ's power, or will, to execute justice
on those who are unfaithful to him. Did men realize the tremendous issues involved
in cleaving to or rejecting Christ, they would not so loosely hold their religion or so
readily abandon it.
Did they seriously regard his picture of the doom of those who
will not have him for their King (Luke xix. 27) as representing an awful reality, they
would be more concerned to escape it.
IL Reasons which induce the faithful to cleave to theib Kikg, whoeveb
HAT DESEBT HIM. 1. Faith in his Divine authority. That he is King by Divine ri^ht,
and must and will reign, and make all his foes his footstool (Ps. ii. ; ex. 1 ; 1 Cor.
XV. 25).
2. Love to him.
Originating in gratitude for his redeeming love, becoming
attachment to him from discernment and approval of his infinite excellences, and
to his government and laws, because the renewed heart is in harmony with them.
8. Experience of the blessings of his reign.
In the heart, the home, the people who
truly serve him. Hence, intense satisfaction with his service. 4. Eope of a yet happier
experience when hii reign is fully estahlishtd and perfected.
Hope, as the " anchor of
the soul, both sure and steadfast " (Heb. vi, 19), keeps the soul steadfast when storms
of temptation arise. To give up Christ would be, it is felt, to give up hope of glorv in
his " everlasting kingdom " (2 Pet. i. 11).
5. Perception of the worthlessness of his
rivals.
Observe the contrast presented between Sheba and David the one " a man of
Belial " (worthlessness), the other " their kiwg."
Similarly, when " many of Christ's
disciples went back, and walked no more with him," and he, turning to the twelve,
asked, " Will ye also go away?" Peter exclaimed, "Lord, to whom shall we go? thou
hast the words of eternal life. And we believe and are sure that thou art the Christ,
the Son of the living God " (John vi. 66 69). And still we may ask, "To whom shall
w« go?" Where shall we find one to take the place of Christ? Who has equal claims
ou our confidence and afiection ? Who can confer equal benefits? Not the irreligious
multitude, wuether of the coarser or the more rerineii sort. Not the leaders of sceptical
thought, some of whom simply ignore all that renders Christ precious to the Christian
others maintain that nothing can be known of God, and that all that is believed respecting
him and his relation to men belongs to the region of imagination, not of truth ; and
others iroffer a reli4on without a God.
The Christian sees that all who would tempt
him to forsake his Lord can offer him as substitutes only "vain things, which cannot
profit nor deliver" (1 iSam. xii. 21).
6. Expectation of the coming of Christ.
The
account to be then rendered, the judgments to be pronounced, the rewards and punishments to be distributed. The certainty that "he," and only he, "that shall endure
unto the end shall be saved" (Matr. xxiv. 13). For these reasons, and such as these,
some of which are felt most by one, and some by another ; whilst many may follow
this or that pretender. Christians who are really such will " cleave unto their King."
a. W.

—

—

—

Ver.

19.—Peaceableness

and

faithfulness.

"I am one

of

them that

are peaceable

faithful in Israel."
The wise woman probably spoke in these words, not so much
for herself, as for the inhabitants of her town, which Juab was besieging.
Hence the

and

She pleads the peactfulness and fidelity of the people as a reason
them. It was no fault of theirs that a traitor had taken refuge amongst
them. Joab acknowledges the force of her plea, and promises to depart if Sheba were
delivered up to him
a promise which he fulfilled when the head of the traitor had been
flung to him over the wall.
The qualities here mentioned are of inestimable value; in
adjectives are plural.
for sparing

—

an individual in relation to his neiiihbours, fellow-citizens, and fellow-Christians; in a
family as between its members, and in relation to other families in a town, between
its inhabitants, and in respect to other towns; in a country, between the various classes
of the people, between the people and their rulers, and in relation to other coimtries;
and in a Church, as between its members, and in its relations with other Churches and
with the cornmunity at large. They are the subject of many Scripture injunctions and
;

promises.

They

are fruits of the Spirit

;

essential parts «f the charactei of a ChristiaB)
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" The kingdom of
the natural product of the gospel in those who really beliere it.
is righteousness and peace" (Rom. xiv. 17); "The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,
ptace, long-suffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness " (Gal. v. 22, Revised
Version); " Love truth and peace" (Zech. viii. 19, Revised Version).
This Christian virtue is very frequently inculcated in the
I. Peackableness.
It consists in a dispositiou
Scriptures, especially the New Testament.
1. Its nature.
It shows itself by courtesy and kindness ;
to live in harmony and friendliness with all.
by avoidance of contention and quarrels ; by carefulness not to give just or needless
provocation to others ; by meek endurance of provocation and even injustice from othert;
by readiness to give and receive explanation and apology ; by quiet, unobtrusive performance of one's own duties, and abstinence from intermeddling with other people's
business ; by overlooking small offences, and readiness to forgive greater. 2. Its sources.
In some it is a natural disposition. As a Christian virtue it springs from : (1) Christian
love
This prompts those in
love to Christian brethren as such, and love to all.
whom it reigns to seek the happiness of others, and to put the most charitable conBtruction on their conduct.
It also subdues the irascible dispositions, and the selfishness which so readily leads to alienation and contention. (2) Christian humility.
"By pride cometh contention" (Prov. xiii. 10). The proud exaggerate their own
claims, expect too much from others, resent slight oflFences, insist on unreasonable
reparation.
But the humble avoid, without effort, such occasions of strife. Thus love
and humility promote peace ; and all the influences and motives which produce and
foster the former are equally favourable to the latter.
3. Its henefits.
(1) To the
peaceable themselves. It is itself happiness. It secures the good will of others, the
enjoyment of which is happiness. It is a frame of mind favourable to the cultivation
and growth of all Christian virtues ; and to all those devout exercises by which these
are nourished and the favour of God realized. (2) To society.
The absence of the
annoyance and discomfort which the contentious occasion. The enjoyment of quietnesa
and rest. The peaceable are also peacemakers, and promote a pacific disposition in
others.
If all men were peaceable, wars, small and great alike, would cease.
II. Faithfulness.
"Faithful," on the lips of the wise woman, probably meant
"loyal " to the king. It might well include also iiprightness in general. "
are a
people not only peaceful, but (as tlie word is) reliable, trustwortliy.
are honest,
just, steadily occupied with a faithful discharge of our duties, at once to God, to each
other, and to the state."
Fidelity must be associated with peaceableness to form a
noble Christian character ; fidelity to Christ and God, to conscience and conviction, to
truth and duty, to promises and engagements ; fidelity to those to whom we ar«
variously related in family, social, ecclesiastical, and national life.
This gives strength
to the character, as gentleness and peacefulness give beauty.
The two qualities are not
incompatible, but mutually helpful.
A piaceful spirit prevents fidelity from becoming
harsh, censorious, meddlesome, fierce.
Fidelity prevents peacefulness from becoming
an immoral weakness, whicli disregards justice and truth, is ever making unworthy
compromise*, and would rather sacrifice the highest principles than run the risk of
arousing the passions of men by asserting and defending them. Only "the wisdom
that is from above," which " is first pure, then jieaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated,
full of mercy and good fruits, without variance, without hypocrisy" (Jas. iii. 17,
Revised Version); in other words, the teaching of the Holy Spirit, can enable us to give
to each of these virtues, peacefulness and faithfulness, its due place.
G. W.

God

—

We
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—
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Ver. 19.
Seeking to destroy God's inheritance.
wilt thou swallow up the
inheritance of the Lord ? "
The nat ion of Israel was called the " inheritance " of God,
because specially chosen and set apart for himself, and therefore specially valued and
cared for (see Deut. iv. 20; ix. 26, 29). The "wise woman," iu remonstrating with
Joab against his assault on Abel, applies thf* term to that part of the people which
dnf«lt there.
It was an assertion of their right, as belonging to the chosen people, to be
protected, not destroyed.
The corresponding word in the New Testiment is used ot
the everlasting [Mssscssion which Christians will inherit, not of Christians themselves
(unless Eph. i. 18 be an exception).
But the idea is presented in other words (see
1 Pet. ii. 9, "a people for God's own possession," Revised Version); and the remonstrance might be appropriately addressed to any who seek to destroy the Church of God.
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That part of mankind which is
Chbistianb abb the Lord's inhebitanok.
All the world is his ; but,
1. Which he has peculiarly appropriated.
while he has left the larger portiun of it for a time comparatively waste, he has ia
a special manner claimed and separated this for himself. 2. For which he specially
cares, bestowing upon it peculiar culture, watching over it with special interest.
3.
From which he expects and receives special returns. Of thought, love, confidence, praise,
" fruits of righteousness " (Phil. i. 11), glory (Matt. v. 16). The words, " inheritance of
the Lord," may be applied to the whole Church ; or (according to the analogy of the
text) to any part of it, any Christian society
or to individual Chi istians.
And it is
fitted to awaken in them reflections as to the degree in which they are worthy of the
name, and to encourage the sincere to expect the special protection and blessing of God,
Some are wrongly
II. There are attempts to destroy God's inheritance.
charged with such attempts. Joab declared truly that his aim was not to •' swallow up
He only wished to punish a traitor, by doing which he would
or destroy " (ver. 20).
serve instead of injuring " the inheritance of the Lord."
In like manner, men who
endeavour to purify the Church from error and sinful practices may be wrongly charged
with seeking to destroy what their desire is to conserve. Reformers are often regarded
Such, however, do need to be cautioned lest anything in their spirit
as destructives.
Some, again,
or measures should injure what is good more than correct what is evil.
Unworthy ministers of religion,
injure God's inheritance without deliberate intention.
But others are chargeable with
hypocrites, and inconsistent Christians are of this class.
endeavouring to destroy God's inheritance. 1. Such as attempt to destroy faith in the
Could they succeed, there would be no Christiauiiy, no Church,
great Christian verities.
no "inheritatice of the Lord," left in the world. 2. Persecutors of Christians ingential,
Various bodies of Christians have in turn sought not
or of particular sections of them.
to convince (which is right), but to root out, their fellow-Christians, employing the civil
power, if that were at their command, or, if not, using their wealth or social influence
I.

specially his.

;

to o]ipress or entice in order to suppress.
III. The expostulation of the text may be justly addressed to those who
MAKE SUCH ATTEMPTS. " Why wilt thou swallow up," etc. ? The words may be used

to urge consideration of: 1. The reasons and motives which prompt the attempts. Such
This often impels infidels in their assaults on the
as : (1) Hatred of piety and holiness.
faith of Christians ; but many who are called Christians, if they examined themselves,
would find that it was also the motive of their endeavours to sujjpress Christians more
in earnest than themselves. (2) Love of domination. (3) Pride of superiority, real or
supposed. (4) Indignation at faithful testimony or reproof. (5) Inability to discern
The external being regarded to the exclusion of
the marks of God's true people.
the internal and spiritual ; the essential qualities being overlooked because dissociated
blindness produced by a narrow education,
from certain over-estimated accidentals.
or exclusive intercourse with one kind of Christians.
(6) Unholy zeal, such as actuated
The
St. Paul before his conversion (Acts xxvi. 9; Phil. iii. 6; comp. John xvi. 2).
assailants of the Church or any part or member of it may well be urged to pause and
consider their real spirit and motives ; and whether these will bear reflection, or are
capable of justification. 2. The impiety and unrighteousness of such att' mpts. The
wise woman suggests to Joab, by the words she uses, that he would be guilty of these
sins if he persisted in his assault on the town.
So those who assail the Church of God:
Whose inheritance they are invading. So far as they succeed,
(1) Sin against God,
they lessen God's part in society and its affairs; they injure those who are precious in
his sight (" He that toucheth you toucheth the apple of his eye," Zech. ii. 8 ; comp.
Acts ix. 4; Rom. iv. 15, 20; 1 Cor. viii. 12). The friends of Goil should shrink from
any conduct which tends to lessen the testimony for him in the world, and cripple those
who are desirous of promoting his kingdom according to their lights. (2) They violate
Every part of the Christian community is entitled to liberty
the rights of Christians.
of profession and " prophesying " (see Bishop Jeremy Taylor's treatise on this subject).
And to symi ahy and all possihle help from the rest. All good citizens are entitled
to the protection of the state, and cai.not be justly persecuted by it on account of
"The inheritance of the Lord" cannot be really
3. Their futility.
their religion.
"swallowed up," although certain portions of it may for a time be injured. "Upon
this rock I will build my Church; and the gates of Hades shall not prevail against it"

A
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Christians who, in
4. The retribution which will surely follow them.
their blindness, make them in any degree, receive loss and injury thereby in theii own
Bouls and in their influence for good ; the enemies of God will find that he is too
mighty lor them. He will "plead his own cause" (Pa. Lxxiv. 22), and "avenge his

(Matt. xvi. 18).

(Luke xviiL 7).—Q. W.

elect"

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

XXI.

—

1.
There was a famine in the days
David; Hebrew, and there wot. There
b an entire absence of any mark of time to
show in what part of David's reign this
famine took place. It does not even follow,
from the mention of Mephibosheth's name,
that it must have happened at a time subsequent to tlie sending for that prince from
Machir's house; for it may have been the
searcli after the descendants of Saul which

Ver.

of

made David remember

the son of his old
Tiie burial, however, of the bones
of Saul and Jonathan as an act of respect
to the slaughtered king makes it probable
that the narrative belongs to the early part
of David's reign, as also does the apparent
fact that the seven victims were all young
and unmarried. Mepliibosheth, we read, had
friend.

a young son when David sent for him. Now,
live years old when his father was
slain (ch. iv. 4), and thus at the end of
David's reign ot seven years and a half at
Hebron, he would be twelve and a half
years of Age. The famine lasted three years,
and if D ivid had been king four or five
years wh«iii the famine began, Mepliibosheth,
at the age of twenty, might well have a
••
young son " in a country where men marry
early. We cannot believe that the famine
occurred long after David hail been king
of all Israel, because manifestly it would
have been unjust and even monstrous to
Eunish a nation for the sins of a king who
The sins of its
ad long passed away.
rulers are visited upon a nation constantly
through a long series of years, but it is always in the way of natural development.
statesman may put a nation Uf>on a wrong

ho was

A

and may involve it in serious difficuland even in irretrievable disaster, unless
Bome one be raised up able to make it retrace
its steps and regain the rightful direction.
But this famine was a direct interference
of Providence, and to justify it the sin must
be still fresh in the national remembrance.
track,

ties,

Had it been

an old crime long ago forgotten,

men to repentance, this
long and terrible punishment would have

instead of leading

hardened men's hearts, and made them
regard the Deity as vindictive. It is even
probable that the siti was still being committed for though commenced and approved
bj Saul, his oppression and purpose of gra;

dually destroying the native races was too
much in accord with men's usual way of acting not to be continued, unU ss stopped by the
justice of the ruler.
We all know how the
Red Indian, the Bu.shmiu, the Maori, and
tlie Australian disapjjear before th advance
of the white man.
It needs only apathy on
the part of the government, and rougher

methods for clearing them off are practised
than men would care to own.
So with
Gibeonifes and Perizzites and other native
races, a similar process would be going on.

The lands they held, their little villages,
their pastures, and above all their stronghobls, would be coveted by the dominant
race, and encroachments would lead to quarrels, in which the natives would tind any
resistance on their part punished as rebellion.
Even David seized the hill-fortress of Jebus
for his capital, though he still left Arannah
the nominal title of king (ch. xxiv. 23). Saul
had lent all tiie weight of the royal authority
to the extermination of the natives, and this
cha|)ter records the Divine condemnation of
wrong done by the dominant race to the aborigines. It remains to this day the charter for
their protection, and not only forbids their
extinction, but requires that they shall be
treated with fair and even justice, and their
rights respected and maintained. It has been
objected that the exeeution of Saul's seven
sons was a political crime committed to
render David's throne secure.
If at all
to his advantage, it was so only to a very
slight extent.
The sons of Rizpah oould
never have become pretenders to the throne;
nor were the sons of Merab likely to be
much more dangerous. In a few years they
would have married, and formed other tiea,
and been merged in the general population.
Mephibosheih was the heir of Saal, and
David protected him and Miclia his son.
It was quite in the spirit of the times to
visit upon Saul's house the sins of its chief.
The princijile was the same as when all
Israel stoned Aclmn,his sons and his dunghters, his
terit, for

oxen and his

a.sBcs,

brinj^ing iniquity

his sheep
nf)oii

and hio

the fieople

(Josh. vii. 24, 25). We keep chii lly in view
the doctrine of personal re8|x)nsibility in
the Old Testament the other diKMrine of the
collective responsibility of a family, a oity,
a nation, was made the more prominent.
It was the Prophet Ezekiel who in ch. xviii.
stated cleiirly and with Divine forc« tital
;

"

;
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" the soul tliat sinneth it shall die; " but thai
the sinuer's son, if he walk in God's statutea,
shall not die for the iniquity of his father
he shall surely live. But the collective
responsibility enacted in the second commandmeut is still God's law. In the philojopliio jargon of our times the two factors
which form human character and decide
our fortunes are " heredity and environment." Heredity was the prevailing sentiment in David's days ; and it seemed right
to the Gibeunites that the sons of the man
who had slaughtered them should die for
their father's sins; and it seemed just to
David also. But he spared the heir to Saul's
throne. There is no adequate reason for
supposing that David was influenced by
political motives, and the more important
lesson of the narrative is the emphatic condemnation given in it of wrong and cruelty
to aboriginal tribes.
David inqoired of the
Lord ; Hebrew, David gought the face of
Jehovah.
The phrase is remarkable, and
not found elsewhere in Samuel. Probably
it means that he went to Gibeon to pray
in the saiiotuary, and consult God by Urim
and Thummim. His bloody house, The
Hebrew means " the house on which rested
the guilt of murder."
Saul sought to slay them in his
Ver. 2.
zeal.
We gather from various incidental
circumbtatices that Saul, in some part of his
reign, manifested great zeal in an attempt to
carry out literally the enactments of the
Levitical Law ; but he seems to have done
80 with the same ferocity as that which he
displayed in slaughtering the priests at
Nob with their wives and children. Thus
he had put to death wizards and all who
dealt with familiar spii its (1 Sam. xxviii. 9),
in accordance with Exod. xxii. 18 and
Lev. XX. 6. In the same way he seems to
have tried to exterminate the aboriginal
inhabitants of Palestine, in accordance with

—

Di ut. vii. 2, and had especially massacred
a large numbtr of Gibcouites, in violation
of the covenant made with them by Joshua
all Israel (Josh. ix. 3, 15—27).
And as
he wduld thus acquire
fields and vineyards" robbed from them to give to his
captains, his conduct was probably popular,
and the cause of a general system of wrong
and oppression practised upon all the natives.
It had thus become a national sin. and as
Buch was punished by a national calamity.
Amorites that is highlanders, mountaineers.
Strictly they were Hivitea (Josh. ix. 7).

and

*•

;

Ver.

3.

— Wherewith shall I make the atone-

ment, etc. ?
Literacy the verb means to
" cover up," the idea being that of a veil
drawn over the oD'ence to conceal it by means
of a gift or offering. Thence gradually it
attained to its relijiious idea of an expiation.
Ver. 1.—>No silver nor fold.
It is a com-

[of.

XXL 1—22;

mon

practice in most semi-civilized nation!
be accepted as compensation tot
the shedding of blood. A« no distinction
for a fine to

was drawn between murder and homicide,
and as the nearest relative was botmd in
every case to revenge the blood shed, the
eastom of receiving a money compensation
gradually grew up to prevent the tribe or
nation being torn to pieces by interminable
revenge. The Arabs still retain this usage,
but it was forbidden by the Levitical Law
(Numb. XXXV. 31), and rightly so, because
a distinction was there made between murder and accidental bloodshed, and precautions taken for the rescue of one who had
not acted with malice. Neither for us shalt
thou kUl any man in Israel. The singular
is used at the beginning of their answer, in
the same way as in ch. xix. 42, 43. Lite<
rally their words are, It is not to me a matter
of silver and yold %eith Saul and his house,
nor is it for us to put to death any one in
Israel ; that is, " We refuse a money compensation, and it is beyond our power td
exact the blood-penalty which woidd gratify
our anger." They make it quite plain that
they do want blood, while the Authorized
Version makes them say that they do not.
The Ee vised Version more correctly translates, " Neither is it for us to put any man
to death in Israel.
Ver. 5. The man that consumed na, etc

—

The strong

langui.ge of this verse makes it
plain that Saul had been guilty, not merely
of some one great act of cruelty, but of a
long series of barbarities intended to bring

about their utter extirpation.
Ver. 6. We will hang them. The punishment indicated here really was impalement, but in Numb. xxv. 4, where the same
verb is used, we fiad that the criminals were
put to death first, and that the impalement
was for the purpose of exposing their bodie«
to view, like the practice a century ago of
gibbeting. But the Gibeonites were probably very barbarous, and, when David had
deliveired the seven lads into their hands,
would perhaps wreak upon them a cruel
vengeance. Seven were chosen, because it
is tiiO perfect number, with many religioum
associations and unto the Lord means " publicly."
So among the Romans sub Jov»
meant "in the open air" (conip. Numb.
xxv. 4 ). In Gibeah. This was Saul's native
place and home, and was selected by the
Gibeonites as the spot where the bodiei
should be exposed, to add to the humiliation

—

;

and shame

of the fallen dynasty.
Saul,
the Lord did choose. If this reading
is correct, the phrase can only be used as a
taunt. But in ver. 9 we find hahar, " on the
hill," instead of hehir, " chosen," and the
ris^ht reading probably is, "in Gibeah, on
the hill of Jeliovah."

whom

DH. XXI.
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Ver. 8, Michal. It was Merab who
became the wife of Adriel the Meholathite
Miohal was childless
(1 Sam. iTiii. 19).
(see ch. vi. 23).
Whom she brought up

This is one of the many cases of untrustworthinesB in the renderings of the
Authorized Version.
have noticed a very
flagrant instance before in ch. v. 21.
The
object of these mistraislations is always the
same, namely, to remove some verbal discrepancy in the Hebrew text. The Hebrew
says here " five sons of Michal, whom she
bare to Adriel ; " but Michal never bore a
child, therefore something must be substituted which will save the Hebrew from this
Terbal inaccuracy, and Michal must be represented as having taken Merab's place
(perhaps at her death), and been fosterfor.

We

mother to her children. This explanation
true, taken from the Jewish Targum
but the Targum never professes to be an
exact translatioTi, and constantly perverts
the mt aning of the plainest passages for
is, it is

preconceived reasons.
Ver. 9. The beginning of barley harvest.
The barley became ripe in April, about
the time of the Passover (Deut. xvi. 9). The
wheat was not ripe till Pentecost.
Ver. 10. Eizpah
took Baokcloth,
and spread it for her upon the rock rather,
against the rock, so as to form a little hut
or shelter to protect her from the glaring
blaze of the sunshine. The word ''upon"
has led many commentators to suppose that
she used it as a bed ; but this is not the
meaning of the Hebrew, tliough given by
the Vulgate. The sackcloth was the loose
wrapper or cloak which formed the outer
dress of mourners. As regards the bodies
of those crucified or impaled, the Law required that they should be taken down
and buried that same evening (Deut. xxi. 23).

—

—

.

.

.

;

Here they remained exposed for six luonths,
as a grim trophy of Uibeonite vengeance.
Until water dropped upon them out of heaven
Hebrew, wa» poured upon them; until copious and heavy rains came.
The outpouring of these rains would put an end to the
famine, and be regarded as a proof that the
wrath of Heaven was appeased. There is no
reason for supposing that tliese rains came
before the nsual period, in autumn, which
was about the middle of October. Thus,
for six months, with no other protection
than her mantle of sackcloth hung as^ainst
the rouk, this noble woman watched the
decaying bodies of lier loved ones, until at
last her devoted conduct touched David's
heart, and their remains were honourably
interred.

Ver. 12.— The street of Beth-shan; Hebrew, the broad place, or square, just inside
the gate, where the citizens met for busiIt was upon the wall of this square
ness.
II.
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that the Philistines had hanged the bodies
of Saul and of his sons ( 1 Sam. xxxi. 1 2).
The men of Jabesh-Oilead ; Hebrew, the
lords or owners of Jabegh-Qilead.
The
phrase occurs also in 1 Sam. xxiii. II, 12 of
the citizens of Keilah, and is found also in
tlie Books of Joshua and Judges. (For thb
bravo exploit of these men in rescuing the
bodies of their king and his sons, see 1 Sam.
xxxi. 11
13 and for David's generous ap-

—
—The bones of Saul and Jonathan.
;

proval, ch.

Ver.

ii.

5.)

14.

The Septuagint

adds,

"and the bones of
As it is expressly

them that were hanged."

said in ver. 13 that these bones were collected, we cannot doubt but that the remains
of the seven grandsons were interred with
those of Saul and Jonathan, in the tomb of
Kish, their common ancestor. But whether
the Septuagint has preserved wurds that
have dropped out of the Hebrew text, or hau
added them to make the fact plain, is more
than we can answer. Zelah, Nothing more
is known of this place than that it was in
the tribe of Benjamin.
Ver. 15. Moreover.
new narrative
begins here, and the heroic acts related in
it are taken probably from some record of
the martial deeds of David and his mighties.
have already seen that the Book of Jasher
(ch. i. IS) was a national anthology, full of
ballads and songs in praise of glorious exploits
of Israel's worthies.
The source of the narratives recorded here apparently was a history in prose, and commenced, perhaps, with
David's own achievement in slaying Goliath
a deed which called forth the heroism of
the nation, and was emulated by otiier
brave men. These extracts were probably
given for their own sake, and are repeated
in 1 Chron. xx. 4 8, where they are placed
immediately alter the capture of Kabbah;

—

A

We

—

—

but they ht-re form an appropriate introduction to the psalm of thanksgiving in
ch. xxii.
It was usual in Hebrew, in
making quotations, to leave them without

any attempt at adapting them to their new
place; and thus the " moreover " and "yet
again," which referred to some previous
narrative in the history, are left unchanged.
Ver. IG. Ishbi-benob. The Hebrew has
Ithho-henob, whicli Gesenius interprets as
meaning "dweller upon the height." But
surely the man's name would uot be
Hebrew ; he was a liapl ah, and we shall uot
be able to explain his name until we know
the language of the Rephaim. Of the sons
of the giant; Hebrew, of the chihlren of the
Baphah; that is, he belonged to tho race
of the Rephaim, the word not signifying
"sons," but the m( mbers of a stock.
It is
translated "chil'lren " in Numb. xiii. 22, 28,
etc.
(For the Rrphnim, see note on oh. v.
18.) "The Raphah " may be the mythic pro-

—

2 L

—

m
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genitor of the Eephaim, but more probably
" Bephaim," and
It is simply the singular of
••children of the Raphah" a more poetic
way of describing the race. Three hundred
It weighed, therefore, about eight
shekels.
pounds the spear-head of Goliath was just
twice as heavy (1 Sam. xvii. 7). Girded with
The Vulgate supplies "sword,"
a new.
which the Authorized Version has adopted.
The Septuagint reads a "mace" instead of
" new; " others think that he had a new
suit of armour. If the narrator had thought
it of sufficient importance to let us know
that the article was new, he would scarcely
have left the thing itself unspecified. It is
eviient, however, that the Septuagint did
not read hadasha, "new," but the name
of some strange warlike instrument, which
being unknown to the scribes, they substituted for it a word which they did know,
cannot,
but which makes no sense.
however, depend upon the translation of the
Septuagint, " mace." The want of special
knowledge on tiie part of the translators of
the Septuagint, th' ugh partly accounted for
by the long absence from Palestine of its
;

We

authors, and their having to depend entirely
u[ion such knowledge of their language as

survived at Alexandria, is more than we
should have expected or can quite underHere, however, there is nothing restand.
markable in their not knowing tlje exact
meaning of this curious weapon of the Rephaite btit plainly it could not be a mace,
but must have been something that could be
The Authorized Version,
girt upon him.
moreover, gives a look of probability to the
insertion of "sword," which is wanting in
the Hebrew; for it does not connect his
purpose of killing David with the hadasha.
;

is, "And Ishbo-benob, who
was a Rephaite, and whose spear weighed
three hundred shekels, and who was girt with
an hadasha and he thought to smite David."
Ver. 17. The men of David sware unto

The Hebrew

;

—

David's men were specifically the
him.
mighties, who had so long been his friends
and companions. They now bound him by
an oath never again to fight in person, lest
he should be singled out for combat by
fome warrior among the enemy and slain.
The lamp in the
The light of Israel.
dwelling was the proof that there was life
there, and so it became the symbol of
prosperity. In Job xviii. 5, 6 the extinction
of the lamp signities the destruction of the
Uavid was evidently now king,
family.

and under him Israel was advancing to
His death would
freedom and empire.
have plunged the nation back into weakness and probable ruin.
Ver. 18. Gob. In the parallel passage
(1 Chron. xx. 4) this place is called Gezer,
It was
and the Septuagint has Gath.

—

[oh. XXI. 1

:

22,

probably some unimportant spot, except aa
being the site of this battle, and the scribes,
knowing nothing about it, made corrections
Sibbechai the Eoshathite.
at their fancy.
The name is spelt in the same way in
29
and
xx. 4, but in the list of
1 Chron. xi.
the mighties he is called Mebunnai (ch. xxiii,
In 1 Chron. xxvii. 11 we find that
27).
he had the command of the eighth division
of the army, consisting of twenty -four
thousand men. He is called "the Hushathite," as being a descendant of Husliah,
of the family of Judah, in 1 Chron. iy. 4.
Saph, which was of the sons of the giant;
Hebrew, of the Baphah. He is called Sippai
in 1 Chron. xx. 4.
Elhanan the son of JaareVer. 19.
oregim, a Beth-lehemite, slew Goliath the
The words "the brother of" are
Gittite.
inserted by the Authorized Version in order
to bring this place into verbal agreement
with 1 Chron. xx. 5, where we read that
" Elhanan the son of Jair slew Lahmi
the brother of Goliath the Gittite." The
Jewish Targum had the same reading aa
that still found in the text, but regards
Elhanan, "God is gracious," as another
name for David, and, instead of Jair or Jaare,

—

reads Jesse.

Its translation is as follows

"And

David the sou of Jesse, the weaver
of veils for the sanctuary, who was of Bethlehem, slew Goliath the Gittite." Possibly
the Authorized Version is right in concluding that the present text is a corruption
For, first, the
of that in 1 Chron. xx. 5.
repetition of oregim, ** weavers," is suspicious, the Hebrew being, not " weaver's
beam," but the plural "weavers' beam,"
menor oregim. Next, Jaare is a transposition of the letters of Jair (in the Hebrew)
made probably in order th>it the compound
Jaare-ortgim may obey the rules of Hebrew
grammar. More important is it tc notice
that Lahmi is part of the word '' Bethlehemite" (Hebrew, Beth-hallahmi), and might
thus easily suggest to the eye of a scribe the
completion of so well-known a word.
must add that among the thirty Gibborim
is " Elhanan the son of Dodo of Bethlehem."
Whoever slew Goliath's brother would certainly attain to high rank among the heroes,
but if the name Jair is right, the Elhanan
there spoken of is not the person who slew

We

Lahmi.

—

Ver. 21. Jonathan. He was brother to
the subtle Jonadab who helped Amnon on
his way to ruin. The spelling of the father's
name shows how little importance we can
place on the Hebrew text in the matter of
names. He is called here in the Hebrew
Shiniei, whicli the Massorites have changed
into Shimeah. In ch. xiii. H we have Shimeahin 1 Sam. xvL 9 Shammah, and in 1 ChroiL
iL 13 Shimtna,
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Ver. 22. These four were bom to the
giant; Hebrew, were bom to the Raphah;
that is, belougetl to the race of the Rephaim,
who seem to have settled in Gath iu large
numbers, and to have been a fine race of
men. (Foi their antiquity, see Gen. xiv. 5.)
By the hacd of Savid. Not necessarily in

i
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personal conflict, though the Hebrew in
ver. 17 would admit of the translation that,
with the aid of Abishai, David himself slew
Ishbi-benob. But the glory of all that the
Gibborim did belonged a1«o to David their
king.

'

HOMILETICa

—14.

^

A

The facts are: 1.
story of deferred retribution.
famine eontinuincr for three years, and inquiry being made of the Lord by David, he is informed
that it was in consequence of Saul's sin in slaying the Gibeonites. 2. David, asking
of the Gibeonites what he shall do for them by way of atonement for the wrong done,
is informed that they seek not gold or the life of any man of Israel, but reqnire that
seven of Saul's family should be put to death, and hung up in Gibeah of Saul. 3.
David at once yields to the demand, but spares Mephibosheth in consequence of the
special bond between himself and Jonathan.
4. On the seven men Linns: put to
death, Rizpah spreads out sackcloth on a rock, and keeps watch by the corpses against
beasts and birds of prey till the rain falls. 5. David is told of the eed of Rizjiah, and he
soon after obtains the bones of Saul and Jonathan from Jabesh-Gilead, and causes the
remains of the seven sons to be collected, and has the bones of Saul and Jonathan
interred in the family burying-place
Zelah ot Benjamin.
assume that the
record in this chapter refers to an earlier period in the life of David than does the
narrative in the few preceding chapters, which evidently are designed to set forth the
connection of David's great sin with its punishment. The story relates the incidents
connected with an otherwise unrecorded sin of Saul's, and the retribution which came
indue course upon his house. The varied questions and topics of interest and difficulty
suggested by the narrative may be best seen and considered by taking them in their
natural order.
Vers. 1

'

m

I.

We

Providential calls to the considebatiok of fobqotten

sins.

Whatever

physical account may be jjossible of the famine relerred to, looked at in its relation to
God's education and discipline of his ancient people, it is here to be viewed as a
providential call to the nation to reflect on sins committed during the reign of Saul.
The conduct of Saul was a most scandalous sin (Josh. ix. 8 17). When the sin was
committed we know not; probably in the latter part of his reign, when all was in
confusion.
His family were, it would seem from vers. 1, 4 6, implicated in the
deed.
It is obvious that the nation had condoned the action of Saul, and for some
years subsequent to his death there was no conscience in the peojjle with respect to
this great sin.
It was for the purpose of arousing the public conscience and giving
occasion for bringing this sin to mind that the famine was permitted to arise.
Even
though the famine was by natural canses, yet it was used by God for this special
moral end. There is a tendency in nations especially to be unmindful of their sins,
and individuals also are liahle to tlie same dai.ger. The eager rush of affairs and
absorption of energy in new lines divert attention from the moral character of acts. The
forgotten sins of men are countless.
But God does not forget, and now and then events
calamities, personal troubles, and disagreeable consequences of former deeds
arise
which are practically God's calls to us to remember our transgressions. The prophet no
longer proclaims, but God reaches the conscience in manifold ways, and to many an
easy-going soul the words will come some day, " Son, remember."

—

—

—

II. The connection between mokal and physical evil.
The mention of famine
in the land, and the public sin of the late king as being related the one to the otlier,
establishes in this instance, on the authority of God, the close connection of moral and
physical evil.
Whether famines do nut ariae where there is no special moral evil of
which they are the chastisements or reminders, is not the question, and makes no
difference to tlie fact in this case.
Gud would have his people know that their past
sins were now bejirinii fruit in physical form.
Nor is there anything really wonderful
or excejitioual in the truth here established.
To man, physical evil is, as a whole, the
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of sin. Plan's moral nature is in contact with the physical order by means of a
material vehicle, and as his moral nature is supreme and cannot but affect, by its
deteii' ration and wrong direction, the vehicle by which it acts, so the lubser mu.st btj
disordered by the disorder of the greater. The miseries of humau life would not have
come had man kept ids first estate. All our painful struggles in commerce and war,
our diseases and poverty, are the outcome of a heart not as the heart of God. Tliat
Sodom should fall under fire, that Pharaoh should be swept into the sea, that Jerusalem
should be trodden down, were but physical facts consequent on sin, bold and striking,
yet not different in essence from the general connection of sin and suffering. Hence,
Christ's mission to make man's physical environment for ever helpful and not hurtful
to him, by rendering his moral nature perfect, and therefore his whole nature in
perfect adjustment to all that is,
firuit

I

III. The duty or bearchiko out thb mobal elements connected with otrs
PHYSICAL troubles. The famine was a reality in the experience of every one ; but
it was the will of God that the people should notice its connection with national sin.
They must consider its spiritual bearings ; they must associate their difficulties with
Physical law, fate,
previous conduct. As a rule, there is an indisposition to do this.

chance, almost anything, is referred to as being occasion or cause of present difBculties
and sufferings, rather than personal sin. Of course, individual sin is not the cause of
Yet we ought, as a
great public calamities, and not immediately of private sufferings.
matter of rigid thought, to trace back the physical troubles of the world, so far as man
In nations troubles are referred to the restlessness of
is sufferer, to the moral cause.
other nations, or ignorance of political economy, or of sanitary laws, or decaying
commerce; but we should go deeper, and see what pride and arrogance and defiant tone
may have done to inflame other nations, and what sinful neglect in spending money
on wars rather than on instruction of the people. In personal life we should search
and see to what extent faililres in business, in health, and enterprise are connected with
persistent violation of some of the primary laws which God has given for our guidance.
IV. Missmo CLUES to the solution of difficulties. There are evident difficulties
connected with this narrauve which press upon the ordinary reader at once. Th»
demand for seven lives, and tlie yielding to the demand, both perplex us. The pressure
of a famine on a whole people, and the use of that famine for purposes of chastisement for a sin of years past, do not lessen the perplexity. Apart from this narrative, we
know nothing of any act done by Saul toward the Gibeonites. Now, if instead of this
abrupt declaration of the existence of a national sin, and of the retribution for it in the
terrible form of seven deaths, we were told of the precise circumstances vmder which
Baul violated the national compact of Josh. ix. 15 17, we should then certainly see
the wisdom and appropriateness of the famine to arouse the national conscience, and the
The clue here missing because of
justice of tiie terrible retribution on Saul's family.
the incompleteness of history is but an instance of what constantly occurs. In the
Bible there are many facts which doubtless would lose all their strangeness and seeming discrepancies and moral difficulties did we but know the details left unrecorded.
Historians are guided by this remembrance of missing clues in their estimate of men
and characters. In our judiiment on conduct we often fail or are in suspense because
a clue to some strange feature is lacking. Especially are we at present lacking the cine
When we know more perfectly, we siiall
to many events in the government of God.
ee that to be just which is now perplexing, and, as a rule, we may say that our
ignorance of hidden facts ought to count in our judgments on revealed truth as much
as our knowledge.
V. God has us reserve aoenoteb fob bbinoino the fact of sin btbaight home to
THE conscience. The famine aroused conscience. The men of Gibeon were G<jd's ageuis
The confusion and
in bringing all the facts home to the conscience of the nation.
change of government in the last days of Saul and early years of David, before he ieii;
Hebron to be king over the entire people, will explain why the Gibeonites did not pros
Although the sin was so grievous, it must have appeared to any who
their suit earlier.
now and then reflected on it as though it were being passed by, and that no means were
But at the proper
at hand to bring the new king face to face with the wrong done.
aeason God foui^ means for calling forth the Gibeonites to declare the full facts aud lo
Wiug the sin houM to the national conscience. They proved what the famine oijly

—
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According to Scripture, all sin is to be brought home to the sinner. The
and means for so doing may seem to be lacking; but the universe ia
God's, and be has in reserve agencies by which the guilty wiU be found out and th«
claims of a violated law will be vindicated (Eccles. xi. 9).
VI. Thb peikciplb of betbibution in human affaibs. The charge of the
Gibeonites against the house of Saul was that he, contrary to the solemn compact with
Israel, had cruelly slain their countrymen, and the demand was that for this wicked
Tiolation of a treaty the lives of his sons should be forfeited.
Here was an appearance
of hardship on the sons ; but, had we the missing clue, it would probably .ippear that
they were parties to the deed. The deed, however, was national, being wrought by
the representative of the nation; and, acting on the usage of the age in such matters,
the Gibeonites demanded that the lives of the rejuesentatives of the nation of that
date shonld be sacrificed. The principle was that of lex talionis " an eye for an eye."
"We are not called upon to pronounce a harsh judgment on their demand. It may,
however, be said, in extenuation, that if Saul and his family were the real murderers of
the Gibeonites, there was no more wrong in their execution than in the execution of
The principle on which the claim proceeded was that of all
an\' modern murderer.
The Law of Moses was based on it. " An eye
criminal law in relation to human life.
for an eye" (Exod. xii. 24) is but a statement of the principle that runs through all
the Mosaic laws (cf. Lev. xxiv. 17 22). Ox for ox, sheep for sheep, life for life, this
was the form of the old jurisprudence. It is also, so far as circumstances permit, the
principle of modern law and modem punishment.
According to a man's crime so is
With us the loss of liberty is the form punishment t;ikes, but its
his punishment.
degree depends on the degree of the crime. Proportion is kept in view in every
The words of our Saviour (Matt. v. 38, 39) are not intended to set aside
sentence.
the administration of justice by the state, but to indicate that the personal feeling of
In the spiritual kingdom all are brethren beloved,
his followers is not to be vindictive.
and love is to be the dominant feeling. Moses was speaking of what "judges,"
administrators of the public laws of the state, should do (Deut. xix. 16
21), and in the
discharge of ofiicial duty they were to be impartial, and not pity or spare. Christ
speaks of what his individual followers should do and be in tlieir personal relations to
brethren in the new spiritual kinu;dom ; they must not imagine, with the Pharisees,
that a principle of action designed for " judges " in a state is to be transferred to their
Moses distinguishes between the rigid execution
private relationships in his kiuL^dom.
of justice on crime and the individual cherishing of tender and pitiful feelings (Deut.
xix. 16
21 cf. Exod. xxiL 21 27). The rules for a state are not to be confounded
with rules for individual life.
VII. The due maintenance of national honotjk. The honour of Israel was al
stake in the deed of Saul. Kings compromise the nation. David was quick to see
that the wrong done in cruelly violating a national treaty must be atoned.
Apart
from the form of atonement in this case, the principle recognized is most important.
indicated.

time

may

pass,

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

nations lose faith in nations, trouble must come in terrible form. A nation's
word should be sacred, and in relation to the weakest and most barbarous as to the
mightiest and most civilized. The methods adopted for upholding national honour
will vary with the conceptions of what that honour is.
To keep faith, to be courtious
and considerate to the weak, to allow of no unjust concessions to the great because the\
arti great, and to promote peace and righteousness in all relationships,
this is that m

When

—

wliich honour lies.
There is no true glory, no maintenance of honour, in creating wars,
in mere military triumphs, or in vaunting of greatness.

VIII. The sacrednesb of pkomisks made by beligious men. The promises made to
the Gibeonites in the days of Joshua dififered from all engagements entered into by
other people, in that they were the promises of the chosen race, whose conduct towards
David felt at once that it would be shocking to
others was based on higher j)riuciple8.
allow hentlieri men to imagine that the servants of the covenant-keeping God could
break their vows. The pos ession of a religious character or the adoption of religious
profts^ii.us lends a special sieredness to oiu eu^agements.
It is no wonderful thing
if (ine who believes in no eternal morality easily sets aside wliat others hold to be
binding engagements; and a careless man of the world, who-;e religion is only a name,
may not excite surprise if he sometimes violates bis word or does a mean action. But
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to be a follower of Christ lends an unusual sanctity to everything in life. The Apostla
Peter has suggested " what manner of persons " we ought to be by virtue of our holy
profession, and our Lord himself expects more of his followers than can be looked for
should not forget that we may compromise the
from others (Matt, v, 43 48).
honour of our Lord in our words and deeds.

—

IX.

The conflictihq of

We

public obligations with pbivatb engagements.

David,

acting according to the light and usage of the age, felt bound to give up the male
members of the house of Saul; but he had made a personal promise to Jonathan (1
Sam. XX. 14 17; xxiii. 16 18) to spare the members of his house, and had especially
taken Mephibosheth under his care out of love for his father. Here, then, was a conThe solution was obvious. He had kept his promise,
flict of opposing obligations.
and had not, as kings too often were accustomed to do with the families of rivals, cut off the
house of Saul on ascending the throne. If he gave them up now it was not a personal
But, further, he seems to have regarded
act, but an act in the administration of law.
the oath to Jonathan as relating to his own immediate descendants, and hence he spared
Mephibosheth in order to keep his kingly promise while making acknowledgment for
Rulers are bound to be true to national oblii^ations, though at the cost
the sin of Saul.
of much feeling, and sometimes it will require more than mere casuistry to be true to
Self is never to be
private sentiments and obligations while discharging public duties.
degraded in public afifairs. If in nation or Church the rulers cannot conscientiously
discharge obligations involved in the office, the proper alternative is to vacate the office.
X. The honoub due to mortal remains. The conduct of Rizpah in keeping off
birds and beasts of prey from the corpses, and of David in collectmg the bones and
placing the remains of Saul and Jonathan in their family burying-iiace, was worthy of
their character; it indicated a refined feeling, a reverence for the dead, a deep sense of
the sanctity of all that pertains to human life and human destiny. The mortal remains
of friend and foe are touchingly suggestive of the greatness and littleness of man, ol his
checkered lot on earth, and the stiange unknown experience on which his higher nature

—

—

enters while his perishable remains abide with us.

— — The

The
difficulty of estallishing the kingdom of God in the world.
In one of his wars with the Philistines David waxes faint in personal
2. Observing
conflict with a giant, and is succoured by the intervention of Abishai.
the failing strength of the king, his people deprecate his going forth with them to battle,
3. On each
lest by personal failure he should be a means of general discouragement.
of three subsequent occasions of battle, a Philistine giant is slain respectively by
It is of no moment as to what
Sibbechai, Elhanan, and Jonathan son of Shimeah.
The first
precise period in David's life the battles with the Philistines belonged.
impression on reading the narrative and, at the same time, remembering the promise
tliat Israel was to subdue and hold the land, is the tediousness of the process by
which the complete subjugation of the heathen was effected, and the imperfection of
the result even at this late period in the national history. Israel all along had repreVers. 15

facts are

:

22.

1.

sented the principles of true religion as against idolatry, and the special object of
David's wars was to render the cause he represented triumphant over all enemies, and
The difficulties of achieving the end
so establish the theocracy on an enduring basis.
in view are suggested by the necessity of these successive conflicts with a must active
and stubborn foe. In general outline we have here an analogy witli the work which
the Christian Church lias in hand, and the difficulties attending its speedy and comThe difficulties attending the subjugation of all opposing forces
plete accomplishment.
to the kingdom of Christ, and so permanently establishing a reign of righteousness in

the earth,
i.

may

be indicated as follows.

There is a widespread and tenacious preoccupation by

evil.

The

Philistines

were a numerous people, spread over a considerable area of country, bold, resolute,
powerful, and therefore very tenacious of their possessions and of their local influence.
They did not always wait to be subdued, but became active in their assaults on the
kingdom ordained of God. As compared with them, the Israelites were not so hardy, so
lesperate in fi-hting, and so strongly influenced by the thought of ancient pre-emip-mce.
It is not surprising that the conflict should extend through long and weary years._ And
The earth is preoccupio^ by
\8 there not some resemblance here to modern facts?

«H. XXI.
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— numerous,

strong, tenacious.
The power of sin has laid hold of every
and has entered into all tlie public and private ramifications of
Our preachers at home and missionaries abroad have to face evils hoary with age,
life.
and yet strong with the vigour of j'outh. Nothing is more conspicuous to Christian
workers than the terrible grip with which sin holds the human soul to prevent the
enthronement there of the King of righteousness.
II. There are many impekfections inherited with the work we have to do.
David's people had not been as true to God as was required of Israel by the great Law
laid down for their guidance ; and much of this imperfection of character was an
inheritance from the generations which had also failed to fulfil the moral comlitions of
conquest as laid down by the great lawgiver (Deut. xxviii. 1, 7 10, 15, 25). Because
Israel of the past had not been fully faithful, Israel of David's age found many conquests
unachieved.
Failure in moral character ensured to posterity an inheritance of difficulty
and sorrow. The work which a thoroughly righteous people could have accomplished
remains unfinished, with the additional difficulties created by unfaithfulness. Unfortunately, the Christian Church has too closely followed the example of ancient Israel. There
has been, in ages past, sometimes a deviation from the principles laid down by Christ for
the casting out of sin and the subjugation of the world to himself, and sometimes a very
forces of evil

form of

human

activity,

—

Instead of pure truth, love, faith, holiness of
prayer, and unity of spirit, there has been a blending of the truth with human
errors, and a manifestation of a worldly, time-serving siarit.
This age inherits not only
the honour of subduing the world to Christ, but the results of the imperfect work done
in days gone by.
Our own spirit is not so pure and fit as it otherwise would have
been ; unfinished undertakings are on hand, and the prejudice created by the sins and
errors of the Church has to be overcome in addition to the ordinary power of sin.
inefficient application of his instructions.
life,

III. ThkRE are occasionally present giant forms of evil which, besides BEIN9
ACTIVE causes, TEND ALSO INDIRECTLY TO EMBARRASS THOSE WHO OPPOSE THEM.
Philistine giauts not only had stout arms wherewith to slay, but their proportions,
striking on the senses of men, had the effect of rendering the existing means of resistance
and attack less easily available. Giant forms excite fear and awaken self-distrust. The
indirect influence on good men of great evils is helpful to the perpetuation of those evils.
The monstrous forms of idolatry in vast populations, the magnitude of the influence
of Mohammed, the terrible hold of intemperance on multitudes, and the greatness of evil
as a whole in the world, when looked at with ordinary eyes, at once bring on a temporary

paralysis of energy.
Many a brave heart faints in contemplHtion of the dreadful form»
of evil that afflict the world. The Apostle Paul felt this when he reminded his friends
to "put on the whole armour of God" (Eph. vi. 11
13), seeing that they had to wrestle

—

with "

principalities

and powers."

IV. The VARIABLE character of professing Christians injuriously affbcts thb
PROGRESS OF THEIR ENTERPRISE. There was a day when David, fresh, young, pure, full
of faith and courage, without after-thoughts concerning himself, could calmly face and
slay a giant (1 Sam. xvii. 39
But David, passing the meridian of life, sensible of
47).
failing powers, and moreover not free fioni the remembrance of sad departures from hi»
God, could not perform exploits as of old, and was even in need of succour from another
in the field.
A true picture is this of many in the Christian warfare. They do not
retain all the old vigour. The freshness and power of godliness fail. Were every Christian to grow in spiritual strength from first to last, were the spiritual forces in our
religious life to gain momentum the longer we live, and none to become weak, what a
mighty army would the Church become
The difficulty of subduing the world to
Christ lies very much in the variability of spritual strength in those who form the
Church. Many are feeble who ought to be strong.
V. The negative influence of leaders is widespread. The fiiends of David
were wise in wishing him not to go out to battle. The negative effect of his weakness
would be so much positive advantage to the Philistines. If he could no longer positively
inspire by his courage and exploits, that very circumstance would tell against the cause
he and they had at heart. Leaders have great power by virtue of their position;
and when, by any failure of chaiacter, or wisdom, or knowledge, any inaptitude for the
special circumstances of the time, they dishearten those who expect example and
guidance, they really, by such Degation of good, add to the difficulties ef the situation,

—

1

—

—

—

;
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evil in the world.
Tt would form an instruotire study to trace in history the connection ol the slow progress of Christianity with th«
egatlT* influence of its leaders.

•nd unwittingly strengthen the position of

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

Vers, 1 14.
(Gibeon, Gibeah.^ Famine. •' And there was a famine in the days <rf
David three ytars, year after year (ver. 1). T Summary of the remaining portion (or
appendix) of this book : 1. The famine. 2. victorious acts in wars with the Philistines (vers. 15
3. David's song of tliauksgiving (looking backward); ch. xxii.
22).
" These two lyrical and
4. His last prophetic words (looking forward) ch. xsiii. 1
1.
prophetic productions of David, the ripest spiritual fruit of his life, form a worthy
conclusion to his reign" (Keil). 5. List of his heroes (forming, with 2, an historical
framework for 3 and 4) ; ch. xxiii. 8 39. 6. The pestilence (with the famine, " two
Divine punishments inflicted upon Israel, with the expiation of the sins that occasioned
tbem''>; ch. xxiv.]
This famine took place after Mephibosheth was brought to Jerusalem (ver. 7 ch. ix.) and, perhaps, about seventeen years after the death of Saul
It is mentioned here " as a practical illustration, on the one hand,
(ch. iv. 4
ix. 12).
of the manner in which Jehovah visited upon the house of Saul, even after the death of
Banl himself, a crime which had been committed by him and, on the other hand,
of the way in which, even in such a case as this, when David had been obliged to
sacrifice the descendants of Saul to exiuate the guilt of their father, he showed his
tenderness towards him by the honourable burial of their bones." After long prosperity
•nd plenty there came adversity and destitution. No rain " out of heaven " (ver. 10)
What a scene of general, intense, and increasing distress
for three successive years!
must have b' en witnessed (Gen. xii. 10 xxvi. 1 ; xlvii. 13 Ruth i. 1 ; 1 Kings xviii. 5
Nor has it been unknown in
2 Kings vi. 25 ; xxv. 5 ; Jer. xiv. 1 10 Acts xi. 28).

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

modern times. Consider it (with its attendant circumstances) as
" And David sought the face of Jehovah" (ver. \\
I. Calling fob special inquiry.
equivalent to " inquired of Jehovah " (ch. v. 19), by means of the Urim and Thummim
through the high priest (the last recorded instance of this method of ascertaining the
Divine will, henceforth more fully revealed through the prophets) urged by the cry of
distress, especially among " the poorest sort of the people of the land" (2 Kings xxiy.
1. The misery of the poor
14), on whom the famine pressed with peculiar severity.
and afflicted produces in every laithful ruler and in every right-hearted man a feeling
of compassionate and anxious concern. 2. Physical calamities are often due to moral
causes ; they follow human disobedience to moral laws; being in some cases manifestly
connected with such disobedience (as when famine follows desolating wars, agricultural
neglect, etc.), in others, however, not directly and apparently so connected. This con;

is evident (1) from tlie common convictions of men who instinctively associate
calamity with crime (2) from the plain teachings of Scripture (Deut. xxviii. 15, 23, 24;
Ezek. xiv. 21) and (3) from the moral government of the living, personal God, wherein
all things are ordered with a view to moral ends.
3. These causes should be diligently
iearched out, by proper means observation, consideration, prayer in order to their
removal. " It is not superstition, but rather the highest piety and the highest philosophy, which leads a people, under such a visitation as that of famine, to tura to
'
Taylor). " Let
Jehovah, saying, ' Show us whei efore thou contendest with us " (W.
U3 search and try our ways," etc. (Lam. iii. 40 ; 1 Sam. iv. 3).
" And Jehovah said (through the oracle).
II. Leadino to ukexpected discovery.
Concerning Saul and concerning the blood-guilty house, because he slew the Gibeonitea."
crime which had been committed, not recently, but twenty or even thirty
years before, was brought to remembrance, and set before the national conscience,
quickened in its sensibility by the experience of afl[liction. " David must hitherto have
niled in a very irreproachable manner to render it necessary to go further back to find
a cause for the calamity" (Ewald). 1. Jts iniquity was great. An attempt was made
to exterminate (consume and destroy, ver. 5) a poor, dependent, and helpless people; ot
the original inhabitants of the land (ver. 2; Josii. ix. 3—27), spared by solemn oath,
4aT0tea to the service of the sanctuary (now at Gibeon), for more than four hundred

nection

;

;

—

—
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years dwelling peaceably among " the children of Israel and Jndah " (Josh. ix. 17 ; chprofessing the same faith, and guilty of no offence ; many of them being ruth2. Its effects were still felt by the " hewers of
lessly slain, otht^rs escaping by flight.
wood and drawers of water" (Nethinim, bondmen), who survived, in bitter grief,
popular odium, heavier servitude. Their cries "entered into the ears of the Lord of
sabooth " (Jas. v. 4). 3. Its guilt was unacknowledged and unexpiated ; the wrong unreir. 3),

dressed, the sin unrepented of, and even ignored and well-nigh forgotten. " It would
seem that Saul viewed their possessions with a covetous eye, as aflfordlng him the meant
of rewarding his adherents (1 Sam. xxii. 7) and of enriching his family ; and hence, or
aome pretence or other, or without any pretence, he slew large numbers of them, and
It is said that he did this in his zeal for Israel and
doubtless seized their possessions.
Judah, and this cannot be explained but on the supposition that the deed was done in
And
order to give the tribes possession of the reserved territories of the Gibeonites.
there is no doubt this would be, as it was designed, a popular and acceptable act
Saul's own family must have been active in this cruel wrong, and
(Jush. ix. 18).
must have had a good share of the spoil ; for we find them all, when reduced to a private station, much better off in their worldly circumstances than can else be accounted
Here lay the secret of the famine, which was interpreted as a sign of
for " (Kitto).

Diyine wrath.

" He tnmeth a fruitful land into a salt-marsh.
Because of the wickedness of them that dwell therein."
(Pa. cvii 84.)

in. Ii!rvoLvrN0 IMPORTANT PBINCIPLB8 not merely that sin and crime are followed
by Divine punishment, and the wrongs of the poor and needy avenged (1 Sam. xxx.
15 17), but also that men are dealt with by God (in the way of chastisement) as
communities, as well as separate souls (Ezek. xviii. 2—4:). 1. The guilt incurred by
individuals is participated in by the nation to which they belong when their wrongdoing is connived at, profited by, and not repudiated; and especially when the wrongdoer is its recognized representative. 2. The infliction of suffering on a whole nation,
on account of the sins of one or more persons therein, is often needful for the vindication
of public justice, the reparation of wrong-doing, and the general welfare. 3. Although
;

—

a nation may be exempted for a season, through the forbearance of God, from the
chastisement due to sin, it does not escape altogether, but is surely called to account in
this world. " Nations as nations will have no existence in another world, and therefore
they must look for retribution in this " (Wordsworth). '* I can perceive in the story
a recognition of the continuance of a nation's life, of its obligations, of its sins from ago
to age.
All national morality, nay, the meaning and possibility of history, depends
upon this truth, the sense of which is, I fear, very weak in our day " (Maurice). " Time
does not wear out the guilt of sin, nor can we build hopes of impunity on the delay of
judgments" (Matthew Henry).
IV. Evoking recognized obligation. "And the king called the Gibeonites, and
said . . . What sliall I do for you? and wherewith shall I make the atonement
[expiation, satisfaction, means of reconciliation], that ye may bless [and no more cirse]
the iuheritance of Jehovah? " (vers. 2, 3) " What ye say, I will do for you " (ver. 5).
Whilst acknowledging the national wrong, he also acknowledged the national obliixation,
and exp!' ssed his purpose : 1. To redress their grievance, satisfy <Aeir claim for justice,a,ni
secure t^eir favour and intercession.
2. To respect the justice of Qod (hy whom their
cause was manifestly maintained), so that prayer might he heard, and the famine
removed.
Unless right is done, prayer is vain (Ps. Ixvi. 18). 3. And to do whatever
might be possible and necessary for these ends. " The land must expiate the king'.s wrong.
This is rooted in the idea of the S' lidnrity of the people, and the tlieocratic king as
representative of God's people, whence comes solidarity of guilt lictween king and
people" (Erdmann). David herein acted wisely and in a theocratic spirit.
V. Requiring ADEQUATE satisfaction. (Vers. 7 9.) Theexpintion was made by
the crucifixion of the two sons of Rizpah and the five .^ons of Merali (Hebrew, Michal),
"whom she bare to Adriel," according to the demand and by "the hands of the
Gibeonites" (ver. 9), under the authority and sanction of the king (and doubtless
with the approval of the nation). The demand: 1. Could be satisi'.ed with nothing
;

—
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will have no silver nor gold," etc. (ver. 4); no private comof this.
pensation could atone for such a public crime and wilful sin " before the Lord." 2.
Accorded with the requirements of the Law (Gen. ix. 5, 6 Numb. xxxv. 31) or at least
with the custom of blood- vengeance, and the then prevalent ideas of justice. If (as
is probable, ver. 1) the hands of the sons of Saul were stained with blood, the Law
demanded their death ; if (as may have been the case) they were personally guiltless,
they suffered from their intimate relationship to the murderer, as a " vicarious saciifice,"
aJiort

;

;

the benefit of the nation. " To understand this procedure, we must bear in
the ancient Oriental ideas of the solidarity of the family, strict retaliation and
blood-revenge ideas that, with some limitation, remained in force in the legislation
3. Wms restricted by merciful consideration for the
of the old covenant" (Kurtz).
" And the king
assuredly innocent and steadfast fidelity to a solemn engagement.
spared Mephibosheth," etc. (ver. 7). "The obscurities of this narrative probably may
never be entirely cleare 1 up. One thing, however, is certain these seven descendants
of Saul were not pretenders to the crown ; and David cannot be suspected of having
embraced such an opportunity to put them out of the way. Neither is it to be supposed that David delivered up the innocent contrary to the Law (Deut. xxiv. 16).
They were, therefore, delivered up to the avengers of bliod and punished with death,
not on account of the crimes of Saul, but for the murders which they themselves, with
the connivance of Saul, had committed on the Gibconites, and for which they had
hitherto remained unpunished " (Jahn, Heb. Com.,' xxxii.).
VL Affording salutary instruction (whether the victims be regarded as having
" As seen by the people, the execution of
actually taken part in the crime or not).
Saul's sons (who were not charged with being in any way personally accessory to their
but this aspect of the transae tion was
father's crime) was & judicial act of retribution
only an ' accommodation ' to the current ideas of the age. Viewed in its essential
character ;i8 sanctioned by God, it was a didactic act, designed to teach the guilt of sin**
(Kirkpatrick) ; to produce repentance, and prevent its recurrence. That melancholy
spectacle of a sevenfold crucifixion "on the mountain before Jehovah," in "Gbeah of
Saul" (1 Sam. x. 5; xxii. 6), declared 1. The exceeding culpability oi unrighteous
real, of the wanton violation of sacred pledges, of the unjust takirg away of human life.
" Let us here learn the danger of trifling with oaths and solemn engagements.
Four
hundred years had elapsed since the treaty made with the Gibeonites; and yet in the
sight of God it was as sacred as ever ; so that he who presumed to infringe it drew
down a severe judj;ment on the whole nation " (Lindsay). 2. The inevitable, rigorous,
and impartial execution of Divine justice. Princes are not above its correction, nor
bondsmen below its protection. 3. The far-reaching consejttences of transgression; to
the children and children's children of the tiansgressor. "The evident intention of
God in ordering the death of so many of Saul's family" (which, however, is not
expressly stated) "was to give pubUc attestation of the abhorrence of Saul's perfidy
and crr.elty, and to strike into the hearts of his successors on the throne a salutary
dread <> committing similar offences. The death of these seven persons, therefore, ia
not to be regarded as a punishment inflicted upon them for personal oflft-nces, even
though they might have a share in their father's persecution of the Gibeonites, but an
act commanded by Qrod in virtue of his sovereign rights over the lives of all men, to
teach princes moderation and equity, and to prevent the perpetration of enormoug
crimes, which are inconsistent with the welfare of the civil government as well as
incompatible with the principles of true religion" (Chandler).
VIL Followed by mf.hciful deliverance. " And after that [the expiation] God
was entreated for the land " (ver. 14). " Long-forgotten sin had been brought to mind
and acknowledged and expiated; homage ha<i been paid to justice; the evil of unfaithfulness had been exposed; the honour of the nation had been purged from foul stains;
it had been shown that neither kings nor princes can do wrong with impunity;
a long-forgotten duty had been
maternal fondness had been touchingly displayed
attended to; a noble example had borne fruit; and after that Ood was entreated for
The generous heavens poured down their showers, the languishing life of
the land.
field and vineyard revived, and the earth was clothed with beauty and teemed with
There was one more proof of the everlasting truth, ' Bight«ou«nes«
fruit fulness again.

and

for

mind

—

—

'

;

:

;

eialteth a nation**'

(C Vince).—D.
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Unrighteous zeal. " And Saul sought to «lay them in his zeal
Ver. 2. (GiBKON.)
to the children of Israel and Judah." When his attempt was made is not certainly
known; possibly soon after his sparing Amalek (and to make amends for it); or at the
time of his massacre of the priests at Nob (where the Gibeonites then assisted the
Levites, before the removal of the altar and tabernacle to Gibeon); more probably at
the time of his expulsion of the necromancers and soothsayers (1 Sam. xxviii. 3);
beinij "one of those acts of passionate zeal in which he tried to drowu the remorse
His zeal (like that of others in later times) was : 1. Religious and
•f his later years."
to purge the land of the remnant of the heathen
patriotic in intention and profession
Good intentions are not
(Deut. vii. 2, 24), to honour God, to benefit his people.
enough to constitute good actions. 2. Blind and wilful, "not according to knowledge"
(Rom. X. 2; Acts xxvi. 9). 3. Irreverent and ungodly; in violation of a solemn compact in the name of Go(i, and against those who were consecrated to his service. Hia
humblest ministers should be held in respect. 4. Unjust and ungrateful for they had
done no wrong, but had performed useful service. 5. Proud and tyrannical regarding
them with contempt, and taking advantage of their defenceless condition (1 Sam. xxii.
to appropriate the spoil
6 19). 6. Cruel and murderous. 7. Selfish and covetous
The people never forgave
8. Popular and acceptable.
to his family and adherents.
the crafty manner in which they had originally been induced to spare their lives,
looked upon them with suspicion and HisUke, and readily sympathized with Saul's
attack upon them (as they did not in the case of the priests at Nob), and consented to
It is seldom
Kestrained and unsuccessful. Some survived.
share the plunder.
9.
that persecutors are able to do all they endeavour to do. 10. Infectious and disastrous,
D.
in its influence on his lamily and the nation.
;

;

;

—

;

—

—

"

14.
And Rizpah the daughter of Aiah took sackVers. 8
(Gibeah.) Rizpah.
The days of harvest had come; but not the fruits of
cloth," etc. (ver. 10; ch. iii. 7).
The hearen was brass, and the earth iron (Deut. xxviii. 23). The misery
harvest.
The guUt of
of famine was accompanied by a sense of Divine wrath on account of sin.

blood was on the land, and esjiecially on "the house of Saul," for the destruction
Nothing would satisfy the demand of the sorrowing bondservants of
of the Gibeonites.
Israel, or (as it was believed) restore Divine favour, save the death of seven men of
These, therefore, two of them b«ing sons of Eizpah, were
Saul's family (John xi. 50).
taken and crucified (Numb. xxv. 4) at once on the hill before Jehovah, and their
remains left uuburied, a prey to ravenous birds and beasts. And in her maternal grief
and affection, spreading sackcloth on the rocky floor (either for her bed or as a rough
tent to shelter her), she watched them there, under the scorching sun by day and the
drenching dews by night, and protected them from molestation until they received an
honourable burial. " They were accounted as accursed and unwoi thy of the burial of
dogs ; but she would not cast them out of her heart. The more they were shunned
by others, the more she clung to them ; and the deeper the disgrace, the deeper her
compassion." Observe
for it was more than an instinct of natural affection
I. Her special desire and aim
that prompted her watching near the dead.
Regarding their unburied condition as one
of ignominy (Ps. Ixxix. 2), and perhaps as, in some way, afleciing their happiness in
It was deemed
the future life, she was desirous of their being honourably interred.
necessary (unlike what was required in other instances, Deut. xxi. 22, 23) that they
should remain exposed before Jehovah till assurance was given, by the fall of rain, that
the satisfaction was accepted.
If she could not do what she would, she would do what
she could (Mark xiv. 8)
an<l, by preventing further injury, render the fulfilment of
her desire possible. Her intense maternal love led her to seek the safety and honour
of the dead ; well may a similar love lead others to seek the safety and honour of the
;

;

living

Her kxtraordinabt devotion

as it appears in
1. Her unquenchable attach;
Others might despise them as criminals, but she could only regard them and
cling to them as children (Song of Sol. viii. 7). 2. Her humble submission ami resigmvtion to what was unavoidable. " Truly this is a grief, and I must bear it " (Jer. x. 19).
If she could not remove their reproach,
8. Her entire self-surrender and self-sacrifice.
4. Her patient endurance of suffering ; through long and
she could share it with them.
II.

ment.

:

—
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lonely n!ghtfl, and dark and dreary days. 5. Her ceaseless vigilance, seal, and conrage.
"The emotions in woman act as
6. Her unwearied, faithful, hopeful perseverance.
powerful motives on the will, and, when strongly called forth, produce a degree of vigour
and determination which is very surprising to those who have usually seen the individual under a different asj>ect " (Carpenter). 7. Her importunate prayers for the fulfilment of her desire. " She refrained from all violent and illegal methods of gaining her

She used no force or stratagem to secure for her beloved ones a safe and decent
but waited watchfully, meekly, and humbly, for the time app anted by the Lord.
Neither did she give way to desjx)ndency, and quit the melancholy scene in wild
object.

burial

;

despair; but did what she could to alleviate the dreadful eviL Though her heart was
broken and her grief too bitter for utterance, she still hoped in God, still looked for his
merciful interposition, and waited day after day, and night after night until the rain
of heaven came down and released the bodies of her beloved ones " (Hughes, * Female
Characters of Holy Writ').
III. Hek effectual EiTDEAVOUB.
At length (how long is not stated) "showers of
blessing" fell, and her wish was accomplished. Loving, faithful, devoted service:
Exerts an undesigned influence on others. " And it was told David," etc. (ver. 11).
3. Is followed by effects greater
2. Fails not, sooner or later, to receive its due reward.
than any that were desired or expected. " David was pleased with her tenderness, and
was excited by her example to dv honour to the bodies of Saul and Jonathan (1 Sam.
xxxi. 12, 13 ; ch. ii. 5 7), and thus showed that he did not war with the dead, and
that his recent act in delivering up Saul's sons was not one of personal revenge, but
of public justice" (Wordsworth). She did more than she intended; and what she did
D.
is to this day " told for a memorial for her."

L

—

—

—22

Vers. 15

xx.4

(1 Chron.

bom

four, they were

—

Giants: a sermon to young people. "As for these
(Ha-rapha) in Gath, and fell by the hand of David,

8).

to the giant

of his servants " (ver. 22).
Of the age before the FlcHjd it is said,
In those days were the giants INep'ii/im, men of lofty stature and ferocious character]
•upon the eanh " (Gen. vi. 4; Numb. xiii. 32, 33). At a subsequent period there was a
like formidable race called Eephaim (Gen. xiv. 5; xv. 20), to which belonged the Emim,
the Zuzim (Zamzummim), and the Anakim (Deut. ii. 10, 11, 20, 21; ix. 2). One of this
race, of extraordinary stature, was Og, King of Bashan (Deut. iii. 10; Josh. xii. 4).
Others, more recently, dwelt among the Philistines (Josh. xi. 12), like Goliath (1 Sam.
xvii. 4—11) and the four here mentioned, who were either sons of a celebrated giant (the
Bapha) or descendants of the original founder of the tribe. They were all idolaters and
formidable opponents of Israel. And there are giants among us now. I do not mean
Buch ogres as children read of in story-books or such harmless persons of exceptional
height as are sometimes seen or even such as apj^ear in any bodily form ; but, nevertheless, real, powerful, and terrible giants, aptly represented by ** these four" slain by

and by the hand
*'

;

;

David and

his heroes.

It is : 1. An ancient family ; as old as ain, and
It survived the Deluge; spread, among the dispersed
into the world with it.
nations, over all the earth ; had one of its principal settlements in Canaan ; and, amidst
2. An wu/odly
all the conflicts and changes of mankind, has continued to this day.
None of its members believe in the living and true God or obey his commandfamily.
I.

They belong to one pamilt.

came

ments; yet they have man\- gods (1 Sam. xvii. 43). 3. A se//isA family. They all seek
4. A numerous, mighty, and
their own, and often contend against one another.
destructive family.
They have their walled cities and strongholds, defy the armies of
the living God (ver. 21
and sometimes terrify them (1 Sam. xvii. 1 11) by their
imposing appearance and evil doings (Ps. xiv. 1 3; Rom. iii. 10 18). What is this
giant family ? You have doubtless already discovered that it consists of sins, vices, and
wickdness of all kinds.
Here are long lists of them (Matt. xv. 19;
II. They abe known by various names.
C^al. V. 19
21 Col. iii. 5 9). But notice espec ally these four: (1) Pride, or undue
self-esteem and contempt of oth( r jiersous (vers. 16, 17). The name Ishhi-henoh signifies
" my dwelling is on the hei^ht;" and was possibly given to him because he had his
castle OQ a lofty, inaccessible rock.
The brazen head oi his lance was eight pounds in
weight aad, arrayed in new armour, he resolved to kill David, and nearly succeeded
,

—

;

;

—

—

—

—
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but was himself smitten down by the aid of Abishai. Pride is haughty, self-confident,
contemptuous, and presumptuous. It has overthrown many mighty men ; and is an
ungodly, selfish, and most dangerous adversary. " Be not proud " (Jer. xiii. 15 ch. xxiU
28; Obad. L 3, 4; Jas. iv. 6). (2) Falsehood, or deceit (1 Sam. xxL 1—8). "There
wag again a battle with the Philistines at Gob [Gczer] : then Sibbechai the Hushathito
This is a double-faced giant ; exceedingly
[1 Chron. xxvii. 11] slew Saph [Sippai]."
"Lying lips are abomination to the Lord" (Prov. xii.
crafty, mean, and mischievous.
22 ; Kev. xxi. 8). (3) Hatred, or ill will ; and (in various forms) envy, revenge, anger,
and strife. " Elhanan, the sou of Jaare-oregim [Jair] the Bethleheraite [ch. xxiii. 24]
slew Goliath the Gittite " possibly a son of the giant whom David slew, and of the
same nnme; or (more probably, as in Chronicles), " Lahmi the brother of Goliath, the
He is a powerful, fierce, and obstinate
shaft of whose spear was like a weaver's beam."
foe; and only by the strength which Hod gives [Elhman] can he be overthrown. (4)
Dishonesty ; "a man of stature [measure or length] that had on each hand six fingers,
and on each foot six toes, four and twenty in number," etc. ; slain by Jonathan Davitl's
nephew (1 Sam. xvi. 9 xvii. 3 ; ch. xiii. 3). He has a powerful grasp; covets, seizes,
and steals the possessions of others, in defiance of right and justice. There are many
other giants, such as (5) Ignorance, (6) Sloth, (7) Intemperance, (8) Impurity, (9)
Profanity, (10) Infidelity, (11) Superstition, and (12) Idolatry.
III. They must be fought against and overcome ; in their onslaught upon ourAnd we can
selves and others. If we do not conquer them, they will conquei- us.
conquer them only by: 1. Faithfully following "theCaptainof our salvation;" obeying
2. Incessant vigilance and firm resistance.
his command.^, and depending on his might.
4. Confident assurance if victory, inspired by
3. Ever-renewed and courageous effort.
many promises, the presence of our Divine Leader, and the success which has been
already achieved. " These confiicts of David's servants are typical of the spiritual com•*
Fight the
bats of Christ's soldiers with the family of the evil one " (Woidsworth).
15).— D.
good fight of faith" (1 Tim. vi. 12 ; 1 Sam. xiii. 1—7 j xiv.
;

—

;

1—

Ver. 17.
The lamp of Israel. In the view of his followers, David was the lamp
(Hebrew, naer) or glory of the nation, and the continuance of his life and reign was
This is a striking testimony to their estimate of his personal
essential to its welfare.
" He
Similar language is used of others.
character and faithful and prosperous rule.
was the lamp that burneth and shineth," etc. (John v. 35 ; viii. 12 Matt. v. 14). And
every faithful servant of God is " a light-giver in the world " (Phil. ii. 15). Such a
;

lamp

is

L Kindled by the

gracious hand of God, the true Glory of Israel, the Father of
Fountain of life and light (Ps. xxxvi, 9). None are so ready to recognize
dependence upon God for life and all good as the devout man himself.
lights, the

Thou art my Lamp, O Jehovah,
And Jehovah enlightens my darkness.**

••

(Ch. xxii. 29

;

Ps. xviii. 28; xxvii. 1.)

David's regal life and actions were the light which the grace of God had kindled for
the benefit of Israel." Whatever his gifts, his graces, his position, his success, they are
all humbly, gratefully, and constantly ascribed to th'ir Divine Source by the faithful
servant; and, whilst we admire him, we should "glorify God in him" (1 Cor. xv, 10;

**

Gal.

put

24).

i.

II.
it

Conducive to the real welfare op
under the bushel,"
•*

etc.

meic.

Neither do

**

men

light a

lamp and

(Matt. v. 15).

Heaven does with us as we with torehea do.
Not light them lor themselves," etc.
(' Measure for Measure,'

By his

act

L

Be. 1.)

counsel, his example, his endeavours, his prayers, he renders invaluable service
preserving them from error and
to others in directing them in perplexity and peril
evil; stimulating them to effort and conflict; and contributing to their safety, prosperity, and lasting happiness.
The light is liable to be
III. Exposed to imminent danqbb op extinction.
.

— —

—
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quenched. Life is always precarious ; the life of some peculiarly so like that of David
when he went down into the conflict (vers. 15, 16 ch, v. 17 25), waxed faint, and was
And it is not nnl\ natural
set upon by the giant Ishbi-benob, in a new suit of armour.
The part which a good
life, but also moral and spiritual life, that is beset by danger.
man takes in the conflict between £;ood and evil attracts the attention of his adversaries,
makes him a special object of attack (1 Kings xxii. 31) bis efforts are exhausting, and
his zeal is apt to consume him (Ps. liix. 9 cxix. 139). " Ernestus, Duke of Luneburg,
caused a burning lamp to be stamped on his coin, with these four letters, A. S. M. C, by
which was meant, Aliis serviens meipsum otmtero, 'By giving light to others I cotuume
mysel/'" (Spencer).
IV. Worthy of being highly esteemed, carefully sustained, and zealously guarded.
" And Abishai succoured him, and he [Abishai, or perhaps David, ver, 22] killed him,"
The preserving care of God (ch. viii. 14) does not render needless human symetc.
pathy, assistance, prudence, resolution (ch. xviii. 3). He who freely spends his strength
and risks his life for others ought to be esteemed, considered, defended, and iielped by
them (1 Thess. v. 12, 23 2 Ti.ess. iiL 2; Heb. xiii. 17); and, herein, they also benefit
themselves and the whole community. " If any man serve me, let him follow me," etc.
(John xu. 26— 28).— D.

—

;

:

;

;

;

Seeking OocTs/ace. " David sought the face of the Lord " (Revised Version).
here "inqui'-ed "f the Lord," as in ch. ii. I, where it is
the translation of a different phrase. Doubtless the substantial meaning is the same.
But, as with words, so with jihiases, two are seldom wholly synonymous; and the
So it is
differences are often instructive, suggesting each its own train of thought.
with these two phrases. Thnt in the Revised Version leads us to think of
It is seeking the face of God, to realize hie
I. The nature of true worship.
presence, behold his glory, be made sensible of his majesty, holiness and loving-kindOr, in greater strictness, this may be said to be preliminary to the worship of
ness.
him. We come into his presence that we may present to him our adoration, praises,
"We must not be content with coming into his house, seeing
confessions, and prayers.
leaving, as it were, our names and messages,
his servants, joining in ceremonies
engaging and depending on the intercession of those who are supposed to approach
Our heavenly Father does not keep such state as to exclude or repel
nearer to him.
any one from coining near to him. He wishes to see his children, to smile upon them,
Any methods of worship which keep men at
to embrace them, to speak with them.
a distance from him are contrary to his will. The mediation of Christ is not a
substitute for intimate converse with (Jod, but a means of attaining it, as we may see
Ver.

1.

The Authorized Version has

—

by considering
IL The POSSiBiLrrY and warrant or such worship. There are, doubtless, difficulties in the way of the approach of men to God. These are removed pre-eminently bv
the mediation of our Lord. 1. Ignorance separatesfrom God ; Chri$t makes him known.
By his teaching, by his own character, and by the Spirit he imparts to iiis disciples.
" In the face of Jesus Christ " we see that of the Father (2 Cor. iv. 6 John xiv. 8, 9).
(1) He has atoned for sin by
2. Sin separates from Qod ; Christ delivers from sin.
;

He "suffered for sins, the Just for the unjust, that he might bring us to
his death.
God " (1 Pet. iii. 18). He has thus removed the barrier presented by the justice of
God and "the curse of the Law" (Gal. iii. 13). And through faith in Christ the
conscience is purged from sin by his blood (Heb. ix. 14), and the believer has " boldThrou-ii Clirist the face of God
ness to enter into the holiest" (Heb. x. 19—22).
(2) Christ cleanses
shines with a benignant brightness on those who approach him.
He thus produces that purity of heart which is
the nature and character from sin.
necessary for those who would *' see Qod" (Matt. v. 8). 3. Not only the putting away
Christ
certain positive dispositions are necessary in seekiivj thef<xce of God.
of sin,
To his d scipies is given " the Spirit of adoptmn
has secuicd and he imparts these.
(Rom. viii. 15), and thus they come to God with confidenee, affection, and selt-sur" by which we " come to the Father " (John xiv. 6).
render. Thus Christ is " the Way
" Through him we have access by (jne Spirit unto the Father " (Eph. ii. 18).
We must seek God's face if we would
III. The necessity or such worship.
He sometimes surprises men by sudden and unexpected manife»behold it with joy.
'
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tations of himself to them ; hut this will ordinarily he to those who love him and
Hence the exhortations,
are in the habit of seeking him (see John xiv, 19
23).
" Seek the Lord, . . . seek his face erermore " (Ps. cv. 4) ; "Seek, and ye shall find"

—

(Matt, vii, 7 comp. 2 Chron. vii. 14).
IV. GouLT MEN ABB DISTINGUISHED BY SUCH WORSHIP. •'This 18 the generation of
God of Jacob " (Ps. xxiv. 6). " When thou
them that seek him, that seek thy face,
saidst. Seek ye my face ; my heart said unto thee. Thy face, Lord, will I seek " (Ps.
xxvii. 8).
1. The godly are impelled to this: (1) By love to Gk»d, and consequent
longing after him (Ps. xlii. 1, 2 ; Ixiii. 1, 2).
(2) By faith in him and in his
promises (Heb. xi. 6). (3) By the sense of needs which only God can supply. (4)
By memory of former converse with God, and of the enjoyment and profit derived
from it. 2. Bence they seek God's face daily ; and with special earnestness in times of
David felt how much he needed Divine guidance in
special difficulty or danger.
hence he
reference to the famine which for three years had harassed the country
**
sought the face of the Lord." In trouble the Divine call may be heard, " Seek ye
my face ; " and many begin to do so when trouble is upon them.
V. Such worship is fruitful of blessing. It is never in vain (Isa. xlv. 19), although
" Ye shall seek me, and find me,
at times it may appear to be so (Job xxiii. 3
9).
when ye shall search for me with all your heart " (Jer. xxix. 13) is a promise of universal
applicability.
And to gain the vision of God's face is to be blessed indeed. The sight
As a mother's face soothes the
of him : 1. Calms and soothes and comforts the heart.
;

;

—

lufl'ering child.
**

Sorrow and fear are gone.
Whene'er thy face appears

It stills the sighing orphan's moMlf
And driea the widow's tears
It hallows every cross
It sweetly comforts

me.

forget my every losi^
find my all in thee."

Makes me

And

Eneouraget to pray. When his face is seen, we are enabled to tell hfm all that
with the assurance of success in our suit. 3. Sheds light into the soul.
The "light of his countenance" scatters the darkness. Perplexities are half solved as
" We
soon as we have caught sight of the face of God. 4. Produces likeness to him.
for we shall see liim as he is" (1 John iii. 2) is a promise partially
shall be like him
fufilied in the present life.
5. The crowning result is to " see his face" in the fulness of
But to those who reluse to seek him, turning to
its glory, and for ever. (K'ev. xxii. 4.)
him their back, and not their face (Jer. ii. 27), he says, " I will show them the back,
and not the face, in the day of their calamity" (Jer. xviii. 17); and they will at length
say " to the mountains and rocks. Pall on us, and hide us from the face of him that
G. W.
sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb " (Rev. vL 16).

2.
is

in our ht-art,

;

—

A

mother's love and grief.
This verse is part of a narrative full of
It stands out a bright light in the midst of the darkness
grand exhibition of a mother's love.
mother's love 18 MUCH TRIED. Not often as Rizpah's was ; but always in some
I.
way or otiier ; as : 1. By the conduct of her children. 2. By the conduct of others
towards them. 3. By their troubles. 4. By their deaths ; especially when untimely
or by violence; and most of all when their untimely or violent deaths are the penalty
of their misconduct, which was, however, not the case with the suns of Rizpah.
II. It occasions her much sorrow.
Love, in this world, always brimis grief,
through making the sorrows of others our own, as well as rendering us sensitive to their
treatment of ourselves. The more deep and tender the love, so much the more
poignant the grief And, as a mother loves most, she is most susceptible of sorrow.
She is often pained by her children when they do not think it ; and every stroke
inflicteii on them strikes her to the heart.
III. It 18 utterly unski.fish.
She loves because it is her nature freely, spontaneously, making no calculation, asking for no return.
Not without hojw, indeed, that
she may one day be rewarded by her children's welfare and afifection; but far firom

Ver.

10.

difficulty

—

and darkness.

A

—

—
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regulAting Ker love by this : rather she lavishes it most on those from whom she
caDnot expect recompense the weakest, the most sickly, those most likely to die ; yea,
" Death might bereave her of them, not them of her
as Rixpah, those who are de&d.

—

love" (Bishop HaU).
Prompting to and sustaining in arduous labours,
IV. It 18 MOST SKLF-DEKTINO.
long and wearisome watchin^s, self-inflicted privations, for the eood of her children
For the sake of their health, she willingly hazards, and even sacrifices, her own.
For
the sake of their education and advancempnt, she cheerfully gives up, not only luxuries,
And when they have gone beyond her reach into
but comforts, and even necessaries.
the unseen world, their mortal remains are dear to her, and she will spare nothing that
may honour them or prevent dishonour to them. Of such affection Eizpah is a signal
instance.

V. It 18 MOST PEB8I8TENT. Through six months Eizpah continued watching day and
night (with the aid, doubtless, of her servants) by the cnsses on which the bodies of her
Suns and other relatives hung, that neither vulture, nor jackal, nor any other " bird of
the air " or " beast of the field " might devour, or mangle, or even " rest on " them, until
she had gained her point in their honotu-able burial. A strikins example of the
persistence of a mother's love. But this was only the crowning proof of her affection.
mother's truth keeps constant youth." It endures
mother's love is lifelong.
when feebly responded to, or qtiite
through years of toil, hardship, and suffering
unappreciated, or requited by neglect, hardness, or cruel wrong. When son or daughter
is utterly debased and degraded, the mother clings and hopes ; when cast off by all the
world, ihe does not abandon them.

"A

A

;

^ Tears to a mother bring distress.
But do not make her love the less."
(Wordsworth.)

VL It is bometimbs bboxtght into notice and honoured. Thus it wag with
Rizpah. What she had done was reported to the king it aroused his attention to his
neglect to give honourable burial, in the family sepulchre, to the bones of Saul and
Jonathan. He now repaired the neglect, and buried, not only them, but (as is implied)
the remains of the seven which had so long been hanging exposed, '' in the sepulchre
Thus a mother's love, in this case, exercised a powerful
of Kish his (Saul's) fatlier."
beneficial influence. Moreover, it received honourable mention in the holy records, and
wherever the Bible comes, " there shall also this, that this woman hath done, be told
for a memorial of her" (Matt. xxvi. 13). And although usually the light of a mother's
love shines chiefly in the privacy of home, and she neither asks nor expects applause
or recrd, it is impossible that she can act a noble part without exercising an influence
for good which may widen and ramify far more than she could have imagined, and
may secure her an honour she never desired. And if no others, " her children arise up,
and call her blessed " (Prov. xxxi. 28), and tell of her character and works to their
;

children.

In conclusion 1. J^ hwman love he to deep and strong, what must be the love of Ood,
from whom it springs, and of which it is one great sign and proof? All the love of all
parents, of all human beinsrs, flows from this original Fountain. The Fountain is greater
than the streams. 2. Mothers should seek to have their love perfected, by being sanctified
and elevated by the Inve of God, and directed supremely to the ends which he seeks
With this view, they should
the moral, spiritual, and eternal welfare of their children.
watch carefully their living children (as Rizpah her dead ones), and especially whilst
they are young, that they may not be defiled or injured by foul bird or beast. 3. How
Prompting them
strong and coristant should be the love of children for their mothers !
to self-denial
to all that would gratify and honour them and promote their happiness
and self-sacrifice for their ^oid, should they live to need the help of tlieir children and
to patience and forbearance towards them, should they, under the infirmities of old age,
make demands on these virtues. " Despise not thy mother when she is old " (Prov.
4. How base the conduct of many children {especially of many sons) to their
xiiii. 22).
Selfishly wasting their resources, in posing on their credulity, abusing their
mothers!
indulgence, disgracing their name, breaking their hearts. " A foolish [wicked] son is the
heaviness of his mother " (Prov. x. 1). G. W.
:

;

;

—
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Giant-killers.
These huge monsters were dangerous enemies. To
to do valuable service to king and country.
To assail them required
much courage. Those who killed any of theiu gained great renown and their names
and deeds were recorded in the chronicles of the kingdom, and, as to some of them, har*
foimd a place in the Book of books.

Vers. 16

•lay

22.

them was

;

I.

Some giant foes of the Divine Kino and kingdom that need to ra
We may name superstition, whether pagan, jiapal, or protestant; infi-

DESTBOYED.

tyianny, ecclesiastical or political; slavery; sensuality;
Singly, or in partial union, ihe}'^ assail the subjects of
Clirist, and opi'ose them in their endeavours to extend his kingdom. And behind lie the
devil and his angels, ever active and formidable (Eph. vi. 11, 12).
II. To BATTLE AGAINST THESE MONSTERS IS THE DUTY OF ALL ChBIST's 8EBTANTB.
Tlie new nature which is given to them is
1. It is involved in their Christian calling.
The endeavour to serve God and benefit
instinctively hostile to Satan and his works.
men necessarily brings them into conflict with these powers of darkness. The attacks
made on themselves compel them to fight in self-defence (1 Pet. v. 8, 9). 2. They an
supplied with arms and armour for the purpose. (Eph. vi. 11
3. The enslaved
17.)
and degraded condition to which these giant evils have reduced their victims appeals to
and stimulates them. 4. Their own happy condition under the reign of Christ supplier
them with a powerful motive. 6. Regard for him impels and strengthens them.
Loyalty, desire for his glory, the hope of his approval, and of the honours and rewards
he bestows.
III. Heroes in the fight attain to distinotion and bewabd.
1. Who an th*
heroes t
Not those who engage these giants (nominally) as a profession and for the
sake of earthly rewards. But such as (1) renounce for themselves their service, which
all who profess to oppose them do not; (2) show great zeal in contending against them;
(3) cheerfully expose themselves to hardship and peril in doing so, displaying conspicuous courage and endurance. Those faithful in times of persecution confessors,
martyrs. Those who bear the gospel to savages, or encounter dangerous climates in
seeking its extension.
2. Their honours and rewards.
(1) In many cases, success
not, alas in killing these giants
they are not dead yet but in preserving themselves,
and rescuing others from their power, and in diminishing their dominions. (2) Enrolment in the Divine records. Many illustrious names are written in human records ;
more have been overlooked but all are in the " book of remembrance written before *
God (Mai. iii. 16). (3) Final promotion to honour, power, and blessedness (see 2 Tim. iv.
G. W.
7, 8 ; and the promises made in Rev. ii. and iiL to " him that overcometh ").
delity; selfishness; pride;

intemperance; war;

mammon.

—

—

—

—

!

;

—

Ver. 17.

The unquenchable Light.

" That thou quench not the light of

The men of David " who thus speak, and doubtless the multitude of
regarded him as the light (hterally, as in Revised Version, " the lamp ")
**

—

Israel.*
his subjects,
of the nation

^its guiding mind, its salet}', glory, snd joy.
His death would involve the nation in
darkness in perplexity, confiision, peril, and trouble. Such was likely enough to be the
consequence of his death at that period. Nevertheless, David, as a moral and spiritual
light, bums on still for all peoples and generations.
Death did not quench this light.
More emphatically is this true of Jesus Christ our King.
I. He is the Light of men. Intended ultimately to "lighten every man ; " actually
enlightening those who receive him. He is their 1. Teacher and Guide, Through
whose revelations they know God and himself and themselves; sin and righteousness;
heaven, and the way to it perdition, and how to escape it the real worth of things;
the wisdom needful for the guidance of life. Christ ;'i ds light upon all things—
the light by which their true character ami relations are made apparent. 2. Sc^fety
and Salvation. In darkness is peril; in liiht security. 3. Olory. Imparting to
them of his own lustre. 4. Joy. In knowledge and conscious safety are p<'ace and
happiness and hope; in ignorance, doubt, and perplexity, is unhappiness.
II. His light cannot be quenched.
1. Not the light of his personal glory
In the
battle with his foes and ours, he fell and died ; but he rose again, and to a greater bright"
ness of glory, in consequence of ids death.
His cross itself is a great light for meiL
He lives above all the power of his enemies. He goes with his {)eople to battle, but
cannot be touched by the foe. 2. Nor the Light he ha* become to men through tib

—

:

;

n. BAMus:;!.

;

2

K
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hnowledge he has given to the world. Great and formidable and persistent have been
the efforts to extinguish the li«;ht; but it burns on unquenched and unquenchable. It
may be obscured here and there, and for a time, but it can never go out. It will yet
shine forth over the whole earth, and scatter a 1 the darkness of error and sin. 3. Nor
Through life, and in death, and for ever,
the Light he is to each of hif h lieving people.
he remains their Light. His presence in their hearts is their wisdom and joy under all
circumstances.

Then

:

of light"

1.

Be grateful for him. 2. Accept the light he sheds. 3. " Walk as children
Be lights yourselves. Shine by speech, and especially in your liTea. G. W.

—

4.

BXPOSITION.

—

OHAPTEB XXn.
Dattd'b P8AI4H or THAXKsomvo.
This song, which is identical with Pg.
though with many verbal differences,
i» 80 universally acknowledged es a genuine
composition of King David, that the objections taken by one or two critics serve only
to give us greater security by reminding us
that the other side has been carefully argued.
The differences between its form here and
in the Book of Psalms suggest many importaut considerations with regard to textual
xviil,

From the absence of manuscripts,
we have veiy scanty means of judging of

criticism.

the correctness of the ordinary Hebrew text.
have, indeed, abundant proof that the

We

Jews took extreme

care of their sacred text

important point. It may be asked, then ^Why
should we notice them at all? And why
urge them upon the attention of scholars ?
The answer is that there exist flaws and
blemishes in the Massoretic, that is, the
ordinary Hebrew, text, and that the removal
of them is prevented by the strange idea

which accords infallibility to the Massoritea,
and will not concede to the far more difficult
problem of the ancient Hebrew text that
which is granted as a matter of course to
the comparatively modern Greek text of the
New Testament. And thus tlie Old Testa-

ment is neglected, and left outside that careful and minute study so lavishly expended
on the New, and so rich in useful results.
Of the date when David wrote this psalm
It was at the
there can be little doubt.

in the early centuries of our era; but we
nevertheless find, most frequently in names,

close of his first great series of victories, after

Toi, the Hittite

sent

mistakes which have arisen from the carelessness of scribes, and especially from the

to

(ch.

confusion by them of similar letters. Thu«
the Sibbechai of ch. xxi. 18 becomes Me-

vers. 45, 46.

bunnai in ch. xxiii. 27, owing to some scribe
having mistaken two letters in the name.
And as the similarity between them exists,
not in the old Hebrew writing, but in the
tquare character substituted after the exile,
the confusion must be subsequent to that
date.

In comparing the two texts of this

pealm, we find similar instances of confusion
of letters in vers. 11, 42, 43; we find words
transposed in vers. 6, 6 and clauses repeated
;

or omitted in vers. 13, 14.

In

short, all the

King of Hamnth, had
him an embassy of congratulation

viii. 9,

10), referred to very triumphantly in

But there

is

no trace in

it

of

the sorrow and shame that clouded over his
and no man whose conscience
latter days
;

was stained with sins so dark as those of
adultery and murder could have written
words so strongly asserting his integrity and
the cleanness of his hands as are found in
25. The psalm belongs to David's
vers. 21
happiest time, when he had won for Israel
It is written from
security and empire.

—

first to last in

caused, as

a tone of jubilant exultation,

we may

well believe, by Nathan's

£WMjeptance of his purpose to build the temple,

familiar in

and by the solemn appointment of David as

Testament
are also found here. And may we not add
that they end in the same result? The
general sense and meaning remain much
the same. The variationi of reading do not
affect the teftohing of Holy Scripture on any

the theocratic king. If it were arranged
according to time and matter, it would be
placed immediately after ch. viii., as it is

phenomena with which we are
the textual criticism of the

New

evidently
benefits

and

David's

thanksgiving

for

and blessings just promised

his seed.

to

the

hin

OH. xin.

But the

much
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scribes inserted

because of

it

here, not so

historical value, as be-

its

it is a national thanksgiving for the
founding of that empire by which Israel
became verily the theocratic people, and the

cause

type upon earth of the kingdom of the Messiah.
The prophet who compiled the Books
of Samuel rejoiced in David's victories, not

because they gave Israel worldly dominion,
but because tiiey were a fulfilment of past
prophecy, and a necessary part of the prepa-

which Israel
Such as it had been under the
judges, Israel wciuld have been no fit home for
the prophetic light. It could not have grown
and developed, nor the race have become a
Church fit to be the teacher of all mankind.
And in this hymn the Church expresses ber
joy at the high office and extended usefulness to which God has seen fit to call her.
The spiritual exposition of the psalm will
naturally be sought in commentaries on the
ration for the religious position

wax

to hold.

Book

of Psalms.
But such matters as its
outward form, and the diflerences between
the two texts, will not be out of place here.

—

Ver. 1. David spake. The introduction
was probably written by the prophet who
cr)mpiled the Books of Samuel. The scribe
who collected the Book of Psalms would be

a priest, and he has repeated it with one or
two additions, the most important of which
is that the psalm was written "by David
the servant of Jehovah." This title, meaning the minister or vicegerent of Jehovah,
is one so high that it would certainly not
have been given to David in his lifetime;
nor was it even until Moses was dead that
he was honoured with this rank (Deut.
xxxiv. 5). But what was David's right to
this title, which put him on a level with
Moses? It was this In adding to the sacrificial ritual enacted by Moses a daily
service in the temple of sacred minstrelsy
and soiip:s, David was acting with higher
powers than were ever exercised by any
other person. For though, as we have seen,
:

Samuel was the oriii;iuator of these services
in his schools, yet there is a wide difference
between private and public services; and
David made his anthems part of tlie national
But it would only be when the
liturgy.
halo of long use had gathered round his holy
psalmody that David would bo placed on
an equality with Moses, and his autliority
to institute a new ritual for the nation be
recognized.
Vers. 2—4.—

"Jehovah is my Cliff and my Stronghold
and my Deliverer;

The Qod

My

of

my

631

rock, in

Shield and the

Horn

whom
of

my

I take

salva^

tion.

My

Fastness and my Place of refuge
thou savest me from violence.
upon Jehovah, the praised One,
And I am saved from my enemies."

My Saviour

:

I call

Syriac in ver. 2 inserts, " Fervently do
Jehovah my Strength " but it
probably only borrows the words from Ps.
xviii. 1.
For we may well believe that it
was at a later period of his life, after deeper
and more heart-searching trials, that David
thus felt his love to Jehovah only stiengtheued and made more necessary to Lim by
the loss of his earthly happiness. In ver. 3
The God of my rock is changed in Ps. xviii.
2 into "My God my Rock" (Authorized
Version, "strength") probably an intentional alteration, as being far less rugged
and starthng than this bold metaphor of the
Deity being his rock's God. In ti;e orij,'inal
the words present each its distinct idea.
Thus in ver. 2 the rock is a high clitf or
precipice. It is the word sela, which gave its
name to the crag-city of Idumea. Fortress
really means a rock, difficult of access, and
forming a secure retreat.
It is entirely a
natural formation, and not a building. In
ver. 3 rock is a vast mountainous mass
(Job xviii. 4), and, as it sugy;e8t8 the ideas
of grandeur and immovable might, it is often
used for God's glory as being the Strength
and Protection of his people (Deut. xxxii«
15, 31; Isa. xxx. 29, margin).
Next follow
two ordinary metaphors, the shield for defence, and the horn for attack ; after which
David, who had so often sought safety among
the cliffs and fastuesses of the mountains,
returns to the same circle of thoughts, and
calls God his High Tower, the word signifying,
not a building, but a height, a lofty natural
stronghold; and finally hit Refuge, a place
of safe retreat among the mountains. This
and the rest of the verse are omitted in Ps.
xviii. 2. In ver. 4 the words are as literally
translated al)ove, and^signify, " Whenever I
call, I am saved."
In all times of difficulty,
prayer brings immediate deliverance.

The

;

1 love thee,

—

Vers.

5—7.—

" For the breakers of death surrounded me;
Torrents of wickedness [Hebrew, 'of Belial '] terrified

me

Cords of Slieol surrounded me;
Snares of death came suddenly upon me.
In my distress I cried unto Jehovah,

Ami to my God I cried.
And he heard my voice out of his
And my cry was in his ears."
Instead of breakers

—Ps.

palaoe,

—waves dashing violently

4 has " cords of death,"
toaublalcd " sorrow " in the Authorised Vet^

on rocks

xviii.

;;
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But " oorda of death " mean the fatal
snares of the hnnter, and are not in keeping
with " torrents of wickedness." " Belial,"
literally, " worthlessness," is by many supposed from the context to mean here "debtruction," that is, physical instead of moral
wickedneM. So in Nah. i. 11 " a counsellor
of Belial " means a ruinous, destructive
Sheol is the world of the decounsellor.
parted, and li equivalent to ** death." Cried
In Ps. xviii.
is the same verb twice used.
6 it is altered, in the former part of the
change
probably
called"—
a
verse unto "I
8ug:ge8ted by the more fastidious taste of a
For temple we should translate
later age.
It is not the
palace, or heavenly temple.
temple in Jerusalem, which was not yet
buUt, but God's heavenly dwelling, that is
meant. Instead of the terse ellipse, " And
my cry in his ears," the full but heavy
phrase, " My cry before him came into his
ears," is substituted in Ps. xviii. 6.
Vers. 8—10.—
sion.

"

And

the earth quaked and trembled
foimdations of the heavens shook.
And quaked because he was wioth.

The

A smoke went up in his nostril,
And

Are out of his mouth devoured
cinders burned from him.
he bowed the heavens and came down,
darkness was under his feet"

Bed hot

And
And

In deBcribing the manifestation of God
his deliverance,

David bore

in

for

mind and

repeated the description of God's descent to
earth given in Exod. xix. 16, 18. But the
poetic vigour of David's imagination intensifies the imagery, and makes it more grand
Not merely is there the
and starthng.
earthquake and the volcano and the stormcloud, but the dim form of the Almighty is
present, with the smoke of just anger at
unrighteousness ascending from his nostrils,
and the lightnings flashing forth to execute
But Dand certainly intended
Ids wrath.
that these metaphors should remain ideal;
and it was quite unnecessary for the Targum
carefully to eliminate all such expressions
as seem to give the Almighty human shape.
Ib 80 doinj^ it merely changes poetry intc
But even more dull and commonprose.
place is tlie explanation given by some
modem commentators, that all that is meant
is that David was once saved by a thunderReally
stf)rm from some danger or other.
this glorious imagery, taken from all that
is grandest on earth, is intern led to magnify
to us the spiritual conception of God's
justice coming fortli to viait the earth and
In ver. 8 for " the
do right and equity.
foundations of the heavens," we find in Ps.
The
xviii. 7 " the foundaiions of the hills."
former is the grander metaphor, and sii^nifles
the mighty mountain ranges, like those of

[ca.

xxn. 1—51.

Lebanon, on which the skiet teem to

The smoke

Test.

signifies hailstorms and, perhaps,

also the rain driven in wreaths along the

Red hot oinden
describee the flashing
lightnings that were shot forth like the
coals from the refiner's furnace when heated
to the fulL
It is to be regretted that the
Revised Version retains the bathos of the
old rendering, that Cknl's fiery breath set
ooals on fire.
Vers. 11—13.—
by the wind.

ground

homed from him

**

And he rode upon s ohernb, and did fly;
And he was seen upon the wings of th«
wind.

And he made

darkness booths round abool
him;
Gathering of waters, thickenings of olonda.

Out

of the brightness before
Coals of fire burned."

hun

vi. 2 Jehovah is described as sittrag
upon the cherubim; hie presence there,
called by the rabbins his Shechinah, that
is, dwelling, being indicated by a cloud of
In this psalm the cherub is his
light.
ehariot, on which he rides forth to judgment. He was seen. There can be littiJt

In ch.

doubt that the right reading is preserved ia
Ps. xviii. 10, where we find a verb signifying the swooping down of a bird of prey
upon its quarry (Deut. xxviii. 49; Jer.
xlviii. 40).
The two words differ only in
the substitution of r for d, and these letters
are so similar in Hebrew that they are conmade of
Booths
stantly interchanged.
branches of trees, and forming a temporary
abode. So the dark storm-clouds are gathered
round the Almighty to veil his awful form
from sight as he goes forth for judgment.
Gathering of waters; probably the right
reading, instead of which in the psalm we
The gathering of
find " dark waters."
waters would describe the massing of th*»
rain-clouds.
The difference here also conOut of the brightsists only in one letter.
ness, which closely surrounds the Deity in
the miilst of the black mass of the tempest,
the lightnin g flashes forth. This brightness
is the Siiechinah (see above), to which St.
Paul also refers where he says that God's
dwelling is in "the unapproachable light"
;

(1

Tim.
Vers.

vi. 16).

14—16.—

"Jehovah thundered from heaven,
And tlie Most High uttered his voice.
And he sent forth arrows, and scattered
them [the evil-doers];
Ligiitning, and terrified them

And
The

the sea-beds became visible,
founilations of the world were laid

bare.

At

By

the rebuke of Jehovah,
the breath of the wind of his nostriL"
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The verb signifies " to strike with

Twrified.

Budden

terror

and alarm " (see Exod.

xiv.

.-4

;

Josh. X. 10).
It describes here the panic
caused by the liglitniiig, and by the violent
throes of nature, so powerfully described in
ver. 16.
Laid bare. This is the meaning
of tlie word "discovered" in the Autliorized
When the version waij made, it
Version.
was equivalent to " uncovered," but has now

ehanged
Vers.
**

its signification.

17—20.—

He

stretched forth his hand from on high
he took me.
He drew me out of many waters.
He delivered me from my strong enemy.
From them that hated me for they were
too mighty for me.
For they attacked me in the day of my

538

For while he acknowledges in them a tendency to sin, he affirms that he had been
on his guard against it, and that he had
ever kept God's statutes present before his
view.

However complete may be the

peni-

tent's recovery, yet can he never again be
" perfect," the word applied to an animal

without blemish, and therefore fit for sacrifice.
The crime remains a blemish, even
thougli the intense sorrow for the sin may
make it the means of even attaining to a
higl er stage of spirituality

and devotion.

In ver. 22 the words literally are, ** I have
not sinned away from God," sin necessarily
removing the sinner away from that nearness to God which is the privilege of the

;

misfortune.

he brought

me

Staff,

forth

place;
Be delivered me, becaooe h«
in me."

into

26—28.—

With the pious man thon wilt show thyself
pious

• wide

had pleasnre

In the midst of

this fearful conrolsion of
nature, while all around are stricken with
panic, David sees a hand stretched out from
above, ready to deliver him from the overwhehning flood of hatred and peril. At>
taoked me. The word does not signify " to

prevent," or "anticipate," but "to assail."
So in ver. 6, " The snares of death assailed
me ; " and in Isa. xxxvii. 33, " The King of

Assyria shall not attack thii city with
hield." It is the same verb in all these
placet.
Staff; in the Authorized Version,
**itay.''
But it means something to lean
upon, and is rightly translated " staff" in Ps.
A wide place ; in opposition to the
xxiii. 4.
•traits of affliction.
He had pleasure in me.
In oh. XV. 26 this confidence ia gone, and
David doubts whether the favour of Jehovah
had not been forfeited by him.
Vers.

Vers.
**

But Jehovah became my

And

saint.

21—25.—

"Jehovah hath requited me according

to

my

rigliteousneas.

According to the cleanness of my hands
hath he recompensed me.
For I have kept the ways of Jehovah,
And sinned not so as to depart from mv
God.
For all his judgments have been kept in
sight.

And

irom his statutes I have not departed.
I was also perfect towards him.
And was on my guard against my sin.
Therefore hath Jehuvah recompensed me
according to my righteousness,
According to my cleanness in his eyesight."
It is impossible to sappose that these verses
eoold have been written after David's faU.

With the

perfect
thyself perfect;

man

With the pure thoa

thoa wilt show

wilt

show thyself

pure;
And with the crooked thou wilt show thyself perverse.

And
And

the afflicted people thon wilt save
thine eyes are upon the haughty, to
bring them down."

Having affirmed his integrity, and that Ood
therefore had pleasure in him and rewarded
him, David now asserts that this is the
nu failing rule of God's dealings with men.
The general current of their lives is so
ordered as to be in harmony with their
characters.
It is not by luck or good fortune
that prosperity attends the righteous, nor is
it by chance that things go awry with the
fraudulent, but it is by the law of God's providence. Pious. The Hebrew word means
" pious " in the original sense of the word,
which includes kindness to men as well us
Perverse.
In the Authorized
love to God
Version "unsavoury." Really it is the samo
word as that used in Ps. xviii. 26, and signifies "thou wilt make thyself twisted,' only
the form is archaic, as is the case with some

Experience oonflrnis the
For constantly a strange
perversity of fortune and an untowardnrs-' of
events are tlie lot of those whose hearts are
crooked. Afliicted. The word in theorifiinal
includes the idea of humility, and so K ads
naturally on to the thought of theabasemt-nt
of the proud. In the psalm the somewhat
harsh expression used here has been softened
into the more easy phrase, " The iiaughty
eyes thou wilt bring down."

other words here.

psalmi.st's verdict.

Vers.

29-81.—

" For thon, Jehovah, art

And Jehovah
light

will

my Lamp;

maka

agr

darkness

";

;

:
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For by thee do I ran upon a troop;
In mj- God I leap over a wall.

Vers.

is

xxn. 1—51.

85—37.—

•*He teacheth my hands to war;
And mine arms can bend a bowof bronae.
And thou hast given me thy saving shield
And thy hearing of me hath made ma

God — his way is perfect
The word of Jehovah is purified.

He

[oh.

a Shield to all that trust in him."

great.

The lamp bnrning

Lamp.

in the

house

Thou

is

the proof of life and activity present there
and thus the extinguishing of the lamp
means ruiu and desolation (Job xxi. 17).
8o David is called "the lamp of Israel"
(ch. xxi. 17), because the active life of the
nation centred in him. In a etill higher
sense the life and being of his people centres
in God, and without him the soul is waste
and void, like the universe before God said,
" Let there be light." I run. To the warrior in old time speed was as important as
strength, and thus Homer constantly calls
Achilles " fleet of foot." It was his fleetness
which gave Asahel a high place among the
mightiee (oh. ii. 18), and to this quality
David now refers. The troop signifies a
;

armed band of marauders, whom with
God's aid David could overtake, and stop in
their course of rapine. The wall means fortifications like those of Jerusalem (ch. v. 7).
Sieges were tedious aflfairs in old time, but
David had captured that city with a rapidity
so great that the metaphor in the text is most
appropriate. Pxirified; or, reined. This does
not mean that it is proved by experience
and found true, but that it is absolutely
good and perfect like refined gol<i (see Pb.
litrht

Vers.

who

is

God; Hebrew, El; the Mighty One, used
In the second
several times in this psalm.
clause the word is Elohim, the oidinary
name of God. The ps ilniist's question is a
strong assertion that Jehuvah alone is God,
and that he alone is a Rock of safety for his
He guideth, etc. In Ps. xviii. 32
people.
' He maketh my way perfect," like his own.
The phrase here is probably that which
David wrote, as being less usual, and it signifies that God will direct the upright man
in his good way. Hinds. David's feet are
swift as Linls, an animal famous for its
speed and sureness of foot. My high places.
The tops of the mountains are the favourite
feeort of the antelope (ch. i. 18); and so
with David, the possession of such rocky
eitadeU as Bozez and Seneh (1 Sam. xiv. 4)
made him master of the whole ooantrj.

steps

under me;
also read

the last artifice of Penelope, to save herself
from the suitors, was to promise her hand
to the man who could bend Uiyssi-s' bow.
Thy hearing of me; in Ps. xviii. 35, and
Authorized Version and Revised Version
here, " thy gentleness."
The words in the
Hebrew are very nearly alike, but the Septuagint notices the difference, and translates
*' hearing "
in tliis place, but " chastisement
"
in the p^lm. The Vulgate has " gent! eness
"
or mildness " here, and " discipline " in the
psalm. The Syriac alone has '* discipline " in
both places. My feet literally, ankle-hone»f
the weakness of which causes men to totter.
;

Vers.

38—40.—

" I have pursued

my

enemies and destroyed

them;
Neither did I turn again nntil I had consumed them.
And I have consumed them, and smitten
them through, and they arose not;
Yea, they fell under my feet.
For thou hast girded me with strength
unto the battle

God, save Jehovah?

me."

my

bows made of this mttal, or compound of
metals, which was a far more ancient material
for weapons than strel.
The bending of
sucn a bow was proof of great strength, and

32—84.—

And who is a rock, save our God?
God is my strong Fortress,
And he guideth the perfect in his way.
He maketh my feet like the hinds.
And upon my high places he doth set

enlarged

of

xii. 6).

" For

liast

And my feet have not slipped."
Bow of bronze. In Job xx. 24 we

Thou hast made them that rose against me
to bow under me."
In the Psalms, for destroyed we find " overtaken," and the second " I have consumed
them " is omitted. This exultation of David
at the result of his wars is in accordance with
the harsh treatment inflicted by him upon
the vanquished. His enemies were God's
The
enemies, whom he must coni^ume.
"new commandment" of Christianity forbids and condemns this delight in conquest
Vers. 41—43.—
"

And mine enemies thou hast made to turn
upon me their back,
Even those that hate me and I have utterly
;

destroyed them.
They looked, but there was none to save,

Even

to Jehovah, but

he answered them

not.

And

I beat them small as the dust of the
earth;
As the mire of the streets I stamped upon
them, I trode them down."

Those that hate me. The sentence ia to be
completed from the previous olaoae, **nqr

OH.

xxn.

1

—51.]
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and " my enemies ** being eqnivaThere are eeveral small variations
between the text here and in Ps. xviii., such
as "they cried" for they looked; and "I
emptied them out " for I stamped upon them,
the difference in both oases consisting in a
haters "
lent.

single letter.
Vers. 44—46.—

"And

47—49.—

"Jehovah

And

liveth;

and blessed be

exalted be the

God

my

Reek,

of the rock of

my

salvation.

Even the God that giveth me avenge
ments,
bringeth down peoples under me.
bringeth me forth from my enemiee.
Yea, thou liftest me up above those that
rise up against me
From the violent man thou deliverest me.**

And
And

me from the
people
Thou hast protected me that I might be
head of the nations.
people whom I knew not have become
my servants
Children of strangers have submitted
themsi Ives to me
At the hearing of the ear they obeyed me.
The children of the strangers faded away;
They fled trembling out of their fastthou hast delirered

strivings of

Vers.

635

my

A

nesses."

People, in the singular, means the Jewish
people as opposed to the nations, that is, the
heathen world. The strivings here referred
to fire the long dissensions whicb followed
Ishbosheth's death, and delayed for many
years the appointment of David as king of
He now feels that the watchful
all Israel.
Care which had protected him during that
dangerous period had a higher purpose than
the union of the twelve tribes under one
head. He \\ as to be the founder also of that
empire over the nations which symbolized
thegiftof the heathen worM toChri.-t. And
this empire hail beeTi extended to people
previously unknown to David. Suob might
be the case with Hadarezer, King of Zobah,
but it more especially referred to Toi, and
the Hittite kingdom of Hamath (ch. viii. 9).
It was not from force of arms, but from the
hearing of the ear, that is, from the wideextended fame of David's conquests, that Toi
sent ambassadors to offer allegiance and
They fled trembling.
presents.
This is
certainly the sense in Ps. xviii. 4.5, where,
however, there is a transposition of letters.
Probably it is the sense here. But if we

might go to the cognate languages for an
explanation of a rare word, it would mean
" came limping out of their fastnesses," as
men worn out with fatigue and exhaustion.

xviii. 46 we find simply " the God of
salvation."
Perhaps there seemed to
the compiler to be some confusion in calling

In Ps.

my

Jehovah, first David's Roek,andthenthe God
of his rock (but see note on ver. 3). Avengements, in the plural. In the Law the sanctions were chiefly temporal, and therefore
the saints of old watched anxiously for, and
were strengthened by observing, the constantly recurring proofs of God's righteous
government of men. Peoples, in the plural
heathen nations.
The violent man may
especially be iSaul, as is supposed in the
title prefixed to this song in tlie Book of
Psalms. There probably it is general, and
includes all who were bitter in their hostility
to David.
Vers. 50,

51.—

"Therefore will I praise thee among the
nations,

And

to thy Name will I sing.
Great deliverance giveth he to his king»
And showeth giace to his messiah
To David, and to his seed for ever."

Great deliverance

;

literally, he

the salvation of hig kiiig

;

that

him marvellously again and

maketh great
he resciieth

is.

again.

I'lie

K'ri substitutes tower, but it has no support either from the veroitms or froui P.-.
xviii., thousjh admitted into the Authorized
Version. The difference between the two

words "making great" and "tower" is,
Hebrew, trifling.
To his messiah.
This meicy was shown to David as the
anointed tlie'icratio king, whose rule was
the 8) mbol of that of Christ
in the

EOMILETICa
Song$ of deliverance. The facts are : 1. David composes a song at the
Vers. 1—4.
end of all the deliverances which during his life God had wroucrht for him. 2. He
describes God as being to him a Rock, a Fortress, a Shield, a Hi<ih Tower, a Place of
Refuge, and represents him as beintj actively his Deliverer and Saviour. 3. He, in looking on to the future, resolves to trust in him who had been so much to his life in the
past, and expects to be saved from his eneniiee.
4. lie, reviewing the past, feels that
God is worthy of the praise expressed in this song. There is a beautiful congruity in
the place of this song being at the close of the most detailed and protracted narrative

—
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of personal history to be found in the Old Testament, and even in the entire BiMe with
the exception ot that referring to Clrist seeing tiiat tl^at history was one o' mort
The siory of David's life is so necessarily
strange vicissitudes, and full of dangers.
occupied with events as ''bey appeared to men and as they pertain to visible historythat this song is a true supplement, inasmuch as it brings into view the deep spiritual
feelings that influenced him in the midst of those events, and so furnishes a key to the
This song of deliverances reminds us of the song of
religious life of the great king.
Moses when Israel triumphed over Pharaoh and his hosts at the Red Sea (Exol. xv.),
of the song of the ransomed as they were to return to Zion with everlasting joy on

—

and of the still more wonderful new song by the redeemed
In these hisnations and kindreds of the earth (Rev. v. 9 13; xiv. 1
3).
toric and prophetic instances we have illustrations of songs of deliverance ever rising
from grateful hearts, establishing thus with the past and the future a community of
religious experience which is at once a fruit and an evidence of the Divine redemption
wrought out by our Saviour. Taking the experience of David as our guide, we may
observe
I. The pebils of lifb abe sometimes so kxtbemu as to induce immense eptorts
TO ESCAPE THEM. History tells us some of the lerils of David's life, both when Saul
pursued him with relentless cunning and cruelty, and wlien, as king, kindred, friend,
and foe, and also the unseen powers of darkness, soi^ht his ruin. The subsequent
references in vers. 5, 6 give his impression of the greatness of his distress ; and the
allusions to " rock," " high tower," and " fortress " remind us of the time when big
extremity was auch that he climbed the craggy cliff or hid himself in the inaccessible
No man was so near to death as was David, and no good man came
clefts of the rocks.
nearer to moral and spiritual destruction than did he in the case of Bathsheba and
Uriah. This is the common lot of men on earth, though some find their perils less
than those of their fellows. In business affairs, in statesmanship, in special enterprises, in matters of health, in common intercourse with men, and in spiritual experience, there are seasons when it seems to be a question of a few hours whether we make
wreck or escape. Then conies a strain, a deniand on our fullest resources, corresponding to that on David when Saul sought his life, or when spiritual destruction was in
the train of Bathsheba's unholy love.
IL No HIGH CHABACTEK RAISES US ABOVE LIABILITY TO THESE EXTBEME FBBILS.
The world is infested with evil, and the best character? find that, as mortal, fallible men,
tiey are liable to the exigencies of life, and as good men they are objects of attack by
David was an honest, sincere, devout man, and specially dear
the powers of darkness.
to Gkxi when Saul hunted his life ; and he was superior to many before the horrible
temptation to depart from purity fell upon his soul. Character is a defence against
some dangers, else were it of little worth ; but danger to our calling, our enterprises, our
cannot but be our eartldy lot. Even
subtle and serious
health, our moral position
our Lord knew the tempter's power in the bitterness of poverty and he warned the
best men around his Person to expect peril to eai thly interests, and to watch lest at
any time even their devouter hearts should be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness and the cares of this life (Luke xxi. 34 ; cf. 16).
In
III. TbuLT BELIOIOUS MEN WILL USE EVERY EFFORT TO ESCAPE THESE PEBIL8.
his reference to " rock," " refuge," and " fortress," David at once carries us back to the
time when he used his utmost endeavours to escape from Saul by climbing the rocks
and taking refuge among the fastnesses of the mnuntains (1 Sam. xxii. 1, 5; xxiii. 14,
David acted as though all depended on himself. The cave, the cliff, the gorge,
15).
the lofty peak, were sought to cover him as a " shield," or to raise him as on a " high
tower." So far as the two men were concerned, it was a case of skill against skill,
endurance against endurance. So, also, in the more spiritual confiicts of his life, he
laboured hard to save himself from destruction. Prayer, meditation on the Divine Law,
taking heed to his steps, going to the house of the Lord, were so many forms of personal
exertion to escape the foes of his highest life. So is it with the followers of Christ.
They strive daily to ward off the ills which threaten their temporal interests, and when
pevii becomes extreme, they stir up all their energies to maintain their head high above
they
ali impending evils ; and what is true of temporal ia true also of spiritual interests
give all diligence to make their calling sure.

their heads (Isa. xxxv. 10),

from

—

all

—

—

—

;

—
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IV. The visiblb means of safety used by eeliqiotis men aee an index of ax
UrvisiBLE BE80UB0E. It is just here that we <,et at tl.e heart tf David's meaning. A
spectator, observing how he set his skill against thdt of Saul, how he bMflfled. the cruel
persecutor by feats of daring among the caves aud cleft.s of the rock, miglit condud*
that succe-B was decided by a mere balance of ingenuity and agility
the rock, the
But no; he used these visible things, but all the time his soul
cave, were his defence.
was resting in the protection of God. There was a double exercise of energy that
which expressed itself in agility of movement among the mountain fastnesses, and that
which expressed itself in calm trust in the care of God, Qod was his Bock, his Shield,
his Fortress.
As Elijah saw chariots of fire where others saw nothing but vacant air, so
he saw the Eternal Kock, and in him made his refuse. The same double exercise of
energy was at work in his strenuous efforts to maintain his piety. It was not prayer,
use of the Divine Law, and watchfulness that he truated in, but the ever-present and
Herein is the characteristic of a truly godly man. An inuer spiritual
faithful God.
activity accompanies all the external forms.
His soul goes out after the living Gt)d.
H« finds safety in the invisible Bock of Ages. God in Christ is his actual Hiding-j ilace.
V. The best thinos in natube abb but symbols and shadows of excellenoi
IN God. The rock and the high tower were the very best things nature afforded to
David in his dreadful season of trial. Those wilds then answered indeed a noble pui^
But David saw in their protecting powers only a shadow of the real protecting
pose.
power of which he was in need. All the saving virtues of the mountain fastnesses
were to him the index of the bounilless resources that lie in God. He is <A« Rock,
Throughout Scripture there seems to be an effort to set forth, if possible, the reality and
vastness and sufficiency of the treasures which are in God for us. Thus Christ it
represented as being the chief and best of all things in nature among start, the Bright
and Morning Star ; among Iruit-bearing trees, the luxiuious Vine of members of the
body, the Head. Nature can only indicate what wealth of resources we have in him.
His riches are unsearchable (Eph. iii. 8).

—

—

—

;

n

VL A beview of past signal delivebanoes encoueages confidence
bespectt
TO THE futube. Beviewinii the wonderful deliverances wrought for him, David says,
** In him will I trust " "I shall be saved from mine enemies."
The conflict of life
was not over. New dan^rers will arise, and other enemies will fill the ranks of the
But experience of God's merciful help keeps the spirit calm, and every triumph
fallen.
in the past by his favour is a guarantee that he will be a very present Help in every
time of need. How could David doubt the gooHness and power of God after so rich an
;

experience of his aid?
If for no other reason than the confidence it inspires, an occasional deliberate review of what great things God has done for us is very desirable.
Doubt and fear sprint; from too much attention to ourselves. Security lies in the
covenant of God, and not in our own powers, and a remembrance of actual help received
ii a reading airesh of the many Divine ratifications of the covenant.
The din and hurry
of daily life are adverse to reflective habits. It is well to make positive efforts at
certain stages of lifa to resist the hindrances to reflection, and allow to pass before the
mind the varied instances in which God has rescued us from impending ruin, both

temporal and

spiritual.

VIL A RATIONAL

BASIS FOB PBAI8E IS LAID IN A C0N8IDEBATI0K OF Gtoo's OKEAT
DELIVKBAHCE8. It is not without holid reason that >avid says, " I will call on tbs
Lord, who is worthy to be praised." There are manifold reasons why praise should be
rendered to God, but here the basis in view is that found by a consideration of th«
Tarious acts of mercy he has shown. David's deliverance from Saul, from the treachery
of l>(ieg and Ahiihoi'hel, from the sorrows and shame of the banishment from thron*
and oitj, and from the more fearful woes of backsliding, N'ere indeed events never to \»
They meant to him life, joy, honour, instead of death and disgrace. All
forgoi ten.
that is valuable in life, in distinction, in personal holiness, and victory over spiritual
evil, appealed to his generous nature to acknowledge in thankful form the great thing!
which God had done. It is the wont of some agnostic writers to represent the require
ment of praise to God as essentially mimoral as a low representation of God
selfishly egotistic.
It might be enough to say that agnostics have no right to speak of
essential morality, since on their principles there can be no such thing.
Hut apait
from that, it overlooks tks real teaehing of Scripture an^ tka natural activa ef kanaa
1

—

m

—

—
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Mi n are not condemned for not praising God, but for being lovers of sin in
thought, feeling, and deed. Their condition uece-saiily iuvulves a condemnation, as
Their not
Burely as an anarchical state involves, by its condition, iis own destruction.
rendering acknowledgments to Gud for his mercies is only a sj ujptom of the real evil,
heart true to generous and pure in.-tiLcta
and not the actual cause of condenmation.
will always admire power blended with goodness, and be thankful for good placed
within reach by that beneficent power. " Praise is comely."
VIII. The deliverances wbouqht fob us by God are okly pbeliminaby blessAll through these verses David speaks of deliverance, of being saved from
ings.
This, of course, is a negative good it
certain evils, and God as a Deliverer, a Saviour.
But it is only a superficial
is doing something that he may not die, and not be lost.
view to say that this was all that David was thinking of. His present position as
honoured king, ruling over a united nation, and blessed with a moral elevation superior
There was no
to any other man then living, is the counterfoil to this negative aspect.
need to say in words what he now was. His life tells that side of the record of God'a
mercy and power. He refers to the deliverances as blessings preliminary to his positive
Being delivered from the hand of Saul, he waa
elevation to honour and distinction.
made king in succession being saved from the banishment consequent on Absalom**
rebellion, of course he was positively restored; being rescued from the sin of backThis ia
sliding, of course he was reinstated in the Divine favour and holiness of life.
the correct and New Testament view of the great deliverance, or salvation, wrought for
us by Christ. "We are delivered from the curse and guilt of sin ; but that is the negative
good, preliminary, necessary to the implied positive elevation to sonship and eternal
He saves from condemnation, but does not leave us as merely liberated souls.
holiness.
He gives us therewith " power to become the sons of God." He makes us " kings and
The positive aspect of salvation mean* elevation, progress, conpriests unto God."
formity of nature to the Divine will.
hearts.

A

;

;

—

19.
Ood^ a answer to the cry of distress. The facts are: 1. David repreVers. 5
sents death, the grave, and ungodly men, under various figures, as causing him deep
2. He states that, on crying unto God out of the greatness of his distress, his
distress.
3. He thus indicates, in strong figurative language,
voice entered even into his ears.
the tokens of God's attention to his cry. (1) Some nianit'est signs of his displeasure
speedy and yet mysterious condescension to the
against his foes (vers. 8, 9).
(2)

A

need of his servant (vers. 10, 11). (3) The blending of concealed purpose with distinct
14).
manifestations of the reality of his interposition (vers. 12
(4) The pressure of
his agencies on David's enemies (ver. 15).
(5) The thorough rending of all barriers
by his mighty power so as to effect deliverance for his servant (vers. 16 19). David
he is cut otf from God and man,
represents his condition as one of isolated anguish
standing in a position of peril and suffering, from which there is no chnnce of escape.
Doubtless there were several occasions in his checkered life when this was true; but
he describes them in the terms more strictly appropriate to the time when, being
pursue! by Saul and his emissaries, he took refuse in m untains. Like one standing
on a slight elevation when the floods are gathering around, he sees only, on every side,
death as waves eager to sweep him away. The ungodly men with Saul rus'i on as a
The sorrows arising from the thought of aU his
torrent from which there ia no escape.
youthful and patriotic aspirations being soon buried in a premature grave, and a once
promising life being cut oflf as a worthless thing, gather irresistibly around his soul.
Whichever way he turns, to the cliffs or the plain, to the ravine or the cave, he sees
Neither God nor man is nigh
that death is there spreading out snares to catch him.
Life's great and holy purposes are being crushed and bligiited for ever.
to rescue.
No one cares for his soul. It was then, when destruction was inevitable, that, as a last
desperate resort, he poured out his anguish before God and cried for help. The help
came, and the fact and form of the interposition are the theme of his song. Here we

—

—

—

notice
I.

Pbovidenoe permits men to oomb into gbkat extbemitieb.

David's

life

was

He was from his youth the child of Providence, and yet, for
especially providential.
no other traceable reason than his patriotism and his goodness, he was persecuted by
All the
Saul, a jealous, suspicious king, even to the degree that life was despaired oi.

OH.
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and of nature seemed to go against him, and meanwhile the God of
youth and early manhood was silent and apparent!}' far away. Our only interpretation of the facts is that God allows his servants sometimes to be brought very low.
He tloes not give them the immunity from pain and peril which their relative gooriness
and fidelity would seem to warrant. Yet this is not the result of mere arbitrariness or
neglect.
It is part of an educational purpose, and inseparable from a government of
men free in their deeds of wrong. The latent qualities of the ri;ihteous and their
powers for future use can often be best developed by means of adverse events which
throw them more absolutely on God than under smooth and easy conditious they ever
We need not be surpriseil if we fall into manif ild trials (1 Pet. iv. 12).
could be.
David
II. The extremities of life develop the fdll strekgth of prayer.
ha<l been accustomed, like all pious men, to pray, but now he cried unto God.
There
was a reserve store of piayer in him which now became developed. He realized as
never before his need ol God, his helplessness, apart from pure Divine interposition and
TJiere was
aid, to accomplish the purpose for wiiich he had been selected by Samuel.
more faith in him than he had been aware of, and now it was brought into exercise.
This was the first •^a.m in the educational process. In the spiritual life, as in the
physical and mental, our caiiacities become atrophied if not well used, and circumstances that draw them forth in unusual degree enrich us with a permanent legacy
There is a natural tendency to inertia, which the stress of our
of mcreased power.
environment urges us to overcome. How great is the power placed in our hands by the
privile>;e of prayer, who can tell?
There are indications of its greatness in particular
instances recorded in the Bible and known in modem life.
It availeth much.
It
is the human agency by which the exercise of the Almighty Power has conditioned its
own exercise. How seldom do we cry unto God as though we really wanted him and
forces of society

his

his aid

1

HI. The interposition of God on behalf of his people is a realitt in lh e.
David contrasts in thought his position and tliat of his enemies. He was apparently
left alone by God and man
they were prosperous, numerous, strong, and eager as
rolling waves.
Death was before and behind him, so that he could not move they
were free to act, and no one to put them in peril. But a change came the cry of distress
had entered into tlie very ear of God, and, as though there were a sudden change in the
Divine relatinnship to human forces, rescue came. To David the interposition was
as real as the previous peril and agony.
It was not mere faiut-lieartednrss in Saul, not
;

;

;

accidental diversion of his thoughts, not a simple refusal of his men to go further
in pursuit of the victim of his malice
it was God who had somehow so acted on men
and things as to bring about deliverance. The strou'^ figures used by David in vers.
8 12 express the conviction that '-rod had come to his help, not simply by the action
of normal laws, but by the invisible contact of the eternal energy with those laws,
wondronsly subordinating them to a special design. The true believer still sees God in
his great deliverances.
The answer to prayer is a great reality. Gud can and does get
at his sufi'eriug children.
Men see nor the invisible hand, but those who cry to God
ncognize it. The profoundest matters of life are objects of faith, and in faith, as in
intention, there is a transcendent knowledge passing all demonstration and all
;

—

communication.
IV. A REVIEW OF Divine interpositions brings out to thk eyb of faith their
BTKONO CHARACTERISTICS. David here reflects on the deliverances wrought for him in
answer to earnest prayer, and their characteristics appear to him to be best represented
by the bold and vigorous language in vers. 8 16. Among these we may notice
1. A twofold revelation
to himself, as the God of power actually stooping to his help,
and hiilding in his hand the most terrible and most subtle forces of nature; and to

—

—

his enemies, as the great God causing his voice so to be heard in the course of thingg
as to reveal his wrath and impress men with a sense of his greatness and majesty.
2. An assurance, blended with uncertainty.
The coming down and the Divine brightness brought assurance unmistakable ; but the darkness and mystery of his movehis methods of working out a saving purpose were beyond human
The
3. Use of appropriate agt-ncies for frustrating wicked purposes.
Bjnitration.
ivine "arrows" were so directed by unerring wisdom as to scatter those who hitherto
were bent on pursuit. 4. Thoroughness in clearing away all natural ohalaeka to the

ments indicated that

—
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So thorough was the reserve to be that the swollen
fvrftcting of the deliverance.
torrents and deep places were to be entirely made bare of water in order to render
may look at our deliverances as from enemies human or fiendish,
escape complete.
and we shall find that God does make himself known as our Friend, and causes our
foes to feel his displeasure.
know that he helps, but we knew not all his ways.
He brings influences to bear on our foes, so that they are weakened, and what he
does he does perfectly, clearing away whatever may hinder our safety.
The same
general truths will hold good if we look at our many deliverances from spiritual periL
He sets himself against evil, and comes to our sorrowing soul. He lets us know enough
for our cheer, but does not throw full light on all his methods.
He brings the mighty
influences of his Word and Spirit to destroy the power of sin, and by the tremendous
work of Christ clears away every obstacle to our full salvation.
Genekal lessons. 1. When we come into great troubles let us take comfort that
iu this matter we are sharing in an experience which, in the case of some of the
best of men, has developed a more earnest spirit of prayer.
2. The records of God's
dealings with his saints shows that there is no distress too deep for him to reach
and remedy. 3. There is no place on earth but that the voice of prayer is free to
enter into God's holy temple and even to his ear. 4. Although for a season during
the prosperity of those who persecute the pious it may seem as though they were
exempt from displeasure, yet God is angry with them, and will in some significant way
cause them to know it. 5. However desperate our case, we may rest assured that God
is in possession of all the means of gaining access to our need, and of scattering
whatever evils threaten us with ruin. 6. There are no powers, however deep-seated and
established, but that, if we trust in Gt)d, he will clear them out of the way, so that
we may fiud a position of safety, and consequent elevation to honour and blessednesa.

We

We

—

30.
Ood'$ righteousnesM in saving (he righteous. The facts are: 1.
that, in delivering him from his enemies, Qt>d recognized his upiightnest
2. He aflSrms that, as a matter of fact, he had in his conduct endeavoured
3. He declares the general truth that, in thus
to live according to the will of God.
rescuing him the upright, and showing disfavour to the perverse persecutor, there was

Vers. 20
David states
and purity.

exemplified the principle of the usual Divine procedure. 4. He ascribes the successea
of the past, not to himself, however upright, but to God, his Light in darkness and
There is, in David's references to his own righteoushis Strength for deeds of daring.
ness and purity, an appearance of what is now called self-righteousness. He seems
to violate the primary canons of Christian propriety and to establish a doctrine of merit.
But this interpretation of his words is an utter misconception of his meaning, and
proceeds liom an ignorance of the historical circumstances he had in mind when penning
the words. It is a wrong done to personal experiences of the Old Testament to
approach their interpretation with certain prepossessions baaed on New Testament
teaching with reference to our personal unworthiness before God on account of our
essential sinfulness.
David was not speaking of his state absolutely before God ; he
was not thinking of the question as to whether he or any one else was a sinner. His
sole thought was of the distinct charges brought against him by such men as Doeg the
Edomite, and believed by the foolish king Saul; and he was conscious that his being
hunted by Saul was a grievous wrong, a treatment he did not deserve. He was the
righteous man, for he loved Saul, showed him kindness, and paid him honour ; 8avi
and JJoeg and otJiers in the conspiracy were the unrighteous men, uttering falsehoods,
using cruelty, and cherishing malice. God came, as Judge between them, and by
interposition showed his delight in what his servant had been and done in this
articular matter, and his displeasure with Saul for his wicked conduct. He vindicates
i
the gracious interposition of God on the ground that it is a righteous and glorious
thing on the part of God to rescue those who suiTer unrighteously, and to declare, by
his rescue of them, his delight in them as compared with the men who cause their
Bufferings (cf. 1 Sam. xxL 7; xxii. 9—13, 18—23; xxiv. 7—15; xxvi. 10—20).
The vindication and illustration of God's righteousness in saving his people may be

eonsidered as follows.
I.

na

ThIBK ABX SPEOIAL IN8TAN0EB IN WHICH IT MAT BB SAID THAT GOD SATM
uaATSovs. In ordinary speech we say that God saves sinners. That is true ia

OH. xxn.
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men

sared, whether temporally or spiritually, are, in their relation to
Law. But in relation to others and in relation
to specific ohligations which he may impose on them, they may be relatively righteous,
and his saving them may be because they are so. Thus : 1. Those who are rightsout
in life, aa compared with others, are saved from calamity and sufering. Noah was
a righteous man, and therefore was spared, while the Flood carried away the wicked.
Lot vvas a righteous man in comparison with the Sodomites, and therefore was delivered
by Divine pressure put up ^n him from the destruction which befell the rest. Some of
the better Churches in Asia were not doomed to the woe that was to come on others,
because God "knew their works" (Rev. ii., iii.). The more holy and devoted to Christ
we are, and the more minutely our lives are regulated by the laws of God as written in
ills Word and works, and in our own mental and physical nature, the more shall we
be saved from woes that come upon others who violate laws physical, moral, and
2. Those who suffer as heiug unrighteous, ivhen all the time they are not so.
spiritual.
This was the case of David, who was persecuted most bitterly by Saul on the ground
that he hated his king and sought his life, when all the time he loved his king
and guarded his life. It was as a righteous man in this particular that GoJ saved him
from distress. The same was true of Joseph in prison; of the Apostles Peter and
Paul ; yea, of our Saviour himself. And often still does God save his people from
the reproach and sorrow brought on them by being represented as being other tlian

th« tense that

him,

«ll

sinful, or transgressors of the

—

they really are (Matt. v. 11, 12 ; 1 Pet. iv. 14 17). 3. Those who conform to the
Before God all are sinners, and condemned by their own
gotpel law of salvation.
But Christ has made full atonement for sin,
consciences as also b^ the broken Law.
and now therefore God, in his sovereign grace, has laid down a new law for us to keep,
based upon his acceptance of Christ's perfect work, namely, that we exercise faith in
are not to try and keep the Decalogue as a c< nditiou
Christ as our atoning Saviour.
are not
of being accepted ; we caimot attain to the righteousness of the moral Law.
to plead the value of repentance and a future life better than the past; all that is
But we are simply to have faith in Christ as set forth in the
indefinite, imcertain.
gospel, that is all that God requires for our acceptance ; that is the newly created
In
law, the sum of all obligations in reference to obtaining justification before God.

We

We

we are to attain to the " righteousness of faith," the righteousness
which consists in fulfilling the obligation created by gospel grace, and then there is
no condemnation: we walk then as freed sons in the glorious liberty of the children
other words,

of God.
II. In all these instanceb it ib consonant with God's nature to save the
God's treatment of Noah and Lot, and of all who keep his truth in the
BioHTEOUB.
midst of prevailing degeneracy, marks his distinction of character on the basis of goodIt is the Divine nature to love the good and hate the evil tendencies of men.
ness.
When the persecuted are delivered, there is a vindication of character and a repressing
When ho
of wrong which cannot but accord with God's natural love of justice.
graciously accepts us on the condition that we have fulfilled all that lie requires under
the gospel order, and in our justification recognizes the " righteousness of faiih " (Uom.
2r!; iv. 5, 6, 11, 13), he, accepting that kind of righteousness, that fulfihnent
iii. 25
of all obligation, maintains the honour of the violated Law under which we had lived,
and glorifies the sacrificial work of his beloveil Son. There is therefore nothing arbitrary
in the " law of faith."
IIL These special instances of salvation abe in accord with the general
PRINCIPLE OF Gou's GOVERNMENT. David was quite warranted in saying tl-at when
God, in the matter of the deliverance from the persecuiions of Saul, recoiupenseii him
according to his rijhteousuess (ver. 25), he was simply acting in harmony with his
general kindness to the merciful and upright, and his stern and repressive i\ays of
providence toward the perverse (vers. 26, 27). The actual laws reve iled in the Decalogue, in the civil institutions of Moses, in the precepts of the New Testament, in tlie
constitution of the physical and mental worlds, all go for the good and against the
It may be
wicked, whatever be the form or degree of the goodness or wickedness.
that, lor reasons not yet made clear, the wicked triumph for a wi.ile an<i the righteous
cry out in agony, "0 Lord, how lougl" but God's government is vast, intricate, and
ttetchiug ias into the future, and there are forces at work by which at last tii«

—
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4—6, 11, 12 ; xxxvii. fi, 7
23—40).
IV. ThOSB who ABE SAVED BY Gk>D ON THE OBOtTND OF BIGHTEOUSKESS LAY NO
CLAIM TO MEBIT. The object of David in this passage is not to proclaim his own
deeds and claim a right to God's favour, but rather to set forth the righteousness and
goodness of God in -saving those who conform to his wUl. He had kept the ways, the
statutes, and the judgments of God (vers, 23, 24) in respect to his behaviour toward
he could honestly say that; and he considers it a matter of praise and glory to
Saul,
God that he manilested his love of what is just in coming to the rescue ot such a one.
To have allowed Saul to triumph would have been a reflection on Divine justice. In
all this, therefore, there is no reference to merit in the sight of God, any more than
Noah felt that he merited God's favour. It was in neither case a question of the desert
So in our
of the entire life, but of the state of the life in relation to other men.
The
It is aU of grace.
personal salvation through faith, tlere is no claim of merit.
righteous shall be exalted and the wicked abased (Pa. v.

—

" law of faith "

is

the creation of grace, and the heart to conform to

The light in which we see spiritual things, and in which we
The Lord is our Laujp, and he lightens our darkness (ver. 29).

it

is

of grace.

not our own.
Ii we are able to break
through troops of spiritual foes, and leap over walls (ver. 30) that hem us in, it is not
because of our strength ; it is only by our God, who of his free mercy supplies all oui
need.
rejoice, is

—

31—51. The facts are : 1. David asserrs the exclusive pc-fection of God. 2.
states that his strength and power are from God, and that God teaches him to move
and act with advantage in times of war and difficulty. 3. He refers to the help receivt-d
through the graciousness of God, and the fact that thereby he was able to subdue all
4. Ha alludes to the subjugation of the people to himself as the conhis enemies.
sequence of Divine help, and looks on to further triumphs over strangers, 5. He
Vers.

He

recounts the fact of his deliverance, and makes the final reference to
for thanksgiving.

them a

fresh reason

Knowledge of Ood founded on experience. From vers. 31 to 37 David seema to state
some of the residts arising out of his experience of God's dealing with him during the
He can now say with emphasis what at one time could only
earlier portion of his life.
be said as a matter of gen* ral profession on the part of a pious Hebrew and there is in
;

ver. 31 an implied contrast with certain apprehensions entertained during those seasons
of isolation and distress, when no one cared for his soul, and the course of providence
seemed to be all against him. And in this respect others are like him; the more
profound their personal experience in life, the more clear and sure are their conceptions

of the ineflable perfections of God.

L A KNOWLEDGE OF GoD IS MOBE A QUESTION OF PERSONAL EXPEBIENCE THA'i
OF 6PECCLATI0N. Among the Hebrews there were grand traditional beliefs and conceptions which placed their pure monotheism far above the theistic faiths of other
nations, and David in early years inherited these, and could give beautiful expression
Ihit the tratiitional and even reasoned views which he bad acquired were not
to them.
A long life of communion, service, conB ct, and patient trust
his t;reatesi treasure.
had caused him to see that experience was the most important element in this matter
No doubt it is possible to reason up to God. The logical
of knowledge of God.
outcome of the principle of causation is God, and the moral nature of man is only
It is not true that specuintelli^ilile on the hypothesis of a supreme personal Ruler.
All its lines, when straightly pursued, conlative philosophy leads away from God.
verge on him. The question is one of person d relations, and it is not within the
competence of a speculative inquirer to settle this great question regardless of the deep,
ineradicable, and most sacred experience of which human nature is capable.
AND MORE
II. As A MATTES OF FACT, EXPEKIENCE GIVES A CLEAREB, FULLEB,
ASSURED KNOWLEDGE THAN ANY OTHER MEANS. Experience 18 of first imp:)rtance in
matters pertaining to spiritual things. We know the reality of unseen beinuB existing
beneath the fleshly covering of the body more truly by the mysterious contact of our
gelt with an invisible counterpart, than by any physiological or psychological arguments.
There is an inexpressible knowledge in our conscious intuitions of other niindB being

CH.
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the more clear, sure, and satisfying, in that

Likewise the personal experience of holy men brings
them so near to the living God, so directly in contact with his Spirit, and gives them
uch clear and irresistible convictions of his Being and his glorious character, that
to such men the light thrown on the question of the Divine existence and character
by processes of reasoning seems very cold and dim. They can dispense with it for
themselves. Like the Apostle John, they have tasted and handled and felt the Divine
words.

it is inexpressible in

reality (1

John

i.

1

—

3).

stTEE knowledge relates especially to his esoluAfter his deep and often trying experience, David could speak most
He alone was worthy of the name
confidently of God as "perfect" in all things.
God. The points referred to are : 1. His methods. 2. His Word. 3. His care. His
methods of discipline, of guidance, of instruction, and of working out purposes seemed
strange and obscure while David was in trial, but in the end he saw that all was
So is it ever. The more we experience of his *' ways," the more do we learn
perfect.
His " Word," considered as promise, cuvenant,
their wisdom, goodness, and justice.
revelation, or manifestation in Christ, requires personal experience to enable us to see
how perfect it is. How hearty an "Amen" can multitudes give to this statement His
eare is discovered by our experience through scenes of danger and peril to be indeed
As our
SufiBcient, suited to every emergency, and most gentle and considerate.
*• Buckler," " Shield," and " Rock," we know him more truly, as life advances and the
heart becomes charged with unutterable experiences, to be perfect. How vain are all
the negations and disputations of restless speculators to the soul rich in such experience
IV. The knowledge of God gained by experience issues in development of
OHABACTEB AND FITNESS FOB HIGHEST FORM OF WORK. The holy man enriched by
uch knowledge is not a mere knowing creature; he becomes a man ol' higher character
and more extended activity. His way is made perfect; his feet are those of the hind
he rises to the best jositions in the spiritual sphere his hands are fit for warfare he
becomes calm and strong in the guarantee of a perpetual shield and distinction in the
highest society and fitness fir the holiest service are the outcome of God's gracious
dealings.
As David, after all his strange experience of God's power and gentleness,
was more strong in faith, more skilful in administration, more apt at spiritual warfare,
and more conformed to the Divine will ; so all who follow on to know the Lord more
perfectly, and enter more deeply into the secret of the Lord, rise in spiritual character,
and become more fit instruments for doing the purest form of work in the world.

The cleabeb and more

III.

BivE PERFECTIONS.

!

;

;

;

This beautiful saying of David's, in ver. 36, is a wonderful
own heart, and of the deep and thoroughly evanThere is much in this song
gelical thoughts he entertained of the character of God.
to remind us of terrible power (vers. 7
18); but it was to David the power and
terribleness of One who pities the poor and needy, and, out of his deep compassion,
throws the shield of his almightiness over them. In one respect this display of power
is an expression of gentleness; it is tender care and loving-kindness for the needy in
It was gentleness that took David fmm the sheepcote to
their defensive aspect.
make him King of Israel; that succoured and consoled him when exiled in lonely
mountains and heathen lands; that spared his sonl and healed his wounds when he
fell into his dreadful sin; that uj'held his broken spirit when the crushing blow of

The gentleness of Ood.

illustration of the tenderness of his

—

came as chastisement for sin ; that gradually fashioned his character in spite
of adverse influences of the age, and made him a blessing to Israel; and that so toned
his life that now in old age, instead of being a proud monarch boasting of his strength,
he is constrained to ascribe all the glory of his life to God. It is the gentleness of God
that elevates and ennobles all his people.
UIS QUALITY 18 MOST CHARACTKRISTIO OF Qx)D IK HI8 DEALINGS WITH U8. To it
1,
called in the New Testament, love
we owe our redemption through Christ. The revelation of "righteousness," of which the Apostle Paul speaks (Uom. i. 17), is made
because of the deep love of God, his tender pity for his erring children. Our Saviour,
who is the express Image of his Person, was, during his earthly course, the embodiment
of ail that is sweet, temier, pitiful, gentle. The bruised reed, the smoking flax, knew
Weeping widows, fallen women, outcast lepers, despised siimers, little
his gentlenesB
rebellion

—

I

—

!
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children, a sorrowing Mary at the cross, were only a few instances in which the infinite
tenderness of his nature went forth in words and deeds of blessing. The spirit o/hi$
gospel is that of tender compassion for all men.
In our personal experience the same
He found us bruised, defiled, without hope; and he tenderly bouud
spirit is revealed.
up our wounds, took away our guilt, and gave us power to become his sons. In our
occasional lapses, how tender, how patient, and pitiful
When adversity has earner
home laid desolate, or health taken away, how gently his haud has held us up and
assuaged oiu- grief 1 And when by the open grave, and broken down with sorrow, his
all-sufficing gentleness has come and turned our sorrow into joy.
blessed gentlenewl
How dear and precious is our God to our often weary and sinful hearts
II. The IKFLITBNCE OF God's eEXTT.ENESS ON US IS TO ELEVATE CUB LOT.
It
made David "great." That was its object, and he, appreciating its blessedness, found
that it did secure its object.
knowledge of this as the distingu shing quality in
God's dealings with mf-n, tends in itself to raise our conceptions ot God, and of the
order of his govemnie:jt.
The end for which his gentleness found expression in the
work of Christ is that we may be raised from our low estate, and be heirs of his own
When we open our hearts to his gentle Spirit, we, liie the prodigal, rise from
glory.
our degradation and become reinstated as beloved and honoured children. In seasons
of calamity it gives us strength to endure and to wait, and a deep consciousness of its
reality often throws over the character a more tlian earthly beauty
and when his love
has done all its blessed work in us, we shall rise to a tar more glorious position than
that occupied by David when, as king, he reached the highest honour attainable amon^
I

A

;

men (John xvii. 24).
III. The bemembbakcb or

his gentleness in the past is an kncottbagekent
David was evidently able to look on to the future with
The love of the past was pledge for the future. Our review of
perfect composure.
God's gracious dealings with us wiU cause us to sing of his loving-kindness, and to
Having given us his beloved Son, we are sure he will give xis all things.
fear no evil.

TO us FOB the futubk.

From ver. 38 to ver. 44 David takes a general survey of his life's
able to say at the close that his triumph over enemies is complete.
The language is strong, and to modern ears fierce and vindictive; but we have to
consider the position which he believed himself to holi under God, and which he
believed to be imperilled by his adversaries.
He was, and knew it well, the anointed
Li/^8 warfare.

conflicts,

and

is

of the Lord, set over the people as the representative of God, and for the distinct
purpose of preparing the way for the realization of those vast promises of good to the
world made to Abraham, and devoutly cherished by ever\ enlightened Hebrew. Consequently, the personal element in his case largely disappeared.
The attacks on him
were attacks on God's government, an effort to frustrate God's purposes; and, l)elieving
those purposes to be the wisest and best, he regarded the atterajit to put thein aside as
most wicked ; indeed, as the crime of high treason against the Eternal King. That
men who thus oppuse the Lord's anointed, and are instrumental in committing so great
a sin or doing so serious a mischief in the world, deserved the judgment which God
allowed to come is obvious, or he would not have allowed it; and, admitting this,
there is no obvious sin in David expressing in figurative terms his acquiescence and
even satisfaction in that judgment. There is no sin in a man's spiritual vision being
so high and wide that he sees justice, and is glad that justice is done.
It is only when
we introduce the more personal element, and judge by it alone, that David's words are
felt to be improper.
His life's warfaxe suggests ours, and that being led on by the
Captain of our salvation.
I. These are stbono and bittkb fobs abound us.
Cruel men under Saul's
leading, Amalekites, Philistines, and rebels within the kingdom, sought the ruin of
David, both personally and in his capacity as anointed king. No words can set forth
adequately the number, strength, activity, and combinations of the spiritual foes that
practically seek our spiritual life, and also oppose the cla ms and prerogatives of Christ.
Every Christian fife is a spiiitual reproduction of David's temporal life ; and in the
antagonism of our own Christian exj^erience we have a miniature view of the great

on between the King in Zion and the principalities and powers of o»s)lness and tke coimtless forces that lie concealed in the de^'ths of human depravity.

conflict going
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IL The conflict is pboteacted and characterized by vicissitudes. From th«
day that Saul entertained a wicked jealousy of his powers (1 Sam. xviii. 8) till the
revolt of Sheba, David had to be on his guard, and in some form or other defend
Now he is in deepest distress, and now
his person and his right to the kingdom.
rescued by the interposition of God. Sorrow and joy were his portion.
The lesson
for us is obvious.

Our warfare

is lifelong.

As

long as there

is

lurking evil within the

and subtle temptations come upon us, and the
must stand In the whole armour of God, and
great enemy
watch and strive (Eph. vi. 10 17). And, also, we have our seasous of anguish and
desolation, our faintings and fears, our falls and wounds, as well as our songs of triumph
and joy. The Apostle Paul wrote at the close of his toils and conflicts as one who had
uffered much and accomplished much. What is true of us personally is true in a way
of the great Church militant; there are, as history reveals, times of sore defeat and
orrow and apparent abandonment, and times again of magnificent triumphs.
UI. There is, through the conflict, abidino trust in God and use of gifts.
The language in which David describes the issue of his conflicts reveals that all through
he cherished unceasing faith in God, and used well the fingers to fight which Providence had trained. In darkest seasons his hope was in God. Not armies, but God,
formed his Refuge, Strength, and Defence (vers. 40, 41). Saving the great lapse,
when for a time the soul was estranged from its Source of blessing, there was a calm
and unshaken confidence that the great purpose for which he was called to the throne
would be realized, and this rendered moral support to all material means employed for
subduing foes. It is the characteristic of our warfare that it is the "good fight of faith."
Prom first to last, trust in the presence, help, and succour of God enters into the
exercise of all watchfulness, prayerfulness, and resolute endeavours to subdue everything to Christ. Success in Christian warfare springs from a subtle blending of tte
most absolute faith in the almighty grace of God with the most energetic use of knowBy this combination also, the Church, in its corporate action, seeks
ledge and resolve.
to banish spiritual foes from the kingdom, and to extend Christ's supremacy over all
domain of our nature,

as long as strong
seeketh our life, so long we

—

people and lands.
IV. Certain and complete viotobt is the issue. If we compare David when
an outcast among the caves of the mountains, or a wanderer among an alien people,
dependent on heathen hospitality for his sustenance and protection (1 Sam. xxviL
1 7), with David at the close of his reiy;n, dwelling in regal splendour, and in peace
from all his foes, we can see how complete his triumph, and how true in effect is the
bold language of this song. Helpless, unbefriended by the Judge of all the earth, his
oppressors are as the beaten dust and trampled mire. Aliens and the rebellious among
his own people (vers. 41
44) alike are brought low, and all their pride and strength
has vanished. It is only when we come to the end of our Christian career that we can
say this of all our foes but it can even now be said of many in the past. The strongest
language of David will be inadequate to express the completeness of the victory we
shall at last obtain over all spiritual foes.
As Israel saw no living Egyptian as they
stood on the shore of the Red Sea, and as the multitude in Rev. xv. 2—4 looked over
the calm glassy scene of a former arena of conflict and peril, so we each shall, through
Christ, be able to survey the past and see our enemies no more. More than conquerors,
we shall sing the song of triumph. Sin and temptation, the horrible dangers, the
slippery places, the roaring torrents, the deep waters, will have been overcome, and our
sanctified nature will constitute a domain in which the voice of tumult is no more
heard. Our personal triumph will be analogous to the triumph of Christ over all th*
evil forces that once opposed his blessed reign.

—

—

;

of the cuxomplithment of life't purpose due to God. In the section from
David looks on to what God will yet do for him ; he reflects on what
is now his happy position, and on the connection of this with the great deliverances of
the past ; and, thus taking a threefold view of his life, he ascribes all the glory of real
and possible achievements unto God (ver. 50). His own people and the heathen would
regard him as a great king, and ascribe his wonderful successes to his superior prowess
In war, and skill in administration.
Not so the man of God. To his Qod he ascribes
all the glory.
Taking the particulars of David's life as means of illustration we also
n. SAKUEI..
2 V
ITie glory

ver.

45

to ver. 51
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see that the accomplishment of our
to ourselves, but solely of glory to God.

may
I.

life's

highest purpose

is

[ch. xxii.

1— :i.

no occasion of

praise

God has ohoskn us. David was called to leave the sheepfold, and raised by the
God to be what he subsequently came to be. Never does he forget this.

distinct will of

It was all of free sovereign grace. No conquests over Philistines, no succession to Saul,
no subjugation of people under him, no lofty piety for the enriciiment of the world by
It is so of ail
its poetic utterances, would have had place but for the Divine choice.
men after God's own heart. He hath begntten tliem. He hath made them kings and
" We love him, because he first loved us." Whatever conquests
priests unto himself.
we achieve in the spiritual life are an outcome of our having that life wliich, as clearly
taught in the New Testament, is not of man, but of God (John iii. 5—8).
David knew and felt that
II. In OUB8ELVE8 WE AEE UNWOKTHY OF ANY BLESSING.
there was no worthiness m him that he should be called to be king. Whatever moral
and mental fitness there may have been in him as compared with others, it was all of
God, and constituted no more merit than the sweetness of the rose gives merit to the
rose. And during his career he fell again and again, so that his spiritual coniiition waa,
BO far as it depended on his watchfulness and care, not so perfect as it should have he^n.
It was God's wonderful "gentleness" (ver. 36), and not his superior spiritual qualities
The experience of "lood
or natural force of character, that had made him what he was.
men is the same in all ages. The ancient patriarch (Gen. xviii. 27), the evangelical
prophet (Isa. vi. 6), and the Christian apostle (Rom. xv. 10), are one with the " sweet
in confessing entire unworthiness of the least ol God's mercies.
All the honour and glory
Sell-renunciation before God is essential to true godliness.
are due to him.
III. God PB0VIDB8 the means by which otm life's purpose is wrought out.
The natural gifts that distinguished David, and the wisdom to use them, and the
The mountain fastdisjxjsition to use them for the right ends, were provided for him.
nesses in which he found a shield from the oppressor, belonged to him who claims the
" strength of the hills." The repressive influences brought to bear on the rebellious
factions, and the concurrent events which issued in their death or depression, were
The gift or non- withdrawal of the Holy Spirit on the
ordered by a higher wisdom.
And thus it was
occasion of the dreadful fall (Ps. li. 10, 11) was all of pure mercy.
through God alone that the tempted, tried, sorrowing king was enabled to pursue his
course.
In his case we have in miniature an illustration of the great {)rovision which
The life and death of his
are stewards only of gifts of God.
God makes for us.
beloved Son is the great Gift by which all else is guaranteed. He directs us to the

psalmist of Israel

.

We

His Spirit worketh within us to will and to do. The faith by which we
of Ages.
cling to him in the dark and cloudy day is his own gift (Eph. ii. 8). If we conquer our
By him
spiritual foes, it is he who teacheth our hands to war and our fingers to fight.
alone we are more than conquerors. If we arrive at last " perfect " in Ziun, it is because

Rock

he has led us on by ways we knew not.
IV. He controls the influences at work against us. The "strangers" and his
own "people " are brought under him because there is an unsf en power so working on
them that their force is weakened and their will turned. The lile of David is full of
Saul and Doeg were baffled and restrained.
this Divine control of adverse influences.
7) were favourably disposed to him in the bitter
Philistines at Gath (1 Sam. xxvii. 4
time ol his exile. The nation was made willing to accept him in place of the successors
The wise counsel of Ahithophel was turned to foolishness, and
in the line of Saul.
when lor a time the chastisement of rebellion seemed to crush his heart, the hour of
deliverance came, and the people were made willing to welcome him once more to his
Land and sea, men and evil spirits, life and death,
beloved Jerusalem. So is it still.
" " Touch
are all alike in the hands of God, and he can say, " Thus far, and no further
not mine anointed." Our Lord is Lord also of all. Our highest interests are in his holy
hands, and there is nothing, seen or unseen, that can sever us from the love of God that
How natural, then, the words "Therefore, I
is in Christ our Lord (Rom. viii. 35—39).
Lord " (ver. 60)1 " Ee " showeth mercy for •vermore.
will give thanks unto thee,

—

;

—

Addiiional topic*

L

TIm

influence of raooesa in promoting Hucceas (T«r.
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accelerated influences of the spiritual world analogous to the laws of motion

(ver. 45).
4.

The iuherent sense in all men of the majesty
The power of reputed character and of deeds

5.

strangers (ver. 46).
Foieshadi )W3 of the final collapse of the forces of evil before the victorious Christ

6.

The

3.

of righteousness (ver. 45).
in extending personal influence over

(ver. 46).

ever-living

life (ver.

7.

8.
9.

God

the Joy and

Hope of the

Christian amidst the vicissitudes of

47).

adoration of God a natural expression of the sanctified heart, and its Christian.
element based on an experience of hia mercy (ver. 47).
The qualities of the rock as illustratiug the Divine perfection (ver. 47).
The reality of providential retribution for the oppression of the righteous and the
needy, as seen in individuals and natious, and revealed in history and Scriptiue

The

(ver. 48).

various methods by which God acts on human aonls to bring them into
submission to Christ (ver. 48).
11. The Divine process of bringing souls out from embarrassing circimistanceBi
temporal and spiritual (ver. 49).
12. The concurrence of Divine and human action in spiritual conquests (ver. 49).
13. The setting forth of the wonders of redeeming mercy before men wno profess no
10.

The

interest in Christ.
How to do it (ver. 50).
14. All the resources of the Divine nature in their pledged relation to the accomplishment of the purpose of Christ, the Anointed One (ver. 51).

15.

16.

The inheritance of Christ's people in the resources belonging to him
The permanent character of the work of redemption (ver. 51).

(yer, 61).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

Vew. 1 51 (Ps. xviii.). (Jerusalem.) David's song of praite,
"And David
spake unto Jehovah the words of this song," etc. (ver. 1). It is a song of: 1. Hie
anointed (messiah) of the Lord, his king (ver. 51), his servant (Ps. xviii., inscription).
Like Moses and Joshua, David held a peculiar and exalted position in the kingdom of
God under the Old Testament. He was "a man [unlike Saul] of God's own choosing"
xvi. 28), to fill the office of theocratic king, and to fulfil his purposes
(1 Sam. xiii. 14
concerning Israel and the world he was also specially fitted for his vocation, faithfully
devoted to it, and gnatly blessed in it. And in the consciousness of this he here speaks.
2. Praise to the Lord, on the ground of his perfections, his relations, his benefits
prompted by the desire to render to him the honour which is his due (1 Sam. ii. 1 10).
"To praise God means nothing else than to ascribe to him the glorious jierlectioni
which he possesses ; for we can only give to him what is his own " (Hengstenberg). And,
more especially, of: 3. Thanksgiving for past deliverance, from imminent perils, to
which, as the servant of God, he was exposed through tlie hatred and opposition of his
enemies. Of these Saul was the most formidable ; and, after becoming King of Israel,
David was attacked by numerous hi-athen nations, both separately and in combination
It was probably when " the Lord had given him rest round
(ch. V. 17 ; viii. ; x.).
about from all his enemies " (ch. vii. 1), and after the ])romi3e of an everlasting kingdom
(ch. vii. 12
16), that the song was uttered ; though by some it is regarded as " a great
hallelujah, with which he retired from the theatre of life."
"Having obtained many
and si;;nal victories, he does not, as irreligious men are accustomed to do, sing a song
of triumph in honour of himself, but exalta and magnifies Gotl, the Author of these
victories, by a train of striking and appropriate epithets, and in a style of surpassing
grandeur and sublimity" (Calvin).
4. Confidence in future triumph over all the
enemies of the kingdom of God ; of which the success already attained is an assurance.
Gud is praised, not only for what he is and has been to him, but also for what lie will
be to *' David and his seed for ever" (ver. 51). Of this song, consider
L Its suBSTiiMOE; or, the reasons for praise. 1. Tli9 pertonai and intimate relatiom'
thip qf Jehovah to his servant (vers. 2
4).
;

;

—

—

—

—
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(1)
to

;
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Jehovah is my Bock, and my Fortress, and my, ya*, my DeliTeni;
My Bock-God, in whom I trust," eta
(Yen. 2, 3.)

He stands in a peculiar relation (beyond that which he bears to all men) to thoM
whom he reveals his Name, whom he takes into his fellowship, and to whom he

jjromises to be " their God."
These things make it possible to say, " my God," and
(along with his gracious acts) incite the personal and ardent affection expressed at the
commencement of Ps. xviii. (a liturgical variation of the song), " Fervently do I love
thee,
Jehovah my Strength," etc. (2) Nature, history, and experience furnish
manifold emblems of his excellences, and of the blessings which he bestows on those
who trust in him (1 Sam. iL 2; Deut. xxzii. 4; Gen. xt. 1). These images were
suggested by the physical aspect of Palestine, and by the periloui condition and special
deliverances of David in his early life, as a fugitive and a soldier, beset by many foea.
(3) He is all-sufficient for the needs of his people, however uumerous and (teat, tx
their reicue, defence, permanent security, and complete salvation.

"As

worthy to be praised, do I call on Jehovah,
I call) I am saved &om mine enemiei.'*

And (whenever
" Faith

knows no past and no future. What God has done and will do I0 present to It."
Bis marvellous deliverance. (Vers. 5 20.) In a single comprehensive picture David
describes the many dangers that encompassed him during his persecution by Saul, and
the many providential interpositions (1 Sam. xxiii. 24—28) that were inade on hit
" greatly afflicted,**
behalf.
(1^ Even those whom God loves (ver. 20) are sometimes
and redaoed to the utmost extremity (1 Sam. xxx. 1 10).

—

2.

—

*•

For breakers of death surrounded OMt
Streams of Belial terrified me
Cords of Sheol girt me about,
Snares of death overtook me."
(Vers. 5,

(2)
call

Thdr extreme need Impels them
upon him all the more fervently

d)

upon God all the mow entirely, and to
nor do they call in vain. " In my distress I

to rely
;

and he heard my voice (instantly) out of his (heavenly) temple.*
(3) Very wonderful is the answer of God to their cry, in the discomfiture of their
" The means by which this deliverance
jidversaries and their complete deliverance.
was achieved were, as far as we know, those which we see in the Books of Samuel the
turns and chances of providence, his own extraordinary activity, the faithfulness of hia
But the act of deliverance itself ia
loUowers, the unexpected increase of his friends.
described in the lani^uage which belongs to the descent upon Mount Sinai or the
passage of the Red Sea " (Stanley). The unseen and eternal King was moved with
wrath, at which the whole creation trembled (vers. 8, 9) he approached in the gathering
thimder-clouds, and upon the win^s of the wind, armed as " a man of war" (Eiod. xv. 3),
and preceded by his arrows of lightning (vers. 10 13) then, in the full outburst of the
tempest, with the thunder of his power, "hailstones and coals of fire," he scattered the
enemy, and disclosed the depths from which the cry for help arose (vers. 14 16);
finally, with distinguishing, condescending, and teiider care (ver. 36)—
called," etc. (ver. 7), "

—

;

—

;

—

••

He reached from above, he laid hold of me,
He drew me out of great waters," etc.
(Vers. 17—20.)

David was not actually attended by any such extraordinary natural phenomena but the saving iiand of God from heaven was so obviously
manifested that the deliverance experienced by him could be poetically described as
3. His righteous procedure,
a miraculous interposition on the part of God" (Koil).
" He delivered me because he delighted in me " (ver. 20). He acted
(Vers. 21
28.)
toward David in accordance with his gracious choice of him to be his servant, and
delivered him because he was "well pleased" with his faithful service; the ground of
this deliverance being now stated more fully
**

It is tree that the deliverance of
;

—

Jehovah rendered me according to my righteousness,
Aooording to the cleanness of my hands hath he recompensed me,"

*•

eliL

ea.

xxn.

1—61.]
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—

Thig language (comp. 1 Sam. xxvl. 13 25) neither implies entire freedom from rin
nor indicates a boastful spirit, but is expressive of sincerity, integrity, fidelity; in
contrast with the calumnies and wickedness of enemies, in fulfilment of a Divine c*ll,
in obedience to the Divine will generally, and in the main course of life, as : (1) An
expression and justification of the ways of God iu a particular instance. (2) An illus" The truth which is here
tration of the law of his dealings with men (vers. 26, 27).
enunciated is not that the conception which man forms of God is the reflected image of
his own mind and heart, but that God's conduct to mau is the reflection of the relation
in which man has placed himself to God (1 Sam. ii. 30 ; xv. 23) " (Delitzsch). " Jehovah
is righteous ; he loveth righteousness " (Ps. xi. 7).
This is a most worthy reason for
praise.
(3) An admonition and encouragement ; " vrith the design of inspiring others
with seal for the fulfilment of the Law."
*•

And oppressed people thou eavest
And thine eyes are against the haughty them
:

then hnmblesi."

—

46.) The righteousness^and faithfulnew
4. ffia continued and efeetunl help. (Vers. 29
God are further confirmed by the experience of David (after his deliverance from the
hand of Saul) in his wars with the external enemies of the kingdom. (1) Having
rescued his servant from destruction, he calls him to active conflict with surrounding
enemies (vers. 29 32). In the former part of the song, David is represented as a

of

—

passive object of his aid ; in the latter, as an active instrument for efiiecting his purposes.
37).
(2) He prepares him for the conflict, and strengthens him in it (vers. 33
(3) He
enables him to overcome his enemies and utterly destroy their power (vers. 38—43).
"
head of the
(4) He extends and establishes his royal dominion, making him to be
heathen " (vers. 44 46). Herein the Messianic element of the song specially appears.

—

—

Not, indeed, that " it is a hymn of victory, spoken not in the person of the proj^het
himself, David, but in the Person of his illustrious Son and Lord " (J. Brown, * The
Sufferings and Glories of the Messiah'); nor that there is here a direct and conscious
prediction of the future Christ ; but that the assured triumph of " David and his seed "
over the nations, the extension of the theocratic kingdom, prefigured the more glorious
Tictories of " the King Messiah." " David's history, from first to last, was a kind of acted
parable of the sufferings and glory of Christ" (Binnie). " Prophecy reveals to us the
foreknowledge of God but typical institutions reveal, not only his foreknowledge, but
his providential arrangements.
The facts of history become the language of prophecy,
and teach us that he with whom a thousand years are but as yesterday guides the
operations of distant ages with reference to each other ; and thus iu a typical economy
we trace not only the all-beholding eye, but the all-directing hand of the Deity ; not
only the Divine omniscience, but the Divine omnipotence. The foretold and minute
resemblance between characters and transactions, separated from each other by an interval
of a thousand years, is too striking an argument of the hand of God to be controverted
or explained away " (Thompson, ' Davidica '). The kingdom of Christ, nevertheless, is
of a higher nature, and established by other means, than the theocratic kingdom of
Dav.d. "This was the foundation of that resplendent image of the Messiah which it
required the greatest of all religious changes to move from the mind of the Jewish
nation, in order to raise up instead of it the still more exalted idea which was to take
its place
an anointed Sovereign conquering by other arts than those of war, and in
other dominions than those of earthly empire " (Stanley). " Thus all David's hopes and
all his joy terminate, as ours always should, in the great Redeeujer" (Matthew Henry).
IL Its sfibit as it appears throughout the song, :ind particularly in its conclusion—
;

—

;

**

Living is Jehovah, and blessed is my Rock;
Exalted is the Buck-Gk)d of my salvation," eta.
(Vera.

47—81.)

" Faith it is which gives its peculiar grandeur to
David's song of triumph; his masterpiece, and it may be the masterpiece of human
poetry, inspired or uninspired.
What is the element in tiiat ode, which even now
makes it stir the heart like a trumpet ? What protects such words (vers. 7 17) from
the imputation of mere Eastern exaggeration? The firm conviction that God is ths
DeliTerer, not only of David, but of all who trust in him ; that the whole majesty of
1. Personal, appropriating faith.

—

— —
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God, and

—

all
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the powers of nature, are arrayed on the side of the good and the opprest*
2. Heartfelt delight in God.
3. FervenI
'David: Four Sermons').
Unreserved consecration to his service, his honour, his glory.

(C. Kiijgsley,
gratitude.

^

I give thanks nnto thee,
ling praises unto thy Name.**

^Therefore will

And

O Jehovah, among the heathen;
(Vers. 50, 61.)

(S«e on this song, Chandler, Maclaren, W. M. Taylor, and commentaries on Ps. xyflL)
" David, King of Judah, a soul inspired by Divine music and much other heroism, was
wont to pour himself forth in song he with a seer's eye and heart discerned the Godlike among the human 1 struck tones that were an echo of the sphere-harmonies, and
Reader, art thou one of a thousand, able still to read the
are still felt to be such.
psalms of David, and catch some echo of it through the old dim centuries ; feeling far
off in thine own heart what it once was to other hearts made as thine?" (Carlyle,
* Miscellaneous Essays ').
D.
;

—

*

Ver. 24 (Ps. xviii. 23). Self-preservation. *• I kept myself from mine iniquity
The life of a
(perversion, distortion, departure from the line of truth and rectitude).
man will never persevere in the practice of
good man is a conflict (ch. x. 12). "
nprightuess and godliness, unless he carefully keep himself from his inquity" (Calvin).

A

His self-preservation
L Implies exposube to a DAyoEBOUS enemt. 1. There is none greater than sin.
Every other evil is slight compared with it. 2. Each man has "his besetting sin.'*
"Ikept myself," not merely against iniquity becoming my own, but against the iniquity
which lies near to me, and to which I am specially liable from my C' nstitution or conA traitor within the fortress is a more dangerous foe than
dition (1 Sam. xxiv. 5).
»ny other. 3. It besets him at all times, in all places, and by manifold "devices."
4. To be overcome by it is inexpressibly disastrous.
1. Due consideration of the
II. Requires the adoption of peopeb methods.
2. Constant and resolute vigilance
danser. To be forewarned is to be forearmed.
3. The habitual practice of
against the first approaches of the enemy (Heb. iii. 13).
4. The daily exercise of the virtues and graces that are
self-restraint and self-deniaL
most opposite to the sins to which he is disposed (Gal. v. 16). 5. Familiar acquaintance with the "Word of God (Eph. vi. 13 17). 6. Continual looking unto God for his
" Kept [guarded] by the power of God through faith," etc. (1 Pet. i. 5).
effectual aid.
" Keep yourselves in the love of God" (Jude 21); " Keep your7. Unceasing prayer.

—

elves from idols" (1 John v. 21).
m. Desebves to be sought with the utmost earnestness, because of the
advantages by which it is attended. 1. An assurance of personal sincerity (1 John v.
18 Heb. iii. 14). " The careful abstaining from our own iniquity is one of the best
evidences of our own integrity and tiie testimony of our conscience that we have done
80 will be such a rejoicing as will not only lessen the grief of an afflicted state, but
2. An experience of
increase the comfort of an advanced state " (Matthew Henry).
3. An increase of moral
Divine help, of which it is an indispensable condition.
" To mortify and conquer our own
strength.
4. A preparation for future victories.
appetites is more praiseworthy than to storm strong cities, to defeat mighty armies,
work miracles, or raise the dead " (Scupoli). D.
;

;

—

—

—

Divine rectitude. Consider the righteousness of
Vers. 26 28 (Ps. xviii. 25 27).
1. The supreme importance which he attaches to moral distinctions
as it appears in
amongst men. Such distinctions are often made light of in comparison with wisdom,
might, and riches (Jer, ix. 23) ; and those who possess the latter despise and trample
upon the ignorant, the weak, and the poor (ver. 27). Hut God has chiefly respect to
men in their moral attitude toward himself, their relation to the law of right, their
With him the great distinction is that between
personal character (1 Sam. ii. 30).
the righteous and the wicked (Ps. xxxiv. 15, 16). "Whilst his infinite greatness dwarfs
earthly power and honour into insignifieance, his perfect righteousness exalts moral
2. The different treatment which he adopts toward men of
worth beyond measure.
In himself he is always the same (1 Sam. xv. 2^j ; but the aspect
different ckaracUr.

God

:
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which his character and dealings assume toward them is determined by their own
cLaracter and conduct, ani is the necessary manifestation of his unchangeable rectitude on the one hand, toward the "loving," etc., full of love (all that is kind, desirable, and excellent) on the other, toward the *' perverse," perverse (contrary, antagonistic,
" as an enemy," Lam. ii. 6 ; Lev. xxvi. 23, 24 ; Hos. ii. 6), inflicting severe chastise" There is a higher law of grace, whereby the sinfulness of man but draws
ment.
forth the tenderness of a father's pardoning pity; and the brightest revelation of his
But this is not the psalmist's view here, nor does
love is made to froward prodigals.
" (Maclaren).
3. The signal
it interfere with the law of retribution in its own sphere
tihange which he makes in their relative positions ; saving and exalting the oppressed
and afflicted, and humbling the proud oppressor; his purpose therein being to vindicate,
honour, and promote righteousness, and to restrain, correct, and put an end to iniquity
(1 Sam. ii. 8, 10). "What is God doing now?" it was asked of Rabbi Jose, and the
reply was, " He makes ladders on which he causes the poor to ascend and the rich to

—

;

descend" (The Midrash).—D.
God's way. Word, and defence. * I can overcome all oppo>
His providential
(ver. 30); for: 1. His way is perfect.
dealings, especially in leading his servant forward in the conflict. Although ofttimes
mysterious and difi'erent from what might have been expected, it is marked by perfect
rectitude, perfect wisdom, perfect love ; and is exactly adapted to effect his holy and
beneficent purposes (Job xxiii. 8—10; Ps.lxxvii. 19; xcvii. 2). 2. His Word is tried
It is the chief means
(purified as silver and gold, without dross, and very precious).
of preparation, instruction and help ; " the sword of the Spirit." Its declarations are
The more
true, its directions good, its promises faithful (Prov. xxx. 5; Ps. xii. 6, 7).
it is tested, whether by friends or foes, by examination or experience, the more it proves
" There is none like
itself to be indeed the Word of Gpd, and of unspeakable worth.
that; give it me" (1 Sam. xxi. 9). 3. His defence is sure; himself effectuating his
Word, and being "a Shield to all that trust in him," affording certain, constant, and
complete protection. Faith is the bond of union between men and God, the " taking
hold of his strength," a necessary means of defence, and hence often called a shield
(Eph. vi. 16 ; Heb. x. 35) ; but it is God himself who is such in the highest sense
He is God alone (ver. 32) the absolute,
(Jer. IL 20 ; Deut. xxxiii. 29 ; Ps. v. 12).
incomparable, perfect One ; worthy to be trusted and praised (ver. 4). D.
Ver. 81 (Ps. xviii. 30).

•ition in

and with

my God"

—

;

is my Strength.
"The God who girdeth me with strength* (Pe.
Physical strength is derived from God. Much more is spiritual. It ia
obtnined through faith. And every believer may say, " His strength is mine." Thereby 1. 7 live live unto Grid, "soberly, righteously, and godly in this present world"
(Titus ii. 12 ; Hab. ii. 4 Gal. ii. 20). 2. J stand stand fast in temptation, attack,
danger (Rom. xiv. 4 2 Cor, i. 24 ; Phil. iv. 1). 3. J walk walk forward, in the way
of the Lord, surely, swiftly (ver. 34), perseveringly (2 Cor. v. 7 ; Isa. xl. 31). 4. / labour
labour with and for God, zealously, patiently, and not in vain (Isa. xxvi 12; 1 Cor.
XV. 58).
5. I endure
endure "hardness," afflictions, reproaches, yea, all things, supported and "strengthened with power through his Spirit in the inward man " (2 Tim.
ii. 3; Heb. xi.
6. I fight— &ght "the good fight of faith,"
27; Ps. cxxxviii. 3).
against his enemies, courageously and effectually (ver. 35).
7. / overcome—overcome
in life and death (1 Cor. xv. 57).— D.

Ver.

S3.—Ood

xviii. 32).

:

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

Ver. 36.
True greatness. "Tiiy answering hath made me great." Pa. xviU. 85,
gentleness" (humility, meekness, condescending grace). True greatness conaists not in external prosperity, nor in splendid achievements, but in moral and spiritual
" The good alone are great." Notice
•xcellence.
I. Its conditions, on the part of man.
1. Conscious weaknesa, the sense of ntter
helplessness in himself (1 Sam. xxx. 1
10 John xv. 5 ; 2 Cor. xii. 10 ; Heb. xi. 34).
2. Believing prayer (ver. 7).
"By showing us our ovm nothingness, humility forces
us to depend upon God and the expression of that depenilence is prayerfulness."
" When sea-water rises into tlie clouds it loses its saltness and
8. Ardent aspiration.
becomes fresh ; so the soul when lifted up to God " (Tamil proverb).

"Thy

—

;

;

—

—
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bestowmeitt by "that practical hearkenincr on the part of God when called
which was manifested in the I'act that God made his steps broad " (Keil),
2. By manifold methods ; preserving,
1. la wonderful condescension (Ps. cxxxviii. 6).
3. With considerate
instructing, strengthening, exalting those who tnist in him.
adaptation to tneir nature and capacities. "The great God and Fatlier, intent on
making his children great, follows them and plies them with the gracious indirection*
" Like as »
of a faithful and patient love " (Bushnell, * Christ aud his Salvation ').
TI. Its

upon

;

for lieip,

father," etc. (Ps.

ciii.

13).

Ab the effect of simshine and rain, received and appropriated by a plant, ajipears in its abounding strength, beauty, and fruitfulness, so th«
effect of Divine grace appears in enlargement and elevation ot mind, sincere and fervent
love to God, a set purpose to do his will, eminence in " love, joy, peace, gentleness," etc.
(Gal. V. 22), maturity of character (Hos. xiv. 5
7), holy and beneficent activity,
growing conformity to the perfect Pattern of true greatness (Matt. xx. 25 ^27). •* Eaye
"
the mind in you which was also in Christ Jesus (Phil ii. 5). D.
III.

Its manifestation.

—

—

—

The praise of Ood among the heathen. ** Therefore will I
Ver. 50 (Ps. xvlii. 49).
Jehovah, among the heathen " (Rom. xv. 9). The purpose
give thanks unto thee^
of God to bestow the blessings [of salvation upon all nations was made known in the
" From the beginning
earliest ages (Gen. xii. 3 ; Numb. xiv. 21 ; Deut. xxxii. 43).
th<»re existed a power to rise above the exclusiveness of Old Testament religion, namely,
the vital germ of knowledge, that the kingdom of God would one day find its completion in a universal monarchy embracing all people " (Riehm, ' Messianic Prophecy 'X
In sympathy and co-operation with the Divine purpose David here speaks.
That
purpose is, in its highest sense, fulfilled in the extension of the kingdom of Christ
(1 Sam. ii. 10; v. 3). This language is such as might be adopted by Christ himself
Heb, ii. 9 13). It should be that of all his followers to whom he said,
(Ps. ii. 8
*'
** Go ye, therefore " (Matt, xxviii. 18
proclaim the good news to every creature *
20),
(Mark xvi. 15) ; " Ye are witnesses of these things " (Luke xxiv. 48 ; Acts L 8). As

—

;

such

it

;

—

indicates

A

JOYFCL PROCLAMATION of the Word of truth, by which God is glorified in his
His marvellotis doings, in conflict with the
through humiliation, suffering, and sacrifice
" Make known his deeds among the people " (Ps. cv. 1, 2 John xii. 31,
(Ps. xxii.).
" Say among the heathen, The
2. His glorious exaltation and reign (ver. 47).
32).
Lord is King " (Ps. xcvi. 10 Phil. ii. 9 11). His reign is righteous, beneficent, and
universaL 3. His saving benefits the remission of sins, deliverance from oppression,
** righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."
" Praise him, all ye people for
" The means of bringing them
his merciful kindness is great," etc. (Ps. cxvii. 1, 2).
to the knowledge of God is not the sword, but the proclamation of God's great deeds
for his people.
As David in his character of missionary to the heathen world praises
his God's grace, so at bottom all missionary work among the heathen is, in the
•nnouncement of the Word of the God who is revealed in Christ, a continuous praise
of the Name of the living God " (Erdmann).
IL A 6ACBED KESOLVB. ** I wiU praise thee." This determination, or " vow at
thanksgiving," ought to be made by everyone who has himself received the knowledge
I.

Son

(ch. vii. 14, 26) ; pertaining to : 1.
powers of evil and in victory over them,

;

;

—

—

:

of salvation, from

A

1.
feeling of compassion for the urgent need of the heaihen (Acts
not keep the " good tidings " to himself (1 Kings vii. 9). 2.
conviction of duty, arising from acquaintance with the merciful purpose and express commands of the Lord. 3. An impulse ot grateful love, on account of the condescending
grace shown toward himself, constraining him to obey the Lord's will, promote his
purpcse, and glorify his Name. It will also lead him to employ every means in his
power that "Christ may be magnified " (Phil. i. 20).
CONFIDENT PERSUASION that the heathen will listen to "the joyful sound,*
freely submit themselves (vers. 44
46), and join in the praise of Gid; founded on;
1. His jjower to effect his purposes.
3.
2. His /ot^/i/M^nesg in fnl filling his promises.
His past achievements (vers. 48, 49). " They shall come and declare his righteousness "
" Above eighteen centuries have verified, the prediction of the
(Ps. xxii. 27
31).
permanency of his kingdom, foimded as it was by no human means, endowed witk

xvi. 9).

:

A

He may

ML A

—

—
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Inextinguishable life, ever conquering and to conquer in the four quarters of the world
• kin<^dom one and alone since the world has been, embracing all climes and times,
and still expanding, unworn by the destroyer of all things, time ; strong amid the
decay of empires; the freshness and elasticity of youth wiittea on the brow which has
D.
outlivfcd eighteen centuries" (Pusey, 'Daniel,' p. 62).

—

—

Ood the Befugt and Deliverer. The psalm was composed as a thanksYerB. 2 4.
giving for the safety and deliverances David had experienced when Saul so persistently
Bought to destroy him, and afterwards in the wars with the house of Saul, and with the
heathen tribes that set themselves against him. It appe3'.s to belong to an earher
period than the place it occupies in the book would indicate. It is scarcply possible
that David could have asserted his uprightness and innocence in the strong terms of
25 after his great sins. These verses form the introduction to the psalm,
vers. 21
and express in emphatic language the safety and salvation which David had found in
God. The Christian may use the words of the similar perils to which he is exposed,
•nd of others not immediately in the psalmist's view.
Bodily, mental, spiritual.
To reputaI. The dangers to which we are exposed.
From our own constitutional tendencies. From diseases and accidents. From
tion.
the malice of men, and their favour. From prosperity and adversity. From solitude

—

From Satan and his angels. From
labours, rest, and pleasures.
Always and everywhere, under all cirinjured justice of God.
cumstances and conditions, we are all exposed to perils.

and

society.

the broken

From

Law and

The psalmist labours
II. The safety and deliverance to be found xn God.
to express his sense of the protection, safety, and deliverance which God had vouchThe imagery he uses is taken
safed to him, yea, which God himself had been to him.
chiefly from natural features of Palestine, with which he had become especially familiar
He calls
as affording refuge and safety during the time that he was hunted by Saul.
Rock," in the heights and recesses of which he had been safe from his foes
him '*
**
my Portress," his fortified castle, too high to be reached, too strong to be broken into
Deliverer," by whose aid he had escaped from many a peril; "the God of
salvation,'* at
Shield and the Horn of
mighty God ; " "
Bock," equivalent to "
high
once protecting him in battle and pushing his enemies to their destruction ; "

my

my

"my

my

my

my

my

Tower," or lofty Retreat; "my Refuge and my Saviour." What the Almighty was
We may use similar language. Our dangers may
to David he is to all his people.
not be so fearful in appearance, or so numerous, or so obvious ; but they are as real and
And our safety and deliverance must come from " the Lord." The words of
serious.
the text show that it is not only what he employs for our good, nor what he himself
Not only does he afiford protection and
does, but what he is, that assures of safety.
In his almightiness, love^
secure deliverance ; he is our Protector and Deliverer.
knowledge, wisdom, imiversal presence, observation, and operation, we realize salvation.
In Jesus Christ, his very righteousness has become our friend, and assures us of victory.
The safety thus assured is not absolute immunity from trouble, but protection from the
The righteous are visited with
evil it might produce, and change of its character.
calamities similar to those which befall the wicked, and in some conditions of society
with calamities peculiar to themselves. But in their case they lose their unfriendly
character, and become visitations of a Father's love, means of deliverance from worse
evils, and of obtaining greater good.
The evil which they might do God will defend
us from, if we trust and obey him. Nor are the righteous sure of absolute preservation
from sin, though they would enjoy perfect immunity if they fulfilled the necessary conBut they have a right to feel sure of preservation of body and
ditions on their part.
BDul in this world, until their appointed work is done ; and of final deUverance from all
They should not d'sire more.
evils (2 Tim. iv. 18).
"In him will I
III. The conditions of safety and drltverancb.
1. Faith.
Especially
Confidence in God as our Friend, Protector, and Saviour.
trust " (ver. 3).
Faith assures us of the Divine love, lays hold of the
as he is revealed to us in the gospel.
Divine strength, enables us to flee to God as our Refuse, to rise to the lofty Rock and
Tower where we are above all adverse powers, and safe from their assaults, and gives
the calmness needful for employing such means as tend to safety and victory. " AU
" I wUl call o»
2. Frayer.
things are possible to hin: tliat believeth " (Mark iz. 23).
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Faith prompts obedithe Tjord ... so shall T be saved from mine enemies " (ver. 4).
Divine help and protection are
ence, as in other respects, so in respect to prayer.
promised to those who pray. " Call upon me in the day of trouble : I will deliver
'ihe sense of peril, the knowled^^e that
thee, and thou shall glorify me" (Ps. 1. 15).
there is safety in Goil, and that his delivering power is exercised on behalf of those
who seek him, cannot but lead the Christian to that earne-t and believing prayer which
The Apostle Paul, after pointing out other methods uf ensuiing victory over
prevails.
our enemies, adds, •' Praying always," etc. (E[ih. vi. 18;.
IV. The return to be made for safety and deliverance realized, and anticipated. Praise. This psalm is one of the returns of praise which David made to his
Deliverer, of whom he speaks in ver. 4 as " the Lord who is worthy to be praised."
Many are ready to pray to God in danger, who forget or refuse to praise liim wlien they
have experienced deliverance. The Christian will not fail to give thanks, not only for
what he has experienced of Divine protection, but for what he feels sure he shall
•xperience, up to and including victory over death itself, " the last enemy," in view
of whose approach he sings, "Thanks be to God, who giveth us the victory through
our Lord Jesus Christ " (I Cor. xv. 26, 57).— G. W.

— Ood worthy

The conjunction of ideas here is a little singular.
to he praised.
It may originate in the feelto the Lord, who is worthy to be praised."
ing that it is fitting that, when we seek new blessings from God, we should not be
Praise should accompany prayer
nniuindfiil of those which he has already bestowed.
Add that the subjects of praise are
(see Phil. iv. 6, " prayer . . . with thanksgiving ").
Ver, 4.

*!

will

pray

encouragements to prayer. In the act of praising him we are remmding ourselves of
the strong reasons we have for hopefully seeking further mercies from him.
Not merely to be feared, entreated, strictly
I. God is worthy to be praised.
obeyed, and submitted to. He is worthy of thankful and rejoicing obedience and
submission. It is not fitting that he should be served sullenly or silently; or that
prayer to him should be as a cry of a slave to his master, or of one oppressed to his
We should si^eak to him
oppressor, or as a request for help addressed to a stranger.
with the confidence and love which his relation to us and past goodness are fitted
One way of ensuring this is to blend praise with prayer.
to inspire.
Some obtain praise
II. What it is that benders him worthy to bb praised.
who are not worthy of it in any measure ; others, much more than they deserve. But
God is worthy of and " exalted above all blessing and praise " (Neh. ix. 5). Whether
we consider his nature, his regard for his creatures, his works or his gifts, we must feel
But to the utmost of our
that it is impossible to render him praise worthy of him.
power we should praise him for: 1. His glorious perfections. Especially his infinite
2. His xvonderfvX
moral excellences tis truth, holiness, righteousness, and love.
His
works. In creation, providence, and grace. 3. Specially, his redeeming mercy.
kindness to us in Christ. The display of his perfections in the gift, the Person, and the
work of our Lord and Saviour. The mercy he exercises in the lorgiveness of sin, the
admission of sinners into his family, and all the operations by which he brings his
**
many sons [and daughters] unto glory" (Heb. ii. 10). The gift of the Holy Spirit for
this purpose.
The final bliss and glory. 4. The goodness of Ood to ourselves. Not
forgetting that he is " worthy to be ]iraised " for the commonest blessings we enjoy, as
well as those distinguishing blessings which we receive as his children through faith in
Christ.
And not only for the blessings which give us pleasure, but for those which give
us pain, but are bestowed that we may become in a greater measure " partakers of his
holiness " (Heb. xii. 10).
1. By all his creatures according to their
III. By whom he ought to be praised.
Their existence,
capacity.
All his inanimate and irrational creatures do praise him.
qualities, order, and (as to the living creatures) their ha]ipiness "show forth the excel"All thy works shall praise thee, Lord " (Ps, cxlv. 10; conip.
lences " of their Creator.

—

—

All intelligent beings t'Ught to praise him; all the riiihtThose who enjoy least ot his bounty have much to thank him
him more than tliose who enjoy most. We do not say that those
for, and
who are suffering in hell the penalty due to their sins can be expected to prmise him
whose wrath abides so terribly upon them although, if a somewhat fashionable doctrine
Ps. cxlviii.

mindcd

of

;

xix. 1

4).

them

do.
often praise

;
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be true, they have strong reasons for giving him thanks, since he is taking the wisest
and best means to make them meet fi>r the glory and joy in heaven which will at leogth
Who are the objects of his
2. Especially by his redeemed people.
be their portion 1
special regard and gracious operation, and to whom the work of praise on earth ii
On some lacounts the redeemed and
peculiarly committed (Isa. xliii. 21; 1 Pet. ii. 9).
regenerate have more reason to give thanks to God than those who have never unned.
**

They

see

On earth a bounty not indulged on hio;h,
And downward look for Heaven's superiijr

praiMh» •*

They sang

Creation, for in that they shared
C5reation*8 great superior, mau, is thine ;
Thine is redemption they just gave the key,
Tis thine to raise and eternize the song."
;

(Young.)
Kerertheless, angels do give thanks for redemption, and with good reason. For It ti the
work ol the God whom they love it enriches their conceptions of him ; it enlarge!
their service of him
and it supremely and eternally blesses vast multitudes in whom
they feel the deepest interest. It thus gratifies their desires, and adds to their wealth
of knowledge, goodness, and happiness.
IV. The kind and duration of the praise op which he ib worthy. 1. The kind.
Clearly the best possible which is not necessarily that which is most poetical or most
musical, though in these respects man should do his best.
Btit that is best of all
which comes from the heart, and from a heart fullest of admiration, adoration, love,
;

;

;

and gratitude. Much which professes to be praise of God is heartless mockery. 2. The
duration.
For ever and ever (Eph. iii. 21). While we iiave any being, in this world
and the next (Ps. cxlv. 1,2; cxlvi. 2). For, as God is everlasting, the reasons for
praising him can never end.
G. W.

—

Ver. 7. Prayer in distress heard. The distress referred to is graphically described
in vers. 5, 6, 17, 18.
The interposition of God for the psalmist's deliverance is poetically
depicted in vers. 8 20. The connecting link is given in this verse.
David, in hia
danger and trouble, called on God, and therefore he was delivered.
have here
This may arise from various causes; such as: 1. Enemiea. As in
I. Distress.
David's case, with the dangers of the battles fought against them. There are many
forms less extreme in which the enmity of men may show itself and occasion pain or

—

We

peril.

2.

Circumstances.

body or mind.

mind

Worldly

losses

and

Special distress from afflictions

anxieties.

3.

Personal

affliction.

which implicate the nerves, and

Of

so the

Death of dear friends. 6. Conviction of sin. (See Ps. xxxii. 3, 4.) It
this form of distress were more common.
6. Pressure of powerful
temptation. The mighty and threatening uprising of inward corrujitions, or the pressing
•olicitations of evil from without.
7. Fear of calamities or of death.
Ii. Pbayeb.
Natural for men to call upon God when they are in great trouble or
danger.
Yet all do not ; and of many the prayers are unacceptable, because they lack
the moral and spiritual elements of successful prayer (see Hos. vii. 14). Prayer, to be
acceptable, must be 1. That of a righteous man. (Vers. 21
25 Jas. v. 16 ; Ps. Ixvi.
Yet the prayers of one who is stirred by his affliction to sincere repentance will be
18.)
itself.

Would be

4.

well

if

—

:

heard;

repentance

;

is the beginning of righteousness.
(Matt,
2. Offered in faith.
Importunate and pemevering. (Luke xi. 8,867. ; xviii. 1 8.) 4. Accompanied, where practicable, with the use of appropriate means. David fought vigorously
as well as prayed earnestly.
111. Deliverance.
The Almighty heard the psalmist's voice "out of his temple"
^equivalent to " the heavens"), and, interposing in majesty and power, ddivered him,
discomfiting and scattering his foes.
True prayer is always heard and answered but
the deliverance granted is often not according to our conceptions and desires, yet ever
according to the perfect wisdom and goodness of our heavenly Father.
Sometimes the
causes of our distress are removed sometimes they are allowed to continue, but the
distress is allayed, and the causes turned into blessings.
So it was with St. Paul'a
**
thorn in the flesh," although he prayed earnestly and repeatedly (2 Cor. liL 8 10)

for

zxi. 22.)

—

3.

;

;

—

—

—
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Spritual deliverance, however, is always granted to those who truly seek it ; and ultimately complete rescue from all that afflicts the Christian.
Although David's victories wert
rV. Gbateful bbmembbanck and thanksgivinq.
wrought through the skill and valour of himself and his troops, he gives to God all the
His example will be followed by
glory of them for he knew that all was due to him.
the Christian, as he reviews life and calls to mind his distresses and deliverances. He
will recognize the hand of God in all, and render praise to him who both furnishes
the means of deliverance and exercises the power which renders them auccesaful.
Live in the habit oi
Finally, let none wait for trouble before they begin to pray.
prayer, and you will be able, when trouble comes, to pray truly and successfully. Other*
wise you may find yourself in the miserable condition of those described in ver. 42, who
"looked even unto the Lord, but he answered them not."—G. W.
;

—

—

Betcue /rom mighty foes.
In vers. 8 16 the psalmist depict*
Vers. 17 20.
Jehovah as appearing in his glory for the deliverance of his servant. The picture
may have been occasioued by a storm which, in one of his battles, had terrified hia
enemies and aided in their discomfiture (comp. Josh. x. 11; 1 Sam. vii. 10). In the
text he narrates the deliverance

L The

enemiks.

Who

itoelf.

were

:

1.

Malignant.

'*

Hated me."

There was not only

Many of the Christian's foes have this
opposition and contest, but personal hatred.
quality in a high degree (John xvii. 14), notably their great leader and chief, Satan
strong enemy . , . too
(equivalent to "adversary," 1 Pet. v. 8). 2. Powerful.
David may have
strong for me." In physical strength, or military, or in numbers.
had in view such instances as those recorded in ch. viii, 3 5 and xxi. 15 17. The
Wherein consists the power of the
Christian's foes also are " powers " (Eph. vi. 12).
enemies of the righteous? (1) Their inherent vigour; (2) their adaptation to our lower
nature ; (3) their number. 3. Subtle. " They prevented me in the day of my calamity.**
They rushed upon him unexpectedly, when he was enfeebled by calamity, and poorly
prepared for them. David may be thinking of the attack of the Syrians of Damascus,
whUe he and his army were engaged with Hadadezer or exhausted by the contest with
him (ch. viii. 5) ; or of the assault of the giant Ishbi-benob, while he was faint from fighting
against the Philistines (ch. xxi. 15, 16). Thus, also, the Christian's foes often surprise
him when he is preoccupied or distressed by troubles. The day of calamity is a day <rf
So that he became as a man struggling
spiritual danger.
4. In a measure successful.
for life in " great waters " (comp. vers. 5, 6). It seemed as if he must be swallowed up.
Thus, also, the enemies of the Christian may do him much mischief, temporal and
even spiritual ; but there is a limit to their power. " For the eyes of the Lord run to
and fro throughout the whole earth, to show himself strong in the behalf of them whoie
heart is perfect toward him " (2 Chron. xvL 9).

"My

—

—

XL Thb Delivebeb. Jehovah, the Almighty, whose glorioui interposition on behalf
of his servant, in answer to his cry of distress, is described in the previous verses. They
3. 2%«
2. His power over aU the forces of nature.
set forth: 1. His awful majes'y.
intensity of his interest in his troubl'd servants. How he rouses himself, as it were, for
the rescue of those in whom he delights (ver. 20). 4. His anger against their enemie$.
(Vers. 8, 9.) With such a Friend, who can neither be surprised, evaded, or resisted, the
righteous need not dread the might of any adversary, nor despair of deliverance from
the direst troubles.
IIL The delivebanck. God: 1. Supported him in his per tl$. " The Lord was my
" He stretched fortli his hand from on high; he
saved him from them.
Stay." 2.
he delivered me," etc. God's hand
laid hold of me; he drew me out of great waters
can reach his servants in the lowest depths of trouble, and is stroni: to rescue them from
the strongest of their foes. 3. He brought him into a condition of freedom and safety.
" Into a large place," a broad, open space, where no " cords of Sheol," or " snares of
death " (ver. fi. Revised Version), would embarrass or endanger him ; where he could
move about with perfect freedom, and yet perfect security. Such help from on high is
perfectly w hen the baud of their God lays hold
realiEed by God's people in this world
of them and raises them from earth to lieaven.
The perfections and acts
i, 4, an*! 7.)
IV. The PBAI3E. (See homilies on vers. 2
if Jehovah are of such a nature that to merely recite them is to praise him. We should

H

;

;

eiL
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acquaint ourselves aa fully as possible with his excellences and works, that we may
better praise him by declaring them but our own experience of his power and goodness will give us the liveliest apprehension of them, and stimulate us to the most ardent
;

—G. W.
Vers. 21—25 — Ood rewarding

praise.

the righteous. " He delivered me because he delighted
in me," the psalmist had just said. The reasons of the Divine delight in him, and hia
consequent deliverance, are gi en in these verses. They at first startle us, as inconsistent with the humility which is part of the character of a godly man, and as
peculiarly imsuitable in the mouth of one who had been guilty of adultery and murder.
The latter part of the difficulty is removed if, as is most probable, the psalm belongs to
the earlier period of David's reign, before his commission of those grievous sins. As
but rather
to the former, we should hardly find the Apostle Paul writing in this strain
His
referring all his successes to the exceeding grace of God (see 1 Cor. xv. 9, 10).
consciousness of sin in general, and of his special guilt on account of his persecution
of Christians, prevented everything that savoured of boasting, at least before God.
But even he, in appealing to men, lUd not shrink from reciting his excellences and
devoted labours (see 2 Cor. i. 12 vi. 3 10 ; xi. 5 31), though ready to call himself
• "fool" for recounting them. And, after all, the truth that God does reward the
righteous according to their rightepusness is as much a doctrine of the New Testament
•8 of the Old and there are occasions when Christians may fittingly recognize and
declare that the favour God is showing them is according to their righteousness;
although the deeper consciousness of sin, and of entire dependence on the mercy of
God, which is awakened by the revelations of the gospel, makes the Christian more
As the
reluctant to mention his virtues as a reason for the kindness of God to him.
meritorious ground of such kindness, David would have been as far as St. Paul from
regarding them. Notice
This he describes by various words and phrases,
I. The psalmist's chabacteb.
which only in part difi"er from each other. 1. Righteousness. Uprightness, rectitude,
moral and spiritual goodness in generaL 2. Cleanness of hands. Hands free from the
stain of innocent blood, of " filthy lucre," etc. 3. Observance of God's ways. Tlie ways
he prescribes of thought, feeling, speech, and action. These are inquired after and
followed by the good man. 4. Adherence to Ood. " Have not wickedly departed froni
God " from his presence, worship, the ways he prescribes, and in which he is to be
found. Some degree of turning from God at times, every one who knows himself will
be conscious of; but " wickedly" to depart from him, to do so consciously, deliberately,
The
gjrsistently, this is apostasy, the very opposite of godliness and righteousness.
hristian will esteem the slightest deviation from God as wicked ; but he justly recalls
his perseverance in the habits of piety and holiness, in spite of all temptations, with
thankfulness. 6. Mindfulness of his Word, and persevering obedience to it. God's Word
is "his statutes," what he has determined and appointed, and "his judgments," what
he declares and prescribes as just and right. These the psaltiiist "kept before" him,
and from them he "did not depart." And his attention and obedience to them were
universal they extended to " all " of them. One necessary quality of a true obedience.
'•Then shall I not be ashamed wheu I have respect unto all thy commandments" (Ps.
7. Avoidcxix. 6). 6. Uprifjhtness before Ood. With regard both to him and to men.
ance of the besetting sin "1 have kept myself from mine iniquity." There is a particular
in to which each is specially prone. To keep one's self from that, by watchfulness, prayer,
and resolute resistance, is special evidence of genuine piety. 8. Purity of life in general.
cleanness," and that "in his eyesight," a very different thing from being pure in
the eyes of men. Includes purity of heart as well aa conduct, such as is so true and
genuine as to bear the Divine inspection.
II. The psalmist's becompense.
In his preservation and deliverance from so manj
perils and enemies, he recognized the Divine reward of his righteousness, the Divine
reply to the calumnies of his enemies, the Divine attestation of his innocence. 1. Ther*
it a real righteousness in the character of godly men.
By this they are essentially di»tinguished from others. It is not a mere difference of taste. 2. TTie Divine reoom^
penae of such righteousness is certain. On account of: (1) The character of God. "The
righteous Lord loreth righteousness " (Pa. xi. 7). (2) His relation to the righteous.
;

;

;

my

—

—

.

*My

—

—

—

—
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their Father, etc. (3) His promises. (4) His almighty power. He is able to do all
that is suitable to his nature, and that he has bound himself to do by his Word.
3,
Those who receive such recompense should recognize and acknowledge it. The rgtiteoua
do continually receive recompense for their righteousness; rewards, both spiritual,
material, and social. But sometimes the happy results of their piety are very manifest,
and then they should be specially noticed. (1) To the iilory of God. Praising him and
inciting others to praise him. (2) For encourasement of themselves and their brethren.
Increasing their faith, and strengthening their determination to continue in their chosen
course, and their assurance of ultimate, complete recognition and reward. For the whole
reward is not yet. " Great is your reward in heaven " (Matt. v. 12) ; but on earth the
"guerdon" may be
<*Many a sorrow, many a labooif

As

Many a

tear.

we have the perfect Example of righteouBuess and
recompense how it may be tried^ and how sure is its reward. In him, too, we
behold the Source of righteousness for us, and the Pledge of its ultimate triumph.
Finally, in the Lord JesriB Christ

its

;

Q.W.
Correspondence hetrveen the character of men and the conduct of God
psalmist, having spoken of God's treatment of himself according
to his righteousness, now shows that his case was no exception to the general rule of
the Divine proceedings, but an illustration of it; that, universally, God renders to men
according to their character and works.
Our Lord declares the same truth, when
I. The mebciful expebience his merct.
he says, "Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy" (Matt. v. 7); and
when he declares, " If ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also
forgive you " (Matt. vi. 14) and teaches us to pray, " Forgive us our debts, as we
also have forgiven our debtors "(Matt. vi. 12, Revised Version). But huw does this conIt mtist be in harmony with it, since
sist with the doctrine of justification by faith ?
both are Divine. If it do not accord with some human statements of the doctrine, it
must be because these are erroneous or defective. Faith is not a mere assent to the
but it
truth, or reliance on the atonement of Christ and the mercy of God in him
involves acceptance of Christ as Teacher and Lord as well as Redeemer, and therefore
a willing obedience to his instructions, of which jiart is that we should be forgiving,
and that only those who are shall be forgiven only the merciiul shall find mercy.
Moreover, faith in the love of God iu Christ works love in the heart a faith which
does not is of no avail. From another point of view, "repentance toward God" is as
essential to salvation as " faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts xx. 21), and will
be produced by it. It is vain, therefore, for the unmercnul to trust in the mercy of
God, or to cry to him for mercy ; his mercy is shown only to the merciful. But to
them it is shown ; and that not only in the forgiveness of their sins, but in the bestowment of all needful blessings. They also should bear in mind that their enjoyment of
the love of God will be in proportion to tlie love which they cherish and display and
that every degree of selfishness will deprive them of some blessing.
He is essentially upright, just,
II. The upright experience God's uprightness.
but the happy experience of his uprightness is for those who " walk
faithful
uprightly" (Ps. Ixxxiv. 11) those who are sincere anii true-hearted towards Go(i and
men. To these he will show himself upriglit by niani esting to them his favour, and
fulfilling to them all his proniises (comp. Ps. xcii. 115); while to others he will
show the same quality by the execution of his threatenings.
" Blessed are the pure in heart : for they
III. The pure experience his purity.
Truly so, though not pershall see God " (Matt. v. 8). 1. Oenuine Christians are holy.
fectly. They have been cleansed by the Word and Spirit of God, and '* the blood of Jesus
They have turned from sin, and it is their abhorrence.
Christ his !Son " (1 John i. 7).
They watch and pray against it; and, when they fall into it, mourn with sincere grief.
Vers. 26, 27.

towards them.

The

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

cherish puritv of he.irt, lip, and life. They desire and strive alter perfect holiness.
To such Ood shows himself J,oUj. (1) He reveals to them his holiness. They are
capable of such a revelation, because of their purity of heart. Sin blinds the soul.

They
2.
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Incapacitating it from discerning and appreciating the holv.
(2) He acts towards them
He requires holiness of them, and works it in them. All his dealings with
them are in accordance with holiness, and have for their end to promote their sanctifiHence he does not indulge his children, but, when necessary, afflicts them,
cation.
that they may become more and more " partakers of his holiness " (Heb. xii. 10). He
will not be satisfied until they perfectly reflect his image, and he can " present them
holy and unblameable and unreproveable in his sight " (Col. i. 22).
holily.

IV. The FROWABD FIND HIM FROWAKD. 1. Siuners are froward. They are perverse,
unreasonable, ungovernable, impracticable. They show this in their feeling and conduct towards Goii, his Word and ways. They will not submit to his instructions or
obey his commands. They "walk contrary unto" him (Lev. xxvL 21), do the opposite
to that which he enjoins. 2. To them God shows himselffroward. It is a bold expression, and therefore, perhaps, the translators of this book softened it into "unsavoury,"
But the same word is rightly translated in Ps. xviii. 26, " froward."
or distastefuL
The meaning is clear. God acts as if perverse towards the perverse. As they will not
pay regard to his will, he will not to their desires and prayers. As they oppose him,
he opposes them, thwarts their purposes, disappoints their hopes. As they " walk contrary unto "him, he "will also walk contrary unto " them (Lev. xxvi. 24).
It is a
universal truth, discernible: (1) In nature.
If we would have nature work good to ua,
we must learn and obey its laws. If we will not, they will work us harm. (2) In the
in business and association with men.
affairs of life
If we will nut ascertain and live
according to the laws which should regulate our conduct, they will avenge themselves,
inflicting pain, loss, perhaps utter ruin. (3) In respect to religion and salvation.
These
originate in the benevolent will of God; and if we would experience their benefits, we
"
have
humble
and
obedient
must
regard to that will.
must ask of him, What
must I do to be saved?" and "What wilt thou have me to do?" If we choose to
reject the Divine revelations and requirements, and in pride and perversity take a
course opposed to them, the Almighty will not alter his plans to please us, but will
bring upon ua the just consequences of our frowardness.
He will appear froward to
the froward, in that, when they call upon him, lie will not answer ; when they seek
him early, they shall not find him (see Prov. i. 24 1:9). Jt is vain and foolish for
man to assert his own proud, capricious will he will find that there is another and
stronger will, that will assert itself to hia discomfiture and destruction, unless he repent.

—

We

—

;

—G. W.

Ver. 28.
Ood observing and humUing the proud. "Thine eyes are upon the
haughty, that thou mayest bring them down." The mention of " afflicted people " in
the first clause of this verse renders it probable that the psalmist, in the second, referred
to proud oppressors who had afflicted them.
But the words express a general truth.
" His eyes are upon the haughty." 1. Ue
I. God's obsebvation of the proud.
sees them ; knows who they are, distinguishes them from others, overlooks none of them.
2. He sees through them, with those piercin<i eyes of his, that search the hearts of men.
However they may conceal or disguise their pride before men, they cannot before hint.
3. Be noiicen all the exercises and manifestations of their jyride.
Their self-complacency
and self-laudation; their contempt of otliers, their insolence, iheir injustice, their
oppression of the Tiieek and humble, their self-assertion as towards him, their resistance
and unsubmissiveness, etc.; all is open to his view; and he notes all for remembrance,
exposure, and punishment.
If the proud did but realize that the eyes of the Infinite
One were upon them, how ridiculous would their pride soon apjiOar to themselves 1 how
unbecoming and contemptible as well as iuii)ious! How would the things on which
they pride them-selves— their strength, intellect, knowledge, wealth, honours, mastery
of men, virtues, etc., shrivel into insignificance as they looked upun them with the consciousness that God was looking on
4. lie keeps them ever in sight.
So that nothing
can escape his view, and they cannot elude him or do anything to the real injury of
!

his servants.

His humiliation of them.

At

the right time and in the most effectual way.
be abased" (l.uke xviii. 14).
1. Jehovah
sometimes brings down the haughty from the position which fosters or displays theit
pride. He may deprive them of that on which they pride themselves—their property,
II.

"Every one that exaiteth himself

shall

—

!
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mental Tigoor, physical strengtli, repntation (by permitting them to fall into som»
He may bring reverses upon them
disgraceful sin, or otherwise), power over others.
in the full career of their prosperity or enterprises ; snatch from them the coveted
pnze Just as they are about to grasp it ; rescue the humble victims of their oppressions.
While reducbg them to a lower level, he may exalt above them some whom they have
Pharaoh,
despised. In the height of their glory he may strike tliem suddenly down.
Sennacherib, Nebuchadnezzar, Haman, Herod, are illustrations of the humbliug which
God may administer to the haughty. In every case of impenitent pride terrible
humiliation comes at death and judgment. 2. He aometimes brings the proud down in
humhles their spirit. This may be by such methods as have just
their own esteem
been referred to ; and the spirit may be humbled without being really changed. But
the happiest humiliation is that which is wrought in the heart by the \^^ord and Spirit
The man thus afi'ected comes to
of God, aided by such methods or apart frem them.
He discerns and recosuizes his entire
Bee his true position as a creature and a sinner.
dependence on (Jod ; that whatever he has he has received (1 Cor. iv. 7). He perceives
and acknowledges the sin and folly of his pride, humbles himself before Gud on account
of it, casts himself on his mercy, gladly accepts pardon aud salvation as a free j:ift of
God's grace in Christ Jesus ; and thus receives a better exaltation than ever he had
known or imagined before. Happy those haughty ones whom God thus brings down
"
Then, eschew pride ; and " be clothed with humility (1 Pet. v. 5, 6). This grace
may best be learned at the cross of Christ. There we see our condition of evil and
peril as sinners, our entire dependence for salvation on the mercy of God and the
merits of his Son, our equality in respect to sin and salvation with the meanest of those
we are tempted to despise. There also we have presented to our contemplation th«
noblest model of humility and self-humiliation (Phil. ii. 5—6).— G. W.

—

Ver. 29. Ood the Lamp of hi* people. The image of a lamp seems at first too
humble to be employed of God. " The Lord God is a Sun" (Ps. Ixxxiv. 11) appears
more suitable for One so great, who is the Light of the universe. Still, the humbler
and homelier image is expressive. A lamp is of service where the sun is of none in
Its light is more readily commanded and approuiiues, dark cellars and dungeons, etc.

—

can say, " My lamp," we cannot so well say, " My sun." And bo this
to us more r«idily how God is a Light in the darkest places and
obscurest recesses; available to each for his own particular needs and for the humblest
uses of daily life. But the distinction need not and should not be pressed. The word
is an image of light.
"Thou art my Lamp, O Lord." 1. Ee shines as a bright lamp.
I. A FACT 8TATBD.
essential, independent, unchangeable,
(1) He is Light without darkness (1 John i. 5);
and eternal Light. Not needing to be or capable of being replenished, as all other
lamps, literal or figurative. (2) He shines pre-eminently in his Son Jesus Christ. (3)
" The comIn and by his Word— its declarations, precepts, promises, threatenings.
mandment is a lamp, and the Law is light" (Prov. vi. 23). (4) By liis Spirit, in the
Thus " the spirit of man is the lamp of the
reason, conscience, and heart of man.
Lord" (Prov. ix. 27, Eevised Version). (5) In and by his people. He so shines on
them as to make them lights. 2. Ee thus fulfils the various purposes of a lamp. (1)
priated.

imj^e

We

may convey

Himself, and in his light all other persons and things in their true nature and
him and each other (comp. Eph. v. 13). Bringing into view what had been
hidden in the heart, etc., by the darkness. (2) Guiding. In the way that is right and
He thus gives " the light of life " (John
safe, and leads to salvation (Ps. cxix. 105).
Esth. viii. 16). 3. Ee is a Lamp
viii. 12).
(3) Cheering (Ps. iv. 6, 7 xcvii. 11 comp.
" My Lamp." Similarly, " The Lord is my Light " (Ps. xxvii. 1). The
to each believer.
of it.
godly man accepts the Divine light, uses it in practical life, enjoys the comfort
Others reject it, and wander and stumble on in darkness.
XL Ah AB8UBAK0M CHERISHED. " The Lord will lighten my darkness." From hu
knowledge of God and his promises, and his past experience, the psalmist felt assured
be his light in and through
that, whatever darkness might come upon him, God would
would turn the darkness into light. Such an assurance may be cherished by

Revealing.

relations "to

;

it,

all

yea,

;

arise from : 1. Perthe people of Gk»d. He will lighten the darkness which may
As to Divine truth and as to the path of duty. 2. Sin. The memory of sins

plexity.
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long past or recent ; the consciousness of proneness to evil. 3. Spiritual gloom. When
the lights of heaven seem blotted out, and God seems himself to have deserted th«
soul (Ps. xxii. 1, 2; xlii,). 4. Troubles.
Afflictions of body; bereavemeuts, makin;^
dark the home ; unkiudness or unfaithfulness of friends ; wui Idly losses. When all
other lights go out, and leave in gloom, God remains, the Light of his friends, and will
in due time lighten their darkoess.
Let all, then, accept this glorious Lamp for their guidance and comfort. How blesflLd
the world of which it is said, " There shall be no night there ... for the Lord Uod
;
giveth them light " and a<;ain, " The glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is tho
Light thereof" (Rev. xxu. 5 ; xxL 23) 1
G. W.

—

Ver. 31.

Perfection of God's

way and Word.

These words may be regarded as a

brief summary of the lessons which David had learned from his varied experiences and
meditations. They are the perfection of God's way, the unmixed truth of his Word,
and the safety of all who flee to him for protection.

" His way is perfect," This is true of all his
I. The pebfection of God's way.
proceedings, in every department of his operations. His ways in nature are to a large
extent inscrutable ; but we are sure they are infinitely wise and good. His method of
redeeming and saving sinners is perfect. But here the reference is rather to the course
of his providence
the way in which he leads, governs, protects, and delivers his servants.
The meaning of the assertion.
That God's way is perfectly wise and good and
holy, perfectly adapted to fulfil the purposes of his love towards his children, and leada
to an end that is perfectly good.
Tijat, in comparison with the way we might have
preferred, it is infinitely superior.
2. Tlie grounds of the assertion.
It expresses a
conviction which springs from : (1) ReasonBecause God is perfect, his way must be.
Perfect Wisdom and Goodness cannot err; unbounded power carries into eflTect the
determinations of perfect Wisdom and Goodness. (2) Revelation. Holy Writ is in mosi
cases our first source of knowledge as to God and his ways ; and it abounds in
declarations adapted to assure us, in the midst of all our perplexities respecting the
mysteries of Divine providence, that the ways of God are right and good, and will issue
in good to those who love and obey him.
Looking back on his own
(3) Experience.
life, with its many difficulties, struggles, and perils, David could see enough of the way
of God in it all to awaken is him a profound conviction that it was a perfect way.
And no one who serves God can fail to recognize this truth in his own life, however
much may remain at present dark and difficult. (4) Observation. By which the
experience of others becomes availalile for ourselves. In this we may include the
recorded experience of others in biography and history, in the sacred or other books.
The history of the Church and of individuals abounds in instances adapted to increase
our confidence in the perfection of the Divine way, while leaving vast spaces of
unsolved mystery. 3. The injiu,ence which this truth should have upon us. (1) Thankfulness and praise.
(2) Unwavering confidence, however dark some of the Divine
proceedings may be, whether towards ourselves or others. (3) Cheerful submission to
the guidance and government of God.

—

L

It is " tried " literally, " smelted," and so purified
Ps. lii. 6, " The words of the Lord are pure words
as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times ").
The meaning is that God's
Word is thoroughly genuine, true, sincere, free from every particle of opposite qualities.
The statement applies to every word of God his declarations, revelations, precepts^
promises, and threatenings. It is most probably made here as to his promises. Thesa

IL The pubity of God's Wobd.
and refined, as metals by fire (comp.

;

—

thoroughly true and reliable, free from error, free from deceit. For God ;
(1)
lie (Titus i. 2).
Knows perfectly all the future, all
(2) Cannot mistake.
possible hindrances to the accomplishment of his purposes, and his own power to
conquer them. (3) Cannot change. Not in purpose; nut in power. Thus whatever
tends to throw more or less of imcertainty upon human promises is absent from th«
Divine (see further on ch. vii. 28). The Word of God is " tried " in another sense of
the Hebrew word. It has been " tested," put to the proof, in ten thousands of instance^
and has ever been found true. The experience of every believer testifies to its perfeol
truth ; and the experience of the Churcli, and of the world in its connection with the
Church, throughout all ages, gives the same assurance. Then: 1. Let u trvst the Word
U. 8AMCEL.
2 O

are

all

Cannot

-

—

—
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2. Let us be glad and
suited to its entire trustworthiness.
that is unreliable, we have here a firm foundation on
which to rest our life and hopes. 3. Let our word correspond with that of Ood in its
freedom from all insincerity and untruthfulness, if it canaot be free from tlie uncertainty which springs from ignorance, inability, or mutability.
1. The protection itself.
III. The protection which God affords to his people.
" He is a Buckler [Shield] to all them that trust in him." Not only he secures protection,

of Ood

ufith

a confidence

ihankfvl that, amidst so

much

he is himself tlie Shield that protects. As a hen protects her chickens under her own
wings (Ps. xci. 4), so the Lord covers and defends his people with his own Being and
Their enemies have to conquer him before they can injure them. They
perfections.
are under the guardianship of his knowledge, power, goodness, faithfulness; and these
must fail before they can perish. 2. The persons who enjoy such protection. "All
them that trust in him " all, as the word is, who flee to him for refuge. (1) It is
one of the characteristics of the godly, that in their perils they flee for refuge to God.
not to some merely imaginary being whom they call God
It is to God they flee
a God, for instance, who, however despised in the time of prosperity, is always at the

—

;

men in trouble ; too merciful to punish his foes severely ; too tender-hearted to
Such condisregard the cry of distress, although it come from impenitent hearts.
God's Word contains not a promise to the ungodly and unholy, however
fidence is vain.
But
troubled they may be, unless the trouble subdue their hearts to a true repentance.
those who live by faith in God naturally turn to him in danger and distress. (2) To
them he is a Shield. Their faith itself, God-produced and God-sustained, is a shield
(Eph. vi. 16); it inspires their prayers and struggles after safety; and in resj)unse to
their confidence and their prayers the Almighty becomes their Defence, ai.d they are
Faith wiiich is mixed with doubt
safe.
(3) Their safety is according to their faith.
Intermittent faith brings intermittent safety. If for a time
is an occasion of peril.
we flee//om our Eefuge, we are exposed defenceless to the assaults of our enemies, and
Then, " trust in him at all times " (Ps. Ixii. 8) ; and
shall be wounded and distressed.
" (Luke xviL 5), and, " Pray for ua that our
let your prayer be, "Lord, increase our faith
call of

faith

fail

not " (see Luke xxii. 32).— G.

Ver. 32.
his

W.

Jehovah the only Ood, the only Rock. David's experience of what Jehovah
to bim impels him triumphantly to contrast him with all other that

God had been

men

called gods.

Jehovah alonk is God. David was thinking of the idols worshipped by the
nations around, which had proved themselves unable to protect their worshippers from
The question may be asked as to all other idols, and all persona
his victorious arms.
and things that men serve as if they were gods self, wealtli, the world, etc. : 1. Which
of them has perfections like those of Jehovah f He is the living God, the everlasting,
To whom
infinite in power, wisdom, and love ; perfect in holiness and righteousness.
"There is none else" (Deut. iv. 39).
besides can such attributes be ascribed?
" All the gods of the peoples are
2. Which of them has done or can do works like his f
" (Ps. xcvi. 5, Revised Version ; comp. Isa. xlv.
idols : but the Lord made the heavens
They are " vain things,
3. Which of them can help their worshippers as he can f
18).
which cannot profit nor deliver ; for tliey are vam " (1 Sam. xii. 21). 4. Which of them,
Fear, trust, love, worship,
then, is worthy to receive homage such as is due to him ?
Yet the unregenerate do honour one or other of these vanities njore than
obedience.
God. They, as truly as the heathen, " worship and serve the creature rather than the
Creator, who is blessed for ever " (Rom. i. 25, Revised Version).
term applied to him by
1. Ood is a Bock.
II. Jehovah alone is a Rock.
Moses (Deut. xxxii. 4), and afierwards very frequently, especially in the Book of Psalms.
God 18 to those who trust in him what a rock, lofty and difiicult of ascent and access to
In him they find salety and prostrangers, is to a people invaded by powerful foes.
I.

—

A

marked by strength, stability, and permanence, so God im
Rock of ages, " an everlasting Rock " (Isa. xxvL 4,
Revised Version), a Betuge available througn each life and for all generations. 2. H«
alone is worthy of the name. There are other persons and things which minister
"
strength and safety to men. " Wisdom is a defence, and money is a detence (Eccles. viL
But none besidet
etc.
12), friendship also, and civil government and military force,
tection.

mighty

And

as a rock

is

to protect, unchangeable, a

OH.

xxiL
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Q-od deserves the name of a Kock. (1) They are limited in their worth ; he, unbounded.
They
or another of them may be a refuge against some dangers
he, against all.
may not be at hand in the time of most pressinLi need ; he is always near. (2) They are
feeble aud unstable; he, strong and firm.
(3) They are transient; he, everlasting.
(4)
They are dependent ; he, their independeut Source. All their fitness and ability to aid
us is fiom him ; so that, when they are of service to us, it is he that is showing himself
to be our Rock.
Then : 1. Accept thankfully the good they can do ; but trust in the Lord alone with
absolute and unwavering confidence.
2. Beware '/resorting to God's gifts as a rc/ugt
from himself. From the thought of him ; from the reproaches of a guilty conscience;
from the penalties of his Law. 3. If you reject or neglect Ood for others, bethink you
what help they can give you when he executes his Judgments upon you. (Judg. x. 14;
Jer. ii. 28.)— G. W.

One

;

Ver. 33. Divine protection and guidance. The experience of David, and the purpose
of the psalm, naturally lead to repetition of declarations and images descriptive of the
They are not unsuitable
protection and guidance which had been vouchsafed to him.
to record the convictions and feelings of every good man as he reviews the past and
This verse in the Revised Version reads, "God is my strong
anticipates the future.
Fortress, and he guideth the perfect in his way."
fortress is a protection against enemies.
L God is our strong Fortress.
1. We
have powerful foes. The world and the flesh, the devil and his angels, assault us continuall}', and would destroy, not only our peace, but our souls.
They are too strong
and numerous for our power and skill; and no creature-power is suflicient for onr
defence.
2. God is our Almighty Protector.
The Fortress into which we can flee, and
where we are safe; which no enemy can scale or breach. His presence surrounds us;
his power defends us.
Yea, he is in our hearts to strengthen and protect us. Everywhere, and under aU circumstances, we can resort to this Refuiie, and defy our foes.
sliould therefore be ready to go anywhere and do anything at God's command.
He may lead us where temptations are numerous and powerful; but obeying and trusting him, we are secure.
II. God is oub all-wise Guide.
The reading and translation preferred by the
Revisers gives a good sense, harmonizing with many statements of Holy Writ.
"He
guideth the perfect in his way," or, perhaps, "his [God's] way." The man who is " per-

A

We

fect" in the sense of "upright," sincere, true, righteous, whole-hearted, may be assured
of Divine guidance; while the insincere, hypocritical, double-minded, shall be left to go
astray.
In the margin of the Revised Version, however, another reading and rendering
are given, viz. " guideth my way in perfectness," which appears to be substantially in

agreement with the Authorized Version, *' maketh my way perfect." 1. God leads his
people in their way.
By his providence, Word, Spirit. In respect to the aflairs of this
life, and those of tlie soul and eternity.
He guides them into the position he has chosen
for them, and to and in the work he appoints for them.
"The steps of a good man
are ordered by the Lord " (Ps. xxxvii. 23).
Such was the
2. His lead is perfect.
conclusion of the psalmist in reference to his own way.
He could see that all had been
ordered aright for the accomplishment of the Divine purposes respecting him. Such
will be the conclusion of all God's servants at the last; and their faith in God will
enable them to cherish this conviction now, notwithstanding all the perplexities in
which they may be involved. The way in which they may be led may not be always
pleasant; but it is: (1) The best way.
The way of holiness; the way inwhicli they can
gain most real good, serve and honour God most, be most useful, attain ultimately the
greatest glory and felicity.
Sometimes a way which avoids enemies
(2) The safe way.
and perils; in other cases, a way through the midst of them, which (iod makes sjife by his
protection. (3) The way that ends in eternal glor\ and bles.--edness. It is "the w;iy of life
which goeth upward " (Prov. xv. 24, Revised Version). " The end " is " everlastini; life"
(Rom. vi. 22). It may be asked how it comes to jmss that those who have iod for their
Guide nevertheless make such grievous mistakes, and fall into so much trouble. (1)
The troubles which spring fr^im want of worldly wisdom, as well as those which arise
from circumstances, are under Divine guidance. It is the will ot God that his pe. '|)lo
should sufi'er, and his benevolent purpose is often made manifest in the spiritual proSi
(

—

;
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(2). Even good men do not fully seek and follow
the guidance of God. They too frequently choose their own way, and thus fall into
But God, in his goodness, does not theretore forsake them. He leads those
mischief.
who are true at heart out of the evils into which they have broui;ht themselves, tuma
their very sins and follies to account in traiuing them for further service, and bringi

ftnd greater usefnlness of the suflFerers.

them safe home at last.
The lessons are 1. Be thankful for such a Guide. 2. See to it that you ever honestly
By the study of his Word and providence, and by
$eek and submit to his guidance.
earnest prayer, inquire what is the way in which he would have you go ; and, when
you see it, walk in it. G. W.
:

—

" Thy gentleness hath made me
condescension.
from a humble position to one of greatness. He had
become great in arms, in royal dignity, in the extent of his dominion- In these words
he ascribes all his greatness to the condescending goodness of God. The word translated
'* gentleness " is elsewhere iised only of men, and signifies " humility " (Prov. it.
33
But in speakiug of God, we use the word "condescension" rather
xriii. 12; xxii. 4).
than " humility." Yet it b said of him (Ps. cxiii. 6) that " he humbleth himself to
behold the thiugs that are in heaven and in the earth " i.e. he stoojjs to regard them
The wordJs of the text may be used by all
it is condescension in him to notice them.
Christians especially by some of them.
L The greatness to which Chbistiaks abb exalted. 1. AU of them are mad$
great.
For they are made (1) Sons and daughters of the great God, brothers and sisterg
They are
of Jesus the Son of God, having a nature corresponding with the names.
" partakers of the Divine nature" (2 Pet. L 4), and therefore Gk)d-like, in holiness,
A nobler wisdom than that
righteousness, and love.
(2) Wise vdth heavenly wisdom.
of philosophers. " Taught of God " (J<jhn vi. 45), who reveals to them what he hides
from the worldly wise (Matt. xi. 25). (3) Powerful with the noblest power, that
which is moral and spiritual, by which they " overcome the world " (1 John v. 4), rule
their own spirits (Prov. xvi. 32), and subdue others to the obedience of faith.
(4)
Friends and associates of the best of God's creatures holy angels and redeemed men;
and
at
length
possessors,
iii.
Heirs,
of
15).
with whom they form one lamily (Eph.
(5)
a grand and enduring estate (1 Pet. i. 4). These things are not mere names or fancies;
they are solid and enduring realities, to have the lowest place and the humblest share
in which is, in the nature of things, to be greater than the greatest of earthly dignitariea
who have no part in them. 2. Some of them are made specially great. They realize,
in a larger measure tlian others, the various elements of greatness mentioned above.
They have more of God in them and hence are richer in spiritual wisdom and goodness, exercise a wider and stronger influence, do a greater work, attain to greater honour
and renown in this world and the next. Apostles, martyrs eminent teachers, evangelists,
missionaries, and reformers monarchs, too, and statesmen, poets, etc., who are also devoted
Christians.
Such special greatness arises son.etiriies and in part from
(1) Greater
natural endowments. More of physical energy, or intellectual power, or emotional force,
to begin with.
(2) Or greater opportunities, which may be such as rank and fortune
give, or the state of thiugs around them, or such as poverty, affliction, and persecution
afibrd.
(3) Special earnestness, faithfulness, and diligence in the cultivation and employment of powers and opportunities (Luke xix. 16 26). (4) Special prayerfulness.
Hence abundant iinpartation of the Holy Spirit, the Source and Sustainer of all spiritual
Without this all seeming greatness is not greatnesa
excellence.
(5) Deeper humility.
at all "in the kingdom of heaven," and will shrivel into nothingness (Matt, xviii. 1
4;
Luke ix. 48 xiv. 11).
WHO
THOSE
AND
ASCBIBED
BY
A8CBIBED,
IB
il. To what BUCH QBEATNE88 18 TO BE
ATTAIN TO XT. To the condescension of God. David recognized that all his greatness
was owing to the goodness and }X)wer of God, and in their exercise on his behalf he
Similar should and will be the feeling of all
discerned unspeakable condescension.
who are raised to spiritual greatness. 1. Tht work of God in their exaltation is a work
of condescension. This appears as we consider (1) His greatness and hoUness, and
Isa. Ivii. 16).
God must stoop to reach and
their littleness and sinfuiness (Ps. viii.
When we
raise such creatures.
(2) His various operations upon and for them.
Greatness

Ver. 36.

great."

from Qo^t

David had been

raised

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

:

—

—

;

:

;
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consider what is involved in the Divine processes by which they are exalted, they
resolve themselves into attention (so to speak) to, and animating or controlling
influence over, a countless multitude of small matters.
Tet we shall not be astonished
at this when we remember that not a sparrow is forgotten by God, and that his children
"are of more value than many sparrows" (Luke xii. 6, 7). Also that great reeulta
depend on small things ; and that, in fact, to the Infinite Mind there is nothing great,
nothing Bmall. (3) And pre-eminently, the incarnation and work of the Son of God.
The self-himiiliation of the eternal Word in becoming man (John i. 1 3, 14), and of
the Ood-M&n in lowly service to lowly people, patiently enduring the greatest indignities
and most painful and ignominious sufferings, " obedient unto death, even the death of
the cross " (Matt, ix. 28 ; Luke xxii. 27 ; John xiii. 2—5 ; PhiL ii. 6—-8). (4) The work
of the Holy Spirit. Stooping to dwell in the hearts of the mean and sinful, bearing
with neglect, waywardness, resistance, and disobedience. 2. The condescension thm
displayed promotes spiritual greatness. Not only as it is exercised in the ways before
mentioned, but: (1) As it is apjirehended and realized. The majesty, holiness, and justice
of God tend to humiliate aiid repress the human spirit, and discourage aspiration and
eflFort.
At best it produces only a " spirit of bondage " (Rom. viii. 15). But under the

—

influence of condescending love, l<<ve is enkindled, confidence is awakened, the ceart
expands and enlarges, is inspired with the Ireedom and courage which prepare for noble
service of God and man, rises heavenward and yet looks on earth with kindlier eye, and
more resolute purpose to labour an-i suffer for its good. (2) As it incites to imitation.
Contemplating the grandeur and beauty of the Divine condescension, we become translearn to stoop to the lowly and even the degiaded.
formed into its image.
are coutent to serve in lowly ofiBces, if thereby we can benefit our fellow-men.
It no
longer seems strange that we should be required "to wash one another's feet " (John
xiii. 14).
And this is the way to become great (Mark x. 43, 44). Yet we must iioi
indulge the thought or assume the air of condescension, or we shall fail both to benefit
others and to secure honour for ourselves.
Rather let us accustom ourselves to tiiini;
In how many and important resjjects we are on a level with those whose good we seek.
This will produce in us genuine humility, and enable us to feel towards our brethren
a brotherly sympathy which will banish the sense of superiority. G. W.

We

We

—

Vers. 44, 45.
The head of the nations. David once more records how God had
delivered him in and from the contests in which he had been involved; and declares
that he had thus kept him "to be the head of the nations" (Revised Version), not
only Israel, but foreign peoples. He, or, if not he, the Spirit whicli spake by him
(ch. xxiii. 2), may have had in view the ultimate purpose of God respecting him and
his posterity, viz. the exaltation of his great Son to be, in a wider sense than was
applicable to David himself, "the Head of the nations."
may at least take the
words as applicable to the Lord Jesus Chi ist.

We

I.

The

opposition

he encounters.

Like David, he has to withstand

many " striv-

ings of the people."
1. In his life on earth he was much opposed.
He endured the
"contradiction of sinners a(:aiiist himself" (Heb. xii. 3). "He came unto his own, and
his own received him not " (John i. 11)
his own people, his own family (John vii. 5).
All classes, with a few exceptions, rejected him
Pharisees and Sadducees, elders and
scribes, ecclesiastics and politicians, rulers and people.
The multitude sought once to
make him king (John vi. 15), and, when he entered Jerusalem for the last time,
welcomed him, in the hope that he was about to ascend the throne; but he would not
be such a king as they desired, and they cared not to have such a King as he was to be.
Hence they united with their superiors in saying, "
will not have this Man to reign
over us" (Luke xix. 14); and, to piut an end to his pretensions, put him to death.
They did not i^now that they were thus very effectually promoting his victories anu
reign.
2. He has met with varioiis and constant opposition ^uer since.
His cause has
advanced in spite of jjeriictual "strivings" against it. Jews and Gentiles, kings .and subjects, rich and poor, tiie intellectual and the ignorant, the refined and the coarse, have
"set themselves , . again.-t the Lord, and against his Anointed" (Ps, ii, 2). He, too,
can speak still of the "strivings of my people."
As at first amongst the Jews, so
since amongst Christians (so-called), and amongst those in high positions in his Charch,
have been foimd his worst foes. Men are wilhug to bear his Name, to receive soiae ol

—

—

We

.

—
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and even contend for them, to appropriate the comfort he gives but to
obey him, to let him rule in their minds and (learts and lives, in their homes, in their
that is quite
business, in their pleasures, in tlieir social life, in their national affairs,
another matter. And those who strive earnestly to obey him themselves, and to induce
others to do so, must be prepared for opposite "strivings," and even persecution.
Nor
do they wonder, seeing they find, more or less, in their own nature, elements of opposition to the rule of the Christ which explain the hostility of others.
n. The exalted position he nevertheless occupies. " Head of the nations."
The answer of the Almighty to all the rebellious counsels and works of men is, " Yet
his doctrines,

;

—

The kingdom of Christ is
I set my King upon my holy hill of Zion" (Ps. ii. 6).
the kingdom of Jehovah vain, therefore, must be all strivings a^^ainst it. Its opponents
can only dash themselves to pieces, but "he must reign" (1 Cor. xv. 25). 1. The
" The nations," in a wider sense than was true of David.
extent of his dominion.
"All nations shall serve him" (Ps. Ixxii. 11). And not only all natiois in existence
at any one time, but all that may come into existence while the world endures.
2.
The nature of his dominion. (1) He is " Head of the nations " by right. By the
appointment and gift of the Father (Ps. ii. 7, 8; Matt, xxviii. 18). As the result and
reward of his own righteousness and self-sacrificing love (Phil. ii. 8, 9). He redeemed
men by his blood, to make them " a kingdom " (Kev. i. 5, 6 v. 9, 10, Revised Version).
As truth, righteousness, and love are rightful rulers, however far they may be from
" He ia
actually ruling, so is it with our Lord.
(2) He actually rules over all nations.
Lord of all" (Acts x. 36). All authority on earth, as well as in heaven, has been given
Whether men know him or not, acknowledge him or not,
to him (Matt, xxviii. 18).
he is their King he so orders, controls, and directs the affairs of the nations as to make
them subserve the advancement and ultimate imiversal establisliment of bis spiritual
reign.
(3) He has already a vast multitude of willin^j and obedient subjects in many
nations.
people which he knew not," gathered from the Gentiles, serves him; as
well as many from the people whom he knew. (4) Many render him feigned obedience
(yer. 45, margin).
It is an evidence of his great power among the nations that many
find it to their interest, or credit, or convenience, to profess his Name, who are stiU
opposed to him in heart. They call him Lord, though they do not the things which
he says (Luke vi. 46). (5) All nations will at length own him as their Head, and
The prophecy will yet be fulfilled : " There
heartily and lovingly submit to his sway.
have

;

;

;

"A

followed great voices in heaven, and they said. The kingdom of the world is become the
of our Lord, and of his Christ : and he shall reign for ever and ever" (Rev. xi.
In the assurance of this, let his people labour and give and
15, Revised Version).
pray with joyful hope for the extension of his reign in the earth. G. W.

kingdom

—

Ver. 47.

Praise

praise to God, but

to

Ood

some

as the ever-living Saviour.

parts bear

more

The whole psalm

distinctively this character.

is a song of
This verse is one

of them.

(See on ver. 32.) " My Eock." The
1. Bock,
1. The titles here given to God.
Rock to wliich I have fled, and where I have found safety and repose. The Rock in
which I still trust and will trust with full assurance of its stahility and security, whatIt is a blessed thing, in speaking of God, to be able
ever be the confidences of others.
to use this woid " my," as expiessive of personal experience, choice, and ctnifidence.
2. The Ood of the Rock of my salvation ; equivalent to " the God who is the Rock of
my salvation," "my mighty Saviour." David had experienced salvation from enemies
and dangers many times and in many ways; and he ascribes all to God. By whatever
means and instruments, it was God who had delivered him. He had been manifested
in his history as the God of salvation ; and in saving him had shown himself a Rock,
The higher and better salvation which
ihe Rock in which alone safety was to i>e found.
With him it originated; by him in
is presented to us in the gospel is from God.
Christ it is wrought. Christians joyfully recognize God as the God of salvation, the
Rock of salvation. It is for men one of the most glorious and encouraging names of
God. God the Creator, God the Preserver, God the Ruler, are glorious names; but unlesB
It ia
to them could be added God the Savinur, they would aflford no hope or comfort.
Sjiecially gladdenthis which renders all other names of God attractive and inspiring.
ing is it to be able to say, "The God of my salvation," the Rock of ages in which

OH.
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I find refuge, the God who has saved me and is saving me, and in
he will fully save me, from the guilt, power, and consequences of
assaults of the deadly enemies of my soul.

whom

I trust that

my sins, and

all

the

The declaration made respecting

him. '* The Lord liveth." Which expresses
In contrast with idols, which are dead, helpless, and unable to
In contrast with men, who die and pass away. 3.
help.
2. His continued existence.
His manifested exi>>tence. He lives and works in the world, in the Church, in each
believer.
By his of)erations for the good of his people, he shows himself the living
God. 4. The satisfaction which his servants feel in him as ever-living. (1) Joy that
such a Being is their God. That they know and worship the true and living God.
(2) Confidence that his life renders all their interests secure for this world and the
And not only their interests as iudividualt>, but those of the whole Church of
next.
God. Because he lives, his Church cannot perish, (3) Comfort under the death of
Christian friends. He lives; and therefore their death was his act.
It did not befall
them because he had ceased to be or to be able to deliver. He lives, to support and
comfort those who survive. He lives, to supply the place of the departed in the family,
the Church, the world. He lives, and therefore they live and will live for ever.
For through Christ their life was and is rooted in his. He is their abiding DwellingII.

1.

His

real existence.

place.

The pbaise rendered to

him. " Blessed" (equivalent to "praised"), " exalted."
the utterance of exalted thoughts and feelings respecting him. Without
these the language of praise is of no value. 2. To publish his praise by speech or
writing is to exalt him in view of others. 3. Praise in such words as are here employed
expresses the desire that all should exalt him by accepting, loving, obeying, and extolling him.
4. The publication of his praise is adapted to produce this result.
5. The
exaltation of God should ever be sought in our services of praise.
Some such service*
tend rather to the exaltation of musical composers, organists, and choirs. G. W.
III.

1. Praise is

—

Praising God among the nations. In bringing to a close this grand
of praise, the royal writer looks around and forward.
He reveals a purpose and
expectation that his song will be heard among the nations at large, and he expresses
his assurance that the kindness of God which he had experienced would be extended
Vers. 50, 51.

psalm

to his family down to the latest agi s, yea, for evermore.
The two verses are closely
connected.
Translate "nations" instead of "heathen;" and instead of "He is the
Tower of salvation for his king," read, "Effecting great salvations [deliverances] for his
king." Thus the verses will run, " Therefore I will give thanks unto thee,
Lord,
among the nations, and to thy Name will I sing praises; who etfecteth great deliverances for his king, and showeth loving-kindness to his anointed, to David and to his
seed for evermore."
L The oboonds of the psalmist's pbaise. 1. Eta position. God's "king,"
*• his anointed," the messiah (Christ) of God.
David was literally anointed by Samuel
as the future king of Israel, and had been prepared for anii brought to the throne in
marvellous ways. He recognized, as Saul had failed to do, that he was God's king and
representative, ruling God's people in subjection to him.
The position was far mora
honourable than that of any heathen monarch, however much wider big dominion. 2.
His experience of the goodness and power of Ood. Protecting, delivering, giving victory,
exalting to the throne, and preserving in it. " Therefore," because of aJl that 1 have
here recorded of the Divine favour to me, " I will give thanks," etc.
Note the value of
experience as a help and incentive to praise.
It gives reality to our thoughts of God,
and personal knowledge of his power and goodness. It stirs the heart to gratitude, and
to a desire that all should know and praise him.
It furnishes interesting subjects for
praise.
3. !%« assurance he had of the future kindness of (>o<l to himself and hit
This assurance sprang from the promise of God by Nathan (ch. vii. 12 16),
family.
and which finds its ultimate and complete lulfilmcnt in the exaltation of the Christ, the
Son of David, to be King of all men, of all beings and things in heaven as well as earth.
It was a great honour conferred on David and his fiiniily to be made rulers for many
generations of the people in and through whom true religion was preserved, to be
at length difi'used through kII the earih; it was a far greater for him to spring from
them who should be the Saviour of all men, and the eternal King. For consider: (1)

—

——

M8
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Not only Son

of David, but Son of God, filled *' with all the fulnesi
Espe(2) The nature of his rule.
9); the incarnate Word.
the reign of Divine truth, holiness, and love in the hearts and
cially his spiritual reign
lives of men ; the reign of peace and joy. (3) Its extent. Far wider than that of David
or Solomon. To include at length all nations (Ps. Ixxii. 8, 11). (4) Its duration. " For
David discerned, in the Divine proiiiise to him and his, enough to fill hia
ereriuore."
heart with gladness ani thankfulness; if he could have seen even as much as we are
permitted to behold, his wonder and gratitude would have known no bounds.
IL The sphebe of his pkaise. "Among the nations." 1. Tlie fulness of his
gratitude moved him to make known God's goodness as widely as possible. 2. He
desired to instruct other nations, and bring thm to worship a God so able and willing
tie may have felt a special obligation to instruct and benefit
to bless his worshippers,
the peoples who had been brought into subjection to himself. 3. The interest which

His

[lers^onal glory.

of the

Godhe^"

(C!ol.

the nations at large

where

ver.

50

is

ii.

—

had in what God had done and promised to him. See Rom. xv. 9,
St. Paul in proof that it was the purpoa* of God that th«

quoted by

Gentiles should " glorify

God

for hia

mercy."

—G. W.

EXPOSITION.

A morning without clouds;

OHAPTEB XXnL
A

long interval

—

I

:

"He

that ruleth over men righteously,
Ihat ruleth in the fear of God

And

Yea, as the tender grass itom the earth,
from sunshine, from rain."

—Now

these be the last words of
gi parates this psalm
X>avid.
&om the preceding. The one was written
when David ha'! just reached the zenith of
his power, and, when still unstained by foul
erime, he could claim God's favour as due
to hia innocence. These last words were
David's lateot inspirL-d utterance, written,
probably, towards the end of the calm period
which followed upon his restoration to his
throne, and when time and the sense of
favour had healed the
Grod's renewed
wounds of his souL David the son of Jesse
probably
this account of the
said.
was
It
author, and its personal character, which
caused the exclusion of this hymn from the
Book of Psalms. It seemed to belong rather
to David's private history thiin to a collection made for use in the public services of
the temple. Said. The word is one usually
applied to a message coming directly from
Gkxl.
It is used, however, lour times in
Numb. xxiv. of the words of Balaam, and
in Prov. xix. of those of Agur.
The solemnity of the word indicates the fulness of
it.~ iiiJipiration.
The sweet psahnist; liter.dly, he who is pleasant in the psalms of
l-T'iel.
David might well claim this title,
as, under God, we owe the Paalter to him.
Vers. 8, 4.
He that ruleth, etc. This
rendering of the Hebiew is very bcmtiful,
an fit to be graven on the hearts of rulers.
Tiiere is often almost an inspiration in the
ronaeririgs of the Authorized Version. Giamniatically, nevertheless, the psalm declares
the blessedness of the king wuo is just, and
uiay be translated as follows

Ver.

1.

as the

when

morning light shall he be,

the aim riseth.

A

king who rules his people justly is ai
glorious as the sun rising in its strength to
drive away the works of darkness, and give
men, by precept and example, the light of
clear knowledge of their duty. But the last
metaphor is especially beautiful.
In the
summer, vegetation dries up under the
burning heat of the sun; all is bare and
brown, and a few withered stalks of the
coarser plants alone remain. But when the
rains come, followed by bright sunshine,
nature at one burst flashes into beauty, and
the hillsides and plains are covered with
the soft green of the reviving grass, through
which myriads of flowers soon push their
way, and clotlie the landscape with bright
colours.
So a just and upiight government
calls into being countless forms of human
activity, and fosters aU that is morally
beautiful, while it checks the blighting influences of unregulated passion and selfish
grted.
Ver. 5. Although my house, etc.
The
rendering of the Authorized Yersion is that
of the ancient versions, and is to be retained.
David could not but feel that his house was
too stained with sin upon sin for him to be
able to lay claim to have been in fact that
which the theocratic king was in theory,
aiiii which David ought to have been as the
rt preventative of Christ, and himself the
christ, or anointed of Israel's God.
But
most modem commentators take the negatives as interrogative, and, therefore, as
strong assertions.

—

" For

is

not

my

liouse so with

God ?

Fur he had made with me an eternal
covenant.

Ordered in

ail tilings,

and seeure
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all my salvation and all my desire,
"
Shall he not make it to grow ?

For

But surely David had faileJ in realizing
the better purposes of his heart, and it was
of God's good pleasure that the covenant,
in spite of personal failure, remained firm
and

secure.
Vers. G, 7. The sons of Belial ; Hebrew,
helial; not a proper name, but a word signifying " worthlessness," and especially
vicious worth] <i=8n<^88 (see note on 1 Sam.
It is from this worthlessness that
i. 16).
opposition arises to the just king, and he
recognizes it as that which thwarts his

eflforts.
*•

—

The words may be rendered

But the ungodly are as thorns, to be all
of them thrust away
For they may not be taken hold of with
the hand.
And the man that would touch them
Must arm himself with iron and the staff
of a spear
And they shall be utterly burned with
fire uuto nothingneaa."

The vicious worthlessness which opposes
righteous government must be treated like
thorns, too prickly and sharp-pointed for
gentle dealing. They must be torn up by
an iron hook fixed to the end of a spearhandle, and then burnt. The word translated in the same place in the Authorized
Version is rendered by Jeroiue "even to
nothing ; " and it is j ust the sort of phrase
for which his authority is greatest; for he
went to Palestine, and remained there
several years, to study the language under
Hebrew teachers on the spot. The Septuagint must have had a different reading, as
it translates " their shame."
Ver. 8.
These be the names.
similar
list is g^ven in 1 Chrcm. li. 10
47, with
several variations, and sixteen more names.
It is given there in connection with David's
elevation to the throne of all Israel, and the
conquest of Jerusalem.
Such catalogues
might possibly be revised from time to time,
and now names inserted as there were vacancies caused by death. And this seems to
have been the case with the list in Chronicles,
which contains the names of all who were
admitted during David's reign into the order
of the mighties. The present is the actual
list of the order as it existed on the day wlien
David, at Hebron, was auointed king over all
the twelve tribes. And we can well con-

—

A

—

ceive that, on so grand an occasion, David
fonnded this, the first order of chivalry, and
gave his thirty knighls, as they would be

now

rank and liigh
The Tachmonite. This verse is
•xtremely corrupt. A man could not be a
Tachmonite and an Exnite at the same time.
called,
privileges.

their

special

66£

In the Revised Version the corruption is
confesseil in the mildest terms, but there is
something painfully ludicrous in giving
Josheli-basshfbeth as the man's name. The
reading " Jashobeam the son of a Hachmonite," in 1 Chron. xi. 11, is confirmed by 1
Chron. xii.6, where Jashobeam is mentioned
auiong those who joined David at Ziklag,
and by 1 Chron. xxvii. 2, where we find
him appointed commander of the first
brigade of twenty-four thousand men. The
error in the present text arose fiom the
scribe's eye being misled by catching sight
of hasi<heb'-th in the line above, it being the
word translated "in the same place" in the
Authurized Version. He Adino the Eznite.
These unmeaning words are a corruption of
the right reading preserved in Chronicles,

"he lifted up his spenr." The number of
men whom lie slew at one time is there
stated as having been three hundred but,
as Abishai accomplished this feat, and yet
held only inferior rank, eight hundred is
probably right.
And possibly it is not
meant that he slew them all with his own
hand, though that is quite possible. He
was chief of the captains. The word for
"captain," shalish, is derived from th*
numeral " three ; " and probably it was
the title of the three who formed the first
rank of the miglities. But in course of
time it seems to have been applied to the
commanders of the body-guard (2 Kings
X. 25); and we find Bidcar so styled when
in personal attendance upon Jehu (2 Kings
ix. 25); and Pekah used the opportunities
afforded by this oflBce for the murder of
Pekahiah (2 Kings xv. 25). It is not used
of military oflicers generally. Those admitted to the list were evidently the outlaws
;

who had been with David in his wanderings
and at Ziklag. They now received their
reward, and became, moreover, the stay of
David's throne.
It ia their past history
which accounts for the strange composition
of the list
large number came from
Judah, and especially from Bethlehem.
Several are David's own relatives. Seven
towns or families fiunish sixteen out of the
whole list. We find a father and his son,
and pairs of brothers. There are, moreover,

A

numerous

foreigners

— Hittites, Ammonites,

Moabites, a Syrian from Zobah, and
Gidennites, descended from the alx)riginal
inhabitants of the land. Such a list would
have been sorely resented had it not bt^en
formed out of men who had earned it by
their past services and their fidelity to

David.

The Hebrew has Dodai,
a mere correction of the
Massorites to bring the name into Tsrbal
agreement with 1 Chron. xi. 12; bnt In 1
Chron. xxvii. 4 he is called Dodai, and wp
Ver.

9.—Dodo.

and " Dodo "

is

;:
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there find him in command of the second
P'or 'Dodai," howdivision of the army.
ever, we ought to read there " Eleazar the
son of Dodai." Ahohite Hebrew, the son of
an Ahohite, and probably a member of the
family descended from Ahoah, a son of Ben;

Chron. viii. 4). He would thuB
most warlike tribe of Israel,
though not mentioned among the Benjamites
who joinel David at Ziklag (1 Chron. xii.
1
He joined him, apparently, at ati
7J.
earlier date.
That were there gathered
together.
The word " then; " implies the
pu vious mention of some place, and though
the text in the parallel passage in Chronicles
is more corrupt than that before us, it has,
nevertheless, preserved the name of the spot
In Chrowhere the encounter took place
nicles the name of Shammah is omitted, and
his achievement is mixed up in a strange
fashion with that of Ehazar. Here the two
heroes have each his sejiarate record, and it
is only on minor matters that the text there
Restored from the readings
is more correct.
in Chrouii les, the narrative is as follows
"He was with David at Pas-danmiini, and
the Philistines were gathered there to battle,
ami the men of Israel were gone up and he
stood (that is, made a stand) and smote,"

jamin

(1

belong: to the

—

:

etc.

Pas-dammim

in

Sam.

Epiies-dammim
was situated in the
valley of Elah, and, as being upon the
border, was the scene of numerous conflicts, whence its name, "the boundary of
It was there that David slew
blood."
Goliath. "Were gone away; Hebrew, vient
up ; that is, to battle. The idea that the
Israelites had fled is taken from the parallel
1

place

ill

xvii. 1.

is

called

It

Chronicles, where, however,

it

refers

In vers. 9 and 11
to Shammah's exploit.
there, the phrase, "the Philistines were
gathered together," occurs twice, and the
Bcribe, having accidentally omitted tiie in-

tervening words, has confused together the

In
exploits of Eleazar and Shammah.
this battle Eleazar withstood tlie Philistine
onset, and smote them till his hand clave
Many such instances of
to his swonl hilt.
cramp are recorded, and Mr. Kirkpatrick,
in his commentary, quotes one in which the
muscles ola warrior's hanil could be relaxed,
fcfter hard fighting, only by fomentations of
hot water.
Ver. 10. Victory; Hebresv, salvation;

—

also in ver. 12 and
Returned after him.

Sam.

xi. 13
his does not
but
simply
that
imply that
they turned in whichever way he turned,
and foUovved him. Battles in oM time de[)eiided very much upon the prowess of the

and so
xix. 5.

tliey

eadero,

—

had

1

'1

fled,

Into a troop. Jo.«ephus renders
1 1.
"to Lehi," the scene of Samson's exThe word is rare, but occurs again
ploit.

Ver.

it

[oh.
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ver. 13, where, however, we find in
Chronicles the ordinary name for a hogl substituted for it.
The Revisers have retained
in the margin, " or, for foraging " but its
occurrence in Ps. Ixviii. 10, where it is rendered " thy congregation," and in the margin of the Revised Version, " troop," makes it
probable that " troop" is the rii;ht rendering
here. Lentiles. In 1 Chron. xi. 13, "barh y."
The difierence is probably caused by a trans-

in

;

position of letters.
The Philistines seem to
this incursion in order to carry
otf or destroy the crops of the Israelites.
Ver. 13.— And three. The Hei.rew text
has " thirty," for which both the Authorized
Version and the Revised Version sib-ntly
sulistitute " three," as is correctly given in
Chronicles. The a.b.seuce of the article shows
that these three werenot Jashobeam, Eleazar,

have made

and Shammah, but probably Abishai, Benaiah, and another whose name and exploits
have been ])urposely omitted both here and
in Chronicles. Apparently this narrative, so
interesting as showing the fascination wiiich
David ex> rcised over his men, is given as
having led to the institutien of this second
order of three in the brotherhood of the
mighties. In the harvest time. The Hebrew
is "to harvest," but in 1 Chron. xi. 15 "to
the rock." As the preposition used here
cannot mean " in," this is probably the right
reading
In this case, also, it is the similarity of the words that has led to the confusion.
Is it possible that these lists were
taken from very old and worn catalogues,
which it was very difficult to decipher?
Ver. 14. An hold ; Hebrew, the hold.
The definite article here and in ch. v. 17,
and the mention of the Philistines as being
in the valley of Rephaim, seem to iniiicate
that David had abandoned Jerusalem upon
the invasion of the Philistines, and sought
refuge at AduUam (see note on ch. v. 17).
In its neighbourhood is un isolated hill, on
which, probably, was a frontier fortress, in
which David prepared to defend himself
Ver. 15. The well of Bethlehem, which \m
by the gate. Bethlehem is now supplied
with water by an aqueduct, and the wells
close to the town have ceased to exist. The
cistern of "deep, clear, cool water," desci ibed
by Ritter, in his ' Geography of Palestine,'
and now called David's Well, is three
quarters of a mile to the north of Bethle
hem, and too distant to be that which David

—

—

meant.

—

Vers. 16, 17. Brake through the host (or,
The Philistine
of the Philistines.
camp was [litched in the valley of Rephaim,

camp)

to reach Bethlehem, which was more
than twenty or twenty-five miles distant,

and

tiiese

three heroes must pass close to the

ground occupied by the enemy. The valley
of Rephaim, in fact, extended from Jerusalem
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Bethlehem, and, to guard their position,
the Philistines held Bethlehem with a
strong garrison. Of course the heroes would
OM every precaution; for to be discovered
would be certain death. The story of their
pirils and presence of mind in danger, and
hairbreadth escape, would be full of interest
but we are told only that they succeeded, and
returned in safety, bearing tlieir precious
but David would not ilrink, and
burden
poured it out imto Jehovah, The word is
that used of a sacrificial libation for David
regarded it as holy, and consecrated to God,

of the brigade.
He was thus the son of
the Jehoiada who was leader of the house
of Aaron, and whose coming to Hebron vnth
three thousand seven hundred martial priests
did so much to make David ki ng of all Israel
Subsequently he took
(1 Chron. xii. 27).
the side of Solomon against Adonijah, and

had been bought with blood— at

gint reads, " the two sons of Ariel of Moab,"
which the Revised Version adopts. "Ariel"
means " lion of God," and is a name given
to Jerusalem in Isa. xxix. 1, 2. The Syriac
supports the Authorized Version in understanding by the term " heroes," or " cham-

to

;

;

because it
the risk, that

is, of the lives of these gallant
men. Nothing is recorded in the romnnceB
of the Middle Ages, when knightly chivalry
was at it« height, more gallant and noble
than the exploit of these men. And the
very essence of its devotion lay in the fact
that it was done to gratify a mere sick longSick,
ing, and therefore out of pure love.
no doubt, David was, and burning with fever
»nd even more depressed by the apparent
The exploit
hopelessness of his position.
change.l the course of his thoughts. What
Though
Could he not do with such heroes
!

racked during their absence with anxiety
and self-reproach, yet on their return he
would be dispirited no longer, but filled with
"
confidence. The words, " Shall I drink ?
inserted in the Revised Version, have apparently dropped out of the text by acciThey are found in the parallel place
dent.
in Chronicles, and in the Septuagint and
"Vulgate here.
The Syriac has, "At the
peril of their life's blood these men went."
was chief among
Ver. 18.— Abishai
three. The sense is obscured in the Authotranslators
having
rized Version by the
failed to notice the presence of the defiAbishai, by reason of this
nite article.
expl'iit, became " chief of the three;" that
la, of the second order of three established
At the
in the fraternity of the mighties.
end of the verse, and in ver. 19, the Authorized Version strangely puts the article where
is absent in the Hebrew, and omits it
it
where it is present. The right rendering
.

.

.

He had a name, that is,
is,
rank, reputation, among the three. Was he
h'nourable
of tlie thri e ? For
not the most
yet he
this lie was made their captain
attained not to equal dignity witli the first
throe."
Ver. 20. Benaiah the eon of Jehoiada.
He was a very important person throughout
David's reign, beiut; the commander of the
body-guard (ch. viii. 18), and general o( the
third brigade of twenty-four thousand men
(1 Chrou. xxvii. 5). The meaning of the description given of him there is disputed; but
probably it should be translated, " Benaiah
the aon of Jehoiada the priest, aa head," that
and meaning

"

:

—

is,

was rewarded by being made commanderJoab (1 Kings ii. 35).

in-chief, in place of

An

Kauzeel.

unideutified

place

Edomite

south of Judali, on the

the
boniei

in

(Josh. XV. 21), called Jekahzeel in Neh. xi.
25.

Two

lionlike

men

of

Moab. The Septua-

pions " but the use of poetical language in
a prosaic catalogue is so strange that the
Septuagint is probably right. If so, Ariel
is the proper name of the King of Moab,
and the achievement took place in the war
recorded in ch. viii. 2. A lion. This achievement would be as gratefully remembered as
the killing of a mai-eating tiger by the
natives in India.
A lion, driven by the
cold from the forests, had made its lair in
a dry tank near some town, and thence
preyed upon the inhabitants as they went
in and out of the city. And Benaiah had
pity upon them, and came to the rescue,
and w. nt down into the pit, and, at the risk
of his life, slew the lion.
Ver. 21. A goodly man. The Hebrew
text has " who a sight," for which the
Massorites read, "a man of sight," that is,
handsome, and worth looking at.
In 1
Cliron. xi. 23 we find what, no doubt, is the
right reading, "a man of measure [equivalent to ' a tall man '], five cubits high."
The height of Goliath was six cubits and a
;

—

Sam. xvii. 4).
David set him over his guard.
We have already seen (upon 1 Sam. xxii.
14) th;it the words mean that David made

span

(1

Ver. 23.

—

him a member
rally the

of his privy council.

words

are,

liim to his audience.

mention

is

made

of

Lite-

and David appointed
In

1

Cnrou. xxvii. 34

"Jehoiada the son of

Benaiah" as being next in the council to
Ahithophel, and many commentators think
that the names have been transposed, and
tliat we ought to read, *' Benaiah the son
of Jehoiada."
This order of
Ver. 24.— The thirty.
knighthood consisted originally of thirtythree men, of whom three were of higiier
rank, and presided, probably, each over ten,
while Joab was chief over them all. This
nnangcment of men in ten^*, with an officer
over them, was. in fact, the normal rule
among the Hebrews. The Mcoud triad is

;
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is explained by the history.
In hononr of the exploit of bringing the
water from the well of Bethlehem, this
second order of three was instituted, lower
than the three chiefs, but higher than the
rest.
The third of these is not mentioned,
and the disappearance of the name is not
the result of accident, bnt of purpose. Had
it been a scribe's error, there would have
been some trace of it in the versions. But
if the name was ertised, it must have been
blotted out for treason, and we thus have
two candidates for the vacant niche; one
The
is Amasa, and the other Ahithophel.
name of Joab we cannot for one moment
•dmit. He never was a traitor to David,
nor would the latter, though king, have
entured to degrade one so powerful, and
who continued to be commander-in-chief
Now, if Amasa is the
until David's death.
same as the Amasai in 1 Chron. xii. 18, who
was chief of the captains who came from
Judah and Benjamin to David when he was
in the hold, it is difficult to account for the
absence of his name from the list of the
Plainly, however, David did not
thirty.
regard his treason with strong displeasure,
but was prepared, after Absalom's death, to
make him commander-in-chief. But we
must remember that a place in this second
triad was gained by one exploit. The three
were those who broke through the Philistine host, and fetched the water from
Bethlehem. Such a deed would account
for the close attacliment between David and
Ahithophel. He was the king's companion,

nnnsnal, bnt

his familiar friend.
It would accoiint
alsfi for his suicide.
His love to David had,
for some unknown reason, turned to bitter
hatred.
He sought, not only David's life,
but his dishonour. His feelings must have
been highly excited before he could have

and

worked himself up to such a pitch and the
and disappointment would be
;

reaction

equally extreme. He never could liave
faced David again, remembering the warmth
of former love, and the shamelessness with
which he had sought, not only his life, but
to bring upon him public shame and ignoAnd his name would have lieen
miny.
totally eraseil,

and gone down into

Of Ahithophel's

silence.

personal accomplishments

as a brave warrior, we cannot doubt (see ch.
xvii. 1), and his son Eliam was one of the
mighties. (On a son and father both belonging to the order, see note on ver. 33.)
Elhanan (see note on ch. xxi. 19).
Ver. 25. Shammah the Harodite. The
town Harod was in the plains of Jezreel, near
Mount Gilboa. In 1 Chron. xi. 27 he is
called " Shammoth the Harorite," the latter
word being an easy corruption of Harodite
and in 1 Chron. xxvii. 8 he appears as " Sham-

—

hath the Ixrahite," and has the command of

[oh.
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the fifth brigade. " Izrahite " is by some regarded as an error for " the Zarhite," that
is, a member of the clan descended from
Zerah the son of Judah. But if so, how
did he get to Harod? Elika. Omitted in
Chronicles, probably through the repetition
of the word " Harodite."

—

Ver. 26. Helez. He is twice called a
Pelonite in Chronicles, and was general of
the seventh brigade (1 Chron. xxvii. lOX
where he is said to have belonged to the
tribe of Ephraim. Whether Paltite or Pelonite is right, no one knows ; but Betli-Palet
was a town in the tribe of Judah, and not
in Ephraim. Ira. Ira had the command
of tlie sixth brigade (1 Chron. xxvii. 9).
Tekoah (see note on ch. xiv. 2). This Ink
is a distinct per.-on from his namesake,
David's coniidential minister (ch. xx. 26).
Ver. 27. Abiezer. He had the command
of the ninth brigade (1 Chron. xxviL 12).
Anathoth, now Mata, was a priestly city in
Benjamin (Josh. xxi. 18), the home of Abiathar (1 Kings ii. 26), and the birthplace of
Jeremiah (Jer. i. 1). Anethothits and Antothite, in the parallel places in Chronicles,
are merely (^itftrent ways of pronouncing
the .same Hebrew consonants. MebunnaL
Written Sibbechai in ch. xxi. 18, and, as the
name is so written in both the parallel places
in Chronicles. Mebunnai is probably a mistake.
In 1 Chron. xxvii. 11 he is said to
have been commander of the eighth brigade,
and to have been a Zarhite of the town of
Hushah, in the tribe of Judah (see 1 Chron.

—

iv. 4).

Ver. 28.— Zalmon. He is called Ilai in
Chron. xi. 29. Ahohite (see note on ver.
Maharai the Netophathite. Netophah,
9).
in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem (Ezra
ii. 22), was chiefly inhabited, after the exUe,
by the singers (Neh. xii. 28). Robinson
identifies it with Beit-Netif, to the south
of Jerusalem; but probably erroneously,
Beit-Netif is too far from Bethlehem. Maharai was commander of the tenth brigade,
and was a Zarliite, and therefore belonged
to the tribe of Judah
He is called Heled and
Ver. 29. Heleb.
Heldai in the parallel places in Chronicles,
where we are told that he was a descendant
of Othniel, and commander of the twelfth
brigade. Ittai. He is called Ithai, by a
very slight change, in Chronicles. Gibeah
is the Geba so closely connected with th*
history of Saul (see 1 Sam. xiii. 3, 15, etc.).
(For Ittai the Philistine, a distinct person,
1

m

—

see ch. xv. 19.)
Ver. 30. Benaiah.

—

He was an Ephraimand had the command of the eleventh
brigade. Pirathon was a town in Ephraim

ite,

(Judg. xii. 15). Hiddai. Called Hurai in
1 Chron. xi. 32, by the common confusion
of d and r. The brooka of Gaash. "Naiale-

OH.
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Gaaali," the ravines of Gaash, wa.~ probably
the name of some village, of which nothing
is

—Abi-albon.

Hezro, as in 1 CHiron. xi. 37. His natlTe
place was Carmel, for which see note on
1 Sam. XT. 12.
Paarai the Ar bite.
native
of Arab, in Judah.
In Chronicles he it
"
called
Naarai the son of Ezbai."
Ver. 36.
Igal the son of Nathan of Zobah.
In Chronicles, "Joel the brother of Nathan,"
Igal and Joel in Hebrew being almost the
same. If the text here is correct, he waa
by birth a Syrian of Zobah, for wuich see
note on ch. x. 6. Baui the Gadite. In
Chronicles, " Mibhar the son of Haggeri,"
" Mibhar " taking the place of " from Zobah ; " " the son," ben, that of " Bani ; " and
Haggadi, " the Gadite," becoming '* Hag«

A

now known.
Ver. 81.

57S

He is called Ah'el
He belonged to the

in 1 Chron. xi. 32.
town of Beth-Arabah (Josh. xv. 61 ; xviii.
22), called also Arabah (Josh, xviii. 18), in
the wilderness of Judah. Azmaveth the
Barhnmite. He was of Bauurim, for which
see note on ch. iii. 16.
Yer. 32. Eliahba. He was of Shaalabbin,
in tue tribe of Dan (Josh. xix. 42). St. Jerome
calls the place Selebi, the modem Sebbit.
Of the sons of Jashen, Jonathan, Shammah
the Hararite. In 1 Cbron. xi. 34, «' The sons
of Haehem the Gizonite, Jonathan the son
of Shage the Hararite." The word "of" ia
not in the Hebrew, and is inserted in the
Anthorized Version to make sense Really,
b'ne, eons, is a careless repetition of the
three last letters of the name "Shaalbonite,"
and should be omitted. The text in Cbronicles then goes on regularly, " Hashem the
Gizonite, Jonathan the son of Shage the
;
Hararite " but see note on next verse.
Ver. 33. Shammah the Hararite. He
was really one of the first three (^ee ver.
(For the reading in Chronicles, see
11).
above.)
very probable correction would
be "Jonathan the son of Shammah, the
sou of Agee the Hararite." Thus both
father and son would be in the number of
the thirty. Ahiam. He is called " the son
of Sacar " in 1 Chron. xi. 35.

—

—

A

—

Ter. 3i.
Eliphelet the son of Ahasbai,
the son of the Maaohathite. In Chrouicles
this becomes "Elipha tlie son of Ur, Hepher the Mecherathite." If the text here
IS correct, Eliphelet must be a native of

Beth-Maachah, a town in Naphtali (ch. xx.
Eliam the son of Ahithophel the Qi14).
lonite. Instead of this, we find " Ahijah the
Pelonite" in 1 Chron. xi. 36. Eiiam is supposed by many to have been Bathsheba's
father (see note on ch. xi. 3 and for Ahithophel the Gilonite, note on ch. xv. 12).
Yer. 85.—EezraL The Hebrew text has
;

—

geri."

—

Ver. 37. Zelek the Ammonite. The presence of an Ammonite among the thirty
reminds us '^f the fidelity ot Shobi, the son
of Nahash the Ammonite king, to David
(see ch. xvii. 27).
Armourbearer. The
written text has the plural, " armourbearers," for which the K'ri has substituted
the singular. The plural is probably right,
and if so, both Joab's chief ai mourbearers,
or squires, were foreigners, Ztlek being an

Ammonite, and Nahari a Gibeonite (see
note on ch. iv. 2). In actual warfare we
find Joab attended by ten esquires (ch.
xviii. 15).

—

Ver. 38
Ithrite. Of the family of Jether,
of Kirjath-jearim (1 Chron. ii. 53), unless Ira
and Gareb were two brothers of Amasa, and
sous of Jether the husband of Abigail,
.

David's sister (ch. xvii. 25).
Ver. 39. Uriah the Hittite (see note on
" The
ch. xi. 3). Thirty and seven in all.
thirty" became a technical name, and
might receive additional members. But if
we suppose Asahel's pluce to have been
filled up, the number is exact, there being
tiiirty ordinary members, three chiefs of the
first cl'ass, and three of the second, of whom,
however, one name is omitted. In Chro
nicies sixteen additional names are given,
who were probably men admitted to tb*
order to fill cp vacancies.

—

HOMILETICS.
Vers. 1 7.—'The fruitful lessons of David'a last words. The facts are : 1. There is a
•tatement that these are the last words of David, who is spoken of in a fourfold respect.
2. It is affirmed that the utterauce which follows is expressly by the Spirit of God.
3. The true ruler is described as one who is just and one fearing God ; and the effect!
of his government are compared to the light of a I'right morning, and the tender grass
4. David affirms that his house is specially characterized as one with
after rain.
which God has made a sure and everlasting covenant, and that, consequently, the
whole salvation ho cares for and desires will be advanced and realized. 6. He refers
to worthless men having no sympathy with the desirea of his heart and the piir{x)8e8
A larger space is
of his house as being like thorns fit only to be ultimately burned.
given in the Bible to the lifo of David than to any other except that c>f his great
Antitype; and herein do we see the beautiful haimouy of the sacred book as an or^nio

—
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whole, for just as in the New Testament there is great prominence given to the death
of Christ and its relation to sin, corresponding to the prominence in the Old Testament
of the sacrifices which foreshadowed it, so the position of the eternal King in Zion
in the one book is in the same relative proportion to that of the temporal kinj; who
80 conspicuously shadowed forth his reign in the other.
The great interest thus
attaching to the life of David renders his last words of unusual importance.
shall
best brins out their teaching by noting in suoceBsion the very fruitful topics suggested

We

by

this section,

of dying W0BD8 OF GOOD MBN. We feel that there is a value
words of David, not simply by what an examination of their strict sense
may yield, but because they are his last words. All last words are weighty in comparison with others
for they close the record, or end the intercourse, or give, as in
dying words, the matured expression of one's long experience. The last words of Jacob,
of Moses, of Paul, and above all of Christ, are very rich in instruction by virtue of
being last.
The last words of children, parents, friends who sleep in Jesus, are most
precious; they are treasured for ever.
There are special reasons for attaching weight
to them.
1. They are reflective, and touched hy the influence of the eternal world.
Men
are earnest, sincere, uttering only what a review of the past and a prospect of the

L Thk influence

in these last

;

future will warrant.
2. The mind is usually calm.
The passions of hfe are gone, the
of tongues is no more heard, the spirit is open to the still, small voice.
3.
Worldly influences are in abeyance. The pomps and fashions of this world are reduced
to their proper position.
There is scope for things eternal to get their legitimate hold
on the thoughts, and so to form aright the conceptions of duty. 4. The action of the
Holy Spirit is more direct and strong. The great hindrances to his blessed fellowship
are reduced to a minimum, and hence a truer estimate is fornud of life, its purpose
and perils ; of Christ, his love and power. 5. The affections are most pure and tender.
The heart goes out freel}- toward the Saviour and toward men. Silver and gold and
the perishable things of active life are now as dross, and words flow forth steeped in love
and tender concern for others, and delight in God's great salvation.
Dying saints
preach powerful sermons. Their memory is blessed. Their words are rich in all that
strife

good and helpful.
II. Tbce honotjb ahd besponsibilitt of bich mental endowments.
David w»i
the man raised up on high, the anoiuted of God, the sweet psalmist of Israel.
These
words necessarily imply the coexistence in time of varied mental endowments wisdom
and discretion for ruling, lofty conceptions of the theocracy and the far-reaching
character of God's dealmgs with Israel, and all the qualities requisite tor the sweetest
poetry.
He was certainly most honoured of men in that age, and hence his responsibility was very great.
The references to the ideal ruler (ver. 3) indicate how conscious
he was of solemn obligations. The-factis, every gift of God bestowed on man ifi honour
put on him, and in its nature it is a talent for use, that the world may be the better
is

—

—

The possession of great and varied gifts of thought, emotion, willpower, and of aptitude to do the right thing at the right time is a wonderful boon.
The men of ten talents may well ponder their responsibilities to Go(i and man. What
blessing or woe comes to the world according to the direction in which great gifts are
used
III. I'he influenob of baceed song on the BBLIGI0U8 LIFE.
The incidental
reference to the " sweet psalmist " throws a sudden and tmexpected light on the
immense influence exerted by David on the spiritual thought and feeling of his own
and subsequent ages. He had touched the deepest feelings of the people, and by his
psalms done, perhaps, more to conserve their faith and hope than by all his acts of
formal legislation and words of distinct exhortation. His influence wiU never cease.
The saints of all ages are cheered and comforted by his sweet words of song; and they
find relief in usin^ language which so aptly expresses the holiest and purest feelings
and thoughts of their life. He blessed Israel with a wise and just rule, and the em ire
world by the most enduring influence of sacred song. The place of sacred song in the
Church is most important. It elevates thought, nourishes the more fine and tender
sentiments, strengthens the most secret and radical elements of the religious life by
giving form and occasion for their exercise, enriches the memory with strains that sjjring
up in hours of weakness and sorrow, and stores the minds of young and old with a
for its existence.

!

—

CH.
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He who writes a good hymn blesses

the generations

to come.

IV. The unknown work of the Holy Spirit. When David said, " The Spirit of
the Lord spake by me," he seemed to speak of what was a familiar truth. He was no
Btranger to such Divine help, as our Lord's testimouy to the Psalms indicates (cf. Ps.
Yet if we confine our attention to the bare historic record of his life, we
IL 11).
find scarcely any distinct reference to his consciousness ol the direct aid of the Holy
For aught we can see in distinct words, there was none. His lioly influence
Spirit.
has no full record. Thus the most important spiritual element in David's spiritual
There are two aspects of this fact in our Christian life.
lile was to onlookers unknown.
do not know the great extent to which we are indebted to the Holy ^Spirit for
1.
our perseverance, our highest thoughts, our purest feelings, and general growth in
2. Ihe non-Vhristian world does not know the great work which the Holy
excellence.
" The world knoweth him not " (John xiv. 17). It
Spirit achieves in Christian lives.
becomes us to remember what we owe to him, and how incessant his action, though
men live as though he were not Eeligion is at a low ebb whenever the work of the

We

Holy

Spirit is forgotten.

In his closing days David remembered that he bad been
on high to be a ruler over Israel and doubtless, in reviewing the past, he was
humbled in observing the instances in which he had tailed to be as a man after God's
own heart. But in the assurance of forgiveness he could now reflect on the ideal which
had ever stood before him, and for the instruction of others he indicates his hope of the
ideal being approximately realized in his immediate successor, and his faith that in the
coming Christ it would be perfectly realized. The two elements of the ideal ruler are
These qualities being in full exercise, all things will be
justice and the fear of Qod.
done for the good of man and the glory of God. Human obligations morality on the
human side must be combined with religious feeling supreme regard in everything
The efect of such ruling on saints is (1) what the bright light
to the Divine will.
of morning is on the earth, i.e. it is conducive to safety, cheerfulness, full development
of activities, and extended knowledge anu usefulness
(2) what the abundance of rich
ihe
verdure is
a tropical climate, i.e. it is wealth, beauty, restlulness, contiast.
There are
history ot civil and ecclesiastical commimities illustrates the txuth of this.
conditions of prosperity which can only be fulfilled by the ruled, but heie we have to
do with the natural tendency of the just and godly ruling. Tue ruler may be king,
president, parent, or pastor, and wherever the standard ol ruling is high, so in proporBad as the subjects ruled may be, the model ruler will
tion will these effects loUovv.
The most perfect illusi ration of the
to bome extent secure for them these blessings.
He rules justly, and in harmony with the mind of the
truth IS to be foimd in Christ.
Eternal. An examination of the principles of his kingdom, its discipliue and spirit, will
show that it is perfectly equitable and is an expression of the Divine mind. The eflects
that flow from it in jiroportiou as it is submitted to, are exactly those here set ftirth.

The model buleb.

V.

raised

;

—

—

—

;

m

Heaven

an-^

eaith testify (Ps. Ixxii.).

The obdeked covenant. Through Samuel and Nathan
17), God had declared his promise to David, and David ou

VI.

12

—

(1 Sam.zT. 28; ch. vii.
his part had solemnly

recognized the goodness of Uod, and virtually pledged himself to fulfil his side of the
Throughout his singular life, amidst all iiis
sacred eugrigement (ch. vii. 24
29).
frailties, he had lovmd God gracious and merciful. Though manifold dangers had arisen
which seemed at one lime to frustiaie the promise and hand over his kingdom lo
anarchy and his family to disgrace, Divine wisuom had so ordered all thmgs that now,
His mind
at the close ol liie, the throne is tirin and succession is sure and promising.
evidently pouders a threefolil cuvenint: I. Personal. This God was his God, and he
could say, " 1 am thine " (Ps. cxix. 94 ; cf. Ixi. 5). 2. Official. He had been choseu to be
king, anil God had guaranteed to hiui all needtul help and blessing. 3. Messianic. The
private and official covenant was to him a type of that wider and more blessed covenant
of grace whicii is exemplitied in the working out of the redemptive purpose in Christ
In respect to each of these the characteristics "ever(Ps. ii.
cf. Isa. Uii. 10
12).
lasting," " ordered in all things," and " sure," were most precious to David's heart. The
covenant maiie with us in Christ is thus most biessei. It is a coveuiint of pure mercy,
originated by God, designed to elevate us to highest dignity, subiaiued in its develop-

—

;

—

;.
;
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all the resources of the Eternal; and as to duration, from everlasting to
everlasting (Matt. xiv. 34; John xvii. 24; Eph. i. 4; 1 Pet. i. 20; Rev. xviL 8;
" ordered in all things," everything pertaining to it«
of. John iii. 16); as to execution,
development and issue being so foreseen and provided for that nothing is lelt to ohano«
28 ; Gal. iv. 4
or the exigencies of the hour (Ltike xxiv. 26, 27 ; Acts ii. 23
Eph. L 10; 2 Pet. iii. 9 ; of. Geu. ixii. 14 ; Rom. xL 33 ; Phil. iv. 19) ; as to stability
" sure," resting on the unchangeable faithfulness of the all-wise and all-powerful

ment by

—

God
vi.

(Pa. Ixxxix. 1

;

xxv. 1

laa.

;

1 Thess. v. 24; 2 Thess.

iii.

3

;

cf.

Acts

ii.

30

;

Hebu

17).

VIL God'b faithfulness Kan's consolation. "Who can tell the consolatioo
brought to David by the fact that the covenant of God was so " sure " ? Reflection
on his own f ailty and on the dangers of life could not but awaken shame and dread
but this sure, well-ordered, enduring covenant, no words suffice to set forth it«
In this we have a common experience with David. Oiu' hearts are sad
preciousness
and paiued by our own shortcomings; we see perils to our salvation on every side;
the resolutions we frame for the future partake of our inBrmity ; the struggle to attain
to the likeness of Christ seems to be interminable ; and the possibility of so changing
onr discordant and shattered nature as to present it blameless before his face, seems to
u» very slight. But the bruised and crushed spirit finds healing and rest in this that
God is true, and has resolved to save us. Blessed knowledge ! Instead of inducing
indifference or carelessness, it supplements the comfort it brings by a calm and steady
flow of energy toward the holy goal, and develops gratitude in form of more entire
In health, in sickness, amidst earthly .-trifes and fears, and when the
consecration.
chilly hand of death lays hold of tis, we rest in him who cannot die, and who has said,
•'
Because I live, ye shall live also." Truly we have "abundant consdation."
VIII. Joy in the bevealed pubpobe of God. To see God's blessed covenant unfold
towards realization of the Divine purpose was aU David's salvation and desire. Hie
His joys and his sorrows were more deeply interwoven
heart was bound up with it.
with the spiritual kingdom than with personal ease or regal splendour. Our Saviour
It was his meat and drink to do hie
sets forth the same more illustriously in his life.
To see the blessings of the covenant spread to all mankind was the
FatVier's will.
absorMncr passion of his heart. For this he endured the cross and despised the shame.
The prospect of the issue of his death gave him satisfaction in the hour of death
The secret of his life was oneness with the Father's wilL The Apostle
(Pa. liiL 10).
Paul exhibits, in his measure, the same delight in God's purpose. It is a njark of high
Christian feeling that we pass from our own personal interest in redemption to delight
This is the spring of enterprise, the
in the meiciful purpose being realized in others.
purifier of the heart from spiritual selfishness, the sure mark of having the mind that
i

1

—

was

in Christ.

The chabactebibtics of a wicked lifb. David, in vers. 5, 6, contrasts the men
Behal with those who rejoice in and work along the lines of God's covenant. Their
power often terrifies the good, causes much mischief, and seems for a while to tend to
But their power is barren of good result, noxious in ite
their permanent prosperity.
Here we have the truth exemplified in the case
influence, and destined to be cut short.
of all who are alien to the gracious purpose of God as revealed in his covenant of mercy.
The life of the wicked is 1. Barren as thorns. Whatever promise of good there may be
In
at one time, it never passes Irom the bare thorn condition to that ot truitfulnesa.
2. It
highest moral and simplest religious fruitfidness their lives are worth nothing.
A wicked life pierces and wounds those who come under its
'\n°noxiou» as thorns.
influence; it tends not to healing and comfort, but to pain and distress. 3. It ia fleeting
The
In power, as thorns destined to be crushed by a mightier force and consvmied.
wicked may be in great jxiwer, but the day will come when it will be said of him, " He
" (Ps. ixxvii. 35, 36). These contrasts of the righteous and the wicked should
is not
strengthen the hearts of those who endure persecution and trial.
IX.

of

:

— —

Vers. 8 39. The facts are : 1. A general statement of the names of David's mighty
men, with a comparative reference to some of their deeds. 2. A more special account
of the daring of three who procured water tor David at the risk of their lives. 3. The
refusal of the fei^ g to drink that which had been obtained at so great a riak.

OL
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Mighty men. The account here of the heroes who figured in the course of David's lif«
supplementary to the general history, and, while intended to set forth incidents in
his career, is also most probably designed to give a place of honour in the national
records to those whose strength and valour contributed to establish the kingdom.
There are deeds of mighty men recorded in the annals of the Church, and we may note—
L That a place of honoub is in besebve fob those who benheb high sebvics.
Because of great service these men were honoured with a place in the record which i»
to be read by aU mankind.
In subduing the world to Christ there is scope for great
energies and efiforts.
Those who by prayer, self-denial, holy living, written or spoken
words, or other means and weapons, go forth daily in the name of Christ and achieve
great things, will be honoured in the esteem of the coming ages and in the esteem of
€?hrist.
While all good men shall shine as with the brightness of the firmament, these
shall shine forth more distinctly as the " stars " for ever and ever (Dan- xiL 3
is

1 Cor. XV. 41).

m

II. That the ground of the hokoub lies
theib overcomuig much evil.
These men smote gigantic foes. They contributed to the stability and splendour o#
David's reign by sweeping away the evUs which would have checked the progress of his
wise and just methods of government. The honour of Christian soldiers lies in ridding
the world of giuantic evils, the preliminary step to the perfection of good. Those who
smite the greatest evils or a multitude of the most pervasive sins, confer unspeakable
benefits on mankind, and clear the way for the positive development of those holy
princi[ile8 which are the glory of the kingdom of Christ.
The riddance of sin and the

introduction of holiness are concurrent acts in Christian warfare.
Some men are
marvellous warriors as compared with others.
UI. That the spibit which benders such tbiumphs possible is that of devotion
TO THE KINO. These men followed David, were under his guidance, caught his spirit,
•ought to establish his supremacy, and hence were nerved by a definite inspiring
purpose.
Consecration to Christ is the key to our victories. Wherever tliere is true
devotion to him, and in proportion to its depth, there will be great deeds done in hi»
name. Hence the apostoUc allusions to fighting the good fight under the leadership of
the great Captain of our salvation.

Chrisfa tribute to Christian devotion.
The exclamation of David, " Oh that one
would give me drink of the water of the well of Bethlehem " was probably the natural
unpremeditated outcome of an intense feeling of thirst when hemmed in by the
Philistines.
There is no evidence that it was a pretext to draw forth some special
proof of devotion to himself.
The incidental knowledge acquired of liis actual need,
I

nevertheless, developed in the hearts of these brave men a determination to obtain drink
for him, even at the risk of their own lives.
Where true loyalty exists there is no
waiting for formal commands. The refusal of the king to drink what they so nobly
obtained, doubtless, at first, filled them with surprise, and possibly caused annoyance.
But the generous sentiment exp:essed that he valued their generous devotion so highly
that he could nut at such a risk indulge in any personid satisfaction, deeming the
offering too costly for mortal acceptance
this UiUst have removed all disappointment,
and strengthened the bond of allegiance. Here we may see a parable setting forth
Christ's tribub; to the devotion of his followers.

—

—

L The highest devotion

Ab these men went forth, risking
men to risk all for Christ. There are
devotion
forms of
in which little is given up, and much reserve is made.
The stories
of the rich young man in the gospel and of the going first to prove the purchased oxea
exhibit a profession of attachment too frequent in Christendom. The Apostle Peter
came nearer the truth of the case when he declared that he and others had " left all *
to follow Christ,
The mind to forsake, if need be, father and mother, houses and laud,
and to give up life, is stated to be the condition of the acceptable service. Wherever
there is a real appreciation of who Christ is, what we are, what his vast mercy to ui
is, and the infinite claims of his. love upon heart and life, devotion to him becomes so
complete and absorbing that pain, loss, and possibly death among the heathen are
faced with composure when they stand between the soul and the advancing of hLi
^

life for

bisks all fob Cubist.

their king, so the truest devotion leads

interests.

XL SAMUEL.
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II. This risk of life is an offering worthy of Christ.
The position of David
»a the anointed of the Lord and distinct ruler of the kingdom of God on earth, rendered
For the covenant with
it riuht and reasonable for the personal risk on his account.
David and all the great issues involved were at stake. And so, apart from the subjective
feeling which prompts to full devotion to Christ, there is in him and the vast enterpiise
of working out the ledemption of man everything to justify this devotion.
The
surrender of life and all is an oifering most worthy. Our mortal interests are as nothing
compared to the requirements of his kingdom. He is worthy of all might, all riches,
all life, all that men or angels can lay at his feet.
III. Christ has no jot in the loss of his servants when seeking to serve him.
David felt no satisfaction that such valued lives were risked for him.
It wis no
pleasure to think that widows might have had cause to weep in consequence of noble
devotion in his service.
He was always temlerly regardful of the lives and comfort of
his people.
And altliough, from the necessities of the case in a world where evil has
to be fought at all costs, many a noble life has to be sacrificed and many a pain endureu,
yet Christ finds no pleasure in the sufFerinj;s of his people any more thau he had in hia
own. His and their sufferings were to him a painful condition of conquest over sin.
He feels for them in their woes.
IV. But Christ pays honottb to the spirit which freely faces great risks.
David's refusal to drink the water, and his pouring it out before the Lonl as though
it were too sacred for mortal lips to touch, was his way of paying honour to these
devoted men. His feeling in regard to their personal devotion is, so far as the human
may be a symbol and measure of the Divine, a represeutation of the feeling cherished
by Christ with respect to noble deeds in his service and the spirit from which they
spring.
He looks with admiration on the self-consuming zeal of his followers; he sees
in it the reflection of that spirit of self-sacrifice which enters into his own sufferings
and death for men. They are partakers with him of the cup of which some have not
the courage to drink (Matt. xx. 20 23). Those who have won great honours in his
service are to be welcomed as " good and faithful servants," and to be made " rulers
over many things." The loss of parents and houses and lands is to be compensated by
His care and love assured to
others more enduring, with life eternal (Mark x. 30).
them in trial, his grace given according to their need, his distinct promise of distinction
among the redeemed, all point to the tribute which he bears to the noble self^21 j 2 Cor. xii.
sacrificing spirit which animates them (John xiv. 18, 19, 27 ; xv. 18

—

—

7—10; Bev.

u. 10;

iii.

10—12).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—7

(Matt. i. 1).
The son of Jesse, and the Son of David. The rplation of
David to Jesus, regarded in the liijht of prophecy and history, was one of: 1. He. editary
connection; inasmuch as he not only belonged to the tribe of Judah (Gen. slix. 10;
Heb. viL 14; Rev. v. 5) and the house of Jesse the Bethlehemite (Isa. xi. 1), but was
ancestor of Jesus (Matt. i. 16 Luke iii. 23) who was thus le^al heir to " the throne
itt. ii. 6).
of his father David," and was born in " the city of David " (Micah v. 2
2. Ty/'ical representation, in his office as theocratic king, divinely chosen, " the Lord's
anointed " (messiah, christ), the rejiresentative of God and of the people his devotion
to the purpose of his calling;, fulfilling the will of God, conten U.ig ag linst his enemies,
and ruling his people righteously his exiltation, through sufi"ering (1 Pet. i. 11), by the
mighty hand of God, to power, honour, and dorainien his influence in securing! national
whereby he
deliverance, religious benefits, temporal order, prosperity, and happiness
foreshadowed an incomparably greater Ruler of a kingdom " not of this world," who
saves his people from their sins, reconciles thi-m to God, and gives them eternal life.
3. Bi»(<yrical resemblance (closely associated with the former, but without, so far as is
revealed, being expressly designed by God), in his lowly birth, youthful consecration
Luke ii. 49), and humble occupation his decisive conflict (1 Sam.
(1 Sam. xvi. 12
xvii. 50; Matt. iv. 11), public services, and bitter persecutions; his attracting around
him a band of faithful followers (1 Sam. xxii. 1; Matt. x. 1), increasing fame, and
popular recognition (ch. iL 4; John vi. 15; Matt xxi. 9); his great achievements.
Vers. 1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

M
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spiritual utterances, and beneficent influence (ch. vi., viii.) ; hia rejection (ch. xv. 13),
betrayal, aiid overwhelming son ows (ch. xv. 30) ; his final victory (ch. xviii. ; John xii.
31, 32), glorious lestoiation, and diligent preparation for an euduriuii reign of peace.

Even wrherein the first prefigured the second David
4. ExtV' ordinary contrast.
(Ezek. xzxiv. 23), the imperfection of the former stands opposed to the perfection of
And Jesus is " the Sou of God" (Luke 1. 35) in the highest sense, David's
L. e iatt r.
Lord (Mark xii. 37); was without sin and always well-pleasing to the Father; came to
establis , not an eartiily kin-:dom (as the Jews expected), but a spiritual one, and only
by moral means (truth, rigliteousness, and love) died as a sacrifice for sin, rose agai;,
and ascended into the heavens" (Actsii. 34); "who is God over all, blessed for ever.
Amen" (Kom. ix. 5). D.
I

;

—

—

(Jerusalkm.) David's last words. [The closing years of David's life
Sheba was subdued, ch. xx.) were spent in peace. Having
1 Chron. xxi. 28), he made preparations for
secured a site for the altar (ch. xxiv. 25
the building of the temple (1 Cnron. xxii.). At length his strength began to fail; but,
when made acquainted with the conspiracy of Adonijah, he displayed something; of his
He also "gathered
former energy in hastening the accession of Solomon (1 Kings i.).
together the princes of Lsiael," etc. (1 Chron. xxiii. 1, 2), made numerous arrangements,
sacred and civil (1 Chron. xxiii. 3
32 ; xxiv.— xxvii.), addressed a convocation of
prmces, gave a ciiar>e to his successor, and offered thanksgiving to God (1 Chron.
2n).
xxviii,
xxix. 1
He subsequently gave further counsel to Solomon (1 Kings
About the same time, probably, he uttered these last prophetic words and
ii. 1
9).
1 Chron. xxix. 26
28).
then, at the age of si venty, he " fell on sleep " (1 Kings ii. 10
" The omission of David's death in the conclusion of this work is satisfactorily explainc d
from the theocratic character and aim of the composition, since in this conclusion the
fulfilment of the theocratic mission of David is completed " (Erdmann).]
Vers. 1

3.

(alter the insurrection of

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

**

And

these are the last words of David:
oracle of David, son of Jesse,
And an oracle of the hero highly exalted.
Anointed of the God of Jacob,
And pleasant (in) Israel's songs of praise.
The Spirit of Jeiiovab speaks within me,
And his word is on my tongue
Says the God of Israel,
To me speaks the Book of Israel," etc.

An

How significant of their ruling passion I And
varied are the last words of men !
instructive to others (Gen. xlviii. 21, 22 ; xlix. 1 ; Deut. xxxiii. 1 ; Josh, xxiii.
14; xxiv. 27; 2 Kings xiii. 19 ; Luke ii. 29 Acts vii. 59 ; 2 Tim. iv. 6—8)! Hire
" the way of all the earth " (ch.
is David, " the man of God's own choice," about to go
Highly exalted as he was, he must die like other men. "
12
1 Kings ii. 2).

How
how

;

vii.

We

:

ways in life, but in death we are all united." Ere he departs his spirit
kindles with unwonted lustre, as not unfrequently happens in the case of others; he
is under the immediate inspiration of God (Numb. xxiv. 3, 4), and sings his last song
of {jraise, sweet as the fabled notes of the dying swan. " No prince, and certainly no one
who liad not acquired his kingdom by inheritance, could possibly close his life with a
more blessed repose in God and a brightei' giauce of confidence into the future. This
" (Ewald).
" These are the words of the prophecy
is the real stamp of true greatness
of David, which he prophesied concerning the end of the age, concerning the days of
They show that he has in death (what
consolation which are to come " (Targum).
it is also the privilege of other s(-rvaut8 of God in some measure to possess)
L Ghateful mkmokies of the favour of God; which has been manifested: 1. Toward
one of lowly orit/in and contiition. " A son of Jesse." " Who am I ? " etc. (1 Sam.
" I am the least in my father's house" (Judg. vi. 15).
He recognizes his
xviii. 18).
walk

difi"erent

—

natural relationships, recalls his eariv life, renouncis all special claim to Divine favour,
and is filled wiih humility. " What hast thou that thou didst not receive?" (1 Cor.
"The man [hero] who was highly
iv. 7).
2. In raising him up to exalted honour.
exalted." Earthly distinction is the portion of a few, but spiritual distinction is the

;'

;
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possession of every good man ; he is a partaker of the Divine nature (2 Pet. i. 4), raised
mp with Christ, and maile to sit with him in heavenly places (Eph. ii. 6), and an heir
"The Christian believes himself to be a king, how mean
all thiiigs (1 Cor. iii. 23).
•oever he be, and how great soever he be ; yet he thinks himself not too good to be
ervant to the poorest saint" (Bacon, * Christian Paradoxes'). 3. In appointing him
" Anointed," etc. He has "an anointing from the Holy
to royal dominion over men.
One," and shares in the dominion of Christ, "To him will I give power over the
nations," etc. (Rev. ii. 26).
4. In conferring upon him excellent endowments, in the
exercise of which he quickens the spiritual susceptibilities of men, furnishes them with
"acceptable words" in their approach to God, and becomes a helper of their noblest life
and joy. " Pleasant [lovely] in [by means of] the praise-songs of [simg by] Israel"
" He was not only the founder of the monarchy, but the founder of the Psalter. He is
the first great poet of Israel. Although before his time there had been occasional bursts
**
of Hebrew poetry, David is he who first gave it its fixed place in Israelite worship

m

(8taDle7>
•*

The harp

the monarch-minstrel swept,

Tlie king of men, the loved of Heaven,
Which Music hallow'd, while she wept
O'er tones her heart of hearts had given
Bedonbled be her tears, its chords are riveal
It Boften'd men of iron mould.
It gave them virtues not their own
No ear so dull, no soul so cold.
That felt not, fired uot to the tone,
Till David's lyre grew mightier than his throne t **

(Byron,

'

Hebrew

Melodiei.*)

Altoough his greatness was peculiar, yet a measure of true greatness belongs to every
one of the " royal priesthood " (1 Pet. ii. 6, 9 Rev. i. 6) of the spiritual Israel. H«
has power with Qod and with men, represents God to men and men to God, employs his
power with God on behalf of men, and his power with men on behalf of God and if,
by the culture and use of the gifts bestowed upon him, he has contributed to the highest
good of men this (together with all the Divine benefits he has received) is a matter
of grateful remembrance and tervent thanksgiving (Ps. xxxvii, 25, 37, 39
ciii.).
" It is not what we have done, but what God has done for us and through us, that gives
true peace when we come to the end."
II. Gracious communications by the Spirit of God
inasmuch as he is 1. Filled
with Divine inspiration. "The Sjirit of Jehovah speaks within me." Such inspiration
" Men spake
is of various kinds and degrees, and given for different special purooses.
from God, being moved by the Holy Ghost" (2 Pet. i. 21 2 Tim.'iii. 16). But every
one who has fellowship with God is inhabited, pervaded, inspired by his Spirit,
enlightening, purifying, elevating, gladdening, and strengthening him. Some are " full
ot the Holy Ghost."
In a dying hour, what a marvellous elevation of thought and
" Holy men at their death have good inspirafeeling have they sometimes attained
tions" (see 'Last Words of Kemarkable Persons;' 'Life's Last Hours;' Jacox, 'At
Nightfall,' etc.; S. Ward, 'The Life of Faith in Death;' J. Hawes, 'Confessions of
Dying Men,' etc.). 2. Enabled to utter the Divine Word. " And his Word is on my
tongue." Even though there be no new, definite, and infallible revelation of the Word
of God, there is often a new indication of its meaning and application, and a fresh,
fervid, and fcrcible expression thereof. " As the Spirit gave them utterance." 3. Made a
recipient of Divine promis's. " The God of Israel says." He who entered into a covenantrelation with Israel, and promised to be their God, gave to David the promise of an everlasting kingdom (ch. viL 12
16), and still gives it, with an inner voice that cannot
be mistaken. He also " speaks all the promises," not only in the written Word, but
also in the soul of every one to whom that Word comes in "much assurance.'
;

;

—

;

;

:

;

!

—

••

Oh, might

I hear

thy heavenly voice

But whisper, ' Thou art mine
Those gentle words should raise

To
4l Ooostituted

I

mj song

notes almost Divine."

a witness of the Divine faiti^ulneu in the fulfilment of the pmniMft
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speaks the Kock of Israel" (1 Sam. ii. 2; ch. xxii. 2, 3, 32, 47). "He is
promised" (Heb. x. 23). His faithfulness is the foundation of his prooiises.
"And the heavens shall )iraise thy wonders, Jehovah: and ihy faiihfulneu in the
assembly of the holy ones " (Ps. Ixxxix. 1, 2, 5, 8, 24, 33). On this the believer rests
when all things fail, and of this he testifies in death, committing his soul into the hands
of God, as " unto a faithful Creator " (1 Pet. iv. 19 ; Ps. xxxi. 5).
III. Glorious anticipations of the kingdom of God; wherein the glory of the
present merges into the grtater glory of the fnture, au'i earth and lieaven are one (vers.
3 5; Ps. Lxxxv. 11). He sees: 1. The majesty of the King of righteousness ; like the
splendour of the rising sun. His view of the ideal theocratic ruler of the futuie has
The chief
its perfect realization in him who is " King of kings, and Lord of lords."
" Herein would
object of the Christian's contemplation in death is the glory of Christ.

"To me

faithful that

—

I live; herein would I die; herein would I dwell in my thoughts and aflfections, to the
withdrawing and consumption of all the painted beauties of this world, unto the
crucifixion of all things here below, until they become unto me a deaa and deformed
2. The brightness of a heavenly
thing, no way meet for atTectionate embraces" (Owen).
day; "the drawing near of the kingdom of the heavens," and abounding life and
happiness for ever (ch. xxii. 51 ; ver. 5). " Nevertheless we according to his promise,"
3. The realization of a blessed hope the hope o{ personal salvation
etc. ('- Pet. iu. 13).
(ver. 5), associated with and assured in the immortal life of the King and his people
11; xvii. 15; xlix. 15; Ixxiii. 24; John xiv. 19). 4. Tne destruction of
(Ps. xvi. 9
The people shall be all righteous. " The dying eyes see on the
all iniquity. (Ver. 6.)
horizon of the far-off future the form of him who is to be a just ami perfect Ruler
before the brightness of whose presence, and the refreshing of whose influence, verdure
and beauty shall clothe the world. As the shades gather, that radiant glory to come
He departs in peace, having seen the salvation from afar. It was fitting
brightens.
;

—

that this fullest of his prophecies should be the last of his strains, as if the rapture
thrilled the trembling strings had snapped them in twain" (Maclaren).

which

* They who watch by him see not but he sees
Sees and exults. Were ever dreams like those?
Those who watch by him hear not ; but he hears,
And earth recedes, and heaven itself appears."
;

(Rogers.)

•*Hi« funeral obsequies were celebrated with the greatest pomp ever yet known 1b
Israel, and his arms were preserved as sacred relics in the temple but the lapse of time
only increased the reverence in which his memory was held in the national heart, until
it finally culmitiated in a glowing desire to behold him once again upon the earth, and
to see the advent of a second David " (Ewald). D.
;

—

—

An

7.
oracle concerning the King Messiah.
1. The hope of salvation, and
some
especially of the estabUshment of the kingdom of heaven upon earth, was,
measure, fulfilled in the reign of David, the Lord's messiah. In his character aa
theocratic ruler he was a type (prefigurement or anticipatory outline) of Christ (1 Sam.
" The type is prophecy in deed." 2. Under Divine inspiration, he formed an
ii. 10).
Hence
ideal of a theocratic ruler, in connection with his own personality and history.

Vers. 3

m

more

the representations contained in the Messianic psalms (xvi., xxii.), in some things
transcend his experience, and in others are mingled with his infirmities. 3. In this
oracle or Divine saying (as in Ps. ex., and perhaps others) he looked forward to the
"No part whatever of the Old Testament is
realization of his ideal at a future time.
introduced with a greater majesty of language, or more excites the expectation of some
•plendid and glorious sense, than the last \\ ords of David " (Kcnnicott). The promise
of eternal dominion to his house was joined with an intimation of his death (ch. rii.
12); and "these last words show how, in consequence of the consciousness of his own
cuilt, the image of the Messiah was separated from his subjectivity, and came before
nim as a majestic form of the future. He, the highly favoured one, who had considered
himself immortal (Ps. xvi.), must now die
He therefore grasps the pillars of the
promise, ceases to connect the Messianic hopes with himself, and as a prophet beholds
"
the future of his seed (Delitzsch). " These words are not merely a lyric effusion of
I

—

"
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the promise, but a prophetic declaration concerning the true king of the kingdom of
God'
i" (Keil). " They torni the key-stonu of his lil'c his prophetic legacy to which the
cxlv. must be regarded as supplementary " (Hengstenbei g).
cycle oif psalms cxxxviii.
" If there is any part of Scripture which betrays the movements of the human individual
If there be any part which claims for
soul, it is this recious fragment of David's life.
itself, and which gives evidence of the breathings of the Spirit of God, it is this also.
Such a rugged two-edged monument is a fitting memorial of the man who was at once
the king and the prophet, the penitent and the saint of the ancient Church " (Stanley).
4. The ideal of a theocratic ruler was only partially realized in Solomon and other
kings of tlie house of David (Ps. xlv. ; Ixxii. ; Isa. xxxii.). 5. Although the hope of
a more adequate realization thereof was again and again disappointed, it was not
Messianio
extiniiuished, but became more and more spirittuil and exalted (Riehm,
Prophecy ; ' C. A. Kow, ' The Jesus of the Evangelists ' W. F. Adeney, The Hebrew
Utopia').
6. At length the hope of Israel was perfectly fulfilled in the Person, work^
and glory of our Lord Jesus Christ. (Luke i. 32 ; Matt. xxii. 43 Acts ii. 36 Eph. i.
20 22; Rev. i. 18.) "In using the Old Testament now, especially for purposes of
edification, we should feel that we fail to do justice to the Old Testament, if, when
expounding any truth taught in it, we do not bring into connection with the passage
explained the highest form of the truth as revealed in the New Testament " (A. B.
Davidson, 'Messianic Prophecy,' Expositor, viii.). What is here said must, on thig
principle, be referred to Christ; and it may be referred to him, with more or less
It
propriety, in his earthly life, in his heavenly dominion, or at his second appearing.
;

—

;

]

'

;

'

;

;

—

indicates

As
I. His exalted ohabacteb and principles of government.
commencement of " the golden age," David beholds
•* A ruler over men Qiterally,
in man *], just
A ruler fearing God
*

if

present at the

I

1

Many a ruler, like " the unjust judge," neither fears God nor regards man. He acquires
his position by craft and bloodshed, and exercises his power in oppression and ungodliness.
Not so the ruler here depicted ; who is distinguished by: 1. Becitude of heart,
cf speech, and of conduct ; in the laws according to which he rules, and his administration of them, rendering to every man according to his deeds; herein resembling,
and representing the rectitude of God ; and protecting and promoting the
10; Jer. xxiii. 5; xxx. 9; Ezek.
best interests of men (Ps. Ixxii. 4; Isa. ix. 7; xi. 1
" The history of the actual
xxxiv. -.'3. 24 Eos. iii. 5 Micah v. 1—5 ; Zech. ix. 9, 10).
David supplies the subject-matter for these idealizations. David is the original prototype on wiiich they are formed, and round whose person they cluster. Tliey may be
2. Piety; the fear of offending God,
described as David idealized" (C. A. Row).
reverence for his Name, delight in his fellowship, obedience to his will, opposition to
his adversaries, dependence on iis strength, and devotion to his iionour and glory.
"When he that rules is just, it is as if he did not rule, but the fear of the Lord ruled
3. Rectitude united with piety ;
in the earth" (Barrett, 'A Synopsis of Criticisms').
reflecting,

—

;

;

founded upon it, i>ervaded by it, and expressive of it; his supn-me aim and c<«nstaut
endeavour being the establishment of the kingdom of God. All this is realized, even
beyond expectation, in the wonderful Person of Christ, and his just and merciful reign
over mankintl. "Put together your ideal of true greatness of soul— power combined
with gentleness; dignity with no pride; benevolence with no weakness; sympathy and
Let your
love for humanity as it is, and especially for the poor, the sad, the suffering.
ideal be stainless, and even unsuspected of stain; and let him cheerf illy and patiently
This is what you will
live and die for men who misunderstood and even hated him.
the Messiah of humanity as well as the Jews" (J. M.
Bee in the history of Christ . .
Wilson). " The type set up in the Gosjiels as the Christian type is the essence of
man's moral nature clothed with a personality so vivid and intense as to excite through
.

ages the most intense affection ; yet divested of all those peculiar characteristics and
What other
accidents of place and time by which human personalities: are marked.
notion than this can philosophy form of Divinity manifest on earth?" (Goldwin Smith,
quoted by Liildon, 'Some Elements,' etc., p. 218).
IL His bemefxoknt ikfi>uence.

all

CB.

xxm.
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" And (his appearance is) as the light of morning, (at) the rising of the sun,
A morning without clouds (and the effect thereof as when)
;

From

brightness (and) from rain verdure (springs) from (out of) the earth."

As

the influence of an unjust and ungodly ruler is powerful for evil, so the influence of
the King Messiah is powerful for good ind much more abundantly (Ps. buii. 6, 7, 16).
It is like that of

"...

the great minister

Of nature, that upon the world imprints
The virtue of the heaven, and doles out
Time fur us with his beam."
(Dante.)

The Bun

the source of light, heat, and force; of life, health, fertility, beauty, and
gladness.
What a change takes place in the whole aspect of nature at the approach of
similar change takes place in the moral and spiritual
"the powerful king of day "
world at the risins; of the Sun of Riohteonsncss (Mai. iv. 2; Isa. Ix. 2). In him, who
Ib "the Light of the world," Jehovah himself becomes manifest to men, "visits and
redeems his people," and "gives light to them tha^ sit in darkness and in the shadow
of death," etc. (Luke i. 68—79). "Even as the light of the morning shall he arise,
Jehovah the Sun " (Pye Smith, ' Scripture Testimony to the Messiah '). At his
appearance, and under his influence: 1. Darkness is dispersed; the long dn^ary niiiht
is

I

A

of ignorance, error, injustice, impiety, oppression, disnord, and misery, "and the veil
that is spread over all nations " (Isa. xxv. 7).
2. Light is diffused ; the light of truth,
pure and bright; revelations of heavenly love and mercy; a spirit of gentleness and
;
tenderness, " of wisdom and might " guiding, quickening, healing, and saving.
3.
Life abounds with the peaceful fruits of righteousness; spontaneously, readily, universally; as, when (after a season of drought, or in spring) heavy showers have fallen
and bright sunshine breaks forth, the earth clothes itself in Iresh and " tender green "
" The kingdom of God is righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy
(Isa. XXXV. 1, 2).
Ghost." The one true King of men has come, his influence is powerfully and widely
felt, and it is constantly increasing; nevertheless we see not yet all things subdued
imto him. Like prophets and kings of old, we still wait for his appearing. "For he
must reign till he hath ])ut aU enemies under his feet " (1 Cor. xv. 25).
III.

His assured manifestation.

(there is sure ground for my expectation, for) is not my house (not myself merely)
thus with (related to) God (that out of it such an exalted ruler and his beneficial
influence shall proceed) ?
For (because) he has established to me an everlasting ooTenant (to this efifeot),

"For

Arranged in all (respects) and kept
For (therefore) all ray salvation (involved therein) and

—

therein)
(therefore, I say) will

For

he not cause (them)

all (his)

good pleasure (expressed

to sprout (to be fully

accomplished)? "

"The pledge of this just ruler was the eternal covenant which God had concluded with
him" (Tholuck). The whole oracle is founded upon this covenant (solemn promise,
Bacred engagement, arrangement, constitution, dispensation), securing eternal dominion
to his house and the blessings of salvation to the subjects of his kingdom (ch. vii. 13^
"The Davidic covenant is the embodiment of the hope of David, and the
10, 24).
theme of his last meditations. In this swanlike song David clings to the Messianic
promise as his greatest delight" (C. A. Briggs, 'Messianic Prophecy'). 1. It cannot
fail of fulfiJment, in the appearing and reign of the Messiah; because of: (1) The faithfulness of God, "the Rock of Israel" (ver. 3), its Author; (2) its having been actually
made, (3) with the express assurance of these things, (4) "to David, and his seed /or
evw" (ch. xxii. 51); (5) carefully arranged, provided with everything adapted to effect
the proper end thereof, and to avert failure, even" through apostasy (ch. vii. 14, 15);
(6) and its bein:i; constantly preserved, guarded, watched over, until completely fulfilled.
2. In its fulfilment, the promised salvation of the people of Ood, and his gracious jrurposes concerning them, will be accomplished.
"All my salvation,'' etc "The dying
Israelite looked forward to the grand destiny of his people, and lost his personality ia
the larger life of the nation, and thus triumphed over death through the thought of the

—
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immortality and future blessedness of the collective Israel " (W. F. Adeney) or rather
to share with them, in t<ome way, their gloriuua inheritauce (Ps. Ixi. 5, 6;
IxxiiL 23, 26 Isa, liv. 10
14; Iv. 3, 4; Dan. xii. 3, 4, 13). 3. On this the servant of
God rests with strong amfdence and blessed \\o\<e, in life and death (Gen. xlix, 18).
" We are saved by Lope." And " when Christ, who is our Lite, shall be manifested, then
shall ye also with him be manifested in glory " (Col. iii. 4 1 John iii. 2 ; 2 Pet. iii. 13).
;

he expected

—

;

;

" My God, the covenant of thy love
Abides for ever sure;

And
IV. His
**

And

nNAL

its matchless grace I
happiness secure."

in

My

ietA

jttdqment on the wicked.

worthlessness [literally,

'

Belial,

ungodly men *] as thorns throft away (we)

all ol

them;

For (because) not with the (unarmed) hand are they seiied;
And (but) the man who touches them
Is filled (fills his hand, provides himself; with iro«,
And shaft of spear (t.e. a long spear),
And with fire are they utterly burned on the spot.*
is the part of a just and godly ruler to punish evil-doera.
The ondne leniency of
David was followed by disastrous consequences (ch. iiL 39 xiiL 21 ; xiv. 33 xix. 23
XX. 10) ; and, at the close of his life, he charged his successor to vindicate the Law
wherein he had himself failed to do so (1 Kings ii. 1 9). The coming King is not
only a Saviour, but also a Judge; and to him all judgment is committed (John v.
" There rises up before him (David) a field overrun with thorns, which the
22, 27).
Divine ministers pluck up with "auntleted hands, and beat down with their burnished
spears, and commit to the consuming flames " (S. Cox, * Expositor's Note-Book ').
His
judgment is 1. Just. 2. Certain. 3. Irresistible. 4. Complete. The day of grace,
during which forbearance has been shown in vain, is followed by the day of wrath
(Mai. iv. 1 ; Matt. iii. 12 ; xiiL 40—43 ; Heb. vi 7).—D.

It

;

;

—

:

—

— —

Vers. 8
12 (1 Chron. xi. 10 14).
The first three heroes. Jashobeam the son of Hachmoni (Zahdiel, 1 Chrun. xxvii. 2), who caiue to David at Ziklag (1 Chron. xii. 6), and
became general of the first division of the army Eleazar the son of Dodo the Ahohite,
general of the second division (1 Ciiron. xxvii. 4)
and SJiammah the son of Agee the
" They served in the most direct manner by their work one who was the
Hararite.
representative of the Divine government on earth" (Krummacher).
"Such traits of
;

;

warlike couratje (as they displayed) are more significant thau anything else; they
completely those few periods of history, otherwise unknown to us, in which
a marvellims aspiration for the possession of some higher blessing, such as freedom or
immortality, has taken hold of an entire nation, and so has produced, through special
instrumeuts of exceptional power, even military exploits which appear incredible to
ordinary men" (Ewald). "Christ the Son of David has his worthies too, who, like
David's, are influenced by his example, fight his battles against the spiritual enemies
of his kingdom, and in his strength are more than conquerors" (Matthew Henry). In
these battles, neither physical prowess nor intellectual strength is of so much importance
as moral and spiritual qualifications, and especially eminent faith ; such as that by
which many " from weakness were made strong, waxed mighty in war, torned to flight
armies of aliens " (Heb. xi. 34). It ensures succe&8 by means of
" He lifted his spear against eight
I. Fkarlessness and daring courage (ver. 8).
"
hundred [three hundred], slain at oae time " went undismayed " against a multitude
(2 Chron. xiv. 11), and alone (or possibly aided by others) overcame them (Judg. iii.
81 XV. 15). Instances of a similar kind are recorded in history (see * Pictorial Bible
" Ajax beating down the Trojan leader with a rock which two
in 1 Chron. xi.)
ordinary men cuuld scarcely lift ; Horatius defending the bridge against an army ;
Richard, the lion-hearted, spurring along the whole Saracen line without finding an
•ncmy to stand his assault; Robert Bruce crushing with one blow the helmet and the
such
kead of Sir Henry Bohun, in sight of tlie whole army of England and Scotland
•M the heroes of a dark age. Li such an age, bodily vigour is the most iudispeasaUe

recall to us

;

;

:

;

—
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(Macaulay, History of England ').
Even in modern
Idmos (when the sui^eriority of strength of mind has been so manifest) it has accomplished extraordinary feats.
But how mnch greater and nobler have been the achievements wrought by mora! courage and spiritual weajwns (2 Cor. x. 4)!
II. Indepkxdence and single-handed effort (vers. 9, 10).
When " he alone remwned "
(Josephus), "he arose and smote the Philistines, until his hand was weary, and his
hand clave unto the sword," etc. In like nianner, when "the people fled from the
Philistines" (vers. 11, 12), Shammah stood alone against their attack. The valour of
some men depends upon the presence, sympathy, and help of others, and fails when they
are left to themselves.
1. Under such circumstances, the courage of a true hero is
fully brought out (Isa. Ixiii. 3).
2. He is independent of men because he depends upon
Grod.
3. By his single-handed effort, |one such man is sometimes able to " chase a
thousand " (Josh, xxiii. 10).
4. His courage and success infuse fresh vigour into
fearful hearts; and " the jieople return after him," though it be "only to spoiL"
He
alone is fit to be a leader of men.
"
m. Steadfastness in passive endurance and active endeavour. He stood in the
midst of the ground " which was " full of lentiles," or barley, " defended it, and slew the
Philistines " (who had probably come up to carry away the ripe crops) like Eleazar,
he " endured to the end," and conquered. It is not enough to exhibit fearlessness and
independence at first we must continue to do so (Luke ix. 51), otherwise nothing will
be gained, but everything be lost. " Whatever is each man's post, chosen by himself
the better part, or appointed by his leader, there, as it appears to me, he ought to
•tay in spite of danger ; taking no account of death or anything else in comparison with
'*
dishonour " (' The Apology of Socrates '). This is the crowning quality
Having
done all, to stand [hold the field]. Stand therefore," etc. (Eph. vi 14) ; '*Be ye steadfittt," etc. (1 Chron. xv. 58 ; Gal. vi. 9) ; "Stand fast in the Lord."
IV. Divine help. ** And Jehovah wrought a great deliverance " (ver. 10, repeated
Here is the chief source of success. Human effort is needful, but in itself
in ver. 12).
ineffectual.
It avails only through the help of God (Ps. cxxvi. 1
cxxi. 2).
Nor is
this withheld from such as seek and rely upon it.
He will fight for those who fight for
him. How often has he enabled them to prevail against an overwhelming host!
" Salvation is of the Lord." To him it should be ascribed. And every great deliverance
calls for great thanksgiving.
D.
'

;

;

u

:

;

—

Vers. 13—17 (1 Chron. xi. 15
19).— The well of Bethlehem. When a shepherdyouth, David doubtless often sat beside " the well by the gate," and refreshed himself
with its cold, clear, sparkling water. But those days have long since departed ; and
he is now a king, with many cares. Bethlehem is occupied by a part of the Philistine
kost, and he is once more in " the hold " (ch. v. 17 ; 1 Sam. xxi. 1), accompanied
by his heroic band of men, to whom his every wish ia equivalent to a command.
•*
What a circle of names are associated with his name, some of them names and scarce
auythin<^ beside men who would have been unheard of but for the occasions which
brought them into temporary connection with so famous a man, and of whose lives, apart
from that connection, we know nothing ; yet all of whom had a life, had a character, were
as precious as individuals in the eye of God as the great soul t^ whom they owe whit
little interest they have in the eyes of men 1 "
The names of these three " knights "
are not recorded; but their chivalrous achievement is immortalized.
"God knows
them, as he knows the noble acts of all his saints and martyrs, and will reward them
at the great day " (Wordsworth).
In the threefold scene here descril^ed we have
I. Thb natural wish expressed by the king.
"Oh that one would give me
drink!" etc. (ver. 15). It is: 1. Involuntarily excited.
"In the harvest-time,"
oppressed with heat, and exhausted by conflict and toil, David is parched with thirst,
and overcome with a great longing for a refreshing draught from the well of Bethlehem,
whose familiar walls he, perchance, sees from a distance. So men sometimes desii-e, not
merely the satisfaction of bt»dily appetites, but also the gratification of deeper yearn" Oh tliat I had
ings, for youth and home, and happier conditions and experiences.
wings like the dove " etc. (Pa. Iv. 6). 2. In itself innocent. Many a wish, even for
objects at present out of reach and beset by difficulty and peril, is as blameless as the
thirst of a traveller " in a dry and weary land where no water is." Although it may be

—

!
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" according: to

nature " (in the best sense),

it

[oh. xxra.

1—39

nevertheless requires to be controlled, regu-

and subordinated to a higher law than that of pleasing ourselves and it is, tog
frequently: 3. Inordinately indulged; so that it becomes a dominant selfish impulse.
" The habit of wishing and hankering for those things which Providence denies, though
natural to ub and often given way to, even by godly men, in an unguarded hour, is a
degree of rebellion against the Lord and it shows the remaining sensuality and selfish4. Inconsiderately
ness of the heart, and leads to many snares and evils" (Scott).
uttered.
David may not intend his men to hear what he says (still less to challenge
But, knowing their
their devotion); he may hardly be aware of their presence.
character and his relation to them, he is none the less responsible for the efi'ect of hb
words upon them and should have put a bridle on his tongue (Ps. xxxix. 1 cvi. 33;
cxli. 3).
Unregulated impulses and imprudent 8| eech what mischief have thej
" Watch and pray, lest ye enter into temptation."
wrought in the world
" And the three mighty men
II. The heroic deed performed by his followers.
" It was a foolhardy thing to do," some one
nroke through the host," etc. (ver. 16).
says; "they might easily have seen that a draught of water was not worth the conflict
and hazard necessary to obtain it." Happily they did not see it else we had never
heard of their heroic enterprise. Without calculating consequences, they act from •
sense of duty, an impulse of unselfish devotion, a spirit of chivalry, *' which shrinks
*
from no sacrifice in order to do the smallest service for the object of its devotion ;
lated,

;

;

;

;

—

!

;

therein exhibiting : 1. An intense attachment to their leader, love to his person,
sympathy with his need, loyalty to his office, desire to please him and to do his will
It could have been inspired in them only by a man of great
(as they interpreted it).
They learnt it of him (1 Sam. xvii. 50). His selfability, generosity, and enthusiasm.
indulgent and momentary wish was no true index of his prevailing disposition. 2.
spontaneous, prompt, and cheerful purpose and endeavour. They say nothing and do not
3. InvinciUe courage ; a principle
hesitate, but go together " into the jaws of death."
which is as needful in moral and spiritual conflict as in physical warfai-e (ch. x. 12).
" Most probably it made such an impression as rendered the host <.f the Philistines an
easy prey to the Israelites " (Blaikie). 4. Entire self-denial and sdf-sacrifice ; di»-

A

regarding alike their own pleasure and peril, and laying down their lives for his sake.
" Greater love hath no man," etc. (John xv. 13). " Pure love has its measure in itself,
and disregards in its outward expression every critic (Matt. xxvi. 7 13). This exploit
of the three heroes was a sacrifice offered, not so much to the man David, as rather in
him to the Anointed of the Lord,' and therefore to the Lord himself" (Krummacher).
How does it rebuke our lack of devotion to our Divine King Were we as ardent,
loyal, courageous, and self-sacrificing as they, what victories should we gain over his
adversaries and ours
IIL The sacbed offerino presented before the Lord. "And he would not drink
thereof," etc. For the first time, probably, he becomes acquainted with their desperate
exploit, when they come into his presence, stained with blood, and place the vessel, conTo him it is as if it were their
taining the water for which he longed, in his hands.
blood, and he cannot drink it (Lev. xvii. 11, 12). To do so would be to justify his former
Their devotion evokes within
wish, and gratify himself at the hazard of their lives.
him a nobler feeling and impulse than he before displayed; so that he practically confesses his fault, personally shares their suffering and self-denial, and publicly testifies his
thankfulness for their preservation and his devotion to their welfare. And this he does
in the highest and most effectual manner
by making of their gift a libation (1 Sam.
" It was too sacred for
vii. 6), or drink offering, and thereby giving honour to God.

—

'

!

1

—

was on that very account deemed by him as worthy to be conGod as any of the prescribed offerings of the Levitical ritual
Pure chivalry and pure religion there found an absolute union" (Stanley). Alexander
denied himself of a draught of water because he could not bear to drink it alone, and
the cup "as too small to be divided among all his soldiers; Sir Philip Sidney, that he
might give it to a wounded soldier, whose necessity appeared to him greater than his
own ('Percy Anecdotes'); David, that he mi_'ht present it unto God. "He never was
more magnanimous than at this moment. This deed was a psalm, sublime in its si'jnifiIn his offering
•ance, and for ever sweet to all lovirg hearts in its pure simplicity."
ere is 1. An exalted estimate of tlie value of human life.
2. A humble renunciatioB

him

to drink, hut

it

.secrated in sacrifice to

:
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of the power even of a king; to make use of it according to his own pleasure or for a selfish
3. A solemn recorjuition of the sovereignty of God over "life and breath and all
end,
things." 4. An unreserved submission, surrender, and sacrifice of every gift to him
who alone is worthy. David's offering must have deepened the attachment of bis three
How
heroes, and exerted no small moral and spiriMial influence on all his followers.
much greater is the "offering" of the Son of David (Eph. v. 2; Heb. ix. 14), and his
claim on our affection, gratitude, and self-consecration! Constrained by his love, we
should live in the spirit of his life (Rom. xii. 1 ; 2 Cor. v. 15 ; Phil. ii. 17, "poured out
;

" 2 Tim. iv. 6).
Reflections. 1. An impulse of a lower kind is most effectually overcome by
one of a higher order. 2. A wish in itself blameless may, in certain circumstances,
3. An action which is mistaken and imprudent somebe sinful and injurious.
times affords occasiou for the display of the noblest principles. 4. The self-denial
as a libation

and incites ia them a similar
The highest return that can be made of gifts received from men is to
6. A gift made to God is not "wasted," but is a means
consecrate them to God.
7. The sacrifice of self enriches the soul
of conferring manifold benefits on men.
by enabling it to partake more fully of the life and love of him for whose sake it is
of

some

silently reproves the self-iadul.'ence of others,

spirit.

5.

made.

—D.

—

The heroism of Benaiah. He was son of
Vers. 18 23 (1 Chron. xl. 22—25).
Jehoiada, chief priest and leader of the Aaronites who came to David at Hebron
(1 Chron. xii. 27); one of (a second) three " mighties " (with AMshai and, perhaps,
Asahel), and above the thirty (1 Chron. xxvii. 5, 6); captain of the host for the third
month and commander of the body-guard (ch. viii. 18 xx. 23). He remained faithful
to Solomon in the conspiracy of Adonijah, was commissioned to execute Joab, and
He was "a
appointed commander-in-chief in his stead (1 Kings i. 26, 36; ii. 29, 35).
His name (equivalent to " built by Jah ") is
valiant man, of many illustrious deeds."
Buu'gestive of the Divine source of his strength, valour, and successful conflicts with the
enemies of the people of God. He slew (1) two Moahitish champions, or princes, "lions
of God" (ch. viii. 2); (2) a ferocious lion, which had been driven by a heavy fall of
enow into the neighbourhood of human liabitations, to the terror of the inhabitants,
and had taken refuge in a pit or (empty) cistern and (3) an Egyptian giant (fighting
on the side of the Philistines). " His valour and virtues are recorded, not only for commemoration and remembrance, but likewise for example and imitation of his virtues,
ouc;ht
and to show how great works the Lord wrought by weak m' ans" (Guild). 1.
never to contend, except in a good cause ; for truth, justice, and liberty, the honour of
God, the kingdom of Christ, and the welfare of men. "If it be possible," etc. (Rom.
xii. 18).
2. We cannot avoid conflict altogether without sin, captivity, dishonour, and
destruction.
In a world like this there is often no choice but to fight or be slain.
" Curse ye Meroz," etc. (Judg. v. 23). " Contend earnestly for the faith," etc. (Jude
;

;

;

We

"Now we must fight if we would reiun." 3. We must not be dismayed by the
power of the enemy; "in nothing affrighted by the adversaries" (Phil. i. 28); their
strength, their number (two to one, ver. 20), their forn)idable appearance, their varied
lionlike men, real lions, or "your adversary the devil,"
character, natural or spiritual
who, "as a roaring lion, walketh about," etc. (1 Pet. v. 8). Be strong and tear not.
4. We should not be unduly concerned about our own safety ; but seek, above all things,
to do our duty faithfully, and use our best endeavours to secure the ends for which we
strive.
Having traced the footprints of the lion in the snow, " he went down " (volun3).

;

own life in imminent peril to secure the safety of others) "and f-lew
"
the lion in the pit" (knowing that he must succeed or perish) "in a tiuie df snow
(which is apt to benumb man's strength and to cool their courage, and when beasts of
prey are most fierce and ravenous from hunger). " None of these things move me,"
must make the best of our
etc. (Acts XX. 24 ; xxi. 13
2 Tim. iv. 16, 17). 5.
resources, however inadequate they may appear; and not shrink from the conflict
until we are as fully armed as our opponents.
"He went down to him with [only] a
staff" (ver. 22); skilfully and adroitly deprived him of his spear ("like a weaver's
must
beam"), rendered liim defenceless, and turned his weapon against himself.
fight with such means as we have. 6.
should never forget the example of our great
tarily |)lacin'i his

We

;

We

We

;
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Leader (1 Sam. xviL 50) that lie sees us, is ready to help
" him that overctaneth " (rers. 22, 23 ; Rer. iL 26).
;

us,

and

[ch.

xxm. 1—39,

will greatly

h(»oax

" Though the sons of night blaspheme^
More there are with us than them
Hell ia nigh, but Christ is nigher.
Circling us with hosts of fire."
7. "We should be encouraged by the remembrance of past successes, achiered by ourselTM
and others. These are a sure earnest of the final victory of the kingdom of light over
the kingdom of darkness. " Greater is he that is in you," etc. (1 John iv. 4). ^D.

—

— —

».
The righteous Eider. David, in his last days, like Jacob and Moses,
Vers. 1
received the spirit of prophecy, and was thus enabled to predict the coming of the
perfect King, sprung from himself; the blessings of his reign, and his triumph over his
These "last words" of his are, indeed, regarded by some as primarily a
enemies.
description of what a ruler of men should be, and as only secondarily, if at all, relating
Our Authorized Version favours this interpretation by introducing in
to the Christ.
ver. 3 the words, *' must be." But the obvious truth that rulers ought to be just would
hardly have been prefaced by so solemn an introduction, asserting in such varied words
and phrases that the declaration was owing to the special inspiration of God. Nor
would the reference to the "everlasting covenant" be so appropriate.
L The HUMAN SPEAKER. The terms used indicate 1. His origin. " David the son
The royal son was not ashamed of bis father. 2. His exaltation. " Raised
ot Jesse."
up on high " (cump. ch. viL 8, 9). 3. His Divine appointment as king. " The anointed
" The sweet psalmist
of the God of Jacob." 4. His gifis and works as a sacred poet.
of Israel " (Hebrew, " pleasant in the psalms of Israel "). " As David, on the one hand,
had firmly established the kingdom of God in an earthly and political respect as the
anointed of Jehovah, i.e. as king; so had he, on the other, as the composer of Israel's
songs of praise, promoted the spiritual edification of that kingdom" (Keil and Delitzsch).
This is intimated by the word used twice in ver. 1 and
II. The Divine Speakeb.
translated " said."
It is the word commonly used of the utterances of God by his
pruphets, and, without any addition, indicates that the saying is a Divine oracle.
Further, that what is said here is from God is distinctly declared by the assertion,
" The Spirit of the Lord spake by me, and his Word was in
tongue ; the God of
Such a preamble prepares us
Israel said, the Rock of Israel spake to me " (vers. 2, 8).
for an utterance of great weight and importance, and is adapted to excite the utmost
confidence in it as one of " the true sayings of God " (Rev. xix. 9).
David was himself a divinely appointed king over God's
III. The words spoken.
nation.
He had ruled on the whole justly, and had, with his people, enjoyed much of
the benefit which righteous rule secures. He was, however, conscious of not having
realized his iaeal, partly through his own weakness and sinfulness, partly throtigh the
opposition he had encountered and the impracticableness of the materials which he had
had to mould. But before he leaves the world he has a Divine assurance that One
should arise out of his own house, who should be, as a Ruler, all, and more than all,
that he had himself aimed to be should diffuse amongst his subjects the greatest
blessings, and thoroughly master and destroy all that should oppose his designs.
Note : 1. His descent. The reference to the " everlasting covenant " in ver. 5, compared with the covenant itself in the promise of Gtxi through Nathan (ch. vii. 16X
sufficiently indicates that David discerned that the King of whom he was prophesying
would spring from himself. He was to be "of the seed of Dnvid according to the flesh"
(Rom. t 3). 2. Hit character. *• Just, ruling in the fear of God." (1) The fear of God
(equivalent to "godliness, piety"; would oe at tije luundaiiou of ujs character. He
would rule with constant regard to the will and the glory of Gtxi (comp. Isa. xL 2,
" the spirit of . . . the fear of the Lord "). How much this feature was found in the
character of our Lord Jesus the Gospels everywhere testify. (2) He would be eminently
"just." This characteristic of the coming King of men appears frequently in the
]iri>iihpcies respecting iiim (see Ps. xlv. 6, 7; Ixxii. 2; Isa. ix. 7; xi, 3
5; Jer.
xxiii. 5
Zech. ix. 9). It was a welcome thought in a world filled with injustice, which
>vuo uuredressed by its rulers, yea, often perpetrated by them
a world in which fchf
:

my

—

—

,

—
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poor and feeble, the widows and the fatherless, instead of being protected by the mighty,
were often trampled down by them, that at length a Euler would arise who would be
just, and would cause justice everywhere to triumph.
These prophecies receive their
fulfilment io the character and reigu of the Lord Jesus,
(a) He is personally just.
"
Hence he is called "that Just One" (Acts xxiL 14); the Holy One and the Just " (Acts
ill. 14).
He was like other men in aU but this, that he was "without sin " (Heb. iv. 15)He "knew no sin" (2 Cor. v. 21). He "did no sin" (1 Pet. ii. 22). In his arldresses
to God there is no confession of sin or prayer for pardon.
Before men he c uld boldljsay, "Which of you convicteth me of sin?" (John viii. 46, Revised Versiun).
His
exaltation is attributed to his love of righteousness and hatred of iniquity (Heb. i. 9).
(b) Justice distinguishes the salvation he effects.
For this Kinsj is als Saviour (Zech.
ix. 9).
David felt that in some way his own salvation depended on him (ver. 5). Li
the light of the New Testament the truth becomes clear,
Jesus the Son of David, the
Divine King, works salvation. Now, in doing this, he displays the highest regard for
righteousness.
He does not deliver in violation of justice ; does not take the part of
the sinner against God as righteous Ruler.
By his death he makes propitiation for sin,
"
might be just " while " the Justifier of him which believeth in Jesus " (Rom.
that God
iii. 25, 26).
Moreover, he saves from sin to righteousness (Rom. viii. 4), so that all wh
are his become just, (c) His laws are just. The very laws of some kingdoms are tainted
with injustice. They are oppressive or partial, favouring one class of the people at tlie
cost of others, etc. Not so with the laws of the Christ. They prescribe all that is riglit,
and only what is right, both towards God and towards men. Were they obeyed, all
injustice and wrong-doing would cease, and all the evil dispositions from which they
proceed,
(d) His rule is just.
Good laws are sometimes ineffective through bad
administration of them. Commonly the enforcement of them requires money; and
those who have little of it must submit to injustice for want of the means to set the
machinery of the law in motion. Sometimes the magistrates are corrupt, and decide in
favour of those who bribe them, or too indolent and indifferent to examine suflBcieutly
into the merits of the cases brought before them.
Practical injustice also springs from
the ignorance or weakness of rulers.
But this Ruler will see that full justice is done
to all under his sway. He knows exactly the character of each and all ; he is powerful
to execute judgment.
Mighty oppressors find him stronger than they. Secret plotters
against the just discover that nothing is hidden from him. With him sophistry has no
" He shall reward every man accordins to his
weight, rank and wealth no influence.
works" (Matt. xvi. 27). (c) His whole power and influence are promotive of righteousness, and ensure its ultimate prevalence. 3. 27ie blessings of his reign. "[He (or, 'it')
shall be] as the light of the morning when the sun riseth, a morning without clouds
fwhen] the teuder grass [springeth] out of the earth, through clear shining after rain "
(ver. 4, Revised Version).
Under the reign of this Ruler shall be (1) Ui. clouded light
in place of darkness.
Truth, huliness, and happiness shall abound. (2) Fruitfulness.
Growth and increase of goodness and the good (Ps. IxxiL 6, 7, 16). (3) Beauty. Like
the flush of the tender grass just spi"ung up and shining in the light of the morning
sun.
These are the effects which the Lord Christ does produce in heart and home and
country, wherever and so fir as he is received and obeyed. History confirms prophecv
and gives additional assurance of its fulfilment. 4. TJie fate of the wicked under fits
rule.
(Vers. 6, 7.)
The reign of One so just and povverlul ensures the destruction of
the wicked as well as the salvation of the righteous.
He comes, indeed, to subdue the
wicked by truth and love, and render them righteous.
But many remain obdurate,
refuse submi-sion to him, perhaps opjwse him actively ; these he destroys.
Note: (1)
Their worth lessness. They are "Belial" (equivalent to " worthlessne.ss ") ; g<-od fof
nothing " thorns, to be thrust away " and " burned." (2) The difhcnlty of getting rid
of them. Like thorns, difficult to handle and " thrust away," requiring whoever would
deal with them to be "armed with iron and thestaff of a spear." Laws cannot restrain
them, example is lost upon them, benevolent efforts are wa.sted upon them, legal [ninishments only harden them, the gospel itself renders them more perverse (3) Their certain
destruction. " Tiiey shall be utterly burned with fire in their place" (Revised Version)
" on the hearth " (Dean Stanley). See Matt. iii. 10, 12 ; Juhn xv. 6 ; Heb. vi 8. Let
sinners tremble and repent before it is too late.
>

>

:

;

;

IV.
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words are obscure, and variously interpreted. Most modern scholars translate substantially as in the margin of the Revised Version, "For is not my house so with God?
for all my salvation and all my desire, will he not njake it to grow ?"
for he
So
taken, the wrds are altogether words of assured cotitidenceand hope. But taken as in the
Authorized Yer>ion, and substantially in the text of the Revised Version, shadows iijingle
he glorious vision of the future reminds Uavid of the contra>t
with the brightness.
presented by the past and present.
His own reisrn has not corres|)Ot.ded, or only in a
small measure, with the picture he has drawn. Yet he finds consolation in the " everlasting covenant, ordered in all thing's, and sure."
He doubts not that the promise
given him through Nathan (ch. vii.) will be fulfilled and in its fulfill ^ent he recognizes
the fulfilment of his own ardent "desire," and the accomplishment of his "aalvatln."
So let us, amid all the blighted hopes, the fears anil troubles of the present, stay
ourselves on God, and admit to our hearts the comfort which springs from his covenant
G-. W.
in Christ, and the conviction that it cannot but be faithfully and fully performed.
.

.

.

1

;

—

Ver.
of

life,

5.

had

Comfort from,

the everlasting covenant.
David, as he approached tVie close
this vision (vers. 2
7) of the just king, and the happiness which would

—

reminded him of what ought to have been the character of his
own rule, and what might have been its blessedness. The perfect realization of the
picture by himself and his subjects was not, indeed, possible
but the actual condition
He knew that he himself liad largely contributed to the
of things was not inevitable.
And now life was nearly over;
sins and troubles of his " house " and of the nation.
and as the past could not be undone, neither could he hope to repair the mischief it had
produced.
Under the sadness of his reflections, he finds relief and consolation in the
memory of the "everlasting covenant" which God had "made with" him, which
ensured that from his house should arise One in and by whom w uld be realized the
His utmost "desire would then be fulperfect ideal of a Divine King and kingdom.
For it seems that as David, in the hundred and
filled, and his "salvation" effected.
tenth psalm, calls his great Son his " Lord," so here he recognizes him as his Saviour.
These words of David have often been used by godly people tor their own comfort and
the hymn of Dr. Doddridge, founded upon them, commencing, " My God, the covenant
of thy love," has ministered consolation to thousands.
We shall see that there is good
reason for such an application of them.
The word properly signifies a mutual agreement between two
I. The ootenant.
or more persons.
When used, however, of a transaction or arrangement between God
and men, the idea <rf agreement as between two contracting parties retires into the
background, or vanishes altogether and the word designates, on the one hand, the
promises of God, and, on the other, his requirements. In this passage it refers to
the Divine promise to David and his house of an everlasting kingdom (ch. vii. 12
16),
which was in fiact the promise of the Christ, and of all the blessings (poetically set forth
in ver. 4) which his coming and reign involved.
In the time of Isaiah it was seen that
this covenant was in effect made with all repentant and believing souls, and that the
"sure mercies of David " (the blessings promised to him) included the spiritual mercies
for which they hunger and thirst (see Isa. Iv. 1
Indeed, in the fourth verse of
3).
that chapter, David and his illustrious Descendant are identified, as in other Scriptures
the latter is called "David" (Jer. xxx. 9; Ezek. xxxiv. 23, 24; xxxvii. 24, 25; Hos.
iii. 5).
It will thus be seen that our text may be used by Christians in its original
But if there were any doubt of this, the direct application of the term " everpurport.
lasting covenant " to the promises of God in and through the " Lord Jesus," and sealed
with his " blood " (Heb. xiii. 20) promises made to all who have faith in Christ
establishes the propriety of the use of the words by Christians, though it were in a
sense only analoa:oua to that which they originally bore.
Notice: 1. 27ie contents of
the covenant.
(1) The promises of "all spiritual blessings," yea, of all needful temattend his reign.

It

;

'

;

;

—

—

—

—

poral blessings
pardon, renewal, adoption, sanctification, guidance, support, comfort,
preservation, etc., terminating in eternal life; in a word, salvation.
(2) The requirements of faith in Christ and obedience to his laws. 2. Its qualities. (1) " Ordered in
all things."
Well arranged ; the product of perfect wisdom, and worthy of it ; so constituted as to be adapted to its purpose, fitted for the wants of men, suited to reverf
and glorify GtxL (2) " Sure." More literally, " guarded," " preserved," and therefor*
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God takes care of his own Word. Enemies may assail it, but he
iecure and sure.
Foolish friends or professed friends may misinterpret
watclies over and preserves it.
it, may narrow it so as to make it speak the language of their own particular sect, and
promise good only to its members, may overlay it by traditional interpretations, oi
otherwise veil it from the sight of men as if it were too sacred for common eyes, oi
substitute for it "another gospel, wliich is not another" (Gal. i. 6, 7), which they
regard as more in harmony with the advanced intelligence of the times; but, amid and
through all, God's covenant abides sure, the only basis of his gracious dealings with
men, the secure basis of men's hopes and life. (3) Everlasting. An assertion that
mi(jht be made in respect to its origin in the eternal thought and purpose of God, but,
which is made of its enduring churacter. It is a covenant which abides the same evermore, wliich God will never alter, and will be eternally fulfilling in the experience 'i
" The Word of tho Juord endureth for ever.
his children.
And this is the Word which
by the gospel is preached unto you " (1 Pet. i. 25). 3. With whom it is madf. " Willi
me." The covenant was made to David directly and personally, through Nathan. Tincovenant of God in the gospel is with all those who conform to its requirements al!
who rejient, believe, and obey. Whoever sincerely accepts Christ as Saviour and Lord,
is WMrranted to segard the promises of God as made to himself, and will be able to liu
80 with increasing confidence as his faith, love, and holiness increase.
These are at
once the work of the Holy Spirit, and his witness to each Christian that he is a Chris"
"
heirs of God and joint-heirs with
tian indeed, one of the children of God," who are
Christ " (Rom. viii. 16, 17).
The believer values it as beyond ah
II. The estimation in which it is held.
"This is all my salvation" salvation
price, Vecause: 1. It assures him nf s"lvaiion.
in the fullest sense, salvation from all evil to the enjoyment of all blessing, a salvation
everlasting as the covenant.
2. It meets and satisfies his best, his utmost longings.
*•
delight, pleasure. The aspirations after perfect commmiion with God,
All my desire "

—

—

—

and likeness to him and eternal happiness in him, all are met and satisfied by the
promises of God.
Similarly,
"Although my house,
5|et," etc.
III. The comfort it affords.
the Christian may realize unfailing support and consolation from the consciousness of
1. In view of his jiast and present life.
being interested in the everlasting covenant.
.

.

.

Its unfulfilled ideals, disappointed hopes, broken vows, wasted energies, poor results
(material or spiritual); in view of sins committed, work undone or ill done; after sad
experience of the unreliableness of the promises of men (whether through changed mind,
or changed circumstances, or d' ath) ; or again, when ke thinks with sad heart of the
moral condition of his '* house " (often a distressing sight to godly parents), or the painful circumstances in wliich it may be placed through bereavements or worldly misfortunes; or finally, when he looks upon himself, contrasting what he miiiht have become
with what he is it is a thought to bring rest and hope that God has made with him
an everlasting covenant, which remains secure and unchanged amid all chanies, and
assures of forgiveness of all that has lieen wrong and defective, and eternal profit from
all that has 'been painful, and final and complete deliverance from all sin and sorrow.
(I) The future of this life. Its uncertainties, its pos-«
2. In anticipation of the future.
" I know not what is before
eible or probable troubles, personal, domestic, national, etc.
me, but this I know, that God has made with me a covenant which cannc*^ fail." (2) Its
approaching end and the eternal future. The possible suddenness or painfulness of the
end; its possible loneliness, through the deaths or removals of those who it had been
hoped wiuld be near to impart consolation; in the case of the aged, the certainty that
departure from this world cannot be long delayed; the dimness and stiangeness of tlie
invisible world, and the awfulness of eternity; the constitutional dread of d' ath which
haunts some; the dread, at least the awe, which sometimes visits all as they think of
How blessed un<ler all anxieties and
the account to be given of life to the holy Judge.
forebodings to say, '"I know whom
have believed' (2 Tim. i. 12); I am sure he will
'
nut forsake mo, but will deliver me from every evil work, and will preserve me unto
his lieaverdy kingdom' (2 Tim. iv. 18); for 'he hath made with me an eTerlasting
covenant,' etc."!
Let Christians aim so to live that they may ever enjoy such consolation. Let all
^«»V to make it their own ; for it is ayailable for all. Hear the Word of the Lord before

—

I

—

;
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" Incline your

make an
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I will
It.

[oh. ttttt.

ear, and come unto me : hear, and your soul shall live ; and
everlasting corenant with you, even the sure mercies of David " (ItM.

Ver. 8.
The king'i mighty men. From this verse to the end of the chapter is given
an account of men who had distinguished themselves in the service of David by their
might and prowess, and who were rewarded with promotion and a place in this honourable list.
Our King, Jesus Christ, has also his mighty ones men, women, and children
whose exploits are not forgotten.
1. What they are.
They are the ordinary characteristics of •
I. Thefb qualities.
Christian existing in a high degree of strength and fervour. (1) Strong faith.
The
eye that sees the invisible the hand that grasps the promises strong confidence in
God and Christ (see Heb. xi.). (2) Ardent love. Warm attachment and devoted
loyalty to their King love to his kingdom and all who belong to it love to men in

—

—

;

;

;

;

A

A

general; love disinterested, unselfish.
selfish man cannot be a hero.
strong
(3)
sense of duty, overpowering the desire for ease, safety, pleasure, or gain. (4) Intense
prayerfulness.
Earnest prayer is " power with God and with men " (Gen. xxxii. 28).
" Knowledge is power." " A wise man is strong
(5) Clear and impressive knowledge.
yea, a man of knowledge increaseth strength " (Prov. xxiv. 5).
Knowledge adds
strength to the character of its possessor, and is a powerful weapon in the service of our
King. It is by "the truth" that Christ's battles are fought and victories won. "Th«
gospel is the power of God unto salvation " (Rom. i. 16).
Christ's " mighty men" are
"mighty in the Scriptures" (Acts xviii. 24). (6) Dauntless courage. (7) UnwaverDavid was brave himself,
ing constancy and perseverance. 2. Whence V^ey spring.
and inspired his men with bravery. They became " mighty men " through the influence
Consciously or imconsciously, they imbibed his spirit and imitated
of a mighty leader.
him. In like manner, our "Leader and Commander of the people" (Isa. Iv. 4) infuses

own Spirit into his faithful followers. They become mighty through close union
and association with him. They are " strong in the Lord, and in the power of his
might " (Eph. vL 10) j " strengthened with might by God's Spirit in the inner man '*

his

(Eph.

iii.

16).

n. Theib works.

Their might is exercised 1. In resisting and overcoming tempUt'
In conquering the enemies of Christ as they assail and would destroy themselves.
A man may be a hero in the service of his country and a miserable coward and slave
morally and spiritually, yielding without resistance to the impulses of lust and passion,
covetousness and ambition, led "captive by the devil at his will " (2 Tim. ii. 26). 2.
In patient endurance of s"ffering. Martyrs, confessors, ordinary sufiferers. Some of
the noblest of Christ's " mighty ones " are found in sick-chambers, enduring pain and
perhaps privation for long months or years without a murmur. 3. In assailing and
Especially when the many favour them,
cou'iuering religious errors or practical evils.
and not onlj' opposition, but obloquy, has to be encountered. 4. In promoting the
"
salvation and welfare of men.
mighty men " displayed their strength and
David's
courage chiefly in destroying men's lives Christ's in saving and blessing though occasionally they too are called to take up material weapons in the service of their King.
In this service the noblest heroic qualities are often called into exercise, as in the case
of missionaries bearing their message among savages or into perilous climates; ministers of religion at home patiently and loviigly labouring on in obscurity and poverty;
isitors (if (hose suffering from infectious diseases
teachers in ragged schools, etc.
III. Theik varieties.
David's " mighty men " were from various tribes of Israel,
sume even Gentiles, and had each his own peculiarities of character and achievement.
But all were alike luyal to their king and brave in serving him. Thus it is also with
Christ's mighty ones.
They are from every country and nation where he is known,
from every section of his Church, from every class of society and they all bear some
marks of theii- origin. But thev all are one in tLeir devoted love to their King, and
their readiness to labuur and suffer for him even unto death.
They differ also in respect
of the special elements and manifestations of their power.
Some owe their pre-eminence
in part to ph\sical peculiarities; others are great in spite of theirs.
Some have the
might of intellect; others, of heart. Some, the power of inflexible determination;
others, c^ gentleness and tenderness.
Some conquer by intense activity ; others, hj
:

tion.

;

\

;

;

;
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Some are powerful through their ability to
passive endurance or quiet influence.
The special sphere of some is the
attract and lead numbers ; others, acting alone.
home ; of others, the Church ; of others, the exchange, the factory, the workshop, or
the public meeting. Some are mighty in argument ; others, in appeal ; some, in
instructing ; others, in consoling, etc.
IV. Their reward. 1. Promotion. David promoted those of his men who distinguished them8elve.s by their bravery to posts of honour (ver. 23). Similarly, our Lord
teaches as that those who are faithful to him shall be advanced to higher positions of
trust and power (Luke xix. 17, 19; Rev. ii. 26—28; iii. 12, 21).
The display and
exercise of noble qualities increases their vigour, and thus prepares for and ensures
higher and wider service. 2. Honourable record. As here, " These be the names," etc.,
Christ's heroes also have their names, characters, and deeds recorded.
(1) Some on
earth.
In the Divine book ; in ordinary biographies ; in the memories of men. (2)
All in heaven (comp. Phil. iv. 3). Not all who are mentioned in the earthly lists are
in the heavenly ; for some obtain a reputation here to which they are not justly entitled.
Not all in the heavenly list are in the earthly ; for good men are not omniscient, nor
can they always discern superior worth, though it be before their eyes. The chief
desire of us all shoulH be to have a place in the heavenly records
to be " accepted of
him" (2 Cor. v. 9), whoever may reject or overlook us.
In conclusion : 1. We $hould not be content Just to exist as Christians, hut should
aim to be "mighty." This is possible to all, through union with the "strong Son of
God," mai'itained and increased by vigorous exercises of faith, meditation, and prayer;
and though faithful use of such power as they possess. 2. Whatever our might or
achievements, we should ascribe all, and be sincerely concerned that others should ascribe
all, to Qod.
(Vers. 10, 12.)—G. W.

—

—

17.
Love, courage, and self-sacrifice. This narrative is hio;hly creditable
Vers. 15
It shows the power he had of awakening in
to both David and these three brave men.
his soldiers passionate attachment and devotedness to himself, his high appreciation of
such qualities, and at the same time his unwillingness that they should he displayed
in enterprises which hazarded precious lives for no corresponding advantage.
In the
pouring of the water out as an offering unto the Lord, because it was too costly and
sacred for ordinary use, "pure chivalry and pure religion found an absolute union"
(Dean Stanley). On the other hand, the heroism of these men, stirred by their love
and loyalty to their chief, although displayed in a rash enterprise, is worthy of great
are remin led of similar qualities foimd amongst the servants of the
admiration.
Son of David, our Lord Jesus Christ. Notice

We

I.

The devoted love of

Christ's faithful servants to himself.

1.

They shom

and

practical regard to his every wish.
They do not need explicit commands
in detail, still less accompanying threatenings.
Enough if they can ascertain what he
desires ; and their love for him and converse with him enable them to know his wishes
without definite verbal revelations or laws.
large portion of the lite of many modem
Christians, especially in the departments of Christian zeal and benevolence, is founded
on no ex|>ress command, but sprin.s from love and sympathy from that participation
of the Spirit of Christ which produces intuitive discernment of his will, and that devoted
attachment which prora|)ts to the gratification of his every wish. 2. They are ready
to encounter dagger in his service.
The work of Christ niakts at times great demands
on love, zeal, and courage. It cannot be done witiiout hazard; but his true-hearted
friends are prepared to endure the toil and brave the peril.
Not a few in our own day
may be described as " men that have hazarded their lives for the Name of our Lord Jesu«
Christ" (Acts xv. 26). This spirit of Christian heroism is not confined to the more
hardy races, but among the softer tribes of Polynesia and India, the knowledge of Christ
has produced a similar couratre. Converted natives offer themselves for service in th«
most dangerous fields of missionary enterprise; and when some fall at the hand of
savages, or through attacks of deadly diseases, others eagerly press forward to take the
vacant places. The language of St. Paul is still the hm-uage of faithful Christians,
"None of these things move me, neither count I
life dear unto myself," etc. ; "I
am ready not to be lx)und only, but also to die ... for the Name of the Lord JesiM*
(Acts XX. 24 ; xxi. 13). 8. They are sometimes moved to extraordinary mani/eetaHon*
sincere

A

—

my

n. SAMUEL.
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;
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of their regard. Like the three heroes whose exploit is here recorded. Like Mary in
her lavish anointing of her Lord (John xii. 3). Warm love prompts to generous deeds
and gifts. There is need of these in the service of Christ; and if ardent love to him
were more common, they would be more frequent. Love should, however, submit to
Our Lord will accept
the guidance of wisdom, lest it become wasteful or injurious.
mistaken oflferings, but it is well that the oflfurings should themselves be such as he can
One safeguard against mistake is the remembrance that he desires no display
apfjrove.
of love which is fantastic or useless, no self-denial or daring which answers no proportionite end in the advancement of his kin2;dom and the promotion of the good either
There is abundant room for all possible gene(if our own souls or of our fellow-men.
to expend
rosity, self-denial, and bravery in the practical service of Christ and man
these in fruitless ways is to expose our works to condemnation, however good and
acceptable may be our motives. We are to serve God with our reason as well as our
;

feelings.

love. Because of: 1. His self" The love of Christ constraineth us " (2 Cor. v. 14) is their
sufficient answer to any who allege that they are "beside themselves" (2 Cor. v. 13).
His love requires and justifies the utmost consecration to him of heart and lite. 2. Hia
injunctions.
He claims from all who follow him that they should love him more than
Luke xiv. 26), and that, in
their nearest relations, more than their own life (Matt. x. 37
serving him, they should be fearless of death (Luke xii. 4). 3. Eis example. Of love to
the Father, and complete devotedness to his will and glory (John xiv. 31 iv. 34 Matt.
In purifying and ennobling
4. The effects of such love.
xxri. 39, 42 ; John xii. 27, 28).
the character of those who cherish it, and promoting through them the well-being of
mankind. It is love for all excellence, stimulates to its pursuit and greatly aids its
attamment. It is the inspiration and support of the highest and most persistent benevolence; for he w^ho is loved is the Incarnation of Divine holiness and love, and the
great Friend and Benefactor of the human race, and the return he asks f >r his love to us
is not a barren, sentimental devotion, but practical obedience (John xiv. 15, 21, 23), and
14; 1 John iii. 16—18), whom
especially a fruitful love to our brethren (John xv. 12
he teaches us to regard as being himself (Matt. xxv. 35 45). Love to Jesus Christ
has been, and still is, the strongest motive-power in the world in favour of all godliness
and goodness. 5. Its rewards. Love to Christ is not mercenary, and makes no stipulation for recompense. It Is its own reward. Yet in the midst of a cold and unbelievinfc
world it needs all supports. These are to be found in the assurance of the approval and
xvi. 27), and the prosaffection of Christ himself, and of the Father (John xiv. 21, 23
(John xvii. 24 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8
Sect of sharing the glory and joy of Christ for ever
On the other hand, to be destitute of love to Christ
Jas. i^ 12 ; ii. 5).
[att. xix. 29
iB to be lost (1 Cor. xvL 22).— G. W.
II.

The reasonableness and biqhtness of buch

sarrijiciny love/or them.

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXIV.
Ver.

1.

—And again the anger of Jehovah

Israel.
It is probable
that this chapter once stood in intimate
connection with ch. xxi., and that the
famine therein described was followed by
a pestilence, of which the blame largely
rested upon David, though the sin punished
by it was fully shared by the people. In
saying that David was moved of Jehovah
to number Israel and Judah, the writer
acknowledges tlie great truth that all action,
both good and evil, is of God. " Shall there
be evil in a city, and Jeiiovah hath not done
While we are taught
it ? " (Amos iii. 6).
to pray that we may not be led into tempta-

was kindled against

tion, yet trial and temptation are by Gk)d*g
ordinance for man's good. Man falls only
when the temptation gives the opportunity
for the outbreak of that which already was
If the previous
at work within (Jas. i. 14).
watch over the heart has been careful and
earnest, then the temptation is a steppingstone to a nobler and more pure godliness
and if a man fall, yet even so he learns by
outward proof what was secretly ruining
his soul, and may by its manifestation be
led to repentance.
There were festering in
David's heart a thirst for war, and pride in
liis victories
a growing ambition, and, as
its necessary result, a disregard of the rights
of other nations.
The same passions were
gaining a daily increasing influence over
;

;

OH. XXIV.
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the people generally. It i§ too often the
case that a nation uses the bravery which
has obtained for it freedom from foreign
oppression, to impose tlie yoke of slavery

upon others. Bnt tins chastisement brought
baek David and his subjects to more upcounsels.
In 1 Chron. xxi. 1 the
is ascribed to Satan, because
David tell. God tempts, that is, tries men
that thay maj stand more firmly and advance in all that is true and good. Satan
tempts men that he mny find out their
Yet
weaknesses and efi"cct th'ir ruin.
Satan's
David fell only to rise again.
triumph was but temporary, imd the result
was good for king and people, who would
have suffered far more terribly from the effects
of their lust of war than from the pestilence.
Temptation, then, has two sides, and is good
or evil according to the use we make of it;
but in itself it is a necessity for our probaThe trials and sorrows of life serve
tion.
but to break up the fallow ground (Jer iv.
3); and without them our hearts would
remain hard as the roadway and the good
seed, which may spring up to eternal life,
would lie unheeded ujion the surface, and
find no entrance intotJieir depths.
(On the
word " Satan," nevertheless, see note on
The Revised Version in 1
ch. xix. 22.
Chron. xxi. 1 puts in the margin, "or,
But in such matters our
•n adversary."

right

temi)t;ition

;

constant adversary is the devil.)
As regards the exact time to which this pestilence may be referred, we cannot draw
any certain conclusion from its place in
1 Chron. xxi., because it seems to have
been inserted there in connection with the
arrangements for the building of the temple,
which was erected upon the site purchased
from Araunah.
As Joab, however, could
be spared for nine months and twenty days
for the making of this census, it is plain that
it took place in a time of profound peace.
Probably, therefore, its position in 1 Chronicles is right, namely, at some time after the
termination of David's great wars. About
twelve years elapsed between the capture
of Rabbah and the rebellion of Absalom,
and if during t.iis period the respect of the
people for David was first damaged by the
revelation of his adultery witli Bathsheba,
end the murder of her husband, and then
rudely shaken by the repeated manifestation of the displeasure of the Most High,
it is not so surprising, perhaps, that his hold
npon his subjects was so small as to make
them ready to favour the designs of his
ambitious son. But wherein lay the sin?
Not only was a census lawful, but it was
actually commanded (Exod. xxx. 12, sqq.);
and the idea of the Jewish eommentatora,
that the sin consisted in neglecting to pay
the half-shekel there enjoined upon each
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man numbered,

is not merely gratuitous,
disproved by Joab's remonstrance
for he objects to the census absolutely.
From what, too, we know of Joab's character,
we cannot suppose that he would be particularly shocked at this being a census
of the figliting men.
Yet these Israelites
were very noble men in their love of freedom and their respect for their national constitution
and if Joab observed in David a
growing disposition towards despotism, and
foresaw danger to the nation's liberty from
the king's lust of foreign conquest, he was
too upright a statesman not to oppose a
measure which would strengthen the king

but

is

;

in his dangerous tendencies.
His
1 Chron. xxi. .S, " Are they not all

servants?"

seem

have this

to

words in

my

lord's

meaning.

David was the master of all these fighting
men.
If their vast number was pararled
before his imagination, it might lead him,
flushed with past successes, into aggressive
war and victory abroad would lead to the
destruction of freedom at home.
The sin
plainly lay in the violation of the principles
of the theocratic government, which fostered personal independence in every member of the nation, and were opposed to
every war except one of self-defence; and
it was the fact that a nation so governed
was weak and almost powerless even to
protect itself, that had made the people
clamour for a king. And now the opposite
dangers were developing themselves, and
the Israelites, dazzled by the glamour of
victory, were joining with their king in a
longing after extended empire. The pestilence stopped them for the present in their
ambitious course
the disruption of the
kingdom under Rehoboam dispelled their
;

;

dream

for ever.

In

1

Chnm.

xxvii.

23 we

also find the thought that the taking of a
census, though several times practised by
Moses (Kxod. xxxviii. 26 ; Numb. i. 2
xxvi. 2), was in itself presumptuous, because
it seemed to contradict the promise in Gen.
XV. .^, that the seed of Abraham should be

past numbering.
sible to translate,

He

moved.

It is

impos-

"and one moved," under-

standing thereby Satan, as stated in Chronicles. It was Israel which had incurred tiie
Divine anger by its lust of war, and Jehovah
used David, who was himself the victim of
the same evil passions, to take a step which
led on to the just chastisement.
Number;
Hebrew, count. It is a d iff. rent word from
that translated " numher " in the rest of the
chapter.
Ver. 2.

—For the king

said;

Hebrew, and

the king said. David's command was not the
cause of Jeliovnli's anger, but the result of

his having liiniself given way to ambition;
and, as he yielded to the temptation, it so
far became an uot nf Satau, in that it led to
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iin; but Id its final result it led to good,
in that thu chastigement cured the people
of their thirat for war. Aud as Satan caa
act only bo far as the Divine will permits,

the temptation was most truly the doing of
JehoTuh (but see note on 1 Sam. xxvi. 19).
Captain of the host, which was with him.
There is a good deal of difficulty about this
pa.-ssage, as the word for " host " is not that
elsewhere used, and the last phrase is somewhat meaningless. In 1 Cllron. xxi. 2 we
hnd " David said to Joab and to the rulers
Without the concurrence
of the people."
of these rulers, whu were the princes of the
tribes, the census could not have been taken.
But as the ancient versions confirm the
reading of the Hebrew here, no change of
the text is admissible. Number ye. This
is distinctly the war-word, for which see
It proves that the
note on oh. xviii. 1.
eensoa was taken for military reasons.
was
in
itself
not wrong (Numb,
Even this
xxvi. 2), but it is indicative of David's purWhen, moreover, Moses numbered
pose.
the people, the census was taken by the
priests (Numb. i. 3; xxvi. 1, 2), and from
the payment of the half-shekel to the
sanctuary, it appears that it was to some
All this
extent a religious ceremony.
David neglects, and the employment of
Joab goes far to prove that what David
wanted was an examination of the military
resources of his kingdom.
Ver. 3. Why doth my lord the king
delight in this thing] Joab was an unscrupulous and irreligious man ; but he was
clear-headed, and far more statesmanlike
than David (ch. xix. 5 7). He saw whitiier
the king was drifting, and that the increase
of the royal power, resulting from successful
war, would be fatal to the liberties of Israel.
Probably, too, though he had consented to
Ciirry out Uriah's murder, yet he despised

—

—

David
Abner

for

it.

When he had murdered

to avenge Asahel, David had deprived him of his command, and he had to
endure a long period of disgiace and now
David uses him to murder one altogether
Joab, we may feel sure, noted
innocent.
the degrailation of David's character, and
conclusion
drew the
that he was not the
man to be trusted at the bead of a military
;

Warned thus by what he saw,
mind reverted to the principles of the
theocracy, and their truth and value became more clear to his understanding; and
honourably he remonstrates with David for
despotism.
his

[ch. xxiv.

1—25.

tainty as to the Aroer here meant. There
is first a city of tiiat name in the tribe of
Gad facing Kabbah (Josh. liii. 25), and
this is apparently the city meant
for it is
said that "Joab and his men pitched in
Aroer, on the south side of the city situated
in the middle of the valley of Gad, and
unto Jazer." Now, Jazer is also in Gad,
about seven miles west of Babbah, and as
Babbah is on the extreme east of tlie
;

Israelite territory towards

Ammon,

it

would

be a very convenient spot from which to
commence the numbering. But there is
another Aroer on the Arnon, to the south
of Beuben, and many commentators think
that this Aroer must be meant, as otherwise the tribe of Beuben would seem to
have been omitted.
But this Aroer is
regularly called " Aroer on the brink of the
"
valley of Arnon (Deut. ii. 86 iv. 48 ; Josh,
xii. 2; liii. 9, 16); or simply Aroer "in
the valley of AJnon " (Dent. iii. 12 ; 2 Kings
X. 33) and cannot possibly be " the city
in the midst of the valley of Gad," nor can
this Aroer be " toward Jazer."
Beally the
difficulty is made by commentators whose
idea of the method of the census is superficial.
Joab, in commencing it, formed an
encampment in the open country on the
right-hand side, that is, on the south of
Aroer in the tribe of Gad, as being central,
with Beuben on the south, and Manasseh
on the north. It was " toward Jazer," that
is, it was on the Jazer side of Aroer, and
not on the side opposite Babbah. We, with
our simpler way of describing the points of
the compass, would merely say that Joab's
camp was in the open pasture-land southwest i)f Aroer. Joab probably selected this
spot because, though on the eastern border,
it was yet not too far from Jerusalem, was
central, and because a brook from Jazer
flowing eastward for some distance, and
thence to the north past Kabbah, would
supply his people with water and from this
camp he would direct the proceedings of
those who were to take the census. And
as probably there would be considerable
opposition for the people would see in an
act wliicli for four centuries had been in
desuetude threats of heavier taxation, of
heavier forced labour, and of longer service
with the army Joab would require the
presence of a body of troops sufficiently
And
powerful to overawe malcontents.
these would be of no use at Aroer on the
Arnon, in the distant si uth, but must lie
;

;

;

—

—

encamped

in

some

central position,

whence

violating them.
Ver. 4. The captains of the host. The
natter was not undertaken without a council
being held, and at it David's chief ofBcers

sistance.

agreed with Juab ; but David had made up
kia mind, aud would take no advice.
Yer. 5.— Aroer.
There is some uncer-

Ver. 6. Then they came to Gilead. When
the enumerators had finished their labours
in Beuben and the region south of Aroer,

—

rapidly be moved te
any place where there was danger of re-

detachments could

—

I.

xxiT.
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Josb moved his camp northwards, and
pitched in Gilead, on the river Jabbok and,
having completed the counting in this part
of the tribe of Gad, would next enter the
wild regions of Manasseh. It is probable
that the tribal princes and local officers
actually numbered the people, and that
Joab, with a powerful force, constrained
;

them

to obedience often against their will.
It was possiblj this danger of resistance
which made David entrust the business to
Joab, instead of employing the Levites.
The land of Tahtim-hodshi Gesenius dis-

misses this name with the remark that it
can scarcely be regarded as genuine. The
ersionsgive little help; but Theniuscleverly
extracts from the LXX., "unto Bashan,
which is Edrei." Othera, by a slight change
In the Hebrew, read, "the land of the
Hittites," and snppose that Hodshi is a
•orruption of the Hebrew word for "month,"
that the whole might have been, " They

o

came

to the land of the Hittites in the
(third) month." Others, again, suppose that
Hodshi ia a corruption of the name of the
town Kadesh. But the versions would certainly have preserved anything so common{)lace as this.
When they make mistakes,
t is almost invariably in proper names
The emendation of
or onusual phrases.
Theiiius is too ingenious to be accepted, but
namely, that from
gives
the
right
sense,
it
Gilead and the tribe* of Gad the numerators

went northward through Bashan and the
rest of the half-tribe of Manasseh till they
eame to Dan, the town on the extreme northcast border, and the limit in that direction
of the Israelite realm, as Beersheba was its
Dan-jaan.
Nowhere
limit on the south.
else is Dan found with this ftdditlon, and the
Syriac omits it even here, The Vulgate, and
Septuagint (Codex Alex.) read Dan-jaar
the woodland Dan. Possibly the names of
two towns have been run into one, and the
original re ading was " unto Dan and Ijon "
Ijon was on the
(see 1 Kings xv. 20).
road from Dan to Sidon.
Zidon.
This was on the extreme north-western
boundary.
It did not actually belong to
David, but both it and Tyre had apparently
placed themselves under his protection, and
were bound to render some kind of military
direct

•ervice.

Yer. 7.— Tyre (oomp. Josh. xix. 29). Tyre
and the whole coast-land between it and
Sidon had been too strong for the tribe of
Asher, and remained unsubdued. But, like
the independent states in India, it acknowledged the supremacy of the paramount
power. The cities of the Hivites, and of the

Canaanites.
It is evident from this tliat
even in David's time there were towns and
diatriets were Hivites and Canaanites dwelt
as distinct communities, governed probably
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But as they were bound
to serve in the Israelite armies, they were
included in the census, and possibly one of
its main objects was to learn the number
of fighting men of alien races dwelling in
Israel.
They seem to have been reckoned
as belonging to the tribe in whose borders
by their own laws.

So Baanah and Rechab, the
murderers of Ishbosheth, though Beerothitee
(and therefore Gibeonites, who again were
Hivites), were counted to Benjamin (ch.
iv. 2).
Thej^e Gentile communities were
chiefly to be found in the north, for which
they dwelt.

reason it was called " the circuit (Gelil) of
the nations" (Isa. ix. 1), and in later times
from Gelil eame the name Galilee. The
Syriac adds " Jebusites," and we find Jemsalem occupied by a community of Jebusitet
living in inde[)endence in the very neighbourhood of the warlike tribe of Benjamin
(ch. V. 6). This numbering of the aborigine«
by David is referred to in 2 Chron. ii. 17,
where it is added that Solomon made •
separate census of them, and found that
there were in Israel no fewer than a hun-

dred and fifty-three thousand six hundred
of these aliens.
Ver. 8. Nine montlw and twenty dayi.
This long period seems excessive, if nothing
more was intended than merely counting
the heads of the people, especially as the
census was left unfinished.
But there
might very probably be difficulties with the
aliens dwelling in Israel; and it is still
more probable that there was a complete
examination of all the military resources of
the land. The result showed a very different state of things from that described in
1 Sam. xiii. 19—22, and we can well undei>
stand the existence of much elation and
war-lust among the Israelites on the fint
flush of pride in their new empire.
Ver. 9. There were in Israel eight hundred thousand valiant men that djew the
•word; and the men of Judah were five
hundred thousand men. In Chronicles the
numbers are, " of Israel eleven hundred
thousand men, and of Judali four hundred

—

—

and

sixty-five

thousand men."

These

dis-

crepancies are a remarkable confirmation of
the truth of what is said in 1 Chron. xxvii.
24 that because of the outbreak of the
Divine wrath, " the number was not put in
the account of the Chronicles of King
David." Neither the writer of the Books of
Samuel nor of Chronicles had any official
document to refer to and as the numbers
are lump sums, and derived probably from
what was said by the enumerators, the more
exact four hundred and sixty-five thuusan(i
men of the Chronicle.^ might easily in round
numbers be called a half-million. The other
is a much larger discrepancy, and no satisfactory explanation of it has i)eeu given.
It
;
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however, quite possible that the additional
three hundred thousand men were made up
of the thirty-eight thousand Levites, as
numbered on a later occasion by David, of
^the BL-njamites, and of the aliorigines, who
belonged to the northern part of the kingdom,
and might be imluiled among "all they of
Israel" (1 Cliron. xxi. 5). The numbers
are furtlier attacked on the ground of exaggeration.
million and a half of fighting
men means a general population of six or
Now, Palestine at most
seven millions.
does not contain more than eleven thousand
quare miles, and a population of six millions
means five hundred and forty-five persons
to every square mile, or one to every acre.
is,

A

The country was undoubtedly very

fertile

in ancient times, and the ruins of populous
cities are found where now there is a waste.
But tliere were vast forests and pasturelands and downs, where there were the
means of subsistence for only a few. But
we must remember that the enumerators
went as far north as Tyre, and counted the inhabitants, therefore, of the seaboard between
Probably they also acted in
it and Sidon.
the same way in the south, where the limits
Besides
of Simeon were very uncertain.
this, there is a very remarkable undesigned
lead in 1 Chron. xxvii.
coincidence.
that David had a force of two hundred and
eiglity-eight thousand men, who formed his
regular army, and of whom twenty-four
thousand were called op for training every
month. But there are reasons for believing
that David took for this puipose each fifth
man of those of the military age (see Sime,
•Kingdom of All Israel,' p. 389); and thus
the whok number of such men would be
one million four hundred and forty thousand.

We

Tliis, as Mr. Sime has shown (ibid., p. 378),
holds a mitldle place between the one million
three hundred thousand of the Book of
Samuel, and the one million live hundred
and seventy thousand of Chronicles, and
shows that these numbers are not to be
rejected on the score of exaggeration.
Ver. 10. David's heart smote him.
It
appears from 1 Chron. xxvii. 24 that the
eensus was not completed, and, though Jnab
had visited Judah, he had not even begun
to enrol the names of the men of the tribe
of l>enjamin (1 Chron. xxi. 6). It appears
also tiiat the displeasure of God was manifesting itself before David repented (1 Chron.
xxi. 7 ; xxvii. 24). Some sign of this, either
in public trouble, or in the brooding of the
Eestileutial miasma over the laud, brought
ome to David's mind the conviction of sin
and he at once humi)led himself before God,
for the vanity of mind which had engendered
in him a wicked lust after martial glory and
thirst for bloodshed. I have done very foolishly (oomp. I Sam. ziii. 13 ; 2 Chrou. xvi. 9).

—

;

—

[ch. xxiv.
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Ver. IL For when, etc.
Hebrew, and
David arose in the morning, and a word of
Jehovah came unto Oad, a seer of David,
eaying.
The visit of the seer was the result
of David's repentance, and not its cause.
And he was sent in mercy, that, after such
punishment as would cure both king and
;

people of their folly, there might be for both
forgiveness.
The name for seer is not roeh,
the old word used in 1 Sam. ix. 9, and which
simply means " one who sees " but chozeh, a
;

who

gazer, one

looks with fixed eyes, that
penetrate into the hidden world,
Ver. 18. Seven years of famine.
In 1
Chron. xxi. 12 and here in the Septuagint we
find " three years."
This is probably right
as being in harmony with the rest. Three
years of famine, three months of defeat, or
three days of pestilence. In Ezek. liv. 21
famine, pestilence, and the sword are mentioned as three of God's four sore judgments.
But a fourth j udgment is there enumerated,
namely, that of the increase of wild beasts,
and Joshua the Stylite says that in Mesopotamia, as a result of the desolating war
between the Romans and Persians, about
A.D. 505, beasts of prey had become so
numerous that they entered the villages and
carried off" the children from the streets, and
were so bold and ferocious that even the
men scarcely dared go about their laboun
in the fields (Jos. Styh, edit. Ur., chap. 85).
Now advise, and see ; Hebrew, now know,
and see. The phrase is common in the
historical books (see 1 Sam. xii. 17; xiv. 38;
xxiii. 22; xxiv. 11; xxv. 17, etc.).
Our
translators render the phrase in a multitude
of ways without greatly improving it.
Ver. 14. Let us fall now into the hand
of Jehovah. David had sinned against God,
and to God he humbly submitted himself.
There would thus be nothing to come between the soul and God, and prevent the

—

—

chastisement from having its due eflfect
famine would indeed
upon the heart.
equally come from God, but would necessitate effort and exertion on man's part.
In
the pestdence he would wait patiently, nor
look to anything but prayer for averting
God's judgment. In Ps. li. 1 David refers
to God's mercies, in much the same way as
here, as being a motive to repentance.
Even to the time appointed.
"Ver. 15.
This rendering, though very uncertain, is
It would
retained in the Revised Version.
mean, of course, the end of the third day, aa
the pestilence was to last for that time. The
objections to it are that there is no article
in the Hebrew, so that literally it would be
" unto a time appointed."
Secondly, the
pestilence did not continue unto the time
And
appointed, but was mercifully stayed.
thirdly, these words are a literal translation,
indeed, of the Vulgate, but a violatioa of ita

A

—
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For Jerome, who made the transtempus constitutum ' means
hour
when
the evening sacrifice was
the
offered " (' Tradd. Heb. in Duos Libroa
Kegum'). The versions all agree that the
Thus
pestilence lasted only a few hours.
the Syriac translates, "From morning until
the sixth hour," i.e. noon. So too the Septuagint, "From morning until the midday
meal." The Vulgate adds on three hours,
as the evening sacrifice wa:^ at the ninth
hour; and this is the meaning of the
Chaldee Paraphrase: "From the time the
daily sacrifice was slain until it was burnt."
As the word moed used here means both a
time or place appointed for a meeting, and
also the meeting itself, the right translation
probably is, " From the morning even to the
time of assembly," or, as we should say, " the
hour of service."
Moed was the regular
word for the time of the temple service,
derived from the old name of the tabernacle,
which was called " the tent of moed " (see
Numb. xvi. 19, etc.), rendered in the Authorized Version, " the tabernacle of the congregation," and in tiie Revised Version,
"the tent of meeting." The hour would
thus be the ninth, or three o'clock in the
afternoon.
Seventy thousand men.
This
is a vast number to fall victims of the pestilence in 80 short a time, as even the most
dangerous forms of sickness take some days
for their development.
But similarly the
army of Sennacherib was cut off in a night
(Isa. xxxvii. 36)
as were the firstborn in
Egypt, whose visitation more nearly reeembles the course of this pestilence and
the rapidity of the death-blow, striking
down so vast a multitude suddenly throughout all parts of the land, would he proof to
every mind that the mortality was the
Divine chastisement for national sin. It is
possible, nevertheless, that the black deathcloud, bringing with it the plague, may
have been settling down upon the laud previously, and have alarmed David, and
brought him to repentance and though no
new cases occurred after the offering of his
burnt olTrrings (ver. 25), yet It by no means
follows that all cat-es of infection were miraculously cured. The njahidy may have run
in them its normal course. It was Jerusalem
tliat was saved from the blow, and, after the
offering of the burnt oll'ering, the- pestilence
BiDote down no more.
Ver. 16. The angel.
In the next verse
we are told that David saw the angel, and
more fully in 1 Chron. xxi. 16 tliat he
beiield him "standing between the enith
and the heaveu, having a drawn Bword in his
hand." The i)csiileuc« plainly was not a
natural visitation
though possibly the
means used was a simoom, or poisonous wind,
Advancing with terrible rapidity tlirougliout
meaning.

lation, Bays, "

*

;

;
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The lord repented.

Israel.

dealings of

In

all

the

Gods

providence, hia actions are
upon human conduct.
Looked at from above, from God's side, all
things are foreknown and immutably fixed;
looked at from man's side, all is perpetually
changing as man changes. The rescue of
Jerusalem as the result of David's penitence and prayers, is thus to human view a
change in the counsels and even in the feelings of him who changeth not. The threshing-place. " The threshitig-tloor," as rightly
translated in vers. 18, 21, 24.
Threshingfloors were constructed, whenever po.-j&ible, on
eminences, that the wind might drive the
chaff and dust away. Araunah's was on the
east of Jerusalem, outside the walls, upon

made

to

depend

Mount Moriah, and was the site on which
the temple was built (see 2 Chron. iii. 1).
Araunah. The name is so spelt seven time*
in vers. 20
2i, for which reason the Massorites have substituted it for Avarnah, found
in this verse in the Hebrew text, and for
Aranyah in ver. 18. In 1 Chron. xxi. the
name is spelt Oman; in the Septuagint in
all placi'S, 'Opvd, Orna, and in the Syriac,
Oron. The name is, of course, a Jebusite
word, and the variation arises from the
narrators having written down the sound as
it caught their ears.
In this, as in many
other particulars, it is clear that the chronicler derived his account from independent

—

sources.

Ver. 17.

—I have done wickedly

;

Hebrew,

/ have done perKer»ehj,

or crooke>IIy.
David
acknowledges that his conduct had not been

upiight and straightforwar 1, but that he
had turned aside into the paths of self- will
and personal aggrandizement. These sheep,,
what have they done? The sin had been
quite as much that of the people as of the
king; for the war-lust had ntered into the
very heart of the nation, liut David, with
i

that Warmth of feeling which makes his
character so noble, can see only his own
fault.
It is not a true repentance when the
sinner looks for excuses, and apportions the
blame between himself and others.
To
David the people eecimed innocent, or, if at
all to blame, he felt that it was he who had
sot them the example and led tht.m on.
The narrative in this place ia much briefer
than iu Chrimicles.
Ver. 18.—Go up. David probably, on receiving God's messagi', had gone to the tent
which ho had pitched for the ark in Zi^n
(ch. vi. 17), iu order that he miglit pi ay
there; and while on his way he saw the
dark plagne-clond coming as the messenger
of God's wrath to suate Jerusalem.
In an
agony of grief, he poured out his prayer
that Jerusalem might be spared, and God
heard liini, and sint Gad a second time to
bid him offer sacrifice, that, by making an..
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atonement, he migl it stand between the dead
and the living, as Aaron had done in the
AvilderiiPSB (Numb. xvi. 46
He is
48)
therefore to leave the tabernacle, and mount
up to the summit on whicii Arauiiah's
threshing-floor was situated.
We read in
1 Chron. xxi. 28—30 that David wished to
go to Gibeoa, where the Mosaic tabernacle
and altar of burnt offering were, to inquire of
Go«l, but that he was afraid, as the angel of
the pestilence was smiting outside the walls.
Tliis is mentione
as an excuse for his
offering at an unoonsicrated sp't.
But it
also suggests that David's choice was a submission to a chastisement already at work.
Ver. 20.
Araunah
saw the king.
In 1 Chron. xxi. 20, " saw the angel " but
the text there is apparently corrupt, the
difference, moreover, iu Hebrew betweeu
"king" and "'augel" being very slight.
The addition there of the stcjry of Araunah's
four sons hiding themselves is very lifelike
and natural.
For these remnants of the
aborigines, though tolerated, yet held a very
insecure po:^itio^, as we have seen in the
dealings of Saul with the Gibeonites and
the couiiiig of the king with his retinue to
the out-of-the-way spot where Araunah was
At wi rk, no doubt filled them all with terror.
Ver. 22. Behold, here be oxen. Araunah
was threshing out his wheat by dragging
eledges oi- Irames of wood without wheels
over it. All these he at once gives to David,
that the sacrifice may be offered without
delay, as it would have cost much time and
labour to bring wood up from the city.
Instead of and other instruments of the
oxen, tiie Hebrew has " the harness or furniture of the oxen," all of which was of wood.
Ver. 23. All these did Araunah, as a
king, give onto the king. The Hebrew is,
" The whole gave Araunah the king to the
king;" and so the Vulgate, dedit Areuna
rex regi.
The rendering of the Revised
Version (and Keil), " All this, O king, cloth
Araunah give unto the king," requires a
change both of the order and of the tense.
It is, of course, possible (though highly improbable) that j^j^unah was the representative of the kings of Jebus, and a titular
monarch, like the Maori king in New Zealand.
But the word is omitted in the
Septuagint and Syriac, and is probably a
mere repetition of the following word. The
remark is made iu order to point oat

—

1

—

.

.

.

;

;

—

—

Araunah's generosity; and

to
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more clearly how hearty and sincere he was in
his offering, the narrator ad

Is, in Araunah's
his prayer for God's acceptance
of David and his offering.
Vers. 24, 25.
David bought the threshing-

own words,

—

floor

and the oxen

for flfty shekels of silver.

Chron. xxi. 25, " So David gave to
Oman for the place six hundred shekels of
gold by weight."
There is a superficial,
but no real discrepancy between these two
narralives.
David gave the fifty shekels
for the immediate use of the place, and for
the oxen and implements. He had no idea
at the time of permanently occupying it,
and probably the note
liie LXX., iuterpolated by scribes from the margin into
the text, is true, " And Solomon added to
the altar afterwards, for it was small at the
first."
It was a small altar hurriedly put
together for the purpose of olTering one
sacrifice; and fifty shekels would be full
compen.sation.
But the sacrifice had hallowed the spot, ami, wlien finally it was
selected as the site for the temple, David
bought the w hole area and all that Araunah

In

1

m

possfssed there.

P^ifty

shekels of

silver

would be about £9; six hundred shekels of
gold would be about £1500 so that there is
no Comparison between the two sums. But
;

the precious metals were worth very much
more in David's time than in ours, so that
the smaller sum was adequate compensation
for David's first acquisition, while the larger
implies the purchase of an extensive and
valuable estate.
Substantially the ftiller
narrative in Ciironicles agrees with this.
David refuses to sacrifice of that which cost
him nothing, and must therefore have at
once paid for what he took. But when Qod
accepted his offering, and answered him by
fire from heaven, then Darid said, " This is
the house of the Lord God, and this is the
altar of the burnt offering for Israel."
And
as the Chronicler has in view throng iiout
the selection of the site for the temple, he
nattirally mentions its full cost.
In the
Book of Samuel this purpose is not expressly
mentioned, and the narrative closes with the
forgiveness of the sin both of David and his
people. Jehovah was entreated for the land,
and the plague was stayed. But this sudden
smiting down of so large a host humbled
both king and people, and their eageruetss
for war and their lust of empire oaased.

mark even

Djbo Oiobia.

HOMILETICa
1—9.

—^The

facts are : 1. On acci lunt of some transgressions, God, lieing angry
permits some one to incite David to number the people. 2. David, on
issuing his commands to Joab, is met with a remonstrance from him and the captains of
the host. 3. But the king persisting in his desire, Joab and his officers and men apply

Vers.

with

l!<rael,
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themselves to the work, and at the end of nine months and twenty dayg ictum the
of men capable of serving in war at 1,300,000.
The difficulties involved in
the statements of this section may be, at least, lightened by a few considerations. The
'parallel passage in 1 Chron. xxi. mentions, in an indefinite way, an adversary as the
instrument of inciting the mind of David. It is in accordance with the order of the
Divine goverimaent sometimes to allow agencies to act on the minds of men for purposes
of trial and especially for discipline. Adam was assailed. Satan had permission to
tempt Job. David recognizes the possibility of Saul being incited against himself by
God (the Hiph. as here, l^'R.?) ; 1 Sam. xxvi. 19.
spirit or agency inclining to evil

number

A

said to go forth or be sent from Gk)d, when the idea of permitting the free action of
•vii influences as a means of punishment for previous sins is to be inculcated (Judg. ix.
2S 1 Sam. xvL 14; ch. xvi. 10; 1 Kings xxii. 21 23). The ascription of actions to
Q-jd in almost absolute terms, where in reality the Divine action is a withdrawal of
i-estraint, is a strong Hebraism, as tean in the hardening of Pharaoh's heart (cf. Isa. vi.
ii

—

—

Ixiii, 17; Matt. xiii. 13
It is no uncommon thing for sin to be punished
15).
sin (Ps. xvii. 13, 14; cf. Isa. x. 5, 6).
Now, accepting this general teaching aa to
some of God's methoils when trial or chastisement are in view, we find in ch. xxi. that

9,

10;

by

the nation was chastised for a previous iiatii )nal or semi-national sin. It seems, therefore, natural that the expression (ver. 1), "
agai?i the anger ot the Lord was kindled
against Israel," really sets forth the event of this chapter as being a second instance of

And

national .suffering on account of public sin ; the difference being that in ch. xxL the
famine became a fact befure the occasion is revealed, while here the fact of sin is first
stated, and the human instrumentality uf bringing on the punishment is then set forth.
David had sinned in the matter of Uriah, and been punished, Absalom had sinned in
rebelling, and bad also been punished.
But he was not the only sinner. Israel had
revolted under him against the Lord's anointed, and was there to be no punishment for
Israel as a people?
The whole history of the dealings of God with them gives the
Apart from any recent unrecorded sin, there is, then, historical continuity in
reply.
the words, " The anger of the Lord " was again " kindled against Israel." The peculiarity
of the case is this that the free falling of David into a snare ol pride and undue reliance
on material strength became the occasion and means by which the transgression of
Israel was chastised, while be, being quite free in his sin, was also caused to suffer for it.

—

Deferred chastisements. Some time evidently had elapsed between the sin of Israel
and the expression of Divine auger against it (ver. 1). This and the other Book of
Samuel sets forth the chief cases of public visitation on account of sin, e.g. Eli, Saul,
David, Absalom and, in keeping with this, the conduct of the people in revolting against
the Lord's anointed is now made the occasion of Divine displeasure.
With reference to
;

deferred chastisements observe
I. That God sometimes waits till events sbbve the pubpose of OHASTisEHsirr.
The chastisement of Eli did not come till national affairs so far developed as to issue

David's sin bore its bitter fruit some moutlis and years
in a disastrous ciefeatof Israel.
The sin of the house of Saul was brought home to the conscience of
after committal.
the nation after his death (ch. xxi. 1). So here the wicked conduct of the nation in
ved to remain relatively imnoticed,
was u
as though God were waiting tor such a development of events in the natural course of
things as would serve the puri oses of chastisement. Nations, Churches, and individuals
are still allowed to go on for a while till events mature for bringing upon them the
reward of their deeds.
II. That the events which serve fob oHASTiBEXEirr abe bbouoht about bt thb
VBEB ACTION OF OTHKtiS. The free action of the Philistines brought on Eli's trouble.
The free action of Ab.>alom and Israel was the means of chastising David for his sin in
the case of Uriah. The natural develipmeut of famine, united with a revelation of
God's overruling purpuses, smote Israel for the national crime against the Gibeonites
So here the free action of some evil person or agent on the tree mind
(ch. xxi. 1
4).
of David was the natural event which issueii in his olliciai sin, and in his punishment
in such a form as to bringon Israel thechastisement which all along they were deserving
The same is >een in the free action of Babylon bringing o« tha
for their revolt.
chastisement of captivity , and of Borne in bringing on the chastisement of the Jispersiou
rejeciing David, God's chosen servant,

—
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God may wait long before he brings on
for rejection of Christ.
but all free events are in his hands, and he will use up some of
sin
conditions arise.

due

1-25.

what is due to
them when fit

The fbeb action of men by which thet abe means op oHASTisiNa othebs;
FOB SIN MAY BK ITSELF SINFUL AND SUBJECT TO PUNISHMENT. David's free act in
III.

yielding to the inducement to number the people was a sin. It was displeasing to
God. It was a case of sin opening the way for a chastisement for sin. There were
circumstances in David's personal and official position which rendered it natural that
his deed should be at once disowned, and in that disownment there came the rod which
smote also for the past sin of Israel. The acts of Babylon and Rome were wicked,
though they were the rod by which God smote his people. It is by a most wonderful
adjustment that God thus makes sin the avenger of sin ; and so, in course of ages, sin
tends to establish that very righteousness of God which in its initiation it sought to
All the resources of Gud are at his command at any time for expressing his
set aside.
anger against sin ; but he does not create new agencies he uses up what is in existence,
and utilizes the successive acts even of the wicked. It is a solemn fact that though
judgment be deferred it b not the less sure (2 Pet. ii. 3). Here is a warning to the

—

and a restraint on aU.
recompense (Bom. xiL 19).

impenitent,
I

The

injured

may

rest assured that

God

will bring

The tubile power of a ain/ul motive. The narrative simply states outward facts ; but
m compels the belief that David's actions were now governed by a subtle
form of
motive, sinlui in it« nature, complete in its mastery over intellect and will, and so able
all the time be disto dominate his entire nature that its own real character should
It is a difficult matter to disintegrate the complex movements of the mind or
j,uisedbut we may trace in
act of sin
to present an accurate psychological analysis of an
An underlying sinful
David's case a few features of sin in its subjective workings.
ihe

'

;

Liotive

may

so operate

as—

To SECURE BEFORE THE INTELLECT A GOOD ARRAY OF REASONS FOB AN ACT. David
must have formulated reasons for his proposal to number the people. Most probably he
I.

the nation had passed through.
it was a natural thing after all the vicissitudes
would afford an occasion of showing how God had blessed and prospered the people.
He would be in a better position to make up any defects that might be discovered in
The knowledge of their unity and strength would give
the defences of the country.
encouragement and confidence to men apprehensive of danger from without. The result,
becoming known among neighbouring nations, would act as a check on their aggressiveHis successor to the throne would be in possession of facts that would help hia
ness.
administration of affairs, and there would be some comfort in seeing how far Israel was
Such reasons may seem to be the outrealizing the hopes held out to their ancestors.
come of mere intellectual activity; but in reality they are set in order by the subtle
Men do not know to what
influence of the ruling motive over the intellectual powers.
extent the form and order of their thinkings are determined by the governing desire.

thought
It

Herein
seen

lies

much

when the

of the deceitfulness of sin.

The useful nature of facts can
The devil was a clever reasoner

easily be

in Eden,
motive or propensity, practically, by influence
performs the part of a cogent reasoner, and makes out a case for the

disposition

would have

rhe inner adversary of our
over the intellect,
consent of the reason.

soul,

be

it so,

.

it evil

,.
-j
t\
t
«
IL To DIVERT CONSCIENCE FROM ITSELF. Conscience was aiive in David when first
and
entertained
the
idea
is
the question of numbering occurred to him, but when once
temporarily
the subtle unspoken motive has strengthened its hold on the mind by being
cherished, it so operates as to weaken the gaze of conscience on itself and virtually
An evil motive cannot live face to face
divert it to more incidental circumstances.
many
with a live conscience but if by persistence it can get lodgment among the
gaze, it can, by its
feelings of the heart, and as it were be hidden from direct single
.

;

occupied with
contagious nature, create a condition of things that the conscience shall be
coming into
other evils inferior in rank, while it does its deadly work almost without
So many a man finds his conscience busy with straining out a gnat
consciousness.
while the evil dis|08ition most cherished is free to devour a cameL Hence, even great
siiiaers are •ometimea precise and punctilious in minor mattera.

'
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in. To GIVE OBSTINACY TO THE WILL. It Seems strange that David should hare
ventured to go against the deliberate protest of Joab and the chief military men. His
disregard of Joab's wishes can, perhai'S, be exj)lained by his previous quarrels with him
but that he should have gone agamst the judgment of the chief men in the army is
explicalile only on the moral and psychological principle that the subtle power of an
We see this
evil motive, when cherished, imparts a peculiar obstinacy to the will.
The persistence of men in carrying out a sinful feeling, active though
in human life.
not perhaps distinct in consciousness, is amazing. Tiie will is so imbued with the
This is the real
feeling as to be proof against all reason and all but physical force.
bondage. This led Augustine to say that man, as a sinner, is not free. There is something akin to the blindness and insensibility and mechanical necessity of physical forces
in a will subject to the rule of a sinful motive.
IV. To ENSURE SELF-COMPOSURE. David seems to have set about this business with
coolness, and to have been calmly determined to see it through.
There was no excitement, and whatever occasional gleams of conscience may have fallen on the dark
recesses where the hidden sinful motive lay doing its subtle work, they did not permanently affect the self-possession of his life. The sudden breaking of the spell came
Eestle-sness and anxiety during a sinful
after the nine months and twenty days.
course can only arise when conscience and desire are face to face, and conscience is not
When the governing feeling has, by subtle action, brought
diverted from its gaze.
intellect, conscience, and will into subjection, or rather when its nature has somehow
tainted and weakened them all, there is a peace and composure which, if not of God, is
nevertheless serviceable for the execution of a purpose. It is the bane of some wicked
men that their strength is firm. It is an evil omen for a reliiiious man when he is undisttubed in doing what others know to be wrong. " Grey hairs are upon him, and ha

knoweth

not."

it

General

lessons. 1. It becomes men in the most favourable circumstances to
remember that they are open to incitements to evil as truly as the most unfavoured.
2. The more elevated our position in the relisii'us life the more subtle are the temptations of the great adversary.
3. It is possible for a really good man to becloud his
last days by falling into sin through lack of watchfulness and prayer against the more
secret forms of evil.

—

17.
A Mn^s sin and a penple*8 chasffufment. The facts are : 1. David,
on the accomplishment of his purpose, conu's to a consciousness of his sin, and
makes confession before God. 2. In the morning the Prophet Gad is sent to him from
the Lord, offering him, as a choice of a chastisement, either seven years' famine, or three
months' defeat before his enemies, or three days* pestilence. 3. David, in his anguish,
elects to fall into the hands of God.
4. Thereupon God sends a pestilence which carries
off seventy thousand men.
5. There being sonje relenting in the anger of Gcd when
the pestilence reacfied Jerusalem, David entreats with the angel of the Lord by the
threshing-floor of Araunah, tiiat he would have jaty on the people and rather smite
him and his house. The various truths taught in this section may be briefly set forth

Vers. 10

reflectinc;

ttius.
I. The REACTION OF man's SPiKmTAL NATURE.
For more than nine months the
unhalloweu feeling which promited the numbering of the people had held sway, and
now during the silence of nii;ht the spiritual man that had been suppressed again asserts
his power.
David comes to himselt, and sees his conduct in a Divine light.
The
supremacy of sin means a depression of the better nature. The awakening to a sense
of sin is the reaction of that better nature.
The same was seen in the matter of Bathsheba and Uriah. The prodigal son's coming to himself is an instance as also the
repentance of every sinner. The causes and occasions of the reaction may come from
without, but there can be no doubt that the change does lie in a reaction. The spell is
broken, and the higher nature of man once more asserts itself.
II. The CAUSES and occasions of the soul's urea kino the spell of stn abb
DEFINITE. David came to himself most probably for three reasons.
1. Dijflcu/ties o/
carrying out his project may have pressed on him the need ol reflection; for not only
were Joab and tlie captains reluctant wdrkers, but long time elapsed, and so strong was
the opposititm that two tribes were not counted (1 Chron. xxi 4). 2. The ttraim <^
;
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persistence would, by psychological law, enfeeble pnrpose.
He could not go on for evei
in a line of sin ; exhaustion of moral motive is a reality.
3. The gracious action of Qod
•would revive the latent and suppressed sense of right ; for though the Holy Spirit is

grieved, he does not depart for ever from the erring,
ITie same is true still.
External
difBculties of a sinfu; course make the way hard, and so give chance for reflection and
reaction of the better self. The exhaustion and satiety of persistence in evil tends to

open a way

for the action of Divine influence.
The misery of the prodigal, the weariness
of sin, the loss of early novelty, do not turn men, but they render other more spiritual
Tlie real cause which turns these occasions to account is the gracious
action more timely.
{ ction of the Holy Spirit.
III. The changed estimate of cokduct undib the light op God's Spibit.
As
we have seen (vers. 1 9), plausible reasons could be assigned for numbering the jieople^
but now that in the silence of night the light had come, that which once was reason-

—

able and proper, and peisisted in as essential, is folly and sin.
It is only in the light
which God causes to shine into our hearts that we can see what is the real character of
some of tlie motives lurking there. Saul of Tarsus came to see himself in the light of
God, and the old life in which he had prided himself became his shame. Xo man knows
himself apart from Divine illumination. Repentance marks the change undergone in a
man's estimate of himself in the sight of God.
IV. The antithesis of sin and bight reason. "When David confessed before God
that in what he had dcme he had acted foolishl}'^, he not only expressed a changed
estimate of his conduct, but also illustrated a universal truth.
Sin and wisdom are
incompatible; they are mutually exclusive. The lie from the begiiining has been that
The wisdom of being "as gods" was the first of
it is goo<l for man to do his own will.
The votaries of pleasure and the scornful rejecters of the supernatural Christ
snares.
deem themselves wise in following the bent of their unholy and proud disposition. The
wise " disputer of this world " looka with contempt on " the foolishness of preaching " and
of the obedience to Christ which is its object. Yes, like David, in his sin, they have
their day ; but just as he found at last that his wisdom was all the time folly, so others
A. Ill find that wisdom is utterly removt-d from their preference of their own to the will
of Christ.
Sin is the most desperate folly.
It debases man's nature, entails numberless
ills for body and spirit, interferes with the true development of the mind and the
acquisition and enjoyment of the treasures of good hid in nature, inflicts a stigma and
leaves a stain that unfit for the highest scKjiety in the universe, and, moreover, mars
the future possibly beyond recovery. Holiness and wisdom alone coincide. To go
The history of individuals and of
against the will of Gixi is a species of madnesa

nations

is

prouf of

it.

V. God's watchfulness oveb bepentino sinnebs. It was a long solitary night
when David came to see the folly and sin of his conduct. The outpouring of his
penitent heart was known to no human being. The most sacred experiences of life are
secrets between the soul and God.
But yet in the morning, just at
right time, the
messenger of God came to him. His mission was to offer alternative chastisements, but
there was implied in it forgiveness. The eye of God had seen the inner workings of
the broken spirit, and the occasion was seized to bring David again into more direct
communication with his God. In the case of Bathsheba Xathan had awakened penitence ; here Ghid came to help forward the good work begun in penitence. The cry of
Saul of Tarsus was heard in heaven, and to help him a servant of God was prej ared to
speak the words suitable to his case. The ear of the Lord is ever open to the cry of the
himible, and his eye is on their sorrows.
Some message or messenger will be sent to
them to confirm the fact of their awakening to a sense of sin, and do what is l.est for
their restoration.
Let every pt^nitent remember that God hears the cry in the night,
auti sees all the desires of the broken heart.
VI. The adaptation of chastisement to sin. In the alternative choice of David
a.s to the form of chastisement there is secured the same adaptation of the infliction to
the nature of the sin. Many explanations have been offered of this sin, but we prefer
to consider its essence to he in a sense of elation in Uie strength of the nation, and a
consequent desire to be assured of its suflRciency for all contingencies. David was
tiiiuking of strength and glory in numerical form.
In this he was going counter to the
letter and ^)irit of the Law laid down for him and his people (Lev. xxvL).
Success %atL

^
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prosperity were to he dependent on perfect obedience to God's commands (Lev. xxvi.
It is expressly added that theu a few men will suffice against a host, and, on the
3, 4).
19) will entail defeat
other hand, disobedience and "pride of power" (vers. 14, 15
and desolation. That this " pride of power " was the real sin in David's case is seen in
this
that the three alternatives offered to him are tlie very three forms of chastisement
10 (cf. 16 20). But the point is this, that, whichever form
alluded to in Lev. xxvi, 3
of chastisement is taken, the effect is the same a diminution of the power which was
an object of pride. The sin of rejoicing in the "arm of flesh" (Jer. xvii. 5; cf. Isa.
Famine, war, pestilence, either,
XXX. 2) was visited by a weakening of that "arm."
would take away from that very number which it was David's ambition to knjw and
have as large as possible. This adaptation of chastisement to sin is seen elsewhere.
The infliction for wicked craving for flesh in the wilderness (Numb. xi. 33), the confusion and helplessness of those who sought help in Egypt rather than in Gud (Isa. xxx.
2, 3, 16, 17), the turning of Laodicean outward respectability into a loss of all respectability (Rev. iii, 14
18), the change from boasted glory to corruption in the case of
Herod (Acts xii. 21 23), are instances of a certain adaptation of chastisement to the
All who make self, or personal merits, or created power, a
particular sin committed.
substitute for God, will find that on which they rest yaniahing just when they most

—

—

—

—

—

—

— —

need comfort.
VII. The PEinTENT*s tbttst in the justiob and mebct of God. Of the three
dreadful alternatives, David took the pestilence, on the ground that his broken heart
coidd rest more calmly in God's judgments, where the human element was not employed
Here was the true instinct of the soul. God is just and good, and in his
as agent.
hands all is sure to be right and kind. Man is weak and evil, and as an agent may
blend his own base passions with the execution of a Divine decree. Even in the hour
Here is homaga
of suffering, when sin is to be punished, the heart has faith in God.
Many a man, who by his sins brings terrible wars ou
to God's justice and mercy.
himself and family, bows in entire submission, and rests in blended justice aud mercy.
This is the essence of our faith in Christ as Sacrifice for sin.
VIII. The relative character of open manifestations of God's presence.
There is nothing really surprising in the appearing of the angel of the Lord to David;
for it is in keeping with the theophanies of the early dispensation, when men had
Abraham, Jacob, Mosea,
special need to be reminded of the reality of God's p'-esence.
Joshua, Manoah, were predecessors of David in this respect. The step from the message
of God by the Seer Gad to a visible manifestation is not very gieat to any one who
believes at all in the supernatural ; indeed, the final manifestation of God in Christ covers
Those who profess to see difficulties in these Old Testament
all prior manifestations.
accounts do not understand the logic or the historical congruity of their position as
Manifestations of God's presence
believers in the visible incarnation of the Son of God.
The voice
are relative. Creation is an expression of the being and presence of God.
which comes to prophet or apostle, the glory on which Moses gazed, the pillar of cloud
and of fire, the appearance of manna after the promise of it, the vision of the seer, the
still small voice to Elijah, the coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, the frustratioa

of the scheme of the wicked and the furtherance of those of the good, and the ispiritual
these are
revelation to the soul in fulfilment of the precious words (John xiv. 21, 22),
Christ differs from all in that he is the Fulness of the Godall manifestations of God.
head bodily. It is a mercy that our poor dull nature has been blessed by these
demonstrations of the reality of things unseen and eternal.

—

IX. Mental suffering the chief penalty of sin. David sinned in numbering
the people ; the pestilence smote many of them, but touched him not. Nevertheless,
he was the greatest sufferer ; for no physical death could equal, in the pain it brings, tlie
anguish of his soul in seeing that his sin had brought such trouble and pain on " these
sheep" (ver. 17). To a man of his generous nature, with all the ambition to be a good
and wise ruler (ch. ixiii. 3 5), it must have been torment unspeakable to see that he
was an occasion of bringing woe to thousands of homes. His punishment was heavy
A similar terrible mental punishment comes to the parent who sees, in his
indeed.
reformed years, his children diseased or ruined by former sins of his own. In this
mental anguish lies, perhaps, the hell which men so much dread.
X. Ths PABtilMoii¥ or Pbovu)XNCX. David was not correct in his supposition that

—
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are not certain whether they had indulged in
these sheep " had not gone astray.
feelings of pride in the streneth of Israel, and so were virtually one with their king in
the sin of numbering but we know that they had sinned in the revolt of Absalom and
Sheba, and the anger of the Lord against Israel may, as we have seen (vers. 1 9), be

**

;

—

The fact that they had not l>een chastised for so great a sin is
referred to those acts.
manifest, so far as the history is any guide, though, if At'salom's sin deserved special
visitation on him, theirs equally deserved a visitation on themselves.
The sense of the
is that God waited, and made the occasion of the new sin of
their king the opportunity of visiting them with stripes while visiting him with stripes
Indeed, the severity of hi^ chastisement lay much in this, that he was the
''or his own.
instrumental occasion of their woe. By one pestilence the double cliastisement was

whole history, therefore,

Philosophy has dwelt much on the " law of parcimony " in nature. It seems
secured.
also to run through many providential dispensations in relation to man.
By the Flood
God punished wicked men and set forth his faithfulness to the righteous. The institution of the Hebrew ritual both educated men in spiritual conceptions, and kept them
distinct from the nations for the ulterior purpose of Christ's coming.
The sacrifice of
Christ is at the same time an objt'ctive ground of forgiveness, and the most impressive
source of moral influence in winning men over to God. There are manifold forms of
the same law in daily life.

— —The

facts are
1. The Seer Grad having directed David to rear an
Lord in the threshing-floor of Araunah, he proceeds to carry out the
2. Araunah, observing the approach of David and his servants, makes
3. Ascertaining that David
obeisance, and desires to know the purport of his visit.
desired to buy the thres' ing-floor that he might tViere entreat for the staying of the
plague, he generously offers all that was requisite for the sacrifices, and expresses the
hope that God might be propitious. 4. But David, not caring to ofiFer to God what
5. The
cost him nothing, insists on purchasing the place and the oxen required.
oflfering being presented on the altar, the plague ceases to trouble Israel.

Vers. 18

25.

:

altar to the
instruction.

The v:ay to reconciliation with Ood a matter of Divine revelation.
God had
graciously condescended to reveal himself in visible form both to assure David that the
plague was more than a mere natural course of disease (ver. 17), and to render an
approach to himself more accessible. The chief effect, however, on David was to
deeren his conviction of sin and his pity for his suffering people. His prayer, like that
of Moses, was that he might suffer if so be they be set free. It was not till the seer
came the next day that David learnt what course to take in order to secure reconciliaGod reveals to man the way of
tion, not only for the people, but for himself also.
reconciliation.

tbue of the orotind op cub salvation nr Chbist. As surely as the
God informed David as to what was to be done in order to find favour
with God and escape the plague so surely has God revealed in his Word the fact that
The work of redemption by
thr ugh Christ alone do we find favour and eternal life.
the sacrifice of Christ was not discovered by the exercise of human reason. In ths
csert, when Israel was perishinsr, God ordained the lifting up of the se pent, and caused
information of the fact to be given. In our desert life God sent his beloved Son,
I.

This

is

prop'iet from

independently of our asking or knowledge, and commissioned his servants to announce
the way of salvation. Reason may enable us to ascertain the reaUty of the historic
fact, but reason could not di.scover the way of reconciliation.
The Apostle Paul declares
that he received it not of man, but of God. They do not understand the gospel who
imagine that man, by his learning or reason, could ever find out, apart from special
revelation, the only way to God.
II. It is true of the means by which salvation becomes personal.
Salvation
may be spoken of in general terms, and in this sense is too often the subject of discussion.
But it is, also, a matter of personal experience. The end for which Christ
liv< d and died becomes realized in jn(iividual souls, in the form of actual forgiveness,
restoration to favour, newness of life at id progressive holiness.
By what means this ia
to be brought about, so far as our action is cnncemed, is purely a matter of revelation.
It is reveaied from heaven to be of faith (Rom. i. 17).
As Christ was the Gift of Gk)d,

OH. xxiT.
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so the revelation that we are saved by Christ on condition of our faith is also the gift
It was made known to David that sacrifice would be the ground of pardon,
of God.
and that his personal use or application of that to the need of the hour was the means
The place of our faith in our salvation from the
of his obtaining the benefit of it.
plague of sin is not a question of human speculation : it is fixed by him who gave the
eacrifice.

18 TRUE OF Otm nnJIVIDlTAL APPRECIATION OF WHAT GoD HAS ALBEADT MADB
The spiritual bearing of the acts enjoined on David could only be spiritually
That Christ is our great. Sacrifice, and that faith is the means by which we
discerned.

III.

It

KNOWN.

—

are to appropriate it,
these are things plainly revealed in Scripture, and could only be
known as Divine ordinations by special revelation ; but they are a dead letter to multineed the revelation of their spiritual bearing to our own souls by the Holy
tudes.
Spirit; and it is only as the H"ly Spirit takes of these things pertaining to Christ and
reveals tiiem to our individual spirit that we see their fierce and value their application.
Hence a revelation of the matter of revelation is needful to conversion. Hence many
read and speak about salvation who never see its real significance or know it as a
matter of personal experience. The invisible messenjrer of God must come to lis as
avid, if we are to see his salvation (John iii. 5).
truly as the seer came to

We

D

Devotion of property to OocCt ftervice. Araunah was eager to provide a place and
oxen for the celebration of the services about to be rendered to God. His interest in
David, in Israel, and his homage for God seem to have prompted the cenerous proposal.
On the other hand, David's sense of what was due to God from himself, and his personal
interest in the solemn transaction, wtmld not suflFer him to be spared oust through the
generosity of Araunah.
He must honour God with his own and not with anotbei man's
possessions.

This is the basis of our devotion of what we
I. All odb possessions are God's.
hold to his service. We are really but stewards. Our mental powers, our wealth, our
personal influence, our very life, are lent to us for a season, and lent with a view to use
in God's Name. This is laid down in the words, " Ye are not your own ; " in the parable
of the talents; in the very constitution and dependence of our lives; in the specific commands concerning " firstfruits ; " and this was practically recognized by both David

and Araunah in their emulation in self-sacrifice. It would be a great gain to the
Church and world if Christian people would only let this truth sink deeply into their
hearts.
What elevation, tone, and nol dlity it would import to life
David and
II. There ib no nobler use of possessions than in God's serviok.
Araunah were one in this belief. They strove for the honour of devoting substance to
God. In a well-ordered Christian life all is devoted to God. The entire life, embracing
mental powers, occupations, property, time, is a sacrifice (Rom. xii. 1). But by reason
of custom we recognize that as specially devoted to God which is directly employed in
maintaining his holy worship or diffusing a knowledge of his great mercy to mankind.
The wonderful way in which the priesthood was set apart, the distinction put in
Scripture on men whose lives were chiefly spent in witnessing for God, the significant
words of our Saviour in reference to the widow's mite and the box of ointment, ami the
glorying of the Apostle Paul in that he was called and counted worthy of a sjiecial
ministry,
these things point out the honour of using our gifts and possessions in furtherance of God's gracious purposes to mankind.
III. The use of our possessions in God's service re a means of vast blrpbivq to
MANKIND. By devoting their substance to God on this occasion, David and Araunah
knew that they would be doing that which, being graciously accepted, w(Hild issue in
the removal of the plague from Israel.
No wonder that they were ambitious to lay
Equally in
their gifts at the mercy-seat!
It was a question of staying the ]>lague.
our case it is daily a question of staying the plague, lifting the curse nf sin and scattering the wholesome blessings of salvation over the land.
He who builds a sanctuary,
or endows a college, or send forth miusiouaries, turns his money into streams of spiritual

—

good.

IV. A TRUE HEART WILT. FIND PURE SATISFACTION IN DEVISING MEANS OF DEVOTINO
OIFT8 TO God. David honound the noble impulse of Araunah, but he could not be
deprived of the satisfaction claimed by every true man of giving of his own. There is
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a real bleflBedncw in laying our gifts of mind and hodij and onr material poesessions at
the iJtar of Qod. The meanuess which would worship at others' expense, or look on
spiritual good done at others' cost, can never dwell in a Christly soul.
As the Saviour
hituself counted it a deep and holy joy to lay down his life for others, so all who enter
into his spirit feel it to be a matter of thankfulness when occasion arises for some
surrender in his service. The bountiful soul is alwaya rich. The large heart is never
The joy of their Lord is their portion.
in poverty.
V. It is by the use of such acts of devotion to his service that God has
HiTHEBTO BLESSED THE WOKLD. The Self- Surrender of Abraham when he left Ur of the
Chaldees, the devotion by Moses of his great powers to the leadership of Israel, were
simply conspicuous instances in the entire history of redemption of God's acceptance
and use of human powers and possessions for carrying out his great purpose of mercy.
Diivid was following the usual order in the case before us.
Even our blessed Lord
came to earth by means of the devotion of a virgin life. The " good news" has been
sent abroad by consecration of human speech.
Who would not fall in with this glorioui
succession till the world is saved ?

Plague and prayer. The narrative plainly teaches that this plague was ordained of
for moral ends, and that it was stayed by means of the intercession oflFered in the
manner suited to the age of shadowy sacrifice before the ofifering of the eternal sacrifice

God

by

Christ.
I.

AfFLICTIVI events ABE SOMETIMES TO BE BEGARDED AS DiVINE CHASTISEMENTS.

No sensible man can doubt it. The only
to.
wa\" to get rid of the fact is to regard this portion of Scripture as a mere superstitious
human superstitions being infused into a natural occurrence. The bad logic
legend
of this, in the case of one who accepts the supernatural in the incarnation of Christ, is
obvious.
If God thought fit to deal supematurally with men at one time, why not at
another? In Scripture many afflictive events are set forth in the same light, and w©
may fairly say that God's government of men has not yet ceased, and that men,
If men are moral beings
especially communities, need di>ciiiline as much now as ever.
under government, and if the order of nature is not beyond the reach and control of
God, we have a ri-ht to regard the events of Scripture as examples of what God does
to the sons of men (1 Cor. x. 11).
II. ThEBE 18 MOBB IK THESE EVENTS THAN THE NZCESSAET ACTION OF PHTSIOAIi
LAWS. The presence of the an-el here shows that there was a special Divine element
The same is true of other similar events recorded in Scripture. In
in the exent.
modem Divine chastisements of men there may be physical order, but that will not be
the interpretation of the moral bearing of the events. There seems to be more than
a foreseen coincidence of a chain of physical necessities issuing in an event just at the
time when some national or individual sin transpires. Bare prevision of a coincidenc*
that could not be helped is a poor explanation of Divine government. The scriptural
that God is free and above and behind all the forces at work, and In
idea is the best
some way not revealed and not certainly discoverable by physical science, he does so
regulate the succession of physical events as to make them sul serve a moral purpose
when, in the development of human history, there arises a need of such subservance.
must either admit this, or place God practically outside his own possessions as
a heliiless spectator, less able to strike in than are we ourselves. The mystery may be
great, but it is more mysterious, and certainly more absurd, that there should be such
a God deprived of freedom of action.
This was true of the event here referred

—

—

We

is connected with THE WOBK OF Chbist.
by David was a divinely appointed means of accepting the
repentance and homage of the iiatinn. " Without the shedding of blood there is no
remission."
This deep spiritual truth was doubtless recognized by all the truly pious
Thus it sets forth the greater truth that the sacrifice of Christ is the
of those times.
ground on which Gkxi exercises his mercy in forgiving our sins and healing our wotmds.
The far-reaching benefits of his death deserve more consideration than they commonly
get.
Thousands enjoy the fruit of his sacrifice who know him not. For all men he
has lifted up the curse, so that its pressure is not so great as once it was or might have
been.
When the rod is laid by, and the sinful nation or individual is no longer smitten,
for "Ckrisfs sake."

HI.

The

HU

The REMOVAL or afflictive events

offering of sacrifice
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basis of the sacrifice typical of Christ's death, David's prayer was accepted and the
plague was stayed. In like manner Moses intreated for Israel, and David for his people.
The nature of prayer and its place in the Divine government have not changed with
Its exercise,
years.
It is a spiritual power as truly as that gravity is a physical force.
according to Scripttire, is not exclusive of the use of personal effort to remove physical
As a spiritual power, it is part of
evils, and certainly not exclusive of moral conduct.
our endowment, and to be employed along with our other endowments of good sense,
prudence, and correctness of life. It does not follow that answer to prayer is a violation

We

do not know how far God's personal contact with every
of the order of things.
force in action is or is not part of the order, and hence we do not know but that his
free energy may so modify the course of events as to maintain what seems to us to be
The pointsman on a railway
natural order, and yet to be the product of his own wUl.
may suddenly save a train from destruction without violating the order of nature.
shaU say that the watchful energy of the Eternal may not, in answer to our

Who

urgent cry, so act as to obviate what otherwise would be a great disaster? "The
It is mighty only as it is
effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much."
the concentrated voice of a " ne\vnes8 of life " lifted ap to heaven in the all-prevailing

Name

of the

Lord Jesus

Christ.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

A

sinful census.
1. This census
Vers. 1, 2 (1 Chron. xxi. 1, 2). (Jebusaxem.)
appears to have been ordered by David in one of the later years of his life. The word
"again" (ver. 1) indicates that it was subsequent to the famine (ch. xxi. 1, 14; rer.
25) and a measure that occupied Joab and the captains of the host nine months and
twenty days could only have been accomplished during a time of settled peace, such
" Three great external calamities
as succeeded the rebellions of Absalom and Sheba.
;

are recorded in David's reign, which may be regarded as marking its beginning, its
middle, and its close a three years' famine, a three months' exile, a three days*
No man, however advanced in life, or whatever the wisdom he
pestilence " (Stanley).
may have " learnt by experience," is wholly exempt from the power of temptation. 2.
It was a census of those who were capable of bearing arms (ver. 9), and of the nature
" But David took not the number of
18).
of a military organization (ch. viii. 15
them from twenty years old and under," etc. (1 Chron. xxvii. 23, 24). The result
showed a great increase of the people 800,000 (1,100,000) warriors of Israel, 500,000
(470,000) of Judah, omitting Levi and Benjamin (1 Chron. xxi. 6); representing a
population of about five millions. 3. Its direct and declared object was that David
might " know the number of the people," or become fully acquainted with its military
strength, "its defensive power" (Keil). Of any additional object, except what is implied
does
lord the king delight in this thing ? " nothing
in the words of Joab, "
This is evident, not
4. It, nevertheless, was wrong and exceedingly sinful.
is stated.
only from the expostulation of Joab, but also from the confession of David himself
Wherein consisted his sin ?
(ver. 10), and the Divine chastisement that followed.
census was not in itself and always sinful ; for it had been expressly directed by God
(Exod. XXX. 11 16 ; xxxviii. 26 ; Numb. i. 2 ; xxvi. 1 4, 63 65), and it was (as it

—

—

—

Why

my

A

—

—

—

attended with important advantages. But this census was determined ujon by
David, (1) apparently without due inquiry, by means of oracle (1 Chron. xxi. 30) o
prophet (ver. 11), concerning the will of the Divine King of Israel; without adeqijitc
grounds in relation to the welfare of the people ; and without proper consideration of l.o
dauiier of promoting a spirit of pride, and protlucing other evil consequences (Exod. .\.\.\
" David forgot the commands of Moses, who told them beforehand that if the
11, 12).
multitude were numbered, they should pay half a shekel (the price of a sin offering) to
God for every head" (Josephus). In its omission " he invaded the rights of the su] ircniu
King of Israel, and set aside a positive command of God. The demanding the tax by
his own authority might have created a national disturbance, and therefore should have
prevented him from numbering his people " (Chandler). (2) Probably with warlike
thoughts and intentions, for the strengthening of the army and the further extension ul
still is)

;
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" Warlike thoughts certainly
Israel's dominion by foreign conquests (ch. xxii. 44, 45).
stand in the background if we fail to see this, we lose the key to the whole transaction, and the Divine judgment is incomprehensible" (Hengstenberg); but it can hardly
be supposed that he formed the definite purpose of "transforming the theocratic stat«
into a conquering world-state " (Kurtz). (3) Possibly with a view to " the development
of the royal power in Israel" and "general taxation" (Ewald); which made it obnoxious
to Joab and the council (for something of the kind seems necessary to account for the
opposition of such a man).
(4) Certainly with vain-glorious pride, self-elation, distrust
if God, who " said he would increase Israel like to the stars of the heavens "
(1 ChrorL
xxvii. 23), and presumptuous confidence in himself (1 Sam. xv. 1
12).
9 Luke iv. 5
" David's heart was lifted up to rejoice in the number and strength of the people "
(Willet).
"The very same action, apparently performed with different intentions,
becomes essentially different in a moral point of view. It is the motive in which it
originates, or the spirit with which it is carried on, that gives it its distinctive character
in the sight of God.
David was actuated by a vain-glorious spirit, which is always an
abomination in the si;zht of God. He was thus indulging a vain conceit of his own
strength, a proud confidence in his own greatness, as if his cldef dependence were on
an arm of flesh; forgetting his dwn devout profession that the Lord was his Rock and
" From its first
his Fortress and his DeUverer, in whom he would trust " (Liudsay).
origin Israel was called to the supremacy of the ivorld (Deut. xsxiii. 29).
David uow
thought that he could rise step by step to such elevation without the help of God, who
had provided for the beginning. The records should bear witness for all time tliat he
had laid a solid foundation for this great work of the future" (Hengstenberg). " It was
;

'

—

;

—

a momentary apostasy from Jehovah an oblivion of the spirit of dependence inculcated on the rulers of Israel." This was the root of the offence and in it the whole
nation participated.
"This history shows that the acts and fortunes of rulers and
people are closely connected together; and that the sins and virtues of the one exercise
great influence on the happiness of the other" (Wordsworth).
Consider that
;

;

I. God is never angby with any person or people except on account of sin.
"David's causing the people to be numbered was the immediate cause of the pestilence;
lor the procedure originated in motives which the Lord condemned.
But the primary
and real cause is to be found in the verse which introduces the narrative, and which is
almost invariably lost sight of in the common accounts of this transaction. It is that
'the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel' Now, the anger of the Lord could
only be awakened by unfaithfulness and evil-doing; and that, whatever its precise
nature, was the real cause of the calamity that followed, and reheves the case of the
apparent harshness, of which so much has been said, of making the people suffer for the
offence of their king " (Kitto, ' Daily Bible Illus.'). 1. Sin alone excites the anyer of Ood
which is his holy opposition to sin and sinners, and not inconsistent with his love, but
rather the effect of resistance to it (ch. xi. 27).
2. Whenever sin dwells in the heart, no
less than when it is expressed in outward actions, God observes it, and is displeased
with those who are guilty of it. " For he knoweth the secrets of the heart " (Fs. xliv.
21). 3. His displeasure with a whole people implies prevalent and persistent sin among
them, such as the sjiirit of unbeUef, disobedience, vain-glorious pride, and presumption,
which was manifested in the recent rebellions of Israel, and appears to have beeu
subsequently indulged. 4. So far from being palliated or passed over because of their
exalted position and privileges, their sin is aggravated, and more fully ensures their
" You. only have I known," etc. (Amos iii. 2). " It
chastisement on that account.
may be not unreasonably surmised that they were smitten with the same unhallowed
elation ol heart (as the king); that they were tempted to exult in their own strength
that they rejoiced in the prospect of beholding the proud array of their multitudes of
fighting men; and that dreams of grandeur and glory ma\' have been before their eyes,
and may have caused them to depart from the Lord " (Le Bas). " The important lesson
for all here is this
that even the smallest feeling of national pride is a sin against God,
and, unlesi there be a powerful reaction, calls down the judgments of God.
With this
feeUng even the Romans presented offerings of atonement at their census."
II. Sin in a people is usually associated with sen in their buleb.
1. The
former may be incited by the latter (1 Kings xv. SO). Or 2. It may be an incitement
to it (John xix. 12).
" The people had inlected the king with their own arroganofl^

—

:
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called forth by their success." Or : 3. Both people and ruler may alike
participate in the same prevalent, sinful disposition or tendency of the age. As formerly
"
(ch. XV. 1
soft indulgence " and sensual desire ; so now, " the lust of the eyes and
5),
the pride of life " (1 John ii. 16) seem to have taken possession of his mind. 4. The
sin of a people may culminate in, and be manifested and represented by, the sin of their
ruler.
For this he is eminently responsible, and when his piety, which should have
checked the evil tendency of the people, and may hitherto have restrained the righteous
judgment of God, besiins to fail, it becomes the occasion of the breaking forth of his
" It was the final offence which filled up the cup of wrath, and the
fiery indignation.
punishment smote the nation, and, through the nation, its ruler " (Kirkpatrick, Horn.
" The Lord was wearied with the sins of Israel and Judah ; and he likeQuart., vi.).
wise beheld the secret pride of David's heart ; and for these things he was resolved to
"Pride, or vain-glory, or self-sufficiency, which
visit both the people and the king."
was the sin of David, and which, for the very reason that it effects us less, because it is
not so much against man as against God, ofi'ends him the more. It is a substitution of
ourselves in his place ; an impious thought of independence, and transference to ourselves of that confidence and admiration which are due to him alone.
It is an invasion
of his throne, an assumption of his sceptre, an attempt to rob him of that glory which
he will not give to another, a removing of the crown from his head to put it on our
own. ' Wherefore it is said, God resisteth the proud '" (J. Leifchild). *' He was, for the

which had been

—

time, the image and emblem of all who in any age, or in any country, love to have
arrayed before them the elements of their worldly strength ; who delight to see spread
out the full enrolment of their powers and resources, and who forget that there is One
before whose breath all these things shall be even as the cloud-capped towers and palaces
before the breath of the whirlwind."
III. The sinful measures of a buleb abb sometimes the effect of the Divinb
DISPLEASURE WITH HIS PEOPLE, whose sin he shares, and of whose punishment he is
made the instrument. "And he [Jehovah] moved [incited, provoked] David to say,"
" The thought is there should come a pestilence over Israel, and David become
etc.
the occasion thereof" (Thenius). " The ruler's sin is a punishment to a wicked people."
Sin implies personal responsibility; and "God tempts no man"(Jas. L 13). But in
his universal sovereignty 1. He appoints the circumstances, which are adapted to test
and manifest character, and often conduce to sin. 2. He suggests thoughts which,
although right and good in themselves, are sometimes perverted to wrong and evil by
human folly and infatuation (ver. 10). "All good thoughts, counsels, just works, come
from the Spirit of God and, at the same time, we are in the most imminent peril at
every moment of turning the Divine suggestions into sin by allowing our selfish and
impure conceits and rash generalizations to mix with them" (Maurice). 3. He withdraws bis restraining grace in consequence of sin, and permits men to be tempted of
Satan (1 Cbron. xxi. 1), who readily seizes the opportunity to lead them into transgression.
Deus prdbat, Satan tentat. 4. He even constrains the manifestition of the
iniquity of the heart for holy and beneficent ends. " God's influence, making use of
Satan as its instrument, leads the corrupt germ to its development, rousing into action
that which slumbers in the soul, in order to bring about the retributive judgment in
frhich man, if otherwise well-intentioned, learns fully to recognize his sinful condition,
and is moved to repentance. The question is not of simple permission on the part of
God, but of a real actit)n, and that of the nature which each one may perceive in his

—

:

;

own

tendencies.
Whoever once yields to his sinful disposition is infallibly involved
in the sinful deed which leads to retributive judgment, however much he may strive
against it" (Hengstenberg).
"Though it was David's sin that opened the sluice, the
sins of the people all contributed to the deluge" (Matthew Hmry).

IV. An adequate season is afforded by such measures fob the chastisement
OF BULEB AND PEOPLE. "It was needful for an external, visible manifestation of the
sin to precede the judgment, in order to justify the ways of God to men.
The ten)f)tation was presented to David; he fell, and in his fall represented truly ami faithfully the
fall of the nation.
The nation was not punished vicariously for its ruler's sin, but lur
a sin which was its own, and was only embodied and made visible by its ruler's art.
And the punishment struck the very point of tlieir pride, by diminishing the numbers
which had been the ground of their Belf-confident elation " (Kirkpatrick, - ISamuel)i

—

—
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;
;
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" Because David was about to boast proudly and to glory in the number of his people,
God determined to punish him by reducing their number, either by famine, war, or
pestilence" (S. Schmid). 1. Sinful actions serve to manifest the hidden sin of the
heart.
2. They show the connection between such sin and its just retribution.
3.
They make chastisement more signal and salutary. 4. They are often overruled to the
glory of God and the welfare of men.
[Note : Some of the diEBculties indicated a?)ove
would be removed by regarding the first sentence as "the beading of the whole chapter,
which goes on to describe the sin which kindled this anger, viz. the numbering of the
people "(' Speaker's Commentary'); and by reading, "And one moved David," etc.
i.e. "one of his courtiers or attendants, who is therefore called satan, or an adveisaiy,
«ither designedly or consequentially both to David and his people.
The people were
themselves very culpable; as they knew, or might have known, that, upon being
numbered, they were to pay the prescribed ransom, which yet they neglected or refused
to do ; as partners in the offence, they justly shared in the penalty inflicted " (Cha dler).
But this explanation is not satisfactory.] D.

—

Ver. 2 (1 Chron. xxi. 2). (The king's palace.) Self-elation. This chapter contains the spiritual history of a great soul in its " fall and rising again," its sin and
recovery its (1) self-elation, (2) self-will (vers. 3, 4), (3) self-deception (during many

—

months), (4) self-conviction (by self-examination, ver. 10), (5) self-abasement, (6) selfsurrender (ver. 14), (7) self-devotion for the people (ver. 17), and self-dedication to God
(vers. 24, 25). Of self-elation, pride, presumption, vain-glory (the sin of David" , it may
be said that it is
COMMON EFFECT OF EXTBAOEDiNAKY PEOSPEBITY, temporal or Spiritual Pride
L
war, famine, or pestilence ; suffering and humiliation; peace and industry prosperity
pride again; such is the melancholy circle of human affairs (Exod. viii. 14). " If we
knew how to enjoy our blessings in the fear of God, they would be continued imto us
but it is the sin of man that he extracts, even from the mercies of God, the poi on which
destroys his comforts ; he grows fat upon the bounties of Heaven, spurns its laws, and
awakens its vengeance " (R. Watson).
II. An ungrateful pebveesion of Divine benefits.
**The grave sin of proud
exaltation, which David and the people of Israel here had in common, presupposed the
elevation to victory and power that God had bestowed by his gracious mind ; and its
consequence was the judgment that revealed God's anger against the perversion of his
favours into plans of self-aggrandizement " (Erdmann). What should produce thankfulness and humility too often results in unthankfulness and vain-glory (2 Kings xx. 13).
III.
special temptation of the evil one, (1 Tim. iii. 6.) •' And Satan [an
adversary] stood up," etc. (1 Chron. xxi. 1). " We see that God and Satan both had
their hand in the work ; God by permission, Satan by suggestion ; God as a Judge,
Satan as an enemy ; God as in a just punishment for sin, Satan as in an act of sin
God in a wise ordination of it to good, Satan in a malicious intent to confusion"

A

—

;

A

(Hall).

A

IV.
GBiEVorrs exhibition or bpieitual blindness ; inconsideration of dependence,
"David, when
self-ignorance, self-deception, and foolish infatuation (Jer. xlix. 16).
strongly tempted to this gratification of his vanity, was not at all sensible of the evil
of such an act ; while Joab was. Joab, though a man of blood, and apparently 1 ardened
in iniquity, could see through David's vain and arrogant feelings, while David himself,
whose miud was under ordinary circumstances eminently sensitive and pious, could not
discover the impiety of his proceeding, but persevered in evil for several months. Such
is

!

the infatuation of sin " (Lindsay).

A

PEOULiAB pbovocative OF DiVTNB WBATH (1 Sam. ii. 3 Prov. xvi. 5) ; most
odious of all things in the sight of God, because most directly opposed to him. " Pride
"And what is pride but the craviig for
is the beginning of sin" (Ecclus. x. 13).
undue exaltation? And this is undue exaltation when the soul abandons h'm to
whom it ought to cleave as its end, and becomes, a kind of end to itself. This happens
when it becomes its own satisfaction. And it does so when it falls away from that
unchangeable good which ought to satisfy it more than itself" (Augustine, The tHty
V.

;

'

of iJod,' xiv. 13).

YI.
f

A

PBBNicious INTLUENOB XM BELATiox TO OTHBB PEOFUi; inciting ki them a

1—25.]
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and bringins: untold miseries upon them. What oppression, strife, and
other deadly fruits grow out of this " root of bitterness " (Exod. xiv. 5)
VII.
RUINOUS TENDENCY IN KELATION TO MAN HIMSELF. (Dan. iv. 28; Prov.
xvi. 18.)
"Pride wishes to dethrone God. Pride takes occasion from virtue itself.
Pride was particularly odious in David, who was exalted from so lowly a state. His
pride was accompanied by falsehood; for he had protested his humility in the psalms
which he made for aU the people to sing. David was a just man ; but this was a reason
why Qod should punish him more severely. For it is certain that the sins of the children
of God are more deserving of condemnation than the sins of reprobates and slaves of the
devil. These only oflFend their master, but those do outrage to theic Father ; these are
only rebel subjects, but those are unnatural children and barbarians ; these only abuse
the gifts of nature, but those profane miserably the gifts of grace. And how much more
abominable is Judas than Pilate I Be not surprised, then, that when David, who was
complete in a thousand graces, committed the crime of felony against him, the Eternal
could not suffer such an indignity without punishing him severely" (Du Bosc, in Vinet's
* Histoire de la Predication *).
D.
similar spirit,

A

—

Vers. 3, 4 (1 Chron. xxi. 3, 4). (The boyal cwttnoil-ohambeb.) Unheeded remonThis was not the first time that Joab remonstrated with David (ch. iii. 24

ttrance.

;
but his manner was now very different from what it had been before ; arising,
perhaps, from his recollection of the consequences of his former rudeness (ch. xix. 13),
and his fear of the displeasure of the king, whose authority was fully restored. His
remonstrance appears to have been made in a council of the captains of the army (ch.
xxiiL 8), to whom the king declared his purpose, and by whom Joab's objection to it
was supported (ver. 4). As often happens in other instances, it was : 1. Greatly needed,
CD account of a sinful and dangerous course about to be pursued. (1) Men of the
most exalted position and excellent character sometimes go astray from the right path.
(2) The error of their way is often perceived by others, when they are blind to it
themselves. (3) One of the principal means of preventing their continuance therein
is to reason, expostulate, and remonstrate with them concerning its real nature and
probable consequences (Ps. cxli. 5). 2. Properly offered. (1) By those to whom the
matter is one of just concern. Joab was captain of the host; and, although a man of
depraved character, he possessed a sounii practical judgment, and hail rendered great
'*
services to the nation and the king.
No man is so
(2) From sincere conviction.
wicked but that sometimes he will dislike some evil, and it will be abominable (1
Chron. xxi. 6) to him" (Guild). (3) On reasonable grounds.
It can neither increase
the number of the people (which is with God) nor the power and honour of the king
(already supreme, 1 Chion. xxi. 3), and it will be "a cause of tresjiass."
doth
my lord," etc. ? " There are many who can give good counsel to others, for the
avoiding of some sins, who in grosser trespasses have not grace to take jzood counsel
themselves" (Matt. vii. 3). (4) In a right spirit devout, loyal, humble, and courteous.
There is nothing to indicate that Joab was actuated by sinister motives and the event
justified the wisdom of his counsel.
3. Impatiently received, and imperfectly considered; it may be because of: (1) Distrust of the person from whom it comes.
"Let
none look who gives the counsel, but what it is ; and, if good, not to reject it for him
who gives the same." (2)
determination to have one's own way ; and the wish to
show independence of and superiority to other persons. (3) Dislike to the nature of
the advice itself, and indisposition to abandon a course on which the heart is set. 4.
**
Resolutely rejected and wholly overlwrne.
The word of the king prevailed," etc.
His persistency in his purpose, after the remonstrance, (1) increases his responsibility,
"And Joab and the
(2) aggravates his guilt, (3) consummates his transgression.
captains went out from the presence of the king," reluctantly to fulfil tlieir commission
and it was only when it was well-nigh accomplished (1 Chron. xxvii. 24) that he
became aware of his sin and folly. " Men seldom accomplish to good puriiose those
services in which they reluctantly engage; and God does not generally aUow those
whom he loves the satisfaction which they sinfully covet" (Scott). D.

xix. 5)

"Why

;

;

A

;

—

Vers. 5

—10

conscience.

—

An

8).
(The royal bed-chambeb.)
awakened
(1 Chron. xxi. 6
of the census occupied over nine months ; and during this tima

The taking

—
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David remained insensible to his sin, and waited for the result. At length the work
was finished (about wheat-harvest), and the number given to the king but, whilst he
looked at the definite proof of the nation's increase, and at first, perhaps, felt elated at
the thought of commanding an army of more than a million saldiers (with something
of the spirit of another monarch, Dan. iv. 30), the same night " David's heart smote
him; and he said unto Jehovah, I have sinned," etc.; "and David arose in the
morning," etc. (ver. 11). What the remonstrance of Joab failed to effect was wrought
by the operation of his own conscience. " It was well for him that his own ways
reproved him, and that conscience sounded the first trumpet of alarm. This is characMen who have no light of grace, no tenderness of conscience,
teristic of the regenerate.
must have their sin recalled to them by the circumstances which at once reveal its
enormity and visit it with punishment; but the regenerate have an inward monitor
that waits not for these consequences to rouse its energy, but lights up the candle of
the Lord within them, and will not let them rest after they have done amiss till they
have felt compunction and made confession " (J. Leifchild). Conscience is of a threeObserve, with
a law, a judgment, a sentiment (1 Sam. xxii. 20 22).
fold nature
;

—

respect to

—

it

These are summed up in "the
I. The causes of its continuing long asleep.
deceitfulness of sin " (ch. xii. 5, 6). More especially : 1. The persistency of the influence
under which sin is at first indulged; viz. the pleasing *7Z«sion (arising from partial
views, strong passions, and self-wiU) that it is different from what it really is, and the
agent better than he really is; which (even when the true standard of right is recog"
concrete fact
nized) perverts the moral judgment and deadens the moral emotion.
IS presented in a partial aspect ; conscience pronounces its judgment according to the
representation made to it; this representation, or rather misrepresentation, is made,
directlv or indirectly by the influence of the rebellious will, the true seat of all moral
Hence evil is often deemed good, and self-glory the glory of God.
evil " (McCosh).
2. The assumption (arising from self-confidence) that what has been resolved upon is

A

and right; and indisposition to review the grounds of the determination or to
examine one's self so that a too favourable estimate of his character may be corrected.
3. The absorption of the mind in the pursuit of the object sought and in other occupaAlas how many on this
tions, preventing due consideration of the state of the heart.
account " regard iniquity in their heart " with an easy conscience I

justifiable

!

" Great crimes alarm the conscience ; but she sleeps
While thoughtful man is plausibly amused."

(Cowper)
" And Satan is so far from awaking him, that he draws the curtains close about him
"If a man
that no light nor noise in his conscience may break his rest" (Gurnall).
accustoms himself to slight or pass over the first motions to good, or sbrinkings of
conscience from evil, which originally are as natural to the heart as the appetites of
hunger and thirst are to the stomach, conscience will by degrees grow dull and unconcerned, and, from not spying out motes, come at length to overlook beams; fi"om
carelessness it shall fall into a slumber ; and from a slumber it shall settle into a deep
and long sleep ; till at last, perhaps, it sleeps itself into a lethargy, and that such a
one that nothing but hell and judgment shall be able to awaken it" (South, Serm.
xxiiL).

IL Thb means by which it is suddenly aboused. In some cases the publication
of the offence, the reprobation of society, the threatening of punishment ; in others,
serious consideration, deliberate reflection, deeper self-inspection (1 Sam. xxiv. 5 ; Ps.
iv. 4), induced by : 1. The feeling of disappointment and dissatisfaction which commonly attends the attainment of an earthly end, or the accomplishment of a selfish
purpose. David has the number of the people before him ; yet, after all, he cannot
" delight in this thing " (ver. 3). " All is vanity."
Where shall the heart find rest
2. The occurrence of circumstances naturally adapted to fix
(Ps. cxvi. 17 ; Ixxiii. 25) ?
attention on a particular subject and excite inquiry concerning the motives by which
one is actuated: a pause in "life's fitful fever;" the necessity of contemplatmg what
next ? and next ? a sleepless night (Esth. vi. 1) ; " sleep that bringeth oft tidings of future
hap " (Dante)—" a dream, a vision of the night " (Job xxxiii. 15). " David had made

—
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spiritual progress since the time when it required the parable of Nathan, and the prophetic announcement, ' Thou art the man,' to awaken him from his spiritual slumber.
At this period of his life he examined himself and weighed his own actions in private,
especially at night-time and no sooner was the census of the men of war reported to
him than, instead of being elated with self-confidence and puffed up with vain-glory,
' his heart smote him,'" etc. (Wordsworth).
" Night and sleep bring us times of revision
or moral reflection, such as greatly promote the best uses of existence.
Whatever
wrong has been committed stalks into the mind with an appalling tread. All those
highest thoughts and most piercing truths that most deeply concern the great problem
of life will often come niu;h to thoughtful men in the dusk of their evenings, and their
hours of retirement to rest. The night is the judgment-bar of the day. About all the
reflection there is in the world is due, if not directly to the night, to the habit prepared
and fashioned by it. Great thoughts and wonderfully distinct crowd in, stirring great
*
convictions all the more welcome to a good man ; to the bad, how terrible I
Thou
hast visited me in the night,' says David ; 'thou hast tried me;' and again, 'My reins
instruct me in the night season.'
What lessons of wisdom have every man's reins
given him in the depths of the night 1 things how hi£;h, how close to other worlds!
reproofs how piercing in authority, how nearly Divine ! " (Bushnell, ' Moral Uses of
Dark Things '). 3. The operation of Divine grace (in connection with a man's own
thoughts), which visits the upright in heart, dispels every illusion, and strengthens
everv holy and God-ward aspiration. Did the Lord in judgment move David to number
Israel ?
His judgment was founded on love, and his goodness led him to repentance.
IIL The effect of its renewed activity. "And David said unto Jehovah, I
have sinned greatly in that I have done," etc. 1.
right knowledge of himself and a
correct judgment of his conduct.
2.
painful sense of his guilt and folly. In the
truly penitent: 3.
humble confession before the Lord (1 Sam. vii. 6); and: 4.
Fervent prayer for forgiveness (ch. xii. 13). Of the way ot forgiveness and its own
pacification, mdsed, conscience is unable to declare anything ; the knowledge thereof is
afforded by the AVord of God alone (ver. 18).
Nevertheless, its awakening tests and
manifests the character, and results in peace and righteousness, or in increased "hardness of heart," confirmed rebellion, remorse, and despair. The hour of its awakening
comes to all ; but it may come too late, when there ia found "no place for repentance"
;

—

—

A

A

A

(ver.

16).—D.

«' And
when
18, 19 (1 Chron. xxi. 9—13, 18, 19).— 3%« Prophet Gad.
in the morning," etc.
Gad had formerly given valuable direction to
xxii. 5); and he must have been now far advanced in life.
He was
" David's seer," or spiritual counsellor ; a true prophet of God (1 Sam. ii. 27 ; iii. 19 ;

Vers.

9—13,

David was up
David (1 Sam.

ch. vii. 3) ; assisted in the arrangements for the temple service (1 Chron. ix. 22), and
(like Samuel and Nathan) wrote a (theocratic) history of his time (1 Chron. xxix, 29).
"The most celebrated representatives of special prophecy in David's period were
Nathan the prophet and (iad the seer. As Nathan connected Messianic prophecy for

ever with the house of David, so Gad was instrumental in moulding the history of
salvation even till the period of the New Testament, since, by directing David to build
an altar on the threshing-floor of Araunah the Jebusite, he laid the foundation ot
the temple upon Mount Moriah, in which Israel, by prayer and sacrifice, honoured his
God for more than a thousand years" (Delitzsch). He was fully acquainted with the
king's purpose, the remonstrance of Joab, the completion of the census ; and may
possibly already, from his intimacy with David, have observed misgivings in him
concerning the measure, and surmised his present state of mind. "He said nothing to
him about his sin, but spoke only of correction for it ; which confirms it that David was
made sensible of his sin before became to him" (Gill). Notice: 1. His Divine mission.
"The word of Jehovah came unto the prophet," etc. (1) It came to him directly, by
inward intuition, when "in a state most nearly related to communion with God in
prayer" (Oehler). (2) With the irresistible assurance of its Divine origin. "Th«
prophets tliemselves had the clearest and most profound consciousness that they did
not utter their own thoughts, but those revealed to them by God " (Riehm). (3) With
a powerful impulse to give it utterance, in " fulfilment of a definite duty laid upon him
by God." (4) And it proved whence it came, by its manifest adaptation and actual

—

—
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accomplisliment; the Divine wisdom and might with which it was imhued (vers. 15,
"The three elements which enter into the true conception of a prophet ara
25)
revdaiton, inspiration, and utterance; for the prophet is the inspired medium of truth
Eevelation, the inner disclosure of the Divine thought and will to the
to other minds.
.human soul, is an essential element of genuine prophecy. But this revelation cannot
become realized, cannot become a real disclosure of thought and purpose to the individual as a preparation for prophecy, without inspiration. The soul of the prophet
must be ethically quickened and elevated in order that the word of Jehovah may reach
Nor can the message remain concealed in the prophet's own
the people through him.
soul ; for it is a message, a Divine commission, to communicate a revealed truth to
those for whom it is divinely intended" (Ladd, 'The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture,' i,
More than what is recorded may have been spoken
2. Bis prophetic message.
124).
in his two interviews with the kino;; but his words contain: (1) An assertion of the sole
" Thus saith
sovereignty of Jehovah, which had been for a season practically ignored.
Jehovah," etc. (ver. 12). The office of a prophet was that of " watchman to the theocracy" (Jer. vi. 27) he had to observe and denounce every departure from its principles
on the part of the king or people, and give warning of coming danger. (2) An
announcement of the approach of judgment. " I lay before thee three things," etc.
Already, perchance, the king had a presentiment thereof; but now it was rendered
plain and certain.
Yet " mercy is mixed with judgment the Lord is angry, yet shows
" His mercies are great " (ver. 14). (3) An
great condescension and goodness."
appointment of the means of deliverance. ** Go up, rear an altar unto Jehovah," etc.
(ver. 18).
(4) An injunction of those duties or conditions, in the fulfilment of whick
the favour of God would be enjoyed submission, trust, and unreserved self-devotion,
"And Gad came to David," etc., with: (1) Simplicity;
3. His faithful obedience.
uttering the word of God, just as it was revealed to him, adding nothing, and withholding nothing. (2) Fearlessness. (3) Earnestness. " Now advise," etc. (4) Dili;

;

—

gence and perseverance. 4. His salutary influence (in accordance with the purpose of
his mission), not only in the removal of the pestilence, but also in (1) checking the
spirit of presumption and of rebellion against Jehovah, (2) pacifying a troubled conscience, (3) restoring both king and people to their allegiance, (4) promoting the
interests of the kingdom of God.
D.

—

Ver. 13 (1 Chron. xxi. 12).
(Jerusalem.) Preachers and hearers. " Now advise
[know], and see what answer I shall return to him that sent me." The intercourse of
the prophet with the king, especially his language at the close of the first interview, is
suggestive of

L

The vocation of the preacher of the gospel. 1. Every true preacher is sent
forth by God.
2. He is put in trust with the Word of God, and is sent to proclaim it
to others, as his messenger and ambassador (2 Cor. v. 20) ; not to teach his own speculations.
3. The purpose of the proclamation is their spiritual welfare
their instruc**
tion, edification, salvation.
They watch on behalf of your soula " (Heb. ziii. 17)l
But* too often,

—

"The aim of all
shine e'en they whose office is
preach the gospel, let the gospel sleep,
And pass their own inventions off instead.
The sheep, meanwhile, poor witless ones, retmn
From pasture, fed with wind and what avails
For their excuse, they do not see their harm ?
Chridt said not to his first conventicle,
forth and prearh impostures to the world,'
But gave them truth to build on."
(Dante,
Is

how to

:

To

:

Go

—

'

Par.,' xxix.)

wisdom, sincerity,
4. The fulfilment of his calling demands the highest qualities
sympathy, disinterestedness, self-denial, fidelity, courage, zeal, assiduity. 5. The manner
of his reception varies (Acts xvii. 34), and tests the character of those to whom he is
sent (Matt. x. 11
13 ; 2 Cor. ii. 16). 6. He mast return to him who sent him, and
give account, not only of his own conduct, but also of the maimer in whioh they have

—
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him and his message (Ezek. zxxiii. 30 33), and the effect produced in their
His return takes jilace in private communioii v?ith God on earth, and at " the
end of his life " (Heb. xiii. 7). " What answer," etc. ?
II. The besponsibility of the hbareb of the Word.
1. He receives through the
preacher a message from God of unspeakable importance ; not, indeed, an announcement
of judgment, but a revelation of mercy and of his will concerning him ; repentance,
faith, and obedience; "all the words of this life" (Acts v. 20).
2. He has the power
of considering and understanding it, and of accei)ting or rejecting it. 3. He is under
the strongest obligation to accept and not reject it. 4. He cannot avoid doing the one
treated

lives.

or the other; indifiference, inattention, or procrastination being itself an "answer" little
short of positive rejection. 5. Whatever may be his treatment thereof, it is fully
known to God. 6. According to the manner in which he treats the message of God,
" The word that I have spoken,
is he justly treated by God, both here and hereafter.
the same shall judge him in the last day" (John xii. 48). "Now therefore advise
*Take heed therefore how ye hear" (Luke
thyself."
** Consider" (1 Sam. xii. 24).
viii.

i— 18).

The mutual dependence of peeaoheb and hbareb. 1. On the preacher,
his character, adaptation, diligence (as well as on himself), depend the hearer's acceptance of the message and his spiritual benefit. 2. On the hearer, his attention,
acceptance, obedience (as well as himself), depend the preacher's efficiency, success, and
present joy. " That they may do this [watch, etc.] with joy, and not with grief; for this
were unprofitable for you " (Heb. xiii. 17). 3. The relation in which they stand to
each other will fully appear in the light of the great day ; when the salvation of the
hearer will be clearly seen to have been coimected with the faithful labours of the
preacher (Dan. xii. 3), and the reward of the preacher will be proportioned to his
" For what is our hope, or joy, or crown of
success (and not merely to his fidelity).
4. For his own benefit, therefore
rejoicing ? " etc. (1 Thess, ii. 19, 20 ; 1 John ii. 28).
(as well as that of the hearer), the preacher should seek that the hearer may be believing,
obedient, and fruitful in good works (1 Thess. iii. 2; v. 12, 13). 6. For his own benefit,
also, the hearer should seek that the preacher may be faithful and successful.
6. Each
should pray for the blessing of God upon the other, so that the proper end of preaching
III.

and hearing may be accomplished.

—D.

Ver. 14 (1 Chron. xxi. 13). (The king's palaoe.) Submission to Divine chastise" Let us now fall into the hand of Jehovah." Already David had been convinced
He had also confessed it and sought forgiveness. Nor had he done so in vain.
of his sin.
But, as formerly (ch. xii. 10 12), so now, the (temporal) penalties of sin must follow
Throughout he exhibited a spirit the exact reverse of that in which he had numbered
the people. Consider
1. It was consequeit
I. The chastisement of sin which was laid before him.
vain-glorious pride and warlike policy
upon his sin, and adapted to its correction.
result (in the providence of God, sometimes by means which can be clearly seen) in
the destruction of human life; not only directly by war (Matt. xxvi. 52), but also
by famine (through lack of proper cultivation of the soil, wasting consumption of its
produce, etc.) and by pestilence (to which both contribute); and are rebuked and
2. It was a necessity, from which there was no
chastised thereby (Rev. vi. 4
8).
He and his people must suffer, according to the fixed and just method of the
escape.
Divine procedure, for the vindication of the honour of God and the promotion of their
own welfare. Herein no choice is left. 3. But it was also optional, within certain
" Every example, public or private, of a sin brought face ti.>
limits (Jer. xxxiv. 17).
The mere
face with its suffering, presents an asjject of choice as well as of compulsion.
question of ccnfession or denial, with the consequences of either, is such an alternative
The adoption of this expedient rather than
in the case of individual wrong-doing.
that, in the way of avoidance or mitigation of consequences, is an alternative " (C. J.
was such a choice submitted to him? To test his character; to
Vaughan).
deepen his sense of sin, by the consideration of its terrible effects ; to induce the open
acknowledgment of his guilt ; to perfect his submission ; " to give bim some encouragement under the correction, letting him know that God did not cast him out of commuoiou with himself, but that still his secret was with him ; and in afflicting him h«

ment.

—

A

—

Why

—

«8

:
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eonsidered his frame, and what he could best bear ** (Matthew Henry). 4. And it cause*
great distress; all the greater because he was required, not merely to submit
passively to chastisement, but to choose the form thereof, and thus make it, in 8om«
" All chastening seemeth for the present to be not joyous, but
sense, his own.
grievous,"

him

etc.

(Heb.

xii.

11).

n. The spmrr of submission which he

displayed. "Is it a choice made? or, ii
a choice referred back to the offerer ? Is it, ' I choose pestilence '? or is it, ' Let God
choose ? Whatever the application, the principle stands steadfast In everything let
me be in God's hand ; whether for the choice of my punishment, or for the infliction
of it, he shall be my Judge ; for his mercies are great greater than man's; the more free
his choice, the more direct his dealing, the better is it for the man, the better is it for
the nation that must suffer." "And David chose for himself the mortality [death]**

H

—

'

—

(LXX.); "that affliction which is common to kings and to their subjects, and in
which the fear was equal on all sides" (Josephus). Of famine and war, with their
xmtold miseries, he had had experience, not of pestilence.
By the former he would
become dependent on men (for the sustaining or the sparing of life); by the latter,
"
more directly on God and whilst the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel," his
"anger endureth but a moment" (Ps. xxx. 5), and "his mercies are great." The
spirit evinced is one of: 1. Self-abasement, before the majesty of the supreme King
and Judge. 2. Self-abnegation with noble disinterestedness, setting aside all care for
his personal safety, and enduring, in common with the meanest of his subjects, the
just chastisement of Heaven.
His position might secure him against suffering and
death by famine and " the sword of his enemies ; " not by " the sword of the Lord **
;

;

(1 Chron. xxi.

12)—
*•

The

And

pestilence that walketh in darkness.
the sickness that wasteth at noonday.**
(Ps.

8. Belf-gurrender

X¥.

23—29;

;

the sacrifice of his

own

will to the will of

xoL

God

e.)

(1 Saia. iU. 18; oh.

Fb. cxxxi.).
*•

And in

his will is our tranquillity

the mighty ocean, whither tends
Whatever it creates and nature makes.**
It

ifl

(Dante,* Par.,* UL)

" If Christ stood with a drawn sword in hii
alay me,** etc. (Job xiii. 15).
breast, yet would I rush into his arms " (Luther).
4. Confidence
hand pointed at
For he is not like man, ignorant, inconsiderate,
in the abounding mercy of God.
unjust, wilful, selfish, cruel, and malicious ; but knows all things (the secrets of the
heart, the force of temptation, the sincerity of penitence, the reality of love), is considerate (of human infirmities, Isa. Ivii. 16), righteous, " merciful, and gracious," etc.
(Exod. xxxiv. 6), very pitiful (Ps. ciii. 13, 14), mitigates affliction (Isa. xxviL 8\
mingles with it many consolations, and "repents him of the evil" (Jonah iv. 4; 1 Sam.
XV. 29 ; ver. 16). Such trust is the spring of true submission, and it is fully justified
by tiie event. 6. Co-operation with the merciful and holy purposes of God in relation
to the moral welfare of those whom be afflicts. The selfishness of men in famine and
their cruelty in war tend to evoke rebellion, wrath, and retaliation ; the recognition of
"the mighty hand of God" (Jas. iv. 10; 1 Pet. v. 6) tends to produce lowly obedience,
tenderness, and kindness. 6. Concern for the welfare of the nation, which would suffer
less by the last than by the first two of the calamities ; and : 7. Zeal for the interests of
religion and the glory of God.
"Let thy Name be magnified for ever" (ch. vii. 26X
" When the apostle said to the Hebrews that it is a fearful thing to fall into the handg
of the living God, does it not contradict the decision of David ? By no means. The
apostle meant to speak of those who fall without repentance into the hands of God for
punishment ; but, in a penitent disposition, nothing is so sweet as to fall into the loving
and most gracious hands of the living God " (Dm Bosc). D.
*•

Though he

my

—

Vers. 15, 16 (1 Chron. xxi. 14, 15). (Jerusalem.) Pestilence. Pestilence, even more
than famine and war, was regarded by David as directly inflicted by the hand of God.
Bow far, in this instance, it occurred in connection with secondary causes is unknown.
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But doubtless, or linarily, it depends on such causes; the crowding together of great
numbers ot people, the accumulatiou of filth, the state of tlie atmosphere, tiie susceptibilities of the persons affected by it.
"The peculiar source of the thought that a
numbering of the people brought mischief lies probably in the experience that epidemic
Bicknesses often broke out in such numberings, because therein a great mass of people
was crowded together, to facilitate the business, in a proportionally sm&ll space"
(Thenius). Most of the great plagues that have aflBicted mankind appear to have
originated in the East, where the climate, the soil, and the social habits of the population afford conditions favourable to their production.
In all cases, however, the hand
of God must be recognized in the consequences of violating his laws, physical and moral
'*
and in the employment of them for correction." Consider
I. Its mournful prevalence
as at this time in Israel, so in other ages and nations
(Exod. xii. 29; Numb. xxv. 9; 2 Kings xix. 35; Jer. xxvii. 13). 1. Its sudden
appearance. 2. Its rapid diffusion; "from the morning to the [a] time appointed
[the time of assembly]." " It burst upon the people with supernatural strength and
violence, that it might be seen at once to be a direct judgment from God" (Keil).
;

" from Dan to Beersheba." 4. Its dreadful destructiveness
" Such
^fourteen in the thousand of the whole population).
a pestilence and loss of life as this [at Athens, 430 B.C.] was nowhere remembered
to have happened " (Thucydides, ii. 47).
At Rome (a.d. 80) ten thousand perished
daily ; in England (1348) more than half the population ; in London (1603) over thirty
thousand ; and again (August, 1665) eight thousand persons weekly. These are only a
few of the many recorded instances of the awful " visitation of God."
II. Its merciful arrest,
"And the angel" (1 Sam. xxix. 9; ch. xiv. 17; xix. 27;
Ps. civ. 4; xxxiv. 7; xxxv. 5; xci. 11), who had been "destroying through all the
territories of Israel" (1 Chron. xxi. 12), "stretched out his hand" (having a drawn
word therein, 1 Chron. xxi. 6) " upon Jerusalem to destroy it," etc. The pestilence
approached the city, threatening its destruction, and filling all hearts with terror
can conceive that it might have spread until the whole
(1 Chron. xxi. 16, 20).
human race perished. But its destructive force was limited (as it always is): 1. When
" It is enough."
its purpose was accomplished and the law of retribution satisfied.
" Stay now thine hand." God has placed
2. By the same Divine power as sent it.
in the human constitution a self-healing power.
"Our natures are the physicians
of our diseases" (Hippocrates).
He provides special remedies for special diseases;
alleviates and often cures them in unexpected, extraordinary, and mysterious ways.
The Christian religion is a remedial system by which mortality itself is " swallowed
up of life." "I am Jehovah thy Physician" (Exod. xv. 26; Matt. viii. 16; John iii.
3. With tender pity toward the aflSicted, involving a change
14, 15; Rev. xxii. 2).
" And Jehovah repented him of the evil " (1 Sam. xv. 24 31).
of his procedure.
4. In connection with the moral condition of men and their altered relation to
himself humiliation (ver. 10), trust (ver. 14), and prayer (ver. 17). "Then David
and the elders, clothed in sackcloth, fell upon their faces" (1 Chron. xxi. 16), their
spirit being doubtless shared in by the people, whose representatives they were.
God
deals with men according to the state of their hearts (ver. 1), and commencea doing so
even before it is fully expressed in outward actiona. Ps. xcL ('*by David," LXX.),
3. Its extensive presence

;

;

••

seventy thousand

men "

We

—

—

'Under the abadow of the Almighty.'
**

Because he hath

set his love

apon me^

Therefore will I deliver him,"

eto.

(Ps.

Some

i^

xel

14.)

years
an eminent physician in St. Petersburg recommended this psalm as
the best preservative against cholera " (Perowne).
III. Its mobal uses, with respect to those who suffer from it or to mankind
generally, in : 1. Producing efficient impressions of the majesty of God; his sovereignty,
justice, and might.
2. Proving the real condition of the hearts of men; whether they
will " keep his commandments or no" (Deut. viii, 3).
3. Inducing, in those who are
rightly disposed, proper feelino;s of penitence, humility, dependence, submission ; and
correcting vanity, pride, and' self-will.
4. Inciting a purer and loftier trust in (Jod, and
acre complete devotion and self-sacrifice. " Plagues to us are not funerals of terror,
**

—

;;
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but exercises of holiness. We understand their meaning. They are messaj^es sent to
us by God, to explore our hearts, to sound the depth of our love to bim, and to fathom
our faith in God " (Cyprian, * De Mortalitate '). 5. Presenting a terrible picture of the
evil of sin, by exhibiting, not only the natural consequences thereof, but also its
degrading effect on the ignorant and unbelieving, who pass rapidly from the extreme
of fear to the opposite extreme of recklessness, licentiousness, and despair (1 Cor. xv. 32).
'•So they resolved to take their enjoyment quickly, and with a sole view to gratification
regarding their lives and their riches alike as things of a day.
And fear of gods or
law ot men there was none to stop them " (Thucydides). 6. Teaching the solidarity of
the race; and, more especially, constraining "the l.igher and more privileged ranks of
mankind to own their oneness of life with the humbler and more degraded or even
sava<j;e classes" (Bushnell).
7. Promoting, in still other ways, the advancement of
mankind in knowledge, virtue, and piety ; for it is through the discipline of suffering
that the race, like the individual, *' learns obedience." " The Lord's dealing herein is
not penal, but paternal and medicinal " (GuUd). D.

—

16—

17—19

19).—(ZiON.) Self-devotion. ** These sheep, what
(1 Chron. xxi.
As through one man many suffer, so through one
etc. (ver. 17).
man many are delivered from suffering and greatly benefited. This is especially the
case when, like David, he is their head and representative, the shepherd of the flock
His numbering the people in a spirit of self-exaltation was
of God (ver. 17 ; ch. v. 2).
the occasion (not the cause, ver. 1) of the pestilence ; his intercession for them in a
Vers.

have they done ? "

•pirit of self-devotion is

now the means

in connection

with which the calamity

is

limited

Already,
in its duration (from three days to nine hours) and wholly removed (ver. 25).
with an " awful rose of dawn," the agent of destruction goes forth on his mission, and a
" great cry " of distress reaches the city (Exod. xii. 30). Then the king fathers the
elders together (at the tabernacle and before the curtained ark, ch. vii. 2 ; xii. 20 xv. 25
;

adjoining the palace in Zion, ch. v. 7) ; they are clothed with sackcloth, and overwhelmed with fear and grief (1 Chron. xxi. 16; ch. xii. 16; xv. 30); and at length,
" about the time of assembly," or evening oblation (Acts iii. 1), there appears (beyond
the Tyropoean Valley) on Mount Moriah (2 Chron. iii. 1), " by the threshing-floor of
Araunah the Jebusite " (just outside the city), " the angel of the Lord standing between
the earth and the heaven, having a drawn sword in his hand stretched out over
Jerusalem;" and they " fell upon their faces" in himiiliation before the Lord. "Significantly, it was as the Divine command of mercy sped to arrest the arm of the angelmessenger of the judgment, that he became visible to David and his companions in
" As in 2 Kings vi. 17 the source of seeing the heavenly
prayer " (Edersheim).
powers was in Elisha, and by his mediation the eyes of his servant were opened, so
here the flight of David's mind communicated itself to the elders of his retinue, whom
he collected about him ; and, after he had repaired to the place where he saw the vision,
was revealed even to the sons of Araunah" (Hengstenberg). "And David said unto
God," etc. " And Gad came that day to David," etc. (ver. 18 ; 1 Chron. xxi. 18).

Here

is

A

FEARFUL VISION OF JUDGMENT impending over the people. This judgment may
be regarded as representing that to which nations are exposed in this world, and
individuals both here and hereafter; real, terrible and imminent; the result «ad
reflection of human sin and guilt, which
I.

" Blackens in the oloud,
Flashes across its mass the jagged fire,
Whirls in the whirlwind and pollutes the
Turns all the joyous melodies of earth

To murmurings

air.

of doom."

(Talfonid.)

Similar judgment has been already executed (ver. 15 ; Jude 7 ; Eom. v. 12 ; Bev.
" The wages of sin is death." 2. Solemn warnings of its certain and
iL 11 ; xxi. 8).
speedy approach have been repeatedly given (vers. 13, 17 ; 2 Pet. ii. 3 1 Thess. v. 2, 3).
3. Only a few persons have any adequate impression thereof; whilst they behold" the
wrath to come," the rest are blind and unconcerned, immersed in the pleasures and
1.

;
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cares of this life (Luke xxi. 34 ; Matt. vii. 14).
4. They whose eyes are opened are
naturally impelled to seek the salvation of themselves and others, and are under the
" Take a censer," etc. ; " and he stood between
obligation of doing so (Jude 22, 23).
the dead and the living ; and the plague was stayed " (Numb. xvi. 46
68 ; Joel iL 17).

—

A

FERVENT ENTBEATY FOB THE PEOPLE, that they may be spared.
In his
intercession for them (1 Sam. xii. 23; xv. 10, 11, 35) David : 1. Takes the burden of
II.

upon himself; whilst he recognizes his responsibility, openly confesses his
transgression in " commanding the people to be numbered " (1 Chron. xxi. 17), and
honours the justice of God in inflicting punishment ; he " forgets their sin is his own,"
regarding them, " not indeed as free from every kind of blame, but only from the sin
which God was punishmg by pestilence " (Keil), " Many of those sheep were wolves
their guilt

to David.
What had they done ? They had done that which was the occasion of
David's sin and the cause of their own punishmeiit; but that gracious penitent knew
hia own sin he knew not theirs" (Halt). 2. Feels a tender com])assion for them in
their misery and danger.
His language " shows the high opinion he had of them, the
great affection he had for them, and his sympatliy with them in this time of distress "
(Gill).
3. Offers himself freely, and his "father's house" (his life and all his most
cherished hopes) to the stroke, that it may be averted from his people. " Hitherto David
offered not himself to the plague, because, as Chrysostom conjecturetli, he still expected
and made account of himself to be taken away in the plague, but now seeing that it was
God's will to spare him, he doth voluntarily offer himself" (Willet).
4. Urges an
effectual plea on their behalf; not merely that they are blameless (in comparison with
himself), and may be righteously spared, but that they are the chosen flock of the Divine
Shepherd, whose mercies are great, whose promises to them are numerous and faithful,
and whose glory they are designed to promote in the earth (1 Sam. xii. 22; Ps. Ixxiv.
1 ; xcv. 7). " Wilt thou also destroy the righteous with the wicked ? " (Gen. xviii. 23)
" Yet now if thou wilt forgive their sin," etc. (Exod. xxxii. 32 ; 1 Kings xviii. 36
Dan. ix. 3) "I could wish that I myself were accursed from Christ on behalf of my
" Father, forgive them ; for they know not whnt they do "
brethren," etc. (Eom. ix. 3)
(Luke xxiii. 34) " The good Shepherd giveth his life for the sheep ' (J ihn x. 11)
" He ever liveth to make intercession " (Heb. vii. 27). " In his hands intercessory
prayer is the refuge of the guilty, the hope of the penitent, a mysterious chain fastened
to the throne of God, the stay and support of a sinking world."
HI. A FAVOtJBABLE ANSWER FBOM THE LoBD.
Although David sees not the
interposition of God, by which the hand of the angel is stayed, yet his prayer " availeth
much in its working " (Jas. v. 16). " And the angel of the Lord [now transformed
from a minister of wrath into a minister of mercy] commanded Gad [who previously
announced the message of judgment] to say," etc. (1 Chron. xxL 18); "And Gad came
that day to David, and said unto him, Go up, rear an altar," etc. ; " And David went
;

;

;

;

up

as

the Lord

commanded "

(vers. 18, 19).

The answer

is

propitious

;

a sign of

But why the command to rear an altar, instead of the ^rect
assurance of forgiveness (ch. xii. 13) ? 1. To show forth to aU the people (who confess by their elders and representatives that they have part in the king's transgres-

Divine reconciliation.

sion) that forgiveness is possible only in connection with sacrifice, wherein justice and
are alike exhibited2. To call forth their renewed and open obedience and selfdevotion.
3. To give there a public sign of the Divine acceptance and removal of the
judgment (1 Chron. xxi. 26, 27), 4. To establish a new and permanent centre of Divine
worship, in fulfilment of previous promises (ch. vii. 13); so overruling the evil for good,
and turning the curse into a blessing (1 Chron. xxii. 1). This was a turning-point in
the history of the nation ; and henceforth the service of the tabernacle began to be
superseded by that of the temple.

mercy

Conclusion. Let it be remembered that the intercession of Christ (unlike that of
David) is the intercession of the Innocent for the guilty that he is also himself the
Altar, "which sanctifieth the gift," and " the Propitiation for our sins;" and that in
dependence upon him, as well as after his example and in bis spirit, all our prayers and
** spiritual sacrifices " must
be presented unto God. D.
;

—

—

—

Yers. 20 23 (1 Chron. xxi. 18
(Moriah.) Araunah the Jebusite. Arstmah
23).
(Aravnah, Avamah, Aranyah, Oman) was : 1. A OentUe by birth ; ''almoet the last relie

";
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of the Canaanitish tribe whose fortress was taken nearly thirty years before (ch. v. 6).
" He was not slain by David in the siege of Jerusalem, because of the good will he
bore to the Hebrews, and a particular benignity and afifection which he had to the king
himself" (Josephus) with whom, during his exile, he may have become acquainted. 2.
'*
proselyte to the faith of Israel (ver. 23).
There was no other people who were
specially called the people of God ; but they (the Jews) cannot deny that there have
been certain men of other nations, who belonged, not by earthly but heavenly fellowship, to the true Israelites, the citizens of the country that is above " (Augustine).
3.
prosperous owner of property on the hill Moriah (at that time outside the city),
where he had his threshing-floor, and dwelt with his four sons.
His prosperity was
due, not merely to his own industry, but chiefly to his fi-iendship with David and his
people.
partaker of the sufferings, as well as the privileges, of the inhabitants of
4.
Jerusalem. Whilst occupied in threshing wheat (by means of sledges drawn by oxen),
it was given him to see the supernatural messenger of wrath (1 Chron. xxi. 20) ; and
" his four sons with him, hid themselves " from fear. 5.
loyal subject ; respectful,
courteous (ver. 20), and grateful for the king's visit to him in his threshing-floor (ver.
"
It was a piece of condescension to be marvelled at ; and the language expresses
21).
a desire to know his pleasure concerning him, supposing it must be something very
urgent and important " (Grill). 6.
generous donor and public-spirited man (ver. 22).
" All does Araunah,
" His liberality and princely
king, give to the king " (ver. 23).
munificence is registered to all after-ages in the Holy Scripture what is done by a pious
heart to the honour and worship of God shall never want its own reward and blessed
remembrance ; as was the breaking of the box of precious ointment " (Guild). 7.
devout worshipper of God. "Jehovah thy God accept thee."
8.
ready helper
toward the building of the altar and temple of God. 9.
pattern to Christians. 10.
pre-intimation of the willing homage of the Gentile world to Christ (ch. xxiL 50)
" In every place incense
an earnest or firstfruits of the harvest (Ps. IxxiL 10, 11),
shall be offered," etc. (Mai. L 11).— D.
;

A

A

A

A

A

;

A

A

A

A

24: (1 Chron. xxL 24, 25).— (Moriah.)
Personal sacrifice, ** And I will not
unto Jehovah my God of that which doth cost me nothing." The gift of Araunah
would have enabled David to perform a religious service in a cheap and inexpensive
manner.
But, (1) humbly recognizing the obligations that rested upon him, and
animated by a spirit of self-devotion, (2) he nobly repudiates an offering which would
have been, not really his own, but another's; or rendering to God a selfish and
mercenary service ; " which rebukes and condemns the avaricious disposition of many
in this age, who can part with nothing for the maintenance of God's worship or promoting religion or any good work " (Guild). " It is a heartless piety of those base-minded
Christians that care only to serve God good-cheap " (Hall).
(3) He also generously
resolves (acting toward the Divine King of Israel in the same spirit as Araunah acted
toward himself) to purchase all that was required at " the full price," and thus serve
God at his own cost, with self-denial and self-sacrifice. " And David bought the
threshing-floor and the oxen for fifty shekels of silver " (1 Chron. xxi., " the place,"
the whole hill perhaps, for " six hundred shekels of gold by weight "). The principle
applies not only to gifts of money (ch. viii. 11) ; but also to the employment of thought,

Ver.

offer

effort, time, talents, relationships, influence; the renunciation of ease, pleasure, convenience, name, and fame; the endurance of privation, pain, opposition, dishonour, and shame;
its highest application is to the " whole burnt offering " of a man himself (heart, soiil,

which virtually includes all other offerings, and without which they are vain.
a change it would make in the Christian world if Christians of all sorts would
put this question seriously to their souls, Shall I serve God with that which costs me
nothing? " (Manton, xxii. 94). Personal sacrifice is : 1. Enjoined by the express com'
mauds of God. " None shall appear before me empty " (Exod. xxxiv. 20) " Everyman as he is able," etc. (Deut. xvi. 16) " It shall be perfect to be accepted there shaU
be no blemish therein. Neither from a stranger's hand," etc. (Lev. xxii. 21, 25). Men
were required to offer what was valuable, not worthless; what was their own, not
another's.
Even the p orest were not exempt. Self-denial is also " the law of Christ
(Mark viii. 34; x. 21 -7). 2. Incited by the supreme claims of God; arising from
hb greatness and goodness, his ownership of all things (1 Chron. zxix. 14), his maniwill),

"

what

'

'

;

;

—

;
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above all, the unspeakable Gift of his only Son (Rom. viii. 32
Expressive of a right feeling toward Ood. Reverence, gratitude, love, aelf"Everything depends on the preduminaDt
consecration, holy zeal (John xii. 3).
If a man's prime feeling be that of self, he will go the easiest
principle and purpose.
and most economic way to work and worship if a man's prime feeling be that of God,
In the first case, he will
he will rebuke all thoughts of cheapness and facility.
seek the largest possible results from the least possible expenditure ; in the second,
the expenditure will be itself the result. Now, it is the end and essence of all religion
to turn the mind from self to God ; to give it absorbing views of the Divine beauty
&nd glory ; to fill it with Divine love and zeal ; to make it feel honoured in honouring
God, blessed in blessing him ; to make it feel that nothing is good enough or great
enough for him and when the mind is thus affected and thus possessed, it will understand and share the spirit of David's resolve " (A. J. Morris, ' The Unselfish Offering ').
4. Essential to the true service of Ood ; for this depends not so much upon the form
or amount of the offering as upon its relation to the oflerer; its being the genuine
expression of the heart (as it professes to be) without which tlie service is formal,
unreal, and insincere.
That which costs nothing is worth nothing (Mai. i. 8 Isa. i. 11
5. Nrcessary to the assured acceptance of God.
It alone is attended
Ps. li. 16, 17).
with the sign and sense of his approval (1 Chron. xxi. 26). 6. Conducive to the proper
honour of God amongst men; in whom it besets a spirit like its own. 7. Embodied in
highest perfection in Christ ; *' who gave himself up for us, an Offering and a Sacrifice
Spanish proverb says, Let that wliich is lost be for
to God," etc. (Eph. v. 2).
The father of a family, making his will and disposing of his goods upon his
God.'
death-bed, ordained concerning a certain cow which had strayed, and had been now for
a long time missing, if it were found it should be for his children, if otherwise for God.
Whenever men would give to God only the lame and blind, that which costs them
nothing, that from which they hope no good, no profit, no pleasure to themselves, what
are they saying in their hearts but that which this man said openly, ' Let that which
is lost be for God ' ? " (Trench, ' Proverbs *).— D.
fold mercies (ver. 14),
xii. 1).

3.

;

;

;

;

"A

'

The new altar.
Ver. 25 (1 Chron. ixi. 26—30; xxii. 1).—(Mobiah.)
"And
built there an altar unto Jehovah," etc.
1. An altar was a pUice of sacrifice
(Gen. iv. 3, 4 ; viii. 20 xxii. 14) ; consisting (according to Divine direction, Exod. xx.
24, 25) of earth or unhewn stone, and constituting (according to Divine assurance)
a point of meeting or reconciliation between God and men ; the offerings which it
sustained and sanctified (and with which it was identical in purpose) being of divers
kinds, symbolic of certain truths, and expressive of various feelings on the part of those
who brought them. It was a prime necessity of religious worship in ancient time ; the
appointed way of access to God ; the table at which Divinity and humanity held fellowship with one another. 2. The altar erected by David on the threshing-floor of Araunah
marks the commencement of a new chapter in the history of the kingdom of God
under the old covenant. Heretofore sacrifice was offered in different places (1 Sam. i.
3; ii. 33; vi. 15; vii. 9, 17; ix. 12; xi. 15; xiv. 35; xvi. 3; xx. 6 ch. vi. 13, 17;
XV. 12) ; and the requirement of the Law (Deut. xii. 13, 14) was imperfectly fulfilled,
in consequence of the unsettled condition of the nation and the disorganized state of
religious worship (1 Kings iii. 2).
Whilst the ark was at Jerusalem, " the altar of the
burnt offering" remained at Gibeon (1 Chron. xxi. 29, 30); and although not finally
abandoned till some time after (1 Kings iii. 4), it henceforth began to be .superseded
by the new altar, which was divinely appointed and consecrated by fire from heaven
(1 Chron. xxi. 26), and chosen by Jehovah (Deut. xvi. 15) as the jlace of his worship,
" Now when Kirjg David saw that God had
the central sanctuary for succeeding ages.
heard his prayer, and had graciously accpted of his sacrifice, he resolved to call that
" And David t^aid. This is th«
3ntire place the altur of all the people" (Josephus).
house of the Lord God," etc. (1 Chron. xxii. 1, 2 Gen. xxviii. 17) " And Solomon
began to build the house of the Lord at Jerusalem in Mount Moriah, where the Lord
appeared unto David," etc. (2 Chron. iii. 1).
'A song at the
Ps. xxx., iiiscrii)tion
" I will extol thee,
Lord," etc.
dedication of the house' (see Hengsttnbcrg).

David

;

;

;

;

:

"

And
I

as for

tihali

mo — I had

said, in

my

prosperity,

not be moved for ever," etc.
(Pb.

ixiL ft— 10.)

—
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The

chief interest for ns of this altar (as of every other) arises from the fact that it
spiritual truth, but also typical of its embodiment in
the Altar (as well as the Offering and the Offerer), the new and only true (Heb.
Christ
vii. 2), perfect, effectual, central, universal, and enduring AJtar and Temple (John ii. 21),
where God records his name, and where we draw nigh to God, offer spiritual sacrifices,
and find acceptance with him. It was " a shadow of things to come ; but the body ia
"
have an altar [his cross and sacrifice], whereof they
of Christ " (CoL ii. 17).
have no right to eat who serve the tabernacle " (Heb. xiii. 10). Consider, with this
3.

was not merely symbolic of

—

We

reference

L The

ebectiok of the altab, as (in connection with the offerincrs, apart from
cannot be fully contemplated) : 1. Bendered necessary by humau sin, through
the temptation of Satan ; estrangement from God through pride and disobedience to
2. Ordained by Divine
his Law ; exposure to condemnation and death (Heb. ix. 22).
wisdom and love, " before the foundation of the world " (1 Pet. L 20), in order to the
remission of sins and the restoration of sinners to the fellowship of God (Heb. ix. 26).
3. Adapted to the fulfilment of that purpose ; by the atonement there made (ch. xxL 3
Lev. i. 4 ; Isa. liii. 6 ; John i. 29 ; 1 John ii. 2 ; 2 Cor. v. 19 ; Gal. iii. 13) ; by the exhibition of the duty, sinfulness, and desert of men, and the sovereignty, righteousness,
and mercy of God (Rom. iii. 21 26). " When sinful souls approached the altar of
God, where dwelt his holiness, their sinful nature came between them and God, and
atonement served the purpose of covering their sins, of cancelling the charges on which
they were arraigned" (Kiiper). 4. Designed to do away with every other altar and to
afford free access to God for all people in all places and ages (Isa. Ivi. 7 ; John iv. 23
Eph. iL 18). The language in which the death of Chnst is 'described in the New
Testament is derived from the sacrifices of the former dispensation, and can only be
It is no longer needful or possible
properly understood by some acquaintance with them.
to set up an altar (according to a common mode of expression), except in the sense of
recognizing, approaching, and making known " the altar of God " which is set up in
'* Let us draw near," etc. (Heb. x. 22).
Christ Jesus (Ps. xliii. 4 John xiv, 6).
IL The offerings presented there. " And offered burnt offerings and peace
In becoming himself an Offering (Isa. liiL 12)
offerings " (1 Sam. i. 3 ; ch. vi. 17
19),
and Propitiation for our sins (complete and incapable of being repeated or rendered more
efficacious), Christ displayed a'spirit (Heb. x. 5
7) in which (coming to him with penitence, ver. 10, and faith) we must participate, and thus " offer up spiritual sacrifices,"

which

it

—

;

—

—

1. The free, entire, and continual surrender (ver. 14) and dedication
ii. 5).
2. Prayers, supplications
of ourselves, spirit, soul, and body, to God (Eom. xii. 1).
and intercessions (ver. 17 ; Judg. xx. 26 ; Ps. Ii. 17 ; cxli. 2). " And the Lord Jehovah
was entreated for the land." " Sacrifice is in the main embodied prayer." 3. " The
4. Holy obedience (ver. 19), generous gifts (ver.
sacrifice of praise " (Heb. xiii. 15).
24), and benevolent activities. " To do good and to communicate forget not : for with
such sacrifices God is well pleased " (Heb. xiii. 16 ; Phil. iv. 18). " The altar is not
to stand in its beauty and stateliness a solemn, unapproachable thing, on which we may

etc. (1 Pet.

reverently gaze, but which we may not touch without sacrilege. It is for use ; its
broad summit is to be laden with oblations and crowded with victims ; it stands in
the midst of us ; it accompanies us wherever we wander, that it may invite our offerings, and be always ready to receive what we should always be ready to give " (Ps. iv.
5 ; xivi. 6 ; cxviii. 27).
" Jehovah thy God accept thee " (ver. 23)
III. The acceptance of the offebeb.
" And the plague was stayed from Israel." Christ's offering was well-pleasing to God ;
and we are accepted in him (Eph. v. 2 ; 1. 6, 7). 1. There is now no condemnation
(Eom. viii. 1 ; Heb. x. 16 18). The sword is put up again into the sheath thereof.
2. The presence, favour, and sanctifying power of God are manifested to ub (Acts ii.
3. Peace with God, and " the communion of the Holy Ghost," are vouchsafed
8, 4).
^22,'
4. And we " rejoice in hope of the glory of God " (Horn. v. 1, 2 ; Eph. iL 19
to UB.

—

—

Bev. xxL

3, 4).
*•

Thou didgt turn for me ray mourning into dancing;
Thou didst put off my sackcloth, and didst gird me with joy {
To the end that my glory should sing praise to thee, and not be

O Jehovah my Gk>d, for ever will

sllenti

I give thauka unto thee."

CPs. xxz. 11,

11^

•H.

xuY.
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CoNCLUBioM. 1. " JesuB Chhat is the Object of the two Testameuu of the Old, its
expectancy ; of the New, its model of both, the centre " (Pascal). As in every part of
the country there is a way which leads to the metropolis, so in every part of Scripture
there is a way which leads to Christ. 2. The method of human salvation lias always
been the same in the mind of God ; bat it has been gradually revealed to the mind of
man ; and wherever faith has been exercised in God, in so far as he has revealed his
saving purposes, it has been accounted for righteousness. 3. " To the cross of Christ
all eternity looked forward ; to the cross of Christ all eternity will look back.
With
reference to it all other objects were created and are still preserved ; and every event that
takes place in heaven, earth, and hell is directed and overruled " (Paysop). 4. " Where" Now the Gkxi of peace," etc. (Heb.
fore, receiving a kingdom," etc. (Heb. xii. 28).
xiii. 20, 21).— D.
:

;

Yer. 10.
Sinful ntunbering. Thib is part of a narrative which presents various
The chief is that which arises from the statement that God moved
serious difficulties.
David to commit the sin for which he afterwards punished him. In 1 Chron. xxL 1
the instigator is said to be Satan, or " an adversary ; " and it Is possible to translate here
Still, the translation iu our English
(' Speaker's Commentary ')" one moved David."
The statement reminds us of
versions (both Authorized and Revised) is more natural.
Numb. xxii. 20, 22, and is probably susceptible ot a similar explanation. God gives
permission to men who indulge sinful desires to gratify their desires. He says" Go"
when they strongly desire to do so, and thus puuishes them by allowinjj them to sin,
and then inflicting the penalty due to such sin« Moreover, the sacred writers speak
more freely than we are accustomed to do of the agency of God in connection with the
sins of men (see ch. xii. 11; xvi. 10; Exod. viL 3; 1 Sam. xxvi. 19; 1 Kings xxiL
20—23; E«ek. xiv. 9, 10; Mark iv. 12 ; 2 Thess. ii. 11, 12). Our Lord teaches us to
pray, " Lead us not into temptation," which implies that God may thus lead men.
However, if David knew that in some sense God had bidden him number the people,
he none the less felt that the sin of the proceeding was great, and that it was his own.
I. David's sin.
In what did it consist? As the narrative does not explain, and no
law or statement of the Scriptures can be adduced in explanation, it is impossible to
answer the question satisfactorily. That there was sin in the numbering of the people
at this time, the strong reiDonstrance of the by-no-means-over-scrupulous or pious Joab
(ver. 3) makes manifest.
It may have been done in a spirit of pride and vain-glory,
that the king might delight himself in the contemplation of the greatness of his armed
For it should be noted that only those that '• drew the sword " (ver. 9) were
forces.
The kings of Israel were not, like other monarchs, to trust in the multitude
coimted.
of their armed men, but in their Goil, who could save or give victory by many or by
few (1 Sam. xiv. 6; 2 Chron. xiv. 11). Possibly David may have had ulterior designs
that were opposed to the- will of God. He may have proposed to himself to reduce the
people, as into more complete unity, so into more slavish subjection to the throne (comp.
1 Sam. viii. 11
18); or he may have had designs of unjust aggression on other peoples.
Similar sins are committed: 1. When men reckon up their achievements or possessions,
or the number of their servants and retainers, in a spirit of pride, sel f-satisiaction, <jr
false confidence (Dau. iv. 30).
2. When they sum up their wealth, not to consider
how they may best employ it for the good of men and the glory of Liod, but to frame
schemes of sinful indulgence (Luke xii. 19). 3. When the calculation of numbers or
resources is made in order to determine the safety or otherwise of perpetrating; or continuing some injustice to others.
Ruhrs increasing and reckoning their hosts, etc., with
a view to unjust wars, or the suppression of the liberties, or other violation of the rights,
4. When numbers are counted, instead of arguments weighed, preof their subjects.
vious to adopting a reli^ons or political creed, or to obtain encouragement in the
practice of any wickedness (John vii. 48 ; Exod. xxiii. 2).
II. David's repkntanoe.
so long as to excite our amaseIt was long in coming
ment. It included: 1. Conviction. " His heart smote him." His cou!«ience accused
him. He saw the greatness of his sin and folly. Sin is always folly, though tolly is
not always sin (see on ch. xiii. 13). 2. Humble confession made to God. 3. Earnest
prayer for pardon.

—

—

III.

His punishment.

n. SAMUEL.

The

reply to his prayer was not such as he

may have
2

8

hoped.

—

—

;
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seat to him, not to assure him of pardon, but to offer him a choice
He chose pestilence, as being more immediately from
of pimiBhments (vers. 12, 13).
•*
Accordingly, a terrible plague
the hand of the Lord," whose " mercies are great."
foil ou the people, destroying seventy thousand men in less, apparently, than one day.
For although three days had been named as the duration of the pestilence, the time
was evidently shortened, and the plague ceased as it threatened to destroy Jerusalem
To that extent the prayers of David (vers. 10, 17), and the sacrifices which
(ver. 16).
he hastened to ofifer by direction of the prophet, prevailed. The king had sinned ; the
]iunishment fell on the people. David felt aud pleaded the incongruity (ver. 17). What
can we say respecting it? 1. It is acconJ/'ng to a universal law of Divine procedure.
The difficulty meets us everywhere. Subjects suflfer on account of the sins, and even
the mistakes, of their rulers ; children, of their parents ; and, more widely, the innocent,
because of the sins and follies of others. It is useless to argue against facts. 2. Events
which are judgments to the guilty are simple trials to the innocent, and may he unspeakWhen the godly are struck down with others in a time of general
able bl-esaings.
calamity they exchange earth for heaven.

The Prophet Gad waa

"

The

sword, the pestilence, or Are,
Bball but fulfil their best desire
From sins and sorrows set them free,
Aud bring thy children. Lord, to thee.*
(Watta.)

In thit ccue the people suffered /or sins of their ovm. It was because "the anger of
the Lord was kindled against Israel " for their sins (ver. 1), that David's sin was permitted and its ptmishment inflicted. Many other cases would admit of a similar
explanation. 4. Althmigh the calamity which fell on the nation was great, a greater
would have been the death of its sovereign by the plague. 5. David suffered severely
If his sin was that of pride iu the number
in the destruction of »o many of his subjects.
whom lie ruled and could lead to war, the punishment corresponded to the sin. He
was made to feel how soon Qtxi could deprive him of that in which he boasted. 6. When
all has been thought and said that is possible, it is for us (1) to recognize that God's
ways are necessarily beyond our comprehension we are soon out of our depth as we
contemplate them; (2) to cherish undoubting confidence in his wisdom, righteousness,
and love in all his proceedings, whether they are discernible by ns or not. Such confidence is required and justified by what we do distinctly know of him and it is the
only way to settled peace in a world so full of misery and mystery. 7. Let us carefully
avoid sin, not only because it is evil in itself and will bring pain and sorrow to ourselves,
but because others will inevitably be involved in the consequences of our conduct.
Many children are sufferers for life through the wickedness of their parents. G. W.
8.

—

;

—

Ver. 13.

Pressing for an answer to God's message. "Advise, and see what answer
him that sent me." Tiiese words of Gad to David might well be

I shall return to

addressed by religious teachers, and especially ministers of the gospel, to those whom
they instruct. Notice
" Him that sent me."
1. True ministers of Christ are Ood'$
I. God's messengers.
Their office is not a human invention. They are not ujere lecturers, who
messengers.
may choose their own themes and aims; not mere philosophers, free to speculate at will
and ^ive the people the result of their speculations ; still less mere performers, whose
business is to amuse. They are sent of God, by the operations of his Spirit, the guidance
of his providence, and the appointment of his Church; and have a definite message from
him to their hearers, viz. the gospel (in the wider sense) of Jesus Christ its revelations,
In delivering this message, they have a definite
precepts, promises, and threatenings.

—

—

He who is not convinced that he is Godend to seek the salvation of their hearers.
"
" inwardly moved by the Holy Ghost to take upon him this oflice and ministration
sense
their
cherish
a
due
should
of
They
2.
assume
it.
(Prayer-book) ought not to
Which will keep alive: (1) The feeling of resi)onsibility to God. " As they
position.
that must give account" (Heb. xiii. 17). (2) Humility. The consciousness of a Divine
miidion might tempt them to pride and arrogance, but the consciousness of un worthiness
and unfitness for so sacred a work will keep them humble. " Who is sufficient for theu

—

sent

—
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things?" (2 Cor. iL 16). (3) Care as to what they teach. That It may be the very
message of God. "Preach the preaching that I bid thee" (Jonah iii. 2). (4) Care as
Not to exalt or enrich themselves, or merely
to the spirit and aim of their teaching.
please men, but to glorify God and promote the salvation of their hearers (John vii. lb;
That he whose messengers they are will
Gal. i. 10 ; Col. i. 28).
(5) Faith and hope.
guide and support them, give success to their endeavours, and amply reward them.
Such recognition will: (1)
3. Bearers shmdd recognize the position of their ministers.
Regulate their expectations from them. They will not expect them to flatter, or merely
entertain, or to suppress unwelcome truths. They will desire them to be faithful to their
(2) Induce them to give
convictions as to the message God would have them deliver.
Their attitude will be that of
earnest heed to their instructions and admonitions.
therefore are we all here present before
Cornelius and his friends (Acts x. 33):

"Now

things that are commanded thee of God;" and, when the words
addressed to them are perceived to be Divine truth, they will receive them " not as the
word of men, hut as the Word of God " (1 Thess. ii. 13), with faith and obedience. (For
the opposite spirit and practice, see Ezek. xxxiii. 31, 32.)

God, to hear

all

present. Happily they have not, like Gad, to offer
but of: 1. On the one hand, et«mal life; conamencing
now in the enjoyment of pardon and peace, holiness and hope; anii perfected in heaven.
This to be secured by faith in the Son of God as Saviour and Lord, with corresponding
2, And, on the other, eternal punishment ; " indignation and
love and obedience.
wrath, tribulation and anguish " (Rom. ii. 8, 9) ; to be assuredly secured by rejection
of Christ, and of God in him. These solemn alternatives must not, cannot, be kept
out of view by a faithful messenger of God ; and the thought of them will give earnestness to his ministrations, and to the treatment of them by his hearers (comp.
II.

The alternatives they

a choice of

fearful calamities,

Dent XXX. 1&— 19).
IIL The answer fob which thet

Christian ministers should endeavour
press.
88 far as possible privately to urge individuals to consider what answer they will give
to the Divine message, what choice they will make between the alternatives presented
This cannot be always done ; but in their public addresses they ought to be
to them.
urgent in pressing their hearers to definite consideration and decision. They should
show them 1. That an answer has to be given, and that to Ood, who searches the
That, in fact, they are ever giving a reply ; ever choosing the evil, if not the
heart.
good. 2. That their answer should he the result of careful consideration. "Advise,
great point is gained when men are induced to
and see;" consider and determine.
3. That such consideration should be
consider the claime of God and their souls.
prompt. It is both sinful and perilous to delay. To put off attention to God's
:

A

message is insulting to him, and may end in his deciding suddenly and unexpectedly
us which of the two alternatives shall be ours. 4. That they are themselves
intensely concerned that the answer given should he that which is alone wise and good
the hearty acceptance of Christ and salvation. " As though God did beseech you by
UB : we pray you in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to God " (2 Cor. v. 20). G. VV.
for

—

—

Qod^s treatment preferred to man^t. David had good reasons for the
Ver. 14.
He knew well, from his own treatment of defeated enemies (ch.
choice he made.
xii. 31 ; 1 Chron. xx. 3), how fearfully cruel were conquerors in war in those days,
what an awful scourge to his subjects would be the ravages of a victorious invading
army. He also doubtless dreaded the disgrace and permanent damage to the kingdom
which would be thus wrought, and the dishonour, in the view of the heathen, which
would be cast on the Name of Jehovah its God (see Josh. vii. 8, 9). Taking the words
in a wider application, they express what will be the natural preference of good men.
1. The great mercy of Ood
expressed.
I. Gkounus of the preference here
and the unmercifulness, or limited mercy, of men. 2. The righteousness of Qod and
can never be sure that in a particular case righteousthe unrighteousness of men.
ness will guide human proceedings; we know that the Divine are always thus guided.

We

what is right where their own interests, inclinaand even the be.-<t men are liable to fail in rea|x'ct to
pure and constant regard for rectitude. 3. TTie knowledge and wisdom of Go-l, and
Much of the misconduct and untrustworthiuess o/
the ignorance and folly of men.

Many men

are utterly regardless of

tions, or passions are

concerned

;

—
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When they mean well, they often do ill
springs from ignorance and folly.
through not knowing the actual state of the affairs with which they are called to deal,
not taking the trouble, perhaps, to ascertain it ; or, when they know it, not understanding how to treat it. But the Divine knowledge and wisdom are perfect. 4. The
power </ Ood and the weakness of men. Men are often incapable of doing the good
they know, and even strongly desire to do ; and their weakneijs often causes them to do
mischief while endeavouriug to do good. God is Almighty to effect what his wisdom,
mercy, and rectitude prompt. 5. The relation of Ood to good men. Their Father,
The certainty that he will honour those that honour him, and
their covenant God.
turn all things, including his own chastisement of them, to their good, and ultimately
bring them to eternal glory. The preference will be strong in proportion to the actual
There are some men
contrast between the men with whom we have to do and God.
who are so God-like that we should not be averse to falling into their hands in a
It would be to a limited extent like falling into
confliderable variety of circumstances.
the hands of God.
1. The endurance of
11. Cases in which the pbeferenoe would be exebcised.
suffering. As in the text. It is better to sufler from disease than from human violence.
men

The suffering will be easier to bear, more likely to profit, less likely to excite resentment and other evil passions. The infliction will be more tempered with mercy, and
promote in a greater degree the ends of mercy. 2.- Judgment of character and actiont.
To be judged by God is preferable to being judged by men. Men are often fond ol
They commonly judge
passing judgment, but for the most part very incapable.
They are apt to be wrong alike
ignorantly, or from prejudice, and therefore unjustly.
When condenmed by them,
in their favourable and unfavourable opinions of others.
it is well if we can appeal with confidence to the judgment of God, which is always

Men forgive reluctantly, in a limited measure, with reserves
3. Forgiveness.
just.
and soon grow weary of pardoning the same offender. To pardon " seven times," much
"
more seventy times seven " (Matt, xviii. 21, 22), seems to them an impossibility.
Indeed, repeated offences, as they appear incompatible with real repentance, may
justify hesitation to pardon re{)eatedly, since the state of the offender's heart cannot be
known. But Gkxl, who knows the heart, discerns where it is true, notwithstanding
frequent falls; and, pitying human weakness, forgives many times a day. And his
pardons are full and complete. Add that forgiveness from men does not ensure
forgiveness from God, and that having the latter we can, if need be, dispense with the
There is then abundant reason why, in the matter of pardon, we should prefer
former.
God has
4. Spiritual guidance and help.
to have to do with God rather than men.
appointed that men should instruct and aid their fellow-men in matters of religion and
morals.
But those who offer themselves as spiritual guides are fallible, and they differ
widely on important points. It is then encouraging; and assuring that Divine guidance
and help are available. By the devout study of God's holy Word, and earnest prayer
for the Holy Spirit, whose aid is promised to those who seek it (Luke xi. 13), all may
obtain sr.ch heavenly wisdom and strength as shall ensure them against serious error
and failure. And after listening to the conflicting statements of human teachers, and
who decline their counsel, a religions inquirer may in many
instances wisely turn from them to GK)d, saying, " Let me fall into the hand of the
Lord rather than of man."
In conclusion : 1. It is a great eairfori to aincert Christians to know that they are
ever in the hand of the Lord. When they seem to be most left to the will of arbitrary,
unjust, and cruel men, God is over all, controlling, overruling, sanctifying, compelling
He will rectify and
their most malignant foes to promote ttieir real and lasting good.
compensate for all the injustice and injury which he permits men to inflict upon them.
2. Impenitent sinners might well prefer to fall into the ha) ids of men rather than of Ood.
The limited knowledge and power of men, as well as their feeble hatred of sin, would be
in their favour; at the worst, they can only "kill the body." But God abhors sin with
" hath power to cast into hell"
a perfect hatred, knows fully the guilt of each sinner, and
knoweth the power of thine an-er?" (Fs. xc. 11). G. W.
^Luke xii. 4, 6). "
their denunciation of those

Who

" The Lord thy God accept thee."
Ver. 23. Acceptance with Ood.
flowing from good wiU, and all the heartier because of the occasion.

—

A good

wish,

For Divine
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Acceptance of the king and bis ofiferiogs meant delirerance for the nation, Araunah
The sincerity of his wish was proved by
included, from the ravages of the pestilence.
the substantial offers with which it was accompanied.
Araunah referred to the favourable reception by God of
I. The blessing desibed.
David's offerings. In the widest sense, acceptance with God includes : 1. Acceptance
of ourselves. Our reception by God into his friendship and favour. Unless the man is
God receives nothing from his enemies a tiuth
accepted, his offerings cannot be.
which should be very seriously pondered by multitudes of his professed worshippers,
who give him outward homage, but withhold from him themselves. Who, then, are
accepted by God ? Those who come to him according to his appointment, with repentance, faith, self-devotement, confessing sin, trusting to the mercy and entering on the
service of God.
Under the Christian dispensation, men are accepted through faith in
Jesus Christ. When we receive him as Saviour and Lord, God receives us (comp. Rom.
Which includes devout exercises of mind and
V. 1, 2).
2. Acceptance of our worship.
heart, study of the Word of God, pious meditation, praises and thanksgivings, prayers.
What worship is accepted ? Such as is offered in the name of Jesus (John xvi. 23, 24
Eph. iii. 12 ; PhiL ii. 10, Revised Version). Sincere (Isa. xxix. 13 ; John iv. 24), humble
(Luke xviii. 10 14), reverential (Heb. xii. 28), yet trustful and affectionate as children
(Rom. viii. 15). Not that of slaves or mercenaries. 3. Acceptance of our gifts.
give to God when we give for the support of his worship and the spread of his kingdom,
and when we give to the poor for his sake (Matt. xxv. 40). Our gifts are acceptable (1)
when presented with pure hearts, not ostentatiously to gain human applause (Matt. vL
2 4), not with a view to atone for sin and obtain pardon, not to bribe men to unholy
compliances ; (2) when they are our own property, not the fruit of dishonesty, opjjression, or injustice; (3) when they are in due proportion to our ability (2 Cor. viii. 12).
Labours for the good of others, temporal and spiritual.
4. Acceptance of active service.
All honest work springing from and guided by Christian principles.
IL The desire itself. In this case it was a patriotic desire. It \% always piout
and henevolent. I'ious, as it recognizes the necessity of God's favour and approbation
to the well-being of men, and implies his willingness to be favourable to them.
Benevolent, as it is a desire that others should enjoy the most essential and all-comprehensive of blessings, without which other blessings are of small and temporary value.
Not health or wealth, not acceptance with men, not long life, not intellectual superiority,
not refinement of taste, etc., are of primary importance; and these should not be first
ill%ur minds when seeking the welfare whether of ourselves or of others ; but the favour
crlLlmighty God, and, as the sure means of securing this, the possession of Christian
faith and holiness.
"Wherefore" let us "labour that, whether present or absent"
(living or dying), " we," and all in whom we are interested, yea, all mankind, " may be
accepted of him" (2 Cor. v. 9).—G. W.

—

—

We

—

" Neither will I offer burnt offerings unto th«
doth cost me nothing." We have in the context "a laudable
contention between a good king and a good subject" (Manton). Araunah wished to
give the site for an altar, the animals and fuel for sacrifice, taking, on account of the
necessity for haste, the threshing oxen and implements for the purpose. David insisted
on paying for alL The text expresses his reason. He felt it was unworthy of his position and means as monarch, of the greatness of God, and of his own relation and obligaHis determination is
tions to him, to ofi'er sacrifices which had cost him nothing.
worthy of adoption by aU, and will be adopted by all true-hearted Christians. They
In considering the words,
will not worship and sei-ve God without cost to themselves.
we need not confine attention to gifts of money or other property. In the worship and
service of God, expenditure of thought, feeling, time, strength, etc., is required as well
as of property; and, in relation to each and all, the true Christian, when the need for
such expenditure arises, and he is tempted to avoid it, will be ready to exclaim, " I will
not serve the Lord my God without cost." His motives are such as follow.
Sense of his majesty and excellence. The feeling that he
I. Eeverence fob God.
who is so great and glorious should be served with the best we can present to him,
internal and external ; and that to come before him without any worthy gift is to insult
Ver. 24.

Lord

Cheap religion repudiated.

my God of that which

kim(seeMaLL7,8, U).

;
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n. Gbatttude to

1—25.

Gk>D. For his great and manifold gifts to us, especially that of his
unspeakable blessings which conae to us with and through him. If
duly sensible of what we have received from God, we shall be eager to make him such
return, poor thouo;h it is, as is jjos.'-ible to us, and shall feel that we can never do enough
for him who has done so much for us.
Love to God, awakened
III. Love to God and man. The substance of true religion.
and kept alive by his love to us and by increasing knowledge of his all-ferfect and lovely
character, will produce love for his worship, his people, his cause in the world, our fellowmeu In helping these by deed and gift, we offer sacrifices to him (Phil. ii. 17; iv. 18;
Heb. xiii. 16), and all who love him will offer such sacrifices. In proportion to the
ardour of their love will be the measure of their services ; and they will never grow
weary of them, since love makes them a delight.
IV. Justice to others. The worship of God cannot be maintained, nor his kingdom
extended, nor his will as to the poor done, without cost of v.irious kinds, in which it is
If some shirk their
right that all should do their part according to their capabilities.
duty, others may be compelled to do more than fairly belongs to them. The thought
of this will move each to take his proper share of gift or labour.
V. The example of others. 1. The liberal expenditure of some on their idols.
Heathen. Worldly men. Ourselves, perhaps, before we were converted. 2. The
In everj' circle a lew are known who are generous in
liberality of many Christians.
deed or gift, or both, in the service of God and the poor. Their zeal incites others by
the power of sympathy and the feehng that they are themselves under equal obli.;ation
to their Saviour and their Gtjd. 3. TJic cost at which multitudes of Christians have had
In times of persecution their religion has cost many their property, liberty,
to serve God.
or lives ; and they have borne the coet bravely and gladly (Heb. x. 34 ; Acts vi. 41
Shame on us if we grudge the much smaller cost of religiou
Phil. ii. 17 ; Col. ii. 24).
4. Above all, the example of our Lord and Saviour.
(2 Cor. viii. 9 ; Titus ii.
to us.
Remembrance of the cost to him of our opportunity of serving God acceptably
14.)
will strengthen us when tempted to make our religion as cheap as possible.
VL Perception of the worthlessness of a religion that costs us nothing. 1.
mere name and pretence. Real religion begins and is maintaiued at the
It is unreal.
Where it exists it must move the heart to
cost of much thought, feeling, and prayer.
zeal and generosity in the service of God, cannot but manifest itself in works and gifts.
Instead of accepting, he abhors it. It is contrary to his
2. It is unacceptable to God.
will.
The spirit of the old injunction, *' They shall not appear befoi-e the Lord empty,"
and the New Testament abounds in precepts enjoinis plainly of universal application
ing zeal and generosity in the service of God. 3. It is therefore fruitless of good, now
and hereafter. It may be correct in creed, fair in profession, interesting in sentiment,
beautiful in phrase but it is useless. It answers no substantial end of a religion. It
does not elevate and improve the worshipper. It can hardly secure even the approval
of men. It does not avert, but ensure and increase, the judgments of God. Those who
practise it will justly have their " portion with the hypocrites" (Matt. xxiv. 51).
VII. Assurance of recompense. God will not let any man be a loser in his service.
1. He gives valuaMe rewards now to those who expend their energies or substance for
him. The practical manifestation of Christian principles strengthens them. Talents
employed are multiplied. " Unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have
abundance " (Matt. xxv. 29). Service opens opportunities and develops capacities for
service. Influence for good widens, honourable positions in Christ's Church are reached
without ambitious striving for them, the esteem and affection of the good are enjoyed.
The pleasure of doing good is experienced, and, withal, the pleasures of a good conscience
the consciousness of Christian principles, affections, and aims, and of the approval of
God. 2. Gre'it is their reward in heaven. Perfected character enlarged and exalted
service the unclouded light of the Divine countenance the blessings of those whom
they have helped to save; the eternal joy and glory of the Lord.
In conclusion 1. This resolution deserves the serious consideration and adoption of:
(1) Ministers and other teachers of religion, who are often tempted to do their work
with as little trouble to themselves as possible. The help afforded by such books as
this may be abused by the indolent.
(2) All who have opportunity to expend money,
Cordially adopted, it will make the numerous
time, or talents in the service of Christ

Son, with

all tlje

A

;

;

—

;

;

;

:
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on Christian zeal and liberality in our day matter of thankfulness rather than of
annoyance. It will induce even the poor to render aid according to their means.
2. The subject shows the disadvantages attending endowments of religion.
They tend
to deprive worshippers of the pleasure and profit of worshipping God with cogt to themselves.
"Where they exist, Christians should compensate themselves for the loss thus
inflicted on tliem by exercising all the greater generosity towards other branche* of
Divine service, such as missions at home and abroad, charity to the poor, etc. Q-. W.
calls

—

Ver. 25.
These sacrifices of David illustrate the nature aud
Efficacious sacrifices.
purpose of such offerings under the Law. David acted in obedience to a message from
God (ver. 18). He did not offer sacrifices in order to render God merciful; it was the
mercy of God which originated them. It was because he would stay the destroying
pestilence that he directed David to offer them.
Still, the sacrifices were a condition
of the exercise of his mercy.
It was when they had been offered that " the Lord was
entreated for the land, and the plague was stayed from Israel." Hence the question
arises
Why should the Merciful One have required the death of innocent victims in
order that his mercy might be displayed in the cessation of the pestilence? If it be
said that this method of entreating him was a solemn and expressive acknowledgment
that the sins which occasioned the pestilence were deserving of death, the answer
may be accepted as a partial explanation. But the qnestion recurs Why should not
the confession of sin, with sincere penitence, be accepted without the infliction of death
on the innocent ? I'he only satisfying answer is that which takes into account the
justice as well as the mercy of God, and recognizes in the death of the innocent an
atonement for the guilt of those to whom mercy is shown. In exercising his mercy,
God would also " declare his righteousness . . . that he might be just " while justifying
the sinner (Rom. iii. 25, 26), and that men, while seeking and obtaining forgiveness,
might discern more clearly, feel more deeply, and acknowledge more heartily, the
righteousness of the sentence which condemned them to death. These remarks apply
more especially to the " burnt offerings." The " peace offerings" (thank offerings) were
added apparently as an expression of joyful giatitude for the deliverance which was
confidently expected through the sacrifice of the burnt offerings. The text reminds ijs
of another sacritice which was offered ten centuries later near the site of David's altar,
and which has rendered all other offerings for sin superfluous and unlawful. It ma»
tend to the better understanding of both to view them together, noting their resem-

—

—

blances and contrasts.

Thbib besemblakces. 1. In their origin. Both were of Divine origin ana
They originated in the love and righteousness and wisdom of God his
perception of what " became him " (Heb. ii. 10). 2. In their nature. As making
atonement for sin, by which God was " entreated," and the exercise of his forgiving
mercy rendered consistent with a due regard for justice, 3. In their significance fw
I.

—

appointment.

men. Displaying the evil of sin and the Divine displeasure against it, and at the
same time the loving-kindness of God his readiness to pardon; and thus tending to
produce at once abhorrence of sin and penitential grief, and the assured hope of pardon.
4. In their results.
Reconciliation between God and sinners ; forgiveness of sin and
deliverance from its penalties; renewed enjoyment of the favour of God; renewed confidence in aud obedience to him
added strengtli to resist temptation.
II. The incalculable superiority ok the sacrifice of our Lord.
1. David
offered the lives of animals ; our blesstd Lord offered himself.
They were of little
value but who shall calculate the worth ot him who was not only the perfect Man, but
the Word Incarnate, the only begotten Son of God? They could not understand the
transaction in whicli they were made to particip^ue, and could take no voluntary part
in the sacrifice.
But Jesus entered fully into the mind of God, shared to the utmost
his love to sinners and hatred of their sins, made the Divine purpose his owu, and in

—

;

;

devoted obedience to the will of the Father surrendered hunself willingly to suftering
and death for our salvation. The virtue of his sacntico arose from his Divine dignity,
his perfect oneness with the Father in mind and hiart, and his perfect obedience unto
death (John x. 17, 18; Phil. ii. r>—8; Heb. ix. 14; x. 6—10). 2. David provided
ht» ou»i sacrifices Jesus uhis the Oi/t of God. (1 John iv. 9, 10.)
No man, no creatum,
eould provide a sacrifice of sufficient worth to really and effectually atone far the aiu
;

;
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3. TTie moral significance of the Bcurifice of Christ it immeasurably greater
than of the offering of any number of animal sacrifices. As a revelation of God and
man, of holiness and sin, of the Divine hatred to sin and love to sinners, of the beauty
and glory of self-sacrifice, etc., it is altogether unique. 4. The efficacy of the saerifiot
of Christ transcends incalculably that of the sacrifices offered by David. (1) The value
of the latter for atonement depended wholly on the will and appointment of God ; the
worth of the former was essential and intrinsic. (2) The one atonement was of
limited, the other of boundless, eflScacy.
The former removed limited guilt of a single
nation, and for the time the other was for the sins of all men, everywhere, and in all
ages of the world (John i. 29 ; 1 John i. 7 ; ii. 2 ; Heb, x. 14). (3) The sacrifices
of David arrested a pestilence, and thus lengthened the lives of many ; that of Christ
saves from eternal punishment, and secures eternal life (1 Thess. i. 10 ; John vi. 51
54).
(4) The former had doubtless some influence on some of the Israelites, favourable to
repentance, faith, and obedience ; the latter has produced and will yet produce a complete revolution in the position and character of vast multitudes belonging to many
nations.
Those who believe are by the death of Christ brought to God (1 Pet. iii. 18
Heb. X. 19, 20), made partakers of the Holy Spirit (GaL iii. 13, 14), pardoned and
justified (Eph. i. 7 ; Rom. v. 9), sanctified (Rom. viii. 3, 4 ; Eph. v. 25—27), led to
thorough consecration of life to him who died for them (2 Cor. v. 14, 15), and to
assured hope and unspeakable happiness (Eom. v. 5 11 ; viii. 32 39), issuing in the
perfection, glory, and bliss of heaven (Rev. vii. 9, 10, 13
5. The animals offered
17).
by David ceased to exist ; the great Bedeemer obtained for himsdf by his self-sacrifiee
exaltation to universal dmninion and immortal glory, including the honour of leading
and saving those for whom he died, and of receiving their loving and devoted homage
(Rom. xiv. 8, 9; Eph. i. 19—23; Phil. ii. 8—11; Heb. xiii. 20; Rev. i. 17, 18).
6. The benefits of David! s offerings came to the people through his faith, penitence, and
obedierux ; those of the sacrifice of Christ come to each Christian as the result of hit ovon.
Its moral and spiritual power is thus enhanced.
7. The burnt offerings of David laid
the foundation for his thank offerings ; much more does the death of Christ call for^
induce, and render acceptable, thanh offerings of a nobler kind, and these innumeroMe.
unceasing, and throughout eternity.
Such are the presentiug of ourselves to God, and
the ofifei ing«! of praise, prayer, and beneficence (Rom. xii. 1 Phil. iv. 18 Heb. xiiL
Let us not fail to present such thank ofi"eving8. Let us take
15, 16 ; Rev. viii. 3, 4).
up the song of the banished apostle (Rev. i. 5, 6), " Unto him that loved iis, and washed
us from our sins in his own blood ... to him be glory and dominion for ever and ever."
Let us now join angels and the Church and all creation, and purpose and hope to join
them for ever, in the sublime anthem (Rev. v. 12, 13), " Worthy is the Lamh that
was slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour, and
glory, and blessing
Blessing, and honour, and glory, and [jower, be unto him tbat
bicteth upon the tJbrone, and unto the Lamb for ever and ever.
Amen." Q. W.
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